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PREFACE BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

This volume contains the Edinburgh translation of Dr. Meyer's Com-

mentary on Mark and Luke, and supplementary matter by the American

editor, consisting of brief critical remarks and more extended exegetical

notes.

The Edinburgh translation was made "from the fifth edition of

the original," and not from the " sixth edition," which is only in part

the work of Dr. Meyer. It is necessary to call attention to the fact

that the English editor, Prof. Dickson, in his prefatory note to this

part of the Commentary (p. ix.), expresses his views in regard to the

last-named " edition. " With these views the present writer fully agrees.

The edition of Prof. Weiss, however valuable its contents, is not

"Meyer's Commentary." Indeed, the matter in that edition is so

arranged that a careful comparison with Meyer is necessary in order to

know when Weiss speaks for himself, and not for his author.

Yet it seemed desirable that the reader should have the benefit of the

contributions of Prof. Weiss. In the German edition (Weiss's edition

of Meyer) these are substituted for Meyer's views ; in the English edition

they are ignored; in this volume they are added to the work of the orig-

inal author. It was, indeed, impossible to insert all the comments of

the accomplished German editor, but his opinions on most of the im-

portant points have been incorporated in the "supplementary notes"

which follow Meyer's comments in each chapter. Special attention has

naturally been paid to the views of Prof. Weiss on the "sources" of

the separate sections of the two Gospels, as illustrating his theory of the

origin of the three Synoptical narratives. While Meyer's view of the

relation of these Gospels is given most fully in his Commentary on Mat-

thew, his acceptance of the originality of Mark (see Introduction, p. 8 seq.)

would, in consistency, have required him to treat that Gospel first. Re-

taining the traditional order in his comments, he nevertheless finds it

necessary to refer to the priority of Mark at the beginning of nearly

every paragraph in this volume. This compels Weiss, almost as fre-

quently, to dissent from him. For these two great exegetes, while they

ostensibly adopt the same method of investigation, and while they actu-
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ally agree in many points respecting the solution of the Synoptic prob-

lem, in very man} cases reach opposite conclusions in regard to the

origin of separate portions of the narrative. In other words, when these

giants in exegesis leave the solid facts belonging to their own depart-

ment, and venture into " higher criticism," they simply conjecture, as

all must do in a region where there are too few data to warrant a scien-

tific conclusion. Hence the judgment of the one usually offsets the

judgment of the other; the earlier "Apostolic source," which Weiss

has invented, seems to disprove the cxistcnee of the Logia-collection,

to which Meyer constantly refers. Both are far too ready to admit " ma-

nipulation " and " later tradition," especially in the Gospel of Luke. It

is but fair that the reader should have this divergence of views constantly

presented to his attention. Certainly the appending of the dissenting

opinions of Weiss is far more justifiable than the conduct of the German
editor, who in so many cases strikes out Meyer's opinions and substitutes

his own.

This difference between Weiss and Meyer serves to show that the in-

terdependence of the Synoptic Gospels cannot be proved. The reader

is referred to the preface of Prof. Crooks in the volume containing Mat-

thew, for a fuller discussion of the general subject. A lengthened

treatise on the Synoptic problem would be out of place here, but in edit-

ing this volume I found the question meeting me at every turn. Believ-

ing that the Synoptists wrote independently of each other, and that every

theory which denies this not only tends to discredit their accuracy,

but is contrary to the phenomena presented by the Gospels themselves,

I felt warranted infrequently expressing my dissent from both Meyer

and Weiss, and in calling attention to the peculiarities of the Greek text,

which seem to controvert their opinions. The recovery, as it, may be

called, of the correct text has shown us greater verbal variations in the

parallel accounts. The Gospels of Mark and Luke (especially the for-

mer) have suffered greatly from the " conforming" tendencies of the

transcribers. Hence the importance of showing the bearing of the

inal differences upon the solution of the Synoptic problem. My duty

as editor did not allow me to do this in detail, but reference is frequently

made to the class of facts named above. No judgment adverse to that.

of Meyer, I may add, has been expressed, which i^ not baaed upon a

minute and repeated comparison of the passages in question, as they

appear in the. best-attested text. Any emphasis of dissent i^ due to the

conviction that the "sources" of a truly "historical " criticism of the

>els must he found in tln> canonical GoBpels themselves.

As the comments upon the matter common to Matthew ami one or

both "f the other Synoptists are found in the Commentary on Matthew,
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this volume is not only fragmentary to a certain extent, but il

a proportionally smaller amount of that purely exegetieal work in which

Meyer stood pre-eminent. Thia has made my task as editor less pleas-

ant to in';, and compelled me to appear less appreciative of Meyer's

lences than the edil »me of the volumes which preceded.

But I heartily indorse all that has been written in regard to the characacter

of the great exegete, his love of truth, bis excellent method, and the very

wide and advantageous results of his influence in the department of Exe-

getieal Theology. For the privilege I have had of using Meyer's Com-

I became ut in theology, I am deeply grate-

ful. No volume of the German edition has been in my hands oftener

than that containing Mark and Luke. But because Meyer is such a

t in interpretation, his effort! in historical criticism suffer by com-

parison. To interpret what is written is a scientific task; to di

why.it was written requires qualifications of a different order. In the

Commentary on John, where the author is not impeded by the self-im-

: trammels of "historical criticism," he Bhows how superior he is in

doing his own proper work. In the portions peculiar to the third G

we find the same excellencies. Ill- exegetieal method is the correct

one
; and that very method will in the end prove destructive to th<

jecturcs respecting the Gospels which, owing to obviou , have

been somewhat discordantly mingled with . ific interpretati

The citation -. from Weiss's edition of Meyer are quite frequently of a

purely exegetieal character. No living scholar in Germany ranks higher

in this department than Prof. Weiss, and in many cases he defends

opinions which seem preferable to those of Meyer. His view that the

genealogy in Luke is that of .Mary shows his skill as a grammatical in-

terpreter, while his labors in the field of Biblical Theology give to his

disc i — ion of other a weight that cannot bi I felt.

Owing to the peculiar state of the text in the Gospels of Mark and

Luke (see above), it seemed neeessary to insert critical remarks on the

various readings, in addition to those which Meyer prefixes to each

chapter. A further reason for doing this was the fact that Meyer had

not been able to use Tischendorf's eighth edition. .'! while

i- remarkable for his keen judgment respecting inl rounds

of probability in textual criticism, he wrote at a time when the weight of

the U- authorities ('x and B) bad not yet been duly estimated.

It is not strange, then, that Prof. Weiss ha-, in his German edition of

Meyer, entirely rewritten the critical remarks. In the present volume

nothing has been omitted from the critical portion-, and, when the

readings preferred by M<-; '•;• arc generally accepted, nothing has

added. The additions have been made only when Meyer i
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what is now accepted by the best critical editors, or when their judgment
differs from his, or when he has omitted some weighty authority. The
additional " critical remarks" are several hundred in number, and might
have been multiplied. They are based upon a careful collation of Mey-
er's views with the following critical editions : Tischendorf (VIII.),

Tregelles, Westcott and Ilort, with the judgment of Weiss (ed. Meyer)

and with the readings accepted by the revisers in the Revised Version

of 1881. No one familiar with work of this character will fail to per-

ceive that these brief notes have required much labor. To avoid the

inconvenience arising from constant repetition of the same names, the

term "recent editors" has been adopted as a common denominator for

Tregelles, Westcott and Hort, Weiss : for it was found that these gen-

erally agreed in differing from Meyer, when there was any difference.

It will be noticed that the Revised Version is usually in accord with

these "recent editors"—a coincidence all the more instructive, since

Weiss could not have been cognizant of the results reached by the re-

visers. As these two Gospels present proportionally the greatest num-
ber of variations, the data furnished by these additional notes point to

a greater agreement among textual critics, and confirm the accuracy of

the critical judgment of the revisers.

These supplementary critical remarks are invariably enclosed in brack-

ets. Some readings of Tischendorf VIII. were inserted in the Edin-

burgh edition and also bracketed. As these have been rendered unneces-

sary by the fuller additions in the present volume, they have been

stricken out, and thus confusion has been avoided. While Meyer cites

Tischendorf 's seventh edition, I have retained his abbreviation " Tisch.,
'

'

to indicate the eighth edition, unless there is a difference between the

two, or unless " Tisch. VIII." appears in the same connection. It is my
hope that some students of this volume will find in these added notes

convenient material for their own critical judgments, and be stimulated to

devote more attention to textual criticism than is now common among

us. The problem of the origin of the Synoptic Gospels cannot be fairly

discussed until the questions of textual criticism are sufficiently settled

to furnish proper material for the discussion. The two topics are so

closely related, that the prominence given by Meyer in this volume 1"

the former seemed to demand from me a fuller statement of facts in the

latter field.

The translations of the Latin and Greek citations appended to the

original in this volume may prove convenient to some readers. They

have been made as literal as possible, too literal for my own taste ; hut

in many cases the citations present verbal allusions or such forms of

speech as called for more or less of verbal correspondence in the Eng-
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lisb dress. Some obvious errors in the Edinburgh translation have been

corrected.

No extensive additions have been made to the " Exegetical Liter-

ature." A few titles have been added, mainly of accessible Eng-

lish and American works. In choosing these, I have followed the ex-

ample of the editors of previous volumes in this series. A full bibliog-

raphy was out of the question, and in any case belonged to another

volume than this.

Nor has it seemed necessary to cite or indicate the opinions of recent

commentators, at least to any great extent. Meyer has given abundant

references, and fuller lists would have overloaded the volume. An ex-

ception has been made in the case of Godet, whose Commentary on Luke,

despite his uncritical preference for the Textus Hece])tus, remains one

of the most valuable on any of the Synoptic Gospels. In a few instances

I have taken the liberty of introducing citations from the International

Revision Commentary, to which I contributed the volumes on Mark and

Luke.

As in the other volumes of this edition, considerable matter of a par-

enthetical character, or consisting of references, has been transferred to

foot-notes, so that the body of the Commentary is rendered more con-

venient for perusal.

The Rev. G. F. Behringer, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has exercised a gen-

eral supervision over the printing of this volume, as in the case of those

which preceded it, and has also prepared the Index, a service which is

gratefully acknowledged.

M. B. RIDDLE.

Habtfokd Theological Seminaey, December 10, 1884.
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The translation of the Commentary on the Gospels of Mark and Luke

has been made from the fifth edition of the original—the last form in

which the work had the advantage of Dr. Meyer's own corrections and

additions. In the case of the Commentary on St. Matthew, the mate-

rials for a sixth edition had been carefully prepared by Dr. Meyer be-

fore his last illness ; and the work was issued by its editor, Dr. Ritschl,

substantially as the author had left it. The present portion has likewise

been given forth since the author's death in what professes to be a " sixth

edition worked up anew' ' by Dr. Bernhard Weiss ; but it is so considerably

changed in form and substance, that, whatever may be its value on its

own account, it can no longer be regarded as the proper work of Meyer
;

and I have had no hesitation in deeming it my duty to present to the

English reader the last form of the book as it came from the great

master of exegesis, rather than to reproduce the manipulation which it

has undergone at the hands of its new editor. A few sentences will

suffice to explain the state of the case, and I should hope sufficiently to

justify the course which I have taken.

In the preface to the first volume that was issued of this translation

(Romans, vol. I.), when speaking of the marked advantage which Meyer's

work possessed in having undergone successive revisions at the hands of

its author,- as compared with the rival work of de Wette, the revision of

which passed early into other hands, I took occasion to remark on the

strange and, as it appeared to me, unwarrantable procedure of Dr. Over-

beck in overlaying de Wette's book on the Acts of the Apostles with a

running commentary largely devoted to the combating of de Wette's

views. Dr. Weiss can hardly be charged with anything so unseemly as

this ; but he contrasts unfavorably with Dr. Overbeck in another respect.

The latter, even at the distance of twenty years after de Wette's death,

was careful to distinguish by brackets his own additions, though form-

ing two-thirds of the whole, from the original author's text ; but a

strangely different course has been adopted with the great work of

Meyer. Within less than five years after his death the Commentary on

Mark and Luke has been re-issued under his name ; but he is spoken of
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throughout in the third person ; his arrangement is discarded ; his

critical verdicts are recast to a considerable extent on other principles
;

his exegetical views are freely controverted ; the statements of the author

are often superseded by those of the editor ; and, what is more, the

character and complexion of the Commentary are materially altered

by the superinducing on it of Dr. Weiss's special theories regarding the

structure of the Gospels and the relations of their parallel passages. In

other words, the work is no longer such as Meyer left it ; it is to a con-

siderable extent a new book by another author, and from a standpoint

in various respects different.

Now, it may be at once granted that—if such a course were allowable

at all in the case of an author so recently removed from us as Meyer,

and of such a masterpiece of exegesis as his Commentary—Dr. Weiss

might well be chosen to carry it out, for his investigations as to the re-

lations of the Synoptic Gospels, as well as his contributions to Biblical

Theology, have given him a foremost place among the critics and theo-

logians of the day. In his preface he suggests some more or less

plausible grounds for the course he has pursued, while indicating no

small misgivings as to its legitimacy and its success. The plan has met

with partial approval in Germany ; but its propriety, as it seems to us,

may well be questioned, on account both of the respect due to so great

a name, and of the desirableness of permitting a reader, who buys a

book on the faith of the writer's reputation and of the title-page,

to have—with whatever else—at any rate the entire work of the author

in the form in which he left it. Weiss himself states with regard to

the work of Meyer, that " it contains such treasures of erudite research,

philological, archaeological, and biblico-theological ; so laboriously col-

lected and carefully grouped a summary of all different views on every

passage of importance, drawn from the whole domain of the history of

exegesis ; and lastly, so exemplary a model of sober and strictly method-

ical exegesis, that generation after generation may learn from it." As

the case stands with the re-issue of it, the reader lias no security that he

gets more of the views of Meyer, or their grounds, than the subjective

judgment of Weiss may have deemed worthy of reproduction ; while

he does get a good deal for which, it is safe to say, Meyer would

not have held himself responsible. I shall only add, that the plan of

entrusting the revision of the several portions of the work to different

editors, whose methods of procedure and standards of judgment are

necessarilv various, breaks up the unity and consistency of the Com-

mentary as stamped throughout with the impress of its author ; and

introduces a confusion, which cannot but materially interfere with the

pertinence of the numerous references from one portion of the Commeii-
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tary to another (introduced by "see on," or " comp. on"), that form

a main element of its value. I have therefore had little difficulty in

coming to the conclusion that, having undertaken to issue the Commen-
tary of Dr. Meyer in an English form, I ought to give it in its final

shape as it came from himself, and not as it has been since transformed

by another hand.

The translation, on which Dr. Wallis has expended a good deal of

time and care, has been revised and carried through the press, in the

case of the first volume, by myself, and, in that of the second, by my
colleague and friend Dr. Stewart, who tells me that he has, as he went

along, inserted [in square brackets] the readings of Tischendorf's editio

octava major/ which, as Dr. Meyer explains in his Preface (p. xv.), had

not been carried beyond the earlier chapters of Mark's Gospel at the

time of his sending to the press the fifth edition of the Handbook.

W. P. DICKSON.
Glasgow College, February, 1880.

1 These have been rendered unnecessary by the fuller comparison with Tisch-

endorf presented in this edition, and hence have been omitted. See p. vi.—

Amee. Ed.
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The investigations as to the origin and mutual relations of the first

three Gospels have again been pursued of late years with much vigor.

A series of still unsettled questions has stimulated their prosecution
;

and the Christological discussions of the day, in which the authority of

the evangelic records is of decisive importance, have, imparted a peculiar

and diversified interest of their own to the controversy, which has thus

come to be of a more intensified and partisan character. That this

critical ferment will last for some time longer, no one can doubt, who

has given special attention to even the most prominent of the writings

on the subject and compared their results with one another. And if, at

the same time, we glance—as the two fields of inquiry, in fact, are not

to be separated—from the Synoptic into the Johannine domain, in which

very recently a valiant Swiss has raised the flaming sword, as if for a war

of extermination, against the more popular ' than strictly theological

work of a highly meritorious Saxon theologian whose laurels belong to

another field of criticism [Tischendorf], we cannot but lament much im-

petuosity and even bitterness, which are the more apt to come into play

when the contest is a contest of principles. Conflict in and by itself, in-

deed, over such critical problems as belong to the exciting questions of

the present day in theology, is inevitable, and has its justification in the

end at which it aims,— the separating the dross of error from the truth.

1 Of apologetic writings for cultivated non-theologians our day has produced

many, and several that are excellent. Such writings—because their problems

of themselves belong primarily and preponderantly to the province of profes-

sional theology—always occupy, in presence of the latter, a dubious position.

For along with all the value of opportune and clever popularizing, there

necessarily clings to them a certain incompleteness of proof and presentation,

which may provoke the adversary at times to unfairness- in his claims and in

his criterion of judgment. It is indeed a material defect, when—as often—they

deal with critical extravagances merely in the way of repelling, and leave un-

touched, or with a dubious mincing word evade, the necessary concessions,

which in various important points are not to be refused to a sound, judicious,

and thorough criticism. In this way there is no attempt to meet a justifiable

requirement, and no clearness even as regards insight into the status causae.
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But the sharpness of passion should not interpose to banisli lie chari-

able belief that an opponent, even where he is chargeable with error, has

been seeking the truth and striving to serve it. In so speaking we cannot

mean and desire that men should cry peace when there is no peace. But
as we cannot avail aught against the truth, so we ought never to will

anything that is not pure—free from selfish or even indecorous zeal

—

for

the truth. 1

Various as are the critical opinions of the present day on the question

of the Synoptic Gospels, the view seems ever more evidently to be ap-

proaching final triumph, that among the three Gospels (apart from the

" Logia-collection" of Matthew) Mark is the first. The unfair judg-

ments, 2 that may still be heard about him, will gradually be put to

silence; just like Augustine's " pedissequus Matthaei," Gricsbach's

" copyist of Matthew and Luke" will disappear from the arena of ancient

error. This view derives special confirmation from the critical contri-

butions—some of them entering very thoroughly into the subject—that

have appeared since the publication of the fourth edition of this Com-

mentary, or, in other words, since 1860, when we survey their aggregate

results. It will easily be seen that I have sought 3
to give due heed to

1 The extravagance of criticism, which in various productions of the day far

transcends the boldness of Baur, does not advance the matter, bursts all the

ties even of historical possibility, turns things upside down, promotes the con-

venient aversion—already, alas ! so widely diffused—to criticism generally, as

if it were an affair of unbelief, and works involuntarily into the hands of the

Jews, who gladly accept the alleged negative results as if they were settled

matters, as may be sufficiently seen from several writings of modern Jewish

scholars.

8 No one can pronounce a judgment of rejection over Mark more decidedly

than has been done, with Fmie/i frivolity, by Eichthal (les EvangUes, 1863, I. p.

51 ff.).

3 Some minor works reached me too late for a consideration of their sugges-

tions : e.g., Hilgenfeld, Markus zwischen Maith. und T/uk., in his Zeitschr. 1866,

p. 82 ff. ;
/aim, Papias von ffierapolis, in the Stud. ". KrU. L866, p. <-40 ff. ;

Stawars, »/<. <l. Ordnung Abia, in the Theol. Quartalschr. 1866, p. 201 ff, : also

Volkmar, Urapr. wis. Evangelien, Zurich 1866, but chiefly is reference to John.

The Chrisiologie des Neuen Testamentes of Beyschlag, Berlin 1866, 1 have, to my
regret, only been able to take into consideration lure and there supplemen-

tally, during the later progress of the printing. As I no longer had any fitting

opportunity to express in the Commentary my view as to Beyschlag's develop-

ment of the idea of the Son of mem,—which he regards as the Ideal man, as the

ideal of humanity,— I may here be allowed, on account of the Christological im-

portance of the subject, frankly to state that the deductions of the author how-

ever attractive they are, and however considerable (he names of authority that

may range themselves on the side of their result- have not been able to convince

me. I cannot but think that the notion of tho Ideal man, as well in Daniel as
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them, as well as generally to the latest literature relative to the subject,

in their bearing on my purpose.

In reference to the critical remarks, I must call attention to the fact

that only for the first four chapters of Mark could I take the readings of

the text of Teschendorf from the new large edition (editio octavo), which

had only appeared up to that point ; and for the sequel I had to quote

them from the second edition of the Synopsis Evangelica. For I might

not fall back on the editio septima (1859), because after issuing it Tisch-

endorf modified essentially his critical procedure, and reverted to the

principles of Lachmann, constituting in accordance with these the text of

the second edition of the Synopsis (1864), and, of course, diverging

much from that of the editio septima. I am not quite free from hesita-

tion as to this change of principles, whereby, instead of simply steering

for the ideal goal as such, we are again directed, as in the case of Lach-

mann, only to an intermediate station, the actual reaching of which,

especially if it is to be the text of the second century, must withal in

numberless cases be uncertain.

In conclusion, may I be allowed, simply for those at a distance inter-

ested in my personal circumstances, to mention that since last autumn I

have retired from my position as a member of the Royal Consistory here.

" Deus nobis haec otia fecit,"—this I have (in another sense, indeed,

than the Roman poet meant it) to acknowledge with humble thanks to

the everlasting Love, which has in great long-suffering and grace up-

held me during many most laborious and, in part, momentous years, and

has at length helped me to get over the difficult step of retiring from the

vocation bound up with my very inmost life. As nothing else than con-

siderations of health, which I might not and could not withstand any

longer, gave occasion to this change, and as for me especially it has been

in the Gospels, is one brought to them and introduced, and not the one there

given. I find that the only Synoptic passage which appears to favor this inter-

pretation is Mark ii. 28. But even here it is, as I believe, only an appearance.

For, firstly, the fundamental thought in this passage is not that of the ideal, but

that of the representative of humanity, which is a different idea ; secondly, even

this conception does not attach to 6 vide tov avdpuirov in itself, but to the whole

conception of the Messiah, and would be the leading thought of the argument,

even if quite another appellation of the Messiah were used. That Christ,

although without prejudice to His personal pre-existence, was and is the Ideal

of humanity, is accordant with Scripture ; but it is not contained in 6 vibg tov

avdpcjTrov, as, indeed, this expression in itself does not lexically contain the

very slightest hint thereof.—AVe may add, that it is much to be wished that the

antagonism, which the work of Beyschlag will still abundantly encounter and
must needs encounter, may be kept clear of the passionate vehemence which it

has already so largely experienced.
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deeply painful to separate from the circle of the dear colleagues highly

and gratefully esteemed by me,—with all of whom, amidst manifold

diversity of our gifts and powers, I was bound in unity of spirit to

the service of the one Lord, and, I venture to hope, may still continue

bound,—it is a fervent joy to my heart, that in the partial co-operation

which still remains assigned to me, especially by my continuing to take

part in the theological examinations, there is not yet wholly dissolved the

official bond of fellowship, which has always been to me so high a bless-

ing in my position here.

Let the future, which is to be developed out of the blood-stained

seed-sowing of the present not only for the fleeting existence of this

world, but also for the eternal kingdom of the Lord, be committed to

God, who turns the hearts of men as water-brooks, and will turn all

things for the best to His people—the unknown and yet well known, the

sorrowful and yet always rejoicing, the dying, and behold they live !

DR. MEYER.

Hannover, 10th August, I860.



EXEGETICAL LITERATURE.

[Fob Commentaries embracing the whole New Testament, the Four Gospels

as such, or the three Synoptic Gospels (including the chief Harmonies), see the

list prefixed to the Commentary on the Gospel of St. Matthew. The following

list contains Commentaries on the Gospel of St. Mark or on that of St. Luke,

along with a few works of historical criticism relative to these Gospels. Works

mainly of a popular or practical character have, with a few exceptions, been

excluded, since, however valuable they may be on their own account, they have

but little affinity with the strictly exegetical character of the present work.

Monographs on chapters or sections are generally noticed by Meyer in loc.

The editions quoted are usually the earliest ; al. appended denotes that the

book has been more or less frequently re-issued
; f marks the date of the

author's death ; c. = ci?'ca, an approximation to it.]

Kecent Editors. =Tregelles' Greek Testament, "Westcott and Hort's Greek Tes-
tament, Bernhard Weiss in Weiss ed. Mey.
(These are cited only when they differ from Meyer.)

Weiss ed. Mey. =the sixth German edition of Meyer, edited by Prof. Bern-
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THE GOSPEL OF MARK.

INTRODUCTION.

§ l._ON THE LIFE OF MARK.

ftso ggg. HE evangelist Mark, a Jew by birth (Col. iv. 10 f.), is the same l

cw5 Pwp wno >
in tbe Acts of the Apostles, is sometimes called John Mark

(xii. 12, 25, xv. 37), sometimes John only (xiii. 5, 13), sometimes

only Mark (xv. 39 ; comp. Col. iv. 10 ; 2 Tim. iv. 11 ; Philem.

24 ; 1 Pet. v. 13). His original name, therefore, was John ;
2

and the name Marl-, adopted probably on his passing into the service

of the apostles, became the prevailing one in Christian intercourse. Mary
is named to us as his mother, who, at the time of the execution of

James the Elder, was an esteemed Christian dwelling at Jerusalem, and in

friendly relations with Peter (Acts xii. 12). Jerusalem may therefore be

regarded as the birthplace of Mark. According to 1 Pet. v. 13, he was

converted by Peter (vlog /iov) ; he entered, however, into the service of Bar-

nabas and Paul, when they commenced their missionary journeys (Acts xii.

25), but subsequently became the occasion of a difference between them and

of their separation from one another, when he accompanied Barnabas,

whose cousin he was (see on Col. iv. 10), on his journey to Cyprus (Acts

xv. 36 ff.). It is probable that a want of dauntless perseverance (Acts xiii.

13, xv. 38) had withdrawn from him Paul's favor, without, however, hin-

dering their subsequent reunion. Of his further life and work nothing is

known to us in detail from the N. T. beyond the fact that during Paul's

imprisonment at Caesarea—according to the usual view, at Rome (see on

Bph., Introd. § 2)—he was with that apostle to his comfort (Col. iv. 10 f.

;

Philem. 24 ; comp. 2 Tim. iv. 11), and was at that time contemplating a

journey to Asia Minor (Col. iv. 10). At 1 Pet. v. 13 we find him again

with his spiritual father Peter in Babylon. His special relation to Peter is

1 The supposition that there were few dif-

ferent Marks (Grotius, Calovius, and sev-

eral others, including Sehleiermacher in

the Stud. u. Krit. 1833, p. 760) is absolutely

without any sufficient foundation. It is

nevertheless again taken up by Kienlen in

the Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 423 ff., and in op-

position to the tradition of the church fur-

ther made use of for ascribing the Gospel

not to the Petrine, but to the Pauline Mark,

whom Papias had already confounded

with the former.
2 Thence Hitzig (iib. Johannes MarJcus u.

seine Schriflen, Zurich 1843) could hold him
to be the author of the Apocalypse, which,

however, is decidedly incorrect. See

Liicke, Einl. in d. Offtnb. p. 781.
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specified by the unanimous testimony of the ancient church as having been

that of interpreter (kpp.T]vevT7]Q ; Papias, in Eus. iii. 39 ; Iren. iii. 1, iii. 10, G
;

Tertull. contr. Marc. iv. 5 ; Eusebius, Jerome, et al.) ; and there exists ab-

solutely no valid reason for doubting the statement, if only the notion of

tpfiT/vevT?jr, " interpreter," be taken not as meaning that Peter, being himself

insufficiently versed in Greek, caused what he delivered in Aramaic to be re-

produced in Greek by Mark (Kuinoel and many others), or that Peter made
use of him as Latin iuterj;>reter (Bleek), but rather as denoting the service

of a secretary, who had to write down the oral communications of his apostle,

whether from dictation or in a more free exercise of his own activity, and

thus became his interpreter in writing to others. This view is plainly con-

firmed by Jerome, ad Iledib. 11 :
" Habebat ergo (Paulus) Titum interpretem,"

"Therefore he (Paul) had Titus as an interpreter" (in drawing up the

second Epistle to the Corinthians), " sicut et beatus Petrus Marcum, cvjus

evangelium Petro narrante et Mo scribente compositum est. Denique et duae

epistolae quaeferuntur Petri, stilo inter se et charactere discrepant structuraque

verborum, ex quo intelligimus, pro necessitate rerum diversis eum usum interpre-

tibus," " as also blessed Peter had Mark, whose Gospel was composed,

Peter narrating and he writing it. In like manner also the two epistles

which bear the name of Peter differ from each other in style and character

and structure of words, from which we know that the necessity of things

led him to use different interpreters."

The tradition, that Mark was with Peter in Rome, is not yet attested, it

is true, in the fragment of Papias, but is still very ancient, as it is designa-

ted by Clem. Al. Hypotyp. 6, in Eus. vi. 14, as napadociv tuv avinadev npca-

(ivrtpuv, "a tradition of the elders from the first." It is not, however, free

from the suspicion of having arisen out of 1 Pet. v. 13, where Babylon was

taken as a designation of Rome (Eus. ii. 15 ; Jerome, 17/'. ill. 8). From
Rome, after the death of that apostle (not so early as the eighth year of

Nero, as Jerome states), he is said to have gone to Alexandria, and there

—

where, according to Eus. iii. 39, he is alleged to have founded the church'

—

to have died as bishop (Eus. ii. 16 ; Epiph. Hacr. Ii. G ; Jerome, Yir. ill. 8),

and, according to later tradition, in the character of a martyr ^Niccph. ii.

43, Martyrol. Rom., 25 Apr.).

§ 2.—ORIGIN OF THE GOSPEL.

It is related, first of all by /'<'/>iax (in Eus. iii. 89), and (hen unanimously

by the entire ancienl church, that Mark wrote his Gospel under the special

influence of Peter, whose tp/u/veirT/r, "interpreter," lie was. This account

'That litis occurred before the <•« >mi >< >- numerous body of .lews, still Die expres*

sition ofthe EpiBtletothe Romans, Thlerssh sion in Rom. I.e. is too indefinite as respects

.-Mi,. -hides (d. Kirch \m apost. '/.<'<i<tlt. iis preographioal limits for anj one to ho

p. 104 f.) from Rom. xv. 19ff. certainly it able to maintain that Bjrypi belongs to the

is In itself probable thai even at that early lVL'i.ms whereof Paul -ays that there is

date Christianity existed, as in Rome, so nothing more in them for him to da
also in Alexandria, where there was a rery
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is, according to Papias (see on Matt., Introd. p. 29 ff.), to be understood as

amounting more precisely to this, that Mark made notes for himself after

the discourses of Peter which he heard, and subsequently employed these

in the composition of his Gospel. This original relation to the authority of

Peter ' could not but receive more precise delineation by tradition, as there

grew up an increasing desire to see the non-apostolic writing invested with

apostolic validity. Already, at a very early date, our Gospel was regarded

directly as the Gospel of Peter, as even Justin, c. Tryph. 106, quotes it as to.

airo/j.v?itiov£v/j.aTa UtTpov, "the memorabilia of Peter ;
" 2 and Tertull. c. Mace.

iv. 5, says :
" Marcus quod edidit evangelium, Petri adftrmatur, cvjua inter-

pres Marcus,'1

'
1 "The Gospel which Mark put forth is established as Peter's,

whose interpreter Mark was " (comp. Iren. iii. 1 : -a l~b TVerpov ar/pvirao/ieva

hyypcKpur, Ipuv TrapadtJuKE, " those things preached by Peter he has delivered

to us in writing," similarly Origen in Eus. vi. 25). Still, however, there is

no mention of any special recognition of the book on the part of Peter.

Nothing can with any certainty be concluded from the fragmentary

initial words of the Muratorian Canon (as has especially been attempted by

Volkmar on Credner's Gesch. d. Eanon, p. 351 f.); and Clement, Hypotyp.

6, in Eus. vi. 14, expressly states that the publication of the Gospel, com-

posed after the apostle's discourses, experienced at the hands of the latter

neither a iculvcmt, " hindering," nor a irporptijiaoOat, "furthering." But in

the course of tradition the apostolic confirmation also 3 does not fail to ap-

pear, and even Eusebius himself, 4
ii. 15, relates : yvov-a de irpaxGev (finai rhv

<nr6aTo?LOv . . . Kvpuaal re tt/v ypaff/v etc evrev^tv rale; e/c/c/l^cr/a^, " it is said,

however, that the apostle, knowing what was done . . . also confirmed the

writing for reading in the churches." Comp. Epiph. Haer. Ii. C ; Jerome,

Vir. ill. 8.

In the dependence— to which Papias testifies—of Mark on Petrine dis-

courses and on notes made from them, there is not implied essentially and

necessarily his independence of Matthew and Luke ; for if Mark, when he

composed his Gospel, found already in existence the writings of Matthew

and Luke, even although he rested on the testimony of Peter, the compari-

son of that testimony with those other two evangelists might still be of the

highest importance to him, inasmuch as it might furnish to him partly con-

firmation, partly, in the event of want of accord between Matthew and

Luke, decision, partly inducement for omissions, partly additions and modi-

1 Which, however, most of the later Urspr. d. synopt. Evang. p. 368 f. ; Weiss in

critics (comp. on Matt. p. 26 f.), without suf- the Stud. v. Krit. 1861, p. 677.

ficient warrant either from the testimony 3 The view which finds mention of the

of Papias, or from other testimonies, or literary services of Mark even by Paul,

from internal grounds, refer back to a lost namely at 2 Cor. viii. 18 (Storr, Hitzig), is a

primitive Mark, from which our Mark first pure fancy.

took its rise. So, too, Schenkel and Weiz- 4 Eusebius does not here quote Clement's

siicker, ub. d. Evang. Gesch. 1864. Recently words, so that Clement would have here,

AVeiss and Tisehendorf have decidedly de- compared with the previous passage, con-

clared themselves against the hypothesis of tradioted himself (Strauss, de Wrette, and

a primitive Mark [Urmarkus']. others), but he is narrating in his own per-

2 See on John, Introd. p. 7 f. ; Ritschl in son. See Credner, Einl.l. p. 113; Thiersch,

the theol. Jahrb. 1851, p. 409 f. ; Kostlin, ERst. Standp. p. 212 f.
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fications. And thus the matter would have to be conceived of, if the hy-

pothesis of Griesbach (see Introd. to Matt. p. 24), which is still in substance

upheld by many, ' were the correct one.- But it is not the correct one.

For, apart from the fact that in any case Luke closes the series of the Synop-

tics and is only to be placed after the destruction of Jerusalem, our existing

Gospel of Matthew cannot have taken its present shape until after Mark (see

Introd. to Matt. p. 26 f.) ; and prior to Mark, as far as concerns the relation

of the latter to Matthew, there can only have existed the apostolic collection

of Login, which became also the first foundation of our Matthew. [See Note

I., p. 10 seq.] Mark must have made use of this, although in general the

presentation of the discourses of Jesus has been with him so subordinate a

feature, that we may reasonably assume that he has taken for granted in his

readers an acquaintance with the teaching (comp. Holtzmann, p. 385). But

every kind of procedure in the way of epitome and compilation (according

to the hypothesis of Griesbach, there would only be left to Mark as his own
peculiar portions, iv. 2G-29, vii. 32-37, viii. 22-20, xi. 1-14, xiii. 33-37, xvi.

G—11) is absolutely incompatible with the creative life-like freshness and

picturesquencss of detail, with the accurate designation of the localities and

situations in his description, 3 with his taking no account of all the prelimi-

nary history, with the clear objectivity and simple, firmly-knit arrangement of

his narratives, with the peculiar character of that which he gives either in

greater brevity or in greater detail than the others. 4 Besides, we do not

find in Mark the peculiar elements which Matthew and Luke (the latter es-

pecially, ix. 51-xviii. 14) respectively have in matter and manner ; indeed,

precisely in the passages where Mark docs not stand by their side (as in the

preliminary history and in discourses of Jesus), those two diverge even the

furthest from one another, while they in the main go together where Mark

presents himself as the intervening link. Such an intervening link

between the two Mark could not be as a subsequent worker and com-

piler, but only as a previous worker in the field, whose treatise— freshly

moulded from the apostolic fountainhead in simplicity, objectivity, homo-

geneousness, and historical continuity— furnished a chief basis, first, in the

1 Including Saunier, Fritzsche, de Wette, tendency'' than any kind of acknowledg-

Bleek, Baur, Delitzsch, Kostlin, Kahilis, ami merit, bo it ever so limited, of the indepeii-

ottaers. dence of Mark." Nevertheless, Eichthal
8 The best conjoint view of all that can (fes Efoangiles, Paris 1863) lias found in the

be said on behalf of this hypothesis is given pictorial description of Mark a proof of

by Bleek in his B< itrdgi
, p. 72 IT., and Einl. subsequent elaboration ; he is held to be the

p. 348 IT. The most forcible refutation is epitomizer of Matthew, whose Gospel nev-

found in Holtzmann, Synopt. Woang. p. 113 ertheless, as it now stands, is full of Inter-

pi., rut ff. Comp. Weiss in the Stud. u. polatlons. And so Luke too is in many ways
Krlt. 1861, p. 652ff., 680ff. Interpolated, in this Eichthal goes to

;i Baur, Markusevang. p. II, does Mark In- work with very uncritical license, and re-

justice, when he sees in his vividness of de- gards Mark as being much less interpolated,

scription merely the habit of seizing flrsl merely because he was from the first look-

<if all on the mosl Bensuously-concrete ed on as of far less consequence (I. p. 267 ff.).

conception. Kostlin and ethers speak of * See especially, Ewald, Jahrb. II. p. 208 f.;

Mark's "mannerism." Weisse, Wvcmgeli- Weiss In the Stud. u. Kii>. 1861, p. 67 ff.,

p. 78, rightly says: "iii fact, nothing 646 ff. ; Holtzmann, p, 284 (.. 148 f

.

can be- more dangerous t>> the ' criticism qf
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gradual formation of our Matthew, and then also for Luke. It is simply

inconceivable that Mark could have passed over, in particular, the rich

materials which Luke has peculiar to himself (as is still the opinion of Kost-

lin, p. 334), merely from the endeavor after brevity and a laying aside of

everything anti-Jewish. As regards the origin of the Gospel of Mark, we

must accordingly abide simply by the testimony of Papias : it is primarily

to be traced back to the communications of Peter, and with this view ad-

mirably agrees the characteristic discourse of the latter in Acts x. 3G ; in

fact, this discourse may be regarded as a programme of our Gospel. Other

special sources are not sufficiently recognizable, ' apart from the primitive

evangelic tradition in general, under the influence of which the companion

of Paul, Barnabas, and Peter of necessity came, and from the collection of

Logia of Matthew, which, as the most ancient (see on Matthew, Introd.

p. 9 ff.) document intended for the natives of Palestine, could not have re-

mained unknown to Mark, the inhabitant of Jerusalem. Rightly have

many 2 maintained the primitive evangelic character of Mark in relation to

the rest of our Gospels, and thus there is taken '

' a great step towards find-

ing our way in the labyrinth of Gospel-harmony," 3 however strongly Baur

and his school (Kostlin, in the most complex fashion) contend against it with

their hypothesis of a special "tendency 1
' (see § 3), and with the aid of a

Papian primitive-Mark ; while Hilgenfeld withal, following Augustine and

Hug, insists upon the priority of Mark to Luke, and consequently on the

intermediate position of Mark between Matthew and Luke. 4 According to

the opinion of Delitzsch, 5 in connection with his mistaken discovery (see on

Matt. Introd. p. 25) that the writing of the evangelic history, proceeding

in the footsteps of the Thora, was created by Matthew, the dependence of

Mark on Matthew would appear as so great, that even the possibility of the

converse relation vanishes before it,—a dependence which, we may add,

Hilgenfeld thinks to explain by the dubious hypothesis, opening the door

to much that is arbitrary, of a Gospel of Peter or of the Petrine-Roman tra-

dition as an intermediate step.
6

The Gospel has three main divisions, of which the first goes as far as the

choice of the Twelve (iii. 13), and the last begins from the setting out for

Judaea (chap. x.).

Remark 1.—Although Mark was chiefly dependent on the communications

of Peter, still the Petrine tendency is not to be attributed to his Gospel (in op-

1 According to Fritzsche and Block, Mark p. 102.

is alleged to have used not merely Matthew 4 Especially since 1850, then in his long

and Luke, but even the Gospel of John. controversy with Baur, and once more in

The state of the case is directly the re- his Kanon u. Kritik </. N. T. 1803, and in his

verse. Zeitschr. 18G4, p. 287 ff.

2 So not only Weisse and Wilke, but also 6 Neue writers, iib. d. Entsleh. u. Anl. d. ka-

Lachmann, Hitzig, Keuss. Ewald, Ritschl, non. Evang. I., 1853.

Thiersch, Volkmar, Tobler, Plitt, Iloltz- 6 See on the other hand Baur, Markas-

mann, Weiss, Schenkel, Weizsiicker, and evang. p. 119 ff. ; Ritschl in the theol.

others (see also Giider in Herzog's Encykl. Jahrb. 1851, p. 482 ff. ; Weiss in the Stud. u.

IX. p. 47 f.) Krit. 1801, p. 001 ff. ; lloltzmann in his

3 Thiersch, Kirche im Aposl. Zeitalt, synopt. Ecang.
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position to Hilgenfeld), as appears by the very fact, that from his Gospel there

is actually absent the saying of Jesus concerning the Rock of the church (Matt.

xvi. 17). See generally, Baur in the theol. Jdkrb. 1853, p. 56 ft, and Marlcus-

evang. p. 133 ff. Comp. on viii. 29 ; also Weiss in the Stud. u. Krit. 1861,

p. 674 f.

Remark 2.—In making use of particular passages of Mark to prove his inde-

pendence or dependence on the other Synoptics, the greatest caution is neces-

sary, not to educe from our reading of them what is already in our own mind as

the critical view of the relation. The experience of the most recent criticism

is a warning against this, for in it very often what one takes to be in his favor

is by another turned against him, according to the coloring imported by the

subjectivity of each. Even from the O. T. citation in Mark i. 2, 3, compared

with Matt. iii. 3, xi. 10, we cannot draw any reference either for (Ritschl) or

against the dependence of Matthew on Mark ; see Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1853,

p. 89 f. Comp. on i. 2 f.

§ 3.—PURPOSE, TIME, PLACE.

Like all the canonical Gospels, ours also has the destined purpose of his-

torically proving the Meesiahship of Jesus : it seeks to accomplish this es-

pecially by setting forth the deeds of Jesus, but in doing so does not bear

any special dogmatic color. 1
It leaves out of consideration the doctrinal

differences that agitate the subsequent apostolic period, and goes to work
quite objectively. We must not on this account, however, assume a mediat-

ing aim in the interest of the idea of catholicity, and consequently a neutral

character accordant with that tendency, a or a mediating between the Jewish-

Christian Matthew and the Pauline Luke (Hilgenfeld), for assumptions of

which sort it was thought that a welcome external support was to be found in

the very fact, that Mark's place was from old assigned to him only after Mat-

thew, and relatively (according to Clem. Al.) even only after Luke. Theomis-

sion of a genealogy and preliminary history does not betray the design of a

neutral attitude (Schwegler alleges even that a Docetic reference is implied),

but simply points to a time of its origin, in which, among Gentile Chris-

tians, such mailers as these had not yet attained the importance of being

regarded as elements of the Gospel. 8 And the work is composed for Gentile

Christian*, as is evident beyond any doubt from the total absence of proofs

1 Not even the character of artiatl n 3 The opinion of Yolkmar (d. /.'<

'

Btruction, whloh (according to Hilgenfeld) «. Ihre erste EntvAckdung, 1867, and pa-

te designed to turn on the contrast of light schichtstreue Theol. 1858) thai the Gospel <>f

am! shade. But the alternation of light Mark as an Epos 1b a Pauliru treatise uith a
and shade Is involved In the course of the setpurposed opposition to the Judaisticreac-

history, not In the artistic premeditation tion, and has as Its presupposition the Juda-

of a literary plan. Istlc Apocalypse, and that, having come into
8 Schwegler, Baur, Kdstlln, and others, exlstenoeuncfer 7%f/#, it became the founda-

with more precise definitions various in tion for the resl of the Gospels Is a orltl-

kind. According to Baur, even the name oal extravagance. See, in opposition to It,

for this neutral and mediating Gospel is Hilgenfeld In the theol. Jahrb. i s ":.

significantly chosen: "Mark," the inter- ff., and in his Zeitschr. 1859, p. 862 ff„ 1861,

preterof Peter and the companion of Paul. p. [00 ff., also in Kanon u. Jui/ik, p. 173 ff.
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drawn from the 0. T. (excepting only i. 2 f., see in he.) and of Judaistic

elements of doctrine (Kostlin, ip. 314), as also from the comparison of many

points of detail with the parallel passages in Matthew (see Holtzmann,

p. 385 ff.). Comp. on x. 12, vii. 1 ff., xi. 17, and others.

With respect to the time of composition, the Gospel must, in accordance

with the eschatological statements in chap. xiii. (see especially, vv. 13, 24,

30, 33), and because it preceded our Matthew, have been written at all

events before the destruction of Jerusalem, although Weizsiicker concludes

the contrary from the parable iv. 26-29 (see in loc.). This is more precisely

defined by the statement of Irenaeus, iii. 1 (in Eus. v. 8), that Mark
published the Gospel after the death ' of Peter and Paul. By this we
must abide ; and as there is not historical ground for going back to an

earlier period (Hitzig : years 55-57 ; Schenkel, 45-58), the treating of that

assertion of Irenaeus with suspicion, as if it might have flowed from 2 Pet.

i. 15 (Eichhorn, Hug, Fritzsche), and were too much of a doctrinal nature

(Weizsacker), is unfounded. See Credner, I. p. 118. The account of Clem-

ent, Hypotyj). 6 (in Eus. H. E. vi. 14), that Mark published his Gospel

while Peter was still alive in captivity at Rome, makes indeed but an incon-

siderable difference in the definition of the time, yet was so welcome to the

interest felt in its apostolic authority, that Eusebius not merely added the

confirmation of the treatise on the part of Peter (see § 2), but also transfer-

red the apostle's sojourn at Rome in question to the very earliest time pos-

sible, namely, to the third year of Claudius (ten years after the death of

Christ), when Peter was said to have been there together with Philo and

Simon Magus (Eus. H. E. ii. 14, 15, 17), which incorrect determination of

the date of our Gospel was in consequence adopted by Theophylact, Euthy-

mius Zigabenus, and others. Later critics, who place Mark in point of

time after Matthew and Luke (Griesbach's hypothesis), or at least after

Matthew (Hilgenfeld), do not make it come into existence till after the

destruction of Jerusalem (de Wette, Bleek, and others ; Hilgenfeld : under

Domitian), to which view Weisse also (" under the influences of the lively

impression of the conquest") is inclined ; Kostlin, assigning to tho alleged

older Mark of Papias the date 65-70 a.d., makes the canonical Gospel

appear the first decade of the second century. Baur puts it down still

lower in the second century, as indeed he assigns to the canonical Gospels

in general no earlier date than 130-170.

The place of composition is not known with certainty, but the preponder-

ant voice of ecclesiastical tradition (Clement, Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius,

and many others) names Rome, which is not necessarily connected with the

supposition that Mark wrote his Gospel while Peter was still alive, and has

no internal reasons against it, but still is not to be made good by the Latin

expressions which occur, as at vi. 27, vii. 4, 8, xv. 39, 44, and explanations

such as xv. 16, xii. 42, or by x. 12, xv. 21. Most of the later critics have

declared themselves in favor of the Roman origin (Gieseler, Ewald, Hilgen-

1 efoSoi', not : departure, as Mill, Grabe, Aberle, and others will have it. See Hilgen-

feld in his Zeitschr. 1864, p. 224.
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feld, Kostlin, Schwegler, Guerike, and several others), and the evidence in

its behalf can only gain in weight from the fact that even at a very early

period Alexandria was assigned to Mark as a sphere of labor. It is true

that Chrysostom names Alexandria as the place of composition, bnt to this

the less value is to be attached that no Alexandrian confirms it. Hence the

combination of Rome and Alexandria by the assumption of a twofold publi-

cation (Richard Simon, Lardner, Eichhorn) is unnecessary, and cannot be

made good, not even by the statement of Jerome :
" Assumpto itaqueEvan-

gelio, quod ipse confecerat, perrexit Aegyptum," "Therefore the Gospel

which he had completed being approved he proceeded to Egypt."

§4.—PRIMARY LANGUAGE, ORIGINALITY, INTEGRITY.

Mark wrote in Greek, as the Fathers are unanimous either in presuppos-

ing or in expressly testifying. It is true that there occurs in the Pesliito as

a subscription, and in the Philoxenian on the margin, 1 the remark that

at Rome he preached in the Roman tongue^ and several manuscripts of the

Greek text (see Scholz, p. xxx. ; Tisch. p. 825) distinctly affirm that he

wrote in Latin, but this entire statement is a hasty inference from the sup-

position that Mark Avrote at Rome and for Romans. Nevertheless, to the

Roman Catholics, in the interest of the Vulgate, it could not but be wel-

come, so that it was defended by Baronius (ad ann. 45, No. 39 ff.) and

others. Since the days of Richard Simon, however, it has been again given

up even among Catholic scholars. It was even given out that the Latin au-

tograph was preserved in Venice, but that has long since been unmasked

as a portion of the Vulgate. 2

The originality of our Gospel has found assailants only in recent time-;,

and that, indeed, on the ground of the account of Papias, on which its

originality was formerly based. It was thought Id lie discovered thai what

Papias says of the Gospel of Mark does not suit our Gospel. 3 ami it was fur-

ther inferred (see especially, Credner, I.e. and p. 205') that the Gospel in

its present form could not be the work of Mark, but that another had

worked up the notes which Mark had made without regard to arrangement,

and thereby the e'vayykliov Kara Mapnov had come into existence. In the fur-

ther progress of criticism, the hypothesis was developed of a pre-canonical

or primitive-Mark [VrmorJsus] which had been an Evangelium Petri, a

hypothesis variously elaborated in particular by Baur, Kostlin, and others.

According to Kostlin, this primitive Gospel (which is held to form the basis

of Matthew also) was composed in Syria, and formed, along with Matthew

1 Comp. also Ebedjesu, In Assem. Bibl. dasneut TesLnach Zweck, Ursprung, Inhalt,

Or. III. 1. p. 9. 1848, II. p 818 a.) lias declared In favor of
s See Dobrowsky, fragment. Pragensi ev. /' genuineness of our Gospel, and has look-

8t. Mard vulgo autographi, Prag, IF78; ed upon the testimony of Papias as affirm-

Mlchaells, orient. Bibl. :<m. 108, Etnl. n. In* thai the order of events In the three

p. 107SJ a. Synoptics does nol correspond to Hie re-

» See Schlelermacber In the Stud. v. KrU. allty. But even this does nol follow from

1882, p. 758 a. : Credner, Einl. I. ]>. 128. the words of Papias lightly apprehended.

Subsequently Credner (see ins work,
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and Luke, a chief source for our canonical Mark, which is alleged to be a later

product of the idea of catholicity. But the assumption of an original

treatise that has been lost would only have a historical point of support, in

the event of the contents of the fragment of Papias—so far as it speaks of

the treatise of Mark—not really suiting our canonical Mark. But since,

upon a correct interpretation (see on Matt. Introd. p. 28 f.), it contains

nothing with which our Mark is at variance, and therefore affords no

ground for the assertion that it is speaking of another book ascribed to

Mark, it remains the most ancient and the most weighty historical testimony

for the originality of our second Gospel, and at the same time for the high

historical value of its contents. "With this view, no doubt, the much-asserted

dependence on Matthew—or on Matthew and Luke—cannot subsist, because

this runs directly counter to the testimony of Papias ; and to get rid of that

testimony is a proceeding which amounts to peremptory dogmatism (de

Wette), to arbitrary conjecture (Baur), 1 and to contradiction of history (as

opposed to the testimonies of Irenaeus, Clement, Eusebius), as if the

Fathers, to whom at any rate our Mark was very well known, would have

only thus blindly repeated the story of Papias.

On the supposition of the originality of our Mark the comparison of Matthew

and Luke, who made use of him, presents no constraining reason for the view,

that the Gospel, in the form in which we possess it, has been preserved merely

in a recension modified by various omissions, additions, and alterations, 2 or, in-

deed, that that form, in which his Gospel has been made use of in our Gos-

pel of Matthew, as well as by Luke, was preceded by one still earlier

(Ewald), especially as Mark has not always followed the most original tradi-

tion, and in accordance with the peculiar character of his book abstains

from giving the longer discourses of Jesus, with the special exception of the

eschatological in chap. xiii. ; hence, also the Sermon on the Mount is not

found in his Gospel, 3 and need not have stood between iii. 19 and iii. 20

(together with the narrative of the centurion at Capernaum). See on iii. 20,

Remark.

As to the integrity of the Gospel, the only question to be considered is

that of the genuineness of the concluding section, xvi. 6-20. See, regard-

ing this, the critical remarks on chap. xvi.

1 Marlcusevcmg. p. 131 f., he alleges that 3 On the hypothesis of the Gospel bein:r

Papias has combined things not connected prepared with a special "purpose, this dis-

with each other, namely, the existence of course is regarded as having been omitted

the Gospel of Mark, which, perhaps, had by Mark, because he did not wish to bring

not been even known to him, and the tra- into remembrance the continuing obliga-

dition of the discourses which Peter is al- tion of the law, Matt. v. 17. See especially,

leged to have delivered on his apostolic Baur, Evang. p. 565. As if this would have
journeys. been a sufficient reason for the exclusion

2 Ewald, comp. Hitzig, Weisse, Iloltz- of the entire discourse ! Just as little as

mann, Schenkel, Weizs^lcker, also Reuss, the alleged Ebionitic commencement of the

Kostlin, and others. discourse.
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Note by American Editor.

I. Origin of (he Gospel.

The remarks of Meyer on this subject assume the correctness of his own
theory respecting the relation of the Synoptic Gospels to each other, and their

dependence, though in different ways, upon the Logia-collection of Matthew,

which, as he thinks, consisted simply of discourses, and is the work referred

to by Papias. The full discussion of the question belongs to the volume on
Matthew, but it will be necessary here to state some points affecting more

particularly the Gospel of Mark.

Weiss, who in many respects agrees with Meyer, especially in rejecting the

theory of a Proto-Mark, and in upholding the originality and priority of this

Gospel, differs from him in regard to its relation to the Logia-collection. He
regards the work referred to by Papias as "the older source," but admits that

it includes narrative as well as didactic portions. In a detailed commentary
(Das Markusevangelium und seine Synoptischen parallelen, Berlin, 1872), this ac-

complished and patient scholar has sought "to establish with exactness those

passages in which Mark, although he otherwise forms throughout the source

for our first and third Gospels, shows himself to be dependent on the portions

of the oldest apostolic document which are faithfully preserved in them," i.e.,

the first and third Gospels. The frequent references to Weiss ed. Meyer in

the following pages call for this statement of his view in advance.

But it does not seem more satisfactory than the other attempts to show the

interdependence of the Synoptic Gospels. Why does Mark have such brief

didactic portions, if the Logia-collection was a collection of discourses such as

are now presen ed in the Gospel of Matthew ? Or if " the older source" contained

narrative also, how can we account for the verbal variations as well as agree-

ments in the three Gospels? A repeated comparison of the parallel passages

has left the writer more firmly convinced of the independence of the Synoptic

Gospels. (On the question of Luke's relation to the other two, see Introduction

to Luke, If Luke can be proven independent, then the other two can

more readily be shown to be so.) "But no theory is admissible which

asks us to doubt the accuracy of these straightforward records, in order that

we may find ir history in some original Gospel, whether oral or written,

the existence of which is a matter of conjecture. The problem of < lie origin

of the Synoptic Gospels is an interesting one; but it has historical and theo-

logica] imp inly when it assumes that the canonical Gospels are not gen-

uine and an ntic narratives" (Int. Revis. Com. Luke, p. x.). The main ob-

jection to M ' application of his theory is that he, especially in his pre-

liminary cm ( m bhe Beveral paragraphs, suggests that there have been

additions, abi ;uients, amplifications, differences of tradition, etc. Now all

these ti '

I
nnl imply dishonesty on the part of the writers, and yet even

Weiss ed. Mi complains in his preface of Meyer's opinions respecting the

credibility ol the separate narratives, adding that he would gladly have can-

celled th entirely. Whatever honesty of purpose belongs to the

such ter the impression produced is unfavorable to confidence in

the Gospel i !s. To many it appears that Meyer, in discussin :
these topics,

has vrandi c rom the field where he is a master. In his exegesis we have
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scientific induction ; in this department of criticism we find little that is not

based on assumptions. It may be said that the view which accepts the de-

pendence of the Synoptists inevitably leads toward, if not to, such a habit of

discrediting the accuracy of the narratives. Godet (Luke, p. 556, Am. ed.) well

observes: "It is impossible to conceive anything more capricious and less

reverential than the part which we make the author of any one whatever of our

Synoptic Gospels play with the history and sayings of Jesus, supposing that he

had before him the other two, or one of them. Such an explanation will only be

allowable when we are brought absolutely to despair of finding any other. And
even then it were better still to say, Non liquet. For this explanation involves

a moral contradiction. Most of our present critics are so well aware of this, that

they have recourse to middle terms. By common sources they seek to explain the

relation between those three writings, or they combine this mode with the pre-

ceding" (i.e., that of interdependence). The same authoz-

, in the Introduc-

tion and Conclusion of the same work, discusses quite fully the entire ques-

tion, deciding most strongly in favor of the independence of the Synoptists.

See also Schaff, History of the Christian Church, I. pp. 590-612.

The labored attempts to solve the problem have, however, shed some light

on one point, namehr
, the originality of Mark. If this Gospel were studied,

as it ought to be, before that of Matthew, the impression produced by internal

phenomena would confirm this view. But most of the evidence in favor of the

priority and originality of Mark make against his dependence on an earlier

docximent, whether the Logia-collection (Meyer) or the "earlier source"

(Weiss). The constant difference of opinion between these two authors, who
yet stand so close together in their view, will appear in the following pages.

This difference shows how untrustworthy the judgments formed on either theory

must necessarily be. Westcott (Introduction to Study of the Gospels, p. 369,

Am. ed.) well says : "In substance and style and treatment, the Gospel of St.

Mark is essentially a transcript from life. The course and the issue of facts are

imaged in it with the clearest outline. If all other arguments against the

mythic origin of the evangelic narratives were wanting, this vivid and simple

record, stamped with the most distinct impress of independence and original-

ity—totally unconnected with the symbolism of the Old Dispensation, totally

independent of the deeper reasonings of the New—would be sufficient to re-

fute a theory subversive of all faith in history." He will always be best guarded

against false theories of the origin of the Synoptic Gospels who most faith-

fully devotes himself to the study of the books themselves ; and he who would
study them with most profit will, as already intimated, begin his research

with this briefest yet most vivacious of the three narratives.
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EvayyiXiov nara Mapnov.

BEX have merely tiara Mapnov. Others : to Kara Mdpxov dyiov eiayyeliov.

Others : in tov k. M. dyiov ebayyeliov. Cornp. on Matt., note respecting the

title.

CHAPTER I.

Ver. 2. The Recepta has ev rocg Trpotfnrraig, following A E F G**H KMPSU
V T, min. Iren. and other Fathers and vss. Defended by Kinck on account of

Matt. iii. 3 ;
placed by Lachni. in the margin. But Griesb. Scholz, Lachm.

Tisch. have ev (ev tu, Lachm. Tisch.) 'Haula (in Lachm. always with the

spiritus lenis) ru npo(pr/ry. So B D L A X, min. and many vss. and Fathers.

Bightly ; the Recepta was introduced because the quotation is from two proph-

ets. — After odov gov Elz. has Ejnrpoodev gov, from Matthew and Luke. — Ver. 5.

]
which in Elz. Scholz, and Fritzsche stands after hfiawTifyvro, is rightly

placed by Griesb. Lachni. and Tisch. after "IcpoaoA. (B D L A K, min. vss. Or.

Eus.). If ml eSavr. irdvreg had been the original arrangement and wavreg had

been put back, it would, conformably to usage (~uaa f/ 'lovdaia), have been

placed before ol 'lepoaoX. The Recepta is explained from the circumstance that

ndvTFC was omitted (so still in min. and Brix.), and that it was then restored be-

side kfiuirrtQovTO, because in Matt. iii. 5 also 'lepoadXvpa stands alone. — Ver. 10.

utto'] So also Scholz. But Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. have en, which also Griesb.

approved of, following B D L A X, min. Goth.; dir6 is from Matt. iii. 1G. — Ver.

1 1. .'/•(';] Lachm. Tisch. haveev coi, following B D L P S, min. vss. The latter is

right ; ev d> is from Matt. iii. 17. — Ver. 13. Elz. Scholz, Fritzsche have exei after

7/v. It is wanting in AB D L X, min. vss. Or.; it was, however, very easily passed

over as superfluous (K. min. omit ir r. ep.) between f/v and h. [Rejected by

Tisch. and recent editors, It. V.] — Ver. 14. ri/g ffauiXeiag'] is not found in B L
X, min. vss. Or. It is regarded as suspicious by Griesb., deleted by Lachm.
and Tisch. It is an addition in accordance with what follows. Comp. Matt,

iv. 23. — Ver. 16. wepiirarav &e\ Lachm. and Tisch. read Ka'i which

Griesb. also approved, following B D L K, min. Vulg. It. at. The Recepta is

from Matt. iv. 18, from which jilace also came subsequently avrov, instead of

which Zipuvoc (Lachm. : tov "Li/iuvog) is with Tisch. to be read according to B

LM x. i/Hiy,iii/i^.] Elz. has fidX/uovrag, contrary to decisive evidence. From

Matt. iv. 18. — Ver. 18. ai>Tuv] is, with Lachm. and Tisch., following B C L N,

min. vss., to
#bc deleted as a familiar addition, as also inver. :>1 avryg. — Vcr.19.

|

is wanting in B DL, min, vss. Condemned by Griesb., deleted by

Fritzsche and Tisch., bracketed by Lachm. From Matt. iv. 21. — Ver. 21.

The omission of elaeWuv (Tisch.) is attested indeed by C L A N. min. Syr.

Copt. Colb. Or. (twice), which assign various positions to eStd, (Tisch.: e6iS.

elg t. cvvuyuyijv), but might easily be produced by a clerical error on occ
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of the following elg, and it has the preponderance of the witnesses against it.

[Bracketed by Treg., retained by W. and Hort in text (marg. omits), "Weiss and
R.Y.] — Yer. 24. fa] is wanting in B DX* min. Syr. Perss. Arr. Aeth. Copt,

Vulg. It. Aug. Deleted by Lachrn. and Tisch. The exclamation, which only

occurs again in Luke iv. 34, and is there more strongly attested, was the more
easily introduced here from that place. — Ver. 26. e| civtov~\ Lachrn. : an 'avrov

without preponderating testimony. From Luke iv. 35. — Ver. 27. Instead of

7rpof aiiTovg, read with Lachm., in accordance with decisive evidence, irpog iavrovg

[so Treg., W. and Hort, margin]. Tisch. [W. and Hort text, Weiss] following

only B X, have merely avTovg. — ri tare tovto ; rig ?) (hdaxy i] naivri uvttj ; on /car'

K.r./t.] Lachm.: tl eanv tovto
; didaxy kuiv?/ ko.t' /c.r.Z. Just so Einck and Tisch.,

who, however, connect did. naivi) kclt ht-ovo. together. [Treg., W. and Hort,

It. V., accept the punctuation of Lachmann.] The authority of this reading de-

pends on B L A X, min. ; it is to be preferred, since manifestly the original

didaxi) naivii kclt' k^ovaiav was conformed to the question m Luke, rig 6 loyog

avToc, oti k.t.?i., and thus arose rig ?/ dida%7) >/ naivf) avTv, oti. — Ver. 28. In-

stead of e^/}'a6e di, preponderating attestation favors tcai kiifAQev (Lachm. Tisch.).

— After evdvg Tisch. has Travraxov. 1 So B C L X** min. codd. It. Copt.

Eightly so ; the superfluous word, which might easily be regarded as inappro-

priate (X* min. omit ei8vg also), dropped away. — Ver. 31. evOeug} after nvp. is

wanting in B C L X, min. Copt. Arm. ; and D, Vulg. Cant, have it before

CHpF/icEv. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Tisch. [Recent editors, It. V.] But
it was easily omitted, since Matt. viii. 15 and Luke iv. 39 have not this defin-

ing word. — Ver. 38. After uywuev, B C L X, 33, Copt. Aeth. Arm. Arr. Tisch.

have clTJmxov. To be adopted (comp. Bornem. in the Stud. u. Krit. 1843,

p. 127) ; being unnecessary and without corresponding element in Luke iv. 43, it

was very easily passed over ; comp. on wavTaxov, i. 28. — Instead of £$e?,i/XvOa,

B C L S, 33 have k!j7j2.8ov, which Griesb. and Scholz have approved, and
Tisch. has adopted. Itightly ; the explanation of processionfrom the Father

suggested the Johannine eAijXvBa, which, moreover, A and min. actually read.

— Ver. 39. elg rag Gvvayuyag] So also Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. on preponderant

attestation. The Becepta ii> Talg avvuyuyalg is an emendation. [See Note IX.,

p. 26.] — Ver. 40. nai yovvrreTuv avTov'] is wanting in BDG T, min. Cant. Ver.

Vera Colb. Germ. 1, Corb. 2. Deleted by Lachm.; omission through

the homoeoteleuton. Had any addition been made from Matt. viii. 2,

Luke v. 12, another expression would have been used. Tisch. has deleted

avrov, but following only L X, min. vss. — Ver. 41. 6 de
,

lr)oovg~\ B D X, 102,

Cant. Vera Corb. 2 have merely ml. So Lachm. and Tisch. But comp. Matt,

viii. 3 ; Luke v. 13. From these passages comes also the omission of e'tnovrog

avrov, ver. 42, in B DL X, min. vss. Lachm. Tisch. [Both omissions accepted

by recent editors, B. V.] —Ver. 44. firjd'ev] deleted by Lachm., following A D
LAX, min. vss. Vict. Theophyl. The omission occurred in conformity with

Matt. viii. 4 ; Luke v. 14. — Ver. 45. Elz. reads navraxdOev. But itdvroQev is

decisively attested.

Vv. 1-4. As our canonical Matthew has a superscription of his first section,

so also has Mark. This, however, does not embrace merely ver. 1, but ug

yeypcnrTai . . . Tag rp!(3ovg oi-Toi' belongs also to the superscription, so that with

1 In the text of the Synojis. of Tisch. it is omitted by mistake.
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ver. 4 the section itself (which noes on to ver. 8, according to Evvald to ver.

15) begins. [See Note II., p. 25.] It is decisive in favor of this view, that

with it there is nothing either to be supplied or to be put in parenthesis,

and that it is in the highest degree appropriate not only to the simplicity of

the style, but also to the peculiar historical standpoint of the author, see-

ing that he places the beginning of the Gospel, i.e., thefirst announcement of

the message of salvation as to the Messiah having appeared—leaving out of view

all the preliminary history in which this announcement was already included

—in strictness only at the emergence of the Baptist ; hut for this, on account

of the special importance of this initial point (and see also the remarks on

vv. 21-28), he even, contrary to his custom, elsewhere appends a prophetic

utterance, in conformity with which thatap^ took place in such a way and

not otherwise than is related in ver. 4 ff. Moreover, in accordance with this,

since the history of that apxf} itself does not begin till ver. 4, the want of a

particle with h/ivero, ver. 4, is quite in order. Comp. Matt. i. 2. If ' Ave con-

strue : apxv • tjh'ETo 'luavpr/c (iaiiTi^uv, then uc yeyparvrai K.r.A. becomes a

parenthetical clause, in which case the imjwrtance of the Scripture proof has

not due justice done to it, and the structure of the sentence becomes too com-

plicated and clumsy for the simplicity of what follows. If we take merely

ver. 1 as the superscription either of the first section only with Kuiuoel and

others, or of the entire Gospel with Erasmus, 2 and others, then <> j
,•';. pan-ai

becomes protasis of kyevero k.t./., but thereby the citation, instead of being

probative of the apxu laid down by Mark, becomes a Scripture proof for the

emergence of John in itself, and in that way loses its important bearing, see-

ing that this emergence in itself did not need any scriptural voucher at all,

and would not have received any, in accordance with Mark's abstinence from

adducing Old Testament passages. Finally, if we supply after ver. 1 : i,r,

the beginning . . . was, as it stands written,* doubtless the want of the article

with ///I x>i is not against this course, 4 nor yet the want of a yap with kytvero—
an asyndeton which would rather conduce to the lively impressiveness of

the representation (comp. John i. 6) ; but it may well be urged that the

supplying of /)r is unnecessary, and even injurious to the vivid concrete rep-

resentation. Moreover, in the very fact that Mark just commences his

book witli the emergence of the Baptist, there is ingenuously (without any

purpose of contrast to other Gospels, without neutral tendency, or the like)

1 With Fritzsche, Lachmann, Hitztg, the evangelist farther added the familiar

Holtzmann. The conjecture of Lachmann passage of Malaohi. hi this way at. all

(Slud. a. Krit. 1880, p. 84, and praefat. li. p. events,—as lie allowed simply iv UaaiaXo

vi.), that vv. 2, 8 are a later interpolation, stand,—he would have appropriated to

Is critically quite unwarranted. According Isaiah what belongs to Malachi ; and the

to Ewald and Weizsacker, p. 105, ver. 2 f. is difficulty would remain unsolved. There

not from the hand of the flrsl author, but Istherefore no call for the appeal to the.

is inserted by the s.cnud editor: in oppo- primitive-Mark.

Bition to which, nevertheless, it i^ to he re- - Bo Bengel, Paulus, de Wette.

marked that similarO.T. Insertions, which • Theophylact, Euthymius Zlgabenus,

might proceed from a second hand, are not Vatablus, Maldonatus, Jansen, Grotius,

round elsewhere in our Gospel. According ami others.

to 1 1 oil /.ma mi. p. 861, only the cital I; • See Winer, p. 118 [E. T. 184].

Isaiah appeared In the primitive Mark, and
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exhibited the original type of the view which was taken of the Gospel his-

tory,—a type which again, after the terminus a quo had been extended in

Matthew and Luke so as to embrace the preliminary histories, presents it-

self in John, inasmuch as the latter, after his general introduction and even

in the course of it (ver. 6), makes his historical commencement with the

emergence of the Baptist. Undoubtedly, traditions of the preliminary his-

tory were also known to Mark ; in leaving them unnoticed he docs not re-

ject them, but still he does not find in them—lying as they do back in the

gloom prior to the great all-significant epoch of the emergence of John—the

apxv tov evayy.— 'Ir/aov Xpto-rov] See on Matt. i. 1. When the genitive with

evayy. is not a person, it is always genitive of the object, as evayy. rf/c (3aai?.-

eiag, -i/c Ouirt/piar k.t.2. (Matt. iv. 23 ; Eph. i. 13, vi. 15, al.). If Osov is as-

sociated therewith, it is the genitive of the subject (i. 15 ; Rom. i. 1, xv. 16,

al.), as is the cage also when y.ov stands with it (Rom. ii. 10, xvi. 25 ; 1 Thess.

i. 5, al.). But if Xpiavov is associated therewith (Rom. i. 0, xv. 19 ; 1 Cor.

ix. 12, al.), it may be either the genitive subjecti (auctoris) or the genitive

objecti, a point which must be determined entirely by the context. In this

case it decides (see vv. 2-8) in favor of the latter. Taken as genitive sub-

jecti (Ewald :
" how Christ began to preach the gospel of God"), tov evay)

.

'I. X. would have reference to ver. 14 f. ; but in that case the non-origi-

nality of vv. 2, 3 is presupposed. — vlov r. Osov] not as in Matt. i. 1, because

Mark had primarily in his view Gentile- Christian readers ;' see Introd. § 3.

This designation of the Messiah is used in the believing consciousness of the

metaphysical sonship of God (comp. on Matt. iii. 17), and that in the Pauline

and Petrine sense (see on Matt. p. 44 f.). The supernatural generation is by

vlov t. Qeov neither assumed (Hilgenfeld) nor excluded (Kostlin) ; even vi.

3 proves nothing. — hv 'Uaaig] The following quotation combines Mai. iii. 1

and Isa. xl. 3. In this case, instead of all sorts of hypotheses (see them in

Fritzsche), Ave must abide by the simple admission, that by a mistake of

memory (of which, indeed, Porphyry made a bitter use, see Jerome, ad Matt.

iii. 3) Mark thought of the whole of the words as to be found in Isaiah,—

a

mistake which, considering the affinity of the contents of the two sayings,

and the jorevalence of their use and their interpretation, is all the more con-

ceivable, as Isaiah was " copiosioret notior," "more full and better known"

(Bengel). A different judgment would have to be formed, if the passage

of Isaiah stood first (see Surenhusius, Karall. p. 45). Matt, xxvii. 9 was a

1 The absence of uioO t. QeoG in N, two the more readily by reason of the homoeote-

min., and some Fathers (including Iren. leuta. So still in Ir. int. and Epiph. Others

and Or.) lias not so much critical impor- allowed at least 'Iijo-oO Xpicn-oG to remain,

tance as to warrant the deletion of these or restored these words. Besides, vioO r.

words by Teschendorf (ed. maj. viii.). In 0eoC is precisely so characteristic of Mark's

his Synapsis, Teschendorf had still rightly Gospel in contradistinction to that of Mat-

preserved them. The omission of them thew, that it could scarcely proceed from a

has just as little dogmatical reason as the transcriber, as, in fact, ihe very oldest vss.

addition would have had. But apxh toO (and indeed all vss ) have read it ; for

euayy., as in itself a complete idea, was taken which reason merely a sporadic diffusion is

together with the following ios yeyp.; and to be assigned to the reading without vlov

thence all the genitives. 'I. X. u. t. 0., which t. ©coO. [See Note III., p. 25.]

could be dispensed wi'.h, were passed over
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similar error of memory. [Sec Note IV., p. 25.] According to Hengsten-
berg, Ghristol. 111. p. 664, Mark lias ascribed the entire passage to Isaiah,

because Isaiah is the smctor primarius, to whom Malachi is related only as

auctor secundarius, as expositor. A process of reflection is thus imputed to

the evangelist, in which, moreover, it would be sufficiently strange that he

should not have placedfirst the utterance of the auctor primarius, which is

held to be commented on by that of the minor prophet.—As to the two pas-

sages themselves, see on Matt. iii. 3, xi. 10. The essential agreement in

form of the first citation with Matt. xi. 10 cannot be used, in determining to

which of the two evangelists the priority is due, as a means of proof ;' it

can only be used as a ground of confirmation, after a decision of this ques-

tion has been otherwise arrived at. Just as little does the quotation form a

proof for a primitive-Marl; in which, according to Holtzmann and others, it

is alleged not to have held a place at all. — kyhero] might be connected with

;<; .-7/;<ji>.
2 But the mention of the emergence of the Baptist is in keeping

with the beginning of the history. 3 Hence : there appeared John, baptizing in

the desert. i [See Note V., p. 25 seq.] As to the desert (the well-Tcnown desert),

see on Matt. iii. 1. — {tanna/ia peTavoiag] a bajrtism involving nn obligation to re-

pentance (see on Matt. iii. 2), genitive of the characteristic quality.— i\q htytaiv

dfiapr.] Comp. Luke iii. 3. The aim of this baptism, in order that men, pre-

pared for the purpose by the fterdvoia, should receive forgiveness of sins from
the Messiah. Comp. Euthymius Zigabenus. This is not an addition derived

from a later Christian view (de Wette, comp. Weiss in the Stud. u. Krit.

1SG1, p. 61), but neither is it to be taken in such a sense as that John's

baptism itself secured the forgiveness (Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. p. 606
;

Ewald). This baptism could, through its reference to the Mediator of

the forgiveness who was approaching (John i. 29, 33, iii. ">
; Acts ii. 38),

give to those, who allowed themselves to be baptized and thereby under-

took the obligation to repentance, the certain prospect of the a<peoic which
was to be received only through Christ—promising, but not imparting it.

Matthew has not the words, the passing over of which betrays an exer-

cise of reflection upon the difference between John's and the Christian

baptism.

Yv. 5- 8. Bee on Matt. iii. 4, 5, 11 ; Luke iii. 7 IT. Matthew enters more
into detail on John the Baptist

; Mark has several particulars in a form

more original. — waaa ty'lovS. k.t.a.] 'lovd. is an adjective (see on John iii.

22), and z&pa is in contrasl to the metropolis (sec on John jri. 54 f.), the

whole Judaean region, and the •people of Jerusalem collectively. In irixm and
there Is a popular hyperbole. — Ver. 6. Instead of iodluv, we must

1 Anger and others, In favor of Matthew

;

the Baptist was just preaching," etc. The
Rltschl and others, in favor of Mark. critics] witnesses for these readings are

- Erasmus, Beza, Qrotins, Knlnoel, and no! the same, and nol sufficiently strong;

others, see Belndorf, ad I'lnt. Soph. p. 278 there has evidently been an alteration in ao-

f.; Lobeck, ad Aj. 588 ; Kuhner, It. p. 40. cordance with Matt. iii. 1, Tischendorf has
3 Ewald (comp. Hitzig) connects iyivtn rightly reverted to the Recepta.

with Ktipvamav, reading 4 flaim'£«i> in accord- * Comp. John i. (i; 1 John 11. ts; 2 Pet. 11.

ance with B L A x (comp. vi. 14), and omit- 1; Sen. Anab iii. 1. 49, lv. 8. 89, at. Comp.
ting tl .

i i.
-<" v. iili B, miii. "John irapayCveTai., Matt. iii. 1, and on Phil. ii. 7.
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write, with Teschendorf, leduv.
1— Ver. 7. ipxercu] present : " ut Christum in-

telligas jam fuisse in via," "that you may know Christ is already on the way,"

Beza. — Kvfag] belongs to the graphic character on Mark, whose delineation

is here certainly more original than that of Matthew. —h kvev/u. ayiu] The

fire, which Matthew (and Luke also) has in the connection of his more com-

prehensive narrative, is not yet mentioned here, and thus there is wanting a

characteristic point, which, nevertheless, appears not to be original. Comp.

John i. 33.

'

2
It would not have been " abrupt" (Holtzmann) even in Mark.

Vv. 9-11. See on Matt. iii. 13-17; Luke hi. 21 f. — elg tuv 'lopdavqv] Con-

ception of immersion. Not so elsewhere in the N. T.

—

erdrg] usual form in

Mark ; we must, with Teschendorf, read it here also. It belongs to avafi.

:

immediately (after He was baptized) coming up. A hyperbaton (Fritzsche

refers evd. to elde) just as little occurs here as at Matt. iii. 16. — elde] Jesus,

to whom also err' avrov refers (see on Matt. I.e.). Mark harmonizes with Mat-

thew, 3 who gives a further development of the history of the baptism, but

whose statement : aveux^v^o-v av-£> ol alp. , "the heavens were opened unto

him," presents itself in Mark under a more directly definite form. In op-

position to the context, Erasmus, Beza, Heumann, Ebrard, and others hold

that John is the subject. — axtCopevovg, conveying a more vivid sensuous im-

pression than Matthew and Luke. — Lange's poetically naturalizing process

of explaining (L. J. II. 1, p. 182 ff.) the phenomena at the baptism of Jesus

is pure fancy when confronted with the clearness and simplicity of the text.

He transforms the voice into the sense of God on Christ's part ; with which

all the chords of His life, even of His life of hearing, had sounded in uni-

son, and the voice had communicated itself sympathetically to John also.

The dove which John saw is held to have been the hovering of a mysterious

splendor, namely, a now manifested adjustment of the life of Christ with

the higher world of light; the stars withal came forth in the dark blue sky,

festally wreathing the earth (the opened heaven). All the more jejune is

the naturalizing of Schenkel : that at the Jordan for the first time the

divine destiny of Jesus dawned before His soul like a silver gleam from

above, etc. See, moreover, the Remark subjoined to Matt. iii. 17.

Vv. 12, 13. See on Matt. iv. 1-11 ; Luke iv. 1 ff. — k^dUei] He drives,

urges Him forth ; more graphic than the avi]xQ'] of Matthew and the ijyero of

Luke iv. 1. The sense of force and urgency is implied also in Matt. ix. 38. Ob-

serve the frequent use of the vividly realizing praesens 7iistoricus, "historical

present.".— And He was there (1/ceZ, see the critical [and supplementary] re-

marks) in the desert (whither the Spirit had driven Him), i.e., in that region of

the desert, duringforty days, being tempted by Satan,—a manifest difference ol

Mark (comp. also Luke) from Matthew, with whom it is not till after forty

days that the temptations begin. [See Note VI., p. 26.] Evasive interpreta-

tions are to be found in Krabbe, Ebrard, and others. — not fp> //era tuv 0?wiuv]

1 See on this poetical form, which occurs this form is to be read,

also in the LXX. and Apocrypha, Duncan, 2 In opposition to Ewald, Kostlin, Holtz-

Lex. ed. Rost, p. 457; Winer, p. 79 [E. T. mann, and others.

8G] ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 51 [E. T. 58]. 3 In opposition to Strauss, Weisse, de
Also atxii. 40, Luke vii. 33 f., x. 7, xxii. 30, Wette.

2
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and lie was with the wild leasts. This is usually ' taken as merely a graphic

picture (according to tie Wette :
" a marvellous contrast'' to the angels) of

the awful solitude ;

2 but how remote would such a poetic representation be

from the simple narrative ! No, according to Mark, Jesus is to be con-

ceived as really surrfiunded by the trill leasts of the desert. He is threatened

in a twofold manner ; Satan tempts Him, and the wild beasts encompass

Him. The typical reference, according to which Christ is held to appear as

the renewer of Paradise (Gen. i. 26),
3 is not indicated by anything in the

text, and is foreign to it. The desert and the forty days remind us of

Moses,* not of Adam. — ol ayye?.oi] The article denotes the category. — 6itjk6-

vovv airy] There is no occasion at all, from the connection in Mark, to un-

derstand this of the ministering icithfood, as in Matthew ; nor does the ex-

pression presuppose the representation of Matthew (Weiss). On the con-

trary, we must simply abide by the view that, according to Mark, is meant

the help which gives protection against Satan and the wild leasts. There is in

this respect also a difference from Matthew, that in the latter Gospel the

angels do not appear until after the termination of the temptations. — The

narrative of Christ's temjjtation (regarding it, see on Matt. iv. 11, Remark)

appears in Mark in its oldest, almost still germinal, form. It is remarkable,

indeed, that in the further development of the evangelic history (in Mat-

thew and Luke) the wonderful element ijv heto. tuv dqpiuv (which, according

to Hilgenfeld, merely serves to color and embellish the meagre extract),

should have remained unnoticed. But the entire interest attached itself to

Satan and to his anti-Messianic agency. The brevity 5 with which Mark re-

lates the temptation, and which quite corresponds G to the still undeveloped

summary beginning of the tradition, is alleged by Baur to proceed from the

circumstance that with Mark the matter still lay outside of the historical

sphere. Against this we may decisively urge the very fact that he narrates

it at all, and places the apx^ ~ov evayy., "beginning of the gospel,
1
' earlier.

7

Yer. 14 f. See on Matt. iv. 12, 17 ; Luke iv. 14 f. — elg r. Ta?i/..] in

order to be more secure than in the place where John had labored ; accord-

ing to Ewald : "He might not allow the work of the Baptist to fall to

pieces." But this would not furnish a motive for His appearing precisely

in Galilee. 8 In Matthew also the matter is conceived of as . "a
withdrawal."

—

la/ju'cauv] present participh with fjMev.
9— rb evayy. rob Oeoi]

1 So also von Engelhardt (de Jesu Christi has dropped out also after ver. 5 or 6, and
tentatione, Dorp. 1858, p. 5). after ver. 8.

- Virg. .1' n. iii. 646, and Bee Wetstein inloc. ' Bow awkwardly "Mark would here have
3 Usteri in the Stud. u. Krit 1884, p. 789; epitomized, if he had worked as anepito-

Gfrorer, Olshansen, comp. Bengel, and also mizerl n<>\v. in particular, would he hare
Baur, Evang. pp. 640, 664; Hilgenfeld, left unnoticed the rich moral contents of

Evang. p. 186 ; Schenkel, Holtzmann. the narrative In Matthew and Luke I

•' Ex. xxiv. 18, xxxiv. 28; Deut. ix. 9, 18. Schleiermaoher and de Wette reproach him
r the idea thai «. oi ayy. fiirjK. aiirw is with doing so! Comp. also Bleek

only the closing si ntence of an originally ' Comp. K&stlin, p. 322.

longer narration (Weisse, Evangellenfr. p. ' See Weizsficker, p. 888.

168) Is fanciful, only the short, oompacl »8ee Dissen, ad Find. 01. vii. 14,p. 81;

account is In harmony with all that sur- Bornemann, ad Xen. Anab. tH. 7. 17 j stall-

rounds it. Wetese supposes that something baum, ml Plat. Fhaed. p. 116 C.
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See on ver. 1. — on] recitative. — 6 naip6c~\ the period, namely, which was to

last until the setting up of the Messiah's kingdom, 6 Kaipbc ovtoc, x. 30. It

is conceived of as a measure. See on Gal. iv. 4. — tugtevete h rw evayy.] Be-

lieve on the gospel. ' The object of faith is conceived as that in which the

faith is fixed and based. Fritzsche takes iv as instrumental : " per evange-

lium ad fidemadducimini," "through the gospel ye are induced to believe."

This is to be rejected, since the object of the faith would be wanting, and

since to Evayy. is just the neics itself, which Jesus gave in TTEnlypuTai k.-.I.

Vv. 16-20. See on Matt. iv. 18-22 (Luke v. 1 ft). The narrative of

Mark has the brevity and vividness of an original. Observe, however, how,

according to all the evangelists, Jesus begins His work not with working

miracles, but with teaching and collecting disciples. 2 This does not exclude

the assumption that miracles essentially belonged to His daily work, and

were even from the very beginning associated with His teaching, ver. 21 ff.

— rrapdyuv (see the critical remarks), as He passed along by the sea. This as

well as a/upipaXX. ev r. day. {casting around) is part of the peculiar vividness

of representation that Mark loves. — Ver. 19. ml amove] et ipsos in nave,

likewise in the ship. It does not belong to KaTapri^ovrag (the usual view, in

which there is assumed an imperfect comparison, which contemplates only

the fishers' occupation generally, comp. on Matt. xv. 3), but merely to h -€>

irloio), so that na-apr. k.t.Ti. then subjoins a further circumstance. The for-

mer explanation in the sense assigned to it would only be possible, if

afj.(]>if3a?,l., in ver. 1G, and narapT. were included under one more general

idea. — Ver. 20. uera r. niadur.] peculiar to Mark. Any special purpose for

this accuracy of detail is not apparent. It is an arbitrary supposition that

it is intended to explain how the sons might leave their father without

undutifulness, 3 in reference to which de Wette charges Mark with taking

away from their resolution its nobleness. 1
It may, moreover, be inferred,

that Zebedce carried on his business not altogether on a small scale, and

1 As to ttio-t. with iv, see on Gal. iii. 26 ; which first makes itself manifest at Matt.
Eph. i. 13 ; frequently in the LXX. xi., where He announces the present king-

8 Comp. Weizsacker, p. 364. But the dom, no longer merely that which is ap-

teaching begins with the announcement of proaching. For the approaching kingdom is

the kingdom, which has as its presupposi- throughout—only according to a relative

tion the Messianic self-consciousness (Weiz- conception of time—from the beginning
sacker, p. 425). Without reason Schenkel onward to Luke xxi. 31 to be taken in an
maintains, p. 370, that Jesus could not at eschatological reference ; and it presupposes,
all have regarded Himself at the beginning therefore, a Messianic self-certainty in the
of His work as the Messiah. He might do Son of man, who with this announcement
so, without sharing the political Messianic takes up the preaching of the Baptist,

hopes. See Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 250 f.; 3 Paulus, Kuinoel, de Wette, Bleek, and
Keim, Geschichtl. Chr. p. 44 f. But the view others.

which makes the beginning of the teaching 4 With greater truth, because more nat-

and miracle-working even precede the bap- urally, it might be said that that trait places

tism (Schleiermacher) has absolutely no in so much stronger a light the resignation

foundation in the N. T., not even in the of those who were called, seeing that they

history of the marriage feast at Cana. ' Nor forsook a business so successfully prose-

yet can it be maintained, with Keim (p. 84), cuted. Comp. Ewald, p. 192. We may
that the conviction of being the Messiah more surely affirm that it is just a mere
gained strength in Jesus gradually from feature of the detailed description peculiar

His first emergence up to the decisiveness, to Mark. Comp. Weiss, I.e. p. 652.
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perhaps was not without means. 1 Only no comparison with the "poverty

of Peter" (Hilgenfeld) is to be imported.

Vv. 21-28. Comp. Luke iv. 31-37, who in substance follows Mark ; in

opposition to the converse opinion of Baur, see especially "Weiss, p. 653.

Matthew, freely selecting, has not the history, but has, on the other hand,

the more striking casting out of demons contained in Mark v. 1 IT. Mark

lays special stress on these healings. — It is only with ver. 21 that Mark's

peculiar mode of handling his materials begins,—the more detailed and

graphic treatment, which presents a very marked contrast to the brevity of

outline in the annalistic record of all that goes before. Perhaps up to this

point he has followed an old documentary writing of this character ; and

if this comprised also in its contents vv. 1-3, the introduction of the Bible

quotation in vv. 2, 3, contrary to the usual custom of Mark elsewhere, is

the more easily explained. And the fact that now for the first time an indepen-

dent elaboration begins, is explained from the circumstance that precisely

at this point Peter entered into the service of the Lord—from which point

of time therefore begins what Peter in his doctrinal discourses had communi-

cated of the doings and sayings of Christ, and Mark had heard and record-

ed (fragment of Papias).

Ver. 21. elc~opEvov-ai] Jesus and His four disciples. According to Mark.

they go airayfrom the lake to Capernaum, not from Nazareth* and not

away/Vow the mount (according to Matt. viii. 5). Matthew and Luke have

differently restored the right historical sequence, the absence of which was

felt in the abrupt report of Mark, ver. 21. They thus found here something

of the Ivia, which the fragment of Papias pronounced to be wanting in rdfff

(see on Matt. Introd. p. 30 f.). — evBiug rails oa/3(5.] i.e., immediately on tin next

Sabbath, not : on the several Sabbaths, 1 which is forbidden by evdiuc.

oafipara, as in ii. 23 ; Matt. xii. 1 ; Luke iv. G ; Col. ii. 1G.

—

idldaoiu]

What, Marl; does not say, for he is more concerned with the powerful im-

pression, with the marvellous deed of the teaching, the general tenor of which,

we may add, ver. 14 f. does not leave in any doubt. This synagogue-dis-

course has nothing to do with the sermon on the Mount, as if it were

intended to occupy the place of the latter (Hilgenfeld).

Ver. 22. Comp. Matt. vii. 2S f., where the notice of Mark is reproduced

Unaltered, but placed after the sermon on the Mount ; and Luke iv. 82,

Where the second part Of the observation is generalized and diverted of the

contrast. Il is very far-fetched, however, in Hilgenfeld, who in ver. 22 sees

a sure indication of dependence on Matthew, to find in the 1'aet, Dial Mark

already here makes Capernaum appear as the scene Of the ministry of Jesus

jut as in ver. 29, the Petrint character of the Gospel. See, on the other

hand, Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1803, p. GG fT. — As to !,v did&OK. and <jf e^ova.

lx<->v, see on Matt. vii. 28 f.

Ver. 23 f. 'Ev -vi iii. e; to be connected closely witli nvOpuxoc; : a

•Comp. xvi. 1; I.nke viii. .'!
; John xix. ins I.tiko.

87.
:i Kutliymius Zigabenus, Wolf, and many

2 Tims Victor Antloobenns, Theophylact, others.

Euthymina Zigabenos, and others, follow-
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man in the power of an unclean spirit. ' As to the demoniacs, see on Matt. iv.

24 ; and as to the miracles of Jesus in general, see on Matt. viii. 4. — ave-

upat-e] he cried aloud (see Winer, dc vcrhor. cum praepos. compos, usu, III.

p. 7), namely, the man, who, however, speaks in the person of the demon.

Gomp. Matt. viii. 29, where also, as here, the demon immediately discerns

the Messiah. — y/iag] me and those like tome. " Comrnunem inter se cau-

sam habent daemonia," "demons make common cause with each other, 1 '

Bengel. — anoteoai] by relegation to Hades, like (iaaavlaai in Matt. I.e. — 6

ayiog tov Oeov] the hallowed One of God (John x. 36) /car' kt-oxyv, ~ a characteris-

tic designation of the Messiah, which here proceeds from the consciousness

of the unholy demoniac nature. 3 In a lower sense priests and prophets were

ayioL tov Beov. 4 The demon does not name Him thus as mXanevuv av-6v

(Euthymius Zigabenus, and before him Tertullian), but rather by way of

giving to His y?Seg airo/ieaac y/idg the impress of hopeless certainly.

Ver. 25 f. Abrfi] to the demon, who had spoken out of the man. 5—The

demon, before he goes forth, once more gives vent to his whole fury on the

man by tearing (anap&%av) him. Comp. ix. 20 ; Luke ix. 42.

Ver. 27. Upbg eavTovg] is equivalent to rrpbg allylovg (Luke iv. 30). The

reason why the reflexive is used, is the conception of the contradistinction to

others (they discussed among one another, not with Jesus and His disciples).

Fritzsche explains : apud animum suum. But av^reiv stands opposed to

this, designating as it does action in common, ix. 10, xii. 28 ; Luke xx. 23,

xxiv. 15, al.; so also in the classics. — ri kari tovto ;] a natural demand in

astonishment at what had happened for more precise information as to the cir-

cumstances of the ease.—In what follows Ave must read : 6iSa \// naivi) /car'

i^ovalav' nal rotg nvev/iaai rolg a/cadaproig . . . uutui ! See the critical remarks.

[See also Note VII., p. 26.] They give vent by way of exclamation to what

has thrown them into such astonishment and is so incomprehensible; to them,

and do so in the unperiodic mode of expression that is appropriate to excited

feeling : a doctrine new in poicer ! and He commands the unclean spirits, etc.

!

They marvel at these tiro marked points, as they have just perceived them

in Jesus. Lachmann attaches nar' eifovalav to nal Tolg -KVEvuaai k.t.'K. But this

is manifestly opposed to the connection, according to which imt' t^ovaiav

looks back to the foregoing yv yap didacicuv avrovg ug egovaiav l^wv. This ap-

plies also in opposition to Ewald, who reads didaxy naivy : "with new teach-

ing He powerfully commands even the devils." A confused identification

of the teaching with the impression of the miraculous action is here ground-

lessly discovered by Baur, 7 and used as a proof of dependence on Luke iv.

1 See on tV Matthiae, p. 1141. Comp. v. demon's declaration of the Messlahship of

2; 2 Cor. xii. 2; Buttmann, neut. Or. p. 84 Jesus, is, in view of the general character

[E. T. 90]. of the word, arbitrary, li is (he command
2 See Ori^en and Victor Antiochcnus in of the victor in general : Be silent and go

Possini Catena. put! Strauss appeals to i. 34, iii. 12. But
3 Luke iv. 31; Acts iv. 27; Rev. iii. 7; these prohibitions refer to the time after the

John vi. 09. going out.

4 See Knapp, Opvsc. I. p. 33 f.
6 See Kiihner, ad Zi n. M m. ii. 6. 20.

5 To refer ^ytu^Ti, with sirauss, IT. p. 21, 7 Who holds that Mark has not been able

following older expositors, merely to the to enter into Luke's mode of view, but Las
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36. Even -with the Recepta on the two elements of the exclamation would

be very definitely correlative to the two elements of the ministry of Jesus in

the synagogue respectively. — aa-f e^ovaiav] defines the reference of naivi] :

new in respect to power, which has never yet occurred thus with the imjiress

of higher authorization.

Ver. 28. Eic blr/v r. ^cplx- r. Ta/ul.'] not merely therefore into Galilee

itself, but also into the whole region that surrounds Galilee. [See Note VIII.,

p. 26.] Comp. Luke iii. 3, viii. 37. This wide diffusion, the expression of

which is still further strengthened by navraxov (see the critical remarks), is

not at variance with the evQvg (Kostlin finds in the word "a mistaken fash-

ion of exaggeration"), which is to be estimated in accordance with, the lively

popular mode of expression. Criticism becomes confused by the stress laid

on such points.— Tvav-axov] with the verb of motion, as is often the case

among the Greeks : every-whither. Comp. on hXkaxov, ver. 38.—It is to be

observed, we may add, that this first miracle, which Mark and Luke relate,

is not designated by them as the first. Hence there is no inconsistency with

John ii. 11 (in opposition to Strauss).

Vv. 29-39. In connection and narrative, Luke iv. 38-44 is parallel. But

compare also Matt. viii. 14-17, which proceeds by way of abridgment.

Ver. 29 ff . See on Matt. viii. 14 f . — k%eXdovreg] Jesus, Peter and Andrew.

James and John are thereupon specially named as accompanying.—The

short narrative is condensed, animated, graphic, 1 not subjected to elabora-

tion, against which view the mention of Andrew, whom Matthew and Luke

omit as a secondary person, cannot well be urged. Comp. Weiss, p. 654.

Ver. 32 f. 'Ofiac . . . ijhioc] an exact specification of time (comp. Mat-

thew and Luke) for the purpose of indicating that the close of the Sabbath

had occurred. " Judaeos religio tenebat, quominus ante exitum Babbati

acgrotos suos afferrent," "Religion restrained the Jews from bringing their

sick before the close of the Sabbath," "Wetstcin, and, earlier, Victor Antio-

chenua.

—

npbc av-6v] presupposes that before the evening lie has returned

again to His own dwelling (ii. 1, 15). It is not Peter's house that is meant.

—

navrac rove k.t./L] all whom they had.—Here and at ver. 84, as also at Matt,

viii. 16, the naturally sick are distinguished from the demoniacs
; comp. iii.

15. — // tti'i/jc v?.?/] comp. .Malt. iii. 5. 2

Ver. 34. nollovc . . . 7,0/Ua] therefore not all, which, nevertheless, does

not presuppose attempts that were without result. It was already late, and

in various cases, moreover, the conditio, is of healing might be wanting. —
as in \i. 16. Imperfect, from the form a<plo>, with the augment on the

kepi to the SiSaxj) of Jesus in ilie sense of treated as a simple soothing of the over-

Matthew, without himself rightly under- excited nervous system (Schenkel). Mere

standing In what relation the Kairr; 6iSayij psychological soothings of this kind would

BtOOd to thee'n-iToa-aeii'ic.T.A. I'.aur, Markus- simply stand in utter disproportion to the

iiii/io. p. 11; comp. theol. Jul, ill. ls:,:i. p. 69 sensation produced by Jesus as a worker

f. See, on the other hand, Hilgenfeld, of miracles.

Evang. p. 128. "So also in the classical writers (Thuc.

1 In this point or view the BicknOSS is <le- vii. S'.\ 1 ;
Soph. '/. /,'. 179) |

eoinp. Niigcls-

noted by the words Kai-txeiTo irvp&rcr. as si- haeh, Aian, z. Mat, ed. 3, p. 103.

yere enough not to allow the event to bo
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preposition ; see Winer, p. 74 [E. T. 81].

—

?,a?ielv . . . vn] He allowed

them not to sp>eak, enjoined on them silence, because they knew Him. They
would otherwise, had they been allowed to speak, have said that He was the

Messiah. Kuinoel, Bleek, and others erroneously take it as if the expression

was Tieyeiv . . . brc. The two verbs (comp. on John viii. 43 ; Rom. iii. 19)

are never interchanged in the N. T., not even in such passages as Rom. xv.

18 ; 2 Cor. xi. 17 ; 1 Thess. i. 8 ; hence " to say thaV is never expressed by

lalelv, utl. — As to the reason of the prohibition, see on v. 43 and Matt,

viii. 4.

Vv. 35-39. Luke iv. 42-44 is less characteristic and more generalized. —
evwxov Xlav] when it was still very dark, evwxov is the accusative neuter of

the definition of time, as a///iepov, avpiov, veov, etc. The word itself is often

found also in classical writers, but not this adverbial use of the accusative

neuter. 1 Comp. ewvxurepov, Aesop, Fab. 79. The plural form evvvxa (in

Lachmann and Tischendorf, following B C D L X, inin.) is, however, de-

cisively attested, although likewise without sanction from Greek usage
;

2 in

Soph. Aj. 930, iravvvxa is adjective. — kfflde] out of his house, ver. 29.

Comp. ii. 1. — KaTefiiutjav] only occurring here in the N. T., more significant

than the simple form, expressive of the following tip till they reached Him. 3—
ml ol per' avrov] Andrew, John, and James, ver. 29. Under this expression is

already implied the conception of the historical prominent position of Peter.

But such an expression does not betray any special Petrine tendency of the

Gospel. — irdvrec] puts Jesus in mind of the multitude of yesterday, vv. 32,

34. — al?Mxov] with a verb of direction, comp. ver. 28 and on Matt. ii. 22.

The following elg -dg exofi. ku^ott., into the nearest* villages, is a more pre-

cise definition of alTiaxov. — Kupoird'keig] villages, only used here in the N. T.,

but see the passages in Wetstein. —• elg to'vto yap e^Wov] for that (namely,

to preach abroad also) is the object for which I have left the house, ver. 35.

Sehenkel invents here quite a different connection. In opposition to the

context, others understand h^TSov of having come forth from the Father.

^

A harmonizing with Luke iv. 43.

Ver. 39. K?/pvoauv e'/g rag avvayuy. avruv k.t./L] There is the conception of

direction in elg : announcing (the Gospel) into their synagogues. [See Note

IX., p. 2G.j He is conceived of as coming before the assembly in the syna-

gogue and speaking to them. 6 The following elg blrjv ryv TaTalaiav specifies

the geographical field, into ichich the KTipvoativ elg rag avvayuy avr. extended.

Comp. xiii. 10 ; Luke xxiv. 47. We may add that this tour is not invented

by Mark as a happier substitute for the Gadarene journey of Matt, viii., as

1 3 Mace. v. 5; see, however, Grimm in Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 127; Fritzsche, ad
loc. Marc. p. 22.

2 Hesychius has the adverb vix<^, equiva- 6 So Euthymius Zi^abenus, Maldonatus,

lent to vvKTiop. Grotius, Bengel, Lange, and others ; comp.
3 Thuc. ii. 84. 3 ; Polyb. vi. 42. 1 ; Ecclus. Baumgarten-Crusius.

xxvii. 17; Ps. xxii. 18. 6 Comp. the well-known modes of expres-
4 Herod, i. 134; Xen. Anab. i. 8, iv. 9; sion : es tov Srinov eiirelv, Thuc. v. 45, eis tt)i>

Joseph. Antt. xi. 8. 6, and frequently

;

a-Tpariav ei7reiV, Xen. Anab. v. 6. 37 ; John
comp. Acts xiii. 44. xxi. 20. See Borne- viii. 26, TaO™ Ae'yw eis tov k.6<tixov, Comp.
mann, Schol. in Luc. iv. 23, v. 35, and in the xiv. 10 ; Rom. xvi. 20.
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Hilgenfeld assumes it to be, which is a vagary in the interest of antagonism

to the independence of Mark. Holtzmann appropriately observes that vv.

35-39 is one of the most telling passages in favor of Mark's originality.

Vv. 40-45. Comp. on Matt. viii. 2-4, where this history follows imme-
diately alter the sermon on the Mount, and that in a shorter, more compre-
hensive form in accordance with Mark. In Luke (v. 12 ff.) the narrative of

the draught of fishes is previously inserted. — yowneTuv avr&v] See on Matt,

xvii. 14. — Ver. 41.' o-/,ayxvia0.] subordinated to the participle hcreivac.'2—
Ver. 42. a-ffiidev k' ahrov] so also Luke. But he has omitted the following

k. EKaOap., to which Matthew has adhered. — Ver. 43. e/JiSpiur/aa/i. nvru] after

He had been angry at him, wrathfully addressed him (comp. xiv. 5, and on

Matt. ix. 30). We are to conceive of a vehement begone now ! aicay hence!

With this is connected also the forcible efe/Ja/lev. Observe the peculiar way
in which Mark depicts how Jesus with very earnest zeal desired and urged

the departure of the man that Avas healed. Moreover, the statement that

the cure took place in a house (efe/fa^ev) is peculiar to Mark, who in the en-

tire narrative is very original and cannot be following the colorless narra-

tive of Luke (Bleek). It is true that, according to Lev. xiii. 46, comp.
Num. v. 2, lepers were forbidden to enter into a house belonging to other

people
;

3 but the impulse towards Jesus and His aid caused the sick man to

break through the barrier of the law, whence, moreover, may lie explained

the hurried and vehement deportment of Jesus. — Ver. 44. As to the pro-

hibition, see on Matt. viii. 4, and on Mark v. 43. — The prefixing of oeavrw

(thyself) is in keeping with the emotion, with which the withdrawal of the

person is required. — nepl rov mdap. ami] on account of thy cleansing, i.e., in

order to become Levitieally clean. — Ver. 45. Comp. Luke v. 15 f. Mark

has peculiar matter.

—

il;£7Jd6n>\ from the house. Comp. ver. 43. — ^pfaro]

evyvuuuv uv 6 TiEirpbr, ovn i]vicrp(ETo atyi) KaXvipat ri/v tvepyeaiav, " Being well-dis-

posed the leper could not bear to hide the good deed in silence,'' Euthy-

mius Zigabenus. The beginning of this breach of the imposed silence is

made prominent. — rbv /.uyov] Euthyinius Zigabenus : bv v.prjKev avru 6 Xpia-

rbc, t\)f/(>i\,i ri, l) i
'/

(,,, nadapiodqTi, "which Christ hath spoken to him,

plainly the 'I will ; be thou made clean.'" So also, Fritzsche. Bui Mark,

in order to lie intelligible, must have led men to this by a more precise

designation pointing hack to it. It is the story, i.e., the narrative of the

occurrence (Luther appropriately has the history), not : the matter (so usually
;

even de Wet te and Bleek), which 7i6yoc in the N. T. never directly means

(not even at ii. 2, viii. 32 ; Luke i. 4
;
Acts x. 86) ;

as, indeed, also in

classical writers (see Wolf, ad Dim. Left. p. 277) it never absolutely means

the matter in it-elf. hut the point spciken if. the state of things thai is under

discussion, or the like.' u^ttin] no longer, as lie could hitherto. — dbvaadat]

1 if the leper had come to Jesus when lie mouth ef Peter.

was already substantially healed, ;is Schen- - Bee Winer, p. 808 [E. T. -"

; * 1 1 : DlBsen, «</

l.'l in Bplte of yct. i.") thinks probable, what, Bern, de Cor. p. 849.

charlatanry would tin; Cord have been 'See Ewald In /<«., and Alterth. p. 180.

practising at ver. u f. ! Ami yet, even ac- ' As to the distinction between Arfyos and
cording to Schenkel (p. 878), Mark is as- <£rJM>), see Brcmi, ad Isocr. Paneg. p. 88.

romed to have had the narrative from the
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moral possibility, if, namely, He would not occasion any tumult. — nai]

not : and yet, ' but tbe simple and. Instead of going publicly into the city,

He was outside in solitary places, and people came to Him from all quarters.

A simple account of what was connected with His sojourn in the solitude
;

He did not withdraw from this concourse, but He would not excite any

sensation in the city.

Notes by American Editok.

II. Punctuation of vv. 1-4.

The verses are pointed variously, in accordance with the different views of

the grammatical connection. Tischendorf places a comma at the end of ver. 1,

and a period at the close of ver. 3, thus agreeing with Meyer's view. W. and

Hort place ver. 1 by itself as a title, putting a comma at the end of ver. 3, thus

making vv. 2, 3 a protasis. This is the view of the E. V. Weiss ed. Mey. re-

gards ver. 1 as the title of the entire Gospel, and not of the first section only.

The lexical objection to this, namely, that the word EvayytXiov in the N. T.

never means a book, he meets by referring the term to the contents of the glad

tidings.

III. Ver. 1. viov Qeov.

The article is omitted inX a B D L, and rejected by those recent critics whore-

tain the phrase. W. and Hort regard the longer reading as Alexandrian, the

later form with the article as Syrian ; they omit the entire phrase in their text,

but put viov Qeov in the margin. The B.. V. reverses this ; and with good

reason. The evidence against the longer reading is slight. Irenaeus has both

readings, and his testimony is therefore invalidated. But Origen is the main

witness for the early existence of the briefer reading.

IV. Ver. 2. iv tu> 'Hoata rw Trpotp/jTr/.

The evidence for this reading is decisive, yet the li. V. retains the plural in

the margin. Meyer seems to reject the first ™, which is found in S B L A 33,

etc. — The admission of a mistake of memory on the part of Mark, in thus nam-

ing Isaiah, seems unwarranted. Mark was a Jew of Jerusalem, a companion in

labor first of Paul, then of Peter, acquainted previously with the latter (see

Introd. §1). That he should forget the author of a prophecy applied to John

the Baptist by our Lord Himself, is to the last degree unlikely. The Jews were

very familiar with the O. T., and especially did the early Christian preachers

make use of it. Mark may not have had all the habits of an author of the

present century, but he would probably "verify his references."

V. Ver. 4. 6 fSaTrri&v k.t.Tl.

The article is found in X B L A 33, Copt., accepted by recent critical editors

(so Weiss ed. Meyer), and R. V. W. and Hort omit, mainly on the authority of

B and 33. The latter reading compels us to give 6 j3o:kt!(uv a substantive force

1 Kuiuoel, de Wette, Bleek, and others.
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(cornp. chap. vi. 14, 24), and to take uripvocuv as a modal particijile qualifying

eyevero, with which verb ev t?) epr'/ucj would then be more naturally connected
;

so Weiss ed. Mey. Retaining the well-sustained nai, the R. V. properly ren-

ders : " who baptized in the wilderness and preached," etc.

VI. Ver. 13. iv ry iprj/uu k.t.7,.

Meyer retains ekeI against decisive evidence.—It is uncertain whether "forty

days" should be connected with "was" or "tempted ;" probably with both, as

the position of the phrase allows. The " difference" of Mark (and Luke) from

Matthew is fancied. The last named evangelist says that "Jesus was led up

of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil" (Matt. iv. 1). He
then tells of the fasting. Luke combines both points : the continued tempta-

tion and the final specific assaults (Luke iv. 1-13). If this constitutes a real

difference, all ordinary legal testimony is invalidated.

VII. Ver. 27. difiaxv naivy, k.t.1.

The punctuation of Lachmann is on the whole preferable, as more accord-

ant with Mark's vivacious style, as giving emphatic position to hut' i^ovaiav,

and also to nai (here used with ascensive force). So R. V., which even allows

an exclamation point : "a new teaching ! with authority he commandeth even

the unclean spirits," etc. Meyer's view of the connection is contrary to his

habit of joining prepositional qualifications with verbs rather than nouns ; the

explanation, "new in respect to power," is very artificial.

VIII. Ver. 28. r?)v irepixupov rijg YaTii/.aiag.

The R. V. renders :
" the region of Galilee round about," while the A. V.

has: "the region round about Galilee." The former is preferable (against

Meyer). The word irepixupog is strictly an adjective, and the feminine article

shows that yfjv is to be supplied. Ta/j/aiag is then the appositional genitive

usual in such cases. N. T. usage allows other genitives to follow, but the name
of the country in the genitive is more naturally explained as above. "Weiss ed.

Mey. properly objects to Meyer's view that it takes tig in the sense of " as far

as."

IX. Ver. 39. nal J//fjn> njipvcauv e'tg rag awayuydg.

The above reading is abundantly attested. Meyer accepts elg, but takes no

notice of j/Mev, which is found in X B L Copt. The received reading (/» was

probably taken from Luke, and then e'tg substituted for iv. This will account

for the state of the evidence. So recent editors, including Weiss ed. Mey.

R. V. Meyer's explanation must be modified in accordance with the cor-

rected text. The It. V. joins "into their synagogues," etc., with "came,"

connecting the participles together: "preaching and casting oat devils."

This giv< - the Bense, bat not with grammatical accuracy. The thoughl seems

to be : " Ho came throughout all Galilee, entering into (eif) and preaching in

their synagogues, and casting oul demons." The order of the Greek gives em-

phasis to the last clause ; so Weiss,
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CHAPTER II.

Veb. 1. The order elaf/We naliv (Fritzscbe, Lachrn. Scholz) would need to be

adopted on decisive evidence. But Tischendorf has eioe/iddv na2.iv without the

subsequent icai, which Lachni. brackets. Eightly ; tbe attestation by B D L N,

min. vss. is sufficient ; the Becepta is an attempt to facilitate the construction

by resolving it. — elc olaovj Lachm. Tisch. [W. and Hort, B. V.] have h oinu,

following B D L N, min. An interpretation. — Ver. 4. [Tisch., W. and Hort,

Weiss, B. V. niarg., with K B L, 33, Copt. Vulg., read irpoGeveyKai] — ip «]

Lachm. : bnov, according to B D L X. So now also Tisch. [recent editors]. Me-

chanical repetition from the foregoing.— Ver. 5. afyeavrai] B 28, 33 bave a<ptevrai.

So Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors] here and at ver. 9 (where also X has the

same reading). But B has the same form at Matt. fx. 2. An emendation.

—

Elz. Scholz, Lachm. have col al uftupriai gov, the latter bracketing gov. But

B D G L A X, min. have gov al dpapriai (Griesb. Fritzscbe, Tisch.). [So recent

editors, B. V.] This reading is in Matt. ix. 2 exposed to the suspicion of

having been taken up from ver. 5, where the Becepta has but very weak attesta-

tion, and from Matthew it easily passed over into our passage. There is the

same diversity of reading also at ver. 9, but with the authorities so divided

that in ver. 5 and ver. 9 only the like reading is warranted. — Ver. 7. AaAei

fiA-aGfyTjfiiac] Lachm. Tisch. read lalel ; (3XaG(p7}ptt, following BDLS, Vulg. It.

Eightly ; the Becepta has smoothed the expression in accordance with Luke. —
Ver. 8. ovtuc] is deleted by Lachm. upon too weak evidence. — avroiis adopted

after ovtuc by Bengel, Matt. Griesb. Fritzscbe, Scholz on very considerable

evidence (ACTA, etc.). Being unnecessary and not understood, it was passed

over. [Eejected by Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort.] — Ver. 9. eyeipe] Elz. Einck

have eyeipai (1st aorist middle). The former is here quite decisively attested,

and, indeed, in all places eyeipe is to be written, the active form of which

the transcribers did not understand (see on Matt. ix. 5), and converted it

into the middle forms eyeipai and eyeipov (B L 28 have here the latter form).

[Treg., W. and Hort : eyeipov here ; in Matt. ix. 5, 6 eyeipe.] The middle form

eyeipeoDe is in stated use only in the plural (Matt. xxvi. 46 ; Mark xiv. 42 ; John

xiv. 31), which affords no criterion for the singular. — After eyeipe Elz. Lachm.

Tisch. have icai, which CDL, min. vss. omit. An addition in accordance with

Matt. ix. 5 ; Luke v. 23. — Instead of gov tov Kpaj3j3. we must read, with Lachm.

Scholz, Tisch., in accordance with decisive testimony, tov up. gov.— napi-naTei]

Tisch. viii : vrraye, but against such decisive weight of evidence, that Trepnrdrci

is not to be regarded as derived from the parallel x^assages, but vnaye is to be

referred to a gloss from ver. 11. — Ver. 10. Elz. has enl rf/c ytjc after a<pievai. So

A E F G al. But B has a<j>. aft. tnl t. y. ; C D L M A K, al. min. vss. have £7rt

r. y. ad. ap. So Griesb. Fritzscbe, Lachm. Scholz, Tisch., viii. [W. and Hort

agree with B in their text (so Weiss) ; and with X in their margin.] The latter

is a reading conformed to Matthew and Luke. The various readings have

arisen through omission (Augustine) and diversity in the restoration of km r. y.
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The Recepta is to be restored, as there was no reason, either in tli6 passage it-

self or from the parallel passages, for separating doiivui and d/iaprtag from one

another by the insertion of e~l t. y. — Ver. 15. The reading n. yiveTai KuTauelaOai

(Tisch.) is based on B L X, and is to be preferred ; kyevero is from Matthew,

and iv tu is explanatory. — Ver. 16. k. oi ypapp. k. oi §apio.~\ Tisch. : k. ypap-

paTeic tuv Qapcnaiuv, following BLA S, Lachm. in the margin. Rightly ; the

Recepta arose from the usual expression. But we are not, with Tisch. (follow-

ing the same testimony), to insert icai before idovTec, as this icai owes its origin

to the erroneous connection of ml ypapp. with i/KoXotfj. — The simple brt (Tisch. ),

instead of ri on, is too feebly attested. [See Note XIII., p. 36.] — ml Trivet] is

wanting, no doubt, in B D X, min. Cant. Verc. Ver. Corb. 2 (bracketed by

Lachm. [omitted by W. and Hort, text, "Weiss, B. V., marg.], but was omitted on

account of Matt. ix. 11, from which place, moreover, C L D X, min. vss.

Fathers have added 6 didactialoc i>puv. — Ver. 17. After dpapr. Elz. has e'tc uerd-

votav, which on decisive testimony is deleted as an addition from Luke v. 32 by

Griesb. and the later editors. — Ver. 18. Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch.

Fritzsche have rightly adopted oi fyapiGuiot instead of the Recepta oi tuv <bapicaiuv.

The former has decisive testimony in its favor, the latter is from Luke v. 33.

—

oi tuv] Tisch. : oi paOrjral tuv, following B C*LS, 33. Rightly ; the super-

fluous word was passed over. — Ver. 20. Instead of the Recepta eneivaic -ale

r/pepaic (which Fritzsche maintains), kicelwg t/) i/pepa is received by Griesb.

Lachm. Scbolz, Tisch. according to decisive evidence. The plural is from

what precedes. — Ver. 21. The Recepta is ko.1 ovdeic, against decisive witnesses,

which have not nui. — eni ipaTiu TtaAatu] Lachm. and Tisch . : ;
-': l/idnov 7rn?iat6v,

according to B C D L X, 33. Rightly ; it was altered in conformity with Matt,

ix. 16. — a'ipei : > -nAijpupa avrov to naivbv tov TraAatov'] Many variations. A K A,

min. Syr. p. : aipei enr' avTov to tta. to mivbv tov 7ra/L ; B L X (yet without the

first to), min. Goth. : alpei to tta-. an-' ovtov (B : dip' tavTov) to mtv. tov ttoa. (so

Lachm. and Tisch.) ; D, min. vss. : alpei to tta. to icaivbv h-b Tar -«/.. (so Rinck).

[Treg., W. and Hort, R. V., agree with Tisch.] The Becepta is to be rejected

no less than the reading of D, etc. Both are from Matthew. Of the two read-

ings that still remain, that of A, etc., is to be preferred, because in that of

Lachm. and Tisch. the collocation of aipei rb tz'a. likewise betrays its being

shaped according to Matthew. Hence we read : alpet an' i:i-,,i' ?;> -A>,pupa to

icaivbv tov nakaiov. — Ver. 22. fyaoei] Lachm. p'/'/^ci, following BC D L X, 33,

Vulg. codd. of It. So also Tisch. From Luke v. 37, whence also subsequently

has come ii n'ii'\ which Lachm. and Tisch. have deleted. [Treg., W. and Hort,

R. V., agree with Tisch. in both readings, Weiss in the latter only.] — Kai 6 olvoc

. . . p/rjrinr] Instead of this there is simply to be read, with Tisch., follow-

ing B L D, codd. of It.: ml 6 olvoe (i-n'/'/rrm koIoI aOKoi (B X leave out of

iO'/ii k.t.1. only /3?7/r/<u'). [W. and Hort give in brackets the reading of B and

Aleph, which is accepted in R, V. So Weiss, cd. Mey., who justly says that

only i}'/ij7ii,v of the Rec. is taken from Luke.] The Becepta is from the

parallels. — Ver. 23. Traparrop] Lachm. diarrop., following BCD. But comp.

Luke vi. 1.

—

Mbv ttouIv] Lachm.: ddoiroutv, only after B G II. — Ver. -I. iv]

is on decisive evidence condemned by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.

From ver. 23. — Ver. 25. ai>r<5f] after the first xai is suspected by Griesb.,

bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Fritzsche and Tisch. It is wanting indeed

in B C D L X, min. vss., but it was very easily mistaken in its reference, and
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passed over as cumbrous and superfluous, the more especially as it does not
appear in the parallels. [Kejected, however, byTreg., W. and Hort, E. V., re-

tained by Weiss.] — Ver. 26. iirl 'AdtdOnprov upxtep.] is wanting in D, 271, Cant.

Ver. Verc. Vinci. Corb. 2. Condemned, after Beza, by Gratz (neuer Versuch, d.

Enisi. d. drei erst. Ev. z. erkl. p. 196), and Wassenbergh in Valckenaer, Schol.

I. p. 23. An omission on account of the historical difficulty and the par-

allel passages. Only rob before apx- has decisive evidence against it, and is

rightly deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. [Treg. text, W. and Hort, E. V. text.]

Vv. 1-12. Comp. on Matt. ix. 1-8
; Luke v. 17-26. At the foundation

of both lies the narrative of Mark, which they follow, however, with free-

dom (Matthew more by way of epitome), while not only Matthew but Luke
also falls short of the vivid directness of Mark.—According to the reading

eiasWuv (see the critical remarks), this participle must be taken as anacolu-

thic, in accordance with the conception of the logical subject of the follow-

ing : it was he, ml that He, etc.
1— Si y/uepibv] interjectis diebus, after the lapse

of intervening days. See on Gal. ii. 1. — elg oikov sari] just our : "He is

into the house." [See Note X., p. 36.] The verb of rest assumes the pre-

vious motion ; xiii. 16 ; John i. 18 ; Herod, i. 21, al.
2 The house where

Jesus dwelt is meant (but not expressly designated, which would have re-

quired the use of the article).
—

"Ver. 2. utjiUti] from the conception of the

increasing crowd.— fiydi] not even the space at the door, to say nothing of

the house. Kostlin, p. 339, arbitrarily finds exaggeration here. — tuv 16yov\

Kar' k^oxijv : the Gospel. Comp. viii. 32 ; Luke i. 2, al.—Vv. 3, 4. Here
also Mark has the advantage of special vividness. Jesus is to be conceived

of as in the upper chamber, bireptiov (where the Rabbins also frequently taught,

Lightfoot in loc.; Vitringa, Synag. p. 145 f.). Now, as the bearers could not

bring the sick man near 3 to Him through the interior of the house by reason of

the throng, they mounted by the stair, which led directly from the street to

the roof, up to the latter, broke up—at the spot under which He was in the

vireptiov—the material of which the floor of the roof consisted, and let down
the sick man through the opening thus made. The conception that Jesus

was in the vestibule, and that the sick man was lowered down to Him after

breaking off the parapet of the roof (Faber, Jahn, Koster, Imman. p. 166),

is at variance with the words (airEoriyaoav ttjv oriyqv, comp. Luke v. 19), and
is not required by ver. 2, where the crowd has filled the fore-court because

the house itself, where Jesus is tarrying, is already occupied (see above on
finds, ver. 2) ; and a curious crowd is wont, if its closer approach is already
precluded, to persevere steadfastly in its waiting, even at a distance, in the

hope of some satisfaction. Moreover, the fact of the unroofing is a proof that

in that house roof and upper chamber were either not connectedbij a door (comp.

1 See Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 256 [E. T. Tischendorf, Trpoo-exeVai, following BLN,
298]. min. vss., is a correct interpretation of the

2 See Buttmann, p. 286 [E. T. 333]. Comp. word, which only occurs here in the N. T.
even eU S<Vou5 ^eVeie, Soph. Aj. 80, and This view is more in keeping with the vivid
Lobeck in loc. ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. 537. description than the usual intransitive ac-

3 Upoveyyio-ai, active (Aquila, 1 Sam. xxx. cedere.

1 ; Lucian, Amor. 53), hence the reading of
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Joseph. Antt. xiv. 15. 12), or that the door was too narrow for the passage of

the sick man upon his bed (Hug, Gutacht. II. p. 23) ; and it is contrary to the

simple words to conceive, with Lightfootand Olshausen, only of a widening

of an already existing doorway. Mark is not at variance with Luke (Strauss),

hut both describe the same proceeding ; and the transaction related by both

bears in its very peculiarity the stamp of truth, in favor of which in the

case of Mark the testimony of Peter is to be presumed, and against which

the assertion of the danger to those who were standing below (Woolston,

Strauss, Bruno Bauer) is of the less consequence, as the lifting up of the

pieces of roofing is conceivable enough without the incurring of that risk,

and the whole proceeding, amidst the eager hurry of the people to render

possible that which otherwise was unattainable, in spite of all its strange-

ness has no intrinsic improbability. —As to upafifiarog, or Kpa/Sarog, or K/x'iSar-

rog (Lachmann and Teschendorf), a couch-bed, a word rejected by the Atti-

cists, see Sturz, Dial. Mac. p. 175 f. ; Lobeck, adPhryn. p. 62 f. — afyiuvrai

k.t./L] See on Matt. ix. 2.—Ver. 6. tuv ypa/x^ar.] So correctly also Matthew.

But Luke introduces already here (too early, see in Mark ii. 16) the Pharisees as

well. As to SuiloyiZ,. comp. onMatt. xvi. 7.—Ver. 7. According to the reading

p.aotyriiizi (see the critical remarks), this word answers to the question, What

sj)ea7ccth this man thus ? by saying ichat He speaks. — ovtoq ovtu] this man in tli is

manner, an emphatic juxtaposition. The former is contemptuous (Matt.

xiii. 54) ; the latter designates the special and surprising manner, which is

immediately pointed out in what follows.—Ver. 8. Observe the intentional

bringing into prominence of the immediate knowledge of the thoughts.

—

n'rriii] is not the unaccented they, but designates with h iavrolg, ipsi in semet

ipsis, the element of self-origination, the cogitationes sua sponte conceptas.

[See critical note.] — As to vv. 9-12, 1 see on Matt. ix. 5-8, 33. — col teya]

aoi prefixed with emphasis, because the speaker now turns to the sick man.

Comp. Luke v. 24. According to Ililgenfeld, the "awkward structure of

the sentence," ver. 10 f., betrays the dependence onMatt. ix. 6. Why,
then, not the converse ?— ko.1 apag k.t.2..] Thus the assurance of the remi

of sins, according to Schenkel, must have stimulated the paralyzed elasticity

of the nerves! A fancy substituted for the miracle.

—

drug . . . eii

not equivalent to toiovto elS. (see on Matt. ix. 33), but : so ice have never seen,

i.e., a sight in such a fashion we have never met with. Comp. the frequent

Respecting the Messianic to His use of it (Ritsohl, Weisse, ColanI,

which presupposes Messianic consciousness Holtzmann, and others). For the disciple

coming from the mouth of Jesus: 6 vibs especially thei spression, confirmed as it is,

toO av0pu>irov, see on Matt. viii. 20, mid the moreover, by John from his own livelj ree-

critical exposition of the differenl views by ollection (see on John i. in. could nol but

Holtzmann in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1805, befromthei irandunamhi

p 212 ff., and Weizsacker, p. 126 ff. Observe, and the confession of Peter cannot be re-

however, thai the passage before us, where garded as the gradually ripened fruit of the

Jesus thus early and in the fa< f His ene- insight now for the first time dawning. See

before the people and before Bis dls- on Matt. xvi. 18, 17. How correctly, more-

dpi b, and in the exercise of a divine plen- over, the people knew how to appi

ary power, characterizes Himself by this theDanielio designation of the MeBstah, is

Danielle app< llation, does nol admii of the dearly apparent rrom John xil. 84.

set purpose of veiling thai has been ascribed
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wc Spare. It is not even requisite to supply H (Fritzsche), to say nothing of

mentally adding the manifestation of the kingdom of God, or the like.

Vv. 13-17. See on Matt. ix. 9-13
; Luke v. 27-32. Matthew deals with

this in the way of abridgment, but he has, nevertheless, retained at the end

of the narrative the highly appropriate quotation from Hos. vi. 6 (which

Luke, following Mark, has not), as an original element from the collection

of Logia. [See Note XL, p. 30.]— e^Ws] out of Capernaum. Comp. ver. 1.

— iraliv] looks back to i. 16. — Mark has peculiar to himself the statements

rrapa r. dalaaaav as far as hSiSaanev abrovg, but it is arbitrary to refer them to

his subjective conception (de Wette, comp. Kostlin, p. 335). — Ver. 14. rcapayuv]

in passing along, namely, by the sea, by the place where Levi sat. Comp.

ver. 16. — On Levi (i.e., Matthew) and Alphaeus, who is not to be identified

with the father of James, 1
see Introd. to Matthew, § 1. Hilgenfeld, in his

Zeitschr. 1864, p. 301 f., tries by arbitrary expedients to make out that Levi

was not an apostle. — Ver. 15. ev t?j ohia avrov] is understood by the expos-

itors of the house of Levi." Comp. Vulg. : "in domo illins.'
1 '' [See Note

XII., p. 36.] In itself this is possible, but even in itself improbable, since by

avrov just before Jesus was meant ; and it is to be rejected, because subse-

quently it is said of those who sat at meat with Him, just as it was previous-

ly of Levi : rjnolovdrjaav avrC). Moreover, the absolute naleaai. (to invite), ver.

17, which Matthew and Mark have, Avhile Luke adds elc perdvoiav, appears

as a thoughtful reference to the host, the nalelv on whose part will trans-

plant into the saving fellowship of His kingdom. Accordingly, the account

in Matthew (see on Matt. ix. 10) has rightly taken up Mark's account which

lies at its foundation, but Luke has not (v. 29). It is not indeed expressly

said in our text that Jesus went again into the city ; this is nevertheless in-

directly evident from the progress of the narrative (rcapdyuv .... ijnoAovBrjaav

abrCi .... KaraKEiadat. k.t.a.).— ijaav yap ttoaaoI k.t.?i.~\ A statement serving to

elucidate the expression just used : ko?J.oI teauvcli k.t.a., and in such a way

that yaav is prefixed with emphasis : for there icere many (tea. k. duapr.)
;

there was no lack of a multitude of such people, and they followed after

Jesus. Against the explanation of Kuinoel, Fritzsche, de Wette, Bleek :

aderant, it may be at once decisively urged that such an illustrative state-

ment would be unmeaning, and that ijKoAovQrjaav may not be turned into a

pluperfect. And mentally to supply with ijaav, as Bleek does : at the calling

of Levi, is erroneous, because the narrative lies quite beyond this point of

time. —Ver. 16. The corrected reading (see the critical remarks) is to be

explained : and Pharisaic scribes when they saw, etc., said to His disciples.

To attach this k. ypajip. t. $apia. to the previous JjkoXovO. (Tischendorf ) is un-

suitable, because yaav yap iro?Jkoi, taken by itself alone, would be absolutely

pleonastic, and because ijnolovQ., in accordance with the context, can only

mean the following of adherents. — Bespecting idovrec k.t.a., comp. on Matt.

ix. 11. Here the direct seeing (coming to Him) of the ypaufiar. is meant,

1 A confusion that actually arose In very a Yet Bleek and Holtzmann have agreed

early times, which had as its consequence with my view, and also Kahnis, Dogm. I.

the reading 'la/cwj3oi' (instead of AemV) in D, p. "409 f.

min., codd. in Or. and Vict, and codd of It.
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not : cum intelligcrent, " when they knew" (Grotius and others, de Wette).

— tl on] quid est, quod, " IIow is it that," so that there needs to be supplied

after ri, not ytyovep (Schaefer, ad Bos. Ell. p. 591), but the simple hari.

Comp. Luke ii. 49 ;
Aets v. 4, 9. [See Note XIII., p. 36.]

Vv. 18-22. See on Matt. i.\. 14-17. Comp. Luke v. 33-38. — Kcil rjaav

. . . it/GTEvovTEg] considered by Kostlin, p. 339, as meaningless and beside the

question, is taken by the expositors as an " archaeological intimation" (de

Wette, comp. Fritzsche). There is nothing to indicate its being so (how

entirely different it is with vii. 3 f . !) ; we should at least expect with vi

ovrtq some such general addition as kuI'/A (Matt. ix. 14). It is to be explain-

ed : And there icere the discijjles of John, etc., engaged in fasting (just at that

time). This suggested their question. This view is followed also by Bleek

and Holtzmann, the latter thinking, in the case of John's disciples, of their

fasting as mourners on account of the loss of their master,—a view for

which vcr. 19 does not serve as proof. — ipxovmi k.t.a.] Both, naturally by

means of representatives from among them. The text does not yield any-

thing else ; so we are neither to understand the questioners of ver. 1G (Ewald,

Ililgenfeld), nor mentally to supply rivkc (Weisse, Wilke). In Matthew the

disciples of John ask the question, and this is to be regarded as historically

the case (see on Matt. ix. 17, Remark).

—

ol fiaO^ral 'Tudvvov k.-.I.'] Not in-

appropriate, but more definite and more suited to their party-interest than

Tjutic, (in opposition to de Wette). — aoi] might be the dative (the disciples

belonging to Thee), see Bernhardy, p. 8!)
;
Kiihner, II. p. 219. But in ac-

cordance with the use—frequent also in the N. T.—of the emphatic cog, it

is to be taken as its plural. Comp. Luke v. 33. — Ver. 19. baov xpdvov /c.r.A.]

superfluous in itself, but here suited to the solemn answer. 1— ueO' tavruv] in

the midst of themselves. — Ver. 20. ei> kiteivy rjj f/ptyf] Not a negligence (de

Wette) or impossibility of expression (Fritzsche), but : t6ti is the more gen-

eral statement of time : then, when, namely, the case of the taking away

shall have occurred, and iv f/cnY;/ r% JjptpQ is the special definition of time sub-

ordinate to the r6re : on that day, eiceivoc having demonstrative force and

consequently a. tragic emphasis (on that, atra dies!). Comp. Bernhardy,

]>. 279. [f thepluralwere again used, the time previously designated by

pat would be once more expressed on the whole and in general, and that

likewise with solemnity, but not the definite particular day. Aptly, more-

over, Bengel remarks :
" Dies unus aufereiidi sponsi, dies multi ejusdem

ablati el absentis," "the day of the bridegroom's removal is one, the days

when he is removed and absent are main/." The Lord from the beginning

of His ministry had made Himself familiar with the certainty of a violent

death. Comp. John ii. 19.— Ver. 21. .

; d »/, ]
/" the contrary case, even

after a negative clause, Buttmann, neut. Or. p. 336 [E. T. 892], and see on

2 Cor. xi. 10.—The correct reading : alpei air
1 avrov rb nJJipufia rd koivi

-n'/atuh (see the critical remarks), is to be explained : the new patchofth*

old (garment) breaks awayfrom it. See on Matt. ix. 10 f. The Beceptasig-

nifies ; his nan patch (that which is put on by him) breaks awayfrom the.

1 Comp. Borocmann, Schol. in Luc. p. xxxix.
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old garment. According to Ewald, alpti af eavrov ought to be read (follow-

ing. B, which, however, has the atf eavrov after rb nfo/pufia), and this is to be

interpreted :
" thus the new filling up of the old becomes of itself stronger."

He compares the phrase 6 loyoc alpe'i,
1 the meaning of which (reason teaches

it) is, however, here foreign to the subject. — Ver. 22. A combination from

3Iatthew and Luke is here contained only in the interpolated Eecepta. See

the critical [and supplementary] remarks. 2

Vv. 23-28. See on Matt. xii. 1-8. Comp. Luke vi. 1-5, who follows Mark
in the order of events, which in Matthew is different. — Tvapa-opeieoOai] not:

to walk on, ambulare (Vulgate, Luther, and many others, including de

Wette), so that irapd would refer indefinitely to other objects, but to pass

along by.
3 Jesus passed through the corn-fields alongside of these, so that

the way that passed through the fields led Him on both sides along by

them. Just so ix. 30, and Deut. ii. 4. — 6Sbv tvole'iv k.t./L] is usually ex-

plained as though it stood : 6Sm> iroioi'fievoi riXkeiv rove araxvac, to pluck the

cars of corn as they went. Against the mode of expression, according to

which the main idea lies in the participial definition, 4 there would be in

itself nothing, according to classical examples, to object ; but in the N.T.

this mode of expression does not occur (Winer, p. 316 [E. T. 443 f.]),

and here in particular the active iroieiv is opposed to it, since 6Sbv noielv is

always viam sternere, and 66bv wncElodai (as also iropeiav TroieioOai) is iter facere.
b

The assumption that Mark had missed this distinction is wholly without

cxegetical warrant, as is also the recourse to a Latinism (Krebs). The only

correct explanation is : they began to make a way (to open a path) by pluck-

ing the ears of corn ; not, as Bretschneider and Fritzsche alter the meaning
of the words :

'

' evellisse spicas et factum esse, ut projectis, quum iis es-

sent demta grana, spicis exprimeretur via," "to pluck the ears and to cause

that a way might be forced through the projecting ears when the grain was
removed from them." [See Note XIV., p. 36 seq.] We must rather con-

ceive of the field- path on which they are walking—perhaps at a place

where it leads through a field of corn which it intersects—as over-

grown with ears, so that they must of necessity, in order to continue

their journey, make a path, which they do by plucking the ears of com
that stand in their way. According to Matthew and Luke, the chief point

lies in the fact that the disciples pluck the ears and eat them ; and the

Pharisees find fault with their doing this—which in itself is allowable—on the

Sabbath. According to Mark, however, who has not a word 6 of the disciples

1 Ratio evincit, Polyb. vi. 5. 5 ; comp. also and bSbv bSonoielv ; Kuhner, ad. Xen. Anab.
Herod, ii. 33 ; Plat. Crit. p. 48 C, al. iv. 8. 8.

2 As to the form prjo-o-w instead of p>jycvni, 8 Mark has been blamed on this account,
see Ruhnken, Ep. crit. I. p. 26. See Fritzsche, p. 69. But the very evange-

3 Comp. Matt, xxvii. 39 ; Mark xi. 20, xv. list, who knew how to narrate so vividly,

29. should by no means have been charged with
4 See Hermann, ad Aj. 1113 ; Electr. 1305

;

such an awkwardness as the omission of

Stallbaum, ad Plat. Gorg. p. 136 ; Phil. p. 58. the essential feature of the connection—
5 See Viger. ed. Herm. p. 116 ; Kypke, I. which is just what the latest harmonizing

p. 154 ; Krebs, p. 81 ; Winer, p. 228 [E. T. avers. It ought to have been candidly

320]. Comp. also oSotjwIV (Sen. Anab. v. 1. noted that in Mark the object of the pluck-

14; Dem. 1274, 2G, frequently in the LXX.) ing of the ears is the bSbv not-clv ; while in

3
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eating, their act consists in this, that by the plucking of the ears of corn they

open a way through thefield; and the Pharisees, ver. 24, find fault that they do

that, which//; itself is already unallowable, 1 on the Sabbath. The justification

of Jesus amounts then, ver. 25 ff., to the two points : (1) that according

to David's precedent the proceeding of the disciples, as enjoined by

necessity, is by no means unallowable; and (2) that the Sabbath makes no

difference in the matter.— The origin of this difference itself is easily ex-

plained from the fact, that Jesus adduces the history of the eating of the

shew-bread, by means of which also the eating of the ears of corn

came into the tradition of this incident. Mark betrays by his 66bv

rrninv abandoned by Matthew and Luke, and by the less obvious con-

nection of it with the eating of the shew-bread, the original narrative, which

perhaps proceeded from Peter himself. — rovg craxvac] the article designates

the ears of corn that stood i?i the 'way.—Ver. 24. They do not ask. as in Matthew

and Luke, why the disciples do what is unallowable on the Sabbath, but

n-hy they do on the Sabbath sometliing (already in itself) unallowable.— Ver.

25. av-oc] and lie on His part, replying to them. He put a counter-question.

— 'ore xpz'iav icxe] In this lies the analogy. The disciples also were by the

circumstances compelled to the course which they took. The demonstra-

tive force of this citation depends upon a conclusion a majori ad minus.

David in a case of necessity dealt apparently unlawfully even with the shew-

bread of the temple, which is yet far less lawful to be touched than the cars of

grain in general. — Ver. 2G. i-l 'Afi/nOap tqv apx^p-] tempore Abiatharis ponti-

ficis mar'uni, i.e., under the pontificate of Abiathar. Comp. Luke iii. 2;

.Matt. i. It. According to 1 Sam. xxi. 1 ff., indeed, the high priest at that

lime was not Abiathar, but his father (1 Sam. xxii. 20 ; Joseph. Antt. vi.

13. (J) Ahimeleeh. Mark has erroneously confounded these two, which might

the more easily occur from the remembrance of David's friendship with

Abiathar (1 Sam. xxii. 20 ff.).
2 The supposition that father and son both

had both names, 3 is only apparently supported by 2 Sam. viii. 17,

1 Chron. xviii. 1G, comp. xxiv. 0, 31 ; as even apart from the fact

that these passages manifestly contain an erroneous statement,'1 the reference

of our (piotation applies to no other passage than to 1 Sam. xxi. [See Note

XV., p. 37.] Grotius thought thai the son had been the substitute of the

M-,it Hie wit is the eating on account of hunger, viam sternerc\ and even in the middle voir,'

'['lie occasions of the necessity, in which tho only means to makefm' oneself a path. Weiss

iii cipleswere placed, are different: in tho {Jahrb.f. Deutsche TAeol. 1865, p. 868) calls

former case, the btonota ; in the latter, the my explanation "somewhal odd;" this,

hunger. however, cm matter in >t Iii utr- if only it is

i To this view Holtzmann and Hilgenfeld linguistically correct, .-mil the usual one

have acceded, as also Ritschl, altkath. A'. Linguistically erroneous,

p. .".I
: Schenkel, CharakterbUd, p. hi;

; and as - see Korb in Winer's hrlt. Journ. IV. p.

regards the to&v nouiiv in itself, also Lange. 895 ff. ; Paulus, Fritzsche, do Wot to, liloek.

The defence of die usual explanation on the 3 Victor Antiochenns, Euthymlus Zigabe-

pari of Krummel in the attoem. K.Zeit. (864, nus, Theophylact, Beza, Jansen, Beumann,

No. ri, leaves the linguistic difficulty which Cuinoel, and many others.

stands in its way entirely unsolved. Be * Comp. Thenius on 2 Sam. l.e. ; Bertheau

should least of all have sought support from Judges otherwise, d. Biichcr der Chron.

the reading
1

of Laohmann (oSoiroieu') ; for p. 181. f.

this also never means anything else than
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father. Recourse has been had with equally ill success to a different inter-

pretation of kiti ; for, if it is assumed to be coram (Wetstein, Scholz),

1 Sam. I.e. stands historically opposed to it ; but if if is held to mean : in the

passage concerning Abiathar, i.e., there, where he is spoken of (xii. 2G ; Luke

xx. 37), it is opposed by the same historical authority, and by the con-

sideration that the words do not stand immediately after aveyvure. '— Ver.

27 f. Kal hlsy. avroig] frequently used for the introduction of a further im-

portant utterance of the same subject who is speaking ; Bengel :
" Sermo-

nem iterum exorsus," " having again begun his discourse." Comp. iv. 9.

As Jesus has hitherto refuted the reproach conveyed in 6 ovu e^ean, ver. 24,

He now also refutes the censure expressed by kv toic oapftaaiv, ver. 24.

Namely: as the Sabbath has been made (brought into existence, i.e., ordained)

for the salce of man, namely, as a means for his highest moral ends (Gen. ii.

3 ; Ex. xx. 8 ff.), not man for the sale of the Sabbath, 2
it follows thence : the

Messiah has to rule even over the Sabbath, so that thus the disciples, who
as my disciijles have acted under my permission, cannot be affected by any

reproach in respect of the Sabbath. The inference ware depends on the fact

that the vide tov avOpaxov, i.e., the Messiah (not with Grotiusand Fritzsche to

be taken as man in general), is held ex concesso as the representative head of

humanity. 3 On the mode of inference in general, comp. 1 Cor. xi. 9
;

2 Mace. v. 19. — Kvpiog] emphatically at the beginning : is not dependent,

but Lord, 4, etc. ; whereby, however, is expressed not the prerogative of ab-

solute abolition (see against this Matt. v. 17 ff., and the idea of the rcfajpumcof

the law makes its appearance even in Markvii. 15 ff., x. 5 ff., xii. 28 ff.), but

the power of putting in the place of the external statutory Sabbath observance

—while giving up the latter—something higher in keeping with the idea

of the Sabbath, wherein lies the Trli/puaic of the Sabbath-law. 5— nai] also,

along with other portions of His Kvpiorqc.

1 In opposition to Michaelis and Saunier, erally so peculiar. The connecting link of
Quellen d. Mark. p. 58. the argumentation preserved by him might

2 Comp. Mechilta in Ex. xxxi. 13 :
" Vobis more easily have been omitted as something

sabbatum traditum est, et non vos traditi foreign, than have been added.
estis sabbato," " For you the Sabbath is de- 3 For Him, as such, in the judgment to be
livered, and not you delivered for the Sab- formed of the obligatory force of legal or-
bath." According to Baur, ver. 27 belongs dinances, the regulative standard is just the
to "the rational explanations," which Mark relation, in which man as a moral end to
is fond of prefixing by way of suggesting a himself stands to the law. Comp. Ritschl,

motive for what is historically presented. altkathol. Kirche, p. 20 ff.

To the same class he would assign ix. 39, * With this thefreedom of worship is given
vii. 15 ff. Weizsacker finds in the passage as well as assigned to its necessary limit,

before us a later reflection. This would but not generally " proclaimed " (Sehenkel).
only be admissible, if the idea facilitated the 5 Comp. Lechler in the Stud. u. Krit. 1854,

concluding inference, which is not the case, p. 811 ; Weizsacker, p. 391.

and if Mark were not in this narrative gen-
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Notes by American Editok.

X. Ver. 1. kv oikg) ectLv.

The reading of the Jtec, e'iq oIkov, .must be rejected. It is true that it is

lectio difficilior, yet X B D L 33, Copt., Vulg. constitute decisive evidence, even
against this consideration. Meyer's explanation (pregnant construction) is

therefore unnecessary. The E. V. marg. has " at home," which is an allowable

rendering, despite the absence of the article.

XI. Vv. 13-17.

We have in Meyer's prefatory remark on these verses a specimen of his con-

jectures in accounting for the differences between the narratives of the Synop-

tists. Weiss ed. Mey. denies that the citation from Hosea (in Matthew) is " an

original element from the collection of Logia." He refers it to " the earlier

source" (see Note I., p. 10), where, however, it stood in a different connec-

tion. As to Matthew's dealing with the narrative of his own call, etc.,

" in the way of abridgment," there seems to be no psychological ground for

it. If Matthew was present, he probably heard " the highty appropriate quo-

tation." To believe that he reports as an eye-witness is not more difficult than to

accept either of the theories above referred to.

XII. Ver. 15. kv Ty olnla avrov.

That this refers to the house of Levi (Matthew), Meyer admits as in itself

possible. The pronoun avrov undoubtedly means Jesus, but avrov can follow

immediately with a different reference. There would be no necessity for in-

troducing the name (to> 'Ir/coi) in the leading clause, if avroi did not point to

Levi. Moreover, as Weiss ed Mey. remarks, " the call of a publican is nar-

rated in ver. 14, in order to explain how it happened that Jesus reclined at

table in a publican's house." He also rightly rejects the notion that Ka?Jaai

(ver. 17) refers to the invitation of Jesus as host. An unnecessary variation

between the narratives is created by Meyer's view.

XIII. Ver. 1G. on fiera k.t.1.

The briefer reading bn (instead of rl bn, Hec, Meyer) is now generally ac-

cepted, on the evidence of B L 33, supplemented by the fact of the existence of

another variation (X D, 6tuTi), which was taken from Matthew and Luke. The

iitl is rightly taken as recttaniis ; see R. V. text.—In regard to the variations in

the earlier part of the verse. Meyer's judgment in the main is sustained by

Treg., W. and Hort, Weiss, K. V.; but, all accept ol before ypaufjardc, which

Tisch. omits, and reject his view of the punctuation.

XIV. Ver. 23. 66'ov iroielv k.t.X.

Meyer, by his explanation of this passage, makes an unnecessary conflict be-

tween the account of Mark and those of Matthew anil Luke. To this "Weiss

ed. Mey. objects. He cannot conceive why " the disciples must first break a

path on which Jesus had preceded them, and which therefore could not have
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been so impassable, and why they should do this by plucking off the ears in-

stead of treading down the stalks ; for according to iv. 28 craxoq is the ear in

contrast with the stalk." He finds the three narratives in accord. " Mark, how-

ever, rightly does not mention the eating, because not in this but only in the

plucking of the ears, in itself allowable (Deut. xxiii. 26), the Pharisees saw a

resemblance to the harvest labor which was incompatible with Sabbath rest.

Had the* plucking of the ears been in itself unallowable (Meyer), the Pharisees

would not have taken notice of it on account of the breaking of the Sabbath,

and Jesus would have justified it by no assumed necessity, since the matter

here involved would have been an infringement on the rights of others." Here

Meyer's linguistic accuracy has led him to adopt an interpretation which explains

nothing. His assumption that the mention of David's eating, introducing the

notion of eating the ears into the tradition of this incident, is purely gratu-

itous. We may with far more justice assume that Mark expected the answer of

Jesus in this controversj- to shed needed light on his brief statement of the

action which gave offence to the Pharisees.

XV. Ver. 26. knl 'ApL&dap tov apxi^peoyg.

The interpretation of Meyer is undoubtedly correct (comp. R. V. text" :
" when

Abiathar was high-priest"). But that Mark is in error by no means follows.

The Evangelist could have Abiathar in mind only from familiarity with the

whole 0. T. narrative, since Abiathar is not named at all, 1 Sam. xxi. To say

that " the reference of our quotation applies to no other passage than" that, is

contradicted by the alleged mistake. Hence Mark may have known that both

father and son had both names. At least this is as probable as the convenient

assumption that the O. T. passages which would prove Mark's accuracy are them-

selves inaccurate. Moreover, the singular ignorance of the Scriptures attributed

by Meyer to this born Jew, son of a pious mother, is in itself highly improbable.
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CHAPTER III. u

Vek. 2. Instead of Traperf/povv, read with Lachm. TrapeT^povvro, following A C*
D A, min. The middle here and at Luke vi. 7 (comp. also Acts ix. 24) was not

attended to. [The active form is supported by B L 8 etc., and accepted by re-

cent editors ; the middle seems to have been taken from the parallel passages.]

— KaTT/yopqoovGin, instead of KaTyyopricuaa1
, is not sufficiently attested by C D

(Lachm.). — Ver. 3. Lachm. has r<j r?)v x eiPa £X0VTt ivpai', following B L 102,

Verc. [So recent editors, E. V.] In favor of fypav C also tells, which has ru r.

Zypuv ex- %., an(l A X, which have tu r. fypav \- ?X- S° Tisch. viii. The Iie-

apta ~u kijiipafifievi)v ex0VTl Tf/v^eipa is from ver. 1. — Ver. 5. At the end Elz. has

vyifc cif y a/i/Tj. This is indeed defended by Matthiae, but in opposition to

decisive evidence. It is from Matt. xii. 13. — Ver. 7. The order of the words :

peril tuv fiaOrjT. abrov tli's^wp^Griesb. Lachm. Tisch.), instead of the Ihcepta ave-

Xup. p. r. pad. air., has in its favor B C D L A X, min. vss., and is on this evi-

dence to be adopted, the more especially as the Recepta easily presented itself

from the connection, according to which the important element for the progress

of the narrative lies in avex&p. — Instead of Tvpog (Elz. Scholz), Griesb. Fritzsche,

Lachm. Tisch. have fir, which is attested, indeed, only by D H P, min.

Theophyl., but was explained by -rrpog (in some min. by irapd) as a gloss. — ?/koA-

nvOrjaav'] ijKoAovOrjnev, in favor of which D, min. also concur bj-

qKoikovdei, is con-

siderably attested, partly with and partly without «i>r<j (which Lachm.
brackets). Approved by Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche and Lachm. [Treg.,

W. and Hort, R. V., have the singular, but after Taluaiag, with A B L, Copt.]

The plural flowed mechanically from the conception of the multitude : al.ru is

supplied, and is with Tisch. to be deleted. — Ver. 8. aKofnarrrr] Lachm. and

Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.] read dtcovovref, following only B A X, min. — Ver.

11. Instead of kBeupei, TTpootninTEv, and ii<pa&, Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch.

have the plurals, which also Griesb. approved. The evidence preponderates in

favor of the latter, and the singulars are a grammatical but inappropriate cor-

rection. — Ver, 15. depaneveiv Tag v6oovg /-<;/] is wanting in B C* L A X, 102,

Copt. Deleted by Tisch. An addition, in recollection of Matt. x. 1. - V< r. L6.

Fritzsche has upurov "Zipuva before mi i-ithpn:, following only 13, 3!), 124, 346.

An addition from Matt. x. 2, with a view to supply a construction. 1 — Ver. 18.

Here, too (comp. on Matt. x. 4), must be read in conformity to decisive evidence,

with Lachm. and Tisch., not Kavavlr^v, bnt Kavavalov. — Ver. 20. iti/rr] Head
with Fritzsche and Lachm.

;

"?/'V, which is sufficiently attested and necessary as

respects the sense. [So recent editors (against Tisch.) with A B L, 33.— Ver.

'From the same design, moreover, we constructed passages " correctlo parit oar-

may explain the placing of koi inoiji<rtv roi>? reotlonem : alter enim alteram caplt ante-
Sti&tKa n\ the beginning of the verse, so cellere ingenio," "correction begets oor-

U C* a x Defended by llii/.i^' and Ewald ; reel Ion ; bul one desires to Burpass another
adopted by Tisch. [So w. and Hort, in ingenuity " (Matthiae, ed. min. ud A. /.).

\\'< is-, l;. V. marg.] In such awkwardly
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26. W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., read Kai (NC AB C'2 L) e/iepLo0Ti (Kc B L)oi.]—Ver.

27. The Recepia is : ou dwarai ovSeie. So also Fritzsche and Tisch., the latter

having, in accordance with B C (?) L A H, min. vss., adopted d?A' previously (a

connective addition). But ov6e}g dvvarai (Griesb. Matth. Scholz, Lachni.) is the

more to be retained, since the mechanical repetition of the ov dvvarai was so

readily suggested from what precedes. [The presence of alTJ is against the

theory of a " mechanical repetition." Recent editors agree with Tisch., follow-

ing B C* A X.] — Ver. 28. The verbal order : role viole rcov dvOpurrov ra upup-

rrjpara (sanctioned by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.), has, with A B
CDLA fcs, min. vss., the balance of evidence in its favor, and is also to be ac-

coiinted genuine, as being the more unusual.—The article before fi/.aaip. is

adopted by Griesb. Fritzsche, Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. on decisive evidence ; it

became absorbed through the preceding Kai. — uoac~\ Lachm. and Tisch. reado<ra,

following BDE* G H A II* N, min. The Recepta is a correction. — Ver. 29.

Elz. Fritzsche, Scholz have Kpiaeug (A C** E F G, etc. Syr.), instead of which

Griesb. approved upaprr/paroc (B L A S ; D has upapriae), and this Lachm. and

Tisch. have adopted. Kpioeac (al. Kokdaeug) is a gloss. —Ver. 31. The reading

Kai Ipxovrai (Lachm.) certainly has preponderant evidence (D G X, Tisch. ed.VIII.

have kcil epxerai), but is a mechanical alteration, in which the retrospective

reference of the ovv was not attended to. — The Recepia is oi ade/.Qoi Kai tj prjrrip

avrov. But B C D G L A N, min. vss. have ?/ pr'/'r/p avrov k. oi afieA(j>oi avrov

(Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. ed. 8), with which also the reading epxerai is

connected. Still the Recepta (and that with avrov repeated) is to be sustained,

for it became changed in consideration of the rank of the mother, of ver. 32,

and of the parallel passages. [The plural is fairly attested ; but the order of B
8, etc., is still better sustained.] — ijxjvovvtec'] Lachm. and Tisch. have nalovv-eq,

following B C L X, min. (A : fyrovvTEC). Rightly ; the meaning of Ka?.ovvrec

was more preciseby defined by Quvovvreg. — Ver. 32. The verbal order wepi avrov

ox^oc (Lachm. Tisch.) is preponderantly attested, as also is Kai Tiiyovoiv (Lachm.

Tisch.) instead of elnov 6e. —The addition Kai ai afie'A&ai gov is rightly adopted

by Griesb. Matth. Scholz, Lachm. and Tisch. It certainly has important evi-

dence against it (B C G K L A II N, Vulg. Copt. Arm. Aeth. Syr. utr.), and is

rejected by Fritzsche; but the words were omitted, because neither in ver. 31

nor in ver. 34 nor in the parallel passages are the sisters mentioned. Had it

been interpolated, the addition would have been found already in ver. 31.

[Rejected by Treg., R. V., regarded by W. and Hort as a western interpolation.]

—Ver. 33. Instead of ?/ Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.] have Kai,

following B C L V A X, min. vss. A mechanical repetition from ver. 32 ; and

comp. Matt. — Ver. 34. The verbal order : rove rrepl avr. kvk"au (Lachm. Tisch.)

[recent editors, R. V.], which is found in B C L A X, min. Copt., arose from the

fact, that the kvkIu, which with nepiftl.eip. was superfluous, was omitted (so

still in min. vss.), and then restored in the place that appeared fitting. — Ver.

35. The omission of yap (Lachm. Tisch. Weiss) is too weakly attested. [W. and

Hort omit in text, insert in margin.] On the other hand, pov after doeXirq is,

with Lachm. and Tisch., following ABDLA H, min. vss., to be deleted.

Vv. 1-6. See on Matt. xii. 9-14 ; comp. Luke vi. 6-11. The brief, viv-

idly, and sharply graphic account of Mark is in Matthew partly abridged,

partly expanded. [See Note XVI., p. 47.]— naAiv] see i. 21. — etc r. awa-

yuyijv] at Capernaum. See ii. 15. — e^pauuevrjv] " non ex utero, sed morbo
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aut vulnere ; haec vis particijni," "not from birth, but by disease or

wound ; this is the force of the participle," Bengel. More indefinitely

Matthew (and Luke): f-jjpav. — irapernpovvTo] of hostile observing, spying

(cofhp. Luke vi. 7, al. ; Polyb. xvii. 3. 2 : hedpeveiv nal irapariipElv),

which, however, is implied, not in the middle, but in the context. [See

critical note.] — Ver. 3 II. eyetpe tig r. ptcov] arise (and step forth) into

the midst. Comp. Luke vi. 8. — ayaOonoiijoai y naKOTroifjGat] to act veil (Tob.

xii. 13), or to act ill (Ecclus. xix. 25). Comp. kciTloc ttoucv, Matt. xii. 12
;

Ep. ad Dioyn. 4 : God does not hinder aaluv -i iroieiv on the Sabbath day.

The alternative must be such that the opponents cannot deny tlic former

proposition, and therefore must be dumb. On this account it is not to

be explained : to render a oenefit (1 Mace. xi. 33), or to inflict an injury/ 1

for the former might be relatively negatived on account of the Sabbath

laws, the observance of which, however, could not be opposed to the

idea of acting well (i.e., in conformity with the divine will). We can

only decide the question on this ground, not from the usus loquendi, which

in fact admits of either explanation. The reading in D : ri ayadbv Troif/aai,

is a correct gloss of the late Greek word (Lobeek, ad Phryn. p. 200),

comp. 1 Pet. ii. 15, 20, iii. G ; 3 John 11. — ifjvxijv cucai] to rescue a soul,

that it be not transferred to Hades, but, on the contrary, the man may be

preserved in life. Comp. viii. 35, often also among Greek writers. This

likewise could not be denied, for " pcriculum vitae pellit sabbatum," "peril

of life expels the Sabbath, " Joma, f. 84, 2. See the passages in YVetstein,

ad Matth. xii. 10.

—

d-oKrtivai] to be taken by itself, not to be connected

witli il'vx'/f. At the foundation of the question of Jesus lies the conclusion

from the general to the special ; lie carries the point in question about the

Sabbath healings back to the moral category, in consequence of which a neg-

ative answer would be absurd. The adversaries feel this ; but instead of

confessing it they are silent, because they are hardened. — ovYAvnovnevoc~\ feel-

ing compassion over, etc.- Anger and compassion alternated. The preposi-

tion denotes not the emotion of the heart collectively, but the fellowship,

into which the heart enters, with the misfortune (in this case moral) of the

persons concerned. Comp. Plato, /'<</. v. p. 462 E.

—

a~fi;cir;C7u(h;} with

double augment (Winer, p. 07 [E. T. 72]) is, in accordance with Lachmann,

to be read. Comp. on Matt. xii. 13. — Ver. 6. evdeoe k.t.%.] "crevit odium,"

"hatred grew," Bengel. They instituted </ consultation, in order that, etc.

Com]), on Matt. xxii. 5. Thai the Herodians are introduced into this place

erroneous!) from Malt. xxii. 1G (see iii hie.) is lint Iii lie maintained (<lc

Wette, Baur, Hilgenfeld). The sensation produced by the working of Jesus

(see w. 7, 8) was sufficiently lilted to induce their being now drawn by the

Pharisees into the hostile effort. Hence the mention of them here is no

meaningless addition | Kostlin i.

Vv. 7 12. Comp. Matt. xii. 15 I'.. I. uke vi. 17 L9, who with their differ-

ence of historical arrangement make but brief use of the description in

1 Erasmus, Bengel, Beza, de Wette, Bleek, a Herod. Ix. '.'I, \\. :!'.»; Polyb. vii. :s. ,';

uiul others. Aelian, r. //. vii. ;i.
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Mark, which is more accurate and more fresh, and does not blend heteroge-

neous elements (Hilgenfeld).

—

elc] direction whither. — Ver. 8. 'Idovyaiag]

on the south-eastern border of Palestine.-

—

A point is not to be placed, as by

Beza, Er. Schmicl, and Fritzsche, after 'loptiavov, but—as is required by the

two distinct predicates based on the local relations, yKoXoW?/aev and ijWov irpbc

avrov— before ml curb r. 'lovdaiag. It is first of all stated, whofollowed Jesus

from Galilee, where He Himself was, to the sea, and then, from ml anb r.

'lovd. onward, who came to Him from other regions. Namely: and from
Judaea, andfrom Jerusalem, andfrom Idumaea and Peraea (ml vripav rov 'lopd.

;

observe that here awo is not repeated), and those (the Jews) about Tyre and

Bidon, in great multitudes (irfo]8oc ir-oXv belongs to the whole as a more precise

definition of the subject), they came to Him. [See Note XVII., p. 47.] —
Observe, moreover, the different position of nfoj&og in vv. 7 and 8 ; in the

one case the greatness of the mass of people preponderates in the conception,

in the other it is the idea of the mass of people itself. — e-ko'iel] imperfect, used

of the continuous doing. — Ver. 9. 'tva\ What He said to them is conceived

of as the design of the speaking (comp. on Matt. iv. 3) : in order that a ves-

sel should be continually at His service. — dia rbv bx^-ov k.t.2,.} therefore not for

the purpose of crossing over; e/ie?.2.e yap ky/3ac elg avrb /if/ kvoxXeladat,
" for He would by embarking in it not be thronged,^ Euthymius Zigabenus.

Comp. iv. 1 ; Matt. xiii. 2. It is not said, however, that He wished to teach

out of the vessel (Kuinoel and others). — Ver. 10 f. Information regarding

this pressing towards Him.

—

e^epclttevcev'] not sanaverat, "had healed"

(Castalio, Kuinoel, Fritzsche), but He healed just at that time. The lliars

i-i-nzTEiv abrij, so that they fell upon Him, depicts the impetuous thronging

unto Him of those seeking aid. " Admirabilis patientia et benignitas Dom-
ini, " "admirable patience and kindness of the Lord," Bengel. Kpoak-nmr.

u'vtC) in ver. 11 is different : they fell down before Him (v. 33, vii. 25). — jida-

r^}«f] plagues, v. 29, 34 ; Luke vii. 21 ; Ps. xxxv. 15 ; Ecclus. xl. 9
;

2 Mace. vii. 37. In accordance with the context : plagues of sickness. — ra

rrvEvuaTa k.t./L] a statement in conformity with the appearance ; the sick

people identified themselves with the demons. — brav] with the praeterite in-

dicative: whenever they saw Him, i.e., as soon as ever they got sight of Him. 1

This rare and late linguistic phenomenon is to be explained to the effect,

that the conception of the uncertain (av) has become completely blended

with ote, and the whole emphasis rests upon this whenever. See Klotz, ad

Devar. p. 690. It does not mean : if they ever saw Him. — Ver. 12. Iva]

design of the iroTiXa kivETiya avrolg (the demons). How colorless is Matt. xii.

1G ! According to Hilgenfeld, Mark has exaggerated. As to the jn-ohibition

itself of their making Him known as Messiah, comp. i. 43, and on Matt.

viii. 4 ; Mark v. 43.

Vv. 13-19. Comp. Matt, x. 2-4
; Luke vi. 12-16. —to bpog] upon the

mountain there. See on Matt. v. 1. — obg i/drXEv avr6g] so that no one might

come forward of his own will. Jesus first of all made a wider selection,

and then out of this, ver. 14, the narrower one of the Twelve. To raise a

1 See Winer, p. SVG [E. T. 109].
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doubt of the actual selection of the latter (Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 370), as if

they to some extent had become apostles with less of assent on Christ's

part, is at variance also with John vi. 70. — Ver. 14 f. enoinae] He made,

that is, He ordained, appointed. Comp. Acts ii. 36 ; 1 Sam. xii. 6. On the

clause h<a ucl /j.e-' avrov, comp. Acts i. 21.

—

a-oarDCAij avrovg] namely,

subsequently. See vi. 7.

—

/ecu exeiv] conjoined with the nt/piooEtv as an
aim of the sending forth, in which it was contemplated that they were to

preach and to have power, 1 etc. Comp. vi. 7. The simple, naive detail

of the appointment and destination of the Twelve bears the stamp of orig-

inality, not of elaboration after Matthew and Luke. 2— Ver. 16 If. Inexact-

ly enough Mark relates, instead of Simon's appointment, only his being

named; hut he leaves his appointment to be thence understood of itself,

and then, as if he had narrated it in connection with kreoinae, continues by
nai 'laicufiov, which still depends on inoinae,—an awkwardness which is

scarcely to be attributed to a reflecting reviser.—As to the arrangement—
generally according to rank, but in Mark and Acts i. 13 giving precedence

to the three most intimate disciples—of the twelve names in three quater-

nions, see on Matt. x. 2 ; Ewalcl, p. 205 f.—Mark narrates the naming of

Peter as having taken place at that time, which is not incompatible with

Matt. xvi. 18 (see in he.), although it is doubtless with John i. 43.—Ver. 17.

And he assigned to (hem names (namely) Boanerges. The plural bvofiara (for

which 1) reads ovofia) depends on the conception that the names bestowed

on the two brothers are included in Boanerges. Boavepyec] jLj,pvKl^,

Vj~\ 'J3. The Sheva, according to Aramaic pronunciation (see Lightfoot) :

oa. #41, in the Hebrew, a noisy croicd, Ps. lv. 15 ; in the Syriac, thunder;

comp. the Arabic [jm>-j, tonuit. 5 The historical occasion of this appellation

is altogether unknown. It has been sought in the mighty eloquence of the

two
;

4 but it may be objected to this view that such a quality could hardly

have appeared at that time, when the men had not yet taught ; and also

that in the case of John at least, a thundering eloquence (as in Pericles
;

Cic. Orat. 2!i) is not to be supposed. Others * have understood it to be a

name of reproach, and referred it to Luke ix. 54, so that the meanin

destructive power (Gurlitt) would be the point of comparison ; but the time

of the giving this name is not in accordance with this view, as it is also in

itself improbable, and at variance with the analogy of Peter's name, that

.' mould have converted a reproach into a nana and thereby have made
it the signature of their Character ; to which we may add, that in Luke, I.e.

'Observe the correctness of the cxpn-s- a Zeller in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift, 1866,

Sion c\ar e£ov<r. k.t.A. (in opposition to (le p. ."/Hi ff.

Wette). For the destination of the apostles • Jerome's reading (in r>an. i., Isa. lxii.i :

in fad was net : !<, teach and to <nit', nut the /•'- m t < m, is an emendation <D>'~*. thvnder).

dt mon, .
i.ui to ach and in so doing to pos- 4 \ ictor Antlochenus, Theophylact, Eu-

sess the pow r <>r driving oul demons, in thymius Zlgabenus, Calvin. Wetstein,

order thai they might apply this power on Michaelis, and others, comp. Luther's gloss,

appropriate occasion for the confirmation ' Beumann, Kuinoel, comp. also Gurlitt

of their teaching. Comp. xvi. SO; x; Cor. in the Stud. it. Krit. 1889, p. 7J5 ff.

xii. 12.
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there is nothing at all said about thunder. Moreover, it is historically

demonstrable that the disciples were of impetuous, ardent temperament (ix.

38 ; Luke ix. 54 ; comp. Matt. xx. 20 ff., and Mark x. 35 If.), and it is

therefore not arbitrary to conjecture that some special exhibition of this

peculiarity at the time suggested the name, of which, however, it is ab-

solutely unknown for what reason it did not become permanent, like the

name of Peter, and in fact is no further mentioned elsewhere, although

it was given by Jesus. — Qaddalov] see on Matt. x. 3. As to 6 Kavavaloc, see

ou Matt. x. 4.

Vv. 20, ' 21. Peculiar to Mark, but in unity of connection with ver. 22 f.

— aal epx- e-h ohov] The choice of the disciples, and what had to be said to

them concerning it, was the important occasion for the preceding ascent of

the mountain, ver. 13. Now they come back again to the house, namely,

in Capernaum, as in ii. 2, to which also the subsequent -u'/.tv points back.

De Wette is in error when he says that the following scene could by no

means have taken place in the house. See, on the other hand, ver. 31 and

Matt. xii. 40. Hilgenfeld finds in elcohov even a misunderstanding of Matt,

xiii. 1.—The accusation bn t^tor?/, ver. 21, and that expressed at ver. 22, on

Bse?i^EJ3ov2. e%ei, are analogous ; and these accusations are the significant ele-

ments in Mark, 2 with whom ver. 22 still lacks the special historical in-

formation that is furnished by Matt. xii. 22 f. (comp. ix. 33 f.) ; Luke xi. 14.

In the connection of Mark alone the retrospective reference to vv. 10-12 is

sufficient ; hence it is not to be supposed that in the primitive-Mark that

cure of demoniacs given by Matthew and Luke must also have had a place

(Holtzmann). See, moreover, Weiss, I.e. p. 80 ff. Mark, however, does not

1 Before /cat epxovrai 6 '? oTkov would be the el also regards the dropping out as proba-

place where Mark, if he had desired to take ble, although as unintentional.—In respect

in the Sermon on the Mount, would have of the absence from Mark of the history of

inserted it; and Ewald (as also Tobler, the centurion at Capernaum (Matt. viii. 5 ff.

;

dieEvangelienfrage, 1858, p. 14) assumes that Luke vii. 1 ff.), the non-insertion of which

the Gospel iu its original form had actually Kostlin is only able to conceive of as aris-

contained that discourse, although abridg- ing from the neutral tendency of Mark,

ed, in this place,—which Weiss (Evangeli- Ewald supposes that it originally stood in

enfrage, p. 151 f.) concedes, laying decided Mark, likewise before /cat ep^o/rat eU 61kov,

stress on the abridgment on the ground of and that in Matthew and Luke it still has

other abridged discourses in Mark. Never- the tinge of Mark's language, in which re-

theless, the abrupt and unconnected mode spect i/cai/ds and <tkvKX^.v are referred to

of adding one account to another, as here (but comp. Matt. iii. 11. ix. 36 : Luke hi. 1G,

by the /cat epxofTai et? oIkov, as well as the viii. 49). Weiss, p 161, finds the hypothesis
omission of longer discourses, are peculiar of Ewald confirmed by the affinity of that

to Mark and in keeping with the originality history with the narrative of the Canaanit-
of his work; further, it. would be quite im- ish woman, vii. 24 ff. Holtzmann appro-
possible to see why the discourse, if it had priates the reasons of Ewald and W< iss ;

originally a place here, should have been they are insufficient of themselves, and fall

entirely removed, whether we may con- with the alleged disappearance of the Ser-

ceive for ourselves its original contents mon on the Mount.
and compass in the main according to a It isahasty and unwarranted judgment
Matthew or according to Luke. Ewald's that vv. 21, 22 appear in Mark as quite

view has, however, been followed by Holtz- " misplaced," and find a much better place
mann, whom Weiss, in the Jahrb. f. just before ver. 31 (so Weiss, Ecangelicnfr.

Deutsche Theol. 1804, p. G3 ff., and Weizsack- p. 162).

er, p. 46, with reason oppose, while Scheuk-
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represent the mother and the brethren as "confederates of the Pharisees"

(Baur, Markuseoang. p. 23) ; their opinion brieS-EOTi) is an error (not malicious),

and their purpose is that of care for the security of Jesus. — abrovg] He and
His disciples. — fiySe] not even, to say nothing of being left otherwise undis-

turbed. [See critical note.] Comp. ii. 2. According to Strauss, indeed,

this is a "palpable exaggeration." — aKovoavreg] that He was again set

upon by the multitude to such a degree, and was occupying Himself so

excessively with them (with the healing of their demoniacs, ver. 22, and so

on).

—

ol Trap' abrov] those on His side, i.e., His own people. 1 By this, how-
ever, the disciples cannot here be meant, as they are in the house with Jesus,

ver. 20 ; but only, as is clearly proved by vv. 31, 82, His mother. His brethren,

Jib; sisters. — ki-fjMov] namely, not from a flace in Capernaum (in opposition

to ver. 20), but from the place where they were sojourning, from Nazareth.

Comp. i. 9, vi. 3. It is not to be objected that the intelligence of the pres-

ence and action of Jesus in Capernaum could not have come to Nazareth so

quickly, and that the family could not have come so quickly to Capernaum,

as to admit of the latter being already there, after the reprimand of the

scribes, vv. 23-30 ; for Mark does not say that that i^TSov, and the coming

down of the scribes from Jerusalem, and the arrival of the mother, etc.,

happened on the same day whereon Jesus and the disciples had returned elg

oIkov. On the contrary, that intelligence arrived at Nazareth, where His

relatives were, setting out, etc. ; but from Jerusalem there had already—when
Jesus had returned to Capernaum and was there so devoting Himself beyond

measure to the people—come down scribes, and these said, etc. This scene,

therefore, with the scribes who had come down was before the arrival of

the relatives of Jesus had taken place. — Kparf/aai dvrdv] to lay hold upon Him,

to possess themselves of llim. 2— efayov] namely, ol Trap' avrov. After t^f/Wov

it is arbitrary to supply, with others (including Ewald) : people said, which

Olshausen even refers to " the malicious Pharisees." So also Paulus, while

Bengel thinks of messengers. Let it be observed that eleyov, ver. 21, and

ileyov, ver. 22, correspond to one another, and that therefore, as in ver. 22.

SO also in ver. 21, there is the less reason to think of another subject than

thai which stands there. — i^kaTii\ Ileisont of His mind, lias become frantic'

This Strong meaning (erroneously rendered, however, by Luther : He toiU

gooul of his mind) is incontestably required by the forcible as well

as by the subsequent still stronger analogous expression B< A.£e/?ot>A t^e*.

Hence il is not to be explained of a swoon or the like, but is rightly ren-

dered by the Vulgate : infurorem versus est. To the relatives of Jesus, at

that time still (John vii. 3) unbelieving (according to Mark, even to Mary,

which certainly does not agree with the preliminary history in Matthew and

Luke4
), the extraordinary teaching and working of Jesus, far transcending

'Comp. Sen. Anab. vi. 6. £4 \ Cyrop.vl.2. «u fwu'verai, and see Wetsteln. Comp. Xen.
1; Polyb. xxiii. 1. G; 1 Mace. ix. 44. Bee Mem. i. 8. 12: toO <f>poveiv i(ia-rria-iv.

Bernhardt, p 856 « it Is entirely arbitrarj for Theophylact,
s Com|). vi. 17, xii. 12, xiv. l ; Matt. xxvl. Beza, Maldonatus, Blsplng, and others to

i ; Judg, wi. x.'i ; Tob. vi. :i ; Polyb. vilL 80. desire to exclude Mary from sharing in the

s, ,ii. judgment 5ti ifrfffTij. No better is tlieeva-

1 2 Cor. v. 18 ; Arlst. if. A. vi. ~'i- itiararai slon in Olshausen, of a moment ofweakness
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their sphere of vision, producing such a profound excitement among all the

people, and which they knew not how to reconcile with His domestic ante-

cedents, were the eccentric activity of the frenzy which had taken posses-

sion of Him. Comp. Theophylact (who regards k^earn as directly equivalent

to dai/iova e^«), Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Maldonatus, Jansen, and others, in-

cluding Fritzsche, de Wette, Bleek (according to whom they considered

Him as "at the least an enthusiast"), Holtzmann, Weizsiicker, et al. The
omission of the surprising historical trait in Matthew and Luke betrays a

later sifting process. [See Note XVIII., p. 47 seq.]

Remarks.—To get rid of this simple meaning of ver. 21, placed beyond doubt

by the clear words, expositors have tried very varied expedients. Thus Euthy-

mius Zigabenus, who in other respects is right in his explanation, arbitrarily

suggests ^for the e/ieyov the subject rivic (pdovepoi, and adduces, even in his day,

two other but unsuitable explanations. 1 According to Schoettgen and Wolf,

the disciples (ol Trap' avrov) heard tha$ so many people were outside, and went
forth to restrain the multitude, and said : the people are frantic ! According to

Griesbach and Vater, the disciples likewise went forth after having heard that

Jesus was teaching the people outside, and wished to bring Jesus in, tor people were

saying :
" nimia eum omnium virium contentione debilitatum velut insanire !" " that

He by too great contention in all His strength has been weakened so as to be

insane." According to Grotius, the relatives of Jesus also dwelt at Capernaum

(which, moreover, Ewald, Lange, Bleek, and others suppose, although Mark
has not at all any notice like Matt. iv. 13) ; they come out of their house, and
wish to carry Jesus away from the house, where He was so greatly thronged, for

the report 2 had spread abroad (eAeyov yap) that He had fainted (according to

Ewald, Gesch. Ghr. p. 334 : "had fallen into a frenzy from exhaustion"). Ac-

cording to Kuinoel, it is likewise obvious of itself that Jesus has left the house

again and is teaching outside; while the mother and the brethren who are at

home also go forth, in order to bring Jesus in to eat, and they say, with the view

of pressing back the people: maxime defatigatus est ! Comp. Koster, Imman.

p. 185, according to whom they wish to hold Him on account otfaininess. .So

again Linder in the Stud. u. Krit. 1862, p. 556. According to Ebrard, § 70,

notwithstanding the elc oIkov and the Ttakiv, Jesus is not in Capernaum, but at

the house of a host ; and in spite of vv. 31, 32, ol Trap' avrov are the people in this

lodging, 3 who think, as they hear Him so zealously teaching (?), that He is out of

and of struggling faith. Similarly Lange tives went forth to lay hold on Him, that

finds here a moment of eclipse in the life of He might not withdraw, for some were say-

Mary, arising out of anxiety for her Son. If ing, on efecmj, that is, He is gone awayfrom
her Son had already been to her the Mes- them on account of the crowd. 2. They went
siah, how should she not have found in His forth ... to aid Him, for they were saying

marvellous working the very confirmation ... He has relaxed the tone of His body
of her faith in Him, and the begun fulfil- by exerting Himself too much."
ment of the promises which had once been 2 Even Schleiermacher (L. J. p. 190 f.)

so definitely made to her ! presents the matter as if they had learnt by
1

1. itjriXdov oi oixeioi avToC KpaTrjuai avrov, rumor that He was in an unsi tlli 'I condition,

Iv a fj.ri ii7ro,x«>p>?o-rj, HXeyov yap tives, and that they thought it better to detain

on et-eo-Trj, rjyovf arrecrTij a w ' avruiv Sia. Him (xpareiv) in domestic life.

t'ovox^ov. 2. etjrjK-Sov . . . it ap a.(ioi\9 1) cr ai, 3 Kahnis (Dofjm. 1. ]~>. '28 f.1 also explains
eAeyof yap, on . . . impeAiitfij top toi'oi' itof the hosts and disciples (not of the
tov o-ui^ttTos, c.yav Komacras, "1. His rela- mother and the brethren). He thinks that
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His mind, and go out to seize upon Him, but are at once convinced of their

error ! According to Ammon, L. J. II. p. 155, the people have gath< red together

round His dwelling, while He is sitting at meat ; He hastens into the midst of

the people, but is extricated by His friends out of the throng, because in their

opinion He lias fallen into a faint Lange, L. J. II. 2, p. 834, takes e^ectv

rightly, but regards it as the presupposition of the popularjudgment, into which
the kinsfolk of Jesus had icith politic prudence entered, in order on this pretext

to rescue Him from the momentary danger, because they believed that He
did not sufficiently estimate this danger (namely, of having broken with the

hierarchical party). In this way we may read everything, on which the matter

is to depend, beticeen the lines. Schenkel also reads between the lines, that the

relatives of Jesus had been persuaded on the part of His enemies that He Him-
self was a person possessed. It is aptly observed by Maldonatus :

" Hunc lo-

cum difficiliorem pietas facit . . . ;
pio quodam studio nonnulli rejecta verbo-

rum proprietate alias,quae minus apietate abhorrere viderentur, intevpf%tationes

quaesiverunt. Nescio an, dum pias quaererent, falsas invenerint," "This
passage piety renders more difficult—by a certain pious study some, the proper

sense of the word having been rejected, have sought other interpretations which

seem less repugnant to piety. I might say while they sought pious ones they

found false ones." According to Kostlin, p. 342, Mark has. " alter the manner
of later pragmatists," taken the EAeyov on k^ea-n, which originally had the less

exceptional sense of enthusiasm, as a malicious calumny. Thus, indeed, what
appears offensive is easily set aside and laid upon the compiler, as is done,

moreover, in another way by Baur, Evang. p. 559.

Vv. 22 -30. See on Matt. xii. 24-32, who narrates more completely from

the collection of Logia and historical tradition. Comp. Luke xi. 15-23, xii.

10. — And the scribes, etc., asserted a still worse charge. — Vcr. 23.

irpoGKaAeoSfi. airovg] De Wette is of opinion, without warrant, thai this could

only have taken place in the open air, not in the house (vcr. 20). They were

in the house along with, but further away from, Jesus ; lie calls them to

Him to speak with them.

—

aaravac aaravav] not : one Satan . . . the other,

but : Satan . . . himself ; see on Matt xii. 2G. Comp. 6 oaravas . . . e<p'

iavT6v
t
vcr. 20. The want of the article with the proper name i nol opposed

to this. — Ver. 24. Now, in order to make good this irwc Avvarat (i.e., ov

iVwarai k.t.2..), there come, linked on by the simple and (not yap), two
illustrative analogues (h rrapafioAalc), after which a! ver. 26, bul likewise by
the simple and, not by a particle of inference, is added th point, aaoderat

demonstrandum. This symmetrical progression bymeans of a is rhetorical;

it has something in it impressive, striking—a feature also presenting itself

in the discourse as it proceeds asyndetically in vv. 27 and 28. — Ver. 28. The
order of the words : tt&vto a<j>efi. roZf vlaiig ri~.>v avdp&nuv ra auapr^fiara places

them so apart, as to lava great emphasis on ir&vra. 1 The expression roif viols

i., doI a singular reminiscence from Matt. xii. '.VI (Weiss), is rather a

trait of .Mark, depicting human weakness.

—

aiuvlov dfiapr.] namely, in rc-

they wished to bring Him Into the home by ' See Bornemann and Berbst, ad Xen.

Baying thai He was in the ecstatic state liko Mi m. ii. 10. -'.

the prop
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spect of the guilt, "nunquam delendi," "never to be effaced," Beza. [See

Note XIX., p. 48.] — Ver. 30. on D.?ynv. (He spake thus) "because they said.

Comp. Luke xi. 18. — irvevfia anaGapTov] not again us at ver. 22 : BeeX&ftov?!.

lxtl
i
because of the contrast with nvsvfia to ayiov. Tlie less is it to be said that

Marie places on a par the blasphemy against the person of Jesus (Matt \ii.

31 f.) and that against the Holy Spirit (Kostlin, p. 318), or that he has "al-

ready given up " the former blasphemy (Hilgenfeld). It is included, in fact,

iu ver. 28.

Vv. 31-35. See on Matt. xii. 4(5-50. Comp. Luke viii. 19-21.

—

ipxovrai

ovv] ovv points back, by way of resuming, to ver. 21. ' ipxovrai corresponds

with i^r/Adnv, ver. 21, where Bengel pertinently observes :
" Exitum sequetur

to venire, ver. 31," "The coming (ver. 31) follows the going forth." Eb-

rard resorts to harmonistic evasions, —oi adefyni] They are named at vi. 3.

Of a "position of guardianship towards the Lord " (Lange), which they had

wished to occupy, nothing is said cither here or at John vi i. 3, and here all

the less that, in fact, the mother was present. — gfu] outside, infront of the

house, ver. 20, Matt. xii. 47. — Ver. 32. The mention of the sisters herefor
the first time is an inaccuracy. [Sec Note XX., p. 48.] — Ver. 34. Trrpiflfaip.

KviOi
;
>\ Comp. vi. G."— The expressive looking round was here an entirely

different thing from that of ver. 5. Bengel: "suavitate summa." How
little did His actual mother and His reputed brothers and sisters as yet

comprehend Him and His higher ministry !

Notes ey American Editor.

XVI. Vv. 1-G.

Weiss ed. Mcy. thinks it probable that Mark blended some features of another

Sabbath healing (Luke xiv. 2-6), which belongs to "the earlier source," and

which Matthew has more fully used. As between this view and that of Meyer,

there is little ground for decision.

XVII. Ver. 8. tjito'kovdrioev k.t.1.

The evidence in favor of the singular seems decisive ; also that for tho omis-

sion of avTu. Tisch. wrongly places the verb after 'lovdaiag, while Meyer
retains the article before irspi, against the evidence of X*and° B C L A. Tho
view of Meyer, as to the two parts of the crowd, seems correct ; comp. tho

punctuation of the It. V.

XVIII. Ver. 21. on e'icttt).

There is no objection to the strong sense attached to this phrase by Meyer,

although Weiss ed. Mey. thinks that N. T. usage will justify the meaning ; "to

be under strong excitement." Nor need we deny that the relatives of Jesus were

See Krflger, Cyrop. i. 5. 14; Klotz, ad PJmert. 72 B, and the passages in Sturz, Lex.

Devar. p. 718. Xen. II. p. 803 f.

2 Horn. Od. viii. 278 ; Ilerod. iv. 182 ; Plat.
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Tinbelieving. The view that they used this utterance as a pretext to remove Him
from the multitude is not impossible. But it by no means follows, even if the

strongest sense is accepted, that the unbelief of Mary is here so fully implied

as to create disagreement with the preliminary narratives of Matthew and
Luke.

Moreover, if Meyer holds that the other Synoptists omit this " surprising his-

torical trait" because of "a later sifting process," with what reason can he

object to Schenkel's " reading between the lines," or to Baur's laying the bur-

den of what is offensive on the " compiler" ? All the verse asserts is that on a

given occasion the friends of Jesus said, " He is beside Himself." It is writing

between the lines to say that this contradicts the story of His birth. The
"sifting process" belongs to a later school of litterateurs than the Evangelists,

and stands on the same moral level with "additions from later reflection," etc.

XIX. Ver. 28. a'tuvlov u/iapT^fJ-aro^.

As the word uuhpT-qua, which is well attested here, usually refers to an act of

sin, the idea of eternal activity in sin seems to be suggested by the choice of

the term in this connection. The notion of guilt would more properly lie in

the word evoxoc ; the ground of it is in the " eternal sin," which therefore in-

volves eternal guilt.

XX. Ver. 32. al adeldxii gov.

This phrase is wanting in the best authorities (see critical notes), and only

accepted by Tischendorf and others, because it does not occur in parallel pas-

sages. Meyer calls the mention of the sisters here for the first time " an inac-

curacy," probably meaning that the proper place would have been ir ver. 31.

Weiss ed. Mey. suggests that in ver. 31 Mark retained the form of an earlier

source, which also contained this anecdote. Neither of them tells us whether

he deems Mark correct in stating that the sisters were present. But as the

statement is made by the multitude, there i3 room for the theory of "later re-

flection" on the part of some one on the outskirts of the crowd ! At all events,

both Matthew and Mark speak of the sisters of Jesus (Matt. xiii. 56 ; Mark
vi. 3) in passages where the text is not in doubt, and ver. 35 here, as well as

Matt. xii. 50, suggests their presence.
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CHAPTER IV.

Vee. 1. gvvt/xOv] Lachm. and Tisch. read owdyerai, following B C L A K,

min. Rightly ; the alteration was made from Matt. xiii. 2, partly to awijxOriaav

(so A, min.), partly to avvtixOr). — Instead of irolvc, according to the same evi-

dence, nldcroc is to be adopted, with Tisch. — Ver. 3. tov oneipai] Lachm. and

Tisch. [W.and Hort,Weiss] have merely anelpat, following only B X* 102.—Ver. 4.

After nereiva Elz. has tov ovpavov, in opposition to decisive evidence. It is

taken from Luke viii. 5. — Ver. 5. Instead of alio tie read, with Lachm. and

Tisch., Kal alio, according to B C L M** A X, min. vss. The Recepta is from

Matt. xiii. 5. — Ver. 6. r/liov 6e avartilavror'] Lachm. and Tisch. read /cat ore

avheilev 6 rjlioc, following B C D L A N, Copt. Vtilg. Cant. Vind. Corb. 2, Rd.

The Recepta is from Matt. xiii. 6. — Ver. 8. alio] BCLN, min. have the reading

alia (Fritzsche, Rinck, Tisch.). [So W. and Hort, R. V., and Weiss.] It is

from Matt, and was favored by the tripartite division that follows. — av^dvovra']

A C D L A, 238 have av^avofievov. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm.

and Tisch. [B X (wrongly cited in Meyer) have avgavofieva, accepted by W. and

Hort, R. V., Weiss ; the participles then agreeing with alia.] Rightly, be-

cause the intransitive av^dveiv is the prevailing form in the N. T. — Instead of

the threefold repetition of ev, Tisch. has etc three times, following B C* L A,

min. Yet B L have EIS once and EN twice. [So W. and Hort; and, appar-

ently, Weiss.] The reading of Tisch. is to be regarded as original ; the ev,

which is likewise strongly attested, was a gloss upon it, and that reading then

became easily taken and interpreted, in comparison with Matt. xiii. 8, as the

numeral a v. In ver. 20 also the ev is not to be written three times, but with

all the uncials, which have breathings and accents : ev, as also Tisch. has it. —
Ver. 9. 6 l^ui] Lachm. and Tisch. have of £xEl> following B C* D A X-. The

Recepta is from Matt. xiii. 9; Luke viii. 8. — Ver. 10. T/puTTjoav'] Fritzsche,

Lachm. and Tisch. have jjpurav l on preponderant evidence (D has knrjpuTuv).

To be adopted. If the imperfect had been introduced from Luke viii. 9,

iTTTjpuTuv would be more diffused. — t?/v Trapaj3olj]v~\ Tisch. has rag irapajialuc,

following B C L A X, vss. The singular is a correction ; comp. Luke. —
Ver. 11. yvavai] is wanting in A B C* K L K, min. Copt. Corb. 1. Suspected

by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An addition from Matt. xiii. 11
;

Luke viii. 10. With Tischendorf the words are to be arranged thus : r. fivar.

<5t'(5. r. (iaa. — Ver. 12. rd u/inpTij/uaTa] is wanting in B C L X, min. Copt. Arm."

Cr. (twice) ; condemned by Griesb., bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Fritzsche

and Tisch. An addition, instead of which is found also rd irapairTufiaTa (min.).

— Ver. 15. ev ralcnapS. avrOiv] CLAN, Copt. Syr. p. (in the margin) Colb. : ev

avToic (so Tisch.), and in favor of this B and min. testify by the reading tig

1 In ed. VIII. Tisch., following C X, lias the evidence in its favor is the case in Matt. xv.

form i}pu>Tovv, which probably is only a 23. The Ionic form of the verb in ciu is en-

transcriber's error, as with still stronger tirely foreign to the N. T.

4
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avrovc. [The latter reading is accepted byTreg., W. and Hort, B. V.] The

Recepia is explanatory after Matt. xiii. 19, comp. Luke viii. 12, but at the same

time its testimony is in favor of kv avrolg, not of eig avrovc. — Ver. 18. nai ovroi

eiciv~\ Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. read nal u'/?.oi ilaiv, following B C*D L A X,

Copt. Vulg. Cant. Ver. Colb. Vind. Germ. Corb. Kightly; the Recepia originated

by mechanical process after vv. 15, 16. comp. ver. 20. When this ovroi came

in, there emerged at once an incompatibility with the subsequent ovroi elaiv,

therefore this lalfer was omitted (A C** EGHKMSUVTI, min., Copt. Syr.

p. Goth. Slav. Brix. Theophyl. Matth. and Fritzsche), while others removed

the first ovroi elatv (min. Arm.). — Ver. 19. rovrov after aiuvoc is rightly deleted

by Griesb., Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. in conformity with very considerable

testimony. A current addition. — Ver. 20. ovroi'] Tisch. has eneivoi, following

B C L A X ; ovroi is a mechanical repetition, and comp. Matt, and Luke. —
Ver. 21. The order ipxerai 6 Mx"oc is to be adopted, with Lachm. and Tisch.,

according to B C D L AX; min. vss. — ernredrj] reOrj is attested by B C L A X,

min. (so also Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. ; recommended, moreover, by

Griesb.). The compound word is more precise in definition, and came in here

and at Luke viii. 1G. —Ver. 22. The ri (which Lachm. brackets) was easily

omitted after eon as being superfluous. — o eav fii/] many variations, among

which eav firj has the strong attestation of A C K L, min. It is commended by

Griesb., and is to be adopted. The apparent absurdity of the sense ' suggested

partly the addition of b, partly, in conformity with what follows, readings with

Iva, namely, alTC Iva (D, vss.) and eav /uy 'iva (so Lachm. Tisch. [Treg., W. and

Hort, E. V.], following B D K), ei fiij Iva (min.). [Meyer's explanation is unsatis-

factory, since 6 is the latest reading ; lav //?) Iva is found in the oldest mss., and

is probably the original form.] — Ver. 24. After the second i/xtv, Klz. Fritzsche,

Scholz have roic diwvovaiv, which also Lachm. and Tisch. on decisive evidence

have deleted (it is a gloss), while Griesb. strikes out the whole sal TrpoareB. ifilv

roic on. (only in accordance with D G, Codd. It.), and Fritzsche places these

words after aKOvere (according to Arm.). The course followed by Griesb. and

Fritzsche must be rejected on account of the very weakness of the evi-

dence ; the reading of Griesb. arose from the fact that the eye of the tran-

scriber passed from the first v/uv directly to the second. — Ver. 25. of j op I

Lachm. and Tisch. have dg yap ixEl> following B C L AN, min., to which,

moreover, D E* F, al. are added with the reading be yap ur i
\
ei. According to

this, i%et alone is to bo read ; uv was added probably in recollection of Luke

viii. is, and then i yn. was transmuted into Ixv- —Ver. 28. yap is to be deleted,

with Lachm. and Tisch., following vciy important authorities. A connective

addition, instead of which D has bn air.— ir%7Jf»i alrov] Lachm. and Tisch.

[Weiss] read -'/i^-qc ciror, following B, to which 1) should be added with the

reading ^'/?/pvc <"> olroc,. */.7Jpvc alroc is the original, which it was subsequently

thought necessary to help by a structural emendation. [But x supports the

Kec, and the reading of B is very peculiar : W. and Borl retain the accusative.]

Ver. 30. rivi] B CL A K, min. Ver. have irwf, which Griesb. has recom-

mended, Fritzsche and Tisch. have adopted, rlvi is from Luke xiii. 18. — ev

itoia napafioky napa^67.ufiev airr/v] Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. have h rlvt atrip

/;-/ Bu/iev, following BC*L A X, min. Ver. Or. ltightly ; iroia came in

" The reading i&v w is in no wise absurd (Fritzsche, de Wette), but it gives tho same

Logical analysis as x. 30, Sec in loc.
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as a gloss upon tivi, after the analogy of the preceding ~uq ; and the more dif-

ficult dujiEV was explained by napnfSaAu/iev. — Ver. 31. kokkov] Elz. Fritzsche,

Tisch. read kokku, following B D A II S. As after the second half of ver. 30

the accusative (Griesb. Scholz, Lachm.) more readily suggested itself (in con-

nection with dd/iev or napapalafiev), the dative is to be preferred as the more dif-

ficult reading, which was the more easily supplanted by comparison of the dif-

ferent connections in Matt. xiii. 31 ; Luke xiii. 19. — uiKpoTEpoc] Lachm. reads

(wcp&TEpov, following B D L M A X, min. He adds, moreover, bv according to

B L A X, omitting the subsequent tori, and encloses row £7ri rrjc yjjg, which is

wanting in C. Ver., in brackets. Tisch. also has fiiKporepny bv, omitting sari.

The Becepia is to be retained ; uiKporepov is a grammatical correction, 1 that has

originated from a comparison with Matt., and the added bv, having arisen from

the writing twice over of the ON which had gone before, or from the marginal

writing of ON over the final syllable of piKporspOZ, dislodged the subsequent

earl, whereupon, doubtless, the connection was lost. [Recent editors, R. V.,

agree with Tisch., against Meyer.] — Ver. 34. 7. pad. avrov\ Tisch. reads r.

idiotg fiaB., following B C L A X. Rightly ; the Becepia is the usual expression.

— Ver. 36. The reading tt?mu instead of rr/.oiapia (as Elz. Fritzsche, Scholz have

it) is so decisively attested, that but for that circumstance the more rare -'/tuapm

would have to be defended. —-Ver. 37. Instead of avrb f/fir] yeui^eaBat, Griesb.

approved, and Lachm. and Tisch. read, t/St/ yepi&aQai to nlolov, following B C
D L A K** Copt. Syr. p. (in the margin) Vulg. It. This latter is to be preferred ;

the simple mode of expression was smoothed. — Ver. 38. Instead of eiu before

t. irp., Griesb. Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. read kv on decisive evidence. — Ver. 40.

ovto)] is deleted by Lachm., following B D L A N, Copt. Aeth. Vulg. It., and
subsequently, instead of iruc ovk, he has, with Griesb., nvrro) according to the

same and other authorities. [So Treg., W. and Hort, R. V. The evidence is too

strong to be set aside.] But the Becepia is, with Tisch. [Weiss], to be main-

tained. For in accordance with Matt. viii. 2G ovru was very easily dropped,

while ovttu just as easily crept in as a modifying expression, which at the same

time dislodged the True.

Vv. 1-9. See on Matt. xiii. 1-9. Comp. Luke viii. 4-8. Matthew has

here a group of parables from the collection of Logia to the number of

seven,—a later and richer selection than Mark gives with his three simili-

tudes, the second of which, however (vv. 26-29), Matthew has not, because

it probably was not embraced in the collection of Logia. See on ver. 26 ff.

[and Note XXIV., p. 60.] Matthew has worked by way of amplification,

and not Mark by way of reducing and weakening (Ililgenfeld). — ttDav, see

iii. 7. — i/p^aro] For from ml cwdyerai onward is related what happened

after the commencement of His teaching. — Ver. 2. kv r?) didaxfi avrov] in His

doctrinal discourse. Of the many (noAla) Mark adduces some. — Ver. 7.

oweirviSjav] choired the germinating seed, compressing it. Comp. Theophy-

lact, c. pi. VI. 11. 6 : divSpa avuTwiyo/ieva. — Ver. 8. avafiaivovra nal av^avd-

uevov (see the critical remarks) is predicate of mpivov, hence edidov Kapnbv

(and consequently also mpirbv ovk Mw/ce, ver. 7) is to be understood not of

the grains of corn, but of the corn-stalks ascending and growing (shooting

1 **«'£«»•, too, ver. 32, became changed in codd. into ne7£ov. SoACELVS, min. Tisch.
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upward and continuing to grow). [See Note XXI., p. 59.] The produce

of the grains is only mentioned in the sequel : nal iQepev k.t.1. In the clas-

sics also mp-61; means generally that which grows in the field. 1 Comp.

KapTToQopEl, ver. 28. — With the Reccpta Iv Tpidaovra is to be taken as : one

lore thirty (neuter : nothing to be supplied), i.e., according to the connec-

tion : one grain, which had been sown, bore thirty grains, another sixty,

and so on.'
2 With the reading e\c Tpianovra (see the critical remarks) we

must render : it bore up to thirty, and up to sixty, etc. If kv rptaKovra be

read, the meaning is : it bore in (at the rate of) thirty, etc., so that the

fruit-bearing was consummated in thirty, and so on. Observe, further, how

ver. 8 has changed the primitive form of the Logia-collection still preserved

in Matthew, especially as to the climax of the fruitfulness, which in Mat-

thew is descending, in Mark ascending. — Ver. 9. ml eXsyev] "pausafre-

quens, sermonibus gravissimis interposita," "a frequent pause, interposed

in the most weighty discourses," Bengel. Comp. ii. 27.

Vv. 10-20. See on Matt. xiii. 10-23. Comp. Luke viii. 9-15. — Kara/idvag]

therefore, according to Mark, no longer in the ship, ver. 1.

—

ol irEpl avrov]

they who besides and next after the Twelve were the more confidential dis-

ciples of Jesus. A more precise definition than in Matthew and Luke. Of

the Seventy (Euthymius Zigabenus) Mark has no mention. [See Note XXII.

,

p. 60.] We may add that Matthew could not have better made use of the

expression ol nspl avrbv ubv rolg dudEKa (Holtzmann, who therefore pronounces

it not to belong to the primitive-Mark), nor could he not use it at all

(Weiss in the Zeitschr. f. D. Theol. 1864, p. 86 f.). He has only changed

the detailed description of Mark into the usual expression, and he goes to

work in general less accurately in delineating the situation. — rag -apaft.]

see ver. 2. — Yer. 11. fedorai] of the spiritual giving broughl al>out by

making them capable of "knowing ; hence yvuvcu (which here is spurious) in

Matthew and Luke. — role efu] that is, to those who are outside of our

circle, to the people. The sense of ol i^u is always determined by the con-

trast to it. In the Epistles it is the non- Christians (1 Cor. v. 12 i'. ; Col. iv.

5 ; 1 Thess. iv. 12 ; 1 Tim. iii. 7). We are the less entitled to discover

here, with de Wette, an unsuitable darepov -n-porEpov of expression, seeing

tli.it the expression in itself so relative does not even in the Talmud denote

always the non-Jews (Schoettgen, »,J 1 Cor. v. 12 f.), but also those who do

not profess the doctrine of the D'rDDrt—the D'Jim
; see Lightfoot, p. 609.

— h napa/3. -a rravra ylvETai] h Trnpap. has the emphasis : in parables the

whole is imparted to them, so that there is not communicated to them in addi-

tion theabstracl doctrine itself. All that is delivered to them of the mys-

tery of the Messiah's kingdom—thai is, of the divine counsel concerning

it, which was first unveiled in the gospel— is conveyed to them under a veil

of parable, and not otherwise. Od yiverat, comp. Herod. i.\. 46 :

tun, Thucyd. v. Ill, al.— Ver. 12. Ivo] not: ita "/. as Wolf,

1 Bom. U. i. 186 ; Xen. de venat. v. 6 ; Plat. vil. I. 87 : b> m«'p°« tAoSo? 'Apycun, iv S3 ©>j-

Theaet. p. 149 EC, Orat.p.410 C,aa In the p*ioi,b> &< "Ap^da.;?, iV «t- Meffo-jjnoi, Arist.

< fermar !', uckt, Frdchte. \ \c. vi. 1. 5 ; Boolus, xxxi. 88 f.

-on the urns loquendl, < p. Xen. Hell,
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Bengel, Rosemniiller, Kuinoel, and others would have it, but, as it always

is (comp. on Matt. i. 22), a pure particle of design. The unbelieving people

are, by the very fact that the communications of the mystery of the Mes-

siah's kingdom are made to them in parables and not otherwise, intended

not to attain to insight into this mystery, and thereby to conversion and

forgiveness. This idea of the divine Nemesis is expressed under a remem-

brance of Isa. vi. 9, 10, which prophetic passage appears in Matthew (less

originally) as a formal citation by Jesus, and in an altered signilicance of

bearing attended by a weakening of its teleological point. Baur, indeed,

finds the aim expressed in Mark (for it is in nowise to be explained away)

absolutely inconceivable ; but it is to be conceived of as a mediate, not as a

final, aim— a ''judicium divinum" "divine sentence 11 (Bengel), which has

a paedagogic purpose. — Ver. 13. After Jesus, vv. 11, 12, has expressed the

right of His disciples to learn, not merely, like the unbelieving multitude,

the parables themselves, but also their meaning—the /xvGrqpiov contained in

them—and has thus acknowledged their question in ver. 10 as justified, He
addresses Himself now, with a new commencement of His discourse (/cat

/Jyei avro'ig, comp. vv. 21, 24, 26, 30, 35), to the purpose of answering that

question, and that with reference to the particular concrete parable, ver.

3 ff. To this parable, which is conceived as having suggested the general

question of ver. 10 (hence r. napafiolyv ravrnv), He confines Himself, and in-

troduces the exposition to be given with the words : Know ye not this par-

able, and how shall ye (in general) understand all parables ? These words are

merely intended to lead back in a lively manner, after the digression of vv.

11, 12, to the point of the question at ver. 10, the reply to which then begins

at ver. 14 with respect to that special parable. A reproach is by some

found in the words {since unto you it is given, etc., ver. 11, it surprises me,

that ye know not, etc.). See Fritzsche and de Wette, the latter accusing

Mark of placing quite inappropriately in the mouth of Jesus an unseasonable

reproach. But Mark himself pronounces decisively against the entire sup-

position of this connection by his /cat Xeyet ahrolc, whereby he separates the

discourse of ver. 13 from what has gone before. If the assumed connection

were correct, Mark must have omitted this introduction of a new portion of

discourse, and instead of ova olSare must have used perhaps nal vatic o'vk

oidare, or some similar link of connection with what precedes. Moreover,

ver. 13 is to be read as one question (comp. Lachmann and Tischendorf [W.

and Hort.]), and in such a way that ml nuc k.t.1. still depends on ovk olSare

(comp. Ewald) ; not, as Fritzsche would have it, in such a way that /cat in-

dicates the consequence, and there would result the meaning :
" Ye under-

stand not this parable, and are ye to understand all parables?'''' But this

would rather result in the meaning : Ye understand not this parable ; how
is it, consequently, possible that ye shall understand all parables ? And
this would be a strange and unmeaning, because altogether self-evident

consequence. Usually ver. 13 is divided into two questions (so, too, de

Wette), and naaac is taken as equivalent to : all the rest ; but this is done

quite without warrant, since the idea of Aonrdg would be precisely the point

in virtue of the contrast which is assumed. — yvtjaecrOe] future, because the
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disciples were now aware how they should attain to the understanding of

the whole of the parables partly delivered already (ver. 2), partly still to be
delivered in time to come. — The following interpretation of the parable, vv.

14-20, is "so vivid, rich, and peculiar, that there is good reason for finding

in it words of Christ Himself," Ewald. [See Note XXIII., p. 60.] — Ver.

15. Observe the difference between the local bwov and the temporal

brav, in connection with which nai is not adversative (Kuinoel, de Wette),

but the simple conjunctive and: The following are those (who are sown)

by the wayside : then, when the teaching is sown and they shall haw

heard, cometh straightway Satan, etc. — Ver. 1G. bixoiuq] in like manner,

after an analogous figurative reference, in symmetrical further inter-

pretation of the parable. Translate : And the following arc in like manner

those icho are sown on the stony ground: (namely) those who, when they

shall have heard the word, immediately receive it with joy ; and they have

not root in themselves, etc. It is more in keeping with the simplicity and

vividness of the discourse not to take the nai ovk exovci along with o'i. —
Ver. 18 f. And there are others, who are sown among the thorns ; these arc they

who, etc. If (lkovovtec be read,—which, however, woidd arise more easily

from the similar parallel of Matthew than aKovcavrec (B C D L A X, Tisch.

)

from the dissimilar one of Luke,—the course of events is set forthfrom the

outset, whereas aKovaavrec sets it forth from the standpoint of the result

(they have heard, and, etc.). — ra lonra] besides riches : sensual pleasure,

honor, etc.

—

c'ia-op.\ namely, into that place whither the word that is

heard has penetrated, into the heart. The expression does not quite fit into

the parable itself ; but this does not point to less of originality ^Yeiss).

De Wette wrongly observes that e'ta-op. is probably an erroneous explana-

tion of the TTopevo/jLevoi in Luke. — Ver. 20. h (not h> ; see the critical re-

marks on ver. 8) rpianovra k.t.Ti. is, it is true, so far out of keeping, that by

retaining the numbers the discourse falls back from the interpretation into

the figure ; but the very repetition of the striking closing words of the par-

able, in which only the preposition is here accidentally changed, betokens

the set purpose of solemn emphasis.

Vv. 21 -':!. Comp. Luke viii. 16 f. Meaning (comp. Matt. v. 15. x. 26) :

" the light, i.e., the knowledge of the nvarhpiov ryg paoiXsiac, which ye re-

ceive from me, ye are not to withhold from others, bul to bring about its

diffusion; for, as what is concealed is not destined for concealment, but

rather for becoming manifest, so also is the mystery of the Messiah's king-

dom." 1 These BayingS, however, as far as ver. 25, have not their original

1 According to others, Jesus gives an others. Tint the kindled Hghl would, in

allegorical exhortation i<> virtue: "ut fact, be already the symbol of virtue, and

lucerna candelabra imponenda est, sic vos Jesus would forbid the exercise <<( it in

oportet, discipuli, non quidem vitam um- scent: moreover, this view is net re

bratilem sine virtutls Bplendore agere ;
quired by ver. 80, since with ver. 21 a new

sod." "That as a lamp Bhould be placed portion of thedisoourse commences; and

upon a lamp Btand, so it behoves you, (lis- em- view is uol forbidden by ver. it (comp.

Oiples, net t" lead a life of retirement with- Ver, 84), since in ver. II Jesus is only speal -

ou1 the brightness <>f virtue; but," etc., Ing <>f (he then unsusceptible multitude,

Fritzsche, comp. Th< ophylact, Grotius, and and, if pushed to consist) nt general applica-
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place here, but belong to what (according to Papias) Mark wrote oh ragei,

"not in order." Holtzmann judges otherwise, p. 81, in connection with

his assumption of a primitive-Mark. The collection of Logia is sufficient as

a source. [See Note XXIII., p. 60.
J

Comp. Weiss in the Jahrb.f. B.

Theol. 1864, p. 88. — epxerai] Both the lamp then possibly come, etc. ? epxecrdai,

is used of inanimate things which are brought; very frequently also in clas-

sical writers.

—

vkq tuv pioSiov] See on Matt. v. 15. — k'A!v?/v] a table-couch.

Comp. vii. 4. After ulivrjv there is only a comma to be placed : the ques-

tion is one as far as reflfj. — According to the reading eav fty $avEp. (see the

critical remarks), the rendering is : nothing is hidden, if it shall not (in fu-

ture) be made manifest. 1 So surely and certainly does the q>avEpuocc set in !

[But see additional critical note.] — akX h<a «c <j)av. eWy] The logical refer-

ence of aXk' is found in a pregnant significance of airdKpv^ov : nor has there

anything (after obde, n is again to be mentally supplied) taken place as

secret, i.e. , what is meant to be secret, but what in such a case has come to pass,

has the destination, etc.

Vv. 24, 25. Comp. Luke viii. 18. — P-ettete] Be heedful as to what ye hear

;

how important it is rightly to understand what is delivered to you by me !

iv a jdrptf) K.r./L] Aground of encouragement to needfulness. It is other-

wise in Matt. vii. 2. In our passage the relation of heedfulness to the knowl-

edge thereby to be attained is described. Euthymius Zigabenus well says : h
(!) flETpU /HETpElTE T?jV WpOGOXVV, EV T<5 <1VT£> UETpTjdijGETai, VjUV >) yVUGtC, T0VTEG7CV'

barjv EiorpEpeTE irpoaoxip', toocivttj Kapa(JX£®''laE
~
<i i v/iiv yvuoic, ml oh udvov iv tu>

ahrCi /jlrpcp, alia ml tzmov, " with what measure ye mete your attention, with

that same will knowledge be measured unto you—that is : as much attention

as ye apply, so much knowledge will be supplied to you, and not only in

the same measure, but also more." — Ver. 25. Reason assigned for the fore-

going ml irpooTEOi/cETa/.. The application of the proverbial saying (comp.

Matt. xiii. 12, xxv. 29) is : For if ye (through heedfulness) have become

rich in knowledge, ye shall continually receive still larger accession to this

riches (that is just the irpooTEd/jGETai) ; but if ye (through heedlessness) are

poor in knowledge, ye shall also lose even your little knowledge. Euthy-

mius Zigabenus erroneously refers dofti/cErai, " shall be given,'''
1 only to the

yvuoic, " foimcledge," and sxy, "hath," to the -Kpoaoxhv, "attention.'''
1 So also

Theophylact.

Vv. 26-29. Jesus now continues, as is proved by ver. 33 f. (in opposition

to Baur, Markusevang . p. 28), His parabolic discourses to the people ; hence

k'AEysv is here used without ahrolc (vv. 21, 24), and vv. 10-25 are to be re-

garded as an inserted episode (in opposition to de Wette, Einl. § 94&, who

tion, these words spoken at ver. 11 would you in secret I wish to be perpetually con-

quite annul the apostolic calling. History cealed ; . . . the light is through me kindled

has refuted this general application. Eras- in you, that by your ministry it may dispel

mus, Paraphr., aptly says :
" Nolite putaro the darkness of the whole world."

me, quod nunc secreto vobis committo, per- * " Id fit successive in hoc saeculo, et net

petuocelatum esse velle ; . . . lux est per me plene, quum lux omnia illustrabit," "This

in vobis accensa, ut vestro ministerio dis- occurs successively in this age, and will

cutiat tenebras totius mundi," "You occur fully, when the light shall illumine

should not think that what. I now commit to all things, 1 Cor. iv. 5," Bengel.
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holds uts 6e eyevero Karafidvac as absurd). —Mark alone has the following par-

able, but in a form so thoughtful and so characteristically different from

Matt. xiii. 24 f., that it is without sufficient ground regarded (by Ewald,

Hilgenfeld, Kostlin) as founded on, or remodelled 1 from, Matt. I.e., and there-

fore as not originally belonging to this place,—a view with which Weiss

agrees [see Note XXIV., p. 60], but traces the parable of Mark to the

primitive form in the collection of Logia, and holds the enemy that sowed

the tares, Matt, xiii., to have been brought into it by the first evangelist
;

while Strauss (in Hilgenfeld, Zeitsclir. 18C3, p. 209) has recourse to the neu-

tral character of Mark, in accordance with which he is held to have removed

the ixOpbc avOpuTroc, " enemy'' (by which Paid is meant !). See, on the other

hand. Klopper in the Jalirb. f. D. Theol 18G4, p. 141 ff., who, with Weiz-

sacker, discovers the point aimed at in the parable to be that of antagonism

to the vehement expectations of a speedy commencement of the kingdom,

—which, however, must have been directly indicated, and is not even im-

plied in Matt. xiii. (see ver. 37 ff.). Without foundation Weizsiicker (p. 118)

finds in the parable a proof that our Gospel of Mark was not written till

after the destruction of Jerusalem, when the delaying of the Parousia had

become evident. Here the establishment of the kingdom is not at all de-

picted under the specific form of the Parousia, and there is nothing said of

a delaying of it. — ?'/
t
3ao~i'Aeta r. Qeov] The Messianic kingdom, conceived of

as preparing for its proximate appearance, and then (ver. 29) appearing at

its time. — rbv oiropov] the seed concerned. — Observe the aorist ,-'.//;/, and

then the present s which follow : has cast, and then sleeps and arises, etc. —
vvktcl k. tffiepav] With another form of conception the genitives might also

be used here. See on the distinction, Kuhner, II. p. 219. The prefixing

of vvnra is here occasioned by the order of icadebdq koi iyeip. See, further,

on Luke ii. 37. Erasmus erroneously refers kyeip to the seed, which is only

introduced as subject with (T/.acr. — pr/Kvvnrai] is extended, in so far, namely,

as the shoot of the seed comes forth and mounts upwards (increscat, Vulgate).

Comp. LXX. Isa. xliv. 14. In the shoot the seed extends itself. — uf om oldev

ai'Toc] in a way unknown to himself (the sower) ; he himself knows nol how
it comes about. See the sequel. — avrofi&Tri] of itself without man's assist-

ance.- Comp. Besiod, tpy. 118
; Herod, ii. 94, viii. 138 ; and Wetstein in

he. — elra -//,,)//• alrog h r. or.] the nominative (see the critical remarks)

with startling vividness brings before us the result as standing by itself: then

full (developed to full size) grain in the ear! See on this nominative stand-

ing forth in rhetorical relief from the current construction, Dernhardy,

p. 68 f.—Ver. 29. irapadtf] is usually explained intransitively, in the sense :

shall hav<; delivered itself over, namely, by its ripeness to the harvesting.

I

See Note XXV., ]». 60.] Many transitive verbs are confessedly thus used

in an intransitive signification, in which case, however, it is inappropriate

to Bupply iurmr (Kuhner, II. p. 9 f.). So, in particular, compounds of

1 A " tame weakening," in the opinion of ver, 27 (Weies), The germinative power of

Hilgenfeld, comp. Strauss; "of a second- the seed i:> conditioned by the Immanent

ary nature," in thai of Weizsftoker. power of the earth, which acts upon it.

3 Hence there Is do inconsistency with
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fiidovai.
1 But of this use of irapadiSovai there is found no quite certain in-

stance
2
(not even in 1 Pet. ii. 23, see Huther) ; moreover, the expression

itself, " the fruit has offered itself," would be foreign to the simplicity of

the style, and has a modern sound. Hence (comp. Kaeuffer, de £uqg aluv.

not. p. 49) napadid. is rather to be explained as to allow, in accordance with

well-known usage :
z but when tliefruit shall have allowed, i.e., when it is suf-

ficiently ripe. Quite similar is the expression : ttjc upag TrapaSidovar/g, Polyb.

xxii. 24. 9 : when the season permitted. Bleek assents to this view. — anoo-

rellei tu dpi-rravov] Comp. Joel iv. 13 ; Rev. xiv. 15. — The teaching of the

parable is : Just as a man, after performing the sowing, leaves the germination

and growth, etc., without further intervention, to the earth's own power, hut at

the time of ripening reaps the harvest, so the Messiah leaves the ethical results

and the new developments of life, which His word is fitted to produce in the

minds of men, to the moral self-activity of the human heart, through wliich these

results are icorTced out in accordance with their destination (SiKaioavvrf— this is

the parabolic reference of the whjpr/g cl-oc), out will, when the timefor the es-

tablishment of His kingdom comes, cause the dacaiovg to be gathered into it (by

the angels, Matt. xxiv. 31 ; these are the reapers, Matt. xiii. 39). The self-

activity on which stress is here laid does not exclude the operations of

divine grace, but the aim of the parable is just to render prominent the for-

mer, not the latter. It is the one of the two factors, and its separate treat-

ment, keeping out of view for the present the other, leaves the latter unaf-

fected. Comp. ver. 24. Bengel aptly observes on airo/iar?}, ver. 28 :
" non

excluditur agricultura et coelestis pluvia solesque," " There is not excluded

cultivation, heavenly rains and sunshine." Moreover, Jesus must still for

the present leave the mode of bringing about the diKaioovvrj (by means of His

IXaarfjpiov and faith thereon) to the later development of His doctrine. But

the letting the matter take its course and folding the hands (Strauss) are

directly excluded by avro/iarij, although the parable is opposed also to the

conception of a so-called plan of Jesus. 4

Vv. 30-32. See on Matt. xiii. 31 f. Comp. Luke xiii. 17 f. — 7r6c] how

are we to bring the Messianic kingdom into comparison?—• f; iv rive avr.

irapafiolri 6u/j.ev (see the critical remarks) : or in what parable are we to place

it, set it forth? The expression inclusive of others (we) is in keeping with the

deliberative form of discourse. The hearers are formally taken into the con-

sultation. The deviation from the normal order of the words places the

principal emphasis on rive. — 6g kSkku aiv.~\ &c is correlative to the irug of

ver. 30 : so as it is likened to a grain of mustard seed. — The following 5
is

'See Viger., ed. Ilerm. p. 132; Valck- 4 Comp. Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 348 ff.

enaer, Diatr. p. 233 ; Jacobs, ad Philostr. 5 From the collection of Logia, and in a

p. 363 ; Kriiger, § 52. 2. 9 ; and see in general, shape more original than Matthew and
Bernhardy, p. 339 f. ; Winer, p. 225 [E. T. Luke, who add the historical form. Mark
315]. would least of all have divested it of this, if

2 In Josh. xi. 19 the reading varies much he had found it in existence. Comp. (in

and is doubtful ; in Plat. Phaedr. p. 250 E, opposition to Holtzmann) Weiss in the

jrapaSous is not necessarily reflexive. Jahrb. f. I). Theol. 1864, p. 93. [See Note
a Herod, v. G7, vii. 18; Xen. Anab. vi. 6. XXVI., p. 60.

J

34; Polyb. iii. 12. 4.
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not a parable in the stricter sense (not a history), but a comparison gener-

ally, the representation of the idea, borrowed from the region of sense.

Comp. iii. 23, vii. 17. See on Matt. xiii. 3.—Observe the twofold brav

,
vv. 31, 32. In the first the emphasis is on brav, in the second en

azanij. " Exacte defhiit tempus illud, quum granum desinit esse parvum et

incipit fieri magnum," "It defines exactly that time when the grain ceases

to be small and begins to become great," Bengel.

Ver. 33 f. Comp. Matt. xiii. 34.—From roiatraic it follows that Mark

knew yet more parables that were spoken at that time. — naBug Tjdbvavro

anoveiv] as they tcere able (in virtue of their capacity) to take in the teaching.

Not as though they could have apprehended the inner doctrinal con tents of

the parables (ver. 11), but they were capable of aj)prehending the narrative

form, the parabolic narrative in itself, in which the teaching was veiled,

so that they were thus qualified only in thisform (icadug) to hear the doctrine.

Accordingly, aaoveiv here is neither : to understand, nor equivalent to

friv, John xvi. 12 (Bengel, Kuinoel, and others), but the simple to hear, to

perceive. — ovk t/.a/.ei] at that time. See on Matt. xiii. 34. Baur indeed

(see Markusevang. p. 24 f.) will not allow a limitation to the teaching at that

time, but would draw the conclusion that Mark has perhaps not even re-

garded the Sermon on the Mount, such as Matthew has it. as being histori-

cal, and has given the foregoing parables as a substitute for it. But Mark

himself certainly has doctrinal utterances of Jesus enough, which are not

parabolical.

Vv. 35-41. See on Matt. viii. 18, 23-27. Comp. Luke viii. 22-25. — h
huvri t?i //urpa] ver. 1 f. ; a difference in respect of time from Matt. viii. 18.

Luke viii. 22 is altogether indefinite.

—

ug fyvevTib irAoia] to be taken together
;

as He was in the ship (comp. ver. 1) without delay for further preparation

they take possession of Him. For examples of this mode of expression, see

Kypke and Fritzschc. — ical a/la Se\ but other ships also 3 were in His train

i/iST' avrov) during the voyage ; a characteristic descriptive trait in Mark.

—

Ver. 37. On "kaikaty avtiiov, comp. Horn. 11. xvii. 57 ; Anthol. Anacr. 82.

On the accent of 7.au.u-^, see Lipsius, gramm. Vhtersueh. p. 30 f. - -

intransitive (comp. on \.r. 29, Plat. Phaedr, p. 218 A, and frequently) not

transitive, so that the storm would be the subject (Vulgate, Luther, Zeger,

Homberg, and several others). The rii de idjfiara, for this purpose prefixed,

indicates itself as the subject. — Ver. 38. And He Himself was at the stern,

laid down on the pillow that, was there, asleep. It was a part of the vessel

intended for the sailors to sit or lie down. Poll. x. 40; more strictly, ac-

cording to Smith ( Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paid. p. 296 ff.), the cushion

of the rower's bench. —Ver. 39. «6rro, iredi/iooo] bt silent! be dumb! asyn-

detic, and so much the more forcible (Nagelsbach, Anm. z. Ilias, ed. 3,

p. 247. 359), Eur. Eee. 532, The sea is personified; hence the less are we

to conjecture, with Schleiermacher, /.. J. p. 230, thai Jesus has addressed

th disciples (ye shall see that it will immediately be st ill ). — hfaaoev 6 ive/iog]

Ihrod. vii. 191. Comp. Mark \\. 51 ; Matt. xiv. 32, from which passage

' Hartung, PartikeU. I. p. 180; EMandt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 884.
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de Wette arbitrarily derives the expression of Mark. — Ver. 40. 7r«c] how is

it possible, etc.? [See Note XXVII., p. 60.] They had already so often been

the witnesses of His divine power, 'under the protection of which they

needed not to tremble. — Ver. 41. e(j>ofi)'fi?jaav] not the people (Grotius and

others), which agrees with Matthew but not with the context, but the disci-

ples, who were thrown (psychologically) intofear at the quite extraordinary

phenomenon, and were not yet clear as to the divine causa efficiens in Jesus

(tic apa ovtoc, etc.). As to tyofieioBai <t>6j3ov /xeyav, comp. on Matt. ii. 10. On
tic apa, in which the perplexity is not expressed by the apa, but is implied

in the context (in opposition to Hartung), and apa means : i<jitur, rebus ita

comfaratis, see Klotz, ad Devar. p. 176. Comp. Nagelsbach, Anm. z. llias,

ed. 3, p. 10 f.

Remark.—The weakness of faith and of discernment on the part of the dis-

ciples (ver. 40 f.) appears in Mark most strongly of the Synoptics (comp. vi.

52, vii. 18, vii. 17, 18, 33, ix. G, 19, 32, 34, x. 24, 32, 35, xiv. 40). Kitsch] in

the theol. Jahrb. 1851, p. 517 ff., has rightly availed himself of this point on be-

half of Mark's originality; since a later softening—yet without set purpose

and naturally unbiassed, and hence not even consistent— is at any rate more
probable than a subsequent aggravation of this censure. The remarks of Baur
in opposition (iheol. Jahrb. 1853, p. 88 f.) are unimportant, and would amount
to this, that Mark, who is assumed withal to be neutral, would in this point

have even outstripped Luke. Comp. Holtzmann, p. 435 f.

Notes by American Editor.

XXI. Ver. 8. aTJia . . . dvafiaivovTa nal av^avoueva.

The above reading, sustained throughout by X and B and in the earlier part

by other weighty witnesses, is to be accepted. The change to avt-avopevov was

first made, then to the much later form av^avovra. Weiss ed. Meyer rightly ex-

plains that the participles agree with aXAa, showing the process of growth up to

bearing fruit. Meyer's view of napnov he properly opposes. In this case, as so

often, textual criticism confirms a reading apparently more difficult, and yet

really more accurate and graphic when correctly apprehended.

It may be remarked here that in no one section of the Gospel narrative are

the resemblances and differences of the Synoptists more difficult to explain,

on the theory of interdependence, or combination, etc., than in the three ac-

counts of the parable of the sower, as presented according to the better estab-

lished text. Very significantly Weiss ed. Meyer omits the remark of Meyer (on

ver. 8) in regard to "the primitive form of the Logia-collection."

1 With this agrees neither the half-natu- the disciples, although these were possessed

ralizing view of Lange, L. J. II. p. 314, that of nautical knowledge and He was not.

the immediate causes of the calm setting in Keim, p. 123, adds, moreover, a prayer
lay in the atmosphere, and that so far the previous to the command of Jesus, assum-
threatening word of Jesus was prophetical ing that then God acted, and Jesus was only
(comp. Schleiermacher) ; nor the complete His interpreter. Of all this, however, there

breaking up of the miracle by Schenkel, is nothing in the text. See rather ver. 41,

who makes the matter amount simply to which also testifies against the resolution of
this, that Jesus, by virtue of His confidence the natural miracle suggested by Weiz-
in God and foresight of His destination, ex- sacker.

ercised a peaceful and soothing sway among
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XXII. Yer. 10. nl irepl avrov.

Weiss cd. Meyer omits the sentences, from "We may add," etc., to "delin-

eating the situation." He probably thus indicates his difference of opinion

and also his disapproval of this method of commenting.

XXIII. Vv. 14-20. Yv. 21-23.

Although Ewald and Meyer find in these verses "words of Christ Himself,"

so uncertain is the critical method that Weiss (Mark, p. 14G) opposes this view.

—The latter (ed. Mey.) omits under vv. 21-23 the sentence : "the collection

of Logia is sufficient as a source," and gives a different theory of the origin.

He thinks the sayings belong to two different places, and are here combined
entirely out of their connection, with a new application given to them by
Mark himself.

XX1Y. Vv. 26-29.

Weiss ed. Mey. says that the parable "is formed entirely out of elements of

the parable of the tares among the wheat, which, it is true, in somewhat sim-

pler form than in Matt, xiii., already had a place in the parabolic discourse of

the older source (comp. Weiss, Mark, p. 1G0, Matt. p. 347 seq.)." He also de-

nies the existence of any peculiar sayings in Mark which cannot be traced to

this older source. The passages usually regarded as peculiar to Mark have, as

a rule, this in common, that they indicate gradual processes (comp. chap. vii.

31-37 ; viii. 22-26). It is safe to hold that Mark's narrative is trustworthy,

until the theory of the origin of the Synoptists is solved in a May which obviates

the necessity for such differences as this between Meyer and his German
editor.

XXY. Yer. 29. napafiol.

Meyer improperly rejects this form of the subjunctive. Here it is attested

by KBDA, and accepted by recent editors ; so in chap. xiv. 10, 11 ; coinp. also

yvol (v. 43, ix. 30), dot (viii. 37).

XXVI. Vv. 30-32.

Weiss cd. Mey. traces this parable also to "the older source, but does not

regard it as belonging to the parabolic discourse. Mark, he thinks, placed it

wrongly, and Matthew followed him, while Luke (xiii. is. ]!•) lias it in its most

original form : the two former adapting it for their purpose. Prom this nms-

tard-seed of narrative, what great and diverse branches of theory have sprung !

XXVII. Ver. 40. Tt 6ei?M tare; oviru exere ninrn-;

For the above reading, omitting otiroc and substituting o&wu for -<»• o6k, we
have five of the best uncials (N11DL A) and two of the most accurate versions

(Copt. Vulg.). In the face of this evidence the considerations urged by Meyer

(see critieal note) seem indecisive, although Tisch. retains the receii i d readings.

The better attested form, moreover, accords with the brevity and vivacity of

Marie's style. " \Yt " points to the recent instruction (in the great parabolic

discourse) and to the numerous miracles previously wrought.
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CHAPTER V.

Ver. 1. TadapTjvuv] Here also, as in Matt. viii. 28, occur the various readings

TepaorjvCjv (B D X* Vulg. Sax. Nyss., so Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors,

B. V.]) and TepyctjT]vuv (L A X** min. Arr. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Or.). The Recepta

is to be retained, according to A C E, etc., with Fritzsche and Scholz. See on

Matt. — Ver. 2. k£elQ6vTog avrov'] is here more strongly attested (B C L A X,

min. Ver. Brix., to which D also with etjeXQdvrov airuv falls to be added) than in

Matt. viii. 28. To be adopted, with Lachm. and Tisch. ; t£e%Q6vri avru (Elz.),

is from the parallel passages. — evQeug~\ which Lachm. has deleted, is only

wanting in B, Syr. Arm. Ver. Brix. Vind. Colb. Corb. 2. [Bracketed by Treg.,

W. and Hort.] The omission is explained from the parallels, from which also

has arisen the reading vtttjvttjgev (B C D L A X, min. Lachm.). [The latter reading

is accepted by Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort.] — Ver. 3. ovte] B C D L A X, 33

have ovde. So Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. ; and of necessity rightly. — ulvneaiv]

Lachm. and Tisch. have uZvoec, following B C L 33, Colb. ; the Recepta is from

what follows. — ovdEtc~] Lachm. and Tisch. have ovketc ovSeig, following BCD
LAX, min. Vulg. It. Arm. Looking to the peculiarity of this notice and the

accumulation of the negatives, we must recognize this as correct. — Ver. 7. dire]

Xeyec has preponderating evidence ; ai>proved by Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche,

Lachm. and Tisch. ; elite is from Luke viii. 28. But Mark is fond of the his-

torical present. In ver. 9 also the simple ?Jyei avru (instead of airEnpidr) teywv

in Elz.) is rightly adopted by Griesb. on preponderant evidence. — Ver. 9.

Aeye6v\ B* CDLA X* 69, Syr. Copt. It. Vulg. have Aeyiuv, and this Lachm.
and Tisch. have adopted. The Recepta is from Luke. — Ver. 11. Instead of npoc

tu bpet, Elz. has irpbg to, oprj., in opposition to decisive evidence. — Ver. 12.

After avrov Elz. Matt, have navrsg, which Lachm. brackets and Tisch. deletes.

It is wanting in B C D K L M A X, min. vss. Afterwards Elz. Matth. Scholz,

Lachm. have ol 6ai.fj.oveg, which Griesb. rejected, and Fritzsche and Tisch. have

deleted, following B C L A X, min. Copt. Aeth. [Becent editors, B. V., rightly

omit the entire phrase.] The Recepta iravreg ol fiaifxdveg is to be maintained
;

these words wei*e omitted in accordance with the parallels ; but they are quite

in keeping with Mark's graphic manner. — Ver. 13. rjaav di"] is on considerable

evidence to be deleted as supplied (Tisch.). — Ver. 14. Instead of airjjyy. Elz.

has av/'iyy. But the former is decisively attested. — H-tjWov] has come in from

Matt, and Luke instead of the genuine ffldov (A B K L M U X** min. vss.),

which Griesb. approved, Lachm. and Tisch. have adopted. — Ver. 15. The
omission of the tcai before ifiar. (Tisch.) proceeded from Luke. [But nai is sup-

ported only by A C among weighty authorities, and is properly rejected by
recent editors, B. V. The omission leaves the description more graphic] —
Ver. 18. EfijiavToc'l ABCDKLMAX, min. Vulg. It. have EftSaivovroc. Ap-

proved by Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. The Recepta is

from Luke viii. 37. — Ver. 19. Instead of /cat ovtc, Elz. has 6 6e 'lyc-ovc ova,

against decisive evidence. — avdyyeilov] Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, B. V.]
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have urrdyyeiAov, following BC AX 50, 258. A mechanical change in conform-

ity to ver. 14. — Instead of r:eKoiriKf, Elz. has itroirint, contrary to decisive evi-

dence. — Ver. 22. Idov] before epx- is wanting in B D L A X 102, vss. (also Vulg.

It.). Suspected by Griesb. , bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Fritzsche and
Tisch. From Luke viii. 41, contrary to the usage of Mark. — Ver. 23. irupenaAei]

A C L X, min. have napaKaAti. Recommended by Griesb. and Scholz, adopted

by Fritzsche and Tisch. The imperfect is from Luke viii. 41 ; the present is in

keeping with Mark's manner. — The reading iva cudrj i<ai $jay has preponderant

attestation by B C D L A X, min. (adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.) ; bnug (Elz.

Fritzsche, Scholz) instead of Iva may be suspected of being an amendment of

style, and the more current &cet<u flowed easily from Matt. ix. 18. — Ver. 25.

r«c] is wanting in A B C L A X, min. Vulg. Ver. Vind. Colb. Corb. Condemned
by Griesb., deleted by Fritzsche and Lachm., and justly so ; the weight of evi-

dence is too strong against it, to admit of the omission of a word so indifferent

for the sense being explained from the parallels. — Ver. 26. Instead of avT?/c,

Elz. Tisch. have iavri,g, against so preponderant evidence that it is manifestly

the result of a gloss, as also is the omission of nap' (D, min. Syr. utr. Vulg. It.).

[Recent editors, with A B L, and many others, have ~ap' air?/;, but W. and
Hort, marg., give kivrr'r.] — Instead of irspi, Tisch. has ra -tpi. So B C* A X. tu,

being superfluous, dropped out after the preceding syllables. — Ver. 33. en'

airy] tV is wanting in B C D L X, min. Syr. Copt. Verc. Bracketed by Lachm.,

deleted by Tisch. That AYTH is not the nominative belonging to the following

verb (as it is understood in Cant. Corb. Vind.) was noted in the form of gloss,

sometimes by en , sometimes by fa (F A). — Ver. 36. eidkus] deleted by Tisch.

following B D L A X, min. Syr. Arr. Perss. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Vulg. It. [So

recent editors, R. V.] But regarded as superfluous, nay, as disturbing and in-

compatible with the following reading napaiiovaar, it became omitted the more
easily in accordance With Luke viii. 50.

—

ciKovaa^'] B L A X have irapanovaac.

So Tisch. and Ewald also. Rightly ; although the attestation of the vss. is

wanting (only one Cod. of the It. has neglexit). The difficulty of the not under-

stood compound occasioned the substitution for it of the current simple form.

— Ver. 38. ep^errw] A B C D F A X, min. vss. have epxovrai. So Lachm. and
Tisch. The plural might just as well have been introduced from what pre-

cedes, as thr singular from what follows and Matt. ix. 23. But the prepon-

derance of the witnesses is decisive in favor of the plural. — After t)6pv(3ov

Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. have, on preponderant evidence, added nal.

Being superfluous, it was the more easily absorbed by (lie first syllable of kaoi-

ov-ac. — Ver. 40. 6 cJf] Lachm. has av-bc 61 [so Tisch., recent editors, R. V.],

on evidence considerable doubtless, but not decisive. From Luke viii. 54.

—

After naiSiov Elz. and Scholz have avaicelfievov, which Lachm. has bracketed,

Tisch. has deleted. It is wanting in B D L A X, min. vss. An addition by

way of gloss, instead of which arc also found Keifievov, KaTateifjevov, and other

readings.

Vv. 1-20. See on Matt. viii. 28-34. Comp. Luke viii. 86-89. The nar-

rative of the former follows a brief and more general tradition : that of the

latter attaches itself to Mark, \<t with distinctive traits and not without

obliteration of the original. — Ver. 2. k£eX&6 ... airfyrrqaev avrQ]

The >jii, Hire absolute brings the point of time more strongly into prominence
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than would be done by the dative under the normal construction. 1— av&pu-

rrog ev irvevuari an. See on i. 23. — Ver. 3. ovde alvaei ovketi ovdelc k.t.?,. (see

the critical remarks) : not even with a chain could thenceforth any one, etc.

So fierce and strong was he now, that all attempts of that kind, which had

previously been made with success, no longer availed with him {ovketi). On

the accumulation of negatives, see Lobeck, Paralip. p. 57 f. — Ver. 4. did

to abTov k.t.!.} because he often . . . was chained. See Matthaei, p. 1259. —
iridat are fetters, but clI'vo-eic need not therefore be exactly manacles, as the

expositors wish to take it,—a sense at variance with the general signification

of the word in itself, as well as with ver. 3. It means here also nothing

else than chains ; let them lie put upon any part of the hotly whatever, he rent

them asunder
;
but the fetters in particular (which might consist of cords)

he rubbed to pieces (avvTe-plip&ai, to be accented with a circumflex). — Ver. 5.

He was continually in the tombs and in the mountains, screaming and cutting

himself with stones. — Ver. G. enzb fiaupd-dev] as in Matt. xxv. 58. — Ver. 7.

bpKlru as top Qeov] not inappropriate in the mouth of the demoniac (de Wette,

Strauss), but in keeping with the address vie r. Qeov t. itp., and with the

desperate condition, in which the irvEVfia amd-aprov sees himself to be. On

6/we/fu as a Greek word (Acts xix. 13 ; 1 Thess. v. 27), see Lobeck, ad Phryn.

p. 3G1.

—

fin tie fiacavia.] is not—as in Matthew, where -pi) icaipov is associated

with it—to be understood of the torment of Hades, but of tormenting gener-

ally, and that by the execution of the e^eWe, ver. 8. The possessed man,

identifying himself with his demon, dreads the pains, convulsions, etc. of

the going forth. Subsequently, at ver. 10, where he has surrendered him-

self to the inevitable going forth, his prayer is different. Observe, more-

over, how here the command of Jesus (ver. 8) has as its result in the sick

man an immediate consciousness of the necessity of the going forth, but not

the immediate going forth itself. — Ver. 8. eleye yap] for he said, of course

before the suppliant address of the demoniac. A subjoined statement of

the reason, without any need for conceiving the imperfect in a pluperfect

sense. — Ver. 9. The demoniac power in this sufferer is conceived and repre-

sented as an aggregate—combined into unity—of numerous demoniacal in-

dividualities, which only separate in the going forth and distribute them-

selves into the bodies of the swine. The fixed idea of the man concerning

this manifold-unity of the demoniac nature that possessed him had also sug-

gested to him the name : Legion*—a name which, known to him from the

Roman soldiery, corresponds to the paradoxical state of his disordered im-

agination, and its explanation added by the sick man himself (bn -o'/'/oi

EOfiEv ; otherwise in Luke), is intended to move Jesus the more to compas-

sion. — Ver. 10. ffw ttjc x&pac] According to Mark, the demons desire not

to be sent out of the Gadarene region, in which hitherto they had pleasure
;

according to Luke (comp. Matt. : npb Kacpov), they wish not to be sent, into

the nether tcorld. A difference of tradition ; but the one that Luke followed

is a remodelling in accordance with the result (in opposition to Baur), and

1 See Dissen, ad Bern, de Cor. p. 307, 135 ;
2 The word is also used in Rabbinic He-

Pflujrk, ad Eur. Med. 910; Winer, p. 180 brew jr.)
1

?, see Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 1123;

[E. T. 207]. Lightfoot, p. 612.
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was not included originally also in the account of Mark (in opposition to

Ewald, Jahrb. VII. p. 65). [See Note XXVIII., p. 68.]— Ver. 13. &g Siotf-

?.wt] without iicav 66 (see the critical remarks) is in apposition to y ay&ij.

Only Mark gives this number, and that quite in his way of mentioning par-

ticulars. According to Baur, MarTcusevang. p. 43, it is a trait of his " affecta-

tion of knowing details ;" according to Wilke, an interpolation ; according

to Bleek, an exaggerating later tradition. — Ver. 15. i/lOov] the townsmen
and the possessors of the farms. Here is meant generally the coming of the

people to the place of the occurrence ; subsequently, by k. ipxovrat npbc r.

'Inaovv, is meant the sjweial act of the coming to Jesus. — nadf/p..] He who
was before so fierce and intractable was sitting peacefully. So transformed

was his condition. — tparLapevov] which in his unhealed state would not

have been the case. This Mark leaves to be presupposed (comp. Hilgenfeld,

Mitrlnisevang. p. 41) ; Luke has expressly narrated it, viii. 27. It might be

told in cither way, without the latter of necessity betraying subsequent

elaboration on the narrator's part (Wilke), or the former betraying an (inex-

act) use of a precursor's work (Fritzsche, de Wette, and others, including

Baur), as indeed the assumption that originally there stood in Mark. ver. 3,

an addition as in Luke viii. 27 (Ewald), is unnecessary. — The verb ipaT^u

is not preserved except in this place and at Luke viii. 35. — rbv iaxm- r.

Aey.] contrast, "ad empbasin mira^uli," Erasmus. — Ver. 1G. tcai Kepi r.

xoip.] still belongs to Sir/yi/a. — Ver. 17. qpgavTo] The first impression, ver.

15, had been : nal htyofiifir/aav, under which they do not as yet interfere with

Jesus. But now, after hearing the particulars of the case, ver. 1G, they

begin, etc. According to Fritzsche, it is indicated : "Jesum statirn Be

sivisse permoveri," "that Jesus instant!]/ suffered Himself to be persuaded. ''

In this the correlation of nal htyofirfir/aav and teal 7,p;avro is overlooked. — Ver.

18. e/xfiaivovrng avrov] at the embarkation. — TraprudAei k.t.X.] entreaty of

grateful love, to remain with his benefactor. Fear of the demons was

hardly included as a motive (in/ xuP"I ovrov tovtov evpovreg w&7uv i-i~),?<i/Guciv

a>'7<:>, "lest having found this one apart from him they might again possess

him," Euthymius Zigabenus ; comp. Victor Antiochenus, Theophylact,

Grotius), since after the destruction of the swine the man is cured of his

fixed idea and is owppovav. — Ver. 10. ovk atyf/Ktv avrbv] Hie permitted him not.

Wherefore? appears from what follows. lie was in abide in his Dative

place as a witness ami proclaimer of the marvellous deliverance, that lie hail

experienced from God through Jesus, ami in this way to serve the work of

Christ, According to Hilgenfeld, Mark by this trait betrays his Jewish-

Christianity, which is a sheer figment.

—

v nkptor] God. — kqI i/?.f>/ci: c:
\

ami

Jiow much lie had com] a is xi,>n on thee (when He caused thee to be set free from

the demons, nm-isi). It is still to be construed with baa, but zeugmatically,

so that now baa is to'be taken adverbially (Kiihner, II. p. 220). On
(juiim ii/sir/nis, "how noteworthy," comp. Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 377. —
V r. 20. ,

•-
]
a graphic delineation from the starting-point. — Ae/carrdAet]

See on Matt. iv. 25.

—

iiroiqoev] aorist, like ',,'/ r.-. . On the other hand, in

ver. 19, Tretroiqice, which is conceived of from the point of time of the speak-

er, at which the fact subsists completed and continuing in its effects.

—
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l> 'Ir/aovc] 6 fit-v Xpiarbg fierpio^povuv tu narpl to Ipyov avedrjKEV 6 fie deparrsvOel^

evyvtofiovtiv ~£> Xpcaru tovto averidei, " Clirist indeed modestly attributed

the work to the Father ; but the healed man continued gratefully to attrib-

ute it to Christ, *' Euthymius Zigabenus. The circumstance, moreover,

that Jesus did not here forbid the diffusion of the matter (see on v. 43
;

Matt. viii. 4), but enjoined it, may be explained from the locality (Peraea),

Avhere He was less known, and where concourse around His person was

not to be apprehended as in Galilee.

Vv. 21-24. See on Matt. ix. 1, 18. Comp. Luke viii. 40-42, who also

keeps to the order of events. — napa rt/v &a~A.~\ a point of difference from

Matthew, according to whom Jairus makes his appearance at Capernaum at

the lodging of Jesus. See on Matt, ix. 18. — Ver. 23. on] recitative. —
to -d-vydrpiav fiov]

1 This diminutive expression of paternal tenderness is

peculiar to Mark. Comp. vii. 25. It does not occur elsewhere in the N.T.

— £ff\'<irwf i,i£t ] a l^e Greek phrase. 2— tva lA&uv k.t.2,.] His excitement

amidst grief and hopa speaks incoherently. We may understand before Iva:

tins I say, in order that, etc. This is still simpler and more natural than the

taking it imp> ratively, by supplying volo or the like (see on xii. 19).

Vv. 25-34. See on Matt, ix. 20-22 ; Luke viii. 43-48. — Ver. 26. Mark
depicts with stronger lines than Luke, and far more strongly than

Matthew. — ra nap' abrov] what was of Iter means. How manifold were

the prescriptions of the Jewish physicians for women suffering from

haemorrhage, and what experiments they were wont to try upon them,

may be seen in Lightfoot, p. 614 f. — Ver. 27. aKoiaaaa] subordinated as

a prior point to' the following tMowa. Comp. on i. 41. — The charac-

teristic addition row upaairtSov in Matt. ix. 20, Luke viii. 44, would be well

suited to the graphic representation of Mark (according to Ewald, it

has only come to be omitted in the existing form of Mark), but may proceed

from a later shape of the tradition. — Ver. 28. eXeye yap] without kv eavTy

(see the critical remarks) does not mean : for she thought (Kuinoel, and many
others), which, moreover, "IOK used absolutely never does mean, not even in

Gen xxvi. 9, but : for she said. She actually said it, to others, or for and

to herself ; a vivid representation. — Ver. 29. i) nriyy r. alp. avr.~\ like *^lpD

CP^ (Lev. xii. 7, xx. 18), " issue," or, " fountain, of blood," not a euphe-

mistic designation of the parts themselves affected by the haemorrhage, but

designation of the seat of the issue of blood in them. — tu cu/jan] fiia tov

(ru/uaroc firjittn paivo/ievov Tolg ara?M.y/ioic, "through the body no longer being

besprinkled by the droppings," Euthymius Zigabenus. Still this by itself

could not as yet give the certainty of the recovery. Hence rather : through

the feeling of the being strong and well, which suddenly passed through

her body.

—

fjaariyoc] as at iii. 10. — Ver. 30. eniyvovc] stronger than the

previous iyveo. — h eavrfi] in His own consciousness, therefore immediately,

not in virtue of an externally perceptible effect,

—

rrp If avrov Siiv. fffvW.]

the power gone forth from Him. What feeling in Jesus was, according to

1 Comp. Athen. xiii. p. 581 C; Long. i. 6 ;
s SeeWetstein and Kypke, also Lobeck,

Plut. Mor. p. 179 E ; Lucian, Tox. 22. ad Phryn. p. 389.

5
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Mark's representation, the medium of His discerning this efflux of power

that had occurred, we are not informed. The tradition, as it has expressed

itself in this trait in Mark and Luke (comp. on Matt, ix. 22), has disturbed

this part of the narrative by the view of an efflux of power independent of

the will of Jesus, but brought about on the part of the woman by her

faith (comp. Strauss, II., p. 89), the recognition of which on the part of

Jesus occurred at once, but yet not until after it had taken place. This is,

with Weiss and others (in opposition to Holtzmann and Weizsiicker), to be

conceded as a trait of later origin, and not to be dealt with by artificial ex-

planations at variance with the words of the passage (in opposition to Ebrard

and Lange), or to be concealed by evasive expedients (Olshausen, Krabbe,

and many others). It does not, however, affect the simpler tenor of the his-

tory, which we read in Matthew. [See Note XXIX., p. 68.] Calovius made

use of the passage against the Calvinists, " mm divina/m carni Christi dero-

gantes," " detracting from the divine power of the flesh of Christ."— tic jiov

f/iparo n'jv in.] who has touched me on the clothes? Jesus knew that by means

of the clothes-touching power had gone out of Him, but not to whom. The

disciples, unacquainted with the reason of this question, are astonished at

it. seeing that Jesus is in the midst of the crowd, ver. 31. In Olshausen,

Ebrard, Lange, : and older commentators, there are arbitrary attempts to ex-

plain away that ignorance. — Ver. 32. irepn^/.t-ero ISelv] namely, by any re-

sulting effect that might make manifest the reception of the power. The

f minine rrp> r. -mi/naaav is" said from the standpoint of the already known
fact. [See Note XXX., p. 69.] — Yer. 33. iraoar rt/v alrj-fteiav] the whole troth,

so that she kept back nothing and altered nothing. 2— etc eipr/vqv] DlVcT?,

1 Sam. i. 17 ; 2 Sam. xv. 9 ; Luke vii. 50, al. : unto bliss, unto future

happiness. In h elpnvn (Judg. xviii. 6 ; Luke ii. 29 ; Acts xvi. 36 ; Jas.

ii. 16) the happy state is conceived of as combined with the 'r-a)r, as simul-

taneous. — ia&t iyeije K.r./L] definitive confirmation of the recovery, which

Schenkel indeed refers merely to the woman's " religious excitement of

mind" as its cause.

Vv. 35-43. See on Matt. ix. 23-25. Comp. Lukeviii. 49-56. The former

greatly abridges and compresses more than Luke, who, however, does not

come up to the vivid originality of the representation of .Mark.

—

airb rav

apxiow. j

-m-.r-iv airb ttjc oiKeiac rem ii>>\ir;vv, "that is, from the house of the

ruler of the synagogue," Euthymius Zigabenus.

—

In] since now there is

no longer room for help. — Ver. 36. According to the reading irapanotoaae,,

this (comp. Matt, xviii. 17) is to he taken as the opposite of VKaitobciv,

namely: immediately He left this speech unnoticed; lie did not heed it for

one moment, hut let it remain as it was, and said, etc. In this way is set

forth the decided certainty.
9 lie has heard the announcement (ver. 35), but

1 According to Lange, for example, die Track. 91 : ami see Kriijrer on Thve. vi.

conduct of Jesus only amounts t<> '111 </// 67. 1.

pearana : "Helet Bis eyes move as 3 which, however, all tin- mure precludes

Inquiringly over the crowd" (irepi«/5A<ir. ISelv the thought of a mere apparent death of

k.t.a.). the maiden (such as Bchleiermaoher and
2 Comp. Plat. Apol. p. 17 B, 20 D ; Soph. Schenkel assume).
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at once let it pass unattended to. [See Note XXXI., p. 69. ] Ewald is

incorrect in saying that He acted as if he hadfailed to hear it. That He did

not fail to hear it, and, moreover, did not act as if He had, is in fact shown

just by the /iq <j>o(3<iv k.t.Ti. which he addresses to Jairus. The Itala in the

Cod. Pal. (e. in Tisch.) correctly has neglexit. — p) (pofiov k.t.1.] as though

now all were lost, all deliverance cut off. — Ver. 37. According to Mark,

Jesus sends back the rest (disciples and others who were following Him)

before the house ; according to Luke viii. 51, in the house. [See Note XXXII.,

p. 69.] — Ver. 38. -dopvfiov ml Klaiovras k. alaX.] an uproar and (especially)

people weeping and wailing. The first mi attaches to the general term

*&6pv(iov the special elements that belong to it, as in i. 5, and frequently.

dAa/ldCw not merely used of the cry of conflict and rejoicing, but also, al-

though rarely, of the cry of anguish and lamentation. See Plutarch, Luc.

28 ; Eur. El. 843. — Ver. 39. elaeMuv] into the house. A later point of

time tban at ver. 38. — Ver. 40. £KJ3a?i6v] irritated, commanding ; He
ejected them. Among the navrag, those who are named immediately after-

wards (7rafja?,afift. k.t.A.) are not included, and so not the three disciples (in

opposition to Baur). — Ver. 41. raliSa, kov/u] ""P^p NfV?(?, puella, surge. It

is a feature of Mark's vivid concrete way of description to give significant

words in Hebrew, with their interpretation, iii. 18, vii. 42, 34, xiv. 36. On
the Aramaean Nrvbtt, see Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 875. — to nopaciov] nomina*
tive with the article in the imperative address, Bernhardy, p. 67 ; Kuhner
II. 155. — aol leyu] a free addition of Mark, " ut sensum vocantis afcque irn-

perantis exprimeret, "
'

' that he might express the sense of one calling and
commanding" (Jerome).

—

eyeipe] out of the sleep, ver. 39, — Ver. 42. ijv

yap huv dadem] not as giving a reason for the word mpctGwv (Euthymius
Zigabenus, Fritzsche), but in explanation of the previous remark, that the

maiden arose and walked about
; she was no longer a little child. Bengel

appropriately observes :
" rediit ad statum aetati congruentem," "she re-

enters the state corresponding to her age." The circumstance that she was
justin the period of development (Paulus) is certainly in keeping with the

thought of an apparent death, but is alien to the connection. — Ver. 43.

dieoTEilaro] He gave them urgently (ttoaIu) injunction, command. See on
Matt. xvi. 20.

—

avrolg] those brought in at ver. 40. -»«] the purpose of

the (Ufa-el?,, nolla. Comp. Matt. xvi. 20 ; Mark vii, 36, ix. 9. — yvti
1

] tovto:

namely, this course of the matter. The prohibition itself, as only the three

disciples and the child's parents were present (ver. 40), has in it nothing
unsuitable, any more than at i. 44, vii, 36, viii. 26. When Jesus heals pub-
licly in presence of the multitude there is not found even in Mark, except

in the cases of the expulsion of demons, i. 34, iii. 12, any prohibition of the

kind (ii. 11 f., iii. 5, v. 34, ix. 27, x. 52). Mark therefore ought not to

1 The subjunctive form yvol (like Sot, etc.), crept in by error of the transcribers from
which Lachmann and Tisohendorf have the language of common life. [But this form
(comp. ix. 30 ; Luke xix, 15), has important is accepted, here and in the other instances
codices in its favor (A B D L) and against it referred to, by nearly all recent critical

(including X), but it is unknown to the editors. Comp. Note XXV., p. 60.]

N. T. elsewhere, and has perhaps only
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have been subjected to the imputation of a tendency to make the sensation

produced by the healings of Jesus " appear altogether great and important"

(Kostlin, p. 317 ; comp. Baur, Marlcusevang . p. 54) by His design of wish-

ing to hinder it ; or of the endeavor to leave out of view the unsusceptible

mass of the people, and to bestow His attention solely on the susceptible

circle of the disciples (Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 135). In our history the

quickening to life again in itself could not, of course, be kept secret (see,

on the contrary, Matt. ix. 2G), but probably the more detailed circumstances

of the way of its accomplishment might. Jesus, although He was from the

outset certain of being the promised Messiah (in opposition to* Schenkel),

by such prohibitions did as much as on His part He could to oppose the

kindling of precipitate Messianic fanaticism and popular commotion. He
could not prevent their want of success in individual cases (i. 45, vii. 36) ;

but it is just the frequent occurrence of those prohibitions that gives so

sure attestation of their historical character in general. 1
It is quite as his-

torical and characteristic, that Jesus never forbade the propagation of His

teachings. With His Messiahship He was afraid of arousing a premature

sensation (viii. 30, ix. 9'
; Matt. xvi. 20, xvii. 9), such as His miraculous

healings were calculated in the most direct and hazardous way to excite

amongthe people.

—

,kcu dire 6o$ijvai k.t.X.] not for dietetic reasons, noryetin

order that the revival should not be regarded as only apparent (Theophylact,

Euthymius Zigabenus), but in order to prove that the child was delivered,

not only from death, but also from her sickness.

Notes by American Editor.

XXVIII. Yer. 10. ?fr> rift fcupac.

Over against Meyer's view of the relation of the three narratives respecting

the journey to Gadara, Weiss ed. Mey. holds that Matthew could not have fol-

lowed a briefer and more general tradition, " since he used only Mark and the

older source." In commenting on this verse he says it is " entirely false that

the demons feared they would be driven into hell, as Luke explains." This is

more explicit than Meyer's notion of a "remodelling in accordance with the

result," which Weiss omits in his edition.

"XXIX. Ver. 30. tj/v e£ avroi Sivafiiv k&Movoav.

The It. V. properly renders this phrase : "that the power proceeding from

Him had gone forth." So IJleek, Ewald, and others. The above rendering

has been greatly criticised, as regards its English form, but it accurately ex-

presses the sense. — Meyer's view of a disturbance of the tradition, etc., is purely

conjectural. The mention of an incident not named by another Evangelist

does not of necessity require the invention of such cumbrous theories of "later

origin." That Matthew here gives " the simpler tenor of the history " cannot

be proved.

1 Comp. Ewald, Jahrb. I. p. 117 f.
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XXX. Ver. 32. rf/v tovto Troujcacav.

Here Mark has the feminine, and also the article. Both are used " from
the standpoint of the already known fact." But Meyer means by this the fact

already known to the Evangelist. With equal reason the form of words may be

regarded as pointing to a fact already known to Jesus Himself. Such an ex-

planation ought not to be characterized as an arbitrary attempt to explain away
the ignorance of Jesus.

XXXI. Ver. 36. Tvapanovaag.

Meyer retains ivQiug, which is very poorly supported, and not found in any

of the authorities which have Trapanovaag. He uses the former to sustain his

view of the participle :
" He did not heed it for a moment," etc. The K. V.

also renders : "not heeding," but puts in the margin : "overhearing," which
gives the original sense of the word, though it is not so common in later use as

the former meaning. Weiss ed. Mey. defends the latter sense here.

XXXII. Ver. 37.

Luke viii. 51 may mean simply : "When he came to the house" (so B. V.),

and thus the apparent discrepancy disappears. That this is the meaning is in-

dicated by the remainder of the verse. The direct influence of Peter's testi-

mony best accounts for the character of Mark's narrative here.
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CHAPTER VI.

Ver. 1. Instead of y'/fjev, we must read with Tisch., following B C L A K,

ipxerai. ylrJev was introduced in accordance with the preceding e^/'/z/jev. —
Yer. 2. After abru (instead of which B C L A X,as before, read tovtu ; so Tisch.)

Elz. has bri, which Fritzsche defends. But the evidence on the other aide so

preponderates, that b-i must be regarded as an inserted connective addition,

instead of which C* D K, min. give Iva (and then yivuvrat), while B L A X have

changed yivovrai into ytv6fievat, which is only another attempt to help the con-

struction, although it is adopted (with al before did upon too weak evidence) by

Tisch. [Tisch. VIII. accepts the readings approved by Meyer ; but recent edi-

tors read ul before Swa/ieig, and yivd/j.evai at the close of the verse. Comp.

rendering of R. V.] — Ver. 3. 6 tektuvj The reading 6 tov tektovoc vloc (and

then merely ml Mapiag), although adopted by Fritzsche, is much too weakly at-

tested, and is from Matt. xiii. 35.
—

'Iwa?/] The form 'lua/jrog (Lachm. Tisch.

[recent editors]) has in its favor BDLA, min. vss. 'Iwo-?;<2> (K, 121, Aeth. Vulg.

codd. of the It.) is here too weakly attested, and is from Matt. xiii. 55. — [Ver.

4. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., read icai F/.eyEv (X B C D L A, 33, Copt.

Vulg.), and add avrov (B C* L Copt. Vulg.) after avyyevEvatv.'] — Ver. 9. The

liecepta, defended by Rinck, Fritzsche, is kvSvuaadat. But evdiarjade (so Griesb.

Scholz, Lachm. Tisch.) has decisive attestation ; it was altered on account of

the construction. — Ver. 11. boot dv~\ Tisch. has of uv totvoc (and afterwards

defyTai), following BLAN, min. Copt. Syr. p. (in the margin). A peculiar and

original reading, which became altered partly hj the omission of ru-nc (C*?

min.), partly by boot, in accordance with the parallels.—After avrolc Elz. Matth.

Fritzsche, Scholz, have : a/xf/v ?Jyu vfilv, uvekt6tepov eot<ii ~S,o66fiotc ?/ Toi/op'p'oic kv

rijiipq. Kpiaeug, rj Tijj nulsi 'ekeIvij, which is not found in B C D L A X, min. vss.

An addition in accordance with Matt. x. 15.-— Ver. 12. imjpv^av (Tisch.),

instead of the liecepta kKTjpvooov, is still more strongly attested than ^erai

(Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors]). The former is to be adopted from B C D L
A X ; the latter has in its favor B D L, but easily originated as a shorter form

from the liecepta fiETavoT/auai. — Ver. 14. klsyEv
-

] Fritzsche, Lachm. [W. and

Hort text, Weiss, R. V. marg.] have iXeyov only, following 1! D, 6, 271, Cant.

Ver. Vero. Mart. Corb. Aug. Beda (D has ehiyooav). An alteration in accordance

with ver. 15 ; comp. ver. 16. — ek vekp. i/yipQt}] Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors,

R. V.] have kyqyeprcu ek veitp., following B D L A X, min.; but A K, min.

Theophyl. have hit venp. uvforrj. The latter is right ; annrrj became supplanted

by means of the parallel passages and ver. lf>. — Yer. 15. Si alter the first iJJ.ot

is wanting in Elz. Fritzsche, but is guaranteed by decisive evidence. Decisive

evidence condemns the /} read before (jrin Elz. pnd Fritzsche. —Ver. 1G. ovrdc

in-riv, airbg /)>.] 1! 1) L A, min. Vulg. Cant. Colb. Corb. Germ. 1, 2. Mm. Or.

have merely ovror rjy. So Griesb. Fritzsche, Scholz, Tiseh. [recent editors,

R. V.] (Lachm. has bracketed ear. air.). Certainly the Becepta might have

arisen out of Matt. xiv. 2. But, if merely ovror ;};. . were original, it would not
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be at all easy to see why it should have been altered and added to. On the

other hand, the transcribers might easily pass over from ovTOI, at once to

avTOl. Therefore the Eecepia is to be maintained, and to be regarded as made
use of by Matthew. — ek. venpuv] is, in accordance with Tisch., to be deleted as

an addition, since in B L A X, vss. it is altogether wanting ; in D it stands

before yy.; and in C, Or. it is exchanged for a-b r. reap.— Ver. 17. The article

before (pv?iuKrj is deleted, in accordance with decisive evidence.—Ver. 19. f/JeAe i]

Lachm. has k&jrei, although only following C* Cant. Ver. Verc. Vind. Colb. An
interpretation. — [Ver. 20. ACD A, and most read kirolei ; but X B L, Copt,

have 7/Kopci, accepted by recent editors, B. V. text. The critical note in the

original confuses this variation with a similar one in ver. 21.]—Ver. 21. ettoiei]

B C D L A X, min. have enoiyaev. So Lachm. [Tisch. and recent editors].-—Ver.

22. airyg] B D L A X, min. [W. and Hort, It. V. marg.] have avrov. A wrong

emendation. [See Note XXXVIII., p. 83.] — nal aptado.] B C* L A X have ypeatv.

So Lachm. and Tisch., the latter then, upon like attestation, having 6 6e ftac.

elnev (Lachm., following A, has elne 6e 6 Baa.). Kightly ; the Recepta is a me-

chanical continuation of the participles, which was then followed by the

omission of de (Elz. has : elnev 6 3ac). — Ver. 24. alryaopai] alrqoup.ai is deci-

sively attested ; commended by Griesb., and adopted by Fritzsche, Lachm. and

Tisch. — Ver. 30. izdvra /cat] This nai has evidence so considerable against it

that it is condemned by Griesb. and deleted by Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch.

[Treg., W. and Hort, B. V.]. But how easily might the quite superfluous and

even disturbing word corue to be passed over!— Ver. 33. After iirdyovrag "Elz.

has ol 6x2.01, in opposition to decisive evidence ; taken from Matt, and Luke.

—After eneyvuaav (for which Lachm., following B* D, reads eyvuaav) Elz.

Scholz have avrov, which is not found in B D, min. Arm. Perss. Vulg. It., while

AKLMUAH, min., vss. have avrovg. So Tisch. But avrov and avrovg are ad-

ditions by way of gloss. [Eecent editors, B. V., agree with Lachmann.] — end]

Elz. Scholz have : e/ceZ, ml nporfhhov avrovg nal cvvy/dtov npbg avrov. Griesb. :

nal fjXdov e/cet. Fritzsche : e xei nal f/Wov npbg avrov. Lachm. Tisch. : enel nal

irporjMov avrovg. So, too, Binck, Lucubr. aril, p. 298. The latter reading (B L
X) is to be regarded as the original one, and the variations are to be derived

from the fact that npoayhBov was written instead of npoij/Jjov. Thus arose the

corruption nal TrpoayABov avrovg (so still L, min.). This corruption was then

subiected to very various glosses, namely, nal wpoafjWov irpbg avrovg (220, 225,

Arr.), Kal rrpoar/A.0ov avrolg (A), nal cvvrf/Jjov avrov (D, Ver.), /cat awedpapov irpbg

avrov (A), nal cvvtjaBov irpbg avrov (Elz.), al.; which glosses partly supplanted the

original Kal irpoffAdov avrovg (D, min. vss.), partly appeared by its side with or

without restoration of the genuine irpo/j/Jjov. The reading of Griesb. has far

too little attestation, and leaves the origin of the variations inexplicable. For
the reading of Fritzsche there is no attestation ; it is to be put on the footing

of a cbnjecture. — Ver. 34. After elSev Elz. and Scholz have 6 'lyoovg, which in

witnesses deserving of consideration is either wanting or differently placed.

An addition. — kir' avrolg'] Lachm. and Tisch. have eir' avrovg, following impor-

tant witnesses ; the Recepta is from Matt. xiv. 14 (where it is the original read-

ing). — Ver. 36. aprovg- rl yup (payuaiv ovk exovaiv] B L A, min. Copt. Cant. Verc.

Corb. Vind. have merely ri (pdyucnv, which Griesb. approves and Tisch. reads.

D has merely rt dayelv, which Fritzsche reads, adding, however, without any

evidence : ov yup exovocv. Lachm. has [aprovg-] ri [yap] ipdyuacv [ovk exovoiv].
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The reading of Griesb. is to be preferred ; dprovr was written in the margin as

a gloss, and adopted into the text. Thus arose uprovq, tl tpayuoiv (cornp. X :

llpu/iura ti cpayuaiv, Vulg. :
" cibos, quos manducent"). This was then filled up

from viii. 2, Matt. xv. 32, in the way in which the Becepta has it. The reading

of D (merely n <payeiv) would be preferable, if it were better attested. — Ver. 37.

rftiuev] Lachm. has Suoouev, following A B [marked doubtful by Meyer, but it has

the future] L A Go, It. Yulg. [so recent editors]. Comp. D N, min., which have

Auoupev. The future is original ; not being understood, it was changed into

(Mijiev, and mechanically into duaupev (Tisch. ). — Ver. 38. nai before Uhre is

wanting in B D L X, min. vss., and is an addition which Griesb. has con-

demned, Lachm. has bracketed, and Tisch. has deleted. — Ver. 39. dvau?J vcu]

Lachm. has avan?Li6i/vat [so W. and Hort, R. V.], not sufficiently attested ; from

Matt. xiv. 19. — Ver. 40. Instead of avu, Lachm. and Tisch. have /card both

times, in accordance with B D it, Copt. Rightly ; hvd is from Liike ix. 14. —
Ver. 44. Elz. has after dprovQ : uasi, in opposition to decisive evidence. — Ver.

45. in:i)lvcri~\ Lachm. and Tisch. have dnoAvei, following BDL AK1. The
Recepta is from Matt. xiv. 22. —Ver. 48. eZJo>] BDLA8, min. Vulg. It. Copt.

have u]6v. So Lachm. and Tisch., omitting the subsequent Kai before -tp'i.

Rightly ; the participle was changed into eiAev, because the parenthetic nature

of the following t/v yap . . . airolg was not observed.— Ver. 51. ml eBav/ia^ov'] is

wanting, it is true, in B L A X, min. Copt. Vulg. Vind. Colb. Rd , and is con-

demned by Griesb., bracketed by Lachm., cancelled by Tisch.; but after t^icr-

ravTo it was, as the weaker expression, more easily passed over than added.

[Rejected by recent editors, R. V.] — Ver. 52. The order avruv y icaptf. is, with

Scholz, Lachm. Tisch., to be preferred on far preponderating evidence. [Ver.

53. See Note XLL, p. 84.]—Ver. 54. After avrdv Lachm. has bracketed nl avSpeg

rob towov eke'ivov, which A G A, min. vss. read ; from Matt. xiv. 35. —Ver. 55.

[Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with SBLA, 33, Copt, read Ktpiidpa/iov . . . x^puv

and ad). ?//^.] — £/«£] is not found in B L A X, 102, Copt. Vulg. Vind. Brix. Colb.

Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.]. Passed over as super-

fluous. — Ver. 56. tjtt-tovto'] Lachm. reads jjijiavTO, following BDLA X, min.

Matt. xiv. 3fi. [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., accept the aorist.]

Vv. 1-6. Sec on Matt. xiii. 54-5S, who follows Mark with slight abbrevi-

ations and unessential changes. As respects the question of position, some

advocates of the priority of Matthew have attributed to Mark an unthink-

ing mechanism (Saunier), others a very artistic grouping (Hilgenfeld, who
holds that the insusceptibility of the people was here to lie represented as

attaining its climax ). — The narrative itself is not to be identified with that

of Luke iv. Hi IT. See on Matt. — /:-/..; ih v hi <' n '] from the house of Jairus.

Matthew has an entirely different historical connection, based. on a distinct

tradition, in which he may have furnished the more correct rdi-ig. — fypgaro]

for the first emergence and its result are meant to bo narrated. — After elim-

ination of '"7i, the words from jrd&ev to avr$ are to be taken together as an

interrogative sentence, and nal dw&fieig on to yivovrai forms again a separate

question of astonishment. [See Note XXXHL, p. 82.]

—

dw&petg tou

presupposes thai they have heard of the miracles thai Jesus had done (in

Capernaum and elsewhere); these they now 1 ring into association with His

teaching. — dta tuv yo>. abrov] that is, by laying on of His hands, by taking
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hold of touching, and the like ; ver. 5. Comp. Acts v. 12, xix. 11. — Ver.

3. 6 TenTiov] According to the custom of the nation and of the Rabbins, 1

Jesus Himself had learned a handicraft. Comp. Justin, c. Tryph. 88,

p. 316, where it is related that He made 2 ploughs and yokes ; Origen, e.

Gelsum, vi. 4. 3, where Celsus ridicules the custom ; Theodoret, H. E.

iii. 23 ; Bhang, infant. 38 ; and see generally, Thilo, ad Cod. Apocr.

I. p. 368 f. The circumstance that Mark has not written 6 tov tektovoc

vl6g, as in Matt. xiii. 55, is alleged by Hilgenfeld, Emng. p. 135 ("Mark

tolerates not the paternity of Joseph even in the mouth of the Naza-

renes"), Baur, Marhusevangel. p. 138, and Bleek, to point to the view

of the divine procreation of Jesus. As though Mark would not have

had opportunity and skill enough to bring forward this view otherwise

with clearness and definitely ! The expression of Matthew is not even

to be explained from an offence taken at tektuv (Holtzmann. Weizsiicker),

but simply bears the character of the reflection, that along with the mother

the father also would have been mentioned. And certainly it is singular,

considering the completeness of the specification of the members of the fam-

ilies, that Joseph is not also designated. That he was already dead, is the

usual but not certain assumption (see on John vi. 42). In any case, how-

ever, he has at an early date fallen into the background in the evangelical

tradition, and in fact disappeared : and the narrative of Mark, in so far as

he names only the mother, is a reflection of this state of things according to

the customary appellation among the people, without any special design.

Hence there is no sufficient reason for supposing that in the primitive-Mark

the words ran: 6 tektuv, 6 vlbg 'lucr/Q (Holtzmann). — 'Iwcny] Matthew, by

way of correction, has 'Iwcr/ygi. See on Matt. xiii. 55. [On the form, see

critical note.] The brother of James of Alphaeus was called Joses. See on

Matt, xxvii. 56 ; Mark xv. 40. — Ver. 4. The generic npocp^rrig is not to be

misapplied (so Schenkel) to make good the opinion that Jesus had not yet

regarded Himself as the Messiah. — ml kv rolg avyy. k.t.X. s
]
graphic fulness

of detail ; native town, kinsfolk, house, proceeding from the wider to the

narrower circle : not a glance back at iii. 20 (Baur, p. 23). — Ver. 5. oi'ic

yfibvaro] neither means noluit, "would not" (Verc. Vind. Brix. Germ. 2),

nor is i/6vv superfluous ; but see on Matt. xiii. 58. Theophylact says well : ovx

ore avrbg aad-evi/g ?;v, aTiV otl eke'lvol aiuGTOL fjaav, "not because he was weak,

1 Lightfoot, p. 616: Schoettgen, II. 21 ; John vii. 5. —We may add that, accord-

p. 898; Gfrorer in the Tub. Zeilschr. 1S38, ing to the opinion of Baur, Mark here,

p. 166 ff. with his 6 t<=ktu>v, " stands quite on the

- Whether exactly " with an ideal moan- boundary line between the canonical and
ing," so that they became symbols under the apocryphal " (Markuseimno. p. 47).

His hand, as Lange, L. J. II. p. 154, thinks, 3 The form (rvyyeveiia-i., which, though er-

may be fitly left to the fancy which is fond roneous, had been in use, is here recom-

of inventing such things. No less fanciful mended by Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 22 [E. T.

is Lange's strange idea that the brothers of 25]; and it is so adequately attested by B
Jesus (in whom, however, he sees sons of D** E F G, al. (in X* the words k. i. t. o-vyy.

his brother Alphaeus adopted by Joseph) are wanting) that it is, with Teschendorf

would hardly have allowed Him to work [Treg., W. and Hort], to be adopted. In

much, because they saw in Him the glory Luke ii. 44 the attestation is much weaker,

of Israel ! Comp., on the other hand, iii. Mark has not further used the word.
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but because they were unbelieving."— Ver. G. did, -yv amor, nbruv] on account

of their unbelief. Am is never thus used with dav/ia&iv in the N. T. (not

even in John vii. 21) and in the LXX. But the unbelief is conceived not

as the object, 1 nit as the cause of the wondering. 1 Jesus Himself had not

expected such a degree of insusceptibility in His native town. Only a few

among the sick themselves (ver. 5) met Him with the necessary condition

of faith.

—

ml •xepiriyt u.r.7..\ seeking in the country a better field for His

ministry. — kvk/a.)] as iii. 34, belonging to nepajye.

Vv. 7-13. Comp. Matt. x. 1-14 ; Luke ix. 1-6. Mark here adopts, with

abridgment and sifting, from the collection of Logia wdiat was essentially

relevant to his purpose ; Luke follows him, not without obliteration and

generalizing of individual traits. — qpZaro] He now began that sending forth,

to which they were destined in virtue of their calling ; its continuance was

their whole future calling, from the standpoint of which Mark wrote his

•qp^aro — dim 6vo] Mnos, in pairs. Ecclus. xxxvi. 25. A Hebraism ; "Winer,

p. 223 [E. T. 312]. The Greek says aard, avd, etc tibo, or even awSbo.'

Wherefore in pairs ? " Ad plenam testimonii fidem," "for full trustwor-

thiness of testimony, 1
' Grotius. Comp. Luke vii. 19, ix. 1. — Ver. 8. alpaaiv]

should take up, in order to carry it with them, 1 Mace. iv. 30. —

i

fiovov] The variation in Matthew and Luke betokens the introduction of ex-

aggeration, 8 but not a misunderstanding of the clear words (Weiss). [See

Note XXXIV., p. 82seq.] There is an attempt at a mingling of interpretations

at variance with the words in Ebrard, p. 382 ; Lange. L. J. II. 2, p. 712.

It ultimately comes to this, that ei ///} />. ft. is intended to mean : at most a

staff. Even Bleek has recourse to the unfounded refinement, that the stall

in Mark is meant only for support, not as a weapon of defence. — Ver. 9. <//>.'

vko6e6eu. aavdal. j There is no difference from pi/de virodq/iara, Matt. x. 10,

not even a correction of this expression (Bleek, comp. Holtzmann). See on

Matt. I.e. The meaning is, that they should lie satisfied with the simple

light foot-covering of sandals, in contrast with the proper calceus (im66i}fia

i, which had upper leather, and the use of which was deri\ ed from the

Phoenicians and Babylonians (Leyrer in Herzog's EncyJcil. VII. p. 729).

Comp. Acts xii. 8. The construction is anacoluthic, as though irapij;

avro'u ':/ had been previously said. Then the discourse changes

again, going over from the obliqua into the directa (ivSvoiicr&e).
4 A lively

non-periodic mode of representing the matter ;
comp. Buttmann, mat. Or.

p. 830
|
K. T. 384 f.

|

— Ver. 10. nai />.•;. aiir.] a new portion of the direc-

tions given on thai occasion. Com]), on iv. 13. — e/t«] in this house: but

eKEidtv : from this r6irog (see the critical remarks). — Vcn 11, eh irapripiov

ai/Totg] which is to serve themfor <> testimony, namely, of that which the shak-

ing olT of the dust expresses, iliut they are placed on afooting of equality with

luatlit /in. Comp. on Matt. x. 11. — Ver. 1",' f. Iva] the aim of the j'/v/y/Jt'fav.

» Comp. .\>'i. V. H. sll. 6, xlv. 86: avrbv (lie "reasoning" Mark had modeled the

davudiopfv Sia 7<i <"p>a. expression. Comp. Holtzmann and Hil-

1 Srr \ alckenaer, ad ll. rod. p. 81 l ; Beln- genfeld.

dorf, ad Plat. Parm, p 89 'See Kubner, ll. p. 698 i\. and ad Zen.
3 Inverting the matter, Baur holds that Mm. i. i. 15, 111. 6. 14, iv. i. ">.
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— yXei(j>ov Haiu] The anointing wit7i oil (the mention of which in this place is

held by Baur, on account of Jas. v. 14, to betray a later date) was very fre-

quently applied medically in the case of external and internal ailments. 1

But the assumption that the apostles had healed by the natural virtue of the

oil (Paulus, Weisse), is at variance with the context, which narrates their

miraculous action. Nevertheless, it is also wholly unwarranted to regard the

application of the oil in this case merely as a symbol ; either of the working

of miracles for the purpose of awakening faith (Beza, Fritzsche, comp.

Weizsacker), or of the bodily and spiritual refreshment (Euthymius Zigabe-

nus), or of the divine compassion (Theophylact, Calvin), or to find in it

merely an arousing of the attention (Russwurm in the Stud. u. Krit. 1830,

p. 866), or, yet again, a later magical mingling of the supernatural and the

natural (de Wette). In opposition to the latter view the pertinent remark

of Euthymius Zigabenus holds good : eIkoc 6e, nai tovto Tzapa tov avpiov 6i6a-

X&ijvai rove u-ogtu'Aovc, "But it is likely that the apostles were taught this

also by the Lord." Comp. Jas. v. 14. The anointing is rather, as is also the

application of spittle on the part of Jesus Himself (vii. 33, viii. 23 ; John ix.

6), to be looked upon as a conductor of the supernatural healing power, anal-

ogous to the laying on of hands in ver. 5, so that the faith was the causa

apprehendens, the miraculous power the causa efficient, and the oil was the

medians, therefore without independent power of healing, and not even nec-

essary, where the way of immediate operation was, probably in accordance

with the susceptibility of the persons concerned, adopted by the Healer, as

Jesus also heals the blind man of Jericho without any application of spittle,

x. 46 f. The passage before us has nothing to do with the unctio extrema (in

opposition to Maldonatus and many others), although Bisping still thinks

that he discovers here at least a type thereof.

Vv. 14-16. See on Matt. xiv. 1, 2. Comp. Luke ix. 7-9. Mark bears the

impress of the original in his circumstantiality and want of polish in form.

— 6 fiaai/ievo] in the wider sense adiacpopuc XP&,UEV0C T(
t
} bvouart,

'

' using the

name indifferently" (Theophylact) : tit e prince (comp. the apxw (iacilevc of

the Athenians, and the like), a more popular but less accurate term than in

Matthew and Luke : 6 rtrpapxm- Comp. Matt. ii. 22.

—

tyavepbv yap eyiv. r.

6v. avrov] is not to be put in a parenthesis, since it does not interrupt the

construction, but assigns the reason for the quovcev, after which the narrative

proceeds with sat D^yev. — As object to jjkovoev (generalized in Matthew and

Luke) we cannot, without arbitrariness, think of aught but the contents of

vv. 12, 13. Comp. aKovoai; ver. 16. Antipas heard that the disciples of

Jesus preached and did such miracles. Then comes the explanation as-

signing the reason for this : for His name became known, i. e. , for it did not

remain a secret, that these itinerant teachers and miracle-workers were work-

ing as empowered by Jesus. Comp. also Holtzmann, p. 83. According to

Grotius, Griesbach, and Paulus (also Rettig in the Stud. u. Krit. 1838,

p. 797), the object of tjkovcev is : to bvo/xa avrov, so that <j>av. y. eyiv. would be

parenthetic. This is at variance with the simple style of the evangelist.

1 See Lightfoot, p. 304, CI 7 ; Schoettgen, I. p. 1033 ; Wutstein in loc.
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According to de "VVette, Mark has been led by the alleged parenthesis davepbv

. . . avrov to forget the object, so that merely something indefinite, perhaps

raiira, would have to be supplied. But what carelessness ! and still the

question remains, to what the raiira applies. Ewald (comp. Bengel) takes

onvepbv . . . Trpotpqrav as a parenthesis, which was intended to explain /chat

Herod heard, and holds that in ver. 1G the f/Kovaev of ver. 14 is again taken

up (that instead of efayev in ver. 14 iXeyov is to be read, which Ililgenfeld

also prefers ;
sec the critical remarks). But the explanation thus resorted

to is not in keeping with the simple style of the evangelist elsewhere (in

the case of Paul it would create no difficulty). — 6 ^airri^uv] substantival

(see on Matt. ii. 20). Observe with what delicacy the set evangelic expres-

sion 6 fia-TiorijQ is not put into the mouth of Antipas ; he speaks from a

more extraneous standpoint. [See Note XXXV., p. 83.] Moreover, it is

clear from our passage that before the death of John he can have had no

knowledge of Jesus and His working. — 6ia rovro] wpdrepov yap 6 'Iwavvqg

ovdev aTjfielov i-ohjoev' arrb rfe rfjg dvaaracrsug kvouioev u 'llptoth/g 7rpoa/.aj3e'tv avrbv

ruv crjueiuv ttjv epydaiav, "For John had previously wrought no miracle ; but

from his resurrection Herod supposed he had obtained the working of mira-

cles," Theophylact.

—

al fiwdpeic] the powers /car' ki-oxf?v, i.e., the miraculous

powers, the effluence of which he saw now also in the working of the disci-

ples. — Ver. 15. The difference between these assertions is that some gave

Him out to be the Elijah, and so to be the prophet who was of an alto-

gether special and distinguished character and destination; but others said :

Heis a prophet like one of the prophets, i.e. (comp. Judg. xvi. 7, 11), a usual, or-

dinary prophet, one out of the category of prophets in general, not quite the

exceptional and exalted prophet Elijah. Comp. Ewald, p. 258 f. The inter-

polation of /, before ug could only be occasioned by the expression not being

understood. 1— Ver. 1G. huovcag] namely, these different judgments. Mark
now relates the more special occasion of the utterance of Herod.

—

bv . . .

'luavvriv] a familiar form of attraction. See Winer, p. 148 [E. T. 1G4].

—

iy(')] has the stress of an evil conscience. Mockery (Weizsacker) is, in

accordance with ver. 14 f., not to be thought of.

—

ovrog] anaphorically

with emphasis (Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 19) : this is he.

—

avrdg] the

emphatic He, precisely he, for designation of the identity. Observe the

urgent expr< ssion of certainly, which the terror-stricken man gives to his

conception : Thisoneii is: Zfeis risen ! [See Note XXXVL, p. 83.]

Vv. 17 '29. See on Malt. \iv. 8-12. Mark narrates more circumstan-

tially' and with more peculiar originality; see especially ver. 20, the

contents of which, indeed, are held by Baur to rest on a deduction

from Matt. xiv. 9. — avrdg] is a commentary upon the fry& of ver.

1 Thn Recepta i'm. npo<)>. e'crnV, rj cus cU Tu»' necessitate tin' supposition of a confusion

7rpoi/>. would have to be explained : /" is a as to the name on the part of Mark (Ewald,

•prophet, <»• 'at. lrasti like to one of the Otsch. C/tr. p. 61). Only we may not under*

prophets, stand Philip the tetrarch, but a half-brother
2 Mentioning even the name of I'hilip. of his, bearing a similar name. Sec (iii

Josephus, Anil, xviii. 5.4, names him by Matt. xiv.
.

'3.

the family name Herodes, which does nol
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16. Herod himself, namely, etc.

—

h tyiO.aiai] in a prison, without the

article. At ver. 28, on the other hand, with the article.
1— Vv. 10.

20. The -Qileiv avrbv arroKTelvai is here, in variation from Matthew,

denied in the case of Herod. It is not merely an apparent variation

(Ebrard, p. 384 ; Lange), but a real one, wherein Mark's narrative

betrays a later shape of the tradition (in opposition to Schneckenburger.

erst. Jean. Ee. p. 86 f.) ; while with Matthew Josephus also, Antt. xviii. 5.

2, attributes to Herod the intention of putting to death. [See Note XXXVII.,

p. 83.] Comp. Strauss, I. p. 396 f. As to helx^v (she gave close heed to him),

see on Luke xi. 53. — icpofiel-o] hefeared him ; he was afraid that this holy

man, if he suffered him to be put to death, would bring misfortune upon

him. From this fear arose also the utterance contained in vv. 14, 16 :

" Herodem non timuit Johannes," "John did not fear Herod," Bengel. —
ovveTTjpet] not : magni eum faciebat, "made much of him" (Erasmus, Grotius,

Fritzsche, de Wette), which the word does not mean, but he guarded hint,'
2

i.e., he did not abandon him, but took care that no harm happened to him :

" custodiebat eum," Vulg. Comp. Jansen, Hammond, Bengel, who perti-

nently adds by way of explanation: "eontra Herodiadem," " against Hero-

dias ;
" and also Bleek. According to Ewald, it is :

" he gave heed to Mm."
Comp. Ecclus. iv. 20, xxvii. 12. But this thought is contained already in

what precedes and in what follows. The compound strengthens the idea

of the simple verb, designating its action as entire and undivided. — <kof-

ca{\ when he had heard him. Observe afterwards the emphasis of ?'jo*i-ur

(and gladly he heard him).— izoTila e-oiei] namely, which he had heard from

John. Very characteristic is the reading : jr. niropci, which has the strong-

est internal probability of being genuine, although only attested by B L K,

Copt. 3— We may add that all the imperfects apply to the time of the im-

prisonment, and are not to be taken as pluperfects (Grotius, Bolten). The

TjKove took place when Herod was actually present (as was now the case
;

see on Matt. xiv. 10 f.) in Machaerus ; it is possible also that he had him

sent for now and then to his seat at Tiberias. But in any case the expres-

sions of Mark point to a longer period of imprisonment than Wieseler,

p. 297, assumes.—Ver. 21. fjfikpac. evuaipov] ebuaipoc, in reference to time, means

nothing else than at the right time, hence : a rightly-timed, fitting, appropri-

ate day.* Mark makes use of this predicate, having before his mind

the purpose of Herodias, ver. 19, which hitherto had not been able

to find any fitting point of time for its execution on account of the

tetrarch's relation to John. 6 Grotius well says: " opportuna insidiatrici,

.
1 Comp. 1 Mace. ix. 53 ; Thuc. iii. 34; Plut. and so closely touched him. On iiropc'iv n

Mor. p. 102 B ; Plat. Leg. ix. 8G4 E : ev as equivalent to nepi tu<os, see Kriiger on

Stjuoo-io) Sf^i? Sefoi's. Thuc. v. 40. 3 ; Heindorf, ad Plat. Crat.

2 Matt. ix. 17 ; Luke v. 38 ; Tob. iii. 15 ; 2 p. 409 D.

Mace. xii. 42; Polyb. iv. 60. 10 ; Herodian, 4 Beza, Grotius, Jansen, Fritzsche, de

ii. l. 11. Wette, Ewald, Bleek, and many others.

3 Comp. Buttmann in the Stud. u. Krit. Comp. Heb. iv. 1G ; Ps. civ. 27 ; 2 Mace. xiv.

1860, p. 349. It is to be explained : he was 29 ; Soph. 0. C. 32 ; Herodian, i. 4. 7, i. 9.

perplexed about many things ; what he 15, v. 8. 16 ; and see Plat. Def. p. 413 C.

heard from John was so heart-searching B The appropriateness of the day is then
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quae vino, amorc ct arlulatorum conspirations facile sperabat impelli

posse nutantem mariti animum," "opportune for the insidious woman,
who hoped through wine, lust, and the concurrence of sycophants

to be able easily to overcome the wavering mind of her husband."

Others (Hammond, "Wolf, Paulus, Euinoel) have explained it contrary

to linguistic usage as: dies festivus (3i£3 DV). At the most, according

to a later use of evxaipsiv (Phrynich. p. 125 ; comp. below, ver. 31), fyipa

EVKaipog might mean : a day, on which one has convenient lime, i.e., a leiswre

day, 1 which, however, in the connection would be inappropriate, and very

different from the idea of a dies festivus. — On (teyioTaveg, magnates, a word
in current use from the Macedonian period. 2— nal rolg npirroiq ~yg Ta?..] The
first two were the chief men of the civil and military service of the tetrarch.

Moreover, the principal men of Galilee, people who were not in bis service

("status provinciales," "provincial estates," Bengel), were called in.

—

Ver. 22. av-f/g ttjq 'Hpod.] of Ilerodias herself. The king was to be capti-

vated with all the greater certainty by Herodias' own daughter; another

dancer would nol have made the same impression upon him. [See Note
XXXVIII., p. 83.] — Ver. 23. tug y/ticovg k.t./..] in accordance with Esth.

v. 3. See in general, Koster, Erlliut. p. 194. It is thus that the unprinci-

pled man, carried away by feeling, promises. The contracted form of the

genitive belongs to the later manner of writing. Lobeck, ad Phryn.

p. 347. The article was not requisite. Heindorf, ad Phaed. p. 176. — Ver.

25. Observe the pertness of the wanton damsel. As to &£%u Iva (x. 35 : I
will that thou shouldst, etc.), see on Luke vi. 31. — Ver. 26. Kep'J.viTog'] on

account of what was observed at ver. 20.

—

tiia rolg bpnovg k. t. owavaK.]

emphatically put first, as the determining motive.

—

avTqv a&eTJjaat] earn

repudiate. Examples of a&erelv, referred to persons (comp. Ileliod. vii. 26:

rig bpKovg a&erovfiai), may be seen in Kypke, I. p. 107 f. The use of the

word in general belongs to the later Greek. Frequent in Polybius. — Ver.

27. oireKovMrupa] a watcher, i.e., one of his body-guard. On them also

devolved the execution of capital punishment. 8 The Latin word (not

spiculator, from their being armed with the spiculum, as Beza and many
hold) is also adopted into the Hebrew "no^paD.-4 The spelling ctkbkov-

Tidropa (Lachm. Tisch.) lias decisive attestation.

Vv. 30 II. See on Matt. xiv. 13-21. Comp. Luke ix. 10 17. The latter,

but not Matthew, follows Mark also in connecting it with what goes before;

.Matthew in dealing with it abridges very much, -till more than Luke. On
the connection of the narrative in Matthew, which altogether deviates from

Mark, see on Matt. xiv. 18. Mark has tilled up the gap, which presented

itself in the continuity of the history by the absence of the disciples who
were sent forth, with the episode of the death of John, and now makes the

stated in detail by ; t. 'iip^? K .r.\. Hence p. is.1

; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. i!»T.

[do not deem 11 fitting to write, with Laoh- a Seneca, </< Ira, i. 16, bene/, iii. 85, <iL;

mann (comp. bl Prdk gom. p. xlilt.), 8, t«. WetBtelnii

'Comp. (vKcu'put <x et ". to be at leisure, « see Llghtfoot and Sohoettgen, also Box*

Polyb. v. 26, in. hi., tvicaipia, leisure. torf, Lex. I'dlin. p. 151)3.

2 Sec Kypke, i. p. 1G7; Sturz, Dial. Mac.
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disciples return, for whom, after the performance and report of their work,

Jesus has contemplated some rest in privacy, but is hampered as to this by

the thronging crowd.

—

andrnvloi] only used here in Mark, but "aptahuic

loco appellatio," "an apt appellation for this passage," Bengel. — awdyovrai]

returning from their mission, ver. 7. — nav-a] What? is told by the follow-

ing Kai . . . km : as well . . . as also.
—

"Ver. 31. v/ueig avroi] vos ipsi,
1 yefor

yourselves, ye for your own persons, without the attendance of the people.

Comp. on Horn. vii. 25. See the following vcav yap k.t.X. — ml ovSe Qayclv]

Co~<p. ii. 2, iii. 20. — Ver. 33. And many saw them depart and pcrceired- it,

namely, what was the object in this indyeiv, whither the indyovreg wished

to go (vv. 31, 32), so that thereby the intention of remaining alone was

thwarted, -o'/./ni is the subject of both verbs.— ire£y] emphatically prefixed.

They came partly round the lake, partly from its sides, by hind. — kicei]

namely, to the eprjpog rdwog, whither Jesus with the disciples directed His

course.

—

nporj'h&ov avrovg] they anticipated them. Comp. Luke xxii. 47.

Not so used among the Greeks, with whom, nevertheless, o&dvetv nvd

(Valck. ad Eur. Phoen. 982), and even irpo&elv nvd (Ael. N. A. vii. 26
;

Oppian. Hal. iv. 431) is analogously used. — Ver. 34. i^eM6v] not as in

Matt. xiv. 14, but from the ship, as is required by the previous nrpofjh&ov avrotog.

In ver. 32 there was not as yet reported the arrival at the retired place, but

the direction of the course thither. — fjpl-aTo] His sympathy outweighed the

intention, under which He had repaired with the disciples to this place,

and He began to teach. — Ver. 35 ff. ical fjdr) upag tzoXK. yevo/i.] and when much,

of the day-time had already passed (comp. subsequently : rcu ijSjj upa nolArj),

that is, when the day-time was already far advanced, rrjg upag kyfosTO bfi,

Dem. 541 pen. tloTiig, according to very freqticnt usage, applied to time. 2 —
/Jyovcnv] more exactly in John vi. 7. — dr/vap. dtanog.] Comp. John vi. 7, by

whom this trait of the history, passed over by Matthew and Luke, not a

mere addition of Mark (Blcek, Hilgenfeld) is confirmed. That the contents

of the treasure-chest consisted exactly of two hundred denarii (Grotius and

others) is not clear from the text. The disciples, on an approximate hasty

estimate, certainly much too small (amounting to about £7, 13s., and con-

sequently not quite one-third of a penny per man) specify a sum as that

which would be required. It is otherwise at John vi. 7. Moreover, the an-

swer of the disciples bears the stamp of a certain irritated surprise at the

suggestion 66re avroig k.t./L,—a giving, however, which was afterwards to

be realized, ver. 41.—With the reading ducrofiev, ver. 37 (see the critical re-

marks), the note of interrogation is to be placed, with Lachmann, after

aprovg, so that Kai is then the consecutive ; and so shall ice, etc. The reading

aTre'kd-ovTEc on to (payelv together without interrogation (Ewald, Tischendorf),

is less in keeping with the whole very vivid coloring, which in vv. 37-40

exhibits a very circumstantial graphic representation, but not a paraphrase

(Weiss).—Ver. 39 f. Gvpndaia <jvun6aia] Accusatives: after thefash ion ifa meal,

1 Stallb. ad Plat. Fhaed. p. 63 C ; Kiihncr, d^pi TroAArj? wpa<;
; Polyb. v. 8. 3; Joseph.

§630, A3. Antt. vlli. 4. 3.

2 Comp. Dion. Hal. ii. 54 : ejxax " 1
"

• • •
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so that the whole were (list rilmtcd into companies for the meal. The d 1st ribu-

//// designation, as also npaoial irpamai {areolatim, so that they were arranged

like beds in the garden), is a Hebraism, as at ver. 7. The individual divi-

sions consisted partly of a hundred, partly of fifty (not 150, Ileupel, Wet-
stein). — x^Pv] Mark depicts; it was spring (John vi. 4). — evMyqae] refers

to the prayer at a meal. It is otherwise in Luke. See on Matt. xiv. 19. —
Ver. 41. Kal t. 6vo Zj#.] also the two fishes. — {.{leprae Tract] namely, by means

of the apostles, as with the loaves. — Ver. 43. And tliey took up of frag-

ments twelve full baskets, in which, however, ulaopaTuv is emphatically pre-

fixed. Yet probably Mark wrote Kkaauara 6<jdeiia Kotpivuv Tr'/.r/pupara (so

Tischendorf), which, indeed, is only attested fully by B [so Treg. marg.,

W. and Hort, .Weiss, R. V.] and incompletely by L, A, min. (which read

KO(pivovc), as well as by K, which has Klaaparuv 666. mtpivuv irkijpufiara [Tisch.

VIII. ], but was very easily subjected to gloss and alteration from the five par-

allel passages. This reading is to be explained : and they took up asfrag-

ments fillings of twelve baskets, i.e., they took up in fragments twelve baskets

full. — ml (itlo r. hr#.] also of the fishes, that it might not be thought that the

Kkaauara had been merely fragments of bread. Fritzsche without probabil-

ity goes beyond the twelve baskets, and imports the idea :
" and further in

addition some remnants of the fishes," so that ri is supplied (so also Grotius

and Blcek).—Why ver. 44 should have been copied, not from Mark, but

from Matt. xiv. 21 (Iloltzmann), it is not easy to see.

—

tovc aprovq] These

had been the principal food (com p. ver. 52) ; to their number corresponded

also that of those who were satisfied.

Vv. 45-5G. Comp. on Matt. xiv. 22-3G. The latter abridges indeed, but

adds, probably from a tradition ' not known to Mark, the intervening scene

xiv. 28-31. The conclusion has remained peculiar to Mark. — f/vayicam

k.t.1] remaining behind alone, He could the more easily withdraw Himself

unobserved from the people. — rb nXolov] the ship, in which they had come.

Br/6aai6uv] The place on the western coast of the lake, in Galilee, is meant,

Matt. xi. 21. See ver. 53, viii. 22 ; John vi. 17. In opposition to Wieseler

and Lange, who understand the eastern Bethsaida, see on Matt. xiv. 22,

Remark. [See Note XL., p. 83.] As to the relation of this statemenl to

Luke ix. 10, see in loc. — airoMiei (see the critical remarks) is to be explained

from the peculiarity of the Creek in introducing in the direct mode of ex-

pression in oblique discourse, by which means the representation gains in

liveliness.- — u-nra^'ip. avroic] after lb In nl taken b it re of them (of the people),

an expression of later Greek. See Lobeck. ad Phryn. p. 24 : Wetstein in

loc. — Ver. 48. A point is to be placed, v\iih Lachmann and Tischendorf,

after daXdooqc, and then a colon after avroic : but /]: yap 6 ave/x. tvavr.

'According to Hilgenfeld, Mark pur- the later representation, which, however,
posely suppressed the incident under the is merely a farther embellishment not be-

Influence of a Petrine tendency, because longing to history. [See Note \\\i\.,

Peter had shown weakness <>i faith, in p. 88.]

this case tie would have been inconsistent * See Ktihner, n. p. 6M f., and ad .\\/i-

enongh in narratives sneli as at \ iii. 88. Anob. 1. 8. 14 ; Bernhardy, p. 889,

Weizsacker rightly recognizes in Matt. l.c.
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a parenthesis. When He had seen them in distress (Iduv, see the critical re-

marks), this induced Him about the fourth watch of the night to come to

them walking on the sea (not upon its shore). His purpose therein was to

help them (ver. 51) ; but the initiative in this matter was to come from the

side of the disciples ; therefore He wished to pass by before the ship, in

order to be observed by them (ver. 49). — nepl rerdpr. Qvlan.] The diffi-

culties suggested by the lateness of the time at which they were still sail-

ing, after having already biplag yevouh?jc reached the middle of the lake

(Strauss, B. Bauer), are quite explained by the violence of the contrary

wind. 1— irape/i'delv avrovg] The Vulgate rightly has : praeterire eos (Homi. 11.

viii. 239 ; Plat. Ale. i. 123 B), not : "to come over (the lake) to them, 1 '

Ewald (yet conip. his Oesch. Chr. p. 365). This is at variance with the

New Testament usage, although poets (as Eur. Med. 1137, 1275) join napep-

Xeodat., to come to any one, with the accusative ; moreover, after ipxerai

Trpoc avrovg the remark would be superfluous. It might mean : He wished

to overtake them, 2 but the primary and most usual meaning is quite appropri-

ate. — Ver. 51. ha Trepiaaov] is further strengthened by Xiav : very much above

all measure. 3— iv eavrolg] in their own hearts, without giving vent to their

feelings in utterances, as at iv. 14. — £dav/ua(ov] The imperfect denotes

(comp. Acts ii. 7) the continuance of the feeling after the first amazement.

—Ver. 52. yap] for they attained not to understanding in the matter of the

loaves (on occasion of that marvellous feeding with bread, ver. 41 ff.);

otherwise they would, by virtue of the insight acquired on occasion of that

work of Christ, have known how to judge correctly of the present new
miracle, in which the same divine power had operated through Him, 4 and they

would not have fallen into such boundless surprise and astonishment.

Bengel says correctly: " Debuerant a pane ad mare concludere," "They
ought to have concluded from bread to sea." De Wette unjustly describes

it as " an observation belonging to the craving for miracles ;" and Hilgenfeld

arbitrarily, as "a foil" to glorify the confession of Peter. — yv yap k.t.1.]

informs us of the internal reason of their not attaining insight in the matter

of the loaves ; their heart, i.e., the seat of their internal vital activity

(Beck, Seelenlehre, p. G7 ; Delitzsch, Psych, p. 248 ff.), was withal in a state

of hardening, wherein they were as to mind and disposition obtuse and in-

accessible to the higher knowledge and its practically determining influ-

ence. Comp. viii 7. — Ver. 53. dia-n-epda.
]
points back to ver. 45.

—

twl r.

yijv TevvTja.] not : into the country, but unto the country of Gennesareth
;

1 Comp. Ebrard, p. 392; Robinson, Pal. L.J.U. p. 287 f., for this .latter finds the
III. p. 527, 572. pith of the miracle in the complete divine

a Antevertere, see Horn. Od. viii. 230 ; equanimity of the mind of Jesus, and in

Sturz, Lex. Xen. III. p. 453 ; Ameis and respect of that even says :
" the dog falls

Nagelsbach on Horn. 11. i. 132. into the water and swims, but the man
3 Comp. kiav ayai/ (Meineke, Menand. falls into it and is drowned," namely, by

p. 152), and similar expressions (Lobeck, Pa- his alarm, instead of poising himself amidst
ralip. p. 62), also KCav /3e'ATio-Ta, Plat. Eryx. the waves in the triumphant equanimity of

p. 393 E. his mind. This is an extravagance of natu-
4 Mark therefore regarded tlie walking ralizing.

on the sea quite differently from Lange,

6
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for the landing (Tryjocup/i/ffi?.) and disembarking does notfollow till afterwards

[See Note XLL, p. 84. j —Ver. 55. KEpidpapovTeq] in order to fetch the sick.

— i/pga-a] belongs to the description of the quick result. Immediately they

knew Him, they ran round about and began, etc. — jrepupipeiv] is not inap-

propriate (Fritzsche), which would only be the case, if it were necessary to

suppose that the individual sick man had been carried about. But it is to

be understood summarily of the sick ; these were carried about—one hither,

another thither, wherever Jesus was at the time (comp. ver. 56).-—Hence
virov ?jkovov, uri ekeI icri cannot mean : from all the places, at which (birov) they

heard that He was there (in the region of Gennesareth), but both brrov and
iacl, although we may not blend them after the analogy of the Hebrew
DtSr-"lK?X into the simple ubi (Beza, Grotius, Wetstein, and many others)

must denote the (changing, sec ver. 5(5) abode of Jesus. They brought the

sick round about to the places at which they were told that lie was to be found
there. We may conceive that the people before going forth with their sick

first made inquiry in the surrounding places, whether Jesus is there.

Wherever on this inquiry they hear that He is present, thither they bring

the sick.—Ver. 56. etc k6/i. y wdfaic] therefore not merely limiting Himself

to the small district of Gennesareth, where He had landed. The following

iv rale ayopaic, however, is not in keeping with aypoc (country-places). A
want of precision, which has suggested the reading kv raic rr^aTeialc in D,

Vulg. It. The expression is zeugmatic. — kclv tov upaa-. k.t.2..] com]), v.

28. As to the mode of expression, see Acts v. 15 ; 2 Cor. xi. 1G. — boot av

y-x-TovTo] all ichosoever, in the several cases. Comp. above : birov av elasiro-

pevero.
1 [See Note XLIL, p. 84.]— kcu^ovro] analogously to the case of the

woman with an issue of blood, vv. 29, 30, yet not independent of the knowl-

edge and will of Jesus. And avrov refers to Jesus, no matter where they

touched Him.

Notes by American Editor.

XXXIII. Ver. 2 . at fivvafieig roiavrai . . . yivvfievai

;

The variations are very numerous. Meyer seems to retain avrit against the

strangely attested tovtu. The above reading is sustained by X* B 33, Copt.,

and in some details by other weighty authorities. It is accepted by Weiss ed.

Mey. The others have been derived from it (against Teschendorf). The It. V.

renders the latter part of the verse correctly : "What is the wisdom that is

given unto this man, and what mean such mighty works wrought by his hands?"

This differs from the punctuation of Meyer. The last clause is strictly an ex-

clamatory sentence.

XXXIV. Ver. 8. e) /a) p"a(36ov u6vov.

These words intimate the permission to tak« the staff usual in walking a long

distance. That the prohibition in Matthew and Lnke excludes this is by

no means so clear as to make it an instance of "exaggeration." The use

1 Ree Hermann, depart. «, p. 20 ff. ; Klutz, ad /> oar. p. 145; Buttmann, neut. Or. p. 186 f.

[E. T. 816].
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of el fiy in the N. T. is elliptical, and not strictly exceptive. The same

elliptical form occurs in Aramaean. " This saying of Jesus might therefore be

reproduced in Greek either in one way or the other. But in no case could

these opposite forms be explained on the hypothesis of a common written

Greek source" (Godet, Luke, p. 254, Am. ed.).

XXXV. Ver. 14. 6 ganrt&v.

The K. V. margin has : Greek, the Baptizer. In ver. 24 the same expression

occurs, but the margin of ver. 25 (R. V.)is a typographical error, made by the

printer after the R. V. had passed out of the hands of the American Committee.

Meyer's explanation of the use of the term is fanciful. In ver. 24 the daughter

of Herodias uses it, and in ver. 25 not.

XXXVI. Ver. 16. ovtoc ^yepBrj.

This briefer reading is decisively attested. Meyer's explanation must be

modified accordingly : "This one (emphatic ' he,' R. V.) is risen ;" so Weiss

ed. Mey.

XXXVII. Ver. 19. rfieTiev avrov anoKrelvai.

The account of Mark, with its more exact details, cannot be proven at variance

with that of Matthew. Meyer says it "betrays a later shape of the tradition ;

"

"Weiss ed. Mey. denies this, rightly finding in the expression of Matt. xiv. 9

("the king was grieved") the presupposition of the same state of things. To
admit a working over of the narrative is to deny the originality of one of

the most remarkable psychological pictures in the Gospel narratives. Nowhere

does the real Herod appear so clearly.

XXXVIII. Ver. 22. avrtjg ttjq HpwJtdJwf.

The reading avrov, which would give the sense: " his daughter Herodias "

(R. V. marg .), has good support, but is probably a mechanical repetition from

ver. 21. Weiss ed. Mey. rightly objects to it, as contrary to history, to the

context, and to grammar, "since a proper noun that has a definition of office or

kindred added to it, stands without an article." This is one of the rare cases

where five of the most weighty uncials attest a reading that seems impossible.

XXXIX. Vv. 45-56.

Weiss ed. Mey. omits the clause: "which, however, is merely a further

embellishment not belonging to history." Such remarks are as unwarranted as

the supposition of a suppression " under the influence of a Petrine tendency."

Whether Mark knew of the incident or not, is a matter that lies beyond our

knowledge as well as outside of exegetical discussion.

XL. Ver. 45.

It is very doubtful whether there was a Western Bethsaida ; see on viii. 22,

the only other instance in which Mark mentions the name.
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XLI. Ver. 53. i-l r}/v yyv 7/A.Oov e'tg TewTjOapeT.

Meyer takes no notice of this reading, which is attested by K B L A, accepted

by Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss. So R. V. :
" they came to the land unto Gen-

uesaret," with the more exact marginal rendering :
" crossed over to the land,

they came unto Gennesaret." So Weiss ed. Mey.

XLII. Ver. 56. boot &v rupavro.

The aorist is decisively attested, and yields an excellent sense, placing the

emphasis more directly upon the single cases whenever they occurred. The

imperfects throughout sum up these as repeated actions. The delicacy of

Mark's expression was not understood by the transcribers.
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CHAPTER VII.

Vee. 2. [Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with KBLA, 33, read on . . . ecOi-

avoiv, instead of eoQiavrac.] — dprovg] Lachm. and Tisch. read rovg dprovg, fol-

lowing B D L A, min. Eightly ; the article was passed over, because it was

regarded as superfluous. The reading aprov (Fritzsche) has in its favor only X,

min. and vss., and is from Matt. xv. 2. — After aprovg Elz. and Fritzsche have

tfieuipav-o, which, however, is absent from witnesses so important, that it must

be regarded as an addition ; instead of it D has naTEyvuoav. — [Ver. 4. See Note

XLV., p. 94.] Treg., Weiss, E. V. marg., retain ml kIlvuv, omitted by Tisch.,

W. and Hort, E. V. text, with NBLA, Copt.] — Ver. 5. etteito.] BDL K, min.

Syr. Copt. Vnlg. It. have /cat (A has ETretra mi). Eecommended by Griesb., and

adopted by Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. Eightly ; etteito. was written on the

margin on account of the construction, and then displaced the /cat. — /cotvaZc]

Elz. Scholz have clvltttoiq, in opposition to B D X, min. vss. An interpretation.

— Ver. 8. yap] is wanting in B D L A X, min. Copt. Arm. It. Goth. Lachm.

Tisch. A connecting addition.

—

^aima[ioi)Q . . . iroieiTS is wanting in B L A

X, min. Copt. Arm. There are many variations in detail. Bracketed by

Lachm. ed. min. [Treg.], deleted by Fritzsche, and now also by Tisch. [W. and^

Hort. Weiss, E. V.]. Eightly restored again by Lachm. ed. maj. For, if it were

an interpolation from vv. 4 and 13, there would be inserted, as at ver. 4, tvottj-

piuv ml tjEGTorv, and, as in ver. 13, not alia ; moreover, an interpolator would

certainly not have forgotten the washing of hands. The explanatory comment of

Mark, vv. 3, 4, tells precisely in favor of the genuineness, for the joint-mention

of the TroTrjpLuv k. £egtuv in that place has its reason in these words of Jesus,

ver. 8. And why should there have been an interpolation, since the reproach

of the Pharisees did not at all concern the pitchers and cups? This apparent

inappropriateness of the words, however, as well as in general their descrip-

tive character, strikingly contrasting with the conciseness of the context, might

have occasioned their omission, which was furthered and rendered more wide-

spread by the circumstance that a church-lesson concluded with avQpomuv. —
Ver. 12. Kai] deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, E. V], following

BDS, min. Copt. Cant. Ver. Vera Corb. Vind. Colb. Omitted as confusing,

because the apodosis was found here. — Ver. 14. -rravra] B D L A X, Syr. p. (in

the margin) Copt. Aeth. Sax. Vulg. It. have -dltv. Eecommended by Griesb.,

adopted by Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. Eightly ; navra was written in the mar-

gin on account of the following ttuvteq, and the more easily supplanted the

rrdliv, because the latter finds no definite reference in what has preceded. —
Instead of dtcovere and cvv'iete, Lachm. and Tisch. have uKovaare and cvvete, fol-

lowing B D H L A. The Eecepia is from Matt. xv. 10. — Ver. 15. The reading

rd ha tov dvOpuTrov EKTvopEvdfiEia (Lachm. Tisch.) has in its favor B D L A X, 33,

Copt. Goth. Aeth. Pers. p. Vulg. It. The Eeceptn rd FKirop. in' avrov appears to

have originated from the copyist, in the case of the above reading, passing over

from the first etc to the second (EKirop.). Thus came the reading rd EKTropEvofiEva,
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which is still found in min. Then, after the analogy of the preceding etc air6v,

in some cases air' avmv, in others ?| avrov (min. Fritzsche) was supplied. — Ver.

1G is wanting in B L X, min. Copt. Suspected by Mill and Fritzsche as an in-

terpolation at the conclusion of the church-lesson ; deleted by Tisch. But the

witnesses on behalf of the omission, in the absence of internal reasons which

might occasion an interpolation (in accordance with iv. 23 ; conrp., on the

other hand, Matt. xv. 11), are too weak. [Bracketed by Treg., deleted by W. and

Hort, Weiss, omitted in text of R. V.]— Ver. 17. Trepl r?;f napaB.] B D L A X,

min. It. Vulg. have rj)v Trapa/3o%ijv. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche

Lachm. Tisch. The Recepta is a gloss. — Ver. 19. KaQapl(ov] A BEFGHLS
X A X, min. Or. Chrys. have naBapi£av (D : Karap'c&i). So Lachm. and Tisch.

Not a transcriber's error, but correct (see the exegetical remarks), and needlessly

emended by the neuter. — [Ver. 21, 22. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B
L A, Copt., have the order : nnpye'tac, nAonai, tp6voi, poLxelat.] — Ver. 24. fiedopia]

Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors] have bpia, following B D L A X, min. Or.

But /ledopta does not occur elsewhere in the N. T., and was supplanted by the

current bpia (comp. Matt. xv. 22). — kqi S/rfwr-or] is wanting in D L A 28, Cant.

Ver. Verc. Corb. Vind. Or. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Fritzsche and
Tisch., comp. Ewald. Rightly ; the familiarity of the collocation "Tyre and

Sidon" and Matt. xv. 21 have introduced the ko.1 "ZiSmiog, which also came in at

ver. 31, and there supplanted the original reading ?/?.6e &d ZtJwwc (approved by

Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch., in conformity with B D L A X,

33, Arr. Copt. Aeth. Syr. bier. Vulg. Sax. It.), and changed it into the Recepla

Ktil 'Liti&voq r/?ifftv. [Recent editors agree with Meyer as to the reading in ver. 31,

but Treg., R. V. (text) retain the longer form in ver. 24 ; W. and Hort bracket

it.] — Ver. 25. aaovoaoa yap yvvr)~\ Tisch. has a'AW evOvQ ciKovaaca yvii/, following

B L A X, 33, vss. The witnesses are very much divided (D : 71117) de evOtuc wc

axovaaaa) ; but the reading of Tisch. is, considering this division, sufficiently

attested, and in keeping with the character of Mark ; it is therefore to be pre-

ferred. — Ver. 2G. Instead of e/c/3d^ (Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch.) Elz. has

iKftaflrf, The evidence for the aorist is not decisive, and the present is in

keeping with Mark's manner. [A B D N and many others read the aorist, ac-

cepted by recent editors, R. V.] — Ver. 27. Instead of 6 di lijaovs elirev Lachm.

and Tisch. have ml lleyev, following B L A K. 33, Copt. Cant. (D has ml teyei;

Vulg. : quidixit). The Receptais an alteration arising from comparison of Matt.

xv. 2P>. — Ver. 28. raO/ei] Lachm. and Tisch. have toBtovoiv, following B D L A

X, min. The Recepta is from Matthew. — Ver. 30. Lachm. and Tisch have

n h'pted the transposition : rb natd'eov ftefflijfiivov (instead of r/> Bvyar.

I

/-/ r/,." a/m ,/r ;,. rb daifiSv. e%EXri'kv66c, following B D L A X, min. vss. (yet

with variations in detail). The Recepta is to he retained
;
the above transposi-

tion is4o be explained by the fact that the transcriber passed over from the koi

after it'/ jf/ v'mr immediately to the ml in ver. 31. Thus m) rfyv Bvyar. down to

v as omitted, and afti rwards restored al the wrong, but apparently more
suitable place, from the circumstance that Bvy. . . . Khlvijc. and not rb Sai/i6v.

/,'/7/> , is the clause omitted and restored, may bo explained the fact that all

the variations in detail are found not in the latter, but in the former words.

[ Recent editors, R. V., agree with Tisch.
|

- - Ver. :'•!
. See on ver. 24. — As in iii.

7, so also here, instead of -,»,< we must read, with Griesb. Fritzsche, Lachm.,

following evidence of considerable weight, eif. Ver. 82. After /.(.><v'<r Lachm.
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and Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.] have ical, following EDAX, vss. A connect-

ing addition. — Ver. 35. evOtiuc] is wanting in B D X, min. vss. Deleted by

Lachm. and Tisch. Rightly ; the more frequent in Mark, and the more appro-

priate it is in this place, the more difficult it was of omission, and the easier of

addition ; here also in a different order. [Tisch. VIII. inserts evQiic before eIvOtj

(so Weiss), but Treg., W. and Hort, R. V., omit altogether.] — Instead of diTjvoi-

;\'0rinau Lachm. and Tisch. have rjvalyriGav, following B D A S, 1 (L has jjvoixOtj.

aav). The Receptee arose from the previous 6iavoix^VTt - — Ver. 36. avroe] is

wanting in A B L X A X, min. Vulg. Lachm. Tisch. ; but superfluous as it is in

itself, how easily it was absorbed by the following avrole ! [The evidence seems

decisive against it ; deleted by recent editors, R. V.] — Before paXkov Lachm.

and Tisch. have avrol, following B D L A X, min. Copt. Goth. Syr. Arm. To
be adopted ; correlative to the avroe, but passed over, as not being recognized

in this reference and so regarded as superfluous. — [Ver. 37. Tisch., recent ed-

itors, R. V., X B L A, 33, omit rove before a/ia?.ove.]

Vv. 1-16. See on Matt. xv. 1-11. The occasion of the discussion, only

hinted at in Matt. ver. 2, is expressly narrated by Mark in vv. 1, 2, and

with a detailed explanation of the matter, vv. 3, 4. Throughout the sec-

tion Matthew has abridgments, transpositions, and alterations (in opposition

to Hilgenfeld and Weiss). [See Note XLIIL, p. 94.] — avvayovrai] is

simply : there come together, there assemble themselves (ii. 2, iv. 1, v. 21, vi.

30). The suggestion of a procedure of the synagogue (Lange), or of a formal

deputation (Weizsacker), is purely gratuitous. — i'/.-duvrtr] applies to both
;

on the notice itself, romp. iii. 22. — With the reading nal eirepioTaoiv, ver. 5

(see the critical remarks), a full stop is not to be placed after ver. 1, as by

Lachmann and Tischendorf, but the participial construction, begun with

eldovTee, runs on easily and simply as far as aprove, where a period is to be

inserted. Then follows the explanatory remark, vv. 3, 4, which does not

interrupt the construction, and therefore is not, as usually, to be placed in

a parenthesis. But with iml enepurucLv in ver. 5, a new sentence begins,

which continues the narrative. [So, substantially, W. and Hort., R. V.]—
iA6vt£c] not in Jerusalem (Lange), but on their present arrival, when this

gave them a welcome pretext for calling Jesus to account. — tovt' eanv av'nv-

roie] Mark explains for his Gentile readers (for whom also the explanation

that follows was regarded by him as necessary) in what sense the aoivalc is

meant. Valckenaer, Wasscnbergh, and Fritzsche without ground, and

against all the evidence, have declared the words a gloss. 1 See, on the

other hand, Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. xl. The av'nermg
2 stands in con-

trast with the prescribed washing. Theophylact well says : avmroig x ePG ~i-v

ya-Qiov (nrepiepyoe nal dnTiag, " with unwashen hands they were eating unaf-

fectedly and simply."— Ver. 3. iravrec oi 'lovd.] A more popular expression

—not to be strained—indicating the general diffusion of the Pharisaic

maxims among the people.

—

nvypy] Vulg. : crebro (after which Luther:

manchmal) ; Gothic : vfta (often) ; Syr.: diligeater 3—translations of an

1 Wilkc holds the entire passage, vv. 2-4, 2 Horn. 11. vii. 2GG ; Ilesiod, Op. 725 ; Lu-

as well as xai . . . woieWe, ver. 13, to be a cian. Bhet. praee. 14.

later interpolation. 3 Some Codd. of the It. have pugillo, some
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ancient rending nvKvd (as in k) or irvicvag (heartily), which is not, with

Schulz and Tischcndorf (comp. Ewald), to be regarded as original, but as

an emendation (comp. Luke v. 33), as indeed iruy/iy itself cannot be made
to bear the meaning of kvkvo. (in opposition to Casaubon). The only true

explanation is the instrumental one ; so that they place the closed fist in the

hollow of the hand, rub and roll the former in the latter, and in this manner
wash their hands (yiipuvrac) with the fist. Comp. Beza, Fritzsche. Similar-

ly Scaliger, Grotius, Calovius, and others, except that they represent the

matter as if the text were irvryfajv . . . rale xEPa>- The explanations : pixpt

tov ayicavog, "tip to the elbow" (Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus), and :

u up to the wrist" (Lightfoot, Bengel), correspond neither with the case nor

with the signification of the word. Finally, had some peculiar ritual form
of washing been meant ("in which they take the one fist full of water, and

so pour it over the other hand held up, that it runs offtowards thearm"), ' Mark
would with the mere -vyuy have expressed himself as unintelligibly as pos-

sible, and a ritual reference so precise would certainly have needed an ex-

planatory remark for his Gentile readers. [See Note XLIV., p. 04.]—
Ver. 4. Kcil a-b ayopac] The addition in D, eav ea-&ucl, is a correct interpre-

tation -.from market (when they come from the market) tl ot. A

pregnant form of expression, which is frequent also in classical writers. 8 In

this case kav uy fiaw-ia. is not to be understood of washing the hands ( Light-

foot, Wetstein), but of immersion, which the word in classic Greek and in

the N. T. everywhere denotes, i.e., in this case, according to the context :

to take a bath.
3 [See Note XLV., p. 94.] Having come from market, where

they may have contracted pollution through contact with the crowd, they

eat not, without having first bathed. The statement proceeds by /re;/ of cli-

max; before eating they observe the washing of hands always, but the

bathing, when they come from market and wish to eat. Accordingly it is

obvious that the interpretation of Paulus :
4 " they eat not what has been

bought from the market, without having washed fc£," is erroneous both in lin-

guistic usage (active immersion is always ^airrireiv, not &ai) and in

respect of the sens", to which the notion of special strictness would have

required to be mentally supplied. — panno/iovc] is likewise to be understood

of the cleansing of things ceremonially impure, which mighl be effected

partly by immersion, partly (k/.ivuv) by mere sprinkling; SO that /3airrta/i.

applies by way of zeugma to all the four cases. — By the cups and /'/

meant vessels of wood, for mention of the copper vessels (xa^K'uv) follows, and

earthen vessels, when they were ceremonially d< filed, were broken into pieces

(Lev. xv. 12).*— kTuvuv] not couches in general (de Wette), for the whole con-

text refers to eating ; but couchesfor meals, triclinia, which wen' rendered

prima, Borne momento, bo some 'So also Luke xi. 88. Comp. Ecolus,

sublnde. Aeth. agrees with Syr. ; and Copt. xxxl. 85 ; Joditb xii. 7.

Syr. p. with \ iilgate. 4 Kninoei. Olshausen, Lange, Bleek.
1 Paulas; oomp. Drusius, I ameron, 'See Sell, i I. § 60; Saalschfitz,

Schoettgen, Wetstein, Rosenmtiller. Mos. Reckt, I. p. 809.

* 8oe Kypke and Loesner; Winer, Or. ° iv. 81; Luke viii. 10; Sen. Oyr. viii. 2.

l> 5tr [E. T. 081] ; Fritzsche in loc. C; Berod. Ix. 10.
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unclean by persons affected with haemorrhage, leprosy, and the like (Light-

foot, p. 620 f.). [Sec critical note.] — Ver. 5. With ml h-epu-. a new sen-

tence begins. See above on vv. 1, 2. — Ver. 6. Mark has not the counter-

question recorded in Matt. xv. 3, and he gives the two portions of Christ's

answer in inverted order, so that with him the leading thought precedes,

while with Matthew it follows. This order of itself, as well as the ironical

Kalug prefixed to both portions, indicates the form in Mark as the more
original. Comp. Weizsiicker, p. 70. The order in Matthew betrays the set

purpose of placing the law before the prophets. The agreement of the quo-

tation from Isa. xxix. 13 with Matt. xv. 8 f. is wrongly adduced in opposi-

tion to this view (Hilgenfcld) ; it is to be traced back to the collection of

Logia, since it belongs to the speech of Christ. —Ver. 8. atyh-EC and icpaTslTe

(2 Thess. ii. 15) are intentionally chosen as correlative. — akla Tzapouoia tql-

avra tto?JA] Such accumulations of homoeoteleuta were not avoided even by
classical writers. 1

roiavra defines irapdfioia as respects the category of qual-

ity. — Ver. 9. naXug] Excellently, nobly,— ironical." Not so in ver. 0. — Iva]

"vere accusantur, etsi hypocritae non putarent, hanc suam esse intention-

em," " They are rightly accused, although the hypocrites had not held this to

be their purpose 1
' (Bengel). — Ver. 11. Kop[3av] |3ip =Jcbpov, namely, to the

temple. 3 See on Matt. xv. 5. — The construction is altogether the same as

that in Matt. I.e., so that after ixpeX. there is an aposiopesis (he is thus hound

to this voir), and ver. 12 continues the reproving discourse of Jesus, setting

forth what the Pharisees do in pursuance of that maxim. — Ver. 12. ovketl]

no more, after the point of the occurrence of the nopfiav ;
previously they had

nothing to oppose to it. — Ver. 13. y TrapetiuK.] quarn tradidistis, " which ye

delivered.'''' The tradition, which they receive from their predecessors, they

have again transmitted to their disciples. — teal Trapofioia k.t./L] a repetition

of solemn rebuke (comp. ver. 8). — Ver. 14. irdZiv (see the critical remarks)

has no evpress reference in the connection. But it is to be conceived that

after the emergence of the Pharisees, ver. 1, Jesus sent away for a time the

people that surrounded Him (vi. 56) ; now He calls them had: to Him again.

Comp. xv. 13. — Ver. 15. There is no comma to be placed after avdpu-ov.

— hcelva] emphasizing the contrast to that which is clcrTropevd^evov. Observe,

further, the circumstantiality of the entire mode of expression in ver. 15, ex-

hibiting the importance of the teaching given.

Vv. 17-23. See on Matt. xv. 12-20 ; the conversation, which is recorded

in this latter vv. 12-14, is by him inserted from the Logia here as in an ap-

propriate place. [See Note XLIIL, p. 94.] — elc olnov] peculiar to Mark in

this place : into a house. Jesus is still in the land of Gennesareth (vi. 53),

where He is wandering about. — e^puruv k.t.1.] According to Matt. xv.

15, Peter was the spokesman, the non-mention of whose name in the pas-

sage before us is alleged by Ililgenfeld to betoken the Petriuism of Mark,

1 See Lobeck, Paralip. p. 53 f. would gladly Rive it to thee. But it is Kor-
2 2 Cor. xi. 4; Soph. Ant. 73.") ; Arist. Av. ban ; I employ it better by giving it to God

139 ; Ael. V. II. i. 10. than to thee, and it is of more service to
3 The following is Luther's gloss :

" is, in thee also."

brief, as much as to ftiy : Dear father, I
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who prefers to divert the reproach upon all the disciples in general ; but it in

truth betokens the older representation of the scene. — Ver. 18. ovtu] s-iccine,

accordingly, since you must ask this question. Comp. on 1 Cor. vi. 5. — nal

vfielc] like persons, who have not the benefit of my guidance (pi tf«, iv. 11).

— Ver. 19.
1
ovKEioKop. avrov elcr. napS.~\ it enters not into his heart. — The word

aipeSpuv does not occur among the Greeks, but cupcxhr. — The reading K.a&apl%o»

(see the critical remarks) would have to be explained : which {i.e., which

inKopEvcodcu elg rbv a(pe6puva) makes pure the whole of thefood (that is eaten),

inasmuch, namely, as thereby every impurity passes away from it (by means

of the excrements). [See Note XLVL, p. 95. J Thus nadapi^ov would be

an appositional addition, which contains the judgment upon the tic rhv a<ped-

pava tiaropevETcu. See Kiihner, II. p. 146 ; Winer, p. 549 [E. T. G24]
;

Fritzsche in loc. But the latter arbitrarily changes K.a$apiC,ov into the mean-

ing : "puros esse dedarat," " declares to be pure," in so far, namely, as all

food, clean and unclean, would come digested into the npcJpwv. With the

reading KadapiZ,uv we must explain : which (the draught) makes pure the

whole of the food, inasmuch as it is the place destined for the purpose of re-

ceiving the impurities therefrom (the excretions). Thus nadapituv refers to

tov cupEdpuva, and is put not in the accusative, but in the nominative, as

though Kal 6 CHpstipuv dtxerai or something similar had been said previously,

so that the cupEclpuv appears as the logical subject. Comp. the similar applica-

tion of the anacoluthic nominative participle among the Greeks, 2 according

to which it is not necessary, as with Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 68 [E. T. 78],

in assume the abbreviation of a relative clause. 3 Moreover, the connection

of the course of the matter presented from 'uri onward requires that nai e'ic t.

a i Spuva tK-op. should still be dependent on bri (in opposition to Fritzsche).

— Ver. 21 f. cha?ioyiafiol ol kukoI] is specialized by all that follows, which

therefore is to be taken as the thoughts actually presenting themselves, as

the prava consilia realized. — The following catalogue betrays later enrich-

ment when compared with that of Matthew, and there is not manifest any

principium dividends, "principle of division," beyond the fact that (with the

exception of aailyEia, excess, especially unchaste excess ; see on Bom. xiii.

13 ; Gal. v. 19) matters approximately homogeneous are placed together. —
Tzovripiai] malignities, ill-wills, Bom. i. 29 ; Eph. iv. 31 ; Col. iii. 8.

—

btp-&a%-

f/m- 77i, ]//[).] an envious eye, as at .Matt. xx. 15.

—

atppooivrf] unreason, morally

irrational conduct, Wisd. xii. 23. Foolishness of moral practice. Comp.

on Eph. v. 17 ; Beck, Seelenl. p. 63 (its opposite is owppoobvtf), not merely

in loquendo, to which, moreover, vneprjtpavia (arrogance) is arbitrarily limited

(in opposition to Luther's gloss ; Fritzsche also, and de Wette, and many

others). — Ver. 23. As of all good, so also of all evil, the heart is the inmost

life-seat. See Delitzsch, Psych, p. '250.

1 The contents of ver. to, very appropriate p. 826, agrees with him.

as they arc for popular argumenl In the '' Rlchter, eft cmacot, I. i>. 7; Bernhardy,

way of naive m^hmihhs representation, are p. 68; Kroger, § 66. 9. i.

unfairly criticised by Baur, krit. Unters. 'Comp, also Stallb. a<: flat. Phaed.

I'. 664, anil Markusev. |>. ">•">, as awkward p. 81 A.

and unsuitable; and In this view Cdstlln, *
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Vv. 24-30. See on Matt. xv. 21-29, who in vv. 23-25 has added what is

certainly original. — iK.ei&ev] out of the land of Gennesareth, vi. 53. — eic ra

fiedopia Tvpov] into the regions bordering on Tyre. 1
It is not, withal, said even

here (comp. Matt. xv. 21) that Jesus had now left Galilee and betaken

Himself into Gentile territory. He went into the Galilean regions border-

ing on Tyre (the tribe of Asher). According to Mark, it was only in further

prosecution of His journey (ver. 31) that He went through Phoenicia, and

even through Sidon, merely, however, as a traveller, and without any so-

journ. The explanation of Erasmus and Kypke : into the region between

Tyre and Sidon, is set aside by the spuriousness of nai Hiduvoc. [But see

critical note.] — elg oiKiav] into a house. Comp. ver. 17. It was doubtless

the house of one who honored Him. — ovSeva fj-d-ele yvuvai] not : He wished to

know no one (Fritzsche, Ewald), but : He wished that no one should fawtc it. See

the sequel. Matthew does not relate this wish to remain concealed ; the remark

is one of those peculiar traits in which Mark is so rich. But he has no pur-

pose of thereby explaining the subsequent refusal of aid on the part of Jesus

from another ground than that mentioned by Matt. xv. 24 (de Wette, Hil-

genfeld), since Mark also at ver. 27 narrates in substance the same ground
of refusal.

—

ijtivvqd//} corresponds to the i/^slc : He wished . . . and could

not. — ?iq avrf/g] See Winer, p. 134 [E. T. 148]. On dvyarp., comp. v. 23. —
Ver. 26. 'EAfyvic] a Gentile woman, not a Jewess, Acts xvii. 12. — Syrophoe-

nice means Phoenicia (belonging to the province of Syria), as distinguished

from the Ai[3o<poiviKEc (Strabo, xvii. 3, p. 835) in Libya. The (unusual) form

"ZvpotyoiviKiooa is
2 to be received on account of the preponderance of the wit-

nesses in its favor, with which are to be classed those which read 'Lvpayoivi-

KiGaa or Svpct fyoiviKiGoa (so Tischendorf), which is explanatory {a Phoenician

Syrian). The Recepta Zvpotpolvioaa (so also Fritzsche) is an emendation, since

Qolviooa was the familiar name for a Phoenician woman. 3 But the form

HvpoQoiviiuccra. is not formed from Ivpocpoivi^ (Luc. D. Goncil. 4), but from
Qoiv'lktj. The Xavavaia of Matthew is substantially the same. See on Matt,

xv. 22.

—

kiijidllri] (see the critical [and supplementary] remarks) present

subjunctive, makes the thought of the woman present, and belongs to the

vividness of the graphic delineation ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 618. — Ver. 27.

TTpurov] certainly a modification in accordance with later tradition, intended

to convey the meaning : it is not yet competent for Gentiles also to lay claim
J

to my saving ministry ; the primary claim, which must be satisfied before it
I

comes to you, is that of the Jews. 4 It is the idea of the 'lovdaiu re Tvpurov

ml TOp, " to the Jew first, and also to the Greek," Rom. i. 16, which has

already come in here, added not exactly in a doctrinal sense (Keim), but out

of the consciousness of the subsequent course of things and without set pur-

pose—to say nothing of an anti-Judaistic purpose in opposition to Matthew

1 Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 16 ; Thuc. ii. 27. 2, iv. 56. 3. 2.

2, iv. 99 ; Herodian, v. 4. 11 ; Lucian, V. II. * According to Schenkel, indeed, Jesus
i. 20. was nol at all in earnest with this answer of

2 With Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz, and harsh declinature, and this the woman per-

Lachmann. ceived. But see on Matt., and comp. Keim,
3 Xen. Hell. iii. 4. 1, iv. 3. 6 ; Herodian, v. geschiclitl. Chr. p. 61 f.
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(Hilgenfeld), which would rather have led to the omission of the entire

narrative. But in general the presentation of this history in Matthew bears,

('specially as regards the episode with the disciples, the stamp of greater

originality, which is to be explained from a more exact use of the collection

of Logia through simple reproduction of their words. Ewald finds in that

episode another genuine remnant from the primitive document of Mark.

Comp. also Iloltzmann, jd. 192. — Ver. 29. 6ia tovtov tuv Myov vnaye] on account

of this saying (which gives evidence of so strong a confidence in me), go thy

way. In imaye is implied the promise of. compliance, hence it is fittingly as-

sociated with rfm tovtov r. \. Comp. Matt. viii. 13 ; Mark v. 34. — Ver. 30.

Evpe k.t.1.'] "Vis verbi invenit cadit potius super participium quam super

nomen," "The force of the word found falls more strongly upon the partici-

ples than upon the noun" (Bengel). — /3e(i?.fifi. etti t. k?Jvt/v] weary and ex-

hausted, but KEi/itvrjv kv Eip-ijvri, "lying in peace," Euthymius Zigabenus,

which the demon did not previously permit. [See Note XL VII., p. 95.]

Vv. 31-37. A narrative peculiar to Mark. Matthew, at xv. 30, 31—here

foregoing details, of which he has already related many—only states in

general that Jesus, having after the occurrence with the Canaanitish woman
returned to the lake, healed many sick, among whom there were also

deaf persons. Mark has preserved a special incident from the evangelic

tradition, and did not coin it himself (Hilgenfeld). — ir&Xiv ife/.&uv] his

reference to amjX&ev elg, ver. 24. — 6ia liSovog] (see the critical remarks) :

He turned Himself therefore from the region of Tyre first in a northern di-

rection, and went through Sidon (we cannot tell what may have been the

more immediate inducement to take this route) in order to return thence l"

the lake. If we should take Hiduvoc not of the city, but of the region of

Sidon, 1 the analogy of Tvpov would be opposed to us, as indeed both names

always designate the cities themselves. — ava ueaov tuv opiuv r. Aena-olruc] He

came (as lie journeyed) through the midst (Matt. xiii. 25; 1 Cor. vi. 5 ; Rev.

vii. 17) of the regions belonging to DecapoJix, so that He thus from Sidon ar-

rived at the Sea of Galilee, not on this side, but on the farther side of

Jordan (comp. on Matt. iv. 25), and there the subsequent cure, and then

the feeding the multitude, viii. 1, occurred, viii. 10. — Ver. 32. Kcxpbv fiayi-

'/<i/nv\ is erroneously interpreted : a deaf man with <t difficulty of utterance

(see Beza, Grotius, Maldonatus, de Wette, Bleek, and many others).

Although, according to its composition and according t<> Aetius in Beck.

Anecd. p. 100, 22, (xoyikakoc means speaking with difficulty, if corresponds in

the LXX. to the D-NS, dumb. See Isaiah XXXV. 6.
a Hence it is to be under-

stood as : :i deaf-mute, 2 which is also confirmed by hMXovc, ver. 37, and

is not refilled by !/<''/:/ bp&ac, ver. 35. The reading uoyytMTixiv, si>c<il>ing

hollowly,* is accordingly excluded of itself as inappropriate (comp. also ver.

35). — Ver. :'.:;. The question why Jesus took aside the sick man apart from

the people, cannot without arbitrariness be otherwise answered than to the

1 2i8ona, Horn. Od. xiii. 885; Ewald, "Vulgate, Luther, Calovius, and many
Lange also and Llobtensteln. others, Including Ewald.

-«•,„,,,,. Aquila, Bymmaohus, and Theo- * B** E F H L X r A, MatthaeL
coti. ,n. Ex. iv. 11.
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effect that He adopted this measure for the sake of an entirely undisturbed

rapport between Himself and the sick man, such as must have appeared to

Him requisite, in the very case of this sick man, to the efficacy of the spittle

and of the touch. [See Note XLVIII., p. 95.] Other explanations resorted

to are purely fanciful, such as : that Jesus wished to make no parade ;

' that

in this region, which was not purely Jewish, He wished to avoid attracting

dangerous attention (Lange) ; that He did not wish to foster the supersti-

tion of the spectators (Reiuhard, Opusc. II. p. 140). De Wette conjectures

that the circumstance belongs to the element of mystery, with which Mark
invests the healings. But it is just in respect of the two cases of the amplica-

tion of spittle (here and at viii. 23) that he relates the withdrawing from the

crowd : an inclination to the mysterious would have betrayed itself also in the

presenting of the many other miracles. According to Baur, Mark wished

to direct the attention of his readers to this precise kind of miraculous

cure. This would amount to a fiction in a physiological interest. The
spittle 2 (like the oil in vi. 13) is to be regarded as the vehicle of the mirac-

ulous power. Comp. on John ix. G. It is not, however, to be supposed that

Jesus wished in any wise to veil the marvellous element of the cures (Lange,

L. J. II. 1, p. 282), which would amount to untruthfulness, and would

widely differ from the enveloping of the truth in parable. — irriicag] namely,

on the tongue of the patient
;

3 this was previous to the touching of the

tongue (comp. i. 41, viii. 22, x. 13), which was done with the fingers, and

not the mode of the touching itself. — Ver. 34 f. icriva^e] Euthymius Ziga-

benus well says : kninapTopevoc rolg na-deai tov av&pu-ov, '

' being moved by

the sufferings of the man" (comp. Grotius and Fritzsche). Certainly (see

ava(3?i. sic r. ovpavdv) it was a sigh of prayer (de Wette and many others),

and yet a sigh': on account of painful sympathy. Comp. viii. 12, also iii. 5.

It is reading between the lines to say, with Lange, that in this half-heathen

region duller forms of faith rendered His work difficult for Him ; or

with Hofmann (Schrifthew. II. 2, p. 352), that He saw in the deaf-mute an

image of His people incapable of the hearing of faith and of the utterance

of confession (comp. Erasmus, Paraphr.). — k^a^a]<-i<>L^2lL\, imperative

Ethpael. — Siavolx&/}Tt] de opened, namely, in respect of the closed ears and

the bound tongue. See what follows. — al annai] the ears, as often in clas-

sic use. 4— eMj&tj k.t.Tl.] The tongue, with which one cannot speak, is con-

ceived as bound (comp. the classical aropa Xveiv, y?.uaaag ?xveiv, and see Wet-

stein), therefore the expression does not justify the supposition of any other

cause of the dumbness beside the deafness. — bpdug] consequently, no

1 Victor Antiochenus, Theophylact, Eu- the blind man. It is not therefore to be

thymius Zigabenus, and many others. conceived that Jesus spat on His own fingers

2 According to Baur, there is betrayed in and so applied His spittle to the tongue

the narrative of the tttvciv, as also at vi. 13, of the sick man (Lange, Bleek, and older

"the more material notion of miracle in a commentators), for this Mark would cer-

later age." But it cannot at all be shown tainly in bis graphic manner have said.

that the later age had a more material con- 4 Eur. Phnen. 1494 ; Luc. Philop. 1 ; Hero-

ception of the miracles of Jesus. dian, iv. 5. 3 ; comp. 2 Mace. xv. 39.

a As in viii. 23 He spits into the eyes of
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longer venting Itself in inarticulate, irregular, stuttering sounds, as deaf-

mutes attempt to do, but rightly, quite regularly and normally. — Ver. 36.

avrolg] to those present, to whom lie now returned with the man that was

cured. — avr6e] and the subsequent avroi (see the critical remarks) corre-

spond to one another : lie on His part. . . they o?i their part. — baav . . .

fiallov irepicc6ref)ov] however much lie enjoined (forbade) them, still fn- n><>r<-

they published it. They exceeded the degree of the prohibition by the yet

far greater degree in which they made it known. So transported were they

by the miracle, that the prohibition only heightened their zeal, and they

prosecuted the nqpiiaoeiv with still greater energy than if He had not inter-

dicted it to them. As to this prohibition without result generally, comp. on

v. 43. — y.a?2ov '] along with another comparative, strengthens the latter.
2—

Ver. 37. naluq rravra tt£koi7/ke] Let izeizoiriKe be distinguished from the subse-

quent ttolcI. The former relates to the miraculous cure at that time, which

has taken place and is now accomplished {perfect) ; and kui (even) tovq nu<povg

TTotet k.t.1. is the general judgment deduced from this concrete case. In

this judgment, however, the generic plurals Kuipovc, aXatovc are quite in their

place, and do not prove (in opposition to Kostlin, p. 347) that a source of

which Mark here availed himself contained several cures of deaf and dumb

people. — r. akak. kak.] the speechless to speak. 3

Notes by American Editor.

XLIII. Yv. 1-23.

Weiss ed. Mey. agrees with Meyer in regarding the entire passage as original

with Mark, but objects to his view that the material is derived from the Logia,

basin" it rather on the Petrine tradition.

XLIV. Ver. 3. 7rvyfijj.

This reading should be retained (against Tisch.), hut its sense is doubtful.

The It. V. renders it " diligently" in the text, with the margin :
" Or, up to (he

elbow, Gr. wiih the fist." " Oft" (A. V.) is derived from the Vulgate.

XLV. Ver. 4. [iuTTTiauvrai.

Meyer passes over the remarkable reading of N r> and Borne cursives (PavrUrwv-

rai), accepted by Weiss ed. Mey., and W. and Hort (text), It. V. niarg.—The

A. It. V. has "bathe," with marg. " Gr. baptize." This rendering marks the

difference between the verhs (here and ver. 3).

i Qere in the sense of " only all tlu more." p. 719 t. ; Btallbanm, ad Phaed. p. 79 E;

sec Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. Hi, p.897 A : Nftgels- Pflugk, ad Uecub. 877.

bach's note on the Mad, ed. 8, p. 287.
3 <>n aAoAos, comp. Plut Mor. p. 188 B;

a See on Phil. L58; Bermann, ad Tiger. Ps. xxxvii. 14, xxx. 22.
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XLVI. Ver. 19. Kadapifcv k.t.I.

Among the witnesses for this reading are three of the fathers (Origen, Greg-

ory Thaumaturgus, Chrysostom), who, however, take the clause as an explana-

tion made by the Evangelist (comp. R. V.: " This he said, making all meats

clean"). Were this the sense, the various reading would scarcely have arisen ;

nor is there any similar instance of interpretation in this Gospel. The verb,

moreover, is thus assigned an unusual sense. Weiss ed. Mey. also passes over

this interpretation without notice.

XLVII. Ver. 30.

The order of Lachm. and Tisch. is strongly attested, and the explanation of

Meyer, in favor of the Rec, seems unsatisfactory. The fact that the girl lay

upon the couch was first noticed, and the departure of the demon inferred from

this. This is in the vivacious style of Mark ; while the transcribers transposed,

in order to place the real cause before the visible effect. So, substantially,

Weiss ed. Mey.

XLVIII. Ver. 33.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks the man was taken aside, because "Jesus, here as in

the heathen territory (chap. vii. 24), was unwilling to renew His activity, and

hence would not awaken new claims by means of a cure wrought before the

whole multitude." The gradual healing was probably in consequence of some
spiritual need of the man himself.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Vee. 1. Tra/inSMov] B D G L M N A X, min. Arr. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Goth.

Vulg. It. have rca'Aiv irol'Aov. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachin.

Tisch. [recent editors, K. V.]. But the former being an u-«£ \ey6ft. in the

N. T., might very easily have been changed into ttciAiv iroXKov, as ttuXlv was
used in Mink so frequently, and in this place (it is otherwise at vii. 14) was so

appropriate. — Ver. 2. Instead of r/uepai, Elz. has yfiipag. A correction, in op-

position to decisive evidence, as is Matt. xv. 32. — fjoi] is, according to B D,

with Lachm., to be deleted as a supplementary addition. It is from Matt. xv.

32. [The evidence against it is not sufficient to convince even W. and Hort,

who usually follow B.] — Ver. 3. [Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with XBDL
A, 33, Copt., read nai Tiveq.~\ — tjhovciv'] As A D X, min. have ijkuolv (so Lachm.),

and B L A Copt, have eloiv (so Tisch.), 7/kovoiv is condemned by preponderant

counter-evidence. But as, moreover, almost all the versions deviate from tho

simple naiv, we must abide by the reading of Lachm. [Tisch. VIII. has ijnaoiv
;

so Treg., but W. and Hort (so Weiss) have eloiv, following a group of authorities

which they usually regard as decisive.] If eloiv had been glossed by a verb of

coming, the praeterite qica, not elsewhere found in the N. T., would hardly have

been the word chosen for that purpose. Mark has the verb tjkelv only in this

place. — Ver. 6. Tvapriyyetie] B D L A X have irapayy&hei. So Lachm. and
Tisch. Rightly ; the historical present was lost in the connection with the

praeterite. — Ver. 7. eiiXoyqoae eine impaOeivai ku) airi] Many variations.

Griesb. regards merely e'v'toy. elwe napafjeivai as genuine. Lachm. has rabra

eiXoy. elirev KapnreBfjvai nai avrd. Fritzsche : eb2.oy. utte napaO. avrd. Tisch. :

evAoy. air,) jrapiOriKev. It may be urged against Griesbach, that a reading with-

out any pronoun has not been preserved at all in the Codd. In the midst of

the confusion of readings that has arisen from the double pronoun, that one is

to be retained which has in its favor the relatively greatest agreement of the

most important uncials. And this is : evAoyfjoaq avra (B (' L A X, min. Copt.),

elirev «cai rai ra irapanBivat (15 L A X**, to which, on account of the pronoun and

its position, C also falls to be added with: elirev Kai ravra rrapdBere). [So re-

cent editors, It. V.] This consensus is more important than that which Lachm.

has followed (principally relying upon tA). The reading of Tisch., simple as

it is, and not. giving occasion to variation, is too weakly attested by X*. — Ver.

9. ol tpaydvreg'] is wanting in BLAK, min. Copt. Condemned by Griesb., de-

leted by Tisch. It is from vi. 44. — Ver. 12. oijfi. eiri&jTei] Sohulz, Lachm.

Tisch. read farel a/u., in accordance with 1! D L A N, min. VSB. The Eecepta

is from Matt. xvi. 4. — Ver. 13. //,;,/, -„>.u>] B G D L A K, min. Copt. Arm.

have T,,';, .'/, ;,,<. This is to be; adopted, with Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch., as tho

better attested order. — tic to itXotov\ Lachm. reads eij rrAolov, following A E P
QMS VX, min. Fritzsche and Tisch. have entirely deleted it. following B C
L A X, Coil). Germ. 1, To!. The latterisright ; e/i(3&t had its notion completed.

Ver. L6. "Kkyovreq] is wanting in !'. D X, min. It. Deleted by Lachm. and
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Tisch.; the former has subsequently, -with B, min. It., exovaiv (comp. D: elxov).

[See Note XLIX., p. 104.] As well leyovreg as the first person of the verb was

introduced in accordance with Matt. xvi. 7.— Ver. 17. en] is wanting inBCD
LAN, min. Copt. Verc. Lachm. and Tisch. As well the omission as the addi-

tion might have been occasioned by the last syllables of avviere; but more easily

the addition, as the connection (ovrru) so readily suggested an en. — [Ver. 19.

Recent editors, B. V. (against Tisch.), omit nal before ndaovg, with A B L,

Copt., etc., and in ver. 20, Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, E. V. with XBCLA,
Vulg. Copt., read nal Aeyovaiv aiiru, instead of ol 6e elirov.] — Ver. 21. vug ov\

Lachm. has izug ovttu, following A D M U X, min. Syr. utr. Perss. Goth. Vulg.

It. Theophyl. Tisch. has merely ovnu, following C K L A X, min. The latter

is to be regarded as the original. To this oviru, vug was added (Lachm.) from

Matt. xvi. 11 ; and in accordance with the same parallel, vug ovvu passed into

vug oh (B, Elz.). — Ver. 22. epxerat] epxovrai is rightly approved by Griesb., and

adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. See on v. 38. — [Ver. 23. Tisch., recent editors,

E. V., with X B C L, 33, read k&jveyicev, and W. and Hort, Weiss, E.V., with B C
D A, Copt., have (3'Aeveig, which was easily altered into the indirect form : jiMvei

(Eec. Tisch.) in N A and most.] — Ver. 24. ug dtvopa] Lachm. and Tisch. read

art ug devdpa opu, following decisive evidence. The Eecepla is an abbreviation

to help the construction.—Ver. 25. nal evoirjaev avrbv ava(3?.eipai] Many various

readings ; but not such as to warrant the total condemnation of the words

(Griesb.), since they are only wanting in a few vss. The most fully at-

tested is Kai die/fteifiev, and this is adopted by Tisch., follow ing B C* L A X,

min. Copt. Aeth. Kai diefiXeunv, not being understood, was variously glossed.

—

fvf/3An^e] Lachm. Tisch., following B L X** min. (A, min. have avift/.Eirev), read

evefihsvev, which is to be adopted, as the aorist was easily introduced mechani-

cally from what preceded. — Instead of anavra (approved by Griesb., adopted

by Fritzsche, Scholz, Lachm. Tisch.), Elz. has uvavrag. But the former is at-

tested by B C D L M A X, min. vss. also Vulg. It. (D has vdvra). uvavrag is to

be regarded as an emendation, on account of roig avOpuvovg, ver. 24. — Ver. 26.

prjdl slg . . . kg')//?/] very many variations, arising out of the apparent inappro-

priateness of the meaning ; but not such as to justify the striking out of the

second half of the sentence (pr/de eivr/g n.vl ev r. Kuurf),vfith. Tisch. (B L X, min.

Copt.). In this wray it was sought to help the matter by abbreviation. Others

amplified (Vulg. It.) and altered (D). [W. and Hort, Weiss, E. V., omit the

second clause, but retain pj]6e at the beginning of the first clause. Tisch. ac-

cepts p?] (comp. grammatical notes) which has no support excej)t X*.]—Ver. 28.

£va] Lachm. Tisch. have on elg, following B C* L X, Copt. The Recepta is an

alteration on account of the construction. If on elg had come in in accordance

with Luke ix. 19, aviary would also be found in Codd. — Ver. 29. Tieyei avrolg~\ B
C D* LAX, 53, Copt. Cant. Verc. Corb. Colb. have enr/pura avrovg. Eecom-
mended by Griesb., approved by Schulz, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.; the

Eecepla is from Matt, xvi. 15. —Ver. 31. otto] BCDGKL X, min. have v-6.

Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.; utto is from
the parallel passages. — Ver. 34. [recent editors, E. V., with X B C* D L A
Vulg., have el rig.] — Instead of aKolovBelv (which Griesb. Scholz, and Tisch. have
adopted), Elz. Fritzsche, Lachm. [W. and Hort, Weiss, E. V.] read e/iQelv. Both
readings have weighty attestations ; but eWelv is from Matt. xvi. 24.— Ver. 35.

Instead of r. lavrov ipvxvv in the second half of the verse (Griesb. Scholz), Elz.

7
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Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. have r. av-ov'ijj., again following A B C* L A K.

[These authorities support r. 0. avrov in the second clause. Tisch. VIII. agrees

with Griesb. in text, but his notes defend the reading of A B K, etc. (corrected

by Gebl.ardt). W. and Hort follow B (r. iavrov ij>.) in the first clause.] From the

preceding clause, and in keeping with the parallel passages. [Tisch., recent

editors, K. V., with most leading uncials, omit cwroc, and in ver. 3G with N B L,

read ude?.E~t, Kep8i/oai, dijfiiaQT/vac.'] — Ver. 36. avBpu-^ov read, with Lachm. and

Tisch., following A C* D, min. Or.: tov avflpuTzov. [Tisch. VIII., recent editors,

reject the article.] As well the omission of the article as the reading avBpuiroc.

(E F G H L M X T A N* min.) is from the parallels. —Ver. 37. y u] Tisch.

reads ri yap, following B L A X, 28, Copt. Or. ; ?/ t'l is from Matt. xvi. 2G.

[Tisch., recent editors, B.V., with X* B (L indirectly) have dot
;
(comp. Note

XXV., p. CO.]

Vv. 1-10. See on Matt. xv. 32-39. — h Ik. t. f'/tup.] An unessential differ-

ence from Matthew, hut still a difference. — irainz. bx^ov ovros] when verymany
people were there. The presence of such a crowd is intelligible enough after

the miraculous cure that has just been related (in opposition to Holtzmann,

p. 85).' On Trd/nrojivg, only found in this place in the N. T., see Wetstein."

[Sec critical note.] — Ver. 2. In the nominative i)utpai rpeig, Hilgenfeld finds

an indication of dependence on Matt. xv. 32. Why not the converse ?—
Ver. 3. rnir yap u.r./i.] information peculiar to Mark concerning the previous

tiilvd. h tij 66$, but still belonging to the words of Jesus : hence qitaoiv

(Lobeck, ad Phrijn. p. 744), have come; not : had come (Luther). [See

critical note.] — Ver. 4. w68ev] 117/// surprise the disciples thus ask, as on

the desert surface (;V epq/utag) there is no place whence loaves for their satis-

faction were to be obtained. — Ver. 7. Mark (it is otherwise in Matthew)

narrates in this place (otherwise at vi. 41 ) two separate actions in respect of

the loaves and the fishes. — According to the reading: nal evloyfjoac avra

rlirev not ravra Kapan&faai (see the critical remarks), we must translate : <n,<l.

after If. had Messed them, He oade set these also before them. [Comp. R. V. ]

—
With the small lishes thus, according to Mark, .lesus performs a special con-

secration (comp. on Matt. xiv. 19), as to which, however, in tvXoy. there is

nothing to be found of itself higher than in evxap. (Lange : "the pre-cele-

bration of the glorious success"). The thanksgiving of .lesus ioasa prayer of

praise (comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 16). On evhoyetv, with accusative of the ob-

ject, comp. I.>ike ix. 10, 1 Cor. x. 1(5,— in tic sense, namely, of uttering

over the objeel a prayer of praise (713^3), blessing it.— Ver. 8. rrepiaa. tcXao/i.

. remains lift <>rir in pieces seven /"'slits. The definition of measure

is added, according to the Greek usage, in the form of an apposition;

Buhner, II. p. 117. Ver. 10. ba%navov&d, named nowhere else, wasdoubt-.

(c p. Matt. w. :;
(.n a village or hamlet on the western side of the lake,

in (he neighborhood of Magdala (or else Magada ;
see on Matt. xv. 89).

See Robinson, III. p. 530 f. Ewald, indeed, Qesch. Chr. p. 370 (comp.

'On eTi'oi, equivalent to napeZvu, comp. Aik . . . 5xAo?>, Pollt. i>. 891 A; Lucian,

xv. 4a
; John vii. 89 ; Dorvill. Cfiaril. p. 600. II, nn. 61.

p, Plato, Legg. vli. p, B19 A ardnTro-
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Lightfoot), conjectures that in Dalmanuthawe have the Galilean pronuncia-

tion of the name of the town po 7i', where, according to the Mishna, many
Jews dwelt. But comp. on Matt. xv. 39. The present village Delhemija

(Robinson, III. p. 514, 530) lies too far to the south, immediately above the

influx of the Hieromax, eastward from the Jordan. — The specification of a

better-known place in Matthew betrays itself as later ; although Baur thinks,

that by such variations Mark probably only wished to give himself a sem-

blance of being independent.

Vv. 11-13. See on Matt. xvi. 1-4, who narrates more fully out of the col-

lection of Logia, and from the tradition adds the Sadducees. — e^Wov]

namely, from their dwellings in the district there. A trait of graphic cir-

eumstantiality. Lange imports the idea : as spies out of an ambush. But

it is not easy to see why ver. 11 should fitly attach itself, not to the history

of the miraculous feeding (which could not but serve to enhance the sensa-

tion produced by Jesus), but to vii. 37 (Holtzmann). Between Dalmanutha

and the place of the feeding there lay in fact only the lake. — i;p$avTo cvQ.

avTC)] How they made the beginning of disputing with Him, is told by L,r/Tovv-

reg k.t.1. : so that they asked, etc. — Ver. 12. avaoTemtjag] after that He had

heaved a sigh (comp. vii. 34), namely, at the hardened unbelief of those

men. 1 A picturesque feature here peculiar to Mark. Comp. vii. 34. — rt]

why—in painful certainty of the want of result, which would be associated

with the granting of their request. " Tota hujus orationis indoles intelli-

gitur ex pronuntiatione," "The entire quality of this discourse is known

from its manner" Beza.

—

d do&^aerai] a thoroughly Hebraistic expression

of asseveration (never shall, etc.), by the well-known suppression of theapo-

dosis. 2 According to Mark, therefore (who has not the significant saying

as to the sign of Jonah adopted by Matthew from the collection of Logia

already at x. 39 ff., and in this case at xvi. 4), a criiitiov is altogether refused

to this generation of Pharisees. 3 For them—these hardened ones, for whom
the signs already given did not suffice—none should be given ; the Gijuda,

which Jesus gave everywhere, were in fact sufficient even for their conver-

sion, if they had only been willing to attend to and profit by them. — iraltv

E/ifiag] without etc to ttao'iov (see the critical remarks), which is, however, by

means of iraXiv obvious from ver. 10.
4 — etc ra Trepav] to the eastern side of

the lake (comp. ver. 10). Holtzmann is wrong in saying that Jesus here

passes over for the second time to the western side ; see on ver. 22.

Vv. 14-21. See on Matt. xvi. 5-11, whose narrative is less concise and

more explanatory. —• kx-eXadovTo] quite as in Matt. xvi. 6, and therefore not :

viderunt se dblitos esse, "they saw that they had forgotten" (Fritzsche,

Kuinoel).' The disciples (ver. 15) form the subject, as is evident of itself;

1 This is all that is shown by the follow- p. 444 [E. T. 500].

ing painful question. Lange arbitrarily 3 By passing over the sign of Jonah,

holds that Jesus sighed on account of the Mark has effaced the point of the answer,

commencement of His separation from the which Matthew and Luke have furnished,

dominant popular party; that there was, 4 Comp. Xen. Cyrop. v. 7. 7 : iocrre enfiaiveiv,

at the same time, a forbearing reservation cmorav Ndros -rivey, Dem. 29. 26, and many
of His judicial power, and so forth. other places in the classical writers.

2 See Koster, Erlaut. p. 104 ff. ; Winer,
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for they ought to have taken care as to the provision of bread, butforgot

it. — el fit) eva K.T./..] a statement, which is quite in keeping with the peculi-

arity of Mark, and perhaps proceeds from Peter (in opposition to Hilgen-

feld). — Ver. 15. Spare is absolute; and arrb rf/c f. k.t.a. belongs only to

pteirere, the construction of which with arro (comp. xii. 33) is not, with Titt-

mann, Synon. p. 114, and Kuinoel, to be analyzed : avertere oculos, "to

turn away the eyes," but : take heed on account of, etc. Comp. irpoakxet.v air6

(Matt. xvi. G)
;

$6/3og airb tuv -o/.euiuv (Xen. Cyr. iii. 3. 53), al. — rqg tyfuic

rim <kapiaaiu>v] According to Matthew (see on xvi. G), ^'/"/ is a figure forper-

nicious doctrine, and there appears no reason for assuming any other refer-

ence here, such as to the mall mores, the character (Bleek, Holtzmann), the

mental tendency (Schenkel), and the like. See on Matt. xvi. 6. Jesus.

warns against the soul-perilling doctrines, which at that time proceeded as

well from the leaders of the hierarchy (the Pharisees) as from the political

head (Herod Antipas). Herod was a frivolous, voluptuous, unprincipled

man (see Ewalcl, Gesch. Chr. p. 47 f.) ; and the morally vile principles and

maxims, given forth by him, and propagated by the Jews who adhered to

him (the Herodians, iii. 6 ; see on Matt. xxii. 16), are the 0'//;/ 'Hpudov. A
wrong attempt at harmonizing will have it that Herod is mentioned (Heupi I)

as a Sadducee (which, however, he never was; see on Matt. xiv. 2), be-

cause Matt. xvi. G has ml Saddovnaluv. — Ver. 1G. According to the correct

rending (seethe critical remarks) : and they considered with one another,

that they had no bread. 1 [See Note XLIX., p. 104.1 — Vv. in. 20. Thi&dia-

logue form is characteristic of Mark's vivid mode of rcprtxculiiihnt.
\

See Note

L., p. 104 seq.]

—

irdajv GTzvpid. Tr/.r/puynra K/.aryya-rcjr] Sec on vi. 43. Observe

here, also, as well as in Matthew, the alternation of Ko<pii>ovc and enrvpiduv, in

accordance with vi. 43 andviii. 8. — By the fact that, after those two mirac-

ulous feedings, they slid could take thought one with another about want

of bread, they show how much they still lack discernment. The reproach

of vv. 17, 18 2 refers to this. But in ofou awiere, ver. 21 (see the critical re-

marks), the hi -<-i applies to the instruction that has just been catechetically

conveyed vv. 19, 20, and is therefore a later obiru than that in ver. 17. stand-

ing related thereto by way ofclimax. Schenkel regards as incorrect all that

is said of this reference to the miraculous feedings, in consistency with his

view thai these did not happen at all in the manner narrated.

Vv. 22-2G are found in Mark only. — It is not the Bethsaida situated on

the western shore of the lake (vi. 45) that is here meant, 8 but the north-east-

ern Bethsaida, completed by the tetrarch Philip (called also Julias, in honor

of the daughter of Augustus), 4 from which Jesus goes forth and comes north-

> With reaped to the indicative present • Theophylact, Euthyralus ^jgabenus,

cxoixTi, comp. on rl. 46, and Dissen, ad Dan. Heumann, Beupel, Koatlin, Holtzmann;

de Cor. \>. 808. comp. Bleek and several others.

2 on the thought of ver. 18, comp. besides * See Josephns, Bell. ii. 0. l. iii. 8. .

r
, ;

Anil.

9f., Ken. Cyr. iii. I. 87: u> flav/uao-iw- xviii. 8. 1, xviii. -I. 6; Plln. N. II. v. 16;

rare ar0pu>Tre, ov ti yc oiiM opuiv yivwo-Kftf, ov&i Wieseler, ChrOTlOl. SytlOpti • I' 878 f. ! Robin-

aKovtoy iiiftvitvax, Di . Bon, Pal. III. p. 666 f.; Ritter, /><//.-. XV.

. . . ui(TTe to ti'js Trapot/iiat opud'Tai /u.17 opor xai p. 880 J
Ewald, OtSCh. Chr. p. 46.

sAoioi'Ta? fir) axovtiv.
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wards into the region of Caesarea-Philippi (ver. 27) ; see vcr. 13. [See Note

LI., p. 105.] The weakly-attested reading B?/tiavlav (D, Cod. It.) is an ancient

alteration, from geographical ignorance of any other Bcthsaida than the

western one. Ewald, indeed, following Paulus, has again (Gesch. Chr.

p. 378) preferred this reading, because Bethsaida Julias was not a kw/z;/, ver.

2G ; but it was Philip who first raised it to the rank of a city, and hence its

designation as a village may still have been retained, or may have been used

inaccurately by Mark.—The blind man was not bom blind. See ver. 24. —
Ver. 23. igf/yayev] see on vii. 33. — The spitting is to be apprehended as at

vii. 33. As in that place, so here also, Jesus held it as necessary to do more

than had been prayed for. — Ver. 24. ava(3Mi)mc] after he had looked up

(vi. 41, vii. 34). Erasmus erroneously interprets it : to become seeing again,

(x. 51), which is only conveyed in ical aTronarEar. k.t.?.. —-According to the

reading bri <jf divdpa opu nepnrarovvTae (see the critical remarks) : I see the men,

for like trees Iperceive persons walking about, I observe people walking who
look like trees (so unshapely and large). This was the first stage of seeing,

when the objects appeared in vague outline and enlarged. More harsh is

Ewald's construction, which takes on as the recitative, that indicates a new
commencement of the discourse. —We cannot decide why Jesus did not

heal the blind man perfectly at once, but gradually. But it is certain that

the agency does not lose, by reason of its being gradual, the character of an

instantaneous operation. Comp. Iloltzmann, p. 507 ; Euthymius Zigabe-

nus : are/lwc 61 top rv<p/i.bv rovrov td-epdnevasv die are2.ug TuorevovTa' 6ib /cat emjpu-

TTjcev avrbv, el tc (iXknei, iva fiinpov ava[3?iEi})ac curb ttjc pinpac bipeuc marevay TeXsu-

repov, nai la&y TeXetJTepov' co<j>bc yap iaruv larpoc, "Incompletely He healed this

blind man as one believing imperfectly ; wherefore also He asked him if he

saw anything, that looking up a little from the little sight he might believe

more fully and be cured fully ; for He is wise as a physician." Comp.
Victor Antiochenus and Theophylact. So usually. According to Olshausen, a

process too much accelerated would have been hurtful to the blind man.

This is an arbitrary limitation of the miraculous power of Jesus (see,

on the other hand, Strauss, II. p. G6). According to Lange, Jesus

desired in this quiet district, and at this momentous time, "to subdue

the powerful effect of His miracles." As though the miracle would

not even as it occurred have been powerful enough. According to

Strauss, the gradual character is merely part of Mark's effort after vivid-

ness of representation. 1 A notion unwarranted in itself, and contrary to

the analogy of Mark's other narratives of miracles. —Ver. 25. /cat o~tt-(3?.eip£v

(see the critical remarks) : and he looked steadfastly 2 and was restored. This

steadfast look, which he now gave, so that people saw that he fixed his eyes

on definite objects, was the result of the healing influence upon his eyes,

1 In fact, Baur, Markusev. p. 58, thinks not-seeing to seeing primarily in the case

that thereby the writer was only making a of one corporeally blind. Thus the proced-

display of his physiological knowledge on ure related by Mark would be invented by
the theory of vision. And Hilgenfeld says, Mark !

that Mark desired to set forth the gradual 2 Plato, Phaed. p. 86 D ; comp. on Matt.

transition of the disciples from spiritual vii. 5.
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which he experienced by means of this second laying on of hands, and which

the restoration immediately followed.

—

ical kviftfeirev (see the critical remarks)

ti}2.airyag airavTa] Notice the imperfect, which defines the visual activity from

this time continuing; and how keen this was ! He saw everything from

afar, so that he needed not to come close in order to behold it clearly.

///,;>.-•//, intueri, see Xen, Mem. iii. 11. 10, al. In the classical writers

used with nw',
1 but also with nvd (Anthol. xi. 3). T?j?.avyug (far-shining)

with hi,;'/: keiv denotes that the objects at a distance shone clearly into his

eyes. 2— Ver. 20. eig oIkov avrov] He did not dwTell in Bethsaida, but was from

elsewhere, and was brought to Jesus at Bethsaida. Sec the sequel.

—

u7]6k

tig t. K.6/17/V k.t.X.] This fnjde is not wrong, as de Wettc and Pritzsche judge,

under the impression that it ought to be /;?/ only ; but it means : not even :

so now Winer also, p. 434 [E. T. 489]. The blind man had come with

Jesosfrom the village ; the healing had taken place outside in front of the

village; now He sends him away to his house ; He desires that he shall not

remain in this region, and says : not even into the village (although it is so

near, and thou hast just been in it) enter thou. The second ////,' is : nor yet.

— The second clause [see critical note, and Note LIL, p. 105], fiijde elnyg

k.t.%., is no doubt rendered quite superfluous by the first ; but Fritzsche

pertinently remarks: " Jesu graviter intcrdicentis cupiditatem et ardorem

adumbrari . . . Non enim, qui commoto animo loquuntur, verba appendere

solent," "that the desire and ardor of Jesus in forbidding is impressively

set forth . . . For it is not those who speak with agitated mind that are

wont to weigh their words.'
1

Grotius, Calovius, Bengel, Lange, and vari-

ous others take nvt fa r. hi'.nnj to mean : to one of tfo inhabitants of the villagt

(who may meet thee outside). A makeshift occasioned by their own addi-

tion. And why should not Mark have simply written tlvi en rijg n&fiqc ? As

to the prohibition in general, comp. on v. 43.

Vv. 27-38. See on Matt. xvi. 13-27. Comp. Luke ix. 18-26.— e&l&ev]

from Bethsaida (Julias), ver. 22. — fift nuuar Kaitrap.] into the villages be-

longing to the region of Caesarca. —Ver. 28. With the reading 8n i

irpoQTjrav (see the critical remarks), ,w is to be supplied. Matthew was the

more careful to insert the name of Jeremiah from the collection of Logi a, be-

cause he wrote for Jews. — Ver. 29. Mark and Luke omit what .Matthew re-

lates in vv. 17 19. Generally, Matthew is here fuller and more original in

drawing from the collection of Logia. According to Victor Antiochenus

and Theophylact, 8 Mark has omitted it on purpose : Iva in, 66^ vr-
jy UfopQ k.t.X., "Thai lie might not Beem to be favoring Peter, "etc. Ac-

cording to B. Bauer, the narrative of Matthew has only originated from the

consciousness of the hierarchy. Both these views are arbitrary, and the latter

rests on quite a groundless presupposition. As the remarkable saying of

Jesus to Peter, even if it had been omitted in the collection of Logia (Holtz-

tnann), cannol have been unknown to Mark and cannot have its place sup-

plied l>\ iii. 10, it must he assumed that he purposely abstained from includ-

1 Cynp. i. 8. '.'
: Plat. FOl. X. p. 609 D. BtlidaS : TrjAavye's, iropptoBtv <f>aivov.

•Comp. Diod. Sic. i. 50: i-rjAavyeorfpoi' * Comp- Wetstein, Mictaaells, and <
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ing it in this narrative, and that probably from some sort of consideration,

which appeared to him necessary, for Gentile-Christian readers. 1 [See Note

LIII., p. 10.5.] Thus he appears to have foregone its insertion from higher

motives. To Luke, with his Paulinism, this passing over of the matter was

welcome. The omission furnishes no argument against the Petrine deriva-

tion of our Gospel (in opposition to Baur, Marlcusevang. p. 133 f.), but it is

doubtless irreconcilable with its subserving a special Petrine interest, such as

is strongly urged by Hilgenfeld and Kostlin. 2 And to invoke the conception

of a mediating Petrinism (see especially, Kostlin, p. 366 f.), is to enter on a

field too vague and belonging to later times. Observe, moreover, that we
have here as yet the simplest form of Peter's confession. The confession

itself has not now for the first time come to maturity, but it is a confirmation

of the faith that has remained unchangeable from the beginning. Comp. on

Matt. xv. 17. — Ver. 31. 3 ruv Trpea
t
3. k. tup apx- k. ruvypayy.] A lthough these

three form one corporation (the Sanhedrim), still each class is spcci<rily

brought before us by repetition of the article, which is done with rhetorical

solemnity. — fiera rpeig^fisp. ] after the lapse of three days. Comp. Matt, xxvii.

63. More definitely, but ex eventu, Matt, and Luke have : ry -pin) f/uepa,

with which iisrarp. ?/,«., according to the popular way of expression, is not at

variance. 4— Ver. 32. i<al Ttappr/ala k. -.?..] a significant feature introduced by

Mark, with a view of suggesting a still more definite motive for Peter's sub-

sequent conduct : and openly (without reserve, frankly and freely) He spolce

the word (ver. 31). 7?appr/oia stands opposed to speaking in mere hints,

obscurely, figuratively (John xi. 14, xvi. 25, 29). — ettitc/x.] to make reproaches'

namely, wc eig ddvarov p'l-tovt eavrbv e!-bv (iTjdi v -adelv, " as flinging himself into

death, it being possible to suffer nothing," Theophylact. But " Petrus dum
inerepat, increpationem meretur," "while Peter rebukes, he merits rebuke,"1

Bengel. Comp. eTrerifiqae, ver. 33. — Ver. 33. i<al Idibv rovg /uadnrag avrov] when
He had turned Himself towards him and beheld His disciples. The latter

clause gives more definitely the reason for the stern outburst of the censure

of Jesus ; He could not but set art exampleto the disciples, whom He beheld

as witnesses of the scene. Moreover, in i-ioTpcupeic there is a different

conception from that of arpmpcir, Matt. xvi. 23. —-Ver. 34. Jesus now
makes a pause ; for what He has to say now is to be said to all who follow

Him. Hence He calls to Him the multitude that accompanies Him, etc.

Mark alone has clearly this trait, by which the bx^oc is expressly brought

upon the scene also (Luke at ix. 23 relates after him, but with less clearness).

1 Ceza, however, justly asks :
" Quis creel- p. 58 f.

iderit, vel ipsum Petrum vel Marcum prae- 3 The view that Jesus Himself now for

teriturum fuisse illud Tu es Petrus, si eccle- the first time clearly foresaw His death

siae Christianae fundamentum in his verbis (Weizsaeker, p. 475 ; Keim, geschichtl. Chr.

situm esse existimassent ?" '"Who eouM p. 45), conflicts, even apart from the narra-

believe, that either Peter himself or Mark tive of John, with ii. 20. Comp. on Matt,

would have omitted this, ' Thou art Peter,' xvi. 21. Moreover, we cannot gretrid of the

if they had supposed the foundation of the mention of the Parousia, Matt. x. 23, and
Christian church was laid down in these the interpretation of the sijen of Jonah,
words ?" Matt. xii. 30 f. (comp. on Luke xi. 30).

2 Comp. Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1853, 4 See Krehs, Obs. p. 97 f.
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Conip. vii. 14. This is to be explained by the originality of the Gospel, not

by the irpug navrag of Luke i.\. 23 (which de Wette thinks Mark misunder-

stood). ' — bang] quicunque, not at variance with the sense (Fritzsche), but as

appropriate as el rig. [See critical note.]— axotovd.] both times in the same

sense of discipleship. See, moreover, on Matt. x. 38. — Ver. 35. See on

Matt. x. 39. t. iavrov f.] expression of self-sacrifice ; His own soul He spares

not. [But see additional critical notes.] — Yer. 37. ri yap (see the critical

remarks) gives the reason for the negative sense of the previous question.

—

Ver. 38. yap] proves from the law of the retribution, which Jesus will fully

carry out, that no ransom can be given, etc. Whosoever shall have been

ashamed to receive me and my doctrines—of Him the Messiah shall also beashamed

(shall not receive him for His kingdom, as being unworthy) at the Parousia!

As to i-rraiaxwd.., comp. on Rom. i. 16.

—

t») uoixalidi] see on Matt. xii. 39.

This bringing into prominence of the contrast with the Lord and His words,

by means of h ry yevea . . . auaprulib is only given here in the vivid de-

lineation of Mark ; and there is conveyed in it a deterrent power, namely,

from making common cause with this yevea by the denial of Christ. The
comparison of Matt. xii. 39, xvi. 4, is not, on account of the very dissimilar-

ity of the expressions, to be used either for or against the originality of

Mark, against which, according to Weiss, also auaei, ver. 35 (Matt. : eip/jcet,

which Luke also has), is supposed to toil. Nevertheless, k. mi' tvayyeTdaUf

ver. 35, is an addition of later tradition.

—

6 viae r. avdp&ir.] Bengel aptly

says: "Nuncnon ego, sed Jilius hominis quae appellatio singularem cum
adventu glorioso visibili nexum habct," ''Now not '/,' but 'the Son of

man,' which appellation has a remarkable connection with the glorious

visible advent." Comp. xiv. 62. — And as to this mighty decision, how soon

shall it emerge ! ix. 1. "What warning and encouragement in this promise!

Notes by American Editok.

XLIX. Ver. 1G. irphg a'/J.if/.ovr on uprovg Sin tx°vcnv.

The reading and interpretation are alike open to discussion. It seems, how-

ever, safe to reject Myavreg, although it is retained in the R. V. text.

The third person is accepted by Weiss ed. Meyer, as well as by Treg. text,

\Y. and Hurt, 11. V. marg. (against Tisch. ixofisv). Meyer accepts the reading

given above, but regards bri as objective. Taking it as causal we may explain :

"because (hey had no bread " (the present being used as if in direct discourse).

With the first person 5r< would be recitantis ; or if "hkyovreg be retained, the

elliptical form of the R. V. marg. is allowable :
" Baying, It is because we have

no bread." (It may he added that the English edition of Meyer presents his

view incorrectly : "had" is substituted for "would have" in this edition.)

L. Yv. 18, 19.

Tisch., W. and Hort conneot w. is and 19, so that the latter gives the object

of the verb 'remember." '' And do ye not remember, when 1 brake, etc. . . .

1 ((imp. Bilgenfeld, Markusevang. p. 01.
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how many loaves." The omission of mi (XCD A), before ttooovq favors this

view. In ver. 20 X A have ml, A D, etc. Eec. 61, while B L have ore only. The

last is probably correct (against Tisch.).

LI. Vv. 22-2G. Bethsaida.

There can be little question that Bethsaida Julias is here referred to. Indeed,

in all cases where the Synoptists mention the name, this place may be meant.

In John (xii. 21), however, "Bethsaida of Galilee" is spoken of
;
yet that

Evangelist, writing later, might use "Galilee" for the whole region. Bethsaida

Julias is held by some to have been partly in Galilee. See Bible Dictionaries

and recent works on Palestine.

LII. Ver. 26. firj6i dnjjg tlv'i. ev ry ku/itj.

This clause is omitted by the most judicious critics, also by Weiss ed. Mey.

Tisch. improperly reads /it/ (instead of /nr/de), at the beginning of the previous

clause. It is found only in X*, and corrected to jn]6t by S°. The R. V. rightly

renders it "not even."

LIE Ver. 29.

Weiss ed. Mey. regards the parallel accounts as mainly dependent on that

of Mark, but Matt. xvi. 17-19 as derived from "the older source."—He does

not agree with Meyer that it was omitted by Mark from some sort of consider-

ation for Gentile-Christian readers.
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CHAPTER IX.

Ver. 1. Tho arrangement : <JJe tuv icrrjK., in Tisch., following B D* and one

cotlex of the It., is correct ; ruv <lxh £<jttjk. is from the parallels. — Ver. 3. kyi-

veto] Lachm. and Tisch. [not VIII.] have kyevovro, following a considerable

amount of evidence. The singular is a correction in recollection of Matt. xvii.

2. [W. and Hort, R. V., retain the singular.] — wc #juv] is wanting in B C LA
1, Sahid. Arm. Aeth. Cant. Condemned by Griesb., deleted by Tisch. [So

recent editors, R. V.] But had it been interpolated, it woidd not have been ug

Xiuv (comp. Matt, xxviii. 3), but ug to (pug, that would have been supplied from

Matt. xvii. 2, as Or. min. actually have. — Before XevKuvac, B C L A X, min.

vss. Or. have nvrur, which Tisch. has adopted. Rightly ; as it was found to be

superfluous and cumbrous, it was omitted. — Ver. 6. Elz. Fritzsche, Scholz,

Lachm. have ?m?.?'/gt;. But a preponderance of evidence favors /m/j/cei, which,

with Matth., is the more to be preferred, as the future seemed objectionable to

copyists lacking nice discernment ; hence also in N, Or. the reading uTre/cptflij

(according to ver. 5), whence again proceeded, as an emendation, aironpiBy

(Tisch., following B C* L A, min. Copt.). [Recent editors, R. V, accept this

better sustained reading.] — yaav yap £k0o3oi] is, with Lachm. and Tisch., fol-

lowing B C D L A N 33, Copt. Sahid. It. Chrys., to be changed into Ik6. y. eye-

fovro. — Ver. 7. ?/A0e] B C L A X, Syr. in the margin, Copt. Arm. have eyevsro.

Recommended by Griesb. [Accepted by Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.] It

is from Luke ix. 35. — After veti&jjg Elz. Lachm. have leyovaa, in opposition to

very considerable witnesses (yet not to A D L A ; the latter has 2.kyuv). From

Matt. xvii. 5. — avrov a/coverej Lachm. Tisch. have uk. avr. The Reeepta is from

the parallels. — Ver. 8. a"kXa\ B D N, min. vss. have el /tr}, which Lachm. has

adopted. [So TV. and Hort, TVeiss (on the ground of Mark's use of the latter

phrase), R. V.] From Matt. xvii. 8.— [Ver. 9. Tisch., recent editors, R. V.,

with X K C D L, 33, Vulg. Copt., have ml Kara/3., and W. and Hort text,

Weiss, with B D, 33, substitute <\- for <lir6.] — Ver. 10. ro ' dvaarF/vai]

D, min. Syr. Perss. Vulg. Jer. have brav kit i>. uvanry. So Fritzsche (retaining

t6) ; already recommended by Griesb., following Mill and Bengel. A gloss, for

the sake of more accurate definition. — Ver. 11. Before oi ypap/i. Tisch. lias ol

bapio. mi, only following L X, Vulg. codd. It. It would, with stronger attes-

tation, require to be adopted on account of Matt. xvii. 10. [Recent editors,

!;. V., retain the briefer reading.] — Ver. 12. cnroicp. rfn-ev] B C L A X. Syr.

Perss. p. Copt, have £07. Commended by Griesb., adopted by Tisch. Rightly;

the more prevalent expression crept in from Matth.; fyy is only further found

in the Text. rec. of Mark at \iv. 29. — anomQtOTQ.] on decisive evidence read,

with Lachm. Tisch., airoKaOtar&vei. [Recent editors, with B D (and indirectly

other Mss.), give the form : efoi fit i

,,' .•}. Rec. (AC) ha ; Tis< h. |\\ ith N'i

vuQy, while Lachmann (with L) has etjovdevifQy, Ver. It. Tisch., recent

editors, R. v., with X B I. a. have >'.«,•-.•< and el&ov : and jrpbg av-

of verse, with K* B (' L A, Vulg.] Ver. 15. ISuv avr. ]
B C
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D I L A X, min. vss. liave itiovTsg avr. t^e0apf3r/Q7jaav. Rightly approved by

Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. Not the plural, but the singular

had its origin in correction. — Ver. 1G. Instead of i~Tjp< avroug Elz. Scholz have

htrrjp. rovg ypauuartlr, which Lachrn. has in the margin. But B D L A S, min.

Copt. Arm. Aeth. Vulg. It. have avrovg ; rovg ypafi/iarelg is plainly an interpreta-

tion in accordance with ver. 14. — Ver. 17. Following B C D L A X, 33, Copt.

Cant. Ver. Vera read, with Lachm. and Tisch., nal intenpiBi} avru etc ek. t. o\'/..

— Ver. 18. [Recent editors (against Tisch.) retain avrov, after fr/acei, with A B
C L A.] After odovrag Elz. Scholz have avrov ; it is wanting in B C* D L A K,

min. Vulg. It. By Lachm. it is only bracketed, by Tisch. deleted. A familiar

addition. — Ver. 19. Instead of avrolg Elz. has avrC>, which Rinck, Lucubr. crii.

p. 300, defends. But avrolg has preponderant attestation, and was changed, as

the father has just spoken, into the singular. — Ver. 20. ia-dpaisv] B C LAN,
33 have avvsanupal-EV. So Lachm. Tisch. [W. and Hort, R. V.]. It is from Luke
ix. 42. The reading hdpa^sv in D also tells in favor of the Becepta. — Ver. 21.

he TruiAioOev (Lachm. Tisch.) is found in B C G I L A X, min., and is, moreover,

supported by D, Chrys. , which have ek rcaidog. The pleonastic ek was passed

over.—Ver. 22. 7rfy>] Griesb. Fritzsche, Scholz have rl> wvp, following A E F G
K M V T, min. From Matth. — Svvacat] Lachm. and Tisch. have Svvy here and

at ver. 23, following B D I L A X, min. To be adopted ; the usual form was

substituted. — Ver. 23. TriarcvaaL] is, with Tisch. (comp. Ewald), following B C*
LAX, min. Copt. Arm. Aeth. Arr., to be deleted. An addition to the simple

« Sivy, which was not understood. — Ver. 24. usrd cJa/cp.] is wanting in A* B
C* L A X, 28, Copt. Aeth. Arm. Rightly deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. [recent

editors ; R. V. puts it in margin only]. It is a gloss on Kpd^ag. — After ttig-

revu Elz. Fritzsche have Kvpte, in opposition to preponderant- evidence. — Ver.

26. Kpd^av . . . P77o/)d^av] Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. have icpd^ag . . . cTrapd^ag,

following B C* D L X, min. (A has Kpdi-ag . . . awapu^av) ; the neuter is a cor-

rection. — dvTur] is, in accordance with nearly the same witnesses and vss., to

be deleted, with Griesb. and Tisch. (Lachm. has bracketed it).

—

Tro/.Aovg]

Lachm. and Tisch. have rovg tto/UW'c, following A B L A X, 33. The article, in

itself superfluous, was more easily omitted than added. — Ver. 27. uvruv rr/g

X£ipog] Lachm. Tisch. have 1% xeiP- avrov, following B D L A X, min. Copt.

Arm. Vulg. It. Vict. A gloss (comp. i. 31, v. 41, viii. 23 ; Matt. ix. 25 ; Luke
viii. 54). [Recent editors, R. V., agree with Tisch., the evidence being very

strong.] — Ver. 28. The genitives Eice/M6i>Tog avrov (Lachm. Tisch.) are found

in B C D L A X, min. ; they are, however, to be regarded as an emendation (it

is otherwise at ver. 2) on account of the double avrov. [The evidence is again

strongly against Meyer's theory. Recent editors, R. V., accept the genitive.] —
Ver. 29. The omission of k. vqarua (Tisch.) is sufficiently attested by B Xs and

one codex of the It., since the addition from Matthew so very easily suggested

itself. — Ver. 30. Traps-noptvovro] Lachm. has iiropewvro, following only B* D.

Verc. Brix. Colb. The compound, not being understood, was set aside. —

•

[Tisch., recent editors, with X B C D L, have the form yvol ; comp. Note XXV.,

p. 60.] — Ver. 31. rrj rpirri r/ttepa] B C* D L A X, vss. have /uerd rpeig fjfiepag ;

approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. From viii. 31. If r. rpiry

riii. had been introduced from the parallel (in this case, Luke), this would

rather have been done at viii. 31 (from Matt, and Luke), where it has but very

weak attestation. [The accusative with uerd is the form most clearly attested
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throughout this Gospel ; and accepted by recent editors, E. V.] — Ver. 33. pSev]

Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, E. V.] have ?/Xd<w, following B D X, niin.

Syr. Pers. W, Vulg. It. (exc. Brix.). Not sufficiently attested for adoption,

since at any rate the plural, after ver. 30, occurred more readily to the tran-

scribers. — Before (heAoy. Elz. Fritzsche, Scholz have 7rpoc iavroig, which Griesb.

condemned, Lachm. and Tisch. have deleted. It is wanting in B C D L A X,

vss., also in Vulg. It. (exc. Brix.), while several cursives place it after 6iekoy.,

and it is to be regarded as added for more precise definition. — Ver. 34. iv rfj

ufiu] is wanting in A D A, Goth. Cant. Ver. Verc. Brix. Vind. Bracketed by

Lachm., deleted by Fritzsche. But, if it had been added from ver. 33, it would

appear before dielexQ. Understood of itself, it was easily overlooked. [Ver.

37. Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with X B L., read &kxn~ti, instead of the

second detyTat of the Eec.]— Ver. 38. aneicpi(hi Se\ B L A X, Syr. Copt. Tisch.

have merely i<pr). Rightly; comp. on ver. 12. — The liecepta, Lachm. Tisch.

read : iv to> bvofi. aov. Griesb. Scholz have deleted iv. The witnesses on both

sides are strong. The simple dative was more precisely defined partly, in ac-

cordance with the usual conception "in the name," by iv, partly, in accord-

ance with vv. 37, 39, by k-1. (so Fritzsche, although following only TJ, min.).

[Eecent editors, E. V., retain iv, attested by X B C D L A, Vulg.] — After

o*ain6via Elz. Scholz, Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. have : bg ovk anoAovdei tju'iv. But

this is wanting in B C L AN, min. Syr. Arr. Perss! Aeth. Copt. Brix., while D
X, min. vss., including Vulg. It. (exc. Brix.), omit the following bri ovk qkoa.

?'/fj.lv (so Schulz, Fritzsche, Einck). Accordingly Griesb. regards both as an ad-

dition from Luke. But both are to be retained. The former dropped out,

because Luke has it not ; witnesses, which had the former reading, left out the

latter as superfluous and cumbrous. If it had been a gloss from Luke, fisff {j/iuv

would have been written instead of jjfiiv ; but this only occurs in L. [Treg.

brackets, \V. and Hort, E. V., omit the first clause, Tisch. Weiss retain both.]

— inu'/vcafiev] B D L A X, min. have ekuAvo/iev. So Einck and Tisch. The

aorist is from Luke. [Tisch., recent editors, It. V., with X B A, read ?)ko?mv-

6ei, instead of the present, in the last clause.] — Ver. 40. Elz. Fritzsche, Tisch.

have both times rjfiav. But A D E F G H K M S V T, min. and most of the

vss., including Vulg. and It., read vfiuv ; ij/iuv is an emendation, as it is also in

Luke ix. 50. [B C A X, Copt., etc. have i/ftuv twice ; accepted by recent editors,

E. V.] — Ver. 41. Elz. has: ev r£> bvou. /wv. But t<]> and ftov are wanting in

very considerable witnesses, which condemn, although not unanimously, both

readings as additions. — Before ob fir}, bri is to be adopted, following B 0* D L
A X, min., with Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch. — Lachm. and Tisch. [not VIII.]

read dirohioei, following only B 1> E, min. — Ver. 42. After [wepuv Fritzsche,

Lachm. [Tisch. VIII., recent editors, E. V.] have roiruv, in accordance, doubt-

less, with A B C** D L N A X, min. vss., including Vulg. It. ; but from Matt.

xviii. (I, whence also has come the reading ptiXog bvmoc (Lachm. Tisch. [and

Treg., W. and Hort, E. V.] following B C D L A X, min. vss., including Vulg.

and It.). | Weiss apparently prefers the latter.]
—

"Ver. 43. Kak6v cm kari\ Lachm.

and Tisch. rightly read : naMv ior'iv or, following B C L A X, min. Verc. The

liecepta is from Matt, xviii. 8 ; but to derive thence; the order tin, Welv tig t. C

(Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.) is forbidden by its decisive attestation. — Ver. 45.

cot] m is still more strongly attested here than at ver. 13, and is likewise to be

adopted (with Scholz, Lachm. and Tisch.) — elg rb trip rd iaftearov] is wanting
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in B C L A X, min. vss. Condemned by Griesb., bracketed by Lachm., deleted

by Tisch. Even in ver. 43 tbe words are wanting in some, although far weaker

witnesses. They are to be retained in ver. 43 (had there been an interpolation,

we should have expected slg to Kvp to aluviov, in accordance with Matt, xviii.

8), but in ver. 45 they are to be struck out as a mechanical repetition from ver

43. — The words brrov 6 ckMtj^ ovtuv ov te2,evt^. nal to irvp oil ofth'vvTat are only

found in all witnesses at ver. 48, whereas in w. 44 and 46 they are wanting in

B C A N, min. Copt. Arm. They are, with Tisch., to be deleted in vv. 44 and
46. [Rejected by all recent critical editors.] They were written on the margin

from ver. 48. — Ver. 47. tov irvpog] falls, according to B D L A X, min. Ait.

Copt. Arm. Slav. Cant. Verc. Colb. Corb., with Lachm. and Tisch., to be struck

out. From Matt, xviii. 9. — [On the genuineness of the second clause of ver.

49, see Note LX., p. 125.]— Ver. 50. Instead of the third uAac there is to be

adopted u?.a, with Lachm. and Tisch., following A* B D L A N, 1, 28, 209.

uAac is a mechanical repetition.

Ver. 1. See on Matt. xvi. 28. Comp. Luke ix. 27.

—

eIgl timet ade k.t.a.]

see the critical remarks : there are some here among the bystanders. — kATjAv&A

having come ; otherwise conceived of in Matthew : epxo/ievov. — ev 6way.Ec]

in poieer ; comj). Rom. i. 3. When, moreover, in this place the coming of

the kingdom is spoken of, it is the same nearness of the Parov.ua that is

meant (comp. on Matt. vi. 10), as at Matt. xvi. 28
;

1 not the constituting

of the church (Bleek), nor the emergence of the idea cf the kingdom of God
into historical realization (Weisse, Evangelienfr. p. 232), the triumph of the

gospel (Schenkel), and the like. See viii. 38. With interpretations of this

nature the specification of time e'kjI riveg k.t.a.-—pointing as it does to the

term of the existing generation—is not at all in keeping.

Vv. 2 2-13. See on Matt. xvii. 1-12, where on the whole the narrative is

presented in its most original form ; Matthew7 has followed a tradition

mostly more accurate 3 than Mark, and altogether more so than Luke ix.

28-36 f. [See Note LIV., p. 124.]— tov 'Iqk. k. 'Iudvv.] The one article em-

braces the pair of brothers. — Ver. 3. eyevovro] plural (see the critical re-

marks), indicates the different articles of clothing, which became white (a

vivid delineation), see Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. I. 2. 33. [See additional

critical note.] — o\a yvcKprvc k.t.a.] i.e., of such nature (they became) as that

a fuller on earth is notable to furnish such a whiteness (ovtuc levKavm, seethe

critical remarks), enl ttjq yf/g is added with reference to the heavenly nature

of that lustre. Bengel well says, moreover :
" x^v natura, Aevrnvai arte,''''

"snow by nature, whiten by art." [But ur %i6v is not sufficiently attested.]

— Ver. 6.
4

tl AaAqtJEt] what he shall say (future, see the critical remarks), not

'In opposition to Sehwegler, I. p. 467; 4 In this remark (by way of excuse) about

Baur, Eoang. p. 561 ; Kostlin, p. 383. Peter, Hilgenfeld finds Petrinism ; and
2 A definite specification of time, similar Baur, a dependence of the writer on Luke

to /uefl* rj.aepa? e£ in this case, is only found ix. 33. As to the latter, the converse is

again in Mark at xiv. 1, and there, too, of a the case. The former springs from the en-

very important turning-point of the his- deavor to discover tendency everywhere,

tory. even when, as here, it is the most innocent
3 In opposition to Schenkel and Weiz- explanatory remark, in which indeed Baur

sticker. only sees (Markusev. p. 68) the character of
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inappropriate (Fritzsche) ; but ?/J«lias reference to the point of time, when
Peter was just desiring to begin the utterance of what is said at ver. 5 ; and

n '/n'/ i;dfi expresses the unknown more strongly and more vividly than the

deliberative ri Xahrjoq (what he should say).

—

ek<j>oj3oi yap kyevovro (see the

critical remarks) : for they beca/me full of terror,
1 namely, by reason of the

appearances, vv. 3,4. — Ver. 7. ko.1 eyivero] and there became (there arose,

came into manifestation) a cloud. Comp. Luke i.\. 34. — Ver. 8. And of a

sudden, having looked around, they saw, etc. egamva occurs only here in the

N. T., frequently in the LXX., but elsewhere is rare and late. — ovdiva] ap-

plies to the persons who had appeared; hence u'/.'/d is : but, on tin contrary,

nol equivalent to el uh (Beza, and many others), which Matthew lias. — The

fear of the disciples is presented by Matt. xvii. 6 with more of psychologi-

cal accuracy as only subsequent to the voice (this is the climax of the event),

but in such a manner that they fall down, and Jesus Himself delivers them

from it. The saying about building tabernacles does not bear the impress

of confusion, as Mark presents it, but that of a slid fresh ingenuous joy at

the ravishing spectacle ; nor yet does it bear the impress of drowsiness, as

Luke designates it, whose expression, according to Baur's opinion (see

Markusevang. p. C9), Mark has only wished to modify
; comp. Baur's very

unfavorable judgment on the narrative of Mark in general in the theol. Jahrb.

1853, p. 82 f. In Luke the latter tradition betrays itself
;
see on Luke ix.

28 IT., and Holtzmann, p. 224 f. But all three narratives in this particular,

as also in their other features, stand opposed to the boldness of Sehenkel,

who (following Wcisse) reduces the whole matter to this, that Jesus had by

His instructive teaching'made the two representatives of the old covenant ap-

pear to the three confidential diseiples on the mountain in a right light, in

the light of His own Messianic destination ; while, on the other hand,

Weizsacker abides by a vision as the culmination of a deeper process of faith.

_

l

.nd assuredly a visionary element was combined with the marvellous event.

ie on Matt. xvii. 12, Remark. — Ver. 10. rbv \6yov] what Jesus had just

said to them, ver. 9, not the occurrence of the glorification (Beza) ;
see the

following question. — eKparqoav] k<}>t the sayingfast ; did not lei if go out of

their consideration, " i/»n neglectim liabuerunt," "did not hold it heedlessly"

(Bengel). 2 To explain it in harmony with the kaiytiaav in Luke ix. 36, we

musi neither attach to the Kparelv in itself themeaning: to Tceep concealed,*

norbringout that meaning by the addition to- it of trpbc iavroig (Vulg. :

continuerunt apud se);* but simply explain if with Fritzsche, comp. Bret-

incompleteness in the writer's combination rroo'oi' -yiWir ou Kpanjcrei. Comp. Bar, Iv. t

;

Of the Other tWO GoSpelS. [n Opposition tO Caut. iii. I : ixparrjaa olvtov koX oiu « .,'. i) k a

such unfairness, however, Boltzmann, avrov.

i>.
ss f. 194, goes too f.-n- in his defence of ' On behalf of whioh Theodotion, Dan. v.

Marie, inasmuch as he "Iocs nol even ac- 12, and the Scholiast At • '. ChoSph. 78,

knowledge the excusing character <>f the have wrongly been appealed to.

oft y&p iSei k.t.x., which even Bleek,Weiss, •Comp. Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Laofa

and Bilgenfeld tiave recognized. mann, Ewald, and many others, including

1 Heb. xii. -.'i ; Deut. Ix. 19; Plut. JVift. 6

;

even Buthymlus Zigabenus; see, <>n the

Arist. Physio other hand, ver. ir,, i. 87; Luke xxii. 28;

* Comp. Test. xtt. patr. p. 688: iv in/xii A.ots lx. 29 ; comp. Schulz.

<TOV fti) KpaTijO-;;? tuAoi', BcolUS. tXi. II:
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Schneider : they heldfast to the prohibition of Jesus, that is, they were silent

on the matter. But this entire explanation does not agree with irpbg eavrovc

avCqTovvrec /c.r./L, wherein is contained the accompanying more precise defini-

tion of the Kparslv rbv Tioyov. — irpbg iavrovQ prefixed with emphasis : among
themselves discussing, not questioning Jesus thereupon. To Him they have

another question, ver. 11. Comp. on i. 27. — ri tori, to h veicp. avao-.] relates

not to the resurrection of the dead in general (which was familiar as a con-

ception, and expected in fact as a Messianic work), but to the rising just

mentioned by Jesus, namely, that the Messiah would rise from the dead,

which, in fact, presupposed His dying, and on that account was so startling

and enigmatical to the disciples. Comp. ver. 32 ; John xii. 34. And in

reference to the historical character of the prediction of the resurrection, see

on Matt. xvi. 21. — Ver. 11. on Ikyovaiv k.t./„.] wherefore say, etc. ; that,

indeed, is not in keeping with thy prohibition ! It is, with Lachmann, to

be written : 5, ti (" quod est diari, simillimum illi notissimo el interrogativo,'1
''

" that is, Sia ti, very much like the well-known el interrogative," Praefat.

p. xliii.); and the indirect character of the question (Thucyd. i. 00. 4)

lies in the thought that governs it : I would fain Tcnoic, or the like.
1

Ewald likewise appropriately takes on as the recitatinum, so that the ques-

tion would be veiled in an affirmative clause (but at ver. 28 : wherefore).

Comp. Bleek. Still the bashful expression, which according to our view the

question has, apjoears more in keeping with the circumstances. [See Note

LV., p. 124.] — Ver. 12. 'HA/ac . . . navra] a concession of the correctness of

the doctrinal proposition (comp. on Matt. xvii. 11), the theoretical form of

which (hence the present) is retained. 2 Bengel appropriately says : "Prae-

sens indefinitum uti," "the indefinite present," as in Matt. ii. 4. — What
follows is, with Heinsius and Lachmann, to be punctuated thus : nal ttuc

-}t}pairTai knl rbv vibv tov avdpujrov
; Iva no21a Trad?] k. i^ovS. : and hoio stands

it written as to the Son of man! lie is to suffer many tilings, and be set at

nought. The truth of that proposition of Elijah as the theocratic restorer,

who is destined to precede the Messiah, has side by side with it the Script-

ural testimony of the suffering of the Messiah, aai is the simple and, link-

ing what stands written of the 3Iessiah to what was said of Elijah. Mark
ought, after beginning the construction of the discourse with ph, to have

followed it up by 6i ; but he passes over in an anacoluthic fashion from the

form of contrast with which he began into the subjunctive. 3 The ansicer fol-

lows in Iva k.-.7\., and that conceived under the form of the design of the

yeypanrai. fttI t. vibv k.t.2,. The entire ko.1 ttuq . . . e^ovo. is usually regarded

as a question, containing an objection against the prevailing way in which that

doctrine regarding Elijah was understood : But how does it agree with this,

that it is written of the Messiah that He is to suffer many things ? The solution

1 See Stallbaum, ad Plat. Eutli. p. S71 A ;
richer Monatsschr. 1856, p. 04: a7roKa0«rroJi'<u,

Liicke on John viii. 25, p. 311 f. ; Buttmann, is quite as unnecessary as it is grammat-
neut. Or. p. 218 [E. T. 253]. Comp. ver. 28, ically clumsy.
and Homer, 11. x. 142 : 6, ri &i) xp c'w rotrov 3 See Nagelsbach on the Qiad, Esc. i.

Imi, Barnab. 7, and Dressel inloc. p. 173; Maetzner, ad Antiph. p. 257; Klotz,
- The conjecture of Hitzig in the Zu- ad Devar. p. 659.
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would then be given in vcr. 13: " Vcrum cnim voro milii credite, Elias

venit, non est talis apparitio expectanda, qtialem expectant Judaei, jam ve-

nit Ellas, Johannes baptista . . . et cum tractarunt, etc., neque ergo milii

meliora sunt speranda," "But truly believe me, Elijah is come, there is not

such an appearance to be looked for as the Jews look for, Elijah is come al-

ready, John the Baptist .... and they did, etc. ; therefore better things arc

not to be hoped for in my ease," Kuinoel. 1 [See Note LVI., p. 124 seq.]

In opposition to this entire view, it may be decisively urged that it would

need an adversative particle instead of Kai, and that, in ver. 13, instead of

on ml "H2,iag l?J/h<$e, the expression would have run : bxt Kali !'/lj/ v&ev 'Rhiag.

Pritzsche, following the reading'- na,-9ug too weakly attested (instead of ko!

irug), says : "Quod Judaici doctores perhibent, venturum esse Eliam. non

minus eertuin est, quam e V. T. oraculis illud, fore ut ego Messiaa multa

cxantlcm," "What the Jewish doctors set forth, that Elijah is to come, ia

not less certain than this from the O. T. oracles will be, that I the Messiah

should suffer many things." But Fritzsche himself does not fail to see the

want of internal connection herein, and hence he conjectures as to vv. 12, 13:

H/Uaf filv hTiftwv Trpurov, anonafiioTa jtavTa' aA?.d //;,<,) bplv, brt Kai EizoirjOau avru)

boa i/dlT^r/aav, m&ibg ykypanrai i-'t tov vlbv tov av&piiTov, 'ira 7ro?J.a k.t.X. Ewald

also, with whom Iloltzmann agrees, comes ultimately to a conjecture that in

Mark, ver. 13, there is wanting before Ka&ug ytypa-rcu the clause of Matt.

xvii. 12 : ovTug Kai 6 vlbg tov hv&p&irov /o'/?:/ Kao%eiv i-' avruv. lie supposes

the discourse to have proceeded thus : 117/'// is said in Malachi iii. of Elijah

—that, coming before tin Messiah, he shall restore all things—retains, doubtless,

its truth ; hut also what the llolij Scripture says ahout a suffering of th Messiah

(as in Isa. liii. 7 f.) must he fulfilled : if, thus, loth are to he true, the Elijah,

who is toprecede the historical Messiah must in fat hare come already, and hare

been mistaken and set at nought hi/ men, just in thesame way as. according to the

Holy Scripture, this destiny awaits the Messiah Himself.'1
'
1 [In this view it is

at the same time assumed that the clause, ver. 12, Kai -nur ykypa-nrai k.t.2 is

omitted in Matthew.] According to Mark, however, as his narrative lies

before us," the discourse of Jesus rather contains a syllogism with a suppress-

ed conclusion,—in such a way, namely, that the major proposition is conveyed

in ver. 12, and the minor in ver. 13 : "the doctrine of the prior advent ami

the prior work of Elijah is correct, and of the Messiah it is written that lie has

to endure much suffering and setting at nougbl (ver. L2). Bui I saj unto

you, thai Elijah also (before the Messiah) has come, and they have done to

him everything thai they have pleased, according to the Scripture (ver. 18)'."

The suppressed conclusion is: " consequently there is now impending over

the Messiah the Scriptural destiny of suffering, since the fate of the Elijah isal-

' (',,111],. Euthymiua Zigabenus, Theophy- tweeu Scripture and fulfilment, as Welz-

laet, Grotius, Bengel, and many others, in- Backer judges, but tfu harmony of the two.

eluding de Wette, in Bubstance so also Welzs&cker Is also mistaken in his extend;

Hofraann, Weiesag. und Erftill. [I. p. 80f. ing the question from iris to i$nv&. Ao-

* Which Llnderalso follows in the Stud. cordingly ii is assumed to have the mea*
u. Krii arbitrarily enough sup- Ing, that the Messiah's suffering, according

a /;,/, to the prevailing view, is not treated of.

3 Which does not exhibit a distinction be-
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ready fulfilled." The suppression of this sad closing inference, to which Mat-

thew, ver. 12, gives expression, is dictated by tender forbearance towards the

disciples, whom, after so transporting a vision, the Lord will not now intro-

duce any further into the gloomy future. This is assuredly an original feat-

ure, in which Mark lias the advantage over the narrative of Matthew, who
in this history has, on the whole, the more original account. 1 — k^ov6ev<J&y]

The form £$<)vSev?r&y (Lachmann), as being that which is less prevalent in

the LXX., is to be preferred. 2 [See critical note.] The signification may
be either : to he esteemed as nothing (contemnatur, Vulgate, and most exposi-

tors), as Ps. xv. 4, liii. 6 ; 1 Mace. iii. 14 ; Ecclus. xxxiv. 22 ; or : to he an-

nihilated, asPs. xliv. 6 (5), lx. 14, cxix. 117 ; Judith xiii. 17 ; Ecclus. xlvii.

7. The latter is here most in harmony with the context after nolln natiij. —
Ver. 13. alia] is the continuative jam vero, atqui, which introduces a new
thought in contrast with the previous one. If the continuation of the dis-

course were formed purely syllogistically (consequently without liyu v/uv,

bn), the classical language would have chosen alia uyv (Becker, Anecd. II.

p. 839).

—

ml 'Tll/ac] Elijah also, not merely the Messiah. That the latter

had come, was to the disciples undoubted ; but as to the advent of the Elijah

they had scruples. The second mi therefore is and. De Wette wrongly

considers the two uses of mi as corresponding, et . . . et ; in that case ml
klijl. 'Tlliag must have been read. — m&ug ykypanrai in avrov] has reference

to the immediately preceding ml eirotqaav k.t.1., not to 'Tiling klrjl., as Euthy-

mius Zigabenus, Robert Stephens, Heinsius, Clericus, Homberg, Wolf, Ben-

gel, and many others ambiguously connect it. But in these words Jesus

does not mean what is written of the unworthy treatment of the propht ts in

general (Kuinoel), against which may be urged the definite in' avrov, but

what the Scripture relates of the fate of Elijah (1 Kings xix.) as type of the

fate of John. 3 The reference to a lost writing (a conjecture of Bleek) is very

unnecessary.

Vv. 14-29. See on Matt. xvii. 14-21. Comp. Luke ix. 37-43. The nar-

rative of Mark is more original, characteristic, fresher, and, for the most

part, more detailed than the other two. — cvCyr.] according to vv. 16-18,

on occasion of the circumstance that the disciples had not been able to per-

form the cure, and so concerning their power of miracles which was now so

doubtful. — el-eda/ip.] they were very much amazed. 4 But at what ? Euthymius

Zigabenus leaves the open choice between two explanations : either at the

approach of Jesus so exactly opportune, or at the brightness of His coun-

tenance (/cat yap elabg icpelKsoOai riva xaPlv 'EK rW u£~o.fiopcj)oiaeug, " for it is also

likely that a certain grace was retained from the transfiguration," comp.

1 Iloltzmann thinks that in the question word in general (only used here in theN. T.

and answer Mark lays the stress upon the —not in 2 Cor. x. 10), see Lobeck, ad Phryn.

resurrection of the dead, while Matthew em- p. 182.

phasizes the appearance of Elijah. But in 3 Comp. Grotius, Wetstein, Fritzsche. See

Mark too the disciples ask no question what- also Ilengstenberg, Christol. III. 2, p. 89.

ever about the rising from the dead, but * Orph. Arg. 1217; Ecclus. xxx. 9 ; Polyb.

only have their difficulties about it among xx. 10. 9 : eVAa/i/Boi Yeyoj/dTes ; in the N. T.

themselves. used by Mark only.

2 On the later Greek character of the

8
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Bengel, de Wcttn, Bisping). But the latter must Lave been expressed;

moreover, this cause of astonishment would rather have been followed by

a remaining at a distance than a ^poarpkx^iv and acrrra&iv. Hence (comp.

also Bleek) thefirst explanation of Euthyniius Zigabenus ' is, in accordance

with the connection, to be preferred. It was the amazement ofjoyously star-

tled surprise, that, whilst the disciples, who had not been able to help, were

in so critical a situation, as was also the father with his unfortunate son,

just at that moment the mighty miracle-worker Himself came to their aid.

According to Fritzsche, there is denoted generally :
" quanta fuerit Jesu

. . . <t admiratio in plcbe et venerat'to" "how great was . . . both the

wonder and the veneration of Jesus among the people." Much too general

and aloof from the context. According to Lange, what is meant is, "the

starting back of a multitude, that had become somewhat profanely disposed,

at the sudden emergence of a manifestation ofpunishment.'''' But Mark has

nothing of these psychological presuppositions, and irpoa-pkxovTir /c.r./L ia

not in keeping therewith. According to Buur, Markusev. p. 70, Mark

has only attributed to the people the impression, "with which he himself

accompanied the Lord, as He descended from the mount of transfigura-

tion."' With such modes of dealing all exegesis is at an end. —Ver. 10.

i-ij{>u)7. avrurr] This a'vrovr cannot without arbitrariness be referred to any

but those mentioned immediately before—therefore to th.e people, 3 who are

accordingly to be conceived, ver. 14, as likewise taking part in the ovr7)relv,

so that there av^rovvTac also applies jointly to the o.r-Aoi- tcoXvv. So also

Bleek ; comp. Ewald. The usual reference to the ypapparag is consequent-

ly to be rejected (although Fritzsche adopts this, and Lange, who, however,

assumes a sympathetic participation of the people); and so, too, is the refer-

ence to the disciirtes and scribes (Griesbach, Paulus, Kuinoel), or merely to

the disciples (Mill, Bengel). From the above reference it is plain at the same

time that in what follows there must be written, not nrpbg airoi r (so usually;

hence also the readings npuc iavrovc, A, N*, and ev vulv, T), Vulg.), but -rrpbg

(ilrn'ir (with Bengel, Fritzsche, Lachmann, Tischendorf), since avrovg, like

avrolQ in ver. 14. applies to the disciples.—Ver. 17. The father, included

among this o,r2oc, begins to speak in the natural impulse of thepaternal heart,

not as if no other would have ventured to do so (Euthyniius Zigabenus,

Bengel, de Wette). He is designated, in apt delineation of what occurred,

as :)r ,'k r. nt>m<, since it is by his utterance that he first shows himself as

father. — rrpi'ic ot\ that is, thither, where 1 might presume Thy presence,

because Thy disciples wen' there. aXaXov] according to the point of view,

thai the condition of the sick man is the effect of the same condition in the

demon. Comp. Luke xi. 11
; Wetstein in loc. Ver. is. nal birov hv k.t.%.]

and wherever he has taken hold of him. The possession (ver. IT) is not con-

ceived OS constant, but as such that the demon leaves the Bick man (epilep-

tic i at times, and then again returns into him (Matt. xii. II), and lays hold

of him, etc. Hence ver. 85 : ///' n eloiMqg elc avr6v. The f^ovra of ver. 17

'Comp. Thcopliylact and Victor Anli- * TowhOBB rjcriraforTo avrov Jesus replies

ech&iius. with Bis question.
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is not opposed to this (de Wette), for the son had the demon—even although

at intervals the latter left him—so long as the [it/kAtl elceMyg was not yet

realized. — p/'/aaet] he tears him, which convulsive effect is not more precisely

to be defined (Euthymius Zigabenus and many others : KaTa(3d?,Xei elc yf/v,

"throws to the ground' 1

).
1— cKpp't&i] change of the subject ; Winer, p. 556

[E. T. 632]. The permanent effect of these paroxysms is : t-qpaiverai, be-

comes withered, wasted away. Comp. iii. 1. See generally the description

of the morbus comitialis in Celsus, III. 23. — elirov . . . Iva] I told it . . .

that they. — Ver. 19. avro'ig] the disciples, ver. 18. See. moreover, on Matt,

xvii. 17. —Ver. 20. Iduv avrbv k.t.?,] when the demoniac (not : the demon,

Bleek) had looked upon Jesus, the demon tore him (the patient). 2 [See

Note LVIL, p. 125.] — inl t. yr>c~\ belongs to izeauv (comp. xiv. 35 ; Xen.

Gyr. iv. 5. 54). — Vv. 21-24. It is only the specially graphic Mark that has

this dialogue. —

A

r
er. 21. ug] Particle of time : how long ago is it, when this

fell upon him ?— Ver. 22. nal elg irvp] even into fire. In John xv. 6 also the

article is not necessary (in opposition to Fritzsche), although critically at-

tested. — el ti Svvrj] Euthymius Zigabenus rightly says : 6pag, irug owe elxe

Tvianv cuYiQTaKTov. Hence the answer of Jesus at ver. 23 ; hence also the ut-

terance of the father at ver. 24, who felt his faith not to be sufficiently

strong. 3— f/.uiv] the father of thefamily speaks. — Ver. 23. After deletion of

lUGTEVGat. (see the critical remarks), to el dvvy is to be regarded (Winer,

p. 163, 506 [E. T. 181, 574]) as nominative absolute : The u
if thou canst". . .

" Everything is possible to him that believeth," i.e., as far as concerns thy just

expressed li
if thou canst" the matter depends on the faith ; the believer is

able to attain everything. The article embracing the el dvvy substantially

(Kiihner, § 492) takes up the word just spoken by the father, and puts it

with lively emphasis without connecting it with the further construction, in

order to link its fulfilment to the petitioner's own faith. Griesbach, Tisch-

endorf, Ewald take to el dvvn interrogatively, and irdvra 6vv. r. ttutt. as an-

swering it :
" Tu ne dubitans si potes aiebas ? Nihil non in ejus, qui con-

fidat, gratiam fieri potest," " Dost thou ask in doubt (/'thou canst ? Every-

thing can become a grace in him who fully believes," Griesbach. Comp.
Ewald : AsTcest thou that: if thou canst? etc. But the assumption of a

question is not indicated by the non-interrogative address of the father

(whence we should have expected -i to el dvvri, or the like), and so we are

not warranted in mentally supplying an aiebas or askest thou ? 4 With the

Recepta iriorevoai or 6'vvv the explanation is : if thou canst believe (I will help

thee) ; everything is possible, etc., in which interpretation, however, the t6

is without warrant disregarded, as if it were of no significance (but comp.

Matt. xix. 18 ; Luke xxii. 37), and taken only "as a sign of quotation of

1 See on the word, Ruhnken, ep. crit. I. 283 ; Bernhardy, p. 479 ; Winer, p. 501 [E. T.

p. 20; Duncan, Lex., ed. Rost, p. 1016. 568]. Comp. also Nagelsbaeh, Anm. z. Mas,
Comp. poLO-veiv (of the gladiators) ; Salma- ed. 3, p. 385 f.

sius, ad Ach. Tat. p. 657; and Jacobs, 3 On the form &vvr) instead of Svvaa-at, see

p. 821. Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 359.

a On the anacolutliic use of the nominative 4 Comp. Bornemann in the Stud. u. Krit.

participle, . ee Matthiae, ad Eurip. Phoen. 1843, p. 122.
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the direcl discourse" (de Vfette).
1 Lachmann 2 places no point at all after

Kiarevaai, and we might accordingly explain it thus : ifthouart in a position

tn hi Iarc that everything is possible to him that believeih (so in my second

edition). But even thus the t6 causes difficulty, and the thought and the

expression would be too diffuse, not in keeping with the concise representa-

tion of Mark, especially in so impassioned a connection. Lange takes it thus:

" the if thou canst means : canst 'believe.'''
1 How enigmatically would Jesus

have so spoken ! Bleek takes d interrogatively. But neither the delibera-

tive character of this question (see on Matt. xii. 10) nor the zu would he

appropriate. Bengel's interpretation also is impossible: "Hoc, si potes

credere, res est ; hoc agitur," "This 'if thou canst believe,' is the matter
;

this is to be heeded/' But he well observes on the state of the case :
" Om-

nipotentiae divinae se fides hominis quasi organon accommodat ad recipien-

dum, vel etiam ad agendum." Fritzsche has conjectured either : elirev airy'

el dbvaocu; tt'hjtevs' izdvra Sward. /c.r.A., or : el-ev avru' ri tori ri> r't Svvauai;

niariVK' navra k.t./.., and Bornemann, I.e. p. 123 : elnev avru tu ir&vra Sward

r<f> -tar. — Vcr. 24. Boi/Ott uov ry uxiarla] help me unbelieving • refuse me not

Thy help, notwithstanding my unbelief. Calovius, Bengel, 3 and many
others render : assist my unbelief, strengthen my weak faith, which, how-

ever, is at variance with the contextual meaning of potjlht (ver. 22). More-

over, the answer of the father, who has just said marevu, hut immediately

afterwards, in consideration of the greatness of the issue made to depend

on his faith, designates this faith in respect of its degree as aircaria, is quite

in keeping with the alternation of vehemently excited feeling. Victor An-

tiochenus rightly says : 6u'i<pop6q i.c~w y irlarir' 7/ /dv eloayoy, riXeia,

"the faith is different ; in the one case elementary, in the other full

grown."—The substantive t% airiaria brings more strongly into prominence

the condition than would have been done by an adjective. ' And the pre-

fixed iinv represents at the same time the mihi of interest (v. 30 ; Bom. xi.

14, and frequently Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 117 A.): renderformt

unbelief Thy //<///.-— Ver. 25. on kmcwrpkxu u\-'<":\ 'I'" 1 people wen thereupon

running together. He wished to avoid still greater publicity. ';'' em-

phatically, in contrast to the disciples. — fiqKETi] no more, as hitherto. See

on ver. 18. — Ver. 26. upat-aq . . . airapa^aa] updijas : crying out, not speak-

ing. The masculines belong to the constructio Kara obveoiv ;
Mark has con-

ceived to himself the jrvev/ia as a person (asdaifiov), and has used the attrib-

utive participle* accordingly, not therefore by mistake (Fritzsche, de

Wette,.' -,,:, n-o/Uov?] the multitude. The entire description is true and

lifelike, .-m. 1 dors not aim, as Hilgenfeld Hunks, at attaining a very great

' So also Under in the Stud. «. K\tit. 1883, ingenious, but very artificial ; and n-io-roOi'

p. ;,;,!). only occurs in the N. T. at 2 Tim. iii- 1 1.

- Who nevertheless, I'm/. II. p. vii., con- 3 Who, however, also admits our view.

Joctures DISTQ2AI : "Istud bI potes," In * See Winer, p. 811 [E. T. 886].

quodubitatio est, facito at oertum el con- ' Comp. Xen, Cyr. vii. B. 8: •,'><>", £ ayaO'r)

firmatum des, ut Bat "potes," " This if ««i itictt>} <pvx'i. °'xn *»i n*o\inwi> rj^as ; see

nst, in which there is doubt, l declare in general, Matthiae, p. 076; liornemann in

thou mays) concede as certain and con the SSchs. Stud. 1846, p. 40.

firmed, that ii may become thou canst."
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miracle. — Ver. 28 f. etc oIkov] as vii. 17. — in] is to be written o, ti, and, as

at ver. 11, to be explained as wherefore. — tovto t. yevoc] this hind of demons

—a view of the words which. Ewald also, in his Oescli. Chr. p. 385 (not in

his Evang. p. 78, 277), recognizes " in the present Mark," but not in Mat-

thew. — iv obdevi] by nothing, by no means. That prayer (/c. vijot. is not

genuine) is meant as a means of increasingfaith (Matt. xvii. 20), Mark does

not say indeed, but it follows from ver. 19 ; hence it is not to be concluded

that the utterance contains in his case the sense of a reproach that the disci-

ples had not prayed (and fasted) enough (de Wette).

Vv. 30-32. Comp. Matt. xvii. 22 f., who abridges, and Luke ix. 43-45.

— ekeWev] out of the region of Caesarea Philippi, viii. 27. — irapeiropEvovTo]

they journeyed along through Galilee, i.e., they passed through in such a way,

that (until Capernaum, ver. 33) they never tarried anywhere. Comp. Deut.

ii. 4, 14 ; Bar. iv. 43 ; also Mark ii. 23. The travelling along by-ways

(Lange) is not implied in the verb.— sal ovk ?/6eaev, Iva rig yv& (Lachmann,

Tischendorf read yvol ; see on v. 43) : similar to vii. 24. But here (Iva) the

contents of the wish is conceived as its design. The reason why Jesus

wished to journey unknown is given by kdidaone yap k.t.a., ver. 31, for which

deeply grave instruction He desired to be entirely undisturbed with His

disciples. This kdidaane was the continuance of the r/p^aro 6l66okeiv of viii.

31 ; hence there is no reason for understanding in the passage before us not

the Twelve, but the scattered adherents in Galilee (Lange). Moreover,

avrovg in ver. 33 is decisive against this. Comp. ver. 35. — Tvapa^iSorai] the

near and certain future realized as present. — nal u/nOKravdecc] has in it some-

thing solemn. 1— Ver. 32. The instructions of Jesus were so opposed to their

Messianic expectations, that they not only did not comprehend them, but

they, moreover, shrank from any more precise disclosure concerning the in-

conceivable gloomy fate before them.

Vv. 33-37. See on Matt, xviii. 1-5. Comp. Luke ix. 40-48. Only

Matt. xvii. 24 ff. has the history of the stater. Of subordinate importance,

perhaps also belonging to a more local tradition, it seems to have remained

unknown to Mark, with which view k. i/'/.O. etc Kcnr. in ver. 33 is not at vari-

ance (in opposition to de Wette). [See Note LVIIL, p. 125.] — Mark is more

original in the historical introduction of the point in question, ver. 33 f.,

whereas Matt, xviii. 3, 4 has rightly completed the narrative from the collec-

tion of Logia, but has, on the other hand, withdrawn from the conclusion in

ver. 5 its completeness, as it appears in Mark ver. 37 (Matthew has the thought

already at x. 40). — iv ry odp] See ver. 30. — kai&ircrv] from being conscience-

struck. — irpbc aAA/'/A.] emphatically prefixed : with one another, so that they

one against the other claimed the higher place. It was not the general ques-

tion t'lc iie'^wv in abstracto, but the concrete question of personal jealousy in

their own circle of disciples. — rig fiei^uv] This brief, certainly primitive, in-

terrogation is in Matthew more precisely denned by h ry (iaoiA. r. oi'p. from

the answer (ver. 3). This more precise definition, however, is not, with

Beza, Heupel, and many others, to be imported also here, but it stands

1 Comp. Pflugk, ad Eur. llec. 25.
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simply : who is of higher rani; although it is self-evident that they had also

included in their view their position in the kingdom of heaven.

—

mdiaag

tcpuv. rovg S&Seko] by way of solemn preparation.— If a man desires to be of the

first rank, he must, etc. This la-ai expresses the result (comp. on Matt. xx.

26 f.),—the state of things that will arise in consequence of that wish,—and

thereby defines the right BiTieiv irpar. elvcu. — Ver. 30 does not come in un-

connectedly < Weisse, Holtzmann), but the progression is :
" Of all servants.

even of the least, the affectionate reception of whom is a service shown to

myself," etc. — evaynaXca.] after he had embraced it. Comp. x. 16. An orig-

inal trait, which is only found in Mark. The verb occurs only in Mark, but

is frequent in the classical writer's. — Ver. 37. ovk . . . aX\a\ not non tarn

.... quam, but with conscious rhetorical emphasis the i/ie Skxerai is abso-

lutely negatived (comp. Matt. x. 20), which is intended to denote in the

strongest degree the importance of the reception of such a child (a child-like

unassuming believer, see on Matt, xviii. 5) to fraternal loving fellowship. 1

Yv. 38-40. Comp. Luke ix. 49, 50 (not in Matthew). The connection of

thought lies in kni tC brou. fiov . . . ™ bvdfi. cov ; the disciples had done the

opposite of the dkx^oQai in the case of one, who had uttered the name of Jesus.*

So Jdm came to his question. Bengel well says :
" dubitationem hanc vi-

detur in pectore aliquamdiu gessisse, dum opportune earn promeret." But

Strauss, I. p. 642, and de Wette (comp. also Bleek), attribute this connec-

tion of thought merely to the reporter (Luke, whom Mark follows), who, on

the ground of the enl r<p bvoi/. nov, has inserted just here the traditional frag-

ment. This is improbable ; such casual annexations are more natural in

real living dialogue, and the reflection of the reporter would have found

more appropriate places for their insertion, such as after vi. 30. — r£

oov.] by means of Tfty name, by the utterance of it. [See critical note,

p. 108.] Comp. Matt. vii. 22 ; Actsiii. 6, xix. 13. The exorcist in our passage

was not an impostor, but a believer
;
yet not one belonging to the constant

followers of Jesus, although his faith was not perhaps merely elementary,

but, on the contrary, even capable of miracles. What he had done appeared

to the disciples as a privilege still reserved for the narrower circle, and as

an usurpation outside of it. — be ovk ami. i)juv, and then again brt ovk anoX.

r//iiv] John brings this point rrry urgently forward as the motive of the dis-

ciples' procedure (it is no '• intolerabilis loquaeitas," "intolerable loquac-

ity," of which Fritzsche accuses the textus receptns). [See critical note.

p. 108.]

—

!hi.>?to/iev (seethe critical remarks) : the imperfect, following the

aorist, makes us dwell an the main point of the narrative. See Kfthner, II.

p. 74. — Ver. :)'.) f. Application: Of such a man, who, even without belong-

ing to our circle, has nevertheless attained to such, an energetic Faith in me
as to do a miracle on the basis of my name, there is no reason to apprehend

any speedy change into reviling enmity against me. His experience will

retain him for us, even although he h:is noi come to his authorization, as \ e

have, in the way of immediate fellowship with me. It is obvious, more-

i See Winer, p. 4'so fl". [E. T. 405 IT.]; Comp. Sohlelennacher, Luk. p. 158 f.

Klc.i/., ad /> var. p. t. FrltzAche, Olshausen, Ebrard, p, u; f.
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over, from this passage how powerfully the word and work of Jesus had
awakened in individuals even beyond the circle of His constant followers a

higher power, which even performed miracles ; thus sparks, from which.

flamed forth the power of a higher life, had fallen and kindled beyond the

circle of disciples, and Jesus desires to see the results unchecked. Some
have found in this man who followed not with the company of the Twelve

the Pauline Christians, whom Mark makes to be judged of by Jesus only

with more tenderness and tolerance than at Matt. vii. 21 f.
1 This is more

than exaggerated ingenuity ; it is the invention of a criticism, the results of

which are its own presuppositions.'—The construction is regular, and 6vv-

yoETai designates the ethical possibility. — ra^v] soon,
2 not : lightly, which

might be signified by T&xa, Rom. v. 7 ; Philem. 15. — [On ver. 40, see

Note LIX., p. 125.]

Ver. 41. See on Matt. x. 42. There is nothing opposed to the assump-

tion that Jesus uttered such a saying here also, and generally on several oc-

casions. — yap refers, by way of assigning a reason, to what immediately

precedes, in so far, namely, as the high 'significance of their position in the

world is contained in of ova lart naff vfiav, vTrep v/iuv eotlv. "For ye are such

important persons as the Messiah's disciples in the world, that he who
shows to you the smallest service of love," etc. — ev 6v6/iarc brt /c.r./L] so that

this rendering of service has its impelling reason in the name, in the charac-

teristic designation, that ye are Messiah's disciples, i.e., for the sale of the

name. 3

Vv. 42-48. See on Matt, xviii. 6-9. Comp. Luke xvii. 1-4. Jesus now
reverts to the demeanor towards the lowly modest believers, as whose lively

type the little child was still standing before Him (ver. 36), and administers

the warning that none should give offence to such child-like ones (ver. 42).

To comply with this, we need the most decided sternness towards ourselves

and self-denial, so as not to be seduced by ourselves to evil and thereby

to incur everlasting torment (vv. 43-48). This simple course of the ad-

dress is often mistaken, and even de Wette (comp. Saunier, p. Ill, Kostlin,

Baur) thought that Mark had allowed himself to be drawn out of the con-

nection by Luke. The source from which Mark draws is the collection of

Logia.

—

naTiov . . . fiahlov] namely, than that he should have accomplished

such a seduction. — nep'uteiTai and fikfifairai bring vividly before us the state

of the case, in which he is sunk with the millstone round his neck. — Ver.

43 ff. Observe, according to the corrected text (see the critical remarks),

how in the three references to the everlasting torment (which, indeed, ac-

cording to Kostlin, p. 349, are alleged to be in the taste of a later time) it is

only at the end, in the case of the third, ver. 47, that the awful birov 6

1 Hilgenfeld, Evanq. p. 140. See also his 2 Matt. v. 25, at. ; Ecclus. vi. 18, xlviii. 20 ;

Zeitschr. 1864, p. 317 f., where likewise quite Plato, Conv. p. 184 A; Tim. p. 73 A; Xen.

untenable grounds are adduced for the Cyr. i. 1. 1.

above opinion. In the answer of Jesus, 3 Comp. Winer, p. 346 f. [E. T. 387]. On
Eichthal sees even a specimen of good but elvai ni-os, addictum esse alicui, see Bremi,

not moral tactics, and holds that the narra- ad I)em. Phil. III. p. 125, 56; Seidler, ad
tive is an interpolation. Eur. El. 1098 ; Ast, Lex. Plat. I. p. 621.
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ckLToiZ k.-.I., ver. 48, comes in and affectingly winds up the representation.

—

Ver. 48. A figurative designation of the extremely painful and endless pun-

ishments of hell (not merely the terrors of conscience), in accordance with

Isa. lxvi. 24 (comp. Ecclus. vii. 17 ;
Judith xvi. 17). Against the literal

understanding of the worm and the tire it maybe urged that in reality (in

opposition to Augustine, de civit. xxi. 9) the two together are incompatible,

and, moreover, that all, ver. 49, the counterpart of irvpi, is to be understood

figuratively.

Ver. 49. Without any parallel ; but the very fact of its enigmatical pecu-

liarity
1 tells in favor of its originality (in opposition to de Wette, Weiss,

and many others). 2 In order to its correct interpretation the following

points must be kept closely in view: (1) The logical connection (yap) IB

argumentative, and that in such a way that yap is related to the -i,> in ver.

48 (because to this the irvpi must correspond), not to the entire thought, ver.

43 11'. (2) ndf cannot be every disciple (Lindemann), nor yet can it be every

one in general, but it must, in accordance with the context, be limited to

those who are designated in the 48th verse by avruv (comp. Luke vi. 40),

because afterwards with Traoa dvcia another class is distinguished from that

meant by irac, and something opposed to what is predicated of the latter is

affirmed of it. (3) Ilvpi and all are contrasts
;

like the latter, so also the

former can only be explained instrumentally (not therefore : for the fire, as

Baumgarten-Crusius and Linder in the Stud. u. Writ. 1854, p. 515, will

have it), and the former can, according to the context, apply to nothing

else than to the fire of hell, not to the fire of trial il Cor. iii. 13), as Theo-

phylact and others (including Kostlin, p. 326" f.) would take it, nor yet to

the sanctifying tire of. the divine word (Lindemann). <4) Kai may not be

taken as
; just as (wc, nadac), to which, following the majority, Lindemann

also ultimately comes, but which Kai never expresses ; but rather : and, join-

ing on to those who are meant by -ur and its predicate others with another

predicate. (5) The two futures must be taken in a purely temporal sense;

and in accordance with the context (vv. 43-48) can only be referred to the

time of tlie Messianic decision at the establishment of the kingdom. Hence,

also, (Co it is beyond doubt that waaa Bvoia cannol apply to actual sacrifices,

hut must denote )n< n, who in an allegorical mum- may be called sacrifices.

1 Baur judges very harshly on the subject there have been i" elaborate in the plain

i Warkusev. p. 79), holding that Mark in this Baying <>( .Mali. v. IS? and t<> elaborate <n

independent conclusion, ver. 49 f., j,
r ivrs such " wayf According t" Weizsacker,

only a new proof bow little he could ac- ver. 49f. is only added here "on account

complish from his own resources, inasmuch of the assonance as respects the figure."

; the thought only externally annexed is This would amount t<> mere mechanical

, awkward, ami will r unity <>f work. Boltzmann, however, justly main-

conception. By Hilgenfeld the discourse is tains the Independent conception of the

alleged t'> in- a mitigation of the harsh say- (primitive I
Mark.

ing as to cutting off the hand and the foot, 'See on the )>a-isa^<-. Bchott, Opusc. It.

and bo t<> confirm the later position of p. Bff., and Dissert, 1819; Qrohmann In the

Mark after Matthew, a. rdlng to Weiss, MM. Stud. SSchs. Oeistl. 1844, p. 91 ff.; Bahr

19, BOare "an artificial elaboration" of in tin Stud. ». K>it. 1849, p. 678; Lindemann
Miit.v. li. Bui how speoiflcally different In the Mecklenb. ZHtschr. 1864, p. 299 ff.

the two utterances! And what would
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(7) The meaning of aXiad^aerai may not be apprehended as deviating from

the meaning (presupposed by Jesus as well known; which the applieationof

salt in sacrifices had (see Lev. ii. 13, where meat-offerings are spoken of).
1

It, was, namely, salt of the covenant (IV*13 n?o_) of God (comp. also Num.
xviii. L9 ; 2 Chron. xiii. 5), i.e., it represented symbolically the covenant

with Jehovah as regarded its imperishableness,—represented thai the sacri-

fice was offered in accordance therewith, and for the renewing thereof. *

—

Consequently we mu I translate and explain : "With warrant I speak of

their fire(yer. 48) ; for every one of those who come into Gehenna will be

salted therein with fire, i.e., none of them will escape the doom of having

represented iii him by means of fire that which is done in sacrifices by means

ofsalt, namely, the imperishable validity of the divine covenant, and (to add

now the argumentum e contrario for my assertion concerning the fire, ver. 48)

every sacrifice, i.e., every pious man unseduced, who, as such, resembles a

( pure; sacrifice (comp. Rom. xii. 1), shall be salted with salt, i.e., he shall at

his entrance into the Messianic kingdom (comp. elaeWeiv elg t. :<»'/!>, vv.

43-47), by reception of higher wisdom (comp. ver. 50 ; Col. iv. 6 ; and as

to the subject-matter, 1 Cor. xiii. 9-12), represent in himself that validity

of the divine covenant, as in the case of an actual sacrifice this is effected

by its becoming salted." Accordingly, it is in brief : for in every one of

ili, in the ' r< r-during validity of the divine covenant shall be represented by means

offire, mill in every piousperson resembling a sacrifice this shall be accomplished

by the communication of higher wisdom. It is to be observed, further : (1)

that the figure of t he salt of the covenant refers, in the case of those Con-

demned to Gehenna, to the threatening aspect of the divine covenant, in the

case of the pious, to its aspect ofpromise ; (2) thai JeSUS does not accident-

ally set forth the pious as a sacrifice, but is induced to do so by the fad

lb- has jusl been speaking of ethical self-sacrifice by cutting off the hand,

the foot, etc. And the conception of sacrifice, under which lie regards the

pious, suggests to Him as a designation of its destined counterpart the sacri-

ficial expression ali^eodac. (3) Analogous to the twofold distinction of

iXi^eodat in the passage before us, although differenl in the figurative con-

ception, is the j3aKrireiv irvpi and Trvevfiart ay'iy, Matt. iii. 11. — Of the many

diverging explanations, which in the light of what: has just been stated arc

Opposed to the context, or to the language of the passage, or to both, we

may note historically the following :—(1) Euthymius Zigabenus : nag Kiarbg

irvpi riji -•>>'< Bebv irioreag, '// rrjg irpbg rbv -'/.i/gidv ayaTxrig akioBfjaeTai, fjyow T7jy

07]iTe66va (corruption) rrjg leaning anofialel . . . Trdau Bvoia ttvi vuanuii, tire fit'

ci'XVCi tin 5C .'/
1 Tjftoovvqg, eln rpdirov erepov yivofiivrj, n'.i aKari rfjg ixiortug // rfjg

ayanrjo ,;> miii'/nrrai, elrow aktoBfjvat bipeiXei, " Every believer will be salted with

the lire of faith toward God or of love toward his neighbor, that, is, he will

lose the corruption of wickedness . . . every spiritual sacrifice, whether

made through prayer, or alms, or in some other way, shall be salted with

1 Comp. in respect of the animal offerings, Symbol, d. Mos. Cult. n. p. 824; and Stud, u

Ezek. xliii. 84 ; Joseph. Antt. iii. 9. 1 ; and Krit. I.e. p. 675 ft'. ; Knobel on lev. p. 869 I.

see in general, Lund. Jud. Eeillgth., ed. 9 Comp. Pressel In Herzog's Encykl. Xlll.

Wolf, p. 648; Kwuld, Alterth. p. 87; BShr, p. 843 f.
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the salt of faith or of love, that is to say, ought to be salted." (2) Luther :

" In the O. T. every sacrifice was salted, and of every sacrifice something

was burnt up with fire. ThisChrist here indicates and explains it spiritually,

namely, that through the gospel, as through afire and &di, the old man In-onus

crucified, Reared, and well salted ; for our body is the trvu sacrifia ,
Rom. xii."

He is followed by Spanheim, Calovius, L. Cappel, and others : a similar

view is given by Beza, and in substance again by Lindemann. 1

(3) Grotius :

"Omnino aliqua desumtio homini debetur, aut per modum saliturae, aut

per modum incendii ; haec impiorum est, ilia piorum," " Universally some-

thing ought to be taken from man, either by means of salting (extirpation

of the desires), or by means of burning (in hell) ; this belongs to the

impious, that to the pious ;" the godless are likened to the whole burnt-

offerings, the pious to themincha. He isfollowed by Hammond, comp Cler-

icus and Schleusner. (4) Lightfoot : "Nam unusquisque eorum ipso ignc:

salietur, ita ut Inconsumtibilis fiat el in aeternum duret torquendus, proul sal

tuetur a corruptione : ... at is, quivero Deo victima, condietur sale gratiae

ad incorruptionem gloriae," "For each several one of them shall be

salted with the fire itself, so that he may become inconsumable and remain

to be tortured in eternity, just as salt preserves from corruption : . . . but

he who is truly a victim for God will be seasoned with the salt of grace unto

the incorruption of glory."- (5) Rosenmiiller (comp. Storr, Opusc. II.

p. 210 ff.): " Quivis enini horum hominum perpetuo igni cruciabitur ; . . .

sed quivis homo Deo consecratus sale verae sapientiae praeparari debet ad

aeternam felicitatem," "For everyone of these men shall be tormented

with perpetual fire ; . . . but every man consecrated to God ought to be

prepared by the salt of true wisdom for eternal felicity." Hi) Kuinoel

(taking nvp, with Flacius and others, as a figurative designation of suffer-

ings) : " Quilibel sectatorum meorum calamitatibus, veluti saliri, praeparari

debet, quo consequatur salutem, sicuti omnes oblationes sale condiri, prae-

parari debent, quo sint oblationes Deo acceptae," "Everyone of my fol-

lowers ought to be prepared by calamities (these are held to be the pains

thai arise by suppression of the desires), as it were salted that he obtain sal-

vation, just as all oblations ought to be prepared, seasoned with salt, thai they

be acceptable to God." (7) Schott :
" Quivis Ulorum hominum {qui sup-

plicio Oeennae sunt obnoxn) nuncdemum hoc igne sale (quod ipsis in vita ter-

restri versantibus defuit) imbuetur, i.e., nunc iemum poenis vitae futurae

diseet resipiscere. AliosensuilU salienlur, quam victimaeDeo sacrae, d, quibus

loco illo scriptum legitur : art 'mm quaevis sale est conspergenda. His etnim

similes sunt homines in hae vita terrestri aniinis suis Bapientiae di\ inae sale

imbuendis prospicientes," " Every one of those men (who are obnoxious to

the punishment of Gehenna) is a1 last by that Ore saturated with salt (which

was lacking to them in earthly life), i.e., at last by the penalties of the future

life he Learns to come to himself. In another sense those are salted, as vic-

acred to God, concerning whom in this place the Scripture reads : every

1 " As every sacrifice is salted by salt, }., [of the divine woi 6

by the word of God Is made a holy offering, *Wolf and Michaella follow ilns view;

so also every disciple is to be salted by fire comp. also Jablonsky, Opwsc. n. p. I
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victim is sprinkled with salt." (8) According to Fritzsche, yap assigns the

reason of the exhortation to suffer rather the loss of members of their body
than to let themselves be seduced, and the meaning is (in the main as ac-

cording to Kuinoel, comp. Vatablus) :
" Quippe omnes aerumnis ad vitae

aeternae felicitatem praeparabuntur, sicut omnes victimae e Mosis decreto

sale sunt ad immolationem praeparandae," "Certainly all (in general)

shall be prejiared for the felicity of eternal life by hardships, just as all vic-

tims by the precejit of Moses were to be prepared by salt for sacrifice." So

in substance also Bleek. (9) Olshausen : "On account of the general sin-

fulness of the race every one must be salted with fire, whether by entering

voluntarily upon self-denial and earnest cleansing from sins, or by being

carried involuntarily to the place of punishment ; and therefore [in order

to be the symbolical type of this spiritual transaction] every sacrifice is (as is

written) to be salted with salt." ' Similarly Lange. (10) According to cle

Wette, TTvpl d?u^eadai is nearly (?) tantamount to "the receiving by purifica-

tion the holy seasoning and consecration (of purity and wisdom)," and nai

is comparative. (11) Grohmann takes the first clause in substance as does

Olshausen, and the second thus : "as every sacrifice shall be made savory

with salt, so also shall every one, who desires to offer himself as a sacrifice

to God, be salted,—that is, shall from without, by sufferings, privations,

and the like, be stirred up, quickened, and pervaded by a higher, fresh,

spiritual power." (12) Biihr : "As according to the law there must in no

sacrifice be wanting the symbol of the covenant of sanctification that conse-

crates it the salt ; so also must every one be purified and refined in and

with the sacrifice of self-surrender ; . . . this refining process, far from being

of a destructive nature, is rather the very thing which preserves and main-

tains unto true and eternal life." (13) According to Ewald, the meaning

is that every one who yields to seductive impulses, because he allows the

salt—wherewith from the beginning God has seasoned man's spirit—to be-

come insipid, must first be salted again by the fire of hell, in order that this

sacrifice may not remain without the salt which, according to Lev. ii. 13,

belongs to every sacrifice ; no other salt (no other purification) is left save

the fire of hell itself, when the salt in man has become savorless. (14) By

Hilgenfeld the fire is alleged to be even that of internal desire, through

which (this is held to mean : by overcoming the desire !) one is said to be

salted, i.e., led to Christian wisdom ;
thereby one is to offer a sacrifice of

which the salt is Christian discernment. — This great diversity of interpre-

tation is a proof of the obscurity of the utterance, which probably was

spoken by Jesus in an explanatory connection which has not been pre-

served. — The second clause of the verse has been held by Gersdorf

,

p. 376 f., on linguistic grounds that are wholly untenable, to be spurious
;

and, as it is wanting also in B L A N, min. and some vss. (on account of the

twice occurring alicdrja. by transcriber's error), it is declared also by Schulz

to be a gloss. [See Note LX., p. 125.]

1 According to Olshausen, we are to find significance of the sacrifices, and of the

here an authentic explanation as to the ritual of their salting.
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Vcr. 50. Kalbv . . . aprdtrere] a maxim of experience drawn from common

life, in which to alac is to be taken literally. Then follows with Ixete k.t.1.

the application, in which the spiritual meaning of the salt (wisdom, see on

ver. 49, and Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 1208) emerges. The connection with

what precedes is: In order to experience in yourselves on the establishment

of the kingdom the truth : naoa Ovoia all aliodfoerai, ye must—seeing that

salt, which in itself is so excellent a thing, when it has become insipid, can

in no wise be restored

—

preserve in your hearts the salt of true wisdom, 1 and

withal he peaceful one with another. Against both the disciples had sinned

by their dispute about precedence (ver. 34), from which the entire discourse of

Jesus, ver. 35 ff., had started, and to which He now again at the close points

back. This contest about precedence had been foolish (opposed to the alaq)

and unpeaceful. — eav 6k to alac avalov k.t.1.] Comp. on Matt. v. 13. — airrb

apTvaeTE] wherewith shall ye restore it ? so that it shall again be provided with

saline efficacy (comp. on Col. iv. 6). — exetb] emphatically placed first :

heep, preserve, which is not done, if the analogue of the avakov yivcodai sets

in with you. —-iv eavToic] in yourselves, correlative to the subsequent iv allij-

'/otr (reciprocally). Comp. Bengel : "prius officium respectu nostri, alte-

rum erga alios," " The former a service with respect to ourselves, the latter

over against others.
1
'— ala (see the critical remarks) from 6 alg. See

Lobeck, Paralip. p. 93. — ml elprjv. ev all.'] The annexing of this exhorta-

tion was also suggested by the conception of the salt, since the salt was

symbol of a covenant. Hence the course of thought : And—whereof ye are

likewise reminded by the symbolic significance of salt

—

live in peace one

with another.

Notes by American Editor.

LIV. Vv. 2-13.

Weiss ed. Mey. also regards Matthew as more original, i.e., as preserving

more accurately the report of "the older source," yet he finds in that Gospel

traces of the influence of Mark's account, as well as touches of its own.

LY. Ver. 11. otl liyovoiv k.t.1.

Bere &fey«r defends a probable view, which seems even more necessary at

ver. 28, where the absence of Aiyovrec before 5r/ makes any other sense very

harsh. Still it is more grammatical to take 8n in both cases as the sign of quota-

tion ("7i recitantis). The 11. Y. accepts this view in the text, but gives in the

margin (in both passages) the elliptical explanation : "How is //that," etc.

Com]), chap. ii. 16. It is very doubtful whether any other N. T. passage re-

quires us to read 8, ti.

L\T. Ver. 12. koi nxif yeypdirrai k.t.1.

Weiss ed. Mey. argues strongly against the division of the verse into ques-

tion and answer. (The R. Y. also takes the latter part of the verso as one

1 Comp. [gnat, ad \fajm f.lD: aWflijr iv axrnp (Xp«rnp), Iva. f*?J Sia4>9apjj t« iv vitlv.
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question.) The view of Meyer that there is here a syllogism with a suppressed

conclusion is open to objection. The matter to be proved is not so much the

sufferings of the Son of Man as the fact that John the Baptist was the pre-

dicted Elijah. The conclusion of the narrative in both Matthew and Mark in-

dicates this.

LVII. Ver. 20. iSdv avrhv k.t.1.

Recent critical editors omit evQuc, which the Hec. has before irvevfia. Weiss

ed. Mey. objects to Meyer's explanation of the anacoluthic use of the nomina-

tive participle, and refers iduv to the demon.

LVIII. Vv. 33-37.

Whether Mark knew of the history of the stater or not, cannot be decided.

Weiss, ed. Mejr
. finds from this point to the end of the chapter many sayings

from "the older source."

LIX. Ver. 40. kgQ' tjjj-uv, i~£p fyuov eanv.

The first person is well attested in both instances, and is not likely to have

been an emendation ; the second person was probably taken from Luke ix. 50,

or from ver. 41. So Weiss ed. Mey., who rightly suggests that "as regards

Christ and His people, there is no neutrality." We may add (in comparing this

verse with Matt. xii. 30) : "In certain cases, the absence of hostility is a proof

of friendship ; in others, the failure to co operate is the proof of enmity. . . .

The saying in Matthew refers more to inward unity with Christ ; this one to

outward conformity with His people. The former may exist independently of

the latter, and its existence unites real Christians, whatever their name and

outward differences" (Int. Revision Comm., Mark, p. 121).

LX. Ver. 49. kul Truaa Oiioia d?u d/.tafJi'/aerai.

This clause is omitted in XBLA, and a number of minor authorities (15

cursives, some of weight). It is rejected by Tisch., bracketed by Treg.,

placed in margin by W. and Hort, R. V. ; supposed to be an addition from Lev.

ii. 13. The authorities would be decisive, were it not a more difficult reading,

and the omission so readily accounted for by the similar ending in the pre-

vious clause (uAiaOj/GETat). Yet it is hardly safe to accept it without question

against the above evidence.

Weiss ed. Mey. explains as follows :
" The divine ordinance, that every sac-

rifice is salted and made well pleasing to God, is fulfilled in the higher sense in

this manner, that every one is refined through the fire of tribulation, and thus

made well pleasing to God. Accordingly Meyer's explanation must be given

up." He rejects the reference to the 0. T. usage in the second clause, and

finds in yap a reason for the entire warning (vv. 43-48), taking " every one" in

a general sense. Most of the explanations are open to serious objections, es-

pecially these which take ml as =" just as," or, " but on the contrary." It is

unnecessary to add another view to the many given by Meyer, but see Inter.

Revision Commentary, Mark, pp. 123-125.
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CHAPTER X.

Ver. 1. iha roii] is wanting in C**D G A, min. Syr. Pers. Aeth. Gotli.Vulg. It.

On the other hand, B C* L X, Copt, have uai. So rightly Lachm. and Tisch.

This uai was, in some cases, deleted in accordance with Matt. xix. 1 ; in others,

more precisely defined by the description contained in did tov. [Ver. 2, Gries-

bach, Lachm., Treg., "Weiss, E. V., omit ol before fyapioaloi, following A 13 A,

etc., W. and Hort enclose in brackets.] —Ver. 4. With Lachm. and Tisch. the

order cni:Tpiipu> M«iio%, following B C D L A min., is to be preferred. — Ver.

6. 6 0£<5f is wanting in B C L A X, Copt. Colb. Corb. Bracketed by Lachm.,

deleted by Tisch. An addition by way of gloss, which appeared necessary here,

although not at Matt. xix. 4. — Ver. 7. irpbs t. yvv.] Lachm. has t7j
j waini, follow-

ing A C L N A, min. codd. It. Jer. From Matthew. Tisch. has now again de-

leted k. KpoOKoXk. irpoQ r. yvv. airov, nevertheless only following B X, Goth. It

lies under a strong suspicion of being an addition from Matthew. [Rejected by

W. and Hort, Weiss, II. V. marg.] — Ver. 10. elg r?/v o'ikiov] So also Lachm. and

Tisch., following B D L A X, min. Cant. Ver. The Eecepln h rfjo'ucig (Fritzsche,

Scholz) is an emendation. — uvruv rrepl tov avTov] On decisive evidence we must

read, with Fritzsche, Lachm., and Tisch., merely Trepl tovtov. The first avroo

is a current addition to oi pafjrjTai ; by tov civtov (D : tov clvtov 7\.6yov) tovtov was

glossed for the purpose of more precise definition. — Ver. 12. Tischendorf 's

reading [recent editors, B. V.] : uai iav air}) a7vo?vaaaa tov uvdpa oir'r yapjjtfy

(B C L X and A, which, however, has koX before yap.), is a stylistic emendation.

— yupn rJy d/i/'.Gj] Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, 11. V.] have yapr^ay a?Jiav, follow-

ing B C* D L A 8, min. A mechanical repetition from ver. 11 (whence A has

even oXa7\v instead of d/.7ov!).— [Ver. 13. W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., in the

X B C L A Copt, nad uvrovg instead of rolg Trpooipepovo-iv.] — Ver. 11. Before pij

Elz. Fritzsche, Lachm. have Koi, which is wanting in witnesses deserving con-

sideration, and is ad. led from the parallels. — Ver. 10. Instead of rjvMyei Lachm.

(as also Scholz) has cv/.6yE/.. But B C A X, min. Vict, have mrevAdyei (L N:
KUTTjv?..). It is to be adopted, with Tisch. ; this compound, which docs not

elsewhere occur in the N. T., was unfamiliar to the transcribers. Its posi-

tion before rcQt • ('>mitiing die last avrd) is attested by B C L A X, min. Copt.

Syr. p. ins. Vict. (Fritzsche, Tisch.). lint it was precisely the threefold airrd

that gave occasion to error and correction. [The evidence tor the latter

position is substantially the same as for the compound vi rh ;
hence it is accepted

by recent editors, B. V.]- Ver. 1!). The arrangement i
', </>ov.,

f

'

i u i
>

. | Lachm.

Tisch.), is found in B C A K** min. Copt. Ax. Colb.; but it is from Matt. xix.

18. [W. and Eort, Weiss, R. V., follow Lachmann, but Tisch. \ ill. returns to

the order <>f the Bee] — Ver. 21. The article before nro^oij is wanting in wit-

nesses of such preponderating character (condemned by Griesb., deleted by

Fritzsche, Lachm.) thai it appears (as also in Matt. \i\. 21) as an addition.

—

ivpdv] is wanting in B C D A X, 40G, Copt. Vulg. It. Clem. Hilar.

Aug. Ambr. Other witnesses have it before devpo. Bracketed by Lachm. [Be-
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jected by Tisch., recent editors, E. V.] But how easily the words were passed

over, as the parallels have nothing of the kind !— Ver. 24. rovg ttettoJjotclc ettl

TaTg X9W-~\ is not found in B A S, Copt. ms. Deleted by Tisch. [W. and Flort,

Weiss, B. V. marg.] But if it had been added, the addition would have been
made in accordance with the text of Matt, or Luke, or according to ver. 23.

The omission was meant in the interest of stricter morality, which regarded the

T7e~oi06rag, etc., as quite excluded. — Ver. 25. die/i^av] The e'ioeMeIv, commended
by Griesb., has indeed considerable attestation [X A A ; so Steph., not Elzevir],

but it is from Matt. ix. 24, and in this case the significant change of the verbs

in Mark was not observed. — Ver. 28. qKoAovfjl/oafisv'] Lachm. and Tisch. [recent

editors, R. V.] have ijicoAovd/'/iia/uEi; following BCD. A mechanical similarity

of formation with aQqnafiev, occurring also in some witnesses in Matthew and
Luke. — Ver. 29. Only BAN (j. a'vrC) 6 T.), Copt, have the simple s^rj 6 'Irja.

(Tisch.) instead of u-onp. 6 T. elirev, but they are correct. Comp. on ix. 12, 38.

— f] Trartpa y jirjrqm~\ The reverse order is found inBC A 106, Copt. Goth. Colb.

Brix. Lachm. and Tisch. It is to be preferred. /} Trarepa was in some cases

placed first, in accordance with the natural relation ; in some cases also, in

consideration of ver. 30, it was altogether omitted (D, Cant. Verc. Corb. Plarl.).

On account of ver. 30 f/ yvvaiKa has also been omitted (B D A X, min. Copt. Arm.
Vulg. It. Or. Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, Pi. V.]). — After nai the second gve-

kev is added by Griesb. and Tisch., following preponderating evidence. The
omission is explained from viii. 35. — Ver. 30. /UTjTEpac'] Lachm. has jitjTEpa,

following A C D, Verss. ; the plural was objectionable. — Ver. 31. The article

before the second eoxutoi is indeed deleted by Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. [retained

in Tisch. VIII.]; but following Matt. xix. 30 it dropped out so easily, and, more-

over, it is found still in such important testimonies, that it must be restored.

—

Ver. 32. ual anoAovO.~\ B C* L A N, 1, Copt, have ol c5e qkoaovQ. This is rightly

followed by Ewald, and is now adopted by Tisch. The ol 6e not being under-

stood was set aside by kciL But the attestation is to be the more regarded as

sufficient, that D K, min. Verc. Ver. Chrys. are not to be reckoned in favor of

the Becepta, because they altogether omit k. 6.koa. E<po,8., of which omission the

homoioteleuton was manifestly the cause. — Ver. 33. The article before ypa/ifi.

(Elz.) is, with Scholz and Tisch. (in opposition to Griesb. Matth. Fritzsche, and
Lachm.), to be maintained. The testimony in favor of its omission is not pre-

ponderating, and comp. Matt. xx. 18. — Ver. 34. The order eji^tvcovolv avr. k.

imarty. ai'T. (Lachm. Tisch. Rinck) is found in B C L A X, min. vss., including

Vulg. and codd. It. [accepted by recent editors, E. V.]. But the Efznal^. and
E/i-Tva. were considered as belonging together. Comp. Luke xviii. 33. — Elz. has

-y rp'iTi) rjfiEpa ; so also Fritzsche, Scholz. But B C D L A X, vss. have /isto.

Tpslq ijfjLEpac. Approved by Griesb. Schulz, adopted by Lachm. Tisch. [recent

editors, E. V.]. The Ilccepia is to be maintained. See on ix. 31. [The evi-

dence is so strong against the Bee, that to follow it here is to nullify the best

critical principles.] — Ver. 35. After diTija. Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. have ae,

following A B C L A X** min. vss. To be adopted. It was easily passed over

as being superfluous. D K have it before the verb. An incorrect restoration.

X* has entirely omitted o kdv down to 6bc r)fuv. — Ver. 36. Troijjaai. /iev/^Iv] Lachm.

Tisch. have ttoitjuu v/uv, which was also approved by Griesb. [Treg., W. and

Hort (text) omit /he, which Tisch., Weiss (X B) place before 7toj?J(tw.] An al-

teration in remembrance of passages such as x. 51, xiv. 12, Matt. xx. 32, in
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which also the bare subjunctive was sometimes completed by Iva ttoujou. — Ver.

38. Instead of ical (in Elz. Scholz, Fritzsche) read, with Rinck, Lachm. and

Tisch., r), which Griesb. also approved, following B C* D L A X, min. Copt.

Arm. At. Vulg. It. Or.; hi/ came from ver. 39. — In ver. 40 also y is to be

adopted on almost the same evidence (with Rinck, Lachm., and Tisch.) ; «a/is

from Matt. xx. 23. — After evuv. Elz. has pov, which is deleted on decisive evi-

dence. — Yer. 42. Read xal wpoaKaTi. av-ovc 6 'Iijaovg, with Lachm. and Tisch.,

following BCDLAN, 40G, Syr. Copt. codd. It. The Recepia is from Matt.

xx. 25. — Ver. 43. Instead of the first iarai, Lachm. and Tisch. have iariv, which

Schulz also approved, in accordance with B C* D L A X, Vulg. It. The future

came in from Matt., and on account of what follows. — Ver. 44. i/iuv yevioQai]

Lachm. has kv v/nlv elvat, following important evidence [W. and Hort, R. V.,

with X 13 C* L A, Vulg. Copt.], but it is from Matt. xx. 27. [Weiss accepts a

combined text : vjjluv elvat, so D.]— Ver. 46. After rviploc read with Tisch. irpo-

naiTi/r, omitting the subsecpaent irpoaaiTuv. So B LA Copt. Comp. X, -vip'/.br

nai TrpoaniTT/g. The Recepta is from Luke xviii. 35. — Ver. 47. [Tisch., recent

editors, R. V., with B L A, Vulg., read Na^apjivdq.']— 6 viog] Lachm. has vie, follow-

ing B C LAX, min. [So Tisch., recent editors, R. V.] From Luke. Comp.

ver. 48. — Ver. 49. avrbv cpuvrjOi'/vai] B C L A S, min. Copt, have tpuviiaare avrbv.

So Fritzsche and Tisch. And rightly ; the accusative with the infinitive was

introduced through the fact of ikiv-evgev being written instead of elirev after Luke
xviii. 40 (so still Ev. 48, It. Vulg.), find remained, after elirev was restored, the

more easily because Luke has it also. — eycipe] See on ii. 9. — Ver. 50. uvaaTac]

Lachm. and Tisch. have ava-jjdr/aar, according to B D L A X, min, vss. (in-

cluding Vulg. It.) Or. The Recepia is a "scriptorum jejunitas" that mistakes

the peculiarity of Mark (Tisch.). —Ver. 51. The form pa(3/3ovvi (Elz. pa ovi)

has decisive evidence. [W. and Hort have p~a0f3ovvei, following B (and A : paf3-

I3uvei). Other variations occur.] — Ver. 52. Instead of r« 'Irjaov (Elz., Scholz,

Rinck), A B C D L A X have avru (Tisch.), which attestation is decisive.

Vv. 1-9. See on Matt. xix. 1-8. — naneWev] points back to ix. 33.

—

ml

wepav rov'Iopd&vov] sec the critical remarks. He came to the borders of Judaea,

ami //in/ ' mi the further sick of Jordan, "ipsa Samaria ad dextram relicta,"

" Samaria itself was left to the right" (Beza). At Jericho lie came again to

this side, ver. 40. See, moreover, on .Matt. xix. 1.

—

ml uvfiirop. i,.r./.\

Ami there gathered together to Him again crowds of people. vcakiv, for pre-

viously, at ix. 30 II'., He bad withdrawn Himself from the people. —Ver. 2.

Mark bas qoI the properlj tempting element in the question, but it is found

in Matt. : /card iraoav alriav (sec on Matt. xix. 3). Thai this element was not

also preserved in the tradition which Mark here follows, may very naturally

l»e explained from the reply of Jesus, whicbran unconditional I'// (even accord-

ing to Matt. w. 4-G). Mark therefore lias qoI the original form of the qui «-

tion,'-' nor does he make the question be put more captiously ( Fritzsche), nor

ii be made use of Matthew incorrectly, or with alterations consonanl to his

own reflection (Saunier, Baur), because the Jewish points of dispute as to

divorce were io him indifferenl (Kdstlin) ; but he follows a defective tradi-

1 Sec Fritzsche, Quaest. Luc. p. 9 (T.

;

'Bleek, Weiss, Holtzmann, Schenkel,

Hartnng, PartikeU. I. p. 146. BarleBS, EJieschHd. p. 30.
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tion, which in this particular is completed and corrected in Matthew.

[See NoteLXL, p. 137. J DeWette's conjecture is arbitrary, that Mark pre-

supposes that the Pharisees had already heard of the view of Jesus on

divorce, and wished to induce Him to a renewed declaration on the subject.

The perilous element of the question does not turn on the divorce of Ilerod

(Ewald, Lange). See on Matthew. — Ver. 3. Here also the tradition, which

Mark follows, deviates from Matthew, who represents that the command-
on m of Moses is brought into question not by Jesus, but by the Pharisees,

and that as an object ion again i i he answer df Jesus. But it is more natural

and more forcible thai the reply of Jesus should start immediately from

Dent. xxiv. 1, and should first elicit this Mosaic irru'/ij—on the right estima-

tion of which depended the point at issue—from the mouth of the ques-

tioners themselves, in order thereupon to attach to it what follows.—Ver.

4. /-.:
t(i. iju

|
emphatically prefixed (see the critical remarks) : Moses per-

mitted, in saying which their Ifeanv, ver. 2, is present to their minds. See,

moreover, on Matt. v. 31. They prudently refrain from saying ivtre'ikaro. —
Ver. 5. r. hnoTajv ravr.] the commandment of the putting forth a writing of

divorcement. — Ver. 0. The subject (as 6 Qe6i is uot genuine) is to be taken

out of KTioeac (o ktiot/'/c).
1— Ver. 7. Christ makes Adam's words at Gen. ii.

44 His a ir a. It is otherwise, but less directly and concisely, given in

Matthew. — eveicev robrov] because God created men as male and female—in

order to correspond with this arrangement of the Creator. — Thefutures in-

dicate what irill Juiji/K a in cases of marrying according to Cod's ordinance.

Vv. 10-12. See on Matt. \i.\. it. The two Evangelists differ from one

another here in respect of the place, of the persons to whom Jesus is speak-

ing, and partially of the contents of what He says. Certainly Matthew has

furnished the original shape of the matter, since what Mark makes Jesus say

only in the house and merely to His disciples (ver. 1 1 with the not original

amplification of ver. 12) is withal an essential element of the reply to the

Pharisees, and does not bear the character of a special private instruction,

whereas the private communication to the disciples, Matt. xix. 10-12, which

as such is just as appropriate as it is original, is indeed '• the crown of the

whole" (Ewald). [SeeNote LX1L, p. 137.
|

— elc rl
t
v olidav] having come into

thehouse (in which at that time they were lodging). The same brevity of

expression occurs at xiii. !). — naltv oi (ladijrai] again the disciples, as previ-

ously the Pharisees. — rrsyji tovtov] (sec the critical remarks) : upon this sua

ject. — Ver. 11. en' avrfiv] in reference to her, the woman that is put away. 2—
Mark has not the pn ml iropvzla (Matt.), which makes no essential difference,

as this ground of divorce is obvious of itself as such. See on Matt. v. 32.
3

— Ver. 12. Kcd eav yvvfj arco/vcry «.r./..] Matthew lias quite a different saying.

1 See Kuhner, II. p. 30, 4. Comp. Calvin and Bengel : "in illam,"

"Observe ih;,! .Jcmis tiore of necessity " toward her." It is only thus that its em-

presupposes the acknowledgment of tlio phatio bearing is broughtout; the marry-

principle <>( monogamy. Theopbylacf and ing of the second wife makes him an adul-

many others, including Lange, Ewald, and terer towards the first.

Bleek. have erroneously referred aiirrjv to 8 Comp. also Bofmann, Schriflbew. II. 2,

the sfiroin/. wife;. Erasmus appropriately p. 410.

says: "in injuriam illius," "to her injury."

9
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The narrative of Mark is certainly not original (in opposition to Schenkel),

but puts into the mouth, of Jesus what was the custom among the Grcelsund

Romans, namely, that the wife also might be the divorcing party, and very

often actually was so,' which was not competent to the Jewish wife (Deut.

wiv. 1 ; Josephus, An//, xv. 7. 10), for the instances of Michal (1 Sam.

x.w. 41), of Herodias (Matt. xiv. 4 f.), and of Salome (Josephus, Antt. xv.

7. 10) are abnormal in respect of their rank ; and the cases in which, accord-

ing to the Rabbins, the wife might require that the husband should give

her a writing of divorcement, 5 do not belong to the question here, where the

wife herself is the party who puts away. The proposition in the passage

before us is derived from an Hellenic amplification of the tradition,'5 which,

however, in Matthew is again excluded. [See Note LXIL, p. 137. J Comp.

llarless, p. 25 f. According to Kuinoel (comp. Lange), Jesus purposed to

give to the apostles, as future teachers of the Gentiles, the instruction re-

quisite for judging in such a case. But he must have said as much, as the

qiu lion had reference to the Jewish relation of divorce. — iioixarai] the sub-

ject is the woman (comp. v. 11), not the HTuoc. Moreover, Grotius appro-

priately says : "Mulierergo, cum domina sui non sit . . . omnino adulterium

committit, non interpretatione aliqua aut per consequentiam, sed directe.

Ideo non debuit hie addi kir' avrdv," "Therefore the woman, when she is

not mistress of herself, . . . commits adultery in general, not by a certain in-

terpretation or by consequence, but directly. For this reason !-'

should not be added here."

Vv. 13-16. See on Matt. xix. 13-15, who gives the narrative only by way

of extract. Comp. Lukexviii. 15-17. — aifterai] From the mere touch on the

part of the holy man, who assuredly was also known as a friend of children,

they hoped to derive bles.singfor their children. So too Luke. It is other-

wise in Matthew, in whose account, instead of the touch, there is already in-

troduced here the more definite laying mi of hands, which was performed by

Jesus al ver. 16. — Ver. 15 rryav&Knioe] " propter impedimentum amori suo a

discipulis oblatum," '"on account of the hindrance opposed to His love l>y

the disciples" (Bengel). — Ver. 15 is also adopted by Luke xviii. 17, but not

by the abbreviating Matthew. Whosoever shall not havt received th kingdom

of the Messiah us a child, i.e., in the moral condition, which resembles the in-

nocence of childhood (eomp. Matt, xviii. ?>) ;
Theophylact appropriately

says : ri.n' t %ovt<jv ii amdjoeoQ r?,v ('uuiniar, i,v ra TvauVta t^ovrriv .

'' those having by exercise the guilelessness which children have by nature."

— In M-i/tiii the kingdom (which the coming Messiah establishes) is con-

ceived as coming (ix. 1
;
Matt. vi. 10

;
Luke xvii. 20, al.). It is erroneous to

explain \\u> [iaail. t. Oeov as i In' preaching of the kingdom. 4 Ver. L6. bvayiud
]

as at ix. '.}(>. — Karr/v'/oy. ]
only occurs in this place in the New Testament ; it

is stronger than the simple form, I'lut. Amator. 1 ; Tob. \i. 1, 17. It ex-

> See on 1 Cor. vll. 18, ami Wetsteln In \< rdlngto Banr, froma reflection of

/</<•. ,• also I'an/.in ftfeusohen, a./', ex Talm. Mark on the equal rights of the two

iff. p. 680ft * Theophylaot, Euthymius Zlgabenufl,

a Scu Saalsohutz, Mo*. B. i>. aou f. Kuinoel, and many others.
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presses here the earnestness of His interest. How much more did Christ do

than was asked of Him !

Vv. 17-27. See on Matt. xix. 16-26. Comp. Luke xviii. 18-27. As well

in the question at ver. 17, and in the answer of Jesus vv. 18, 19, as also in

the account of the address to the disciples, ver. 23 f., and in several little

peculiar traits, the narrative of Mark is more concrete and more direct. —
tic 666v] out of the house, ver. 10, in order to prosecute His journey, ver. 32.

— yovvirsT.] not inappropriate (de Wette), but, in connection with -pocSpa-

fiuv, representing the earnestness of the inquiry ; both words are peculiar to

the graphic Mark. With an accusative, as at i. 40. See on Matt. xvii. 14.

— Ver. 18. The variation from Matthew is so far unessential, as in the lat-

ter also the predicate ayaftog is attributed to God only. But in Matthew it

has become necessary to give to it, in the relation to the question, a turn

which betrays more a later moulding under reflection, 1 than the simple and

direct primitive form, which we still find in Mark and Luke. [See Note

LXIIL, p. 137.] — -i ue teyeig aya06v ;
ovdetc k.t.2.] Ingeniously and clearly

Jesus makes use of the address SitiaoKale ayaflt-, in order to direct the ques-

tioner to the highest moral Ideal, in whose commands is given the solution

of the question (ver. 19). He did this in such a manner as to turn aside

from Himself and to ascribe to God only the predicate ayaOoc, which had been

used by the young man in the customary meaning of holding one in esteem, 2

but is taken up by Jesus in the eminent and absolute sense. " Thou art

wrong in calling me good ; this predicate, in its complete conception, be-

longs to none save One,—that is, God." 3 This declaration, however, is no

evidence against the shdessness of Jesus ; rather it is the true expression of

the necessary moral distance, which the human consciousness— even the

sinless consciousness, as being human—recognizes between itself and the

absolute perfection of God. 4 For the human sinlessness is of necessity rela-

tive, and even in the case of Jesus was conditioned by the divine-human

development that was subject to growth
;

5 the absolute being-good, that

excludes all having become and becoming so, jiertains only to God, who is

"verae bonitatis canon et archetypus, 1
' "the rule and archetype of true

goodness" (Beza). Even the man Jesus had to wrestle until He attained

1 This primitive form is alleged, indeed, the text (in behalf of which Justin, Apolog.

by Hilgenfeld (in the theol. Jahrb. 1857, p. i. 16, testifies), if it laid stress, in the els 6

414 ff. ; comp. in his Zeit^chr. 1883, p. 3G4 f.) 0e6s, on the reference to the supreme God,

to have been no longer preserved even in the Father of Christ. See also on Luke
Mark and Luke. He finds it rather in the xviii. 19.

form of the words which has been pre- -Excellent teacter, Plat. Mem. p. 93 C;
served in Justin, c. Tryph. 101, and among comp. the familiar Attic 5> ayatfe or & 'yadd ;

the Marcosians (similarly in Marcion) : ti /j-e and see Dorvill. ad Charit. p. 642.

Key. ayadov ; els ioTiv aya#6s, 6 7raT>ip fnov, 6 3 Comp. Ch. F. Fritzsche in Fritzschior.

ev tois ovpavoZs ; and holds these words to Ojmsc. p. 78 ff.

have been altered, in order to deprive them * Comp. Dorner, Jesu siindlose Vottkom-

of their probative force in favor of the menh. p. 1 1.

Gnostic distinction between the perfect B Luke ii. 52 ; Heb. v. 8 ; Luke iv. 13, xxii.

God and the imperfect Creator of the world. 28; comp. Ullmann in the Stud. v. Krit.

But the Gnostic exegesis might find this pro- 1842, p. 700.

bative force just as suitably in our form of
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the victory and peace of the cross.' [See Note LXIIL, p. 137.] This is

overlooked from dogmatic misunderstanding in the often attempted (see

as early as Augustine, c. Maxim, iii. 23 ;
A.mbros. defide, ii. 1) and variously

turned makeshift, 3 that Jesus rejected that predicate only from the stand-

point of the questioner (if thou regardest me as only a human teacher, then

thou art wrong in calling me good, etc.). Wimmer 3 thinks that the young

man had been ambitious, had said <5i6dcKo2e ayaOe as captatio benevolentiae,

"a feint of good-will," and presupposed the existence of ambition also in

Jesus ; that, therefore, Jesus wished to point his attention by the H fit .

ayaf)6v to his fault, and by the ovdtic ayaBbg k.t.'a. to bring to his knowledge the

unique condition of all being-good, in the sense : "Nobody is to be called

good, if the only God be not called good, i.e., if He be not assumed and

posited as the only condition of all goodness." In this explanation the

premisses are imported, and the interpretation itself is incorrect; since with

ovdric K.r.Ti., "Kkysrai cannot be supplied, but only tor/, as it so frequently is in

general propositions (Kiihner, II. p. 40), and since ovdsiq el /;// means nothing

else than nemo nisi, i.e., according to the sense, no one except (Klotz, ad

Devar. p. 524). — Vcr. 19. The certainly original position of the

is to be regarded as having at that time become traditional. Comp. Weiz-

sacker, p. 356.

—

u?) awooTep.] is not a renewed expression of the seventh

commandment (Ileupel, Fritzsche), against which may be urged its position,

as well as the unsuitableness of adducing it twice
; neither is it an expres-

sion of the tenth commandment, as far as the coveting applies to the plun-

dering another of his property (Bengel, Wetstein, Olshausen, de Wette),

against which may be urged the meaning of the word, which, moreover,

does not permit us to think of a comprehension qfattth previous commands

(Beza, Lange i; but it applies to Deut. xxiv. 11 (ova

toq [A. V.. "thou shall not oppress alrired servant ilmt is poor and nei

where the Roman edition has ovk airadtid/aeis //.
-.

'), to which also Mai. iii. 3,

Ecclus. iv. 1, refer. Comp. also LXX. Ex. xxi. 10. Jesus, however, quotes

the originally special command according to its moral universality : thou shalt

•not withhold. [See Note LXIV., p. 137 seq.] According to Kuinoel, He is

thinking of Lev. xix. 13 (owe aSiKijaeiQ i,.t./.), with which, however, the char-

acteristic anooTepfioyc is not in accordance. Least of .-ill it can be taken

together with rlpa k.t. X., so that it would be the prohibitory aspect of the

commanding rliia k.t.%.,* againsl which may he decisively urged the simi-

larity of form to the preceding independent commands, as well as the hal-

lowed and ju-t as independent ripta k.t.X. ;
moreover. Mark must have written

fti) airoorep. rt/i^v rbv wartpa k.t.a.., in order to be understood. In Matthew

this command does nol appear ;
while, on the other hand, he has the aya-

Tzi/nur rbv nXrjolov k.t.X., which is wanting in Mark and Luke. These are

various forms of the tradition. Bui since ayarr^aetc k.t.'/. (which also

occurred in the Gospel of the Hebrews) is most appropriate and charac-

unp. Kelm, geschichU. Chr. i>. 89 ft., 2, p. 1106 f.

and, moreover, at p. 108 ff.
: In theStud. u. EHt. 1846, p. 115 ff.

Theophylact, Erasmus, i ' So Hofmann, 8chir\ftb«w. DE. 8, p. 891.

i Ishansen, Ebrard ; oomp. also Lange, II.
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teristic, and the p?/ anocTEpj/aijQ is so peculiar that it could hardly have heen

added as an appendix to the tradition, Ewald's conjecture (Jahrb. I. p. 132)

that the original number of these commandments was seven, is not improba-

ble. That which did not occur in the Decalogue was more easily omitted

than (in opposition to Weizsacker) added. — Ver. 20. didac/wle] not ayadt

again. — Ver. 21. r/yavrTjoev avrdv] means nothing else than : He loved h im
,

felt a love of esteem (dilectio) for him, conceived an affection for him, which
impression He derived from the kfiflteweiv avr&. He read at once in his

countenance genuine anxiety and effort for everlasting salvation, and at the

same time fervid confidence in Himself. The conception of meritum decon-

gruo is altogether foreign to the passage. Grotius appropriately remarks :

" amat Christus non virtutes tantum, sed et semina virtutum, suo tamen

gradu," " Christ loves not only virtues, but also the seeds of virtues, yet in

their degree." The explanation: blandis eum eomjiellavit verbis, "urged

him with bland words," ' is founded merely on the passage in Homer,

Od. xxiii. 214, where, nevertheless, it is to be explained likewise as to love."*

— ev aoL vorepd] see on John ii. 2. Yet, instead of aoi, according toBCM
D X. min., ae is, with Tischendorf, to be read. Comp. Ps. xxiii. 1. The

cot occurred more readily (comp. Luke) to the transcribers. — dpag -. aravp.]

Matt. xvi. 24 ; Mark viii. 34. It completes the weighty demand of that

which he still lacks for the attainment of salvation ; which demand, how-

ever, instead of bringing salutarily to his knowledge the relation of his own
inward life to the divine law, was the rock on which he made shipwreck.

[But see critical notes.] — Ver. 22. arvyvdaac] having become sullen, out of

humor. Except in the Schol. Aesch. Pers. 470, and Matt. xvi. 3, the verb

only occurs again in the LXX. at Ezek. xxvii. 35, xxviii. 19, xxxii. 10. —
fjv yap exuv ] for ?te was in possession of much wealth. [See Note LXV., p.

138.]— Ver. 23. On the significant and solemn impipiKEiv, comp. iii. 5, 34
;

Luke vi. 10. Comp. also e/i(5teipag, vv. 21, 27. — ol -a xpwaTa ix0VT£i\ The

article rd is to be explained summarily. The possessions are regarded as an

existing whole, which is possessed by the class of the wealthy. — Ver. 24.

The rejietition of the utterance of Jesus is touched with emotion (tekvo) and

milder (roiig KEwotddrac k.t.1.), but then, at ver. 25, again declaring the state

of the case with decision and with enhanced energy,—an alternation of feel-

ing, which is to be acknowledged (in opposition to Fritzsche), and which

involves so much of what is peculiar and psychologically true, that even

in rovg TcenoiOoraq h.t.1. there is not to be found a modification by tradition

interpreting the matter in an anti-Ehionitic sense, or a mitigation found to

be necessary in a subsequent age. s These words, which are intended to dis-

close the moral ground of the case as it stands, belong, in fact, essentially

to the scene preserved by Mark in its original form. — Ver. 25. did rye rpvpal.

k.t.1.'] through the eye of the needle. The two articles are generic ; see Bern-

1 Casaubon, Wolf, Grotius, Wetstein, namely, thus as I do noiv, when I have em-

Kuinoel, Vater, Fritzsche, and others. braced thee, etc., v. 207 f.

2 Penelope in this passage says to her 3 Baur, Kostlin, p. 329, Hilgenfeld, Holtz-

husband : be not angry that J loved thee not mann.
thus (d>6' aydnr)o-a) as soon as I saw thee,

—
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hardy, p. 315. Observe also the vivid change : to go through . . . to enter

Into. — Ver. 2G. icai] at the beginning of the question : cum vi auctiva ita

ponitur, ut is, qui interrogat, cum admirationc quadam alterius orationem

excipere ex eaque conclusionem ducere signiricetur, qua alterius sententia

confutetur," "thus placed with an ascensive force, that he who asks may

signify that he receives with a certain wonder the discourse of another, and

that he draws from it a conclusion by which the opinion of the other is

confuted."

'

Vv. 28-31. See on Matt. xix. 27-30 ; Luke xviii. 28-30. Matthew is in

part more complete (ver. 28 coming certainly under this description), in

part abridging (ver. 29), but, even with this abridgment, more original.

See on Matt. xix. 29. — sypfaro] " spe ex verbis salvatoris concepta," "hppe

being received from the word of the Saviour," Bengel. — The question in

Matthew, ri apa karat ?),u., is obvious of itself, even although unexpressed

(not omitted by Mark in the Petrine interest, as Hilgenfeld thinks), and

Jesus understood it. —Ver. 29 f. The logical link of the two clauses is :

No one has forsaken, etc., if he shall not have (at some time) received, i.e., if

the latter event does not occur, the former has not taken place ; the hun-

dredfold compensation is so certain, that its non-occurrence would presup-

pose the not having forsaken. The association of thought in iv. 22 (not in

Matt. xxvi. 42) is altogether similar. Instead of the ?}, there is introduced

in the second half of the clause mi ; which is : and respectively. The prin-

ciple of division of ver. 30 is : He is (1) to receive a hundredfold now, in

the period prior to the manifestation of the Messiah, namely, a hundred

times as many houses, brothers, etc.; and (2) to receive in the coming

period (" jam in adventu est," "now is in the Advent," Bengel), after the

Parousia, the everlasting life of the Messiah's kingdom. — The plurals,

which express the number a hundred, plainly show that the promised com-

pensation in the icaipbc ovroc is not to be understood literally, but generally,

of very abundant compensation. Nevertheless, the delicate feeling of Jesus

lias not said ; irvalnaq also. So much the more clumsy was Julian's scoff (see

Theophylact) that the Christians were, moreover, to receive a hundred

wives ! The promise was realized, in respect of the naipbg ovroc, by the rc-

ciprocal manifestations of love* and by the wealth in spiritual possessions,

2 Cor. vi. 8-10; by which passage is illustrated, al the same time, in a noble

example, the uera diuyuiw (comp. Matt. v. 10 ff., x. 23, xiii. 21, xxiii. 34).

The latter does not mean : after persecutions (Heinsius conjectured uera

6u>yn&v, as also a few min. read), but : inter persecutiones (in the midst of

persecutions, where one " omnium auxilio destitui videtur," "seems to be

deprived of the aid of all," .lansen), designating the accompanying circum-

1 Kuhiic r, ad Ten. Mem. I. 8. 10; Hartung, finds father, mother, brethren, possessions

Partlkell. I. p. 146 f. Comp. John be. 86, more than ever lie eould forsake." See, e.g.,

x iv. 22. on uriTtpas, Rom. xvi. 18; on rAtpa, l Cor.

*Comp. Lnther's gloss: "He who be- Iv. 14 ff.; on afieA$ov'«, all the Epistles of the

Hevetfa must auflfer persecution, and stake New Testament and the Arts of the A.pos-

everythlng upon bis faith. Neverthelesshe tics (also ii. 44).

lias enough; whithersoever he comes, he
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stances (Bernhardy, p. 255), the shadow of which makes prominent the light

of the promise. — Ver. 31. But many—so independent is the greater or lower

reception of reward in the life eternal of the earlier or later coming to me

—

many that are first shall he last, and they that are last shall in many cases he

first (see on Matt. xix. 30, xx. 16) ; so that the one shall be equalized with

the other in respect of the measuring out of the degree of reward. A doc-

trine assuredly, which, after the general promise of the great recompense in

ver. 29 f., was quite in its place to furnish a wholesome check to the ebulli-

tion of greediness for reward in the question of the disciples, ver. 28 (for

the disciples, doubtless, belonged to the Trpu-oi). There is therefore the less

reason to attribute, with Weiss, a different meaning to the utterance in

Mark from that which it has in Matthew.

Vv. 32-34. See on Matt. xx. 17-19. Comp. Luke xviii. 31-33. Mark is

more detailed and more characteristic than Matthew. — i
t
cav 61 kv -?) 66ti]

The occurrence with the rich young man had happened, while they went out

elc 6 6 6v, ver. 17 ; now they were on the way (dvafialvovreg is not to be

taken with ?)aav). Jesus moves on before "more intrepidi ducis," "in the

intrepid fashion of a leader" (Grotius), and the disciples iccre amazed ; hut

they who followed were afraid,* for the foreboding of a serious and grave fu-

ture had taken hold of them, and they beheld Him thus incessantly going,

and themselves being led, to meet it ! See vv. 24-26, the fiera diuyu., ver. 30,

and the declaration, ver. 31. Comp. John xi. 7-16. — 7rd2n>] refers neither

to xi. 31 (de Wette), where there is nothing said of any irapalayjidveiv, nor

to ix. 35 (Fritzsehe), where the kqwvrjoe rove AuSeKa, which happened in the

house, is withal something entirely different ; but to—what is just related

—

the part inl sepa/ration of Jesus from His disciples on the way, after they had

previously gone together. Only in part had they followed Him fearfully
;

most of them had remained behind on the way amazed ; He now made a

pause, and took again to Himself all the Twelve (hence in this place there

is put not merely avrovg, but rovg 8<o8eko). — ^pfaro] so that He broke the

previous silence. — Ver. 34. The Gentiles are the subject of k/in-ai^. as far as

dnoKT. (comp. Matthew). Instead of airoKrevovaiv Matthew has the definite,

but certainly later, crucifying.

Vv. 35-45. See on Matt. xx. 20-28. Luke has not this scene. — As to

the variation from Matt. xx. 20 f., where the peculiar putting forward of

the mother is
2 to be regarded as the historically correct form, see on Mat-

thew. — dsTio/iev, Iva] as at vi. 25 ; John xvii. 24 ;
and comp. on Luke vi.

35. — Ver. 37. h r?) 86^ gov] not : when thou hast attained to Thy glory (de

Wette), but : in Thy glory, which will surround us then, when we sit so

near to Thee. — Ver. 38. ?f\ or, in other words. — The presents mva and

fia-KTi^ofiai picture the matter as being realized. The cup and baptism of Jesus

represent martyrdom. In the case of the figure of baptism, however (which

1 According to the reading oiSe okoA. <=4>o/3- them who followed Jesus as He went for-

oGvto ; see the critical remarks. The matter, ward did so only feaifutty. As to this use

namely, is to he conceived in this way, that of ol 5e, see on Matt, xxviii. 17.

the majority of the disciples stayed behind 2 In opposition to Iloltzmann, Weiz-

on the way in perplexity, but those anions slicker, and others.
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latter Matthew by way of abridgment omits
; it is alleged by Baur that

Mark lias taken it from Luke xii. 50), the point of the similitude lies in the

being submerged, not in the purification (forgiveness of sins), as the Fathers

have apprehended the baptism of blood (see Suicer, I. p. 627), which is not

appropriate to Jesus. Comp. the classical use of Karadveiv and /3a7rr/'C«v, to

plunge (immergere) into sufferings, sorrows, and the like.
1— Ver. 40. ?}] or

else on the left, not put inappropriately (Fritzsche) ; the disciples had
desired both places of honor, and therefore Jesus now says that none de-

pends on Him, whether the sitting be on the right hand or else on the left.

— aXk y

olf ?}roifiaa7ai] Matthew has added the correctly explanatory amplifi-

cation : vnb tov ira-pos fiov. — Ver. 41. yp^avro] Jesus, namely, at once ap-

peased their indignation. — Ver. 42. ol Sokoxivteq apxetv] peculiar to Mark
and original, denoting the essential basis of the Gentile rule,—the lairing

the repute of rulers,—not equivalent to ol apxovrec,'
2 but : "qui censentur

imperare, i.e., quos gentes habent et agnoscunt, quorum imperio pareant,"

"who are accounted to rule, i.e., whom the Gentiles have and acknowledge,

whose rule they submit to" (Beza, comp. Casaubon and Grotius). Comp.
Gal. ii. 9 ; Winer, p. 540 [E. T . 613] ; Moller, neue Ansichten, p. 158 ff., who,

however, as Fritzsche also explains : who imagine themselves to rule, which in

itself (as tuv kdvuv refers to the Gentiles, whose rulers were no shadow-kings)

and in respect of the context (which requires the general idea of rulers) is

unsuitable. Comjxire, moreover, the close echo of the passage before us in

Luke xxii. 25 from tradition. — Ver. 43. The reading eoriv is as little inap-

propriate (in opposition to Fritzsche) as Matt. xx. 26. — Ver. 45. icai y&p]

for even. As the master, so the disciples, Rom. xv. 3.

Vv. 46-52. See on Matt. xx. 29-34. Comp. Luke xviii. 35-43. Matthew

has abridged the narrative, and, following a later tradition (comp. on Matt,

viii. 28), doubled the persons. [See Note LXVL, p. 138.] Only Mark has

the name of the blind man, which is not interpolated (Wilke), and certainly

is from trustworthy tradition. — Bapri/iaiog] The patronymic 'Npu "a, as

was often the case (comp. Rapdotouaiog, Bapir/aovg, BapaaPag), had become al-

together a proper name, so that Mark even expressly prefixes to it & vlbc

Ttpaiov, which, however, may lie accounted for by the fact of Timaens being

in'II known, possibly as having become a Christian of note. — rvipXbg wpoaai-

r//r\ (see the critical remarks) : aUind beggar. — Ver. 47. "Magna tides,

quod caecus lilium Davidis appellat, quem ei Nazaraeum praedicabal popu-

lus," "Great faith, in that the blind man calls Him Son of David whom the

multitude was proclaiming as the Nazarene," Bengel. - Ver. 49. d&paei,

, (puvel oe] a hasty asyndeton.' — Ver. 50. ii-<>i,,'/. rb i/i6r.] depicts the

joyous eagerness, with which also the ani-^ih/nar is in keeping fsee the crit-

ical remarks). 4 — Ver. 51. /»/,->' v>m'] 'JiS"!, usually : domine mi, "my Lord."

1 Sen. Cyrop. vi. 1. 87; Wessellng, ad Rosenmttller, and many more.

Dim!. 1. p. 488. On the construction, comp. ' Comp. Nagelsbach, Anm.z. Bias, <<!.::,

Ai'l. If. .1. iii. 4'i : 6 TTOpi!>vpiuii- AoiifTiu to Tiir p. 80.

TitpiaTtpuiu \ovTp6v, al. See in general, Lo- * Comp. 11cm. //. ii. is:;: r-)
•'<" Wei^AirbW

beck, Paralip. p. 620. x^ ait'a '' P«A «. Acta iii. s; Dem. 108, 5.

9 Qataker, liaphel, Romberg, Kypke,
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See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 2179. Yet the yod, as in '31, may also be only

paragogic (Drusius, Michaelis, Fritzsche) ; and this latter view is precisely

on account of the analogy of '31 more probable, and is confirmed by the in-

terpretation didaaitake in John xx. 1G. The form ^m is, we may add,

more respectful than "^"V Comp. Drusius.

Notes by American Editor.

LXI. Ver. 2. el i^eariv k.t.1.

Weiss ed. Mey. says that " Mark has the original form of the question," that

he " certainly does not follow a defective tradition," and that throughout the

chapter up to ver. 45 "the presentation of Mark is the original one, although

here and there, especially in the latter parts, sayings from the older source

show themselves." He also objects to the common view that a new division of

the Gospel begins with this chapter ; on the contrary, he thinks that the matter

from chap. viii. 27 to x. 45 was joined together because of an internal connec-

tion. But the historical character of the narrative is thrown too much in the

background by this theory.

LXII. Ver. 10. elg ryv oiniav.

In the opinion of Weiss (ed. Mey.) Mark is correct, while Matthew, though

following Mark, is inaccurate in making this a part of the reply to the Phari-

sees. The fuller statements of Mark, moreover, belong to a more private dis-

course, in which the disciples were to receive special instructions on this impor-

tant topic. With this view it is allowable to explain "into the house," as

meaning "within doors," there being nothing to indicate what house it was.

Weiss ed. Mey. omits the sentence :
" The proposition in the passage before

us is derived from an Hellenic tradition," etc. There is nothing whatever to

prove its "Hellenic" character, and Meyer's conjecture is no more valuable than

that of Baur (see foot-note).

LXIII. Ver. 18. H ,«e leyeiq ayaOov ;

The Kec. text in Matthew has undoubtedly been altered to conform to Mark
and Luke. There is abundant evidence that the correct reading there is :

" Why askest thou me of that which is good?" Such corrections of the text

are based on weighty authorities. But for statements respecting the " primi-

tive form" and " later moulding under reflection" we have no evidence what-

ever ; Justin's testimony does not help us to a solution. On the theory that the

Evangelists had some adequate knowledge of the facts, the view that both

points (the " good things" and "the good person") were included in the dia-

logue, is quite probable.—Weiss ed. Mey. significantly omits the sentence
;

"Even the man Jesus had to wrestle until He attained the victory and peace

of the cross."

LXIV. Ver. 19. fifj cnroGTept/ayr.

There seems to be no valid objection to regarding this prohibition, contain-

ing a word used several times in the O. T. precepts, as here corresponding to the
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tenth commandment. The reference to Deut. xxiv. 11 seems doubtful, since

it is based on a single word. Weiss ed. Mey., however, while favoring the view

that this takes the place of the tenth commandment, refers it to the desire for

the possessions of others which the rich man often manifests in withholding

from others their dues.

LXV. Ver. 22. r\v yap £%uv.

The R. V. is more grammatical in its rendering : "for he was one that had

great possessions." The participle thus receives its proper force, and is not

taken with ?/v as a periphrastic imperfect ; comp. Buttmann, N. T. Grammar,

p. 310.

LXVI. Vv. 46-52.

Weiss ed. Mey. says of this account of the healing of the blind man : "Mark

narrates the story with reminiscences of the narrative of the healing of two

blind men, from the older source, preserved in Matthew ix. 27-30, to which

Matthew reverts still more strongly." This is not the place to discuss the re-

lation of the two accounts given in the first Gospel, but the theory of Weiss in-

volves confusion and carelessness on the part of the writer of that Gospel such

as cannot well be admitted. On the other hand, the acceptance of a later tra-

dition (Meyer) does not seem compatible with abridgment on the part of

Matthew. If, as he holds, Luke also follows a later tradition, why does not

that Evangelist double the persons? The harmonists are indeed open to cen-

sure for their unwarranted exegesis in the interests of conformity, but that

does not justify any one in making the narratives less trustworthy, by not only

magnifying the divergences, but by accounting for them in a way that, if al-

lowed in one case, must open the door to constant subtractions from the de-

tails, according to the taste or fancy of the commentator.
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CHAPTER XI.

Ver. 1. Lachm. and Tisch. read (instead of elg Br/8<p. k. B?/0.) merely nai elg

BrjOaviav ; but the evidence is not sufficient (D, Vulg. codd. It. Or. (twice) Jer.)

to entitle us to derive the Eecepta from Luke xix. 29. An old clerical error, oc-

casioned by the similar beginnings of the two local names ; and nut was inserted

to connect them. C X have e'iq B/;0p. k. elg B77O. If this were the original form,

the omission would occur still more easily. [But Treg., W. and Hon (text),

Weiss, E. V., accept : elg B7j0(j>. k. B;/0.] — Theform 'ltpnco/.v/ua is to be adopted,

with Fritzsche, Lachm. and Tisch., following B C D L i X, min. Sahid. Or.

'lepovaal7]fj. does not occur elsewhere in Mark, and only in Matthew at xxiii. 37

(see in loc.) ; in Luke it is the usual form. — a-oart'/./.Ei] Lachm. reads aneareiXev,

in opposition to decisive evidence. It is from the j^arallels. — Ver. 2. ovdeig]

Lachm. has ovSelg oviru ; Fritzsche : ovSeiru ovdeig. The latter is much too

weakly attested. The former has considerable attestation [A B L A, Vulg.,

accepted by recent editors, B,. V.], but with a different position of the oviru

(Tisch. ov6. avOp. oxntu), instead of which A has ixuttote (from Luke). The

Recepta is to be defended ; the idea expressed in adhuc was very variously

brought in. — Xvaavreg avrov ayayere] B C L A X, Copt. Sahid. Vulg. It. Or. have

/.mare avrbv ko.1 fipsre. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Tisch. (Lachm. has

AvaarE civt. k. ayayere). Eightly ; the Recepia is from Luke xix. 30 ; comp.

Matt. xxi. 2, whence also originated the reading of Lachm. — Ver. 3. a-oore/lZw]

Elz. Fritzsche have cnroaTEAEi, in opposition to decisive evidence. Comp. on

Matt. xxi. 3.

—

icakiv, which BC*D LAN, min. Vera Colb. Or. (twice) read,

although it is adopted by Tisch. [Treg. text., W. and Hort text., Weiss, R. V.],

is an addition from misunderstanding ; the reader probably being misled by

u6e, and taking the words as being still a portion of what was to be said by the

disciples. — Ver. 4. The article before nulov (Elz.) is, in accordance with deci-

sive evidence, deleted. [Becent editors, with B L A, Copt., omit ttjv (before

Ovpav) also.]— Ver. 6. Instead of eI-ev (so also Lachm. and Tisch.) Elz. Scholz

have EvsTEiAaTo. But eIttev is so weightily attested by B C L A X, min. Or,

Copt. Aeth. Sahid. Arm. Or. that evere'ikaro appears a gloss. D has elpqtcei.

which likewise tells in favor of eIttev, and is only a change into the pluperfect.

—

Ver. 7. rjjayov] B L A X** Or. have tyepovoiv ; approved by Griesb., adopted by

Tisch. The Recepia is from the parallel passages. — E-tj3a/oi>] B CDLAK,
min. Vulg. Cant. Ver. Corb. Vind. Or. have eiriP&Movciv. Adopted by Griesb.

Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. The Recepia was derived from the reading f/yayov. —
en' avTu] B C D L A N, min. have tV avrdv, which Griesb. approved, Fritzsche,

Lachm. Tisch. adopted. The Recepta is a mechanical repetition of the previous

avru. — Ver. 8. 6evSpuv] B C L A X, Syr. p. (in the margin) Or. Sahid. have

aypuv, which Fritzsche and Tisch. have rightly adopted. With Tisch., however,

instead of the whole passage tKoirrov . . . 656v we must read briefly and simply :

wipavTEg ek t&v aypuv. The Recepta is an expansion from Matthew, whence

also came Tiiyovreg in ver. 9. This is wanting in B C L A X, min. Copt. Sahid.
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Colb. Curb. Or., is regarded as suspicious by Griesb. and Lachm., and is

deleted by Tisch. — Ver. 10. After ftaci'Aeta Elz. bas kv bvo/iart nvpiov, against

preponderating evidence. An awkward repetition from ver. 9. — Ver. 11. na\

eig r. lepdv] mi is wanting inBCLM A X, inin. Syr. Arr. Copt. Perss. Arm.
Vulg. It. Or. Lacbm. Tiscb. ; inserted by way of connection. — Ver. 13. To
luiK()6r)£v, witb Griesb., Fritzscbe, Lacbm. Scholz, Tiscb., tbere is to be added
('/-<), upon preponderating evidence. Comp. v. 6. [See Note LXX., p. 147.] —
Ver. 14. Tbe arrangement «c r. al. in. a., as well as/ir/Je/f (instead of ovtieig in

Elz.), is decisively attested. — Ver. 17. Atyov avTolgl B C L A X, min. Copt,

bave Kul iAeyev avrolq. So Tiscb. Tbe Recepta is from Luke. — eiTon'/vare] B L
A, Or. have •ne-ouJKaTe. Adopted by Tiscb. Tbeaorist, in itself more familiar,

came from Luke. Comp. on Matt. xxi. 13. —Ver. 18. Tbe arrangement ol

ap%iepeig k. ol ypa/2/n. is decisively attested (Fritzscbe, Lacbm. Tiscb.), as is also

tbe sttbjunctive <1tto?Jgugiv (Fritzscbe, Lacbm. Tiscb.), instead of anoAeaovaiv.—
Ver. 19. ore] B C K L A X, min. bave brav. Wrongly adopted by Tiscb. Comp.
bis Proleg. p. lvii. Unsuitable (otherwise at iii. 11), and to be regarded as an
ancient clerical error. [Strongly attested, quite suitable, as referring to a number
of days ; accepted by Treg. text., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.] — e&iropeveTo]

A B K M A, min. vss. have t^mopEvovro. So Fritzscbe, Lachm. [Treg., W.
and Hort text., Weiss, R. V. marg.]. But how natural it was here to bring in

the same number, as in the case of napaizop., ver. 20 ! — Ver. 20. The order

Kput napanop. is not necessary (in opposition to Fritzscbe), but suggested itself

most naturally after ver. 19, on which account, however, napa-op. itput (B C
DLAX, min. Ver. Cant.) is precisely to be preferred, with Lachm. and Tisch.

—Ver. 23. ydp] is wanting in B DUX, min. vss. Deleted by Lachm. and
Tisch. A connective addition. [Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, Pi. V., with X B
L A, read irtoTEvg.] — /tya] Lachm. and Tisch. have \akel, following B L N A X,

min.
; the more familiar ?.iy. slipped in involuntarily. — b tav t"i~'j\ is wanting

in B C D L A X, inin. Copt. Vulg. It. Deleted by Fritzscbe and Tisch., con-

demned also by Griesb. A confusing gloss, following the foregoing br dv elvry.

— Ver. 24. uv\ is wanting in B C D L A X, min. An addition from Matt,

xxi. 22.

—

-pooevxbpevot'] B C D L A X, Cant. Vera Colb. Cypr, bave -poGev-

XeoOe kcl'i. So Lachm. and Tisch. The participle is an emendation, because

it was thought necessary (comp. Matt. xxi. 22) to make baa dependent on
uiTelade. — A-a/jpavers'] B C L A X, Copt, have Duiflere. Commended h\ Griesb.,

adopted by Lacbm. and Tisch, Rightly ; the aorist was not understood, and
was changed partly into the present, partly into the future (D). — Ver. 25.

nrr/iir/rt] A C D H L M, min. have on/Here. So Lachm. and Tisch. The
Recepta is an emendation introduced from ignorance. — Ver. 26. '] is wanting

in B L S A X, min. Copt. Arm. codd. It. Suspected by Fritzscbe, deleted by

Tisch. [Rejected by Treg., W. and Hort, and in P. V. text. : retained by

Weiss.] But the evidence in favor of omission is tbe less sufficient lor its

condemnation, thai the words do not closely agree witb Matt. vi. 15, from

which place they arc s;i id to have come in, but present deviations which are

in no wise to be attributed to the mechanical transcribers. The omission is

explained from the bomoeoteleuton of w. 2.1 and 26. lint what ML, min.

Eorther add after ver. 26 is an interpolation from Matt. vii. 7, 8. — Ver. 28.

il
i

' h., recent editors, R, V., with X B C L A, Copt, read Ifayov.] — Instead of

1 Ver. 96 is wanting in .ill the original editions of Luther's translation.
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K<il rig read, with Tiscli., /) rig, which is considerably attested and is supplanted

by nal rig in Matthew. — Ver. 29. Kayu] Tisch. has deleted this, in accordance,

with B C? L A ; and Lachm., following A K, min. Arm. Germ. 2, Goth., has

placed it before v/udg [so Weiss]. It has come in from the parallels. — Ver. 30.

Before 'ludvv, here, as in Matt. xxi. 25, -6 is to be adopted, with Fritzsche,

Lachm. Tisch., in accordance with important testimony. It was passed over

as superfluous ; in Luke it is too weakly attested. — Ver. 31. kloyi^ovTo] B C
D G K L M A X** min. read : dieloyi&VTo, which Griesb. has commended,
Sckulz has approved, Fritzsche, Lachm. [Tisch. VIII., Treg., W. and Hort,

B. V.] have adopted. With this preponderance of evidence it is the less to

be derived from Matt. xxi. 25, in proportion to the facility with which the

syllable AI might be lost in the two last letters of the preceding KAI. X*
has the manifest clerical error npooekoyi&VTO, which, however, does not pre-

suppose the simple form. — ow] is wanting in A C* L M X A, min. vss.

Deleted by Fritzsche, Lachm. [Eejected by Treg., bracketed by W. and Hort.]

It is from the parallels. — Elz. and Fritzsche have afterwards at ver. 32 : a/./,'

iav eiTTUfisv. But iav has against it decisive evidence, and is an addition easily

misunderstood.

—

on ourug'] Tisch. has ovrug on, following B C L X** min.

The Recepta is a transposition for the sake of facility.

Vv. 1-11. See on Matt. xxi. 1-11. Comp. Luke xix. 29-44. Mark nar-

rates with greater freshness and particularity than Matthew, who partly

abridges, but partly also already comments (vv. 4, 5) and completes (ver.

10 f.).— eig ~Brfl<p. a. Brjd.] a more precise local definition to elg'Iepog. : when they

come into the neighborhood of Jerusalem (namely), into the neighborhood of

Bethphage and Bethany, which places are situated on the Mount of Olives.

Comp. the double etc, ver. 11. —Ver. 2. etc ttjv kujitjv k.t.X] Bethphage, which

was first named as the nearest to them. See also Matt. xxi. 1 f., where

Bethany as explanatory is omitted. [See Note LXVIL, p. 146.]

—

ttuXov]

without more precise definition, but, as is obvious of itself, the foal of anass.

Judg. x. 4, xii. 14 ; Zech. ix. 9 ; Gen. xlix. 11.

—

hf bv ovfieig k.t.X] This

notice, which in Matthew is not adopted ] into the narrative, is an addition

supplied by reflective tradition, arising out of the sacred destination of the

auimal (for to a sacred purpose creatures as yet unused were applied, Num.
xix. 2 ; Deiit. xxi. 3 ; 1 Sam. vi. 7 ; Wetstein in Joe). Comp. Strauss, II.

p. 276 f. — On (pfpere (see the critical remarks), comp. Gen. xlvii. 16 : (pepere

ra ktt/vtj v!/m\ Horn. Od. iii. 117. Therefore it is not unsuitable (Fritzsche)
;

even the change ofthe tenses tyvcars . . . ^epere) has nothing objectionable in it.

See Kiihner, II. p. 80. — Ver. 3. ri] wherefore; to this corresponds the sub-

sequent on, oecause. — k<u Ev&eug k.t.X} this Jesus says ; it is not the disciples

who are to say it (Origen ; comp. the critical remarks), whereby a paltry

trait would be introduced into the commission.

—

tide, hither.- [See Note

LXVIIL, p. 147.] Not yet so used in Homer. — Ver. 4. evpov . . . au$6Sov\

a description characteristic of Mark ; tu a/upodov and // a/jQodog (comp. a/j<j>6-

1 By no means obvious of itself, more- Lange and others.

over, in the case of the ass's colt in the nar- 2 Plato, Prof. p. 328 D ; Soph. Trach. 496 ;

rative of Matthew, since it was already 0. T.7; El. 1149.

large enough for riding,—in opposition to
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diov in Lucian, Jlltet. praec. 24, 25) is not simply the way, but the way that

leads round {winding way). 1 — Ver. 5. ri iroielTe k.t.?..] Corap. Acts xxi. 13.

—

Ver. 8. On the only correct form aTifidg, not oroiSur, see Fritzschc. The
meaning is : litter, airb pa ]$uv nai ^luptjv xop-uv GTpiJoic nai oi//.u>v, " a cov-

ering of twigs and green grass and leaves," Ilesychius. Very frequent in

the classical writers. Litter (branches and leaves) was cut from the fields

that were near (aypuv, see the critical remarks). — Ver. 10. % kpxopivq (Jaoi-

leia tov irarp. /'/u. A.] i.e., the coming kingdom of the Messiah. Its approaching

manifestation, on the eve of occurring with the entry of the Messiah, was
seen in the riding of Jesus into Jerusalem. And it is called the kingdom of

David, so far as it is the fulfilment of the type given in the kingdom of

David, as David himself is a type of the Messiah, who is even called David

among the Rabbins. 2 Mark did not avoid mention of the " Son of David "

(in opposition to Hilgenfeld ; comp. x. 47, xii. 35), but Matthew added

it ; in both cases without special aim. The personal expression, however

(comp. Luke : fjaailevq, which WeizsScker regards as the most original),

easily came into the tradition. — Ver. 11. elg 'lepoc. eic to iep&v] After the

rejection of Kai (see the critical remarks) the second r/cis to be understood

as a more precise specification, similar to that in ver. 1.

—

bi^tac ifin ohcnq ttjc

ijpag] as the hour was already late, mpiac; is here an adjective. Taken as a

substantive, r/~r ijpag (evening of the daytime) would not be applicable to

it ; expressions with bipe
3 are different. On the adjective oifiioc, see Lobeck,

ad Phryn. p. 51. Tt was already the time of day, which in the classical

writers is called bij/ia decXy. According to Matthew and Luke, it was imme-

diately after His entry, and not on the next day (Mark, vv. 12, 15 fT.) that

Jesus purified the temple. [See Note LXIX., p. 147.] A real difference
;

Matthew has not only narrated, the cleansing of the temple as occurring at

once along with the entry, but assumed it so (in opposition to Ebrard, Lange,

and many others) ; Mark, however, is original ; the day's work is completed

with the Messianic entry itself, and only a visit to the temple and the sig-

nificant look round about it forms the close. What the Messiah has still

further to do, follows on the morrow. This at the same time in opposition

to Baur (MarJcusevang. p. 89), who sees in the narrative of Mark only the

later work of sober reflection adjusting the course of events ; and in oppo-

sition to Hilgenfeld, who accuses Mark of an essential impropriety.

—

irepifi-

/.etpdu. navra i> a preparatory significant statement in view of the measure of

cleansing purposed on the morrow. The look around was itself deeply seri-

ous, sorrowful, judicial (comp. iii. 5, 34), not as though He Himself had now
for the firsl time beheld the temple and thus had never previously come to

the feast (Sehenkeli.

Vv. 12-14. Comp. on Matt. xxi. 18-20, whose more compressed narrative

represents a later form taken by the tradition. — el <'t/>(i\ whether under these

1 .J<r. xvii. 27, xlvii. 27 ; Aristot. i/" purl. - Schoettgen, Bor. II. p. in f.

aiii. III. 2, p. 668,86 Id., sec Lobeck, ' Aa Dem, -Ml. lilt. 6i/<e rijs utpas iyiyvero,

Paralip. p. 848), and the examples in Wet- Xen. //<//. ii. l. 14, at.

stein, also Koenif,' and Sehai-fer, ud < • Herod, viii. t; ; Time. viii. 2ti ; I'olyb. vii.

Cor. p. 505. 10. 1 ; Kuhnken, Tim. p. 75.
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circumstances 3—namely, since the tree had leaves, which in fact in the case

of fig-trees come after the fruits. Comp. on Matt. xxi. 19. — ov yap ?jv naipbc

ovkuv] not inappropriate (Kostlin), but rightly giving information whence

it happened that Jesus found nothing but leaves only. 2
If it had been the

time for figs (June, when the Boccore ripens, comp. Matt. xxiv. 32) He
would have found fruits also as well as the leaves, and would not have been

deceived by the abnormal foliage of the tree. The objections against this

logical connection—on the one hand, that figs of the previous year that

had hung through the winter might still have been on the tree ; on the

other, that from ov yap ?}v naip. aim. the fruitlessness of the tree would ap-

pear quite natural, and therefore not be justified as an occasion for cursing

it 3— are quite irrelevant ; for (1) Figs that have hung through the winter

were not at all associated with a tree's being in leaf, but might also be found

on trees without leaves ; the leafy tree promised summer figs, but had none, 4

because in the month Nisan it was not the time for figs, so that thus the pres-

ence of foliage which, in spite of the earliness of the time of year, justified

the conclusion from the nature of the fig-tree that there would be fruit

upon it, was only a deceptive anomaly. (2) The tree presents itself as

deserving a curse, because, having leaves it ought also to have had fruit

;

the ov yap yv k. a, would only make it appear as blameless if it had had no

leaves ; hence even with our simply literal apprehension of the words there

in no wise results an over-hasty judicial sentence. It is almost incredible

how the simple and logically appropriate meaning of the words has been

distorted, in order to avoid representing Jesus as seeking figs out of the fig-

season. Such explanations, however, deserve no refutation ; e.g., that of

Hammond, Clericus, Homberg, Paulus, Olshausen, Lange, L. J. II. 1,

p. 321 : for it was not a good fig-year (see, on the other hand, Strauss, II.

p. 220 f.) ; that of Abresch, Led. Arist. p. 16, and Triller, ad Thorn. M.

p. 490 : for it was not aplace suitablefor figs ; the interrogative view of Majus,

Obss. I. p. 7: ii no?ine cnim tempus erat ficuum," "for was it not the season

of figs ?; " that of Heinsius and Knatchbull :

u ubi enim fuit, tempus erat

ficuum,'
1 '' "where it was, was the season of figs " (so that ov would have to be

read) ; the notion of Mill, that Jesus only feigned as if He were seeking figs,

in order merely to do a miracle (Victor Antiochenus and Euthymius Ziga-

benus had already taken even His hunger as simulated ; compare recently

again Hofmann, p. 374) ; the view of Kuinoel :

5 for it was not yet (ov =
ovtvw) fig-harvest ; compare also Baumgarten-Crusius. Fritzsche has the

correct view, although he reproaches Mark with having subjoined the

1 See Klotz, ad Devar. p. 178 f. mark on account of IIos. ix. 10.

2 Not as to the point, that only a symbol- 4 No fruit indeed, even thai had hung
ieal demonstration was here in question through the winter ; but this Jesus had not

(Weizsacker, p. 92). Nobody could have fought, since the presence of leaves had in-

gathered this from these words without duced Him to expect fruit—namely, fruit

some more precise indication, since the before the time (comp. Tobler, Denkhl. aus

symbolical nature of the event is wholly in- Jerus. p. 101 ff.).

dependent of them. 6 Comp. Dahme in Henke's Magaz. I. 2,

3 Comp. de Wette, Strauss, Schenkel ; ac- p. 252.

cording to Bruno Bauer, Mark made the re-
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notice " non elegantissime," "not very elegantly," whereas it very cor-

rectly states why Jesus, notwithstanding the leaves of the tree, found no

fruits. Toup (Ejnendatt. in 8uid. II. p. 218 f.), Tittmann (Opusc. p. 509),

and Wassenbergh (in Valckenaer, Bchol. I. p. 18) have even declared them-

selves against the genuineness of the words in spite of all the critical evi-

dence ! Borneraann (in opposition to "Wassenbergh) 1 conies hack again

essentially to the interpretation of Hammond, and explains: "for it was

not favorable weather for figs." But uaipoc could only acquire the meaning
of "favorable weather" by more precise definition in the context, as in the

passage quoted by Bornemann, Eur. lice. 587, by deotiev, and hence this

interpretation is not even favored by the reading 6 yap natpur ova Jp> cIkuv,-

for the time was notfig-time, which reading easily originated from an btuupdq

written on the margin by way of supplement, whence also is to be derived

the reading of Lachmann (following D, Or.): oh y. r/v 6 naipbc a. [See Note

LXX., p. 147.
J

I)e Wette finds the words " absolutely incomprehensible." 3

Comp. also Baur, Marhus&o. p. 90, according to whom, however. Mark here

only betrays his poverty in any resources of his own, as he is alleged by

llilgenfeld only to make the case worse involuntarily. — Yer. 14. airoKgr9-elg]

Appropriately Bengel adds: " arbori fructum neganti," " to the tree deny-

ing fruit." — (puyoi] According to Mark (it is otherwise in Matt. xxi. 19) the

cursing is expressed in the form of a wish, as imprecation, Acts viii. 20.

—

Kai ynovov ol pad. avrov] a preparation for ver. 20.

Vv. 15-19. See on Matt. xxi. 12-17. Comp. Luke xix. 45-48. Matthew

deals with this partly by abbreviating, partly also by adding what is peculiar

and certainly original (vv. 14-1G). — ripS-aro e/c/?a/M«j>] but afterwards : Kark-

oTpeipe, so that thus the hitter occurred after the beginning and before the

ending of the expulsion. — Ver. 16. Iva] The object of the permission is

conceived as its purpose. The form ;,.-/;, as i. 34. — dieviynn oksvoq (ha rov

lepnv] In the estimation also of the Rabbins it was accounted a desecration

of the temple, if anybody carried the implements of common life (i

household furniture, pots, and the like) through the temple-enclosure, dta

rov lepov (not vaov), in order to save himself a circuit ; they extended this

even to 1 he synagogues.' 1 Olshausen is mistaken in explaining diafepeiv OS to

carry to ami fro ; and Kuinoel and Olshausen, following Beza and Qrotius,

arbitrarily limit bkevoq to implements used for the purpose of gain. — Ver. 17.

hSidaOKi
j

On what subjeel '. What follows leaves no doubt as to the princi-

pal theme of this teaching. — naai r
|
Dativus commodi : (destined)

for "II nations, —which has reference in Isa. hi. 7 to the fact that even

i lie strangers dwelling among the Israelites were to return with tinm to the

Holy band, 1
' where they were to present their offerings in the temple."

Only Mark (not Matthew and Luke) has taken up the bveoiv from

i In the Schol. in Lve. p. xlix. f., and in year at the Feast of Tabernacles (John vli.).

the Stud. a. Krit. 1848, p. i:;t IT. ' See Lightfoot, :•.
<',::•.' r. ; Wetatein in toft

» B C* l. a X. Copt. Syr. : s<> Tisohendorf. '' Ezra ii. 48 il'.. vii. 7; Neh. iii. 26, xi. 21.

Way, thej even compelled Bleek to the ' According to the [sraelltlsh command,
conjecture that the event had occurred at Lev. xvii. 8 ff., xxil. [9 IT. ; Num. xv. 14fl.

anotlvcr time of year, possibly in the previous
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Isaiah, which probably has its reason not only in more careful quotation

(Fritzsche, de Wette, Holtzmann, Bleek), but, inasmuch as it is an honorable

mention of the Gentiles, in the Gentile Christian interest, without, however,

thereby indicating that Jesus had desired to announce the new spiritual tem-

ple of His church (Schenkel), which point of the action does not emerge in

any of the evangelists, since they had failed to perceive it, or had suppressed

it. — Ver. 18. airoteaiuxTiv] (see the critical remarks) : how they were to destroy

Him, deliberative. The future of the Becepta (how they should dextrin/ Him)
would designate the realization as indubitable (the question only still re-

maining as to the kind and manner of the destruction). 1— e<po/3ovvTp jap

avrdv] The reason why they sought to destroy Him.

—

k-l r?) Si6ax% avrov]

which He, namely, had just set forth, ver. 17, after the cleansing of the tem-

ple. Baur arbitrarily suggests that Mark has dexterously inwoven the SiSaoneiv

from Luke. — Ver. 19. ore 6rj>£ eyevero] on that day, ver. 12 ; hence not brav

(see the critical remarks). [See also Note LXXL, p. 147.]

Vv. 20-24. Comp. on Matt. xxi. 20-22. But according to Matthew the

tree withered awayforthwith after the cursing, so that the following conversa-

tion immediately attached itself thereto. A later form moulded in accord-

ance with the immediate result in other miracles. [See Note LXIX., p. 147.]

If Mark had separated the miracle into two acts in order to give to it the

more importance (sec Kostlin, p. 335) he would have reckoned erroneously,

as the immediate result is the greater and therefore the more in keeping with

a " later reflection " (Hilgenfcld). But this variation of the tradition has

nothing to do with the view that the entire history is only a legendary for-

mation from Luke xiii. (in opposition to Schenkel). — TvapaizopevojievoL npui]

Fritzsche is wrong in rejecting this order, because " npui is opposed to the

preceding o^e." In fact napairop. is the leading idea (and passing by in the

morning), pointing out the modal definition to the following eldov k.t.1. —
Ver. 22. k'lg-iv Qeov] confidence in God; genitive of the object. 2 — Ver. 24.

(ha tovto] because the confidence has so great effect. — un £^d/3ere] (see the

critical remarks) : The praeterite is not " ineptum" (Fritzsche), but the hav-

ing received, which one believes has its ground in the counsel of God. Comp.

xiii. 20. The real defacto bestowal is future (sarai vylv). [See Note LXXIL,

p. 147 seq.]

Vv. 25, 26. Comp. Matt. vi. 14 f. To the exhortation to confidence in

prayer, according to Mark, Jesus links on another principal requisite of be-

ing heard—namely, the necessity of forgiving in order to obtain forgiveness.

And how appropriate is this to guard against a false conclusion from the

occurrence with the fig-tree ! Nevertheless (in opposition to Holtzmann) it

is hardly here original, but introduced 3 into this connection by Mark from

the collection of Logia in the way of thoughtful redaction, not of unadjust-

1 See Kiihner, II. p. 489 f. ; Stallbaurn, ad the Jahrb.f. D. Theol. 18G4, p. 63, to be sup-

Plat. Symp. p. 225 C. ported by the argument that Mark has no-

- (Ump. Acts iii. 1G; Rom. iii. 22; Gal. ii. where else the expression : 6 narrip 6 ev rois

20, iii. 22; Eph. iii. 8; Dem. 300, 10; Eur. ovp. For Mark has no place at all, in which

Med. 414. this designation would have been applica-

3 Which, however, is not, with Weiss in ble instead of another that he has used.

10
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cd insertion (Hilgenfeld). [See Note LXXIII., p. 148.] — ott/kete] Comp. on

goTUTtr, Matt. vi. 5. The indication is not incorrect, but av has its relation

merely to the particle bre, and does not affect the verb ; see on iii. 11. —
Ver. 2G. Observe the antithesis, in which ovk (not ///,, as in Matthew) is close-

ly associated with cuplere and constitutes with it one idea. 1

Vv. 27-:::!. See on Matt. xxi. 23-27. Comp. Luke xx. 1-8. Matthew
abridges little, but yet remains not so directly vivid. — TrEpnrarovvrog] Accord-

ing to Matthew and Luke Jesus taught, which, however, is not excluded by
Mark's statement. — Ver. 28. ravru] the cleansing of the temple, comp. on

Matt. xxi. 23. — "iva ravra ttoii/q] not a paraphrase of the infinitive, but : in

order that than mayest do these things, purpose of ryv i^ovaiav -. eiIukev.— Ver.

29. £ire/jfc>r#<w] not : post interrogabo, "afterwards I will ask" (Fritzsche),

but, as always in the N. T. : to inquire of, so that i-i expresses the direc-

tion. 2— Ver. 31. ovv] therefore, since it comes from heaven. [But see critical

notes.] — Ver. 32. aXk' eiiruuev tt; av&puiruv] Here is to be placed a note of

interrogation (Complutensian, Lachmann, Teschendorf) ; but are we to say :

of men.' a quest ion of doubtful reflection ! [See Note LXXIV.. p. 148.] Rinck,

Lucubr. or it. p. 306, aptly remarks on what follows ;
" Respondet Marcus

suo nomine, idque elegantissime fecisse videtur, quoniam hand facile quis-

quam sibi ipse aperte timorem adscribere consuevit," "Mark responds in

his own name, and he seems to have done this very elegantly, since one does

not easily become accustomed to openly ascribe fear to one's self." 3— eixov

Tbv 'luawyv bvrug, un irpo<t>. ?}v] (see the critical remarks) : they really per-

ceived * that John (in his lifetime) was
t
a projjhet. 'ludwyv ... on is to be

taken according to the well-known attraction. 5

Notes by American Editor.

LXVII. Ver. 2. «c tijv k6/xt/v k.t.X.

Meyer is probably correct in referring this to Bethphage : but a better reason

can be given than he adduces. According to John's account, they bad alr< adj

been at Bethany, and the two disciples would scarcely be sent back there.

The relative position of the two places is unknown ; some suppose Bethany

was off the main route from Jericho to Jerusalem, and that the company now
returns from that village to Bethphage, which was nearer Jerusalem. "Weiss

cd. Mey., however, thinks Bethany is here meant, and that the then better

known Bethphage is mentioned only to indicate the situation of Bethany, a

place mentioned only in the gospels. But this theory will not account for

Matthew's omitting to mention Bethany in chap. xxi. 1, and yet naming it

in chap. xxvi. 6,

1 Bermann, ad 7lg. p. B81 ; Winer, p. 428 3 Comp. Buttmann, unit. Or. p. 330 [E. T.

f. |
[•:. T. 176 !

;
; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 207 886].

[B. T. 846]. 'Perspectum habebant, see Ast, Lex.

» Comp. Plat. Soph. p. 249 E: Sucaim av /",/. i p B78

inepmrr)&e Ifie v atrtp auToi tots r/ptoTa)- 6 Sec Winer, p. 551 [E. T. 686] J Buttmann,
ixev (he inquired of, as we ourselves asked p. 332 [E. T. 87<

quest i"
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LXVIII. Ver. 3. teal eiiQiic arroartA'Xet ttq2.iv ude.

The evidence for this form is decisive Meyer objects to -u?ur, but without

good reason, especially against the judgment of Origen. The R. V. text ren-

ders : "and straightway he will send him back hither;" but the margin is

more literal : "and straightway he sendeth him again hither." The present

tense and the proper sense of nukiv compel us to regard this as part of what
the disciples are to say. Why this would be a " paltry trait " (Meyer) does not

seem clear. The Bee. is obviously a conformation to Matthew.

LXIX. Ver. 11. dipiag J/firi ovarii ti}c cjpaq.

This statement of Mark is specific, and determines the events of that day.

But since the Evangelists are not always full as to details of days, it is not cor-

rect to say that "according to Matthew and Luke, it was immediately after

His entry, and not on the next day." To insist upon a "real difference" here

is to run counter to the ordinary rules of evidence. No historian can be
judged by any such critical method as Meyer's position involves. These re-

marks apply also to his comment on vv. 20-24.

LXX. Ver. 13. 6 yap icatpdg ovk tjv ovkcjv.

The above reading is well attested, and cannot well be accounted for in the

way proposed by Meyer. It is far more likely to have been original, and the

readings of Lach. and of Bee. to have arisen from a wish to connect naipog and
gvkuv more closely ; so Weiss ed. Mey. The R. V. properly renders :

" For
it was not the season of figs." The explanation of T. W. Chambers (Int.

Revision Comm., Mark, p. 147) deserves notice : "The tree bears two crops

—

an early ripe fig, which is crude, and without flavor and valueless, and a later

fig, which is full of flavor and sweetness, and highly esteemed. Now, the tree

our Lord saw had not the second, for the time of that had not yet come ; but

it had not even the first, for it had nothing but leaves, and the lack of the first

was sure evidence that the second would also be wanting."

LXXI. Ver. 19. brav dipt eyevero.

If brav is rejected, we must give up the superior weight of the older uncial

evidence. Moreover, the transcribers would be likely to change this form to

ore (Bee.), since brav with the indicative seemed unusual. The sense of the

better attested reading is given in the R. V. ("And every evening He went

forth"), while the exact rendering appears in the margin :
" whenever evening

came." Thus the more difficult reading, when properly understood, sheds

much light on the story of the week. It must be added that the plural : e^eno-

pevovro is sufficiently attested to claim attention. The evidence is quite evenly

balanced.

LXXII. Ver. 24. on klafiere.

The aorist is undoubtedly the correct reading, though the evidence for it is

not quite so full as that for brav (ver. 19). The use of this tense implies :

"when you asked, you received, God at once granted your request ;" the an-

swer is thus represented as coming before the fulfilment. The R. V. gives the

harsh rendering : "Believe that ye have received them;" adding the margin
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" Greek, received," to show that the verb is aorist. But A. E. V. has " receive,"

with the same margin. The latter is quite correct, for the Greek aorist, in such
a connection, does not point to something prior to the asking or believing,

but to a single act, synchronous with the asking. In English, "receive" indi-

cates this better than "have received."

LXXIII. Vv. 25, 26.

The evidence against ver. 26 is sufficiently strong to destroy the force of

Meyer's suggestion as to the source of vv. 25, 26. The number of variations

in the form of the verse, as well as the additions, in some of the authorities

that contain it, overbear the probability of omission from "similar ending."

If the verse is not genuine, then ver. 25, standing by itself, does not suffi-

ciently resemble any passage in Matthew to give a clue to the common origin.

Weiss ed. Meyer finds here a reminiscence of "the older source," but thinks

the original form is to be sought in Matt. vi. 12, xviii. 35, not in Matt. vi.

14, 15.

LXXIV. Ver. 32. aXka elirafiev k£ avOpuTruv
;

Recent editors place an interrogation point after avBpuirav, accepting aXM
instead of aK%' lav. The R. V., however, renders in the text : "But should we
say, from men—they feared the people." This is not so grammatical as the

alternate rendering in the margin, which accords with Meyer's view. The order

uvrcjg utl must be accepted, but the adverb may be joined with tjv (trajection)
;

so Weiss ed. Mey., and R. V. margin.
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CHAPTER XII.

Ver. 1. Tieyeiv] B 6 L A K, min. Syr. Vulg. It. have XaAeiv. So Lachm. and
Tisch. The testimony of the codd. in favor of Ityeiv remains doubtless strong

enough, nevertheless /.aXelv is to be preferred, because there immediately fol-

lows what Jesus said, and therefore the change into Tiiyeiv was readily suggested.

Comp. iii. 23. — Ver. 3. ol 6e] Lachm. Tisch. have kai, following B D L A X,

min. Copt. Cant. Ver. Verc. Vind. It is from Matt. xxi. 25. — Ver. 4. lidofiolrio-.']

is wanting in B D L A S, min. Copt. Arm. Vulg. It. Almost all the above wit-

nesses have afterwards instead of drctor. yrtuuu. : i/rior/nav. Fritzsche, Lachm.
Tisch. have followed the former omission and this reading, and rightly ; 7.tdof3al.

is a gloss on EnerpaX. from Matt. xxi. 35, and u-tor. ynpuusvov is a reading con-

formed to the conclusion of ver. 3. [On EKE(pa?Juaiv, see Note LXXVL, p. 158.]—
Ver. 5. Kal dA^ov] Elz. Scholz have kuI Trd?uv t"M., in opposition to preponder-

ating evidence ; ttu'aiv is a mechanical repetition from ver. 4. — Instead of ravg is

to be written otic both times, following BLAS, min. with Fritzsche, Lachm.
Tisch. — The Aeolic form drroKTEWovrcg is on decisive evidence to be adopted,

with Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. Comp. the critical remarks on Matt. x. 28. —
Ver. 6. The arrangement eva fyuv viov is required by decisive evidence (Fritzsche,

Lachm., comp. Tisch.), of which, however, B C** L A X, 33 have eIxev instead

of t:xuv (so Tisch. rightly, as exuv is an emendation of the construction).

Almost the same witnesses omit the otiv after eti ; it is, with Tisch., to be de-

leted as a connective addition, as, moreover, avrov after dya-z. is a decidedly

condemned mechanical addition. — Ver. 8. Such preponderating evidence is in

favor of the superfluous avrov after e&fial., that it is to be adopted with Lachm.
and Tisch. —Ver. 14. ol 6e\ BCDLAXJ3, Copt. codd. of the It. have nai.

So Fritzsche, Lachm. [Tisch., recent editors, R. V.]. From Luke xx. 21, whence
also many variations with kirripuTiov have come into our passage. — Ver. 17. The
arrangement ra Kalaapor anod. Kaloapi (Tisch.) is to be preferred, in accordance

with B C L A X, 28, Syr. Copt. The placing of an-ddore first (Elz. Lachm.) is from
the parallels. — eQav/xaaav] Lachm. has edavfiaZov. But among the codd. which
read the imperfect (B D L A X), B X have kgeQavfiafav (D* has E^eOav/ud^ovro).

This i^eOavfia^ov (Tisch.) is to be preferred. The simple form and the aorist

are from the parallels. — Ver. 18. kmipuTTjaav] Lachm. Tisch. have i.-r)pCnuv,

following B C DL A X, 33; the aorist is from the parallels. — Ver. 19. tt/v yvvalna

avrov] avrov is wanting in B C L A X, min. Copt., and is from Matthew. — Ver.

20. After i-rd Elz. Fritzsche have ovv, against decisive evidence ; it is from
Luke xx. 29 ; instead of which some other witnesses have 6e (from Matthew).

—

Ver. 21. Kal ov6e~ avrbs affiKE] B C L A X, 33, Copt, have//?) KaraAnruv. Approved
by Bornemann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 133, adopted by Tisch. [recent

editors, R. V.]. But if the Recepta had originated from what precedes and
follows, it would have run simply Kal ova a<j»JKe ; the Kal ovAe avrdc does not look

like the result of a gloss, and might even become offensive on account of its

emphasis. — Ver. 22. £?.a(3ov avn)v~\ is wanting in B M, min. Colb., also C L A X,
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min. Copt., which, moreover, omit nai before ovk. Fritzsche has deleted D.afiov

out., Lachm. has merely bracketed it ; Tisch. has struck out, besides £\a(3. dr.,

the nai also before ovk. Rightly ; the short reading : nai ol iirra ovk CHpijKav onippa,

was completed in conformity with ver. 21. — iax&T^f\ Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.

[recent editors, Pi. V.] have eaxarov, certainly on considerable attestation
;

but it is an emendation (comp. Matthew and Luke : fiorepov), on account of the

difference of the genders (tax- feminine, iravr. masculine). — The order kcu y

yvvti airld. is, with Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch., to be adopted. The Iitccpta is

from the parallels. — Ver. 23. After iv ry Elz. Lachm. Scholz have ovv, which

important witnesses omit, others place after avaar. From the parallels. — hrav

avaoTGici] is wanting in B C D L A X, min. vss. Condemned by Griesb., brack-

eted by Lachm. [rejected by Treg., W. and Hort, K. V.]. It is to be main-

tained, for there was no occasion for any gloss ; its absolute superfluousness,

however, the absence of any such addition in the parallels, and the similarity

of dvaoTaaet and avacruici,' occasioned the omission. — Ver. 25. yapiawvrai-

A F H, min. have kKyapioKovrou. B C G L U A X, min. have yapi^ovrai. Con-

sequently the testimonies in favor of the Becepta are left so weak (even

D falls away, having yup'iO'vaiv), and yapi^ovrai has so much the preponder-

ance, that it is, with Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch., to be adopted. Comp. on

Matt. xxii. 30. — Before iv Elz. has ol. The weight of the evidence is divided.

But since this ol after ayyelOl was more easily dropped out than brought in (by

being written twice over), and is wanting also in Matthew, it is to be main-

tained. [Omitted by Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort, E. V., with KCDL A, Copt.]

— Ver. 26. Instead of tov Sutov Elz. has rjjg 0arov, in opposition to decisive ev-

idence. — Decisive evidence condemns in ver. 27 the article before Otor, and

then 8eoc before £6vtov ;
just as also fipelg ovv before tto7.v ir^avaoQt is. following

B C L A N, Copt., to be struck out, with Tisch., as being an addition to these

short pithy words.— Ver. 28. ildug] Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. have Iduv (Fritzsche :

nai itiuv). So, with or without mi (which is a connective interpolation), in

CDLX* min. vss., including Syr. Arm. Vulg. It. Aug. But these witnesses are

not preponderating, and eifiug might easily seem unsuitable and give way to the

more usual \Auv ; comp. ver. 34. [W. and Hort, Weiss, 11. V., accept el<5uc.] — The

order aireKpidri avrolg has been preferred by Schulz, Fritzsche, and Tisch. (follow-

ing Gersd. p. 520) [so recent editors], in accordance with BCL A N, min. Copt.

Theophylact. But it was just the customary placing of the pronoun after the

verb that occasioned the inversion of the words, in which the iniention with

which airtuq was prefixed was not observed. It is otherwise at xiv. 40. —
Instead of wdvruv Elz. has waauv, contrary to decisive evidence. [Tisch., recent

editors, R. V., with N B C L A, 33, Copt., have the order : ivroXf, tt/jwt^ irdvruv.]

— Ver. 29. The Beeepta is brt irp&rti iraouv rum hroTiuv. Very many variations.

Griesb. and Fritzsche have bn npurij rrdi n following A, min. Scholz

reads on -/>. tt&vtov tuv hroiXuv, following EF6HS, min. Lachm. has on irp.

ir&vTav [kvroXrj i<?Ttv~\. Tiselp. has in npurrt) iartv, following B L A N, Copt.

The latter is the original form, which, according to the question of v< r. 28 and

its various readings, was variously amplified, and in the prooeBS eorlv was

partly dropped.— Ver. 30. avrrj npurij hroXji] is wanting in ]'. E L A N, Copt.

Deleted l.y Tisch. An addition in accordance with Matthew, with variations

in details, following w. 28,29. - - Ver. 31. Enstead of «ri 6evr. read. with Tisch.,

- ,_Elz. Griesb. Scholz have bpoia <'-:
j
Fritzsohe, Lachm. have dp.
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ab-ij ; Tisch. merely av-tj. The last is attested by B L A X, Copt., and is to be
preferred, since o/wia very readily suggested itself to be written on the margin
from Matthew. — Ver. 32. After elg lore Elz. has Qeog ; a supplement in oppo-

sition to preponderant evidence. — Ver. 33. nal e§ oatjc rifc ipvx-~\ is wanting in

B L A X, min. Copt. Verc. Marcel 1. in Eus. Condemned by Binck, bracketed

by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. [W. and Hort, Weiss, B. V.]. But if it were an
addition, it would have been inserted after nanding (comp. ver. 30). On the other

hand, the arrangement different from ver. 30 might easily draw after it the

omission. — The article before Qvatuv (in Elz.) is decisively condemned. [Tisch.

retains; rejected by recent editors.]— Ver. 36. yap] is wanting in BLA X,

rnin. Copt. Verc, while D, Arm. read kqX uirog, and Col. Corb. have aulem.

Lachm. has bracketed yap, and Tisch. has deleted it. The latter is right. The
connection was variously supplied. — Ver. 37. ovv] is wanting in B D L A X,

min. Copt. Syr. p. codd. It. Hil. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. An
addition from the parallels. — Ver. 43. elnev] instead of the Becepta 'Asyei (which

Scholz, Binck, Tisch. defend), is decisively attested, as also is ej3ate (Lachm.)

instead of the Ber.epfa PepAijue. In place of pulovr. (Elz.), j3a'A/.6vr. must be
written on decisive attestation.

Vv. 1-12. See on Matt. xxi. 33-40. Comp. Luke xx. 9-19. Matthew
makes another kindred parable precede, which was undoubtedly likewise

original, and to be found in the collection of Logia (vv. 28-32), and he

enriches the application of the parable before us in an equally original man-
ner ; while, we may add, the presentation in Mark is simpler and mora
fresh, not related to that of Matthew in the way of heightened and artificial

effect (Weiss). [See Note LXXV., p. 158.] — yp^aro] after that dismissal o%

the chief priests, etc. — avrolc] therefore not as Luke has it : izpog rbv Aa6vh

to which also Matthew is opposed. — ev TrapafloAalc'] parabolically. The plural

expression is generic ; comp. iii. 22, iv. 2. Hence it is not surprising (Hil-

genfeld). Comp. also John xvi. 24. — Ver. 2. According to Mark and Luke,

the lord receives a part of the fruits ; the rest is the reward of the vine-

dressers. It is otherwise in Matthew. — Ver. 4. Observe how compendi-

ously Matthew sums up the contents of vv. 4, 5.
1— kclkeIvov] The concep-

tion of maltreatment lies at the foundation of the comparative also, just as at

ver. 5. Comp. on Matt. xv. 3.-—
• cKsyaAaiuoav] they beat him on the head.

[See Note LXXVL, p. 158.] The word is not further preserved in this

signification (Vulg. : in capite vulnerarunt), but only in the meaning : to

gather up as regards ths main substance, to set forth summarily ;- but this is

wholly inappropriate in this place, since it is not, with Wakefield, 3 to be

changed into the meaning : " they made short work with him.^ 4 We have

1 All the less ought the several SovXoi to rative discourse be surprising, and cannot
be specifically defined ; as, for instance, ac- justify the conjecture that here another par-

cording to Victor Antiochenus, by the first able—of the three years of ChrisVs ministry

servant is held to be meant, Elijah and the —has been interwoven (Weizsacker).

contemporary prophets ; by the second. 2 Time. iii. 67. 5, viii. 53. 1 ; Herod, iii. 159 ;

Isaiah, Hosea, and Amos; by the third, Ecclus. xxxv. 8.

EzeMel and Daniel. That the expression in 3 Silv. crit. II. p. 7C f.

vv. 2-1 is in the singular, notwithstanding 4 This explanation is set aside by avrov,

the plurality of prophets, cannot in a ftgu- which, moreover, is opposed to the view of
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here a veritable solecism; Mark confounded Ke$alai6u with ne^aVi^a, perhaps

after the analogy of yva&6a and yviSu ' — {jrijiriaav (see the critical remarks) :

they dishonored Mm, treated him disgracefully, the general statement after the

special Intoal. The word is poetical, especially epic, 8 as also in this sense

the later form ari/idu, of frequent use in the LXX. (Eur. Eel. 462, "/. I, which

in the prose writers is used in the sense of inflicting dishonor by depriving

of the rights of citizenship. 3—Ver. 5. k. koIIovc dAAouc] Here we have to sup-

ply: they maltreated—the dominant idea in what is previously narrated (comp.

ov, vv. 4, 5, where this conception lay at the root of the not), and to

which the subsequent elements depovrec and airoKrsvvovreg arc subordinated."

But Mark does not write "in a disorderly and slipshod manner," as de

Wette supposes, but just like the best classical writers, who leave the finite

verb to lie supplied from the context in the case of participles and other in-

stances. '— Ver. 6. The in iva elx?v vibvay. (see the critical remarks), which

is peculiar to the graphic Mark, has in it something touching, to which the

bringing of eva into prominence by the unusual position assigned to it con-

tributes. Then, in vivid connection therewith stands the contrast of vv. 7,

8 ; and the trait of the parable contained in ver. 7 f. certainly docs not owe

its introduction to Mark (Weiss). — Xer. 8. Not a hysteron proti ron (Grotius,

Heumann, de Wette), a mistake, which is with the greatest injustice im-

puted to the vividly graphic Marie; but a different representation from that of

Matthew and Luke: they hilled him. ami threwhim (the slain) <mt of the vine-

yard. In the latter there is the tragic clement of outrage even against the corpse,

which is not, however, intended to be applied by way of special interpretation

to,Jesus. — Yer. !). .'/, baerai k.t.2.] not an answer of the Pharisees ( Vatablus,

Kuinoel, following .Matt, xxi.41) ; but Jesus Himself is represented by Mark
as replying to His own question. 6— Ver. 10. ovde] What Jesus has set

before them in the way of parable concerning the rejection of the Messiah

and His divine justification, is also prophesied in the Scripture, Ps, cxviii. £'.2;

hence He continues : have ye not also read this Scripture, etc.? 'See Note

LXXYII., p. 158.] On ypatyti, that which is drawn up in writing, used of

individual passages of Scripture, comp. Luke iv. 21 ;
John xix. :'>7

; Acts i.

Hi, viii. 35. — Ver. 12. ml kfo/3. r. 6x2..] mi connects adversative clauses

without changing its signification. 7
It is an emphatic and in the sense of :

ami iid. Especially frequenl in .John. — The words e;

which are not to he put in a parenthesis, are regarded as illogicallj placed, 1

Theophylad : avveriKerrav koX iieopv^uxrav tiji' ' See I'm >fli < :iio Till . ad -Y</<. St/TTipOS. iv. .">::;

uSpiv, " they finished and brought to a head Hermannn, ad Vlger. p. 770; Nagelsbach,

(eKopv$u><rav) the outrage." The middle Is Antn. z. Ilias, ed. 8, p. 179.

used in Greek with an accusative of the "'Hint, the opponents themselves are.

person (rivd), but in the sense : briefly to de- oompelled to pronounce judgment (Mat-

ecribea ee Plat. Pol. ix. p. 676 B. thew), appears an original trait. But the
1 Lobeck, ad Phryn. p form of their answer in Matthew (k««cou?

- ii..m //. i. ii, i\. in; Od. xvl. 274, al.
,' «««! *.t.a.i betrays, as compared with

I'iml. /'_•/'//. ix. 188 ; Soph. .1./. 1108 ; EUendt, Mark, a later artificial manipulation.

Lex. Soph. I. p. 261. ' Bartung, Partikell. I. p. 147 f. ; Winer,
3 Also in Wii. Mh. i. II, where iTi/ioOo-i is p

read. Beza, Beupel, Prltzsohe, Baur, Hil-

p. Buttmann p. 258 [B. T. genfeld, and others.
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and are held to have their proper place after Kpar?~cai. But wrongly. Only

let eyvuaav be referred not, with these interpreters, to the chief priests,

scribes, and elders, but to the oplof, which was witness of the transaction in

the temple-court. If the people had not observed that Jesus was speaking

the parable in reference to (irp6g) them (the chief priests, etc., as the yeup-

yovg), these might have ventured to lay hold on Him ; but, as it was, they

might not venture on this, but had to stand in awe of the people, who would

have seen at once in the arrest of Jesus thefulfilment of the parable, and would

have interested themselves on His behalf. [See Note LXXVIIL, p. 159.]

The chief priests, etc., were cunning enough to avoid this association,

and left Him, and went their way. In this manner also Lute xx. 19 is to be

understood ; he follows Mark.

Vv. 13-17. See on Matt, xxii. 15-22. Comp. Luke xx. 20-26. Mark is

more concise and vivid than Matthew.-

—

airoaTeXkovai\ the chief priests,

scribes, and elders (xi. 27), whereas Matthew inaccurately refers this new
and grave temptation to the Pharisees as its authors. — Iva air. aypeva. /.dyy]

in order that the// (these messengers) might ensnare Him by means of an utter-

ance, i.e., by means of a question, which they were to address to Him. See

ver. 14. Comp. xi. 29. The hunting term aypeva is frequently even in the

classical writers transferred to men, who are got into the hunter's power as a

prey. 1 In a good sense also, as in Xen. Mem. iii. 11. 7 : to ttae'iotov agiov

aypev/xa (jtiXovg &7jpdasiv. — Ver. 14. sir' ahq&eiag] equivalent to air/dug, Luke
iv. 25, xx. 21, xxii. 59, iv. 27. x. 34."

—

da/iEv, ?/ ///) <?.] The previous question

was theoretical and general, this is practical and definite. — Ver. 15. eidug]

as knowing hearts (John ii. 25),
3 — r. i-6Kpiai.v] "Discerc cupientium prae-

ferebant speciem, cum animus calumniam strueret," "They displayed the

appearance of those desirous of learning, when their soul devised artifice,"

Grotius. — Ver. 17. Observe the more striking order of the words in Mark :

what is Caesar^s, pay to Caesar, etc. — k^edavfia^ov] see the critical remarks.

The aorist would merely narrate historically ; the imperfect depicts, and is

therefore not inappropriate (in opposition to Fritzsche). 4 The compound

EK-&av/j. strengthens the notion ; Ecclus. xxvii. 23, xliii. 18 ; 4 Mace. xvii.

17, also in the later Greek writers, but not further used in the N. T.

Vv. 18-27. 5 See on Matt. xxii. 23-33, who narrates more briefly and

smoothly. Comp. Luke xx. 27-40. — trrnpuTuv] Imperfect, as at ver. 17. —
Ver. 19. on is recitative, and \va is the imperative to be explained by the volo

that lies at the root of the expression (see on 2 Cor. viii. 7 ; Eph. v. 33).
6—

1 See Valckenaer, ad Herod, vii. 162
;

follows him as to assume that it had stood

Jacobs, ad AntJiol. VII. p. 193. in the primitive-Mark, and had been omitted
3 See Wetstein in loc. ; Schaefer, Meiet. by all the three Synoptists. Hilgenfeld (in

p. 83 ; Fritzsche, Quaest. Iaic. p. 137 f. his Zeitschr. 18G3, p. 317) continues to at-

3 Comp. Matt. xii. 23 ; Luke vi. 8, xi. 17. tribute it to John. It probably belonged
4 See Kiihner, II. p. 73, and ad Xen. Anab. originally to one of the sources of Luke

vii. 1. 13. Comp. v. 2ft, vi. 6. that are unknown to us.
6 Ilitzig, Joh. Mark. p. 219 ff., places the e Comp. on 6n before the imperative,

Pericope of the adulteress, John vii. 53 ff., Plat. Crit. p. 50 C : <ct«k ay elwoiev (the

after ver. 17, wherein Holtzmann, p. 92 ff., laws), on . . . fur) iW/u.a£e to. Aeyo/xei-a.

comparing it with Luke xxi. 37 f., so far
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The kiriyau/3pei>aei, 'which Matthew has here, is a later annexation to the

original text of the law. Anger, Diss. II. p. 32, takes another view (in fa-

vor of Matthew).—Ver. 20. iirra] emphatically prefixed, and introduced in

a vivid way wit liout oiv. — Yer. 21 . ko.1 m>Sk nhror
J

ami also not ht . — nal 6 Tpfror

c'xmi'-r.] namely, he took her and died without children ; eoinp. what has gone

before.—Yer. 23. irav avoGTijat] when they shall have risen, not an epexegesis

of h -?) avaaraaei : but I lie discourse goes from the general to the particular,

so that the seven brothers and the woman is the subject of avaaruai. — Ver. 24.

6ia to'vto] docs not point back to what has gone before (" ipse sermo vester

prodit errorem vestrum," " your utterance itself displays your error," Ben-

gel), which must have been expressed, but forward to the participle which

follows : do ye not err on this account, because ye do not understand ? '

—

Ver. 25. brav . . . hvnarCom.v] generally, not as at ver. 23. — yap.irovrat] The

form yauianu (Arist. Pol. vii. 14. 4) is not indeed to be read here (see the

critical remarks), but neither is it, with Fritzsche, altogether to be banished

out of the N. T. It is beyond doubt genuine, in Luke xx. 34 f. — Ver. 26.

brt tytlpovrni] that they, namely, etc. ; this is the conclusion to be proved

—

(lie doctrinal position denied by the interrogators. — kirl rov fia-ov] belongs to

what has preceded (in opposition to Beza) as a more precis" specification

of kv tC. (lift?.. M. : at the (well-known) thorn-bush, i.e., there, where it is spo-

ken of, Ex. iii. G.'
2 Polybius, Thcophrastus, and others have Jdroc as mas-

culine. It usually occurs as. feminine (Luke xx. 37 ; Deut. xxxiii. 10), but

at Ex. iii. 2-4, likewise us masculine. — Ver. 27. According to the amended

text (see the critical remarks) : He is not God of dead men, but of living!

Much ye err !

Vv. 28-34. See on Matt. xxii. 34-40. — Mark, however, has much that is

peculiar, especially through the characteristic and certainly original ampli-

fication in vv. 32-34. — The participles arc to be so apportioned, that anovoaQ

is subordinated to the jrpooeTL&fov, and etf&q belongs to innpiirnpev as its deter-

mining motive.

—

el66g] not inappropriate (Fritzsche. de Welle)
; but the

scribe hnew from his listening how aptly Jesus had answered them (i

emphatically placed before airenp.) ; and thereforehe hoped thai He would also

give to him an apt reply. — tt&vtw] neuter. Compare Xen. Mem. iv. 7. 70 :

. . . tz&vtuv hifiirpdrarog uv, Thueyd. vii. 52. 2.
3— Vv. 29, 80.

Deut. vi. 4, 5. This principle of morality, which binds all duties into unity

i
.1. Mull er, v. d. Sunde, I. p. 1 lo f.), was named pre-eminently tWip, or

also from the initial word i'OlP, and it was the custom to utter the words

daily, morning and evening.4— laxvog] LXX. 6\ [1 is the moral

strength, which makes itself known in the overcoming of hindrances and in

energetic activity. Comp. Beck, bibl. Seelenl. p. 112 f.. and on Eph. i. 19.

Matthew lias n.it this point, but Luke ha- at x. 27.
B— Ver. 82. After ii6aa-

See Waetzner, ad Antlpk. p. 219; Borne- ad CharU. p. 649.

maun in the Stud. u. KrU. 1848, p. 187 f.
;

* 8ee Vltringa, Synag. ii. .",. 15; Buxtorf,

Winer, p. [46 f. (E T. 161 f.). Synag. 9.

on quotations of a similar kind, » The variations of the wordB in Matthew,

Jablonsky, BiH. Hebr. praef. J 87 ; FrltzBohe, .Mail., ami Luke represent different forms

ad Rom. xl. 2. ol the Greek tradition as remembered,

Winer, p. 160 [E. 'i'. 178]; Dorvill. which arose independently of the LXX. (for
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KaTis there is only to be placed a comma, so that ett' aA^e/ac. (comp. on ver.

14) is a more precise definition of Ka?Jbg. — bri el? fare] that He is one. The
subject is obvious of itself from what precedes. As in the former passage

of Scripture, ver. 29, so also here the mention of the unity of God is the pre-

miss for the duty that follows ; hence it is not an improbable trait (Kostlin,

p. 351), which Mark has introduced here in the striving after completeness

and with reference to the Gentile world. — Ver. 33. awtaeuq] a similar notion

instead of a repetition of Smvoiac, ver. 30. It is the moral intelligence which

comprehends and understands the relation in question. Its opposite is aab-

vetoq (Rom. i. 21, 31), Dem. 1394, 4 : apsrfjg a-aaijQ apxV V ovvecrn;. Comp.

on Col. i. 9. — oXonavT.] " Nobillissima species sacrificiorum," "the most

noble kind of sacrifices," Bengel. -zav-uv ruv applies inclusively to ftvotaw.

Kriiger, § 58. 3. 2. Ver. 34. ISuv ahrur. bri] Attraction, as at xi. 32 and fre-

quently. — vowextic] intelligently, only here in the N. T. Polybius associates

it with <]>povtuuc (i. 83. 3) and Trpayi/aruiug (ii. 13. 1, v. 88. 2). On the char-

acter of the word as Greek, instead of which the Attics say vowexovrug (its

opposite : atypovwi;, Isocr. v. 7), see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 599. — ov uanpav

K.T.I,
J
The (future) kingdom of the Messiah is conceived as the common

goal. Those who are fitted for the membership of this kingdom are near to

this goal ; those who are unfitted are remote from it. Hence the meaning :

There is not much lacking to thee, that thou mightest be received into the

kingdom at its establishment. Rightly does Jesus give him this testimony,

because in the frankly and eagerly avowed agreement of his religious-moral

judgment with the answer of Jesus there was already implied a germ of faith

promising much. — nal obdelg ovketl k.t.1.] not inappropriate (de Wette, Baur,

Hilgenfeld, Bleek) ; but it was just this peculiar victory of Jesus—that now
the result of the questioning was even agreement with Him—which took

from all the further courage, etc.

Kemark.—The difference, arising from Matthew's bringing forward the scribe

as -rreipa^uv (and how naturally in the bearing of the matter this point of view

suggested itself!), is not to be set aside, as, for instance, by Ebrard, p. 493,

'

who by virtue of harmonizing combination alters ver. 34 thus :
" When Jesus

saw how the man of sincere mind quite forgot over the truth of the case the

matter of his pride, " etc. The variation is to be explained by the fact, that

the design of the questioner was from the verjT first differently conceived

of and passed over in different forms into the tradition ; not by the supposition,

that Mark did not understand and hence omitted the trait of special tempta-

tion (Weiss), or had been induced by Luke xx. 39 to adopt a milder view (Baur).

Nor has Matthew remodelled the narrative (Weiss); but he has followed thai

no evangelist has SvVa,uis, which is in the answering discreetly." Comp. Grotius and
LXX.). others, including already Victor Antioche-

1 He follows the method of reconciliation mis and the anonymous writer in Possini

proposed by Theophylact : -npunov p.iv avrbv Cat. ; Lange, again, in substance takes the

d>s napaioyTa. epwrrjcrcir cIto. u)^eA7)i?ei-Ta anb same view, while Bleek simply acknowl-

ttj; anoKpCa-ew; toO XpccrToO kcu I'ovi'E^ttis diro- edges the variation, and Hilgenfeld repre-

KpidevTa lnai.v€&rivo.i, " First indeed that he Bents Mark as importing his own theology

asks as one tempting ; then, profited by the into the conversation,

response of Christ, he is alsa praised as one
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tradition which best fitted into his context. The wholly peculiar position of

the matter in Mark tells in favor of the correctness and originality of his narra-

tive. [See Note LXXIX., p. 159.]

Vv. 35-37. See on Matt. xxii. 41-46. Comp. Luke xx. 41-44. —Mark is

distinguished from Matthew in this respect, that the latter represents Jesus

as laying the theological problem before the assembled Pharisees, and then re-

lates that they were thereby brought to silence, so that they put no further

questions to Him ; whereas Mark relates that the conversation as to the most

important commandment had had this result, and thereafter Jesus had thrown

out before the people, while He was teaching (vv. 35, 37), the question re-

specting the Son of David. — anoupcd-sic] The following question to the

people is a reply—publicly exposing the theological helplessness of the

scribes—to the silence, to which they had just seen themselves reduced by

the very fact that one of their number had even given his entire approval to

Jesus. The scribes are still present. But it is not to themselves that Jesus

puts His question ; He utters it before the people, but in express reference to

the ypa/j./iaTElc. They may therefore give information also before the people,

if they can. If they cannot, they stand there the more completely van-

quished and put to shame. And they cannot, because to them the divine

lineage of the Messiah, in virtue of which as David's descendant He is yet

David's Lord, remained veiled and unperceived ;—we may conceive after

x6&ev vlbg avrov koriv the pause of this silence and this confusion. So pecu-

liar is this whole position of the matter in Mark, that it appears to be (in

opposition to Hilgenfeld and Baur) original. — nac] how then f " Quomodo
consistere potest, quod dieunt," "In what way can what they say hold to-

gether," Grotius. — Ver. 37. The twofold emphatic avrbg Aav. places the

declaration of David himself in contrast to the point held by the scribes. —
Kal Trotiev] breaking in with surprise. Comp. Luke i. 43. ir6&ev is the cau-

sal undo : whence comes it thai.
1— 6 tcoIvc 0%%.] the multitude ofpeople, vs hich

was present. — ?/kovev avrov ?)6tur] a triumph over those put to silence. [See

NoteLXXXL, p. 159.]

Vv. 38-40. Comp. on Matt, xxiii. 1, G, 7 (14). Mark gives only a short frag-

ment (and Luke xx. 45-47 follows him) of the great and vehement original

speech of severe rebuke, which Matthew has adopted in full from the col-

lection of Logia.— fj/.i-;rr ,)-,,] as viii. 15. — ruv -de?i6vTov] quippe quivolunt,

desire, i.e., lay claim to as a privilege. " Telle saepe rem per se indifferen-

i(!n malam facit," "To desire often a thing in itself indifferenl makes it

1 in opposition to the whole N. T.,the 61 f. But the pn tistena of Jesus, which

question is, according to Sooenkel (comp, certainly musl have been in His conscious-

Strauss), Intended to exhibit the Davidic ness when He asked the question, is not «a>

descenl of the Messiah as e.phantom. This pressed (in some racn way as in John viii.

descent in facl forms of necessity flu pre- 58), nor is the recognition of it claimed for

supposition of the words koX it66w k.t.A., the the Psalmist by lv irvviium. The latter

•in on the part, of Jesus Himself. merely asserts that David, <w< prophet, des-

And it is the postulate of the whole of the Ignated his Son as his Lord. See Note

N. T. Christology, from Matt. i. i to Rev. l.xxx. p. 159. 1 Comp. Plat P

xxii. 16. Comp., moreover, the appropriate D. : Dem. 241, 17; Wolf, ad Lept. p. 888.

remarks of Beyschlag, Christai, d. X. T.-p.
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evil," Bengel. — kv cto?mIc] i.e., in long stately robes, as gtoItj, even without

more precise definition, is frequently used. 1 Grotius well remarks that the

G-ult] is " gravitatis index," "indication of importance."— nal aa-aajiovg]

governed by &E?i6vruv.-— Ver. 40. oi Karev&iovTeg /cr./L] is usually not sepa-

rated from what precedes, so that the nominative would come in instead of

the genitive, bringing into more independent and emphatic prominence the

description of their character. 3 But it is more suited to the vehement emo-

tion of the discourse (with which also the asyndetic form of ver. 40 is in

keeping), along with Grotius, Bengel, Lachmann, Teschendorf, Ewald, 4 to

begin with ol nareaMovTeg a new sentence, which runs on to nplva : the devour-

ers of widows'1 houses . . . these shall (in the Messianic judgment) receive a

greater condemnation I — nal] is the simple copula: those devouring widows'

houses and (and withal) by way of pretence uttering long prayers (in order to

conceal under them their pitiless greed). — rav x'/P<*>v] v-etaijpxovTo yap rag

arrpouTaTEvtovg yvvalnaa ug 6f/&£v irpooraTai ai'Tuv icouevoi, "For they came in

unawares upon the unprotected women, as if forsooth becoming their protec-

tors, " Theophylact. — nal irpcxpaGti panpa irpoaevx- ] Trpoaxr/pari evXafJEiag nal

v-onpiasi. aTraruvreg roiig afpEAtoripovg, "By a show of piety and by hypocrisy

deceiving the simpler ones," Theophylact. — TrepiacuTEpov uplnd] boy 6e pallov

TEripijvTai irapd tC> A.au nal ryv ripijv elg ^"ka^rjv eXkovgi togovtc) pa'X'knv naradi-

KaGftijaovTai' Swarol yap fiwarug £-aG-&?'/Gnvrat, " the more they have been hon-

ored by the people and drag this honor into mischief, so much the more will

they be condemned ; for the strong will be strongly proved," Victor Antio-

chenus.

Vv. 41-44. Comp. Luke xxi. 1-4. It is surprising that this highly char-

acteristic and original episode, which, according to Eichthal, indeed, is an

interpolation and repeated by Luke, has not been adopted in Matthew.

But after the great rebuking discourse and its solemn close, the little isola-

ted picture seems not to have found a place. — rov yaL,o<pvlaidov\ comp. Jo-

sephus, Antt. xix. G. 1, where Agrippa hangs a golden chain virep to ya£o<j>v-

Xclkcov. According to the Rabbins it consisted of thirteen trumpet-shaped

brazen chests (JVPiW), and was in the fore-court of the women. It was des-

tined for the reception of pious contributions for the temple, as well as of

the temple-tribute. 5 The treasure-chambers (ya£o<t>v7.aKia) in Josephus, Bell. v.

5. 2 and vi. 5. 2, have no bearing here. Comp. Ebrard, p. 495. The word
itself (comp. John viii. 20) is found also in the Greek writers (Strabo, ii.

p. 319), and frequently in the LXX. and the; Apocrypha. — ^rc/kov] not money

in general (Grotius, Fritzsche, and others), but copper money, which most of

the people gave. See Beza. — ifiallov] imperfect, as at vv. 17, 18. The read-

ing e(3aA.ov (Fritzsche) is too weakly attested, and is not necessary. — Ver.

42 f. fiia] in contrast with the irolloi irlovotoi : one single poor widow. A
?.Eirr6v, so called from its smallness, 6 was ^th of an as in copper. See on

1 1 Mace. vi. 1G; Luke xv. 22; Marc. 4 Doubtfully also Winer, p. 165 [E. T. 183].

Anton, i. 7. 6 See, generally, Lightfoot, Tlor. p. 539 f.
;

2 See Winer, p. 509 [E. T. 57V]. Eeland, Antt. i. 8. 14.

3 See Bernhardy, p. 68 f.; Buttmann, nevt. 6 Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 11 : to ^morarov tow x"1^ "

Oram. p. C9 [E. T. 79]. ro/xio-^aros.
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Matt. v. 2G. It is the same definition in the Talmud, that two niBllfl make
a DtMVYlp

; sec Lightfoot, p. GI58 f.—On the fact that it is not "a quad-

rans,"but /(-:« rfio, that is mentioned, Bengel has aptly remarked :
" (juorum

unuin vidua retinere potuerat, " " one of which the widow might have re-

tained." The Rabbinical ordinance: " Non ponat homo /.e-ruv in cistam

eleemosynarum," "A man shall not put a \eirr6v into the chest of alms"

(Bava oathra f. 10. 2), has no bearing here (in opposition to Schoettgen),

for here we have not to do with alms. — TrpomcaXeoafi.] " de re magna,"
" concerning the important matter, 1

' Bengel. — ttMov -aavruv] is said accord-

ing to the scale of means ; all the rest still kept back much for themselves,

the willow nothing (see what follows),—a sacrifice which Jesus estimates in

its moral greatness ; r/}i> hvrf^ Trpoalpeaiv knefeii-aTO evwopuripav -n'/c Awniitur,

"she showed her own good-will to be more rich than her ability," Theo-
phylact. — The present participle [3aA'A6vruv (see the critical remarks) is not

inappropriate (Fritzsche), but designates those who were throwing, whose

ftaAAeiv was present, when the widow e/JaAe. — Ver. 44. Ik rqq icrepr'/a. ovr^
]

(not amf/c) is the antithesis of etc tov Treptaa. air. in ver. 43. ' Out of her

want, out of her destitution, she has cast in all that (in cash) she possessed,

her whole (present) means of subsistence. Observe the earnest twofold des-

ignation. On j3ior, victus, that -whereby one lives, comp. Luke viii. 43, xv.

12, 30.
2

Notes by American Editor.

LXXV. Vv. 1-12.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks that Matt. xxi. 33, 38-42, 45 are taken from Mark,

although the account of the former is more original, both being based on " the

older source."

LXXYI. Ver. 4. £K£<pa?Ju<7av.

Meyer's lexical remarks here are rendered entirely unnecessary by the above

reading, which he passes over without notice, although it is attested by XBL,
and accepted by Tisch., W. and Ifort, "Weiss, R. V. This form of the verb

(KE<paAi6u) occurs only here ; hence the transcribers altered it to the better

known KecbaAaidu. Mark has not " confounded " the verbs, but the later copy-

ists. Here the discovery of M has relieved us of a lexical difficulty, for its testi-

mony has decided the matter.

LXXVII. Ver. 10. oiSi,

The R. V. renders : "Have ye not read even (his Scripture?" "Not ev< a"

is on the whole preferable. The rendering (ver. 11) :
" This was from the Lord,"

leaves the grammatical question undecided. It is perhaps safer to refer avnj

to K£<paA?'/r, but the LXX. is not always exact in its use of the pronouns.

1 Comp. 2 for. viii. 11; Phil. Iv. 12. Soph. /'//?/. 010, 1886; 1'. in. B69, 85; Plat

Hesiod, Op. 280; Sen. item. iii. 11.6; Qorg. p. 486 D ; and Stallbaum in toe.
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LXXVIII. Ver. 12. eyvuaav yap k.t.2..

It is by no means clear that the subject of eyvuaav is the people composing

the o^Aof. This view leaves the reference of avroiq in doubt, and does not so

well account for the yap. Eather : the rulers perceived the application of the

parable, and they feared that by laying hold on Him they would show the more
clearly to the people that the parable pointed to them (i.e., the rulers), and

thus arouse greater interest on behalf of Jesus ; so substantially Weiss ed. Mey.

LXXIX. Yv. 28-34.

It seems quite as reasonable to suppose that honest writers, telling of the

same narrative, but with difference of detail, choose the details in accordance

with the exact facts of the case, as to infer from the difference of detail the

existence of previous modifications which affect the truthfulness of one or the

other. " Harmonizing combination" has its own mistakes to answer for, but

it does not, as a rule, assume incorrectness on the part of some one of the

authors of the Gospels.

LXXX. Ver. 37. Kal ^uQev k.t.'X.

Weiss ed. Mey. has a somewhat different view of the dilemma and its correct

solution. In the question of ver. 35 : "How say," etc., he finds this contra-

diction implied :
" The scribes seek the highest dignity of the Messiah in this,

that as descendant of David He shall ascend the throne of His father, while

David himself (according to ver. 36) describes Him as his Lord, and hence

attributes to Him a dignity which as his descendant of Himself coidd never

have, inasmuch as the ancestor always stands above his descendant, however

high the latter may rise." Accordingly he finds the solution, "neither in the

divine lineage of the Messiah (Meyer), nor in His resurrection and exaltation

(Klostermann), but in this, that He does not have His specific dignity, because

He is a son of David, rather shrinks from only according to promise, because

He was called by God to the supreme dignity of the Messiah, which far exceeds

that of a descendant (be he never so exalted) on the throne of David. With this

Jesus destroys all objections to His Messianic dignity which might be deduced

from His not having ascended the throne of His fathers." This seems more

ingenious than correct. The Person of Christ was then, and still remains, the

great question.

LXXXI. Ver. 37. o 7vo?.vg oxa°C t/kovev k.t.X.

The R. V. marg. is correct, the rendering of the text being retained from the

A. V., probably because the other could not command a majority of two thirds.

The imperfect "was hearing" implies continued action, and suggests the

reason our Lord could venture to utter the warning against the scribes, of

which Mark gives a brief report (vv. 38-40), and Matthew a very full one (Matt,

xxiii.).
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CHAPTER XIII.

Tee. 2. avoKpiQeiq] is, -with Tisch., to be deleted, as at xi. 33, following B L
X, rain. vss. — Ver. 2. dxk is adopted before IL'Qoc by Griesb. Fritzsche, Scholz,

Lachni. [Treg., W. and Hort, R. V.], in accordance doubtless with BDGL
UAX, min. vss., but it is an addition from Matt. xxiv. 2. It is genuine in

-Matthew alone, where, moreover, it is not wanting in any of the codices. [Tisch.,

recent, editors, R. V., with NBL, 33, Copt., read knijpuTa.'] — Yer. 4. elw&~\

BDLX, min. have einov. So Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. This rarer form is to

be adopted in accordance with so considerable testimony ; eI-{ is from Mat-

thew. — With Tisch., following BL K, we must write ravra ovvteA. iruvra ; dif-

ferent attempts to rectify the order produced the variations. — Ver. 8. Before

the second icnvrac we must, with Tisch., delete mi, in accordance with B L
K**.

—

ml rapaxai] Suspected by Griesb., struck out by Lachm. and Tisch.

[Treg., W. and Hort, R. V.], in accordance with B D L X, Copt. Aeth. Erp.

Vulg. It. Vict. But wherefore and whence was it to have been introduced?

On the other hand, it was very easily lost in the following apxai. — Ver. 9.

up,Xn
<-~l
BDKLUA N, min. vss. Vulg. It, also have ap

\ ), which is commended
by Griesb., adopted by Fritzsche, Scholz, Lachni. Tisch. [Treg., W. and Hort,

R. V.] ; from Matt, xxiv. 8. — Ver. 11. Instead of ayuaiv Elz. has ayayuatv,

in opposition to decisive evidence.— /ijjdi pe'/.irdr:] is wanting in B D L N,

min. Copt. Aeth. Ar. p. Erp. Vulg. It. Vigil. Condemned by Griesb.,

bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.J. But the

Homoioteleuton the more easily occasioned the omission of the words,

since they follow immediately after ri hiAjja^re. Luke xxi. 14, moreover,

testifies in favor of their genuineness. — Ver. 14. After eprjfiuOEug Elz.,

Scholz, Fritzsche (Lachm. in brackets) have : to (jtjBev i-n &avi7)2 tov wpo

which words are not found in B D L K, Copt. Arm. It. Vulg. Sax. Aug.

They are from Matthew. — ee-uc] Lachm. has eary/cog, following I) 28
;

Tisch. has iarj/uorn, following BL X. [So recent editors, 11. V.
]

Fritzsche :

faroc, according to A E F G II V A, min. Under these circumstances the Eecepta

has preponderant evidence against it ; it is from Matt. xxiv. 15. Of the other

readings kaTrjKdq is to be adopted, because 1! L N also testily in its favor by

tcTr)K6ra;'i -while kar6g likewise betrays its origin from Matthew (\ar.; seethe

critical remarks on Matt, xxiv. 15). Ver. 16. uv] is wanting in B D L A N,

min. Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, K. V. ]. But how easily it dropl oul after

uypON ! the more easily, because &v Btood also in ver. 15.- Ver. 18.

b/ioi
|
is wanting in IJDL A K* min. Ann. Vulg. It,, and in other witnesses is

represented by raHra. Condemned by Griesb. and Binck, deleted by Fritzsche,

Lachm. Tisch. Rightly so; it is from Matt. xxiv. 20, from which place also

COdd. and vss. have after ) '''."'''•""? added : ///y<l 0(1 I I4r^), 01 / -<>V, Or

1 The masculine was Introduced by the reference, frequent In the Fathers, to the atatae

(rbv ivBpiavra ol the conqueror.
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ij oapparov, and the like. — Ver. 19. ?/r] Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.]

have t]v, following BC*L X, 28. A correction. The omission of ?/c ekt. 6 Qe6c

in D 27, Arm. codd. It. is explained by the superfluousness of the words. —
Yer. 21. The omission of y, which Griesb., following Mill, commended, and
Fritzsche and Tisch. [W. and Hort] have carried out, is too weakly attested.

[Retained by Treg. , R. V.] In itself it might as well have been added from

Matthew as omitted in accordance with Luke. [Weiss, with B, reads nai.~\— In-

stead of ttlgtevete Elz. has TTiaTEVTTjTE, in opposition to preponderant evidence
;

it is from Matt. xxiv. 23. — Ver. 22. Although only on the evidence of D, min.

codd. It., Tpev<5<>xf)iGT0i nai is to be deleted, and noif/aovGiv is to be written in-

stead of Swgovgl. [So Weiss ; but Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort, R. V., retain

ytvJox- Kdi, while all but Tisch. read Augovgiv.] Moreover (with Tisch.), xai

is to be omitted before tovq ek?.. (B D X). The Iiccepta is a filling up from Mat-

thew. — Ver. 23. Idov] is wanting in B L 28, Copt. Aeth. Verc. Bracketed by
Lachm., deleted by Tisch. An addition from Matthew. — Ver. 25. tov oiipavov

eaovrai] A B C X, min. vss. have eaovrai in tov oiipavov. So Fritzsche, Lachm.
Tisch. Instead of ekttittt. B C D L X, min. codd. It. have kiittovtes (so Fritzsche,

Lachm. Tisch.). Thus the most important codices are against the Eecepta

(D has ol ek tov oiipavov egovtoi tcitttovtes) , in place of which the best attested of

these readings are to be adopted. Internal grounds are wanting ; but if it had
been altered from Matthew, a -6 would have been found instead of ek. — Ver.

27. avrov] after hyyfA. is wanting in B D L, Copt. Cant. Verc. Vind. Corb.

Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch.; it is from Matthew. — Ver. 28. The
verbal order fjdrj 6 KAadog avTt/c (Fritzsche, Lachm. [Treg., W. and Hort]) has

preponderating evidence [X A B C D L, Vulg.], but it is from Matthew. The
manifold transpositions in the codices would have no motive, if the reading of

Lachm. had been the original, as in the case of Matthew no variation is found.

— yivuGKETs'j A B** D L A, min. have yivuoKETat, which is approved by Schulz

and adopted by Fritzsche and Tisch. [Tisch. VTII. has yivuGKE-s ; so recent ed-

itors, R. V.] The Recepta is from the parallels. —Ver. 31. Insteal of irapEAev-

GFTa/, Elz. Lachm. Tisch. have irapsAsvoovTai. The plural (B D E U T X) is to

be maintained here and at Luke xxi. 33 ; the remembrance of the well known
saying from Matth. suggested 7rapsAEvaETai in the singular. Moreover, it tells in

favor of the plural, that B L X, min. (Tisch.) have napEAsvGovTac again after-

wards instead of nap&Quat, although this is a mechanical repetition. [Treg., W.
and Hort, read TrapeAEvaovTai a second time, but omit /if/.] — Ver. 32. Instead of

y Elz. has Kai, in opposition to decisive evidence. — Ver. 33. nal ttpogevxegOe~\ is

wanting in B D 122, Cant. Verc. Colb. Tolet. Deleted by Lachm. [So Tisch.,

W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V. niarg.] Rightly ; an addition that easily occurred

(comp. Matt. xxvi. 41 and the parallels). — Ver. 34. Kai is to be deleted before

ekugtc) (with Lachm. and Tisch.), in conformity with BC*DL X, min. codd.

It. — [Ver. 35. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B C L A, Copt., insert ?/

before dipt.
|

— Ver. 37. Between a in Elz. Scholz, and b which Griesb. has ap-

proved, and Fritzsche, Lachm. have adopted, the evidence is very much divided.

But 6 is an unnecessary emendation, although it is now preferred by Tisch.

(BCK, etc.). [So recent editors, R. V.] D, codd. It. have iyu 6e A. v/i. ypr/y.

Vv. 1-8. See on Matt. xxiv. 1-8. Comp. Luke xxi. 5-11. Mark has pre-

served the introduction in its original historical form. But Matthew has the

discourse itself although more artistically elaborated, in its greatest com-

11
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pletencss from the collection of Login and with some use of Mark ; and that

down t<> the consummation of the Last judgment. 1 [See Note LXXXIL,
]). 167 seq.]

—

jrorairol2 doi\ guales lapides ! yitot • e/cA/0wv/ii

tail naprepuv, to fieyedog i'Kuaruv rcepl tt£vte kcu einooi ktj i<<r ! -i \ii
t
/.or, oktu 6i vij>og,

elpog Si Kepi dAdem, " The sanctuary was builtof stones both white and vast,

the greatness of each of them about twenty-five cubits in length, the height

eight, the breadth about twelve, "Joseph. Antt. xv. 11. 3. See Ottii SpicUeg.

p. 175. Who uttered the exclamation ? (Was it Peter? or Andrew?) Prob-

ably Marl? himself did not know. — On the TrorairSg, belonging to later usage,

seeLobeck, ad~Phryn. p. ."3(3 f. ; Fritzsche, p. 554 f. — Ver. 2. bg ov pt, Kara/.}

for ov fifj in the relative clause, see Winer, p. 450 [E. T. 507 f.] The con-

ception here is : there shall certainly be no stone left upon the other, which

(in the further course of the destruction) would be secure from being thrown

down. Cornp. Luke xviii. 30.— Ver. 3. As previously, Mark here also re-

lates more vividly {mrkvavTi mv iepov) and more accurately (Jlerpog k.t.A.)

than Matthew. According to de Wette (comp. Saunier, p. 132 ; Strauss,

Baur), Mark is induced to the latter statement by the nar \6iav of Matthew—
a specimen of the great injustice which is done to Mark as an alleged com-

piler. — e'nrov] Thus, and not elirov, is this imperative (which is also current

among the Attic writers ; seeLobeck. ad Phryn. p. 348) to be accented in

the N. T.-— to c7jfietov] sell, larai : what willbe thefore-token (whichappi

when all this destruction is to enter on its fulfilment ?— ravra awre?.. irdvra]

(seethe critical remarks) applies not to the buildings of the temple (Fritzsche,

who takes owretelodat as simul exscindi, "destroyed together,"' comp. Beza),

but, just like ravra, to the destruction announced at ver. 2. To explain it of

"the whole world" (as ravra is well known to be so used by the philosophers,

Bernhardy, p. 280) or of "all things of the 'ParoumC (Lange), is a forced

course at variance with the context, occasioned by Matt. xxiv. ">
'• (in opposi-

tion to Grotius, Bengel). [See NoteLXXXm.,p. 168.] Moreover, the state

case is here climactic ; hence, while previously there stood merely ravra,

jo-.', irdvra is added; previously : earai, now owre%eio6at (be consummated).

Ver. 5. Jesus now begins Mis detailed explanation as to the matter

'.to). — Ver. 7. r<, riTuog] the end of the tribulation (see ver. 9), no! the

cud *t{ the world (so even Dorner, Lange, Bleek), which only sets in afterfha

end of the tribulation. See on .Matt. .xxiv. <;. [See also Note L.XXXIII..

p. Wis.
|

Ver. s. nal iaovrat . . . i«u laovrai] solemnly. - -itat rapaxai] Famines

and (therewith connected i disturbances, nol exactly revolts (Griesbach), which

the context does not suggest, but more general. 4

1 Weizsacker, p. t2.
r
i, conjectures from Jewish consciousness in general.

Barnabas I (K), where a saying of Enoch la 'See Winer, p. iO [B. 1

quoted about tbe shortening (ovvT<T/n)/ce>') of 'Nevertheless, between the passage be-

thedaysof the final offence (comp. ver. 30; fore us and Matt. I.e. there Is no essential

Matt, xxiv. 22), thai the properly apocalyp- diversity, since the disciples conceived of

tie elements of the discourse as to the future the destruction <>f Jerusalem as Immediate-

are of Jewish origin, from an Apocalypse of ly preceding the Parousla. Bee on Matt.

Enoch; but the conjecture rests on much xxiv. 8. Comp. also Dorner, d< orat. Chr.

iu(. i,did and hasty an Inference, hazarded escfiatologica, p. r>.

a^ It la on a Bingle thought, which Jesus 4 Plat. Lego, ix. p. B61 A: rapaxt r<? ko.\

Himself mit,'lit very fairly share with the aEvufaovia. Theaet. p. 168 A: rap. xa\ anopia,
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Vv. 9-13. See on Matt. xxiv. 9, xiv. 10-13 ; Luke xxi. 12-18. Mark has

here interwoven some things from the discourse which is found at Matt. x.

17-22.— apxat] prefixed with emphasis: beginnings,of sorrows (comp. Tbreloc,

ver. 7) are these.

—

JHettete d£ k.t.2,.] but look ye (ye on your part, in the

midst of these sorrows that surround you) to yourselves, how your own con-

duct must be. Comp. on (llitr. iavr., 2 John 8 ; Gal. vi. 1.

—

cwkSpta\

judicial assemblies, as Matt. x. 17.

—

ml elc ovvayay.] attaches itself, as eig

nwsdpia precedes, most naturally to this,
1 so that with da^cEods begins a

further step of the description. The more usual connection with tiapyaeode,

preferred also by Buttmann, ?isut. Or. p. 287 [E. T. 333] and Bleek, is in-

admissible, because elg cannot be taken in the pregnant meaning (instead of

'•
; for the element of " motion towards" is not implied in Sapi;a.), and be-

causc the explanation (see my first edition) : ye shall be brought under blows,

irges into synagogues (comp. Bengel, Lange), is not accordant with fact,.

since the scourging took place in the synagogues ; see on Matt. x. 17 ; Acts

xxii. 19. [See Note LXXXIV., p. 168.] That 6ap?}a. comes in asyndetically,

is in keeping wTith the emotional character of the discourse.

—

elg /lapxvp.

ahTolg] i.e., in order that a testimony may be given to them, the rulers, and

l.ings, namely, regarding me (comp. previously evekev kuov), regarding my
person and my work (not: " intrepidi, quo causam meam defendatis,

animi," '"of the intrepid mind with which you shall defend my cause,"

:'ritzsche)—which, no doubt, involves their inexcusableness in the event of

their unbelief ; but it is arbitrary to explain the dative here just as if it

were etc Karip. npiav k. eleyxov avruv, "for an accusation and conviction of them"

(Euthymius Zigabenus, Theophylact, and many others). Comp. on Matt. x.

18. — Ver. 10. And this your vocation fraught with suffering will not soon

pass away ; among all nations (navva has the emphasis) mustfirst (before the

end of the sorrows appears, comp. apxai udivuv, ver. 9), etc. These words

are neither disturbing nor inappropriate (as Kostlin judges, p. 352, comp.

Sehenkel and Weiss) ; they substantially agree with Matt. xxiv. 14, and do

not betray a "more advanced position in point of time" on Mark's part

( Hilgenfeld), nor are they concocted by the latter out of k. to'ic eOveciv, Matt.

x. 18 (Weiss). — Ver. 11. /ifAerare the projier word for the studying of dis-

courses. See Wetstein. The opposite of extemjwrizing. "

—

doflfi] has the

emphasis. — oh yap eote vfielg] of them it is absolutely denied that they are the

speakers. Comp. on Matt. x. 20. — Yer. 12. See on Matt. x. 21. From
that hostile delivering up, however (comp. Trapcuudovrcc, ver. 11), neither the

relationship of brother nor of child, etc., will protect my confessors. — Yer.

13. i-oucivar] according to the context here : in the confession of my name.
':' < nhove, diet to ovo/m fiov. See, moreover, on Matt. xxiv. 13. The relog is

that of the uSivuv, ver. 9, not that " of the theocratic period of the world's

history" (Schenkel).

Yv. 14-23. See on Matt. xxiv. 15-20. Comp. Luke xxi. 20-24, who,

however, has freely elements that are peculiar. — okov oh 6eC\ thoughtful,

Ale. ii. p. 146, 15 : Tap, tc koX ivoixia, 2 Mace, vius, Elz., Lachmann.
Xiii. 16. Comp. Tapax<K, Acts Xii. 18, six. S3. 2 Comp. Dem.,1129, 9 : neXerav rr)v airo\oyiav

1 Luther, Castalio, Erasmus, Ceza, Calo- virep eavroty.
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but more indefinite designation of the sacred temple-area than in Matthew,

where the more definite expression, as well as the reference by name (not

merely suggested by the use of the set expression to fttiu . r. //>////.") to Dan.

ix. 27, betrays a later manipulation. — Ver. 10. 6 tir rbv aypbv bv] lie who Is

(has gone) into thefield. See on ii. 1. — Ver. 18. Mark has, with a view to

his Gentile-Christian readers, passed over the p,7j6k oafi/HaTy, which was in

the collection of Logia, in Matt. xxiv. 20. — Ver. 19. tam-rai . . . 9)

" Tempori adscribitur res, quae in tempore tit ; una et continua crit calani-

itas," " To the time is ascribed the thing which occurs in the time ; there

shall be one continuous calamity," Wetstein.

—

ola ov ykyovs k.t./L] Comp.

Plato, Hep. vi. p. 492 E : ovte yap yiyverai, ovte ykyovev, ovt' ovv ui, yevjfTai. —
rocavTjj] after ola. See Fritzsche, ad Mure, p. 14 ; Kiihner, II. ]). 527. —
KTtcreur >/q t-KTicr. 6 Bsor] Comp. ver. 20 : dta rovg Ikasktovc; ovt; i^i/iEoTo, Herod,

iii. 147 : evtoMc re, Tar . . . hsTt?2eTo, Philostr. V. Ap. iv. 13. 150 : rrjc

[ifjvidoc I v tiu'/noac. The mode of expression has for its object " gravius ean-

dem notionem bis iterari," "that the same notion be reiterated with greater

weight," Lobeck, Paralip. p. 522. A contrast with the Jewish state as a

human ktiois (Lange) is fanciful. kt'igic, that which is created, see on Rom.
viii. 19.

—

(nro-?,ai'.] 1 Tim. vi. 10. — Ver. 23. In Matthew at this point the

saying about the lightning and the carcase, which certainly belongs origi-

nally to this place, is added (vv. 27, 28).

Vv. 24-27. See on Matt. xxiv. 29-31. Comp. Luke xxi. 25-2S. — ,',//•
j

breaking off and leading over to a new subject. Hartung, PartiTeell. H.

p. 34 f. — kv EKsivaic r. fjfikp jiera r. «/n,\ ,•*;>•.
]
Thus in Mark also the Parousia

is predicted ;is setting in immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem, since

it is still to follow in those days 1 (comp. vv. 19, 20). The tvdtuc of Matthew-

is not thereby avoided (de Wette, Bleek, and others), hut this evdtut; is only

a still more express and more direct definition, which tradition has given to

the saying. To refer kv Ik. t. !/u. to the times of the church that are still

continuing, is an exegetical impossibility. Even Baur and Hilgenfeld are

in error in holding that Mark lias conceived of the Parousia as at least not

following so immediately close upon the destruction. [See Note I.XXXV.,

p. 168.]— Ver. 25. ol acripec tov oipavov ac.t./L] the stars of heaven shall he,

etc., which is more simple (comp. Rev. vi. 13) than that which is likewise

linguistically correct : the stars shallfrom heaven, etc. 9 -r.|morc

graphic and vividly realizing than the simple KECovvrai (Matt.). --Ver. 2G.

Mark has not the order of sequence of the event, as Matthew depicts it
;
he

relates summarily. — Ver. 27. I Wromtfa outmost

"border of the <<irlh (Conceived as a Hat surface) shall the Eiriaw&yEiv begin,

and he' carried through even to the opposite end. when theoutmost border of

1
ii is, in fact, to Impute great thought- ness of the Parousia In the same expressions

and stupidity i" Mark, if people as Matthew used. This course must oer-

elieve, will: Baur, Ifarkustv. i>. mi, talnly tie followed, if the composition of

thai Mark did Dot write till after Matthew Mark (comp. also Kdstlin, i>. 888) is brought

ami Luke, and yel did aot allow himself to down i<> bo late ;i dale,

i deti rred by all thai had Intervened he-
'-' Horn. '<,/. \i\. 81, II. xi. 179; Soph. Aj.

tween the composition of Matthew's Gos- 1156; A.esch. ii. 84 ; Gal. v. 1; 8Pet. Hi. 17.

pel and hi own, from speaking of the near-
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the heaven {nara to (jiaivopEvov of the horizon) sets limit to the earth. The ex-

pression is more poetical than in Matthew ; it is the more arbitrary to think

( with Bleek) in the case of y?,r of those still living, and in that of ovp. of

those who sleep in bliss.

Vv. 28-32. See on Matt. xxiv. 32-36. Comp. Luke xxi. 29-33. — avrrjc]

prefixed with emphasis (see the critical remarks) as the subject that serves

for the comparison : When of it the branch shall have already become tender,

so that thus its development has already sofar advanced. The singular 6

aladoc, the shoot, belongs to the concrete representation. — to Oepog] is an image

of the Messianic period also in the Test. XII Pair. p. 725. — Ver. 30. >)

yevea, avrrj] i.e., the present generation, which yevea. with avrr/ means through-

out in the N. T. 1 Nevertheless, and although Jesus has just (ver. 29) pre-

supposed of the disciples in general, that they would live to see the Parousia

— an assumption which, moreover, underlies the exhortations of ver. 33 ff.

—although, too, the context does not present the slightest trace of a refer-

ence to the Jewish people, there has been an endeavor very recently to ujjhold

this reference ; see especially Dorner, p. 75 ff. The word never means
people* but may in the signification race, progenies, receive possibly by virtue

of the connection the approximate sense of people, which, however, is not

the case here. See, moreover, on Matt. xxiv. 34. [See Note LXXXVL,
p. 168 seq.] — Ver. 32. ovde 6 vloc] Observe the climax: the angels, the Son,

the Father. Jesus thus confesses in the most unequivocal words that the day

and hour of His Parousia are unknown 3 to Himself to Him the Son of God
(see subsequently 6 -an'/fi),—a confession of non-omniscience, which cannot

surprise us (comp. Acts i. 7) when we consider the human limitation (comp.

Luke ii. 52) into which the Son of God had entered (comp. on x. 18),— a

confession, nevertheless, which has elicited from the antipathy to Arianism

some strange devices to evade it, as when Athanasius and other Fathers (in

Suicer, Thes. II. p. 163 f.) gave it as their judgment that Jesus meant the

not-knowing of His human nature only ;

4 while Augustine 5 and others were

1 Matt. xi. 16, xii. 41, 42, 45, xxiii. 36
; view is founded on erroneous assumptions

Mark viii. 12, 13 ; Luke vii. 81, xi. 29, 30, 31, with respect to the origin of the Epistles to

32, 50, 51. Comp. Heb. iii. 10 (Lachmann). the Colossians, Ephesians, and Philippians,
2 The signification "people" is rightly and of the fourth Gospel. Moreover, Paul

not given either by Spitzner on Homer, 11. places Christ above the angels in other pas-

Exc. ix. 2, or in Stephani Thes., ed. Hase, II. sages (Kom. viii. 38 ; 2 Thess. i. 7), and even
p. 559 f.; in the latter there are specified— as early as in the history of the temptation

(1) genus, progenies
; (2) generatio, genitura ; they minister to Him. Zeller believes that

(3) aelas, seculum. Comp. Becker, Aiaal. he gathers the like conclusion in respect of

p. 231, 11 ; also Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 353. the date of the composition of our Gospel
3 Matthew has not ouSe 6 vid? ; according (and of that of Luke also), but under

to K5st!in, Holtzmann, and others, he is analogous incorrect combinations, from the

held to have omitted it on account of its fact that Mark (and Luke) attaches so stu-

dogmatic difficulty. But this is to carry dious importance to the narratives of the

back the scruples of later prepossession expulsion of demons.
into the apostolic age. Zeller (in Ililgen- 4 Gregor. Epist. viii. 42 :

" in natura qui-

feld's Zeitschr. 1865, p. 308 ff.) finds in the dem humanitatis novit diem et horam, non
words, because they attribute to Christ a ex natura humanitatis novit," " in human
nature exalted above the angels, an indica- nature indeed he knew the day, and hour,

tion that our Mark was not written until but did not know itfrom human nature."

the first half of the second century ; but his 6 De Genesi c. Munich. 32, </< Trinit. i. 12.
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of opinion that lie did not know it for His disciples, in so far as He had not

been commissioned by God to reveal it unto them. See in later times, es-

pecially Wetstein. Similarly Victor Antiochenus also and Theophylacf

suggest that He desired, as a wise Teacher, to keep it concealed from the

disciples, although lie was aware of it. Lange, L. J. II. 3, p. 1280, invents

the view that He willed not to know it (in contrast with the sinful wish to

know on the part of the disciples), for there was no call in the horizon of

His life for His reflecting on that day. So, in his view, it was likewise with

the angels in heaven. The Lutheran orthodoxy asserts that Kara Krqaiv (by

possession) He was omniscient, but that Kara xpyenv (by use) He had not

everything in promptu (at hand). 1 See Calovius. Ambrosius, de fide, v. 8,

cut the knot, and declared that ovSe 6 vlog was an interpolation of the Arians.

Nevertheless, it is contained implicite also in the el py 6 naTyp p6vog of Matthew,

even although it may not have stood originally in the collection of Logia,

but rather is to be attributed to the love of details in Mark, whose depend-

ence not on our Matthew, 2 but on the apostle's collection of Logia, may be

recognized in this more precise explanation.

Vv. 33-37. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 42, 44 II., xxv. 14. By way of an ener-

getic conclusion Mark has here a passage, which has been formed by the ag-

gregation of several different portions—belonging to this connection, and

most completely joreserved in Matthew from the collection of Logia—mi the

part of tradition or of the evangelist himself into a well-adjusted, compact,

and imposing unity. — Yer. 34. uc] an anantapodoton, as at Matt. xxv. 14.

See in loc. With ug the plan of the discom-se was. after ver. 34, to subjoin :

so do I also lid you: watch/ Instead of this, after Iva ypyyopy, with an

abandonment of the plan of sentence introduced by ag, there follows at once.

with striking and vivid effect, the exhortation itself : ypqyopEtTe, which now,

just because the dig is forgotten, is linked on by ovv. — air66ii/iog] is not

equivalent to airo&ripuv (Matt. xxv. 14), but : who has taken a journey. 3 At

the same time tvere'Ckaro is not to be taken as a pluperfect, hut :
" as a

traveller, when he hud left his house, after having given to his time* the author-

ity and to each one his iror!,-, gave to the doorkeeper also command, in order thai

In: should watch." In this we have to observe : (1) the hcreiha-o took place

after the ii-u,hjmir had gone out of his house
; (2) nal dovg k.t.'a., in which

nai is also, is subordinate; to the aipelg k.t.'a., because prior to the leaving of

the house ; (3) avBputrog im66rip..'] forms one notion : a manfinding him

a journey, a traveller ;' (4) the et-ovaia, the authority concerned in the case, i
•

according to the context the control over the household. This lie gave /"

all in common ; and, moreover, to every <•/<< in particular the special business

which he had to execute. Fritzsche is wrong in making t lie participles

u(j)f:ig . . . Kai dependent on airdfy/iog : "homo, qui relicta domo sua el

commissa servis procuratione assignatoque suo cuique pen so peregre abfuit,"

"a man who, his house having been left and authority given to hi- Bervants,

1 Bee, on the other hand, Thomaslus, Chr. '' Pind. Pyth. It. 8; Pint. .'/"

Werk. II. p. 156 f

.

* Comp. av&pwnos ofimjj, Horn. 11. x\
5 i:;iiir. ifarkusev, p U J, comp, his neut. Od, till. !'.':!; uW'p. epiropoc, Matt. xiii. 45,

.' 102.
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etc. . . . went away to a foreign country.
1
' Against this maybe urged, partly

that a<pelg r. oik. avrov would be a quite superfluous definition to cnro^/ioc,

partly that doiJc k.tA. would need to stand he/ore ayric k.t.?.., because the man.

first made the arrangement and then left the house. — Vcr. 35. ypqyopelre ovv]

the apostles thus are here compared with the doorkeeper. — As to the /<?«;•

watches of the night, see on Matt. xiv. 24. They belong to the pictorial effect

of the parable ; the night-season is in keeping with the figurative ypr/yopelrt,

without exactly expressing "a dark and sad time" (Lange). Singularly at

variance with the text as it stands, Theophylact and many others interpret

it of the four ages of human life. — Yer. 37. The reference to one thought

is not at variance with the use of the plural a (see the critical remarks). 1

[But b is accepted by all recent critical editors.] — irao/] to all who confess

me.

Notes by Amekican Editok.

LXXXII. The Eschatological Discourse.

It would be impossible to enter into a full discussion of the points raised in

the exegesis of this chajnter. Moreover, a large part of the explanation belongs

more appropriately to the volume on Matthew. We may, however, give here

the view of Weiss ed. Mey. as to Mark's account in general, his analysis of

the contents (which differs from the divisions of Meyer), and add a brief state-

ment in regard to the general application of the discourse.

" The chapter contains the discourse concerning the Parousia, the only longer

discourse which Mark has fully reproduced from the older source, and even

provided with an historical introduction (vv. 1-5), a closing exhortation (vv.

32-37), and. also extended by means of two passages inserted (ver. 9-13, 21-23),

which for the most part have passed over with it into the parallels." (But

Godet thinks the account of Luke should have the preference.) Weiss divides

his comments into paragraphs, with appropriate headings, as follows :

Vv. 1-8 : The foretokens ; vv. 9-13 : Prediction of the destiny of the disci-

2~>les
;
vv. 14-23 : The catastrophe in Judea ; vv. 24-31 : The Parousia; vv. 32-

37 : closing exhortation.

With this may be compared the following paragraph from the Inter. Kevision

Comm. Mark, p. 170 : The discourse "refers both (<> ihc destruction of Jerusalem

and to the second coming of Christ, one prophecy respecting two analogous events,

though all is not necessarily applicable to both. Reasons : 1. An exclusive ref-

erence to either the destruction of Jerusalem or the second coming of Christ in-

volves insuperable difficulties. 2. The disciples asked about both, joining them

in time (comp. Matt. xxiv. 3 with ver. 4). The answer therefore refers to both,

joining them in character, not necessarily in time. The disciples needed in-

struction on both points, for immediate and more remote guidance. 3. The

preceding discourse in Matthew plainly points to the destruction of Jerusalem,

but Matt. xxv. and vv. 32, 33 of this chapter seem to apply exclusively to the

Christian dispensation. Great care is necessary in deciding what refers to each

of the two sets of events (or how far the analogy holds good). The two inter-

1 Sec Kiihner, ail Xen. Aruib. ill- 5. 5.
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pretations probably run parallel as far as ver. 23, the judgment upon the Jew-
ish church being the predominant thought ; after that (vv. 24-31) the Lord's

second coining is prominent, until in the close of the chapter (vv. 32-37) it is

exclusively treated of."

LXXXIII. Ver. 4. ravra cvvreT^eiaBai iravra.

In view of the emphatic position of navra, the question should not be ap-

plied exclusively to the destruction of the temple. Even Weiss ed. Mey. thinks

the plural points to this "in connection with a series of decisive occurrences, to

the final completion of which ovvTefoioOat iruvra." The disciples, being Jews,

classed together this destruction, the Parousia, and the end of the world, think-

ing that only the personal presence of the Messiah could take the place of the

ruined temple. The discourse does not sharply and chronologically sunder

these events, but by its very warnings and prophecies of tribulation prepares

the disciples for a fuller understanding of the future Christian dispensation.

Our Lord was a wise Teacher, and in the circumstances no method could bo

better adapted for their instruction. But this does not prove that they re-

mained in the same comparative ignorance during their subsequent labors.

In accordance with the view above cited, Weiss ed. Mey. refers tu riXog (ver. 7)

to the end of the world.

LXXXIV. Ver. 9. /cal elg ovvayuyaQ.

The E. V. retains the connection with dapfaeoOe : and in synagogues ye shall

be beaten. So Weiss ed. Mey. this implies : ye shall be taken into synagogues

and beaten there.

LXXXV. Ver. 24. h> tusivaiQ raiq quipair.

Weiss ed. Mey. modifies somewhat the strong statement of Meyer respecting

this phrase. He indeed attributes to the older source the view that the Pa-

rousia would immediately follow the catastrophe in Judea, but finds it hero

placed " in the days of the last great tribulation, which in ver. 19 is clearly

conceived as a universal one, and puts an end to it." This accords with his

view of riTiog (ver. 7), and certainly agrees better with the whole scope of the dis-

course. The " cxegetical impossibility " of a reference to the present times of

the church can be admitted only when it is proven that " these days " can mean
nothing else than a period immediately aid r the destruction of Jerusalem.

The main difficulty belongs to the use of evBeuc in Matt. xxiv. 29, which Weiss

attributes to the older source, but Meyer attributes to tradition.

JAXXVr. Ver. 30. /; ;.'-•<, „,"-,/.

The same utterance is found, though not in exact verbal agreement, in Mat-

thew and Luke. (Oomp. on Matt. xxiv. 34; Luke \\i. 82.) It is undoubt-

edly safer to accept Hi'' reference to the generation then living, The question

then arises : I>i>l our Lord mean to assert that His Parousia would occur during

t hat generation V

This question we confidently answer in the negative. (1) The discourse, as

here given, speaks of many intervening events, which would require a longer
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time. (2) The account in Matthew gives the answer to a twofold question

(Matt. xxiv. 3), and the answer may properly be regarded as twofold, whether

we can always separate it into its distinct elements or not. (3) We must inter-

pret our Lord here by our Lord elsewhere ; and in many cases He speaks of

the Parousia as an event " which is possibly yet very remote " (see Godet, Luke,

p. 445, Am. ed.). What He predicts again and again is incompatible with the

reference of this verse to the Parousia, unless yeved be taken in the sense of

" race," or " all these things be accomplished " be interpreted as meaning the

beginning of the process of accomplishment (Van Oosterzee, Pluinptre, and
others). This latter view helps to explain the close connection with ver. 32,

which seems to call for a reference to the Parousia.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Ver. 2. 6i] BC*DLX, vss. have ydp. So Lachm. and Tisch. The Becepta

is from Matt. xxvi. 5. — Ver. 3. nai before cvvrp. is, with Tisch., following B L
X, Copt., to be deleted. A connective addition.

—

to u~Aa(5.~\ Fritzsche, Lachm.
[Tisch. YIIL] read top aXu/3., which is attested by [X*] A D E F H K S U V X
T, min. Tisch., following B C L A X**, has tjjv a'/.d,3., and this is to be pre-

ferred. [So recent editors, B. V.] The ignorance of the transcribers brought in

to and tov. — /card] is wanting in B C L A X, min. Deleted by Lachm. and

Tisch. A supplement, instead of which D has eni. — Ver. 4. ko.1 Myovreg] is

with Tisch., in accordance with B C* L S, Copt., to be deleted. It is a gloss

after Matthew, instead of which D reads nai ekeyov. — Ver. 5. to ftvpov] is want-

ing in Elz., but is decisively attested. The omission is explained from Matt.

xxvi. 9 (where tovto alone is genuine). The preponderance of evidence forbids

the supposition that it is an interpolation from John xii. 5. D, min. have it

before tovto, and in X tovto is wanting. — Ver. 6. Instead of kv kfioi Elz. has i'ir

kfie, in opposition to decisive evidence. It is from Matthew. — Ver. 8. avTrf] is

only wanting, indeed, in B L X, min. Copt. Syr. utr. (bracketed by Lachm.),

but is rightly deleted by Tisch. It is an addition, which is not found till after

enolqatv in A. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 12. — Ver. 9. After a/iijv very considerable

evidence supports 6i, which Lachm. has bracketed, Tisch. has adopted. It is

to be adopted ; the omission occurred conformably to the usual expression of

Mark, in accordance with Matt. xxvi. 13. — tovto] is wanting - in BDL S, min.

Cant. Verc. Vind. Corb. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. It is from

Matt. xxvi. 13.— [Ver. 10. Tisch,, recent editors, read 'lovdag (SAECDL A)

'la/tap/wO (Treg. 'loKapLUTTig) o elc (X B C* L, Copt.), and, with' B ~D, srcpadoZ.] -

Ver. 14. After KaTuAvjua Griesb. Fritzsche, Lachm. (in brackets) Tisch. read ftov,

following B C D L A X, min. Sax. Vulg. It. (not all the codices). As fiov lias

this strong attestation and yet is superfluous, and as it does not occur ai Luke

xxii. 11, it is to beheld as genuine. — Ver. 15. The form avdyawv (Elz. : tlvu-

yeov) is decisively attested. — Before ekei is to be read with Tisch. ical, in accord-

ance with B C D L X, 346, vss. It dropped out in accordance with Luke xxii.

12. [Tisch. VIII., KiiKei.] — Ver. 19. [Tisch., recent editors, It. V., with X li L,

Copt., omit hi <!/.] — tea} n/'/i.>r- firjTt /; u] is wanting in B C L V A X, min. vss.,

including Syr., utr. Vulg. After thi of earlier editors, suspected by

Griesb., rejected by Schulz, struck out by Fritzsche and Tisch. But the omis-

sion might just as easily have been brought about by means of the preceding

in'/Ti kyu as by reason of the startling and even offensive superfluousness of the

words, which, moreover, are not found in Matthew, whereas no reason for their

being added can at all be conceived of without arbitrary hypotheses. [But the

evidence against the clause is so weighty, that to accept it on the ground urged

by Meyer is to invalidate the authority of the most ancient n Ltn< sses. R< e< at

editors, It. V., omit. —Ver. 21. Tisch., recent editors (Treg. in brai
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R. V., with S BL, Copt., insert brt before 6 fikv.~\ — After 7mBete, ver. 22, Elz.

has (payers, in opposition to decisive evidence. From Matthew. — Ver. 23.

The article before norr/ptov (deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.) has in this place

even stronger evidence against it than in Matt. xxvi. 27, and is, as there, to be

struck out. — Ver. 24. to ryq] This to is, as in Matt. xxvi. 28, to be deleted on

considerable evidence with Tisch. (Lachrn. has bracketed it). — xaivqg] is want-

ing in B C D L N, Copt. Cant. Deleted by Tisch., and rightly, as also at Matt,

xxvi. 28. — TTEp't] BCDLA X, min. : v-ip. So Lachm. and Tisch. Hepiis from

Matthew, from whom also codd. and vss. have added e'lq absoiv ufiapr. — Ver.

27. ev kfiol ev t?j vvkt} tcivt?/'] So Elz. and the editors, except Fritzsche and Tisch.,

read after tricavdaA. Yet Mill and Griesb. condemned the words. They are de-

cisively to be rejected as an addition from Matt. xxvi. 31, as they are wholly

wanting in preponderant witnesses, while others merely omit ev kfiol, and others

still ev ttj wktI -nvrrj. Lachm. has the latter in brackets. — diaaKoprrurd^aeTai is

an emendation (comp. on Matt. xxvi. 31), instead of which, with Lachm. and

Tisch., diaoKopiriadriGovTaL is to be read, and that with Tisch., after npoQara (B

CDL K, min.).-— Ver. 29. nal e't] Fritzsche, Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.] read

el kclL Either is appropriate, and with the evidence divided no decision can be

arrived at, even if e't aai was introduced in Matthew. — Ver. 30. av after on is

wanting in Elz., in opposition to decisive evidence. — ev t?) wktI rnvrrj] BCD
L N, min. Lachm. Tisch. have rav-y ry wktI. Rightly ; if this order of words

were from Matt. xxvi. 34, the ev also would not be left out in it. — In what fol-

lows rpig fie a~, is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be written. The received order

is from Matthew. — Ver. 31. eh Trepi<joov~\ BCD K, min. have EK-epinaiJg. So

Lachm. and Tisch. Rightly ; the unusual word was partly exchanged for the

simple TVEptaaidc (L, min.), partly glossed by e k nepioaov. — e2,sye] Lachm. and

Tisch. have elaTiei, following B D L X. The Becepta is a correction. Comp. on

xi. 23. — /idA/or] is wanting in B C D L X, vss., including Vulg., It. Deleted by

Lachm. and Tisch. A gloss on en rrepiooov ; hence min. have it also befo7-e these

words (comp. vii. 3G), and this course Fritzsche has followed. [As in Matthew,

recent editors, with nearly all the uncials, give the form reQcrffiavei ; only in

cursives does the form r?) occur.] — Ver. 35. As at Matt. xxvi. 39, so here also

irpoae/JJuv is strongly attested, but it is to be rejected. [W. and Hort, Weiss,

R. V., with XBL, Copt., read etutttev.] — Ver. 36. to noTtjp. a-' eiiov tovto] D,

Hil. : tovto t. -. an' e/iov ; K M : citt' Epov r. ir. r. ; A B C G L U X A X, min.

Or. vss., including Vulg. : r. ir. tovto an' i/wv. In this variety of readings the

last is so preponderantly attested that it is, with Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch., to

be adopted. — Ver. 40. viroaTpEipac] Lachm. has nakiv iTSinv, following BL X,

Copt. Pers. w. Ar. p. (D and cod. It. have merely eWuv). tcualv e?„6uv is the

more to be preferred, seeing that Mark is fond of the word r.aktv, and that he

nowhere has the word inoarpitpu. But transcribers referred and joined the

nakiv to tvp. avToiig na6evd., in accordance with which eaOuv then became glossed

and supplanted by vnoarphp. Accordingly the subsequent ttu7.iv, which by Elz.

Scholz, Tisch. is read after avTovr, and is not found in B D L X, min. vss., is,
'

v*ith Lachm., to be deleted. [Recent editors, R.V., agree with Meyer.] — Instead

of K.aTaf3apvvi'>f/.Fvoi, Elz. Scholz have /3ef3aprifihoi, in opposition to preponderant

evidence. It is from Matthew. — Ver. 41. Elz. Scholz., Tisch. [Treg., Weiss]

have to "koinov. But the article has come in from Matthew, in opposition to

considerable evidence. [W. and Hort omit in Matt., bracket here.] — Ver. 43.
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After 'lovSag Fritzsche has 'lanapnorTjg, Laekni. and Tisch. 6 'loKup. ; and this

addition, sometimes with, sometimes without the article, is found in witnesses

of weight (hut not in I> X). Rightly ; the omission is explained from the par-

allels. [Treg, brackets, W. and Hort, Weiss, 11. V., omit.] — cjj'] after tig has

against it such decisive evidence that it cannot be maintained by means of the

parallels, nor even by ver. 10. It is to be deleted, Avith Fritzsche, Lachm.

Tisch. — -o/(V] is wanting in B L X, min. vss. Condemned by Einck, brack-

eted by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. From Matthew. — Ver. 45. Lachm. only

reads fja t
3

:
n once, following B C* D L II A X, min. vss., including Vulg., codd.

It. [So Tisch. VIIL, recent editors, It. V.] But this reading is from Malt. xxvi.

•49, whence also xa 'PE has intruded into codd. and vss. — Ver. 4G. s-' avrbv t.

Xeifjac avrov] Many various readings, of which Lachm. has r. X£lPaS tTr ' uv ~-
>

Tisch. : r. xelpac avru. The latter is attested by B D L X** min. vss., and is

to be preferred as the less usual (see on Acts xii. 1, the exegetical remarks),

which was altered in accordance with Matt. xxvi. 50.— Ver. 47. tic] has, it is

true, important evidence against it ; but, as being superfluous, and, moreover,

as not occurring in Matt. xxvi. 51, it might have been so easily passed over,

that it may not be deleted, with Lachm. and Tisch. [Tisch. VIIL retains ;

Treg. omits ; W. and Hort bracket.] — Instead of uriov read, with Lachm. and

Tisch., following B D 8, 1, urapiov. The former is from Matthew. — Ver. 48.

The form e&lBare (Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.) is decisively attested. — Ver. 51.

eigne veaviaK."] Lachm. Tisch. read veaviaK. nr, following B C L X, Copt. Syr.

It. Vulg. (D : veaviaii. Si rig, without nai). The Becepia is to be maintained
;

veavioKog rig is the most prevalent mode of expression. [Tisch. VIII. returns to

the Iiec, recent editors, R. V., follow B X, etc.] — Instead of riicoTiovdei, read,

in accordance with BCL X, avv^KoXovQei (so Lachm. and Tisch.). The current

simple form has crept in also at v. 37. — ol veavlaiwi] is wanting in B C* D L A
X, Syr. Arr. Pers. Copt. It. Vulg. Theophylact. Rightly condemned by Griesb.

(but see his Gomm. crii. p. 179) and Rinck, deleted by Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.

It came in by means of the gloss top veaviaicov, which was written in the margin

beside avrov, as Slav, still renders tov veaviaicov instead of airbv ol veaviaKoi.

The tov veavioKOV written in the margin was easily changed into ol n<

since the absence of a fitting subject for KpaTolaw might be felt. — Ver. 52. u-'

avrov] bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch., has considerable testimony

against it
;
yet, as being quite superfluous, it was more easily passed over than

added. [Rejected by recent editors, R. V.'] — Ver. 53. a'vrC.) after ovvipx. is

wanting inDLAS, Vulg. It. Or. Deleted by Tisch. [W. and Hort text ; but

retained by Treg., Weiss, R. V.] An omission from misunderstanding. — [Ver.

61. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B C L, 33, Copt., read ovn uneicp. <

Ver. 65. IfiuXkov] Lachm. and Tisch. have ' lov on decisive evidence,

not being understood, was variously altered. — Ver. (17. 'Ir/aov 1]0&ri\ B C L X

have Tjode tov 'Iijaov. So Laelmi. and Tisch. T> A, min. vss., including Vulg.

and codd. It., have rofi 'I//t. before tov Naf. The latter is in accordance with the

usual mode of expression, and with Matt. xxvi. 69 'Iiiooi is to be

adopted ; this tov 'Ij?ctoi> following was omitted (so still in min., Fritzsche), ami

was then variously restored. — Ver. G8. oi>K . . . oii«5e] Lachm. has ofire . . .

ovts, following B D L X, Eus. So now Tisch. also ;
and rightly. See Matthew.

— rl ai ?iiy«c] Lachm. and Tisch. have ert) ri /;,.•.<•, following BC L A N. min.

Rightly ; av was omitted (so still in D, Vulg. It.), and then was restored at the
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place that first presented itself after -/. — teal akkurup e<j>uv7jae'] is wanting,

indeed, in B L X, Copt. Colb. (bracketed by Lachrn.) ; but the omission is

manifestly caused by comparison with Matthew. [Retained by Tisch., R. V.

text, omitted by W. and Hort, Weiss, E. Y. marg.] — Yer. 70. nal fj lalla aov

uiioid^eL] So Elz. Scholz, Fritzsche, after Ta/./'A. el. But the words are wanting

in B C D L K, min. Copt. Sahid. Vulg. codd. It. Ens. Aug. Condemned by

Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An interpolation from Matt. xxvi. 73,

in accordance with the very old reading in that place (D, codd. It.), opoiqfri.

If the words were genuine, they would hardly have been passed over, contain-

ing, as they do, so familiar and noteworthy a particular of the history ; the

appeal to the homoeoteleuton is not sufficient. — Ver. 71. Instead of 6/ivveiv

(comp. Matthew), bpvvvai is sufficiently vouched for by B E H L S U Y X T,

min. — Ver. 72. evQiuc after mi is wanting in Elz., but it is attested by B D G
L X (which, with L, has not Ik 6evr.), min. Syr. Arr. Aeth. Arm. Vulg. codd.

It. Eus., and adopted by Griesb. Fritzsche, Scholz, Lachm. Nevertheless it

was far easier for it to be introduced from Matt. xxvi. 7-1 than for it, with its

prevalent use and approjn-iateness, to be omitted. Hence, on the important

evidence for its omission (including A C). it is, with Tisch., to be struck out.

[Tisch. VIII. retains ev'Jvc, this being the form given in the older manuscripts
;

so recent editors, E. V. ; b\it W. and Hort bracket it in the margin.] — Instead

of to fiijua b, the Recepta has tov /5'///«roc ov, in opposition to decisive witnesses,

among which, however, A B C L A X, min. Copt. Sahid. read to fiqpa <l>r.

Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, E. V.] have the latter ; and with this pre-

ponderant attestation, it is to be regarded as original (followed also by Luke
xxii. 61).

Vv. 1. 2. See on Matt. xxvi. 2-5. Comp. Luke xxii. 1, 2. Including

this short introduction < f simple historical tenor (in which Luke follows

him), Mark is, in the entire narrative of the passion, generally more original,

fresh, and free from later additions and amplifications of tradition than Mat-

thew (comp. Weiss, 1861, p. 52 ff.), although the latter again is the more origi-

nal in various details. -— to Tcdcxa k. to, a.C,vpa\ the Passover ami the unl-ea

(jll^on), i.e., tine feast of the Passover and (which it likewise is) of the un-

leavened. Comp. 3 Esdr. i. 19 : i/ydyoaav . . . tv iraax" KOt rrp> koprf/v ruv

a&fiuv. On to, b%vpa as a designation of the feast, comp. 8 Esdr. i. 10 :

iXovrec to, ai^v/ia KaTa tclc QvTl&s. — efeyov yap~\ This yap (see the critical re-

marks') informs us of the reason of the k^ijTow -aur previously said
;
for the

feast was in their way, so that they could not at once proceed, but believed

that they must let it first go quietly by, so that no tumult might occur.

Victor Antiochenus remarks : rfjv pev eopr^v virepdeadat fiovkovTaC ov Gvyxu-

pOVVTO Se, ITTElSy TIjV ITpOftfTEiaV eSsC 7T?.//pOVa0ai TTjV tv T1) VOjllliy diaTVKUGEl, iv 7) TO

waG\n tdvETO, wqvL irpuT(p TcaaapcaKaideKaTy ipikpa' kv tovtu yap Tip p7)vl nal kv

TarTij t[) !pnpa t"o akrfiivov ~ac\a eSei OvTijvai, "they determined to pass

over the feast ; but they were not permitted, since it was necessary that the

prophecy be fulfilled, that in the legal statute, according to which the pass-

over came in on the fourteenth day of the first month ; for in this month

and on this day it was necessary that the true passover should be slain." A
view right in itself ; not, however, according to the Synoptic, but according
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to the Johannine account of the day of the death of Jesus. [See on ver. 12.]

-
,

: arat\ shall be, certainty of what was otherwise to lie expected. 1

Vv. 3-9. s See on Matt. xxvi. 6-13. [See Note LXXXVIL, p. 183.] Comp.
John xii. 1-8, who also lias the peculiar expression 7rioTiKi}g, either directly

from Mark, or from the form of tradition from which Mark also adopted it.

Luke has at vii. 30 fi. a history of an anointing, but a different one. —
uvpov vdpSov] On the costliness of this, see Pliny, 11. y. xiii. 2.-

—

iuotiktjqY

-icriKor, in demonstrable usage, means nothing else than (1) convincing, per-

suading (Xen. Cyrop. i. 6. 10 : irioTiKuripovg . . . /^Syovg, Plato, Qorg. p. 455

A : 6 pfyrap ian . . . ircariKbg fidvov), thus being equivalent to weio-utdg
; (2)

faithful, trustworthy (Artemidorus, Oneir. ii. 32, p. 121 : ywij maTini) mi

6g, comp. nioriKag, Plut. Pel. 8 ; Scymn. orb. descr. 42), thus equivalent

to -icror. The latter signification is here to be maintained : nard, on winch

our mn rely, i.e., unadulterated genuine nard, as Eusebius, Demonstr. ev. 9,

calls the gospel " the good cheer of the genuine (rov tzkitikov) mixed wine

i Kp&juiTog) of the new covenant " (where the contextual reference to the drink-

ing lies not in irurriicov, but in Kpdfiarog). The opposite is " jiseudo-nardus "

(Plin. II. N. xii. 12. 26), with which the genuine nard was often adulterated

(comp. also Dioscor. mat. med. i. 6 f. ). [See Note LXXXV1IL, p. 183.]

This is the explanation already given by Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus

(both of whom, however, add that a special kind of nard may also be intend-

ed), and most of the older and more recent commentators (Liickc is not

decided). But Fritzsche (following Casaubon, Beza, Erasmus Schmid,

Maldonatus, and others of the older expositors quoted by Wolf, who deduce

it from -in.i) derives it from kittIgku, and explains it as nardus potabilis.

Certainly anointing oils, and especially oil of spikenard, weredrunfc mingled

with wine
;

4 but the actual USUS loquendi stands decidedly opposed to this

view, for according to it mardg doubtless5 has the signification of drinkable,

but not TinrtKor. even apart from the facts that the context does not point,

to this quality, and that it is asserted not of the ointment, but of the nard

(the plant). The usus loquendi, moreover, is decisive against all other ex-

planations, such as thai of the Vulgate :" spicati;'1 and thai of Scaliger :

pounded nard (equivalent to kloti«^{ ), from rrriaou, although this etymology

in itself would be possible (Lobeck, Paralip. p. 31). others have derived

1 ITartun?, Partilcdl. IT. p. 140. Thee., ed. Base, VI. p. 1117.

Holtzmann, p. 95, attributes to this ''Allien, xv. p. (is'.i
; Luclan, Nlgrln. 31;

episode the significant purpose of introduc- Juvenal, s "'. vi. 803; Birtius, d\ bell. HUp.

inur the attitude of the betrayer, whose 88.6; Plin. //. .V. >.iv. [9.5; and see in gen-

psychological crisis had now set in. in eral, Hermann, Privatalterth. § 26. 8, 9.

making advances to meet the sanhedrim. 178; Lobeck,

Bui this could only be the case, if Mark and p. 181.

Matthew had named Judas as the murmnr- • Comp. Castallo, Hammond, cretins,

er. Now Mark has tux in general, and Wetstein, Rosenmflller.

Matthew designates o! nadirrai as the mur- ' Mark having retained the Latin word,

murers. John is the first to name Judas. but having given toil another form. See

Seeon tliis word. Fritzsche In toe., and also Estlus, Annot.y 692. Several oodd. of

B ''. /. ''. '/.. 1840, p. 179 ff.: Lttcke the it., too, have the translation spicati;

on John xii. 8; Winer, p. 89 [E. T. 97 f.]; others : pistid, Vero. : opl\

Wichelhaus, Leidensgesch. p. 71 f. ; Stephanl
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incriK.rjQ from the proper name of some unknown place (Pistic nard), as did

Augustine ; but this was a cutting of the knot. 1— ~o?.vteAovq] belongs to

fivpov, not to vdpSov, which has its epithet already, and see ver. 5. Comp.

Matt. xxvi. 7. — awrptyaaa] neither : she rubbed it and poured, etc.

tlvypke), nor : she shooh the vessel, 2 but: she broke it,
3 namely, the narrow

( Plin. IT. A7", ix. 35) neck of the vessel, for she had destined the entire con-

t nts for Jesus, nothing to be reserved. — ti)v a/ld/3.] aldflaGTpoc occurs in all

t he three genders, and the codices vary accordingly. See the critical re-

marks. — abrov T?/r Ki;<pa?j/c] (see the critcal remarks) on him "j>"n the head,

without the preposition usual in other cases, 4 Kara before rf/c Ke^a^f/c.
5— Ver.

4. But there were some, who grumbled to one another (uttered grumblings to

one another), irpbg mvr., as at xi. 31, x. 26, ah What they murmured, is

contained in what follows, without nal /J-yovrer.
6 — Ver. 5. hej3pifi. a!<Tij] they

were angry at her. Comp. i. 43. — Ver. 7. nal brav dehqre k.t.a.] certainly

an amplifying addition of tradition, found neither in Matthew nor in John.

— Ver. 8. What she was able (to do) she has done ; the greatest work of love

tchich was possible to her, she has done. Comp. Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 30 : dia to

irjStv e%eiv, b ri iroiyc. — npoDMfte k.t.X.} Beforehand she hath anointed my
body on behalf of embalming (in order thereby to embalm it). A classical

writer would have said irpoAaflovaa i-pvpiaE.
1 Passages with the infinitive

from Josephus may be seen in Kypke, I. 192. We may add that the ex-

pression in Mark already betrays the explanatory tradition. — Ver. 9. sir oaov

r. Koopov] as in i. 39. The relation to qnov is as at Matt. xxvi. 13.

Vv. 10, 11. See on Matt. xxvi. 14-16. Comp. Luke xxii. 3-6. — uq tuv

6u6eko] has a tragic stress.

Vv. 12-16. See on Matt. xxvi. 17-19. Comp. Luke xxii. 7-13. The

marvellous character of the ordering of the repast, which is not as yet found

in Matthew with his simple rrpbc rbv Seiva, points in Mark and Luke to a

later form of the tradition (in opposition to Ewald, Weiss, Iloltzmann, and

others), as Bleek also assumes. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 18. This form may

easily, under the influence of the conception of our Lord's prophetic char-

acter (comp. xi. 2 f.), have originated through the circumstance, that the

two disciples met the servant of the (k'tva, to whom Jesus sent them, in the

street with a pitcher of water. [See Note LXXXIX. , p. 184. ] Assuredly origi-

1 Still the possibility of its being the ad- On the taking of it as a local designation

j setive of a local name may not be called depends the translation pisiiei, which the

ia question. In fact, the Scholiast, Acsch. Vulgate also, along with codd. of It., has

Pers. 1, expressly says : rd&e fxev Ilepow in John xii. 3, although in the present pas-

ttio-tol KaAeiTcu . . . 7rdAi? icrri TTepcriTir Tiioreipa, sase it gives spiCdt't.

KaAovjueVrj, ijv <rvyKoipa<; 6 ir-oirjri)? IltoTa €<f>i], - Knatchbull, Hammond, Wakefield, Silv.

" These Persian things are called mena . . . crit. V. p. 5".

there is a city of Persia called Pisteira, 3 Ecclus. xxi. 14; Bar. vi. 17; Dem. 845,

abridging which the poet saysPista.'' Lo- IS; Xen., el al.

beck, Paf/iol.-p. 282, remarks on this :
" Som- 4 Plato, Rep. iii. p. 397 E.

niumhoc est, sed nititur observatione licen- 6 Plato, Leg. vii. p. 814 D ; Herod, iv. 62.

tiae popularis, qua nomina peregrina varie 6 Comp. the use of &a.v)xa.Zeiv, mirabvndum

ct multipliciter interpolantur," "This is a quaerere, in Sturz, Lex. Xen. II. p. 511 f.

fancy-, but based upon observation of pop- 7 Xen. Cyr. i. 2. 3; Thuc. iii. 3 ; Dem. 44,

ular license, by which foreign names are 3, al.

variously and repeatedly interpolated."
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nal, however, is the sending of only two disciples in Mark, whom thereupon

Luke xxii. 8 navies. — ore r. ir&G%a hdvov] on which day they Trilled the paschal

lamo(Ex. xii. 21 ; Deut. xvi. 2 ; 3 Esdr. i. 1, vii. 12), which occurred on the

14th Nisan in the afternoon. 1 See on Matt. xxvi. 17. [See Note XG, p. 1S4.]

— Vcr. 13. avdpunog] The connection (see ver. 14) shows that the man in

question was a shn-e ; his occupation was the carrying of water, Deut. xxix.

10 ; Josh. ix. 21 ; "Wet stein in Joe. — Kepaiuov vfiaroc] an earthen resselieith water.

Comp. akafiacrpov fivpov, ver. 3. " The waterpitcher reminds one of the begin-

ning of a meal, for which the hands are washed,' 1 Ewald. — Ver. 14. to

KiiTa?ivua //or] the lodging destined for me, in which (u-ov) I, etc. The word
Kara?,., lodging, quarters, is had Greek, Thorn. M. p. 501." — Ver. 15. ai'T<k]

lie himself, the master of the house. On the form avdyaiov instead of ava-

}aiov (Xen. Anab. v. 4. 29), which is preseiwed in the old lexicographers, see

Fritzsche in he. 3 In signification it is equivalent to vneptiov, rp7j?
s
, upper

chamber, used as a place of prayer and of assembling together. Comp. on

ii. 3, and see on Acts i. 13. — The attributes which follow are thus to be

distributed : he will show you a large upper chamber spread, i.e., laid with

carpets, in readiness. — hoi^aa. qu.lv] arrange for us, make preparation for

us. Comp. Luke ix. 52.

Vv. 17-25. See on Matt. xxvi. 20-29. Comp. Luke xxii. 14-23. — nera

ruv tiutieKci] Those two are to be conceived as having returned after the prep-

aration. — Ver. 18 f. 6 kadiuv uet' kfiov] not said for the purpose of making
known the fact, but the expression of deeply painful emotion. — elf KoBeig]

man hg man. See on this expression of late Greek, wherein the preposition

is adverbial, Wetstein in loc.
4— nal allog] an inaccuracy of expression, as

though there had been previously said not fir mdeig, but merely elf. Mark
in particular might be led into this inaccuracy by his graphic manner. —
Ver. 20. u ii/flairr.] not at this moment, and so not a definite designation of

the traitor (as Bleek will have it), for after ver. 1!) it is certain that the eat-

ing was not immediately proceeded with (comp. on Matt. xxvi. 2:!) ; but

neither is it generally :
" qui mecum vesci consm rif," " who was wont to eat

with me," Beza
; but, like 6 kadiuv fief kfiov, ver. 18, referring generally to

/his nn/il, and withal more precisely indicating the traitor to this extent,

that he was one of those who reclined nearest to Jesus, and who ate with

Bim out of the same dish. According to Lange, indeed, the hand of Judas

made a '•movement playing the hypocrite," and met the hand of the Lord.

while the latter was still in the dish, in order with apparent ingenuousness

to receive fche morsel. A hannonistic play of fancy, whereof nothing appears

in the text. — Ver. 24. .•

: .-m| namely, while they drank, not before the drink-

ing. A deviation from Matthew and Luke, bul not inappropriate, as Jesus

gives the explanation not afterwards (in opposition to de Wette), hut ot tin

'Neither here nor elsewhere have the a But see Pollux, 1. 78, and Eustathlus, ad
Synoptics expressed themselves ambiguous (hi. h. 146,88, Rom.
Zjrasto the 'lay of the Last Supper. See :: Buttmann, nevt. Or. p. 12 [E. T. 18].

Elilgenfeld in his ZHtschr. 1865, p. 96 ft. (in 'Winer, p. 288 [E. T. 849]; Buttmann,
opposition i" Aberle in the theol. Quartal Or. p. 87 [E. T. 80].

schr. IV. p. 648 IT.!.
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time of the drinking ' (hart). A very immaterial difference, to be explained

not from Mark's mere love for alteration (deWette), but from a diversity of

the tradition, in respect to which, however, the greater simplicity and inde-

pendence on the form of the ecclesiastical observance, which mark the

narrative in Mark, tell in favor of its originality (in opposition to Baur). —
to al/ia povryg diadytcjjg] my covenant-Mood, as Matt. xxvi. 28. The definition,

" the new covenant," came in later ; as also "for theforgiveness of sins" is a

more precise specification from a further stage of development. 2 Comp. on

Matt. xxvi. 28. And the direction, '
' Do this in remembrance of me," is first

added in Paul (twice over) and in Luke. See on 1 Cor. xi. 24.

Vv. 26-31. See on Matt. xxvi. 30-35. — Ver. 29. m\ rf] even if. On the

difference between this and el ml (which here occurs as a various reading),

see Klotz, ad Devar. p. 510 f. — </>./,'] in the apodosis of a connecting sen-

tence, at certe. 3— Ver. 30. av] has the emphasis of the contrast with «//'

ovk ey6. — (rffispov ravry rff vvkt'l] (see the critical remarks) impassioned cli-

max : to-day, in this night. As to rrplv y, see on Matt. i. 18. — dig] a later

form assumed by the utterance than in Matthew. Comp. vv. 68, 72. Even

John xiii. 38 has it not, There was no occasion for a later simplification

(Weiss), if the characteristic dig was there from the first, — Ver. 31. EKirspiaaug

elafat] (see the critical remarks) : but hr was speaking exceedingly much.

Observe the difference between this i'/d'/.ti and the subsequent e'Aejov (comp.

on i. 34) ; the latter is the simple, definite saying ; the former, with ektte-

piaaug, is in keeping with the passionate nature of Peter not even yet silenced

by ver. 30. The word EKirepiaa. is not preserved elsewhere.

—

d-apvyaouai]

ov py, with the future, 4 denotes the right sure expectation. Comp. on Matt.

xxvi. 35.

Vv. 32-42. Comp. on Matt. xxvi. 36-46. Comp. Luke xxii. 40-46. —
Ver. 33. EKdappEiadat] used in this place of the anguish (otherwise at ix. 15).

The word occurs in the N. T. only in Mark, who uses strongly graphic lan-

guage. Comp. xvi. 5, 0. Matthew, with more psychological suitableness,

has Ivireiadat. — fog davdrov] See on Matt. xxvi. 38, and comp. Ecclus. xxxvii.

2 ; Clem. 1 Cor. 4 : C,ylog hnoirjaEV 'luaycp pixpi Oavdrov diuxdrjvai, Test. XII.

Pair. p. 520. — -irapsMy air' avrov] Comp. Test, XII. Pair. p. 527 : r/v^aTo

. . . "iva irapE?Sy an' kpov y bpy?] nvptov. — y copa] the hour /car' Egoxy'v, horafaUdix.

It passes over from the man, when, the latter is spared from undergoing

its destiny. — Ver. 36.
'A (3[3a] N|N

;
So spoke Jesus in prayer to His Father.

This mode of address assumed among the Greek-speaking Christians the

nature of a proper name, and the fervor of the feeling of childship added,

moreover, the appellative address 6 Trarr'/p,—a juxtaposition, which gradually

became so hallowed ~by usage that here Mark even places it in the very mouth

of Jesus, which is an involuntary Hysteron proteron. The usual view, that

6 Tra-r/p is an addition by way of interpreting, is quite out of place in the

1 Comp. also Eiickert, Abendm. p. 72. that these very words contain a later mod-
2 But observe how the idea ofreconciliation location of the narrative.

is already in the case of Mark implied in 3 See Heindorf, ad Plat. Soph. p. 341 f.;

the simple vnep noWuv. Even Baur (neut. Klotz, p. 93.

Thecl. p. 102) acknowledges this, but thinks * See Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 410 ff.'

12
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fervent address of prayer. See on Rom. viii. 15. Against the objections of

Fritzsche, see on Gal. iv. 6.

—

irapiveyne] carry away past. Ilahn was

wrong, Theol. d. N. T. I. p. 209 f., in deducing from the passage (and from

Luke xxii. 24) that Jesus had been tempted by His aap^. Every temptation

(-line to Him from without. But in this place He gives utterance only to

His purely human feeling, and that with unconditional subordination to

God, whereby there is exhibited even in that very feeling His/i^ yvibvai dpap-

riav, which is incompatible with incitements to sin from His own oap%. —
lu'/C ou] The following interrogative H shows how the utterance emotionally

broken off is here to be completed. Hence somewhat in this way : but

there comes not into question, not : a/'/: ov yeviadu. — Ver. 41, Kadebdere Ioltvov

k.t.?.] as at Matt. xxvi. 45, painful irony : sleep on note, and tale your rest!

[See Note XCL, p. 184.] Hardly has Jesus thus spoken when He sees

Judas approach with his band (vv. 42, 43). Then his mood of painful irony

breaks off, and with urgent earnestness He now goes on in hasty, unconnected

exclamations : there is enough (of sleep) ! the hour is come ! see, the Son of

man is delivered into tin hands of sinners! arise, let us go (to meet this deci-

sive crisis) ! see, my betrayer is at hand ! It is only this view of airix^h ac-

cording to which it refers to the sleep of the disciples, that corresponds to

the immediate connection with what goes before (jtadebSeTe k.t.?..) and fol-

lows ; and how natural is the change of mood, occasioned by the approach-

ing betrayers ! All the more original is the representation. 1 Hence it

is not : there is enough of watching (Hammond, Fritzsche). The usus L>-

quendioi envix^t, suffirit (Vulgate), depends on the passages, which certainly

are only few and late, but certain, (pseudo-)Anacreon, xxviii. 33 ; Cyrill.

in Hogg. ii. 9, even although the gloss of Hesychius : u~,\\n, hirdxpy, ZijapKeJ,

is critically very uncertain.'2 Others interpret at variance with linguistic

usage : aoest, "it is gone," sc. anxietas mca, "my anxiety" (sec Ileumann,

Thiess), or the betrayer ;
s

airixetv, in fact, does not mean the being removed

in itself, but denotes the distance. 4 Lange also is linguistically wrong in

rendering : "it is all over with zY," it will do no longer. The comparison of

obdev awExeh nothing stands in the way,—in which, in fact, anixsi is not in-

transitive, but active,—is altogether irrelevant.

V\. 43-52. See on Matt. xxvi. 47-50. Comp. Luke xxii. 17 53. The

brief, vivid, terse narrative, especially as regards the blow of the sword and

the young man that fled (which are alleged by Wilke to he interpolated),

' tines to its originality.

—

ded&icei] without augment. 4 — aiaar/iwv] a concert

-

' Comp. Erasmus, Bengel ("suas jam Is more in keeping with the empirical use,

peractas habet sopor vices; nunc alia res as it, is preserved in the two passages of

est "
. Kuinoel, Ewald, I'.lcek. A.nacreon ami < !j til ; moreover, it gives rise

Buttmann in the Stud. >/. KM. is:,s, to a doubt in the matter, that .testis should

p. 606. He would leave '<-< v <. without any have Bpoken a word equivalent to the T.r.-

idea to complete it, and (hat in the sense: \eorai of John xix. 80 even now, when the

ii Is accompli //< </, it is tki Um< offuyilmi at, consummation was only just, beginning.

//,. , ,,,/ ;.< come, just as Qrotlus, ad Mutt. ' Bornemann in theStud. u. Krlt.lSAB,

xxvi. 46 (peractwn est), and as the codex p. I08f.

lirixiensis has, adest finis, while 1) and min. ' Xeii. Anab. iv. •'!. "
: Polyb. i. 1!'. ">;'-

add to an-c'xci: to rt'Ao?. The view deserves Mace. xi. B, xii. SO.

consideration, still the usual it Is enough '- See Winer, p. 87 t. ! E. T. 72 f.].
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ed signal, belongs to the later Greek. ' — aa^alug] securely, so that He can-

not escape. Comp. Acts xvi. 23. — Ver. 45. 'pa
l

I )l, pa '< Yi\ The betrayer him-

self is under excitement. [But see critical note.] — Ver. 49. alTJ 'iva k.t.'A.]

sc. : ug knl lija-tjv kEf/Mare k.t.1. ver. 48. Comp
;
John ix. 3, i. 8, xiii. 18.

— Ver. 50. It would have been more exact to name the subject (the dis-

ciples). — Ver. 51 f. gvv?/ko?mv0£i avra] (see the critical remarks) : hefollowed

Him along with, was included among those who accompanied Jesus in the

garden.— aiv66va] a garment like a shirt, made of cotton cloth or of linen

(see Bast, ep. crit. p. 180), in which people slept. " Atque ita hie juvenis

lectoexsilierat," " and so this youth had sprung up from his bed," Grotius.

— eki yv/ivov] not to be supplemented by cojuarog, but a neuter substantive.

Comp. ra yvfivd, the nakedness, and see in general Kiihner, II. p. 118. — If

o'c veavionoi were genuine, it would not have to be explained as the soldiers

iCasaubon, Grotius, de Wette), since the context makes no mention of such,

but generally : the young people, who were to be found in the ox^og, ver. 43.

— Who the young man was, is not to be defined more precisely than as : an

adherent of Jesus,'2 hut not one of the Twelve. [See Note XCIL, p. 184.] The

latter point follows not from ver. 50 (for this young man also, in fact, had

fled), but from the designation elf rig veavian. in itself, as well as from the

fact that he already had on the night-dress, and therefore had not been in

the company at the table. There was no justification, therefore, for guess-

ing at John, 3 while others have even concluded from the one garment that it

was James the Just, the brother of the Lord. 4 There are other precarious

hypotheses, such as : a youth from the house where Jesus had eaten the

Passover (Victor Antiochenus and Theophylact), or from a neighboring farm

(Grotius), or Mark himself (Olshausen, Bisping). The latter is assumed also

by Lange, who calls him a " premature Joseph of Arimathea ;" and likewise

by Lichtenstein, who, by a series of combinations, identifies the evangelist

Avith a son of the master of the house where the Passover took place. Casau-

bon aptly remarks : "quis ftierit hie juvenis quaerere curiosum est et va-

num, quando inveniri to ^tjtov/ievov non potest," "To ask who this youth was

i3 curious and vain, because what is sought cannot be found." Probably

Mark himself did not know his name. — It must be left undetermined, too,

whence (possibly from Peter ?) he learned this little episode, 5 which was

probably passed over by Matthew and Luke only on account of its unimpor-

tance. — yv/ivog] " pudorem vicit timor in magno periculo," " In great dan-

ger fear conquers shame," Bengel.

Vv. 53, 54. See on Matt. xxvi. 57 f. Comp. Luke xxii. 54 f. [See Note

XCIIL, p. 184 seq.] — irpbg r. apxirp.] i.e., Cainpints, not Annas, as appears

from Matthew. — awipxovrac avrQi] is usually explained : they come together to

1 See Wetstein and Kypke, Sturz, Dial. xiv. 23.

Al. p. 190. 4 Epiphanius, Ilaer. lxxx/ii. 13, as also in

2 Not possibly Saul (the subsequent Theophylact.

Apostle Paul), who had run after Him from 5 According to Baur, only a piquant ad-

curiosity, as Ewald, Gesch. der apost. Zeit. dition of Mark ; according to Hilgenfeld, it

p. 339, conjectures. is connected with Mark's conception of a,

3 Ambrose, Chrysostom, Gregory, Moral. more extended circle of disciples (ii. 14?).
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Jlim (the high priest), in which case the dative is either taken as that of the

direction (Fritzsche), or is made to depend upon cw : with him, i.e., at his

house, they assemble. But always in the X. T.,
1 even in John xi. 33, ovvkp-

\:r,n t ,: nvi means: to come with any one, una cum aliquo venire
;

4 and avr$,

in accordance with the following r/KoTiavOjiaev abrC, is most natural!}- to be

referred to Jems. Hence : and there came with Him a\l the chief pri

i.e., at the same time, as Jesus is led in, there come also all the priests, etc.,

who, namely, had been bespoken for this time of the arranged arrest of the

delinquent. This view of the meaning, far from being out of place, is quite

in keeping with the vivid representation of Mark. — wpbc to que] at the fire-

light, Luke xxii. 56.
4 According to Baur, indeed, this is an expression

unsuitably borrowed from Luke.

Vv. 55-65. See on Matt. xxvi. 59-68. — Ver. 56. km ioai k.t.2..] and the

testimonies were not alike
5 (consonant, agreeing). At least two witnesses had

to agree together ; Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15.
6 The nal is the simple : and.

Many testified falsely and dissimilarly. — Ver. 58. rifielg] ice, on our part :

the £}6J also which follows has corresponding emphasis. — xElP ~°'^rov • •

a/'/nv a \ni»>-ni?i7ov\ peculiar to Mark, but certainly (comp. on xv. 29) a later

form of the tradition resulting from reflection (at variance with John's own

interpretation) as to the meaning of the utterance in John ii. 19, according

to which there was found in that saying a reference to the, new spiritual

worship of God, which in a short time Christ should put in the place i

old temple-service. Comp. Acts vi. 14. Matthew is here more simple and

more original. — axupoir.] is an appositional more precise definition to d/Mov.'

Com]), on Luke xxiii. 32. — Ver. 59. ovdeovrus] and not even Hi us (when they

gave this statement) was their testimony consonant. The different witD

must therefore have given utterance to not unimportant variations in details

(not merely in their mode of apprehending the saying, as Schenkel would

have it). It is plain from this that one witness was not heard in the pres-

ence of the other. 8 others, like Erasmus, Grotius, Calovius, in opposition

to linguistic usage and to the context (see ver. 56), hold that Iooq is here and

at ver. 56 : sufficient. — Ver. 60. Two questions, as at Matt. xxvi. 6:2. If

we assume only one, like the Vulgate, and take -i for b,n : answerest thou

nothing to that, which, etc.," it is true that the construction c n is

not opposed to it (see on Matthew), but the address is less expressive of the

anxiety and urgency thai are here natural to the questioner. Buttmann,

neut. Or. p. 'JIT [B. T. 251], harshly suggests thai " hearing" should be sup-

plied before «'/. ri. — Ver. 61. Well-known j/oruHih'sunix uutilhi ficun, w ith cni-

1 Luke xxili. 55 ; Acts i. 21, lx. 89, a£. Memn&r. fragm. p. 588, ed. Meinek.

;

»Comp. Winer.p. 193 [E. T. Brunck, ad Arist. Ptut. 1118; Upsius,

3 Whil/iert Is clearly shown from the con- grumtnut. 1
'titers, p. 24.

amely, to the apxtepevs. This in op- 8 Lightfoot, p. 658; Michaelis, M
position to Wieseler, Synops. p. (06. 8299; Saalschfltz, p. 604.

• See Raphel, Potyb. p. 151 ; Sturz, Lex. ranHengel, :
55£f.

Jct. iv. p. 518 f.
B Comp. Michaelis, Mos. S. jj 899, p. 97.

• It is nol to be accented l«w, as In 'Bornemann In the Stud. u. Krit. 1843,

Bomer, but io-os, as with the Attic and later p. 120 f.; Lachmann, Tischendorf, Ewald

writer-. Bee Fritzsche in /or.; Bentley, ad Bleek, and various others.
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phasis. Inversely at Acts xviii. 9. — 6 ev?ayrjT6c] nar' sgoxr/v, ^"^H, God.

CTsed absolutely thus only here in the N. T. The Sanctus oenedictus of the

Rabbins is well known (Schoettgen, ad Rom. ix. 5). The expression makes

us feel the blasphemy, which would be involved in the affirmation. But it

is this affirmation which the high priest wishes (hence the form of his ques-

tion : Thou art the Messiah ?), and Jesus gives it, but with what a majestic

addition in this deep humiliation ! — Ver. 62. The an' hpn in Matt. xxvi.

64, which is wanting in Mark, and which requires for what follows the fig-

urative meaning, is characteristic and certainly original. 1 That figurative

meaning is, moreover, required in Mark by ek 6e^iH>v nadf/fi. r. 6vv., although

Keim finds in this interpretation "arbitrariness without measure." Luke

only, xxii. 69, while abbreviating and altering the saying, presents the lit-

eral meaning. — Ver. 63. tovc xiT<Jvag] a more accurate statement, in accord-

ance with the custom of rending the garments, than the general to. ludna in

Matt. xxvi. 65 ; see in loc. People of rank wore two under-garments

(Winer, Realw.) ; hence to vc xlt - — Ver. 64. na-EKpivav k.t.2,.] they condemned

Jlim, to be guilty of death. 2 On Ka-aKp. with an infinitive, comp. Herod, vi.

85, ix. 93 ; Xen. liter, vii. 10. — Ver. 65. yp^arro] when the "guilty !" had

been uttered. A vivid representation of the sequel. — nveg] comp. pre-

viously ol 6e iravreg, hence : some of the Sanhedrists. The servants, i.e., the

servants of the court, follow afterwards. — irpotp^revaov] usually : who struck

thee, according to the amplifying narratives of Matthew and Luke. Mark,

however, does not say this, but generally : prophesy ! which as Messiah thou

must be able to do ! They wish to bring Him to prophesy by the Ko?M<f>iZsiv !

The narrative of Mark, regarded as an abbreviation (Holtzmann), would be

a singularity without motive. Matthew and Luke followed another tradi-

tion. The veiling of the face must, according to Mark, be considered

merely as moclcing mummery.—And after some of the Sanhedrists had thus

mocked and maltreated Him, the servants received Jlim with strohes of the

rod. To them He was delivered for custody until further orders. This is

the meaning according to the reading eXaflov (see the critical remarks). On
the explanation of the reading e(3a?i?.ov, they struck Him, see Bornemann in

the Stud. v. Krit. 1843, p. 138. As to pa-ia/iaaiv, see on Matt. xxvi. 67.

The dative denotes the form, the accompanying circumstances, with which

on the part of the servants the EAajiov took place. Bernhardy, p. 100 f.
3

Vv. 66-72. See Matt. xxvi. 69-75. Comp. Luke xxii. 56-62. — Karai] be-

low, in contrast with the buildings that were situated higher, which sur-

1 On M^Ta t. vetj>ek., comp. Dan. vii. 13 (Dj.')

;

law; this claim, therefore, was brought

Kev. i. 7. into the sphere of the spiritual tribunal un-
- This was the result, which was already der the title of blasphemy, and before the

from the outset a settled point with the Roman tribunal under that of high treason,

court, and to the bringing about of which And into the question as to the ground and
the judicial procedure had merely to lend truth of the claim—although in the con-

the form of legality. The defence of the fession of Jesus there was implied the ex-

procedure in Saalschiitz, Mos. R. p. 623 ff., ceptio veritatis—they prudently did not en-

only amounts to a pitiful semblance of right. ter at all.

Against the fact as it stood, that Jesus 3 Comp. the Latin accipere aliquein ver-

olaimed to be the Messiah, they had no berUnes (Cio. Tusc. ii.li.Zi).
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rounded the court-yard (see on Matt. xxvi. 3). — Ver. 68. ovts olda, ovre

tnicTafiat] (see the critical remarks) / neither know nor do I understand.

Thus the two verbs that are negatived are far more closely connected (con-

ceived under one common leading idea) than by owe . . . ovde.
1 On the

manner of the denial in the passage before us, comp. Test. XII. patr.

p. 715 : ovk olda 6 teyeic.. The doubling of the expression denotes earnestness ;

Bornemann, Schol. in Lulc. p. xxxi. f.

—

npoabliov] Somewhat otherwise in

Matt. xxvi. 71. See in loc.— nal hi. e<p.] and a code crew ; peculiar to Mark
in accordance with xiv. 30. [See critical note.] — Ver. G9. y Tcacdicitn] con-

sequently the same; a difference from Matt. xxvi. 71. It is still other-

wise in Luke xxii. 58.-

—

waliv] would, if it belonged to ISovca avrov (as

taken usually), stand before these words, since it would have logical em-

phasis in reference to ISovaa, ver. 67. Comp. subsequently irakiv ypvelro.

Hence it is, with Erasmus, Luther, Grotius, and Fritzsche, to be attached

to tp^aro, on which accoimt, moreover, CLAS have placed it only after

ijp!-. So Tischendorf. Still the word on the whole is critically suspicious,

although it is quite wanting only in B M, vss. : the addition of it was nat-

ural enough, even although the Myeuv here is not addressed again to Peter.

— f/p^aro] graphic. — Ver. 70. ypveiro] Tempus adumbrativum (as so often in

Mark). The second rrdhv introduces a renewed address, and this, indeed.

ensued on the part of those who were standing by. Hence it is not : irdliv

ileyov ol Trap., but. : 7vd2.iv ol Trap. Heyov. — nal yap TaXiX. el] for thou art also

a Galilean ; i.e., for, besides whatever else betrays thee, thou art, moreover,

a Galilean. They observed this from his dialect, as Matthew, following a

later shape of the tradition, specifics. — Ver. 72. em^aXuv] not : coepit fie re,

"began to weep" (Vulg. It. Goth. Copt. Syr. Euthymius Zigabenus,

Luther, Castalio, Calvin. Heinsius, Loesner, Michaelis, Kuinoel [R. A',

margin] and others), as D actually has fjp^aro ulalsiv, which certainly also

those versions have read; expressed with l-iAn'/'/uw il must have run iwi-

pa?is KAaietv, and this would only mean : he threw himself on, set himself to,

the weeping (comp. Erasmus and Vatablus : "prorupit in fletum," "burs;

forth into weeping ;" see also Bengel) ; nor yet : cum 86 foras prqjecisset,

"when he had rushed out of doors" (Beza, Raphel, Vater, and various

others), since i-rnjiaAuv might doubtless mean : when he had rushed away,

but not : when he had rushed out,—an alteration of the meaning which

Matt. xxvi. 75, Luke xxii. 62, by no means warrant ;" nor yet : teste capiti

injecta flevit, " his garment being thrown upon his head, he wept,'*'

which presupposes a supplement not warranted in the context and with-

> SeeKlotz, adDevar. p. 706 f. • Theophylact, Salmasius, di foen. Trap.
a Lange : "If rushed out thereupon," p. 272 ; Calovius, L. Bos, Wolf, Eisner, Krebs,

namely,'';'///' cock crowing as the awaken- Fischer, Rosenmtlller, Paulus, Fritzsche,

ing cry of Christ. "Firsl a rushing out as and others. So also Linder in the Stvd. «.

if he had an external purpose, then a pain- Krit. 1862, p. 568 f., inappropriately com-
ful absorption into himself and weeping- paring lriptpaKKtiv, and appealing to 2 Kings
. . . Outside he found that the cry went. yin. 15 (where the word, however, doi

inward and upward, and now he paused, at all stand absolutely) and to Lev. xiii. t">

and wept." A characteristic piece of (where the middle voice is used).

fancy.
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out precedent in connection with e-i[ia71eiv, and would, moreover,

require the middle voice ; neither, and that for the same reason, is

it : after he had cast his eyes upon Jesus (Hammond, Palairet) ; nor : addens,

" adding," i.e., praeterea, "thereafter" (Grotius), which is at variance with

linguistic usage, or repetitis vicious flevit, " with repeated turns he wept"

(Clericus, Heupel, Miinthe, Bleek), which would presuppose a weeping as

having already previously occurred (Theophrastus, Char. 8 ;
Diodorus Sic-

ulus, p. 345 B). Ewald is linguistically correct in rendering : Breaking in

with the tears of deep repentance upon the sound of the cock arousing him. 1

Thus we should have to conceive of a loud weeping, answering, as it were,

to the cock-crowing. From a linguistic point of view Casaubon is already

correct {naravoTjaac) :

2 when he had attended tJiereto, namely, to -this pfjua of

Jesus, when he had directed his reflection to it.
3 [So A. V. andR. V. text.]

The latter mode of taking it (allowed also by Beza) appears more in accord-

ance with the context, because avejivrjadr] k.t.a. precedes, so that hntfiakuv

corresponds to the avcfivyadn as the further mental action that linked itself

thereto, and now had as its result the weeping. Peter remembers the word,

reflects thereupon, weeps !

Notes by American Editoe.

LXXXVII. Vv. 3-9. The anointing at Bethany.

It seems quite probable that the account of John is more accurate in plac-

ing, as it certainly seems to do, this occurrence before the entry to Jerusalem

(so Godet). Weiss ed. Mey. speaks of it as inserted here for the purpose of

" making prominent how definitely Jesus foresaw His death, and described the

anointing as a preparation for it (ver. 8), while His enemies sought for means

of bringing it about, yet entirely helplessly, until the proposal of Judas opened

the prospect for carrying out their plans."

LXXXVIII. Ver. 3. /tipov vapdov TrtcriKfjC.

Nothing need be added to Meyer's statement of the sense of ttcgtiktjc except

the renderings of the E. V. The text retains :
" spikenard," which is unintelli-

gible. The Eng. Rev. give the margin : Greek pisiic nard, pistic being perhaps

a local name. Others take it to mean genuine; others, liquid. The Amer.

Eev. have a decided preference for the view of Meyer ; reading in the text

" pure nard," with the margin :
" Or, liquid nard." So in John xii. 3. Weiss

ed. Mey. agrees with our author, though he alters the arrangement of his notes.

J See Polyb. i. 80. 1, xxiii. 1. 8; Stephani [E. T. 145].

Thes., ed. Hase, III. p. 1526; Schweighauser, 3 See the examples for this undoubted

Lex. Polyb. p. 244 f. use of eirifiaWeiv with and without toi/ vovv

2 Then Wetstein, Kypke, Olockler, de or tV Siivoiav, in Wetstein, p.632f.; Kypke,

Wette, Bornemann (in the Stud. u. Krit. I. p. 196 f.

1843, p. 139), Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 127
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LXXXIX. Vv. 12-16.

There is no evidence of preconcert here, and the distinct prediction that the

disciples would be met by the man points to supernatural knowledge. Meyer
rinds in this a later form of the tradition, but a Messiah, to whom he concedes

pre-existence, might be allowed at least thus much of fore-knowledge. Weiss
ed. Mey. is not more satisfactory. He denies the marvellous character (and

hence a later tradition), but finds only the carrying out of an arrangement made
with the householder by Jesus, to prevent the other disciples frorn knowing in

advance where the place was.

XC. Ver. 12. ore to nda^a eOvov.

In the volumes on Matthew and John will be found a fuller discussion of the

vexed question whether the last Passover was eaten at the regular time (14th

Nisan), as the Synoptists positively state, or on the day previous, as John seems
to imjdy. The controversy has been in progress since the second century. A
good resume will be found in Schaff', " History of the Christian Church," I. pp.
133-135, new ed. He agrees with Kobinson ("Harmony") in accepting the

former view. It may be suggested that the later date of John's gospel involves a

knowledge on his part of the view current in the church, which, on any theory

of the origin of the Synoptic gospels, must have been in accordance with their

direct statements. Hence, if he meant to correct this mistake, he could and
would have plainly intimated the time in as definite a manner as the Synoptists

have done. But this he has not done. His statements are supplementary (i.e.,

to what was already well known, whether designedly supplementary to the

Synoptic Gospels or not), and should be explained accordingly.

XCI. Ver. 41. KaQevficTs Tioinbv k.t.X.

Weiss ed. Mey. properly rejects the view of Meyer that this was spoken in

" painful irony," regarding it as sorrowful earnestness. They can now sleep
;

He does not need their watchfulness any longer— the hour of betrayal is come.

This, of course, takes air^xei as referring to the necessity for their fellowship and

the watchfulness Jesus had asked of them. Even could they watch it cannot

now avail. (Comp. Int. Kevis. Comm. Mark, p. 201.)

XCII. Ver. 51. not veavlmiog rig.

The above is the reading of Treg., W. and llort, R. V. (so Weiss), following

K liCL; Meyet and Tisch. retain kcl1 elg rig veavioKog, as in Rec. Weiss ed.

Mey. thinks it quite certain that the young man was Mark, since it would have

;i special interest for him, and also that it is at least probable that he was a son

of the master nf the house where the Passover took place. Godet deems this

" not impossible."

XCIII. Vv. •".:;, 54. Jesus on THalbefore the Jewish Rulers.

If we accept the statements of the four Evangelists as accurate, it is safest to

admil that, there were three hearings before the Jewish rulers. (1) Before

Annas, narrated by John (xviii. 13, 15), who omits the others, as well known.
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(2) Before Caiaphas, at night, mentioned in this chapter and by Matthew (xxvi.

57-68). (3) A final and formal examination in the morning, named by Mark

(xv. 1) and Matthew (xxvii. 1), but narrated in detail by Luke (xxii. 66-71). The

denials of Peter occurred during the time from the first to the close of the

second, John giving the more exact note of time, since he was present. But

Matthew and Mark are quite accurate in placing in an account the various

denials. This they give after the narrative of the night trial before the rulers.

Luke, however, with the same accuracy, places the denials of Peter before the

examination in the morning, of which he gives the details. See Godet, Luke,

pp. 478-482, Am. ed.
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CHAPTER XV.

Vee. 1. kirl to irpui'] BCDL X 46, Or. Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, U. V.]

have merely irput. But why should kirl to have been added ? The omission is

easily explained from the fact that the transcribers had the simple conception

mane (Vulg. ; comp Matt, xxvii. 1). — Instead of iroiya. Tisch. has troiiidc, fol-

lowing only C L X| without min. vss. and Fathers. [Treg., W. and Hort text,

R. V., retain izotijaavTeg.'] But it is worthy of consideration, as noirja. might
easily come from iii. 6.— [Yer. 2. Tisch., recent editors, R. V. with X B C D,

Copt., Arm., read <ivt£> leyec instead of elirev avTu. — Ver. 3. The clause : aiiTor

6e ovSev uweKp., is an addition from the parallel passages, not found in any im-

portant uncial.]— Ver. 4. KaTa/iapT.] B C D X, Copt. Aeth. It, Vulg. have KaTjjyo-

povaiv. So Lachm. and Tisch. ; the Eecepta is from Matt, xxvii. 13.— [Ver. 6.

Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, It. V., with X* A B,* read ov irapr/TovvTO, which
was easily changed into bvirepyrovvro. In A the transition is indicated by the

reading ov tteptjtovvto.] — Ver. 7. avaTaaiaaruv] Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. [Treg.,

W. and Hort, E. V.] have araataaTuv, following B C D K X, min. Sahid. But
how easily the syllable IT dropped away before 2T, even although no scruple

might be felt at the unusual avaraa. ! ST has scarcely been added to malic it

undoubted that Barabbas was himself an insurgent with the others (Fritzsche),

which assuredly apart from this every transcriber found in the words. — Ver. 8.

uvaPohcar] Lachm. Tisch. have avaddg, following B D X* Copt. Sahid. Goth.

Vulg. It. Approved also by Schulz and Rinck. The dvafidc was not under-

stood, and, in accordance with what follows (vv. 13, 14), it was awkwardly
changed into the dvaj3o?/aar, which was as yet in this place premature.— [Tisch.,

W. and Hort, Weiss, 11. V., with X B A, Copt., omit del. —Ver. 12. W. and
Hort, Weiss, E. V, with X B C A, Copt., omit dfoere.] — ov Myers] Lachm. has

deleted this, on too slight evidence. If it had been added, it would have taken

the form tov TiEyd/ievov from Matt, xxvii. 22. But t6v is to be adopted before

(iaatl. (with Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch.), according to A B C A X, min., to which

also D may be added as reading t,'
:

> Qo.gl\. Out of the swerving from bv to t6v

is explained the omission of bv ?JyeTF, which happened the more easily after

ver. 9. — Ver. 14. The reading irepiooac (Lachm.), instead of the Eecepta

>c, is so decisively attested that it may not be derived from Matt, xxvii.

23. Somewhat more weakly, but still so considerably, is enpa(ov (Lachm.) in

the sequel attested (A D G K M, min.; A: iKpafav), that this also is to be

adopted, and &npa(av is to be regarded as a repetition from ver. 13. [But

Tisch., recent editors, It. V, accept lupafav, following B C X, etc.] Ver. 17.

kvSvovaiv\ Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch. have ivdtdvoKovoiv, which Griesb. also

recommended, and Schulz approved, following BCD FA X, min. Rightly
;

the familiar verb supplanted the unusual one. — Ver. 18. The Recepia f3aaiXev

is to be maintained ; 6 j3aoifa 6g(( rriesb. Scholz)is from Matthew and John. The
evidence is divided.— Ver. 2D. nrci'p'.'xiuaiv] Lachm. and Tisch. have nravpueowtv,

following A C D L P A, min. (B lias not got iva CTavp. air at all). With this
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preponderant attestation, and as the subjunctive so easily intruded itself, the

future is to be adopted. [W. and Hort, Weiss, accept the subjunctive, which is

attested by N and B. (Meyer incorrectly says the latter codex omits the clause.)

Tisch. omits avrov. There are a number of minor variations in this verse.]

— Ver. 22. Before ToAy. Fritzsche and Tisch. have rdv, following B C** FLA
N, rain. Rightly ; the article, superfluous in itself, was left out in accordance

with Matthew. — Ver. 23. ttulv] is with Tisch., following B C* L A S, Copt.

Arm.,, to be struck out as being an addition from Matt, xxvii. 34. — Yer. 24.

Instead of dta/ieptfrvTai Elz. has diEfiepi&v, in opposition to all the uncials.

[Tisch., recent editors, B. V., with B L, Copt., read aravpovaiv avrov Kai ; the par-

ticipial form is from Matthew.] — Ver. 28. The whole of this verse is wanting

in A B C D X X, min. Cant. Sahid. Condemned by Griesb., Schulz, and

Fritzsche, deleted by Tisch. It is an ancient, but in the case of Mark a foreign,

interpolation from a recollection of Luke xxii. 37 (comp. John xix. 24). — Ver.

29. kv Tpiolv f//i. oiKoth] Lachm. and Tisch. have oIk. -p. yu. As well the omis-

sion of kv as the putting of oh. first, is sufficiently well attested to make the

Eecepia appear as an alteration in accordance with Matt, xxvii. 40. — Ver. 30.

kuI nardjia] Lachm. Tisch. have narapdc, following B D L A K, Copt. Vulg. codd.

It. The Eecepta is a resolution of the participle ; comp. P, min.: ml narapTjQi

(in accordance with Matthew). — Ver. 33. nai yevo/x. (Lachm. and Tisch.) is to be

adopted instead of yevofi. 6i on preponderating evidence ; but in ver. 34 the

Eecepia rij upa r% kvary is, following A C E G, etc., to be maintained. — Lachm.

Tisch. [recent editors] read ry kvdry upa, which suggested itself in accordance

with Matt, xxvii. 46. — Ver. 34. The words eaui k.t.a. are very variously writ-

ten in codd. and vss. The Eecepia AatiLid is in any case rejected by the evi-

dence ; 'between the forms Ai/id (Lachm.), Aajid (Tisch.), and Aefia (Fritzsche), in

the equal division of the evidence, there is no coming to a decision. [Tisch.

VIII. has tefia ; recent editors (B D), Aafid.} —Ver. 3G. re] has important but

not preponderating evidence against it ; it is deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. [re-

cent editors, K. V.]. But if it had been added, nal TtspiO. would have been writ-

ten (Matt, xxvii. 48), which, however, is only found in a few cursives. On the

other hand, previously instead of tic, tic is to be read with Tisch., and the fol-

lowing Kai to be deleted with Lachm. [W. and Hort, Weiss, E. V.]. The Ee-

cepia is moulded after Matthew. —Ver. 39. Kpafrg] is wanting only inBLS,
Copt. Ar. (deleted by Tisch.), and easily became objectionable. [Bracketed by

Treg., omitted by W. and Hort, Weiss, E. V. text.] — The arrangement ovroc 6

uvQpuiT. in Lachm. and Tisch. is attested by B D L A X, min. The Eecepta is

from Luke xxiii. 47. [Ver. 40. Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, E. V., with NBL,
omit yv (from Matthew), and Tisch., recent editors, with S'BDLA, 33, Copt.,

read 'lu^roc ; so ver. 47 ; comp. on chap. vi. 3, and exegetical note on ver. 47.]

— Ver. 41. al Kai] Lachm. and Tisch. have merely al. So also Rinck. [W. and

Hort, E. V., omit nai. Treg. brackets Kai in text, and al in margin.] But the

collocation of the two almost similar syllables was the occasion of the dropping

away partly of ni(ACL A, min. vss.), partly of Kai (B X, min. vss.). —Ver. 42.

The reading -r:pbc odjiftarov in Lachm. (instead of Trpocdji^arov) is nothing but a

clerical error. — Ver. 43. yMev] Decisive evidence gives k?S6v. So Matthaei,

Fritzsche, Lachm. Tisch., approved also by Griesb. k/Jjuv . . . toa/i. eioylCjE

was resolved into r/Wev . . . Kai r. k. This nai before roAji. occurs still in min.

Syr. utr. Vulg. Euthym. —Ver. 44. -rrdlat'] Lachm. has ydrj, in accordance with
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B D, Syr. kier. Arm. Copt. Goth. Vulg. It. Theophyl. [So Treg. text, W. and

Hort text, B. V. inarg.] A repetition of the previous 7j6y. — Ver. 45. cufiu] B D
L X : nT&fia. So Lachm. and Tisch. Bightly ; au/xu appeared more worthy.

— Ver. 46. nai before nade?.. is wanting in B D L N, Copt. Lachm. Tisch. A
connective addition. — tcareQijicev] B C** D L X, min. have eBtjksv. SoFritzsche,

Lachm. [Treg., W. and Hort, B. V.] But how easily the syllable aar dropped

out after tcai, especially since Matthew and Luke also only have the simple

form! —Ver. 47. rt'flerat] In accordance with decisive evidence read, with

Lachm. and Tisch., TsdsiTat.

Ver. 1. See on Matt, xxvii. 1, 2. Comp. Luke xxiii. 1. [See Note XCIV.,

p. 195.] — £7rt to npoi] on the morning (xiii. 35), i.e., (hiring the early morning,

so that km expresses the duration stretching itself out. 1 Comp. Acts. iii. 1,

iv. 5. As to cvfift. ttol., comp. on iii. 6. They made a consultation. Ac-

cording to the more significant reading hoitida. (see the critical remarks),

they arranged such an one, they set it on foot. On what subject ? the sequel

informs us, namely, on the delivering over to the Procurator. — aal blov to

cwecip.] and indeed the whole Sanhedrim. Mark has already observed, xiv.

53 (jravTec), that the assembly was a full one, and with manifest design

brings it into prominence once more. " Synedrium septuaginta unius se-

niorum non necesse est, ut sedeant omnes . . . cum vero necesse est, ut

congregentur omnes, congregentur omnes" "The Sanhedrim of seventy-one

elders does not require that all sit . . . when indeed it is required that all

assemble, all are assembled,'''
1 Maimonides, Sanhedr. 3 in Lightfoot, p. 639.

Vv. 2-5. See on Matt, xxvii. 11-14. Comp. Luke xxiii. 2 f. Matthew
has here inserted from the evangelic tradition elsewhere the tragical end of

Judas, just as Luke has the discussion with Herod ; Mark abides simply

and plainly by the main matter in hand ; nor has he in the sequel the dream

of Pilate's wife, or the latter's washing of his hands. Doubts, however, as

to the historical character of these facts are not to be deduced from this

silence ; only the tradition had narrower and wider spheres of its historical

material. — Ver. 4. izaliv] See ver. 2. — Ver. 5. ovtciri] At ver. 2 he had

still answered.

Vv. 6-14. See on Matt, xxvii. 15-23. Comp. Luke xxiii. 13-23. — Ver.

0. a-lilvEv] " Imperfectum ubi solere notat, non nisi de re ad ccrtum tempus

restricta dicitur," "Where the imperfect denotes 'to be wont,' it is not

i! ed except concerning a matter restricted to a certain time," Hermann, ad

Viger. p. 746. — m>-r(>\ quern quidem (Klotz, ad Devar. p. 724), the very one

whom they, etc. [But sec critical note.] — Ver. 7. //era tuv avaraaiaar.
|
with

hisfellow-insurgents. GvaTaotaoTfc occurs again only in Josephus, Autt. xiv.

2. 1. [Rejected here by recent editors, see critical notes.] In the classical

writers it is avoraai^rrjc^ — ev 7-9 mdaei\ in the insurrection in question, just

indicated by ava-aamaT. It is hardly assumed by Mark as well known ; to us

it is entirely unknown. 8 But Bengol well remarks: 'f crimen Pilato sus-

pectissimum," "a crime most suspected by Pilate."— Ver. 8. What Mat-

1 Bemhardy, p. 252. aqueduct (comp. on Luke xiii. 1), as Ewald
- Eerod. v. 70. 124 ; Strabo, xiv. p. 708. supposes.
3 If it was not the rising on account of the
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thew represents as brought about by Pilate, Mark makes to appear as if

it were suggested by the people themselves. An unessential variation. —
ava

t
3dc] having gone up before the palace of Pilate (see the critical remarks). —

aiTELG-Sai, Ka-&ug] so to demand, as, to institute a demand accordingly, as, i.e.,

according to the real meaning : to demand that, which. 1— Ver. 9. rbv f3aciXia

t. 'lovd.] not inappropriate (Kostlin), but said in bitterness against the

chief priests, etc., as John xviii. 39. — Ver. 10. eylvucKe] he perceived

;

Matthew has ydei, but Mark represents the matter as it originated. — Ver. 11.

Iva ua'/?nr] aim of the avEGEtoai','
2
in order that fo (Pilate) rather, etc., in order

that this result might be brought about, — Ver. 13. ko.Iiv] supposes a re-

sponsive cry already given after ver. 11 on the instigation of the chief

priests. An inexact simplicity of narration.

Vv. 15-20. See on Matt, xxvii. 26-31. Comp. Luke xxiii. 24, 25. — -b

imvbv Trowaai] satisfacere, to do what was enough, to content them. 3 — Ver.

16. Matthew has : elg to -n-pai-upiov ; the vividly descriptive Mark has : iou

rye avlfjc, b kcTi irpairupiov, info flu interior of the court, which is the praetorium,

for they did not bring Him into the house and call the cohorts together

thither, but into the inner court surrounded by the buildings (the court-yard)

which formed the area of the praetorium, so that, when people went from

without into this court through the portal (ttv2.uv, comp. on Matt, xxvi. 71)

they found themselves in the praetorium. Accordingly avTJj is not in this

place to be translated palace (see on Matt. xxvi. 3), but court, as always in

the K T. Com]), xiv. 54, 66. — On the 6 attracted by the predicative sub-

stantive, comp. Winer, p. 150 [E. T. 166]. — Ver. 17. -nroptyvpav] a purple

robe. Matthew specifies the robe more definitely (xTiayvda), and the color

differently (kokkiv?]v), following another tradition. [See NoteXCV, p. 195.]

— Ver. 18. i/p^avTo] after that investiture ; a new act,

Ver. 20. See on Matt, xxvii. 32. Comp. Luke xxiii. 26. — Iva cravpu-

aovGiv.] See the critical remarks. On thefuture after Iva, see Winer, p. 257 f.

[E. T. 287 f.]. — Ver. 21. Only Mark designates Simon by his sons.

Whether Alexander be identical with the person named at Acts xix. 33, or

with the one at 1 Tim. i. 20, 2 Tim. ii. 17, or with neither of these two, is

just as much a matter of uncertainty, as is the possible identity of Unfits

with the person mentioned at Rom. xvi. 13. Mark takes for granted that

both of them were known, hence they doubtless were Christians of mark
;

comp. x. 46. But how frequent were these names, and how many of the

Christians that were at that time well known we know nothing of ! As to

ayyap., see on Matt. v. 41. The notice epx6/uevov air'"aypov, which Luke also,

following Mark, gives (but not Matthew), is one of the traces which are

left in the Synoptical narratives that the day of the crucifixion was not the

first day of the feast (see on John xviii. 28). 4 It is not, indeed, specified

how far Simon had come from the country (comp. xvi. 12) to the city, but

•See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 427; Schaef. and so forth, in Wetstein and Kypke.
O. G. 1124. Comp. Xanfidveiv to Ixavov, Acts SVli. 9.

2 Comp. Buttmann, nevt. Gr. p. 204 [E. T. 4 Comp. Bleek, Beitr. p. 1ST; Ebrard,
236]. p. 513.

3 See examples from Diog. Laert., Appian,
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there is no limitation added having reference to the circumstances of the

festal Sabbath, so that the quite open and general nature of the remark, in

connection with the other tokens of a work-day (vv. 42, 46 ; Luke xxiii.

5G ;
Matt, xxvii. 59 f.), certainly suggests to us such a work-day. The

i ovn r being the Roman soldiers, there is the less room on the basis of

the text for thinking, with Lange, of a popularjest, which had just laid hold

of a Sabbath-brealcer who happened to come up. [See Note XCVL, p. 195.]

Vv. 22-27. See on Matt, xxvii. 33-38. Comp. Luke xxiii. 33 f., who
here narrates summarily, but yet not without bringing in a deeply vivid and

original trait (ver. 34), and has previously the episode of the daughters of

Jerusalem. — rbv To?.yo$a tqttov] ToAy. corresponds to the subsequent npaviov,

and is therefore to be regarded as a genitive. According to Mark, the place

was called the "Place of Golgotha,'''1 which name (o) interpreted is equiva-

lent to "Place of a skull."— Ver. 23. kdidow] they offered. This is implied in

the imperfect. See Bernhardy, p. 373. — Eo/ivoviofi.] Sec, on this custom of

giving to criminals wine mingled with myrrh or similar bitter and strong

ingredients for the purpose of blunting their sense of feeling, Wetstein in

he; Dougtaeus, Anal. II. p. 42. — Ver. 24. eir' avrd] according to Ps. xxii.

19 : upon them (the clothes were lying there), as Acts i. 2G. Whether the

easting of the lot was done by dice, or by the shaking of the lot-tokens in a

vessel (helmet), so that the first that fell out decided for t lie person indi-

cated by it (see Duncan, Lex., cd. Tiost, p. G35), is a question that must be

left open.

—

rig ri apy] i.e., who should receive anything, mid what he was to

receive. See, on this blending of two interrogative clauses, Bernhardy,

p. 444; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 824; Winer, p. 553 [E. T. 628]. —Ver. 2.1.

This specification of time (comp. ver. 33), which is not, with Baur and Ilil-

genfeld, to be derived from the mere consideration of symmetry (of the

third hour to that of ver. 33), is in keeping with Matt, xxvii. 4,"i ; Luke
xxiii. 44. As to the difference, however, from John xix. 14, according to

which, at about the sixth hour, Jesus still stood before Pilate, and as to the

attempts at reconciliation made in respect thereof, see on John. [See Note

XCVIL, p. 195.]— ml tar. avT.'] tor. is not to be translated as a pluperfect

(Fritzsche), but : and it was the third hour, and they crucified Him, i.e.,

when they crucified Him v
1 as also in classical writers alter the specification

of the time the fact is often linked on by the simple no .

1 Euthymias Zigahenus here pives a livery made to Pilgte." With more shrewd-
vrarning illustration of forced harmonizing: nesa Grotlus BUggi ists : ••jam audita eral

r)i/ Se, <f>7)<nV, wpa TpiTTj, ore StjAovoTi r)p- tuba horae tertiae, quod di I SOlebat donee

i-aro Tra<rx*<-v i>irb riav <rr par iutu v cam lit tuba hora< '.-." "Already the

tow IIiAoltov. Lira to tfijs avayiisxjTiov trumpet of the third hour had been heard,

KaO' cavTO- kou icnavpmaav aiirbv, i v e'xTjj as it Was customary to .-ay until the

oTjAaSrj 5p<f, "it was, he says, the third trumpet of the sixth hour Bounded." lu

hour, namely, when if '» gan to sufferfrom the main even al this day Roman Catholtea

the soldiers of Pilate. Then what follows is (see Friedlieb and Bisping) similarly still

to be read by Itself: and they orucifled make out of the third hour the second

dim, of cow < Hi /m<//\" so also quarter of the day (9 to 18 o'clock).

Luther in his gloss, and Ft. Schmid ; oomp. - See Time. i. BO, III. 108 ; Xen. Anab. ii. 1.

Calovius: "hora tertla Inde a tradition* 7, vii. LIS, Comp. on Luke xix. 48. Stall'

facta," "the third hour from thede- baum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 820 C.
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Vv. 29-41. See on Matt, xxvii. 39-56. Gomp. Luke xxiii. 35-49. — ova]

the Latin vah ! an exclamation of (here ironical) amazement, Dio Cass,

lxiii. 20 ; Arrian, Epict. iii. 23. 24 ; Wetstein in loc. — 6 KaraXvov k.t.A.]

gives us a glimpse of the original affirmation of the witnesses, as it is pre-

served in Matt. xxvi. 61 (not in Mark xiv. 58). — Ver. 31. irpbc aKkijk., inter

se invicem, belongs to k/nrair. — Ver. 32. Let the Messiah the King of Israel

come down now, etc., — a bitter mockery ! The 6 Xpt,oT6g applies to the

confession before the supreme council, xiv. 61 f., and 6 paoLl. r. 'lap. to that

before Pilate, ver. 2. Moreover, we may attach either the two forms of

address (Lachmann, Tischendorf), or the first of them (Ewald), to what

precedes. But the customary mode of apprehending it as a double address

at the head of what follows is more in keeping with the malicious triumph.

— irtareva.] namely, that he is the Messiah, the King of Israel, nal ol cvve-

cravp.] agrees with Matthew, but not with Luke. See on Matt, xxvii. 44. It

is to be assumed that Mark had no knowledge of the narrative of Luke

xxiii. 39 ff., and that the scene related by Luke belongs to a later tradition,

in which had been preserved more special traits of the great event of the

crucifixion, but with which the historical character of the exceedingly

characteristic scene is not lost. See on Luke, I.e. — Ver. 34. 1
i/iui] the Sy-

riac form for
,l
?K (Matthew), which latter appears to have been what Jesus

uttered, as is to be inferred from the scoff : 'U2.lav tyuvei. — Ver. 36. It-yuv]

a difference from Matt, xxvii. 49, whose account is more original (in oppo-

sition to Holtzmann), because to remove the aspect of friendliness must ap-

pear more in keeping with the later development. In consequence of this

difference, moreover, afare is to be understood quite otherwise than adsc in

Matthew, namely, allow it, what I am doing, let me have my way,—which

has reference to the scoffing conception, as though the proffered draught

would perserve the life till Elijah should come. The view that in ver. 35 f.

friends of Jesus are meant who misunderstood His cry of kiwi, and one of

whom had wished still to cheer Him as regards the possible coming of

Elijah (Ewald, Gesch, Chr. p. 490), is in itself improbable even on account

of the welhknown cry of the Psalm, as indeed the dcterf, idu/iev /c.r.A., com p.

ver. 30, sounds only like malicious mockery. — Ver. 37. ^cTrvevas] lie

breathed out, i.e., He died. It is often used in this meaning absolutely in

the Greek writers (Soph. Aj. 1025 ; Plut. Arist. 20).— Ver. 39. Accord-

ing to Mark, the centurion concluded from the fact of Jesus dying

after having cried out in such a manner, i.e., with so loud a voice (ver. 37),

that He was a hero. The extraordinary power (ovtu 6i:oko-ucuc t^tirvevce,

; ' so masterfully gave up the ghost," Theophylact, comp. Victor Antiochenus

:

;iet' i^ovalac ant&ave, " died with power' 1

), which the Crucified One mani-

fested in His very departing, made on the Gentile this impression— in

which his judgment was naturally guided by the circumstance that he

" had heard (Matt, xxvii. 40) of the charge brought against Jesus, that He

] Mark has only this one of the sayings of specially to John. Schleiermacher, L. J.

Jesus on the cross, and Schenkel regards p. 451, takes offence at this very saying, and

only this one as absolutely undoubted,— only finds it conceivable as a reference to

in which opinion he does great injustice the whole twenty-second Psalm.
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claimed to be Son of God. According to others (as Michaelis, Kuiuoel,

de Wette). the unexpectedly speedy dying of Jesus, who had just before

emitted a vigorous cry, made that impression upon the Gentile, who saw

in it afavor of the gods. But in order to express this, there would have

been necessary under the circumstances before kj-env. an accompanying

definition, such as fjdij or ev'&iug, Baur, MarTcusev. p. 108 f., illustrates the

remark even from the crying out of the demons as they went forth (i. 26,

v. 7, ix. 20) ; holding that Mark correspondingly conceived of the forcible

separation of the higher spirit, through which Jesus had been the Son of

God,—therefore after a Gnostic manner. Comp. also Hilgenfeld and Kost-

lin. Wrongly ; because opposed to the doctrine of the entire 1ST. T. regard-

ing Christ the horn Son of God, as indeed the heathen centurion, according

to the measure of his conception of sons of God, could not conceive of Him
otherwise. We may add that the circumstantial and plain statement of

motive, as given by Matthew and Luke for the centurion's judgment, betrays

the later manipulators (Zeller in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1865, p. 385 ff., gives

a contrary opinion), to whom Mark in this place seemed obscure or unsatis-

factory. [See Note XCVIII., p. 195.]—?>] in His life.—Ver. 40. i)aav] aderant,

"were present;" comp. viii. 1.

—

nal Map.] among others oho Mary.

—

rov

[wtpov] cannot according to the meaning of the word be without arbitrariness

explained as : the younger, although the James designated is the so-called

Younger, but as : the little (of statute, comp. Luke xix. 3).
1 An appeal is

wrongly made to Judg. vi. 15, where in fact /wipdg is not the youngest, but

the least, that is, the weakest in warlike aptitude. — Mark does not

name Salome, but he indicates her. According to John xix. 25, she was the

sister of the mother of Jesus. Comp. also Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 171. Thus

there are three women here recorded by Mark. So also Matt, xxvii. 56. To

distinguish the Mary of James from the mother of Joses, so that four

should be adduced (Ewald, I.e. p. 324), there appears to be no sufficient

ground (comp. the Remark after ver. 47) ; on the contrary, Mark and Mat-

thew would have here expressed themselves in a way very liable to be mis-

understood ; comp. on Matthew. — Ver. 41. al koi k.t.?..] as they were now

in the company around Jesus, so also they were, while lie was in Galilee,

in His train, al applies, we may add, to the three who were named. Beside

these there were among the women present yet many others, who had gone

up with Him to Jerusalem. [But see critical notes.]

Vv. 42-47. See on Matt, xxvii. 57-61. Comp. Luke xxiii. 50-56. — kirei

as far as irpoo&fJ/3. gives the reason why Joseph, when the even had come,

etc. With the commencement of the Sabbath (on Friday after sunset) the

business of the taking away, etc., would not have been allowable." Hence

(In- words are not to be put in parenthesis. Mark has nut kirel elsewhere,

and it is noteworthy that John also, xix. 31, has it here precisely at the

1 Tlom. //. v. 801 : TvSeus Toi /ju*p'°? i^ v «I» narrative otherwise of Che Synoptics,—also

fie>as, Xcn. Oyr. viii. i. •-'". aremnantof the original (Johannine) oon-

- Here, therefore, la no trace thai thai eeption of the day of the death of -lesus.

Friday Itself was already a fesial day, Comp. on ver. 21. IJleck, Beitr. p. 113 IT.

although it was really so according to the
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mention of the Trapacricev/j, and in his Gospel the word only occurs elsewhere

in xiii. 29. Certainly this is no accidental agreement
;
perhaps it arose through

a common primitive evangelic document, which John, however, worked up
differently. [See Note XCIX., p. 195.] — 6 ken npooajSfi. } which—namely, the

expressien KapaoKevh— is as much as Sabbath-eve, the day before the Sabbath.

On irpocafip., comp. Judith viii. 6. — Ver. 43. The breaking of the legs, John
xix. 31 ff., preceded this request for the dead body, and it is to be supposed

that Joseph at the same time communicated to Pilate how in the case of Jesus,

because He was already dead, the breaking of the legs was not applied. —
6 a-b 'Api/L/.a&.] The article designates the well-known man. See Kiihner, ad

Xen. Anal), iii. 1. 5, iv. 6. 20. — Evoxy/iuv fiovXevr.] is usually explained : a coun-

sellor of rank, 1 But, as the characteristic of rank is already involved in jiov'A-

evttjq, there is the less reason to depart from the old classical meaning of the

word. Hence : a seemly, stately counsellor, so that the nobleness (the ce/x-

vdrrjc) of his external appearance and deportment is brought into prominence.

— That by (iovXevr^c is meant a member of the Sanhedrim,'2 may be rightly con-

cluded from Luke xxiii. 51. This is in opposition to Erasmus, Casaubon,

Hammond, Michaelis, and many others, who conceive of him as a member

of a council at Arimathea. — nal avr6c) on his part also, like other adherents

of Jesus. Comp. John xix. 38. — irpoafiexd/i.] comp. Luke ii. 25, 38 ; Acts

xxiii. 21, xxiv. 15. — rf/v (laoil. tov Qeov] the kingdom of the Messiah,

whose near manifestation—that subject-matter of fervent expectation for

the devout ones of Israel—Jesus had announced. The idea of the kingdom

is not Petrine (Lange), but one belonging to primitive Christianity gener-

ally. — roXfit/aag] having emboldened himself, absolutely ; see Maetzner, ad An-

tiph. p. 173. Comp. Rom. x. 20. — Ver. 44. ft ydr/ TeOvque] he wondered if

lie were already dead {perfect ; on the other hand, afterwards the historic

aorist: had died). It is plain that Pilate had had experience, how slowly

those who were crucified were accustomed to die. el after davjia^u denotes

that the matter is not as yet assumed to be beyond a doubt. 3— rrdXai ] the

opposite of aprt. Whether He had died (not just only now, but) already ear-

lier. [See critical note.] He wished, namely, to be sure that he was giv-

ing away the body as actually dead. See on irdXai, dudum, "formerly," as

a relative antithesis to the present time, Wolf, ad Plat. Symp. p. 20 ;
Stall-

baum, ad Apol. Socr. p. 18 B. — Ver. 45. edupycaTo] he bestowed as a gift,

without therefore requiring money for it. Instances of the opposite (as Cic.

Verr. v. 46 ; Justin, ix. 4. 6) may be seen in Wetstein. — Ver. 4G. mdaipelv]

the proper word for the taking away from the cross, Latin : detraherc, ref-

gere.
4— XsXar. ek Kirpacl hewn out of a rock. Comp. Matt, xxvii. GO. The

1 See on the later use of evo-xriia., in con- in Hilgenfeld's Zeiischr. 18fi5, p. 43S ff.) can

trast with the plebeians, Wetstein in loc; only be made, if the fourth Gospel be re-

Phryn. p. 333 and Lobeck thereupon ; Acts garded as non-apostolic, and even then not

xiii. 50, xvii. 12. without great arbitrariness.

2 The participation of Nicodemus in the 3 See Boissonade, ad PhUostr. Her. p. 434 ;

action (John xix. 39) forms one of the Kiihner, II. p. 480 f. ; Frotscher, Ilier. i. G

;

special facts which John alone offers us Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 195.

from his recollection. But the attempt to 4 Comp. ver. 36. See Eaphel, Pohjb.

identify Joseph with Nicodemus (Krenkel p. 157 ; Kypke and Loesner in loc.

10O
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same fact is expressed in Mark according to the conception from whence ;

and in Matthew, according to the conception wherein. Of the fact that the

grave belonged to Joseph, Mark gives no hint, neither do Luke and John
;

see on Matt, xxvii. GO. — irov Tideirat] The perfect (see the critical remarks)

indicates that the women, after the burial had taken place, went thither

and beheld where lie has been laid, where He lies. The present would indi-

cate that they looked on at the burial.

Remark.—In ver. 47, instead of 'luaf/ Lachrnann and Tischendorf have

adopted y 'luayTog, following B A (L has merely Tw<7/}roc) x**> as they also at

ver. 40 have Twrri/roc, following BDLA N** (in which case, however, B pre-

fixes y). [See critical note.] This is simply a Greek form of the Hebrew name
(comp. the critical remarks on vi. 3), and probably, on the strength of this con-

siderable attestation, original, as also is the article y, which is found in A B C
G A N**. [Tisch., recent editors, It. V., accept ?}.] Another reading is y 'lucy<p,

which occurs in A, 258, "Vulg. Gat. Prag. Ed., and is preferred by Wieseler,

chronol. Synopse, p. 427 f., who here understands the daughter or wife of the

counsellor Joseph of Arimathea, and so cpiite a different Mary from the Man' of

James. But (1) this reading has the very great preponderance of evidence op-

posed to it
; (2) it is easily explained whence it originated, namely, out of the

correct reading of Matt. xiii. 55 ('Ighx?/0, see in Inc.), from which place the name,

of Joseph found its way into many of the witnesses (including Vulg. and codd.

It.), not only at Mark vi. 3, but also at xv. 40 (Aeth. Vulg. It. Aug.) and xv. 47;

while the underlying motive for conforming the name of Joses to that of Joseph

the brother of Jesus, Matt. xiii. 55, might be found as well in the assumption

of the identity of the brethren of Jesus with the sons of Alphaeus, as in the

error, which likewise was already ancient (see Theophylact), that the mother of

Jesus is meant and is designated as the stepmother of James and Joses. (3) A
Mary of Joseph is never named among the women of the Gospel histoiw. But

(4) if Joseph had been the counsellor just previously mentioned, Mark would have

written not merely M. y 'luaijip, but M. y tov 'Juarjo., and would, moreover, as-

suming only some accuracy on his part, have indicated the relation of kinship,

which he has not omitted even at ver. 40, where, withal, the relation of Mary
to James and Joses was well enough known. Finally. (5) the association of

Mary of Magdala in the passage before us of itself entitles us to suppose that

Mary would also have been one of the women who followed Jesus from •

(ver. 41), as indeed at xvi. 1 these two friends are again named. On the whole

we must abide by the Maria Josis at the passage before us. Mark, in the pas-

Bage where he mentions her for the first time, ver. 40, names her compter

cording to her two sons (comp. Matt, xxvii. 56), and then—because she was

wont to be designated both as Maria Jacobi (oomp. Luke xxiv. L0) and as Maria

Josis— at ver. 47 in the latter, and at xvi. 1 in the former manner, both of

which differing modes of designation (ver. 47, xvi. 1) either occurred bo acci-

dentally and involuntarily, or perhaps \\ ere occasioned by different sources of

•which Mark made use.
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Notes by American Editob.

XCIV. Ver. 1.

As intimated in Note XCIII., this may be regarded as a formal morning meet-

ing of the Sanhedrim. This would seem to be even more appropriate with the

reading EToiudaavrec, accepted by Meyer. Comp. on Luke xxii. 66-71. Weiss

ed. Mey. rejects the reading ettI to Tvpul, regarding it an emendation, in the sense

of " toward morning," not " during the early morning" (Meyer).

XCV. Ver. 17. nopfyvpav.

Weiss ed. Mey. inserts an interrogation-point after the words "another tra-

dition." The difference of color between "scarlet" and the ancient "purple"

was not great ; the latter was more red than blue.

XCVI. Yer. 21. epxdpei'qv an'' aypov.

This expression by no means necessitates the conclusion that Simon had been

at work in the fields. Any argument drawn from this in regard to the day of

the crucifixion is, to say the least, precarious.

XCYII. Ver. 25. ?/v Sit upa rpiTrj.

The difficulty here is, as Meyer indicates, not one affecting the accuracy of

the Synoptists. The solution properly belongs to the commentary on John.

But over against Meyer's remark against "forced harmonizing," it may be said

that the presence of such an obvioxis verbal difference during so many centuries

offers the best testimony to the honesty of transcribers and the general consci-

entiousness of Christian scholars.

XCVIII. Ver. 39.

The fact that Matthew and Luke include the other events as also in part the

cause of the exclamation of the centurion, does not betray "the later mani2^u-

lators." By such a method the historical basis of the Gospels can be brought

to a vanishing point.

XCIX. Vv. 42-47. e-ei k.t.Tl.

The presence of fTf/here and in John xix. 31 forms a slender foundation for

this suggestion of "a common primitive evangelic document." Weiss ed.

Mey. says this "certainly cannot be thought of." Yet he finds here " a re-

maining trace" of the original representation of the day of the crucifixion (on

the 14th of Nisan). But this implies an alteration, conscious and repeated, in

the other parts of the Synoptic narratives.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Yeh. 2. Tt/r /utic'] Lachm. has ftia tuv, following B 1. From John xx. 1, as is

also Ty fiia tuv in L A X, Eus. Tisch. [The latter reading is accepted in R. V.

Treg., Weiss, agree with B, while W. and Hort bracket -?}. All accept the da-

tive. — Ver. 4. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B L, read ava.KeKv/aorai,.~\

—Ver. 8. After £&%(). Elz. has raxv. in opposition to decisive evidence, from

Matt, xxviii. 8.— [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B D, Vulg., Copt., etc.,

read yap after e\xev.~\ — Ver. 9. a<p' yc] Lachm. has -nap' yc, following C D L 33.

Bightly ; &<j>' is from Lake viii. 2. —-Ver. 14. [R. V. adds fie after varepov ; W.
and Hort bracket.] Aitev eyijyep/i. AC*XA, min. Syr. p. Ar. p. Erp. Arm. have

ek VEKpatv, which Lachm. has adopted. A mechanical addition. — Vv. 17, 18. The

omission of Kaivalc, as well as the addition of nal iv raic x?Pan ' before o</>etc, is

too feebly attested. The latter is an exegetical addition, which, when adopted,

absorbed the preceding icaivalg. [So recent editors, R. V. text, butmarg. omits

Kwvn'tc.] — Instead of fiAdipy Elz. has fiMipei, in opposition to decisive evi-

dence. — Ver. 19. After Kvptoc read, with Lachm. and Tisch., 'Iqaovc, which

is found in C* K L A, min., most of the vss. and Ir. [So Treg., R. V., but W.

and Hort bracket.] As an addition in the way of gloss, there would be abso-

lutely no motive for it. On the other hand, possibly on occasion of the abbre-

viation K2. 12. it dropped out the more easily, as the expression 6 Kvpiog 'b/aovc

is infrequent in the Gospels.

Tlie entire section from vv. 9-20 is a non-genuine conclusion of the Gospel, not

composed by Mark. The external grounds for this view are : (1) The section is

wanting in B N, Arm. mss. Ar. vat. and in cod. K of the It. (in Tisch.), which

has another short apocryphal conclusion (comp. subsequently the passage in

L), and is designated in 137, 138 with an asterisk. (2) Euseb. ad Marin, qu. 1

(in Mai, Script, vet. nov. coll. I. p. 61 L), declares that ax^Sov iv &iraot rote avriypd-

<poig, " well-nigh in all the copies'' the Gospel closes with i irvro ydp. Oomp.

qu. 3, p. 72, where he names the manuscripts which contain the section only

nni Tcrv (ivnypuipuv, "some of the copies." The Bame authority in Victor Ant.

ed. Matth. II. p. 208, states that Mark has not related any appearance of the

risen Lord that occurred to the disciples. (3) Jerome, ad Hedib. qu. 3;

Gregor. Nyss. orat. 2 de resurr. Chr.; Vict. Aid. ed. Matth. IT. p. 120; Sever.

Ant. in Montfanc. Blbl. Ooisl. p. 71, and the Scholia in several codd. in Scholz

and Tisch., attest that the passage was wanting in very many manuscripts

U< ii mie: " omnibus Graeciae librispaene," "in nearly all the books of I treece").

(4) According to Syr. Philox. in the margin, and according to I,, several codd.

had an entirely different ending ' of the Gospel. (5) Justin Martyr and Clem.

Al. do not indicato any use made by them of the section (how precarious is the

1 Namely: irdvTa ii ii TrapriyyeX/xeva -roif iw Krjpvyua Trj? aicoi'i'ov o-aiTJjpias. After t lint.

jrepi rbf lltTpop ovvTOfiuf; c^r'iyyti\av /ucT<i Si L I'ni'S Otl : 'Vtiji' ii (tot ravra <p(p6p.ci>a fieri

Ta'Ora Kai aiirbs 6 'Ij)<toO<; dn'o araToAq? koli a\PL to <</>o/3o0ito yap' <ii'ao"Tas Si k.t.A.

6uo"taj? <f aTr«0"TCiAe Si' aiiTuiv to tepby Kai ai}>0ap~
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resemblance of Justin, Apol. I. 45 with ver. 20 !) ; and Eusebius has his Canons

only as far as ver. 8, as, indeed, also in codd. A U and many min. the numbers

really reach only thus far, 1 while certainly inCEHKMY the}' are carried on

to the very end. These external reasons are the less to be rejected, seeing that

it is not a question of a single word or of a single passage of the context, but of

an entire section so essential and important, the omission of which, moreover,

deprives the whole Gospel of completeness ; and seeing that the way in which

the passage gradually passed over into the greater part of the codd. is suffi-

ciently explained from Euseb. ad Marin, qu. 1, p. G2 {uIaoc 6e tic ovd' onoyv

To'Afiuv aOtrelv tcjv ottugovv ev ry tuv svayye/Juv ypatpfj (pepopevuv, dnr/S/v slvai dr/ai

ryv avayvucscv, wc ica} ev irepotg woXkolc, ina-kpav re TrapadsnTtav vizdpxEiv, tJ> /it)

/m?\2.ov ravTjjv EKeivrje, ?/ EKeivqv TavTTjC, Tvapd to'iq ttigtoIq nal Ev),ajliaiv EynpivEaQat,

" But some other one, not at all daring to reject anything whatever of what was

circulated in the text of the Gospels, says that the reading is doubtful, as in

many other cases also, and that each should be accepted, by not being preferred,

this to that, or that to this, on the part of the faithful and pious"). See

Credner, Einl. I. p. 107. And when Euthymius Zigabenus, II. p. 183, designates

those who condemn the section as tlveq tuv efjrjyriTuv, " some of the interpreters,"

not, however, himself contradicting them, the less importance is to be attached

to this after the far older testimonies of Eusebius, and others, from which is

apparent not the exegetical, but the critical point of view of the condemnation.

Moreover, this external evidence against the genuineness finds in the section

itself an internal confirmation, since with ver. 9 there suddenly sets in a process

of excerpt-making in contrast with the previous character of the narration,

while the entire section in general contains none of Mark's peculiarities (no

evdvg, no wd2.iv, etc.,—and what a brevity, devoid of vividness and clearness on

the part of the compiler!); in individual expressions it is quite at variance

with the sharply defined manner throughout of Mark (see the notes on the

passages in detail, and Zeller in the iheol. Jahrb. 1843, 2). 450) ; it does not,

moreover, presuppose what has been previously related (see especially ver. 9 :

a<p' ?/c tn8E(3?.. etttu Sai/i., and the want of any account of the meeting in Galilee

that was promised at ver. 7), and has even apocryphal disfigurements (ver. 18 :

adsic . . . i3faiij.'?j). — If, in accordance with all this, the section before us is de-

cidedly to be declared spurious, it is at the same time evident that the Gospel

is without any conclusion : for the announcement of ver. 7, and the last words

htyofiovvro yap themselves, decisively show that Mark did not intend to conclude

his treatise with these words. But whether Mark himself left the Gospel un-

finished, or whether the conclusion has been lost, cannot be ascertained, and

all conjectures on this subject are arbitrary. In the latter case the lost conclud-

ing section may have been similar to the concluding section of Matthew

(namely, xxviii. 9, 10, and 16-20), but must, nevertheless, after ver. 8 have con-

tained some incident, by means of which the angelic announcement of ver. 6 f.

was still, even in spite of the women's silence in ver. 8, conveyed to the dis-

1 Vv. 15-18 occur in the Evang. Nicod. 14, Apol. 21. But scarcely with warrant, for

in Thilo, p. 018 ; Teschendorf, p. 242 f. They Tertullian, I.e., where there is contained an

might, therefore have already appeared in excerpt from the Acts of Pilate, is founded

the Acts of Pilate, which composition, as is upon the tradition in the Acts of the Apostles,

well known, is worked up in the Gospel of foreign to the Synoptics, regarding the

Nicodemvs. Ritschl, in the theol. Jahrb. 1851, forty days.

p. 527, would infer this from Tertullian,
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ciples. Just as little with reference to the apocryphal fragment ! itself, vv.

9-20,—which already in very early times (although not by Mark himself, in op-

position to Michaelis, Hug, Guericke, Ebrard, and others) was incorporated

with the Gospel as a conclusion (even Syr. has it ; and Iren. Haer. iii. 10. 6

quotes ver. 19, and Hippol. vv. 17, 18),—is there .anything more deiinite to be

established than that it was composed independently of our Gospel, in which

case the point remains withal undecided whether the author was a Jewish or a

Gentile Christian (Credner), as indeed at least 7rpaTT) aaf3/3uTon>, ver. 9 (in oppo-

sition to Credner), might be used by one who had been a Jew and had become
conversant with Hellenic life. — Against the genuineness the following have

declared themselves : Michaelis (Auferstehungsgesch. p. 179 ff
.

; End. p. 1059 f.),

Thies, Bolten, Griesbach, Gratz, Eertholdt, Rosenru tiller, Scbulthess in

Tzschirner's Anal. III. 3 ; Schulz, Fritzsche, Schott (Tsar/, p. 94 ff., contrary to

his Opusc. II. p. 129 ff.), Paulus (exeget. Handb.), Credner, Wieseler {Commeiiini.

mi m. loci Marc. xvi. 9-20 el Joh. xxi. genuini sint, etc., Gott. 1839), Neudeeker,

Tischendorf, Eitschl, Ewald, Eeuss, Anger, Zeller, Hitzig (who, however, re-

gards Luke as the author), Schenkel, Weiss, Holtzmann, Eeim, and various

others, including Hofmann (Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 4). In favor of the genuineness :

Eichard Simon {hist. cril. p. 114 f.), Mill, Wolf, Bengel, Matthaei, Eichhorn,

Storr, Kuinoel, Hug, Feilmoser, Vater, Saunier, Scholz, Einck (Lucubr. crit.

p. 311 ff.), de Wette, Schwarz, Guericke, Olshausen, Ebrard, Lange, Bleek, Bis-

ping, Schleiermacher also, and various others.'2 Lachmann, too, has adopted

the section, as according to his critical principles it was necessary to do, since

it is found in most of the uncials (onty B N do not have it), Vulg. It. Syr., etc.

We may add that he did not regard it as genuine (see Stud. a. Erit. 1830,

p. 843).

Note by American Editor.

C. Vv. 9-20. Critical Judgments.

We append to the full statement of Meyer the view of Weiss ed. Meyer, that of

W. and Hort, and of the E. V., with the names of other English and American

authors.

I. Weiss ed. Mey. stands almost alone (see, however, Meyer's reference

(o Schenkel, ver. 8, foot-note) in holding that the Gospel originally ended

with ver. 8. He urges in support of this : that " the appearances of the Risen

One do not, according to t.1 1
<

• earliest conception, belong to tin earthly activity

of Jesus, and hence not to the Gospel (comp. Weiss, Bibl. Theol. ^ 138b) ;"

. ad finds in the early attempts to add a conclusion an evidence of [lie extreme

improbability that the original one had been lost. Hence be thinks Meyer

hasty in calling it a "fragment," and treats it throughout his additional notes

us a supplement.

i Thai II i
•'. whioh originally thai which was subsequently completed,

stood in connection with matter preceding, According t" Hilgenfeld, Hie section is not.

is plain from the fact that in ver. 9 the sub- without a genuine groundwork, but the

ject, 6 'iTjffous, is not named. primitive form can no longer he ascer-

3 Eostlln, p. 878 ff., ascribes the section to tained; the evangelist appears "to have

the alleged second manipulator of the Gos become unfaithful to his chief guide Mat-

pel. Lange conjectures (see his /.../. I. thew, in order to finish well by means of an

p. 166) thai an ii mpletework of Hark older representation."

reached the Christian publlo earlier than
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II. The most elaborate critical statement of recent times in English is that

of W. and Hort, vol. ii. Appendix, pp. 28-51. The evidence is weighed with
candor and patience, thus affording a strong contrast to Dean Burgon, the fiery-

English champion of the genuineness of the passage (see his Last Twelve Verses

. . . Vindicated, and his article in Quarterly Review, Oct. 1881). Westcott and
Hort, in accounting for the facts, external and internal, reject the following

explanations : (1) the very early accidental loss of a leaf {i.e., containing
vv. 9-20 as they now stand)

; (2) an intended conclusion of the Gospel
with ver. 8 ; (3) the invention of vv. 9-20 by a scribe or editor. They suggest,
" on the contrary, (1) that the true intended continuation of vv. 1-8 either was
very early lost by the detachment of a leaf or was never written down ; and (2)

that a scribe or editor, unwilling to change the views of the text before him or

to add words of his own, was willing to furnish the Gospel with what seemed
a worthy conclusion by incorporating with it unchanged a narrative of Christ's

appearance after the Resurrection, which he found in some secondary record

then surviving from a preceding generation . . . Every other view is, we be-

lieve, untenable." They regard the passage as " only the conclusion of a longer

record." " Its authorship and precise date must remain unknown ; it is, how-
ever, apparently older than the time when the Canonical Gospels were generally

received [not before they were written] ; for, though it has points of contact

with them all, it contains no attempt to harmonize their various representations

of the course of events. It manifestly cannot claim any apostolic authority
;

but it is doubtless founded on some tradition of the apostolic age." [On the

inference from this position, see Note CX., p. 209 seq.] Accordingly these editors

in their Greek text inclose ver. 9-20 in double brackets, while they print ver. 8

with marks to indicate an abrupt breaking off of the narrative. The Greek text

of the conclusion in L is added with the heading : alluc. (The disputed pas-

sage in John they place on a separate page, distinct from that Gospel.)

III. The R. V. deals fairly with the facts : it leaves a space after ver. 8, add-

ing this note in the margin : "The two oldest Greek manuscripts, and some
other authorities, omit from ver. 9 to the end. Some other authorities Have a

different ending to the Gospel." In John, the R. V. leaves a space before and
after the pericope (vii. 53, viii. 11), inclosing it in brackets with a marginal

note :
" Most of the ancient authorities omit," etc. In other words : the pas-

sage in Mark stands on a level with those various readings which are accepted

in the text and omitted in the margin ; the passage in John on a level with those

rejected in the text, but noticed in the margin.

IV. Among English and American writers we may note that the passage is

regarded as genuine by Broadns, Burgon (see above), Scrivener, Wordsworth,

McClellan, Cook, Morison. It is questioned, and in some cases rejected, but

usually with explanations admitting its antiquity and general correctness, by

Tregelles, Norton, Alford, Davidson. The judgment of Dr. Ezra Abbot and

others of the American Revisers is fairly indicated by the R. V. itself. See fur-

ther Schaff, History of the Christian Church, vol. i. pp. 643-647 (new ed.).

Vv. 1-8. See on Matt, xxviii. 1-8. Comp. Luke xxiv. 1-11. — dmyevo/i.

tov <ra/?/?.] i.e., on Saturday after sunset. See ver. 2. A difference from

Luke xxiii. 56, which is neither to be got rid of, with Ebrard and Lange,

by a distortion of the clear narrative of Luke ; nor, with Beza, Er. Sehmid,
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Grotius, Wolf, Rosenmuller, and others, by taking r/ydpacav as a pluper-

fect.
1 [See Note CI., p. 208.] — They bought aromatic herbs (iipuyara,

Xen. Aimh. i. 5. 1 ; Polyb. xiii. 9. 5) to mingle them with ointment, and so

to anoint the dead body therewith (a?ieiip.). This is no contradiction of

John xix. 40. See on Matt, xxvii. 59. — Ver. 2 f. npuf\ with the genitive.

Comp. Herod, ix. 101, and see generally, Kriiger, § 47. 10. 4. — rf/c fiiag

o-a/?/?.] on the Sunday. [See critical note.] See on Matt, xxviii. 1. — avarei-

XavT. tov r/Xiov] after sunrise ; not : when the sun rose (Ebrard, Hug, follow-

ing Grotius, Heupel, Wolf, Heumann, Paulus, and others), or : wots about

to rise (so Krebs, Hitzig), or : had begun to rise (Lange), which would be

avaTEAAovToc, as is actually the reading of D. A difference from John xx. 1,

and also from Luke xxiv. 1 ; nor will it suit well even with the trpui

strengthened by Aiav ; we must conceive it so, that the sun had only just

appeared above the horizon. — Trpbc iavrovc] in communication with each

other. But of a Roman watch they know nothing. — in rf/c Gvpag] The stone

was rolled into the entrance of the tomb, and so closed the tomb, John xx.

1. — Ver. 4. r/v yap fieyac o<p6dpa] Wassenbergh in Valckenaer, Sehol. II. p. 35,

would transpose this back to ver. 3 after fivq/ieiov, as has actually been done

in D. Most expositors (including Fritzsche, de Wette, Bleek) proceed thus

as respects the meaning; holding that yap brings in the reason for ver. ').

An arbitrary view
; it refers to what immediately precedes. After they had

looked up (their look was previously cast down) they beheld (" contemplaban-

tur cum animi intentione," "contemplated with effort of mind," see Titt-

mann, Synon. p. 120 f.) that the stone was rolled away ; for (specification of

the reason how it happened that this perception could not escape them after

their looking up, but the fact of its having been rolled away must of neces-

sity meet their eyes) it was Vt ry great. Let us conceive to ourselves the very

large stone lying close by the door of the tomb. Its rolling away, however.

had not occurred while they were beside it, as in Matthew, but previously
;

so also Luke xxiv. 2, 23 ; John xx. 1. As to o<p68pa at the end, comp. on

Matt. ii. 10. — Ver. 5. veavtonov] Mark and Luke (who, however, differ in

the number : avtipec; tibo) relate the angelic appearance a- it presented itself

(Kara to <paivo/ievov, "according to appearance"); Matthew (who, however,

places it not in the tomb, but upon the stone), as that which it actually was

{hyyeAog nvpiov). [See Note Oil., p. 208.] On the form of a young man as-

sumed by the angel, comp. 2 Mace. iii. 26 ; Joseph. Antt. \. s. -2 f., and Gen.

xix. 5 f. — kv r. def.] on the right hand in (he tomb from the entrance, there-

fore to the left hand of the place where the body would lie. — Ver. »;. sim-

ple asyndeta in the lively eagerness of the discourse. — Ver. 7. if//'} breaking

off, before (he summons which suddenly intervened, Kiihner, II. p. 489 :

IOllendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 7s f. — koX t$ Mrpy] to His di ciples and (among
these especially) /" Peter. Comp. i. 5

; Acts i. 14 ; and see Grotius. The
special prominence of Peter is explained by the ascendancy and precedence,

which by mean, of Jesus Himself (Matt. xvi. 18) he possessed as primus in-

1 For examples of SiayiVfo-Sat used of the 888. 14; Ads xxv. 18, xxvii. 9), see Itapbel,

lapse of m, intervening time (Dem. 541. 10, rolyb.p. 157; Wetsteln in loc.
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ter pares (''dux apostolici coetus," "leader of the apostolic company," Gro-

tius ; comp. also Mark ix. 2, xiv. 33), not by the denial of Peter, to whom
the announcement is held to have given the assurance of forgiveness (Theo-

phylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Victor Antiochenus, Calovius, Heumann,

Kuinoel, Lange, and others), which is assumed with all the greater arbitra-

riness without any indication in the text, seeing that possibly Peter might

have concluded just the contrary. — ore] recitative, so that v/nac and vy.lv ap-

ply to the disciples as in Matthew. — naOuc eIkev v/ilv] xiv. 28. It relates to

the whole of what precedes : irpoayet. vyac k.t.2.. and knel abr. 6t/». The latter

was indirectly contained in xiv. 28. — The circumstance that here prepara-

tion is madefor a narrative of a meeting together in Galilee, but no such ac-

count subsequently follows, is an argument justly brought to bear against

the genuineness of ver. 9 IT. That the women did not execute the angel's

charge (ver. 8), does not alter the course of the matter as it had been indica-

ted by the angel ; and to explain that inconsistency by the fact that the as-

cension does not well agree with the Galilean meeting, is inadmissible, be-

cause Mark, according to our passage and xiv. 28, must of necessity have

assumed such a meeting, 1 consequently there was nothing to hinder him from

representing Jesus as journeying to Galilee, and then again returning to Ju-

daea for the ascension (in opposition tode Wette). — Ver. 8. J/] explicative,

hence also yap has found its way into codd. and vss. (Lachmann, Tischen-

dorf [following X B D, etc., so Treg., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.]). — ovdevl

ovcSev eIttov] The suggestion that we should, with Grotius, Hcupel, Kuinoel,

and many more, mentally supply : on the way, is devised for the sake of Luke

xxiv. 9 ; rather is it implied, that from fear and amazement they left the bid-

ding of the angel at ver. 7 unfulfilled. It is otherwise in Matt, xxviii. 8. That

subsequently they told the commission given to them by the angel, is self-evi-

dent ; but they did not execute it. — eIxe 6e [yap] avraq k.t./L] Horn. II. vi. 137;

Herod, iv. 15 ; Soph. Phil. 681 ; also intheLXX. [See Note CIIL, p. 208.]

Vv. 9, 10. Now begins the apocryphal fragment of some other evangeli-

cal treatise (doubtless written very much in the way of epitome), which has

been added as a conclusion of our Gospel. [See Note G, p. 198.] In it,

first of all, the appearance related at John xx. 14-18 is given in a meagre

abstract, in which the remark, which in Mark's connection was here wholly

inappropriate (at the most its place would have been xv. 40), rrap i/c e/c/Je/3/..

cTrra Saifi., is to be explained by the fact, that this casting out of demons was

related in the writing to which the portion had originally belonged (comp.

Luke viii. 2). — irpui Tvp6rV aaftp. ] is joined by Beza, Castalio, Ileupel, Wolf,

Rosenmuller, Paulus, Fritzsche, de Wette, Ewald, and others with avaarac

6i; but by Severus of Antioch, Gregory of Nyssa, Theophylact, Euthymius

1 It is characteristic of Schenkel that he (p. 333) in the absence of any appearances

assumes the Gospel to have really closed of the risen Lord in Mark the weightiest

with ver. 8, and that it is " mere unproved evidence in favor of the early composition

conjecture" (p. 319) that the conclusion is of his Gospel, whereas he comes to the un-

lost. Such a supposition doubtless lay in historical conclusion that Peter did not

his interest as opposed to the bodily resur- touch on these appearances in his dis-

rection : but even ver. 7 and xiv. 28 ousht courses. See Acts x. 40 f., and previously

to have made him too prudent not to see ii. 32, iii. 15.
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Zigabenus, Victor, Grotius, Mill, Bengel, Kuinocl, Sehulthess, and others,

with ktyavt). "We cannot decide the point, since we do not know the connec-

tion with what went before, in which the fragment originally occurred. If

it were an integral part of our Gospel, it would have to be connected with

i(t>dv?i, since ver. 2 already presupposes the time of the resurrection having
taken place, and now in the progress of the narrative the question was not

about this specification of time, but about the fact that Jesus on the very-

same morning made His first appearance. — As well" irpury as the singular

capjia-ov (comp. Luke xviii. 12) is surprising after ver. 2. Yet it is to be
conceded that even Mark himself might so vary the expressions. — -ap' fa]

(see the critical remarks) : away from whom (French : de ches). See Matthiae,

p. 1378. The expression with £K[iaAleiv is not elsewhere found in the N. T.

— Ver. 10. Foreign to Mark is here— (1) ekelvj}, which never occurs (comp.

iv. 11, vii. 15, xii. 4 f., xiv. 21) in his Gospel so devoid of emphasis as in

this case. As unemphatic stands kukeivol in ver. 11, but not at ver. 13, as

also EKeivmc in ver. 13 and ekeivoi at ver. 20 are emphatic, (2) wopevdeiaa,

which word Mark, often as he had occasion for it, never uses, while in this

short section it occurs three times (vv. 12, 15). Moreover, (3) the circumlo-

cution roig uer' avrov yevoutvoic, instead of to'lc (ladjjrdic avrov (the latter does

not occur at all in the section), is foreign to the Gospels. The yafi-n-ai in

the more extended sense are meant, the apostles and the rest of the compan-

ions of Jesus ; the apostles alone are designated at ver. 14 by ol evdEtca, as

at Luke xxiv. 9, 33 ; Acts ii. 14. — rvevdovai k. K/ainvoi] who were mourning

and weeping. Comp. Luke vi. 25, although to derive the words from this

passage (Schulthess) is arbitrary.

Ver. 11. Comp. Luke xxiv. 10, 11 ; John xx. 18. — The fact that Oeaadai

apart from this section does not occur in Mark, forms, considering the fre-

quency of the use of the word elsewhere, one of the signs of a strange hand.

By kBeddrj is not merely indicated that lie had been seen, but that lie had

been gazed upon. Comp. ver. 14, and see Tittmann, Synon. p. 120 f. —
a-icTuv docs not occur in Mark except here and at ver. Hi, but is altogether

of rare occurrence in the X. T. (even in Luke only in chap. xxiv.).

Vv. 12. 13. A meagre statement of the contents of Luke xxiv. 13-35, yet

provided with a traditional explanation (sv i nd presenting a

variation (pvdi skbIvoi? iirioTEVoav) which betrays as its source ' not Luke him-

self, but "a divergent tradition. [See Note CIV., p. 208.] —fiera ravra] (after

was narrated in vv. 9-11) does not occur at all in Mark, often as he

might have written it : it is an expression foreign to him. How long after,

does not appear. According to Luke, it was still on the same day. — £f

avro>v] run uef .
ver. 10. —• TreptiraTovoiv] euntibus, not while

they stood or sal or lay, but as they walked. More precise information is

then given in nopevop.t'vots els ayp6v : while they went info the country. —

1 De Wette wrongly thinks (following qfMark (bow unskilfully otherwise most he

Storr, Kuinoel, and other ad repeat- have gone to work!), but independently of
edly, that an interpolator would dot hare Mark, for the purpose of completing whose
allowed himself to extract so Our Gospel, however, this fragment was subse-

author, in fact, wrote not <-polator quentlyused.
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l<t>avepuOri] ver. 14 ; John xxi. 1, lie became visible to them, was brought to

view. The expression does not directly point to a " ghostlike " appearance

(in opposition to de Wette), since it does not of itself, although it does by

£i> eTEpa floppy, point to a supernatural element in the bodily mode of appear-

ance of the risen Lord. This h hipa pop<py is not to be referred to other

clothing and to an alleged disfigurement of the face by the sufferings borne

on the cross (comp. Grotius, Heumann, Bolten, Paulus, Kuinoel, and

others), but to the bodilyform, that was different from what His previous

form had been,—which the tradition here followed assumed in order to ex-

plain the circumstance that the disciples, Luke xxiv. 16, did not recognize

Jesus who walked and spoke with them. — Ver. 13. kclksIvol] these also, as

Mary had done, ver. 10. — role AonroJg] to the others yEvo/iEvotg uet' avrov, vv.

10, 12. — ov6e ekeivo/c E-iar.] not even them did they believe. A difference of

the tradition from that of Luke xxiv. 34, not a confusion with Luke xxiv.

41,. which belongs to foe following appearance (in opposition to Schulthess,

Fritzsche, de Wette). It is boundless arbitrariness of harmonizing to as-

sume, as do Augustine, de cousens. evang. iii. 25, Theophylact, and others,

including Kuinoel, that under Myovrag in Luke xxiv. 34, and also under the

unbelievers in the passage before us, we are to think only of some, and those

different at the two places ; while Calvin makes the distribution in such

a manner, that they had doubted at first, but had afterwards believed !

Bengel gives it conversely. According to Lange, too, they had been believ-

ing, but by the message of the disciples of Emmaus they were led into new

doubt. Where does this appear ? According to the text, they believed

neither the Magdalene nor even the disciples of Emmaus,

Ver. 14. "TarEpov] not found elsewhere in Mark, does not mean : at last

(Vulgate, Luther, Beza, Schulthess, and many others), although, according

to'our text, this appearance was the last (comp. Matt. xxi. 37), but : after-

wards, subsequently (Matt, iv. 2, xxi. 29 ;
John xiii. 3G), which certainly is

a very indefinite specification. — The narrative of this appearance confuses

very different elements with one another. [See Note CV, p. 208.] It is

manifestly (see ver. 15) the appearance which according to Matt, xxviii. 10

took place on the mountain in Galilee ; but avanEiuivoig (as they reclined at

table) introduces an altogether different scenery and locality, and perhaps

arose from a confusion with the incident contained 1 in Luke xxiv. 42 f., or

Acts i. 4 (according to the view of avva7.i^6y.Evog as conxescens, ;< eating with"

[R. V. marg.]) ; while also the reproaching of the unbelief is here out of

place, and appears to have been introduced from some confusion with the

history of Thomas, John xx., and with the notice contained in Luke xxiv.

25 ; for which the circumstance mentioned at the appearance on the moun-

tain, Matt, xxviii. 17 (pi (5t kdiaraaav), furnished a certain basis. — avralg role

evdeKo] ipsis undecim. Observe the ascending gradation in the three appear-

ances—^) to Mary
; (2) to two of His earlier companions

; (3) to the eleven

themselves. Of other appearances in the circle of the eleven our author knows

nothing ; to him this was the only one. See ver. 19. — un] equivalent to Eig

1 Beza, Calovius, and others wrongly explain avaxeiiJ.. as : una sedentibus. Comp. xiv. 18.
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bccr.-o in, Luke xvi. 3 ; John ii. 18, ix. 17, xi. 51, xvi. 9 ; 2 Cor. i. 18,

xi. 10.

Ver. 15. Continuation of the same act of speaking. — iraoy t% icriaet] to the

whole creation, i.e., to all creatures, by which expression, however, in this

place, as in Col. i. 23. all men are designated, as those who are created mr*

igoxfo, as the Rabbinic fiVOn is also used (see Lightfoot, p. 073, and Wet-

stein in he). Not merely the Gentiles (who are called by the Rabbins con-

temptuously nvon, see Lightfoot, I.e.) are meant, as Lightfoot, Hammond,
Knatchbull, and others wouldhave it. This would be in accordance neither

with ver. 16 f., where the discourse is of all believers without distinction,

nor with £Kt]pv^av Tzavvaxov, ver. 20, wherein is included theentirt missionary

activity, not merely the preaching to the Gentiles. Comp. on iravra rd edvij,

Matt, xxviii. 19. Nor yet is there a pointing in ry kt'loei at the glorifica-

tion of the whole of nature (Lange, comp. Bengel) by means of the gospel

(comp. Rom. viii.), which is wholly foreign to the conception, as plainly

appears from what follows {6 ... 6 6e). As in Col. I.e., so here also the

designation of the universal scope of the ajiostolic destination by -ugij ry

uTLGEi has in it something of solemnity.

Ver. 10. lie who shall hare become believing (see on Rom. xiii. 11), ami hoc,

been baptized, shall attain the Messianic salvation (on the establishment of the

kingdom). The necessity of baptism—of baptism, namely, regarded as n

necessary divinely ordained consequent of the having become believing, with-

out, however fas Calvin has observed), being regarded as dimidia salutis

causa, "half the ground of salvation,"— is here (comp. John iii. 5) ex-

pressed for all new converts, but not for the children of Christians (see on

1 Cor. vii. 14). [See Note CVL, p. 209.] — 6 te li^tarr/aac} That in tin case

of such baptism had not occurred, is obvious of itself ; refusal of faith nec-

essarily excluded baptism, since such persons despised the salvation offered

in the preaching of faith. In the case of a baptism without faith, there-

fore, the necessary subjective causa salutis, "ground of salvation," would be

wanting.

Ver. 17. "Zryiela] marvellous significant appearances for the divine con-

firmation of their faith. Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 22.

—

role irioreboovoi] those who

have become believing, generically. The limitation to tin teachers, especially

the apostles and seventy disciples (Kuinoel), is erroneous. See ver. Hi. The
mjfieia adduced indeed actually occurred with the believers as Mich, not

merely with the teachers. See 1 Cor. xii. Yet in reference to the serpents

and deadly drinks, sec on ver. IS. Moreover, Jesus docs not mean thai

one of these signs shall come to pass in the case of , /-, ry one, bul in one case

this, in another that one. Com]). 1 Cor. xii. 1.

—

napawok.'] shallfollow them
that believe, shall accompany them, after they have become believers. The

word, except in Luke i. 3, is foreign to all the four evangelists, bul comp.

1 Tim. iv. 6 ; 2 Tim. iii. 10. — ravra] which follow. 1— kv rQ bv6pari

my mime, which they confess, shall th, groundbe, that they. etc. It refers

to all the particulars which follow. — iai/i. 4/c/JoX.] Comp. ix. 88. — yX6aa.

ErQger, Ten. Anab. ii. 8. S; Cflhner, a<l Anab. ii. S. 10,
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fail, mivatg] to speafc with new languages. The ecstatic glossolalia (see on

1 Cor. xii. 10), which first appeared at the event of Pentecost, and then, more-

over, in Acts x. 4G and xix. 6, and is especially known from the Corinthian

church, had been converted by the tradition with reference to the Pente-

costal occurrence into a speaking in languages different from the mother-

tongue (see on Acts ii. 4). And such is the speaking in new languages men-

tioned in the passage before us, in such languages, that is, as they could not

previously speak, which were new and strange to the sjieakers. Hereby the

writer betrays that he is
- writing in the sub-ap)ostolic period, since he, like

Luke in reference to the Pentecostal miracle, imports into the first age of

the church a conception of the glossolalia intensified by legend ; nay, he

makes the phenomenon thereby conceived as a speaking in strange languages

to be even a common possession of believers, while Luke limits it solely to

the unique event of Pentecost. [See Note CVIL, p. 209.] We must accord-

ingly understand the y'Auaa. IclIfIv naivalg of our text, not in the sense of the

speaking with tongues, 1 Cor. xii.-xiv., but in the sense of the much more

wonderful speaking of languages, Acts ii., as it certainly is in keeping with

the two strange particulars that immediately follow. Hence every rational-

izing attempt to explain away the concrete designation derived, without

any doubt as to the meaning of the author, from the Acts of the Apostles,

is here as erroneous as it is in the case of Acts ii., whether recourse be had

to generalities, such as the newness of the utterance of the Christian spirit

(Uilgenfeld), or the new formation of the spirit-world by the new wrord of

the Spirit (Lange), the ecstatic speaking on religious subjects (Bleek), or

others. Against such expedients, comp. Keim in Herzog, Encyhl. XVIII.

p. 687 ff. The ecstatic phenomena of Montanism and of the Irvingites

present no analogy with the -passage before us, because our passage has to do

with languages, not with tongues. Euthymius Zigabenus : y/Mauaig ^ivug,

(hateKToig aAAoetivEcnv, "with strange tongues, with the dialects of other na-

tions."

Ver. 18. "04>etg apoven] They shall lift up serpents (take them into the hand

and lift them up). Such a thing is not known from the history of the apos-

tolic times (what took place with the adder on the hand of Paul in Acts xxviii.

2 ff. is different) ; it would, moreover, be too much like juggling for a cn/ns'iov

of believers, and betrays quite the character of apocryphal legend, for which,

perhaps, a traditional distortion of the fact recorded in Acts xxviii. 2 f.

furnished a basis, whilst the serpent-charming so widely diffused in the

East ' by analogy supplied material enough. The promise in Luke x. 19 is

specifically distinct. Others have adopted for alpeiv the meaning of tal-ing

out of theway (John xvii. 5 ; Matt. xxiv. 39 ; Acts xxi. 36), and have under-

stood it either of the driving away, banishing (Luther, Heumann, Paulus), or

of the destroying of the serpents (Euthymius Zigabenus, Theophylact, both

of whom, however, give also the option of the correct explanation) ;
but

the expression would be inappropriate and singular, and the thing itself in

the connection would not be sufficiently marvellous. The meaning: "to

1 Eisner, Obss. p. 1GS ; Wctstcin in loc; Winer, Realw.
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plant serpents as signs of victory with healing effect,'
1 '' in which actual serpents

would have to he thought of, but according to their symbolical significance,

has a place only in the fancy of Lange excited by John iii. 14, not in the

text. The singular thought must at least have been indicated by the addi-

tion of the essentially necessary word o>/ucia (Isa. v. 26, xi. 12), as the classical

writers express raising a signal by alpeiv ar/pelov (comp. Thuc. i. 49. 1, and

Kriiger thereon).

—

kov (favac. n rrluaiv k.t.1.~\ Likewise an apocryphal append-

age, not from the direct contemplation of the life of believers in the apostolic

age. [See Note CVIII., p. 209.] The practice of condemning to the cup of

poison gave material for it. But it is not to be supposed that the legend of the.

harmless poison-draught of John (comp. also the story of Justus Barsdbas re-

lated by Papias in Euscb. //. E. iii. 39) suggested our passage (in opposition

to de Wette and older expositors), because the legend in question docs not

occur till so late ;' it rather appears to have formed itself on occasion of

Matt. xx. 23 from our passage, or to have developed itself
2 out of the same

conception whence our expression arose, as did other similar traditions (see

Fabricius in AM. p. 576).
3— Kakac sgovatv] the sick. 4 Comp. Acts xxviii.

8f.

Vv. 19, 20. The Lord Jesus therefore (see the critical remarks), oiv an-

nexes what now emerged as the final result of that last meeting of Jesus

with the eleven, and that as well in reference to the Lord (ver. 19) as in ref-

erence also to the disciples (ver. 20) ; hence pev . . . Si. Accordingly, the

transition by means of uev ovv is not incongruous (Fritzsche), but logically

correct. But the expression ph> ovv, as well as 6 tcbpiog 'Itjgovq, is entirely foreign

to Mark, frequently as he had occasion to use both, and therefore is one of

the marks of another author. — pera to XaTi^aai avroig] cannot be referred

without harmonistic violence to anything else than the discourses just uttered,

vv. 1 1-18 (Theophylact well say-: rtirrd St "kalfoae, " and having spoken these

things"), not to tine collective discourses of theforty days (Augustine. Euthymius

ZigabenuSj Maldonatus, Bengel, Kuinoel, Lange, and others); and with this

in substance agrees Ebrard, p. 597, who, like Grotius and others, finds in

vv. 15-18 the account of all that Jesus had said in His several appear-

ances after His resurrection. The forty days are quite irreconcilable with

the narrative before us generally, as well as with Luke xxiv. 44. Tail if

Jesus, after having discoursed to the disciples, vv. 11-1^, was taken up into

1 Except in Abdias, Tdst. apost. v. 80, and III many cases, oven in the literal

the Acta Joh. In Teschendorf, p. 266 fl'., not miraculously overcome them. This is t.>

mentioned (ill Augustine. pu1 into, and lake on! of the pass

8 Lange knows li<>\v to rationalize (liis actlywhal pleases subjectivity.

ar)u.eiov also. In his view, there is symbol- 8 On Oavamiiov, which only occurs here in

Icallyexpres led "the subjective restoration the N. T., equivalent to o<ira.Tt)4>6pov (Jas. ill.

of life to Invulnerability. 11 ChriBl is held 8), see Wetstein, and Stallbaum, ad Plat.

to deolare that the poison-cup would not Sep. p. 610C
harm Bis people, primarily In the symbol- ' Nol the believers who heal (Lange:

leal sense, just as II did not harm Socrates "they on their part shall enjoy perfeot

in ids smd ; but also in the typical sense: health"). This perverted meaning would

that the lire of believers would be ever need at least to have been suggested by the

more and more strengthened to theovor- use of ical afirof (and they on their part),

coming of all hurtful Influences, and would
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heaven (avsfa'tfO??, see Acts x. 1G, i. 2, xi. 22 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Lukeix. 51).

it is not withal to be gathered from this very compendious account, that the

Avriter makes Jesus passyrowi the room where they were at meat to heaven

(Strauss, B. Bauer), any more than from ekeIvoi 6e e^eW6vteq it is to be held

that the apostles immediately after the ascension departed into all the work!.

The representation of vv. 19, 20 is so evidently limited only to the outlines of

the subsequent history, that between the fieta ru latitat avrolg and the avel?)-

cpih] there is at least, as may be understood of itself, sufficient space for a

going forth of Jesus with the disciples (comp. Luke xxiv. 50), even although

the forty days do not belong to the evangelical tradition, but first appear in

the Acts of the Apostles. [See Note CIX., p. 209.] How the writer con-

ceived of the ascension, whether as visible or invisible, his words do not

show, and it must remain quite a question undetermined. — nal eica&iaev ek

tfefftiv r. Qcov] reported, it is true, not as an object of sense-perception (in

opposition to Schulthess), but as a consequence, that had set in, of the aveh'rfd?/ ;

not, however, to be explained away as a merely symbolical expression (so,

for example, Euthymius Zigabenus : to fiev aa-Sioai 6ri2.nl avairavciv nal curdTiav-

acv ttjq fte'iag jiaai2eior' to 6s ek. 6e^luv tov Qeov o'lke'luglv nal 6/uoTiuiav irpbg tov

rcciTepa, " The sitting down indicates the rest and pleasure of the divine

kingdom ; but the ' at the right hand of God ' the appropriative and equal

honor with the Father." Kuinoel :
" cum Deo regnat et summa felicitate

perfruitur,'
1 " He reigns with God and enjoys the highest happiness"), but

to be left as a localfact, as actual occupation of a seat on the divine throne

(comp. on Matt. vi. 9 ; see on Eph. i. 20), from which hereafter He will

descend to judgment. Comp. Ch. F. Fritzsche, novaopusc. p. 209 ff. — As

to the ascension generally, see on Luke xxiv. 51.

Ver. 20. With the ascension the evangelic history was at its end. The

writer was only now concerned to add a conclusion, in keeping with the com-

mission given by Jesus in ver. 15. He does this by means of a brief sum-

mary of the apostolic ministry, by which the injunction of Jesus, ver. 15, had

been fulfilled, whereas all unfolding of its special details lay beyond the

limits of the evangelic, and belonged to the region of the apostolic, history
;

hence even the effusion of the Spirit is not narrated here. — ekeivol] the kv6Eica,

ver. 14. — 6e] prepared for by uiv, ver. 19. — e^eMovteq] namely, forth from

the place, in which at the time of the ascension they sojourned. Coinp.

nopEv&EVTEc, ver. 15 ; Jerusalem is meant. — travTaxov] By way of popular

hyperbole ; hence not to be used as a proof in favor of the composition not

having taken place till after the death of the apostles (in opposition to

Fritzsche), comp. Rom. x. 18 ; Col. i. 6. — tov nvplov] nor God (Grotius, and

also Fritzsche, comparing 1 Cor. iii. 9 ; Heb. ii. 4), but Christ, as in ver.

19. The avfisla are wrought by the exalted One. Comp. Matt, xxviii. 20.

That the writer has made use of Heb. ii. 3, 4 (Schulthess, Fritzsche), is, con-

sidering the prevalence of the thought and the dissimilarity of the words,

arbitrarily assumed. — 8ia tuv £Trano2ov&. oijfieiov] by the signs that followed

(the 2.6ync). The article denotes the signs spoken of, which are promised at

vv. 17, 18, and indeed promised as accompanying those who had become be-

lievers ; hence it is erroneous to think, as the expositors do, of the miracles
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performed by the apostles. The confirmation of the apostolic preaching was

found in the fact that in the case of those who had become believers by means of

thatpreaching the aryiela promised at vv. 17, 18 occurred.

—

tKanoXovd. is for-

eign to all the Gospels; it occurs elsewhere in the N. T. in 1 Tim. v. 10, 24
;

1 Pet. ii. 21 ; in classical Greek it is very frequently used.

Eemark.—The fragment before us, vv. 9-18, compared with the parallel pas-

sages of the other Gospels and with Acts i. 3, presents a remarkable proof how
uncertain and varied was the tradition on the subject of the appearances of the

Risen Lord (see on Matt, xxviii. 10). Similarly ver. 19, comp. with Luke xxiv.

50 f., Acts i. 9 ff., shows us in what an uncertain and varied manner tradition

had possessed itself of the fact of the ascension, indubitable as in itself it is,

and based on the unanimous teaching of the apostles. [See Note CX., p. 209

seq.]

Notes by American Editor.

CI. Ver. 1. diaysvo/ievov tov oa8(3a~ov.

There can be no doubt as to the meaning here ; but it does not follow that

Luke xxiii. 56 contradicts this ; see Note there. Comp. also the divisions and
punctuation of R. V. in Luke xxiii. 56 ; xxiv. 1. It may be said here, however,

that the two accounts can be reconciled without distorting that of Luke.

CII. Ver. 5. The angelic appearances.

For a brief statement of one among the many theories which aim at arrang-

ing the details of the events, as recorded by all the Evangelists, see Int. Eev.

Comm. Mark, pp. 233, 231. The differing members are explained by supposing

that there were two parties of women, etc.

CIII. Ver. 8. Hal ovdevl k.t.1.

Weiss ed. Mey. rightly concludes, that when the reason for their silence

(namely, their fear) was removed by subsequent events, they fulfilled the

commission of the angel. We learn from Matthew (xxviii. 8-10) what further

happened to them.

CIV. Vv. 12, 13.

Weiss ed. Mey. seems to connect these verses more closely with Luke. Bat

all is conjecture For aught we know to the contrary, the conclusion is as

old as the Gospel according to Luke, and it is safe to assign to it as early a date

as Meyer allows to Luke (A.D. 70-80).

CV. Vv. 14-18.

It is by no moans clear that these verses confuse "very different elements

with one another." They seem to combine tho last appearance on the day of

the Ui'sunvctinn with the final discourse before the Ascension. Still the lan-

guage of vv. 15-18 may have been uttered in Galilee, as Meyer thinks ; comp.

Matt, xxviii. 16.
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CVI. Ver. 16. pairnoBeig.

The discussion in regard to both the mode and the subjects of baptism may
receive some new elements from the recently published "Teaching of the

Apostles." It would obviously be improper to enlarge upon the subject here.

But it may be remarked that, if these verses in Mark are not genuine, the

"Teaching of the Apostles" is to be regarded as having quite as much
authority.

CVII. Ver. 17. yAuanai.g AaXijoovGiv Kaivalg.

The oldest manuscripts which contain the passage omit Kaivalg. It thus ap-

pears that the word on which Meyer relies to prove the sub-apostolic origin of

the passage has no uncial authority older than the 9th century. His intima-

tions as to the legendary character of this and Luke's account of the Pentecostal

miracle must therefore be taken with great allowance. Here, at least, his

whole argument rests on a reading which Treg., W. and Hort and others either

bracket or reject. The K. V. omits in margin.

CVIII. Ver. 18.

It must be confessed that the strongest internal evidence against the genu-

ineness of this passage is derived from the peculiar promises of this verse. In

any case, we must take the words in their natural meaning, as explained by

Meyer, and admit that there are no authentic instances in apostolic times of

the fulfilment of the second promise.

CIX. Ver. 19.

" The length of time between the Resurrection and Ascension is left indefinite

in the Gospels. But there is no good reason for making a difference between

these narratives and that of Luke in Acts i. 3. On the question as it affects

Luke xxiv., see Notes on that chapter; comp. also Meyer, Acts, p. 37, Am. edi-

tion.

CX. Concluding Remark on vv. 9-20.

From the character of this doubtful passage, conclusions may be drawn

quite different from those indicated by Meyer. (1) If it is not genuine, its gen-

eral agreement with the Gospel accounts shows how little tradition modified the

narrative of the main facts. (2) If the variations are pushed to extreme lim-

its, and the fragment placed in the sub-apostolic age, the phenonema it pre-

sents do not justify the assumptions of modifications, etc., which Meyer and

others so freely make in regard to the genuine Gospel narratives. If that date

be accepted, the interval between it and the Gospels must be, on any consis-

tent theory, as great as that between the Gospels and the events they record.

"We have, on this view, a measure of traditional variations during a generation.

The variations during the apostolic age could not have been so great as those

during the sub-apostolic age, and this fragment shows how slight they were

even during that age. Yet historico-literary criticism frequently attributes to

the Synoptists deviations from each other or from an original document, far ex-

ceeding in extent any that can be proven to exist between this fragment and

the Gospels, which are declared to be much earlier. (3) If it is genuine, the

14
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same variations tend to establish, not only the originality of Mark, but the in

dependence of the three Synoptists. The very naivete of the alleged divergences

would, in any other case, be regarded by literary critics as a mark of truth-

fulness and of originality. Most clearly does this argument from internal

evidence hold in the case of the Gospel of Mark, and despite the verbal pecu-

liarities in w. 9, 20, there are not wanting indications of Mark's manner and
tone in every verse of the disputed passage.
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THE GOSPEL OF LUKE.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1.—ON THE LIFE OF LUKE.

'XCEPTING what the Acts of the Apostles and the Pauline

Epistles contain as to the circumstances of Luke's life,—and

to this Irenaeus also, with whom begins the testimony of the

church concerning Luke as the author of the Gospel, still con-

fines himself, Haer. iii. 14. 1,—nothing is historically certain

concerning him. According to Eusebius, H. E. iii. 4, Jerome, Thco-

phylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, and others, he was a native of Antioch,—

a

statement, which has not failed down to the most recent times to find

acceptance (Hug, Guericke, Thiersch), but is destitute of all proof, and

probably originated from a confusion of the name with Lucius, Acts xiii. 1.

Luke is not to be identified either with this latter or with the Lucius that

occurs in Rom. xvi. 21 (in opposition to Origen, Tiele, and others) ; for

the name Lulcas may be abbreviated from Lucanus (some codd. of the

Itala have "secundum Lucanum" in the superscription and in subscrip-

tions), or from Lucilius (see Grotius, and Sturz, Dial. Mac. p. 135), but

not from Lucius. 1 Moreover, in the Constitt. ap. vi. 18. 5, Luke is ex-

pressly distinguished from Lucius. Whether he was a Jew by birth or a

Gentile, is decided by Col. iv. 11, 14, where Luke is distinguished from

those whom Paul calls ol ovrec en TrepiTo^g.
2 But it must be left an open

question whether he was before his conversion a Jewish proselyte (Isidorus

Hispalensis) ; the probability of which it is at least very unsafe to deduce

1 How freely the Greeks dealt in different ring in Luke, but lose their importance

forms of the same name, may be seen gen- partly in view of the like character which, it

erally in Lobeck, Patholog. p. 504 ff. — The is to be assumed, marked the writings made
notion of Lange(Z. J. p. 153, 1C8), that Luke use of as sources, partly in view of the Jew-

Is the person named Aristion in the frag- ish-Greek nature of the evangelic language

ment of Papias, quoted by Eusebius, iii. 39 current in the church, to which Luke had
(apio-T€ueiv = lueere!), is a preposterous fan- become habituated. The passage in the

ey. Comp. Lekebusch, Composit. d. Apos- Colossians, moreover, has its meaning
telgesch. p. 390. wrongly turned by Tiele, as is also done by

- This passage tells against everything Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 99, who starts

with which Tiele in the Stud. u. Kr'it. 1S58, from the postulate, which is utterly inca-

p. 753 ff. has attempted to make good that pable of proof, that all the N. T. writings

Luke was a Jew by birth. His reasons are are of Israclitish origin. See on Col. iv.

based especially on the Hebraisms occur- 11, 14.
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from his accurate acquaintance with Jewish relations. ! As to his civil call-

ing he was a physician (Col. iv. 14) ; and the very late account (Nicephorus,

//. E. ii. 43) that he had been at the same time a painter, is an unhistorical

legend. When and how he became a Christian is unknown. Tradition,

although only from the time of Epiphanius, 2 places him among the Seventy

disciples,
3 whereas Luke i. 1 f . furnishes his own testimony that he was not

an eye-witness. Comp. Estius, Annot. p. 902 f. The origin of this legend

is explained from the fact that only Luke has the account about the Seventy

(in opposition to Hug, who finds in this circumstance a confirmation of that

statement). He was a highly esteemed assistant of Paul and companion to

him, from the time when he joined the apostle on his second missionary

journey at Troas, where he, perhaps, had dwelt till then (Acts xvi. 10).

We find him thereafter with the apostle in Macedonia (Acts xvi. 11 ff.), as

well as on the third missionary journey at Troas, Miletus, etc. (Acts xx.

5-xxi. 18). In the imprisonment at Caesarea he was also with him (Acts

xxiv. 23 ; Col. iv. 14 ; Philem. 24), and then accompanied him to Rome,

Acts xxvii. 1-xxviii. 16 (comp. also 2 Tim. iv. 11). At this point the his-

torical information concerning him ceases ; beyond, there is only uncertain

and diversified tradition (see Credner, I. p. 126 f.), which, since the time

of Gregory of Nazianzus, makes him even a martyr {Martyrol. Rom. : 18

Oct.), yet not unanimously, since accounts of a natural death also slip in.

Wliere he died, remains a question ; certainly not in Rome with Paul, as

Holtzmann conjectures, for his writings are far later. His bones are said

by Jerome to have been brought from Achaia to Constantinople in the reign

of Constantius.

§ 2.—ORIGIN OF THE GOSPEL.

On the origin of his Gospel—which falls to be divided into three principal

portions, of which the middle one begins with the departure for Jerusalem.

ix. 51, and extends to xviii. 30 —Luke himself, i. 1-4, gives authentic infor-

mation. According to his own statement, he composed his historical work

(the continuation of which is the Acts of the Apostles) on the basis of the

tradition of eye-witnesses, and having regard to the xoritten evangelic compo-

sitions which already existed in great numbers, with critical investigation on

his own part, aiming at completeness and correct arrangement. Those

earlier compositions, too, had been drawn from apostolic tradition, but did

not suffice for his special object ; for which reason, however, to think mere-

ly of Jewish-Christian writings and their relation to Paulinism is unwar-

ranted. One of his principal documentary sources was—although this lias

been called in question for very insufficient reasons (Weizsacker, p. 17 ;
see

1 In opposition to Kuinocl, Riehm, de tns, and others.

foniibusAct. Ap. p. 17f., Guericke, Bleek. 'According to somo mentioned by

* Haer. 11. 12; also the paeudo-Origenes, Theophylact, In- is alleged t" have been

derecta in Deum fide, in Orlg. Opp. ed. de one of the two disciples going to Emmaus,

la Rue, I. p. 806 ; Hippolytos, Theophylact, which I.anse, /.. ./. I. p. '•.
,
*>2, considers prob-

Euthymius Zigabenus, Nicephorus Callis- able. See on xxiv. 13.
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on vi. 14 f.)—the Gospel of Murk. [See Note I., p. 225 seq.] Assuming this,

as in view of the priority of Mark among the three Synoptics it must of neces-

sity be assumed, it may be matter of doubt whether Matthew also in his

present form was made use of by him (according to Baur and others, even

as principal source) or not (Ewald, Reuss, "Weiss, Holtzmann, Plitt, Schen-

kel, Weizsacker, and others). At any rate he has worked up the apostle's

collection of Logia in part, not seldom, in fact, more completely and with

more critical sifting withal than our Matthew in his treatise. As, however,

this collection of Logia was already worked up into the Gospel of Matthew
;

and as the Gospel invested with this authority, it is a priori to be presumed,

could hardly remain unknown and unheeded by Luke in his researches, but,

on the contrary, his having regard to it in those passages, where Luke
agrees with Matthew in opposition to Mark, presents itself without arbitra-

riness as the simplest hypothesis ;
' our first Gosjiel also is doubtless to be

reckoned among the sources of Luke, but yet with the limitation, that for

him Mark, who represented more the primitive Gospel and was less Judaiz-

ing, was of far greater importance, and that generally in his relation to

Matthew he went to work with a critical independence, 2 which presupposes

that he did not measure the share of the apostle in the first Gospel accord-

ing to the later view (comp. Kahnis, Dogm. I. p. 411), but on the contrary

had no hesitation 3 in preferring other sources (as in the preliminary his-

tory). And other sources were available for him, partly oral in the apostolic

1 If a use of ovr Matthew by Luke is quite

rejected, recourse must be had to the hy-

pothesis (see especially, "Weiss in the Jahrb.

f. Deutsch. Theol. 1865, p. 319 ff.) that the

apostolic collection of Logia already con-

tained very much historical matter, and
thereby already presented the type of the

later Gospels. But in this way we again en-

counter the unknown quantity of a written

primitive Gospel, while we come into col-

lision with the testimony of Papias. And
yet this primitive collection of historical

matter in connection with the \oyia is held

to have excluded not only the history of

the birth and childhood, but also the his-

tory of the Passion from Matt. xxvi. 6-12

onward ; which latter exclusion, if once we
impute to the Aoyt'aan historical framework
and woof in the measure thought of, is

hardly conceivable in view of the impor-

tance of the history of the Passion and Res-

urrection. I am afraid that by following

Weiss, instead of the <rvyypa<f>r) tCov AoyiW,

which Papias claims for Matthew, we get

already an historical ef rj-yTjcris—even if only

dealing aggregately—oddly breaking off,

moreover, with the history of the Passion ;

instead of the unknown primitive-Mark,

an unknown primitive-Matthew. [See Note

I., p. 225 seq.]

5 As decisive against the supposition that

Luke knew our Matthew, ii. 39 is cited (see

especially Weiss and Holtzmann), and the

genealogy of Jesus, so far as it goes by
way of Nathan,—ii. 39 being held to show
that the preliminary history of Matthew
did not lie within the horizon of Luke.

Certainly it did not lie within it ; for he has

critically eliminated it, and given another,

which lay in his horizon. And the fact

that he gave a genealogical table not ac-

cording to the royal line of descent, in

which, nevertheless, Christ remained just

as well the Son of David, is likewise entire-

ly accordant with the critical task of the

later work ; for genealogies according to

the royal line were certainly the most

ancient. Only people should be in earnest

in attributing to him the critical procedure,

which he himseif, i. 3, affirms of his work,

also in relation to the Gospel of Matthew.
Schenkel in particular (p. 345) lightly pro-

nounces judgment over the criticism of the

third Gospel.
3 We may dispense with the hypothesis,

improbable even in itself, that Luke made
use of Matthew according to an older and
shorter redaction (de Wette and others),

which is alleged to derive support especial-

ly from the gap between ix. 17 and 18 com-
pared with Matt. xiv. 22-xvi. 12.
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tradition which he sought completely to investigate, partly written in the

Gospel literature which had already become copious. Such written sources

may in general be sufficiently recognized
; they are most readily discernible

in the preliminary history and in the account of the journeying (see on ix.

51), but not always certainly definable as respects their compass and in

their original form, least of all in so far as to assume them to be only Jewish-

Christian, esjiecially from the south of Palestine (Kostlin, comp. Holtz-

mann, p. 16G). The arrangement which places Mark only after Luke in-

volves us, when we inquire after the sources of the latter, in the greatest

difficulty and arbitrariness, since Luke cannot possibly be merely a free

elaboration of Matthew (Baur), and even the taking in of tradition and of

written sources without Mark (de Wette, Kahnis, Bleek, and others) is in

no wise sufficient. The placing of Mark as intermediate between Matthew
and Luke, steadfastly contended for by Hilgenfeld in particular, would, if it

were in other respects allowable, not raise up such invincible difficulties for

our question, and at least would not require the hypothesis of Hilgenfeld,

that our Matthew is a freer revision of the strictly Jewish-Christian writing

which formed its basis, or even (see the Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol. 1864,

j). 333) a tertiary formation, any more than it would need the insertion of

a Petrine gospel between Matthew and Mark (Hilgenfeld, Kostlin).

To carry back our Gospel in respect of its origin to apostolic authority was

a matter of importance to the ancient church in the interest of the canon
;

and the connection of Luke with Paul very naturally offered itself. Hence

even Irenaeus, Haer. iii. 1, quoted by Euscbius, v. 8, states : Aovnac de 6

(i/v'o/lowi9of Tla'r'kov rb vir' t/aivov KT/pvaadfirvov tvayyilcov hv ftiftAM KaTtdsro, " But

Luke the follower of Paul put down in a book the Gospel preached by

him" (comp. iii. 14 1 f.) ; and already Origen, Euscbius, and Jerome find

our Gospel of Luke designated in the expression of Paul to evayyihidv fiov.

See the further testimonies in Credner, I. p. 146 IT. As regards this eccle-

siastical tradition, there is to be conceded a general and indirect influence

of the ajwstle, not merely in reference to doctrine, inasmuch as in Luke

the stamp of Pauline Christianity is unmistakably apparent, but also in

part as respects the historical matter, 1 since certainly Paul must, in accord-

ance with his interest, his calling, and his associations, be supposed to

have had, at least in the leading points, a more precise knowledge of the

circumstances of the life of Jesus, His doctrine, and deeds. Comp. 1 Cor.

\i. 23 if., xv. 1 ff. But the generality and indirectness of such an influence

explain the fact, that in his preface Luke himself does not include any

appeal to this relation ; the proper sources from which he drew (and lie

unite, in fact, long after [see Note II., p. 226] the apostle's death) were

different. As a PnuHiir (Jospel, ours was the one of which Mardon laid

hold. How he mutilated and altered it, is evident from the numerous frag-

ments in Tertullian, Epiphanius, Jerome, the pseudo-Origen, and others.

1 In reference to this, Thiersch, A", im for Luke written records in accordance
iijinsi. Zeitalt. p. 168, 177, is bold enough ar- with 8 Tim. It. 18.

bltrarlly to assume that Paul had procured
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Remark 1. — Tho view, acutely elaborated by Schleiermacher, that the

whole Gospel is a stringing together of written documents (krit. Versuch iiberd.

Schriften d. Luk. I. Berl. 1837), is refuted at once by i. 3, and by the peculiar

literary character of Luke, which is observable throughout. See H. Planck,

Obss. de Lucae evang. analyst critica a Schkierm. propos., G6tt. 1819 ; Roediger,

Symbolae ad N. T. emngelia potiss. periin., Hal. 1827. And this literary peculi-

arity is the same which is also prominent throughout the Acts of the Apostles.

See, besides the proofs advanced by Crednerand others, especially Lekebusch,

Composit. d. Apostelgesch. p. 37 ff. ; Zeller, Apostelgesch. p. 414 ff.

Remark 2. — The investigation recently pursued, after the earlier precedents

of Semler, Loffler, and others, especially by Ritschl (formerly), Baur, and

Schwegler, 1 in opposition to Hahn (d. Evang. Marcions in s. urspr. Gestalt.,

Konigsb. 1823), to prove that the Gospel of Marcion was the primitive-Luke, has

reverted— and that indeed partially by means of these critics themselves, fol-

lowing the example of Hilgenfeld, krit. Uhters. 1850, p. 389 ff.—more and more

to the view that has commonly prevailed since Tertullian's time, that Marcion

abbreviated and altered Luke. Most thoroughly has this been the case with

Volkmar (iheol. Jahrb. 1850, p. 110 ff., and in his treatise, dan Evangel. Marcions,

u. Revis. d. neueren Unters., Leip. 1852), with whom Kostlin, Urspr. u. Composit.

d. synopl. Ev. 1853, p. 302 ff., essentially agrees. Comp. Hilgenfeld in the

iheol. Jahrb. 1853, p. 192 ff
.

; Zeller, Apostelgesch. p. 11 ff. The opinion that the

Gospel of Marcion was the pre-canonical form of the present Luke, may be

looked upon as set aside ; and the attacks and wheelings about of the Tubingen

criticism have rendered in that respect an essential service. See Franck in

the Stud. u. Krit. 1855, p. 290 ff. ; and on the history of the whole discussion,

Bleek, Elnl. p. 12G ff. For the Gospel of Marcion itself, —which has been ex

auctorltate veter. monum. descr. by Hahn,—see Thilo, Cod. Apocr. I. p. 401 ff.

§ 3._OCCASION AND OBJECT, TIME AND PLACE OF COMPO-
SITION.

The historical work consisting of two divisions (Gospel and Acts of the

Apostles), which Luke himself characterizes as a critico-systematic (ver. 3)

presentation of the facts of Christianity (ver. 1), was occasioned by the rela-

tion, not more precisely known to us, in which the author stood to a certain

TheopJnlus, for whom he made it his aim to bring about by this presentation

1 Ritschl, d. Evang. Marcions u. d. Jcanon. exaggeration witli which Hahn has defend-

Ev. d. Luk., e. krit. Unters., Tiib. 1846 ; Baur, ed the customary view, will know how to

krit. Unters. lib. d. kanon. Evangelicn, Tiib. excuse my being led by him to an opposite

1847, p. 393 ff.; Schwegler, nachapost. Zeitalt. onesidedness." According to Baur, Mark-

I. p. 261 ff. See, on the other hand, liar- vsevangel. 1851, p. 191 ff., Marcion had before

ting: quaestionem de Marcione Lucani him at least an older text of Luke, in many
evang. adidteratore, etc., novo examini sub- respects different from the canonical one.

misit, Utrecht, 1849.—Ritschl has subsc- Certainly the text of Luke which was be-

quently, in the theol. Jahrb. 1851, p. 528 f., fore Marcion may have had individual

confessed: "The hypothesis propounded readings more original than our witnesses

by me, that Marcion did not alter tho exhibit ; and it is in general, so far as we
Oospel of Luke, but that his Gospel is a can distinguish it, to be regarded as tanta-

step towards the canonical Luke, Ire- mount to a very ancient manuscript. But

gard as refuted by Volkmar and Ililgen- still Volkmar and Hilgenfeld often overes-

feld. Any one who considers the onesided timate its readings.
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of the history a knowledge of the trustworthiness of the Christian instruc-

tion that he had received. See vv. 1-4. Unhappily, as to this Theophilus,

who, however, assuredly is no merely fictitious personage * (Epipliani us,

Ileumann, and the Saxon Anonymus), nothing is known to us with cer-

tainty ; for all the various statements as to his rank, native country, etc. (see

Credner, Kinl. I. p. 144 f.), are destitute of proof, not excepting even the

supposition which is found as early as Eutychius (Annul. Alex., ed. Selden

et Pocock, I. p. 334), that he was an Italian, or, more precisely, a Boman '

(Hug, Eichhorn, and many others, including Ewald and Holtzmann). It

is, although likewise not certain, according to Acts xxiii. 2G, xxiv. 3, xxvi.

25, probable, that the address kp6.ti.cte points to a man of raiik (comp. Otto

in E'p. ad Diogn., ed. 2, p. 53 f.) ; and from the Pauline doctrinal character

of the historical work, considering that it was to serve as a confirmation of

the instruction enjoyed by Theophilus, it is to be concluded that he was a

folloicer of Paul ; in saying which, however, the rery point whether he was

a Jewish or a Gentile Christian cannot be determined, although, looking to

the Pauline author and character of the book, the latter is probable. The
Clementine Pecognitiones, x. 71, make him to be a man of high rank in

Antioch ; and against this very ancient testimony 2 there is nothing substan-

tial to object, if it be conceded that, even without being an Italian, he

might be acquainted with the localities named in Acts xxviii. 12, 13, 15,

without more precise specification. The idea that Luke, in composing the

work, has had in view other readers also besides Theophilus, not merely

Gentile Christians (Tiele), is not excluded by i. 3 f., although the treatise

was primarily destined for Theophilus and only by his means readied a

wider circle of readers, and then gradually, after the analogy of the ZS". T.

Epistles, became the common property of Christendom. The Paulim stand-

point of the author generally, and especially his universalistic standpoint,

have been of essential influence on the selection and presentation of the

matter in his Gospel, yet by no means to such an extent that we should have

to substitute for the objectively historical character of the work,—according

to which it had to pay due respect to the Judaistic elements actually given

in the history itself,— a character of subjective set purpose shaping the book,

as if its aim were to accommodate the Judaizing picture of the Messiah to

the views of Paulinism and to convert the Judaistic conceptions into the

Pauline form (Zeller, Apostelgesch. p. 439), or to exalt Paulinism at the

expense of Jewish Christianity, and to place the twelve apostles in a position

1 Whether this follows from the p;is<;\^<- rum sub una libro scripta Lucas optimo TJuo-

of the Muratorian Canon as to the Acta of pkUo comprehendil, t>in'itt< ns guat si

Hi.- Apostles (Ewald, Jahrb. Vill. p. 126; sentia ejus singula gerebanlur, sicvt el non

Qesch. d. apost. ZeitalLp. (0) is, considering modo passionem Petri evidenter decerpit (or

thr great corruption of the text, very decoUal), sed et prqfectlonem," etc.

doubtful. Ai least the very Indication, ao- -with which the circumstance is easily

'ding to which Theophilus would appear reconcilable that in the Constitutt. Ap. vil.

as living in Rome, would be introduced into 46. l lie is adduced as the third bishop of

the fragment only by oonjeoture, and that, Caesarea, and thai in thai place owrThe-

Indeed, as daring a conjecture as Ewald ophllus is meant, Is more than i>n>iiai>ie

gives. The text, namely, is, in his view, to from the context, where almost none but

be thus restored: " Acta omnium apostote- NewTestamenl dames are mentioned.
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of inferiority to Paul (Baur, Hilgenfeld). 1 If the author had such a set

purpose, even if taken only in Zeller's sense, he would have gone to work

with an inconsistency that is incomprehensible (not in keeping with that

purpose, as Zeller thinks) ; and we should, in fact, he compelled to support

the hypothesis by the further assumption that the original work had con-

tained neither the preliminary history nor a number of other portions, 2 and

had only been brought into its present form by the agency of a later redac-

teur taking a middle course (Baur, Marlcusevang. p. 223 ff.). Baur regards

this latter as the author of the Acts of the Apostles. See, on the other

hand, Zeller, Apostelgesch. p. 446 ff.

The composition of the Gospel, placed by the Fathers as early as fifteen

years after the ascension, by Thiersch, K. im apost. Zeitalt. p. 158, and by

various others as early as the time of Paul's imprisonment in Caesarea, is

usually (and still by Ebrard and Guericke) referred to the time soon after

the apostle's two years' sojourn in Rome, which is narrated at the conclusion

of the Acts of the Apostles. But as this conclusion is not available for any

such definition of time (see Introd. to the Acts of the Apostles, § 3), and as,

in fact, Luke xxi. 24 f. (compared with Matt. xxiv. 29) already presupposes

the destruction of Jerusalem [see Note III., p. 226 seq.]. and places between

this catastrophe and the Parousia a period of indefinite duration (axpig nfo/pu-

Quac naipol k&v&v), Luke must have written within these natpol etivuv, and so

not till after the destruction of Jerusalem, as is rightly assumed by Credner,

de Wette, Bleek, Zeller, Reuss, Lekebusch (Cornposit. d. Apostelgescli.

p. 413 ff.) ; Kostlin, p. 286 ff. ; Giider in Herzog's EncyM. ; Tobler, Evan-

gelienfr., Zurich 1858, p. 29. See esjxjcially, Ewald, Jahrb. III. p. 142 f.
;

Holtzmann, p. 404 ff. With this also agrees the reflection, which so often

presents itself in the Gospel, of the oppressed and sorrowful condition of

the Christians, as it must have been at the time of the composition. Comp.

on vi. 20 ff. Still xxi. 32 forbids us to assign too late a date,—as Baur,

Zeller (110-130 after Christ), Hilgenfeld (100-110) do, extending the dura-

tion of the yevea to a Roman seculum (in spite of ix. 27),—even although no

criterion is to be derived from Acts viii. 26 for a more precise definition of

the date of the Book of Acts, and so far also of the Gospel (Hug : during

the Jewish war ; Lekebusch : soon after it). John wrote still later than

Luke, and thus there remains for the latter as the time of composition the

decade 70-80, beyond which there is no going either forward or backward.

[See Note III., p. 226 seq.] The testimony of Irenaeus, iii. 1, that Luke wrote

after the death of Peter and Paul, may be reconciled approximately with

this, but resists every later date,—and the more, the later it is. The Prot-

evangelium Jacobi, which contains historical references to Matthew and Luke

(Tischendorf :
" Wann wurden unsere Evangelien verfasst ? " 1865, p. 30 ff.),

fails to give any more exact limitation of time, as the date of its own compo-

sition cannot be fixed with certainty. "Whether in its present form it was

1 See especially, Weiss in the Stud, u. 22, xii. 6 f., xiii. 1-5, xvi. 17, xix. 18-46, xxi.

Krit. 18G1, p. 708 ff.; Holtzmann, p. 389 IT. 18, also probably xi. 30-32, 49-51, xiii. 28-35,

2 According to Baur, iv. 16-30, v. 39, x. and perhaps xxii. 30.
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used by Justin in particular, is very questionable. Still more doubtful is

the position of the Acta Pilati. In the Epistle of Barnabas 19, the parallel

Avith Luke vi. 30 is not genuine (according to the Sinaitic).

Wliere the Gospel was written is utterly unknown ; the statements of

tradition vary (Jerome, praef. in Matth. : "in Achaiae Boeotiaeque partibus,"

"in the regions of Achaia and Boeotia ;" the Syriac : in Alexandria magna,
comp. Grabe, Spicileg. patr. I. p. 32 f.) ; and conjectures pointing to Cae-

sarea (Michaelis, Kuinoel, Schott, Thiersch, and others), Rome (Hug, Ewald,

Zeller, Lekebusch, Holtzmann, and others), Achaia and Macedonia (Hilgen-

feld in his Zeitschr. 1858, p. 594 ; 1851, p. 179), and Asia Minor (Kostlin),

are not capable of proof.

§ 4.—GENUINENESS AND INTEGRITY.

The author does not name himself
; but the unanimous tradition of the

ancient church, which in this express statement reaches as far back as Ire-

naeus {Haer. iii. 1, i. 27. 2, iii. 14. 3 f., iii. 10. 1), designates Luke as the

author (see also the Syriac and the Canon of Muratori) ; in opposition to

which there docs not arise from the book itself any difficulty making it nec-

essary to abide' merely by the general view of a Pauline Gentile-Christian

(but not Luke) as the author, as Hilgenfeld does on account of its alleged

late composition. Papias, in Eusebius, iii. 39, does not mention Luke,

which, however, cannot matter much, since it is after all only afragment

which has been preserved to us from the book of Papias. Moreover, the

circumstance that Marcion appropriated to himself this very Gospel, presup-

poses that he regarded it as the work of a disciple of the Apostle Paul
;

indeed, the disciples of Marcion, according to Tertullian, e. Marc. iv. 5, at-

tributed it directly to Paul himself, as also the Saxon Anonymus preposter-

ously enough has again done. The unanimous tradition of the church is

treated with contempt by the precarious assertion, that the authorship of

Luke was only inferred from the narrative of travel in the Book of A its at

a time when there was a desire to possess among the Gospels of the church

also a Pauline one (Kostlin, p. 291). That our Gospel—which, we may add,

was made use of by Justin, 1 and in the Clementine Homilies 9— is not as

yet quoted in the Apostolic Fathers (not even in the Epistle of Barnabas),

is sufficiently to be explained <>n the general ground of their preference for

oral tradition,' 1 and by the further circumstance, thai this Gospel in the first

instance was only a private document.

Remakk.—That the person who, in the narrative of travel in the Book of

Acts, speaks in the first person (?ce) is neither Timothy nor Silas, see Introd. to

Acts, § 1.

1 See Scmiseli, 7)rnkw. Jus/in.*, p. 11') ff.; partloular that of Luke.
Zeller, Aposlelgi ch. ]>. 86 ff. Comp. also "See (Jhlhorn, Homil. u. SeeoffnU. dot

Cleaner, Gesch. <i. Kanon,p, 45. He, never- ( .
- . p 180 ff.; Zeller, p. r>:i IT.

tlieless, In this, his last work, calls in ques- '' See Qieaeler, Entsteh. d.schrifU. i

t.ion Justin's direct use of our Gospels, and lien, p. 149 ff.

only concedes that be knew them, and In
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The integrity of the work has, no doubt, been impugned, as far as the

genuineness of i. 5 ff. and ch. ii. has been called in question ; but see the

critical remarks on ch. ii.

Notes by American Editor.

I. Origin of the Gospel.

The problem of the origin of the Synoptic Gospels again confronts us (see

Mark, Note I., p. 10).

Here, again, we note the different position taken by Weiss. He holds, and has

in his MarkusemngeUum set forth his detailed proof, " that, aside from the pre-

liminary history (chaps. L, ii.) and the conclusion (from chap. xxiv. 9 on), with

the exception of two interjected passages (chap. vi. 20-viii. 3, and ix. 51-xviii.

14) the entire Gospel, in arrangement and mode of statement, shows a literary

dependence upon Mark" (Weiss ed. Mey., p. 237). At the same time, he insists

most strongly (against Meyer) that Luke did not make use of Matthew, but of

"the older apostolic source," which contained much historical matter. He
thinks (and in his work on Matthew has attempted to prove) that in the two in-

terjected passages (see above) Luke used the material of this "older source,"

mainly in its original order, and often in its original form. Into his narrative,

which borrowed its outline from Mark, he inserted these passages. (The same

author calls attention, more particularly than Meyer does, to the Hebraizing dic-

tion of the opening chapters, which, with most recent critics, he attributes

to the use of a written document.)

In regard to this hypothesis, it may be remarked that the matter in Luke

which Weiss so naively excepts is equal in extent to the entire Gospel of Mark ;

that in the portion which he thinks shows dependence upon Mark there are

more correspondences, in words, in verses, and in sections, with Matthew than

with Mark, while the order is by no means identical with that of the latter.

Hence the dependence on Mark has less support from internal phenomena than

that on Matthew. The dependence of the Synoptists, in various ways, upon a

common document containing narrative portions (as Weiss holds) seems still

more decidedly against the facts.

Mr. Norton (Genuineness of the Gospels) estimates that Luke has in but

one-tenth part of his Gospel any agreement of expression with the other

Evangelists; "and but an inconsiderable portion of it appears in the nar-

rative, in which there are few instances of its existence for more than half a

dozen words together. In the narrative it may be computed as less than

a twentieth part." The greater resemblance in the portions containing dis-

course is quite readily accounted for by the theory of oral tradition. But the

divergence in the narrative portions would prove that Luke's literary habit was

that of an "adapter," altering his phraseology to give an appearance of orig-

inality. There must remain, in connection with all such theories of literary

dependence, a suspicion of literary dishonesty.

Singularly enough, while Luke contains twice as much matter (counting by

topics or sections) peculiar to himself as Matthew, or, in fact, as both Matthew

and Mark, recent critics most generally assert his dependence on one or both of

the two others.

15
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Moreover, against such dependence in the case of Luke may he urged his own
language (chap. i. 1), which seems to exclude his use and knowledge of works
such as our canonical Gospels (see Notes IV., VII., pp. 256, 257). The late date

which Meyer assigns to the composition of the Gospel would favor such a

knowledge, but that date cannot be allowed, resting as it does on the assump-
tion that Luke tampered with our Lord's language respecting the destruction of

Jerusalem (see Note III., below).

II. The Relation of Luke to Paul.

Meyer places the date of the Gospel between a.d. 70 and 80. But this was
not "long after the apostle's death." If, as seems more probable (see Note
III., below), Luke wrote both books shortly after the close of Paul's (first) im-

prisonment at Rome (Acts xxviii. 30), the connection with the apostle is made
quite immediate. But in any case the two '' treatises" stand together. In the

second Luke details the labors of Paul, modestly indicating his own relations

with that apostle : how can we do otherwise than infer the existence of Paul's

influence in this first literary work ? He does not appeal to it, since there was
no necessity for doing so ; his relation to the apostle to the Gentiles must have

been known to Theophilus. It is worth while to note the exceeding accuracy

with which some critics show Luke's dependence on unknown documents, and
deny or ignore the influence of that magnificent human teacher, with whom
we know he lived in relations of the greatest intimacy.

III. Date of Composition.

If the date of composition be placed after the destruction of Jerusalem, be-

cause of the reference in chap. xxiv. 24, then the author is necessarily regarded

as manipulating the words of Jesus, hisMaster. Meyer's view implies something

more than a divergence of tradition ; it implies that Luke, finding the Lord's

prophecy, as it appeared in the Logia collection, was not fulfilled, deliberately

put in a saving clause about " the times of the Gentiles." This fuller and
fairer statement will virtually dispose of the argument with those who give

Luke credit for common honesty.

There is no valid reason against the usual date, nameh7
, durirjg the two

years' sojourn of Paul at Rome (Acts xxviii. 30). The positive argument
in favor of it is thus stated by Godet (Luke, p. 545 Am. ed.) : "If, on
the one hand, the mention of the term of two years in the last verses of

the Acts clearly assumes that a new phase in Paul's life had begun after

his captivity, on the other hand the complete silence of the author as to

the end of the apostle's career proves thai this phase had not yet termi-

nated. The Acts must therefore have been written in the interval between tin-

end of Paul's first captivity at Rome (in the spring of the year 64) and his mar-

tyrdom (about 67). Tli Gospel must have been composed a short time before."

Schaff thinks the Gospel was composed either at Caesarea or Rome, but not

published till after the death of Paul : he thus accounts for the statement of

Irenaeus.

A number of arguments have been adduced in favor of a later date (see E. A.

Abbott, Encycl. Brit.), but they do not prove the position taken, In fact, tho

Gospel, on the face of it, shows that it was not written after the destruction of
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Jerusalem. Moreover, the relation of its phenomena to those in the other Syn-

optics points to a date nearly synchronous with that of the composition of the

other two, and these must have been penned before the destruction of Jerusalem.

The notice of Jerome as to the place of composition (Achaia and Boeotia)

would agree with a date immediately after the first imprisonment of Paul,

and with the somewhat uncertain hints of the movements of the apostle in the

subsequent years of his life. So Godet, who formerly named Corinth as the

place of composition, but now more generally "Achaia."

On the bearing of chap. i. 1-4 upon the questions of origin and date, see

Notes IV., VII., pp. 256, 257.
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EvayytXiov Hard Aovxav.

BF S have only kcitu Aovkuv. Others : to kutu Aovkuv uyiuv evayy. Others

en Tub Hard A. Others : en tov k. A. (uyiuv) evayyt/.Uw. See on Matthew.

CHAPTER I.

Vek. 5. ij yvvrj avTOv] B C* D L X X, rnin. codd. It. Jer. Aug. Beda have yvvfj

ir7<:>. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. The Eecepla is

an exegetical alteration—which also holds true of the order of the words at

ver. 10 in Elz. tov laov fjv, instead of which yv tov 'Aaov is preponderatingly at-

tested. — [Ver. 6. Lvutuov] Tisch., recent editors, K. V., accept kvavTiuv, follow-

ing X B C. The latter is unusual in Luke.] — Ver. 14. Instead of yEvicei, Elz.

has ytvvr'joei, in opposition to decisive evidence. From yewyaei, ver. 13.

Cornp. on Matt. i. 18. — Ver. 20. TtAi]puQi]GovTai~\ D, Or. have n'At]cOijaovTai. If

it were more strongly attested, it would have to be adopted (comp. onxxi. 22).

—

[Ver. 2G. Tisch. and recent editors read into, following X B L, instead of iiro.]

— Ver. 27. The form e/ivtjotcvv. (Lachm. Tisch.), instead of the reduplicated

/le/ivr/oTEvu., has in this place, and still more at ii. 5, such important codd. in

its favor, that it is to be preferred, and pepvyGTevu. inust be attributed to the

transcribers (Deut. xxii. 23, xx. 7). — Ver. 28. 6 ayyetog] is wanting in B L, min.

Copt. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Tisch.; the more lightly, that in F A
X, 69, Syr. Arm. Brix. Ed. Corb. it is placed after airi/v, and was more easily

supplied than omitted. — tvAoyip-uvii cv kv yvv.] is wanting in B L X, min. Copt.

Sahid. Arm. Syr. hier. Damasc. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Tisch. An
addition from ver. 42, whence, also, in some witnesses there has been added,

mi evXoyij/ievog 6 napnuc r//f noilias gov. [Treg. brackets, "Weiss rejects, YV. and

Hurt mark as a Western addition, E. V. inserts in marg. only.] — Ver. 2i). Elz.

Scholz, Lachm. have y fie hSovaa (hiTapti\ rJ7/ knl rip "k6y<p airvv. Griesb. and

Tisch. have tj de sir} rip X6y(p dierapd^Brj. So B I) L X X, min. Ann. Cant.

Damasc. (D : irapaxr
'v)- This reading is to be preferred. From AE the

transcriber passed immediately to AIErapaxQi] (hence, also, in I), the mere sim-

ple form), by which means kirl Tip Myip dropped out, and this is still wanting in

C* min. The bare # 6i dterapux^v was then glossed by Idovoa (comp. ver. 12)

(another gloss was : cum audisset, Vulg. '//.), which, being adopted before i

was the cause of km r<j ?.o;<.> being placed nft<r ihtTi/p. when it was restored (in

which case, for the most part, abrov was inserted also). • Ver. 35. After yewitp.

C, min. ami many vss. and Fathers (see especially, Athanasins), as also Valen-

tinus in the PhUos., have h am (yel with the variation:-; defeand in fe), and

this Lachmann lias adopted in brackets. A more precisely defining, and withal

dootrinally suggested addition (comp. Matt. i. 16 ; Gal. Lv. 1 1. Ver. 36. The

form <n to be adopted, with Lachm. and Tisch., following A C*** D E
G H L A K, min. ovyyevqc is a correction. — Instead of yr/pei, Elz. has yrjpa, in
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opposition to decisive evidence. — Ver. 37. irapa tu> 9£<j] Tisch. has irapa tov

Qenv, following BDL S; the dative suggested itself as being closer to the pre-

vailing conception (Gen. xviii. 14). —-Ver. 41. The verbal order: tov danaGpov

Tijq Map. ?) 'E?ua. (Lachm. Tisch.), is attested with sufficient weight to induce

us to recognize y 'E'Ajg. r. acnr. r. Map. (Elz.) as a transposition. — [Ver. 42.

Tisch. and recent editors have upavyy, instead of (puvy ; so B L, Origen.] — Ver.

44. Following B C D* F L S, Vulg. It. Or., the verbal order of the Becepta kv

dya/iA.. to ffpecpog is to be maintained (Griesb. Scholz have to (Ipety. kv dyaAA.). —
Ver. 49. peyaAtia] Lachm. Tisch. read peydAa, in accordance with B D* L K 130.

So also probably Vulg. It., magna (not magnolia, as at Acts ii. 11). To be pre-

ferred, since /isyaXsla might easily have been introduced as a more exact defini-

tion by a recollection of Ps. lxxi. 19. — Ver. 50. etc yevedc yeveaiv] Very many
variations, among which s'tc yevedg Kai yevedc (Tisch.) is the best attested, by B
C* L Syr. Copt. codd. It. Vulg. ms. Aug. [so recent editors, B. V.] ; next to

this, but far more feebly, e'tc yeveuv kuI yevedv (commended by Griesb.). The
former is to be preferred ; the Becepta, although strongly attested, arose out of

the current expression insaecula saeculorum. — Ver. 55. The Codd. are divided

between etc tov atuva (Elz. Lachm. Tisch.) and euc altivoc (Griesb. Scholz). The
former has the stronger attestation, but is the expression so current in the N. T.

that iug, etc., which does not occur elsewhere in the N. T., but is in keeping

with the usage of the LXX. after r. Girepp. avrov (Gen. xiii. 15, etc.), here de-

serves the preference. [Eecent editors, B. V., agree with Tisch., following NAB
D and most authorities.] — Ver. 59. 6y66y fj/iepa] B C D L X, min. have fyfikpa ry

6yA6y. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. Preponderantly

attested, and therefore to be preferred. —Ver. 61. kv rrj nvyyeveia gov] Lachm.

and Tisch. read en tTjc Gvyyevei.ac gov, following A B C* L A A X, min. Copt.

Chron. Pasch. The latter is to be preferred, in place of which the former more

readily occurred to the pen of the copyists. — Ver. 62. avrov] B D F G X, min.

have avTo. So Lachm. and Tisch. Bightly ; the reference to to iratdiov, ver.

59, was left unnoticed, and the masculine was niechanicalty put in Kara, ovveoiv.

— Ver. 66. Kai xE
'

lP\ Lachm. Tisch. have aal yap x?'P, following B C* D L X,

Copt. Aeth. Vulg. It. Goth. Approved by Kinck also, who, however, rejects yv

on too slight evidence, yap is the rather to be adopted, because of the facility

with which it may have dropt out on occasion of the similarly sounding xeiP
which follows, and of the difficulty with which another connective particle was

inserted after the already connecting Kai . — Ver. 70. tuv ay. tuv~\ the second

tuv, deleted by Tisch., is wanting in B L A X, min. Or. Ens. [Eejected by re-

cent editors, 11. V.] An omission by a clerical error. — Ver. 75. After f/fiepag

Elz. has Tyc (w/c, in opposition to decisive evidence. — Ver. 76. nal gv~\ Tisch.

has Kal gv St (so also Scholz, following Bornem. in Bosenm. Beperl. II. p. 259),

on very considerable evidence ; Kai . . . 6s was often mutilated by copyists

lacking discernment. — Ver. 78. i-rrjutfaTo] so Tisch., and most uncials, but X*

B L have -srai ; so W. and Hort, Weiss., B. V. text.]

Ver. I.
1 'ETraJ^Trep] Quoniam quidem, since indeed, not found elsewhere in

1 According to Baur and others, this pre- truth in concrete). Ewald aptly observes,

face, vv. 1-4, was only added by the last Jahrb. II. p. 182 f., of this preamble, that in

hand that manipulated our Gospel, after its homely simplicity, modesty, and brevity,

the middle of the second century. Thus, it may be called the model of a preface to

the Gospel would bear on the face of it un- an historical work. See on the prologue,
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the X. T., nor in the LXX., or the Apocrypha ; Crequenl in classical w i

see Bartung, PartikeU. I. p. 342 f. ObBerve that kireity denotes the fact,

assumed as known, in such away " lit quae Lnde evenerint et secuta sint,

nunc adhuc durent," "that what things have thence resulted and followed

still endure until now," Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 040. — TTo/i/.oi] Christian

writers, whose works for the most part are not preserved. 1 The apocrypha]

Gospels still extant are of a Later date ; Mark, however, is in any case meant

to be included. The Gospel of Matthew too, in its present form which was

then already in existence, cannot have remained unknown to Luke ; and in

using the word nolloi he must have thought of it with others (see [ntrod.

<j 2), although not as an apostolic writing, because the -/>//<>< are distinct

from the eye-witnesses, ver. 2. The apostolic collect inn of Logia was no Sify-

ynaic nepl rav k.t.2.., and its author, as an apostle, belonged not to thv -o?.-

. l>ut to the an' apxyg avToirrai. But the Gosjjel to the Hebrews, if and so

far as it had then already assumed shape, belonged to the attempts of the

zn'/'/ni. [See Note IV., p. 256.] - em teipijaav] have undertaken, said under a

sense of the loftiness and difficulty of the task, Acts xix. 13. In the X. T.

only used in Luke ; frequently in the classical writers. 5 Neither in the

word in itself, nor by comparing it with what Luke, ver. 3, says of Ids own
work, is there to be found, with Eostlin, Ebrard, Lekebusch, and older

writers, any indication of insuTficic/icy in those endeavors in general, which

Origen, 8 Ambrosius, Theophylact, Calovius, and various others even referred

to their contrast with the inspired Gospels. But for his special purpost he

judged none of those preliminary works as sufficient. narrative.

*

observe the singular. Of the -o'/.hn each one attempted a narrative rrepl rSn>

k.t.X., thus comprising the evangelic whole. Loose leaves or detached

i — .i\s (Ebrard) Luke does not mention. — avaTiiS-aodai] to set "/' according to

order.* Neither defyp/o. nor avar&oa. occurs elsewhere in the X. 'I'. — wepi rSn>

-:-'///l>titf>i)p. iv r/fj'tv npayy.] of the facts Hint /lore attained to full conviction

among v.s (Christians). [See Note V.. p. 257. . to bring to full

conviction, may be associated also with an accusative of' tin thing, which is

brought to full acknowledgment (2 Tim. iv. 5) ;
hence in a passive sense :

something attains to full belief (2 Tim. iv. 17i.it is brought

to full conviction [nlr]po<popia wiortog, Beb. x. 22) among others. So here

Floltzmann, p. 848ff. Aberle in the TBb. hostility to Christianity (Aberle In the theol.

Quartalschr. 1868, l. i>.
si ft., in a peculiar Quart. 1866, p. 178 IT. >.

untenable way makes use of this pro- Comp. also Dlplan, p. 159 (in Valcke-

is proof For the allegation thai our naer):eir«8ijirepirepiToirroviroAAoieirexei/»ij<»wi'

Gospel was occasioned by the accusation an-oAovicrao-^ai.

of Paul <an<l of the whole Christian body) 'In Jerome: " Matthaeus qutppe el Mar-

in Rome; holding thai the prologue musl ens el Johannes el Lucas nonsunl

therefore have been composed with the scribere, Bed ecripeerunt," "Matthew In-

Intention of Its being interpreted In more deed and Mark and John and Luke have

than one. See, on the other hand,Hil- nol undertaken to write, bul have written."

Id in his ZHtichr. 1864, p. in ff. The Comp. Euthymlus Zigabenus.

whole hypothesis falls to the ground at once * See especially! Plato, iZ«p. iii. p

before the faol thai Luke did aol write till Arist. /,'//. /.iii. 16 ; 2 Maoo. 11. 8ft

after the destruction of Jerusalem. :
' Plut Moral, p 968 <

'. < frrpmrtVaaflw, Besy.

'There is th.i the remotesl ground for chlus,

thinking of Don Christian i lu w ritten In
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(it is otherwise where iz/^po^opelcr&at is said of a person, as Rom. iv. 21, xiv.

5 ; Col. iv. 12 ; Ignat. ad Magnes. viii. 10 ;
Eccles. viii. 11 ; Phot. Bill.

p. 41, 29). Rightly so taken by the Fathers (Theophylaet : ov yap airliag Kara

ipi?i?jv Ttapadocuv eial ra tov ~&.pio~TOv, ahlJ iv ahr/fte'ia kcu ttiotel [iefiaia nal fiera

iraaqc irl?ipo<j>optas, "For the things of Christ are not simply according to

mere tradition, but in truth and steadfast faith and with all full assurance"),

Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Valckenaer, and many others, including

Olshausen and Ewald. The explanation :
" quae in nobis completae sunt 1 '

(Vulgate), which have fully happened, run their course among us (Luther,

Hammond, Paulus, de Wette, Ebrard, Kostlin, Bleek, and others), is

opposed to usage, as Trfypodopeiv is never, even in 2 Tim. iv. 5, equivalent to

izT^povv, and therefore it cannot be conceived as applying, either, with

Schneckenburger (comp. Lekebusch, p. 30), to thefulfilment of God's counsel

and promise through the life of the Messiah, which besides would be entirely

imported ; or, with Baur, to the idea of Christianity realized as regards its

full contents, under which the Pauline Christianity was essentially included.

Ver. 2. Ka&uc] neither quatenus, "since," nor belonging to irenlripoq. (in op-

position, as respects both, to Kuinoel, as respects the latter also to Olshausen),

but introducing the How, the modal definition of avarat;. diqy7jaiv. — irapkSoaav]

have delivered. It is equally erroneous to refer this merely to written, 1 or

merely to oral communication, although in the historical circumstances the

latter was by far the preponderating. 2 Holtzmann appropriately remarks :

'
' The subjects of napiSocav and the irolloi are not distinguished from one

another as respects the categories of the oral and written, but as respects

those of primary and secondary authority." For the nollo'i, as for Luke him-

self, who associates himself with them by im/joi, the irapadooig of the av-dnrat

was the proper source, in accordance with which therefore he must have criti-

cally sifted the attempts of those noTJuoi, so far as he knew them (ver. 3). — an'

apxyr] namely, of those npayfidruv. But it is not the time of the birth of Jesus

that is meant (so most commentators, including Kuinoel and Olshausen),

but that of the entrance of Jesus on His ministry (Euthymius Zigabenus,

de Wette) ; comp. John xv. 27 ; Acts i. 21 f., which explanation is not

"audacious" (Olshausen), but necessary, because the avTon-ai ml imriphai

tov loyov are the same persons, and therefore under the civtStztcu there are not

to be understood, in addition to the first disciples, Mary also and other

members of the family, a-' apxm therefore is not to be taken absolutely, but

relatively. — vntipkrai tov Myov] ministri evangelii (the doctrine kcit' k^oxvv,

Acts viii. 7, xiv. 25, xvi. 6, xvii. 11). These were the Twelve and other

uad?jTai of Christ (as according to Luke also the Seventy), who were in the

service of the gospel for the purpose of announcing it. Comp. iii. 7 ; Acts

vi. 4 ; Col. i. 23 ; Acts xxvi. 10 ; 1 Cor. iv. 1. Others (Erasmus, Castalio,

Beza, Grotius, Maldonatus, al., including Kuinoel) take tov 16yov in the sense

of the matter concerned, of the contents of the history spoken of (see on Acts

1 KSnigsm. de fontibus, etc., in Pott's Syl- of the avromai we know with certainty only

lone, III. p. 231 ; Hug- the Koyia of Matthew according to Papias.

- Of the written materials of this napaSoo-is
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viii. 21) ; but it would be just as inappropriate to hirTipircu as it would be quite

superfluous, since tov %6yov must by no means be attached to avrd-rrTcu also.

Finally, it is a mistake to refer it to Christ in accordance with John i. I.
1

It is only John that names Christ 6 ?.6yog. — Theophylact, moreover, aptly

observes : kn robrov, "from this" (namely, from m-dLc -aptdoGav rjfuv k.t.1.)

brf/\av, bn ovk yr 6 Aovnag air' apxyg //«i?//~v_", n'/'/' ilarepdxpovoc' a?.?.oi yap ijcav ol

utt' apxvc ua'&tjTevO'ivTsg . . . ol nal Trapldocmv avr<7> k.t.A., "it is evident Luke

was not a disciple from the beginning, but of a later time ; for those who
were made disciples from the beginning were others . . . who also delivered

to him," etc. By yulv the writer places himself in the second generation
;

the first were the immediate disciples of Christ, ol air" cipxyc av-onrai kai imn-

pirai. This vir^pirai, however, is not chosen for the sake of placing the

Twelve on an equality with Paul (Acts xxvi. lfl). As though the word
were so characteristic for Paul in particular ! Comp. John xviii. 3G

;

1 Cor. iv. 1.

Ver. 3. Apodosis, which did not begin already in ver. 2. — ioo^e napol] in

itself neither excludes nor includes inspiration. Vss. add to it : et Spiritui

sancto. By the use of ica/io'i Luke places himself in the same category with

the nolloi, in so far as he, too, had not been an eye-witness ;
" sic tamen ut

etiamnum aliquid ad aafyaleiav ac firmitudinem Theophilo conferat," "in such

a way, however, that he bestows on Theophilus something toward aaoa'/.nnr

and solidity," Bengel. — 7raptjKo?.ov&.] after having from the outset fulh >ir, ,!

everything with accuracy. TlapaKo?.., of the mental tracing, investigating,

whereby one arrives at a knowledge of the matter. See the examples in

Valckenaer, Schol. p. 12 ; Dissen, ad Bern, de Cor. p. 344 f. Comp., more-

over, Thucyd. i. 22. 2 : baov fiwarbv atipi It m waorov i-t^eXduv. — jraaiv]

namely, those Tcpdyfiaai, not masculine (Syr.).

—

avudev] not: radidtus, fun-

damentally (Grotius), which is comprised in anpif}., but : from the first, see

on John iii. 3. From the beginning of the history it is seen that in his in-

vestigation he started from the birth of the Baptist, in doing which, doubt-

l"ss, he could not but still lack the authentic tradition of ver. 2. Never-

theless the consciousness of an advantage over those iroXXol expresses itself

in napriK. avoSev. — nmi:-,
:

r\ in orderly sequence, not out of the order of time,

in which they occurred one after the other. 8 Only Luke has the word in the

N. T. (viii. 1 ; Acts iii. 21, xi. 4, xviii. 23); it occurs also in Aclian, Plu-

tarch, ct ol., but the older classical writers have k^fjg.— Kpariare eefytfo]

See [ntrod. § S. That in Acts i. 1 he is addressed merely a OeSfifo, proves

nothing againsl the titular use of Kpanore. See on the latter, Grotius.

\'er. 4. "Ira kiriyvug] ut accurate cognosceres, " that thou mightest accu-

1 So Orlgen, Athanasius, Euthymius Ziga- rree to lay hold new of the one, now of the

benns, Valla, Calovius, and others, Includ- other/jusl as it is held to suit, Th(

ing Stein (Kommentar, Halle 1880). Hon, often repeated, In favor of the vio-

2 In the case of this Kaffff^? the Harmon- lencesof harmonizers, that In Luke the ar-

ista of coarse make the reservation, that it rangemenl by subject-matter even predom-

wiil be " conditioned a1 one time more by mates (Ebrard, Lichtensteln), is absolutely

a chronological interest, at another time Incompatible with thai «eofl«{?s. IsecNote

more by thai of the Bubjeot-matter," Llob VI.. p. 867.]

t< ostein, i>. 78. Thus they keep their hand
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rately knoic;" see on Matt. xi. 27 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 12. — Kepi av Kari^xn^VQ %6yuv]

The attraction is not, with the Vulgate and the majority of commentators,

to be resolved into : tuv 7\.6yav, Kepi uv narnxydqc, as the contents of the in-

struction is put with mTTixelodai in the accusative (Acts xviii. 25 ; Gal. vi.

6), and only the more remote object to which the instruction relates is ex-

pressed by irepi (Acts xxi. 21, 24), but into : -rcepl ruv Idyuv, ovc Karrix'ffiriQ'

that thou mightest know in respect of the doctrines, in which thou wast in-

structed, the unshaken certainty. Comp. Kostlin, p. 132, and Ewald. The

/6yoL are- not the Kpa.yp.ara, res, "matters'1 '' (comp. ver. 2), as is usually

supposed ; but it is just the specifically Christian doctrines, the individual

parts of the Xdyoc, ver. 2 (j&v ?i6yuv r?/c wicrrsor, "doctrines of the faith,"

Euthymius Zigabenus), that stand in the most essential connection with the

history of Jesus and from it receive their dodc/.eia ; in fact, they are in great

part themselves essentially history. — Ka-rixiftw is to be understood of art mil.

instruction (in Acts xxi. 21 also), not of hearsay, of which, moreover, the

passages in Kypke are not to be explained. Wlio had instructed Theophi-

lus—who, moreover, was assuredly already a Christian (not merely inter-

ested on behalf of Christianity, as Bleek supposes)—we know not, but certain-

ly it was not Luke himself (in opposition to Theophylact).

—

rijv datydleiav]

the unchangeable certainty, the character not to be shaken. Comp. rrp> aai>a-

7.Eiav dvai 16yov, Xen. Mem. iv. 6. 15. The position at the end is emphatic.

According to Luke, therefore, by this historical work, Avhich he purposes to

write, the doctrines which Theophilus had received are to be set forth for

him in their immovable posit in truth ; according to Baiir, on the other hand,

the aatpdAeia which the writer had in view was to be this, that his entire rep-

resentation of primitive Christianity sought to become conducive to the con-

cilatory interest (of the second century), and always kejit this object in view.

This is purely imported. Luke wrote from the dispassionate consciousness

that Christianity, as it subsisted for him as the Pauline contents of faith,

had its firm basis of truth in the evangelical history of salvation. [See Note

VII., p. 257.]

Vei\ 5. The periodic and Greek style of the preface gives place now to

the simple Hebraizing mode of presentation in the preliminary history,—

a

circumstance explained by the nature of its Jewish-Christian sources, which

withal were not made use of without being subjected to manipulation, since

Luke's peculiarities in expression pervade even this preliminary history.

How far, however, the lofty, at times truly lyrical beauty and art of the

descriptions are to be reckoned due to the sources themselves or to Luke as

working them up, cannot be decided. [See Note VIII., p. 258.]— Observe,

moreover, how the evangelical tradition gradually pushes back its begin-

nings from the emergence of the Baptist (Mark) to the yeveaiq of Jesus (Mat-

thew), and even to the conception of His forerunner (Luke). — kyivero] exti-

tit, emerged in history. Comp. on Mark i. 4.— iepevc tic] therefore not high

priest. — On the twenty-four classes of priests (^p.'HD, in the LXX., i^pzp'ia,

also (uaipeaic, in Josephus also idr/mrpir), which, since the time of Solomon,

had the temple-service for a week in turn, see Ewald, Altcrth. p. 315 ;
Keil,

Archdol. I. p. 188 f. —'Afttd] 1 Chron. xxiv. 10. From this successor of
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Eleazar (lie eighth io?,\uep!a had its name. — The chronological employment of

this notice for the ascertaining of the date of the birth of Jesus would re-

quire that the historical character of the narratives, given at ver. 5 ff., ver.

2G ff., should be taken for granted ; moreover, it would be necessary with-

al that the year and (as every class came in its turn twice in the year) the

approximate time of the year of the birth of Jesus should already be other-

wise ascertained. Then, in the computation we should have to reckon, not,

with Scaliger (do emendat. tempor.), forward from the re-institution of the

temple-service by Judas Maccabaeus, 1 Mace. iv. 38 ff., because it is not

known which class at that time began the service, 1 but, with Salomon van

Til, Bengel, and Wieseler, backward from the destruction of the temple,

because as to this the date (the 9 Abib) and the officiating class of priests

(Jehoiarib) is known. Comp. also Lichtenstein, p. 70. — ml j nv) ei>r£]

(see the critical remarks) soil. tjv. — ektuv &vyar. 'Aap.] John's descent on

both sides was priestly. Comp. Josephus, Tit. v. 1. See Wetstein. — 'E/u-

erdjSer] Such was also the name of Aaron's wife, Ex. vi. 23 (>?^ ?> Dens

jiirain/utum).

Ver. G f. Aitcaioi] upright, such as they ought to be according to God's

will. — htiiriov -. Qeoh] a familiar Hebraism : i"P5T "Jf>7, characterizing the

alf/d fig diKaioovvq, "true righteousness" (Euthymius Zigabenus), which is

so not perchance merely according to human judgment, but before the eyes

of God, in God's presence, Gen. vii. 1 ; Acts viii. 21 ; Judith xiii. 20. Comp.

Augustine, ad Marcell. ii. 13. [See critical note.]— nopEvdpevoi k.t.a.] a more

precise explanation of the foregoing, likewise in quite a Hebraizing form

(1 Kings viii. 02, al.), wherein dimiopa is legal ordinance (LXX. Deut. iv. 1,

vi. 2, xxx. 10 ; Ps. cxix. 03, al. ; see on Rom. i. 32, v. 10), ivroM) joined

with StK. (Gen. xxvi. 5; Deut. iv. 40) is a more special idea. The distinc-

tion that hvTolfi applies to the moral, dinai&fia to the ceremonial precepts, is

arbitrary (Calvin, Bengel, and others). We may add that the popular testi-

mony to such SiKcuooivri does not exclude human imperfection and sinfulness,

and hence is not opposed to the doctrine of justification.

—

a/iEfiirToi] not

equivalent to afiifinTug, but proleptic : so that they were blameless. Comp.

1 Thess. iii. 23 ; Winer, p. 549 f. [E. T. 624 f. |.— The Attic uatitW,, here

as al xix. 9, Acts ii. 24, Tobit i. 12, xiii. 4, corresponding to the argumen-

tative hinh:,r : as then, according to thefact that, occurs in the X. T. only in

Luke. — ~
r

< .] of advanced age, D'P*3 D"K3, Gen. xviii. 11 ;

Josh, x.xiii. 1 ; 1 Kings i. 1.- Observe that k. a/iu. xpo I. /..r./. is no Longer

connected with ko.&6ti, bul attached to ovk fy> avr. r.i.v. by way of further

preparation for the marvel which follows.

Ver. 8 f. '!•:,. Y.to . . . r'/<i\;\ thus without interposition of koI. Both

modes of expression, with and without mi, are very frequent in Luke. Bee

generally, Bornemann in he. — Kara -•> l&og ->,< lepar.] according to the cus-

tom of the priesthood, does not belong towhal precedes (Luther, Euinoel,

1 See Paulas, exeg. Himdb. I p. 88;Wiese- xiii. p. 692 D), also rij» ftAiKiav, and the like

[er, chrom I. nop p. I (1. (Herodlan, ii. 7. 7; comp. 8 Waco, iv. 40; Ju

ie Greeks Bay n-poBeSijuuis rjj qAuti?, dtth xvi. 88), see Wetstein, and Pierson, i

Lys. p. 169, 87, toib ireeriv (Machos in Alhm. Mt r. p
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Bleek), to which. edog would be inappropriate, but to klax? tov &v/uidcrai
;

the usual custom, namely, was, that the priest of the class on service for the

week, who was to have the honorable office of burning incense, was fixed

every day by lot, just as in general the several offices were assigned by lot.
1

Hoio the casting of lots took place, see Gloss. Joma, f. 22, 1, in Lightfoot,

p. 714. — The genitive tov -dv/iidaat (not to be accented tivfiidaai
2

) is governed

by zkaxs- See Matthiae, p. 800 ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 2. On the

mode of burning incense, see Lightfoot, p. 715 ; Lund, I.e. p. 618 ff. ; Leyrer

in Herzog's EncyTcl. XII. p. 506 ff. With this office specially divine bless-

ing was conceived to be associated (Deut. xxxiii. 10 f.) ;
and during it John

Hyrcanus received a revelation, Josephus, Antt. xiii. 10. 3. — Whether, we
may ask, are we to understand here the morning (Grotius) or the evening

(Kuinoel) burning of incense ? The former, as the casting lots has just pre-

ceded. — eiaek&iiv k.t./L] can neither be something that follows after the

eTiaxe r. -&vu. (so Luther and others, de Wette and Bleek), nor can it belong

merely to dv/uidoai (so Winer, p. 316 [E. T. 353], and Glockler, following

the Vulgate), in which case the words would be quite idle. [See Note IX.,

p. 258.] Rather must they be, in the same relation as the following /cat wav to

kItj&oc . . . sga Tij upa tov Qvucduarog, an essential portion of the descrip-

tion. It is, namely, the moment that preceded the iXaxe tov -Qvuidaai : the

duty of burning incense fell to him, after he had entered into the temple of

the Lord. After his entrance into the temple he received this charge. — elc

tov vaov] not etc to hnov (see on Matt. iv. 5), for the altar of incense, the

dvoiacT-ripiov, ver. 11, stood in the sanctuary (between the table of shewbread

and the golden candlestick).

Ver. 10. And now, while this burning of incense (symbol of adoration
;

see Bahr, Symbol. I. p. 463-469 ; Leyrer, I.e. p. 510 f.) allotted to him was

taking place in the sanctuary, the entire multitude of the people (which ex-

pression does not exactly presuppose a festival, as Chrysostom, Chemnitz,

and Calovius hold) was found ($v) in the forecourts, silently praying. This

was implied in the arrangments for worship ; see Deyling, Obss. III. p. 343 f
.

;

Leyrer, I.e. p. 509.

—

tov tivftidfiaTor] not: of burning incense (dvuiaoic),

but : of incense, 3 namely, at ichich this was burnt.

Vv. 11, 12. "Q(j>&?i] not a vision, but a real angelic appearance, xxii. 43. — hi

dsi-iav] on the propitious side of the altar, at which Zacharias was serving. 4

—-ayyehos] an angel. Who it was, see ver. 19.

—

(j>6(ioc Eireireaev sir' air.]

Comp. Acts xix. 17 ; Ex. xv. 16 ; Judith xv. 2 ; Test. XLL Pair. p. 592.

Among the Greeks usually found with a dative, as Eur. Aridr. 1042 : col

HOVa ETTETTEGOV "kvTCCU.

Vv. 13,14. ~Elo-?inoi<o$n k.t.1.] By j? dirjmc cov cannot be meant the petition

for offspring (yet so still Olshausen, dc Wette, Bleek, Schegg, following

1 See Tr. Tamid, v. 2 ff. ; Wctstein, and xviii. 21 ; Ecolus. xlv. 0; 1 Mace. iv. 49; 2

Paulus, exeget. Handb.; Lund, Jiid. IMligth., Mace. ii. 5 ; Plat. Pol. ii. p. 373 A, Legg. viii.

ed. Wolf, p. 804 f. P- 847 C ; Herod, i. 198, iv. 71, viii. 99 ; Soph.

2 Comp. generally, Lipsius, Gramm. Unr 0. 11. 4.

ters. p. 38 ff.
4 See Schoettgen, and Wctstein, ad Matt.

3 See ver. 11 ; Rev. v. 8, viii. 3, 4 ; Wisd. xxv. 33; Yalckenacr in loc.
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Maldonatus and many others) ; for, as according to vcr. 7 it is not to be as-

sumed at all that the pious priest still continued now to pray for children, so

least of all can lie at the burning of incense in his official capacity have

made such a private matter the subject of his prayer ; but /) der/aic bov must

be referred to the prayer just made by him at the priestly burning of incense,

in which also the whole of the people assembled without were associated

(ver. 10). This prayer concerned the highest solicitude of all Israel, namely,

the Messianic deliverance of the people (Augustine, Euthymius Zigabenus,

Erasmus, Jaasen, Calovius, Ewald, and others), kMiru $ fiaaikda aov, " thy

kingdom come." The context which follows is not opposed to this, but on

the contrary the connection is : "Has preces angelus dicit exauditas ; jam

enim prae foribus esse adventum Messiae, cujus anteambulo destinatus sit

is qui Zachariae nasciturus erat films," "The angel says these prayers are

heard ; for already is the advent of the Messiah before the doors, whose

forerunner is destined to be he who shall be born to Zachariah as son," Gro-

tius. — Kateceig k.t.7 . \
see on Matt. i. 21. — 'lu&wrjc is the Hebrew {JniTV or

Jjn'r {God is gracious, like the German Gottliohl). The LXX. have 'lovi

(2 Kings xxv. 23), 'luvdv (Neh. vi. 18), 'laav&v (Neh. xii. 13 ; 2 Chron. xvii.

15, xxiii. 1), 'lu&vijc (2 Chron. xxviii. 12). — yiveaic here is birth (often so in

the Greek writers and in the LXX.) ; Xen. Ep. 3 : 68ov av&punivTic an\

ytveaiv, rf/lof de -Qava-ov.

Ver. 15. Miyac, ev&m. r. nvp.] A designation of a truly great man ; '"talis

enim quisque vere est, qualis est coram Deo," " for whoever is truly so, is so

before God," Estius. Comp. on ver. 0.

—

mi ohov /..r./.| Description of a

*HJ, (Nazarite) as those were called, who had for the service of God bound

themselves to abstain from wine and other intoxicating drinks (Num. vi.

3), and to let the hair of their head grow. John was a Nazarite, not for a

certain time, but for life, like Samson (Judg. xiii. 5) and Samuel (1 Sam. i.

12).
1— to alKepa p3tP),which does not occur in the Greek writers, is any ex-

citing drink of the nature of wine, but not made of grapes ; Lev. x. i) and

frequently in the LXX. It was prepared from corn, fruit, dates, palms

(Pliny, //. j\. xiv. 19), and so forth. Eusebius, Praep. Evang. \i. 10, has

the genitive a'lKepog. — In £k noMac k.t.'/.\ in never stands for ydq
}
but : of

/In Ho!// Spirit," lie shall befull even fr<>m hi* moth, /•",<< womb, so that thus already

ill his mother's womb (see Origen) he shall be Idled with the Spirit. A
pregnant form of embracing the two points. 8 Doubtless the leaping of the

child in the mother's womb, ver. 11. is conceived of as a manifestation of

this being filled with the Spirit. Comp. Calovius and Maldonatus.

Vv. 16, IT. Working of John as a preacher of repentance, who as a mora]

reformer of the people (comp. on Matt. xvii. 11) prepares the way for the

\b-- ianic consummation of the theocracy. — ixto-pt >.
'.-

1
]
for through sin they

1 Bee in general, Ewald, Alt rlh. p. 96 ff.
;

pression here Is to be understood no1 of the

Saalsctafltz, Mot. A', p. 861 f. ; Keil, Archaol. distinctive Holy Spirit, bul of the hoij

Vllmar In the Stud. u. Krtt, 1864, ofGod in general,

p. 488 ff.
:
' Comp. Plutarch, coned, ad ApoU. p. 101 :

3 It is quite arbitrary In Olshausen to sap- «?«£»' Apxijs ^noAoii0»i«i (having therefore

port the rationalistic opinion that the ex- already followed lv «..-.
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have turned themselves away from God. — nvpiov r. Qebv avr. ] not the Mes-
siah (Euthymius Zigabenus, and many of the older commentators), but God.

— nal avrog] He will turn many to God, and he himself will, etc. —npoeTiev-

usrai] not : he will emerge previously (de Wette), but : he will precede (Xen.

Cyr. vi. 3, 9), go before. Him (Gen. xxiii. 3, 14 ; Judith ii. 19, xv. 13). —
evuk. avrov] can only, in accordance with the context, be referred to God
(ver. 16), whose preceding herald he will be. The prophets, namely, look

upon and depict the setting in of the Messianic kingdom as the entrance of

Jehovah into the midst of His people, so that thereupon God Himself is rep-

resented by the Messiah
; Isa. xl. ; Mai. iii. 1, iv. o f. Comp. Tit. ii. 13.

In the person of the entering Messiah Jehovah Himself enters
; but the

Messiah's own personal divine nature is not yet expressed in this ancient-

prophetic view (in opposition to Gess. Pers. Chr. p. 47). Incorrect, because

in opposition to this prophetic idea, is the immediate reference of avrov to

the Messiah (Heumann, Kuinoel, Valckenaer, Winer), as regards which
appeal is made to the emphatic use of Kin, avrSg, and ipse (comp. the Pyth-

agorean avrbc e<pa), whereby a subject not named but well known to every

one is designated (Winer, p. 132 [E, T. 146 f.]). — kv irvsv/iari k. Swap.. 'HA.]

furnished therewith. Spirit and jiower (power of working) of Elijah (ac-

cording to Mai. iii. 23 f.) is, as a matter of course, God's Spirit (comp. ver.

15) and divine power, but in the peculiar character and vital expression

which were formerly apparent in the case of Elijah, whose antitype John is,

not as a miracle-worker (John x. 41), but as preacher of repentance and pro-

phetic preparer of the way of the Lord.

—

hinaTpE^ai k.t.1.] according to

Malachi, I.e. : in order to turn fathers' hearts to children ; to be taken liter-

ally of the restoration of the paternal love, which in the moral degradation

of the people had in many grown cold. Comp. Ecclus. xlviii. 10 and
Fritzsche in loc. Kuinoel incorrectly holds that Traripuv means the patri-

archs, and that the meaning is (similar to that given by Augustine, de civit.

D. xx. 29 ; Beza, Calovius, and others) :

'

' efficiet, ut posteri erga Beam eun-

dem hdbeant animum pium, quern habebant eorurn majores," " will effect that

the descendants have the same pious mind toward God that their ancestors

had." Comp. also Hengstenberg, Ghristol. III. p. 674, and Bleek. The
absence of any article ought in itself to have warned against this view !

—
nal aiTEiddQ ev <j>pov. t. 6ik.] sc. ETrio-ptipai. The discourse passes over from the

special relation to the general one. a-eiOeig is the opposite of rav SiKaiuv,

and therefore is not to be understood of the children (Olshausen), but of the

immoral in general, whose characteristic is disobedience, namely, towards

God. — ev typovJ]Gsi\ connected immediately in a pregnant way with the verb

of direction, in which the thought of the result was predominant. See

Kiihner, II. p. 316. " Sensus eorum, qui justi sunt, in conversione protinus

induitur," "the disposition of those who are just is directly involved in

conversion,'* Bengel. <pp6vrjo-ic (see Arist. Eth. Nic. vi. 5. 4), practical intel-

ligence. Comp. on Eph. i. 8. The practical element follows from clkeiOeIc.—
iroiuaaai] to put in readiness, etc. Aim of the eirtaTplipai k.t.1., and so final

aim of the irposlEVGErai k.t.Ti. — Kvpiu]for God, as at vv. 16, 17.

—

labv kcite-

oKEvaau.] a people adjusted, placed in the right moral state (for the setting up
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of the Messianic kingdom), is related to eroi/maai as its result. "Parandus

populus, no Dominus populum imparatum inveniens majestate sua obterat,"

•• A people must be prepared, lest the Lord coming upon an unprepared

people should destroy them with His majesty," Bengel.

Yer. 18. Like Abraham's question, Gen. xv. 8. — Kara rt] According to .

what. Zacharias asks after a tr^fielov (ii. 12), in conformity icith which he

should know that what had been promised (rovro)—in other words, the birth

of a son, with whom the indicated destination of Elias should associate it-

self—had really occurred.

Vv. 19, 20. The angel now discloses to Zacharias what angel he is, byway
of justifying the annoxmcement of penalty which he has then to add. —
Ta8[)i?//.] 7K,

*13J
J
vir Dei, one of the seven angel-jirinces (D^b) or archangels

(comp. Auberlen in Herzog's Encyld. IV. p. 634 !

), who stand for service at

the throne of God (kv&iriov r. Qeov), as His primary servants, 2 Dan. viii. 16,

ix. 21. Comp. Fritzsche on Tob. xii. 15. " Nomina angelorum ascendc-

runtin manum Israelis ex Balyylone" " Thenamesoi the angels went up into

the hand of Israel from Babylon,'''
1 Eos Hassana, f. 56, 4 ; Enoch 20. 3— ciu-

nuv] It is only the subsequent k. jiy 8w6.fi. ?i.aAf/oai that defines this more

precisely as dumbness, which, however, is not apoplectic, caused by the terror

(Paulus), nor the consequence of the agitating effect of the vision (Lange),

which consequence he himself recognized as a punishment ; but it is a mi-

raculous penalty.

—

avd' uv~\ for the reason (by way of retribution) that.*

The difficulties felt on account of the harsliness of this measure (Paulus,

Strauss, Bruno Bauer, comp. also de Wette), with which the impunity of

others, such as Abraham and Sarah, has been compared, are, when the

matter is historically viewed, not to be got rid of either by the assumption

of a greater guilt which the Omniscient recognized (Calvin, comp. Lange,

L.J. II. 1, p. 65, and even as early as Augustine), or by an appeal to the

lesser age of Zacharias (Hoffmann), and the like ;
but to be referred to the

counsel of God (Rom. xi. 33 f.), whose various measures do not indeed dis-

close themselves to human judgment, but at any rate admit of the reflect ion

that, the nearer the dawn of the Messianic time, the more inviolably must

the requirement of faith in the promise—a,n6. the promise was here given

through an angel ami a priest—come into prominent relief. — oinvec] quali-

tative (Kiihner, II. p. 407), ita comparati ut, wherein is implied a reference

thai justifies the penal measure. — t'ir -. mipdv air.
|

denotes the space of time

appointed for the Myoi, till the completion of which it is still to hold that

their fulfilment is setting in.' See al o xiii. 0.

Ver. 21. The priests, especially the chief priests, were accustomed, ac-

cording to the Talmud, to spend only a short time in the sanctuary ; other-

1 Hofmann, Scfiriftbew. T. ]>. 848 f., makes Gabriel, set forth in Eisenmenger, entdecktes

some unimportant objections against ttaeac- ./»</< ntfi. n. i>. 868 ff., 878 ft., 890, 874

curacy of the explanation of archangels. * xix. 44 ; Acta xiL 28 ; 2 Thess. ii. 10 ; Her-

See in opposition to him, Hahn, Thed.d. mann, ad Viger. p. 710 ; Bllendt, Lex. Soph.

V. I. p. 286. I. l'. IT".

2 6 TrapeoTi)Kw. comp. therein I.Vv. viii. '.',
f

' < '< 'tup. tin- OlaSSioal is icaipdi', eis XP°v0V y

ami see Valckenaer. ""1 the like, Bernhardy, p. 816.

:: Bee later Jewish flctii •! to
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wise it was apprehended that they had been slain by God, because they

were unworthy or had done something wrong. 1
Still the unusually long

delay of Zacharias, which could not but strike the people, is sufficient in it-

self as a reason of their wonder. — h rib xpoviCeiv avrov] not over (ett'l, iv. 22,

al.), of on account of (Mark vi. 6, did), but on occasion of his failure to appear.

So also Ecclus. xi. 21 ; Isa. lxi. G. Rightly, Gersdorf, Ewald, render :

when he, etc.

Vv. 22, 23. 'ETreyvuaav, on oTTTaaiav /c.r./l.] by the inference db effectu ad

causam ; and very naturally they recognize as the latter an appearance of

God or an angel, since, in fact, it was in the sanctuary that the dumbness

hadicome on, and the agitating impression might even cause death, Judg.

vi. 23, al. In spite of the ova ydvvaro "kakfjGai, Olshausen thinks that this

ETieyvuaav does not refer to the silence of Zacharias, but probably to the ex-

citement in his whole appearance, which Bleek also mixes up.

—

abrdg, he

on his fart, corresponding to that which they perceived. — yv Scavevcrv avroic']

he was employed in making signs to them (Ecclus. xxvii. 22 ; Lucian, V. U.

44), namely, that he had seen a vision. — ac i-?J/c&. /c.r./l.] namely, the

week in which the class of Abijah (see ver. 5) had the temple service. 2— elg

r. 61k.. avrov] ver. 39 f., also ver. 5G : t \q t. oIkov avrrjg.

Ver. 24 f . Mera 6s tavr. r. tfpep. ] in which this vision had occurred, and he

had returned at the end of the service-week to his house. Between the re-

turn and the conception we are not to place an indefinite interval. — -rrepiE-

upvflev eavTT/v] shehicl herself, withdrew her own person completely (ir£pi, see

Valckenaer) from the view of others. — fiijvac Trivre] is of necessity to be

understood of thefirst, not of the last five months of pregnancy (in opposition

to Heumann). See vv. 26, 36, 56, 57. — leyovaa' on /c.r./l.] the reason which
was uttered by her for this withdrawal ; hence on is not recitative, but to

be rendered because, as at vii. 16 : because thus hath the Lord done to me in

the days, in which He was careful to take away my reproach among men. Her
reflection, therefore, was to this effect :

" seeing that her pregnancy was the

work of God, whose care, at the setting in of this state of hers, had been

directed towards removing from her the reproach of unfruitfulness, she

must leave to God also the announcement of her pregnancy, and not herself

bring it about. God would know how to attain His purpose of taking away
her reproach. " And God knew how to attain this His purpose. After she

had kept herself concealed for five months, there occurred in the sixth

month, ver. 26 ff., the annunciation to Mary, in which the condition of

Elizabeth was disclosed to Mary, so that she rose up (ver. 39 ff.), etc. Hence
the opinions are not in accordance with the text, which represent Elizabeth

as having kept herself concealed from shame at being with child in her old

age (Origen, Ambrose, Beda, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus), or in

order that she might first assure herself of her condition (Paulus), and might

in the meantime apply herself to devotion (Kuinoel), or to afford no handle

to curiosity (Schegg), or "quo magis appareret^ostea r&pente graviditas,"

1 See JTieros. Joma, f. 43, 2 ; Bahyl. f . 53, - On the verb, comp. ver. 57, ii. 6, 21 f
.

;

2 ; Deyling, Obss. III. ed. 2, p. 455 f

.

also Gal. iv. 4 ; Eph. i. 10.
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"that the pregnancy might afterward more suddenly become apparent"

(Bengel), or even because it was necessary to keep herself quiet during the

first months of pregnancy (de Wette). No ; it was because with resigna-

tion and confidence she awaited the emerging of the divine guidance. — at?]

without repetition of the preposition. '— ETreldev] looked toit, i.e., tookcarefor

it. So more frequently tyopaw is used of the providence of the gods in the

classical writers ;
Herod, i. 124 ; Soph. El 170. Comp. Acts iv. 29. —to

bvei66c uov] Comp. Gen. xxx. 23. Unfruitfulness was a disgrace, as being a

token of the divine disfavor (Ps. cxiii. 9 ; Isa. iv. 1, xliv. 3 ;
xlvii. 9

;

Hos. ix. 11); the possession of many children was an honor and blessing

(Ps. cxxvii., cxxviii.). 5— h avfrpuTroic] belongs to apeMv ; among men she

had dishonor.

Vv. 20, 27. T<p t-KTu] see ver. 24. — NafapE-r] According to Matthew, Beth-

lehem was the dwelling-place of Joseph and Mary. See on Matt. ii. 83, Re-

mark, and Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 51 ff.

—

kg oIkqv baviS] applies not to

Mary and Joseph (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Beza,

Calovius, and others, including Wieseler in the Stud. it. Erit. 1845, p. 395),

but merely to the latter, ii. 4, iii. 23 if. The descent of Mary from David

cannot at all be proved in the N. T. See on Matt. i. 17, Remark 2. Coin]).

on ver. 30, ii. 4 f. [See Note X., p. 258.]

Vv. 28, 29. Etcre/^uv] namely, 6 ayyeloc (see the critical remarks). Paulus

erroneously puts it : "a person who came in said lo her." — Kexapira/iiv^]

who has met with kindness (from God). 3 Well remarks Bengel: " non ut

mater gratiae, sed ut tilia gratiae," "not as mother of grace, but as daugh-

ter of grace." See ver. 30 ;
and on ^optr<5w in general, see Eph. i. G. — On

FvTioy. avhywai=. in the Textus recepPus (but see the critical remarks), see

Winer, p. 22<>
|
E. T. 240]. It would be nol a vocative, like tcexapirt

but a nominative, as the added at indicates : The Lord is with thee, Messed

(/cot' ii»\i,r) art thou among women. --Ver. 29. The Eecepta (but seethe crit-

ical remarks) would have to be explained : hut she, when she looked upon Mm,

wasterrified athis saying, so thai ISovoa only appears as an accessory element

of the narrative, not as jointly a reason of her terror (in opposition to Borne-

niann, de Wette, and others), which would rather be simply em tu> 16yu

avrov, as is shown by the text which follows ,. fero k.t.X. — Tvorandg]

qualis, "-/in/ sortofa: a question of wonder. Comp. on Mark xiii. 1 f. In

accordance with its whoUtenor raising her to so high distinction the greet-

ing was to her enigmatical.

Ver. 81. See on Matt. i. 21.

Ver. 32. f. tiliyac] Comp. ver. 15. And what greatness belonged to this

promised One, appears from whal is said in the sequel of His future I

—

vibe

, ,,;,,.,> r,.
I

De cription of His recognition as Messiah, as whom the an-

gel still more definitely designates Himby/cd d&oet k.t.%. The name Son <4

i See Bernhardy, p. 803; Gornemann, Bound In the words v<> Mx«P'TOM«»t».

Sfcfarf.p.6; Ktlhner, " '. \fem. 11. 1. 82. Playa on words of a like kind are Found

imp. the view of the Greeks, Eerod. among Roman Catholics with the contrasts

\i. 86; Mailer, Dor. ii. p. 198. of awand Eva.

i ibserve the Ingenious similarity of
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God is not explained in a metaphysical reference until ver. 35. — tov dpdvov

Aav. tov Trarp. avrov] i.e., the royal throne of the Messianic kingdom, which

is the antitypical consummation of the kingdom of Dayid (Ps. cxxxii. 11,

ex.), as regards which, however, in the sense of the angel, which excludes

the bodily paternity of Joseph, David can be meant as 6 nar^p avrov only ac-

cording to the national theocratic relation of the Messiah as David's son, just

as the historical notion of the Messiah was once given. [See Note XL,

p. 258.] The mode in which Luke (and Matthew) conceived of the Davidic

descent is plain from the genealogical table of ch. iii., according to which

the genealogy passed by way of Joseph as foster-father. — eic rove aluvac]

from Isa. ix. 6 ; Dan. vii. 13 f. The conception of an everlasting Messianic

kingdom (according to Ps. ex. 4) is also expressed in John xii. 34 ; comp.

the Rabbins in Bertholdt, Christol. p. 156. The " h ouse of Jacob' ' is not to

be idealized (Olshausen, Bleek, and others : of the spiritual Israel); but

the conception of the kingdom in our passage is Jewish-national, which,

however, does not exclude the dominion over the Gentiles according to the

prophetic prediction ("quasi per accessionem," "as if through addition,"

Grotius). — (3aai?,. ettI] as xix. 14 ; Rom. v. 14.

Ver. 34 f. How is it possible that this shall be the case? ' namely, ru cvllapeiv

kv -yaorpl ml teke'lv vl6v, Euthymius Zigabenus. — ov yivuGKu\ comp. Matt. i.

18 ; Gen. xix. 8 ; Judg. xi. 39 ; Num. xxxi. 17, since Iliave sexual inter-

course with no man. In this sense the pure maiden Tenows no man. As, how-

ever, she is betrothed, ver. 27, her reply shows that she has understood the

promise of the angel rightly as soon to be fulfilled, and not to be referred

to her impending marriage with Joseph, but as independent of the marriage

that was soon to take place. The dvSpa oh yivuaKu is thus simply the confes-

sion of the immaculate virgin conscience, and not (a misunderstanding, which

Mary's very betrothal ought to have precluded) the vow ofperpetual virginity

(Augustine, tie virgin. 4, Gregory of Nyssa, Grotius, Jausen, Maldonatus,

Bisping, and others), or the resolution to that effect (Schegg). — n-vEVfia dyiov]

In accordance with the nature of a proper name, without the article. More-

over, see on
r
Matt. i. 18. — EiTElsioETat kirl ce] will descend upon thee (Acts i.

8). This, as well as EnicmacEi am, will overshadow tliee (Acts v. 15), is—the

former without figure, the latter figuratively—a designation of the connec-

tion producing the pregnancy, which, however, is not conceived of in the

form of copulation, for which the words are euphemistic expressions (Pau-

lus, von Ammon, and older commentators), or yet under the notion of a

bird which covers its eggs (Theophylact, comp. Grotius). 2 Certainly the

expressions are correlates of yivuanu, but as regards the effect, not as regards

the form, since 'etteIevo. expresses simply the descent of the Spirit, and im-

1 This question is only appropriate to the whereas the meaning of the question of

virgin heart as a question of doubt on the Zacharias, ver. 18, is the converse,

ground of conscious impossibility, and not 2 Approved also by Delitzsch, bibl. Psychol.

as an actual wish to learn the how (rbv p. 11G f., and Bleek. But this conception is

rponov toO npdyii.a.Tos, " the mode of the mat- here very much out of place, and is not im-

ter," Theophylact) ; comp. already Augus- plied even in fi|?rnT?, Gen. i. 2, which, be-

tine: " inquirer) do dixit, non desperando" sides, has nothing to do with the passage

"she spoke inquiringly, not hopelessly," before us.

10
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aniaa. the manifestation of divine power associated therewith in the form of a

cloud (after the manner of the Old Testament theophanies, Ex. xl. 45
;

Num. ix. 15 ; 1 Kings viii. 10 ; comp. also Luke ix. 34). Augustine and

other Fathers have quite mistakenly laid stress in ekusk. on the notion of

coolness (in contrast to procreation in lust); comp. aiaafrtv to navua in Alci-

|)hr. iii. 2. — dvvaiiiQ iibiarov] without the article : power of the High a:/ v, ill

overshadow thee, will be that, which shall overshadow thee. This will set

in in immediate consequence Q<ai) of the irvev/ia dyiov etteaevgetcii km a, .

Strict dogmatic expositors, such as Theophylact, Calovius, have rightly

(comp. xxiv. 49) distinguished between the Holy Spirit and the power of the

Highest, but in doing so have already imported more precise definitions from

the dogmatic system by explaining the power of the Highest of the Son of

God, who with His majesty filled the body that had been formed by the

Holy Spirit, and thus have, by a more precise description of the formation

of the body, broken in upon the delicate veil which the mouth of the angel

had breathed over the mystery. 1 — to yevv6f/evov ayiov] the holy thing that is

being begotten shall (after His birth), be called Son of God. Most interpreters

take to yevv6fievov as that which is to "be born (comp. ver. 13), which view,

moreover, has drawn after it the old addition ek guv from Matt. i. 10. But

the context wdiich immediately precedes points only to the begetting (Ben-

gel, Bleek) ; and to this also points the neuter, which applies to the embryo

(comp. on Matt. i. 20, and see Fritzsche, ad Aristoph. Thesm. 504), as well

as the parallel Matt. i. 20. The subject, we may add, is to ayiov, not rd

yevvuu.. (Kuinocl : "proles veneranda," "offspring which is to be revered"

= to ysvpuju. to aytov), as also Bornemann assumes, when he (comp. de Wette)

takes ayiov predieatively : "proles tua, nun divina si'." "thy offspring when

it is divine.'''' Not as holy, but as begotten l>;i God's power [616), is the fruit

of Mary called the Son of God. Ilofmann, Schriftbew. 1. p. 117, explains :

it shall be called holy, Son of God, so that those two appellations are to

correspond to the two members of (lie preceding promise. So already Ter-

tuliian, as also Bengel and Bleek. [See Note XII., p. 258.] Bu1 the asyndet-

ic form, in which vibg Qeov woul 1 be subjoined, tells against this view all the

more, that wc should of necessity, in direct accordance with what precedes

5i vauir k.t.'a.), expect /,,// vlbg Qeov, especially after the verb, when; no

reader could anticipate a second predicate without nal. Comp. Justin, c.

Tryph. 100: Sib ica\ rb yevv&fievov '
. avrij[ ayi&v tanv vlbs Qsov, "wherefore

also that the holy thing begotten of her is Son of God."

Ver. 36 f. Confirmation of the promise by the disclosure of Elizabeth's

pregnancy, which, in fact, was also a deviation from the order of nature (h

yf/pei), and so far presented an analogy, although only in an inferior sense.

1 CaloviuB : " Supervenit Spirltus non qui- ovaav wen-ciV*. "liatli oauBed her, being a

dem crwep/u-aTiKU)? sod SrjuiovpyiKuis, r/itllii- virgin, to be pregnant." Scbleiermaoher, L.

leu sangulnea \fariae, e qulbua ooncipienda •/. i>. 82, erroi usly afflrmsthal the repre-

caro Domini, sanctiflcando, easdem/oecundas sentation of Luke admits the possibility <>f

demcorjuis ii'iiniuiHiii iji'm- Jesus being thougbl of asoonoelved with

Justin, tpoJ. I. 88, already rightly the participation of Joseph. It absolutely

gives the simple thought of the obaste and excludes anj such notion,

delicate represi atatlon: Kvocpopijo-ai napQtioY,
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" En domesticum tibi cxemplum," " Lo, a family example for thee !" Grotius.

After Idov K.-.l. an karl was as little needed as an el/ii at ver. 38. — avyysviq]

The nature of this relationship, which is not at variance with John i. 36,

although questioned by Schkiermacher and others, is wholly unknown. It

is, however, possible that Mary was of the stock of Levi [see Note XI.,

p. 258], ' as the Test. XII. Pair. p. 542 makes the Messiah proceed from the

stock of Judah (Joseph) and (comp. p. 546) from the stock of Levi.'2— On the

late form avyyevic, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 451 f. ; and on the Ionic form of

dative yypei, Winer, p. 60 [E. T. 73 f.]. — ovrog] subject: and this is the sixth

month. — on ova adwar. k.t.a.] Confirmation of that which has just been said of

Elizabeth by the omnipotence of God. It is to be observed (1) that obn . . .

Kav do not belong to one another, but of irav pfj/ia it is said : owe udwarfjoei

(Fritzsche, Diss. II. in 2 Cor. p. 24 f.); further, (2) that the proposition is a

general one ; hence the future, which, however, is purposely chosen with a

view to what was announced to Mary ; see Dissen. ad Bern, de Cor. p. 369
;

{')) that there exists no reason for abandoning the purely Greek meaning of

dihwarelv, to be unable (Rettig in the Stud. u. Krit. 1838, p. 210), any more than

of apr}ua, utterance (ver. 38), especially with the reading irapa tov Qeov (seethe

critical remarks). Hence the meaning is not :
" With Ood nothing is im-

possible ; " but rather : not powerless (but of success and efficacy) shall any

utterance on the part of God be. So also Gen. xviii. 14. Comp. Beza :

" pyua, i.e., quicquid Deus semel futurum dixerit," " whatever God at any

time in future shall have spoken."

Ver. 38. Behold the handmaid of the Lord I without a verb. Comp. ver.

36, V. 12, 18.

—

yivoLTo] Tiolttov ov fidvov ett'iotevgev, aXka nv^aro yevea&ai airy,

«ai9uf 6 ayyeloc elp^Ks, Euthymius Zigabenus ;
" eximio fiduciae exemplo,"

"extraordinary example of trust," Grotius.

Eemaek.—The natural explanation of the annunciation to Mary (Paulus) is

at variance with the evangelic account ; and as the latter unfolds simply, clear-

ly, and delicately an external procedure, the objective is not to be rendered

subjective and transferred, as a reciprocal operation of the theocratic Spirit of

God and the emotional feeling of the Virgin, by means of poetic coloring to the

soul of the latter (Lange, L. J. II. 1, p. 67). [See Note XIII., p. 258 seq.] As

history, believed even as it is related, the narrative arose, and that too in depen-

dency of the preliminary history of Matthew, and even incompatibly with it, s

—in consequence of the circumstance that the divine sonship of Jesus was ex-

tended to His bodily origination (see on Matt. i. 18), an idea, which gave shape

to legends dissimilar in character and gaining currency in different circles.

Thus, e.g., it is clear that the history, adopted at Matt. i. 19 ff., of Joseph's

perplexity and of the angelic message which came to him does not presuppose,

1 So Faustus the Manichean in Augustine, was attached to things of this nature that

c. Faust, xxiii. 9 ; and recently, Sehleier- only the Davidic descent, as it was neces-

macher, Schr. d. Luk. p. 26 ; Hilgenfeld, sary in the case of the Messiah, had stress

Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 177, and others. laid on it, and the family of Mary was not
2 Thus the descent from the Davidic and expressly specified at all. Comp. Ewald,

priestly race might have been used for the Gesch. Chr. p. 177' f.

glorification of Jesus. But from the height 3 Comp. Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 59 ff.

of the history of Jesus so little importance
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but excludes the annunciation to Mary
;
for that Mary after such a revelation

should have made no communication to Joseph, would have been not less psy-

chologically unnatural, than it -would have been a violation of the bridal rela-

tion and, indeed, of the bridal duty ; ' and to reckon on a special revelation,

which without her aid would make the disclosure to her betrothed, she must
have been expressly directed by the angelic announcement made to her, in

order to be justified in deferring the communication of her pregnancy to her

betrothed. We make this remark in opposition to the arbitrary presupposi-

tions and shifts of Hug (Gutacht. I. p. 81 ff.), Krabbe, Ebrard, and others. Ac-

cording to the view invented by the last-named, it is assumed that Joseph had
learned Mary's pregnancy, immediately after the appearance of its earliest

signs, from the promtbae ("suspicious women") ; that immediately there ensued

the appearance of the angel to him, and forth with he took her home ; and that

for all this a period of at most fourteen days sufficed. Mark and John have

rightly excluded these miracles of the preliminary history from the cycle of the

evangelical narrative, which only began with the appearance of the Baptist

(Mark i. 1) ; as, indeed, Jesus Himself never, even in his confidential circle,

refers to them, and the unbelief of His own brothers, John vii. 5, and in fact

even the demeanor of Mary, Mark iii. 21 ff., is irreconcilable with them.-

—

The

angelic announcement made to Zacharias, which likewise withdraws itself from any

attempt at natural explanation (Paulus, Amnion), appears as a parallel to the

annunciation to Mary, having originated and been elaborated in consequence

of the latter as a link in the chain of the same cycle of legends after the analogy

of Old Testament models, especially that of Abraham and his wife. [See Note

XIII., p. 258 seq.] As in the case of the annunciation to Mary the metaphysical

divine Sonship of Jesus, so in the announcement to Zacharias the extraordi-

nary divine destination and mission of John (John i. 6) is the real element on

which the formation of legend became engrafted ; but to derive the latter

merely from the self-consciousness of the church (Bruno Bauer), and conse-

quently to take away the objective foundation of the history, is at variance

with the entire N. T. and with the history of the church. For the formation

of the legend, moreover, the historical circumstances, that John was the son of

the priest Zacharias and Elizabeth, and a son born late in life, are to bo. held

fast as premisses actually given by lnsl<>r>/ (in opposition to Strauss, I. p. 135),

all the more that for these simple historical data their general notoriety could

not but bear witness. This also in opposition to Weiss and B. Bauer, who de-

rive these traditions from the laboratory of religious contemplation. Further, as

to what specially concerns the lair birth of John, it has its historical precedents in

the history «>f Isaac, of Samson, and of Samuel ; but the general principle

deduced from such eases, '• Cum alien jus uterum claudit, ad hoc facit, ut inira-

bilius denuo aperiat, et imn libidinis esse quod nascitnr, sed divini muneris

1 Lange, /.. '. Q. p 88 f., rightly acknowl- seven- struggle arose in his bouI, and this

edges this, but, following older writers, state of feeling became the medium of the

thinks that Mary made the OOmmunieatinn revelation made to him, is simply «</•/. 'I.

to Joseph before her Journey t<> Elizabeth, Sohleiermaoher is righl in Baying, L. J.

but that he nevertheless (»<
1 hi- first Eblon- p. 71: "These oeeuiTeiiees haw hern

I II-

iii-"i refused to believe her. This Is not tirely without effect as regards the coming

compatible with Matthew's narrative, es- forward of Christ or the origination of faith

peeiaiiy i. is. And what Lange further iii Him."

(jk 89) adds, thai during Mary's absence a
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cognoscatur," " When He closes the womb of some one, He does it for this, that

He may open it again more marvellously, and that what is born may be recog-

nized as being not of lust but of divine gift" (Evang. de Nailv. Mar. 3), be-

came the source of unhistorical inventions in the apocryphal Gospels, 1 as, in

particular, the apocryphal account of the birth of Mary herself is an imitation

of the history of John's birth.

Ver. 39. The angel's communication, ver. 36, occasions Mary to make a

journey to Elizabeth, and that with haste (//.era cirovdqc, comp. Markvi. 25 ; Ex.

xii. 11 •, Herod, iii. 4, iv. 5) ; for how much must her heart have now urged her

to the interchange of the deepest feelings with the friend wdio, in like man-

ner, was so highly favored ! Thus it is not merely " ne negligeret signum,"

"that she might not slight the sign," etc., Grotius. From Elizabeth she

receives the confirmation of that which the angel had announced to her

concerning Elizabeth. But before her departure the great promise of ver.

35 is already fulfilled to herself. With extraordinary delicacy the promised

conception is not related in its realization (comp., on the other hand, ver.

24), and the veil of the unparalleled marvel is not attempted to be raised
;

but vv. 41-44 and the whole triumph of Mary, ver. 46 ff., presuppose that

she appears before Elizabeth already as the mother of the Messiah, bearing

Him in her womb. She herself is only made certain of the miracle, which

has already occurred in her case, by the inspired communication which at

once meets her from the mouth of her friend. Bengel is singularly arbi-

trary in transferring the conception, which in any case lies between vv. 38

and 39, to the moment when the child leaped in the womb of Elizabeth,

which he concludes from yap in ver. 44. — elg rfjv bpeivqv] into the mountain-

region— kcit' e^oxvv, Aristot. II A. v. 28 ; Judith i. 6, ii. 22, iv. 7, al.;

Plin. II. N. v. 14. The mountainous country in the tribe of Judali is meant.

Sec Robinson, Pal. II. p. 422 ff., III. p. 188 ff. — elg iroliv 'lovSa] into a city

of the tribe of Judah. Luke does not give any more precise definition, and

therefore it is to be assumed that he himself had no more precise knowl-

edge. Jerusalem, the capital, is certainly not meant (in opposition to

Ambrose, Beda, Camerarius) ; which is clear, not indeed from the want of

the article (comp. ii. 4, 11 ; Bornemann in loc.), but from the unprece-

dented designation itself (in 2 Chron. xxv. 28 the reading is very doubtful,

see the LXX.), and from the eig r?]v bptivrjv [less] appropriate to Jerusalem.

It may have been the priestly city of Hebron, Josh. xxi. 11 (Baronius, Beza,

Grotius, Lightfoot, Wolf, Rosenmiiller, and others) ; but that it is meant as

a matter of course under the " city of Judah " (see Ewald, p. 182), is not to

be assumed, because in that case <k61lv could not dispense with the article

(to the toell-Tcnoicn city of Judah). Others 2 have regarded Juda as itself the

name of the city : holding that it was the priestly city ntpr or H£3' (Josh,

xxi. 16, xv. 55 ; comp. Robinson, II. p. 417), so that the name is wrongly

1 See, in general, R. Hofmann, das Leben 2 Valesius, Epp. 669 ; Reland, Pal. p. 870

;

Jesu nach d. Apokr. 1851 ; also Gelpke, Ju- Wetstein, Paulus, Kuinoel, Crome, Beitr.

gendgesch. des Herrn, 1842 (who, moreover, p. 45, etal.; comp. also Robinson, Pal. III.

gives the Jewish legends). p. 193, and Ritter, Erdk. XV. p. Ml.
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written. We should have to refer this inaccuracy to Luke himself ; but

the whole hypothesis is an unnecessary makeshift.

Ver. 41. Tbv ao-ao/j.. r. Map.} the greeting of Mary. See vv. 40, 44. This

greeting on the part of Mary (not the communication of the angelic an-

nouncement, ver. 26 ff., as Kuinoel and others import) caused the leaping of

the child (comp. Gen. xxv. 22), and that as an exulting ex])ression of the

joy of the latter (ver. 44, vi. 23) at the presence of the Messiah ' now in

the womb of His mother. Elizabeth immediately through the Holy Spirit

recognizes the cause of the leaping. Comp. Ilofmann, Weissag. u. Erftill.

II. p. 251 f. Calvin, Michaelis, Paulus, Olshausen, and many others re-

verse the matter, holding that the mental agitation of the mother hud operated

on the child (comp. also Lange II. 1, p. 86), and that this circumstance had
only afterwards, ver. 44, become significant to the mother. Analogous

to the conception in our passage is Sohar Ex. f. xxiii. 91 f., xxv. 99 :

" Omneslsraelitae ad mare rubrurn plus viderunt quarn Ezechiel propheta
;

imo etiam embryones, qui in utero inatris erant, viderunt id, etDeum S. B. cele-

bra/runt." A symbolical significance, expressive, namely, of the thought, that

at the appearance of a higher Spirit the ideas that lie still unborn in the

womb of the spirit of the world and of the people are quickened (Weisse),

is foreign to the narrative,—a modern abstraction.

Ver. 42 f. 'Ave<pui>?]oe] She cried out (only occurring here in the N. T.

;

comp. 1 Chron. xv. 28, xvi. 5 ; 2 Chron. v. 12 ; Polyb. iii. 33. 4 ; frequent

inPlutarch), expressing the outburst of the bcingfilled by the Spirit. [Comp.

critical note.]— 6 nap~uc -. not?*,, aov] Designation of the enibryo, that

Mary bears in her womb. For the expression, comp. Gen. xxx. 2 ; Lam. ii.

20.

—

nal tto^ev k.t.a.] sc. ytyovev. After the first outburst now follows a

certain reflection, a humble pondering, from what cause {-k6-&sv, comp. on

Markxii. 3T) she was deemed worthy of this great happiness : ava^iav iavr^v z;,<

roiavTrjc iiruhjiiiiir rife dsairoivric o/xotoyei, " She confesses herself unworthy of Buch

sojourning of the queen," Euthymius Zigabenus. — Iva k.t.%.] not equivalent

to to iMciv t?)v iit/t. i;.t.'/.., but telic : that tht mother of my Lord (the Mes-

siah, coin]). Ps. CX. 1) shot//,/ mine tome,—this is the mini, in reference to

which she asks -60: v pin. Comp. on John vi. 29, xvii. :'..

Ver. II f. Tap] specifies (he ground of knowledge, on which she declares

Mary as the mother of (he Messiah. She had the discernment of this con

aection through t//< Holy Spirit, ver. 41. — on] may cither he the specifica-

tion of the reason attached to uaxapia (Vulgate, Luther, Erasmus. Beza,

Lange, and others), or the statement of the contents to Kioreiaaoa (Grotius,

Bengel, Paulus, KuinoeL Bornemann, de Wette, Ewald, Bleek, and others).

The latter is the correci view, since the conception—the chief point of the

l?laltip:'r«, which Elizabeth lias in \ iew— is no longer future, but has already

taken place. Hence : for blessed is she who has believed, thatthere shall be a

fulfilment to all (ver. ::i ff.), etc. As to reteluaig, comp. Judith x. 9 ;
John

xix. 28.

'Older Lutherans 'sec Calovius) have something unique In character and miraou-

wrongly used this passage as :i proof of the Ions. The ohild of EUzabel b has already In

fldet infantum. There ha, In faot, here the womb the Holy Spirit, ver. 16.
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Ver. 46 ff. An echo of the lyrical poetry of the Old Testament, especially

of the song of praise of Hannah the mother of Samuel (1 Sam. ii.). This

psalm-like effusion from the heart of Mary (the so-called Magnificat) divides

itself into four strophes, namely, (1) vv. 46-48 (as far as avrov)
; (2) ver. 48

(from ichv onward) as far as ver. 50 ; (3) vv. 51-53 ; and (4) vv. 54, 55. Each
of these four strophes contains three verses. See Ewald, p. 181. — ?) ipv^y

/wv] the mediating organ between irvev/ja and body (Beck, bibl. Seelenl.

p. 11 ff. ; Delitzsch, bibl. Psychol, p. 222) which receives the impressions from

without and from within, and here expresses by means of the mouth what
has taken place in the irvevjia (hence riya/Ckiaae in the aorist). [See Note

XIV., p. 259.] The Trvev/ia is "the highest and noblest part of man,

whereby lie is qualified to grasp incomprehensible, invisible, eternal things;

and is, in brief, the house within which faith and God's word abide," Lu-

ther {Ami. 1521). Comp. Hahn, Tlieol. d. N. T. I. p. 411 ff. That the

spirit of Mary exulted full of the Holy Spirit, was self-evident for the

evangelist after ver. 35 ; an observation, such as that of ver. 41, concerning

Elizabeth : knlyadi] irvevfiaTog ay., would now have been inappropriate in

reference to Mary, ayallidu, in the active, is only found here and at Rev. xix.

7 (Lachmann, Tischendorf), which reason, however, does not warrant the

conjecture of dyaXkiaaeTai (Valckcnaer, Bretschneider). — ao)T?]pc] benefactor.

" Is est nimirum aurijp, qui salutem dedit," "He is truly aurijp, who gave

safety," Cicero, Verr. ii. 63.

—

brc knefiAe^ev eirl r. ran. r. dovl. avr.] as at

1 Sam. i. 11. Comp. Ps. xxxi. 8 ; also Luke ix. 38. The expression of the

adjectival notion by means of the substantive (comp. 2 Kings xiv. 26 ; Ps.

xxiv. 18) places the quality in the foreground. 1 Mary means the lowliness

of her person, in spite of which she is chosen of God to such greatness.

She was in fact only an insignificant maiden from the people, an artisan's

betrothed bride.

—

a-b roii vvv] from henceforth ; for now, after Elizabeth's

inspired words, no further doubt could remain to Mary respecting her con-

dition as mother of the Messiah
; from henceforth, therefore, she could not

but be the object of the general congratulation, whereof Elizabeth herself

had just made a beginning. — ttckjcu al yeveai] all generations.

Ver. 49 f. Because the Mighty One did to me great things, in making me the

mother of the Messiah. — kcu ayiov k.t.a.] not for ov to bv. ayiov (Luther,

Castalio, Bengel, and many, including Kuinoel), but lyrically unperiodic :

and holy is His name ! Hence, also, a full stop is not to be placed after

dvvaTOq (Lachmann, Tischendorf, Bleek), but only a comma. To the might

the holiness attaches itself.

—

elgyeveag k. yevsdg] Comp. Isa. Ii. 8 ; 1 Mace. ii.

61 ; Test. XII. Patr. p. 568 : unto generations and generations, i.e., ever on-

ward from one generation to the following. The Mecepta eig yeveag jeveuv

would mean : to the uttermost generations ; these would be conceived of as

forming a superlative."— mlg <po Ion//, air.) sc. ear/. It denotes the essence of

theocratic piety. Comp. Ex. xx. 6 ; Ps. ciii. 7.

Ver. 51 ff. Mary now sees the Messianic catastrophe, which God will

1 See Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 307 f.; Bern- tions, especially from the dramatic writers,

hardy, p. 53. maybe seen in Brunck, a I Oedip. II. 46G ;

2 Analogous Greek superlative designa- Bernhardy, p. 154.
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bring about by means of her son, and she announces it prophetically as hav-

ing already liappened ; for she bears in fact the accomplisher of it already in

her womb, and thus the work of God, which He is to execute, is before her

enlightened gaze already as good an completed; in that way she sees and de-

scribes it.—The catastrophe itself is the restoration of the state of things to

the divine rightful order, the overthrow of the Gentiles and the exaltation of

the deeply-oppressed theocratic people (comp. vv. 68, 71, 74) ; the former arc

Net forth by the words vnEpjj^dvovg, dvvdarac, nlovTovvrac ; the latter, by

ran-eivovc and neivuvrac. This intended concrete application of the general

expressions is put beyond doubt by avTelafteTo 'lopayX k.t.A., ver. 54 f. —
virepqfavovg] such as are arrogant in the thoughts of their heart; diavoia is the

dative of more precise definition ; and on the notion (thinking and willing

as directed outwards), comp. Beck, Seelenl. p. 58 ; on napdia as the centre

of the spiritual and psychic life, Dclitzsch, bibl. Psychol, p. 248 ff. ; finally,

in thecKopir. the haughty are conceived of as congregated and keeping together
;

comp. Matt. xxvi. 31 ; Acts v. 37 ; Ps. lxxxix. 10. " That through Chris-

tianity the proud were humbled" (de Wette) is not the thought expressed

by Mary, but a generalization of it, as is also the " confusio diabolicae super

biae," "confusion of diabolical pride" (Calovius and others), and the like.

Comp. Ecclus. x. 14 ff. — Ver. 52.- He has cast down rulers from thrones,

• Iocs not apply to the demons and Pharisees (Theophylact), but to the Gen-

tile holders of power. Comp. on the idea of the overthrow of thrones in

the times of the Messiah, Wisd. v. 23 ; Enoch xxxviii. 4, and Dillmann

thereon. — Ver. 53. ayaduv] not merely means of subsistence (Valckenaer,

Bornemann, de Wette), but earthly possessions in general, among which the

means of subsistence are included. Comp. xii. 18 f. De Wette, moreover,

is in error in saying (comp. Olshausen) that it is spiritual hunger and spir-

itual satisfying that are to be thought of, and that the rich are a type of

the wise men of this world. The whole is to be taken literally
; the idealiz-

ing is not warranted according to the context. Com)). Ps. xxxiv. 11.

—

;.,,,,,,,,: So that they retain nothing of. their possessions, and have

recevoed nothing from the Messiah. 1—For descriptions of the divine inver-

sion of relations from the classical writers, see Wctstein and Bornemann.

Ver. .VI IT. What was expressed descriptvoely in vv. 51-53, and that by

means of antitheses, is now definitely and particularly condensed in (ivn'/ii-

fitTo 'lapaifk waiSuc avrov (comp. Isa. xli. 8 f.), which is the summary of what.

lias been previously said. The aorist is to he taken quite like the previous

aorists. — avreTiAjSero] He has interested Himselffor Israel His serva?it p?r>.

Comp. on avreTia ;., Acts xx. 35 ; Time. iii. 22 ; Diod. Sic. xi. 13. Euthy-

inius Zigabenus explains it : kireokiijtaTO rdv 'lopaqXiriicbv Xabv, rbv ihvlov avrov,

"he visited the [sraelitish people, His servant." Others, including Paulus,

G-lockler, Kuinoel, take wat86c asfUii (comp. Ex. iv. '.'2
;
Hos. xi. 1). But

the theocratif notion of sonship is never expressed by -ale (not even in Acts

iii. 13). — /tvr/cdi/vai tXiovg] not : " ita Ut perpetuo manor sit," ''so that the

1 on tin- expression, oomp. xx. to f. ; Job kzIL :» ; Judltb x. II; Horn. //. ii. 808, Od.

xiii. 814.
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remembrance is perpetual," etc. (Kuinoel, Bleek), but : in order to he mind-

ful of mercy. We have to note the connection with the kug alovog [see

critical note] emphatically put at the end. God has interested Himself for

Israel, in order to he mindful of mercy even to eternity, in order never again to

forget mercy. — naduQ i?m1. npbg r. ttcit. ?}«.] not indeed a parenthesis, but

an inserted clause, which makes one feel that the telic fivqo-8 f/vai kX£ovg takes

place in consequence of the divine truthfulness. — rw 'A(3paa/j. k. t. anepp.

avT.~\ Dativus commodi to pv7/o6ijvai. Comp. Ps. xcviii. 3 ;
Xen. Cyr. i. 4.

12 ; Bornemann, Schol. p. 14 f. It might belong to hldlTjae (Euthymius

Zigabenus, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Kuinoel), since lakzlv may be

joined as well with wp6g as with a dative ; but against this may be urged

n. r<5 GTrepfiaTi avTov, which denotes ' the whole posterity of Abraham with-

out limitation, and therefore cannot be included in apposition to -wpbc rovg

narepag yuuv. — Observe, moreover, that here (comp. ver. 72) Abraham, the

progenitor of the race, is conceived of as jointly affected by and interested

in the destiny of his descendants. 2 Abraham liveth unto God, xx. 38. —
s/ieivs <5e k.t.2..] but not until the delivery of Elizabeth (in opposition to Cal-

vin, Maldonatus and others) ; see ver. 57. [See Note XV., p. 259.]

Remark 1. — The harmonizers, even the most recent, have adopted very

different ways for the fitting of this history into the narrative of Matthew.

According to Lange, L. J. II. 1, p. 84 ff., Mary is driven to Elizabeth by her

grief at being Ebionitically misjudged and discarded by Joseph ; according to

Hug, Gutacht. I. p. 85, Ebrard, Riggenbach, and others, she made the journey

immediately after her marriage, which took jdace a few days after the begin-

ning of her pregnancy ! Luke says and knows nothing of either view.

Remark 2. [See Note XVI., p. 259 seq.] — The historical character as to the

Visitation of Mary stands or falls with that of the Annunciation. But the psycho-

logical and moral impossibility, that Mary, after the certainty as to her condition

acquired while she was with Elizabeth, and after the theocratic inspiration with

which she declares herself blessed on account of that condition, should not have

made any communication at all to Joseph on the subject (as must, nevertheless,

according to Matthew, be assumed, so that thus our narrative and that of Matt.

i. 18 ff. exclude one another) ; further, the utter want of any trace elsewhere

of such an intimate and confidential relation as, according to our history, must

have subsisted between the two holy families ; moreover, the design of the nar-

rative to invest Jesus with a singular glory, according to which even the yet un-

born John signifies his rejoicing homage before the Messiah when but just con-

ceived in his mother's womb; the circumstance, not to be explained away

(see the untenable suggestion of Lange, p. 92), that it is only after the leaping

of the babe that Elizabeth receives the Holy Spirit, and by means of this Spirit

recognizes from that leaping the mother of the Messiah as such ; the hymnic

scene annexed thereto, the poetic splendor and truth of which lifts it out of

the historical sphere, in which subsequently the house of Mary was not the

abode of the faith that is here proclaimed from the mouth of the Virgin with so

1 In what manner it was the o-n-epjua the question.

'APpadu that actually received the com- 2 Isa. xxix. 22 f.; Mic. vii. 20. Comp. John

passion (Rom. i\\, Gal. iv.), was not here viii. 50; Test. XII. Pair. p. 5S7.
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lofty a triumph (Marl; iii. 01 ; John vii. 3),— all this is not adapted to support

or to uvmold its historical character, even apart from the fact that tradition

has not even conveyed to Luke the name of the mountain-town. The apocry-

phal poor and pale copy of the Annunciation and the Visitation may be seen

in the Proteixmg. Jacobi, c. xi. xii. ; according to which, moreover, —quite dif-

' erently from the course followed by the modern Harmonists—it is not till after

the visitation, only in the sixth month of pregnancy, when Mary is recognized

as in this condition and called to account by Joseph, that she asserts her inno-

cence, and then the dream-revelation of the angel is imparted to Joseph (ch.

xiii. f.).

Ver. .">? f. Toti renEiv air.] genitive governed by 6 ,xi>>'"'"C
' the time, which

ii.nl to elapse until her delivery. Com]), ii. 7, 22; Gen. xxv. 24. — in

wi k.t.A.] that he has magnified (Matt, xxiii. 5 ; 2 Cor. x. 15 ; 1 Sam.

xii. 24), namely, by this birth still bestowed, contrary to all expectation, in

which they saw a proof of especially great divine compassion. The expres

sionis quite as in Gen. xi.\. 19. — avvkxaipov] they rejoiced together villi her.

Others, like Valckenaer (following the Vulgate): they congratulated her

I
i e on Phil. ii. 17). The former is more appropriate on account of ver. 14 ;

and comp. xv. 0, 9.

Ver. 59 f. "With the circumcision was associated the giving of thename,

Gen. xxi. 3. See Ewald, Alterth. p. 110. Among the Greeks and Romans

it took place on the dies Iwtricus.* — ;,/*), ,r\ The subject is evident of it-

self, namely, the persons pertaining to the circumcision :
" amid ad earn

rem vocati," "friends invited for this purpose," Grotius. Any Israelite

might be the circumciser (in case of necessity even a woman, Ex. iv. 25).

*

— e/co/Iow] They actually uttered this name (this took place immediately

after the circumcision was performed
;
see Lund,/.' 1

.. Buxtorf, Synagog. -I):

but the mother (for the father was still dumb) took exception to it, ver. GO.

•• Vere enim incipit actus, sed ob impedimenta can't eventu," " For the act

really begins, but fails of result on account of impediments" Sehaefer. ad

Phoen. si
;
Buttmann, neut. Or. \>. 17s [E. T. 205].— The naming oi the

child after the/other (Tob. i. 9 ;
Joseph. An//, xiv. 1. 3) or after a relative

(ver. 01 ; Lightfoot, p. 720) was very common, as it was also among the

Creeks (Hermann, I.e. 18). On /-. comp. Neh. vii. 63 ;
Plut. Demetr. 8.

The idea is: in reference to. —ovxh aTiXaKKir^. 'lu&w.] The usual supposition

(Paulus, Kuinoel, Ebrard, Bleek, following Calvin and others), that Zacha-

rias after his return from the temple made known to Elizabeth bj writing

the words of the angel, ver. 13. is the more arbitrary, the less ii is in keep-

ing with the miraculous impress of the whole history. Theophylact i- right

in saying : i) r?< 'Y.'/mu
;

.'.• r &>q vrpofrJTio iXdh/ae irept r oil <n " But

Elizabeth Bpake as a prophetess concerning the name ;" and Euthymius

Zigabenus : etc irvevpaTog d] < bvopa rov iratddg fiep&'b
x
TiKe

i
"She also

hath learned the naiiieof the child from the I !<dy Spirit "
( com p. Origen

and Ambrose), and this, indeed, at the moment of that eitAAow, ver. 59, else

i See Dougtaeus, Anal. \\. p. 44 f.
; Her- »See Lund, HeUlgth., ed. Wolf, p. 040;

maim, Privatcdterth. \ 82. 17. Kell. At M I I p.
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it would not be easy to perceive why she should not at the very beginning-

have carried out the giving of the divinely-appointed name.

Ver. 62 f. 'Evivevov] They conveyed by signs to him the question (-6, see

Kriiger, ad Xen. Anal. iv. 4. 17 ; Kuhner, II. p. 138), how (ri= ri ovojua,

comp. Aesch. Ag. 1205) he perchance (av, see Winer, p. 275 [E. T. 308])

would wish that the child (av-6, see the critical remarks) should be named.
The making signs does not presuppose deafness and dumbness (Chrysostom,

Theophylact, EuthymiusZigabenus, Jansen, Maldonatus, Lightfoot, Grotius,

Wolf, and others, including Ewald), against which may be urged ver. 20
;

nor is it to be explained by the fact, that we are inclined to communicate
by means of signs with dumb people as with deaf people (Bengel, Michaelis,

Paulus, Olshausen, de Wette), which can only be arbitrarily applied to

Zacharias, since he had only been dumb for a short time, and people had pre-

viously been accustomed to speak with him. Probably it was only from the

wish to spare the mother that the decision of the father, who had all along been
listening to the discussion, was called for not aloud, but by signs. — alrfjaaq]

6/xoiuc did, vev/iaroc, "likewise through a sign," Euthymius Zigabenus.

—

nivanidiov] probably a little tablet covered with wax. Tertullian, de idolol.

23 :
" Zacharias loquitur in stylo, auditur in cera," " Zacharias speaks with a

stylus, hears in wax." — eypa-fe Myuv] scripsithaec verba, " wrotethese words."

Comp. 2 Kings x. G ; 1 Mace. viii. 31, xi. 57. A Hebraism pON 1

?).
1 The

return of speech does not occur till ver. 64. Comp. vv. 13, 20.

—

'luavvrig earl

t. ov. avToii] Shortly and categorically, in the consciousness of what had been

already divinely determined : 1DI? pnv [the Hebrew characters probably

written by Zacharias]. " Non tarn jubet, quam jussum divinum indicat,"
'

' He does not command, but indicates the divine command, " Bengel.— edavu.
]

because Zacharias agreed with Elizabeth in a name foreign to the family.

Ver. 64. 'A.veax'&v • • ^uaaa avrov~\ a zeugma ; in the case of the tongue

ihvdn may be mentally supplied ; comp., on the other hand, Mark vii. 35.

This recovery of speech is to be regarded not as the effect of lively emotion

(Gell. v. 9 ; Val. Max. i. 8. 3), or of the deliverance of his soul from the

reproach that had oppressed it (Lange), or of his own will (Paulus), but of

divine causation (ver. 20).

Ver. 65 f. An historical digression, narrating the impression which these

marvellous events at the circumcision produced in wider circles. — $6f3oc]

not amazement, but fear, the first impression of the extraordinary (comp.

Mark iv. 41 ; Acts ii. 43). — abrovr] applies to Zacharias and Elizabeth." —
ihelalelTo] were mutually talked of, Polyb. i. 85. 2, ix. 32. 1.

—

-a p/j/iara

Tavra] these utterances, which had occurred with such marvellous signifi-

cance at the circumcision of the child from ver. 59 to ver. 64 ; ii. 19.

— e&evTo . . . iv tt) mpd. ahruv] Comp. 37 1% D'tV (1 Sam. xxi. 12) [A. V.

"laid up . . . in his heart"], and the Homeric ridy/xi iv ari/deaai, iv Qpeoi,

and see Valckenaer in loc. They made those utterances the subject of their

1 On the same usage in the Syriac, see Kypke, I. p. 211 ; Krebs, p. 98.

Gesenius in Rosenmiiller's Rep. I. p. 135. 2 On 7reptoiKeI>' nm, comp. Herod.
An example from Josephus is found in Xen. Anab. v. G. 10; Plut. Crass. 34.
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further reflection. Com p. ii. 19. — ri apa] quid igitur, under these circum-

stances, according to these auspices, what then now will, etc.
1 On the

neuter -!, which is more in keeping with the uncertainty and the emotion of

the inquirers than rig, comp. Actsxii. 18; Schaefer, Melet. p. 98; Bornemann,

Schol. p. 15. — nal yap xe
"'f>

Kvpiov yv /iet' avrov] An observation of Luke, in

which ho would indicate that the people rightly asked this question, expecting

something unusual of the child : for also («at yap, see the critical remarks)

lh, /nt/id of the Lord was with him. The emphasis rests on x^lP avplov, which,

with kiiI, makes known to us the mighty help of God (so %tip nvpiov very

frequently in the O. T. ; comp. also Hermann, (id Vig. p. 732) as in keeping

with tlic ominous phenomena. Others, like Storr, Kuinoel, Paulus, Ewald,

place these words too in the mouth of those asking the question (so also

Bettig in the Stud. u. Krit. 1838, p. 219, who, following the Recepta, places

a colon after /cat : and others said). But this reflective specifying of a reason

would have been superfluous in the mouth of those people, and little in

keeping with the emotion of their question. And instead of ?}v they would

have said kari, inferring, namely, the help of God from the events at the cir-

cumcision ; while the nal would be but tame and cumbrous.

Ver. G7. After the historical episode of ver. 65 there now follows, in

reference to eiiTioyuvr. Qe6v, ver. 64, the hymn itself (the so-called Benal'ietus)

into which Zacharias broke forth, and that on the spot (Kuinoel erroneously

suggests that it was only composed subsequently by Zacharias). At 1 1 1

«

-

same time the remark i-?.yadn irvev/i. ay. is repeated, and the hymn is in

respect of its nature more precisely designated as prophecy. It is, like that

of Mary, ver. 46 ff., constructed in strophes, containing five strophes, each

of three verses. See Ewald. —• ^poe^y-evai:] denotes not merely prediction,

but the utterance of revelation generally stimulated and sustained by the

Spirit, which includes in it prediction proper. See on 1 Cor. xii. 10.

Ver. 68 f. Zacharias' hymn of praise concerns the great cause, which his

newdjorn son is to serve the Messianic deliverance and blessing of the people,

which he now at once looks upon as already accomplished, for in his new-

born son there has, in fact, already appeared the preparer of the way for

the Messiah (ver. 16 f.). Comp. on ver. 51. The entire hymn bears the

•priestly character, which even the apostrophe to the infant, ver. Tli, does

not efface. [See NoteXVIL, p. 260.] — ev2.oyrjTbg k.t.7.
]
sc. dif. Comp. Ps.

xli. 14, lxxii. 18, cvi. 48.

—

/,'vrpucnv (comp. ii. 38) applies primarily t>> the

Messianic deliverance under its political aspect. Comp. w. 71, 51 IV. ; Pint.

Arat. 11 : /ir/>. a) \u(i/u:i.,r. With this, however, Zacharias knew (comp.

also ver. 16 f.) that the religious and moral regeneration of the people was

inseparably combined, bo as to form the one Messianic work, vv. ",'>. '•'•, ~<'->.':

Tin /.-- oKiijJ. is absolute, as in Ecclus. xwii. 17 : he has looked to, he has

made an inspection. Comp. Acts XV. 11. — ifyeipe] still dependent upon

i Bee Elotz, ad Dt var. i> 176 ; Nfi&elsbach, < Hshauaen), thai the purity of theMesslanlo

An)n. ... Mas, ed. 8, p. lOf. Comp. \iii. 85, views of Zacharias consists in the unadul-

..ii K tnair. I reproduction "i Old Testament

manti appropriately remarks, Weis knowledge.

tag. u. Erftill. II. p. 868 [In opposition to
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on. — aepag auTrjpiag] a horn of deliverance (genitive of apposition), *. e., a

strong, mighty deliverance, according to the figurative use of the Hebrew p.p..
1

xipag' 7/ Jcr^i'f rcapa ry -Deia ypacjyy, ek /leracpopag tuv £wwx> tuv KaOuvrAiauEvuv Tvlg

Ktpaac Kal Toiiroiq a/ivvo/utvuv,
'

' strength, in the divine scripture, from the meta-

phor of animals armed with horns and defending themselves with these,"

Suidas. Corap. the Latin cornua addere, cornua sumere, and the like. [See

Note XVIII., p. 260 seq.] It is true that Jensius (Fere, lit, p. 34), Fischer

(devit. Lex. p. 214), and Paulus find the reference in the horns of the altar of

burnt-offering which served as an asylum.'2 But apart from the inappropriate;

relation to the frequent use of the O. T. figure elsewhere, how inadequate

for the due and distinct expression of the Messianic idea would be the con-

ception of the mere protection, which was afforded by the laying hold of the

horns of the altar !— i/yeipe] excitavit^ i.e., according to the context, he has

made to grow up (k^avareTiu, Ps. exxjii. 17). — tov iraidbg avrov] Acts iv. 25.

Ver. 70. No parenthesis. — tuv dyluv] not used substantially (Borne-

mann), but see Bernhardy, p. 322 ; Kriiger, § 50. 9. 7. [See critical note
;

the omission of second tuv renders the substantive sense inadmissible.] —
aw' alavog] not absolutely, as though there had been prophets even ab orbe con-

dito, "from the foundation of the world" ("imo per os Adami," "indeed

through the mouth of Adam," Calovius), but relatively ; when the oldest

prophets emerged (and Moses already was such an one), was the commence-

ment of prophecy since the beginning of the loorld. Comp. Gen. vi. 4 ; Acts

iii. 21 ; Longin. 34 : Tovg aw' aluvnr pi/Topag. [See Note XVIII., p. 260 seq.]

Ver. 71 f. ZuTTipiav] might be attached to h'AdlrjaE, ver. 70 (Beza, Grotius,

Ewald, and others), but it is simpler to retain m-dug k.t.a. as a paranthetical

clause, like ver. 55, so that nepag auTrjp., ver. 69, is resumed by auTTjpiav (yet

only as to the fact, without the figure) for the sake of adding the more

precise definition. Such a resumption may occur with 6e (Rom. iii. 22)

and without it (Rom. iii. 26). See generally, Kiihner, ad Xen, Mem. i. 1. 1.

Without Se the expression is more rhetorical. — The enemies and haters are

the heathen, as in ver. 51 ff., not the demons, sin, and the like. — wou/aai]

Infinitive of the aim, as at ver. 54. In this our deliverance God designed

to show mercy to (jueto., D#,ver. 58, x. 37) our fathers (comp. ver. 55, deeply

afflicted by the decline of their people), and to remember (practically, by

the fulfilment of what was therein promised) His holy covenant. Euthymius

Zigabenus : Si-aOynr/v yap teyei tt)v EwayyETiiav' [ivrjuriv 6k avTtJg tt)v TvepaTuoiv,

" He calls the promise a covenant ; but the fulfilment is remembrance of it."

Vv. 73-75. "OpKov] neither accusative of more precise definition (Calvin,

Beza, L. Bos, Rosenmiiller), nor governed by /ivrja^rjvai. (Euthymius Ziga-

benus, Olshausen, Bleek 3
), but climactic apposition to cha&yKr/g ay. ovtov, in

which the accusative is attracted by bv, Matt. xxi. 42 ; 1 Cor. x. 16 ; Butt-

1 1 Sam. ii. 10 ; Ps. xviii. 3, lxxxix. 18, p. 473 f.; Knobel on Ex. xxvii. 2.

exxxii. 16 f., cxlviii. 14 ; Ecclus. xlvii-. 5, V,
3 Mi^o-zceo-flm is not seldom joined with

11, al.; Gesenius, Thes. III. p. 1238 ; Grimm an accusative by the classical writers (.Horn,

on 1 Mace. ii. 48. See Rabbinical passages U, vi. 222 ; Herod, vii. 18; Soph. O.B. 105Ti,

in Schottgen, Hor. p. 258 f. but never in the N. T., although it is so in

2 1 Kings i. 50, ii. 23 ff.; Biihr, Symbol. I. the LXX. and Apocrypha.
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maim, neut Gfr. p. 247 [E. T. 288] ; Bornemann, Schol. p. 1G f. — 7rp($c] de-

notes the swearing to. Comp. Horn. Od. xiv. 331, xix. 288. The expression

with the dative is more usual. Seethe oath itself in Gen. xxii. 10-18. — tov

Sovvat i;.r.'/.\ in order to grant to us, the purpose, on account of which God
swore the oath. [See Note XVJLLL, p. 260 seq.

j

— en a'.
c '/»"; k.t.?,.] more pre-

cisely defines the previous apo
;
?uc, and that as regards its objective relation. 1

— Ver. 7.1. Religious-moral restoration of the people of God. As to the

distinction between ogiott/c and dimioovv;/ (Plat. Prot. p. 329 C), see on Eph.

iv. 24. lLtliiteHH is the divine consecration and inner truth of righteousness,

so thai the latter without the former would be only external or seeming
;

both together constitute the justitia spiritualis.

Ver. 70 f. "E-r/ra (lerafiaivei rrj irpo^T/reia Kai Trpbt; iavroh TzalSa 'luavvqv, " Then

he passes on with the prophecy even to his own son John," Euthymius

Zigabenus.

—

kuI av 6s] but tlwu also (seethe critical remarks). 2 The Kai

places the natSlov—for even ofMm he has only what is great to say—on a

parallel with the subject, to which hitherto in his song of praise to God his

prophetic glance was directed (with the Messiah), and d£ is the continuative

autem. — itponop. yap irpb npoaojirov nvp.] as at ver. 17, hence nvpiog is God. —
iroi/idcai ddovg avTov] see on Matt. iii. 3. — tov Sovvat k.t.X.

|
Aim of Ironiaaai

i. .r./.. and so final aim of irpoiropevoy . . . Kvpiov. — iv afyicet a/iapr. air.] In

forgiveness of their sins, which is to be imparted to them through the Messiah

(see ver. 78 f.) for the sake of God"s mercy ("which is thereby satisfied ; did

n-'/ .
;'/. ():iii), they are to discern deliverance

;
they are to discern that salva-

tion comes through the Messianic forgiveness of sins (com)), on .Mark i. 4),

and to this knowledge of salvation John is to guide his people. Accord-

ingly, iv ll<p. ifl. air. does not belong to GUTTjptac; alone (jTJQ -.ivoui r//f EV TU

.hi /,.7.>., " which takes place in the being forgiven." etc., Euthymius

Zigabenus, Bcza, Bengel, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, de

Wette, Bleek, and others), but to yvaaiv awnjpiac (Theophylact) = yvovai

auTjjpiav iv a<p. r. a/i. avr. So also Luther, Ewald, and others. Calvin aptly

remarks ;
" I'raecipuum evangelii caput nunc attingit Zaeharias, dum

scientiam salutis in remissione peccatorum positam esse docet," "A special

principle of the gospel Zaeharias now touches upon, when he teaches that

the "knowledge of salvation is placed in the remission of sins." [See Note

XVIII., p. 200 seq.]

Ver. 7s f. Aid air"K6yxya i'/iovr k.t.?..] is not to be separated from what

precedes by punctuation, but to be immediately connected with cva^. d/*.

Bet di iftapTtUV . . . ry 6i6nii:'rij 6/u r/,r nvii-inh uiv TOV i'/iiii'i; avTOV,

••but in forgiveness of sins . . . given on account of the sympathy of His

mercy," Euthymius Zigabenus. Comp. Theophylact. The reference to

all thai is said from rrpoKopebog onwards, ver. 70 (Grotius, Kuinoel, de

Wette, and others), is the more arbitrary, in proportion to the natural and

ntial connection thai subsists between the forgiveness of sins and Cod's

compassion.-

—

6ia] no1 through, butfor tht saTce-of Bee on ver. i7 ; air?

1 On the accusative pvir&ivTOf (not dative), *8ee Bartung, PartUcell. Lp. 181 f- : El-

Boraemann, I.e. : Pflugk, ad Wur. Med. lendt, Lex. Soph. I. p.

III. § 118.
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is not merely, according to the Hebrew D'STV") (sec Gesenius), but also in

the Greek poetical language, the seat of the affections, as, for instance, of

auger (Arist. Rati. 1004) and of sympathy (Aesch. Ch. 407). So here.

Comp. Col. iii. 12 ; Phil. ii. 1. klkovg is genitivus qualitatis, "genitive of

quality,'1 '' and Qeov i]fiuv depends on o-'/.ayxva eteovc : for the sake of the com-

passionate heart of our God. — h dig] instrumental: by virtue of which.

—

i-EOKEipa.To i)!iac avarolfj ef vip.] to be taken together : has visited us, etc.,

has become present to us with His saving help (comp. Xen. Gyr. v. 4. 10
;

Ecclus. xlvi. 14 ; Judith via. 33 ; Luke vii. 1G). [See critical note, and Note

XVIII.
, p. 260 seq. ] It is appropriate to avar. ef vrji. , as the latter is person ifial

.

The figurative designation of the Messiah : Dayspringfrom on high, is bor-

rowed from the rising of the sun (Rev. vii. 2 ; Matt. v. 45 ; Horn. Od. xii.

I ; Herod, iv. 8), or as is more in keeping with the .'; vtyiarov, from the

rising of a bright-beaming star of the night (Num. xxiv. 17 ; Valck. ad Eur.

Pnoeti. 506), not (in opposition to Beza, Scultetus, Lightfoot, Wetstein)

from an ascending shoot (HD^, Isa. iv. 2 ; Jer. xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15 ; Zech.

iii. 8, vi. 12), against which may be urged kg vip. and ^npavai. 1 Comp. Isa.

ix. 2. — enapdvai] Infinitive of the aim. On the form see Lobeck, ad

Phryn. p. 25 f. — -olg iv gkotel k. an. 6av. na&riu..~\ those who sit in darkness and

(climactic) the shadow of death—a picturesque delineation of the people totally

destitute of divine truth and the true faq (q,uuv, ver. 79). — The shadow of

death (HID/i*) is such a shadow as surrounds death (personified), and they

are sitting in this shadow, because death is ruling among them, namely, in

the spiritual sense, the opposite of the true life whose sphere is the light

of divine truth. [See Note XVIII., p. 260 seq.] Moreover, comp. Isa. ix. 2,

and on Matt. iv. 16 ; on Kadrjp,. also, Nagelsbach, Anm. s. Ilias, ed. 3, p. 65.

— tov KarEvdvvai /c.t./L] The aim of i~iyavai k.t.a., and so the final aim of

tTEOKEiparo k.t.X. Comp. on tov Sovvai, ver. 77. " Continuatur translatio, nam
lux dirigit nos," "The metaphor is continued, for the light guides us,"

Grotius. Observe also the correlation of robe tvoSag with the preceding

Kctdn/iEvoa;. — elg 6obv elpr/v.] in viam adsalutem (Messianam) ducentetn, " lead-

ing into the wity to (Messianic) salvation.'''' Eip/'/v?/ = Dt1W, opposite of all the

misery denoted by anoTog k.t.1. (hence not merely peace). It has another

sense in Rom. iii. 17. But comp. Acts xvi. 17.

Ver. 80. A summary account (comp. Judg. xiii. 24) of the further de-

velopment of John. More particular accounts were perhaps altogether

wanting, but were not essential to the matter here.

—

rfb^ave] the bodily

growing up, and, connected therewith : inpar. Trvev/x., the mental gain-

ing of strength that took place elg tov ecu av&puir. (Eph. iii. 16). Comp.

the description of the development of Jesus, ii. 40, 52. ipuxv is n0* men-

tioned, for the -vE'vua is the q-ye[ioviit6v, in whose vigor and strength the

1 Bleek wishes to combine the two senses, is excluded by ver. 79 ; hence the inference

and infers from this that the source whence drawn by Bleek (see also his Einleit. p. 277

Luke drew was Greek and not Hebrew, f.), and approved by Holtzmann, falls to the

because n^Di' would not have admitted a ground. The source may have been Greek;

reference to the rising of the sun. But the but if it was Hebrew, HO^ need not have

whole mixing up of two incongruous figures stood in it.
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fr
t /; shares. Conip. Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 217.

—

%v kv rolg kpfifioig] in the

well-known desert regions. It is the <!/ sert of Judah icar' kj-oxf/v that is meant

(see on Matt. iii. 1). In that desert dwelt also the Essenes (Plin. _ZV. II. v.

17). How far their principles and aslcesis, which at least could not have re-

mained unknown to John, may have indirectly exercised an influence on his

peculiar character, cannot be determined ; a true Essene this greatest and

Jast phenomenon of Israelitish prophecy certainly was not ; he belonged,

like some God-sent prophet higher than all partisan attitudes in the people,

to the whole nation. — avaSel^eag avrov TrpuQ r. 'lap.] His being publicly made
knotcv />> Israu /, when he was announced to the Israelites as the forerunner

of the Messiah. This was done on the command of God by John himself.

;>ee iii. 2-6. avadeii-ig is the making known (renuntiatio) of official nomina-

tion ; Polyb. xv. 26. 4 ; Plut. Mar. 8 ; see Wetstein. Conip. x. 1.

Notes by Amekican Editor.

IV. Ver. 1. TTOAAo} K.T.A.

In regard to the writings here referred to Weiss agrees with Meyer, but doubts

the propriety of including the "Gospel to the Hebrews," about which little

can be proven that will warrant the assumption of its existence prior to the

Gospel of Luke.

It is very improbable that Mark's Gospel is included here. 1. It is impos-

sible to prove the dependence of Luke upon Mark, and this dependence is

implied if the latter is included here. 2. Luke here refers to a class of writings

then existing. Now, if the class is represented hy the Gospel of Mark, there

were many somewhat detailed and complete histories of our Lord's ministry

in existence when Luke wrote. This is extremely improbable. Literature of

that kind could not so entirely disappear. 3. Luke's language does not imply

incorrectness in these " narratives," but it certainly contains an allusion to the

insufficiency of these writings. "Weiss ed. Mcy. calls attention to the fact that

Luke elsewhere uses tlu^ verb ,'t/v.w//m.) of unsuccessful attempts (Acts ix. 29 ;

xix. 13). Such an estimate of Mark's Gospel would not agree with the fact that

Luke's narrative; contains so much matter in common with it ; nor would the

latter be likely to speak thus of a dooument which from the first was received

as an authentic record of the life of Jesus. It was the existence of such his-

tories as our canonical Gospels that swept out of view even the names of the

< (Torts here referred to.

Godet [Luke, p. 563, Am. ed.) thus describes the class of writings which the

Evangelist bad in mind ;
" They were not organic works, all the parts of \\ hioh

were regulated by one idea, like our Gospels, and so they are lost ; they were

accidental compilations, simple collections of anecdotes or discourses
;
but

those works had their importance as a second stage in the development of

Gospel historiography and a transition to the higher stage." The Aral

hi regards as oral trail it mn, (lie last as that, of our canonical Gospels. It will be

Been that this view meets the requirements of Luke's language, has hist

ate! psychological probability in its favor, but of necessity rules out such a

writing as the Gosp 1 of Mark from tho class of narratives spoken of by Luke.
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V. Ver. 1. TTEpl tcjv izAripn^oprif-iivuv K.T.?..

The rendering of the E. V. text (" which have been fulfilled ") follows the

Vulgate ; Godet and Weiss ed. Mey. prefer " have been accomplished, ' but

virtually accept the idea of a fulfilment. They urge, against Meyer, that the

sense "bring to full conviction" cannot be applied to things. The 11. V.

margin, " fully established," seeks to avoid this difficulty by referring the par-

ticiple to the objective proof rather than to the subjective conviction or belief

.

Either of these views is lexically more defensible than that of Meyer.

VI. Ver. 3. Kadcfa.

This claim to chronological accuracy is not contrary to the view now held by

most Harmonists, that Mark is more chronological in his arrangement than

Luke. If he has in mind the fragmentary sketches of many writers (see Note

IV., p. 256), then he only claims to reduce them to order. If he had the Gospel

of Mark in his hands, then he follows its order closely enough, in the common
matter, to vouch for its accuracy. Doubtless the harmonizers have done vio-

lence to the Gospel narratives, but their labors have not been rendered unnec-

essary, still less overthrown entirely, by recent exegesis. Textual criticism

has, in fact, confirmed some of their positions on important points.

VII. Ver. 4. Iva eniyvug k.t.2.

Weiss ed. Mey. rightly calls attention to the beautiful comments of Godet on

this clause. Inasmuch as Meyer speaks of Luke's dispassionate consciousness

that Christianity " had its firm basis of truth in the evangelical history of sal-

vation," and insists, moreover, on his "critical procedure'' (see p. 219, foot-

note), we have from him an argument against his own positions respecting

some of the statements made by Luke in chaps, i. ii. The language of the Evan-

gelists in this prologue gives us something more than Luke's "dispassionate

consciousness ;" it shows how unlikely it is that any of his statements are his-

torically untrue. He tells us how he proceeded in writing his history, hints at the

sources of his information, and only when he has given an objective ground of

conviction speaks of the subjective certainty. Since Luke, of all authors, has

been most abundantly proven to be an accurate historian, what he states re-

specting events in the first century must be held for truth, until positive evi-

dence of greater weight overthrows his testimony.

Here, too, if anywhere, we are to find the clue to the origin of the Synoptic

Gospels. We have, in this prologue, intimations of oral apostolic tradition

(ver. 2), of fragmentary written narratives (ver. 1), of patient individual re-

search (ver. 3), for a given purpose (ver. 4). Given a man who could write a

historical work such as the book of the Acts, it would seem that he could, under

the conditions thus indicated, write a life of the Lord, in whom he fully

believed, without manipulating the Gospel of Mark or copying some other ex-

tended work unknown to us. Whatever influence the Holy Ghost wrought

upon such a man would make against the style of book-making involved in

the theory of interdependence.

1?
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VIII. Ver. 5 sqq.

The two classes of phenomena, namely, the unexampled number of Hebra-

izing peculiarities, and the constant recurrence of Luke's characteristic expres-

sions, can best be accounted for by supposing that Luke translated an Aramean
document (or set of documents) obtained through his own research (ver. 3).

But this does not involve a "manipulation," if by that is meant a material

modification. On the lyrical passages, see in locis.

IX. Ver. 9. slae'AOiJv eJc rbv vabv tov Kvp'iov.

The R. V. renders :
" His lot was to enter into the temple of the Lord and

burn incense," thus agreeing with the Vulgate (and Winer). Certainly this

view is grammatical. Meyer objects to it as "quite idle." But tbe clause elae7i-

Dun K.T.7.. is in emphatic position, and Meyer's view does not suggest any

ground for such emphasis. On the other hand, since the revelation through

the angel took place in the sanctuary while Zacharias was burning incense, the

author adds this clause to bring the place into prominence. So Godet, who, un-

necessarily, however, takes the aorist participle as a pluperfect. The entering

and offering are rather regarded as synchronous, as so often when an aorist

participle is used.

X. Ver. 27. e| oIkov Aavti).

While the grammatical connection favors the reference of this phrase to

Joseph, it by no means follows that Luke did not regard her as a descendant of

David. (See on the genealogy, chap, iii.) Indeed, vv. 32, 69 are simply non-

sense, unless Luke believed in her Davidic descent. Weiss ed. Mey. is disposed

to refer the phrase to Mary alone, because Joseph's lineage is afterward spoken

of (chap. ii. 4), and the mention of it here would have no significance. But it

is difficult to account for the introduction of tF/C napQevov in the next clause, if

the phrase refers to Mary exclusively.

XI. Ver. 32. rbv Opovov A. k.t.X.

Weiss ed. Mey. substitutes here the following note : "If, however, the Son

of Mary is clearly described as the Son of David promised in 2 Sam. vii. 13,

Mary herself must be regarded as a descendant of David, since it is a mere

evasion to say that the Messiah, as successor on the throne of David, can be

called his Son and David His father (Bleek, Meyer)."

XII. Ver. 35. to yewdtfievuv iyiov k.t.%.

The R. V. text accepts the view of Tertullian, Bengel, and others, but the

Am. appendix gives substantially the view of Meyer :
" Wherefore also the holy

thing which is begotten shall be called the Sun of God," which seems to be the

only strictly grammatical rendering.

XIII. Vv. 26-38. The Annunciation.

Weiss ed. Mey. rejects most of the positions taken in Meyer's remark. The

following points Of Weiss' view are here presented : 1. Thifl narrative is "noi

incompatible" with that of Matthew. 2. He omits the statemenl :
" in conse-
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quence of the circumstance," etc. 3. The history of Joseph's perplexity (Matt. i.

19 sqq.) does not exclude the annunciation to Mary ; and her silence was neither

"psychologically unnatural," nor a violation of her duty as betrothed, since

she could not expect Joseph to believe it. 4. Weiss further remarks : "The
question, whether the presupposition lying at the foundation of both accounts

(namely, that Jesus was not begotten naturally by Joseph, but, in consequence of

a supernatural operation of God, born of Mary) rests upon historical tradition

or doctrinal hypothesis, cannot be settled by exegetical means." But he insists

strongly that the silence of Jesus, the unbelief of His brethren, and the demeanor
of Mary are not incompatible with the historical character of the story of the

miraculous conception.

Godet (Luke, p. 59, Am. ed.) well observes : "A narrative so perfect could

only have emanated from the holy sphere within which the mystery was accom-

plished. A later origin would have inevitably betrayed itself by some foreign

element."

In the story of the angelic announcement to Zacharias, to which also Meyer
ascribes a legendary origin, the same internal evidence of truthfulness appears.

" The unhistorical inventions in the apocryphal Gospels" do much to prove the

historical character of this narrative of Luke. It is only necessary to add that

this part of the Gospel is obviously the resrut of the individual research made
by the Evangelist. Are we then to think that such an author failed to assure

himself of the truthfulness of his material ? Doubtless he was as faithful in this

respect as any modern historian, and it is yet to appear that he was not as

competent to determine what constitutes valid historical testimony as any

critic of modern times.

XIV. Ver. 46. ?'/ tpv,xv /tov.

Weiss, ed. Mey. (in accordance with his views as expressed in his Biblical

Tfieology) denies the existence of any specific distinction between \pvxv and

nvEvfia in N. T. usage. "The soul is the icvevfia which has entered into the

flesh, and the irvevfia becomes soul in man. Both therefore stand here also

only as varied designations for the same inner life of man, in which the praise

of the Lord, now beginning with the mouth, must occur at the same time, if

it is of the right kind, and in which is aroused the triumphant joy that contin-

ually calls forth this thanksgiving."

XV. Ver. 56. Ijxelve k.t.2,.

How long she remained is not stated, but ver. 57 does not forbid the view

that she tarried until the birth of John, for Luke frequently anticipates thus in

a closing sentence. Still, it is more probable that she returned to Nazareth

before Elizabeth was delivered. The events recorded in Matt. i. 18-24 seem
to have occurred after her return (so Andrews) ; see next Note.

XVI. Vv. 39-56.

Meyer does not notice here the far more natural supposition that the revelation

to Joseph took place when Mary's condition, after her return from the long visit

to Elizabeth, was necessarily obvious. Weiss ed. Mey. objects to each point

raised by Meyer against the possibility of reconciling the narratives. In fact,
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lie distinctly says that most of the difficulties indicated in Meyer' s remark have

no importance whatever. It is not necessary to give details; " the historical

character of the Visitation of Mary stands or falls with that of the Annun-

ciation." All the considerations urged in Note XIII. (p. 258 seq.) are quite as

valid here.

The Magnificat bears every internal evidence of early composition : the tone

is that of the Old Testament believer on the threshold of the New Dispensation.

A Christian, even a Jewish Christian, would have written in a somewhat differ-

ent tone, emphasizing with more distinctness some of the prominent facts of

salvation. Weiss ed. Mey. denies that the poetic splendor lifts this lyric out of

the historical sphere, adding that " its poetic truth stands or falls with the hy-

pothesis of the supernatural conception of Jesus." No one was more likely to

discover the truth on this point than a historian in the first century who made
patient research, and was in all probability rewarded by the discovery of docu-

ments containing the Magnificat and Benedictus.

XVII. Vv. 68-79. The Benedictus.

The song of Zacharias, as here recorded, bears every mark of gem;ineness. It

is priestly, pious, paternal, poetic, and can well be regarded as uttered under

the immediate influence of the Holy Ghost (ver. 68). The entire absence of

erroneous Messianic expectations stamps it as an inspired prophecy, while all

the other internal phenomena indicate that Zacharias was its human author, in

substance, and doubtless to a large extent in form. It therefore fiirnishes in

itself a strong proof of the historical character of the whole group of incidents

narrated in this chapter. " Taking it as an expression of religious feeling, we
discover the hopes of the human educator of John the Baptist, and thus obtain

a hint of the real views of John himself and of the character of his ministry"

(Int. Eev. Commentary, Luke, p. 21).

XVIII. Vv. 60, 70, etc

"We group together in this note comments on a number of phrases in the

Benedictus, differing from the views presented by Meyer.

Ver. 69. Weiss ed. Mey. does not take ourqpiac. as a genitive of apposition,

but explains the phrase : "a power of salvation, a power bringing salvation"

(so Godet).

Ver. 70. The Am. It. V. renders "of old" instead of " since the world began;''

so Weiss ed. Mey., who regards the Greek phrase (ai? aluvog)as popularly hyper-

bolical.

Ver. 73. r>>r Sovvat is regarded by Weiss as expressing the purpose of God in

raising up the horn of salvation (ver. 69), or in the salvation itself (ver. 71),

because the latter thought recurs in " being delivered," etc.

Ver. 77. Weiss ed. Mey. joins " in the remission of their sins" with " give,"

;
i ding the remission preached by John the Baptist as that from which the

people knew that deliverance was coming. But his grammatical objection to

the other views is scarcely valid in interpreting a poetic passage of marked He-

braizing character.

Ver. 78. Weiss accepts the reading followed in the B.V. text : the change to

the future rat) from the r>receding aorists he regards as due to tho
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direct reference of the prophecy to John as the forerunner of the Messiah
;

hence the Messianic salvation is future with respect to this forerunner. He
explains " dajrspring" as meaning, not the Messiah Himself, but the Messianic

salvation. But the future may, with equal correctness, be taken as more dis-

tinctly prophetic of the speedy coming of the Messiah, over against the pro-

phetic aorists, which are more general.

Ver. 79. "Death," Weiss (ed. Mey.) thinks, is not personified, but "the
shadow of death" is a "figure of the deepest misery, such as death brings with

it." He also seeks to exclude any special reference to spiritual darkness ; but

the entire context favors this reference.
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CHAPTER II.

[Ver. 2. The article after avTrjis rejected by Tisch., recent editors, R.V. The

evidence is strong (but see Meyer in exeg. notes). Tisch. has iykvero rpurtj,

following K* D, but other editors do not accept this.]—Ver. 3. Idiav] Lachm.

Tisch. have Lavrov, following BDLK** Eus. [So recent editors, E. V.] An in-

terpretation, which is further found completely in D (eavrov Tzarpida). N* has

tavruv. — Ver. 5. pefivrjor. See on i. 27. — ywaiKt] is wanting in B C* (F) D L

H N, min. vss. Fathers. Deleted by Lachm., and now also again by Tisch. An

addition ; i/ivqcTev/uhr) was objectionable, hence yvuaud was added, and in part

e/ivT}OTEV[i. was even deleted (Ver. Vera Colb.). There was less probability that

offence might be taken after Matt. i. 24 at yvvainl. Cyril of Jerusalem expresses

himself too obscurely in this respect. — Ver. 7. rrj (pdrvr/] ry is wanting in pre-

ponderating witnesses. It is deleted by Lachm. Tisch. The article was added

here and at ver. 12, in order to designate the definite manger, i.e., the well-known

manger of the Saviour.— [Ver. 9. Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., omit tdov,

following X B L, and versions.] —Ver. 12. Ksi/ievov] BL PS 2 X** min. Syr.

utr. Vulg. codd. It. Eus. Arnob. and Tisch. have kiu Kelp. ; nal was easily in-

serted to connect the two participles. [Tisch. VIII. omits keI/zevov also (so K* D),

but recent editors, R. V., accept the strongly-attested nai iceifievov.'] — Ver. 14.

evdoicia] A B* D N, Goth. Sax. Vulg. It., Fathers, have evdoKiag. So Lachm. and

Tisch. Recommended by Beza, Mill, Bengel, and others. There is considerable

evidence on both sides, but it preponderates in favor of the genitive. Now, as

the unfamiliar expression avOpunoi eiSotciac is not to be put down to the account

of the transcribers, but, on the contrary, these, not apprehending the symmetry

of the passage, had after the analogy of dofaand tipi/vr/ sufficient inducement t<>

put instead of evdoniac the nominative likewise, ctodoitlas is to be preferred. [So

nearly all recent editors (and commentators), though the other reading is

usually noticed in the margin (so R. V.). Godet, as usual, follows the Ilea] —
Ver. 15. ual ol avQponot] is wanting in B L2 X. min. Syr. Peres. Ar. p. Copt.

8ahid. Ann. Vulg. It. Eus. Aug. Bracketed by Lachm. Deleted by Tisch. Ire-

cent editors, R.V.]. But the homoeoteleuton {uyyetoi . . . avOpanoi) the more

easily gave occasion to the omission, as the words are superfluous and there was

nomolnr for their addition.- Ver. 17. dieyvApioav] Lachm. Tisch. have eyvtt-

piaav, following B D L 2 K, min. Eus. [So recent editors, R. V.] But the

syllable AI after di was more easily passed over thai) added, especially as the

simple form was present in ver. 15. — Ver. 20. Instead of (miarpe^av, Elz. has

kirierpeiliav ;
and at ver. 21, instead of avrov : rb natdtov, in opposition to pre-

ponderant evidence. —Ver. 33. 'Iuiri)0 ital v /'i'/7tii> avrov] B l> L X. min. vss.

(also Vulg.) Or. and several Fathers have 6 irar^p avrov it. >//"/-'//'. So Gries-

bachand Tisch. (who after pfryp retains avrov). The mention of the fa(h>

offence, and Inthisplace the nam.' mighl be introduced instead of it, butnol

appropriately also at ver. 48. — Ver. 37. dtg] Lachm. and Tisch. have toe, in ac-

cordance withABLS K*min. Copt. Bahid. Ar. p. Vnlg. oodd. It. A.ng. Rightly :
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the uc, frequently used in the case of numbers, intruded itself. — Ver. 38. avrn]

on preponderant evidence, and because nal avrrj presented itself mechanically

from ver. 37, is to be deleted, with Lachm. and Tisch. — [X BDL, and good

versions, read Ofw (instead of Kvpiu) ; accepted by Tisch., recent editors, R. V.

The change is readily accounted for ; the clause was referred to Christ in conse-

quence of the following avrov ; so Weiss.] — kv 'lepova.] iv is wanting in B £ II

X, min. vss. (including Vulg. ms. and codd. It.) and Fathers, and is condemned
by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An addition from misunderstand-

ing. — Ver. 39. rf/v irdliv airuv] Lachm. and Tisch. have tt6a.iv kavruv. In ac-

cordance with decisive evidence lavruv is to be adopted ; but the omission of

rrjv is only attested by B D* X 1. [This evidence is decisive against r/'/v ; so re-

cent editors.] — Ver. 40. irvEvfiari] has testimonies against it of such weight,

and it can so little conceal its origin from i. 80, that with reason it is condemned
by Mill and Griesb., excluded by Lachm. and Tisch. — Ver. 42. avapth'Tur]

Lachm. and Tisch. have ava[3aiv6vruv, in accordance with ABKLXn X, min.

Vulg. codd. It. A copyist's error ; the aorist is necessary. [Recent editors, It.V,

accept the present ; Weiss thinks the aorist is a conformation to ver. 43.] — elc

'lepoo.] is wanting in B D L X, min. vss. Tisch. It betrays itself by the form

'Iepoo6?i.vfJ.a as an addition of another hand. — Ver. 43. iyvu 'Iua?/<j> k. ij [lyrnp avrov]

BD L H, min. vss. (including Vulg. and codd. It.) Jerome have kyvuaav ol yoveic

avrov. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. Comp. also

Rinck on Matt. xxiv. 36. I regard ol yoveic avrov as written in the margin from
ver. 41. Comp. on ver. 33. Were it original, and had 'Iwrr. k. h /uJ/rqp avrov been
subsequently put for it, why should not this alteration have been already un-

dertaken before at ver. 41 (where only codd. It. have : Joseph ct Marin) ? and
why should iyvuaav (which would have stood originally) not have been left?

This plural so naturally suggested itself, even with the words of the Recepta,

that some witnesses for the Recepta (A, for instance) actually read it. [Meyer's

explanation assumes more consistency on the part of the copyists than can be

proven. So Weiss, who, with recent editors (and R. V.), follows the weighty

Tincials.] — Ver. 45. After evptivrec Elz. Scholz have avr6v (Lachm. in brackets),

in opposition to B C* D L X, min. Arm. Aeth. Vulg. codd. It. A current ad-

dition. — #7 Tolwree] nearly the same witnesses have avaCyrovvrec. So Lachm.

and Tisch. From ver. 44. [But the evidence is decisive for the compound
form ; so recent editors, R. V.]

The genuineness of the portionfrom ch. i. 5 to the end of ch. ii. has been contested

by Evanson {The Dissonance of thefour generally received Evangelists, etc., Ipswich

1792), J. E. Chr. Schmidt (in Henke's Magaz. vol. III. p. 473 ff.), Horst (Henke's

Museum, I. 3, p. 446 ff.), C. 0. L. Schmidt (in the Reperi.f. d. Literat. </. Bibel,

I. p. 58 ff.), Jones (Sequel to Ecclesiastical Researches, etc., London 1803), Eich-

horn, Einl. I. p. 630 f. Baur reckons the section among the portions which have

been introduced into our Gospel by the agency of a reviser (the author of the

Acts of the Apostles). See his Markusevang. p. 218 ff. But the genuineness was

defended by Amnion {Nova Opusc. p. 32 ff.), Siiskind (Syrnbolae, II. p. 1 ff.), von

Schubert (de infanliae J. Ch. historiae a Malth. et Luc. exhibitae axdhentia atque

indole, Gripeswald. 1815), Reutcrdahl (OI>ss. crit. in. priora duo ev. Luc. capita,

Lond. 1823), Bertholdt, Tardus, Schott, Feilmoser, Credner, Neudecker,

Kuinoel, Volkmar, Gnericke, and almost all the more recent writers. In oppo-

sition to Baur, see also Kostlin, p. 306 ff. — The genuineness is rendered certain
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by the external testimonies without exception. It is true that the section was

wanting in the Gospel of Marcion (see Tertullian, c. Marc. iv. 7) ; but Marcion

mutilated and falsi lied the Gospel of Luke in accordance with his dogmatic

aims, and thus formed his Gospel, which, according to Tertullian, Epiphanins,

Origen, and others, began: 'E;' erei nevreKaideK&Ti,) rye hye/ioviac Ttfiepiw Kai-

ciapocli Oebc Karj/Mev Etc Ka<papi aov/i, tt67i.iv ti/q r<it.i7.aiac, am ?/v didaoicuv iv rolq au,3-

llaoiv (iii. 1, iv. 31). And the internal character of the section, much as it differs

from the preface by its Hebraic coloring in accordance with the sources made

use of, contains the same peculiarities of Luke as are apparent in the other

portions of the Gospel and in the Acts of the Apostles (see Gersdorff, p. 100 ff.

;

Oredner, I. p. 132 ff.), and betrays in the whole peculiar character of the repre-

sentation documental sources, whose characteristic and in part highly poetic

stamp Luke with correct tact has known how to preserve in working them up.

We may add, that a reason against the genuineness can as little be derived from

Acts i. 1 as a conclusion in its favor can be gathered from Luke i. 3. For there

mention of the Gospel is made only as regards its main contents; and the avudev

at Luke i. 3 would, even if i. 5-ii. 52 were not genuine, find warrant enough in

the beginning of the history from the emergence of John and in the genealogy

contained in the third chapter.

Yv. 1, 2. Sec especially Huschke, ub. den z. Zeit d. Qeburt J. Chr. ge-

halt. Census, Brcslau 1840 (Hoeck, Rom. Gesch.Bd. I. Abth. II.); Wieseler,

chrniml. Si/nopsr, p. 73 ff. ; von Gumpach in the Stud. u. Krit. 1852, p. 663 If.

.

where also the older literature is specified, and in his Kritik und Antikritik,

Heidelb. 1853 ; Zumpt, Commentatt. epigraph. II. p. 73 Jf.
;
Kohler in

Herzog's Encykl. XIII.. p. 463 ff. ; Aberle in the theol. QuartaJschr. 1865,

p.l03ff. ; Gerlach, d. Romischen StattJialter in Syr. u. Judaa, 1865, p. 22 ff.,

44 ff. ; Strauss, die Halben u. d. Gansen, 1865, p. 70 IT.; Hilgenfeld in his

Zeitschr. 1865. p. 408 ff. —[See Note XIX., p. 287.
|

Ver. 1. 'Kr run: iju! tuiir e/c.] approximate specification of time in relation to

the principal contents of what precedes, the birth of the Baptist.— Mypa\an

ordinance, an edict .'— anoypaipe<r&ai\ that there should be recorded, cannot at all

lie meant of a mere registration, which Augustus had caused to be made (if

also with the design of regulating in future a taxing of theJews) for a statis-

tical object, possibly with a view to the Breviarium imperii which he wrote

with his own hand (in which " opes publicac COn t iiieliantur ; (plan turn civ-

ium Bociorumque in armis
;
quol classes, regna, provinciae, tributa aut vecti-

galiael necessitates ac largitiones,'' Tacitus, Ann. i. 11), as is held by KuinoeL,

Olshausen, Ebrard, Wieseler, Ewald, and older expositors, bul must, on ac-

couni of ver. 2, be placed on the same footing in reaped of its nature with

the census Quirinii, and is therefore to be regarded as the direct registration

into the tax-lists, belonging to the census proper {imoriuijaic, rl/ui/ui) and form-

ing its essential elements, as, in fact, airoyp&Qeiv, airoyp&Qeo&ai, enroypatf (Acts

v. 87) are the standing expressions for the recording of estate, whether in af-

fairs of law-procedure (see Reiske, hid. Dun. p. 68 f. ; Hermann, Stoatsol-

terth.
I

L86. 18), or in those of taxing (Plato, Legg. \i. p. 754 D ; Polyb. \.

1 Ads wii. 7 ; Theodotlon, Dan. IL IS; Dem. 878. 17, 774. 10; Plat. Uffff. 1. p. 644 D ; and

the pa agi In \\ etsti In.
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17. 10 ; and see Eisner and Wetstein). 1— rraaav ttjv o'ikov/i.] not : the whole

of Palestine (Flacius, Clavis ; Paulus, Hug, and others), to which the ex-

pression is never limited, 2 not even in Josephus, Antt. viii. 13. 5, but, as the

context by napa Kaiaapog Avyo'varov imperatively requires, the whole Roman

(injure (orois terrarum). 3 Hence the Roman emperors were called nvpiot ryg

oLKovfi^vTjg (Franz, Corp. Inscr. III. p. 205). Luke narrates a general census

of the empire (Huschke) ; and even the limitation of the meaning merely to

a general provincial census (Wieseler) has no foundation at all in the text,

any more than the fanciful suggestion of Lange (L. J. II. 1, p. 93), that

Mary, who is assumed as the source of information for the history of the in-

fancy, had, "in accordance with the policy of a lofty feminine sentiment,"

referred the determination of Herod, to undertake a census in Palestine, back

to the Emperor Augustus as its originator, and that Luke "in his kindly

truth," had not wished to alter the account, and hence had "by way of

gentle correction" inserted vcr. 2. 4

Ver. 2. In a critical respect no change is to be made. Lachmann has,

indeed, struck out the article before anoyp. (in which Wieseler, and now

also Teschendorf agree with him), but the witnesses which omit it are only

13 D (the latter having kyevsro awoypatyr) npuTrj),K (?) 131, Eus. ;
and how

easily might //, which in itself is superfluous (see Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 105

[E. T. 221] ; Bremi, ad Lys. Exc. II. p. 436 ff.), be merged in the last letter

of av-ij ! If // is not read, aur?/ is the subject, and avroyp. ~p. is the predicate

(this became the first anoypafij). [See critical note, and note XX.,

p. 287.] Beza, ed. 1, 2, 3, Pfaff, Valckenaer have declared the entire verse to

be an interpolated scholion ; but this is a violent suggestion opposed to all

the evidence. Conjectures are given by Huetius : Kvivrdiov ;
Heumann :

Kpoviov (= Saturnini) ; Valesius : I,arovpvi.i>ov ; Michaelis : Trpurn lytveTo rpd

TTjc TjyepiovEvovTog k.t.?^., al.; see Bowyer, Conject. I. p. 117 ff.— The observa-

tion contained in ver. 2, which, moreover, is not to be put in a parenthesis,

is intended to tell the reader that this census was the first of those held

under the presidency of Quirinius, and consequently to guard against con-

founding it with that which was held about eleven years later (Acts v. 37).

The words signify : This census was the first while Quirinivs was praeses of

Syria. 5 There was known, namely, to the reader a second census of Quiri-

nius (Acts, I.e.); but the one recorded at present was the first, which oc-

curred under the Syrian presidency of this man. 6 It is true that history is

1 On the subject-matter itself, see 5 Not : it took place first, when,—came to

Huschke, ub. d. Census u. d. Steuerverfass. be carried out not earlier than when Quiri-

d.fruJiem Rom. Kaiserzeit, Berl. 1847. nius, etc. Lichtenstein, p. 81 f., comes ulti-

2 Justin, c. Tr. 78, has : airoypa4>r^ oucrr;; ev mately to this meaning. How can this be

Trj'lovSaia Tore 7rpu>Tij?. But this ev Trj 'lovS. expressed by nputT-q ? Instead of 7i-pu>Tr) Luke

manifestly has its reference to TrptiTj)?. must have written precisely the opposite,

Comp. Ap. i. 34, p. 75 E. namely, vtTTtpov, or iicnepov Sr/ eyeuero k.t.A.

3 See the passages in Wetstein, and comp. Ilofmann is similarly mistaken, Schriftbtw.

Dissen, ad Bern, de Cor. p. 215 ; Maetzner, II. 1, p. 120 f.

Lycurg. p. 100. 6 Quite definitely Justin also says, in

4 See, in opposition to this, Ebrard, p. 100 f. agreement with Luke, that Christ was
Comp. also Auberlen, Daniel u. d. Apok. born crri Kvpiqviov (Apol. i. 46), and even that

p. 248 f. His birth was to be seen i< rS>v airoypafyuiv
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at variance with this clear meaning of the words as they stand. For at the

time of the birth of Jesus, according to the definite testimony of Tertullian

(c. Marc. iv. 19), Q. Sentius Saturninus was governor of Syria ; Publius 8ul-

picius Quirln ins did not become so till about ten years later. 1 But this va-

riance does not entitle us to have recourse to explanations inconsistent with

linguistic usage or with the text. Explanations of this nature, which must,

nevertheless, leave untouched the incorrect statement about the taxation as

an imperial census, are (1) that of Hcrwart (Chronol. 241 f.), Bynaeus,

Marck, Er. Schmid, Clericus, Keuchen, Perizonius (de Augusteaorbis terror,

descript., Oxon. 1638), Ussher, Petavius, Calovius, Heumann, Storr, Siis-

kind, and others, including Tholuck (Glaubwwrdiglc. d. evang. Gesch.-p. 184),

Huschke, Wieseler, who holds that rrpurn rrytp.. k.t.2. means : sooner than

Quirinius was praeses. Comp. also Bornemann, Schol. p. lxvi., and Ewald

(Gesch. Chr. p. 140), who compares the Sanscrit and translates : "this tax-

ation occurred much earlier (superlative) than when Quirinius ruled." But

instead of citing passages in which, as at John i. 15, xv. IS, rrpar6i

according to the real meaning, is sooner than some one,
2 proofs ought to have

been adduced for such a participial connection as in the passage before u<
;

but certainly not Jer. xxix. 2, where kt-el&dvToc k.t.?.. is a genitive absolute,

even apart from the fact that the use of varepav there cannot vouch for our

irpu-Tj. In a similarly erroneous manner Wieseler has adduced Soph. Ant.

637 f., 701 f., 703 f. Luke would have known how to express the meaning :

sooner than, etc., simply, definitely, and accurately, by irpb tov fyyeuo

k.t.?.. (comp. ver. 21, xii. 15 ; Actsxxiii. 15), or by irplv, or irplv i,.
3

(2) The
expedient of Beza, Casaubon ( F.vercitatt. Antiharon. p. 126 f.), Jos. Scali-

ger (de emend, temp. 4, p. 417), Grotius, Wernsdorf (de censu, quern Caes.

Oct. Aug. fecit, Viteb. 1720), Deyling (Obss. I. cd. 3, p. 212 f.), [STahmmacher

{de Augusto ter censum agente, Helmst. 1758), Volborth (de censu Quir.,

Gott. 1785), Birch (de censu Quir., Havn. 1700), Sanclemente (de vulg. aerat

Dionys. emend., Rom. 1793), Ideler (Handb. d. Chronol. II. p. 394), Miinter,

rip yevoixiriov ini KvprjvCov tou vnerepov iv after Syrlam, etc., nor whether iterum la to

'lov&aia n p u> t o v yevoixivov in it pon ov be referred forward or backward. Comp.
[procurator], Apol. i. 84; so that he in Strauss, p. 76. What still remains of the

another erroneous manner (see Credner, whole damaged Inscription runs thus (ao-

lieilr. [.p. 880) makes the man to be Roman cording to Mommsen In Bergmann) :—

procurator in Judaea. This was Coponius, gem. qva. bxdaota. pot

Joseph. Bell. ii. 6. I. avgvsti. popvuqvb. romani. bbnatv
1 Bel ween these two Quintiliw Varus had svpflioationbb. m\.\s. ob. ans. PBOSP

been invested with this dignity, Joseph. ipsi. ornamenta. tbivmph
An It. xvii. .">. •-'. Bui the posit ion that Quirf- rRO. CONBTL. 181 \ >i. PBOVINCIAMOF
niushad.not been already governor of Syria ravi avgvbti. etbbvk. stbiam. it. pn.

at an earlier date (according to Zumpt, See Bergmann, d\ Inscript. /.t/h<<i a,i i\

from i to i i,i fon- Christ) must be adhered Sulp. Quir. Cos, a ' I- ut videtur refi r. 1861.

to, according to all the accounts given of a Bernhardy, <t<t Dionys. /'/•'<"/. p. 770,

him byJosephns (especially Antt. xviii. i. and Eratosth. p. v:-i\ Wessellng, ad Herod.

I). Comp. Ewald, Oesch. Chr. p. I40f. The ii. 8, Ix. 87; Schaefer, ad Dion. Eat. o. \.

words [txrvm. btbiam. of the TIburtlne In- p. 888 ; Pritzsohe, ad Rot i. II

on are of too uncertain Interpreta- '"Profecto mlrandum est, homines eru-

lion, if the Inscription applies to Quirinius, ditlssimos In ejusmodl Interpretatlonum

lyto prove his twofold praesidium ludlbria a praejudloatls oplnlonlbus per
now in it In r what stood dUCtOS lal.i," \ .1 l'K- 11:1 < r. p. 88.
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(Stem d. Weisen, p. 88 ff.), Neander, Hug (Gutaclit.), and others : that

i/yE/iovevovT. is here to be taken in a wider meaning, and that Quirinius had
held that first a-oypacp?'/ in Syria as extraordinary commissioner of the em-
peror, as to which appeal is made, partly in general to the imperial favor

which Quirinius enjoyed, partly to Tac. Ann. iii. 48, according to which he

was nearly about that time in the East with extraordinary commissions,

partly to the analogy of the Gallic census held by Germanicus (Tac. Ann. i.

31), and so forth. This expedient would only be possible, if qyefiov. stood

by itself in the passage, and not ttjq Zvpiac beside it. And if ?)yeuov. were

meant proleptically : under the subsequent praeses (Lardner in Bowyer, Con-

ject. I. p. 120; Miinter), Luke could hardly have proceeded more awkwardly
than by thus omitting the point whereon his being understood depended

(it must have been expressed in some such way as Kvpnviov ro'v vorepov r/yep,.

-?]Q 'Zvpiac). (3) Gerlach thinks that at the time of Christ's birth Varus,

indeed, was yyepuv of Syria, but Quirinius was placed by his side as legatus

Gaesaris proconsulari potestate for the purpose of making war upon the Ho-

monades, and had at that time— consequently likewise as r/yepuv—under-

taken the census, which, however, he brought to no right conclusion, and

only carried out subsequently under his second praesidium. But granted

that the Tiburtine inscription (see upon that subject Gerlach, p. 23, 39 ff.),

which Huschke refers to Agrippa, Zumpt to Satuminus, is rightly referred,

with Sanclemente, Mpperdey, Bergmann, and Gerlach, to Quirinius, and

that a twofold legatio of the latter to Asia took place : how could Luke
with his simple and plain words intend to designate that complicated his-

torical relation and leave the reader to guess it ? To the latter Quirinius

presented himself only as ordinary and single praeses of Syria. Compare,

moreover, what is said afterwards in opposition to von Gumpach. (4) At
variance with the text is the expedient of Paulus, who substantially is fol-

lowed by Gersdorf, Glockler, Krabbe, Mack (Bericht lib. Strauss, Tcrit. Bearb.

d. Leb. J. p. 84 ff.), Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. II. p. 54, Ebrard, Lange,

L. J. II. 1, p. 94 (comp. also Tholuck, Glaubwurdigh. p. 184 ff., and Olshau-

sen) : that the word is to be accented as avrg (ipsa) : the first recording itself

took place while Quirinius, etc. ; the issuing of the edict ensued at the time

of the birth of Jesus, but the census itself did not occur till under Quirinius.

'

This is erroneous, as in fact ver. 3 relates the very carrying out - of the anoy-

pa<p£G-&ai, and this ver. 3 ff. must be conceived as following immediately upon

the edict. (5) Von Gumpach lays stress on eyevero, 5 whereby he regards

1 Glockler, Krabbe, Mack, and Tholuck, taxation of Quirinius. This is a makeshift,

however, do not hold the accentuation which imputes to Luke a very enigmatical

avTrj as requisite, and Kohler rejects it. and awkward use of the word d7ro-ypa<|>»j.

8 Ebrard, p. 177, wishes to set aside this 3 So also does Kohler, who besides, with

difficulty by the explanation that while an Hofmann and Ebrard, lays stress on the

anoypa<j>ecr9aL in the sense of a registration fact that the passage runs not as q ttpu>tt),

already occurred at the time of the birth of but simply npujrri. Luke is thus made to

Jesus, Luke availed himself of the double say: this taxation was com pi: ted as the first

meaning of airoypa<f>rj, which also signifies taxation, etc. ; it was, namely, begun doubt-

the actual census, "m an easy and wire- less, but was soon stopped and was only

strained manner'''' to set forth how the work carried out under Quirinius. Comp. already

begun in the registration was completed in the Calvin and Gerlach above. Nothing of this
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Luke as indicating that in ver. 1 lie has spoken only of the placing on the

register, and would not have the same confounded with the actual levying of

taxation, which was not curried into e.ricutiou until under Quirmius. Against

this it may be urged that Luke would have known how to express the real-

ization, as contrasted with what was intended, otherwise than by the single

,';
. vi 7a, or that he would at least have placed this word, and that witha more

precise definition (ovrur 6e ijivero, or the like), at the head of the sentence
;

a< well as that he, in order to have the airoypa^ recognized as something-

different from and later than the mere registration, must have made use of

another word, and not again of a-oypa<j»'j so similar to the aTToypatyecs-dai. (6)

Abcrle seeks by learned combination to show that even before the death of

Herod Quirinius had actually become praeses Syriae, but that as rector juven-

tutis to the emperor's grandson Caius, he was still temporarily detained in

Rome by Augustus, 1 and his governorship remained virtually unknown in

the east and west, but is to be assigned to the year 749. But while there is

certain attestation that he was rector jurcntutis to Caius (Tacitus, Ann. iii.

48), in which post he was succeeded by Lollius (see Zumpt, p. 102), there is

no evidence at all for the assumption of a contemporary praesidium Syriae,

which he must have held nominally (thus somewhat like an epriscopus in par-

I dnis). And how should this state of things, which had remained unknown
and was only noticed by jurists and notaries for the sake of the dating of

documents, have become known to Luke in particular, and have been left

by him without any explanation, in such a way that from his words we can

only understand the praeses Syriaem the primary and usual sense, according

to which the /tmeses resides in his province and administers the same ?— It

is not to be inferred, moreover, from the ignorance which Luke betrays at

Acts v. 3G JT., that the addition -/x.'ir// proceeds not from Luke, but from an

older Jewish-Christian writer (Kostlin, p. 245); for that ignorance con-

cerned not the census of Quirinius, but the time of the insurrection of Theu-

das. — yye/ior.
]
the general word for the post of a chief, here shown by the

context (rye Zvpiar) to be used of the provincial chief, jtracses (proconsul).

C(jm}). Joseph. Aid/, xviii. 4. 2 : Evpias rift /, {uv. In Luke iii. 1,

usi '1 of the Procurator. — Kvpr/viov] P. 8ulpicius Quirinius previously in the

year 742 consul, praescs of Syria in the years 6 11 after Christ, died in Home

in the year 21 after Christ. See Ewald, Geseli. Ckr. p. 1st".; Gerlach, I.e.

His name is usually written Quvrinus; by others (so Wetstein, Valckenaer,

Ewald, Gerlach, <//.), Quirinius. In the ease of the Roman writers (espe-

cially Floras, iv. 12. 11 ; Tacitus, Ann. ii. :'><>, iii. 22. 48) the manuscripts

vary ; from a coin and inscription, which have QltirinU8, nothing can be

appears in the text, and the article with already, al the time of Christ's birth, filled

Trpiii-T) would make no difference at all, the office of governor in Syria, which,

since, as is well known, the ordinal num moreover, Nurisius. Cenotaph. Pis. ll. p. 82

bers may stand with or without an artiole f., and others maintained. Bui tins is at

(Poppo, ad Thucyd. 11. 70. 5, iv. 90. 8, Goth i. variance with Tertullian, he., comp. o. V,

1 Varus having in the mean while contin- where it can only be regarded as a very

ued still to exercise the powers of gov- arbitrary assumption that Saturninus is no

ernor. As well according to Gerlach as longer meant as governor,

according to Aberle, Varus is held to have
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decided in view of the great doubt as to their genuineness. 1 But it is cer-

tain that among the Greeks (Strabo, xii. 6, p. 569; Josephus, Justin Martyr)

the name is written with the termination JOS ; and, as this manner of writ-

ing is at all events decidedly correct in our passage (C D E F, etc., includ-

ing X , likewise Eusebius, Chrysostom, etc.), whereas among the codices

only B reads Kvpeivov (hence Lachmann reads Kvpivov), the form Quirinius,

which easily became confounded with the familiar Roman word Quirinus

(= Quirinalis) , is to be preferred. The confusion occurred the more easily,

as Quirinus, Kvplvog (Plutarch), or Kvpivoc (Leon. phil. 1) was also a Roman
name. At all events, Luke himself had in his mind the name Quirinius.

Remark.— [See Note XXI., p. 287 seq.] The statement of Luke, so far as it

affirms that at the time of the birth of Christ an imperial census was taken, and

that it was the first that was provincial ly carried out by the Syrian praeses Qui-

rinius, is manifestly incorrect. For (1) the praesidium of Quirinius is placed

about ten years too early ; and (2) an imperial census, if such an one should

have been held at all at the time of the birth of Jesus (which, however, cannot

from other sources be proved, for the passages of Christian aiithors, Cassiodorus,

Var. iii. 52, Suidas, s.v. a-rroypacj)T/, plainly depend on the narrative of Luke, as

also does the chronologically erroneous statement of Isidor. Orlg. v. 36. 4), can-

not have affected Palestine at all, 2 since it had not yet become a Roman province,

which did not happen till 759. And, indeed, the ordaining of so abnormal and

disturbing a measure in reference to Palestine—a measure, which assuredly

would not be carried through without tumultuary resistance—would have been

so uncommonly important for Jewish history, that Josephus would certainly

not have passed it over in absolute silence (Antt. xvii. 1. 1 does not bear on it);

especially as it was not the rex socius himself, Herod, but the Roman governor,

who was, according to Luke (in opposition to Wieseler), the authority conduct-

ing it. But (3) the holding withal of a general census of the empire under

Augustus is historically altogether unvouched for ; it is a matter of history (see

the Monum. Ancyran. in Wolf, ed. Siieton. II. p. 369 ff. ; comp. Sueton. Aug. 27)

that Augustus thrice, in 726, 746, and 767, held a census populi, i.e., a census of

the Roman citizens, but not also of the whole provinces of the empire (see, in

opposition to Huschke, Wieseler, p. 84 ff.). Should we, on the other hand, as-

sume, with Wieseler, that the census had only the provinces in view and had

been taken up in the different provinces in different years, and with the utmost

indulgence to provincial peculiarities,—the object aimed at being the settling of

an uniform system of taxation (comp. Savigny in the Zeitschr. fur geschichtl.

Eechlsujlss. VI. p. 350),—the text of Luke would stand opposed to it. For, accord-

ing to that text, (a) the ichole Roman empire is subjected to a census ; (1>) this quite

universal census is ordained at once in the edict, which, onWieseler's hypothe-

sis of the gradual and indulgent mode of its execution by the politic Augus-

tus, would have been imprudent ; and (c) it is represented as an actual tax-

census, as was the well-known (according to Luke, second) census Quirinii, in

which case the alleged indulgence is imported.

Nevertheless, criticism pronounces judgment on itself, when it designates the

whole account as to the census as an invention of legend (Strauss ; comp.

1 See Gerlach, p. 37, who cites another from Marini, Act. II. 782.

inscription, which actually reads Quirlnio, 2 See Mommsen in Bergm. p. iv. ff.
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Kern, Vrspr. des Evany, p. 113 ff. ; Veissc, I. p. 23G), or even of Luke (B.

Bauer), which is made in order to bring Mary with Joseph to Bethlehem. Comp.

the frivolous opinion of Eickthal, II. p. 184 f. What a strange and dispropor-

tionate machinery for this purpose! No; something of the nature of a census,

and that by command of the emperor, must have taken place in the Roman
empire 1— a registration, as regards which it is quite an open question whether

it was taken with or without a design to the future regulation of taxation, or

merely had for its aim the levying of statistics. The consolidating aims of the

government of Augustus, and, in reference to Palestine, the dependence of the

vassal-king Herod, take away from it all historical improbability, even apart

from the analogous measure—that had already preceded it—of the survey of

the whole Roman empire instituted by Augustus (Frontinus in the Auct. rei

agrar., ed. Goes. p. 109 ; Aethicus Ister, Cosmogr., ed. Gronov. p. 2G). Further,

as Quirinius was not at that time piaeses, he can only have acted in this

statistical measure as extraordinary commissioner, which is the less improbable,

because apart from this he was then in the East by order of the emperor (see

above), and because the politic Augustus very naturally as to that business put

more confidence in an approved impartial commissioner than in the reges socii

themselves or in the interested proconsuls. And this action of Quirinius en-

ables us to understand how tradition, in the gradual obscuring and mixing up

of its recollections, should have made him praeses Syriae at that time, since he

was so subsequently, and how the registration in question was made into a census,

because subsequently he actually as Syrian governor had charge of a census ; and

from this mixing up of times and matters resulted at the same time the desig-

nation of the a~oypnd?j as Trpurrj, which occurred 7/yefiovevovroQ ttj£ 2vpiar Kv-

prjviov. Thus Luke has narrated what actually happened in the erroneous form

which it received from the tradition. But if we conceive of the u~oypa<}>ri as

merely a revision of the genealogicalfamily registers (Schleiermacher, Olshausen,

ed. 1, Bleek), which probably was ordained only by the spiritual authorities,

and perhaps had reference merely to the family of David, it is no longer easy to

see how Luke, or the source from which he drew, could make oiit of it some-

thing thoroughly and specifically different. According to Schweizer in the

theol. Jahrb. 1847, p. 1 ff., Luke has really in the passage before as, at variance

with iii. 1, made Jesus lie born in tin- year of the taxing of Quirinius, Acts v.

37, and thus long after the death of Herod,— in spite of his own distinct state-

ment, i. 5 !—The hypotheses, moreover, that Luke intended by the enrolment

of Jesus (?) in the register of the Empire to point to the universal destination of

the Redeemer (Wieseler ; comp. Erasmus, Bengel, and already Theophylact and

Euthymius Zigabenus), or to the coincidence of the birth of the Messiah and the

red mption of Israel u-il), the political bondage of the people (Ebrard), or (•> the

manner in which Jesus in His mother's womb was most surprisingly dealt with

' Possibly of the population, of the civil although Josephus does not expresslyname
and military resources, of the finances, eto., him ^ytiuiv, lie is still, in Antt. xviii. l. l,

as. according to Tacitus, Ann. i. 11, the sufficiently Indicated as such. Comp. Hil-

Brevtarium tottus imperii (Sueton. Oclav. genfeld, p. 418 ff. Apart from this, the ex-

28, 101) of An-ust us contained columns <>f presslon ii-y <r^o l'« l'o,TO<; '» the passage before

that kind. Bee above onver. l. a* Is only an erroneously anticipating rqflm

Aberle, Indeed, calls this in question, of that, whloh subsequently Quirinius was in

holding that Quirlntua was at the later fact, and notoriously, as respects his real

merely a simple Legatus CaeBarls. census attended by consequences so grave.
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as a Roman subject (Hofmann), are purely arbitrary creations of that subjectiv-

ity, which has the utmost delight in discovering a mystical reference behind

every simple historical statement.

Ver. 3 IT. Rawer] in the Jewish land, for which ver. 2 has prepared, and

see ver. 4. Obviously only all those are meant, who did not dwell in their

hYia nolic ; eKaaroe is a distributive apposition (Ameis on Homer, Od. x. 397).

— sic t. \Siav tt62.iv] the more precise definition is furnished by ver. 4. [See

critical note.] This statement, too, does not suit a census proper ; for to

this every one was required to subject himself at his dwelling-place, or at

the place where he had his forum originis (see Huschke, p. 116 ff.), where-

as in our passage the Jewish principle of tribe is the basis. And if the mat-

ter were not a census, but a mere registration (see above), there was no

reason for departing from the time-hallowed division of the people, or for

not having the matter carried out in Jewish form. The actual historical state

of the case shines here through the traditional dress of a census. — rrokiv Aav.]

The city wdiere David was born, 1 Sam. xvii. 11. — Be-&Xee/j.] see on Matt,

ii. 1. — ef oIkov k. Tta-piaq Aav.] The tribes proceeding from the sons of Jacob

were called (pvXai (filED)
; the branches proceeding from the sons of these

patriarchs, izarpiai (mnSIKfl?)
; the single families of such a tribal branch,

(hkoi (fll^X rr.3). 1 Josejuh was thus of the family descending from David,

and belonged to the same branch of the tribe to which David had belonged.

A circumstantial designation of this important relationship. As to rrarpia,

moreover, see on Eph., iii. 15. — avv Mapiau] does not belong to avij3n (Pau-

lus, Hofmann, Ebrard), but to arroypaip. beside which it stands : in order to

In i re himself enrolled with Mary, etc. But that Mary had of necessity to

share the journey with him (which was not requisite in the case of a census,

when only the names of the women and children had to be specified,
2

is the less to be supposed, as in the main the form of the execution

of the awoypaipfj was the Jewish one, ver. 3. Nevertheless, wives (in this

case Mary as one betrothed, who according to Jewish law was placed on

the same footing as the wife) had to be likewise entered in the register, which

must have been a matter of Roman enactment, but for which it was not nec-

essary that they should come personally with their husbands to the spot.

We have consequently to abide by the view that Mary undertook the jour-

ney with her husband voluntarily, according to her own and Joseph's wish,

in order to remain under the protection of her betrothed (not exactly on ac-

count of the troublous times,—an idea which Ebrard imports). There arc

various arbitrary hypotheses, such as : that she travelled with him on account

of the poll-tax (Huschke) ; that she wished still as a maiden to represent

her father's house, and longed after Bethlehem in the theocratic feeling

of maternity (Lange) ; that the command for the taxing extended also

to the children and contained a definite point of time, just about which

Mary expected her delivery (von Gumpach). And the hypothesis that

1 See Kypke, I. p. 213 ; Winer, TLealworterb. 2 Dion. rial. iv. 14 ; See Strauss, I. p. 23.1,

s.v. Stamme ; Gesenius, Thes. I. p. 193, III. and Huschke, p. 121, iu opposition to Tho-

p. 1463. luck, p. 191.
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Mary was an heiress, who had an estate in Bethlehem (Michaelis, Kui-

noel, Olshausen ; with hesitation Block and Kohler), is utterly unfounded as

regards Luke in particular, since he has not the smallest trace of any earlier

connection with Bethlehem and makes .Mary in her travail not find even

friendly lodging there. — ry ifivrjoT. airy] Tims, according to Luke, she was

still only his betrothed (i. 27 ; Matt. i. 18), and the marriage was not yet

completed. Af variance with Matt. i. 24. [See Note XXII., p. 288.] A dif-

ferent form assumed by the tradition of the virgin birth. Evasive sug-

gestions are resorted to by Beza, Grotius, and others, including Schegg and

Bisping (that Luke expresses himself thus, because Joseph had only am-

ducted himself as one betrothed towards Mary). — oiay h,Kvu] not : because

she was pregnant (von Gumpach), but : who was pregnant (Acts xxiv. 24 ;

Rom. i. 16, and frequently). The observation forms the transition to what

follows.

Remark.—From Mary's sharing in the joirrney we are not to conclude that

she likewise was of the family of David (Grotius, Kuinoel, and others). [See

Notes X., XI., p. 258.] She journeyed voluntarily with Joseph as his future

wife, and Joseph journeyed as a member of the house of David. If Luke had

had in his mind the thought that Mary shared the journey as a descendant of

David, he must have written, and that at the end of ver. 5, did rb elvai airoiig

k.t.Ti. But comp. on i. 36, and on Matt. i. 17, Remark 2.

Ver. 6 f. 'E-z/ymb/rrn;- al yi/i'pai tov renew avrJ/v] com]), i. ."37. The suppo-

sition (see as early as Protevang. Joe. 17) that Mary was surprised by the

pains of labor on the way, is set aside by the kv ru elvai a'v-ovc ekeI. And
probably she had hoped to be able to finish the journey before her delivery.

"Non videtur scisse, se vi prophetiae (Mic. v. 2) debere Bethlehem] parere,

sed providentia coelestis omnia gubernavit, ut Lta fiend," "she docs not

Reem to have known that by virtue of prophecy (Mic. v. 2) she ought to bring

forth at Bethlehem, but heavenly providence ruled all things so that it

might thus occur," Bengel. — That Mary was delivered without pain and

injury is proved by Fathers ami expositors, such as even Maldonatus and

Estius, from the fad thai she herself swaddled tin- child and laid it in

the manger!

—

rbv irpuTdrottov] See on Matt. i. 25. The evasive sug-

gestion resorted to, that this word i- used without reference to later

born children, appears the more groundless in view of the agreement of

Matthew and Luke, - eoTrapy&v.] She swaddled him ; frequently used in

Greek writers. kv i/i&tvq] without the article (see the critical remarks):

she deposited him iii a manger. Many, including Paulus and Kuinoel,

have, contrary to linguistic usage, made of it a stable.
1 .'; r ..> Karah

'That a tail (In opposition to Etarard) i.xx. Moreover, that tradition transfers

was the place of the birth, follows tramiv the oave expressly only to the neigl

i^arcfj, Ston k.t.a. it. is possible that the of the little town, and states withal of

si a

i

ilc was a rock-cavi , which an old legend Joseph : ov« tlxw «'>
rfj k^h-ti *««t? woO «<wa-

(Justln. e. Tryph. 78; Orlg. c. Cels.l. 51; xCaot, "he < 1 i « 1 not have In that village

Protevang. Jac. 18) designates as the place of where to lodge," Justin, l.e. Over tliis

the birth, nol without suspicion, however, grotto designated by the legend Helena

by reason <>f Its appeal tolsa. xxxiii. 16, built the church
''

o. Comp.
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in the inn (x. 34), where they lodged—probably on account of the number

of strangers who were present on the same occasion. If we should wish to

understand it as : the house of afriendly host (for the signification of naTa7.vjia

is generally a place of shelter, lodging, corap. xxii. 11), it would remain im-

probable that a friendly host, even with ever so great restriction of room,

should not have made a chamber in the house available for such an exigency.

[See Note XXIII.
, p. 288.] The text suggests nothing indicative of an inhos-

pitable treatment (Calvin).

Ver. 8 f . Yloifi£vE(j\ not ol -rrotfieveg. -— aypavlovvreg ] staying out in the open

fields ; Pint. Num. 4 ; Parthen. Erot. xxix. 1, and the ivoifieveg aypavTioi al-

ready in Homer, 11. xviii. 162. — tyvAaca. (pvAaicag] often conjoined also among

the Greek writers. 1 The plural applies to the different watch-stations.

—

TTjc vvkt6c~\ not belonging to tpv?.anag, but : l>y night, definition of time for

aypavk. and <f>vAdaa. — According to this statement, Jesus cannot have been

born in December, in the middle of the rainy season (Robinson, Pal. II.

p. 505 f.), as has been since the fourth century supposed with a probable join-

ing on of the festival to the Natales solis invicti (see Gieseler, Kirchengesch.

I. 2, p. 287 f. ed. 4). [See Note XXIV., p. 288.] Just as little can He have

been born on the sixth day of January, which in the East was even earlier fixed

as the festival of the birth and baptism (still other times fixed as the day of

birth may be seen in Clement Al. Strom. I. p. 339 f. Sylb.). According to the

Rabbins, the driving forth of the flocks took place in March, the bringing in of

them in November (see Lightfoot) ; and if this is established at least as the

usual course, it certainly is not in favor of the hypothesis (Wieseler) that Jesus

was born in February (750), and necessitates precarious accessory assumptions.

— [On ISov, see critical note.] i-tor?]} Comp. xxiv. 4 ; Acts xii. 7, xvii. 5.

In the classical writers it is used also of theophanies, of appearances in

dreams, and the like, frequently since Homer (II. xxiii. 10G, x. 496), denot-

ing their sudden emergence, which nevertheless is implied not in the word

in itself, but in the text. — d6t-a nvpiov] n'lTT TD.3, radiance by which God

is surrounded. Comp. Ewald, ad Apoc. p. 311. God's glorious radiance

(comp. Acts vii. 2) had streamed down witli the angel. " In omni humilia-

tione Christi per decoram quandam protestationem cautum est gloriae ejus

divinae," "In all the humiliation of Christ there was through a certain

seemly protestation a care for His divine glory," Bengel.

Ver. 10 ff. Uavrl tu> AaCj] to the whole (Israelitish) people.

—

irkx^V vfiiv]

that (that, namely) there teas lorn to you this day, etc. The hfiiv, in reference to

the shepherds, is individualizing. — auryp k.t.A.] a deliverer—and now comes

His special more precise definition : who is Messiah, Lord! Xpcarbc nvpiog is

not to be taken together, as it never occurs thus in the N. T.

—

tv iz61. Aav.]

belonging to I-ex&tj. " Haec periphrasis remittit pastores ad prophetiam,

quae turn implebatur," " This jieriphrasis refers the shepherds to the proph-

ecy which is now being fulfilled," Bengel. Mic. v. 2. — to ot//ieIov] the ap-

also Robinson, Pal. II. p. 284 ff.; Ritter, and the passages in Kypke. Comp.
Erdk. XVI. p. 202 ff. See, on the other hand, WlDWr? "IDE? [A. V. : "keep the charge,"

Oersdorf, p. 221 ; Bornemann, Schol. p. IS. m .

T

. watch the watch% Num> j. 53 aL
1 Plat. Phaedr. p. 240 E; Xen. Anab. ii. C. 10,

18
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pointed sign of recognition. 1 — ftpe^oo] not : the child (Luther), but : a child.

The word denotes either the still unborn child (as i. 41 ; Horn. ll. xxii.

266), or, as in this case (comp. xviii. 15 ; Acts vii. 1!) ; 1 Pet. ii. 2 ; also as

a strong expression of the thought, 2 Tim. iii. 15) and very often in the clas-

sical writers, the new-born child. — eoirapy.] adjectival : a swaddled child,

V(T. 7.

Ver. 13. HXy&oc arp. ovp.] a multitude of the heavenly host (D'Dt^n K32f)
?
a

multitude of angels. The (satellite-) host of the angels surrounds God's

throne. 1 Kings xxii. 19 ; 2 Chron. xviii. 18 ; Ps. ciii. 21, cxlviii. 2 ; Matt.

xxvi. 53 ; Rev. xix. 14, air— Ver. 14. S6^a h mpicToic k.t.?.. According to

the reading evdoniag (see the critical remarks, and Nosselt, Exercitatt.

p. 171 ff.) : Glory (is, comp. 1 Pet. iv. 11) in the heaven to God, mid on earth

salvation among men who are well-pleasing ! The angels declare to the praise

of God (ver. 13) that on account of the birth of the Messiah God is glorified

in heaven (by the angels), and that on the earth there is now salvation

among men, to whom in and with the new-born child has been imparted

God's good pleasure. 3 They thus contemplate the Messiah's work as having

already set in with His birth, and celebrate it in a twofold manner in refer-

ence to heaven and earth (comp. Isa. vi. 3). Their exclamation is not a

wish, as it is usually rendered b}r supplying to-u or «//, but far stronger,—

a

triumphant affirmation of the existing blessed state of things. The h a&pun.

ebdoiiiaq (genitive of quality, see Winer, p. 211 f. [E. T. 236 f.J) adds to the

scene of the eipfivq the subjects, among whom it prevails (comp. Plat. Symp.

p. 197 C); these, namely, are those who believe in the Messiah, designated

in reference to God whose grace they possess, as men who are well j)leasing

(to Him). Comp. Test. XII. Patr. p. 587 : nal evSoKfjoei nvpiog irrl to'lq aya-rj-

rrilg avToi) fur muvuv, "And the Lord will be well pleased i with

His beloved unto eternity" (tuq aiuvuv). Observe, moreover, the correla-

tion which exists (1) between 66%a and elpfyvn
; (2) between iv bijjioTocc and

iirl yf/c ; and (3) between 8e£ and h av&paTotc ebSoaiag. By iv injtic-otg (in

regions, which arc the highest of "II, xix. 38) the angels declare what takes

place in the highest heaven, whence they have just comedown. Comp.

Matt. xxi. !) ; AVisd. ix. 17 ; Ecclus. xliii. 9 ; Job xvi. 19 ; Ilcb. i. 3. —By
upffOT) they mean not only peace (usually understood of the peace of reconcil-

iation), but the entire salvation, of which the new-born child is the bearer
;

comp. i. 79. [See Note XXV.. p. 288 seq.] —With the Recepta evdoida, the

hymn would also consist of only two parts, divided by /><//,"' which is notfor

1 According to the notice o-^epov, and in » Olshausen (following Albert!, Obis., and
view of the smallness of Bethlehem, the Tittmann, Diss., Viteh. W77)places a stop

siim specified by K«i'/neiw ey </>dTi>; wassi//- after yijs, so that the lirst, clause Bays:

flciently certain at once to guide inquiry t<> "God is now praised as In heaven, so also in

the child in the village. Olshausen, but (lie earth." This is erroneous, because, ao-

not the text, adds to this the secret p cording to the order of the words in Luke,

Spirit, v/hich led the Bhepherda to the emphatic point would be not «rl y?s, as

the righi place. In the Lord's Prayer, but ei> u^riorots.

8 On ytvtaBae tnSv nvi, to b I with l Nevertheless Ebrard (on Olshausen) still

any one, comp. Xen. Cyr. v. 8. 8. Onorpo- defends the threefold division. According

nip. Plat. Phaedr. p. 846 E: crpaTiu tobim, the angels exult (l)tfa

8cuv tc Kal Sai^dptor. honor is given to God for the redemption
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(Bengel, Paulas, Kuinoel, and others, comp. Thcophylact), but and. And
the second part would consist of two parallel clauses, of which the first lays

down the state of things in question after a purely objective manner (errl yyc

e'iphvri), while the second designates it from the point of view of God's sub-

jectivity (h> avdp. evdoKia) : on earth is salvation, among men is (God's) good

pleasure; h avOp., namely, would not be in the case of men (Matt. iii. 17
;

so usually), but local, as previously h vrjjlar. and kirl yjjg. Fritzsche, ad

Rom. II. p. 372, takes ev6oK.ia as delight; "in genere humano (Messia nato)

voluptas est et laetitia,'
1

'

1 "in the human race (the Messiah being born) there is

delight and joy." But evdoicia nowhere expresses this strong idea, but only

the state of well-pleased satisfaction (as Ps. cxliv. 16, LXX.), and the latter

idea would in this place be too weak ; we could not but expect xaP<* Kai

aya?Maaic, or the like. Moreover, according to ver. 13 (alvovvruv r. Qeov) it

is more in harmony with the text to understand evdonia on the part of God, in

which case the quite usual meaning of the word {twavawavaiQ tov Qeov, Theo-

phylact) is retained ;
" quod sc. Deus gratuito suo favore homines dignatus

sit," "which signifies, that God deems men worthy of His own gratuitous

favor" (Calvin). The opposite : Eph. ii. 3. Bornemann, Schol. p. 19 ff.,

considers the whole as affirmed of Christ: "Xpiorur 6 nvpioc S6^a Igtcil Iv

injilGToig ovti Gew k.t.2.., h. e. Messias cehuraoit in coelis Deum et in terrain de-

cided pacem divinam, doeumentum (in apposition) uencwlentiae divinae erga

homines,'1 '' "that is, the Messiah will praise God in the heavens, and will

bring down to earth divine peace, a proof (in apposition) of divine benevo-

lence toward men." But Luke himself specifies the contents as praise of

God (ver. 13) ; and the assumption of Bornemann (after Paulus), that Luke

has given only a small fragment of the hymn, is the more arbitrary, the

more the few pregnant words are precisely in keeping with a heavenly song

of praise.

Ver. 15 f. Kal ol avOp.] This icai is not also, but the simple and after eye'

vzro ; see on v. 12.

—

ol avOpunoi ol -oi/aeveg [see critical note], not : the

shepherd people (Grotius, Paulus, and others), against which the second

article is decisive (comp. Matt, xviii. 23, xxii. 2, al. ; see Bernhardy, p. 48;

Kiihner, II. p. 120), but a contrast to ol ayyeAoi, in which case, however, we
must not lay upon the expression a stress which is foreign to the connection

(" totum genus humanum quodammodo repraescntantcs," " representing in

a certain sense the whole human race," Bengel), but rather must adhere to

the simple and artless mode of representation : after the dej)arture of the

angels the people too, the shepherds, said, etc. — oieWu/iev] through the fields

as far as to Bethlehem, Acts ix. 38, xi. 19. — 6v] denotes what is clefnit in;

without more ado. 1 — to pf/jia] which has teen said ; 6 6 nvp. ?}u. is an epexe-

now brought about ; (2) that vpon earth a earth yields only tivo clauses. Lange also,

kingdom of peace is now founded ; (3) that L. J. II. 1, p. 103, understands it in a three-

between heaven and earth the right relation is fold sense, but very arbitrarily takes euSoxia

restored, that God's eye may again rest of the divine good pleasure manifested in a

with good pleasure on mankind. This Person, referring to passages such as Eph.

alleged third clause of necessity contains i. 5, C.

somewhat of tautology ; and the test itself ' See Klotz, adDevar. p. 395 ; Nagelsbach,

by its KaC and by its contrast of heaven and Anm. z. Idas, ed. 3, p. 433 f.
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gesis of it.

—

avevpov] they (Uncovered (after previous search, in conformity

with the direction at ver. 12). The word only occurs in the N. T. again

at Acts xxi. 4, com]). 4 Mace. iii. 14 ; more frequently among Greek

writers.

Ver. 17 f. AisypApiaav] they gave exact information (6ia). [But see critical

note.] The word is only found besides in Schol. in Beck. Anecd. p. 787,

15, hut in the sense of accurate distinguishing, which it cannot have in

this place (Vulg. : cognoverunt) ; comp. rather syvupiasv, ver. 15. At the

birthplace to the parents and others who were present they made accurate

communication of the angelic utterance addressed to them, and all who
heard this communication marvelled, hut Mary (ver. 19), etc. — ttf/m tov

'/ii'/i/O.] does not belong to aKovoavrec (Gersdorf), but to k&abfi., with which

indeed nepi is very rarely associated elewhere ; but the thought is: they

fell into amazement in consideration of that, which, etc. 3

Ver. 19 f. A.'J leading over to the special thing, which Mary amidst this

general amazement did—she, who, in accordance with the revelations

made to her, was more deeply struck with the tidings of the shepherds,

and saw matters in a deeper light. She kept all these utterances (-a pijfiara)

of the shepherds. Observe in the narrative the emphasis of iravra, as well

as the purposely chosen adumbrative tense owerfpei (previously the aorisl )."

— avpftaklovaa k.t.a.] The Vulgate well renders : conforms, inasmuch as

she put them together, i.e., in silent heart-pondering she compared and inter-

preted them to herself. 3 — vneoTpety.] to their flocks, ver. 8. — 6oi-a£ovTec nal

alvovvreg] Glorifying and giving approval. The latter is more special than

the former. — tm icaaiv k.t.Ti.] over all things, which they hud just heard and

seen in Bethlehem after such manner as was spoken to them by the angel at

vv. 10-12.

Remark.— To make of these angelic appearances a natural (phosphoric) phe-

nomenon, which had first been single and then had divided itself and moved to

and fro, and which the shepherds, to whom was known Mary's hope of bring-

ing forth the Messiah, intei-preted to themselves of this birth (Paulus : comp.

Amnion, L. J. I. p. 203, who likewise assumes a meteor), is a decided and un-

worthy offence against the contents and purpose of the narrative, which is to

be loft in its charming, thoughtful, and lofty simplicity as the most distin-

guished portion of the cycle of legend, which surrounded the birth and the

early life of Jesus. The truth of the history of the shepherds and the angels

lies in the sphere of the idea, not in that of historical reality, although Luke
narrates it as a real evi at. Regarded as reality, the history loses its truth, as

a premiss, with which the notorious subsequent want of knowledge and non-

recognition of Jesus as lie' Messiah, as well as the absolute silence of evangelic

•preaching as to this heavenly evangelium, do not accord as a sequel,—apart

Erom the fact, that it is not at all consistent with Matthew's narrative of the

Magi and of the slaying of the children, which is to be explaim d Erom the cir-

1 Comp. Plat. 21m. p. BOC: t« flavna^o- xxxix. 2, xxviii. 8.

fiera rj\cKTpu}f TTfpi t>"/>; eA£<ci>9. :
< COtnp. Plat. CrCtt. p. 848 A: <rvnf}a\ch>

8 On (Ti'i'T., r5ji< KparvAov fiavrcinr. p. 418 C J
Soph. Old.

vare, comp. Dan. vll. 28; EcoIub. sill. 12, 0. 1472 j Knd. Nem. xi. 48 ; Eur. Or. 1894.
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cumstance that various wreaths of legend, altogether independent one of

another, wove themselves around the divine child in His lowliness. 1 The con-

trast of the lowliness of Jesus and of His divine glory, which pervade His en-

tire history on earth until His exaltation (Phil. ii. 6 ff
.
), is the great truth, to

which here, immediately upon the birth, is given the most eminent and most

exhaustive expression by the living and creative poetry of faith, in which with

thoughtful aptness members of the lowly and yet patriarchally consecrated

class of shepherds receive the first heavenly revelation of the Gospel outside

the family circle, and so the ktuxoI EvayyeM&vrai (vii. 22) is already even now
realized. [See Note XXVI., p. 289.]

Ver. 21. Tew wepiTEfiEiv avruv] The genitive, not as at ver. 22, i. 57, ii. 6,

but as genitive of the aim : in order to circumcise Him, that He might be

circumcised. Coinp. Buttmann, neut. Or. p. 230 [E. T. 267]. — nai zKMflri\

was also named, indicating the naming as superadded to the rite of circum-

cision. See Nagelsbach, z. Ilias, ed. 3, p. 164. And the Son of God had

to become circumcised, as yevopevoc en ywainSg, -yevo/xevog virb v6/iov, Gal. iv. 4.

This was the divine arrangement for His appearing as the God-man in

necessary association with the people of God (Rom. ix. 5). There is much
importation of the dogmatic element here among the older commentators. 2—
to iikridev k.t./I.] See i. 31. Comp. Matt. i. 21, where, however, the legend

quite differently refers the giving of the name to the angel.

Ver. 22. Women after childbirth, when the child was a boy, were unclean

for seven days, and had besides to stay at home thirty-three days more (at

the birth of a girl these periods were doubled). Then they were bound to

present in the temple an offering of purification, namely, a lamb of a year

old as a burnt-offering, and a young pigeon or turtle-dove as a sin-offering

;

or else, if their means were too small for this, two turtle-doves or young

pigeons, the one as a burnt-offering, the other as a sin-offering. 3 Accord-

ingly at y/iepai tov mOapiop. avruv : the days, which (i.e., the lapse of them)

were appointed for their legal cleansing {Kaflapiapoq, passive, comp. ver. 14).

Mary brought the offering of the poor, ver. 24. — avruv] applies contextu-

ally (avr/yayov abrov) not to the Jews (van Hengel, Annot. p. 199), but to

Mart/ and Joseph. Comp. Euthymius Zigabenus, also Bleek. The purifica-

tion in itself indeed concerned only the mother ; but in the case before us

1 In opposition to Schleiermacher, who in of the Angel of the Covenant.

the case of our passage lays stress, in oppo- 2 Calovius says that Christ allowed Him-

sition to the mythical view, on the absence self to be circumcised " turn ob demonstran-

of lyrical poetry, failing to see that precise- dam naturae humanae veritaiem . . . turn ad

ly the most exalted and purest poetry is probandam e semine Abi'ahae originem . . .

found in the contents of our passage with all turn imprimis ob meriti et redemptionis

its simplicity of presentation ; see the ap- Christi certificationem" " first for demon-

propriate remarks of Strauss, I. p. 245. straling the reality of His human nature . . .

Lange, L. J. II. p. 103, in his own manner then to prove His origin from the seed of

transfers the appearances to the souls of the Abraham... then especially as a certifica-

shepherds, which were of such elevated and tion of the merit and redemption of Christ."

supramundane mood that they could dis- 3 See Lev. xii. 2 ff.; Lund, Jud. Heiligth.,

cern the joy of an angelic host ; and holds ed. Wolf, p. Vol ; Michaelis, Mos. R. § 192 ;

that the appearance of the angel and the Ewald, Alterth. p. 178 f. ; Keil, Archaol. I.

glory of the Lord, ver. 9, point to a vision p. 2J6.
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Joseph was, and that by means of the presentation of the first-born son as-

sociate:! therewith, also directly interested ; hence the expression by tcay of

synecdoche, which is usually referred to the mother and the child (so also by
Kuinoel, Winer, de Wette). — Kara tov vo/iov M.\ applies to i-'/^oth/cav k.t.Tl.,

indicating the legal duration thereof. — avi/yayn', like avafiaiveiv of the jour-

neying to .Jerusalem. — TiapaaTf/ccu] All first-born sons were the property of

Jehovah, destined to the temple-service originally and before the institution

of the Levites (Num. viii. 14 ff.); hence they had to be presented in the

temple to God as His special property, but were redeemed from Him for five

shekels. 1

Ver. 23, Not to be put in a parenthesis. — A very free quotation from Ex.

xiii. 2.

—

diavoiyov iti/rpav] D0"1 ipijj
; comp. LXX. Hardly according to

the passage before us has Luke conceived, with Ambrosius and many others,

that .Mary brought forth clauso vtero and only voluntarily subjected herself

to this law (as Bisping still holds).

Ver. 24. Kai rov fiovvat] continues the narrative after the interposed sen-

tence ver. 2'-',
: and in order to give an offering.

—

Kara ri> eipiyi. k.t.?..] Lev.

xii. 8.

—

veoaaovg] On the later form rejected by the Atticists, vooaoi

Tischendorf), see Sturz, Dial. Mac. p. 185 ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 206 f.

Ver. 25 f. Who this Simeon wasf primus propheta, qui dicerel Christum

venisse," "the first prophet who said that Chrisl had come," Bengel), is

utterly unknown. The supposition that he was son of Bill el, and father of

Gamaliel (Michaelis, Paulus, and older commentators), who became presi-

dent of the Sanhedrim in a.d. 13, does not agree with vv. 26, 29, where he

appears as an aged man ; and there is generally the leas ground for enter-

taining it, in proportion to the frequency of the name
J

1;^'1.''.

—

(Vmaioq k.

|

- The word :'</<i:-'„,c is only used in the X. T. by Luke. It denotes

religious conscientiousness ikkqoiv] The Messianic bh mng of the na-

tion, as its practical consolation after its sufferings (comp. fa rpuow^ver. 38), is

called, according to prophetic precedent (Isa. xl. 1), in the Rabbinical

literature also very often rfDnj. 4 The same in substance is : wpocdt \nii. rijv

fiaaiXeiav rov deov, Mark xv. 43. — iif &{ir<5v] having come upon.

Tiafi.} a divine responsum, see on Matt. ii. 10. There is no hint of a drawn

(Kuinoel). wph i,\ See on Matt. i. 18. — rbv x tiarbv nvpiov] comp. ix. 20 :

the Messiah of God (whom God has destined and senl as Messiah). — For

the expression to see death, comp. Heb. xi. 5 : John viii. 51; I's. Ixxxix. 48.
a

Ver. 27 f. 'I h/ian] by virtue of the Holy Spirit, "instigante

Bpiritu," Grotius ; comp. Matt. xxii. 43. — The expression (pro-

creators) is not appropriate to the bodily Sonship of God, which Luke nar-

rates, and ii betrays an original source restin on a different view. [See

iii ? ; Num. viii. in, xvlU. 15 f. ;
' Comp. Delitzsoh on Heb. v. 7 f., p. 191.

Llgbtfoot, p. 758 ; Lund, I.e. p. 758 ; Mlohae « See Vltringa, Obn. \ ghtfoot

aalsobfltz, Mos. A. and Wetstein in loc. The Messiah Himself

:

nJO. See Schdttgen, //". [I. p. 18.

9 Comp. Plat. /'/:> p. 811 B : rb Sixaiov k. • On the olassioal use of bpiv in the sense

liKafiU , and shortly before : h°n tvAa/3^ «a. ol

6i<coia. p. 488; Jaoobs, ad Anthoi. VU. p. 108.
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Note XXVII., p. 289.] Conip. ver. 41. On the form yoveic, see Lobeck,

ad Phryn. p. 69. — Kara to eWia/uivov rov vo/uov] According to the custom pre-

scribed by the law. — mi ovtoq] also on His part, for the parents had just

carried Him in, ver. 27. The reference to the priest, "qui eum Domino
sistendum amplexus erat," "who had taken Him in his arms to be pre-

sented to the Lord" (Wolf ; Kuinoel also mixes up this), is erroneous, since

it is in thebringing in that the child is also taken into his arms by Simeon. —
Simeon has recognized the Messiah-child immediately through the Spirit. He
needed not for this "the august form of the mother" (in opposition to

Lange).

Ver. 29 ff. Now (after I have seen the Messiah, vv. 26, 30) Thou lettest Thy
servant depart, Ruler, according to Thine utterance (ver. 2), in Miss (so that

he is happy, see on Mark v. 34) ; now the time is come, when Thou lettest

me die blessed. 1 — airoAveig] present, of that which is nearly and certainly im-

pending. There is no need to supply rub £?p>, or « tt)c j fjc, or the like (as is

usually done), as the absolute anokvEiv is at all events used (comp. Soph.

Ant. 1254 ; Gen. xv. 2 ; Num. xx. 29 ; Tob. iii. 6), but Simeon conceives

of his death figuratively as an enfranchisement front service, as is signified by
the context in t. So'uMv gov, dtcrrrora. The servant of God dies and is thereby

released from his service. — rfdov prefixed with emphasis, in retrospective

reference to ver. 26.

—

rb aurr/ptov gov] the deliverance oestowedby Thee, the

Messianic deliverance, which has begun with the birth of the Messiah.

Comp. iii. 6 ; Acts xxviii. 28. — Kara rrpoGUTrov rcdvr. r. ?..auv] in the face of

all peoples, so that this deliverance is set forth before all peoj)les, is visible

and manifest to them. The prophet sees the curi/piov already in its unfolded

manifestation to all. This is then, in ver. 32, further specially characterized

as respects the two portions of the ttuvtuv tOiv /.oud, in which <puc and 66^av

are appositional definitions to to gut?'/pi6v gov : light, which is destined to hring

revelation to the heathen, and glory of Thy people Israel. The progression of

the climax lies in tywq and 66^a. For the heathen the GUT?'/piov is light, when,

namely, they come in accordance with the time-hallowed promise (Isa. ii.

2 if., xi. 10, xliv. 5, lx. 1 ff. , and many other passages), and subject them-

selves to the Messianic theocracy, whereby they become enlightened and

sharers in the unveiling of the divine truth. For the people Israel the

GUT/jpioi' is glory, because in the manifestation and ministry of the Messiah

the peojile of God attains the glory, through which it is destined to be dis-

tinguished above all peoples as the seat and possessor of salvation. Ao^ki'

might be included as still dependent on etc (Theophylact, Euthymius Ziga-

benus, Luther, Bleek, and others), but by taking it independently, the

great destination of the cuttjplov for the people of Israel is brought into more

forcible prominence. — Ver. 33. And there was (on the singular f/v and the

plural participles that follow, see Ktihner, § 433, 1 ; comp. Matt. xvii. 3)

Hisfather and His mother in amazement, etc. In this there is no inconsis-

1 Euthymius Zigabenus well remarks: the freedom of Israel."

fj.rjKiTi. \v7TOVTrei'OV inrep t>)5 e'Aevflepi'a; tou - I !< mip. Oil Kara 7rpd(ra7r., Jacobs, (!<l .i.',.

"Icrpaij'A, " no longer grieved on behalf of Tut. iii. 1, p. 012.
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tency with the curlier angelic revelations (Strauss). The thing was great

enough in itself, and they learned it here in another form of revelation, the

prophetic.

Ver. 34. Abroig] the parents, ver. 33. — After he has blessed them (lias in

prayer promised them God's grace and salvation), he again specially ad-

dresses the mother, whose marvellous relation to the new-born infant he has,

according to Luke, recognized h nvevpaTi. — ndrcu] lie is placed there, i.e.,

//,' has the destination, see on Phil. i. 16. — e'i$ tt-ugiv k.t./,.} designates, in

reference to Isa. viii. 14 (comp. Matt. xxi. 22, 44 ; Acts iv. 11 ; Rom. ix.

33 ; 1 Pet. ii. 6), the moral judgment (John iii. 19 ff.), which is to set in

by means of the appearance and the ministry of the .Messiah. According to

divine decree -many must take offence at Him and fall—namely, through

unbelief—into obduracy and moral ruin ; many others must arise, inasmuch

as they raise themselves—namely, through faith in Him—to true spiritual

life. [See Note XXVIII., p. 289.] The fulfilment of both is abundantly at-

tested in the evangelic history ; as, for example, in the case of the Pharisees

and scribes the falling, in that of the publicans and sinners the rising, in

that of Paul both ; comp. Rom. xi. 11 ff. — ml tic crjfielov avrt?.ey6/i.] "What was

previously affirmed was His destination for others; now follows the special,

personal experience, which is destined for Him. His manifestation is to be

a sign, a marvellous token (signal) of the divine counsel, which experiences

oiitrutlirtioii from the world (see on Rom. x. 21). The fulfilment of this

predict inn attained its culmination in the crucifixion ; hence ver. 85.

Comp. Ileb. xii. 3. But it continues onward even to the last day, 1 ('or.

KV. 25.

Ver. 35. Since the construction dues nut indicate that nal . . . popfaiaia

to be made a parenthesis, and since the importance of this prophetic intima-

tion in the address directed to Mary is not in keepingwith a mere intercala-

tion, biruc n.r.A. is to be referred to xal . . . po/upaia, not to atjui'iov ai

(Kuinoel, de Wette, Ewald, and many others).

—

nal anv til] See on i. 7G.

This k(li and avTrjg places tin' anguish of the mother herself on a parallel with

the fate of her Son intimated by aqpelov avrikey. ; and am 6, avriji is a bring-

ing of tin' contrast into stronger relief than aeavrijg 36.
1— popQaia] Not the

martyr death of Mary, as Epiphanius and Lightfool hold
;
pop i

.numt,

' firiKtjTaTrjv kuI o^nav bdi:

-iv,t,
-' ijng Sit/We TTjfo napS'u

rrpoo7)?v&-dqTQoTavpQ, " He gives the name sword to thai most piercing

oid bitter pang, which went through the heart of the mother of God, when

her Son was nailed to the cross," Euthymius Zigabenus. Similar figurative

nations of pain may be Been in Wetstein. Bleek is mistaken in refer-

ring it to doubts of the Messiahship of her Son, which for a while were to

division in Mary's heart. For this thoughi the forcible expression

would be quite ou1 of proportion, and, moreover, unintelligible; and the

thoughi itself would be much too special and subordinate, even apart from

the consideration thai there is no direct evidence before us of temporary un-

1 Bee Sctaaefer, ad Dem. d< Cor. 819, 6.

'Comp, Hom. /'. xix. 125: j»p 5' u*os o£u Kara ijtpiva rvifie paddav.
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belief on the part of Mary (at the most, Mark iii. 21). — 6-uc k.-.X.] a divine

aim, which is to be attained by ovroc keitm . . . po^aia ; a great crisis in the

spiritual world is to be brought to light, John ix. 39, iii. 19, v. 23 ; 1 Cor.

i. 23 f. ; 2 Cor. ii. 15. The conditional av expresses : in order that, when

that which is just predicted to thee sets in. — e/c noil, mpd.] forth from many

hearts. Comp. Rom. i. 17. — fiialoyiofioi] not ol Scaloy. ; thoughts, conse-

quently what is otherwise hidden. The revealing itself takes place through

declared belief or unbelief in Him who is put to death.

Ver. 36 ff. ~'Ilv] aderat, as at Mark viii. 1, xv. 40 ; also 1 Cor. xiv. 48. —
After a'uT?j, ver. 30, the copula t)v is not unnecessarily to be sujjplied, in

which case (so usually, as also by Lachmann and Tischendorf) a point is

placed after ver. 37 ; but this avr?/ is the subject to which av&cop,oloyeiTo be-

longs as verb, so that all that intervenes contains accompanying definitions

of the subject, namely thus : This one, being advanced in great age, after she

had lived with a husband seven yearsfrom her virginity, she too a icidow up to

eighty-four years, who depoyrted notfrom the temple, with fastings and prayers

rendering service to God night and day and having comeforward at that same

hour, offered praise to the Lord, etc. Observe as to this—(1) that C,f]aa era . . .

avTfjc, ver. 36, is subordinate to the 7rpo/3e/fy/c. kv ?}/u. troll.
; (2) that at ver. 37

there is to be written, with Tischendorf and Ewald, ml avrij (not as usually,

K.a.1 avrr/), so that the definition ml ai>T7j x'iPa • • t-imaoa, vv. 37, 38, con-

tains a further description of the woman co-ordinated with the irpofisftnic. kv

r'ljj,. Troll,
; (3) that ml airy ry upa kmcTaaa (see the critical remarks) without

any separation links itself on continuously to the preceding participial defini-

tion ; finally, (4) that ml abrfj, ver. 37, she too, places Anna on a parallel

with Simeon ; as the latter had come forward a pious aged man, so she also

a pious aged woman. — npo^nc] 1 Hebrew niOJ, an interpretress of God, a

woman icith the gift of apocalyptic discourse, Rev. ii. 20 ; Acts xxi. 9, ii. 17.

She makes use of this gift, ver. 38. — etzto] consequently a brief and (a™ r.

jzapdev. avr.) her only marriage, after which she remained in widowhood,

which among the ancients was accounted very honorable. See Grotius and

Wetstein on 1 Tim. iii. 2, v. 9. -

Ver. 37. 'Ewe (see the critical remarks) ir. bydorju. : even to eighty-four years,

she had come even to this age of life in her widowhood. Comp. Matt.

xviii. 21 f. Rettig is mistaken in his judgment upon tuc in the Stud. u.

Krit. 1838, p. 221. Comp. Dem. 262, 5.

—

ovk. atpiararo k.t.1.] a popular

description of unremitting zeal (comp. Horn. Od. ii. 345, il. xxiv. 72) in the

public worship of God. Comp. xxiv. 53. — vvura k. yfiep.] Thus also at Acts

xxvi. 7 ; Mark iv. 28 ; 1 Tim. v. 5. Elsewhere the order is inverted. 2 In

this place v'vktcl is prefixed in order, as in Acts, I.e., and 1 Tim. v. 5, to make

tin; fervency of the pious temple-service the more prominent. The case is

otherwise, where it is simply a question of definition of time, at Esth.

iv. 15.

1 Plat, rhaedr. p. 244 A ; Eur. Ion. 42, 321 ; seen in Bomemann, Schol. p. 27 ; Lobeck,

LXX. Ex. xv. 20 ; Isa. viii. 3, al. Paralip. p. 62 f., and from the Latin : Heiu-
2 Instances of both arrangements may be dorf on Ilorat. Sat. i. 1. 77.
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Ver. 38. ] in which occurred the previously described scene

with Simeon. — emoTaoa] hating made her appearance, namely, to speak. 1

The suddenness and unexpectedness in the demeanor of the aged widow is

implied also here (comp. on ver. 9) in the context. On avBofioTMyeiadai

(comp. LXX. Ps. Ixxix. 13 ; 3 Mace. vi. 33), in the case of which avri " ref-

erendi reprehendendique sensum habet," see Winer, dc verbor. compos, um,

III. p. IS IT. The tenor of her utterance of praise to God {tC> Kvpii^) is after

what was related of Simeon obvious of itself, and is therefore not more pre-

cisely specified. [See critical note ; Oeti is correct.]

—

nspi avrov] onvrroc

kanv 6 /.urpur/'/c, Euthymius Zigabenus. Jesus is the subject still present, as

a matter of course, in the conception of the narrator (from ver. 34 f. onwards),

although not mentioned in the context (Winer, p. 132 [E. T. 14Gf.]). — role

irpoadexofi. /.irpuacv] Comp. ver. 25. With the reading 'lepova. without tv

(see the critical remarks), deliverance of Jerusalem is not essentially distinct

from -apda'Aqcic tov 'lap., ver. 25, comp. i. 68, since Jerusalem is the theocratic

central seat of God's people. Comp. Isa. xl. 2. We may add, the l/.u'/ti

ic.t.'/,. took place on her part likewise abry rfj wpp, namely, after she had pre-

sented her praise to God. The pious ones waiting for the Messiah arc with

her in the temple, and to them all she makes communication about the child

that is present. But this is not to be conceived of as a public utterance, for

which the limitation role irpoadex. would not be appropriate.

Ver. 3D. Nafapir] therefore not in the first instance again to Bethlehem.

Of the Magi, of the slaughter of the children, of the flight t<> Egypt, Luke

has nothing. They belong to quite another cycle of legend, which he has

not followed. Reconciliation is impossible; a preference for Luke, how-

ever, at the expense of Matthew (Schleiermacher, Schneckenlmrger, Sieffert,

and others), is at least in so far well founded, as Bethlehem "was not, as

Matthew reports (see on Matt. ii. 23, lean. |, the original dwelling-place of the

parents of Jesus, but became the birth-place of the latter on occasion of the

anoypaffi. [See Note XXIX., p. 289 seq.] If Bethlehem had been the original

dwelling-place, it was natural, considering the Davidico-Messianic tendency

of the legend, that no change should lie made under these circumstances.

[hit, in opposition to the bold assumption of the more recent exponents of

the mythical theory,- that Jesus was born in Nazareth, so that both the ear-

lier residence of the parents at Bethlehem (Matthew) and their journey thither

( Luke) are held t <> be t he work of t radit ion on t he basis of Mic. v. 1 (but

only .Matthew bases his statement upon this prophecy !), see on Matt. lx.

Even de Wette finds this probable, especially on account of John vii. 42,

comp. i. 46 11'., where John adds no correction of the popular view, but to

infer from this thai John knew nothing of the birth in Bethlehem is unwar-

ranted, since the tradition of Matthew and Luke, agreeing in this very par-

• Comp. aeschin. p. 66, 6; Xen. .\n.ii,. v. mactaer, L. J. p. 56 f., leaves the birth-plaoe

ympos. ii. 7. altogether doubtful ; holding thai theques-

- see also Welsse, Evatigellenfr. p. 181 f., tion Is wholly Indifferent for our faith,

who holds thai thereference totheLord'a which remark, however, Is Inappropriate

place of birth by the name of BethUhem is on account of the prophetic promise.

to be understood nveuy.a.rutm. Sohleler-
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ticulax, certainly suggests the presumption that the birth at Bethlehem was

generally known among the Christians and was believed, so that there was

not at all any need for a correcting remark on the part of John.

Remaek. — As the presentation of Jesus in the temple bears of itself in its le-

gal aspect the stamp of history, so what occurred with Simeon and Anna cannot

in its general outlines be reasonably relegated to the domain of myth (see, in

opposition to Strauss and B. Bauer, Ebrard, p. 225 ff.), although it remains

doubttul whether the prophetic glance of the seers (to whose help Paulus

comes by suggesting, in spite of the remark at ver. 33, communications on

the part of Mary ; and Hofmann, p. 276, by the hypothesis of acquaintance

with the history of the birth) expressed itself so definitely as the account about

Simeon purports. The hypothesis that Luke received his information from

Anna's mouth (Schleiermacher, Neander) hangs on ver. 36 f., where Anna is so

accurately described, and consequently on so weak a thread, that it breaks

down at once when we take into account the lesser degree of vividness and

fulness of detail in the narrative of what Anna did.

Ver. 40. Similar to i. 80, but more distinctive and more characteristic, in

keeping with the human development of the Son of God, who was to grow-

up to be the organ of truth and grace. Comp. ver. 52. — KAqpovu. and.] the

internal state of things accompanying the enparcuovTo ; He became a vigorous

child (Upar. 1

), while at the same time He became filled, etc.— xc
'<P

,c Q?ov] not

to be taken of distinguished bodily gracefulness (Raphel, Wolf, Wetstein), but

as : the favor of God, which was directed upon Him. Comp. ver. 52. On

tV avr6, comp. Acts iv. 33.

Ver. 41 f. Tyeoprij] Dative of time. Comp. Winer, p. 105, 193 [E. T. 218,

215]. The three great festivals (Passover, Pentecost, Tabernacles) were

according to the Mosaic law to be celebrated, although with the gradual

dispersion of the people this could not strictly be adhered to, by every male

Israelite at the national sanctuary,—an excellent means of maintaining and

elevating the common theocratic spirit ; Ex. xxiii. 14 ff., xxxiv. 23 ;
Deut.

xvi. 16.- The annual passover-journey was shared also by Mary, doubtless

independently of Hillel's precept to that effect (Tanchuma, f. 33, 4), and in

virtue of her piety (comp. 1 Sam. i. 7 ; Mechilta, f. 17, 2). As to the Pass-

over, see on Matt. xxvi. 2. — duSeaa] At this age in the case of the boy, who

now was called Tiym |2, ["son of the law"], began the instruction in the

law, the accustoming to worship, fasting, and the like, see Lightfoot,

p. 739 ; Wetstein. [See critical note, and Note XXX., p. 290.]

Ver. 43 f. Tac yuipag] the well-known seven days of festival, Ex. xii. 15 ;

Lev. xxiii. 6 f. ; Deut. xvi. 2. —How it happened that the parents knew

nothing of the staying behind of their son, is not expressly narrated by Luke.

The charge, however, of negligent carelessness 3 is unwarranted, as vofilaavrec

1 Cyril of Alexandria says : o-w/xariKw? yap mental development follows in n-Aijp. a-o4>.

ijufave «ai ixpaTaiovTo, rw jxe\uv ovv*§pvvo)J.£- 2 See Ewald, Alterth. p. 406 ff
. ; Saal-

rav TTj av£/j<rei, "for He grew bodily and schiitz, M. Ii. p. 421 ff.

waxed strong, the members being matured s Schuderoff in the Magaz. von Festpred.

with the growth." Observe that in our ni. p. 63 ff., and in his Jahrb. X. 1, p. 7 ff . ;

passage Trvev^aTi. is not added as at i. 80 ; the Olshausen.
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6e avrbv h ry cvvodla elvai presuppose a circumstance unknown to us, which
might justify that want of knowledge. In the case of Jesus it was an irresisti-

ble impulse towards the things of God, which carried Him away to postpone

His parents to the satisfaction of this instinct, mightily stimulated as it was
on this His first sojourn in Jerusalem,—a momentary premature breaking

forth of that, which was the principle decidedly expressed and followed out

by Him in manhood (Mark iii. 321). — cvvodia] company sharing thejourney.

See Kypke, I. p. 220 f. The inhabitants of one or more places together

formed a caravan ; Strabo uses the word also of such a company (iv. p. 204,

xi. p. 528). — av£L,?jTovv\ when they assembled together to pass the night.

—

Ver. 45. Zt]tovvte$\ present participle: " ubi res aliqua nondum quidem
peragitur, sed tamen autreveraaut cogitationeinstituitur paraturve," " when
something is not yet accomplished, but either really or in purpose is in-

stituted or prepared," Kiihner, ad Xen, Anab. i. 3. 1G. Comp. Dissen, ad
l'liiil. 01. vii. 14, p. 81. [See critical nbte.]

Ver. 46. /xed' nuepaq Tpelg] is reckoned, in most accordance with the text,

from the point at which the search meant by Cv~- avrdv began, consequently

from their return to Jerusalem, the day of this return being counted as the

first, and that of the finding as the third. Comp. the designation of the time

of Christ's resurrection as " after three days." Others explain it otherwise.

Grotius :
" Diem unum iter fecerant, altero remensi erant iter, tertio demum

quaesitum inveniunt," " One day they had journeyed, on another they had
journeyed back, on the third they at length find Him they sought." So also

Paulus, Bleek [Godet, Weiss], and others, following Euthymius Zigabenus.
— h t£) lepu] We are to think of the synagogue, which " erat prope atrium

in monte templi," " was near the forecourt on the mount of the temple,"

Gloss. Joma, f. G8, 2 ; Lightfoot in he. ; Dcyling, Obss. III. ed. 2, p. 285 f.

—

Kade^dfievov] The Rabbinic assertion : "a diebus miosis ad Rabban Gamalii lem

non didicerunt legem nisi stantes," " from the days of Moses to Rabbi Gama-
liel they did not learn the law, unless they were standing" Megillafi, f. 21, 1

i Wagcnscil, ad Sotah, p. 993), according to which Jesus would thus already

appear as a teacher, is rightly rejected as unfounded in the N.T., by Vitringa,

^:/ik"j. ]>. 107, ami more recent expositors.-

—

ir /iioi
: >\

has its reference to

the seeling of the parents ; Jesus was not hidden, but lie sat there in the

among the teachers. We may conceive of Him at the feet of a teaching

Rabbi, sitting in their circle (comp. on Actsxxii. 3). In this there is nothing

extraordinary to lie discerned, 1 since Jesus was already a ''.<.-'// of the law "

(seeon ver. 42). But to find here a sitting on mi equality with the teachers 2

1 Lange, II. i, p. 180, Invents the idea that em, " for ma own advent ;

"the genius of the new humanity soared for demonstration of divitu wisdom; for in-

above the heroes of the old decorum." formation </''• tato whal apoc-

a So also older dogmatic writers. "Ceu rypkal forms the conversation of Jesus

doctor doctorum," "As If Teacher of teach- with the doctors might be fashioned, may
era," says Calovius, who specifies the four- be seen In the Evang. infant. 60 ff. Even
fold aim : ob gloria* templi posterioris Ulus- by Chemnitz He is said to have discoursed

trationem, u
tor illustration of the glory qf the already "d< / '- iae,dedis

latter temple" Hag. ii. 10; ob advenlus sui crtmine legis et evangelii," " concerning the

manifestation ienliat divinae de- person and offices of the Messiah, concern-

>b doctorum Irig the distinction of law and gospel," etc.
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(Strauss, comp. de Wette) is not in accordance with the text, since the re-

port would not otherwise have limited the action of the child to the aitoveiv

andeirepG)-. — eirepar. ai>Toi%] The Rabbinical instruction did not consist mere-

ly in teaching and interrogating the disciples, but these latter themselves also

asked questions and received answers. See Lightfoot, p. 742 ff. ; Wetstein

in he. The questioning here is that of the pure and holy desire for knowledge,

not that of a guest mingling in the conversation (in opposition to de Wette).

Ver. 47 ff. 'E-l t?) gwegei ml k.t.a.'\ over His understanding in general, and

especially over His answers. — Itiovreg] Joseph and Mary. They were aston-

ished ; for they had not expected to find Him either in this place, or so occu-

pied. — ?) fir/rf/p avrov] not merely because maternal feeling is in general more

keen, quick, and ready to show itself, nor yet because Joseph had not been

equal to this scene (Lange), but rightly in accordance with Luke's view of

the maternal relation of Mary. Bengel :
" non loquebatur Josephus ; major

erat necessitudo matrix," "Joseph did not speak ; the connection with the

mother was closer.'
1
'
1 — ri on] wherefore? See on Mark ii. 16.

—

h role rov

irarpSc /toy] i.e., in the house of my Father. See examples of this well-known

mode of expression in Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 100. So, following Syr. and

the Fathers, most modern commentators [R. V. text]. Others, such as Cas-

talio, Erasmus, Calvin, Maldonatus, Janscn, Wolf, Loesner, Valckenaer,

RosenmiUler, Bornemann, de Wette, Ewald, al. : in the affairs of my Father.

This also is linguistically correct.
1 But as Jesus in His reply refers expressly

to the search of the parents, which He represents as having been made need-

lessly, it is most natural to find in this answer the designation of the locality,

in which they ought to have known that He was to be found, without seek-

ing Him in rebus Patris. He might also be elsewhere. To combine both

modes of taking it (Olshausen, Bleek) is a priori inappropriate. — del] as

Son. This follows from rov irarpdc p,ov. This breaking forth of the conscious-

ness of Divine Sonshij)
'
2 in the first saying which is preserved to us from

Jesus, is to be explained by the power of the impressions which He experi-

enced on His first participation in the holy observances of the festival and

the temple. According to ver. 50, it could not previously, amidst the quiet

course of His domestic development, have asserted itself thus (" non multum

antea, nee tamen nihil, de Patre locutus erat," "not much hitherto, not

however nothing, had He spoken concerning the Father, " Bengel on ver.

50), but now there had emerged with Him an epoch in the course of devel-

opment of that consciousness of Spnship,—the first bursting open of the

swelling bud. [See Note XXXI., p. 290.] Altogether foreign to the ingenu-

ous, child-like utterance, unnatural and indelicate, is the intention of draic-

ing a contrast which has been imputed to Him : t?Jc yap napOevov rov 'Iugt)(j>

Trarspa eIkovgtjq aiirdv eke'lvoc (pTjGiv' ov k a brag egtXv 6 a/ir/Or/Q fiov Trarijp,

7] yap av ev r€> oIku avrov ?~'/-ir/i.>, a?.7J 6 9eoc egt'l fiov rraryp, ml 6ia roivro ev tcj

oIku avrov elfii,
'

' For the Virgin having spoken of Joseph as His father, He

1 See 1 Tim. iv. 15 ; Bornemann, Srhol. sentiment, yet. not with the conception

p. 29 ; Bernhardy, p. 210 ; Schaefer, Meld. fully unfolded, but in the dawning appre-

p. 31 f. hension of the child, which could only very
3 At all events already in Messianic pre- gradually give place to clearness, ver. 52.
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says : He is not my truefather, for then I would be in his house, but God is

ray Father, .-111(1 therefort 1 am in His house," Theophylact. Erroneous in

an opposite manner is the opinion of Schenkel, thai the boy Jesus named

God His Father, iljust as every pious Jewish child might do." Such a conclu-

sion could only be arrived at, if He had said 7. -<•-
;
hut with

Jesus in the connection of His entire history -. Trarpds /> u points to a higher

individual relation. And this too it was, which made the answer unintelli-

gible to the parents. What every pious Jewish child might have answered,

they would have understood. See, besides, Keim, ge&chichtl. Chr. p. 48 f.

Ver. 00 f. If the angelic announcement, i. 20 If., especially vv. 32, 35,

and ii. 10 ff. (comp. especially ver. 19), be historical, it is altogether incom-

prehensible how the words of Jesus could be unintelligible to His parents.

1 See Note XXXII., p. 290.] Evasive explanations are given by Olshausen, and

even Bleek and older expositors (that they had simply not understood the

deeper meaning of the unity of the Son and the Father), Ebrard (that Mary

had no inner perception of the fact that the Father's word could become so

absolutely exclusive a comfort of souls, and be so even in the boy), and others.

Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 78, gives a candid judgment. — viroraaa6/i. avTolg]

That mighty exaltation of the consciousness of divine Sonship not only did

not hinder, but conditioned with moral necessity in the youthful develop-

ment of the God-man tliefulfilment offilial duty, the highesl proof of which

was subsequently given by the Crucified One, John xix. 20 ff.— $ 61

k.t.a.] significant as in ver. 19 ; diarripelv denotes the careful preservation.

Comp. Acts xv. 29 ; Gen. xxxvii. 11.

Remark.—The rejection of this significant history as a myth (Gabler in New-

est. Iheol. Journ. III. 1, 36 ff. ; Strauss, Weisse, 1
I. p. 212 ff.), as regards which

the analogies of the childhood of Moses (Joseph. Anlt. ii. 9. 6 ; Philo, de vita

Mos. II. p. 83 f.) and of Samuel (1 Sam. iii. ; Joseph. Anil. v. 10. -1) have been

made use of, is the less to be acquiesced in, in proportion to the greatness of

the impression that must naturally have been made on the Son of God, in the

human development of His consciousness of fellowship with God, at His first

taking part in the celebration of the festival in the grand sanctuary of the

nation,'2 and in proportion to the unadorned simplicity of the narrative and its

internal truth as contrasted with the fabulous disfigurements of it in the apoc-

ryphal Evangelium infardiae, and even with the previous portions of the history

of Luke himself. Comp. Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 80 f. The objection of an

unnatural mental precocity applies an unwarranted standard in the case of

Jesus, who was uiiTn Kvev/ia God's Son.

Ver. 52. Comp. 1 Sam. ii. 26. — jXticLa] not age (so Vulgate, Luther,

Erasmus, and most expositors), which would furnish an intimation alto-

gether superfluous, but growth, bodily size (Beza, Vatablus, Grotius, Br.

Bchmid, Bengel, Ewald, Bleek, and others). Sec on Matt. \i. 27; Luke xix. 3.

1 Weisse Interprets it allegoricaUy : that Jewish law ami from the wisdom of the

the ymi Hi rul s]Hn 1 of Christianity withdrew ancestral sohools, eto.

Itself from the care and the supervision of "Comp, Beysohlag, Christol. d. X. T.

Its parents, /.'.from the restrictions of p. 45.
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Comp. ffi'^ave /cat sKparaiovro, ver. 40. " Justam pr'oceritatem nactus est ac

decorain," " He attained a stature which was proper and befitting," Bengel.

Luke expresses His mental (ao<p!a) and bodily (f/Xiitla) development. 1 In favor

of this explanation we have also the evidence of 1 Sam. I.e. : knopevero /zeya-

avvo/xevov, which element is here given by ffkuda. — xapin] gracious favor, as

at ver. 40. But here, where one twelve years old is spoken of, who now
the longer He lives comes more into intercourse with others, Luke adds ko.I

avdpuTroig.
2 Observe, moreover, that the advancing in God's gracious favor

assumes the sinless perfection of Jesus as growing, as in the way of moral

development. Comp. on Mark x. 18. But this does not exclude child-like

innocence, and does not include youthful moral perplexities. Comp. Keim,

geschichtl. Chr. p. 110 ff. It is a normal growth, from child-like innocence to

full holiness of the life. Comp. also Beyschlag, Ghristol. d. N. T. p. 47 ff.

Notes ey Amekican Editoe.

XIX. Vv. 1, 2.

Weiss ed. Mey. adds the following references: " Caspari, chronologisch.

geograph. Mnleitung in das Leben J. chr., 1869, p. 30 ff. ; Steinmeyer, Apologel.

Beitr., 1873, IV., p. 29 ff. ; Schiirer, Lehrbuch d. Neuleslamentl. Zeitgeschichle,

1874, p. 262 ff." The last-named author is quite full. Schaff (History of the

Christian Church, L, pp. 121 ff., new ed.) discusses the question, as do Plumptre

and Woolsey in Smith's Bible Dictionary (Amer. ed., IV., 3185, article "Tax-

ing"). It is necessary to warn the reader that some writers on this subject fail

to properly adjust the twofold enumeration of years from the Koman and Chris-

tian eras.

XX. Ver. 2. avrn anoypatyt] irpuTT} tyivsro k.t.2,.

Accepting the above reading and order, the E.V. renders : "This was the first

enrolment made when Quirinius was governor of Syria." The article (Rec.)

would of course make airoypcupy the subject. In English the definite article is

properly used with the predicate: " the first enrolment," while Greek usage,

especially with avrrj as subject, would omit it, however definite the predicate

might be in itself. The force of eyeveTo is not fully given by the English

"was ;" it might be brought out by this paraphrase :
" This occurred as the

first enrolment," etc.

XXI. Ver. 2. The Accuracy of Luke's Statement

Weiss ed. Mey. has not altered the notes to any great extent, except in re-

gard to the omission of ?'j. His additions consist mainly of single references to

1 In this place he prefixes oo<S>la , because as to leave no progress, but merely a sue-

he has just related so brilliant a trait of cessive revealing of His inherent wisdom, or

the mental development of Jesus. —What else only a growth in the wisdom to be at-

shifts, moreover, have been resorted to, tained through human experience (scientia

especially since the time of Athanasiusand acquisita) !

Ambrose, to fence with reservations the - Comp. 1 Sam. I.e. : njiT~Dj? DJ 31£31

progress of Jesus in wisdom in such a way D'i2?3N
-
DJ? DJ1 ; Test. XII. Pair. p. 528.
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Schiirer (Newt. Zeitgesckichie) arid to Zumpt, who holds that Quirinius was first

governor of Syria from b.c. 4-1 (a.tj. 750 to 753). This, indeed, places his term

of office after the birth of Christ, since the latter occurred some little time he-

fore the spring of 750. But if Quirinins had been governor in 750, Luke could

properly associate the census with him : 1. As probably completed under him.

2. As giving an easy distinction from the second census under the same gov-

ernor. It must be granted that this view of Zumpt is not positively established,

thoirgh a passage in Tacitus is urged as supporting it (Annal. 3. 48). But on

the other hand the probability of Luke's confusing the matter is very slight.

He is an accurate historian ; he shows a knowledge of the political relations of

Judaea ; he refers to the well-known census under Quirinius in Acts v. 37.

Meyer admits enough in the latter part of his "remark" to qualify his strong

assertion of Luke's incorrectness.

It is certain that 7/je/uovtvEcv can be used in a wide sense ; and it is possible to

interpret it here as referring to some official position in Syria with special charge

of this enrolment. We can admit such a usage on the part of Luke far more

readily than to believe him, after his own careful research, confused " by a mix-

ing up of times and matters" through gradually obscuring tradition.

Enough has been gained by the admission of the presence of Quirinius in the

East at the time of the birth of Christ to warn all candid investigators against

too hasty a denial of Luke's historical accuracy in this verse. The evidence in

regard to the whole matter is not abundant enough, as yet, to prove a negative.

Of the two solutions indicated above, that of Zumpt still seems to be the more

satisfactory, even admitting, as we must, that the earlier governorship of

Quirinius could not have begun until shortly after the death of Herod, and

hence after the birth of Christ.

XXIT. Ver. 5. vq lfLvr,OTEvy.bn) <

"Weiss ed. Mey. rightly objects to the comment of Meyer on this phrase.

The marriage was not yet completed, only in the sense indicated in Matt. i. 25.

"But could Luke have really supposed that she, contrary to all custom, made

the journey with her betrothed?" He suggests B view similar to that of Bis-

ping. The interpretation "who was pregnant" is also rejected by "Weiss,

who cancels the " remark" of Meyer against the Davidic origin of Mary.

XXIII. Ver. 7. ev ry KarcM/iaTi.

Weiss ed. Mey. also holds that this refers to " the house of a friendly host."

urging that so small a place as Bethlehem would scarcely have a caravanserai.

XXIV. Ver. 0. The Time of the Nativity.

For a clear statement on this subject, with an argument against the position

of Robinson, accepted by Meyer, see Andrews. Lift qfour Lord, pp. 16 22.

XXV. Ver. 14. 66l-a kv /VvVrro/r, k.tA

The genitive musl be accepted, if textual criticism has any validity. Meyer's

of the passage is, in the main, accepted by these who reject the received

reading; comp. R. V. text, it is probable, however, that more emphasis should
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be laid upon the thought of God's good pleasure as the ground of peace. The
angels would not be perplexed with the dogmatic difficulty of reconciling this

with the free agency of the " men of His good pleasure." The popular view of

the passage is even farther from the angelic utterance than the incorrect read-

ing and worse rendering of the A. V.

XXVI. Vv. 8-20. The Angelic Appearance to the Shepherds.

It is difficult to understand how Meyer could have written both parts of his

"remark" on this topic. Weiss ed. Mey. either cancels or alters all but the

first sentence of the entire passage. He denies that the story of Luke is in-

consistent with "the subsequent want of knowledge," etc., and asserts that

nothing is said here of the divine glory of Jesus, which, as contrasted with His
lowliness, Meyer holds to be "the great truth." In other words, he denies the

•validity of Meyer's objection to the historical character of this part of the nar-

rative.

This is not the place to discuss the question fully ; but when a history is said

to find its truth "in the sphere of the idea, not in that of historical reality,"

although narrated by the historian as a real event, then the only possible mean-
ing is, that the historian is either mistaken or tells a wilful untruth. Meyer
seems to have in mind the former explanation, but he is more likely to be
mistaken than Luke. Meyer's proper repugnance to "mystical references" (see

p. 270) ought to have guarded him against an explanation " in the sphere of the

idea ;" while his exegetical ability might have revealed to him the real signifi-

cance of his own language. No praises of "the living and creative poetry of

faith" can hide his implication that some one fabricated this story. If the

supernatural is admitted at all, then the story of the angelic Announcement
seems more credible than the theory of its origin suggested by Meyer. " Crea-

tive poetry" would have given us a complicated anthem, and "faith," in

Luke's day at least, cannot be proven to have been false to truth, even under

poetic impulse.

XXVIT. Ver. 27. rove yovelg.

Meyer's remark on this word presses into service an etymological notion which
had disappeared from the common word. His inference is properly rejected by
Weiss ed. Mey.

XXVIII. Ver. 34. elg tttgxtiv nal avaaraaiv k.t.1.

The reference to two classes is preferred in A. K. V., "the falling and the

rising up of many." The A. V. seems to refer to one class, and the K. V.

(Eng. com.) is ambiguous.

XXIX. Ver. 39. Nataper.

In regard to the difficulty of reconciling Luke's account with that of Mat-
thew, Weiss ed. Mey. here remarks that such a reconciliation is unnecessary,
*' since the difference is the natural result of the fact that these traditions cir-

culated separately, and none of our Evangelists had an exact and uninterrupted

knowledge of the history of the birth and youth of Jesus." The difficulty seems
incompatible with the view that Luke had any knowledge of the Gospel of

Matthew, and hence the independence of the witnesses makes for the truthful-

ness of each. The only important question is, Do we know enough of the facts

19
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(about which it is declared the Evangelists had not " exact and uninterrupted

knowledge") to justify us in asserting a positive contradiction? We think not

;

and, in the absence of complete knowledge, a theory that reconciles the accounts

of two such witnesses is presumably more correct than a theory that does not.

Moreover, we do not know how much either Evangelist knew beyond what he

has recorded.

XXX. Ver. 42. avaj3aivovTuv.

The present participle must be accepted as the correct reading (see critical

note), although Meyer deems the aorist "necessary." Even Godet, who usu-

ally clings to the Ilecepta, favors the present participle, as indicating customary

action. Weiss ed. Mey. more correctly accounts for the present, as showing

that during this going up to Jerusalem there occurred what is afterwards nar-

rated. The present participle has the force of the imperfect indicative in its

various forms ; comp. ver. 45, where it answers to the conative imperfect.

XXXI. Ver. 49. ovk tjSelte k.t.1.

Weiss ed. Mey. properly finds in ovk ?/6elte a reason for doubting Meyer's sug-

gestion in regard to " an epoch, in the course of development, of that conscious-

ness of Sonshij)." The language of the answer presupposes that they ought to

know where to find Him, and this implies some knowledge of His peculiar posi-

tion. The quietude of the answer shows that Jesus Himself had before known
of His relation to the Father. This view does not involve the extreme explana-

tion given by Theophylact.

XXXH. Ver. 50.

It is "altogether incomprehensible" how Luke could attempt to write his-

tory, and succeed in getting a permanent place in literature, without knowing

how to make a story more consistent with itself than this one is, if Meyer's ob-

jection is valid. That Joseph and Mary should fail to understand, ought not to

be surprising to an acute observer of human nature. Weiss ed. Mey. finds the

cause of this failure to understand in the apparent opposition to filial duty in

which the consciousness of divine Sonship now manifested itself, which would

be all the more remarkable in view of the constant subjection of the child

hitherto and afterward. The revelations had been respecting the future call-

ing of the child, and intimated nothing of this kind. Godet (Luke, p. 93) finds

here another indication that Mary herself is the original source of the narra-

tive :
" It was only by the light Mary received afterward from the ministry of

her Soil that she could say what is here expressed : that she did not under-

stand this saying at the time."
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CHAPTER III.

Ver. 2. Instead of IkI apxtspeur, Elz. has ex' apxtepeuv, in opposition to de-

cisive evidence. — Ver. 4. 7.eyovToc~\ is wanting in B D L A N, min. Coj)t. Arm.

Vulg. It. Or. Eus. Condemned by Griesb., deleted by Einck, Lachm. Tisch. ;

taken from Matt. iii. 3. — Ver. 5. evflelav] B D a, min. Vulg. It. Or. Ir. have

e'vOeiac. So Lachm. and Tisch. [Treg., W. and Hort, E. V.]. A mechanical

repetition from ver. 4. The verse bears no trace of its having been altered to

agree with the LXX. — Ver. 10. xoiqcofiev] xoujcufxev, which Griesb. has recom-

mended, and Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. have adopted, is here and at vv. 12, 14 de-

cisively attested.— [Ver. 11. Tisch., recent editors, E. V., accept eleyev (instead

of leyei), following OCL and versions.] — Ver. 14. The arrangement ri

Koiqaufiev ml faeig is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be adopted, following B C* L
N, min. Syr. Ar. Vulg. Ed. Ver. Brix. Colb. ; ml i)[ielq was omitted, because mi

follows again,—an omission which, moreover, the analogy of w. 10, 12 readily

suggested,—and was afterwards restored in the wrong pi ace (before ri xoiyo.).—
Tcpbc avrovc] Lachm. has avrolq, following BC*DL 3, min. Vulg. It. [So recent

editors, but not Tisch.] The Becrpta is a repetition from ver. 13. [Tisch. has

firjdha a second time, following X ; but recent editors retain fir/de (Bee), which

is well attested.]— Ver. 17. ml diamdapie'i] Tisch. has diamdapat., as also after-

wards k. owayayeiv, on too weak attestation. [Eecent editors, E. V., agree with

Tisch., following X* B.] — Ver. 19. After yvvautdc, Elz. has $uI-ttov, in opposi-

tion to decisive evidence. — Ver. 22. teyovoav] is wanting in B D L X, Copt.

Vulg. codd. of It. Ambr. Condemned by Griesb. and Einck, deleted by Lachm.

Tisch. Taken from Matt. iii. 17. Comp. on ver. 4. — ah el . . . r/vdonr/cta] D,

Cant. Ver. Verc. Colb. Corb.* Ed. Clem. Method. Hilar, ap., also codd. in Au-

gustine, have vlor fiov el ov, eyu aijfiepnv yeyevvrjud as. An old (Justin, c. Tryph.

88) Ebionitic (Epiphan. Haer. xxx. 13) addition, which, echoing the expression

in Acts xiii. 33, found its way into the narrative, especially in the case of Luke.

— Ver. 23. Many various readings, which, however, are not so well attested as

to warrant a departure from the Eeceived text (Lachm. and Tisch. have adopt-

ed £>v vlog, wf evofil^ero, and Tisch. has apxofi. after 'lijaovg). [The order of

Tisch. is attested by X B L, Origen, and minor witnesses ;
accepted by recent

editors, E. V. See exegetical notes.] —Ver. 23 ff. Many variations in the writ-

ing of the proper names. — Ver. 33. tov 'Apd/z] Tisch. has tov 'AS/ielv tov 'Apvei,

following BLXrK, Copt. Syrr. So also Ewald. Eightly ; the Becepta is a

correction in accordance with Matt. i. 4 ; 1 Chron. ii. 9.

Vv. 1, 2. As, on the ono hand, Matt. iii. 1 introduces the appearance of

the Baptist without any definite note of time, only with h 6e rale j/fiepatc huei-

vaig ; so, on the other, Luke ("the first writer who frames the Gospel his-

tory into the great history of the world by giving precise dates," Ewald), in

fulfilment of his intention, i. 3, gives for that highly important starting-

point of the proclamation of the Gospel ("hie quasi scena N. T. panditur,
1 '
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"here, as it were, the scene of the New Testament opens,"' Bcngel) a date

specified by a sixfold reference to the history of the period, so as to indicate

the emperor at Rome and the governors of Palestine, as well as the high

priest of the time ; namely— (1) in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius

Caesar. Augustus, who was succeeded by his step-son Tiberius, died on

the 19th August 7G7, or the fourteenth year of the era of Dionysius. See

Suetonius, Octav. 100. Accordingly, it might appear doubtful whether Luke

reckons the year 7G7 or the year 768 as the first ; similarly, as Tiberius be-

came co-regent at the end of 7G4, or in January 7G5, ' whether Luke begins

to reckon from the commencement of the «>-regency (Usshcr, Voss, Pagius,

Clericus, Sepp, Lichtenstein, Teschendorf, and others), or of the so?e-govern-

ment. Since, however, no indication is added which would lead us away

from the mode of reckoning the years of the emperors usual among the Ro-

mans, and followed even by Josephus, 2 we must abide by the view that the

fifteenth year in the passage before us is the yearfrom the 10th August 781 to

the same date 782. 3 [See Note XXXIII.
, p. 302.] — (2) When Pontius Pilate

(see on Matt, xxvii. 2) was procurator of Judaea. He held office from the

end of 778, or beginning of 779, until 789, in which year he was recalled

after an administration of ten years ; Joseph. Antt. xviii. 4. 2. — (3) When

Herod was tetrarch of Galilee. Herod Antipas (see on Matt. ii. 22, xiv. 1);

this crafty, unprincipled man of the world became tetrarch after the death

of his father Herod the Great in 750, and remained so until his deposition

in 792. — (4) Wlien Philip lti« brother was tetrarch of Ituraea and Trachonitis.

This paternal prince (see Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 45 f.) became prince in 750,

and his reign lasted till his death in 7S0 or 787, Joseph. Antt. xviii. 4. 6.

His government extended also over Batanaea and Auranitis, Joseph. Antt.

xvii. 11. 4, as that of Herod Antipasalso took in Peraea. For information

as to Ituraea, the north-eastern province of Palestine (Miinter, de rebus Itu-

raeor. 1824), and as to the neighboring Trachonitis between the Antilibanus

and the Arabian mountain ranges, see Winer, Bealwort. — (5) When Lysa-

nias ir,is tetrarch of Abilene.* The Lysanias, son of Ptolemaeus, known from

Josephus, Antt. xv. 4. 1 ; Dio Cass. 49, 32, as having been murdered by

Antony at the instigation of Cleopatra in 7 1 S, cannot here be meant, unless

Luke has perpetrated a gross chronological blunder
;
which latter ease, in-

deed, Strauss, Gfrorer, B. Bauer, Bilgenfeld take for granted ; while Vale-

sius, on Eus. IT. E. i. 10 ; Michaelis, Paulus,* Schneckenburger in the Stud.

1 Tacit. Ann. i. 8; Sueton. Tib. 80 f.; Yri- 1 Bee especially, Hug, Gutacht. I. p. H9
leius Paterculus, ii. 121. ff.; Ebrard, p. 180 ff.; Wleseler, p. 174 ff.;

2 Also Anil, xviii. r>. 10, where axi»v auTo? Sohweizer in the Theol Jothrb. 1847, p. l ff.

tV apxvv does not refer baoktoan earlier (who treats the chronology of Luke very

co-regency of Tiberius, so that a.Mt would unfairly) ; Wleseler in Berzog's Enajkl. \.

be equivalent boii.6vot\ bui this avrot indl p. 64 ff.; Lichtenstein, p. 181 ff.; Bleek in

catea simply a contrasl between blm and fog.

<'ain<, who had been nominated liis buo- In his Commentary. But In his Buffet.

oessor. TTandb. he acquiesces In the texl as it stands,

See also Anger, z'/r Chronologit d Leh- and forces upon It, contrary to thel

Chrieti, I., Leipzig 1848; [deler, the meaning: when Philip the tetrarch qf

Chronol, I. p. 418. Authentication from Ituraea <"<</ TrachonitU was <//•-" t

coins; sauley, Alhm.frani U . 1866, p 680f. over AbUent of Lysanias, Tims, iudced, the
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u. Krit. 1833, p. 10G4, would mend matters uncritically enough by omitting

TerpapxovvTOQ (Avhich is never omitted in Luke, see Teschendorf) ; and the re-

maining expression : koi ttjq Avcravlov 'X^ikr/v^g some have attempted to con-

strue, others to guess at the meaning. After the murder of that older Lysa-

nias who is mentioned as ruler of (dvvaa-ebuv) Chalcis, between Lebanon and

Antilibanus (Joseph. Antt. xiv. 7. 4), Antony presented a great part of his

possessions to Cleopatra (see Wieseler, p. 179), and she leased them to Her-

od. Soon afterwards Zenodorus received the lease of the olnog tov Avaaviov

(Joseph. Antt. xv. 10. 1 ; Bell. Jud. i. 20. 4) ; but Augustus in 724 compelled

him to give up a portion of his lands to Herod (Joseph, as above), who after

the death of Zenodorus in 734 obtained the rest also, Antt. xv. 10. 3. After

Herod's death a part of the olnov tov Zqvodupov passed over to Philip (Antt.

xvii. 11. 4 ; Bell. Jud. ii. 6. 3). It is consequently not to be proved that no

portion of the territory of that older Lysanias remained in his family. This

is rather to be assumed, 1

if it is supposed that Abilene also belonged to the

principality of that elder Lysanias. But this supposition is itself deficient

in proof, since Josephus designates the territory of the elder Lysanias as

Chalcis (see above), and expressly distinguishes the kingdom of a later Ly-

sanias, which Caligula (Antt. xviii. 6. 10) and Claudius bestowed on Agrip-

pa i. (Antt. xix. 5. 1, xx. 7. 1 ; Bell. ii. 11. 5, ii. 12. 8) from the region of Chal-

cis (Bell. ii. 12. 8). But since Abila is first mentioned as belonging to the

tetrarchy of this later Lysanias (Antt. xix. 5. 1), and since the kingdom of

the elder Lysanias is nowhere designated a tetrarchy, although probably the

territory of that younger one is so named, 2 it must be assumed that Josephus,

when he mentions 'Ajiilav ri/v Avaaviov (Antt. xix. 5. 1), and speaks of a

tetrarchy of Lysanias (Antt. xx. 7. 1; comp. Bell. ii. 11. 5, ii. 12. 18), still

designates the region in question after that older Lysanias ; but that before

790, when Caligula became emperor, a tetrarchy of a later Lysanias existed

to which Alula 3 belonged, doubtless as his residence, whereas it is quite

another question whether this latter Lysanias was a descendant or a relation

of that elder one (see Krebs, Obss. p. 112). Thus the statement of Luke, by

comparison with Josephus, instead of being shown to be erroneous, is con-

firmed.*— (6) When Annas was high priest, and Caiaphas. Comp. Acts iv. C.

The reigning high priest at that time was Joseph, named Caiaphas (see on

former old Lysanias would also here be Erdk. XV. p. 1060. To be distinguished

meant. from Abila in Decapolis, and other places of
1 Casaubon, Krebs, Siiskind the elder, this name (Joseph, v. 1. 1 ; Bell. ii. 13. 2,

Kuinoel, Siiskind the younger in the Stud. iv. 7. 51.

u. Krit. 1836, p. 431 ff.; Winer, and others. 4 It is, however, altogether precarious
2 Of whom, therefore, we have to think with Lichtenstein, following Hofmann, to

even in respect of the Greek inscription gather from the passage before us a proof

which Pococke (Morgeril. II. § 177) found that Luke did not write till after the de-

at Nebi Abel (the ancient Abila), and in struction of Jerusalem, because, namely,

which Lysanias is mentioned as tetrarch. after that crumbling to pieces of the Hero-

Comp. Bockh, Inscr. 4521, 4523. dian territories, no further interest would
3 It was situated in the region of the Leb- be felt in discovering to whom Abilene

anon, eighteen miles north from Damascus, belonged at the time of Tiberius. But why
and thirty eight miles south from Heliopo- not? Not even a chronological interest?

lis. Ptolem. v. 18 ; Anton. Iliner. ; Ritter,
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Matt. xxvi. 3), who had been appointed by Valerius Gratus, the predecessor

of Pontius Pilate, Joseph. Antt. xviii. 2, 2. His father-in-law Annas held

the office of high priest some years before, until Valerius Gratus became pro-

curator, when the office was taken away from him by the new governor, and

conferred first on Ismail, then on Eleaear (a son of Annas), then on Simon,

and after that on Caiaphas. See Josephus, I.e. This last continued in office

from about 770 till 788 or 789. But Annas retained withal very weighty in-

fluence (John xviii. 12 ff.), so that not only did he, as did every one who had
been apxiepe've, continue tobe called by the name, but, moreover, he also par-

tially discharged the functions of high priest. In this way we explain the

certainly inaccurate expression of Luke (in which Lange, L. J. II. 1, p. 105,

finds a touch of irony, an element surely quite foreign to the simply chrono-

logical context), informing the reader who may not be acquainted with the

actual state of the case, that Annas was primarily and properly high priest,

and next to him Caiaphas also. But according to Acts iv. 6, Luke himself

must have had this view, so that it must be conceded as a result that this

expression is erroneous,—an error which, as it sprang from the predominat-

ing influence of Annas, was the more easily possible in proportion to the

distance at which Luke stood from that time in which the high priests had

changed so frequently ; while Annas (whose son-in-law and five sons besides

filled the office, Joseph. Antt. xx. 9. 1) wTas accustomed to keep his hand on

the helm. To agree with the actual historical relation, Luke would have

been obliged to write : i-l apxiepkag Ka'iaipa nal "Avva. [See Note XXXIV.,
]). 302 seq.J Arbitrary shifts have been resorted to, such as : that at that

period the two might have exchanged annually in the administration of the

office ; ' that Annas was vicar (pD, Lightfoot, p. 744 f.) of the high priest (so

Scaliger, Casaubon, Grotius, Lightfoot, Reland, Wolf, Kuinoel, and others,

comp. de Wette), which, however, is shown to be erroneous by his name be-

ing placed first ; that he is here represented as princeps Synedrii (K'!M,

Lightfoot, ]>. 746).- But as apxupeiiQ nowhere of itself means president of

the Sanhedrim, but in every case nothing else than chief priest, it can in this

place especially be taken only in this signification, since mi KaL&^>a stands

alongside. If Luke had intended to say :
" under the president Annas and

the high priest Caiaphas," he could not have comprehended these distinct

offices, as they were at that time actually distinguished (which Selden has

abundantly proved), under the one term apxispiug. [See Note XXXIV.,

p. 302 seq.] Eveninxxii. 54, apxtep. is to be understood of Annas. —

.

],,,:, i, Qeov k.t.?.] Comp. Jer. i. 2 ; Isa. xxxviii. 4 f. From this, as from the

following nal J/Mev k.t.'/.. ver. 3, it is plainly manifest that Luke by bis chro-

aologica] statements at vv. I, 2 intends to fix the date of nothing else than

the calling andfirst appearance of John, nol the year of the death of Jesus,
1 but

-! 1 jo not of a second appearance of the Baptist and his imprisonment i
w

1 Beza, Chemnitz, Selden, Calovius, Bag, Sanolemente and many of the Fathers,

Friedlieb, Archdol. d. Leidensgesch. p. 78 it. who, following Lake iv. 10, comp. Isa. 1x1.

- So Selden, Saubert, Bammond, and re- l ff., erroneously asoribe to Jeans only one

cent!) WIeseler, Chromol. Synapse, p, 186 ff., year of Bis official ministry.

and it. Berzog's En .v." L p. 864.
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ler
1

), or of his beheading (Schegg). The mention of the imprisonment, vv.

19, 20, is rather to be regarded only as a digression, as the continuance of

the history proves (ver. 21). The first appearance of John, however, was

important enough to have its chronology fixed, since it was regarded as the

apxv tov Evayyeliov (Mark i. 1). It was the epoch of the commencement of

the work of Jesus Himself (comp. Acts i. 22, x. 37, xiii. 24), and hence

Luke, having arrived at this threshold of the Gospel history, ver. 22, when
Jesus is baptized by John, makes at this point a preliminary pause, and

closes the first section of the first division of his book with the genealogical

register, ver. 23 ff., in order to relate next the Messianic ministry of Jesus

ch. iv. ff.

Ver. 3. See on Matt. iii. 1 f. ; Mark i. 4. — neplxupov tov 'lopS.] Matthew

and Mark have h rfj kpyfiy. There is no discrepancy ; for the apparent dis-

crepancy vanishes with fj?Se in Luke, compared with the narrative of the

baptism in Matthew and Mark. [See Note XXXV., p. 303.]

Vv. 4-6. See on Matt. iii. 3. Luke continues the quotation of Isa. xl. 3

down to the end of ver. 5, following the LXX. freely. The appeal to this

prophetic oracle w&sone of the commonplaces of the evangelic tradition in re-

spect of the history of John, and betokens therefore, even in Luke, no spe-

cial source [see Note XXXV., p. 303] ; he only gives it—unless a Paulinepur-

pose is to be attributed to his words (Holtzmann)

—

more fully than Matthew,

Mark, and John (i. 23). — In uc yeypcnvrai the same thing is implied that

Matthew expresses by ovtoc yap eotlv 6 pr/deic. —• (papaya] Ravine.* This and

the following particulars were types of the moral obstacles which were to be

removed by the repentance demanded by John for the restoration of the

people well prepared for the reception of the Messiah (i. 17). There is

much arbitrary trifling on the part of the Fathers and others in interpreting 3

the particulars of this passage. — The futures are not imperative in force,

but declare what will happen in consequence of the command, EToi/udcaTE

k.t.1. Kal oijierac k.t.1. ought to have guarded against- the taking the ex-

pressions imperatively. 4 — Etg evdelav] scil. 666v. See Lobeck, Paralip. p. 363
;

Winer, p. 521 [E. T. 590 f.]. — at rpaxEiai] scil. 66oi, from what follows, the

rough, uneven ways. •— 'Asiac] smooth. Comp. Xen. Mem. iii. 10. 1 : to. Tpa%sa

Kal to, Asia. — to ouTr/p. t. Ore*] See on ii. 30. It is an addition of the LXX.
The salvation of God is the Messianic salvation which will appear in and

with the advent of the Messiah before all eyes (bipETai wdaa cdp£). As to -rraoa

cdp$, all flesh, designating men according to their need of deliverance, and

pointing to the universal destination of God's salvation, see on Acts ii. 16.

1 See in opposition to Wieseler, Ebrard, who, on what is spoken figuratively, ex-

p. 187 ; Liechtenstein, p. 137 ff. amine piecemeal the various parts . . .

2 Thuc. ii. 67. 4 ; Dem. 793. 6 ; Polyb. vii. when it is enough to know the agreement

15. 8 ; Judith ii. 8. in the matter as a whole."
3 Well says Grotius :

" Nimirum est anxia 4 On the use of the Cyrenaic (Ilerod.

eorum 7repi6pyi'a, qui in dictisaAAr)yopou/u.ei'oij iv. 199) word fiow6<;, hill, in Greek, see

singulas partes minutatim excutiunt . . . Schweigh iiuser, Lex. Herod. I. p. 125 f.

;

cum satis sit in re tota comparationem in- Sturz, Dial, Al. p. 154 ; Lobeck. ad Phryn.

telligi," " Doubtless there is an anxious p. 356.

overexactness (n-epiepyca) in the case of those
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Vv. 7-0. Poo on Matt. iii. 7-10. — f».Y?.o/r] Kuinoel erroneously says :

" Pharisaei ot Badducaei." See rather on Matt. iii. 7.
] — ii<-up.] the present.

The people arc represented as still on their way.— ovv] since otherwise you

cannot escape the wrath to come. — ml ny ap^ijade n.r.?..] and begin not to

think, do not allow j-ourselves to fancy ! do not dispose yourselves to the

thought !
" Oranem excusationis etiam conatum praecidit," "lie cuts off

the very attempt at excuse," Bengel. Bornemann explains as though the

words were Kai fir) TvnXiv (he likens it to the German expression, " das alte

Lied anfangen")
;
and Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 540, as if it meant ml finSi,

ne quidem, Comp. also Bengel.

Vv. 10, 11. Special instructions on duty as far as ver. 14 peculiar to Luke,

and taken from an unknown source. — ovv] in pursuance of what was said

vv. 7-9.— TToirjaufiev] (see the critical remarks) is deliberative. On the ques-

tion itself, comp. Acts ii. 37, xvi. 30. — fieraddru] namely, a x i~uv. — 6 ix^v

PpwuaTo] not : "qui cibis abundat," "who has abundance of food," Kui-

noel, following older commentators. The demand of the stern preacher of

repentance is greater ; it is that of self-denying love, as it is perfected from

the mouth of Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount.

Vv. 12, 13. Te/6)?w] Sec on Matt. v. 46. — irapa to diaTsray/i. iu'iv] over and

above what is prescribed to you (to demand in payment). See "Winer, p. 215

[E. T. 240]. Tho unrighteousness and the exactions of those who fanned

the taxes are well known. See Paulus, Exeget. Handb. I. p. 853 f."

Ver. 14. Z-rparevopevoi] those who were engaged in military service, an idea

less extensive than crrpaTiarai. See the passages in Wetstein. Historically,

it is not to be more precisely defined. See references in regard to Jewish

military service in Grotius. According to Michaelis, there were Thracians,

Germans, and Galatians in the service of Herod in his war against Aretas :

but this war was later, and certainly Jewish soldiers are meant. According

to Ewald : soldiers who were chiefly engaged in police inspection, e.g. in

connection with the customs. — ml ?'/peic] we also. They expeel an injunc-

tion similar (icai) to that which the publicans received. — diaoeleiv] to do vio-

lence to, is used by later writers of exactions by threats and other kinds of

annoyance (to lay under contribution), as concutere. Comp. 3 Mace. vii.

21 ;
see Wetstein, and Schneider, ad Xen. Mod. ii. !». 1. —

o

. in its

primitive meaning, although no longer occurring in this sense, is to be aJig-

shower. [On < yV , see critical note.] According to the usual view (yet see

in general, kst,ad Plat. Rep. p. 302 ; Westermann, ad Pint. Sol. 24), it was

applied to one who denounced for punishment those who transgressed the

prohibition of the exporl of figs from Attica. According to the actual

. it means to denounce falsely, to traduce, and, as in this place, to be

guilty <;/' chicane. It is often thus used also iu the Greek writers. 3

i The generalization proves nothing <>n evangelistic Boorcea of which we know
behalf ot Luke's having been ignorant of nothing.

onr Matthew (Weiss). Prom such Individ- *On wp&votiv, to payment, to

nil in tances an ea j argument is drawn, exact, see Blomfield, Oloss, </</ Aesch. Pers.

but with great uncertainty, especially as :•-•.'; KrOger, < ii. vii. 6. 17.

Lake knew and made use of a mvlHtuds of 'See Rettig in the Stud. u. Krit. 1838,
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Yer. 15. Statement of the circumstances which elicited the following

confession ; although not found in Matthew and Mark, it has not been

arbitrarily constructed by Luke (Weisse) in order to return again to the con-

nection, ver. 9 (Hilgenfeld, Holtzmann), but was probably derived from the

same source as ver. 10 ff., and at all events it is in keeping with the impres-

sion made by the appearance of John, and his preaching of baptism and re-

pentance. Comp. John i. 25, where the more immediate occasion is nar-

rated. — i:poadoncjvTog] while the people were in expectation. The people were

eagerly listening—for what ? This is shown in what follows, namely, for an

explanation by John about himself. Comp. Acts xxvii. 33. — /uyirore]

whether not perchance. Comp. on Gal. ii. 2. — abrocj ipse, not a third, whose

forerunner then he would only be.

Ver. 10. See on Matt. ii. 11 ; Mark i. 7 f .

—

aireKpiv.] "interrogare

cupientibus," "to those desiring to ask," Bengel. — epxerai] placed first for

emphasis. — ov . . . abrov] Comp. Mark i. 7, vii. 25 ; Winer, p. 134 [E. T.

148 f.]. — avroc] he and no other.

Ver. 17. See on Matt. iii. 12.

Vv. 18-20. See on Matt. xiv. 3 ff. ; Mark vi. 17 ff. On (j.h> oi>v, quidem

igitur, so that ftev, "rem praesentem confirmet," " confirms the matter in

hand," and ovv, " conclusionem ex rebus ita comparatis conficiat," " deduces

a conclusion from matters thus placed together, " see Klotz, ad Devar.

p. 602 f .
— nal erepa] and other matters besides, different in Jcind from those al-

ready adduced. 1 — ev7jyye?ii^eTo t. Xaov] he supplied the people with the glad

announcement of the coming Messiah. 2— 6 6s 'Hpw(% k. t.?,.] an historical

digression in which several details are brought together in brief compass

for the purpose of at once completing the delineation of John in its chief

features. To that description also belonged the contrast between his work

(evvyyeTiiC,. r. Ia6v) and his destiny. The brief intimation of vv. 19, 20 was

sufficient for this. — s?ieyxo/.ievog k.t./I.] See Matt. xiv. 3 f. — nal Trspl ivavruv

k.t.Ti.] peculiar to Luke, but, as we gather from Mark vi. 20, essentially

historical. The irovnpuv, attracted with it, stands thus according to classical

usage. 8— e-l Ttaoi] to all his wicked deeds. — nal mTSKleiae] simplicity in

the style is maintained at the expense of the syntax (Kixhner, § 720). — h ry

fyvXaKi)] in the prison, whither he had brought him. 4

Vv. 21, 22. See on Matt. iii. 13-17 ; Mark i. 9-11. —hyhsro 6s k.t.Ti.]

resumes the thread dropped at ver. 18 in order to add another epitomized

narrative, namely, that of the baptism of Jesus. — kv ru (iair-iadfjvai k.t.2.~\

Whilst 5 the assembled people (an hyperbolical expression) were being bap-

tized, it came to pass when Jesus also {nal) was baptized and was praying,

p. 775 ff.; Becker, Char. I. p. 289 ff. Jloi-qpbv, 3 See Matthiae, § 473, quoted by Dissen,

novripbv 6 avKo^dvT^ act Kal fUdcrKavov, Dem. ad Bern, de Cor. p. 177, 349.

307. 23 ; Herbst, ad Xen. Symp. iv. 30, p. 79 f. 4 Comp. Acts xxvi. 10 ; Herodian, v. 8. 12,

1 As to <ai with noWa, see Blomfield, ad and elsewhere ; Xen. Cyrop. vi. 4. 10.

Aesch. Pers. 210 ; Kiilmer, ad Xen. Mem. i.
6 Bleek is in error (following do Wette)

2. 24 ; and as to eVepa, see on Gal. i. 7. when he translates : when . . . He was bap-

2 On the construction, comp. Acts viii. tized. See ii. 27, viii. 40, ix. 30, xi. 37, xiv. 1,

25, 40, xiv. 21, xvi. 10 ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. xix. 15, xxiv. 30 ; in general, Buttmann,

p. 268. Nent. Or. p. 226 f. [E. T. 264].
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the heaven was opened, etc. The entire people was therefore present (in

opposition to Kuinoel, Krabbc, and others). [See Note XXXVI., p. 303.]

The characteristic detail, ndi wpoaevx-, is peculiar to Luke.— oupa-inu eidet uoti

|

so that He appeared as a bodily dove. See, moreover, on .Matthew.

Ver. 23. Avt6c] as .Matt. iii. 4 : lie Himself, to whom this divine oq/ieiov,

ver. 22, pointed. [On the order of the words, see critical note. ] — Jjv uael

kruv TpiaKovra apx6^eyog\ He was about thirty years of age (comp. ii. 42
;

Mark v. 42), when lie made the beginning,* viz. of His Messianic office. This

limitation of the meaning of apxofievoq results from ver. 22, in which Jesus

is publicly and solemnly announced by God as the Messiah. 2 With the re-

ception of his baptismal consecration, Jesus entered on the commencement
of His destined ministry. Comp. Mark i. 1

;
Acts i. 21 f., x. 37. [See Note

XXXVIL, p. 303.] The interpretation given by others :
" Incipiebat autcm

Jesus annorum esse fere triginta," "but Jesus was beginning to be about

thirty years of age," C'astalio (so Luther, Erasmus, Beza [A.V.], Vatablus,

and many more), could only be justified cither by the original running :

i/ft^aro elvai ucri erav Tpianovra, or rjv uael trove rpiaicooTov apx^uevoc. It is true

that Grotius endeavors to fortify himself in this interpretation by including

in the clause the following uv, so that apxppai uv huv rpiuKovra might mean

:

inciinojam esse tricenqrius. But even if
fy> . . . uv be conjoined in Greek

usage (see Bornemann, adXen.Cyr. ii. 3. 13, p. 207, Leipzig), how clumsy

would be the expression yv apxdfievog uv, incipiebat esse! " was beginning to

be," and, according to the arrangement of the words, quite intolerable.

Even :;in«mw has been conjectured (Casaubon). — uv] belongs to vlbc 'lucf/cp,

and (jc evopi^eTo, as he WOS considered {uc £66kei to'ic 'lovdaloa uc yap ij aXij&eia

eixw, ova //v viur avrov, "as it seemed to the Jews ; for the truth lay, He was
m>t bis son," Euthymius Zigabenus), is a parenthesis. Paulus, who con-

nects uv with hpxbp.., explains : according to custom (Jesus did not begin His

ministry sooner). Comp. on Acts xvi. 13. It is true the connecting of the

two participles apx6pevor uv would not in itself be ungrammatical (see

Pflugk, ad Bee. 358); but this way of looking at the matter is altogether

wrong, because, in respect of the appearance of the Messiah, there could be

no quesl ion of a custom at all, and the fixing of the age of the Ia vites (Num.

iv. 3, -17). which, moreover, was not a custom, but a law, has nothing to do

with the appearance of a prophet, and especially of the Messiah. 1 ' others

(quoted by Wolf, and Wolf himself, Rosenmiiller, Osiander) refer Srv to tov

i:.', : existens (cum putaretur filius Josephi) filius, i.e., nepos Eli. So also

1 So also Paulas, only that, after the In agreement with oars,

example of Calvlslus, he farther attaches a So Origen, Eathymios Zlgabenus, Jan-
ipxtfpcvof, in which case, however, it sen, Er. Scbmid, Spanheim, CaloviUS, Clerl-

would be useless, and the sabseqaeat gen ous, Wolf, Bengel, Griesbach (In Yelthu-

ealogy would be without any oonneotlng sen. Comment, l. p. 868), Kuinoel, Anger
link. Wleseler, Chronol. Synops. p. 126, {Tempor. rat. p. 19),de Wette, Baumgarten-
placlng apx6iitv<K before £><rtt (so Laohmann Crusios, Ewald, Hengstenberg, Bleek, and
in the margin and Tlschendorf), explains: others.

"and he was namely, .Icsns when lie Comp. farther. On w, ji i> D

about thirty years of age." There- 16 : oi vopt£6pfvoi niv vitU, m>i Sires ti
.

fore in the most essential point his view is ovriv, and the ] InWetsteln.
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Sehleyer in the Theol. Quariahclir. 1836, p. 540 fE. Even Wieseler (in the

Stud. u. Krit. 1845, p. 361 ff.) has condescended in like manner (comp.

Lightfoot, p. 750) to the desperate expedient of exegetically making it out

to be a genealogical tree of Mary thus: "being a son, as it was thought, of

Joseph {but, in fact, of Mary), of Eli,'1 '' etc. Wieseler supports his view by the

fact that he reads, with Lachmann and Tischendorf, wc faofi%. after vldg (B

L X), and on weaker evidence reads before 'luarjip the tov which is now
again deleted even by Tischendorf. [See Note XXXVIII., p. 303.] But as,

in respect of the received arrangement of ag kvofi., it is only the uv vlbg 'luaijtp,

and nothing more (in opposition to Bengel), that is marked out as coming

under the cog ho/ui^ero, so also is it in the arrangement of Lachmann (only

that the latter actually brings into stronger prominence the supposedfilial

relationship to Joseph) ; and if tov is read before 'Iwct^, no change even in

that case arises in the meaning. ' For it is not vl6g that would have to be

supplied in every following clause, so that Jesus should be designated as the

son of each of the persons named, even up to tov Qeov inclusively (so Light-

foot, Bengel), but vloii (after tov), as the nature of the genealogical table in

itself presents it,'2 making tov Qeov also dogmatically indubitable ; since,

according to Luke's idea of the divine sonship of Jesus, it could not occur

to him to represent this divine sonship as having been effected through Adam.

No ; if Luke had thought what Wieseler reads between the lines in ver. 23,

that, namely, Eli was Mary's father, he would have known how to express it,

and would have written something like this : uv, ug /tiev evolu&to, vlbg 'luorify,

ovTug (xxiii. 47, xxiv. 34) 6e Mapiag tov "&li k.t.1. But he desires to give the

genealogy of Jesus on the side of His foster-father Joseph : therefore he writes

simply as we read, and as the fact that he wished to express required. As
to the originally Ebionitic point of view of the genealogies in Matthew and

Luke, see on Matt. i. 17, Remark 3.

Remark.—All attempts to fix the year in which Jesus was born by means of

the passage before us are balked by the uaei of ver. 23. Yet the era of Dionysius

bases its date, although incorrectly (754 after the foundation of Rome), on

Luke iii. 1, 23. Hase, L.J. § 26, follows it, setting aside, because of its myth-

ical associations, the account of Matthew, that the first childhood of Jesus

occurred as early as the time of the reign of Herod the Great. But these legend-

ary ingredients do not justify our rejecting a date fixed by a simple reference

to the history of the time, for it is rather to be regarded as the nucleus around

which the legend gathered. As, however, Herod died in 750 (Anger, Bat. tem-

per, p. 5 f
.

; Wieseler, Chronol. Synopse, p. 50 ff.), the era of Dionysius is at any

rate at least about four years in error. If, further, it be necessary, according

to this, to place the birth of Jesus before the death of Herod, which occurred in

the beginning of April, then, even on the assumption that He was born as early

as 750 (according to Wieseler, in February of that year), it follows that at the

1 This indifferent toC came into the text after the other by toG are found in Herod,

with extreme facility, in accordance with iv. 157, vii. 204, viii. 131, and others in Wet-

the analogy of all the following clauses. stein. The Vulgate is right in simply read-
2 Instances of a quite similar kind of ing, " Alius Joseph, qui fuit Ileli, qui fuit

stringing on the links of a genealogy one Matthat," etc.
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time when the Baptist, who was His senior only by a few months, appeared—
according to iii. 1, in the year from the 19th August 781 to 782—He would be

about thirty-one years of age, which perfectly agrees with the uoei of ver. 23,

and the round number Tpu'iKovra ; in which case it must be assumed as certain

(comp. Mark i. 9) that He was baptized very soon after the appearance of John,

at which precise point His Messianic apxv commenced. If, however, as accord-

ing to Matt. ii. 7, 16 is extremely probable, the birth of Jesus must be placed

as early as perhaps a year before the date given above, 1 even the age that thus

results of about thirty-two years is sufficiently covered by the indefinite state-

ment of the passage before us ; and the year 749 as the year of Christ's birth

tallies well enough with the Baptist beginning to preach in the fifteenth year

of the reign of Tiberius. 2 [See Note XXXIX., p. 303 seq.]

Ver. 27. Tov ZopofidfieTi, tov ZaXti&iT/A,] The objection that in this place Luke,

although giving the line of David through Nathan, still introduces the same

two celebrated names, and at about the same period as does Matt. i. 12, is

not arbitrarily to be got rid of. The -identity of these persons has been <]< nied

(so, following older commentators, Paulus, Olshausen, Osiander, Wieseler,

Bleek), or a levitate marriage has been suggested as getting quit of the

difficulty (so, following older commentators, Ebrard, who says that Matthew

mentions the legal, Luke the natural father of Salathiel), or it has been

supposed (so Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erfnil. II. p. 37) that Salathiel adopted

Zerubbabel. But the less reliance can be placed on such arbitrary devices

in proportion as historical warranty as to details is wanting in both the

divergent genealogies, although they both profess to give a genealogy of

Joseph. The attempt to reconcile the two must be given up. [See Note

XL., p. 304.] It is otherwise in respect of the names Amos and JWahum, ver.

25, which cannot be identified with the well-known prophets, and in respect

of the names Levi, Simeon, Juda, Joseph, vv. 29, 30, which cannot be iden-

tified with the sons of Jacob, as (in opposition to B. Bauer) is shown by the

great difference of time.

Ver. 3G. Tov Kalv&v] In Gen. x. 24, xi. 12 ; 1 Chron. i. 24. Shalaeh (JT?tf)

is named as the son of Arphaxad. But the genealogy follows the LXX. in

Gen. (as above) ; and certainly the name of Kenan also originally stood in

Genesis, although the author of 1 Chronicles may not have read it in his

copy of Genesis. See Bertheau on 1 Chron. p. 6. [On ver. 38, sec Note

XLL, p. 304.]

i >:., i "at least two years, probably even 57, which had already occurred In the case

four or more years,'
1 Keira, D. geschlcktt. oflrenaeus. See, on the other hand, I

•,-,;,. 140. in the Jahrb.f. Deulscht Theol. 1866, p. -l ft".

'From the fad that, according to the The assumption of the latter, that thi

lists, Jesus after His baptism began abefore the era of Dlonysius was the year

His public official ministry witl I the In- of Christ's birth, rests In accordance with

tervention of any private teaching, the ancient tradition, to be Bure, yei on the

opinion of the younger Bunsen ! Tlu Bidden verylnsecure foundation of the appearance

qf Christ, etc, London 1865, n. of the star in the history of the Magi, and

p.461ff0 thai ilr- Lord, at the beginning on distrust of the chronology of Herod and

,,{ ins o r, was forty-six years of his Bons as set forth by Josephns, forwhioh

age—loses all foundation : It rests upon Rosen has not adduced sufficient reasons.

tlio misunderstanding of John ii. yo f., viii.
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Eemabk. — The genealogy in Luke, who, moreover, in accordance with his

Pauline universalis!)! carries on the genealogical line up to Adam, is appropri-

ately inserted at this point, just where the Messianic consecration of Jesus and

the commencement therewith made of His ministry are related. Hence, also,

the genealogy is given in an ascending line, as Luke did not intend, like Mat-

thew, to begin his Gospel just at the birth of Jesus, but went much further

back and started with the conception and birth of the Baptist ; so in Luke the

proper and, in so far as the historical connection was concerned, the right

place for the genealogy could not have been, as in Matthew, at the beginning of

the Gospel. Comp, KOstlin, p. 306.—In its contents the genealogy is extremely

different from that in Matthew, since from Joseph to David, Luke hasfar more

and almost throughout different links in the genealogy ; since Matthew gives the

line of Solomon, while Luke gives that of Nathan (2 Sam. v. 14 ; 1 Chron. iii.

5), although he introduces into it from the former ZalaOtfo and Zopo,t3d/3e4.

Seeking in several ways to get rid of this last-mentioned difficulty (see on ver.

27), many have assumed that Matthew gives the genealogy of Joseph, while Luke

gives thai of Mary. [See Note XXXVIIL, p. 303.] To reconcile this with the

text, tov 'H/U has been taken to mean : the son-in-law of Eli, as, following many
older commentators (Luther, also Chemnitz, Calovius, Bengel), Paulus, Ols-

hausen, Krabbe, Ebrard, Eiggenbach, Lisping, and others will have it ; but this,

according to the analogy of the rest of the links in the chain, is quite impos-

sible. The attempt has been made to connect with this the hypothesis of

Epiphanius, Grotius, Michaelis, and others, that Mary was an heiress, whose

husband must therefore have belonged to the same family, and must have had

his name inscribed in their family register (Michaelis, Olshausen) ; but this

hypothesis itself, while it is equally objectionable in being arbitrary, and in

going too far in its application, leaves the question altogether unsolved whether

the law of the heiress was still in force at that time (see on Matt. i. 17, Rem. 2),

even apart from the fact that Mary's Davidic descent is wholly without proof,

and extremely doubtful. See on i. 36, ii. 4. Another evasion, with a view to

the appropriation of the genealogy to Mary, as well as that of Wieseler, is al-

ready refuted ! at ver. 23. See also Bleek, Beitr. p. 101 f.—Hence the conclu-

sion must be maintained, that Luke also gives the genealogy of Joseph. But if this

be so, how are we to reconcile the genealogy with that given in Matthew? It

has been supposed that Joseph was adopted (Augustine, de consens. evangel, ii.

3 ; Wetstein, Schegg), or more usually, that he sprang from a levirate marriage

(Julius Africanus in Eusebius, II. E. i. 7), so that Matthew adduces his natural

father Jacob, while Luke adduces his legal father Eli (Julius Africanus, Theo-

phylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Augustine), or vice versa (Ambrosius, Grotius,

Wetstein, Schleiermacher). But what a complication this hypothesis, in itself

quite arbitrary, involves ! In this way Eli and Jacob must be taken to be mere

half-brothers, because they have different fathers and forefathers ! So 'in re-

spect of Salathiel's mother, we must once more call in the help of a levirate

marriage, and represent Neri and Jechonia as in like manner half-brothers

!

1 That Eli was the father of Mary is also therefore, Eli was Joseph'sfoster father, but

inferred by Delitzsch on Hebr. p. £90, who Mary's actual father. What groundless de-

snggests that after the premature death of vices ! And yet the passage itself is " as

his father Jacob, Joseph was adopted, simple as possible until we want to force it

namely, by this Eli as his foster son, and to say what it does not say," Hofmann,

brought up along with Mary ; that thus, Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 112.
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In addition to this, the obligation to the levirate marriage for the half-brother is

not authenticated, and the importing of the natural father into the legal gene-

alogy was illegal ; finally, we may make the general remark, that neither

Matthew nor Luke adds any observation at all in citing the name of Joseph's

father, to call attention to any other than the ordinary physical paternal rela-

tionship. No ; the reconciliation of the two genealogical registers, although

they Loth refer to Joseph, is impossible; but it is very natural and intelli-

gible that, as is usual in the case of great men, whose descent in its individual

steps is obscure, no anxiety was felt to investigate his ancestry until long after

thedeath of Jesus—until the living presence of his great manifestation and

ministry no longer threw into the shade this matter of subordinate interest.

[See Note XLIL, p. 304.] The genealogical industry of the Jewish Christians

had collected from tradition and from written documents several registers,

which, appearing independently of one another, must have given very different

results, as far Lack as David, inconsequence of the obscurity of Joseph's gene-

alogy. The first Evangelist adopted a genealogy in accordance with the David-

Solomon line ; but Luke adopted a totally different one, following the David-

Nathan line. 1 But that Luke, as a matter of fact, rejected the genealogy of

Matthew, is according to i. 3 to be regarded as a result of his later inquiries, as

in general the great and irreconcilable divergence of his preliminary history

from that of Matthew suggests the same conclusion. Only the motives of his

decision are so completely unknown to us, that to concede to his genealogy the

preference (v. Amnion, L. J. I. p. 170) remains unsafe, although the derivation

of the Davidic descent of Jesus from the Nathan (therefore not the royal) line

presupposes an investigation, in consequence of which the derivation of that

descent through Solomon, which doubtless had first presented itself, was aban-

doned in the interest of rectification (according to Kostlin, indeed, in the

EbionUh- interest, in opposition to the royal line stained with crime, and in op-

position to worldly royalty in general). —As the genealogy in Matthew is

arranged in accordance with a significant numerical relation (three times four-

teen), a similar relation is also recognizable in the genealogj D3 Luke (eleven

times seven), even although no express reference is made to it. See already

Basil. M. III. p. 3 (J9 C.

Notes by Ameiucan Editor.

XXXIII. Ver. 1. 'Ev h reKcuSeicaTi,} k.t.'X.

That the reckoning may be made from the beginning of the joint reign,

appears from the citations in Zumpt, das d'hnrtsj.iln- Ghristi, pp. 293 296, and

Wieseler, Beiirage, VI II., p. L93. So Weiss ed. My.. Godet, and many others.

This would give as the " fifteenth year" from Jan. 1, 779, to Jan. 1, 780, a period

which accords with the other chronological indications. (See Note XXXIX.,

p. 303 scq.
)

XXXIV. Ver. -. :-> ''/'!' r '

Weiss ed. My. properly objects to the view that Lake's expression is erro-

neous, and that Aels iv. 6 proves him to have though! "thai Annas was prima-

» This variation In the Davidio descent of theology. SeeDelltzsch In the Zelttchr.f.

mi-, also in the later Jewish I60f.
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rily and properly high priest." He suggests that the name of Annas as the

older person necessarily comes first. He also refers to Schiirer, ZeUgeschichte,

p. 411 ff., against Meyer's view that there was " a president of the Sanhedrim."

XXXV. Ver. 3. irepix^pov k.t.1.

Weiss (in his commentary on Matthew, p. 109) finds in the similarity of this

expression with Matt. iii. 5 a proof of its presence in " the older source," while

Mark's description is in accordance with the prophecy. But the variations, in

this first narrative statement common to the Synoptists, furnish a strong proof

of independence. "Weiss regards the citation from the prophet as also derived

from "the older source."

XXXVI. Ver. 21. aTravra tov "kaov.

Meyer's explanation is unsatisfactory. "Weiss ed. Mey. and Godet more cor-

rectly regard the verse as indicating that the baptism of Jesus took place during

the period of John's active labors in baptizing the people. Certainly iv points

to this sense, and the aorist paTTTiodqvai is used because the writer conceives of

John's labors as a whole.

XXXVII. Ver. 23. r/v 'Ir/aovg apxfyevoc uael hruv Tpidnovra.

The above order is now generally accepted (see critical note), and serves to

confirm the interpretation of Meyer (see his foot-note, p. 298). So Weiss ed. Mey.

Comp. R. V. : "And Jesus Himself, when He began to teach, was about thirty

years of age."

XXXVIII. Ver. 23. uv vloc, ug evofii^ETo, 'Iumyf

This order is well attested and now generally accepted. It favors the view

which makes what follows a genealogy of Mary. Weiss ed. Mey. throughout

opposes the theory of Meyer in regard to the genealogy. He omits the stric-

tures upon Wieseler's interpretation, and says : "It cannot be denied that,

through the critically-attested absence of the article before 'Iua//<p, this is con-

nected more closely with evofil&To and separated from the following genitives."

This, it will be seen, is emphatically true with the above order. Meyer does

not fairly face the question as it is presented by the correct text. As regards his

exegetical position Weiss says: " But the assumption that Luke would here

give the genealogy of the foster-father Joseph, which Meyer still so emphat-

ically presses, is, notwithstanding, exegetically impossible. For he is not here

described as a foster-father, but as his supposed father, and the genealogy of

such an one can have for Jesus absolutely no significance. Hence all the fol-

lowing genitives, although they certainly could be subordinated one to the

other, must be co-ordinated, so that all are alike dependent on viae, and Jesus

is described as the son of all these men in the sense in which elsewhere He is

called a son of David, a son of Abraham, etc. For it is self-evident that Jesus,

who was only reputed a son of Joseph, could be a son of Heli only through His

mother, whose ancestors were all these further-named men, that ai*e then at the

same time all His ancestors." (See further below, Note XLII.)

XXXIX. Ver. 23. The Year.

The chronological question is much simplified by reckoning "the fifteenth

year" (ver. 1) from the beginning of the joint reign of Tiberius, as Weiss ed.

Mey. remarks. If we reckon from the sole reign, the first passover of our Lord's
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ministry would fall in 782 ; on the Tripaschal theory, this would make the

year of His death 784 ; on the Quadripaschal, it would be 785. Both dates are

too late, according to the testimony of Tertullian. Moreover, since the date of

Christ's birth must be placed before the death of Herod, Meyer's date (Aug.

19, 781-2) would make the beginning of the ministry when our Lord was

nearly, if not fully, thirty-two years of age, since allowance must be made for

the preceding ministry of the Baptist, and also for the interval between the

Nativity and the death of Herod. The term uaei might cover two additional

years, bat it is unlikely that Luke would use it so loosely. Many authors, here

also, are quite confused in their reckoning.

XL. Ver. 27. tov Zopo[idj3e7i, tov SaXaf)/ //?..

The identity of these persons with those named in Matthew's genealogical list

cannot be proven : the fact that other identical names refer to different per-

sons in the two lists at least forbids the creating of a difficulty by insisting upon

the identity here.

XLI. Ver. 38. tov A6d/u, tov 6eov.

Weiss ed. Mey. remarks upon this :
" It cannot possibly indicate that Adam

was the son of God as Seth was the son of Adam. For even if it were pos-

sible to regard the creation of Adam by God in the biblical sense as a begetting

by Him, the mention of this circumstance would be here entirely superfluous, or

it would present the ' Divine Sonship of Jesus as mediated through Adam (and

all his posterity),' which certainly ca-nnot be the design of Luke. This exeget-

ical impossibility is avoided only by accepting the genitives as co-ordinate, and

allowing Jesus to be described both as the son of His human ancestors (on the

side of Mary) and as the son of God, which in this connection indeed can be

understood only of His being physically begotten by the miraculous power of

God (comp. i. 35). Thus the conclusion of the genealogy confirms the result

reached in regard to ver. 23."

XLII. The Two Genealogies.

Meyer's explanation of the difference between the two genealogies is rendered

unnecessary by the view, so strongly advocated by Weiss, thai on exegetical

grounds that of Luke must be regarded as containing the ancestry of Mary.

Moreover, this explanation is in itself improbable, since obscurity of lineage

wits uncommon among the Jews. Chaps, i. 27, ii. 4 imply that the genealogy

of Joseph was well known. It follows that all the artificial attempts at recon-

ciliation cited by Meyer from Julius Africanus to Schleiermacher are also un-

necessary. "But the exegetical result remains untouched by these futile at-

tempts. . . . Luke presupposes the Davidic descent of Mary(against Meyer), as

also Justin (Dial. § 100) and other Fathers do, and the Talmud (Tr. Cliagig. 77, 4)

calls her a daughter of Heli. To this maybe added thai our genealogy is

derived from the same source as the preliminary history" (Weiss ed. Mey.).

This last consideration, in view of the probability thai tins source was origi-

nally oonneoted with the family circle of Mary, is of much w< i ;ht, That Luke

confused the oealogy of Mary with that of Joseph, is as unlikelj in itself as it

is contrary to the r< suits of The inconsequence of Ids introducing a

of Joseph, knowing it to be such, has aire ad \ been sufficiently indi-
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CIIAPTEK IV.

Ver. 1. tic tv/v IpT/fiov] BDLS, Sahid. codd. of It. have ev ry epy/tu. Ap-

proved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. The liecepia is a mechanical

alteration in accordance with the parallels. — Ver. 2. Before kndvaas Elz. Scholz

have vGTEpov, in opposition toBDL X, vss. Cyr. Beda. From Matt. iv. 2. —
Ver. 3. Following nearly the same evidence, read with Lachm. and Tisch. elnev

Se instead of nai eIttev. — Ver. 4. aTJC etti ttcivtI py/ian Gfor] is wanting in B L X,

Sahid. Left out by Tisch. [W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., bracketed by Treg.].

But almost all the versions and Fathers vouch for these words ; if they had

been added, they would, especially in an expression so well known and fre-

quently quoted, have been more closely and perfectly adapted to Matthew. —
Ver. 5. 6 diafiolog'] is wanting in B D L N, min. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Cant. Con-

demned by Griesb., deleted by Tisch. An addition from Matthew. There is

almost quite as strong evidence against e'ic bpog If., which nevertheless is found

in D, but with the addition of Xiav. Lachm. has bracketed eIc bpog if. Tisch.

has rightly deleted it. The expression avay. by itself seemed to be in need of

the more exact definition, and so it was added from Matthew. — Ver. 7. Instead

of ivaoa, Elz. has -aavra, in opposition to decisive evidence. From Matt. iv. 9.

— Ver. 8. Instead of ytypairrai. by itself, Elz. has : vrraye bniau /uov aarava- ytypa-

Trrai yap. So also has Scholz, but without yap ; Lachm. has vtt. b~. ji. a. in

brackets, and has deleted yap. Against vtv. b~. fi. a. are B D L 2 N, min. and

most of the vss. Or. Vigil. Ambr. Bede ; against yap there is decisive evidence.

Both the one and the other, deleted by Tisch., are interpolations ; see on Matt.

iv. 10. — Ver. 9. Instead of vlbg Elz. has 6 vlog, in opposition to evidence so de-

cisive that vloc without the article is not to be derived from ver. 3. — Ver. 11.

Instead of ml Elz. and the Edd. have nai on. As this bn has by no means the

preponderance of evidence against it, and as its omission here may be so easily ac-

counted for by its omission in the parallel passage in Matthew, it ought not to

have been condemned by Griesb.— [Ver. 1G. Weiss calls attention to the fact that

the form ~Na$apa is attested by weighty authorities only here (X B £) and Matt,

iv. 13. — Recent editors, R. V., with ABA, etc., read reOpa/ifih>og (Rec), for which

Tisch. substitutes ararffy., with X L, 33, C9.] —Ver. 17. avaTrri^ag] ABL H 33,

Syr. Copt. Jer. have avoil-ac. So Lachm. [Treg., W. and Hort, R. V.] ; but it is an

interpretation of the word avairr., which occurs in the New Testament only in

this place. — Ver. 18. The form e'Lvekev (Elz. evekev) is decisively attested. Not

so decisively, but still with preponderating evidence, is evayyeliaaaOai (Elz.

£vayyE?A'C,£Gdai) also attested. — After aTvearalid /ie Elz. and Scholz (Lachm. in

brackets) have laaaodai tovc avvTE-pifi/iEvovc r//v mpdiav, which is not found in

BDLH N, min. Copt. Aetb. Vulg. ms. It. Sax. Or. and many Fathers. An

addition from the LXX. — Ver. 23. Instead of elg Kair. (Tisch. following B [and

X] : elg tijv Kan.) Elz. Scholz have ev ry Kotv., in opposition to B D L S, min.

Marcion, the reading in these authorities being Elg. An amendment. Comp.

the following ev ry Tra-p. a. — Ver. 25. £-1 eti/] B D, min. vss. have merely err/.

20
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So Lachm. [Trcg., W. and Hurt, text]. But how easily ETII would drop out as

superfluous, and that too when standing before ETII, a word not unlike Ell I in

form !— Ver. 26. Siduvog] A B C D L X r X, min. vss., including Vulg. It. Or.,

have Siduviag. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. From the

TAX. ! Kings xvii. 9. [But recent editors, R. V., accept the abundantly attested

Zitfwvm?.] — Ver. 29. Before bippvog Elz. and Lachm. (the latter by mistake) Lave

ry-, in opposition to decisive evidence. — Instead of ware Elz. and Scholz have

nr to, in opposition to B D L X, min. Marcion, Or. An interpretation.—[Ver.

:;:!. ;
-

i

i',,v is probably from Mark; omitted by Tisch., W. and Ilort, "Weiss,

R. V., with N B L.] —Ver. 35. ef\ B D L V a X, min. Vulg. It, Or.' have air'.

Approved by Griesb. and Schulz. Adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. Rightly ;

Luke always expresses himself thus. See immediately afterwards the expres-

sion :-i,'/»: v «-' avTov, which is in correspondence with Christ's command.
[Tisch., recent editors, 11. V., with N A B C L, and most, read ro fiioov.] —
Ver. 38. e/c] BCDLQ N, min. Or. Cant, have a-6. Approved by Griesb.,

adopted by Tisch. Rightky ; kit is from Mark i. 29. — The article before -

(in Elz.) has decisive evidence against it. — Ver. 40. kirideiq] Lachm. and Tisch.

have t-iTitkir, following B D Q Z, min. Vulg. It. Or. eicideig was the form

most familiar to the transcribers. [The same authorities sustain kBepairevev ; ac-

cepted by Tisch., recent editors.] — Ver. 41. Kpd^ovra] Lachm. Tisch. have Kpav-

ya^ovra, folio win;.; A D E G H Q U V T A, min. Or. Rightly ; the more current

word was inserted. [Treg. text, W. and Hort, R. V., have Kpa£ovra.~\ After ai el

Elz. Scholz have 6 Xpurrdg, which has such weighty evidence against it that it

must be regarded as a gloss. — Ver. 42. Instead of t-eC/'/row Elz. lias htyjrow, in

opposition to decisive evidence. — Ver. 43. tir tovto a-iara/juu'] Lachm. and

Tisch. have t~l tovto enrecrafajv. Lightly ; km is in B L N, min., and aireor&Xjp*

in B D L X X, min. Both the elg and the perfect form arc taken from Mark i.

38, Elz.— [Ver. 44. Tisch. Trcg. W. and Hort, R. V., with SBD, read

awayuyag. — Instead of YaTulaiag (Rec. Tisch'. Trcg. text, TV. and Hort marg.,

R. V. text, following AD and most, Vulg.) the reading 'lovSa'uxg is found in

KBCL, Copt. It is the nun.' difficult, hence probably altered ; accepted by

Treg. marg., W. and Hort. text, Weiss, R. V. marg.]

Vv. 1-13. See on Matt. iv. 1-11. Comp. Mark i. 13. — According to

the reading h> .// epq/ii/) (see the critical remarks), Luke says : and He WOS led

by the t Holy) Spirit in the wilderness, whilst He wasfor forty days tempted of

41. Thus the Spirit had Him in His guidance as His ruling principle:

(Rora. viii. 14). Luke relates besides, varying from Mat i hew. thai Jesus

(I) during forty days (comp. Mark i. 13) was tempted of the devil (how?

is not specified), and that then, (2) moreover, the three special temptations

related in detail occurred. 1

I See Mark, Note VI., p. 26.] This variation

from Matthew remained also in the Recepta elg ->,- Ipqjtov, in respect of which

» According to Hllgenfeld, Luke's depen- tatlons (see on Matt. Iv. 6, Rem.), and the

(trace on Matthew and Mark is said to be omission of the angels' ministry, would be

manifested with special clearness from his Incomprehensible (which Hllgenfeld there-

narrative of the temptation. Bui just in fore declares to be a pure invention), as,

regard to this narrative lie must have fol- moreover, the axptxatpov (ver. 13) peculiar

l.>wed a distiii. t source, because otherwise to Luke points to another source.

Lenoe of the temp-
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the translation would be : lie was led of the Spirit into the wilderness in order

to be tempted of the devil during the space of forty days (by reason of the

present participle, see on ii. 45). — Ver. 3. tQ> ?J0u> tovtu] more concrete than

Matt. iv. 4. — Ver. 5. avayayuv] (see the critical remarks) he led Him up-

wards from the wilderness to a more loftily situated place. The " very high

mountain" (Matthew) is a more exact definition due to the further devel-

oped tradition. Luke has drawn from another source. — h ariy/iy xp- ] m a

point of time,
1
in a moment, a magically simultaneous glimpse ; a peculiar

feature of the representation. 2— Ver. 6. avT&v] tuv /3aoi?.eiuv. — Observe the

emphasis of col . . . k/ioi . . . av (ver. 7). — irapadidorai] by God, which the

boastful devil cunningly intends to have talcen for granted. — Ver. 10 f. 5rt]

not recitative, but : that, and then ml on : and that. Comp. vii. 16.

[See Note XLIII., p. 815.] Otherwise in Matt. iv. 6. — fiTJTrore] ne unquam,
" lest at any time," not necessarily to be written separately (Bornemann). 3—
Ver. 13. navra Tzeipaoii.] every temptation, so that he had no further temptation

in readiness. '

' Omnia tela consumsit, " '
' He exhausted all his darts, " Bcngel.

— a%pi Kaipov] until a fitting season, when he would appear anew against Him
to tempt Him. It is to be taken subjectively of the purpose and idea of the devil ;

he thought at some later time, at some more fortunate hour, to be able with

better success to approach Him. Historically he did not undertake this again

direct^, but indirectly, as it repeatedly occurred by means of the Pharisees,

etc. (John viii. 40 ff. ), and at last by means of Judas, xxii. 3 4
; but with

what glorious result for the tempted ! Comp. John xiv. 30. The difference of

meaning which Tittmann, Synon. p. 37, has asserted (according to which

axpi naipov is said to be equivalent to eug rehovg) is pure invention. See

Fritzsche, ad Bom. I. p. 308 f. Whether, moreover, the characteristic ad-

dition axpi i<aipov is a remnant of the primitive form of this narrative

(Ewald) or is appended from later reflection, is an open question. But it

is hardly an addition inserted by Luke himself (Bleek, Holtzmann, and

others), since it is connected with the omission of the ministry of the angels.

This omission is not to be attributed to a realistic effort on the part of Luke
(Holtzmann, but see xxii. 43), but must have been a feature of the source

used by him, and hence the axpi Kaipov must also have already formed part

of it.

1 On the expression, comp. Plut. Mor. withstanding their varied local situation

p. 104 A ; Jacobs, ad Avthol. VII. p. 1:30. upon the whole earth. Bengel says appro-
2 The various attempts to make this eV priately, "acuta tentatio," " an acute temp-

a-TLy^rj xp° vov intelligible may be seen in tallon."

Nebe, d. VersucTi. d. Herrn, Wetzlar 1857> 3 See rather Ellen dt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 107;

p. 109 ff. The author himself, regarding Lipsius, Gramm. Unters. p. 129 f.

the temptation as an actual external his- 4 According to Wieseler, Synopse, p. 201,

tory, avails himself of the analogy of the the -persecutions on the part of the Jews are

fat'/m morganum, but says that before the meant, which had begun, John v. 15-18 ff.

;

eye of the Lord the magical picture imme- there would therefore be a longer interval

diately dissolved. But according to the between vv. 13, 14 But a comparison of

connection iv any/A. xp. does not mean that ver. 14 with ver. 1 shows that this interval

the appearance lasted only a single moment, is introduced in the harmonistic interest;

but that the whole of the kingdoms were moreover, Ilofmann's reference to tho

brought within the view of Jesus, not as it agony in Gethsemane (Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 317)

were successively, but in one moment, not- is introduced, since not this, but probably
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Ver. 14. Comp. on Matt. iv. 12 ; Mark i. 14. The public Galilean min-

istry of Jesus begins, ver. 14 forming the introduction, after which, in ver.

15 ff., the detailed narrative follows. Schleiermacher, Schr. d. ImTc. p. 50,

arbitrarily, and contrary to the analogy of the parallels, says: that ver. 15 f.

was the conclusion of a document which embraced the baptism, the gen-

ealogy, and the temptation.

—

kv t. 6wa.fi. tov 7tv.] invested with the power

of the Holy Spirit: "post victoriam corroboratus," " strengthened after

victory," Bengel. — nal (j>i//irj k.t.Ti.] and rumor went forth, etc., not anticipat-

ing what follows in ver. 15 (de Wette) ; but it is the rumor of the return of

tlic man who had been so distinguished at his baptism, and had then for

upwards of forty days been concealed from view, that is meant. — ko.6" b7.r^

k.t./L] round about the whole neighborhood, Acts viii. 31, 42.

Ver. 15. Ahroc] He Himself, the person as opposed to their report.

Ver. 1G. As to the relation of the following incident to the similar one in

Matt. xiii. 53 ff., Mark vi. 1 ff., see on Matthew. No argument can be

drawn from ver. 23 against the view that the incidents are different, for

therein a ministry at Capernaum would already be presupposed (Schleier-

macher, Kern, de "Wette, Weiss, Bleek, Holtzmann, and others), as a pre-

vious ministry in that same place in the course of a journey (not while re-

siding there) is fully established by vv. 14, 15. According to Ewald (comp.

also his Gesc.h. Chr. p. 345), who. moreover, rightly distinguishes the pres-

ent from the subsequent appearance at Nazareth, there are incorporated

together in Luke two distinct narratives about the discourses of Jesus in

Nazareth. But with reference to the mention of Capernaum at ver. 2:'., Bee

above ; the connection, however, between vv. 22 and 23 is sufficiently

effected by oi<x ovt6c tanv 6 vibe 'Iuoi]<p. In ver. 31 ff. it is not the first ap-

pearance of Jesus at Capernaum in general that is related, but the first por-

tion of His ministry after taking up Hh residence, there (ver. :!1), and a spe-

cial fact which occurred during that ministry is brought into prominence

(ver. 33 ff.). According to Kostlin, p. 205, Luke met with the narrative at

a later place in the Gospel history, but placed it here earlier, and allowed

the yevou. e'tr Katpapv. inappropriately to remain because it might at a pinch

be referred to ver. 15. Assuredly he did not proceed so frivolously and

awkwardly, although Holtzmann also (comp. Weizsficker, p. 398), follow-

ing Schleiermacher, etc., accuses him of such an anticipation and self-

contradiction, and, moreover, following Baur and Hilgenfeld, makes this

anticipation find its motive withal in the supposed typical tendency of ver.

24. [See Note XLIV., p. 315.] o\ up.] an observation inserted t"

account for the circumstances mentioned in vv. 22, 23. — Kara rd

refers to His visiting the synagogue on the Sabbath, not also to the aviary.

The Sabbath visit to the synagogue was certainly His custom from His

youth up. 1
- -avian/ ava] vavat] for the Scripture was read standing (Vitringa,

Synag. |>. 135 f. ; Lightfoot, p. 700 f. ; Wetstein in !"<.)
;
so when .lesus

the wild'' opposition of the hierarchy (John devil.

xiii. 44), and finally the crime "f Judas l Comp. Bengel ami Langd, L. J. II. 2,

(John xiii. ~', '.'; i, appears as the work of the p. 545.
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stood up it was a sign that He wished to read. It is true, a superintendent

of the synagogue was accustomed to summon to the reading the person

whom he regarded as being fitted for it ; but in the case of Jesus, His offer-

ing Himself is as much in keeping with His peculiar pre-eminence, as is the

immediate acquiescence in His application.

Ver. 17. 'ETrf(5dff??] it was given up to Him—that is to say, by the officer of

the synagogue, Lightfoot, p. 763. — 'Roaiov] the reading of the Parascha

(section out of the law), which preceded that of the Haphthara (prophetic

section), appears to have been already concluded, and perhaps there was ac-

tually in the course a Haphthara from Isaiah. • But in accordance with His

special character (as iivpioc tov aafi^drov, Matt, xii. 8), Jesus takes the section

which He lights upon as soon as it is unrolled (ava-n-r., comp. Herod, i. 48,

125), and this was a very characteristic Messianic passage, describing by

very definite marks the Messiah's person and work. By avanrvZac [see crit-

ical note] to fSijil. and stipe the lighting exactly on this passage is repre-

sented as fortuitous, but just on that account as being divinely ordered (ac-

cording to Theophylact : not Kara cwTvx'iav, but avrov de^rjaavroq)

.

Vv. 18, 19. Isa. lxi. 1, 2, following the LXX. freely. The historical

meaning is : that He, the prophet, is inspired and ordained by God to an-

nounce to the deeply unfortunate people in their banishment their liberation

from captivity, and the blessed future of the restored and glorified theoc-

racy that shall follow thereupon. The Messianic fulfilment of this announce-

ment, i.e., the realization of their theocratic idea, came to pass in Christ

and His ministry. 2— oh e'Ivekev] in the original text \$_\ : because, and to this

corresponds oh elvenev : propterea quod, because, as ovvskev is very frequently

thus used by the classical writers. The expression of the LXX., which

Luke preserves, is therefore not erroneous (de Wette and others), nor do

the words oh elveicev introduce the protasis of a sentence whose apodosis is

left out (Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. II. p. 96).
3— e^pifff] a concrete de-

scription, borrowed from the anointing of the prophets (1 Kings xix. 16)

and priests (Ex. xxviii. 41, xxx. 30), of the consecration, which in this in-

stance is to be conceived of as talcing place by means of the spiritual investi-

ture.i—irruxolc] the poor &}}&. Sec on Matt. v. 3. They—in the original

Hebrew the unhappy exiles—are more precisely designated by aixualur., as

well as by the epithets, which are to be taken in their historical sense typi-

cally, tvQTlo'i'c and TeOpavauhovc (crushed to pieces), whereby the misery of the

Tvruxoi is represented as a blinding and a bruising. According to the typi-

cal reference to the Messiah, these predicates refer to the misery of the spirit-

ual bondage, the cessation of which the Messiah was to announce and (anoo-

reilai) to accomplish. Moreover, the LXX. varies considerably from the

1 The arrangement of the present Ilaph- Schweighaiiser, Lex. sub. verb.), Dem. 45. 11.

tharas was not yet settled at the time of See generally, Kriiger, II. § 68. 19. 1 f.

Jesus. See Zunz, Gottesd. Vortrage d. Juden, * Observe the difference of tense, e"xpio-e . . .

p g aTvi(TTo.\K€ : He anointed me, He hath sent me
2 Comp. Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 270 f. (and I am here !) ; also the lively asyndeton

3 The form e'ivenev (2 Cor. vii. 12) is, in the two verbs (in-ecrr. without nai), a weE
moreover, classical ; it occurs in Pindar, as also in the three infinitives.

Islhm. viii. 69, frequently in Herodotus (see
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original Hebrew (doubtless the result of a various reading which mixed
with this passage the parallel in Isa. xlii. 7), and Luke again does not agree

with the LXX., especially in arcoaTetXai TeQpavop. tv a<j>eoei, which words are

from Isa. lviii. 6, whence Luke (not Jesus, who indeed read from the roll of

the book) or his informant relating from memory having taken them erro-

neously, but by an association of ideas easily explained mixed them up in

this place — kviavTov nvpiov 6eht6v\ an acceptable year of the Lord, i.e., a wel-

come, blessed year belonging to. Jehovah, whereby is to be understood in

the typical reference of the passage the Messianic period of blessing, while

in the historical sense the blessed future of the theocracy after the exile is de-

noted by the words HUT/ pjfV-fUEP, i.e., a year of satisfaction for Jehovah,

which will be for Jehovah the time to show His satisfaction to His people

(comp. ii. 14). The passage before us is strangely abused by the Valentin-

tans, Clemens, Horn. xvii. 19, Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, and many
more, to limit the ministry of Jesus to the space of one year,

1 which even

the connection of the original text, in which a, day of vengeance against the

enemies of God's people follows, ought to have prevented. Even Wieseler,

p. 272, makes an extraordinary chronological use of kviavrSc and of crjpepov,

vcr. 21, in support of his assumption of a parallel with John vi. 1 ff. in re-

gard to time, according to which the sojourn of Jesus in Nazareth is said to

have fallen on the Sabbath after Purim 782. The year is an allusion to the

year ofjubilee (Lev. xxv. 9), as an inferior prefigurative type of the MJ

ic redemption. The three infinitives are parallel and dependent on awkoTahne

lis, whose purpose they specify. — kv a$koei\ a well-known constructio preg-

nane: so that they are now in the condition of deliverance (Polybius, i. 79.

12, xxii. 9. 17), comp. ii. 39.

Vv. 20, 21. T<p r-?//,/ t,j} |jnn, to the officer of the synagogue, who had to

take the book-roll back to its place, after it had been folded up by Jesus

(n-Tv^ac corresponding to the avmrTv^ac of ver. 17). — knaQttJi
|

in order now

to teach upon the passage which had been read,—this was dene sitting

(Zunz, Gottesd. Vbrtraged. Juden, p. 337). — sypfaro] He began. Bengel ap-

propriately says: "Sollenne initium," "a solium beginning."— ev role,

ualv vu<;>r\ in your ears is this Scripture (this which is written, sec on Mark

xii. 10) fulfilled— to wit, by the fact that the voice of Him of whom the

prophet prophesied has entered into your ears. A concrete individualizing

mode of expression. 8 How decisively the passage before us testifies in favor

of the fact that from the beginning of His ministry Jesus already had the

Clear and Certain consciousness that He was the Messiah !

"• Moreover, that

nothing but the theme of the discourse delivered by Jesus is here given is

1 Keim also, D. gescMchtl. Chr. p. 140ff., place. Bui the Gospel of John m:ith1s de-

has v it recently arrived at tins conclusion cidedly opposed to tin- one-year duration <>f

in view of Origen's slat, incut, ,/, princip. Christ's official teaching des, the

iv.5: "a year and a few months," and that discussions on the subject in WeiZS&cker,

too on the ground of the calculation of the p. 806. ff.

Baptist's death, according to the accountof 9 Comp. 1.44, be 44; Acts xi. 22 ; Jas. v.

Josephus, Anti. xviii. 5, concerning the war -1 : Ecclus. xxv. 9 ; l Mace x. 7 ; Bar. i. •'! f.;

of Anttpas against Aretas. The testing of LXX. Isa. v. 9.

this combination I belong to this *Comp.Bej \
.

V. p. :r, r.
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manifest from the passage itself, as well as from ver. 22 ; but He Las

placed it remarkably close to the beginning of His discourse, and so led

the hearer all at once in mediam rem (comp. Zunz, as above, p. 353).

Grotius well says :

'

' Hoc exordio usus Jesus explicavit prophetae locum et

explicando implevit," "By this exordium of application Jesus explained

the passage of the prophet, and by explaining fulfilled it."

Ver. 22. ''Ey.aprvp. avru] testified in His behalf, praising Him. 1 — knl rolg

Aoyotg tt/s ^-apcror] at the sayings of graciousness (genitivus qualitatis) .
2— koI

tleyov] not : at nonnulli dicebant, li but some were saying,'''' Kuinoel, Paulus,

and older commentators ; but their amazement, which ought to have been

expressed simply at the matter of fact, showed itself, after the fashion

of the Abderites, from the background of a limited regard for the per-

son with whom they knew that these loyovg r. xdp/rog did not corre-

spond. [See Note XLV., p. 315]. — 6 vibg 'I<jer?/</>] If Luke had intended to

anticipate the later history of Matt. xiii. and Mark vi., for what puipose

would he have omitted the brothers and sisters ?

Vv. 23, 24. Whether what follows, as far as ver. 27, is taken from the

Logia (Ewald), or from some other written source (Kostlin), or from oral

tradition (Holtzmann), cannot be determined. But the Logia offers itself

most obviously as the source. [See Note XLVL, p. 315.] — Travrog] certainly ;

a certainty that this would be the case. See on 1 Cor. ix. 10. — larps k.t.a.]

a figurative proverb (TvapafioAij, '&&) that occurs also among the Greeks, the

Romans, and the Rabbins. See Wetstein and Lightfoot. The meaning here

is : If thou desirest to be a helper of others (vv. 18, 19, 21), first help thyself

from the malady 'under which thou art suffering; from the want of consideration

and esteem which attaches to thee; which healing of Himself, as they think,

must be effected by means of miracle as a sign of divine attestation. See

what follows. Others understand it : Help thine ownfellow-townsmen (Theo-

phylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Calvin, Maldonatus, Grotius, Bengel, and

others, also Paulus, de Wette, Schegg, Bisping). This is opposed to the

meaning of the words, as oeavrov and carpi can only be one person. More-

over, the parabolic word concerning the physician is retained only in Luke,

whom it might specially interest. — elg Ka<j>apvaov/i] (the name is to be writ-

ten thus in Luke also, with Lachmann and Tischendorf) indicates the Sireo-

tion of ysvoyeva, which took place at Capernaum (Bernhardy, p. 220), comp.

on xxviii. G. The petty jealousy felt by the small towns against Caper-

naum is manifest here. — dxte h ry. Trarp. anv] here in thy birthplace. After

the adverb of place comes the place itself, by way of a more vivid designa-

tion. 3 — Ver. 24. But the hindrance to the fulfilment of that na.pafio?,?'], and

also to the working here as at Capernaum, is found in the fact that no proph-

et, etc. According to this, it is unfounded for Baur, Evang. p. 50G, to as-

sume that the writer here understood Trarpig in a wider reference, 4 so that

1 See Kypke, Loesner, and Krebs. Fre- 1G, xxxvii. 21.

quently in the Acts, Rom. x. 2, Gal. iv. 15, 3 Bornemann, Schol. p. C4 ; Fritzsche, ad
and elsewhere. Marc. p. 22.

2 Comp. on Col. iv. G ; Horn. Od. viii. 175

:

i Comp. Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 168, " the

xapis an0(.n-epicrTe'^£Tat itrieaai-v
; Ecclus. xxi. Jewish home of Christianity ;" Holtzmana
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Paul's experience in the Acts of the Apostles—of being compelled, when re-

jected by the Jews, to turn to the Gentiles—had already had its precedent

here in the history of Jesus Himself. That the whole section—to wit, from

<//, ver. 14, to ver. 30— is an interpolation from the hand of the re-

dactor, is asserted by Baur, Markusevang. p. 218. — el-e de] after ver. 23 let

a significant pause be supposed.

Vv. 25, 26. In order, however, to quote to you historical examples, in which

I lie miraculous power of the prophets was put forth, not for countrymen, but

for strangers, nay, for Gentiles, I assure you, etc. Jesus knew that here this

sternness and open decisiveness on His part were not at all out of place, and

that He need not hope to win His hearers ; this is only confirmed by the

later similar incident in 3Iatt. xiii. 54 ff. — i-l Itij rpia k. p/qvac ef] so also

.las. v. 17. But according to 1 Kings xvii. 1, xviii. 1, the rain returned in

tlie third year. Jesus, as also James (see Huther in he), follows, according

to Luke, the Jewish tradition (Jalkut Schimoni on 1 Kings xvi. in Sv/renhu-

sius, mTall. p. 681), in which in general the number
3-J- ( = •$ of 7) in the

measurement of time (especially a time of misfortune, according to Dan. xii.

7) had become time-honored (Lightfoot, p. 756, 950 ; Otto, Spicileg. p. 142).

It was arbitrary and unsatisfactory to reckon (before 1 Kings xvii. 1), in ad-

dition to the three years, the naturally rainless six months preceding the rainy

season (Benson on Jas. v. 17 ; Wetstein, AYiesinger, and others ; com]), also

Lange, II. p. 547 f.), or to date the third year (Beza, Olshausen, Schegg)

from the flight of Elijah to Sarepta (1 Kings xvii. 9). — -uouv r. yrjv] not the

whole region (Beza), but the whole earth ; popularly hyperbolical.—On Sarep-

ta, situated between Tyre andSidon, and belonging to the territory of the lat-

ter, now the village of Surafend, see Robinson, Palestine, HI. p. 690 ff.

—

2«5wvof] the name of the town of Sidon, as thai in v\ hose territory Sarepta lay.

[See critical note.]— fifyac] in xv. II ////<;< isfeminine, as ii passed over from

the Doric into the kolvtj (Lobeck, ml Phryn. p. 188). Bui in this place the

reading m ; ,/>,,, approved by Valckenaer, is so weakly attested that it cannot

bethought of. — el ft/'/] not scd (Beza, Kuinoel), but nisi; see on Matt. xii. 4.

Ver. 27. See 2 Kings v. 14. — i-i] at the time, iii. 2.

Ver. 29. *Ewf btppvog tov Upovt
|
up to thr hfty brink (supercilium) of the Mil.

1

This situation of Nazareth upon a hill i

.•".>
or I, i.e., hard byahill,is still entire-

ly in accordance with its present position,- " the houses stand on the lower

part of the slope "I' the western hill, which rises steep and high above

them," Robinson, Pal. III. p. 419. Especially near the present Maronite

church the mountain wall descends righl down from forty to fiftj feet,'

Robinson, I.e. p. 423 ;
Hitter. Erdk. XVI. p. 711.- Cum ' of what, as they

figured to themselves the result was to he. Sec on .Matt. .\\iv. 24, xxvii. 1
;

also, ]'. vil. Whether in general Luke ' See Duncan, Lex. Horn., ed. Boat, p. 877,

looked on the rejection of Christ in Na^a- and Wetstein.

reth asa "significant prelude for the re 'The place whiohis pointed <>m by fcra-

jectlon df Christ by His whole people" dition as the spot in question is at too great

(Weiss Inthe Stud.v. Erit. 1861, p 607), a distanoe from the town. See Robinson,

the decided at all, as In- gives no hlnl l.c, and Korte, /.'- ta «, p. 216 ff.

<.:i the subject.
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comp. Luke ix. 52, xx. 20. — Karaupq/iv.] 2 Chron. xxv. 12 ; Dcm. 446. 11
;

Josephus, Antt. ix. 9. 1.

Ver. 80. Avtvc 6i] But He, on His part, while they thus dealt with Him.

—

6ia [iegov] emphatically : passed through the midst of them. According to

Paulus, it was sufficient for this, "that a man of the look and mien of Jesus

should turn round with determination in the face of such a mobile vulgus.'1
''

Comp. Lange, L. J. II. p. 548 : "an effect of His personal majesty ;" and

III. p. 376 : "a mysterious something in His nature." Comp. Bleek. Ac-

cording to Schenkel, the whole attempt on the person of Jesus is only a

later tradition. On the other hand, the old commentators have : <j>povpov/i£-

vog rlj fjvuutvt) avrfi 0s6t7]ti, " guarded by the Deity united wTith Him," Euthy-

mius Zigabenus ; comp. Ambrosius, in addition to which it has been further

supposed that He became invisible (Grotius and others). The latter view is

altogether inappropriate, if only on account of 6ia /itaov avr. But certainly

there is implied a restraint of his enemies which was miraculous aud depend-

ent on the will of Jesus. It is otherwise in John viii. 59 {iupvprj). Why
Jesus did not surrender Himself is rightly pointed out by Theophylact : oh

to Ttadelv <f>evyuv, alia rbv naLpbv avapevuv, "not fleeing from the suffering, but

awaiting the proper time."— ETropEvem] icent on, that is to say, towards Ca-

pernaum, ver. 31, and therefore not back again to Nazareth as has been har-

monistically pretended.

Vv. 31-37. See on Mark i. 21-28, whom Luke with some slight variations

follows. — narff/Msv] Down from Nazareth, which lay higher up, to Caper-

naum, which was situated on the shore. Comp. Matt. iv. 13.

—

iroliv r.

Ta?ul.] for here Capernaum occurs for the first time in Luke in the course of

the history (it is otherwise at ver. 23).

—

?/v didacK.] expresses the constant

occupation of teaching on the Sabbaths (otherwise in Mark), comp. on Matt.

vii. 29. [See Note XLVII., p. 315.]— Ver. 33. irvevpa Sai/wviov anaOapTov]

The genitive is a genitive of apposition or of nearer definition (Winer,

p. 470 [E. T. 531-2]) ; and 6acp6viov, which, according to Greek usage, is

in itself applicable to either good or evil spirits, being used by Luke for the

first time in this passage, is qualified by aKaOaprov. — ea] not the imperative

of iau (Vulg. : sine ; Euthymius Zigabenus, ad Marc. a.<pcc vpac, comp. Syr.),

but " interjectio admiration is metu mixtae,^ " an interjection of wonder min-

gled with fear" (Ellendt, Lex. Sojih. I. p. 465) : ha! Plato, Prot. p. 314 D.

Seldom occurring elsewhere in prose, even in the New Testament only in this

place (not Mark i. 24). See Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 32 f., who, nevertheless,

traces back the origin of the expression to the imperative form.-

—

I'/ihr

k.t.1.] not interrogatively. The words themselves are simply taken from

Mark ; all the less therefore is any hint to be read into them of the redeem-

ing ministry of Jesus to the Gentile world (Baur, Evang. p. 429 f.). — Ver.

35. pli]>av] is to be accented thus. '

—

e'tg p^aov] He threw him (hum, into the

midst in the synagogue. The article might be, but is not necessarily added. 3

[See critical note.] Observe, moreover, that here Luke describes more

1 See Bornemann, p. 4 ; comp., neverthe- 2 See the instances from Homer in Dun-

less, Lipsius, Gramm. Vhters. p. 31 ff. can, ed. Rost ; Eraser, ad Xt n. Anab. i. 8. 15
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vividly than Mark, although his description is too unimportant " to glorify

the miracle" (Holtzmann). — Ver. 86. rig 6 Myog ovrog] not : quid Jwerei est f

(Beza, Kr. Schmid, Grotius, Kuinoel, de Wette) ; but : what sort of a speech

is this? to wit, that which is related in ver. 35 ; comp. Theophylact : rig fj

irp6oTal;ig avTTi ';> wpooraoGEi, bri etjeMe ef avrov i.n'i Qip&QjjTi, "what is tliis com-
mand which He commands, that it went forth from him and was still." It

is otherwise at ver. 32, where ?i6yoc is the discourse which teaches; here,

the speech which commands. Mark i. 27 has, moreover, given the former

particular (the Sidaxf/) here again as the object of the people's astonishment

and conference ; but Luke, working after him, distinguishes the two, using

for both, indeed, the general expression Myog, but clearly limiting this ex-

pression in ver. 32 by SiSaxfi, and in ver. 36 by iniTaooei. Baur decides

otherwise in the Tlieol. Jahrb. 1853, p. 70.-

—

otl\ since lie, etc., accounts for

this question asked in astonishment. — hv kgovala k. Swap..] with authority and

power. The former is the authority which "Repossesses, the latter the power

which He brings into operation. — Ver. 37. ?/xi,c ] noise (Acts ii. 2; Ileb.

xii. 19), a stronger expression for rumor. The classical writers use r
t%a thus

(Herod, ix. 24 ; Pind. 01. xiv. 29).

Vv. 38-41. See on Matt, viii. 14-16 ; Mark i. 29-34. Matthew places the

narrative later, not till after the Sermon on the Mount. '— airb rfjg awa-) uy.] He
went fn im the i lynagogue into the house of Simon. The article 1 >efore -evdepa

isnot needed. [Sec Note XLVIII., p. 315.] Winer, p. 108f. [E. T. 119 IT.
J.

Luke, the physician, uses the technical expression for violent fever-heat : -vpe-

rbg peyag (the opposite : piKpdg). See Galen, De diff. febr. 1, in Wetstein. —
f/partjaav] they asked; Peter, to wit, and the members of the family,—hence it

isnot the plural introduced here without reason only from Mark i. 30 ( Weiss).

— kiravu avrijg~\ so that lie was bending over her.

—

eirerip. r£ rrvpeTip] the

fever regarded a:; a hostile power, and as personal. Mark, whom Matthew fol-

lows, has not (his detail ; whereas both have the touching with the hand.

A divergence i:i the tradition as to the miraculous method of cure. —

<

refers In Jesus, Simon, and the other members of the family. Comp. i)p6-

TTjoav, ver. 38.— Ver. 40. aodevovvrag v6ooig\ according to Matthew, demoniacs

and sick per ons (comp. Mark), with which Luke nevertheless also agrees at

ver. 41.
"— rag xE

~
l(>aS eiriTcBeig] Matthew has %6y(p, with reference, however,

to the demoniacs. In hi ekoot^, which need no! be pressed ("Weiss, Holtz-

mann), are implied the solicitude and the indefatigableness of this miracu-

lous ministry of love. — "kakzlv, on] to speak, because. See on Mark i. 34.

Vv. 42 44. See on Mark i. 35-39, who is mure precise and more vivid. —
The bringing of so many sick folks to Him, ver. 40, is to be explained, not

by this hasty departure, the appointment of which had been known (Sehleier-

1 The arrangement In Luke, bo far aa he Ing Jesus had remained in the hot

places (ch.v.) tho call of Peter later, is In therefore the nick were firsl brought to

any casi rUy produced, although Him there. Tims it was neither with a

he follows the tradition which (as Matthew) view to avoiding the heat of the sun, nor to

does not lm companionship of choosing, from "delicacy of feeling," aa

irk). Lang supposes, the twilight for the nublio

3 All three also agree essentially as to the exhibition of infirmities.

time of day (5vvovtqi;tou i)\Cov). Until (h, even-
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macher), but, in accordance with the text (ver. 37), by the fame which the

public healing of the demoniac in the synagogue had brought Him. — cog

avrov] not simply : to Him, but: even iqy to Him, they came in their search,

which therefore they did not discontinue until they found Him. Comp. 1

Mace. iii. 26 ; Acts ix. 38, xxiii. 23. — elg rovro] namely, to announce not

only here, but everywhere throughout the land, the kingdom of God.

—

airiaraTifiat] It is otherwise in Mark i. 36, whose expression is original, but

had already acquired in the tradition that Luke here follows a doctrinal de-

velopment with a higher meaning. — [Ver. 44. See critical note and Note

XLIX., below.]

Notes by Ameeican Editoe.

XLIII. Ver. 10 f. on . . . ml on.

The R. V. properly takes on in both cases as recitative ; so "Weiss ed. Mey.,

who regards nai as indicating an omission in the citation which Luke has ex-

plained by the phrase : tov dia^vM^ai ae. Comp. also chap. vii. 16.

XLIV. Ver. 16 ff. The Rejection at Nazareth.

Weiss ed. Mey. identifies this occurrence with that narrated by Matthew and

Mark, assigning, it to the later period indicated by those Evangelists. The ar-

guments he presents are the usual ones in defence of this position. See against

the identity, Godet; Luke, pp. 154, 155, Am. ed.

XLV. Ver. 22. nal ileyov.

Here Weiss (ed. Mey.) explains the saying in accordance with his view of the

chronological position, finding a certain indistinctness, occasioned by a rem-

iniscence of Mark vi. 2, 3. But this seems fanciful.

XLVI. Vv. 23, 24.

Meyer's theory that these verses are from the Logia implies that the lan-

guage was not uttered on this occasion. But there is every reason to believe

that such proverbial sayings were repeated.

XLVII. Ver. 31. fjv fiidaonuv.

Weiss ed. Mey. explains this as referring to what was taking place when
what follows occurred ; so in Mark i. 22.

XLVIII. Ver. 38. 'Avaarag Je a-rrb rf/g avvayuyfjg.

The R. V. properly joins these words together : a construclio prcegnans ; so

Weiss ed. Mey. Meyer apparently connects aird r. a. with the main verb.

XLIX. Ver. 44. ryg 'lovSaiag.

The evidence for this difficult reading is preponderant. The copyists would
readily alter it to TaAAaiag. Godet naively says : "The absurd reading rfjg
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'lovdaiac, -which is found in the six principal Alexandrian mss., should be a

caution to blind partisans of this text." But the presence of such a reading

seems rather to attest the accuracy of these authorities.

Weiss ed. Mey. accepts the above reading, and explains the term as referring

to the entire Jewish country in general (so i. 5, vii. 17). " Luke probably

gives here a general sketch of our Lord's first circuit in Galilee, and includes

also the journey to Jerusalem mentioned in John v., which took place not very

long afterward (or before, according to some). It is characteristic of Luke to

sum up or anticipate thus." (Inter. Rev. Cornm. Luke, p. 73.) The verse forms

a separate paragraph in the K. Y.
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CHAPTER V.

[Yer. 1. Tisch., recent editors, E. V., following XABL and versions, have

leal aicoveiv, instead of rov a/c.] — Ver. 2. TheMss. have cnrET72.wav (so ~E\z. Scholz),

ewTivvav, etvIvvov, cnvenXwov. Tisch. has the second reading, Lachm. the third.

[So'Treg., W. and Hort text, Weiss, E. V.] The preponderance of evidence

wavers between ekIwov (B D) and eirlwav (C* L Q X X), and excludes the com-

pound form. But since, according to this, even the mss. which read the

Becepta (AE F G, etc.) add to the evidence in favor of ekAvvA'N, this form re-

ceives the critical preponderance. The compound form is either a mere

clerical error (as Ev. 7 has even £-e-?,vvoi>), or a gloss for the sake of more pre-

cise specification.— [Ver. 5. Tisch., W. andHort, Weiss, E. V., onritat'rcT;, follow-

ing X B, Copt., and read rd d'uerva, attested by X B D L, Copt., and others.]

— Ver. 6. 7rA?]t)og Ixdruv] So Griesb. Matth. Scholz, Tisch., following the greater

number of the uncials, but not B D, which have 'ix®'vuv wh)0og, which Lachm.

has again restored. Comp. Vulg. and codd. of It. The reading of Griesb. is to

be preferred on account of its preponderating evidence, and still more because

the words n'/Sjdog izokv would more readily be brought together by the transcrib-

ers than separated. — Ver. 15. Asvk' avrov is wanting in important authorities,

in others stands after ukoveiv, and A has a-' airov, it is rightly condemned
by Griesb., struck out by Lachm. and Tisch. An addition by way of gloss. —
Ver. 17. klrjlvdorEg'] Lachm. has avvEkrfk.

}
following only A* D, min. Goth. Verc.

— avrovg] Tisch. has avrov, following B L 3 X. Eightly ; avrovg arose from a

misunderstanding, because an accusative of the object appeared necessary. —
Ver. 19. 7ro/af] Elz. has Sid Tvoiag, in opposition to decisive evidence. An in-

terpretation. — Ver. 21. With Lachm. and Tisch. read duapriag atyeivai, accord-

ing to B D L 3, Cyr. Ambr. The Becepta is from Mark ii. 7. But in ver. 24

the form uipElvai (Tisch.) is too weakly attested [Tisch. VIII. has dtyiEvai\. — Ver.

22. The omission of cnvoKpid. (Lachm.) is too feebly accredited. — Ver. 24.

77apaJ.E'kvfihu'] Lachm. has irapaTwriKa, following important authorities, but it

is taken from the parallels. — Ver. 25. Instead of ef 6, Elz. Scholz, Lachm.

have i<j> w. But the former has a preponderance of evidence in its favor,

and cJ more naturally occurred to the transcribers. — Ver. 28. quoTiovdrjaev']

Lachm. and Tisch. have yicolovdsi, following B D L 3 69. The Recepta is

taken from the parallels. — Ver. 29. Before Aevig (Tisch. has on very good
authority Aeveic) the article (Elz.) is on decisive evidence deleted. — Ver. 30.

avruv] is wanting in D F X X, min. vss., and is regarded with suspicion by

Griesb., but it was omitted as being superfluous and apparently irrelevant.

The arrangement 04 <bapia, ;c. ol yp. avr. is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be adopted

in accordance with B C D L X, min. Vulg. It. and others. The Becepta is

taken from Mark ii. 16. The article before te?xjvuv, which is not found in Elz.,

is adopted on decisive evidence by Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. teal d/iapr.,

also, is so decisively attested that it is now rightly defended even by Tisch.—
Ver. 33. did, r/] is wanting in B L 3, 33, 157, Copt. ; deleted by Tisch. An ad-
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dition from the parallels. — Ver. 36. Iftarlov natvov] BDLX2 &, ruin. vss. have
otto Ifiariov rag (yet cx'CFag is not found in X, and also otherwise too

weakly attested). Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Tisch. But it is mani-

Cestly a gloss inserted for explaining the genitive, for which there appeared a

reason in this place although not in the parallels. [Recent editors, ft. V., accept

the abundantly attested a-6 and ax'icrag.'] — cxicel is well attested by B C D L X
X, niin., and avji^uvriaei still better (by the additional evidence of A). Approved
by Schulz, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. Eightly ; ax'i&i occurred at once in

consccpience of the preceding l-n/fidXlei and of alpei in the parallels, and then

drew after it cv/ucpuvel. — Elz. has eiripAq/ia rb a. t. k. So also Scholz, Lachm.
Tisch. But with Griesb. and Einck 1-nifHrjfia is to be condemned, as it is want-

ing in A E F K M E S U V T A, min. Goth. Slav. Theophyl. ; in D it stands

after icaivov, and betrays itself as a gloss added to the absolute r6. [Recent edi-

tors, E. Y., following X B C L and many minor authorities, accept rb farL

(3fajua to air6. The omission Meyer defends can readily be accounted for.] —
Ver. 38. ical a/u<p. cvvrnp.] is wanting in B L X, min. Copt. Suspected by Griesb.,

deleted by Tisch. An addition from Matt. ix. 17, from which passage also

Mark ii. 22 has been expanded. — Ver. 39. evdiur] is wanting in B C* L N, min.
Copt. Arm. Acth. Deleted by Tisch. An addition for more precise specifica-

tion. [The reading
,\l'

!
l
'7''k is found in SBL, Copt. Syr., and is accepted by

Tisch., W. and Hort, Treg. text, "Weiss (so E. V. text). The Eec: xPWT&repog,

is an explanatory alteration ; so even Godet, who rarely follows the Alexan-

drian text.]

Vv. 1-11. Matt. iv. 18-22 and Mark i. 16-20 arc parallel passages. Nev-
ertheless, the history of the calling in Luke, as compared with it in Matthew

and Mark, is essentially different, for in these latter thepoint of the incident

is the mere summons and promise (without the miracle, which, without alter-

ing the nature of the event, they could not have passed over
;

in opposition

to Ebrard and others)
;
in Luke it is the mirack of the draught "/fishes.

Moreover, in Matthew and Mark no previous acquaintance on the part of

Jesus with Peter is presupposed, although, probably, il is in Luke iv. 38 ff.,

whereby, at the same time, Luke falls into self-contradiction, since v. 8

does not allow it to be supposed that such miraculous experiences have pre-

viously occurred to him as, according to iv. 38 ff., Peter had already in

connection with Jesus. Luke follows a source of later and more plastic

tradition (in opposition to Schleiermacher, Bicffert, Neander, v. Amnion,
who ascribe t<> Luke the merit of being the earliest), which, fastening in

pursuit of symbolic meaning upon the promise in ver. 1<> (Matt. iv. 19;
Mark i. 17), glorified the story of the call of the fishermen by joining to it

a similar story of the draught of fishes, John xxi. (comp. Ewald, Qesch. Chr.

p. 288) ;
bi:f in the historical sequence after iv. 88 ff. Luke has become

confused. [See Note L., p. 323 seq.] Kalavrdi |not : healso, but : andhe;
he on hispart, in respeel of this pressing (kTriicetoBai) of the people upon him.

Comp. on vv. 15, 17 ; as to ml after eyfaero, see on ver. 12. >\ "ut

peracto opere," "as though their work was finished," Benj ver. 5.

[See Note LI., p. 824.]— Ver. 4. eiravdyayr, the special word forgoing out

into the deep sea | Xen. lldl. vi. 2. 28 ; 2 Mace. xii. 4) ; the singular in ref-
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crence to Peter alone, who was the steersman of the craft ; but % a 2* a a a re

in reference to the whole fisher company in the vessel. Changes of number,

to be similarly accounted for by the connection, are often found in the clas-

sical writers. ' — Ver. 5. tTriarara] Superintendent (see in general, Gatacker,

Op. posth. p. 877 ff., and Kypke, I. p. 228) occurs only in Luke in the New
Testament, and that, too, always addressed to Jesus, while, he has not the

paf}(3i which is so frequent in the other evangelists. Peter does not yet

address Him thus as his doctrinal chief, but generally (vv. 1, 3). Comp.
xvii. 13.

—

wht6q\ when fishing was accustomed to be carried on success-

fully."— e-1] of the reason : for the snke of Thy word (on the ground of Thy
word). Comp. Winer, p. 351 [E. T. 394] :

" Senserat Petrus virtutem

verborum Jesu," "Peter had discerned the virtue of the words of Jesus,"

Bengel. O'vtuq fjv ttjv niariv flt-ppbc, nal ivpb ttjs ttIgteuc, Theophylact. — xa^au
\

Simon speaks thus in his capacity of captain. Comp. afterwards -oiijoavTEc.

— Ver. G. die'ppTiyvvTo] The tearing asunder 3 actually began, but was only

beginning. See on i. 59. The assistance for which they signalled prevented

further damage. The subsequent phrase ubte fivd-ifecOai is similar. Hence

there is no exaggeration (Valckenaer, de Wette). — Ver. 7. Karevevaav] they

made signs to, according to Euthymius Zigabenus : py dwd/ievoi ?.a/.?}(rai, axo

rf/c ekw^euq k. tov <pof3nv, "not being able to speak from their amazement

and their fear.
1
' So also Theophylact. This would have needed to he said.

In the whole incident nothing more is implied than that the other craft still

lying close to the shore, ver. 2, was too far away for the sound of the

voice to reach, and hence they were restricted to making signs, Avhieh,

moreover, for the fishermen of the other boat—who, according to ver. 4,

were doubtless eagerly giving attention—was quite sufficient. As to cvAlafl.,

see on Phil. iv. 3. — Ver. 8. On -npooi-neat r. yovaai, comp. Soph. 0. C.

1604. It might also be put in the accusative (Eur. Ilec. 339, and thereon

Pflugk). — e^eWs] out of the ship. He dimly recognizes in Christ a some-

thing superhuman, the manifestation of a holy divine power, and in the

consciousness of his own sinful nature he is terrified in the presence of

this power which may, perchance, cause some misfortune to befall him
;

just as men feared the like on the appearances of God or of angels. 4 Eisner

and Valckenaer are mistaken in saying that Peter speaks thus in accordance

with the notion that one ought not to stay on board a ship with any

criminal* He does not indeed avow himself a criminal, but only as a. sinful

man in genercd, who as such cannot without risk continue in the presence

of this deloc Kal i<-ep<pvijc avdpunoc, "divine and marvellous man" (Euthymius

Zigabenus). See the later exaggeration of the sinfulness of the apostles

1 See Borncmann, Schol. p. 35 f. ; Buhner, cal interpretation of the whole narrative in

ad Xen. Anab. i. 2. 27. the Fathers (the ship, the church ; the net,
2 See Aristotle, II. A. viii. 19 ; Ueindorf, the doctrine ; the sea, the heathen world,

ad Plat. Soph. p. 287. etc.).

3 Augustine has interpreted this tearing 4 Comp. 1 Kings xvii. 18. Euthymius Ziga-

of the nets allegoric-ally of the heresies, and benus and Grotius in loc.

the Saxon Anonymus (p. 212 f.) of Judaism B Cic. Be Kal. Deor. iii. 37 ; Biog. Laert. i.

and the law ; both interpretations being 8G ; Ilorat. Od. iii. 2. 2G ff.

equally arbitrary. There is much allegori-
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before their call, in Barnabas 5. — Ver. 9. &ypa] in this place is not the

draught, as at ver. 4, but that which was caught (to dripuuevav, Pol. v. 1), as

Xen. J>r Venat. xii. 3, xiii. 13, and frequently. — Ver. 10. This mention of

James and John at (he end is one of the traces that the narrative grew out

of the older history of the call. But certainly Andrew was not found in

the source from which Luke drew. [See Note LII., p. 324.]-

—

avBp&rrovc]

in-trad of fishes.

—

£uyp£>v] vivos capiens, " taking them alive,"—in character-

istic keeping with this ethical draught (winning for the Messiah's kingdom),

as well as with the figure taken from fishermen (Aristaen. Ep. ii. 23).

Vv. 12-14. See on Matt. viii. 1-4
; Mark i. 40-44. According to Matthew,

immediately after the Sermon on the Mount ; in Luke (comp. Mark), with-

out any definite statement of place or time, as a fragment of the evangelic

tradition. [See Note LIIL, p. 324.]— kyhero . . . ml] as ii. 15 ; Matt. ix. 10.

Kal is not nempe, "namely" (Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 341), but, in accord-

ance with Hebraic simplicity, the and, which, after the preparatory and yet

indefinite eyivero, leads the narrative farther on. The narrator, by means of

eyivsTo together with a note of time, first calls attention to the introduction

of a fact, and then, in violation of ordinary syntax, he brings in afterwards

what occurred by the word icai. —h pig, r. ir6%.] according to Mark : in a

house. — w7J)pT)c,~\ a high degree of the sickness. — Ver. 14. ical avroc] and II*
,

on His part. — aire%6cn> k.t.?,.] a transition to the oratio directa. See on Mark

vi. 8.

Vv. 15, 16. Comp. Mark i. 45. — 6tfpxero] The report ran throughout,

was spread abroad. 1— //a/./.] in a still higher degree than before ; only all the

more. 2— avroc] He, however, He on his part, in contrast with the multitudes

who were longing for Him. — ?}v viroxap&v h rolg fprip.] i.e., He was engaged

in withdrawing Himself into the desert regions (that were there i, and in

praying, so that He was therefore for the present inaccessible. — Kal rrpoaev-

x6uzvoc] This detail is given on several occasions by Luke aloi

Vv. 17-26. See on Matt. ix. 1-8
; Mark ii. 1-12. Between this and the

foregoing history Matthew has a series of other transactions, the sequence

of which he accurately indicates. Luke vaguely says : kv pip t&v ,'

which, however, specifies approximately the time by means of the connec-

tion ("on one of those <l<///.-:," namely, on the journey entered upon at iv.

1:; I". >. Comp. viii. 22. — Kal avrdc] and He, as ver. 1, hut here in opposition

to the Pharisees, etc. who were surrounding Him. — ek K&m}£ mpi)C k.t.\."\

popularly hyperbolical. As to vopodiddon., see on Matt. xxii. 35. —dbvafiic

k.t.A.] and the power of tlie Lord (of God) was there (praesto erat, as at

.Mark viii. 1) in aid of His lidding. So according to the reading avrt

the critical remarks). According to the reading avroi'c, this would

have to he taken as a vague designation of the sufferers who were pres-

ent, referring back to ver. 15; aimr is the subji would be the

object.
\

See Note LIV., p. 824.] others, as Olshausen and Ewald, have incor-

1 Soabsolutely, Time. vi. 46 : eVct^ 8ii)A#«i> Ap. :>. 80 A : Nagelsbacb en the Qlad, ed. ">.

A Aoyo?, on k.t.a. ; Soph. Aj. '.its: Xen. Anad. p. 887.

i. i. 7; Plat. Ep. vii. p. 848 B. • Hi. 81, vi. 18 f., ix. is. •.".>, and clse-

Comp. xvili. 89. baum, ad Fiat. where.
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rectly referred nvpiov to Jesus, whose healing power was stirred up (vi. 19).

Wherever Luke in his Gospel calls Christ the Lord, and that, as would here

be the case, in narrative, he always writes 6 nvpiog with the article.
1 — In

the following narrative the precedence of Mark is indeed to be recognized,

but the tracing out of the features of dependence must not be carried too

far (in opposition to Weiss in the Stud. u. Krit. 1861, p. 703 f.). — Ver. 19.

eiaeveyK.] into the house, where Jesus and His hearers (ver. 17) were. Comp.

afterwards to dufia. — irolag] qualitative : in, what kind of a way. On the

66ov, which must be supplied in analyzing the passage, see Bos, Ellips., ed.

Schaefer, p. 333 ; on the genitive of place (comp. xix. 4), see Bernhardy,

p. 138 ; Kriiger on Thucyd. iv. 47. 2. Accordingly, although no instance

of irolag and Enelvng used absolutely occurs elsewhere, yet the conjecture ttoIo

and tKslvr/ (Bornemann) is not authorized. — 6ia tuv aepafiuv] through the tiles,

with which the flat roof was covered, and which they removed from the

place in question. Mark ii. 4 describes the proceeding more vividly. See

the details, sub loco, and Hug. Outacht. II. p. 21 f. — Ver. 21. iip^avro] a.

bringing into prominence of the j)oint of commencement of these presunqrtu-

ous thoughts. A vivid descrij^tion.— dt.aXo-yl&Gdai . . . ?IyovT£g] See on

Matt. xvi. 7. They expressed their thoughts to one another ; hence ver. 22

is not inappropriate (in opposition to Weiss). — Ver. 24. elite rC irapa?^!.] is

not to be put in parenthesis, but see on Matt. ix. 6. — aol] placed first for

the sake of emphasis. — Ver. 25. apag kf 5 Kareneiro] he took up that on which

(till now) he lay, an expression purposely chosen to bring out the changed

relation. With reference to fy' b, on which he was stretched out, comp. the

frequent elvai knl x&6va, and the like. See in general, Kiihner, § 622 b. —
Ver. 26. The narrative is summary, but without precision, since the impres-

sion said to be produced by the miraculous incident 2 applies indeed to the

people present (Matt. ix. 8), but not to the Pharisees and scribes.

Vv. 27-39. See on Matt. ix. 9-17
; Mark ii. 13-22. — k^Ade] out of the

house, ver. 19.

—

hdeaaa-o] He looked at him observingly. — Ver. 28. The

order of events is : after he had forsaken all, he rose up andfollowed Him.

The imperfect (see the critical remarks) is used for the sake of vividness.

airavra, as in ver. 11, refers to the whole previous occupation and position

in life. Bengcl well adds : "quo ipso tamen non desiit domus esse sua,"

"by which indeed his house did not cease to be his," ver. 29. — Ver. 29.

ical r/v] et aderat, as in ver. 17. — Ver. 30. av-uv] of the dwellers in the town.

— irpog] an antagonistic direction. — Ver. 33. ol 6e elirov} As to this variation

from Matthew and Mark, see on Matt. ix. 17, Remark. On the association

olfasting and making prayers, comp. ii. 37, and on TrouiaOai dE?/oeig, 1 Tim.

ii. 1. — had. k. irivovaiv] the same thing as ov vrjaTEvovci in the parallels, but more

strongly expressed. In accordance with the deletion of Siari (see the crit-

ical remarks), there remains no question, but an affirmative reflection. —Ver.

34. p) Svvacde /c.r./L] ye cannot, etc., brings out the inappropriateness of that

reflection in a more concrete form than in Matthew and Mark. — Ver. 35.

1 See vii. 13 (31), x. 1, xi. 30, xii. 42, xiii. 15, Comp. Wisd. xvi. 17, xix. 5 ; 2 Mace. ix. 24 ;

xvii. 5, G, xviii. G, xix. 8, xxii. 31, 01. Xen. Cyr. vii. 2, 10.

2 Tci Tvapa &6£ai' ytyi'dfici'a, Polyb. ix. 10. 2.

21
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mi] might be taken explicatively (and indeed) (Bornemann, Bleck). But it

is more in keeping with the profound emotion of the discourse to take ile'v-

aovrai k.t.a. by itself as a thought broken off, and nai in the sense of : and:

But days shall come (and not tarry) . . . and when shall he taken a/way, etc. —
ev '/, ir. ralg '//"'/'] :l painful .solemnity of expression, whereby the emphasis

i laid upon eiteivaig. Comp. on Mark ii. 20. — Vcr. 36. ini(il7]fia l/tar. mivov]

i.( ., a pat eh cut off from a new garment. By the use of luaTiov the incon-

gruity of the proceeding comes still more strongly into prominence than by

. which is used in Matthew and Mark. [See NoteLV., p. 324 Beq.] An
unintentional modification of the tradition—not an alteration proceeding from

the Paulinism of the writer, and directed against the syncretism of the Jewish

Christians, as Kostlin, p. 174, ingeniously maintains. Even Lange explains

the expression by supposing that there floated already before the mind of

the Pauline Luke a clearer vision of the Christian community as distinct

from Judaism (L. J. III. p. 395). — ml to mivbv oxiasi /catK.r.^.] comprises the

twofold mischief which will ensue (future, see the critical remarks) if one

does not obey that principle taken from experience ; He will not only cut

the new (garment) in twain (in taking off the piece), hut, moreover, the (piece)

of the new (garment) will not he in keeping with the old (garment). Comp.

Kypke, Paulus, de Wette, Bleek, Schegg, even as early as Erasmus. On
Gxioei, comp. John xix. 24; Isa. xxxvii. 1. But usually to kcuvov is explained

as the subject, and either ax'uret is taken intransitively ("scindetse a veteri,"

" will rend itself from the old,'
1

Bengel), or to naliaur l/idrcov is regarded as

its object : the new piece will rend asunder the old garment (comp. Kuinoel).

Incorrectly ; since this supplying of the object is not required by the con-

text, but is obtruded for the sake of the harmony with Matt. ix. 16, .Mark

ii. 21, and to anb rov kcuvov (it is not 70 kcuv6v) clearly shows that even to to

mivdv we are to understand only l/idriov, not ! -nl'/i/iia.
;
and, moreover, rd i,-o

roi kcuvov would bo altogether superfluous and clumsy. — Vcr. 39. Peculiar

to Luke ; but it is as little to be explained as resulting from later reflection

on the difficulty of the mission to the Jews (WeizsScker), as is the emphasis

laid upon the incompatibility of the two, ver. 36. As Jesus in vv. 3G-38

made it manifest how unsuitable and injurious it would be to bind up the

essence and the life of the new theocracy with the forms and institutions of

I be old, so now at ver. 39 1 b'. once more, by means of a parabolic expression,

makes if- intelligible hou natural if is that the disciples of Johp, and of the

Pharisees should not be able to consent to the giving up of the oldforms and in-

stitutions which had heroine dear to iliem, anil to the exchanging of them for the

nkw life in accordance with its fundamental principles. He says that this

should be as little expected as thai any one when he has drunk old wine

should long for new, since he finds that the old is better. So in substance

Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Erasmus, Clarius, Zeger, Calovius,

Wolf, Bengel, Paulus, Olshausen, Lange, and others ; ' and rightly, since

' Baur, Markueevang. p. 208 (oomp. Zel- oodd. of It., as an anti-heretical addition,

ler, Apost. p, 16: Hilgenfeld, Krit. Unttrs. Bui the omission is explained simply from

p 108, and In the Theol. Jahrb. II th< apparent Incongruity of the sense, and

regards ver 89, which la wanting In D and from the lack of any expression of the kind
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even in ver. 37 f . the contrast of the old and new wine typified the contrast-

ed old and new theocratic life. Hence we are neither, with Wetstein, to

suppose the meaning reversed :
" Pharisaeorum austeritas comparatur vino

novo, Christi lenitas vino veteri," "The austerity of the Pharisees is com-

pared with new wine, the gentleness of Christ with old wine ;" nor, with

Grotius (comp. Estius and Clericus), to interpret: "Homines non subito

ad austeriorem vitam pertrahendos, sed per gradus quosdam assuefaciendos

esse," "Men are not suddenly to be drawn into a more austere life, but to

be habituated through certain degrees" (Jesus, in truth, had no rwish to accus-

tom them to an "austeriorem vitam!" "more austere life!"); nor, with

Schegg, to substitute the meaning : "that not till the old wine is expended

(in reference to ver. 35) is the new drunk (which refers to fasts, etc., as a

remedy for their being deprived of the presence of Christ)." But by the

objection that the old wine is actually better (Ecclus. ix. 10, and see Wolf
and Wetstein) the parable is unduly pressed (in opposition to de Wette and
others), since in vv. 37-39 the point of comparison is not the quality of

the wine in itself, but the relation of the old and the new. Outside the point

of comparison, every parable is apt to be at fault. Moreover, xpi^'oc denotes

the agreeable delicious taste. Comp. Plut. Mor. p. 340 D, 1073 A. The new
has, as it were, no taste if the old has been found agreeable. [See Note

LVL, p. 325.] But irony is as little to be found in ver. 39 as in ver. 37 f.,

and the gentle exculpatory character of the discourse, ver. 39 (which must
in no wise be taken to mean full approval, in opposition to Ililgenfeld in the

Theol. Jahrb. 1853, p. 215), is perfectly explained from the fact that, accord-

ing to Matt. ix. 14, it is to be supposed that this conversation about fasting

did not originally take place with the Pharisees, but with the disciples of

John. See on Matthew. Comp. also Volkmar, Evang. Marcions, p. 219 ff.

If in the two parables it were desired to abide by the general thought of un-

suitableness (as it would be unsuitable to pour new wine into old skins,

and after old wine immediately to drink new ; so also it would be unsuit-

able if my disciples desired to bind themselves to the old institutions),

the figure of ver. 39 would be very much out of harmony with the appro-

priate figure in ver. 38, and the unsuitable matter would at ver. 39 be rep-

resented in direct contradiction to fact (in opposition to de Wette) ; apart

from this, moreover, that 6i?.n (not trivet) applies the saying subjectively.

According to Kuinoel and Bleek, Jesus spoke the words in ver. 39 at an-

other time. But it is in keeping with the connection, and is certainly

taken from the Login.

Notes by American Editor.

L. Vv. 1-11. The miraculous Draught of Fishes.

It is unlikely that Luke's source of information confuses the call of the

fishermen with the later event recorded in John xxi. " Is it not much more
simple to admit that, when Jesus desired to restore Peter to his apostlcship

in the parallel passages, although Lach- purely critical hesitation, was doubtful
mann also (Praef. p. xxxvi.), but from about the genuineness of tho verse.
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after the denial, Ho began by placing him in a situation similar to that in

which he was when first called, in the presence of another miraculous draught

of fishes? and that it was by awakening in him the fresh impressions of earlier

days that He restored to him his ministry ?" (Godet, Lake, p. 166, Am. ed.) The
many vivid details, directly connected as they are with the main fact, discredit

all theories which deny the accuracy of Luke in associating the miracle with the

call of the fishermen. That Mark omits the event does not prove that it did

not happen to Peter as Luke states ; for Mark's narrative shows the reticence

of Peter in regard to matters wherein he was specially prominent. Nor does

ver. 8 involve Luke in "self-contradiction ;" for Peter's doubt might express

itself after he had seen many a miracle wrought by Jesus. Moreover, the same

argument would discredit either John's account respecting the previous ac-

quaintance with Jesus, or that of the Synoptists, who do not anywhere indicate

such intercourse of the fishermen with Jesus in Judsea. That Luke's sources

of information gave him many accurate details omitted by Matthew and Mark,

is self-evident. It may, however, be added, that Mark i. 29, 30 implies the pre-

vious call of the fishermen, and hence that vv. 1-11 of this chapter find their

proper chronological position before chap. iv. 32. Such a transposition can

readily be admitted ; but to accept Meyer's theory is really to deny that Luke

had any competence as a historian.

LI. Ver. 2. Inlvvov.

The imperfect is well attested (see critical notes) and is more suitable, but

perhaps to be suspected on that account.

LII. Ver. 10. 'Ia/cw/?ov ml 'la&wrjv. *

The mention of these names shows that Luke refers to the call of the four

fishermen ; but Weiss ed. Mey. thinks the Evangelist added this notice to

"the original narrative." It is difficult to prove how much constituted " the

original narrative," and an ingenuity of criticism to take siich a notice as a

proof of manipulation. It is rather a strong incidental evidence of truthful-

ness.

LIII. Vv. 12-14. Tlie Healing of the Leper.

The leper's state of mind, as indicated by the narratives of both Matthew and

Luke, point to the earlier date. The position assigned the event by Mat-

thew can readily be accounted for by his preference for the topical arrangement.

LIV. Ver. 17. cic rb'tdaOaiavTSv.

The R. V. text accepts the above reading, but renders "to heal," explaining

in the margin : Greek, that he should heal. Yet, in view of the evidence for

(,1'Tnrr (A C D, etc. , with most versions), another margin is added : Many ancient

authorities read, that He should heal thnn. These renderings accord with Mey-

er's view of the grammatical construction of the two readings respectively.

LV. Ver. 36. ax'^ac.

Meyer, against the weightiest authorities, rejects this word (see critical note).

It is another variation from the parallel passages, and another incidental proof
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of the independence of this Evangelist. So, too, to £Trij32.>j/ta, which Meyer
also rejects, against preponderant evidence (see critical note), is not found in

Matthew and Mark in the same connection. The three Synoptists, in fact,

present so many verbal variations in their accounts of this saying of our Lord,

as to afford the strongest internal evidence against the theories of dependence on
each other or on an earlier written source.

LVI. Ver. 39. xpiot6q.

This seems to be the original reading (see critical note), and might readily be

altered by the copyists. " The one accustomed to the old wine says :
' The old

is pleasant, good enough for me ; I have no desire to try the new.' This is pre-

cisely the attitude of a false conservatism" (Int. Eev. Commentary, Luke, p. 85).

Weiss ed. Mey. refers w. 36-38, not to the disciples of Jesus, but to those of

John ; since otherwise ver. 39 would not be suitable in this connection. Any
use of the passage to maintain the intrinsic excellence of what is old because

it is old, is simply preposterous.
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CHAPTER VI.

Ver. 1. 6EVT£poTrpuT<S\ is wanting in BLN and seven min. Sjrr. Arr. Perss.

Copt. Aeth. codd. of It. Condemned by Sclrulz, bracketed by Lacbm. and
Tiscb. Synops. [Ketained by Tiscb. VIII., but omitted by Treg. text, W. and

Hort text, Weiss, R. V. text.] See tbe exegetical remarks. — Ver. 2. avroie]

bracketed by Lacbm., is, with Tiscb., to be struck out as it is wanting in

B C* L X X, min. Copt. Verc. Colb., wbile D, Cant, read carry' uk. An addition

in accordance with tbe parallels. Of iroitiv ev, the kv alone is to be deleted, with

Tiscb., on decisive evidence, but not, witb Lacbm., tbe ttoieIv also. — Ver. 3.

6tv6te] Lacbm. has ore, in accordance, indeed, witb B C D L X A X, min. [so

Treg., W. and Hort, Pi. V.] ; but taken from tbe parallels, from which, moreover,

the omission of bvreg (Lacbm. [W. and Hort, Weiss, witb X B D L, 1, 33, G9,

Copt.]) is to be explained, as well as in ver. 4 the reading nog (Lacbm., following

LEX X**, min.). — Ver. 4. The amission of tog (B D, Cant. Marcion) is to be

regarded as a transcriber's error (occasioned by the subsequent EI2). If nothing

had originally been found there, only -<bg, not ug would have been added.—
Hafts nai] Lachm. has laftuv, following B C* L X 33, Syr. Copt. Theophyl. [So

recent editors, 11. V.] The Eecepta is to be maintained. The words were left out,—
an omission occasioned the more easily by tbe similar tyaye nai which follows, as

tbe parallels have not Hafts nai. The omission occurs, moreover, in D K X,

min. vss. Ir. Then 7.aft(ov was introduced as a restoration in better syntactical

form. — nai Tolg] B L 1, 112, Syr. Arr. Pers. Arm. Goth. Vulg. It. Theophyl. Ir.

Ambr. have merely rolg. [So Treg., W. and Hort, Weiss (not Tiscb.).] In view

of these important authorities mi must be traced to Mark ii. 2(! (where tbe evi-

dence against it is weaker), and should be deleted. — [Ver. 5. W. and Hort,

It. V., with X B, omit mi before r. caft.~\ —Ver. 6. «5e mi] Lacbm. has 6i, in ac-

cordance with B L X X, min. vss. Cyr. But why should mi have been added ?

Rather the possibility of dispensing with it alongside of hepu gave rise to its

omission. [Tiscb., recent editors, omit mi; so R. V.] — Ver. 7. With Lachm.

and Tisch. read KaperijpmjvTO (approved also by Griesb.), in accordance with pre-

ponderating evidence. See on Mark iii. 2. — After St Elz. has avr6v on weighty

evidence [so W. and Hort., R. V., following KBDL, etc.], indeed, but it is an

addition. Comp. xiv. 1 ; Mark iii. 2.

—

Depart inn] Lachm. and Tisch. have

Oepanevet ; the future is taken from Mark. - Karrryoplav] 1! S X X, min. and vss.

have KaT7/yt>priv. So Tisch. 1") also vouches for the infinitive by reading /></./;-

yopfjaai, the infinitive being explained in the later reading by the use of the sub-

stantive.—Ver. 8. [Tisch., recent editors, K. V., read eiirev 6i, following X 1! Land
min.] — avOpano] B L X, min. Cyr. have avdpl. Approved by Griesb., adopted

by Tisch. Rightly ; r£ avdpl was omitted by reason of the following t<
:
> (so still

I), Cant.), and then ryavdp&no was inserted, in accordance with v. r. 6 and

Mark iii. ::, instead of rfy avdpl. 6 6.
\
Laohm and Tisch. have- mi, following

BDLX X, 1, :s:t, Vulg. It. Copt. Cyr. The former suggested itself more read-

ily to the transcribers. Comp. ver. 10. — Ver. 9. •<] Lachm. and Tisch.
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have 6e, following BDLX, min. Vulg. It. Goth. [So recent editors, E. V.]

Not to be decided ; ovv, it is true, is not frequently employed in the Gospel of

Luke for continuing the narrative, and the reading wavers mostly between ovv

and Si
;
yet it is established in iii. 7, xix. 12, xxii. 36. — ETrepuTi/au] Tisch. has

errepuru, following BLS, 157, Copt. Vulg. Brix. For. Ed. The Becepta has re-

sulted from a reminiscence of xx. 3 ; Mark xi. 29. The present is extremely

appropriate to the vivacity of the whole action. — ti or r/] Lachm. and Tisch.

have el, following BDL !i, 157, Copt. Vulg. It. Cyr. Aug. In view of these im-

portant authorities, and because el fits in with the reading kirepura, which,

according to the evidence, is to be approved (see above), el is to be preferred. —
airotecai] also retained by Lachm. and Tisch., folio-wing B D L X S, vss. even

Vulg. It. Griesb. and Scholz have arroKTslvat, which is introduced from Mark
iii. 4, whence also comes rolg ca{3(ia<jiv, instead of which Lachm. and Tisch.

have adopted t£> aafi^aru, following BDL K, Cant. Ed. Colb. Corb. For. Aug.

— Ver. 10. Instead of avrCy Elz. has ro avdpu-u, in opposition to preponderating

evidence. — After 'etto'uioev (instead of which D X X, min. and most of the vss.

read e^ereivev, which is from Matt. xii. 13 ; Mark iii. 5) Elz. Scholz, Lachm.
have oiiruc, which is wanting in important but still not preponderating [?] author-

ities, and is deleted by Griesb., but defended by Schulz, in accordance with ix.

15, xii. 43. It is to be adopted. The possibility of dispensing with it and thn

ancient gloss e^treivev occasioned the dropping out of the word. [But it is re-

jected by Tisch., recent editors, E. V., since it is not found in any of the oldest

mss.] — After avrov Elz. has vya'/c, in opposition to decisive evidence. It is from

Matt. xii. 13. Moreover, <jc ?} aX?,q (condemned by Griesb. , bracketed by Lachm.,

deleted by Tisch.), which is wanting in B L X, min. Copt. Vulg. Sax. Verc. For.

Corb. Ed., is from Matthew. — [The oldest authorities have Troirjoaiev, accepted

by Tisch., recent editors.] — Ver. 12. k^rj7Sev\ Lachm. and Tisch. have kgeWelv

aliTov ; which, in accordance with the preponderance of the mss., is to be pre-

ferred. — Vv. 14-16. Before 'Id/aj/3., before $thanr., before Mard., before 'Id/cw/3.,

and before 'lov6. 'Ia/c., is to be inserted ical, on external evidence (Tisch.). —
Ver. 16. 6c nal] Lachm. and Tisch. have only be, following BL X, min. vss. even

Vulg. It. Marcion. Eightly ; Km is from the parallels. — [Ver. 17 ; Tisch., W.
and Hort, Weiss, E. V., insert TzoiXvc after bx^-oq, following X B L.]— Ver. 18.

ox^ovfi.
-

] Tisch. has h>ox%-, following very important mss. The compound form

was overlooked. —- Instead of a tt 6 Elz. has v ~ 6, in opposition to decisive evi-

dence. An alteration arising from misunderstanding, because enrb. nrv. anad. was

believed to be dependent upon the participle (comp. Acts v. 16), which error,

moreover, gave rise to the nai before edepaTT. Lachm. and Tisch. have rightly

deleted this ical, in accordance with preponderating evidence. — [Ver. 19. Tisch.,

recent editors, follow H B L, etc., and read i^/jTovv.'] — Ver. 23. Instead of

Xapqre Elz. has xatPET£> *n opposition to decisive evidence.

—

ravra or ravra]

Lachm. and Tisch. have ra avra, following B D Q X £, min. Marcion. The Re-

cepta is a transcriber's error. The same reading is to be adopted in ver. 26 on

nearly the same evidence ; so also in xvii. 30. — Ver. 25. vfj.lv before ol yel.

(suspected also by Griesb.) is, in accordance with B K L S X £ X, min. Or. Ir.,

with Tisch., to be struck out. An addition to conform with what precedes.

Elz. has lfj.lv also before brav, ver. 26, in opposition to decisive evidence. But

vvv is, with Tisch., following very important evidence, to be inserted after eu-

7T£7T/l. — Ver. 26. ol avOp.] Elz. Lachm. Tisch. have iravrec ol avQp. The prepon-
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derance of evidence is in favor of iravTeg, and it is to be maintained in opposition

to Griesb. The omission was occasioned by the apparently inappropriate

relation to ol narkpeg avruv. — Ver. 28. ifiiv] Griesb. Scholz, Lacbm. Tisch. have

ifiag. [So recent editors.] There are weighty authorities on both sides, although

the evidence is stronger for v/iag ; but vp.lv is the more unusual, and is attested

even so early as by Justin (?) and Origen ; v/iur is from Matt. v. 44. — Before

npoasvx- Elz. has nal, in opposition to decisive evidence. — [Ver. 30. Tisch.,

recent editors, R. V., omit 6s -u, following X B, etc. The words were probably

inserted from Matthew.] — Ver. 34. The reading davsi^ers, although approved

by Griesb., is a transcriber's error. Comp. on Rom. xiv. 8. Lachm. has 6a-

veiaijTS. (Tisch. : 6avlar/-s), following only B 3 X, 157. [Recent editors agree with

Tisch.] — Before apaprulol Elz. has ol, in opposition to decisive evidence. — On
evidence as decisive rov (in Elz.) before inp., ver. 35, is condemned. But fiTjdkva

(Tisch.) instead of prfisv is too weakly attested by £ X, Syr. 11 "', especially as it

might easily result from a transcriber's error. [Treg., W. and Hort text, "Weiss,

R. V. text, retain pi]6iv.~\ — Ver. 36. ovv\ is wanting in B D L 2 N, min. vss.

and Fathers. Condemned by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. A con-

nective particle, although not directly taken from Matt. v. 48. [Tisch., W.
and Hort, Weiss, R. V., following X B L, etc., omit nal after Kadug, and in

ver. 37 insert it before pi/ naraS. , in ver. 38 omit it before both csnal. an d vrrspsK.,

in ver. 28 read oi yap ptrpu.] — Ver. 39. 6t] Lachm. and Tisch. have Se mi, fol-

lowing preponderating evidence ; the kcu, which might be disj)ensed with, was

passed over. — Keaovvrai'] Lachm. and Tisch. have iuireaovvrai. The Iiecepta is

from Matt. xv. 14. — [Ver. 40. Recent editors omit ahrov in the first clause.] —
Ver. 43. ovdi] B L £ N, min. Copt. Arm. Vera Germ, add Trd'/n; which Lachm.

has in brackets. With Tisch. to be adopted ; the omission of the word that

might be dispensed with resulted from Matt. vii. 18. — Ver. 45. Read the sec-

ond half of the verse : k. 6 irovrjpbg Ik to 7
' Ttovr/pov Tcpotylpei to Trovr/pov (Tisch.). In

view of BDL N, min. vss. the avflpurrog and dijaavpov rijg Kapdlag avrov of the

Iiecepta (both condemned by Griesb., and bracketed by Lachm.) are to be re-

garded as supplementary additions, as also in the next clause rot' and rf/c (deleted

by Lachm. and Tisch.). — Ver. 48. rsSepeX yap i~'i tt)v jrirpav] Tisch. has 6ia rb

na'Aug o'tKoAoiii iaOai [n'lKofiopf/aOa/. in Tisch. VIII.] avrf/v, followingB L £ X, 33, 157,

Syr.P (in the margin), Copt. The Ilecepla is a gloss from Matt. vii. '25. — Ver. 49.

liteae] owlireoe, which Griesb. has recommended and Tisch. has adopted, is so

strongly attested by B D L R £ N, that lireoe is to be referred to Matthew.

Vv. 1-5. See on Matt. xii. 1-8; Mark ii. 23-28, whom Luke, with

omission, however, follows (see especially ver. 5). Between the foregoing

and the present narrative Matthew interposes a series of other incidents. — h
aa(3/3. Sevrepowpitr^] all explanations are destitute of proof, because devrep6-

irporog never occurs elsewhere. According to the analogy of devrepoydftog,

tevrepo ;..'•.», Jei etc., it might be : a Sabbath which for the second

time is the first. Comp. devrepodeKanj, the second tenth, in Jerome, adEz.

45. According to the analogy of rfeun . penultimus, Beliodorus in

Boran. Ghirwg. vet. p. 94, it might—since from loxarot the reckoning must

l.e backwards, while from irpurog it must be Forwards, iii order to

bethe second first, i.e., the second oftwofirsts. All accurate gram-

matical information is wanting. As, however, if any definite Sabbaths at
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all had borne the name of odfifiarov devrepu-puTov (and this must be assumed,

as Luke took for granted that the expression was afamiliar one), this name

would doubtless occur elsewhere (in the Old Testament, in the LXX., in

Philo, Josephus, in the Talmud, etc.) ; but this is not the case, as the whole

Greek literature has not even one instance of the peculiar word in itself to

show ; ' as among the Synoptics it was precisely Luke that could least of

all impute to his reader a knowledge of the name ; and as, finally, very

ancient and important authorities have not got tievTepoTtpu-u at all in the pas-

sage before us (see the critical remarks), just as even so early an authority

as SyrP. remarks in the margin :
" non est in omni exemplari,"—I regard

dEvrepoTrpuTu as not being genuine, although, moreover, the suspicion suggests

itself that it was omitted " ignoratione rei," " from ignorance of the matter "

(Bengel, Appar. Grit.'), and because the parallel places have nothing simi-

lar to it. In consideration of tv hepy aa(3j3., ver. 6, probably the note

irpuru) was written at the side, but a comparison with iv. 31 occasioned the

corrective note devrepu to be added, which found its way into the text,

partly without (so still Arro
. and Arer

.), partly with npuTu (thus (kvrspu

7rp<l>Tij, so still R r, min.), so that in the next place, seeing that the two

words in juxtaposition were meaningless, the one word (lev-epoTrpuTu was

coined. Wilke also and Hofmann, according to Lichtenstein ; andLichten-

stein himself, as well as Bleek and Holtzmann (comp. Schulz on Griesbach),

reject the word ; Hilgenfeld regards it as not being altogether certain.
2 Of

the several attempts at explanation, I note historically only the following :

(1) Chrysostom, Horn. 40 in Matth.: brav &m\fi y apyia y nal tov ca/3(idrov tov

Kvplov nal htpac eoprrjQ duzdexo/ievqg, " whenever the rest from labor was

double, both on the Sabbath of the Lord and on another succeeding feast-

day, 1
' so that thus is understood afeast-day immediately following the Sabbath. 3

(2) Theophylact understands a Sabbath, the day before tohich (jrapaoKev?/) had

been a feast-day

.

i
(3) Isidore of Pclusium, Ep. iii. 110 (comp. Euthymius

Zigabenus, Calvin, Surenhusius, Wolf), thinks that the npu-rj rav a^bjuuv is

meant, and was called devTepowpuTfj : £7mJ?) Sevrepov jiev r/v tov ivdaxa. rrpuTov

6*s tgjv at^vfiuv' ia~t:pag yap Qvovteq to Traerja tij e^rjg tt/v tcjv d^vfiuv tTravyyvpi^ov

hpTT/v, fjv ml devTspoirpu-ov knalow, " since it was the second of the Passover,

but the first of unleavened bread ; for sacrificing the Passover in the even-

ing they celebrated on the next day the feast of unleavened bread, which

was also called 'second-first,'"— that every festival was called a Sabbath.

Comp. Saalschlitz :
" the second day of the first feast (Passover)." (4) Most

1 In Eustathius in Vita Eutych. n. 95, the 4 Comp. Luther's obscure gloss : " the

Sunday after Easter is called SeuTepoTrpuTrj second day after the high Sabbath."

Kvptcuoj ; but this epithet manifestly origi- Schegg explains the expression even as a

nated from the passage before us. Christian designation, namely, of the Sat-

* Teschendorf had deleted it in his edition urday offer Good Friday. In opposition to

of 1849, but in ed. 7 (1859) [also in ed 8 Serno (Tag des letzt. rassahmahls, 1859,

(18G9)] had restored and defended it ; now p. 48 ff.), who, according to his mistaken

[1867] (in the Synops. cd. 2) ho has, with supposition of the doubling of the first and

Lachmann, bracketed it. last feast-days, brings out the sixteenth Ni-
3 Comp. Epiphanius, Haer. 30,31. So also san, see Wieseler in Router's Eepert. 1860,

Beza, Paulus, and Olshausen. p. 138.
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prevalent has become the view of Scaliger (Kim ml. temper. VI. p. 557) and

Petavius, that it is the first Sabbath after the second day of the Passover. 1

Comp. already Epiphanius, Haer. xxx. 31. From the second Easter day (on

which the first ripe ears of corn were offered on the altar, Lev. xxiii. 10 li'.

;

Lightfoot, p. 340) were numbered seven Sabbaths down to Pentecost, Lev.

xxiii. 15. s
(5) According to the same reckoning, distinguishing the three

first Sabbaths of the season between Easter and Pentecost from the rest,

Redslob in the Intell. Bl. der allgem. Lit. Zeit., Dec. 1847, p. 570 f., says

that it was the second Sabbath after the second Easter day, 6evrep6irpuTog being

equivalent to devrepog rav irpuruv, therefore about fourteen days after Easter,

Comp. Ewald, Jahrb. XL p. 254 : that it was the second of the two first

Sabbaths of the Passover month. (6) Von Til ami Wetstein : that it

was the first Sabbath of the second month (Igar). So also Storr and others.

(7) Credner, Beitr. I. p. 3.17, concludes that according to the Ktjpvypa.

tov Uerpov (in Clem. Strom, vi. 5, p. 700, Pott) the Sabbath at the

full moon was called ivpuTov (a mistaken explanation of the words, see

Wieseler, p. 2:52 f.), and hence that a Sabbath at the new moon was to be un-

derstood. (8j Hitzig, Ostern und Pfingst. p. 19 if. (agreeing with Theophy-

lact as to the idea conveyed by the word), conceives that it was 1 Ik fifteenth

Nisan, which, according to Lev. xxiii. 11, had been called a Sabbath, and

was named (kyrspoTrp., because (but see, on the other hand, Wieseler,

p. 353 ff.) the fourteenth Nisan always fell on a Saturday. (9) Wieseler, /.<-.

p. 2::i ff.
3 thinks that it was the second-first Sabbath of the year in a cycle

of seven years, i.e., thefirst Sabbath of the second year in a week of years. Al-

ready L. Capellus, Rhenferd, and Lampe (ad Joh. II. p. 5) understood it to

be the first month in the year (Nisan), but explained the name from the

fact that the year had two first Sabbaths, namely, in Tisri, when the civil

year began, and in Nisan, when the ecclesiastical year began. (KM Ebrard,

p. 414 f., following Krafft (Ghron. und Harm. d. rrier Evang. p. 18 f.),

regards it as the weekly Sabbath that occurs between the first ami Inst I

days (feast-Sabbaths). For yet other interpretations (Qrotius and Valcke-

naer : that the Sabbath before Easter was called the first great one npurd-

irpurrov, the Sabbath before Pentecost the second great one Sevrepdnpurov, the

Sabbath before the feast of Tabernacles Tpno-purov*), see in Calovius, Jllhl.

[II., and Liibkert, I.e.

1 The explanation of Scaliger is followed (from Easter to Pentecost i la the second-first.

aubon, Drusius, Lightfoot, Schoett- [SeeNote LVII., p. 840.]

pen, Kuinoel, Neander, de Wette, and a Comp. also Winer, RealteSrterb. IF.

many more; and is defended, especially p. 848ff. ; Ewald, Jahrb. I. p. 78, and
against Panlus, by Lubkerl in Mm- Stud ". Chr. p. 804

Krit. is::
-

,, p. 671 IT. Opposed to Scaliger ' Teschendorf, Synapse, ed. 'J. now op-

are \\ r
i< pse, p. 230; Saalschfltz, puses the explanation of Wieseler, with

p. 894 f. ; and aptly Grotlus in lot. which in ed. i he agreed.

Lange, /-. •/. n. 2, p, 818, tries to Improve ' V. Gumpaofa also (fift. d. altjud. A

planation of Scaliger by assuming Brftssel 1848) understands a Sabbath of the

that preceding the cycle between Ea ter second rani:. Very peculiarly Weizs

and Pentecost there is a shorter cycle from p. 69, says: "thai Luke iv. 18,81 recounts

i Nisan to Easter ; thai the Ural Sabbath two Sabbath narratives, and now \i. 1,6

<>f tins flrsl eye|,. [3 therefore thefirst-fin '. recounts other two," ami thai the sa!>i>aili

while the first Sabbath of that second cycle in the passage before us is therefore the
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Vv. 1-5. [See Note LVTIL, p. 340.] — tovq araxvaq] the ears of corn that

offered themselves on the way. — ?,cdiov i\iuxovtec k.t.X.] they ate (the con-

tents), rubbing them out. The two things happened at the same time, so

that they continually conveyed to their mouths the grains set free by this

rubbing. — Ver. 3. owU: tovto] have you never so much as read this? etc. —
6tt6te] quandoquidem, since.

1 — Ver. 4. efeorf] with an accusative and infini-

tive, occurring only here in the New Testament, frequently in the classical

writers, Plat. Polit, p. 290 D ; Xen. Mem. i. 1. 9, iii. 12. 8, and elsewhere
;

also after a preceding dative (Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. p. 57, ed. 2). — Ver. 5.

iXeyev air.] as Mark, but without the auxiliary thought found in Mark
which introduces the conclusion.

Remark. — In D, which does not read ver. 5 till after ver. 10, the following

passage occurs atter ver. 4 : r?} avrrj rj^ipg OsaadfiEvdc riva ipya^dfiEvov tu caj3j3dT0

ecttev avrCf urdpuTve, el ftev olfiag ri TroiE'ig, fianapcoc eI- e'i 6k /J.?} oitiag, EiunardpaToc

nal TvapapaTTjc el rov vojiov, "On the same day seeing one working on the Sab-

bath, He said to him : Man, if thou knowest what thou doest.thou art blessed
;

but if thou knowest not, thou art accursed and a transgressor of the law." In

substance it certainly bears the stamp of genius, and is sufficiently liberal-mind-

ed to admit of its being original, even although it is not genuine. I regard it as

an interpolated fragment of a true tradition.

Vv. 6-11. See on Matt. xii. 9-14
; Mark iii. 1-6, in comparison with

which Luke's narrative is somewhat weakened (see especially vv. 10, 11).

—

6e ml] for that which now follows also took place on a Sabbath. [But see

critical note.]

—

h i-Epio aafift.] inexact, and varying from Matthew.

Whether this Sabbath was actually the next following (which Lange finds

even in Matthew) is an open question. [See Note LIX., p. 340.]— Ver. 9.

According to the reading 'etteputu vfidc, e'i (see the critical remarks) : 1 ash

you whether. With the Recej)ta, the mss. according to the accentuation n or

rt favor one or other of the two different views : I will ask you something, is

it lawful, etc. ? or : I will ash you, what is lawful? The future would be in

favor of the former. Comp. Matt. xxi. 24. — Ver. 11. avolag] want of un-

derstanding, dementia (Vulg. : insipientia).'
2 As to the yEolic ojttative form,

woiTjGsiau (comp. Acts xvii. 27), see Winer, p. 71 [E. T. 76] . Ellendt, ad Ar-

rian. Alex. I. p. 353. Lachmann and Tischendorf have noa'/aauv (a correc-

tion). [But see critical note.]

Vv. 12-49. Luke inserts at this point the choice of the Twelve, and then

a shorter and less original (see also AVeiss in the Jahrb. f. d. Th. 1864,

first of this second series of narratives, con- 'Plato, Legg. x. p. 895 B; Euthyd.
sequently the second-first. But what reader p. 297 D ; Xen. Anab. iii. 2. 2 ; not elsewhere

would have been able to discover this ref- in the New Testament. Comp. Hermann,
erence, especially as between iv. 31 and vi. 1 ad Soph. O. C. 1G9G.

so many other narratives intervened? Weiz- 2 2 Tim. iii. 9 ; Wisd. xix. 3, xv. 18 ; Prov.

sacker, moreover, pertinently observes, in xxii 15; Herod, vi. 69; Plat. Gorg. p. 514 E,

opposition to every hypothesis of an expla- and elsewhere. Also Thucyd. iii. 48. Usu-
nation in accordance with the calculation ally : madness. Comp. Plat. Tim. p. 86 B :

of the divine services, that our Gospel &vo . . . di/otas ydvri, to nev /xaviav, to 5£ ajua.-

stands much too remote from things of this &ia.v.

kind.
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p. 52 IT.) edition of the Sermon on the Mount.'1 According to Matthew, the

choice of the Twelve had not yet occurred before the Sermon on the Mount
;

nevertheless it is implied in Matthew, not, indeed, sooner than at x. 1, but

after the call of Matthew himself. Luke in substance follows Mark in what

concerns the choice of the apostles. But he here assigns to the Sermon on

the Mount—which Mark has not got at all—a position different from that in

Matthew, following a tradition which attached itself to the locality of the

choice of the apostles (to dpog) as readily as to the description and the con-

tents of the sermon. [See NoteLX., p. 340 seq.] See, moreover, Commen-

tary on Matthew. According to Baur, indeed, Luke purposely took from

the discourse its place of distinction, and sought in the Pauline interest

to weaken it as much as possible.

Vv. 12, 13. Comp. Mark iii. 13-15. — to opoc] as Matt. v. 1. — trpoeeil-aoUai

k.t.?..] comp. on v. 16. — tv ry TzpocEvxv tov Qeov] in prayer to God. Genitive

of the object (see Winer, p. 167 [E. T. 185 f.]). — roirc fiafhiTac. avrov] in the

wider sense. Comp. ver. 17. — nal inAt^au. k.t./[.] The connection is : "And
after He had chosen for Himself from them twelve . . . and (ver. 17) had

come down with them, He took up His position on a plain, and (sell, ecttj,

there stood there) a crowd of His disciples, and a great multitude of people

. . . who had come to hear Him and to be healed ; and they that were tor-

mented were healed of unclean spirits : and all the people sought," etc.

The discovery of Schleicrmacher, that iitfatj&fi. denotes not the actual choice,

but only a bringing them together, was a mistaken idea which the word itself

ought to have guarded against. Comp. Acts i. 2.

—

oig ical air. uvoft.] An

action concurring towards the choice, and therefore, according to Luke, con-

temporaneous (in opposition to Schleiermacher). Comp. Mark iii. 14, which

is the source of this certainly anticipatory statement. [But see Note LX.,

p. 340 seq.]

Vv. 14-16. Comp. on Matt. x. 2-4
; Mark iii. 16-19.— ^Tikorfyu] Comp.

A.cts i. 13. See on Matt. x. 4. — 'lovdav 'Iait& low] Usually (including even

Ebrard and Lange) : Judas the brother of -lames, and therefore the son of

Alphaeus ; but without any foundation in exegesis. At least .hide 1 might

be appealed to, where both Jude and Jamea are natural brothers of the Lord.

In opposition to supplying ade'Aipdg, however, we haveto point out in general,

that to justify the supplying of the word a special reference must have pre-

ceded (as Alciphr. /••>. ii. 2), otherwise we must abide by the usual vide, as

at ver. 15 5 further, that Matt. X. 2 mentions the pairs of brothers among

the apostles most precisely assuch, but not anion-- them .lames and Lebbaeua

1 That Matthew and Luke gave twodia- original discourse wbal would be suitable

discourses, delivered In immediate forttae] pie (in opposition to Lange, L. J.

Buceesslon (whirl! Augustine supposed), [1. 2, p. 666 ff.). And how muoh does the

thai were related to one another as esoteric discourse in Matthew contain whlofa there

(given to the disciples exclusively) and was no reason for Jesus keeping back from

c(in the ears of the people), is neither the people in Luke's Bupposed i soterlo dis-

to be established exegettoally, nor is II reo- course 1 Comp. also Matt. vii. 88, from

oncilable with the oreative power of dls- which passage it is clear that Matthew

oour emanifested by Jesus at i ither times, neither regarded the discourse as esoteric

in accordance with which He was certainly nor knew anything of two discourses,

capable, at least, of extracting from tho
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(who is to be regarded as identical with our Judas ; see on Matt. x. 2 ').

Hence (so also Ewald), here and at Acts i. 13, we must read Judas son of

James, of which James nothing further is known. 2— [See Note LXI.,

p. 341.]— TcpoSdrrig] Traitor (2 Mace. v. 15, x. 13, 22 ; 2 Tim. iii. 4) ; only

here in the New Testament is Judas thus designated. Matthew has napa-

Sovq, comp. Mark. Yet comp. Acts vii. 52. — Observe, moreover, that Luke
here enumerates the four first-named apostles in pairs, as does Matthew

;

whereas in Acts i. 13 he placesfirst the three most confidential ones, as does Mark.

We see from this simply that in Acts i. 13 he followed a source containing

the latter order, by which he held impartially and without any mechanical

reconciliation with the order of the passage before us. The conclusion is

much too hasty, which argues that Mark was not before him till Acts i. 13,

and that when he wrote the Gospel he had not yet become acquainted with

Mark's work (Weizsacker).

Ver. 17. 'E7t2 tottov wedivov] according to the connection of Luke (ver. 12,

eIq to opnc ; ver. 17, Karafiac), cannot be otherwise understood than : on a

plain; not : over a plain (Michaelis and Paulus) ; nor : on a small over-

lianging place of the declivity (Tholuck) ; comp. Lange, who calls the dis-

course in Matthew the Summit-sermon, and that in Luke the Terrace-sermon.

[See Note LXIL, p. 341.] The divergence from Matt. v. 1 must be admitted,

and remains still, even if a plateau is supposed on which jutted out a crest

previously ascended by Jesus (Ebrard ; comp. Grotius, Bengel, and others
;

a vacillating arbitrariness in Olshauscn). Matthew's narrative is original
;

Luke has a later tradition. As the crowd of hearers, according to this later

tradition, came from greater distances, and were thus represented as more

numerous, a plain was needed to accommodate them. According to Baur,

Evang. p. 457, this divergence from Matthew is due also to the tendency of

Luke to degrade the Sermon on the Mount, which would surely be a very petty

sort of levelling. — nal bx^oc k.t.1.~\ scil. ear?). [See critical note.] See on

ver. 13. A similar structure in the narrative, viii. 1-3.

Vv. 18, 19. 'And nvevp. aKad.] belongs to edepa-nr. Comp. ver. 17, laBf/vai

and. The nai before kdepair. is not genuine. See the critical remarks. After

Wepair. only a colon is to be placed ; the description of the healings is con-

tinued. — nal laro tt&vt.] not to be separated from what precedes by a comma,

but 6vvafuQ is the subject. See v. 17. — eivpx-1 Comp. viii. 46 :
" Significa-

tur non adventitia fuisse efficacia, sed Christo intrinseca eK rf/c dttac tyvoeoc,"

" the efficacy is indicated to have been, not external to, but intrinsic to

Christ from the divine nature," Grotius.

1 Ewald takes a different view, that even Schleiermacher also, L. J. p. 309, the per-

during the lifetime of Jesus 'IouSa? 'lawuliov sons of the apostolic band were not always

had taken the place of the Thaddaeus the same, and the different catalogues

(Lebbaeus), who had probably been cut off belong to different periods. But when the

by death. See his Gesch. Chr. p. 323. In evangelists wrote,the Twelve were too well

this way, indeed, the narrative of Luke in known in Christendom, nay, too world-his-

the passage before us, where the choice of torical, to have allowed the enumeration

the Twelve is related, would be incorrect. of different individual members.

That hypothesis would only be capable of 2 Comp. Nonnus, Paraphrase of John xiv.

reconciliation with Acts i. 13. According to 22: 'Iov'Sas uibs "IaKio/3<no.
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Yv. 20. 21. Kai avr6^\ And Iff. on His part, as contrasted with this mul-

titude of people seeking His word and His healing power. Comp. v. 1, 1G.

— of rovg fiaBijr. avrov] in the wider sense, quite as in Matt. v. 2 ; for seevv.

13, 17. As in Matthew, so herealso the discourse is delivered first of all for

the circle of the disciples, hut in presence of the people, and, moreover, for

the people (vii. 1). The lifting up of His eyes on the disciples is the solemn

opening movement, to which in Matthew corresponds the opening of His

mouth. — ficucdptot k.tJ..] Luke has only four beatitudes, and omits (just as

Matthew does in the case of 7rev6ovvrsc) all indication, not merely that ulaiov-

rec, but also that irraxoi and ireivavreg should be taken ethically, so that

accordiug to Luke Jesus has in view the poor and suffering earthly position

of His disciples and followers, and promises to them compensation for it in

the Messiah's kingdom. The fourfold woe, then, in ver. 24 ff. has to do with

those who are rich and prosperous on earth (analogous to the teaching in

the narrative of the rich man and Lazarus) ; comp. i. 53. Certainly Luke

lias the later form of the tradition, which of necessity took its rise in con-

sequence of the affliction of the persecuted Christians as contrasted with the

rich, satisfied, laughing, belauded vlolg tov aluvog tovtov ; comp. the analo-

gous passages in the Epistle of James, ii. 5, v. 1 ff., iv. 9. [See NoteLXIIL,

]>. 341 seq.j This also is especially true of the denunciations of woe, which

were still unknown to the first evangelist. 1 That they were omitted in

Matthew from motives of forbearance (Schenkel) is an arbitrary assumption,

quite opposed to the spirit of the apostolic church
;
just as much as the notion

that the poverty, etc., pronounced blessed in Matthew, should be interpreted

spiritually. The late date of Luke's composition, and the greater originality in

general which is to be attributed to the discourse in Matt hew. taken as it is from

theLogia, 3 which formed the basis in an especial manner of this latter Gospeb

the reverse view less probable, that' the general expressions, as Luke

has them, became more specific at a later date, as may be seen in Matthew,

by reason of possible and partly of actually occurring misunderstanding.

Moreover, the difference in itself is not to be got rid of (Tholuck says that the

outer misery awakens the inner ; Olshausen, thai r. Trveiuari musl in Luke

plied!) ;
probably, however, it is to be conceded thai Jesus assumes

as existing the ethical condition of the promise in the case of His afflicted

people (according to Luke's representation) as in His believing and future

members of the kingdom ; hence the variation Ls no contradiction. [See Note

I, XIII., p. 341 seo.] The Ebionitic spirii is foreign to the Pauline Luke (in

opposition to Strauss, I. p. G03 f . ;
Bchwegler, and others). — itperipo]

1 Comp. Weiss In the Jdhrb.f.d. 77ieol. But for the hypothesis of such a disruption

1864, i>. 68 f. 'in opposition to Holtzmann). of the great whole <>r the Bouroe of tins b>
- For the Logia, noi a primitive Mark teroalation, ix. 61 ff., there is no trace of

(Holtzmann), was the original source of the proof elsewhere. Moreover, Welzs&ckew

discour rm of it given by Luke is aptly Bhows the secondary character of

derived by Weizs&cker, p. 148, from the this discourse in Luke, both In Itself and in

collection of discourses of th ter- comparison with Matthew,

calation (see on ix. 61), from which the 'So also Bwald, p. 211 ; oomp. Wlttlohen

evangelist tran planted II into the earlier \n the Jahrb.f. «'. TJieol. 1809, p. 888.

d of the foundation of the church.
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" Applicatio solatii individualis ; congruit attollens, nam radii oculorum in-

digitant," " The application of the comfort is individual ;
' lifting up' agrees

with this, for the glances of His eyes arc indicated," Bengel.— x°PTaa^- anô

yelao.} corresjjonding representations of the Messianic blessedness.

Ver. 22. Gomp. Matt. v. 11 f. — d^opiauaiv] from the congregation of the

synagogue and the intercourse of common life. This is the excommuni-

cation ,;HJ (Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. s.v.). Comp. John ix. 22. But that at

that time there were already beside this simple excommunication one (Din

or two (D")n and SHW) still higher degrees (see, in general, Grotius on

this passage ; Winer, Realic.) is improbable (Gildemeister, Blendwerke d.

vulgar. Ration, p. 10 ff.), and, moreover, is not to be inferred from what
follows, wherein is depicted the hostility which is associated with the ex-

communication. — ml kn(idl(j)ci r. bv. vji. uq novr/p.] infidlAeiv. is just the

German wegwerfen, in the sense of contemptuous rejection ;
: but to bvo/ia is not

auctoritas (Kypke), nor a designation of the character or the faith (de Wette),

nor the name of Christian (Ewald) [Weiss ed. Mey.], which idea (comp. Matt.

x. 42 ; Mark ix. 41) occurs in this place for the first time by means of the follow-

ing h'EKa tov vlov r. avdp. ; but the actual personal name, which designates the

individual in question. Hence : when they shall have rejected your name (e.g.

John, Peter, etc.) as evil, i.e., as being of evil meaning, because it repre-

sents an evil man in your person,

—

on account of the Son of man,— ye know
yourselves as His disciples. The singular bvo/ia is distributive.'2. Others in-

terpret wrongly : When they shall have exiled you (Kuinoel), to express

which would have required v/uag uc jrovqpobc ; or : when they shall have

struck out your namesfrom the register of names (Beza and others quoted by

Wolf, Michaelis also), which even in form would amount to an unusual

tautology with a<j>opfo. ; or : when they shall have spread your name abroad

as evil (defamed you) (Grotius, Bengel, Rosenniuller, Schegg), which is un-

grammatical, and not to be established by Deut. xxii. 19 ; or : when they

declare it as evil (Bleek), which, nevertheless, would be very different from

the classical enrj eit.fial'Xeiv, to cast up words, verba proferre (Horn. 11. vi. 324
;

Find. Pyth. ii. 148) ; and, withal, how feeble and inexpressive !

Ver. 23. 'Ev ekeivti t. y/xi-p.] in which they shall have thus dealt with you.

cKipTnaaTz : leap for joy. — Moreover, see on Matt. v. 12 ; and as to the re-

peated yap, the second of which is explanatory, on Matt. vi. 32, xviii. 11
;

Rom. viii. 6.

Vv. 24, 25. The woes of the later tradition closely corresponding to the

beatitudes. Comp. on ver. 20. [See Note LXIV., p. 312.]

—

tz7Jjv\ oji the

other hand, verumtcvmen, so that d?~/A also might be used as at ver. 35, xi. 41,

and elsewhere. See Klotz, ad Devar. p. 725. — v/uv] Conceive Jesus here

extending His glance beyond the disciples (ver. 20) to a wider circle. —
aKexere] see on Matt. vi. 2. — rr)v -apanl. v/uur] instead of receiving the con-

solation which you would receive by possession of the Messiah's kingdom

1 Plato, Pol. ii. p. 377 C, Crit. p. 46 B ;
* Comp. Ael. IT. A. 5. 4 ; Polyb. xviii. 23.

Soph. 0. C. 637, 642; Ael. II. A. xi. 10; 4; Krfiger, § 44. 1.7; Winer, p. 157 [E. T.

Kypke, I. p. 236. 174].
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(comp. ii. 25), if you belonged to the irraxoi, you have by anticipation what is

accounted to you instead of that consolation ! Comp. the history of the rich

man, ch. xvi. Here the Messianic retributive punishment is described nega-

tively, nndby ireivacJEre, ttevO. k. uXava., positively. — <\n-i -'/ //niirvoi] ye now are

filled up, satisfied, Herod, i. 113. Comp. on Col. ii. 23. For the contrast,

Luke i. 53. On the nominative, Buttmann, Neut. Gr. p. 123 [E. T. 141].

Ver. 2G. This woe also, like the previous ones, and opposed to the fourth

beatitude, ver. 22, must refer to the unbelievers, not to the disc'qiles (so

usually, sec Kuinoel and de Wette), wdien perchance these latter should fall

away, and thereby gather praise of men. This is not justified by the refer-

ence to the false prophets of earlier times, which rather shows that in this

ovai Jesus has in His view, as opposed to His disciples, who had incurred

hatred and persecution (ver. 23), the universally praised dignitaries of the

Jewish theocracy and teachers of the people, whose business was fy-elv av-

dpuivoicaptoKeiv (Gal. i. 10). Jesus does not address His discourse very defi-

nitely and expressly to His followers until ver. 27. — ol jrrar. avruv] (rwv av-

flpuTruv, those regarded as Jews) so that they all lavished praise upon the

false prophets ; comp. Jer. v. 31, xxiii. 17 ; Mic. ii. 11.

Vv. 27, 28. Nevertheless, as far as concerns your conduct, those denunci-

ations of woe are not to deter you, etc. Hence there is here no contrast

destitute of point (Kostlin), although the sayings invv. 27-36 are in Matthew

more originally conceived and arranged (comp. Weiss in the Jahrb. f. d.

Theol. 18G4, p. 55 f.). — -rolq aicovovatv] to you who hear, i.e., ichogir< heed, r<nr

KELtiontvoiq jiov, Euthymius Zigabenus. This is required by the contrast.

Moreover, comp. Matt. v. 44. — im-apuu.] with a dative. 1 Elsewhere in the

New Testament, in accordance with later usage (Wisd. xii. 11 ; Ecclus.

iv. 5 f.), with an accusative. [See critical note.
J
— iirijped^etv] toafiiict, is con-

nected by the classical writers with tivI, also with rivog.

Ver. 29. See on Matt. v. 39 f. — and tov k.t.'a.
]

rd nvoc, to "keep

bach from, anyone." Erasmus says aptly :
" Subito mutatus numerus tacit

ad inculcandum pracccptum, quod unusquisque sic audire debeat quasi sibi

uni dicatur," "The sudden change of number tends to inculcate the pre-

cept, because each one ought so to hear as if it were spoken to him alone."

Ver. 30. Comp. Matt. v. 42. Exegeticalty, the unconditional submission

here required cannot to any extent he toned down by means of limitations

mentally supplied (in opposition to Michaelis, Storr, Kuinoel, and others).

The ethical relations already subsisting in each particular case determine

v.hnt limitations must actually he made. Comp. the remark after Matt. v.

41. — TravTi] to everyone. Exclude none, not even your enemy. Bui Augus-

tine says appropriately :
" Omni petenti te tribue, non omnia petenti ; at

id des, quod dare honeste et juste potes," "Bestow upon everyone asking

thee, not everything he asks
;

thai thou maysl give what thou cansl lmn-

estly and jusl ly give."— airairei
|
demand bach what be has taken from thee.'

1 Horn. Od. six. 880; Herod, iv. 184; Dem. xxiii. 8.

270. 20, Mi. 15; Sen. Anab. vii. 7. W. 3 Berod. I. 8: Amurfav •f.a.Vtjm, «ai iUat
3 X i ri . CyTOp. i. •'!. II : airo <tou kcoAuuic ; T?)? aprra-ytjs acTe'tii-.

Hi. 3. 51 : anb tuiv aiu\pujv Ku>\v<rai ; Gcll.
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Ver. 31. Comp. Matt. vii. 12. To the injunction given and specialized at

ver. 27 ff. of the love of one's enemy, Jesus now adds the general moral rule

(Theophylact : vo/xov Ejityvrov ev toLq napSiaic; 7/fiuv Eyyeypa.fifj.cvov, " the innate law

written in your hearts"), from which, moreover, results the duty of the love

of one's enemy. It is self-evident that while this general principle is com-

pletely applicable to the love of one's enemy in itself and in general, it is

applicable to the special precepts mentioned in vv. 29, 30 only in accord-

ance with the idea (of self-denial), whose concrete representation they con-

tain : hence ver. 31 is not in this place inappropriate (in opposition to de

Wette). — nut aadojg k.t.X.] a simple carrying forward of the discourse to the

general principle : and, in general, as ye, etc. — Iva] Contents of the OeTiete

under the notion of purpose—ye will, that they should, etc.
1

Vv. 32-34. Comp. Matt. v. 40 f . — mi] simply continuing : And, in order

still more closely to lay to heart this general love— if ye, etc. — noia vp.lv

Xapic egti ; ] what tlianlcs have you ? i.e., what kind of a recompense is there

for you ? The divine recompense is meant (ver. 35), which is represented as

a return of beneficence under the idea of thanks (" ob benevolum dantis

affectum," " on account of the benevolent disposition of the one giving,"

Grotius) ; Matthew, piadoq. — oi duapru/ioi] Matthew, ol TsTiuvai and ol edviKoi.

But Luke is speaking not from the national, but from the ethical point of

view : the sinners (not to be interpreted : the heathen, the definite mention

of whom the Pauline Luke would not have avoided). As my faithful

followers, ye are to stand on a higher platform of morality than do such

unconverted ones. — to. laa] (to be accented thus, see on Mark xiv. 56) the

return equivalent to the loan. Tischendorf has in ver. 34 the forms of daviC,eiv

{Anth. XL 390). [Comp. critical note.]

Ver. 35. Ilta/v] but, vserumtamen, as at ver. 24.

—

/itjJev airE7nviC,ovTEc~] The

usual view, " nihil inde sperantes'''' (Vulgate [comp. A. V., "hoping for

nothing again "] ; so also Euthymius Zigabenus, Erasmus, Luther, Beza,

Calvin, Castalio, Salmasius, Casaubon, Grotius, Wolf, Bengel, Krebs,

Valckenaer, Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel, de Wette, Ewald, Bleek, and others), is

in keeping with the context, ver. 34, but is ungrammatical, and therefore

decidedly to be given up. The meaning of anElni^Eiv is desperare ; it belongs to

later Greek, and frequently occurs in Diodorus and Polybius, which latter,

moreover (xxxi. 8. 11), has aTT£liuap.6g, desperatio. Comp. Wetstein. An
erroneous use of the word, however, is the less to be attributed to Luke, that

it was also familiar to him from the LXX. (Isa. xxix. 19) and the Apocry-

pha (2 Mace. ix. 18, where also the accusative stands with it, Ecclus. xxii.

21, xxvii. 21 ; Judith ix. 11). Hence the true meaning is
u nihil desp>erantes"

(codd. of It. ; so also Homberg, Eisner, Wetstein, Bretschneider, Schegg).

[Comp. R. V. text :
" never despairing."] It qualifies ayaOoTroielrs k.

davEi^ETE, and prj6ev is the accusative of the object : inasmuch as ye consider

nothing (nothing which ye give up by the ayadoiroislv and 6avei(,Eiv) as lost

(comp. aiTE/iTTi^Eiv to £ijv, Diod. xvii. 10G), bring no offering hopelessly (name-

1 Comp. Mark vi. 25, ix. 30, x. 35 ; John xvii. 24 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 5. See also Nagelsbach,

Anm. z. Idas, ed. 3, p. 62 f.

9.5!
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ly, with respect to the recompense, which ye have not to expect from men),

—

and how will this hope be fulfilled ! Your reward will be great, etc. Thus

reg '" involved the wap' iXirlda i~' eXwldt irioreveiv (Rom. iv. 18)

in reference to a higher reward, where the temporal recompense is nol to be

hoped for, the "qui nil potest sperare, desperet nihil," "who can hope for

nothing will despair of nothing" (Seneca, Med. 163), in reference to the

sting recompense. — icai loeode viol bip.] namely, in the Messiah's "king-

dom. See xx. 36, and on Matt. v. 9, 4f>. In general, the designation of be-

lievers as sons of God in the temporal life is Pauline (in John :

-

but not often .found in the synoptic Gospels. Sec Kaeuffer in the Sachs.

1843, p. 107 fT. — on (nrnr k.t.'/ .
|

since lie, on His part, etc. The reason

here given rests on the ethical presupposition that the divine Sonship in the

Messiah's kingdom is destined for those whose dealings with their fellow-

men are similar to the dealings of the Father.

Yv. 36-38. From this exemplar of the divine benignity in general Jesus

now passesover (without oiv, see the critical remarks) to the special duty of

becoming compassionate (ylveode) after God's example (earl), and connects

therewith (ver. 37 f.) other duties of love with the corresponding Messianic

promises. On ver. 37 f. comp. Matt. vii. 1 f. — airoXvere] set free, xxii. 68,

xxiii. 1G. The opposite of what is previously forbidden. — fiirpov KaXov k.t.7.}

a more explicit explanation of dodyoerai, and a figurative description of the

fulness of the Messianic blessednes . uSofiivug avr itfcp/of, a'/'/u

TrhyvaiuQj, "for the Lord measures again, not sparingly, but richly." Theo-

phylact. — i:n'/nv\ a good, i.e., not scanty or insufficient, l>ut a full measure ;

among the Rabbins, mitf ms, see Schoettgen, I. p. 273. Observe the cli-

max of the predicate-, in respect of all of which, moreover, it is a measure

of dry things that is conceived of even in the case of virepet ; .. in conn

wherewith Bengel incongruously conceives of fluidity. [On the form of

the clause, see critical note.] Instead of vnepenxvvu, Creek writers (Diodo-

rus, Aelian, etc.) have only the form bnepeKxba- Instead of <-,
I close

packing by means of shaking, Greek writers use aaX&aau. ' — Awoovciv] riveg
; ol

rrfievrec ir&vrag. tovQ rot Sokovoiv airodidfoai,

'•Who? certainly those who were benefited; for when God recompenses

on their behalf they themselves seem to recompense." Euthymius Zigabe-

nus. Hut the context offers no definite subjecl at all. Hence in general :

the persons who give (Ktihner, II. p. 35 f. i. It is noi doubtful who they<w«:

the servants who execute the judgment, i.e., tin Matt. \\i\\ 81.

Comp. on wi.ii. kSTlitoi
j
the gathered fold of the \\ ide uppergarment bound

together by the girdle.--
|

The identity of the measure
;

e.g. if your measure is giving, h ,
the same measure shall be applied in

your recompense. [But see critical note.] Ti not exclude

the larger quantity of the contents at the judgment (see wbal pre,

Theophylact appropriately says : lari yap 6i66vai -,'.<<]-,.<

" For it is to give with the same measure, not. indeed, w it li bo much."

'See LAbeok, Pathol, p. 87; Jacobs, ad 'Set. xxxii. 18; tea. lxv.6; Rath iii. 1":

I p, 06, \i. p, 70. Wetsteln and Kypke I
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Ver. 39 has no connection with what precedes ; but, as Luke himself indi-

cates by el-ire k.t.1., begins a new, independent portion of the discourse. —
The meaning of the parable : He to whom on his part the knowledge of

the divine truth is wanting cannot lead others who have it not to the Messi-

anic salvation ; they will both fall into the Gehenna of moral error and con-

fusion on the way. Comp. Matt. xv. 14, where is the original place of the

saying.

Ver. 40. The rationale of the preceding statement : Both shall fall into a

ditch,—therefore not merely the teacher, but the disciple also. Otherwise

the disciple must surpass his teacher—a result which, even in the most for-

tunate circumstances, is not usually attained. This is thus expressed : A
disciple is not above his teacher, but every one that is fully prepared shall be as

Ms teacher, i.e., when be has received the complete preparation in the school

of his teacher he will be equal to his teacher. He will not surpass him.

But the disciple must surpass his teacher (in knowledge, wisdom, disposi-

tion,, etc.) if he were not to fall into perdition along with him. The view :

he will be trained as his teacher (Kuinoel, de Wettc, Bleek, and others), i.e.,

he will be like him in knowledge, disposition, etc., satisfies neither the

idea of the specially chosen word aarripT., nor its emphatic position, nor the

correlation of v-rrep and ac. As to mrr/pricy,., see on 1 Cor. i. 10. The say-

ing in Matt. x. 24 f. has a different significance and reference, and cannot

be used to limit the meaning here (in opposition to Linder's misinterpreta-

tion in the Stud. u. Krit. 1862, p. 562).

Yv. 41, 42. Luke is not, with confused reminiscence, turning back to

Matt. vii. 3 f. (in opposition to de Wette), but the train of thought is :

'

' but in order not to be blind leaders of the blind ye must, before ye would
judge (ver. 41) and improve (ver. 42) the moral condition of others, first

seriously set about your own knowledge of yourself (ver. 41) and improve-

ment of yourself (ver. 42)." Luke puts the two passages together, but he

does it logically.

Vv. 43, 44. Comp. Matt. vii. 16-18, xii. 33 f. For 1 a man's own moral

disposition is related to his agency upon others, just as is the nature of the

trees to their fruits (there is no good tree which produces corrupt fruit, etc.),

for (ver. 44) in the case of every tree the peculiar fruit is that from which

the tree is known. — ov6e wakiv devdpov] (see the critical remarks) nor, on the

other hand, vice versa, etc. 2

Ver. 45. The application. Comp. Matt. xii. 35.-

—

-npofiepei k.t.?„. refers

here also to sjjojeen icords. See en yap k.t.1.

Ver. 46. The verification, however, of the spoken word which actually

goes forth out of the good treasure of the heart lies not in an abstract con-

fessing of Me, but in joining therewith the doing of that which I say.

Vv. 47-49. See on Matt. vii. 24-27. — eaKaipe a. eflddwe] not a Hebraism

for : he dug deep (Grotius and many others), but a rhetorically emphatic de.

1 Bengel aptly says on this yap :
" Qui sua own beam seeks another's mote, is like an

trabe laborans alienam festucam petit, est evil tree pretending to good fruit."

similis arbori malae bonum fructum affec- " Comp. Xen. Cyrop. ii. 1. 4 ; Plat. Gorg.

tanti," " He who when afflicted with his p. 482 D, and elsewhere.
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scription of the proceeding : lie dug and deepened. See Winer, p. 41 G [E. T.

469]. Even Beza aptly says :
" Crescit oratio."— enl r. irirpav] down to

which he had deepened (sunk his shaft). This is still done in Palestine in

the case of solid buildings. See Robinson, Palestine, III. p. 428. — 6ia to

ku/mc o'tKoSo/ielaOai aiiri/i'] (see the critical remarks) because it (in respect of

its foundation) was well built (namely, with foundation laid upon the rock).

— aKovcac . . . TiOLTjaao] shall have heard . . . shall have done, namely, in

view of the irruption of the last times, full of tribulation, before the

Parousia. — Kal iyhero ic.t.?..} in close connection with ettece, and both with

evOeus : and the ruin of that house was great ; a figure of the aizulEta in con-

trast with the everlasting f<a#, ver. 48, at the Messianic judgment.

Notes by American Editor.

LVII. Ver. 1. dEvreponpuTu.

The word is omitted by such important authorities, and its meaning is so

uncertain, that it must be regarded as furnishing no solid basis for any theory

respecting the time of year. Harmonists have used it to fix the relative date of

the second Passover (so Robinson and others), but all that can be proven is that

the time was that of early harvest. This does indeed favor the Quadripaschal

theory, since it is unlikely that this harvest was that following the first Pass-

over (John ii. 13 ff.). But whether John v. should be placed immediately

before this Sabbath controversy or before the entire Galilean ministry, cannot

be determined from this passage.

LVIII. Vv. 1-11. The Text of Luke' s Narrative.

In these verses Meyer himself accepts nine readings not found in the Rec,

where the transcribers have made Luke's narrative conform to the parallel ac-

counts. Many editors accept more. These phenomena, showing as they do

what is (he influence of a similar document, seem to make against the theory

that Luke himself used either of the Gospels which have thus influenced the

transcribers. There was no motive, that we can perceive, for a purposed varia-

tion in such minute details, many of them of no special significance.

LIX. Ver. G. ?'/ 6i !-i&.

Luke alone mentions that it was the ritjhl hand ; another striking proof of an

independent source of information.

LX. Ver. 12 ff. The Position <f the Sermon <>» the Mount.

"Weiss ed. Mi y. funis here no contradiction to Matt. v. 1 ff. It is not neces-

sary to suppose that Matthew has attempted to place tho Sermon on the Mount

in its proper chronological position, nor that Luke followed a different tradi-

tion. Matthew implies that the disciple; had been chosen, Mark and Luke

give in detail tho circumstances attending tho choice, Luke gives the discourse

which followed. That Matthew and Luke do not give two distinct discourses,
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Meyer himself asserts (see foot-note, p. 332). On the alleged difference of local-

ity see Note LXIL, below. It should be noticed that Mark places the descrip-

tion of the multitude before the choice of the Twelve, while Luke reverses the

order. This would indicate that he did not follow Mark, as do many minor

details of his account, especially the form of this list of the apostles. No the-

ory of the order of events is so satisfactory as that which accepts both the

identity of the discourses and the relative chronological position assigned to

the event by Luke, namely, immediately after the choice of the Twelve.

The view of Weiss ed. Mey. is that Luke found here a suitable position for

the first great discourse which he found in his other source, namely, the apos-

tolic document which lies at the basis of all the Synoptists. He thinks that

the discourse had no connection with the choice of the apostles and is dis-

connected from it by vv. 17-19. Yet this fails to account for the exact details

of ver. 17 ff., unless we admit that Luke invented the local setting for the

discourse,

LXI. Ver. 16. 'lovfiac 'lanufiov.

The R. V. text renders: "Judas, the son of James." Weiss ed. Mey. also

identifies him with Lebbaeus (Thaddaeus), adding that, since his proper name
was Judas, Luke, who places him together with the like-named traitor, distin-

guishes him from the latter by adding the name of his father. The variations

from Mark are quite numerous, and of such a character as to oppose the view

that Luke here follows Mark. But for that very reason we may believe that the

Evangelist has placed the Sermon on the Mount in its proper position ; all the

more since Matthew's list is given a position altogether disconnected from the

choice of the Twelve.

LXII. Ver. 17. ettI tottov tteSivov.

Weiss ed. Mey. finds here no opposition to Matt. v. 1, "since the expression

cannot possibly indicate a plain, in opposition to a mountain height, but only a

level place on the mountains." So R. V., " a level place." Nor is there any

discrepancy implied in the expression " stood," since this does not refer to

our Lord's position during the delivery of the discourse.

LXIII. Ver. 20 ff. ol tttuxoi, k.t.1.

Meyer's comment on Luke's form of the beatitudes seems to imply that the

later Christian tradition modified the earlier records of the Sermon on the

Mount to suit the persecuted condition of the early believers. But in his con-

cluding remarks on this paragraph he virtually concedes that the ethical con-

dition is the prominent one, and the external afflictions only incidental. This

is substantially the view taken by those who accept the truthfulness of both

records and reconcile them accordingly. It may be added that the form of

the entire discourse and the many verbal variations from Matthew indicate

that Luke did not use the Gospel of Matthew, and that the common source

of both discourses is not either the Logia-collection or the so-called "older

source." In general it may be said : a common source (or dependence)

would forbid so many verbal variations ; a "later tradition," modifying in lit-

erary or dogmatic interest, would have led to more decided variations of

thought. Gndet thinks the points of difference here between Matthew and
Luke prove that Luke's report is more exact, and that Matthew's version
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was originally made with a didactic rather than a historical design (Luke, p. 201,

Am. ed.). That the discourses in Matthew are often placed out of their chrono-

logical position, is the view of all Harmonists.

"We append the following outline of the discourse as here reported : " 1. The
character of the citizens of the kingdom of God ; vv. 20-26. 2. The new prin-

ciple (of love) in this kingdom ; vv. 27-38. 3. Application of this principle to

judgment of others and instruction of others ; vv. 39-45. 4. Conclusion, set-

ting forth in a parable the judgment which will be passed upon all who claim

to be members of this kingdom ; vv. 46-49." (Inter. Rev. Commentary, Luke,

p. 93.) A comparison with Matt, v.-vii. will show that the report of Matthew
submits less readily to logical analysis. This seems to confirm the view that

Luke is both independent of Matthew and exact in his historical setting of

the discourse. Others may prefer to find in it another proof of his "edi-

torial ability," in judiciously combining the "later tradition" with the

" original apostolic document" referred to by Papias.

LXIV. Ver. 24 f. The Woes.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks this part of the discourse was added by Luke, since

the classes addressed were not present when the Sermon on the Mount was
delivered. But with equal reason it may be argued that these verses, pointiig

to mixed audience, indicate that Luke has given the discourse in its proper

position and circumstances.
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CHAPTER VII.

Veb. 1. ettei de~\ Lachin. and Tisch. have e-cidy, following A B C* X, 254, 299.

This evidence is decisive, especially as D (comp. codd. of It.) is not opposed,

for it has ml kyevero ore. K has kireidq Jf, whence is explained the rise of the

Recepla. — Ver. 4. irapi^ tj] So also Lachin. and Tisch. The liecepta is reaped,

in opposition to decisive evidence. —Ver. 10. aadevovvTa] is not found, indeed,

in B L X, min. Copt. codd. of It. (deleted by Lachin. and Tisch.) [recent edi-

tors, B. V.] ; but it is to be maintained, as the evidence in its favor is prepon-

derating ; the omission is very easily to be explained from the possibility of

dispensing with the word, but there was no reason to suggest its addition. —
Ver. II. Instead of kv ru igyg, which Griesb. has approved, and Lachm. has in

the margin, the edd. have li> r?) egijg. The evidence for the two readings is

about equally balanced. We must come to a conclusion according to the usage

of Luke, who expresses "on the following day" by ry kl-ijg, always without kv

(Acts xxi. 1, xxv. 17, xxvii. 18 ; moreover, in Luke ix. 37, where kv is to be de-

leted) ; we must therefore read in this place kv ru egijg. Comp. viii. 1. [Treg.

text, AV. and Hort text, Weiss, B. V. text, have -o following A B L and other

uncials, Vulg., etc. Tisch. retains ry.] Otherwise Schulz. — inavo'C] is wanting

inBDFL N, min. and most of the vss. Bracketed by Lachm. [Bejected by

Treg. text, W. and Hort, B. V.] It is to be retained (even against Binck,

Lucubr. Grit. p. 321), the more so on account of the frequency of the simple oi

fiaBrjTal avrov, and the facility, therefore, wherewith IKANOI might be passed over

by occasion of the following letters KAIO. — Ver. 12. After iicavdg Elz. Scholz.,

Tisch. have//y, which is condemned by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. ; it is want-

ing in authorities so important that it appears as supplementary, as also does

the ;/r, which Lachm. Tisch. read before xvPa > although this latter has still

stronger attestation. [But yv is found twice in K B L, Copt., etc., once in C,

Vulg. Hence it is accepted in both cases by recent editors, B. V.] — Ver. 1G.

kyqyepTai] ABCL2 X, min. have yytpQy, in favor of which, moreover, D bears

witness by efrfykpQq, On this evidence it is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be

preferred. — [Ver. 19. Tisch., recent editors, B. V., with B L, and good minor

authorities, read ahpiov instead of 'Ij]oobv.~\ — Ver. 21. Instead of avry 6e, Tisch.

has iaeivy on evidence too feeble, and without sufficient internal reason. [But

recent editors agree with Tisch., following X B L, Copt., etc.] — Elz. Scholz

have to fikknEiv. This tu might, in consequence of the preceding l^api'troTO,

have just as easily dropt out as slipped in. But on the ground of the decidedly

preponderating counter evidence, it is by Lachm. and Tisch. rightly deleted. —
Ver. 22. [o lyaovg is rejected by Tisch., recent editors, B. V., Avith X B D, Vulg.,

Copt.] — bri\ is wanting, it is true, in important authorities (although they are

not preponderating), and is deleted by Lachm. ; but the omission is explained

from Matt. xi. 5. — Vv. 24-26. Instead of k^ely^vdaTe, ABDLE X (yet in ver.

26 not A also) have k^yWars ; so Lachm. It is from Matt. xi. 7-9. — Ver. 27.

eyu] is wanting in B D L 2 S, min. Copt. Arm. Vulg. codd. of It. Marcion, and
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is left out by Lachm. and Tisch. An addition from Matth. — Ver. 28. Trpo^/r^c]

is deleted, indeed, by Lachm. [so W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.] (in accordance

with BKLMX 3 N, min. vss. and Fathers), but was omitted in accordance

with Matt. xi. 11, from which place, on the other hand, was added tov ^a-narov

(rightly deleted by Tisch.). — Ver. 31. Before rivi Elz. has time 6e 6 icvpiog, in op-

position to decisive evidence. [It is found only in cursive mss.] An exeget-

ical addition, in respect of which the preceding passage was taken as his-

torical narration. — Ver. 32. Instead of nal Myovaiv, Tisch. has, on too feeble

evidence, htyovreg. [W. and Hort, Weiss, It. V., read a ?.tyei, following X* B, 1.]

— Ver. 34. The arrangement <pi/.og te?iuv. is decisively attested. The reverse

order (Elz.) is from Matth. — Ver. 35. iravTuw] Lachm. and Tisch. synnps.
^D0 t

Tisch. VIII.] have this immediately after a~6 [so Treg., W. and Hort text],

but in opposition to preponderating evidence. It was omitted in accordance

with Matt. xi. 19 (so still in D F L M X, min. Arm. Syr.), and then restored to

the position suggested by the most ordinary use. — Ver. 36. The readings riv

uckov and Karenl'tOi] (Lachm. Tisch.) are, on important evidence, to bo adopted
;

iivanTi. was more familiar to the transcribers ; Luke alone has icaratiA. — Ver. 37.

ijrig ?/i'] is found in different positions. B L 3 H, vss. Lachm. Tisch. rightly

have it after yuvfy. In D it is wanting, and from this omission, which is to be

explained from the possibility of dispensing with the words, arose their restora-

tion before d/uapr., to which they appeared to belong. [Tisch., recent editors,

It. V., insert Kai before iiny., following NAB, and many others.] — Instead of

avciKELTaL is to be read, with Lachm. and Tisch., Kar^uKtirat. Comp. on ver. 36.

— [Ver. 39. The article is inserted before -potyi/rt/g in B 3, so Weiss, bracketed

by W. and Hort, noticed in R. V. marg.] — Ver. 42. Sk, both here and at ver. 43,

lias authorities so important against it that it appears to have been inserted as

a connective particle ; it is deleted by Tisch. — ti-k is wanting in B D L 3 N,

min. Syr. Arr. Perss. Copt. Aeth. Vulg. It. Aug. Suspected by Griesb., de-

leted by Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, R. V., on this preponderant evi-

dence]. But why should it have been added ? The entire superfluousness of

it was the evident cause of its omission. — Ver. 44. After Bpil-l Elz. has rfjg

KS(j>a?J/g, in opposition to decisive evidence. An addition from ver. 38.

Vv. 1-10. See on Matt. viii. 5-13. In the present form of Mark's Gospel

the section must have been Lost at the same time with the Sermon on the

Mount, iii. 19 (Ewald, Holtzmann) ; both are supposed to have existed in

the primitive Mark. [See NoteLXV., p. 352seq.] Comp. on Mark iii. 19.

—

i-'//ji)(.,Gi
|
cum absolvisset, " when he had completed" so that nothing more of

them was wanting, and was left behind. 1 Comp. owerkXtae, Matt. vii. 28.

— aKour\ as Mark vii. 35. — The healing of the leper, which Matthew intro-

duces beforethe healing of the servant, Luke lias inserted alreadj at v. 12 ff.

— Yer. ::. n-peofivripovg] as usually : elders of the 'people, who also on their

part were sufficiently interested in respect of the circumstance mentioned at

ver. 5. Hence not : chiefs of the synagogue; apxuruvayAyovg, Acts \iii. 15,

wiii. 8, IT. - -&£i6g kariv, <>] equivalent to iftdg kariv, Iva avr<j>. Sec Kiihner,

§802. | ; Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 198 E. T. 229]. -kWixv] Subsequently,

in \rr. 6, he changed his mind
;

his confidence rose to a higher pitch, so that

' Comp. l tfa l sod, A); Euseblus, //. /•.'. iv. ir>: irXiipuvovroc tiji- npoenvx^y.
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he is convinced that he needs not to suggest to Him the coming at all. [See

Note LXV., p. 352 seq.] — Ver. 4. rrapi^] The Becepta trape^ei, as the second

person, is not found anywhere ; for bipei and povAei (Winer, p. 70 [E. T. 76])

are forms sanctioned by usage, to which also is to be added out ; but other

verbs are found only in Aristophanes and the tragic writers (Matthaei,

p. 462 ; Reisig, ad Soph. Oed. G. p. xxii. f.). If wapi^st were genuine, it

would be the third person of the future active (min. : Trapeses), and the

words would contain the utterance of the petitioners among themselves.—
Vv. 5, 6. avrog] ipse, namely, of his own means. ' The Gentile builder did

not prejudice the sanctity of the building, because that came by means of

the consecration. See Lightfoot, p. 775. — ipilovc] as xv. 6 ; Acts x. 24, kins-

folk, relatives ; see Nagelsbach, Anm. z. llias, ed. 3, p. 374. — Ver. 7. 816]

on account of my unworthiness. — ovdi] not at all.— e/iavrdv] in reference to

those who hadbeen sent, who were to represent him, ver. 3. — nalg] equivalent to

SovTiog, ver. 2. That Luke erroneously interpreted the iraig of his original source,

and nevertheless by oversight allowed it to remain in this place (Holtzmann)

is an unmerited accusation, in accordance with Baur. [See Note LXV.,

p. 352 seq.] — Ver. 8. vnbk^ova. raaao/i.] an expression of military subordi-

nation : one who is placed under orders. Luke might also have written reray-

fievoc, but the present depicts in a more lively manner the concrete relation

as it constantly occurs in the service.-—-Ver. 10. rbv aadevovvra 8. vytalv.] the

sick slave well (not : recovering), aadevovvra, present participle, spoken from

the point of view of the rrepepdivreg, ver. 6.
2 [But see critical note.] As an ex-

planation of this miraculous healing from a distance, Schenkel can here

suggest only the " extraordinary spiritual excitement" of the sick person.

Vv. 11, 12. The raising of the young man at Nain (|"N3, a pasture ground

situated in a south-easterly direction from Nazareth, now a little hamlet of

the same name not far from Endor ; see Robinson, Pal. III. p. 469 ; Ritter,

Erdk. XV. p. 407) is recorded in Luke alone ; it is uncertain whether he

derived the narrative from a written source or from oral tradition.

—

kv tu

k%yg] in the time that followed thereafter, to be construed with eyiv. Comp.

viii. 1. — iiaftr/rai] in the wider sense, vi. 13, xvii. 20. — licavoi] in considerable

number. 3 [But see critical note.]

—

<l>c 8e yyyias . . . ko! \8ov\ This /cat intro-

ducing the apodosis is a particle denoting something additional : also.

Comp. ii. 21. When He drew near, behold, there also was, etc. See, more-

over, Acts i. 11, x. 17.

—

ry fiTjrpl avrov] Comp. ix. 38. 4— The tombs (e^eno-

u^ero, comp. Acts v. 6) were outside the towns. See Doughty, Anal. II.

p. 50 ff. — Kal avTij xvi>a \ sc^- yv, which, moreover, is actually read after avrr)

by important authorities. [See critical note.] It should be written in its

1 lie was such a friend of Judaism, and aV^pwiro?, Plat. Gorg.

dwelt in the Jewish land. This was a sufti- 3 Mehlhorn, Be adjectivor. pro adverb, pos.

cient reason for Jesus treating him quite ratione et vsu, Glog. 1828, p. 9 ff.; Kiihner,

differently from the way in which He after" ad Xen. Anab. i. 4. 12.

wards treated the Syrophoenieian woman. 4 Herod, vii. 221 : rbv 6e nalSa . . . ddvTa oi

Hilgenfeld persists in tracing Matt. viii. 5 ff

.

fxovuoyeuea ; Aeschyl. Ag. 872 : fiovoyevk reievov

to the supposed universalistic retouching narpi ; Tob. iii. 15 ; Judg. xi. 34 ; Winer,

of Matthew. See his Zeitschr. 1865, p. 48 ff. p. 189 [E. T. 211].

3 Oii yap ajoia . . . vytaiVei re Ka'i vouel o
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simplest form, avrr) (Vulg. and most of the codd. of It. have : haec). Beza :

k. 0/7// x'<t»! i' f ipsi quidem viduae). [See Note LXVL, p. 353.]

Vv. 13-15. The sympathy with the mother was in itself sufficiently well

founded, even without the need of any special (perhaps direct) acquaintance

with her circumstances.

—

^ kXme\ " Consolatio ante opus ostendit operis

certo futuri potestatem," " The consolation before the deed sin ays the power

of certainly working the future deed," Bengel. — The coffin ( t] aopoq) was an

uncovered chest. 1— The mere touch without a word caused the bearers to

stand still. A trait of the marvellous.

—

veavioK?, col %.] The preceding

touch had influenced the hearers. — avenddtaev] He sat upright.*— Idaicev]

Comp. ix. 42. His work had now been done on him.

Vv. 16, 17. <I>o/3of] Fear, the first natural impression, v. 20.— on . . . teal

Sri] not recitative (so usually), but argumentative (Bornemann), asi. 25 : (we

praise God) because . . . and because. [See Note LXVII., p. 353.] The reci-

tative uti occurs nowhere (not even in iv. 10), twice in the same discourse :

moreover, it is quite arbitrary to assume that in the second half, which is by
no means specifically different from the first, we have the words of others

(Paulus, Kuinoel, Bleek). — They saw in this miracle &m?/iei<n> of a great

prophet, and in His appearance they saw the beginning of the Messianic de-

liverance (comp. i. 68, 78). — 6 16yoq ovtoc] This saying, namely, that a great

prophet with his claim made good by a raising from the dead, etc. — h <>> 7

t. 'IowJ.] a pregnant expression : in the irhole of Judaea, whither the saying

had penetrated. 3 Judaea is not here to be understood in the narrower sense

of the province, as though this were specified as the theatre of the incident

(Weizsacker), but in the wider sense of Palestim in general (i. 5) : and by ev

rraoy 7>) nepix&py, which is not to be referred to the neighborhood of Wain

(Kostlin, p. 231), it is asserted that the rumor had spread abroad even

beyond the limits of Palestine.— wept airov] so that lie was mentioned as

the subject of the rumor. Comp. v. 15.

Remark. — The natural explanation of this miracle as of the awakening of

a person <>vli/ njparddh/ (had (Paulus, Annnon ; comp. Schleiermacher, L. J.

p. 233) so directly conflicts with the Gospel narrative, and, moreover, places •'« SOS

in so injurious a li^clit of dissimulation and pretence, that it is decisively to be

rejected, even apart from the fact that in itself it would be improbable, nay

monstrous, to suppose that as often as dead people required His help, lie

should have chanced every time upon people only apparently dead (to which

class in the end even He Himself also must have belonged after His crucifix-

ion !). Further, the allegorical explanation (Weisse), as well as also the idenii-

of this miracle vaiih the narrative of On daughter of Jairus (Gfr6r< r, Eeil.

Saao, I. p. P.ll), and finally, the na/lhical solution (Strauss), depend upon Bubjec-

tive assumptions, which are not sufficient to set aside the objective historical

testimony, all t he more that this testimony is conjoined, in respect of the na-

ture of the miracle, with that of Matthew (Jaivus' daughter) and that of John

1 See Weteteln In loe. ; Harmar, Beob. n. and thereon Stallbaum.

p. hi. » Comp. Thuoyd. iv. IS: i» HtvKaStq ojt>;«-

• I Omp. Arts ix. 10; Xcn. Ci/r.v. 10; Plat. aav.

Phaed. p, (j0 13 : ai<a/cai?i£d/oiero? tiri ti)>' KXii-qi;
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(Lazarus) ; and to suspect the three narratives of raisings from the dead taken

together because of the gradual climax of their attendant circumstances (Wool-

ston, Strauss : death-bed, coffin, grave) is inadmissible, because Luke has not

the history of the raising on the death-bed until later (viii. 50 ff.), and therefore

was not consciously aware of that progression to a climax. The raisings of the

dead, attested beyond all doubt by all the four evangelists, referred to by Je-

sus Himself among the proofs of His divine vocation (Matt. xi. 5 ; Luke vii.

22), kept in lively remembrance in the most ancient church (Justin, Ap. i. 48.

22 ; Origen, c. C'els. ii. 48), and hence not to be let on one side as problematical

(Schleiermacher, Weizs'acker), are analogous arpiela of the specific Messianic

work of the future avucraaig VEKpuv.

Vv. 18-35. See On Matt. xi. 2-19. Matthew has for reasons of his own
given this history a different and less accurate position, but he has related it

more fully, not omitting just at the beginning, as Luke does, the mention

of the Baptist's imprisonment. Luke follows another source. [See Note

LXVIII., p. 353.] — irepl ttclvtuv tovtuv] such as the healing of the servant

and the raising of the young man. 1— Ver. 21. Luke also, the physician, here

and elsewhere (comp. vi. 17 f., v. 40 f.) distinguishes between the naturally

sick people and demoniacs. Besides, the whole narrative passage, vv. 20,

21, is an addition by Luke in his character of historian. — nal tvQa.] and es-

pecially, etc.

—

kxapiaaro] " magnificum verbum," Bengel. — Ver. 25. rpvcpy]

not to be referred to clothing, but to be taken generally, luxury. — Ver. 27.

Mai. iii. 1 is here, as in Matt, and in Mark i. 2, quoted in a similarly pecu-

liar form, which differs from the LXX. The citation in this form had

already become sanctioned by usage. — Ver. 28. Kpo^i/rrjc'] The reflectiveness

of a later period is manifest in the insertion of this word. Matthew is orig-

inal. — Vv. 29, 30 do not contain an historical notice introduced by Luke by

way of comment (Paulus, Bornemann, Schleiermacher, Lachmann, Kostlin,

Hilgenfeld, Bleek, following older commentators), for his manner elsewhere

is opposed to this view, and the spuriousness of sine 6e 6 nvpwc, ver. 31 (in

Elz.), is decisive ; but the words are' spoken by Jesus, who alleges the differ-

ing result which the advent of this greatest of the prophets had produced

among the people and among the hierarchs. In respect of this, it is to be

conceded that the words in their relation to the power, freshness, and rhe-

torical vividness of what has gone before bear a more historical stamp, and

hence might reasonably be regarded as a later interpolation of tradition

(Weisse, II. p. 109, makes them an echo of Matt. xxi. 31 f. ; comp. de Wette,

Holtzmann, and Weiss) ; Ewald derives them from the Logia, where, however,

their original juace was, according to him, after ver. 27. [See Note LXIX.,

p. 353 seq.]— iSiKaiuaav r. Qeov] they justified God, i.e., they declared by

their act that His will to adopt the baptism of John was right. — parr-iot). is

contemporaneous. — rijv ftov/iTjv rov Oeov] namely, to become prepared by the

baptism of repentance for the approaching kingdom of Messiah. This coun-

1 Luke also thus makes the sending of (epya). This opposition to Wieseler (in the

John's disciples to be occasioned by the Gott. Vierleljahrsschr. 1845, p. 107 ff.).

works, the doings of Jesus, as Matthew
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Bel of God's will {fiovTJi, comp. on Eph. i. 11) they annulled (ijOir.), they
abolished, since they frustrated its realization through their disobedience.

Bezasays pertinently :
" Abrogarunt, nempe quod ad ipsiusrei mfamattinet,

quoevasit ij>sis exitii instrumentum id, quod eos ad resipiscentiam et salutem

vocabat," " They abrogate, namely, it pertains to the termination of the thing

itself, since thai which was inviting them to recovery and salvation became
an instrument of destruction to themselves."— elgiavrovc] with respect to them-

selves, a closer limitation of the reference of i/dt-Tjcav. 1 Borneminn (comp.

Castalio) :

" quantum rib ipsis pendebaV ("alios enim passi sunt," etc.),

'•as far as it depended upon themselves" (" for they permitted others, "etc.).

This would be to elg eavroig (Soph. Oed. R. TOG ; Eur. Tph. '/'. 697, and
elsewhere). — Ver. 31. rovg avdp. r. yev. r.] is related not remotely to ver. 29

(Holtzmann), but Jesus means to have the general designation applied (see

also ver. 34) to the hierarchy, ver. 30, not to ttoc 6 Aaoc. Comp. Matt. xii.

39, xvi. 4. — elalv 6u.]elciv has the emphasis. — Ver. 33. As to the form eaOuv

[so Treg., W. and Hort], as we must write with Tischendorf [lisch. VIII.

has hodiuv], eomp. on Mark i. 6. The limitations aprov and olvov, which are

not found in Matthew, betray themselves to be additions of a later tradition,

the former being an echo of Matt. iii. 4 ; Mark i. G. — Ver. 35. See on Matt.

\i. 19, and observe the appropriate reference of the expression kditccu66j) k.t.a.

to kSinatuoav t. 9e6v,ver. 29. Even Theophylact, who is mistaken in his inter-

pretation of Matt. I.e., expresses in this place the substantially correct view

that the divine wisdom which revealed itself in Jesus and the Baptist re-

ceived its practical justification in the conduct of their followers." Borne-

mann considers these words as a continuation of the antagonistic saying Idoi

. . . auapruXZn), and, indeed, as bitterly ironical: " Et (dicitis) : probari,

spectari solet sapientia, quae Johannis et Christi propria est, in filiis ejus

omnibus, i.e., in fructibus ejus omnibus," "And (ye say) : the wisdom,

which is peculiar to John and Christ, is wont to be approved, to be tested,

in all its sons, i.e., in all its fruits." It is against this view that, apart from

the taking of the aorist in the sense of habitual action (see on Matt. I.e.).

rkKva rijg ao<t>iag can denote only persons; that, according to the parallelism

with ver. 33, the antagonistic judgment dues not go further than uunitruluv
;

and that Jesus would scarcely break oiT His discourse with the quotation of

an antagonistic sarcasm instead of delivering with His own judgment a final

decision in reference to the contradictory phenomena in question. — tti

added at the end for emphasis [see critical note , QOl by mistake (Holtz-

niann, Weiss), serves to confirm what is consolatory in the experience de-

clared by eSiKai&Ori h.t.7.

Ver. 35. This narrative of the anointing is distinct from that given in

Matt. wvi. 6 IV. ; Mark xiv. :', IT.
;
John xii. 1 11'. See on Matt. wvi. 6.

The supposition that there was only one incident of the kind, can be in-

1 Bengel justly observes: ''nam lpsum /'•>/. Matth. (Schulprofrramm), TJlm (866,

Del consilium aon potuere tollere," "For p. 8 f., who nevertheless takes &*& In tli<<

the counsel of < ; . >
- 1 Ltself they could not sense of in (Matt, v\\. 16 and elsewhere),

annul." without essential difference of meaning.
i omp. Pr— I. PhUolog. MleceUen Ob. d.
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dulged only at Luke's expense. He must either himself have put aside the

actual circumstances, and have added new circumstances (Hug, Gutacht. II.

p. 98), which is in itself quite improbable, or he must have followed a tra-

dition which had transferred the later incident into an earlier period ; comp.

Ewald, Bleek, Holtzmann, Schenkel, Weizsacker ; Schleiermacher also, ac-

cording to whom Luke must have adopted a distorted narrative ; and Hil-

genfeld, according to whom he must have remodelled the older narrative on

a Pauline basis. But the accounts of Marie and Matthew presuppose a tra-

dition so constant as to time and place, that the supposed erroneous (John

xii. 1 ff.) dislocation of the tradition, conjoined with free remodelling, as

well as its preference on the part of Luke, can commend itself only less than

the hypothesis that he is relating an anointing which actually occurred ear-

lier, and, on the other hand, has passed over the similar subsequent inci-

dent ; hence it is the less to be conceived that Simon could have been the

husband of Martha (Hengstenberg). Notwithstanding the fact that the rest

of the evangelists relate an anointing, Baur has taken our narrative as an

allegorical poem (see his Evang. p. 501), which, according to him, has its

parallel in the section concerning the woman taken in adultery. Strauss

sought to confuse together the two narratives of anointing and the account

of the woman taken in adultery. According to Eichthal, II. p. 252, the

narrative is an interpolation, and that the most pernicious of all from a

moral point of view !

Vv. 37, 38. "Hrif ?}v ev t. tt61el d/napT.] According to this arrangement (see the

critical remarks) : who in the city was a sinner : she was in the city a person

practising prostitution. 1 The woman through the influence of Jesus (it is

unknown how ; perhaps only by hearing His preaching and by observation

of His entire ministry) had attained to repentance and faith, and thereby to

moral renewal. Now the most fervent love and reverence of gratitude to her

deliverer urge her to show Him outward tokens of these sentiments. She

does not speak, but her tears, etc., are more eloquent than speech, and they

are understood by Jesus. The imperfect f/v does not stand for the pluper-

fect (Kuinoel and others), but Luke narrates from the standpoint of the

public opinion, according to which the woman still teas (ver. 39) what she,

and that probably not long before, had oeen. The view, handed down from

ancient times in the Latin Church (see Sepp, L. J. II. p. 281 ff. ; Schegg
in he), and still defended by Lange, 2 to whom therefore the irdlic is Mag-
dala, which identifies the woman with Mary Magdalene (for whose festival

the narrative before us is the lesson), and further identifies the latter with

the sister of Lazarus, is, though adopted even by Hengstenberg, just as

groundless (according to viii. 2, moreover, morally inadmissible) as the sup-

1 Grotius says pertinently :
" Quid mirum, " sinful woman in the general sense." She

tales ad Christum confugisse, cum et ad had been a -rropvr) (Matt. xxi. 31). See on
Johannis baptismum venerint?" "What afj.apT<o\6<; in this sense, Wetstein in loc. ;

wonder that such fled for succor to Christ, Dorvill, ad Char. p. 220. Comp. on John
when they had also come to the baptism viii. 7.

of John?" Matt. xxi. 32. Schleiermacher 2 Heller follows him in Herzog's Encykl.
ought not to have explained it away as the IX. p. 104.
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position that the -u'/ir in tlie passage before us is Jerusalem (Paulus in his

Comment, u. Exeg. Hando. ; in his Leben Jesu : Bethany). Nain may be

meant. viT. 11 (Kuinoel). It is safer to leave it indefinite as the city in

which dwelt the Pharisee in question. — o-x-iuu trapa r. tt6(L air.] According to

the well-known custom at meals, Jesus reclined, -with naked feet, and these

extended Inland Him, at table.

—

yp^aro] vividness of description attained

by making conspicuous the first thing done. — rye Keipal^g] superfluous in

itself, but contributing to the vivid picture of the proof of affection. — nare-,

0t'Aet] as Matt. xxvi. 49. 1 Among the ancients tin- hissing of the feet was a

proof of deep veneration (Kypke, I. p. 242 ; Dorvill, m! Gharit. p. 203),

which was manifested especially to Rabbins (Othonius, Lex. p. 233 ; Wet-

stein in he.). — The tears of the woman were those of painful remembrance

and of thankful emotion.

Vv. 39, 40. To the Pharisee in his legal coldness and conceit, the essence,

the moral character of the proceeding, remains entirely unknown ; he sees

in the fact that Jesus acquiesces in this homage of the sinful woman the

proof that He does not know her, and therefore is no prophet, because He
allows Himself unawares to be defiled by her who is unclean. — ovtoc] placed

firs! with an emphasis of depreciation. — worairfji] of what character, i. 29.

—

i]Ti<, li-:. avrov] she who touches, comes in contact with Him. — brt] that she.

/minth/. — Ver. 40. Jesus saw into the thoughts of the Pharisee. Th<

K.r.A. is a " comis praefatio," "courteous preface," Bengel. Observe that

the Pharisee himself, in respect of such a scene, does not venture to throw

any suspicion of immorality on Jesus.

Vv. 41-43. By the one debtor 2 the woman is typified, by the other Simon,

both with a view to what is to be said at ver. 47. The supposition that

both of them had been healed by Jesus of a disease (Paulus, Kuinoel), does

not, so far as Simon is concerned, find any sure ground (in opposition to

Holtzmann) in the 5 Aewpdg of the later narrative of the anointing (in Mat-

thew and Mark). The creditor is Christ, of whose debtors the one owes

Him a ten times heavier debt (referring to the woman in her agony of repent-

ance) than the other (the Pharisee regarded as the righteous man he fancied

himself to be). [See Xote LXX., p. 354.] The difference in the degree of

guilt is measured by the difference in the subjective consciousness of guilt
;

by this also is measured the much or little of the forgiveness, which again has

for its result the much or little of the grateful lore shown to Christ, ver.

41 IT. //,/ i\uv7i.>r\ " Ergo linn solvitur debitum subsequente amore el grato

animo," " Therefore the debt isnol paid by. the subsequent love and grateful

spirit," Bengel. — On the interpolated ,;,-/, which makes the question more

pointed, comp. Bremi, <>d Vem. adv. Phil. I. p. 119. [But sec critical

note.
|

Vv. 11-40. Jesus places the affectionate services rendered by the woman
in contrasl with the cold respectable demeanor of the Pharisee, who had

not observed towards Him at all the customs of courtesy (foot-washing,

Comp. Polyb. xv. i. 7 : iyeww tous noSa? of writing, xp(o<t>. is on decisive evidence to

Kara^iXoUv tu>v ei> tiZ avvtSpiia. 1"' adopted, along with l.arhmann and
- [nstead of \,-- '

. the late Inferior form Tteohendorf (Lobeck, ad Ffiryn. i>. 691).
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ing) and of deference (anointing of the head). — gov e\a r. ok.] I came into

thy house. The gov being placed first sharpens the rebuke. — That, more-

over, even the foot-tvashing before meals was not absolutely a rule (it was ob-

served especially in the case of guests coming off a journey, Gen. xviii. .4
;

Judg. xix. 21 ; 1 Sam. xxv. 41 ; 2 Thess. v. 10) is plain from John xiii.,

and hence the neglect on the part of the heartless Pharisee is the more easily

explained. — eppe^e fiov r. noth] moistened my feet. Comp. on John xi. 32
;

Matt. viii. 3. — Observe the contrasts of the less and the greater :— (1) vfiup

and to'lq S&Kpvatv
; (2) ftih^ua, which is plainly understood as a kiss upon the

mouth, and ob Stel. Karatp. u. voir n6Sa£
; (3) el.alu r?)v netyal. and /ivpa ijl. //. rovg

iroSar (ftvpov is an aromatic anointing oil, and more precious than Dmiov, see

Xen. Conv. ii. 3).

—

aft ?/g elaf/Wov] loosely hyperbolical in affectionate con-

sideration,—suggested by the mention of the kiss which was appropriate at

the entering.

Ver. 47. Ob x&Ptv i
by Beza, Grotius, Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf,

de Wette, Ewald, Bleek, and others, is separated from teyu cot by a comma,
and connected with atpeuvrat. But the latter has its limitation by brt k.t.1.

It is to be interpreted : on account of which I say unto thee; on behalf of

this her manifestation of love (as a recognition and high estimation thereof)

I declare to thee. — a6euvrat k.t.1.'] her sins are forgiven, the many (that she

has committed, vv. 37, 39), since she has loved much. This on qy&Trqae nol'v

expresses not the cause, and therefore not the antecedent of forgiveness. That

the words do express the antecedent of forgiveness is the opinion of the

Catholics, who maintain thereby their doctrine of contritio char itate formata

and of the merit of works ; and lately, too, of de Wette, who recognizes

love for Christ and faith in Him as one ; of Olshausen, who after his own
fashion endeavors to overcome the difficulty of the thought by regarding

love as a receptive activity ; of Paulus, who drags in what is not found in

the text ; of Baumgarten-Crusius, and of Bleek. Although dogmatic theol-

ogy is not decisive against this opinion (see the pertinent observations of

Melanchthon in the Apol. iii. 31 ff. p. 87 f.), yet perhaps the context is, be-

cause this view directly contradicts the Trapafto?./}, vv. 41, 42, that lies at its

foundation, as well as the <J 8e bXiyov adierat k.t.?„. which immediately fol-

lows, if the love does not appear as the consequent of the forgiveness ; the

antecedent, i.e., the subjective cause of the forgiveness, is not the love, but

the faith of the penitent, as is plain from ver. 50. Contextually it is right,

therefore, to understand on of the ground of recognition or acknowledgment :

Her sins are forgiven, etc., tchich is certain, since she has manifested lore in

an exalted degree. Bengel says pertinently :
" Remissio peccatorum, Simoni

non cogitata, probatur afructu, ver. 42, qui est evidens et in oculosincurrit,

quum ilia sit occulta," " The remission of sins, not considered by Simon,

is proved from the fruit, ver. 42, which is evident and falls under the eye,

when the former may be hidden ;" and Calovius :
" probat Christus a pos-

teriori,'''' "Christ proves a posteriori.'1 '' Comp. Beza, Calvin, Wetstein,

Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. p. 603 f. ; Hilgenfeld also, Evang. p. 175. The
objection against this view, taken by Olshausen and Bleek, that the

aorist riyairrjoe is inappropriate, is quite a mistake, and is nullified by
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passages such as John iii. 1G. The a<j>iwrai expresses that the woman
is in tlic condition of forgiveness (in statu gratiae, "in a state of grace"),

and that the criterion thereof is the much love manifested by her. It is

thereafter in ver. 48 that Jesus makes, even to herself, the express dec-

laration. — d) tie b/iiyov aQierai, d?uy. ayarra] a general decision in [in-

cise opposition to the first half of the verse, with intentional application

to the moral condition of the Pharisee, which is of such a kind that only "

little forgiveness falls to his share, the consequence being that he aho manifests

but little love (vv. 44-46). There was too much want of self-knowledge and

of repentance in the self-righteous Simon for him to be a subject of much
forgiveness. [See Note LXX., p. 354.]

Ver. 48. The Pharisee is dismissed, and now Jesus satisfies the woman's

need, and gives her the formal and direct assurance oi her pardoned condi-

tion. Subjectively she icas already in this condition through her faith (ver.

50), and her love was the result thereof (ver. 47) ; but the objective assurance,

the declared absolution on the part of the forgiver, now completed the

moral deliverance (ver. 50) which her faith had wrought.

Ver. 49. "Bp^avro] The beginning, the rising up of this thought, is note-

worthy in Luke's estimation. — rig ovrdc earcv k.t.A.] a question of displeas-

ure. — na'i : even.

Ver. 50. Jesus enters not into explanation in answer to these thoughts,

but closes the whole scene by dismissing the woman with a parting word,

intended to confirm her faith by pointing out the ground of her spiritual de-

liverance. — /) Tvianc o.] "fides, non amor ; fides ad nos spectat, amore con-

vincuntur alii," " Faith, not love
;

faith concerns us, others are convinced

by love," Bengel. — elc elpfiwnj] as viii. 48. See on Mark v. 34.

Remark. — From the correct interpretation of this section it is manif*

itself that this passage, peculiar to Luke, contains nothing without an adequate

motive (ver. 37) or obscure (ver. 47) ; but, on the contrary, the self-consist* ncy

of the whole incident, the attractive simplicity and truth with which it is set

forth, and the profound clearness and pregnancy of meaning characteristic of

the sayings of Jesus, all bear the stamp of originality ; and this is especially

true also of the description of the woman who is thus silently eloquent by

means of her behavior. This is in opposition to de "Wette (comp. also Weiss,

II. p. 142 ft.). A distorted narrative (Schleiermacher), a narrative from "a
somewhat confused tradition'' (Holtzmann), or a narrative gathering together

ill-fitting elements (Weizsacker), is not marked by such internal truth, sensibil-

ity, and tenderness.

Notes by American Editor.

LXV. Vv. 2-10. The Centurion at Gapernaum.

Weiss ed. Mcy. denies that this passage is from the primitive Mark. He
thinks it was derived from the same source as Matt. viii. 5-13, but given here

with "traditional enlargement." In the "older source" it was, he affirms,

separated from the Sermon on the Mount only by the healing of the leper,
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which Luke introduces at chap. v. 12 ff. He further intimates that the "older

source" knew nothing of the mediation of the elders and friends, objecting to the

view of Meyer respecting the increase of confidence on the part of the centu-

rion. But these difficulties are created by the theory that Matthew and Luke

derived their narratives from a common source, or that the latter used the

former. The needless discussions as to the use of dovMg (ver. 2) and Ttalg (ver. 7)

grow out of the same assumption of a common written source. Either term

is correct enough, and the use of Sovhog in Matt. viii. 9 implies that Matthew

also understood rralg in the sense given to it by Luke.

LXVI. Ver. 12. avrri ?/v xVPa -

The above reading is that of Tischendorf (see critical note), but W. and

Hort and It. V. prefer the pointing avry, answering to the common emphatic

avrdg :
'

' and she was a widow. '

'

LXVII. Ver. 16. u~i . . . /cat bri.

Here also, as in iv. 10, the R. V. takes on as recitative in both cases.

Meyer's objection is scarcely conclusive, since the second clause indicates a

higher expression of faith, and may well be regarded as the utterance of

others.

LXVIII. Vv. 18-35. Tlie Messengersfrom the Baptist.

The position assigned this event by Luke is properly correct. That Luke

knew of the imprisonment of John the Baptist is quite likely, even though he

does not mention it here. The notice of miracles in ver. 21 is not a contradic-

tion of Matthew, since Matt. xi. 4, 5 implies something of the kind. The more

accurate reference to " two of his disciples" (ver. 19) would indicate an inde-

pendent source of information, but it is not necessary to suppose that Luke

has added details of his own invention or of a later incorrect tradition, nor

that vv. 20, 21 are supplied by him " in his character of historian." On the

other hand, Weiss ed. Mey. holds that both Matthew and Luke have derived

their narratives from the same "earlier source," urging in favor of this the

numerous verbal correspondences. But the number of these is diminished in

the correct text, and such an argument is not conclusive in the presence of so

many peculiarities.

LXIX. Vv. 29, 30.

There is great difference of opinion respecting these verses. W. and Hort

put a dash before and after, to indicate the view that they are a comment

of the Evangelist. In that case the aorist participle ((iairTiadevTEg) would be

rendered "having been baptized;" so B. V. marg. But Weiss ed. Mey.,

Godet and others sustain the view of Meyer, that they were spoken by Jesus

Himself. The main arguments are : that Luke never elsewhere introduces such

a comment, and that the rejection of the clause in ver. 31 disposes of the only

evidence supporting the other view. As to the source from which the language

was derived, there is the usual disagreement. Matthew (xii. 12-15) has quite

different language in this connection, but in chap. xxi. 31, 32 something

similar. Hence Meyer's view, that Luke's words are an echo of the latter pas-

sage. But Weiss ed. Mey. thinks that they, with the preceding parable (Matt.

23
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xxi. 28-30), stood in the position assigned them by Lnke in " the source," and

that he "omitted Matt. xi. 12-15, which preceded, because, in order to explain

vv. 12, 13, he transferred them to chap. xvi. 16, and thus lost the point of con-

nection for vv. 14, 15." Godet, after discussing another complicated theory,

well says (Luke, p. 225, Am. ed.) :
" As to Luke, he follows his own sources of

information, which, as he has told us, faithfully represent the oral tradition,

and which furnish evidence of their accuracy at every fresh test."

LXX. Ver. 41. Sbo xp£o<j>etAtTai.

Weiss ed. Mey. objects to Meyer's explanation of the parable, but the more

general reference he accepts would naturally seem to involve the very applica-

tion which Meyer makes, and which is implied in our Lord's own use of the

figure. In his comment on ver. 47, Weiss shows why he thus objects, since he

there intimates that " little " does not apply to the Pharisee, because he is not

a subject of forgiveness at all.
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CHAPTER Yin.

Ver. 3. Instead of avru Scholz and Tisch. have avrolc, on preponderating evi-

dence. The singular more readily occurred to the transcribers, partly because

rjaav TedepaTTEV/i. had gone before, partly by reminiscences of Matt, xxvii. 55 ;

Mark xv. 41. — Instead of cnro we must read, with Lachm. and Tisch., on deci-

sive evidence, ek. — [Ver. 6. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., following BL2, read

KaTETTEGtv, instead of the simple verb.]— Ver. 8. Elz. has k-ai. But Eig has

decisive attestation. — Ver. 9. Myovrec;'} is wanting in B D L E 2 X, min. Syr.

Perss. Copt. Arm. Vulg. It. Suspected by Griesb., rejected by Wassenb. and
Schulz, deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. [Treg., W. and Hort, K. V.]. But the

oratio obliqua was the cause rather of its omission than of its addition. — [Ver.

12. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., read aicovaavTEg (XBLE), instead of a/ioiwrec.] —
Ver. 16. ETUTiOr/Gtv] Lachm. and Tisch. have ndijacv. See on Mark iv. 21. — Ver.

17. ov yvcjaOf/GETa/] Lachm. and Tisch. have uv fif/ yvucdfj, in accordance with B L
£ X, 33. [So Treg., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V. Meyer's objection is invalid.]

An alteration for the sake of the following eWy. — Ver. 20. ?le}'6vtuv'\ is wanting

in B D L A £ X, min. vss., also Vulg. It. Bas. Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.

It is to be maintained ; the looseness of construction occasioned in some
authorities its simple omission, in others the substitution of ore, as read by
Tischendorf. [Treg., W. and Hort, and Weiss (apparently) reject both Isyovruv

and on, also substituting icai for (tt, at the beginning of the verse. — Ver. 24.

Tisch. Treg., W. and Hort, R. V., follow X B L, and read disyEpOeig, instead of

the simple verb.] — Ver. 26. Tafiapr/vuv] Lachm. and Tisch. [Tisch. VIII. has Tsp-

yearjviw], following B C? D, Vulg. It., have Tspaar/vuv. L X X, min. vss. Epiph.

have TepyEdr/vuv. See on Matt. [Here also recent editors accept TEpaar/vuv ; so

R. V. text. Comp. on Mark. — Ver. 27. Tisch. and recent editors have : Ix^v 6a/.-

fwvia, Kal xpovu inavCi o'vk EVEo'vaci-a ipdriav, following X B, Copt., and others.] — Ver.

29. Instead of irap^yyrt?^we must read, with Lachm. and Tisch., Kap7jyE2.7.Ev,on de-

cisive evidence. — Ver. 31. irapEna'kEi] napenaTvovv (Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors]),

although strongly attested, is an alteration to suit the connection and following

the parallels. — Ver. 32. Pooko/jevuv] Lachm. has (Iocko/uevt/, in accordance with

B D K U X, min. Syr. Aeth. Verc. [So W. and Hort, R. V.] From the par-

allels. — TrapEK&Tiovv] Lachm. and Tisch. have napEndXEaav, in accordance with B
0* L £, min. In Matthew the former, in Mark the latter reading. The evi-

dence is not decisive, but probably the imperfect is from Matthew, as it is only

in that Gospel that the reading is without variation. — Ver. 33. Instead of elaqTl-

flev, el(jy?,6ov is decisively attested (Lachm. Tisch.). — Ver. 34. yEyev?//iEvov'] With
Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch., who follow decisive evidence, read yeyovdg. —
cltteWovte^ which Elz. has before airf/yy., is condemned on decisive evidence. —
[Ver. 35. Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V. ( X B) have e^Wev.]—Ver. 36.

Kaf] is not found in B C D L P X X, min. Syr. Pers.P Copt. Arm. Slav. It.

Condemned by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. [Tisch. VIII. and recent edi-

tors]. But as it might be dispensed with, and, moreover, as it is not
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read in Mark v. 1G, it came easily to disappear. — Ver. 37. i/purr/cav] Lachm.

has ?)pcjr>/(7Ev, in accordance with A BCK M P X N, min. Verc. [So recent

editors, R. V., against Tisch.] An emendation. — [Ver. 38. Tisch., recent

editors, R. V. ( X B D L) omit 6 Iijaovg. — Ver. 40. Instead of vroorptyai X B have

WooTptyEiv ; so Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, E. V.] — Ver. 41. avTuc] Lachm. has

oi'Tor, in accordance with B D B, min. Copt. Brix. Verc. Goth. The Iiecepta is

to be maintained ; the reference of avr6c was not perceived. — Ver. 42. it> de r<p

:] Lachm. and Tisch. [Tisch. VIII. has kv <i.
; r$ ma] eiv\ read ua'i r) evero h> rti

Kops'veaOai, hut only on the authority of C D* P, Vulg. also, It. Marcion. The

Iiecepta is to he adhered to in consideration of the preponderance of evidence

in its favor, and because the frequently used iropcvenftai would be more readily

imported than vnayziv. — Ver. 43. [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., read larpo'tc (X

and uncials generally), but B omits larp. . . . j3iov ; so W. and Hort, R. V.

marg.] — i~'\ Lachm. and Tisch. have <;-', in accordance with A B R 3 254. The

iiecepta is a correction, instead of which 69 has -up . — Ver. 45. Instead of aim

.mVmEIz. Scholz have per' avToi, in opposition to decisive evidence (in B, min.

and a few vss. [so W. and Hort, R. V. marg.] the words ml oi ovv ahru are want-

ing altogether). — k. /Jyeu;- rig 6 dtp. p.] is, with Tisch., following B L X, min.

Copt. Sah. Arm., to be deleted. Taken from Mark, on the basis of ver. 45. —
[Ver. 46. Instead of kt-eMovoav (Rec), recent editors have k^ehjhjdviav (X B L,

33) ; the former is from Mark. In vv. 47, 40 a'vrC.) is omitted after o,;; ,•// ev

andAeywv (X B Land others) by recent editors.] — Ver. -IS. Oapoei] An addition

from Matthew; deleted by Lachm. Tisch. — Ver. 49. Instead of //// Lachm.

Tisch. [Treg., W. and Hort] have /.</,/, in, in accordance with B D K, Syr.P

(marked with an asterisk), Cant. This /////./ r/, in consequence of Mark v. 35 (rt

.'n), was written in the margin by way of gloss, and was afterward taken in,

sometimes alongside of- fir/ (thus B : pi) htjk&ti), sometimes instead of it. [Ver. 50.

Tisch., recent editors, 11. V., omit heyuv (XBL, 1, 33) and substitute marevcov

(B L H) for nioreve ; the latter is from Mark.] — Ver. 51. Instead of

(Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.]) Elz. has elaeWuv, in ac-

cordance with D V, min. Copt. Aeth. This latter is to be restored : the simple

form is from Matt. ix. 23, Mark v. 38, and was the more welcome as distinguished

from the following elcje/.fldv (" et cum venisscl domum, non permisit 'mlrun ." etc.,

Vulg.). [The order 'I&awip> \ov is well attested (B D, etc.), accepted

by Tisch., recent editors, R. V. ; the Bee. is from Mark.] — ovdha] Lachm. and

Tisch. have nvd oirv avrif), upon sufficient evidence, ovdeva is from Mark v. 37.

— Ver. 52. oiV] B C D F L X A X, min. vss. have oi yap. Commended by

Griesb., adopted by Lac.hu;. (Treg., \V. and Hort, R, V.
]
and Tisch. [Tisch.

VIII. has owe]. Prom Matt. ix. 24, whence also in many authorities to Kop&aiov

is imported afti c anid. Ver. 54. en fohuv ll-u wavr. (cat] is wanting in B D L X
«, min. Vulg. It. Syr.cur Ambr. Bede. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Lachm.

and Tisch. [fthe words had been genuine, they would hardly, as recording a

detail of the narrative made familiar by Matthew and Mark, have been

omitted here. ,\. pt <] with BCDIK1, 33, tyeipt is in this place also (comp.

v. 23 f., vi. 8) to be written. Bo Lachm. [Treg., W. and Hort, Weisfl] and Tisch.

[Tisch. VIII. ha |, Comp. on Matt. ix. 5.

Vv. 1 -8. A general historical statement in regard to the continued official

teaching in Galilee, and the ministry of women connected therewith. — h
Comp. vii. 11. - Kdi is thai which carries forward the
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narrative after i-yhero (see on v. 12), and avrdg prepares the way for the

mention of the followers of Jesus (ml ol SuSsm k. -.?„.). — icara w62.iv] as ver.

4. — Maycf.] see on Matt, xxvii. 56. She is neither the woman that anointed

Jesus, vii. 37, nor the sister of Lazarus.

—

a<f t?c Saifiov. ettto, e^eItj!.] Comp.

Mark xvi. 9. A simultaneous possession by seven devils is to be conceived

of, so far similar to the condition of the possessed man of Gadara, viii. 30.

Cornp., even at so early a period, Tertullian, De Anim. 25. Lange, L. J.

II. 1, p. 292, rationalizes :

] "a convert whom Jesus had rescued from the

heavy curse of sin'.." Comp. also Hengstenberg on John, II. p. 206, accord-

ing to whom she was " an emancipated woman" who found in Christ the

tranquillizing of the tumult of her emotional nature. The express teBe-

paTreviiivai, healed, should certainly have guarded against this view.

—

eki-

rpdirov] Matt. xx. 8. He had probably teen a steward, and she was his widow.

She is also named at xxiv. 10. — 'Hpu<fov] Probably Antipas, because without

any distinguishing limitation. Neither Joanna nor Susanna is known in

any other relation.

—

6lt)k6vovv] with means of living and other kinds of

necessaries, Matt, xxvii. 55.

Vv. 4-15. See on Matt. xiii. 1-23 ; Mark iv. 1-20. The sequence of

events between the message of the Baptist and this parabolic discourse is in

Matthew wholly different.

—

awiovroq 8k] whilst, however, a great crowd of

people came together, also of those who, city by city, drew near to Him. tuvk.t.1.

derjends on bx'^ov ttoTCaov, and nal, also, shows that this bx^og ~o7\vc, besides

others (such, namely, as were dwelling there), consisted also of those who,

city by city, i.e., by cities, etc. "Ex quavis urbe erat cohors aliqua," " Out

of every city whatever there was a certain throng," Bengel. — k-iiropeveadai,

not : to journey after (Rettig in the Stud. u. Krit. 1838, p. 486), but to jour-

ney thither, to draw towards. 2 Nowhere else in the New Testament ; in

the Greek writers it is usually found with an accusative of place, in the

sense of peragrare terrain, and the like. — dia irapaf}.] by means of a parable.

Luke has the parable itself as brief and as little of the pictorial as possible

(see especially vv. 6, 8) ; the original representation of the Logia (which

Weiss finds in Luke) has already faded away. [See Note LXXI., p. 362.] —
Ver. 5. The collocation 6 cweipuv tov ctTElpai rbv onopov has somewhat of

simple solemnity and earnestness. — uev] ml follows in ver. 6. See on Mark
ix. 12. — ml Kareirar.] not inappropriate, since the discourse is certainly

of the footpath (in opposition to de Wette), but an incidental detail not in-

tended for exposition (ver. 12). — Ver. 7. h peoo)} The result of the etvegev.*

— ov/idvEloai] "una cum herba segetis," "at the same time with the blade

1 That what is here meant is " the ethi- only serve the purpose of the parable. Be-

cally culpable and therefore metaphor- sides, it is pure invention to find in the

ical possession of an erring soul that was seven demons the representation of the

completely under the power of the spirit of spirit of the world in its tohole power. At
the world." This explaining away of the least, according to this the demon in Matt,

literal possession (in which, moreover, xii. 45 would only have needed to take with

Fathers such as Gregory and Bede have with him six other demons,

already preceded him) is not to be defended 2 Comp. Bar. vi. 02 ; Polyb. iv. 9. 3.

by comparison of Matt. xii. 43 ff., Luke xx. 3 See on Matt. x. 1C ; and Kriiger, ad Dion.

21 ff., where certainly the seven demons Hal. Hist. p. 302.
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of the grain,'
1 Erasmus. — Yv. 9-11. tic . . . avrij] namely, Kara rf/v ippr/veiav,

"according to the interpretation," Euthymius Zigabenus.

—

rolg 6k hniroig

iv Trapafi. ]
but to the rest the mysteries of the kingdom of God are given in

parables, thai they, etc. What follows, viz. h>a (ItenovTeq p) phinooi k.t.a.. is

the contrast to yvuvai. — eoti Se avT-n y irapafioTJj] but what follows is the parable

(acC( irding to its meaning). — oi fit irapii rf/v 6Mv\ to complete this expression

understand anapevTeg, which is to be borrowed from the foregoing 6 cirdpog.

But since, according to ver. 11, the seed is the Gospel, a, quite fitting form

into which to put the exposition would perhaps have been to de napaTtjv ofihv

to'vtuv eot'cv, ol k.t.1. Vv. 14, 15 come nearer to such a logically exact mode
of expression. — Ver. 13. Those, however, (sown) upon the rock are they who,

when they skull hare heard, receive the word with joy ; and these, indeed, have

no root, who for a while believe, etc. — Ver. 14. But that which fell among the

thorns, these arc they who have heard
}
and, going away among cares, etc., they

are choked. The ovtoi (instead of tovto) is attracted from what follows

(Kuhner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 2. 42), as also at ver. 15. — imb pepi/uav k.t./.\ a

modal limitation to nopevd/iEvot, so that bird marks the accompanying relations,

in this case the impulse, under which their -n-ooevcadai, that is, their movement

therefrom (that is. their further life-guidance), proceeds. 1 The connecting of

these words with avfiirviy. (Theophylact, Castalio, Beza, Eisner, Zeger,

Bengel, Kuinoel, de Wette, Ewald, Schegg, and others) has against it the fact

that without some qualifying phrase nopevd/ievoc would not be a picturesque

(de Wette), but an unmeaning addition, into which the interpreters were the

first tointroduce anything characteristic, as Beza, Eisner, Wolf, Valckenaer :

digressi ah audita verbo, "gone apart from the word heard,'" and Majus,

Wetstein, Kuinoel, and others : sensim ac paulatim, li gently and gradually"

(following the supposed meaning of ^n, 2 Sam. iii. 1, and elsewhere).

Comp. Ewald, " more and more." [See Note LXXIL, p. 3C2.] — tov /Stow] be-

longs to all the three particulars mentioned. Temporal cares (not merely

with reference to the poor, but in general), temporal riches, and temporal

pleasures arc theconditioningcircumstanc.es to which their interest is en-

chained, and among which their KopeveaQat proceeds.

—

ovfiirvlyovTat] the

same which at ver. 7 was expressed actively: ol aicavOai aviirviifav uvt6. Hence

avp.7rvlyovTaih passive ; not : they choke (what was heard), bul : they are choked.

That which holds good of the seed as a type of the teaching is asserted of

the were in whose hearts the efficacy of the teaching amounts to nothing.

This want of precision is the result, of the fact that the hearers referred to

were themselres marked out as the seed among the thorns. - •;,. , .

consequence of the av/nrviy., they do not bring to maturity, there occurs in

their case no bringing to maturity. Examples in Wetstein and Kypke.

Ver. 15. TO A; EV r. K.
; ;/ 1 8C. rreo6v, ver. 1 1. - h Kap&'lO. K.T.?..] belongs to KOT&-

xovat (keep fast, see on I Cor. .\i. 2), and aiahoavTeg rbv /<>;. is a qualifying

inserted parenthetically. — na\y k. ayady] in the truly moral meaning

(comp. Matt, \ii. 17), not according to the Greek idea of evyiveta denoted

by kA7 (Welcker, Theogn. Proleg. p. xxiv. £ ; Maetzner, ad Antiph.

1

' Bornemann Inloc ; Bernhardt, p, 868; Ellendt, I x. Soph. II. p. 881.
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p. 137 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. 8, p. 569 A). But the heart is morally

beautiful and good just by means of the purifying efficacy of the word that

is heard, John xv. 3. — h vnofiovy] p&rseveringly. Cornp. Rom. ii. 7. A
contrast is found in atpiaravTat, ver. 13. Bengel well says: " est robur animi

spe bona sustentatum," "it is strength of mind sustained by a good hope,"

and that therein lies the " summa Christianismi, " "sum of Christianity."

Vv. 16-18. See on Markiv. 21-25 ; Matt. v. 15, x. 26, xiii. 12. The con-

nection in Luke is substantially the same as in Mark : But if by such explana-

tions as I have now given upon your question (ver. 9) I kindle a light for

you, you must also let the same shine further, etc. (see on Mark iv. 21), and
thence follows your obligation (fitencrc ovv, ver. 18) to listen aright to my
teaching. On the repeated occurrence of this saying the remark of Euthy-

mius Zigabenus is sufficient : e'tKug Se, Kara. Siad>6povg naipovg ra roiavra tov

XpiGrbv E'nrtiv, "but it is probable that Christ spake such things on differ-

ent occasions."— Ver. 17. nal elg fav. iWy] a change in the idea. By the

future yvocO/'/GETcu that which is to come is simply asserted as coming to

pass ; but by the subjunctive (eMy) it is in such a way asserted that it leads

one to expect it out of the present, and that without av, because it is not con-

ceived of as dependent on a conditioning circumstance (Klotz, ad Devar.

p. 158 f.) : There is nothing hidden which shall not he known and is not bound

to come to publicity .' [But see critical note.] — Ver. 18. ttuc] xpv 7°-P cizovSaiue

k. hitLfielug . . . aicpoaadm, "For it is needful to hear . . . earnestly and care-

fully," Euthymius Zigabenus. — bg yap av Ixv k-.t.I.] a ground of encourage-

ment. The meaning of the proverbial sayings in this connection is as in

Mark iv. 25, not as in Matt. xiii. 12. — 6 SokeI exelv '\ even what he fancies he

possesses : it is not the liability to loss, but the self-delusion about possession,

thefanciful presumption of possession, that is expressed ; the^ ixuvi
iQ fact,

occurs when the knowledge has not actually been made a man's own ; a man
believes he has it, and the slight insight which he regards as its possession is

again lost. It is not reproach against the apostles (Baur, Hilgenfeld), but

warning that is conveyed in the form of a general principle. In xix. 26 the

expression with SokeI would have been inappropriate. But even here the

mere 6 hxeh as ln Mark iv. 25, would have been not only allowable, but even

more significant. The 6okeI k.t.7^. already shows the influence of later re-

flection.

Vv. 19-21. See on Matt. xii. 46-50 ; Markiii. 31-35. [See Note LXXHL,
p. 362.] Luke has the section in accordance with Mark, but in a shortened

form, 2 without anything to indicate chronological sequence or connection of

subject, and he gives it a different position. — Ver. 20. leyovruv] by its being

said. 3 [See critical note.]— Ver. 21. ovtoi] my mother and my brethren are

those who, etc.

1 Comp. on the latter clause, Plato, Gor- x6 'Pa <*utoO eVi t. /u.at>i)Ta? k.t.A., in an inter-

gias, p. 480 C : els to Qavepbv ayei!/ to aSucTj/ta

;

est adverse to the Twelve. It is not the

Thucyd. i. 6. 3, 23. 5. Twelve alone that are meant in Matthew.
a Therefore it is not to be said, with Baur, s See Winer, p. 519 [E. T. 588] ; Bernhardy,

Evang. p. 467 f., that Luke purposely omit- p. 481 ; Bornemanu, Schol. p. 53.

ted the words in Matthew : ko.\ iKTeivas t.
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Vv. 22-25. See onMatt. viii. 18, 23-27
; Mark iv. 35-41. In Luke there is

no precise note of time, but the voyage is the same ; abridged from Mark.

[On vv. 22-56, as a whole, see Note LXXIV., p. 362.] — Ver. 23 f. afwrvow]

which means to wale up (therefore equivalent to ayvirvi&adai), and also (as in

this case) to fall asleep (consequently equivalent to Kadvnvovv*), belongsto the

late and corrupt Greek. Lobeck, ad Pliryn. p. 224. — nare/lr/] from the high

ground down to the lake. 2 — awen?.npovvro] What happened to the ship is

said of the sailors. Examples in Kypke, I. p. 248. Observe the imperfects

in relation to the preceding aorist. — Sif/ysipav] they awolcehiin (Matt. i. 24);

but subsequently kyeptteig : having arisen (Matt. ii. 14). [But see critical note.]

— Ver. 25. tyofir/d.] the disciples, as Mark iv. 41. — The first nal is : even.

Vv. 26-39. See on Matt. viii. 28-34 ; Mark v. 1-20. Luke follows Mark

freely. — KariirA.] they arrived. See Wetstein. -— Ver. 27. ek ttjq TroXeugj does

not belong to vvyvTr/oev, but to avi/p rtr, alongside of which it stands. To

connect the clause with mrfyi>TT)aev would not be contradictory to kv ola/a . . .

/irf/uacnv, but would require the presupposition, not presented in the text, that

the demoniac had just rushed out of the city. [See on the rest of the verse,

critical note.]— Ver. 28. pi] pt fiaaav.] as at Mark v. 7. — Ver. 29. r:ap?iyyel-

lev] not in the sense of the pluperfect, but like lieyev, Mark v. 8. — Nothing is

to be put in a parenthesis. — ttoIIoIq yap xpovoiq k.t.?..] To account for the com-

mand of Jesus the description of his frightful condition is given : for dur-

ing a long, time it had fared with him as follows. 3 In opposition to usage,

Erasmus and Grotius render the words : often. So also Valckcnaer. — cv-

vT/p-KciKn] may mean : it had hurried him along with it (Acts vi. 12, xix. 29,

xxvii. 15, and very frequently in the classical writers), but also : it had (ab-

solutely and entirely, aw) seized him (Ar. Lys. 437 ; 4 Mace. v. 3). It is

usually taken in the latter sense. But the former is the more certain of the

two according to the usage of Luke, corresponds better with its use else-

where, and likewise agrees perfectly with the connection. For ahcpelro

k.t.7.. then relates what was accustomed to be done with the sufferer in

order to prevent this tearing and dragging by the demon ;
observe the //,/-

licrfect, lie was (ueciixtomcd to he) chained, etc. [Recent editors follow X B L,

33, and give the form edea/tEveto.] — Ver. 31. avTolg] as Mark v. 10, from the

standpoint of the consciousness of the several demons possessing the man. —
a foocov] abyss, i.e., Hades (Rom. x. 7). The context, teaches that in partic-

ular Gehenna is meant (comp. Apoc. ix. 1 f.. xi. 7, xx. 3). The demons

know and dread their place of punishment. Mark is diilVrent and more orig-

inal; in opposition to Baur, MarJcusevang. p. !'.. Ver. ''•''. airenvly7/}.ot

choking by drowning. * Even Hug (Outarhf. II. p. 17 f.) attempts to

justify the destruction of the swine in a way which can only remind us of the

] It corresponds exactly to the German a Comp. Rom. xvi. SS : Acts viii. 11 ; John

" entechlafen" except thai this won! is not ii. 20; Herodian, i. <'>. 24 : ofi n-oAAw \p6t><o;

used in the sense of becoming fret from Plat. Tin*, vi. : xP"''° l * ToAAois Oorepov. See

Bleep, wliidi Kn.<Hnrvovv vi Ujlil have accord- generally, Bernhardt, p. SI ; FritZSOhe, ad

hiK to the connection. /tow. I. p. zL
-n.mp. Polyh. xxx. 14. 6 : AaMamfc rtros * Hem. 888, pen.; Raphel, Pohjh. p. 199;

«K7r«jrTu>icvios f(? airoOs. Wakefield, 8ilv. Cril. II. p. 75.
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maxim, " qui excusat, accnsat.''''— Ver. 35. k^rjlBov] the people from the city

and from the farms. — -xapa r. Tcbdag] as a scholar with his teacher. The
whole of this description, indeed, and the subsequent prohibition, ver. 39,

is intended, according to Baur, Evang. p. 430 f., to set forth the demoniac

as a representative of the converted heathen world. — Ver. 36. nai o'i\6bvreg] the

disciples and others who had seen it together. The nai places these in con-

trast even with the people who came thither and found the cure accom-

plished, and to whom the eye-xcitnesses also of the proceeding narrated it. [But

see critical note.] — Ver. 38. kiUero] See on this Ionic form, which, however,

was also frequent among Attic writers. 1 The reading eSeito (B L) is a cor-

rection, and ktieelro (A P, Lachmann) is a transcriber's mistake for this cor-

rection.— Ver. 39. nbXiv] Gadara, ver. 27. Mark, certainly with greater ac-

curacy, has kv tij AEK<nr6?iet..

Vv. 40-56. See on Matt. ix. 1, 18-26 ; Mark v. 21-43. In Matthew the

sequence is different. The narrative of Luke, indeed, is not dependent on

that of Mark, but has it in view, without, however, on the whole attaining

to its clearness and vividness. — aTrsSi^aro] is usually understood of a joyous

reception {iog EVEpyhnv ml aur-rjpa, "as benefactor and Saviour," Euthymius

Zigabenus) ; but quite arbitrarily. Comp. Acts xv. 4. The narrative says

simply : that on His return the crowd received Him (comp. ix. 11), because

all had been in expectation of His coming back ; so that thus immediately

His ministry was again put in requisition. —-Ver. 41. nai avrog] and He, after

mention of the name comes the personal position. Comp. xix. 2.

—

airi-

Ovnanev] died (imperfect), i.e., was dying, not :

u 6bierat, absente mortuamque

ignorante patre," u has died, the father being absent and not knowing that

she was dead" (Fritzsche, ad Matt. p. 348). That the death had not yet

talcen place is indicated. 2— owiwviyov] a vivid picture : they stifled Him ; in

point of fact the same as ovvEdliftov, Mark v. 24. — Ver. 43. npocavalio-

uaaa] when she even in addition (over and above her suffering) had expended*

[See critical note.] — larpolg] on physicians. [See critical note.] As to blov t.

[ilov, comp. Mark xii. 44. — Ver. 45. 6 Uirpog [iev tI>e~o nepl aTv7Ji)g Enatpijg Tieyeiv

tov Xpiarbv . . . avrbg 6e oii.TTspl rbiavrjjg tkzyzv, hXha wepl Tfjg yEvo/uivTjg be irl-

cTEiog, "Peter supposed that Christ was speaking of a simple touch . . . but

He was not speaking of this, but of that which came of faith," Euthymius

Zigabenus. — Ver. 49. nr rrapa tov apx-] i.e., one of his dependants. Comp.

on Mark iii. 21. — teOi'tjuev] placed first for emphasis : she is dead.*— Ver.

51. eioeWdv] into the chamber of death. — Ver. 52 relates to the bewailing

crowd assembled in the house (not in the death-chamber), with whom oc-

curred this conversation, ver. 52 f., while Jesus and those named at ver. 51

were passing into the chamber where the dead body lay. Among those w/io

laughed, the three disciples are as little intended to be reckoned B in Luke as

1 Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 290 ; Schaefer, ad * On the distinction from aire^njoNtev, ver.

Greg. Cor. p. 431 ; Kriiger, ad Xen. Anab. 42, comp. Plat. Phaed. p. 64 A : airo&vria-Keiv

Vii. 4. 8. Te Ka\ TfBva.va.1.

2 Bernhardy, p. 373; Wyttenbach, ad 6 They would not, moreover, have to be

Plat. Phaed. p. 142 ff. understood as associated with those who
2 Dem. 400. 2, 1025. 20; Plat. Prot. p. 311 D. were put out, if e«:/3oA. tfw vivr. were genu-
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in Mark, whom ho follows. — ek6tttovto alrr'/v] a well-known custom, to ex-

press one's grief by beating on one's breast. As to the construction of k6-

KTeodat (also n-TEcdat) and plangere with an accusative of the object (xxiii.

27) on whose account one beats oneself, see Heyne, Obss. ad Tib till. i. 7. 28,

p. 71. — Ver. 55. enea-pEipe k.t.1.] purposely narrates the reanimation of one

that was actually dead, 1 whose spirit had departed. In Acts xx. 10 also this

idea is found. — Ver. 5G. Ttaprjyy. avrolc k.t.A.] following Mark v. 43.

Notes by American Editoe.

LXXI. The Parable of the Sower.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks Luke has preserved the parable in a form nearer that

of "the Apostolic source" than Mark. This difference from Meyer, with whose

theory in general Weiss agrees, respecting a parable which occurs in all three

Synoptists, shows how uncertain all these judgments must necessarily be. This

parable least of all confirms any theory of dependence on a common source. (See

Mark, Note XXI., p. 59.)

LXXII. Ver. 14. vwb fiepi/ivuv k.t.A.

Despite Meyer's objection, this phrase seems to qualify the main verb, and

iropevofiEvni may be taken as in the E. V. :
" and as they go on their way they are

choked," etc.

LXXIII. Vv. 19-21.

The position of this paragraph and the entire omission of all the important

circumstances which, according to Mark's account, give it special significance,

make decidedly against Luke's use of Mark, although "Weiss has a complicated

theory to account for its position and form.

LXXIV. Vv. 22-5G.

The remaining part of this chapter is made up of events narrated by all three

Synoptists in the same order. But the connection in Matthew is very differ-

ent, and the account of Mark presents many peculiarities. In view of these

facts, the theory of a common oral tradition is more satisfactory here than that

of dependence on Mark, with (Weiss) or without (Meyer) the use of " the earlier

Apostolic source."

Ine (but Bee the critical remarks). Kftstllnts remain evenadtod rtainty as to

right In. addui ilnstBaur, whode- how the matter la to be regarded (Weie-

teoted In this passage a Pauline side-glance sicker). Jesus Himself will nol leave the

to the original apostles. crowd In any doubt, bul deolares (ver. OS)

1 ii«.\v opposed, therefore, is this to the in ins pregnani atylewhat most Immedl'

view of an apparent death.' There cannot ately of Itself be evident
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CHAPTER IX.

Ver. 1. After riwrff-Ka Elz. Scholz, Lachm. have paOrjrag avrov, 'which is not

found in A B D KM S V T A, min. vss. Fathers. An addition, instead of which

other authorities of importance have aTroar6?.ovg. Luke always writes ol dudsna

absolutely. So also do Mark and John, but not Matthew. — Ver. 2. rovg acde-

vovvTar] A D L 2 X, min. have r. aadevdg. Approved by Griesb., adopted by
Lachm. But since in B, Syr. cur Dial, the words are altogether wanting, and,

moreover, in the variants occur roi>g voaovvrag, Travrag rovg acdsvovvTag, and omnes

inflrmitates (Brix.), the simple iaodai (as Tisch. also now has) is to be regarded as

original. [So recent editors, R. V. marg.] — Ver. 3. pafidovg in Elz., instead of

pd
t
36ov in Lachm. and Tisch., has evidence of importance both for and against

it. In accordance with A B [B has 'pafidov~\ A, it is to be maintained, since the

singular might be introduced from Matt. x. 10 (see on the passage), and me-

chanically also from Mark vi. 8, just as easily as it could be retained by reason

of the singulars alongside of it. [The singular is attested by N B C*D L, 1. 33,

G9, vss., accepted by recent editors, R. V.— ava is wantirjg in X B C L, omitted

by W. and Hort, B. V., retained by Tisch. Weiss.] — Ver. 5. tieguvTat] in Elz.,

instead of tie%uvtcu (the latter is approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and
Tisch.), has against it authorities so important, that it must be referred to the

parallels. — nal t. kov.] This mi (bracketed by Lachm.) is wanting in B C* D
LX2 X, 1, 124, Cppt. Sahid. codd. of It. Omitted, in accordance with the

parallels. [Tisch. retains, but recent editors omit ; so B. V.] — Ver. 7. vi? avrov]

is wanting in B C* D L X, min. vss. Condemned by Griesb., bracketed by

Lachm., deleted by Tisch. An addition for the purpose of more precise

specification. — [Tisch., recent editors, B. V., following K B C L, etc., substitute

kytpdr] for kyyyeprai ; in ver. 8, rig for elf ; in ver. 9, 6e for icai, at the beginning,

omitting ky6 before ciko'vo).] — Ver. 10. t6ttov sprjfi. tt6\. ml. Bifia.'] Many variants;

the reading which is best attested is tt62.iv m'Aovju vrjv Brfia., which Tisch., follow-

ing B L X., 33, Copt. Sahid. Erp., has adopted. Bightly ; clg -6?.iv k.t.2. would

of necessity arouse objection, as what follows did not take place in a city, but

in a desert (comp. ver. 12, and also Mark vi. 31). — Ver. 11. defd/t.] Lachm. and

Tisch. have aTrode^n/i., in accordance with B D LX [also a] N, min. Bightly
;

the Eecepta is a neglect of the compound form, which form in the New Testament

occurs only in Luke. — Ver. 12. Instead of TropEvdlvreg, Elz. Scholz have cnrs?,-

&6vtec, in opposition to decisive evidence ; it is from the parallels. — Ver. 14.

Before ava, B C D L R H N , 33, 157, Sahid. Cant. Or. have tioel, which Tisch. sJ"°P 3

has adopted. [Tisch. VIII. omits ; recent editors, B. V., accept.] Bightly
;

it was omitted, because even Mark has no indefinite qualifying word. — [Ver. 15.

Tisch., recent editors, E. V. (with X B L, 1, 33, etc.), read KartKkivav instead of

avEK?uvav. — Ver. 16. Tisch., recent editors (with NBC, etc.) read Trapa-&Elvai in-

stead of TrapaTi-Sevai.] — Ver. 22. f/epi?.] Lachm. has civaarf/vau The authorities

are greatly divided, but kyepd. is from Matthew (r. rpiry r/fiEpatyEpd.). [X B L A,

etc., haveeyeptf., accepted by Tisch., recent editors, B. V.] — Ver. 23. Instead of
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Ipxeo&ai, apvija&(r&u Elz. Scholz have kX&eiv, (nzapvrjaaG-Qu, in opposition to pre-

ponderating MSB. and Or. From the parallels. — />•«#' y/jepav] condemned by

Griesb., deleted by Scholz, Lachm. It has preponderating evidence in its

favor ; the omission is due to the words being omitted in the parallels. — Ver.

27. wJe] B L H K, 1, Cyr. have avrov. Commended by Griesb., approved by

Rinck, adopted by Tisch. Rightly ; uSt is from the parallels. — The readings

fffrurar and yevauvrai (Elz. : eo-tjk6tuv and yevoov-ai) have (the latter strongly)

preponderating evidence in their favor. [But eot^k6tuv is accepted by Tisch.

and recent editors, with X B L, etc. — Ver. 34. The same authorities and edi-

tors have the imperfect lrreaKia(ev.'\ — Ver. 35. ayair7)~6q\ B L S &*, vss. have

eK?iE?iEy/uevoc. Commended by Griesb. and Schulz, adopted by Tisch. The Re-

cepta is from the parallels. — Ver. 37. kv ry et-rjo] hv, in accordance with B L S

X, 1, 69, is to be deleted. See on vii. 11. — Ver. 38. avE[3.] Lachm. has sfioqoEv,

in accordance with BCDL N, min. [so Tisch., recent editors, It. V.]. A neg-

lect of the compound form, which form occurs elsewhere in the New Testament

only in Matt, xxvii. 46, and even there is disregarded by several authorities. —
Instead of i~i;V/Jil<cu (to be accented thus) [Tisch. i-ip^ai.], Elz. Lachm. have

tTrifllsil'ov. Authorities of importance on both sides. The latter is an inter-

pretation. The infinitive EniBAE^AI was taken for an imperative middle.

— [Ver. 40. All uncials have hufiakuoiv ; so recent editors.] — Ver. 43. kiro

Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. have kiroiei ; decisively attested. [N ABCDL, vss., have

the imperfect, most of them omitting 6 'lyaovg ; so recent editors.] — Ver. 48.

instead of hart, which is approved by Griesb., and, moreover, adopted by

Lachm. and Tisch., Elz. Scholz have earai. But tori is attested by B (' L X

S X, min. vss. (also Vulg. It.) Or. (thrice) ; the future was introduced in refer-

ence to the future kingdom of heaven. — [Ver. 4'.). Recent editors, with X B L,

etc., read hv instead of hiri (Rec. Tisch.), also omit the poorly supported rd be-

fore Saifi. — The imperfect ztuDAvofiev is found in N B L, and accepted by W.

and Hort, "Weiss, R. V.]— Ver. 50. Instead of bfiuv Elz. has ^wvboth times, in

opposition to preponderating evidence. See on Mark ix. 40. —Ver. 54. ag k.

'li>. /-.] is wanting in B L 2 K, 71, 157, vss. (Vulg. also and codd. of It.) Jer.

(?). Suspected by Griesb. (following Mill), deleted by Tisch. But how easily

the indirect rebuke of Elijah, contained in what follows, would make these words

objectionable ! — Ver. 55. ml eIttev . . . v/ielg'] is wanting in A BCE, etc., also

«, min. Copt. Aeth. Sax Germ. 1, Gat. Fathers. Condemned by Griesb., de-

leted by Lachm. and Tisch. The wordshave such a weight of evidence against

lliem that they would have to be rejected, if it could be explained how they

got into the text. How easily, on the other hand, might an intentional omission,

out of consideration for Elijah, occur! Moreovi r, the simple, short, and preg-

nant word of rebuke is bo unlike a transcriber's addition, and so worthy of

JeSUS Himself, as. on the other hand, it is hardly to be conceived that Luke

would have limited himself on an occasion of so unprecedented a kind only to

the bare /-. r//.'v T [Despite Meyer' s argument, it is safest to reject the

doubtful clauses in w. 54, 65. It is true there is an increase of i ridence

against the passages from w. 51 to 56, but even the first clause lacks the

support of thebesi uncials. The readings deserve notice, but all recent edi-

tors reject them from the text (so K. v.). as they must, if manuscript evidence

i decisive.] But the additional clause which follows in Elz. is decidedly

spurious :

alXa auaai.
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— Ver. 57. iyivEro de] Lachni. Tisch. have nai, in accordance with BCLXH X,

min. Syr. Perss. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Kightly ; a new section was here begun (a

lection also), and attention was called to this by adding tyivero to nai (so D, 346,

Cant. Verc. Colb.), or by writing kyhero 6e, in accordance with ver. 51. — nvpie]

is wanting in B D L 2 X, min. Copt. Arm. Vulg. codd. of It. Condemned by

Griesb., deleted by Lachm. But since it stood at the end of the sentence, and

since the parallel passage, Matt. viii. 19, had no corresponding word at the end,

Kvpte would the more easily drop out. [Kejected by Tisch., recent editors, B. V.

— In ver. 59 the same word is omitted by Tisch., W. and Hort, following BD.
Probably added from Matt.] —Ver. 62. eig ttjv paml.'] B L 2 X, 1, 33, Vulg. It.

Clem. Or. have r?} fiaaiTiEta. So Lachm. and Tisch. The Becepia is explanatory.

Vv. 1-6. See on Matt. x. 1, 7, 9-11, 14 ; Mark vi. 7-13. Luke follows

Mark, and to that circumstance, not to any depreciation of the Twelve by
contrast with the Seventy (Baur), is due the shorter form of the succeeding

discourse. — nai voaovcOepan.] depends on 6'waii. k. k^ova. (power and author-

ity, iv. 36). The reference to eSukev (Bengel, Bornemann) is more remote,

since the voaovc depmveveiv is actually a dvva/uic; k. i^ovaia. — Ver. 3. jur/re ava

6'vo xLT - £x£lv ] nor even t° nave two under-garments (one in use and one to

spare). A mingling of two constructions, as though fiijSev aipeiv had been

previously said. 1 For the explanation of the infinitive with elite there is no

need of supplying Mv (Lobeck, ad Phryn. pp. 753 f., 772) ; but this idea

is implied in the infinitive itself.'
2

It would be possible to take the infini-

tivefor the imperative (Kuinoel and many of the earlier critics, comp. also

Buttmann, Neut. Gr. p. 233 [E. T. 271 f.], who understands teyiS) only if

the connection brought out a precise injunction partaking of the nature of

an express command, 3 which, however, in this case, since the imperative

precedes, and, moreover, immediately follows, is not applicable. — Ver. 5.

nai t. kov.] Even the dust also ; see Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 134. [But see

critical note.] — kir' avr.] against them, more definite than Mark : abrolc.

Theophylact : ei? eAejxov abruv nai naraKptaiv,
'

' for their conviction and con-

demnation."

Vv. 7-9. See on Matt. xiv. 1 f. ; Mark vi. 14-16. — To the f}mvaa> of

Mark vi. 14, which Luke in this place evidently has before him, he adds a

definite object, although taken very generally, by means of ra yivo/usva iravra

:

everything which was done, whereby is meant, which was done oy Jesus (ver. 9).

— dirjTvupEi] he was in great perplexity, and could not in the least arrive at

certainty as to what he should think of the person of Jesus. This was the

uncertainty of an evil conscience. Only Luke has the word in the New
Testament. It very often occurs in the classical writers. 4— Ver. 8. e§o.vtj\

"Nam Elias non erat mortuus," "For Elijah had not died," Bengel.

—

Ver. 9. What Matthew and Mark make Herod utter definitely, according

to Luke he leaves uncertain ; the account of Luke is hardly more original

(de Wette, Bleek), but, on the contrary, follows a more faded tradition, for

1 See Ellendt, ad Arrian. Al. I. p. 167 ; Bernhardy, p. 358 ; Fflugk, ad Eur. Eeracl.

Winer, p. 283 [E. T. 316]. 314.

2 See Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. v. 7. 34. 4 On the accentuation vno nvtov, see Lip-
s See generally, Winer, p. 282 [E. T. 316] ; sius, Gramm. Unlets, p. 40.
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the character of the secondary writer is to be discerned in the entire narra-

tive (in opposition to WeizsSckcr). The twofold lyL has the emphasis

of the terrified heart. — ££>/"« ISelv avrdv] he longed to see Him. Comp.

xxiii. 8. He hoped, by means of a personal conference (viii. 20) with

this marvellous man, to get quit of his distressing uncertainty. That Ilerod

seemed disposed to greet Him as the risen John, and that accordingly

Christ had the prospect of a glowing reception at court, Langc reads into

the simple words just as arbitrarily as Eichthal reads into them a partiality

fur Berod on the part of Luke.

Vv. 10-17. See on Matt. xiv. 13-21 ; Mark vi. 30^14 ; John vi. 1 IT. Ac-

cording to the reading etc no?av Kalovfievriv Br/da. (see the critical remarks),

etc is to be understood of the direction whither (versus), and ver. 11 fT. is to be

conceived as said of what happened on the way to Bethsaida. The Bethsaida

meant at Mark vi. 45, on the western shore of the lake (The B>/6g. -yr Talil.,

John xii. 21 ; Matt. xi. 21), is not the one intended, but Bethsaida-JuZ/as,

on the eastern shore in lower Gaulonitis (see on Mark viii. 22), as Miehaelis,

Fischer, Paulus, Robinson, Ebrard, Lange, Ewald, Schegg, and others sup-

pose, on the ground of Mark vi. 4.5, where from the place of the miraculous

feeding the passage is made across to the western Bethsaida. For the denial

of this assumption, and for the maintenance of the view that Luke, in

variation from the parallel passages, transposed the miraculous feeding to

the tcestcrn shore (Winer, de Wette, Hilgenfeld, Holtzmann, Eichthal. and

with some hesitation Bleek), there is no foundation at all in Luke's text.

For although Jesus had returned from Gadara to the western side of the

lake (viii. 37, 40), yet between this point of time and the miraculous feed-

ing come the sending forth of the Twelve, and the period that elapsed until

their return (ix. 1-10). Where they, on their return, met with Jesus, Luke

does not say, and for this meeting the locality may lie assumed to have been

the eastern side of the lake where Bethsaida-JuZidu was situated. But if it

issupposed, as is certainly more natural, that they net with Ilim again at

the place whence they had been sent forth by Him on the western border of

the lake, it is no contradiction of this that Jesus, according to Luke, wished

to retire with His disciples by the country road to thai Bethsaida which was

situated at the north-eastern point of the lake (Bethsaida-JuZidtf) ; and it is

just this seeking for solitudt which can alone be urged in favor of the more

remote Bethsaida on the further side. The whole difference therefore

comes to this, that, according to Luke, they went to the place of the

miraculous feeding
fy/

land, lint according to Mark (and Matthew), by ship.

[See Note I. XXV., p. 377. 1 - Ver. 11. ojrode?.] lie, lid not send themback,

although lie desired t o 1 «• alone, hut received them. — iniffinofifo] frovisions,

a word which occurs only in this place in the Xew Testament, hut is

often found in the classical writers. Comp. Judith ii. IS, iv. 5. — Ver. 18.

rrXelov ff\ These words do not lil into the construction.'— el fifyrt K.r.X.] unless,

perchance, etc.; this is neither to be regarded as a direct question (Kypke,

Rosenmuller), uoi is the thought :
" ^\r\[ therewith we cannot feed them."

Sec Lobeck, <ui Phryn. p. 410 : Krflger, <fi Dion. p. csr ; Suhoemann, «</ /•-•• p. 444.
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to be previously supplied (Beza, Grotius, de Wette, and others) . On the

contrary, the two parts of the sentence are closely connected : We have not

more than . . . unless, perchance, we shall have bought. The tone of the ad-

dress is not one of irony (Camerarius, Homberg, Kuinoel), as is often

expressed by el iiij,
' but of embarrassment at the manifest impossibility of carry-

ing the order into effect (?'//uE~ig . . . elg Kavra rbv Aa6v). On d with a

subjunctive, which is to be recognized even in the Attic writers, although

rarely, but is of frequent use in the later Greek, see Winer, p. 263 [E. T.

294 f.]
2
. Winer is mistaken in regarding the mood in this case as a delibera-

tive subjunctive not dependent on el, as Buttmann, p. 191 [E. T. 221], also

takes it. See above for the connection ; and on the difference of mean-

ing between the subjunctive with and without av (condition absolutely,

without dependence; upon circumstances that may or may not happen), see

Hermann, De part, av, ii. 7, p. 95 ; Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 301.

—

r'nie'ig]

with emphasis ; for previously they had advised to leave the people them-

selves to procure food. — Ver. 14. Observe the numerical relation, Jive loaves,

Jive thousand, ranks of companies ^J fifty. To form such companies is, in

Luke, said to have been commanded even by Jesus Himself. The tradition

is gradually rounded into shape as we advance from Matthew (and John) to

Luke. — Ver. 16. evAoy. avTovg] an intimation of the benediction uttered in

prayer, which was effectual in causing the increase. Matthew and Mark

have it otherwise. — Ver. 17. KAacfiaruv] is, in accordance with the opinion

of Valckenaer, Lachmann, and Tischendorf [not Tisch. VIII.], to be regard-

ed as governed by nofyivoi dudena. If, in accordance with the usual view, it

had been construed with to nepiaa. avr., it would have been tuv itkaap. (comp.

Matt. xiv. 20 ; Soph. El. 1280 : to. fiev TveptcaevovTa tuv loyuv cupec ; Plat.

Legg. ix. p. 855 A) or to. irEpiaaevaavTa avTolg KAao/uaTa (John vi. 12). Luke

reproduces the KAao/xaTuv dudetca Ko<pivovg of Mark. [See Note LXXVL,
p. 378.] Since, moreover, KAaapiaTuv contains a reference to KaTEnlaoe, ver.

16, it is manifest that the fanciful view of Lange, L. J. II. p. 309 f., is un-

tenable : that Jesus, indeed, miraculously fed the thousands ; but that the

superfluity arosefrom thefact that the people, disposed by the love of Jesus

to brotherly feeling, had immediately laid open their own stores. Thus the

miraculous character of the transaction is combined with the natural expla-

nation of Paulus and Amnion. With what a unanimous untruthfulness

must in this case all the four reporters of the history have been silent about

the people's private stores. Just as persistent are they in their silence

about the symbolic nature of the feeding behind which the marvellous How
of the incident is put out of sight (Weizsacker). Schenkel mingles to-

gether most discordant elements for explaining away the miracle, not

rejecting even provisions brought with them, and in part procured in

haste. But what is the meaning of Mark viii. 18-20 ? And are all six nar-

ratives equally a misunderstanding ?

1 Kiihner, II. p. 561; Maetzner, adLycurg. ad Cyrop. iii. 3. 50; Klotz, ad Devar.

in Leocr. p. 317. p. 500 ff. ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 491.

a Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 12 ; Poppo,
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Yv. 18-20. Sec on Matt. xvi. 13-16 ; Mark viii. 27-29. As to the second

miraculous feeding Luke is silent ; a silence which Schleierraacher and

man; others,even Weizsacker, make use of in opposition to the reality of the

second miracle (see in general on Matt. xv. 33). But this silence is related

to the enigmatical hiatus which Luke has left between vv. 17 and 18, en-

tirely passing over everything that occurs in Mark vi. 45-viii. 27, and in the

parallel passage of Matthew. [See NoteLXXVIL, p. 378.] No explanation

is given of this omission, and it seems to have been occasioned by some

casualty unknown to us. Possibly the only reason was that in this place he

had before him another written source besides Mark, which did not com-

prise the fragments in question, and from which, moreover, he borrowed

the peculiar situation with which ver. 18 begins. Special purposes for the

omission (Hilgenfeld, Weiss, p. 699 f.) are arbitrarily assumed, as if in his

idea the portion omitted were, on the one hand, not of sufficient importance,

on the other, too detailed (as the history of the Canaanitish woman), and

the like. Weizsacker, p. 66 f., proceeds more critically, but still unsatis-

factorily, when he relegates the events to ix. 51 ff., where occur sev< ral

points of contact with the fragments here passed over. — Ver. 19. hX/.oi 6i]

without a previous ol fikv. See on Matt, xxviii. 17 ; Mark x. 32. The

opinion : 'luavv. r. flairr., as that of the majority, is first of all declared with-

out limitation. — Ver. 20. 6 Ulrpog] irpoTvrjda tuv /.oittuv kcu gt6ucl iravrav yev6-

/nevoc, "he springs before the rest, becoming also the mouth of all," Theo-

phylact. — tov Xpunbv. r. Qeov] See on ii. 26.

Vv. 21, 22. See on Matt, xvi. 20 f. ; Mark ix. 30 f. Neither the dis-

course of Jesus about the rock (Matt. xvi. 17-19), nor His reproof of Peter

as Satan (Matt. xvi. 22 f. ; Mark viii. 32 f.), is found in the Pauline Luke,

who did not find the former in Mark (see on Mark viii. 29). If he had

omitted the saying concerning the rock because of a tend* ney (Baur and

others), he could not in the same interest have passed over the rebuke of

Peter as Satan. —Ver. 22. lin] argumentative. [See Note LXXVIIL, p. 378.]

Tell no one, etc., since it is the appointment of God (xxiv. 26) that the

Messiah, alter many sufferings, etc., should attain to His Messianic attes-

tation by th«' resurrection (Rom. i. 4). Thus, for the present, the Lord

quenches the ardor of that confession, that it may not interfere with that

onward movement of the divine appointment which is still tirst of all neces-

sary. — Atto] on the part of. See Buttmann, Xeitt. Gr. p. 280 [E. T. 326].

Vv. 23-27. See on Matt. xvi. 24-28; Mark viii. 84-ix. I. — rrpbg irdvxag] to

all, is not to be taken as: in reference to ail, nor is it said in contrast to Peter,

so that what Matthew relates, \\i. 22f., may he unconsciously presupposed

(de Wette lea^ es I be choice bet ween the I wo) ; bul . \ er. '21. refers to

the apostles, -nrr,:r mu-t refer to a wider circle. Luke leaves it to the

reader to conclude from ir&vraq that there were still others close by to whom,

beside the disciples, that which follows was addressed. Comp. on Mark

viii. 84. Ver. IS di.es not exclude the approach of others which may have

occurred meanwhile. I Jut with ver. 22 closed the confidential discourse

with the Twelve ; what Jesus has now yet further to enter upon in contin-

uation of the communication of ver. 22 is to he .-aid not merely to them,
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but to all. — nad' r/fitpav] involuntarily suggested by the experience of a

later period ; 1 Cor. xv. 31; Rom. viii. 36 ; 2 Cor. iv. 16 f .
•— Ver. 25.

iavrdv 6s anoA. ij Cw-1 if be . . . however, shall have lost himself, or have suffered

damage (!), not equivalent to tail, but introducing another word for the same

idea). Himself, i.e., not "his better self'
1 (de Wette), but, according to ver.

24, his own life. Excluded from the Messiah's kingdom, the man is in the

condition of ddvarog ; not living (in the f«j) aluvwc), he is dead ; he is dead

as well as no more present (ova slot, Matt. ii. 18), he has lost himself. — Ver.

26. iv ri] S6%i) k.t.a.] A threefold glory :— (1) His own, which he has abso-

lutely as the exalted Messiah (comp. xxiv. 26) ; (2) The glory of God, which

accompanies Him who comes down from the throne of God
; (3) The glory

of the angels, who surround with their brightness Him who comes down
from God's throne. 1 The genitives bave all the same reference, genitives of

the subject. — Ver. 27. ahfiug] not belonging to Myw (in that case it would

be a translation of a/ut/v, and would come first, as in xii. 44, xxi. 3), but to

what follows. — avrov] (see the critical remarks) here.'2— rt/v fiaaik. r. Qeov] the

kingdom of the Messiah, not less definite, but simpler than Matthew and Mark.

Vv. 28-36. See on Matt. xvii. 1-13 ; Mark ix. 2-13.

—

uael yuepai okt&]

not in grammatical construction (comp. ver. 13), see on Matt. xv. 32. 3 The

uaei. protects Luke from the reproach of representing himself as paying more

attention than Mark to chronology (Holtzmann). — Kpoasv^aadai] See on v.

16. — Ver. 20. to eltioc] the appearance of His countenance :
" Transformatio

splendorem addidit, faciem non subtraxit," "The transformation added

splendor, and did not remove the countenance," Jerome.

—

aevkoc] not in-

stead of an adverb, but e^aarp. is a second predicate added on by wTay of

climax without nai (Dissen, ad Pind. p. 304), white, glistening.*— Ver. 31.

-f/v Zijodov avrov] His departure, namely, from His life and work on earth :

through His death, resurrection, and ascension (Joseph. Antt. iv. 8. 2).
5

Corresponding to this is tiooSoc, Acts xiii. 24. This subject of the avAlalelv,

of which neither Matthew nor Mark has any hint, first appeared in Luke from

the later tradition which very naturally attained to this reflection, and, more-

over, might gather it from Mark ix. 9; Matt. xvii. 9.
6— irlripovv] The

departure is conceived of as divinely foreordained, therefore as beingfulfilled

when it actually occurred. See Kypke, I. p. 253. — Ver. 32. But Peter

and, his companions, while this was going on before them, were weighed, down

with sleep (drowsy); as they nevertheless remained awake, were not actually

asleep, they saw, etc.
7— (uaypriy.] is not to be explained as it usually is,

postquam experrecti sunt, "after they became awake" (Castalio), but (so also

Schegg), when, however, they had thoroughly awakened.* [See Note LX'XIX.,

1 Comp. Matt, xxviii. 3 and elsewhere
; and the passages in Suicer, Thes. I. p. 287,

Halm, Tlieol. d. JV. T. § 116. 1142; Eisner, Obss. \>. 219.

2 Acts xv. 34; Matt. xxvi. 30; Plato, 8 Comp. Weizsiicker, Evang. Gese//-. p. 481.

Pollt. i. p. 327 C, and elsewhere. 7 On ptpapr)n. vtu'w, comp. Matt. xxvi. 43 ;

3 Winer, pp. 458, 497 [E. T. 516, 563] ; Butt- Jacobs, ad Anthol. VI. p. 77.

mann, Neatest. Gr. p. 122 [E. T. 139]. 8 Comp. Herodian, iii. 4. 8 : ttoo-jjt t%
4 On c£a<TTp., COmp. LXX. Ezek. i. 4, 7; I'Ukto? . . . StayprjyoprjcarTf ? ; Vuljx. (Lueli-

Nab. iii. 3; Thryphiod. 103. mann): vigilantes.

5 Comp. Wisd. iii. 2, vii. 6 ; 2 Pet. i. 15,

24
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p. 378.] — Ver. 33. According to Luke, Peter desires by his proposal to pre-

vent the departure of Moses and Elijah. — /jy eitiug 6 Xtyei] He was not con-

scious to himself of what he said (so much had the marvellous appearance

that had presented itself to him as lie struggled with sleep confused him),

otherwise he would not have proposed anything so improper. The whole

feature of the drowsiness of the disciples belongs to a later form of the tra-

dition, which, even as early as Mark, is no longer so primitive as in Matthew.

Reflection sought to make the saying about the building of tabernacles

intelligible ; hut the tendency-critics were the first to suggest that then-

was a design of throwing the primitive apostles, especially Peter, into the

shade. 1— Ver. 34 f. tTTEcniacev avrovg] avTovg, as at ver. 33, refers to Moses

and Elijah, who are separating from Jesus, not to the disciples (see on Matt,

xvii. 5). It is otherwise in Matthew, who has not the detail kv rC> diaxo>pi&-

oOai avrovt enr' avrov. — While Peter speaks with Jesus, the cloud appears

which overshadows the departing Moses and Elijah. [See critical note; the

imperfect suits this explanation.] These (continuing their departure) pass

away into the cloud ; the voice resounds and the entire appearance is past,

Jesus is alone. — hfcTieyu.] See the critical remarks ; corap. xxiii. 35. — Of

the conversation on the subject of Elijah Luke has nothing. It was remote

from his Gentile-Christian interest. But all the less are we to impute an

anti-Jeicish purpose (such as that he would not have John regarded as

Elijah) to Luke, whose style, moreover, elsewhere tends to abbreviation (in

opposition to Baur in the Theol. Jahrb. IS.""):
1
,, p. 80). — Vi r. 36. koiyijeav] Of

the command of Jesus, with a view to this result, the abbreviating Luke

has nothing.

Vv. 37-45. See on Matt. xvii. 14-23 ; Mark ix. 14-32-, the latter of which

Luke follows on the whole.' but abbreviating. — rjj •'] According to

Luke, the transfiguration took place at night, ver. 32. — Ver. 3s.

to hole upon, with helpful pity to cast eyes upon. 8 See the critical remarks.

The middle voice docs not. occur, (icwoyevfa in this passage, as at viii. 42, is

found only in Luke. —Ver. 39. Kpa&i] dors not refer to the demon (Borne-

mann), but to the son, since ical kt-atyvqg introduces the result which is

brought about in the possessed one by the wvev/ia ' \avuabr6v. The sudden

change of the subjects is the less surprising when we take into account the

rapid impassioned delineation. 3— fi6yig] hardly, with trouble and danger
;

used onlyhere in the New Testament, — avvrpi \ovavr6v] whilst h bruises him

(even still as he yields). Conceive of a paroxysm in which the demoniac

ferociously beats and knocks and throw- himself down. This literal mean-

ing of owrp. is, on account of the vivid description in the context, to be

preferred to the figurative meaning—-frets, wears away (Kypke, Euinoel,

Bornemann, Ewald), although Mark ha —, in another collocation,

however. Ver. -12. .-V/ Si, wpoaepx. avrov] hut as /'<> was still coming not yet

altogether fully come up.— I'ppiji-ev . . . avveoir&pa^ev] a climax describing

1 Baur, Evang. p. 486, Markusevang. p. 68; '', 15; Judith xiii- 4.

Hugenfeld, Evang, p. 179; (81 ; se< , on the Winer, p. 656 [B. T 688], and Schoe-

ottaer hand, KSstUn, p. em maun, >td U, p. -MJi f.

.. i. !S; Ecclua. xxxtli. 1 j Tob. iii.
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the convulsive action, he tore him, and convulsed him (comp. crrapayuog, cramp).

— la.oa.To r. 71-.] namely, by the expulsion of the demon. — L-l r. /xeyaXeidr. r.

Qeov] at the majesty ' of God. "iliovro yap, ovk e£ Idiag dwa^eur aXX' ek Qeoii rubra

TSparovpyeiv avrdv, "For they supposed that He wrought these wonders, not

from His own power, but from God," Euthymius Zigabenus. — etto'le/.] Im-

perfect (sec the critical remarks). Their wonder was excited by the miracles

of Jesus as a whole, among which was to be reckoned also that special case.

— Ver. 44. fit ads ifielc k.t.%.] Place ye, on your part, etc. The disciples were to

continue mindful of this expression of amazement (rovr loyovg toutovc) on ac-

count of the contrast (6 yap vlbg k.t./\.) in which his own destiny would soon

appear therewith. They were therefore to build no hopes thereupon, but

only thence to recognize the mobile vulgus! Bornemann, de Wctte, Sehegg

refer r. 16y. rovr. to 6 yap vibe k-.t.I., so that yap would be explanatory (to

wit). So already Erasmus. [See Note LXXX., p. 378.] But the above ref-

erence of t\\o. plural robs 1. rovr. most readily suggests itself according to the

context ; since, on the one hand, iravruv 6e 0avua^6uruv preceded (comp. subse-

quently the singular to pqua, ver. 45) ; and, on the other, the argumentative

use of yap seems the most simple and natural. — elg xeiP- avOpcj-nr.] into the hands

ofmen. He, who has just been marvelled at as the manifestation of the majesty

of God. — Ver. 43. Iva] purely a particle of purpose, expressing the object of the

divine decree. —alaOuvrai] that they should not become aware of it. The idea

of the divine decree is that their spiritual perception through the internal

(da(h/T?'/pia (Heb. v. 14), their intellectual alaOr/air (Phil. i. 9), was not to attain

to the meaning of the saying. The verb occurs only here in the New Testa-

ment. — not kQofiovvra k.t.X. See on Mark ix. 32. — The whole description of

this failure to understand is only a superficial expansion of Mark. ix. 32, and

not an intentional depreciation of the Twelve in the Pauline interest (Baur,

Hilgenfeld).

Vv. 40-50. See on Matt, xviii. 1-5 ; Mark ix. 33-40. — elaijWe k.t.A.] tlien

came a thought in their hearts. A well-known pregnancy of expression in re-

spect of ev, wherein the result of the EiotpxEcdai—the being in them—is the

predominant idea. See Bernhardy, p. 208. Another mode of regarding the

rising of thoughts in the mind is expressed at xxiv. 38. — tic av k.t.2..] who

probably (possibly, see Kiihner, II., p. 478) would be greater, i.e., more to be

preferred among them. 2 Comp. on 1 Cor. xiii. 13. This question of rank,

which Mark introduces with greater historical detail, is not referred in Mark

and Luke specially to the Messiah's kingdom, as is the case in Matthew. See

on Mark ix. 33. The occasion of the question is not stated in Mark and Luke

(otherwise in Matt, xviii. 1), and is by Theophylact quite arbitrarily sought in

the cure of the demoniac, which the disciples had not been able to accomplish,

and in view of the failure were throwing the blame upon one another.— wap'

lavru] close to Himself. In such a position opposite to the disciples, as clearly

1 Josephus, Antt. Prooem. p. 5 ; Athen. iv. so devoid of understanding is shown, more-

p. 130 F. over, by /uncpdrepo? kv Ttaaiv iifj.lv, ver. 48.

3 Not : greater than they, as Weiss in the Luke therefore had no wish to set aside

Jahrb. f. I). Theol. p. 96, supposes. That the contest about rank,

their question, according to Luke, was not
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to make common cause icith Jesus Himself (see ver. 48). — Yer. 48. The mean-

in;/ and train of thought in Luke are substantially the same as in Mark ix. 36 f.,

as also in Matt, xviii. 2 ff. ; the same principles are enunciated in the

same sense. The child placed there is the living type of the humble disciple

as he, in opposition to that arrogant disposition in ver. 46, ought to be. And
this child standing there as such a moral type, i.e., every disciple of Christ

like to him in unassuming humility, is so highly esteemed before God, that

whosoever lovingly receives him, etc. For {yap, introducing a confirmatory

explanation) he who is less (than the others) among you all (to wit, subjec-

tively, according to his own estimation of himself) is great (objectively, in

accordance with his real worth). Therefore the saying of Jesus in Luke

ought not to have been explained as wanting in point (de Wette) or without

connection (Strauss), nor should it have been maintained that the placing of

the child before the disciples was originally without reference to the dispute

about rank (Weisse).— Ver. 49. As to the connection of thought with what

precedes, see on Mark ix. 38. Luke follows him with abbreviations. But

any reference to an attack on the ministerial efficiency of the Apostle Paul

( Kostlin, p. 201) is quite arbitrarily read into ver. 50. — eirl t. bvon. aov] on

the ground of Thy name, giving out Him as the authority which the demons

had to obey. [But see critical note.] In this sense they used the name of

Jesus in the expulsion of demons. Comp. xxi. 8, xxiv. 47 ; Acts iv. 17 f.
;

and for actual cases, Acts iii. 6, 16, xvi. 18. — qko'a. fieff' y/uur] a frequent

construction in the classical writers also, Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 353 f. Coin]).

Rev. vi. 8, xiv. 13.

Ver. 51 ff. [See NoteLXXXI., p. 378 scq.] Luke now enters uponMa nar-

rative of the journey of Jesus to Jerusalem at the close of His earthly career,

and transfers to this journey all that follows as far as xviii. 30. ' Not until

xviii. 15 does he again go parallel with .Matthew and .Mark. The journey is

not direct, for in that case only three days would have been needed for it,

but it is to be conceived of as a slow circuit whosefinal goal, however, is

Jerusalem and the final development there. The direct journey towards Je-

rusalem does not begin till the departure from Jericho, xviii. 35. Jesus,

with his face towards Jerusalem, wishes to pass through Samaria (vv. 50,

53); but being rejected, He turns again towards Galilee, and does not appear

again on the borders of Samaria till xvii. 11,-' whence it is plain that Luke

did imf transfer the history of Martha and Mary (x. 38) to Bethany, in which

respect, according to John, he was assuredly in error. This being conceded,

and in consideration of Luke in general having so much that is peculiar to

i That there is actually before us in this makes the chief part of die journey pass

place a narrativt <>/ ajourney lias Indeed through Samaria, whereby, according to

been denied, but only under the pressure Baur (Eoang. p. 438f.), he wished to support

of hannonistio criticism. Even Weiss right- the Pauline unlversalism by the authority

lj maintains Its character as the narrative of .Jesus, in yer. 51 ff. Luke relates only

of a Journey whose goal Is Jerusalem, si ill an attempt to pass through Samaria, which,

its contents are not to be limited to the however (ver. 56), was abandoned. This,

ministry <>f Jesus outside of Galilee. See moreover, is opposed to Baur's comparison

alsoWeizs&oker, p. 907. of the Gospel of Luke with that of John

therefore il Is not to be said that Luke (p, 188), and opposed to Efistlln, p. 189.
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himself,—since he, following his sources and investigations (i. 3), so fre-

quently varies from Matthew and Mark in the sequence of events and the

combination of discourses,—the judgment of de Wette appears wrong : that

the whole section, namely, is an unchronological and unhistorical collection,

probably occasioned by the circumstance that Luke had met with much evan-

gelical material which he did not know how to insert elsewhere, and there-

fore threw together in this place (comp. also Reuss, § 206 ; Hofmann,

Schriftb. II. 2, p. 355). In that case the very opposite of Luke's assurance

(i. 3) would be true, and Bruno Bauer's sneer on the subject of the journey

would not be without reason. He must actually have found the chronolog-

ical arrangement of what is recorded in this large section as belonging to

the end of the sojourn in Galilee, and this must have determined his special

treatment, in respect of which he intersperses at xiii. 22 and xvii. 11 hints

for enabling the reader to make out his whereabouts in the history (comp.

Ewald). But Kuinoel (following Marsh and Eichhorn) quite arbitrarily de-

duces the section ix. 51-xviii. 14 from a gnomology bearing upon the last

journey of Christ, on the margin of which also much belonging to an earlier

time was written. The assumption of Schleiermacher, moreover, is incapa-

ble of proof (comp. Olshausen and Neander, Ebrard also, and Bleek) : that

there are here blended together the narratives of two journeys to Jerusalem

—to the feast of the Dedication and to the Passover. So also Hofmann,

W&is&ag. it. Erfiill. II. p. 113. Decidedly opposed to this, however, is the

fact that the intercalation of other historical elements (x. 25-xviii. 31) must

again be assumed. Finally, the assertion of Wieseler (Chronol. Synopse,

p. 319 ff.), that ix. 51-xiii. 21 is parallel with John vii. 10-x. 42 (then xiii.

22-xvii. 10 with John xi. 1-54 ; and lastly, xvii. 11-xix. 28 with John xi.

55-xii. 11), so that thus Luke in ix. 51 is introducing, not the last journey

to Jerusalem, but the last but two, is negatived on purely exegetical grounds

by 7?/f avah'/ipeug (see subsequently). The older harmonistic schemes also

placed the journey in question parallel Avith John vii. 10, but got themselves,

awkwardly enough, out of the difficulty of rf/g avaM/tpeug by means of the

evasion :
" non enim Lucas dicit, dies illos jam impletos esse, sed factum

hoc esse, dum compterentur,^ "for Luke does not say, that these days are

now completed, but that this is done, while they are completed, 1 '' Calovius. In

various ways attempts have been made to solve the question, whence Luke

derived 7iis narrative (see especially Ewald, Jahrb. II. p. 222, and Evang.

p. 282 ff. ; Weizsiieker, p. 209 ff.). Yet, apart from his general sources, in

regard to which, however, it is not needful, in view of the Logia, to presup-

pose a later treatment and transposition (Ewald), it can scarcely be inferred

as to the general result that in this peculiar portion of his Gospel down to

xviii. 14 a special evangelical document, a special source containing a jour-

ney, must have been in Luke's possession, and that this was rich in fragments

of discourse, partly, indeed, in such as occur also in the Logia, although

differently arranged, and in part differently put together, but pre-eminently

rich in parabolic and narrative discourses, such as were in accordance with

the Pauline views ; for the entire omission of these discourses by Matthew

and Mark sufficiently proves that (in opposition to Holtzmann) they did not
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as yet appear in the Logia, but formed an anthology of the Lord's original

sayings that grew up out of a later development. Weizsacker, p. 141 ff.,

has ingeniously endeavored to indicate the relations of the several portions

to the doctrinal necessities of the apostolic age, in regard to which, however,

much remains problematical, and in much he takes for granted tendencies

whose existence cannot be proved. It is totally unfounded to attribute to

Luke any modification of his accounts brought about by motives ofpartisan.

ship 1 (Baur, Kostlin, and others), in respect of which Kostlin, p. 236, sup-

poses that he vaguely and contradictorily worked up an older narrative

about the journey through Samaria and Peraea, because after he had once

brought Jesus to Samaria he would not wish to mention expressly His leav-

ing this region again immediately. (But see on ver. 5G.)

Ver. 51. 'Ev r£> cv/nrA^povadai k.t./L] when the days of His taking up {i.e., the

days when their consummation ordained by God, His assumption, was to

occur) were entirely completed, i.e.. when the period of His receiving up (assump-

tio, Vulg.) WOS very near. Euthymius Zigahenus aptly says : ijuepac rrjq ava-

XrppEoq avrov ?Jyct rbv naipbv rbv atyopioOhra fifXP 1- TVS ava?J/ij)euc avrov rf/c a~b ) i/c

etc ovpavdv, "The day of His assumption He calls the season set apart until

His assumption from earth to heaven." In the New Testament avaAv^ic

occurs only in this place. But it appears in the same sense of the taking up

into heaven, and that likewise of the Messiah, in the Test. XII Pair. p. .OSo

:

nal peyaAvvdijatrai iv rij o'lKovpevi) kuq avaAi/ipewg avrov ; and in the Fathers (see

Suicer, Thes. I. p. 282); although in the New Testament the r< rb ava?.ay(id-

veaOai is the customary word to express this heavenly reception, Mark xvi. 19;

Acts i. 2, 11, 22 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16. s The objections of Wieseler are unfound-

ed : that the plural tuq i/uipar, as well as the absence of any more precise

limitation for uvaA?/il>. («c rbv ovpavov), is opposed to this \ iew. The plural is

as much in place here 3 as at ii. 6, 22 ;
Acts i\. 23 ; and av&fapl>ic, without

more precise limitation, in no way needed such a limitation, because by

means of avrov it leaves it absolutely without doubt that the current idea of

Christ's assumption is meant, as, moreover, aveMftdij, Acts i. 3, and 1 Tim.

iii. 16, although without any local definition, presented no ambiguity to Un-

christian consciousness. Comp. the ecclesiastical usus loquendi of a88umptio

without qualification. Wieseler himself explains : "when the days drew to

an end in which He found a reception (in Galilee, to wit i. Be journeyed

i That thus, for Instance, by the narrative erant Instar parasoeves. [nstabat adhuo

of the flery zeal of the sons of Zebedee he passlo, crux, mom, Bepulcrum, sed perhaeo

Jast desired to prove how little they were omnia ad metam prospexit Jesus, oujua

capable of going beyond the limits of Juda- sensum Imitator stj Lus evangellstae,"

lam. Comp. Bllgenfeld, Evang.v. (88 f. "There was one dayof assumption Into

,,!,. i Maoo. 11.68; Eeolus. xlviil. 9; heaven, but tortj daysafter the resurrec-

8Klngsil.il; Eeolus. xlix. 14; Tobil Hi. 6. tion, yet indeed thesedaya before the pas-

ake had written t q v ;, ^ fp*v T . .Wa. sion were also equivalent to days of prep-

he wonld therebj have declared that whal aration. There was still Impending the

followed happened on tin very day ot the passion, the cross, death and Bepulchre,

assumption I omp. Acts ii. 1. Bui Bengel bul through all these Jesus Looked Forward

well says: "unus i mi di. s assuml i. .nis in to the goal, and His perception the pen of

coelum, Bed quadraglnta dies a resurrec the Bvangellsl Imitates." Comp. John xll.

tlone, imo etlam hi dies ante i.assionem a?, xiii. s, 31, rvil., and elsewb
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towards Jerusalem in order to work there." An erroneous device, the neces-

sary result of harmonistic endeavors. Nobody could guess at the supple-

mentary "in Galilee;" and what a singularly unsuitable representation,

since, indeed, Jesus up to this time almost always, and even so late as at

ver. 43, found appreciation and admiration in Galilee!— ahroo] ipse, in

view of the subsequent sending forward of His messengers.— to npdauir. avrov

koT7]p.~\ He settled (steadfastly directed) His countenance,—a Hebraism (D'^H

D'JS), Jer. xxi. 10, xlii. 15, xliv. 12 ; Gen. xxxi. 21 ; 2 Kings xii. 18 ; Dan.

xi. 17, to be traced to the source that he made use of.
1 The meaning is :

He adopted His settled purpose to journey to Jerusalem (rov iropEVEoBai, gen-

itive ofpurpose) ; ayupiaev, cuvpucEv, egttjge (3ovAt/v, "He determined, settled,

formed an intention," Theojihylact.

Vv. 52, 53. 'Ayyklovg does not as yet mean the Seventy (Neander), and

ugts is as at iv. 29. — EToi/mcai avrti] to make preparation for Him (comp.

Mark xiv. 15), i.e. in this case : irotpaGai vTioSo^i/u npbg Karayuyjjv avrov, "to

prepare entertainment for His coming," Euthymius Zigabenus. — Ver. 53.

nal oi'K e6ei-avro avrov] which rejection was accomplished by the refusal given

to the messengers that He had sent before, see ver. 52. That Jesus Him-

self followed them is not implied in the passage. — on to irp6auivov, not

because generally He was journeying towards Jerusalem (kvavriac yap ol "Zafia-

pElrai irpbc rove 'lEpoaoXvplraQ ^iekeivto, " for the Samaritans adversely disposed

towards the Jerusalemites," Euthymius Zigabenus ; so [Weiss, and] usually),

for through Samaria passed the usual pilgrim's road of the Galilaeans,

Josephus, Antt. xx. 6. 1 ; Vit. 52 ; comp. John iv. 4 ; nor yet because they

were unwilling to lodge "so large a Jewish procession''' as the train of disci-

ples (Lange, of which, however, nothing appears),—but because they regarded

an alleged Messiah journeying towards Jerusalem as not being the actual Messiah.

We must think of the messengers themselves announcing Jesus as the Mes-

siah, although, besides, according to John iv., the knowledge of His Mes-

sianic call might have already penetrated from Galilee to the Samaritan

villages ; but the Samaritans did not expect of the Messiah (see the exposi-

tors on John iv. 25) the observance of festivals in Jerusalem, but the resto-

ration and glorification of the worship upon Oerizim. (Comp. Bertholdt,

Christol. p. 21 f.) The expression to TrpSaorr. avrov ijv iropsvofi. is a Hebraism,

Ex. xxxiii. 14 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 11.

Vv. 54-56. [Comp. the added critical note.] 'ItWvrec] they saw it in the

return of the messengers, who would not otherwise have come back. — The

two disciples are not to be identified with the messengers (Euthymius Ziga-

benus, Erasmus). — -nip] Fire, not : fulmen (Wetstein, Kuinoel), a modern

mode of explaining away, of which, neither in 2 Kings i. 10-12 (when at

the word of Elijah fire from heaven devours the people of Ahaziah) nor on

the part of the disciples is there any notion. — ovk olSarE k.t.1] As in respect

of bfieic the emphatic contrast with Elijah is not to be disregarded (" retun-

ditur provocatio ad Eliam," "the appeal to Elijah is checked," Bengel),

'Comp. Gesenius (who points out the Syriac),in Rosenmiiller, Rep. I. p. 13G, and
existence of the same usage in Arabic and Thesaur. II. p. 1109.
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so it is objectionable to explain, with Bornemann : "Nonne perponditis,

qualem vos . . . animum prodatia ? Certenon Jtumaniorem, quam modo vobis

Samaritani praestiterunt^ "Do you not consider what spirit you are dis-

closing? Certainly not more humane than the Samaritans exhibited to you."
The Samaritans had not, indeed, refused to receive Jesus from loch of hu-
manity; see onver. 53. Rightly the expositors have explained olov nvev-

fzaroc of a spirit which is differently disposed fro,a that displayed by Elijah. In
that respect theform of the saying has been taken by some affirmatively (so

Erasmus, Beza, Castalio, Calvin, Grotius, and others ; latest of all, Ewald),
some interrogatively (so Luther, Zeger, and most of the later critics) ; but
the matter of it has been so understood that Jesus is made to say to the dis-

ciples either (a) that they knew not that they were allowing themselves to

be guided by a wholly different spirit from that of Elijah (see as early as

Augustine, G. Adiinant. 17, Calvin, Grotius :
" Putatis vos agi Spiritu tali,

quali olim Elias . . . ; sed crratis. llabetis quidem rijlov, sed oi /><-' .'-

-

; vaaiv, et qui proinde humani est affectus, nondivinac motionis")," 5Tou think
that you act with the same Spirit as Elijah formerly . . . ; but you err.

You have a certain 'zeal,' but 'not according to knowledge,' and which
is therefore of human passion, not of divine impulse," so in substance Ch.

F. Fritzsche, also in his Nov. Opuse. p. 264 ; or (l>) that they knew not that

they as His disciples were to follow the guidance of a wholly different spirit

from that of Elijah,—the evangelical spirit of meekness, not the legal spirit

of severity (so Theophylact, Erasmus, Zeger, Jansen, Bengel, and most of

the later commentators). The view under (a) bears ontheface of if the

motives on which it depends, viz. to avoid making .Jesus rebuke the spirit of

Elijah. The view under (&) is simply in accordance with the words, and is

to be preferred in the interrogative form, as being more appropriate to the

earnestness of the questioner
;
yet jrvevfiaroc is not to be explained, as most

of the later commentators explain it, of the human spiril |
" affectus animi,"

Grotius), but (rightly, even so early as Euthymius Zigabenus) of the Holy
Spirit. 1 To this objective wvev/ia the categorical kan points (which does not

mean
: ye ought to be).* Ver. 56. irkpav] into a village which was not Sa-

maritan. Theophylact : bri ovk eSk^avro avrdv, oidi I'/nf/Wev elg !m,
•• because they did qoI receive Him, lie did not even enter Samaria." Thus
the journey at its very commencement diverged from the direct course thai

had been decided on (in opposition to Wieseler, p. 826). To suppose the

further progress of the journey through Samaria (in this plaee consequently

Schenkel misplaces the incident in John iv.) is altogether without authority

in the text.

Vv. 57—GO. See on Matt. viii. 10-22, who has placed the incidents earlier.

The e little narratives circulated probably in general without definite histor-

1 ToCto yip dyaiW iort xai ivt$Uajtov
t
" For from whal He was In the old prophets, Bee-

this is good unci forbearing," Euthymlus Ingthat He was in them the Instrument of

Zigabenus. Bui not as though Jesns indi- the divine chastisement.

Tect\y denied to Elijah theHoly Spirit (oomp. - As to tlvai twos, whereby is expressed
already on 1. 17), but in His disciples the / of dependence, see on Mark i.\.

Holy spirit is in itis operations different 41, and V71n< r, p, 178 IK. T. 105].
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ical arrangement. [See Note LXXXIL, p. 379.] Arbitrarily enough, Lange '

finds the three unnamed ones that follow, vv. 57, 59, 61, in Judas Iscariot,

Thomas, and Matthew. According to Luke, they were assuredly none of

the twelve (vi. 13 ff.). — Tropevouevuv avruv] to wit, elg hepav k6ut/v, ver. 5G.

— ev ry 66u] is to be taken with what follows (Lachmann). If, as is usually

the case, it were connected with nop. avr., it would simply be useless. —
aivEAdovTi] Case of attraction, Kuhner, II., p. 344. — Ver. 60. SidyyeUe k.t.1.~\

announce everywhere (did, comp. Rom. ix. 17) the kingdom of God, the immi-

nent establishment of the Messiah's kingdom.

Vv. 61, 62. Peculiar to Luke. — dnord^aadai. K.T.2..J to say farewell to my
family. Comp. 2 Cor. ii. 13, and see on Mark vi. 45 ; Vulg. : "renun-

tiare." So also Augustine, Maldonatus, and others. Literally, and likewise

rightly (see xiv. 33 ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 24). But the answer of Jesus,

ver. 62, gives for d-ord^. the idea of attachment, not of renunciation. — rolg

elg k.t.7.., according to the above explanation of d-uord^., must be masculine

not neuter. (Vulgate in Lachmann, Augustine, Maldonatus, Paulus.) — elf]

not instead of kv (thus de Wette, however), but a case of attraction, such as

we. very frequently meet with in the classical writers. The two ideas, direp-

xeoftai dc rbv oIkov jiov and diro-di;. role tv ™ oiK(f> pnv, are so blended together

that the former is forced into the latter, and has driven out ev for eIc.'
2—

Ver. 62. The meaning of the proverbial saying, in which, moreover, "cum
proverbio significatur, cui rei aptetur proverbium," "together with the prov-

erb there is signified, to what the proverb applies" (Grotius), is, No one who

has offered to labor in my service, and, withal, still attaches his interest to his

carl ier relations (j3?iettuv ndliv em -bv koguov, "looking again upon the world,"

Theophylact), is icellfitted (adapted, available) for the kingdom of the Mes-

siah (to labor for it). Entire devotion, not divided service !

3

Notes by American Editoe.

LXXV. Ver. 10. Bndoaidd.

Weiss ed. Mey. accepts the view that this was Western Bethsaida, admitting

that Luke has made a mistake. He objects to Meyer's explanation of the meet-

ing with the disciples on the eastern side of the Lake as " a harmonistic inter-

polation." But this phrase implies that we have no right to explain the omis-

sions of one Evangelist by the direct statements of another. Furtherm ore, if,

as Weiss confidently asserts, Luke used Mark, how could he make this mistake,

or how could he be ignorant of what Mark tells as occurring in the interval.

Yet the most conclusive answer to Weiss is this : there is no proof, direct and
conclusive, thai there was a Western Bethsaida : hence the assumed contradiction

rests on an unproven topographical theory. (See Mark, Notes XL., LI.)

1 He—just as arbitrarily, since the brief 2 See in general, Kuhner, IT. p. 318 f., ad
narratives omit all such details—represents Xen. Anab. i. 1.5. Comp. Buttmann, Neut.

the first as being of a sanguine, the second Or. p. 28G [E. T. 332].

of a melancholic, the third of a phlegmatic 3 On ei? n pxe-rreiv, oculos aUquo convertere,

temperament. See L. J. III. p. 421. see Tittmann, Synon. p. 112.
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LXXVI. Ver. 17. iJiaa/iarov ndpivoi dudsica.

Tisch. VIII. inserts a comma after ulaafiarua', to indicate that what follows is

in apposition with ru Tvcpiaacvoav ; so It. V. The dependence of Luke on

Mark, which Meyer asserts here, is impossible, for in Mark the correct text

is either: K?,aaudnjv 6u6. notyivuv TvA^pupara (X, Tisch.) or, more probably:

K?MO/iara dwd. notyivuv irh/pupara (B, partly L A, W. and Hort, E. V.). If the for-

mer is correct, Luke agrees with Mark in the form of but one word ; if the

latter, he differs in every word, besides omitting n/j/puuara, whatever reading

be accepted. Such phenomena seem to prove conclusively the independence

of the Evangelists.

LXXVII. Vv. 18-20.

The fact that Luke omits all notice of the events recorded by Mark vi. 45-

viii. 26, proves a great stumbling-block to the advocates of the theory of his de-

pendence on the latter. To suppose it due to "some casualty unknown to us"

(Meyer) is an easy solution, but it does not help us in any way. Weiss attempts

to show that it was intentional, but admits that his theory is a pure hypothesis.

For another and more probable view see Godet, Luke, pp. 261, 262, Am. ed.

When great divergences appear in the Synoptic narratives the theories respect-

ing their interdependence must necessarily depend on clever guessing. Yet

we might at least demand a consistent view from the advocates of these

theories.

LXXVIII. Ver. 22. on, u.r.A.

Weiss ed. Mey., R. V., and others rightly take on as recitative. Meyer's

view is logically correct, but e't-iiv is the emphatic word, suggesting that what Be

thus said was the reason for the prohibition. So Weiss ed. Mey. substantially.

LXXIX. Ver. 32. (hayp/p/opl/aavrec;.

Weiss ed. Mey. rejects Meyer's view of the meaning of this word, which oc-

curs nowhere else in the K. T. But he finds it necessary to assert that Luke

here (and, as he thinks, elsewhere) uses a compound verb inexactly for the

simple verb. The R. V. text renders: "when they were fully awake," with

the margin : "having remained awake." Godet refers the peculiar term to

" their return to self-consciousness through a momentary state of drowsiness,''

suggesting that it indicates an awakening of the soul (see liis Luke, p. "J 73, Am.
ed.). It by no means follows from this expression of Luke that this inci-

dent "belongs to a later form of the tradition," since Mark's account giv< s a

hint of it.

LXXX. Ver. 41. rovg Myovg rot/rove.

H is far more natural to refer this phrase to what follows, or to similar inti-

mations of our Lord's passion. "Weiss ed. Mey. rightly regards Meyer's view

as " singular."

IAXXI. Ver. 61 ff. The Journey to Jerusalem.

The division of Luke's Gospel which begins here and extends to chap. wiii.

1 I presents gr< at difficult ies, alike to the harmonist and to the critic. Matthew

and Mark are silent respecting most of the events here narrated, and John,

while he probably gives in detail much that occurred after the final departure
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from Galilee, does not present a parallel account. Meyer's view of the journey

in general may well be accepted, but his objections to the various harmonistic

schemes necessarily imply that Luke is unhistorical in many of his statements.

(We can only refer the reader to the harmonies for a discussion of the questions

which arise ; especially, however, to Andrews, Life of our Lord, p. 346 ff.) It

will appear, from the notes on the separate sections, that a considerable part

of this division is made up of incidents that probably belong earlier.

Godet agrees, in the main, with Meyer, finding here a preaching journey in

South Galilee and Peraea, which, however, he transfers until after John vii.-x.

21. "Weiss ed. Mey. inserts the following remarks :
" But it must be mentioned

that, in any case, there would belong to a proper ' report of a journey ' the marking

of single stations, which here fails entirely before chap, xviii. 35, where it is

conditioned through Mark, since even chap. xvii. 11 has evidently only the

design of explaining the presence of a Samaritan among the Jews in the follow-

ing account (ver. 16). That 'a special source containing a journey' is the basis

(Meyer) is altogether improbable. . . . But since Luke from chap, xviii. 15 on

follows Mark up to that point, aside from some insertions from the source

peculiar to him, he essentially follows the second main source common to him
and the first Gospel, without its being necessary to assume a later modification

and transposition of the same (Ewald, Weizsacker). We have here also a sec-

ond (greater) insertion from this source, which Holtzmann has indeed attempted

to essentially reconstruct out of this (comp. against this Weiss, Mait. p. 57 ff.),

which, however, from the eclectic character of Luke, is only possible to a limited

extent. The point on which he took up the thread of this source must have

given occasion, under the certainly erroneous supposition that its material was

arranged chronologically, to the supposition that what was narrated from this

point on followed the withdrawal from Galilee (comp. on chap. ix. 57, x. 13 ff.).

So he gives all derived from this source, together with that taken from Mark
x. 13 ff., as a description of the activity of Jesus outside of Galilee (to which

Mark x. 1 really belongs), which presented itself to him as a continuous circuit

of Jesus, having its goal in Jerusalem (ix. 51, xiii. 22, xvii. 11, xviii. 31, xix.

11)."

It may be questioned whether harmonistic invention, ancient or modern, has

devised any theory for which there is so little support as this. It assumes that

Luke was misled by both his sources and made up a patchwork of narrative,

which he joined together by notices due entirely to his own misconception.

The Tubingen critics at least gave the Evangelists the credit of having a definite

purpose ; this criticism invents sources and then denies that the Evangelists

knew how to use them.

LXXXII. Vv. 57-62.

The position assigned by Matthew (just before the departure to Gadara)

seems the more probable one. Luke places the incidents here because they

seem appropriate to the final departure from Galilee, with which the third

incident (vv. 61, 62) may have been actually connected. Weiss ed. Mey.

thinks vv. 57-60 were derived from "the Apostolic source," and seeks, by a

comparison of the Synoptists, to sustain the theory indicated in Note LXXXI.
Comp. his Maithew, pp. 29, 30, 237. It may be added that few conjectures in

interpretation are so utterly baseless as that of Lange respecting these three

persons.
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CHAPTER X.

Ver. 1. [Kai before htpovc is wanting in B L, Copt., etc., omitted by "W. and

Hort, R. V., suspected by Weiss.] — ifidofif/KovTa] B D M, 42, Syr. cur Perss. Ann.
Vnlg. Cant. Verc. Colb. For. Bd. Sax. and many Fathers add 6vo here, and most

of them likewise at ver. 17 ; Lachmann has adopted the latter in brackets. [W.

and Hort insert in both places in brackets ; B. V. notes the addition in the

margin.] Supposed to be a more exact fixing of the number in accordance with

the relation (12 times G). — Ver. 2. Instead of the first ovv, Lachm. Tisch. have

& ; see on vi. 9. [So recent editors, following Si B D L, 1, 33, G9, vss.] — Ver.

3.
'

»] is wanting in A B X, min. Arm. Vulg. ms. codd. of It. Lachm. Tisch.

It is from Matt. x. 1G. — [Ver. 4. Instead of fujSk, Tisch., recent editors, with X B
I) L have ///} ; so B. V.] — Ver. 5. elalpxw^ l:

'i
Here and at ver. 10 eiail >>/,-: must be

read, on preponderating evidence. Approved by Griesb., adopted bj" Lachm.

and Tisch. If it were not original, but an alteration, eio£px?!(r&e ftt ver. 8

would not have been acquiesced in. — Ver. G f. Lachm. and Tisch. have

rightly deleted fi&v after iav, the article before vldg, and tori, ver. 7. —
Ver. 8. 6' av] Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, B. V., with N B C D, etc.]

have av, according to evidence not preponderating; and how easily the 8,

that might be dispensed with, would drop away, since already the connecting

particle was found in Kai !— Ver. 11. Alter bfiuv Griesb. has added e'tg rofcf rr6da£

yficjv, in accordance with decisive authorities, among which, however, B D B X,

min. Sax. It. want ijuf.ir, which therefore Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors,

B. V.] have not adopted with the rest. But it was just this word %/tav that occa-

sioned the omission of the words in question, because the transcriber passed

on immediately from vufov to y/ifjv. Hence the reading of Griesbach is to bo

maintained in lis integrity. — After ip/yinev, Elz. Scholz have ty bfiag, in opposi-

tion to authorities so important that it can only appear as a repetition from

ver. 9. —Ver. 12. After /fyu Elz. [Tisch. VIII. also] h&sdl (Lachm. in brackets),

opposed to very important evidence. [A B C L, many others ; recent editors

reject.] A connective addition. — Ver. 13. kyivovro] B D L X, min. have

Sqoav. So Lachm. and Tisch. The Becepla is from Matt. xi. 21. — Kati.-

Lachm. and Tisch. have jurlMj/iewu, in accordance with decisive evidence. The

Recepta is a grammatical alteration.- Ver. 1~>. i) ;,,- row ovpawri

Lachm. Tisch. have pi) eug obpavov vipa&fioy, in accordance with B B L Z N.

Syr. 8™ Aeth. Copt. It. To be rejected as al Matt. xi. 24. [So Weiss
; but Treg.,

W. and Sort, B. V"., follow the oldest authorities.] Ver. L9. didofu."] Tisch. lias

diiwKo, following B C* L X K, vss. Or. Caes. Bas. Cyr. Epiph. Chrys. Rightly ;

the present tense more readily occurred to the transcribers. — aSucfyrg\ Lachm.

and Ti ich. have adadjaei, on authority so important that aSudjey must be regarded

as a grammatical alteration. Ver. 20. After ^aip. it Elz. has ii&Kkov, in oppo-

sition I., large' y preponderating evidence. An addition for toning down the

ion !n ii.nl of ',," •; Tisch. ha r«, following B L X x, 1,

33, Ens. Bas. Cyr. [Tisch. Yin. adopts, with K B, the form h] recent
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editors, R. Y., accept the compound perfect.] But the compound, as well as

the perfect tense, looks like a more precise definition of the original hypafyj]. —
Ver. 21. Aiter Tcvevfian BCDKLXSnS, min. vss. (even Vulg. It.) have rtj

dyiu. Adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, Ii. V.]. A pious addition
;

the transcribers would hardly have omitted the adjective, especially as in ver.

20 rd TTVEvfiara had just gone before in an entirely different sense. — Ver. 22 is

introduced in Elz. Scholz, Lachm. [Tisch. VIII. ] by/cai crpa^eig irpbc rote pa$rjrar

ii~e. The words are to be retained, in opposition to Griesb. ; they are wanting

in B D L M H N, min. vss. (even Vulg. codd. of It.) Ir., but they were omitted

partly in accordance with Matthew, partly because, on account of ver. 23, they

seemed inappropriate in this place. [Rejected by recent editors, R. V.] If they

had been adopted out of ver. 23, /car' idiav also, which in ver. 23 is omitted only

by D, vss., would have been taken up with them, and the words would be

wanting in ver. 23 in one set of the authorities. — [Ver. 25. Recent editors,

R. V., with X B L., Copt., omit nal before /lyuv.] — Ver. 27. Lachm. and Tisch.

have, indeed, eS; b?j/c r. aapdiar a. , but then ev b/.ri r. ipvxrj a. k. ev b?,ri r. Xnj^ii a. k.

ev b?.y t. diavoia a., on evidence so important that the Recepta, which throughout

reads ek, must be traced to the LXX. D, min. It. have throughout ev, from

Matt. xxii. 37. — Ver. 29. duauovv] Lachm. Tisch. have dimiuaai, on decisive

evidence. —Ver. 30. [Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., with N* B C* omit

Se after vTrdXaf36v.~\ — rvyxavovTa] deleted by Lachm. and Tisch., in accordance

with B D L 2 X, min. Copt. Arm. Vulg. It. It was altogether superfluous, and

was therefore passed over ; there was no motive for adding it. [Rejected by

recent editors, R. V.] — For a similar reason ysvouEvor, ver. 32, is to be main-

tained, in opposition to Tisch. [Tisch. VIII. restores it, but recent editors,

R. V., with B L, 1, 33, Copt., omit.] — Ver. 33. abrov] is wanting in B C L H N,

1, 33, 254, Verc. Vind. Colb. Rd. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch.

Rightly. It is from ver. 31. — Ver. 35. efeM^v] is wanting in B D L X 2 X,

min. Syr. Arr. Perss. Aeth. Copt. Vulg. It. Chrys. Condemned by Griesb. and
Schulz (by the latter as "vox molestissima"), deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.

[The evidence against the word is deemed decisive by recent editors, R. V.]

To be maintained. The similar EKj3a?.uv which follows occasioned the omission

of the word, which, besides, appeared cumbrous. — Ver. 36. ovv] bracketed by
Lachm., deleted by Tisch., in accordance with B L H N, min. vss. A connec-

tive addition. The arrangement rrTiijaiov 6okeI <joi (Elz. Lachm. have Son. a. tt'/j.c.)

is decisively attested. — [Ver. 38. Treg. text, W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V. (against

Tisch.) read (with ^BL, 33, Copt.) 'Ev 6s ru TropevEadai avrovgavroc.'] —Instead
of TrapaKa&iaaaa, read, with Tisch. in ver. 39, Trapa/ia-d-sod-slaa, in accordance

with ABC 5 LH X. The Recepta is the easier reading. — [Recent editors, R. V.,

accept 7r/3oc instead of -apu, and in vv. 39 and 41 substitute Kvp. for 'Itjg., with

N B* L, etc.] — Ver. 41. Tvp/3d£y] Lachm. has -&opvjiaL,y, in accordance with B
C D L X, 1, 33, Bas. Evagr. [So Tisch. and all recent editors, R. V.] An inter-

pretation in accordance with the frequently occurring i^opr^oc. — The reading

b?uyuv Se eotiv %peia ?) Ivor (B C** L N, 1, 33, Copt. Aeth. Arm. Arr. Fathers)

[W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V. rnarg.] and similar readings have originated from

the explanation which takes the passage as meaning one dish.

Ver. 1. The appointment and mission of the Seventy are transferred by
Luke to this last journey of Christ, and are narrated as if they were sup-

posed by the author to have some reference to ix. 52 (airecrrBi?&v . . . avrov).
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Hence : ical [see critical note] erepovs, which docs not refer to the Twelve

(Bleek and others), but to the intimation, which is nearer to it, both in

place and meaning in ix. 52 ; and //era ravra, which points back to ix. 57-

02, although de Wette regards the reference as obscure and inappropriate.

With arbitrary erroneousness Olshausen says that in this communication

there is adopted a fragment from an earlier period, and that ficra ravra is

not chronological {after this, see v. 27, xviii. 4), but besides (following

Bchleiennacher, p. 169). — avedeigev] remintiavit, lie announced them as

nominated, Acts i. 24 ; 2 Mace. ix. 25, x. 11, xiv. 26 ;
:) Esdr. i. 37, ii. 3 ;

occurs often in the classical writers; comp. avaSeigig, i. 80. — i[iSo/J7/Kovra]

In accordance with the apostolic number of twelve, so far as this had refer-

ence to the tribes of the people, it is probable that Jesus had in Aiew the

ancient Hebrew analogue of the seventy (originally seventy-two) elders of

the people.
1

It is unlikely that there is any reference to the Gentile nations

numbering seventy, according to Gen. x.,
a since there is no mention at all

of any destination for the Gentiles (a subject on which Luke, least of all,

would have been silent ; in opposition to Olshausen, de Wette, Bleek,

Gieseler, and others, especially Baur and his school, Kostlin also) ; nay,

according to ix. 53-56, and according to the particulars of the journey, Sa-

maria should not at all be regarded (in opposition to Wieseler, p. 826 f.',

Baur, and others) as the theatre of their ministry. Moreover, no reference

is to be assumed (as with Theophylact, Euthymius ZigabenuB, Valla, and

others) to the seventy palm-trees of Ex. xv. 27.— ov] sec Winer, p. 419

|
E. T. 472]. Lange, 11. p. 1057 f., is wrong in explaining : into the places

which He had Himself previously designed to visit; that Jesus, namely, sent,

the Seventy through Samaria; that He Himself did not make this circuit,

but that, nevertheless, He was not witting to give up the Samaritan people

(as representatives of the seventy ('.entile nation-), and therefore determined

to convey the gospel to them hi/ means of the Seventy. A.gainst this in\en-

tion of a " generous revenge," Trph kpoou-ov airnr and the imperfect .-,

are decisive. In general it is a mistake to assume that the mission of the

Seventy went beyond the bounds ofJudaism—on which assumption Baur and

his school base the supposed Pauline tendency of the narrative. The region

of the Samaritans is scarcely trodden before it is again forsaken, ix. 56,

prior to the appointment of the Seventy. 'Weiss in the Stud. u. Krit. 1801,

p. 711, is right in saying :
" Of any appointment of the seventy disciples

for Samaria, or for the heathen world at all, there is not a single word said."

Comp. Holtzmann, p. 393.

Remabk. The narrative qf tfti St venty has been relegated into the unhistorical

domain by Strauss, de Wette, Gfr5rer(«7oAr. </. HeUs, EI. p. 371), Theile (z. Biogr.

./, ,,. :,i f.\ von Aimnon
(
L. ./. II. p. 355 ff.), Baur {Eoang. \\ 498 ff.), Sehweg-

ler, Bruno Bauer, Kostlin, Zeller, Bitschl, and others. [Sec Note FAWIII.. p.

895.] But (1) as they accept the position that this was only a temporary and

special appointment for the present journey, and not a permanent function,

\:wn\i\,Alterth.x>. 284 f.; Saalflohatz, Etoenmenger, EntdMkt. Judmihum, IL

, such, p. 128.
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ver. 1, the silence of the rest of the evangelists, who indeed have not in gen-

eral the detailed thread of this journey, as well as the silence of the subsequent

history about their doings, is very easy to understand. — (2) That Jesus in

general had around Him a larger circle of constant disciples, besides the Twelve,

from whom He could appoint seventy for a special commission, is in itself, and

from the evidence of such passages as Acts i. 15, 21, 1 Cor. xv. 6, as well as

John vi. 60, not to be dotibted. — (3) The tradition would hardly have restrained

itself within these narrow limits, but would have gone further than simply

to allow the Seventy to be appointed and sent forth, and then to return and

vanish ; and would especially have passed over into the apostolic history. —
(4) That Jesus gave them a commission similar to that which He gave the

Twelve, arose from the similar character of their temporary relation, in respect

whereof, moreover, it is to be conceded that the tradition involuntarily mingles

elements out of the two commissions. 1 — (5) If the narrative had been, as has

been supposed (see especially Baur, Evang. p. 435 ft"., 498 ff.), an invention

of the author, intended typically to keep the apostolic call of Paul in inces-

sant contrast with that of the Twelve, it would have been just as necessary as

it was easy to the inventor to relate what they did, or at least to inweave into

the commission characteristic references to the ministry of Paul, yet these are

entirely wanting (comp. rather xxiv. 47 f. ; Acts i. 8) ; moreover, the Acts of the

Apostles would not have been perfectly silent about the Seventy. In like

manner as Bauer, Kostlin also, p. 267 f., judges, deriving the narrative, as an

account typically prefiguring the mission to the heathen, 2 from the supposed

Gospel of Peter, without, however, acquiescing in the opposition to the Twelve

asserted by Baur. Ewald (Evang. p. 285, Gesch. Chr. p. 349), with whom in

substance Holtzmann, p. 392 f., agrees, refers the narrative to a later period,

in which the gradual disappearance of the Twelve gave to the Lord's remaining

companions so much more importance, that what was at first true only of the

^velve was involuntarily transferred to a wider circle : comp. also Weizs'acker,

p. 161 f., 409 f. But against this also the reasons specified under 1-4 hold good.

Ewald, in his Gesch. d. Apost. Zeilall. p. 158, supposes that they belonged to

the hundred and twenty persons mentioned in Acts i. 15. — The purpose of the

mission was not in any way to further the personal faith of those who
were sent (Hase, p. 200 ; Krabbe, p. 306), but, as is evident from the commis-

sion itself (see especially ver. 9), to prepare, by miraculous cures and by
preaching, for the imminent advent of the Messiah. This entire journey of

Jesus was intended to afford the people an opportunity for a final decision

before the Lord's departure from what had up to this time been His field of

action, and to be in every quarter that Messianic entry which culminated in the

final entry into Jerusalem. This function of forerunners, which, according to

ver. 1, was held in that respect by the Seventy, is at variance neither with ver.

7, which assumes no relatively long sojourn, but only forbids the change of

1 According to Baur, elements of the See, in general, against such supposed ten-

commission given to the Twelve are trans- dencies of Luke in regard to the primitive

ferred lendentlally by the evangelist to the apostles, Holtzmann, p. 304 f.; Weiss,

discourse to the Seventy, in order to give p. 709 ff . Weizsiicker, p. 103, rightly empba-
the preference to the latter, as being the sizes the fact that it is just these sayings

true and genuine disciples. Comp. also which, in an eminent measure, must have
Baur, Das Christenlhum der drei ersten been the common property of tradition.

Jahrh. p. 70 f. ; Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 183 ff.
2 Comp. Weizsacker, p. 409.
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quarters, nor with the return at ver. 17, which was necessary for pointing out

the route of the journey.—The source from which Luke derived the section is

none other than that of the entire narrative of the journey (see on ix. 51).

That he gave to a fragment of the Logia "an expansion of the original title,

from a mere calculation of what was prohable," is too hastily concluded by

Hqltzmann, p. 146.

Ver. 2. (onip. Matt. ix. 37 f. First of all, Christ makes them appre-

hend the greatness of their task, and (ver. 3) their risk, and then gives them

( ver. 4 IT. ) rules of conduct. 1— b/uyot] notwithstanding your numbers, ye

are still far from sufficient" rrpoc rb n'Af/Qoc ruv jieaIovtuv wtaTEveiv, "in refer-

ence to the multitude of those who are to believe" (Euthymius Zigabenus) !

— kii3d?jj] In this is contained the importance, the urgency of the mission :

should drive forth (comp. on Mark i. 12 ; 1 Mace. xii. 27).

Ver. 3. See on Matt. x. 16, where -p63ara, appears. A different form of

tire tradition, not to be explained as though Jesus called the Twelve -.

as being re/.eiorepovc, " more mature " (Euthymius Zigabenus). Comp. John

xxi. 15-17.

Ver. 4. Comp. ix. 3 ; Matt. x. 9.

—

fta?Mrr;or] a purse ; found only in

Luke in the New Testament, frequently in the Greek writers. The spelling

with 71 is decisively attested in the New Testament, although in itself the

spelling with one \ would be more correct, See Stallbaum, ad Flat. ' .. g. i.

p. 348 D.

—

fajSiva . . . aoTraffqode] not a prohibition of th. desin oj

vAU (Olshausen, B.-Crusius), or of making a bustle (as Lange conjectures),

which would have to be found in the context, but which has opposed to it

Kara tt/v 6S6v ; but a command to make haste, so as to avoid every d< lay upon

the road that might not be necessary for the performance of their task. In

this respect there is no need of any reference to the circumstantial m
greeting (embraces, benedictions, kisses, and the like). Comp. 2 Kings iv.

29. Jesus impresses on them the properare ad rem .' in accordance with the

object of the mission, vv. 1, 9, and in a concrete form, which should not

be pressed to a literal meaning. Theophylact well says : 6ta -
> • /, airo-

oxofelofiai irepi avfipuKtvovc aoTTOGfiovg leal <pi?u}<l>povjjoeis, tcatta r r rbtdjpvyfia

epirodi&odai, "thai they might not take Leisure for human greetings and

friendlinesses, and thus be hindered in their preaching."

Vv. 5, 6. Sec on .Matt. x. 12 f.— The construction > ;.••/.-.-.:. is the same

as in ver. 8. Comp. on Matt. x. 14. — vlbc tipi/n/r] a son of salvation, i.e., one

who is fit to receive salvation, nol differenl in substance from the In

.Matthew. Its opposite is vlbc bpyijs (Eph. ii. 3), rrjc airateiac (John xvii. 12),

1 r.ut the prohibition against going to the b\iyo<., must have thought orlgli allj ofHIm-

heathensand the Samaritans, Matt, x.6, He Belf, while Luke thooghl of the Twelve,

does nol give to the Seventy, and thai for The former view contradicts thewordsof

the simple reason thai they had precisely the passage, the latter the context Bnl

to make the Journey only as it was deft- thai thedtsooorse was originally add I

nltely marked oul to them In ver. i (through to the Twelve does not follow from xxil. 86,

l. For this that prohibition would for the passage there alluded to Is to be

not have been al all appropriate. Bough) In Ix. 8 (although with certain coin-

2 According to W< la , Jesus, In respect of cld< nces from x. 4).
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rijQ arreideiag (Epli. v. 6), yeivvqe (Matt, xxiii. 15). Comp. in general on Matt,

viii. 12.

Ver. 7. Comp. ix. 4 ; Matt. x. 11. — ev avrij 8e ry o'tnia] not : in eadem au-

tem domo (Vulgate, Luther, Bleek), but as it does not run ev ry avrfi oitdq,

:

hut in the house (in question) itself, which has inhabitants so worthy. — /ievete]

the more specific explanation //?) fieraftaiveTe k.t.1. follows. 1— ra Trap' avruv]

that which is theirs (comp. Mark v. 26). See Bernhardy, p. 255. Not dif-

ferent from this is ra iraparidEfisva v/uv, ver. 8. The messengers were to partake

without hesitation of the provisions of the people, for, etc. This statement

of the reason, however, should have prevented Baur from explaining it of

the unhesitating partaking of heathen meats (according to 1 Cor. ix. 7 f., x.

27), even apart from the fact that no mention is made of heathen houses at

all.
2

Vv. 8, 9. H6?uv] It is seen from this that in the direction previously given,

ver. 5 ff., Jesus had contemplated villages and single dwelling-houses.

[See Note LXXXIV., p. 395.] Thus ver. 5 ff. corresponds to the nai tottov, and

ver. 8 ff. to the tt6?jv, ver. 1. — koX Six- (V-] a transition into the demonstra-

tive expression instead of the continuance of the relative form ; comp.

Bremi, ad Bern. 01. p. 177 ; Buttmann, Went. Gr. p. 328 [E. T. 383]. —
Eodisre] as though nal eav k.t.1. had been previously said. An emphatic an-

acoluthon. See Bornemann, Schol. p. 65 f.

—

avro'tc] the inhabitants. Comp.

Sixuvrai,. — fjyytKev'] a promise of participation in the kingdom of Messiah

near at hand. On kf v/uac, comp. Matt. xii. 28 ; Ps. xxviii. 2 ; 1 Mace. v.

40, 42.

Vv. 10, 11. Comp. ix. 5 ; Matt. x. 14. The refusal to receive them is

represented as following immediately upon their entrance ; hence the present

Eiai-px- The representation of ver. 8 was different : EiciMyrE (see the crit-

ical remarks). — e^eWovteq] out of the house into which ye have entered. —
v/jJv] so that ye should have it again ; a symbol of the most contemptuous

renunciation, as in Matthew. — ?)yyiK£v k.t.'a.] a threatening reference to their

penal exclusion from the salvation of the kingdom. See ver. 12 ff. Observe

that e0' i'fiag is wanting this time ; see the critical remarks.

Ver. 12. Comp. Matt. x. 15.

Vv. 13-15. See on Matt. xi. 21-24. Luke has not here any mistaken

reminiscence (de Wette), but the disaster of these Galilaean cities lay suffi-

ciently close to the heart of Jesus to force from Him the denunciation of

woe more than once, and here, indeed, in very appropriate connection, since

this woe brings into the light and confirms what has just been said at ver. 12

by the example of the cities which had rejected Jesus Himself. — Ka0//fj.svoi

(see the critical remarks) : the inhabitants, namely. See Buttmann, Neut.

Oram. p. 114 [E. T. 130].

Ver. 16. Comp. Matt. x. 40 ; John xiii. 20, xii. 48. A confirmation in

principle of the fact that He placed on equal grounds the cities that reject

1 As to eo-tJoi/Te?, as it is also to be read p. 234 ; Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 183, and Weiz-

here, see on vii. 33. Backer, p. 163.

3 This is also in opposition to Kdstlin,

25
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them with those that reject Himself. In the second part the saying rises to a

climax (after, r. cutoctt. /is). A deepening of the emotion ; a solemn conclusion.

Vv. 1 7-20. The fact that the account of the return of the Seventy follows

immediately cannot prove that in the history of this journey (from ix. 51

onward) Luke is not holding the chronological thread (Olshausen). In ac-

cordance with the purpose of the mission fver. 1), some must have returned

very soon, others later, so that Jesus might anticipate the return of one por-

tion of them before the return of those who had gone farther, and Luke might

equally exclude the summary narration of the return without passing over

anything of importance that intervened. — aal ra Saifiovia k.t.A.] over which

Be had not given to them, as He had to the Twelve (ix. 1), an express

authority :
" Plura in effectu experti sunt, quam Jesus expresscrat,' 1 " They

attempted more in their doings than Jesus had expressed,' 1

Bengel. This is

necessarily implied in tcai ; but it is not to be inferred, as Kostlin assumes,

that Luke regarded the casting out of demons as the Jdghest xa/uofta. — kv r$

nrnii, n.} by means of Thy name, by the fact of our utterance of it. Comp.

on ix. 49 ; Matt. vii. 22. Otherwise in Mark xvi. 17.— Ver. 18. This I

saw happen in this wise when 1 sent you forth (ede&pow, imperf.) ! This

your victorious agency against Satan (whose servants the demons are) was

no! hidden from me. I beheld &t that time (in the spirit, in idea) SatanfaUen

Hie a lightning fash from heaven, i.e., I then ' perceived the swift overthrow

of Satan from his lofty power, in so lively a manner that it presented itself

to me in my inward perception, as if he were like a flash of lightning (so

1 Without any ground in the context,

ideujpow lias been dated farther back in

various ways. Lange, L. J. II. 2, p. 1070 f.

(comp. also Philippi, Olaubenslehre, III.

refers it to thetemptatton in th

and conceives that with the rebuke of

Christ, Get thee hence from me I Satan was

"cast forth from the heavenly circle ol

Christ and His people." Gregory Nazian-

zen and oilier Fathers, Kuthymins Zlga-

benus, Maldonatus, and others, refer it to

the time of Christ's incarnation., by which
Satan was cast down, a resull which Christ

here describes as a " duz belli suas narrans

victorias," "leader in war narrating bis

victories" (MaldonatuB). Other Fathers,

Including Origen and Theophyiact,

mns and others, refer it to the fall of the

devil by sin, whereby he lost, hi* place in

heaven. Thus also Hofmann, Schriftbew.

i p. 148, who indeed would have "the fall

from heaven" to signify only the loss of

the fellowship of the Bupramundane life of

God (p. 468). According to this, the Imper-

fect must have its reference to e faot of

which Chris! was a witness when lb' was
still the'Arfyoc avapitot. Bui against theex-

planatloh of Satan's fall by sin.it Is deci-

sive thai with this overthrow of Satan his

povi er on earth \\ a . bul it then

first began. The explanation Is therefore

quite opposed to the connection in which
our passage stands, since .lesus is not at all

desirous of warning against arrogance (the

view of many Fathers), bul must certainly

be speaking of the destruction of the devil's

power, of the overthrow of the devilish

strength. Hence also Hilgenfeld Is quilo

mistaken, Evang. p. 184, In making it refer

to Rev. \ii. 9, saying thai Jesus saw how
the devil "even now is working with spe-

cial energy upon the earth," thai with l ho

near appr h of the passion of Jesus (not

for the first time sh< ally before the last day)

came then for,- the point of time when the

devil, who had been driven out of the field,

should develop his power anew. More-

over, Halm. Tlieol. d. .V. T. I. p. 848, rightly

referring i9tu>powto the time of sending out

the Seventy, finds the meaning to be: I

Satan descend from heaven with the

rapidity of lightning tohinder your work;

bm fearye not. behold I give yon power,

etc. In accordance with the ooi

najovTa must mean the knocking down of

the devil. no1 his descenl from heaven;

but the connection v. hieh Hahn makes with

ver. i!) Is neither Intimated (in any wise by

AAA' tfioft k.t.A.), nor does It suit the correct

r( ading Sirica.
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swift, so momentary !) hurled out of heaven (weaSvra, not the present). The

whole reply of Jesus (comp. vv. 19, 20) is rich in imagination, full of vivid

imagery, confirming the triumphant assertion of the disciples in equally

joyous excitement, 1 Comp. Rev. xii. 9 ; and on the fact itself, John xii. 31,

where no more than here is intended any allusion to the downfall of the

hierarchical party (Scheukel). lie does not mean to speak of a vision (von

Amnion, L. J. II. p. 359), since such a thing nowhere occurs in His expe-

rience, inasmuch as in consideration of His direct perception He had no

need of such intermediate helps ; but He means an intuition of His knowl-

edge, and speaks of it under a vivid, lifelike form, which the imagination is

able to grasp. The relative tense tBeupow might also be referred to the

time of the disciples' ministry (de Wette, Bleek, Schegg [Weiss ed. Mey.]
;

comp. Bengel, tentatively, u quum egistis" " when you acted)"
;
yet this is

the less appropriate to the assertion of the instantaneous -egovto., and to the

comparison with the lightning's flash, that the ministry of the Seventy

lasted for a time. — The rej^resentation ek tov ovpavov kecovto." does not in

any way presuppose Satan's abode in heaven (as to Paul's representation of

the abode of the demons in the atmosphere, see on Eph. ii. 2), but corre-

sponds to the thought of highly exalted power, as above, ver. 15, and Isa.

xiv. 12 ; the representation, however, of its swiftness and suddenness by

comparison with afash of lightning was by reason of the tov ovpavov as nat-

ural and appropriate as is the comparison of the lightning in Matt, xxiv. 27.

— Ver. 19. According to the reading titfiuna (see the critical remarks), Jesus

gives them not a mere supplementary explanation (objection by de Wette),

but He explains to them what a mucJi greater power still they had received

from Him and possessed {perfect) than that which they had experienced in

the subjection of the demons. This investiture with power occurred before

the sending of them forth, although it is not expressly mentioned in the

commission, ver. 2 ff. ; but it was left to become clear to their consciousness

through experience, and they had already partially begun to be conscious of

it in the subjection of the demons to their power. — tov narelv e-ndvu b<j>euv k.

cicop-.] a figurative description (in accordance with Ps. xci. 13, and see the

Rabbinical passages in Wetstein) of the dangerous Satanic pioircrs, which the

Seventy were to tread under their feet, as warriors do their conquered foes

(Rom. xvi. 20). — mi] and generally. — The emphasis of the discourse as it

advances lies on nhaav and ovdev. — tov kxdpov] of the enemy, of whom our

Lord is speaking, and that is none other than Satan. 3— ovSev] is the accu-

1 Against this view Ilofmann objects that who, moreover, takes pains in his Vorles. ub.

it is foreign to the connection (wherefore ?), d. L. J. p. 333 ff., with subtlety at variance

and that it gives to the mission an impor- with true exegesis, to exclude the doctrine

tance that does not belong to it. But was of the devil from the teaching of Jesus.

it then something of little importance to He says that Jesus speak-; of the devil ao-

send forth seventy new combatants against cording to a current representation,—just

Satan's power ? Could not the commander as people speak of ghosts, without bclicv-

of this new warrior band behold, in tho • ing in their reality, and as we say that the

spirit, when He sent them forth, the devil's sun rises, though everybody knows that

overthrow? the sun does not in reality rise.

2 Ik. toO ovpavov is not to be taken with 3 Comp. Test. XII. Pair. p. 657 : npoaexfre

ao-rpaTrijt', as Sehleierniachcr Would have it, eavroU airb tov ZaTava. . . . KaTcVaPTi rfjs
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satiVe neuter : and in nothing will if (the Sirvafug tov kxSpov) harm you; comp.

Acts xxv. 10 ; Gnl. iv. 12 ;
Philem. 18 ; Wolf, ad Dun. Lept. p. 343.

—

adinfjoet (see the critical remarks) : as to the future after oh fir/, see on Matt,

xxvi. 35 ;
Mark xiv. 31. — Vcr. 20. Nevertheless your rejoicing should

have for its object a higher good than that authority over spirits. Theo-

phylact well says : ircufieiiuv 6t: avroiig //?) hhif/jxppovelv, (prjai' TrXijv iv tovtu k.t.?.,

"But training them not to be high-minded, he says : howbeit in this, etc."

In accordance with his presuppositions, Baur, Ecang. p. 439, thinks that the

evangelist had Rev. xxi. 14 in view, and that he in a partisan spirit referred 'to

the Seventy the absolute significance in respect of the kingdom of God which

the apocalyptic writer attributes to the Twehe. — /if/ x^'pere k.t.'/. \ rejoice not

. . . but rejoice. Not a relative (non tarn . . . quam, "not so much as/'

see Kuinoel, cle Wette, and many others), but an absolute negation with

rhetorical emphasis (Winer, p. 439 [E. T. 495]), although " gaudium non

vetatur, sed in ordinem rcdigitur," "the joy is not forbidden, but reduced

into order," Bengel. •

—

on to, bv6/i. k.t.2,.] an embodiment of the thought :

that ye are destined by God to be in the future particij» 1 1 ors in the , h rnal Mcusi-

anic life, in accordance with the poetic representation of the Booh of Life

kept by God.- in which their names had been written (iypatyjj). The pre-

destination thereby set forth is that which occurred before the beginning of

time in Christ (Eph. i. 4). See on Phil. iv. 3.

Vv. 21, 22. See on Matt. xi. 2S-27. 3 [See Note LXXXV., p. 396.] Luke

places this thanksgiving prayer in immediate chronological connection (in

the same hour) with the return of the Seventy. Theophylact says: ,..-.- .

Tzarfif) ayadbr Tzaidag Ifiiov KaropOucavrdg ~t, ovru nai 6 cut/,*) ay6.X2.ETat in TOtoirrov

ayaduv i^iLQjjaav ol a-6aro2,nc, " As a good father when seeing his sons suc-

ceeding in something, so the Saviour rejoices, because the apostles wen-

deemed worthy of such good things." Still this chronological position is

hardly the historical one. See on Matt. — -c> kvi incri
|
not the Holy Spirit

(seethe critical remarks). Comp. i. 47. It is His own uotovtjc,

Bom. i. 4. The opposite of this, yyaAl. r. ttv., occurs in John xi. 33.

—

ravvd] finds in Luke its reference in &rt ra bv6/iara vi/<:>r k.t.'/., vcr. '20, and is

hence to be understood * of the knowledge of the life eternal in the kingdom

of Messiah (comp. viii. 10 : }r<>c« -a fivonjpia I. — Vcr. :J

2

flao-iAeia? toO ix^P " aTTjacTai. Matt. xiii. Matt. x. 20, xviii. 14, zxiii. B), and on the

25;1 Pet. v. 8. other Jesus, nol to mention ii. 40, Bays "my
• Which, however, by a glance at Rev. Father " even as early as la the Sermon on

HI. :., xvii. s, is shown t<> lie erroneous. the Mount (Matt vii. 81). Baur, indeed

Moreoi ng to Weizsftcker, w. 18- {Neutest. Theoi. p. 86), knows no other way
20 arc said to !"• of the " latest origin." of getting rid of Hie offence which this ex-

Ex. x.wii. 82 f: Ps. lzix. 89 ; tsa. iv. 3; presslon of Matt. vil. 21 gives him than by

PhlLlv.8; Rev. HI. 5 ; comp. on Matt. v. 13. attributing the v.- ferperiodol
• Eeim, Qeschlchtl, CJirUtus, p 51, sees the ministry of Jesus, [t is easy In thisway

here theclin tosel aside what will no ourno-

of the divine Bonship, ami thai hence there

<

tlons,

now appears, instead "f the " your /' 4 Not, of Hie power over the demons, as

as hitherto, the designation "my Father," Wittlchen, d. IcU •
V «rs, 16Q5,

Bui on Hi'' "in' hand "your Father " is still p. 80, w Ishes to have it. To that also be-

haid at the same time and later (xii. 30, 83
;

longs irar-a, vcr. 83.
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arpa^elc k.t.Tl.] (see the critical remarks). [See Note LXXXV., p. 396.]

From the prayer to God He turns in the following words to the disciples (the

Seventy and the Twelve). — irpbc tovc pad.] belongs to arpacpeiq. Comp. vii.

44, xiv. 25. As to the idea of the icavra poi naped., which is not, as with

Baur, Schenkel, and others, to be referred merely to the spiritual and moral

region, see on Matt, xxviii. 18.

—

jlvugkel] That the Marcionite reading

eyvu is the original one, and not a gnostic alteration, is rendered probable

by the very ancierjt date at which it is found (Justin, the Clementines, the

Marcosites). Comp. on Matt. xi. 27. The gnostic interpretation of eyvu,

which is contested by the Clementines (xviii. 13 f.), very easily brought

about the change into the present tense. See (after Baur, Hilgenfeld,

Semisch, Kostlin, Volkmar) Zeller, Apostdg. p. 13 f.

—

tic] in respect of

His nature, counsel, will, thought, etc. In what Avay, however, rig hariv 6

kclt7ip is said to be gnostic rather than biblical (Kostlin, p. 1G1) it is not

easy to see. The Father who has sent the Son has His perfect revelation

for the first time in Him. Comp. John xiv. 9. — cj eav fiovk. ] Comp. con-

cerning the Spirit, 1 Cor. xii. 11. This will of the Son, however, in virtue

of His essential and moral unity with the Father, is no other than the

Father's will, which the Son has to fulfil. Comp. Gess, Pers. Chr. p. 18 f.

Observe, again, that the negation, which is not to be relatively explained

away, ovSeIq . . . el py, establishes a relation of a unique hind, namely, that

of the metaphysical fellowship.

Vv. 23, 24. See on Matt. xiii. 1G f., where the historical connection is

quite different. [See Note LXXXV., p. 396.] But the significant beati-

tude may have been spoken on different occasions, especially with a dif-

ferent reference of meaning (as here in particular (Heneiv has a different

sense from what it has in Matthew). — nal crpafytic k.t.a.] Here we have a

further step in the narrative (comp. ver. 22), which is marked by /car' ISiav,

to be taken along with oTpacpeic. This turning, which excluded the others

who were ])resent (see ver. 25), is to be regarded as perceptible by the move-

ment and gesture of the speaker. "Lucas accurate notare solet pausas et

flexus sermonum Domini," " Luke is wont to note accurately the pauses and

turns of the Lord's discourses," Bengel. Consequently the reproach of inap-

propriateness, occasioned by the omission of Sevte irp6q ps irc'twec (in Matthew),

does not touch Luke (Holtzmann, p. 147 ; Weiss). — nal pacrtielc] peculiar

to Luke. Think of David, Solomon, Hezekiah, and others.

—

ISelv . . .

cikovete] The point of the contrast varies : to see what ye see . . . and to

hear wrhat ye (actually) hear. Comp. on 2 Cor. xi. 29.

Ver. 25 ff. This transaction is different from the later narrative of Matt.

xxii. 35 ff. (comp. Mark xii. 28 ff.). [See Note LXXXVL, p. 396.] The
fact that the same passages of the law are quoted cannot outweigh the

difference of time and place, of the point of the question, of the person

quoting the passages, and of the further course of the conference. Comp.
Strauss, I. p. 650 f., who, however, also holds Matthew and Mark as dis-

tinct, and thus maintains three variations of the tradition upon the one sub-

ject, viz., that Jesus laid stress on the two commandments as the foremost

of the law
;
while Kostlin, p. 275, supposes that Luke arbitrarily took the
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question, ver. 2.">, out of its original place in Matthew and Mark, and him-

self made it the entire introduction to the parable (ver. 30 ff.). Comp. Hpltz-

mann : "two independent sections brought by Luke within one frame."—
eK7T£ipai;ui> ahrov] npocedoKTiaEv izayidevcat tov Xptcrbv tic to ttuvtuc tTrira^m ti

havTiov tu vdftu, " He expected to ensnare Christ into enjoining something

altogether contrary to the law," Euthymius Zigabenus. As to iK-Eipd^,

to try thoroughly, see on 1 Cor. x. 9.

Vv. 26, 27. UiJg avayivuo-KEic] DK^p ,N'3
J
a customary Rabbinical formula

to give occasion to a scriptural citation, Lightfoot, p. 704. — k&c] how, that

is, with what words, not instead of -/ (Kypkc and others). Comp. ~uc (pf/c,

ntic Myric niJc tioKelg, and the like. Observe that iv tG> vopu is placed first for

the sake of emphasis, and that the doubled expression of the question indi-

cates the urgency of the questioner. Lechler in the Stud. u. Krit. 1S54, p.

802, is wrong in explaining the passage as if it were ttwc ci> avay. — Ver. 27.

The lawyer quotes Deut. vi. 5 along with Lev. xix. 18. The Jews- had to

repeat daily morning and evening the former passage, together with Deut.

xi. 13 ff. (Berac. f. 3. 3 ; comp. on Mark xii. 29) ; it appeared also on the

phylacteries (see on Matt, xxiii. 5), but not Lev. xix. 18 ; hence the opinion

of Kuinoel :
" Jesum digito monstrasse thecam illam, qua se ornaverat legis

peritus," " that Jesus pointed with His finger to that box with which the

lawyer had adorned himself," must be rejected. The reason why the

lawyer answered entirely in the meaning of Jesus, and especially adds the

passage from Leviticus, is found in the fact that his attention was directed

not to what had immediately preceded, but to the problem tic inri fiov -'/.ijaiov
;

and that he used the question ri notfymc k.t.a., ver. 2.1, only as an introduc-

tion thereto. To this question, familiar as he was with the principles of

Jesus, he must have expected an answer in which the duty of the love of

one's neighbor was not wanting, and thereto he would then attach the spe-

cial question meant to tempt him, viz., ric sari ftov irAr/mov; But since the

dialogue takes such a turn that he himself becomes the respondent, hegivea

the answer which he had expected from Jesus ; and now for his own self-

justification—to show, to wit, that notwithstanding thai corred answer, he

did not ask his question without reason, but still needs more detailed in-

struction, he adds the problem under cover of which the temptation was to

be brought in. The qui stioncr, unexpectedly mad'' to play the part of the

respondent, thus keeps his object in view with presence of mind and crafti-

ness, and it can neither be asserted that by his reply, in keeping with the

meaning of Jesus, heat once gave himself up as a captive (de Wette), nor

thai this reply was not suggested till the question of Jesus was interposed

(Bleek).

Vv. 28, 29. Tovto irolei] mir,, has the emphasis corresponding to the ri of

ver. 25. -May] ver. 25. It is thus thai Jesus de-

clared the fundamental law of the divine retribution, as Paul, Rom. ii. 13.

Bui as to the manner in which this moral, fundamental law leads to the ne-

of tic righteousness of faith (see on Romai '.
I,

there was no

occasion for Him to explain further in the presence of the legal tempter.

Ver. 29. dtitatoot namely, in reference to his question, to prove tliat
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he had put it with reason and justice ; see on vcr. 26 f.
1 The view that he

wished to represent himself as being honestly disposed, xvi. 15 (so usually), has

against it'2 the purpose with which the scribe had presented himself, kmeipa-

£ov avrov, in spite of which he himself has still answered rightly, ver. 27. —
Kal rig K-.X.] See on the nai occurring thus abruptly and taking up the other's

discourse, Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 14G f. ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 879 f.

;

"Mire ad fjdog facit," "He acts wonderfully according to custom," Bengel.

— izkriaiov\ without an article, hence : who is neighbor to me ?
3 'The element of

temptation consisted in this, that from the mouth of Jesus was expected

some sort of heterodox reply which should deviate from the Rabbinical defi-

nition that the Jew's nearest neighbor is his fellow-Jew.

Vv. 30, 31. 'Yirn/Mfij3dvEiv, in the sense of "taking up the discourse of an-

other by way of reply," occurs only here in the New Testament, and hence

is probably taken by Luke from the source used by him. It is frequent in

the LXX. (fJ>') and in the classical writers. 4— aydpandg rig] without any

more definite limitation, which, however, is not to be regarded as inten-

tional (Paulus thinks that it is meant to intimate that the Samaritan asked

no questions about his nationality, comp. also Schenkel), but leaves it to be

understood of itself, by means of the context, that a Jew is meant (not a

heathen, as Olshausen takes it), in virtue of the contrast between Jew and

Samaritan. — 'lepixu] See on Matt. xx. 29. It was separated from Jerusa-

lem by a desert region (Joseph. Bell. iv. 8. 3), which was unsafe because of

robbers (Jerome on Jer. iii. 2). It was not a priestly city. — irepieTreoEv'] he

met with robbers, fell among them, as TVEpiniir-ELv rivi, incidere in aliquem, is

very often used in the classical writers. 5 There is no question here about

chancing upon unfortunate circumstances, for this would have required the

dative of an abstract noun (such as avpcpoprj, tvxv k.t.Ti.). — ol nai /c.r./L] This

and the subsequent nai correspond to one another ; et . . . et. They took

his clothes off him in order to rob him of them, and while doing so they

beat him (because he resisted). The two participles therefore stand in the cor-

rect sequence of what actually occurred (in opposition to de Wette.)— rvyxd-

vovto] not equivalent to dvra, but : they left him when he was just half dead 6

(this was the condition to which he was reduced). 7 [But see critical note.]

— avTiTrapfjWev] ex adverso praeteriit (Winer, de verb, compos. III. p. 18), he

passed by on the opposite side. This avri gives a clear idea of the cold be-

havior of the hard-hearted passer-by. The word occurs elsewhere only in

Strat. vii. 2 (Jacobs, Anthol. III. p. 70) and Wisd. xvi. 10 (in which place,

1 Comp. also Maldonatus, de Wette, Bleek, * Comp. Herod, vii. 101: 6 Si viro\apu>v e</»;

;

Schegg. Dem.594. 21, 600. 20 ; Polyb. iv. 85. 4, xv. 8. 1.

2 Lange, L. J. II. p. 1076, conjectures that 6 nerod. vi. 105, viii. 94, vi. 41 ; Dem. 1264.

the scribe wished, as the disciples had just 20 ; Xen. Anab. vii. 3. 38 ; Polyb. iii. 53. 6.

returned from Samaria, to call Jesus to ac- 6 The expression makes us feel the un-

count in respect of this fellowship with the concernedness of the robbers about the un-

Samaritans—which could not be the way fortunate man whom they left to his fate

to life. But the Seventy had not been to just as he was.

Samaria at all. Comp. on ver. 1 and ix. 7 Comp. Plat. Prof. p. 313 E, and else-

56. where. See Ast, Lex. Plat. III. p. 420. ovto

3 Comp. ver. 36. See Bornemann, Schol. might have been added besides, Lobeck, ad

p. 69 ; Winer, p. 118 f. [E. T. 130J. Phryn. p. 277.
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however, it means ex adverso advenire, "to arrive over against;" see

Grimm). 1

Ver. 32. Observe the climax in the description

—

having reached the place

(in question), he went, when he had come (approached) and seen (the state of

the case), hi/ on the other side."
1

Ver. 34. 'Eth^cwv k.t./L] while he, as he was binding them up, poured on

them oil and wine, the ordinary remedy in the case of wounds (see the pas-

sages in Wetstein and Paulus), which he carried with him for any casual

need. — i-i ru liuov nryvoc] on his own least (his ass), so that thus he himself

gave up its use.

—

wavdoxelov] instead of the Attic %avdoK£~tov, Lobeck, ad

Phryn. p. :)07. The word has also passed over into the Rabbinical vocabu-

lary : P*U*3, see Lightfoot, p. 799. We must picture to ourselves a cara-

vanserai, over which presided an ordinary landlord.

Vv. :i.">, 06. 'Ettj] as in Mark xv. 1 ; Acts iii. 1 : towards the morrow,

when it was about to dawn. — k£e7&bv\ out of the inn. He gave the money

to the landlord outside {past participle). The small amount, however, that

he gave him presupposes the thought of a very early return. — kufkiMrv] a

vivid picture ; out of his purse. Comp. Matt. xiii. 52. — irpoo6a~av. ] thou

shall ham expended in addition thereto, besides. 3— ey6] with emphasis
; the

unfortunate man was not to have the claim made on him. — eiravipxeodai]

Eignifies "reditum in cum ipsum locum," "return to this very place,'' Titt-

r.iann, Synon. p. 232. Very frequently in use in the classical writers. —
vai] to have become by what he had done. 1 Flacius, Clav. II. p. 330,

well says : "omncs <piidem tres erant jure, Bed unicus facto aut officio,"

"all three indeed were by law, but only one by deed and service.''— tov

iuTTta. elc r. ?..] whofetl among the thieves. See Sturz, Lex. Xen. II. p. 153.

Ver. 37. '0 iroiljoac k.t.7>.] Bengel :
" Non invitus abstinel legisperitus ap-

])ellatione propria Samaritae," "Not unwillingly does the lawyer -abstain

from the proper appellation of Samaritan." On the expression, comp. i.

72. — Tb i'/n,r\ the compassion related
; mi oi : thou also ; not to be joined to

,,r (Lachmann), but to irolei. Comp. vi. 31.

Remabk.—Instead of giving to the theoretical Question of the Bcribe, ver. 29,

a direct and theoretical decision as to whom lie was to regard as his neighbor,

Jesus, by the feigned (according to Grotiua and others, the circumstance actu-

ally occurred) history of the compassionate Samaritan, with all the force of the

contrast that puts to shame the cold Jewish arrogance, gives a practical lesson

on the question: lt>>"' one actually becomes the neighbor of anothsb, namely, bj the

exercise of helpful love, independently of the nationality and religion of the

ms concerned. And the questioner, in being dismissed v, Lth the direction,

...
, has therein indirectly the answer to his question, r/j earl pov

ir'Ayo'iov ; namebj i Every one, without distinction of people and Eaith, to whom

the circum I
a dogous to (he instance of the Samaritan direct thee t,. . s-

ercise helpful love in ord( c thereby to income his neighbor, thou hast to re-

1 comp. ivTiirapUvai, \en. Anab. iv. 8, 17; vit. i. 14, and elsewhere. < omp. ^ i

/Ml. v. I. :is.
3 Luclan, Ep. Sat ucxli ; Corp, inter. 108,

&

-on ytv6n. mrtf, comp. Herod, iii. B6: is * On yivvOai, in tbesense of a praettan,

Kara touto to x.
u>Pl0V Jy^OITO

i
^''" '!/>"/' ''

' ' '•
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gard as thy neighbor. This turn on the part of Jesus, like every feature of the

improvised narrative, bears the stamp of originality in the pregnancy of its

meaning, in the insight which suggested it, and in the quiet and yet perfectly

frank way in which the questioner, by a direct personal appeal, was put to the

blush.*

Ver. 38. [See Note LXXXVIL, p. 396.] 'Ev ™ Tvopebeadai] to be under-

stood of the continuation of the journey to Jerusalem. See ix. 51, 57, x. 1.

[See also critical note.] But Jesus cannot yet. be in Bethany (see xiii. 22,

xvii. 11), where Martha and Mary dwelt (John xi. 1, xii. 1 f.), and hence it

is to be supposed that Luke, because he was unacquainted with the more

detailed circumstances of the persons concerned, transposed this incident,

which must have occurred in Bethany, and that on an earlier festal journey,

not merely to the last journey, but also to some other village, and that a

village of Galilee. The tradition, or the written source, which he followed

had preserved the fact and the names of the persons, but not the time and

place of the incident. If we regard Iiiike as unacquainted with those par-

ticulars, the absence of all mention of Lazarus is the less surprising, seeing

that the substance of the history concerns the sisters only (in opposition to

Strauss, I. p. 751).

—

nai avror] kcii is the usual and after eyevsro [but see

critical note], and alitor brings Jesus Himself into prominence above the

company of travellers (avTovc). He, on His part, without the disciples, went

into the village and abode at the house of Martha.—The notion that Martha

was the wife (Bleek, Hengstenberg) or widow (Paulus) of Simon the leper,

is based upon mistaken harmonistics. See on vii. 36 ff. and Matt. xxvi. 6 f.

Whether she was a widow at all (Grotius) does not appear. She was the

housekeeper and manager of the household, and probably the elder sister.

Vv. 39, 40. TySe] This word usually refers to what follows, but here in a

vividly realizing manner it points to what has gone before, as sometimes also

occurs in the classical writers. 2— y tcai] icai is not : even (Bornemann), which

would have no reference to explain it in the context ; but : moreover, bring-

ing into prominence the fact that Mary, besides whatever else she did in her

mind after the coming of Jesus, moreover seated herself at His feet, etc. See

Klotz, adDerar. p. 636. — The form Tvapanadeadelaa] (see the critical remarks),

from TrapaKadt^o/xai, to sit down near to, belongs to later Greek. Joseph. Antt.

vi. 11. 9.—Mary sits there as a learner (Acts xxii. 3), not as a companion at

table (at the right of Jesus, where His outstretched feet were), as Paulus and

1 The Fathers, as Origen, Ambrose, Au- Horn. 34 in Luc, and Theophylact, sub loc.

gustine, Theophylact, Euthymius Ziga- Luther also similarly allegorizes in his ser-

benus, have been able to impart mystical mons. Calvin wisely says: "Scripturae
meanings to the individual points of the his- major habenda est reverentia, quam ut

tory. Thus the avdpuTro*; ns signifies Adam ; germanum ejus sensum liao licentia trans-

Jerusalem, paradise; Jericho, the world; iigurare lieeat," " There should be a great-

the thieves, the demons; the priest, the law; cr reverence for Scripture than allows its

the Levite, the prophets; the Samaritan, real sense to be transformed with this li-

Ghrist; the beast, Christ's body ; the inn, cense."

the church; the landlord, the bishop; the 2 See Bemhardy, p. 278 ; Kuhner, ad Xen.
Denarii, the Old and New Testaments ; the Mem. i. 2. 3, iii. 3. 12.

return, the Parousia. See especially Origen,
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Kuinoel -will have it (women sat at table ;
see Wetstein in locJ). for

the ti\ lys nothing of the meal, but only of the hospitable reception

in genera] (ver. 38), and, moreover, ver. 40 alludes generally to the attend-

ance on and entertainment of the honored and beloved Guest, wherein

Martha was exhausting her hospitality. There is no trace of any reclining

at table ; the context in n. ?/icove r. ?m}\ avr. points only to the idea of the

female disciple. — irepujiraodai, in the sense of the being withdrawnfrom at-

tention and solicitude by reason of occupations, belongs to later Greek. 1 The

expression Kspirt, about something, connected with verbs of being busied, of

taking trouble, and the like, is also very frequent in Greek writers.

?.i~e] reliquit ; she had therefore gone away from what she was doing, and

had placed herself at the feet of Jesus. — Iva] therefore speak to herm order

that. Coinp. on Matt. iv. 3. — As to owavrilauPaveoBai Tivi, to give a hand

tcilh anybody, i.e., to help anybody, comp. on Rom. viii. 20.

Yv. 41, 42. Utpl noX?A] Thou art anxious, and weariest thyself (art in the

confusion of business) about many things, see ver. 40.- — ivbc <5i icri
\ r

contrast with tto'a'/m : but of one thing there is need ; one thing is necessary,

that is to say, as an. object of care and trouble. By these words Jesus, in ac-

cordance with the context, can mean nothing else than that from which

Martha had withdrawn, while Mary was bestowing pains upon [t—thi un-

divided devotion to His wordfor the snl-e of salvation, although in tendernea

lie abstains from mentioning it by name, but leaves the reference of the < \

pression, in itself only general, to be first discovered from the words which

follow. [See Note LXXXVUI., p. 896.] In respect of the neuter iv6g noth-

ing is to he supplemented any more than there is in respect of -n'/'/.a. Fol-

lowing Gregory, Bede, Theophylact, Zeger, Michaelis, and others (comp.

Erasmus in the Annotations), Paulus understands : one dish, "we need nol

many kinds, " and rtjv ayai is then taken as meaning the really good

•

•

I i uratively represents the participation in communion with

Jesus. The former, especially after the impressive Mapda, Mdptia, would

have beenjusl as trivial and oul of harmony with the serious manner of Jesus

as the latter would have been discourteous to the well-intentioned h<

Nachtigall also mistakes (in Benke's Magaz. VI. p. 355), and Stolz agrees

with him in interpreting: oneperson is enough (in the kitchen), in opposi-

tion to which the contrast of -„'//<) is decisive, seeing that according to it
•',-

must he neuter.- ri
t
u ayaOfyv uepifia] the good part. That, namely, aboul

which care and pains are taken, consists, according to the various hinds of

these objects, of several parts. Mary has selected for herself among these,

for her care and pains, the good part
;
and this is, in accordance with the

subject, DOthing else than precisely that . r which is necessary

—

that portion

<>f t In- objects of Bolicitude and labor which is the .'/"<"/ one, the good portion,

which only one can be. More vaguely Grotius, Eisner, Kypke, Kuinoel, and

others put it : the good occupation ; and Av Wette, generalizing this : the

1 Si ''/».
i>. ii"'. Comp. comp, Arlstoph. Ran. '<

Plat. '/ , . |i .',li' I': ircpKriratJixbi; k. ixcOoXk't) I Omp, the (ormof Speech, irpfc* n<pi'6cn

tTjv iroKvnpaynotrvtnft. {fiirr. .1 . In tiUnt in portions, ami sc e example:-

I on Tvppdicadai [see critical note] iropi n, ill WetSteln.
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good destination of life. Comp. also Euthymius Zigabenus : Sva pepldeg nroli-

reiag eTracveral, ?'/ fisv npaK.TiK.ii, yds QsuprjTiKT], " Two portions of the way of

living are praiseworthy, one practical, the other theoretical."— rsyv ayadqv]

neither means optimum (Kuinoel and others), nor does it imply that the care

of Martha, in which assuredly love also was expressed, was mala (Fritzsche,

Conjcct'. I. p. 19) ;
but it designates the portion as the good one /car' itjoxqv. —

t}nc aim aoa'f>. a~' ai<r.] refers certainly, first of all, to Martha's appeal, ver. 40.

Hence it means : which shall not be taken awayfrom her ; she shall keep it,

Mark iv. 25, whereby, however, Jesus at the same time, in thoughtful refer-

ence to further issues, points, in His characteristically significant manner, to

the everlasting possession of this /ieplg. By yng, which is not equivalent to y,

what follows is described as belonging to the essence of the ayadr} /xeplg:

quippe quae. "Transit amor multitudinis et remanet caritas unitatis,"

" The desire for many things passes away, and the love of the one thing re-

mains," Augustine. — Those who have found in Mary's devotion the repre-

sentation of the Pauline TzioTig, and in the nature of Martha that of zeal for

the law, so that the evangelist is made to describe the party relations of his

own day (Baur, Zeller, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld), have, by a coup quite as un-

justifiable as it was clumsy, transferred this relic of the home life of Jesus

into the foreign region of allegory, where it would only inaptly idealize the

party relations of the later period.

Notes by American Editor.

LXXXIII. The Mission of the Seventy.

Weiss ed. Mey., in accordance with his view of the construction of this Gos-

pel, thinks that the instruction to the Seventy is derived from the older source,

but that Luke in chap. ix. 3-5 followed Mark, who gave the same as instruction

to the Twelve. Hence Luke is represented as borrowing uncritically from two

sources without knowing that the matter was identical, and as sujqjosing that

there was a second mission of a larger number of disciples. Weiss holds that

the same confusion exists in the account of the return of the Seventy (vv.

17-20). It is far easier to suppose that Luke knew something about the facts

of the case, and wrote intelligently as well as honestly. Weiss has modified

the comments of Meyer on the discourse to favor his theory ; but it does not

seem necessary to indicate the alterations in detail. As to the time and place

of the mission and return of the Seventy there has been much discussion,

which cannot be outlined here. See Andrews (Life of our Lord, pp. 352-35G).

LXXXIV. Ver. 8. ttSIlv.

Godet, Weiss and others refer this to the city in which they might find the

reception previously referred to (vv. 5-7), and not to cities in distinction from

villages and single dwellings. This view seems to be supported by the phrase

(ver. 7) : " go not from house to house."
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LXXXY. Vv. 21, 22.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks that in the "source" these verses belonged here, and

not in the position assigned them by Matthew. But in view of his theory re-

specting Luke's conception of the narrative here, the opinion does not aid us

in deciding which is the historical position. It is probable enough that these

weighty words were repeated, and that both Matthew and Luke are correct in

their view of the connection. So Meyer holds in regard to vv. 23,24, while

Weiss
(
M<illh>nc, p. 342) thinks Luke gives them in their proper place. He

rejects the view that they were repeated (ed. Mey.). In ver. 22 it seems best to

reject the clause : xal orpatyeic k.t.X. (see critical note). Meyer's explanation,

which is otherwise unsatisfactory, thus becomes unnecessary.

LXXXVI. Vv. 25-37. The ramble of the Qood Samaritan.

Weiss ed. Mey., despite the remarkable points of difference between the

narrative here and the later one, which Liike himself refers to (chap, xviii.,

IS ff.), holds the two to be identical. " But Luke at least has himself proved,

through the omission of Mark xii. 28-34, that he holds the passages to be iden-

tical, and the deviation of Matthew from Mark can only he explained through

his return to the older source (comp. Weiss, Mark, p. 400 f., Matthew, p. 479 f.),

which, however, is very freely worked over by Luke." But what reliance

can be placed upon any of Luke's statements, if he can be guilty of such con-

fusion or manipulation as this? That two "lawyers" on two different occa-

sions would cite the same passages of the law is more than probable, when the

passages themselves are taken into the account.

LXXXVII. Vv. 38-42. Martha and Mary.

The better-supported reading in ver. 38 seems to connect this incident even

more closely with what precedes. Since John tells of journeys to Jerusalem

during this period of our Lord's ministry, it, cannot be safely affirmed that He
could not have been in Bethany at this time. Hence the assumption that Luke

transferred the incident to the wrong time and place is unnecessary. "Weiss ed.

Mey. also objects to this assumption, but does not admit that the incident

could have occurred during the visit to Jerusalem mentioned in John x. This

accords with his view of the whole narrative in this part of Luke's Gospel.

\inln ws, Godet and others place the visit to Martha and Mary at the time of

the Feast of Dedication ; Robinson somewhat earlier.

LXXXVIII. Ver. 42. bX'ryov Si

The above reading has very strong support, and was probably altered to

avoid "the explanation which takes the passage as meaning one dish

Meyer's critical note). Yel it does not necessarily involve this explanation.

U Last only the <'</
, un> is a gentle rebuke of Martha's overdoing in her service

of hospitality, while >, iv6g immediately turns to the one real need, which Meyer

correctly explains. So Weiss ed. Mey.; comp. Godel in loco.
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CHAPTER XI.

Vv. 2-4. Elz. and Scholz have after ndrep : ?'/puv 6 h toic ovpavolg, and after

(laaiX. gov : yevr/$?/Tw to dsly/id gov, <jc tv ovpavti, mi errl rijg yfjg. After lreipaafidv

Elz. has a?M pmai yp.de curb rov irovqpov. Lachm. also (not Tisch.) reads all this ;

but he has ug kv ovpavti aai etti yye (without ttjc) in brackets. The important au-

thorities both for and against these additions lead us to regard them as supple-

ments taken from the usual form of the Lord's Prayer in Matt. vi. G, 9 ff. Ac-

cording to Gregory of Nyssa (cornp. Maxim.), instead of ('Mt™ . . . aov Luke
must have written eTi^etu to ayiov xvEvpd gov sty' ypag nal natiapiGdru r'/fiag. An
ancient gloss. 1 — Ver. 4. The form d<piopev is, on decisive evidence, to be adopt-

ed, with Lachm. and Tisch. — Vv. 9, 10. The authorities for avo/yt'/GETai and

avoix^yaerai. are about equally balanced. Tisch. has rightly adopted the latter.

[Treg., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., retain the former, supported by 8 A B C L,

and most, though in ver. 10 B presents a peculiar reading.] The Recepia is

from Matt. vii. 7 f.— Ver. 11. Instead of k!- ifiov Elz. has simply vfiuv, in oppo-

sition to decisive evidence. On similar evidence, moreover, y is subsequently

adopted instead of el (Elz.), and at ver. 13 oopara ayadd (reversed in Elz.). [B

has some peculiar readings in this verse also, accepted by W. and Hort.] —
Ver. 12. Instead of?/ Kal lav Tisch. has merely y nai, following B L K, min. [So

recent editors, R. V.] But lav was the more easily omitted, since it does not

occur in the foregoing verse. On the other hand, a'tT/'/cet is so decisively at-

tested that it is, with Tisch., to be adopted instead of the Becepla alryG-n. —
Ver. 15. roj before apxovTi is wanting in Elz. Scholz, but is decisively attested

;

the omission is explained from Matt. xii. 24. — Ver. 19. Kpirai vpuv avrol] B D,

Lachm. [W. and Hort, Weiss] have avrol ifiuv Kpirai. ACKLMU, min. Vulg.

It. have avrol Kpirai vpuv. So also has X, which, however, places EGovrai before

vji. [so Tisch. VIII.]. Accordingly, the evidence is decisive against the Be-

cepla. The omission of avroi (it is wanting still in 113) occasioned its being

very variously placed when it was reintroduced. The place assigned to it by

Lachm. is the rather to be preferred, as B D, the authorities in its favor, have

in Matt. xii. 27 : avrol Kpirai egovt. vpuv, and have not therefore borrowed their

arrangement in this passage from Matthew. The Vulgate, on the other hand,

has also in Matt. I.e.: avrol Kpirai vixav eaovrai ; hence the reading of A C, etc.,

is probably due to a conformity with Matthew. — Ver. 22. The article before

iGxvpdr. is wanting in B D L T N, and is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be deleted.

1 Thus or similarly Marcion read the first in his Evangel, p. 187 f.; Zeller, Apostelgeseh.

petition, and Hilgenfeld, Kritih. Unters. p. 14. But ver. 13 easily occasioned the al-

p. 470, and Volkmar, p. 196, regard the peti- teration, welcome as it was to the one-sided

tion in this place about the Holy Ghost as Paulinism, seeing that by its means the Iloly

original (because specifically Pauline), and Spirit was represented as the chief of what
the canonical text as an alteration in ac- was to be asked for from God. Comp. Tho-

cordance with Matthew ; see also Hilgen- luck, Bergpred. p. 347 f.

feld in the Theol. Jakrb. 1833, p. 223 f., and
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It was introduced in accordance with 6 laxvp6c, ver. 21. — Ver. 25. Instead

of ivih): . importanl authorities (but not ABL X) have !'/.!)(.>v. Rightly ; see on

Matt. xii. 44. [But recent editors follow the weighty authorities, and retain

, In ver. 28 recent editors (with N A B L) read fit voy v&nd. omit avr&v at the

cud of the verse.] — Ver. 29. After 'luva Elz. Scholz have tov jrpoQfyTov, in oppo-

Bition to important evidence. .It is from Matt. xii. 'A'.), whence, however, the

\vas also derived, instead of which 0,ru, with Tisch., is to be

read. Moreover, in accordance with Lachm. and Tisch., j
. i- again to be

inserted before Trovnpa. — Yer. 32. TSivevt] ABC E** G L M U X Y A K, inin.

Syr. Vulg. It. have Ntvevirat. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Scholz,

Lachm. [Tisch. VIII. has 'Nivevelraij. Rightly ; Luke has followed Matthew (xii.

41) verbatim. — [Ver. 33. Becent editors, R. V. (with XCCD, etc.), omit 6e, and

read ttp\ rrr^v.] — Ver. 34. After the first 6$ftaA/j6c, Griesb. and the later editors

have rigidly added gov. The omission is explained from Matt. vi. 22 ; its in-

sertion, however, is decisively attested. — ovv] after utuv is wanting in prepon-

d( rating authorities. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. It

is an addition from Matt. vi. 23. — Ver. 42. After ravra Griesb. has inserted

6e, which Lachm. brackets, while Tisch. has deleted it : it is t >o weakly at-

tested, and is from Matt, xxiii. 23. [Inserted by Treg., W. and II. nt, K. V.,

with Xa B C L, etc.] — afyikvai] Lachm. and Tisch. have waps] i>< r, in accordance

with B* L R** min. The liecepta is from Matthew. A has a fusion of the

two : irapa<j>itvcu ; D, Ver. have not got the word at all. — Ver. 44. After I ulr

Elz. (and Lachm. in brackets) has ypafifiaTelc k. »iv So also

Scholz, but in opposition to evidence so important, that it can only be regarded

hs an addition from Matt, xxiii. 27. — cl before irepar. is, on preponderating

evidence, to be deleted. It arose from the preceding syllable. Suspected by

Griesb. .deleted by Lachm. [Retained by recent editors, with X BC Land most.]

—

Ver. 48. uaprvpt in
|
Tisch. has paprvpkQ Lgtf., in accordance withB L S, Or. The

Recepia is from Matt, xxiii. 31 . — avrav to, fivqfieia] is not found in B D L X, Cant.

Ver. Verc. Etd. Vind. Condemned by Griesb., bracketed by Lachm., deleted by

Tisch. The words, both read and arranged differently by different authorities,,

upplement, in accordance with Matthew. — Ver. 51. The art

in both cases is, with Lachm. and Tisch., in accordance with important

evidence, to be struck out as an addition. — Ver. 53. ra rrpbc

avTohg] BC ii K, 33, Copt, have KaKel&ev egeX&dvTog avrov. This is, with Tisch.,

to be adopted. The authorities in favor of the //< cepia have variations and ad-

is, which indicate that they have originated as glosses. Ver. 64, Many

variations in the form of glosses. Lachm. follows the liecepta, only omitting

tea before qt. Tisch. has simply found-

ing it mainly on li L N. All the rest consists of additions for the sake of

it statement. [Ro recent editors, but they reta ni ter kved.,

following A B C L A, etc.]

Vv. l I. See on Matt. vi. t". In Luke it is only apparent thai the

Prayer is placed too late,
1 to the extent of his having passed it over

1 Schenkek p. 891,

1

circum- any, x. 88 f.,was already related. Bu

Btance of the (rivtnjrof the prayer t<> the did not think of Bethan; a local-

q to the period after the arrival Ity of this Bcene.

eno at Beth-
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in the Sermon on the Mount, and from another source related a latter occa-

sion for it (which, according to Baur, indeed, he only created from his own
reflection). Hence its position in Luke is not to be described as historically

more correct (Calvin, Schleiermacher, Olshausen, Neander, Ewald, Bleek,

Weizsacker, Schenkel, and others), but both the positions are to be regarded

as correct, 1 Comp. on Matt. vi. 8. [See Note LXXXIX., p. 410.] So far as con-

cerns the prayer itself, we have the full flow of its primitive fulness and

excellence in Matthew. The peculiar and shorter form in Luke (see the

critical remarks) is one of the proofs that the apostolic church did not use

the Lord's Prayer as a formula. — The matter of fact referred to in naOug /cat

'luavvqg K.r.l. is altogether unknown. Probably, however, John's disciples

had a definitelyformulated prayer given them by their teacher. — The rlgruv

fiadrjTuv is to be regarded as belonging to the wider circle of disciples. After

so long and confidential an intercourse of prayer with the Lord Himself,

one of the Twelve would hardly have now made the request, or had need to

do so. Probably it was a later disciple, perhaps formely one of John's dis-

ciples, who, at the time of the Sermon on the Mount, was not yet in the

company of Jesus. The sight, possibly also the hearing of the Lord pray-

ing, had now deeply stirred in him the need which he expresses, and in an-

swer he receives the same prayer in substance which was given at an earlier

stage to the first disciples. — ovtoiq, ver. 2 : to the disciple* who were present,

one of whom had made the request, ver. 1. — kiriovmov] crastinum [for the

morrow], see on Matt. vi. II.
9 [See Note XC, p. 410.] — tu naff y/itpav] needed

day by day, daily. See Bernhardy, p. 829. — nal yap avroi] The special

consideration placed before God for the exercise of His forgiveness, founded

in the divine order of grace (Matt. vi. 14 ; Mark xi. 25), is here more direct-

ly and more strongly expressed than in Matthew. — afiouev] (see the criti-

cal remarks from the form 6.<>>io., Eccles. ii. 18 ; Mark i. 34, xi. 16. See

generally, Fritzsche, ad Horn. I. p. 174. — iravrl ofelXovTi tj/uv] to every one,

when he is indebted to us (in an ethical sense). Comp. Winer, p. 101 [E. T.

111]. The article before oQeHovti is too weakly attested, and is a grammati-

cal addition.

Vv. 5-8. After He had taught them to pray, He gives them the certainty

that the prayer will be heard. The construction is interrogative down to

1 Without, however, by means of har- cessarium. This, indeed, does not come
monistic violence, doing away with the his- from ovo-ia, but from efouo-i'a, and this latter

topical difference of the two situations, as from efeori. Moreover, the IflD of the
does Ebrard, p. 350 f. In Luke, time, place, Gospel to the Hebrews cannot betray that
and occasion are different from what they the first understanding- of the word had
are in Matthew, comp. Luke vi. 17 ff. becomelost at an early date, but, consider-

2 The attempt of Ilitzig (in the Theol. ing the high antiquity of this Gospel, it can
Jilnb. 1834, p. 131) to explain the enigmati- only appear as a piwervation of the first

cal word, to wit, by enl laov, according to mode of understanding it, especially as the
which it is made to mean, the nourishment Logia was written in Hebrew. In order to
equivalent to the hunger, is without any real express the idea : necessary (thus avayxalos,

etymological analogy, and probably was emTJjSeiosX there assuredly was no need of
only a passing fancy. Weizsacker, p. 407, any free and, for that purpose, faulty word-
is mistaken in finding as a parallel the word making.
ii7rtfouo-ios in respect of the idea partem ne-
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napaQr/ou aJr£, ver. P>
; at Kaneivog, ver. 7, the interrogative construction is

abandoned, and the sentence proceeds as if it were a conditional one (kdv) in

accordance with which also the apodosis beginning at ver. 8 {Xtyuvfuv k.t.'/..)

is turned. C'omp. on ^Iatt. vii. 9. This anacoluthon is occasioned by tin;

long dialogue in the oratio directa : oi'/s k.t.'/.. after which it is not oh-

that the first elm) (ver. 5) had no kdv to govern it, but was independent. 1 —
rig f^ vuuv eijet k.t./..\ The sentence has become unmanageable ; but its drift,

as originally conceived, though not carried out, was probably : which of you

shall be so circumstanced as to liare afriend, anil t<> go to him, etc., and would

not receivefrom him tlie answer, etc. ? Nevertheless I say unto you, etc. — mi

ei-rj av7C>\ The sentence passes over into the deliberative form. 2— Ver. 7. rd

TzauYia fiov] the father does not wish to disturb his little children in their

sleep. — e'ic r. koittji'] they are into 1ml. See on Mark ii. 1. — Ver. 8. Si& ye

K.r.?..] at least on account of his impudence. On the structure of the sentence,

comp. xviii. 4 f.
8

Vv. 9,10. Comp. Matt. vii. 7 f . Practical application of the above, extend.

ing to ver. 13, in propositions which Christ may have repeatedly rhade use

of in His exhortations to prayer. — myb i/iiv 2iyu] Comp. Luke xvi. 9. Also

I say unto you. Observe (1) that myu places what Jesus is hen' saying in an

incidental parallel with the <5u<7« avrij. bauv xpffeei which immediately pre-

cedes : that according to the measure of this granting of prayer, to that ex-

tent goes also //As- precept to the disciples, etc.
; (2) that next to ««}<.'; the

emphasis rests on bfuv (in ver. 8 the emphasis rested upon My I, inasmuch as

Jesus declares what lie also, on His part, gives in the disciples to take to

heart. Consequently myit corresponds to the subject of 66ou, and b/uv to the

avTiji of ver. 8. The teaching itself, so far as Jesus deduces it from that

TTapafto///, depends on the argument a minori ad majUS : If a friend in your

usual relations of intercourse grants to his friend even a troublesome petition,

although do< from friendship, yet at least for the sake of getting quit of the

petitioner's importunity
;
how much more should you trust in God that He

will give you what, you pray for ! The tendency of the Trapafiofy points

therefore not. as it is usually understood, to perseverance in prayer, for of

this, indeed, Jesus says nothing in His application, vv. 9, 10, but to the cer-

tainty ofprayer being heard. |
See note XCL, p. -110.]

Vv. 111:;. Coin]), on Matt. vii. 9-11. Still on the hearing of prayer, but

now in respect of the object petitioned for, which is introduced by the parti-

ig transition from one subject to another. — The construction

here also is an instance of anacolut lion (comp. mi ver. 5), SO that the Sentence

is continued by fit, XtOov /.-.-./., as if instead of t he question a conditional prota-

1 Hence the less difficult reading of Lach- break In tlio Bentenoe needlessly art

maim, iffl, \> r. 5, Following A i». etc., is a '-' The converse ease is found in Antlph.

Indication "f the COnStrUCtion(
Or. i. 1 : irpo? TiVas ove tAtJfj ns 0o»)i)ov?, »j Troi

namely, that not with elirn.ver. 6 (Bleek, Trjr Ka.Ta<t>vy't)tt noirjaerai. . . . ; Bee thereon,

Ewald), but, first of all, with k&k«ipo$, ver. Maetzner, p.

the sentence proceed as if what went, i On the position of y> btfort the Idea t<>

conditionally stated, [f, with whloh it gives emphasis, Bee Nagelsbach,

Lachmann and Tlsohendorf, a point is Anm, ~. /lias, ed. 8, p. 118.

placed bi fori Myw i>niv, ver. 8, a complete
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sis (as at ver. 12) had preceded. — -ov rrarfpa] Whom of you will his son ask

as hisfather for a loaf ?— 6 k!; ovpavov duoet] Attraction, instead of 6 kv ovpavCt

It; ovpavov duo-ei. See on ix. 61, and Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 323 [E. T. 377].

— Trvsvfia ayiov) this highest and best gift ; a more definite, but a later form

of the tradition than that which is found in Matthew. Comp. the critical

remarks on ver. 2.

Vv. 14-22. See on Matt. xii. 22-29 ; Mark iii. 22 ff. Luke agrees with

Matthew rather than with Mark. [See NoteXCIL, p. 410 seq.] — rp> infial'A.]

he was busied therein. — nal avro] and he himself, the demon, by way of dis-

tinguishing him from the possessed person. — Ku<p6v~\ See on Mark ix. 17. —
Ver. 1G. A variation from Matthew in the connection of this (in Luke pre-

mature) demand for a sign (see on Matt. xii. 38), and in its purport (k$

ovpavov). — Ver. 17. nal olnoc kirl olnov ttitttec] a graphic description of the

desolation just indicated by epnpovrai : and house falleth upon house. This

is to be taken quite literally of the overthrow of towns, in which a building

tumbling into ruins strikes on the one adjoining it, and falls upon it. Thus

rightly Vulgate, Luther, Erasmus, and others, Bleek also. ' This meaning,

inasmuch as it is still more strongly descriptive, is to be preferred to the

view of Butt)nann, which in itself is equally correct (Neut. Or. p. 291 [E.T.

338]) : House after house. Many other commentators take olnoc as meaning

family, and explain either (Borncmann), "and onefamily falls away after

another" (on km, comp. Phil. ii. 27), or (so the greater number, Euthymius

Zigabenus, Beza, Grotius, Valckenaer, Kuinoel, Paulus, cle Wette) they sup-

ply Siajiepiodsic after olnov, and take kirl olnov as equivalent to i<p' eavrpv :
" et

familia a se ipsa dissidens salva esse nequit," " a family divided against it-

self cannot be preserved" (Kuinoel). It may be argued against the latter

view, that if the meaning expressed by k<p' tavrov had been intended, the

very parallelism of the passage would have required i<p' eavrov to be inserted,

and that oiitoc km olnov could not in any wise express this reflexive meaning,

but could only signify : one house against the other. The whole explanation

is the work of the Harmonists. It may be argued against Bornemann, that

after kpq/wv-ai the thought which his interpretation brings out is much too

weak, and consequently is not sufficiently in accordance with the context.

We are to picture to ourselves a kingdom which is devastated by civil war.

— Ver. 18. nal 6 Sarav.] Satan also, corresponding with the instance just re-

ferred to. — uTi?Jy£~£ k.t.?l.] the reason of the question. — Ver. 20. kv SanrvMo

Oeoi>] Matthew : kv Tvei'iiari Qeov. Luke's mode of expressing the divine;

agency2 appeals more to the senses, especially that of sight. It is a more

concrete form of the later tradition. —Ver. 21. 6laxvp6c~] as -ov Icxvpov, Matt.

xii. 29. — nadoKAiapevoc] not the subject (Luther), but : armed. — tt/v iavrov

ai)A?/v] not : his palace (see on Matt. xxvi. 3), but : his own premises, at

whose entrance he keeps watch. — kv «/»/v?? kari k.t.a.] This is the usual re-

sult of that watching. But the case is otherwise if a stronger than he, etc

See what follows. Thus in me has a stronger than Satan come upon him,

and vanquished him !
— tu anvla avrov] the sjtoils taken front him.

1 Comp. Thucyd. ii. 8-1. 2: cavs re vtji vpoa- 2 Ex. viii. 10; Ps. viii. 3; Philo, Vit. Mos.

e'TriTTTe. p. GI9 C ; Suicor, Thes. I. p. 880.

2G
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Ver. 23. After Jesus has repelled the accusation : h BeeACejSoiA k.t.X.,

ver. 15, He pronounces upon the relation to Him of those men spoken of in ver.

15 (see on Matt. xii. 30), and then adds

—

Vv. 34-26, a figurative discourse, in which He sets forth their incorrigi-

bility. Sec on Matt. xii. 43-45. Luke, indeed, gives the saying concerning

the sin against the Holy Ghost (Mark iii. 28 f. ; Matt. xii. 31 f. ). but not

until xii. 10; and therefore it is wrong to say that he omitted it in the

interest of the Pauline doctrine of the forgiveness of sins CBaur).

Vv. 27, 28. A woman (assuredly a mother), following without restraint

her true understanding and impulse, publicly and earnestly pays to Jesus

her tribute of admiration. Luke alone has this feminine type of character

also (comp. x. 38 ff.), which bears the stamp of originality, on the one hand,

in the genuine naivete of the woman (" bene sentit, sed muliebriter loquitur,"

"she thinks well, but speaks womanly," Bengel); on the other, in the reply

of Jesus forthwith turning to the highest practical interest. This answer con-

tains so absolutely the highest truth that lay at the heart of Jesus in His

ministry, that Strauss, I. p. 719 (comp. "Wei/.sacker, p. 1G9), concludes, very

erroneously, from the resemblance of the passage to viii. 21, that there were

two different frames or moulds of the tradition in which this saying of Christ

was set. The incident is not parallel even with Mark iii. 31 ff. (Iloltzmann),

even although in its idea it is similar. [See Note XCHI., p. 411.] — iirapaaa\

i t'<.>r,:na' a$68pa yap anoSe^afikvi] rovg 7,6yovq avrov, fieya?\o$wvu£ / uanapiaE rf/v

; evvijaaaav avTbv <'.»_• roiobrov //.Tjripa yeviaBat af-tuOeloav,
il
lifting up ; for wel-

coming His words exceedingly, she blessed with a loud voice her who had

borne Him as deemed worthy to be the mother of such an one," Euthymius

Zigabenus. — be rov 5x%ov\ out of the crowd she lifted up her voice. — ftaicapia

K.r.?..] See analogous beatitudes from the Rabbins and classical writers in

Wetstein, Schoettgen, and Eisner, Obss. p. 226. — Ver. 28. pevovvye] may

serve as corrective (imo vero) as well as confirmatory (utique).
1 [See critical

note] In this passage it is the former, comp. Horn. ix. 20, x. 18 ; Jesus

docs not deny His mother's blessedness, but He defines the predicate (mn&pios,

not as the woman had done, as a special external relation, but as a general

moral relation, which might be established in the case of evt ry one, and under

which even Mary was brought, so that thus the benediction upon the

mother, merely considered as mother, is corrected. The position of

and fievoirvyi at the beginning of the sentence belongs to the later Greek

usage. s

Vv. 29 82. See on Matt. xii. 89 42. Jesus now. down to ver. 86, turns

His attention to the dismissal of those irtpoi who had craved from Him a

.

.'- ovpavov (ver. 1(1). jfafaro] He first began this portion Of His ad-

dress when the crowds were still assembling thither, i.e., were assembling in

still greater numbers (iiraBpoiC,.), comp. Plut. Anton. \\. Bui it is arbitrary

to regard this introductory notice of the assembling of the people as deduced

by I. nke himself from the condemnation of the entire (Feneration i \\ eizaack-

>See generally, Hartung, PartiJuli. M. »S ixamples In Wetstein, Sturz, Dial.

p, 100; Kflhner, ad Zen. Mem. i. 8. '>. 11. 7. 5. Al. p. 808; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p, 848.
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er). — Ver. 30. Comp. Matt. xvi. 4. Jonah was for the Ninevitcs a sign

(divinely sent) by means of his personal destiny, on v-xeptyvug in rfjg noi?uag roy

kjjtovq kp'pvadr] TpiijjiEpoQ, "because he was marvellously delivered from the

belly of the whale after three days." Jesus became for that generation a

sign (divinely sent, and that as Messiah) likewise by His personal destiny,

on virep<pvug ek r?/c Koi?iiag rrjg yf/g avearr] rpu/uepog, "because He marvellously

rose again from the belly of the earth after three days, " Euthymius Ziga-

benus. In opposition to those who interpret the sign of Jonah only of

Christ's word (as even Schenkel and Weizsacker, p. 431), see on Matt. xii.

40, Remark. The sign of Jonah belongs entirely to the future (dodt/aercu . . .

earai). — Ver. 31 f. does not stand in a wrong order (de Wette), although

the order in Matthew is probably the original, while that in Luke is arranged

chronologically and by way of climax. — fiera tuv avSpuv /c.r.A.] she will ap-

pear with the men, etc., brings into greater prominence the woman's con-

demning example. — avSpeg THiveviTai] without an article : Hen of Nineveh.

Vv. 33-36. Comp. viii. 16 ; Mark iv. 21 ; and see on Matt. v. 15, vi. 22 f.

— No awkward (Baur), unconnected (Bleek, Ritschl) interpolation, but the

introduction of the passage in this place depends on the connection of thought

:

" Here is more than Solomon, more than Jonah (vv. 31, 32). But this knowl-

edge (the exceeding knowledge of Christ, Phil. iii. 8), once kindled at my
word, ought not to be suppressed and made inoperative, but, like a light

placed upon a candlestick, it ought to be allowed to operate unrestrainedly

upon others also
;

J
for the attainment of which result (ver. 34 ff.) it is in-

deed necessary to preserve clear and undimmed one's own inner light, i.e.,

the power of perception that receives the divine truth." Certainly the train

of thought in Matthew is easier and clearer, but Luke found them in the

source whence he obtained them in the connection in which he gives them.

— elg kpvttt?'/v] not instead of the neuter, for which the feminine never stands

in the New Testament (not even in Matt. xxi. 42), nor is it according to the

analogy of elg /mnpav, tic fiiav, and the like (see Bernhardy, p. 221) adverbial

(see Bornemann), since no instance of such a use of npvirTyv can be produced,

but the accent must be placed on the penult, elg KpvK-njv : into a concealed

passage, into a vault (cellar).
2 The certainty of the usus loquendi and the ap-

propriateness of the meaning confirm this explanation, although it occurs

in none of the versions, and among the mss. only in r. Yet Euthymius

Zigabenus seems to give it in rijv hirdKpvfyov olniav, "the hidden house :" in

recent times, Valckenaer, Matthaei (ed. min. I. p. 395), Kuinoel, Bretschnei-

der, Bleek, Holtzmann, Winer, p. 213 [E. T. 238], have it. Comp. Beza.

Ver. 35. See therefore ; take care, lest, etc. Beza well says :
" Consider*!,

num" "consider, whether." Comp. Buttmann, Newt. Gr. p. 209 [E. T.

243]. Gal. vi. 1 is not quite similar, for there /«) stands with the subjunctive,

1 These words have nothing further to do ver. 33, manifestly does not describe a pro-

with the refusal of the sign. This is in op- cedure that takes place, but a duty.

position to Hilijenfeld, who regards the con- -Thus rj Kpimrr) in Athen. iv. p. 205 A.

nect.ion as being : that there is no need at Comp. the Latin crypta, Sueton. Calig. 58 ;

all of such a sign, since, indeed, Jesus does Vitruv. vi. 8 ; Prudent. Hippol. 154 :
" Mersa

not conceal nis light, etc. Comp. also latebrosis crypta patet foveis."

Weizsacker, p. 157. Besides, the discourse,
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find moans : tliat not.— to tyuc to ev col] 6 vovg 6 (purayuybc rr,c i/;i'A'W aov
i
" tlie

illuminating mind of thy soul," Euthymius Zigabenus. — gk6tos kariv] vtto tuv

n-adijv, "by thy passions," Euthymius Zigabenus.

Ver. 3G. Ow] taking up again the thought of vcr. 34 : nai blov rb aujia cov

Quteivov kariv, — In the protasis the emphasis lies on blov, which therefore is

more precisely explained by uti ixov rl Liip. ckot. ; but in the apodosis QuteivSv

has the emphasis, and the kind and degree of this light are illustrated (comp.

ver. 34) by cjg brav k.-.I. : "If therefore thy body is absolutely and entirely

bright, without having any part dark, then bright shall it be absolutely and

entirely, as when the light with its learn enlightens thee.'
1 '' For then is the eye

rightly constituted, fulfilling its purpose (see on Matt. vi. 22) ; but the eye

stands to the body in the relation of the light, ver. 34. It is complete en-

lightenment, therefore, not merely partial, of which this normal condition of

light (d>g brav /c.r./l.) is affirmed. 'Atto tov Kara to au/xa Tvapachtyfiarog irepi rifc

ipvx'^g (Ytfiuai voelv . . . 'Eui> avTij oXtj Quteiv?/ «//, lit] sxovaa pr/Ssv pipog egkotkjpevov

irdOei., L17]TE TO loyiOTlKOV, fl/'/TE TO 0VIXIKUV, LIJJTE TO ETTcOvfllKOV, EGTCLL (pUTElvi) U/.7] oi'70>f,

,'ig otuv 6 IvxvocTy aatpawy avrov <puTtC?j or, "From the example of the body He

permits us to think concerning the soul ... If this is altogether full of

light, not having any part darkened by passion, either the reason, or the

temper, or the desires, it shall be altogether full of light, as when the lamp

with its bright shining doth give thee light," Euthymius Zigabenus. The

observation of the above diversity of emphasis in the protasis and apodosis,

which is clearly indicated by the varied position of blov with respect to

quteivov, removes the appearance of tautology in the two members, renders

needless the awkward change of thepunctuation advocated by Vogel (de con-

jecturaeusu in crisi JV". T. p. 37 f.) and Iiinck : eI cA gov bfarv, gkjteivov

lit) Ixov tl fiipog, ckoteivov, EGTai (puTEivbv blov k.t.1., and sets aside the conjectures

that have been broached, such as those of Michaelis [Einl. I. p. 730) : Lotm

<pur. to blov (body and soul), or blobv ; of Bornemann : that the firsl

agloss ; of Eichthal : that instead of "thy body" must be meant "thine«y«"

(comp. already Maldonatus). — i, 3,'
Vrm] the lamp of the room, ver. 88.

Vv. 37-54. See on Matt, xxiii. 1. [See Note XOIV., p. 411.]

Vcr. 37. 'Ei> 6k tC> ?.a?S/aat] that is to say, what had preceded at ver. 20 ff.

— apiarl/aij] refers no more than hpiarov at Matt. xxii. 4 to the principal

meal, but to the breakfast (in opposition to Kuinoel, de Wettc, and others).

See xiv. 12. — "Wiaci [xhv ti)\> tgjv <Paptaaiuv aKaiorr/Tn 6 ni'pioc, a2.X' bfxug ovveotui-

rai avTolc oV avrb rovro, brt av mi Siopd&oeai ."

v/' ?.v"'> "The Lord knew

indeed the rudeness of the Pharisees, but He accepts entertainment with

them tor this very reason, that they were evil and needing correction," TheO-

phylact. in the following discourse itself, Luke, under the guidance of the

Bource he is using, gives a much more limited selection from the Logia, ab-

breviating and generalizing much of the contents.

Vv. 88, 39. 'E/fanr. -,<n r. aplor.] See on Mark vii. 2.
1 Luke docs not -ay

that the Pharisee expressed his surprise ; Jesus recognizes his thoughts im-

< .ir^us 1i:m1 Jual oome ou1 of the crowd, cleanse Himself byatatf before the morn-

nay, He bad Just expelled a drin.ni, ver. 1 1. lng meal (comp on Mark vii. 4).

Hence they expected thai He vi
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mediately. Comp. Augustine. Schleiermacher, p. 180 f., directly contradicts

the narrative when he places these sayings of Jesus after the meal, saying

that they were first spoken outside the house. See, on the other hand, Strauss,

I. p. 654, who, however, likewise takes objection to their supposed awk-

wardness (comp. Gfrorer, Heil. Sage, I. p. 243, de Wette, Ritschl, Holtz-

mann, Eichthal). This judgment applies an inappropriate standard to the

special relation in which Jesus stood to the Pharisees, seeing that when con-

fronting them He felt a higher destiny than the maintenance of the respect

due to a host moving Him (comp. vii. 39 ff.) ; and hence the perception of

the fitness of things which guided the tradition to connecting these sayings

with a meal was not in itself erroneous, although, if we follow Matt, xxiii.,

we must conclude that this connection was first made at a later date. Apart

from this, however, the connection is quite capable of being explained, not,

perhaps, from the mention of cups and platters, but from the circumstance

that Jesus several times when occasion offered, and possibly about that jieriod

when He was a guest in the houses of Pharisees, gave vent to His righteous

moral indignation in His anti-Pharisaic sayings. Comp. xiv. 1 ff . — vvv] a

silent contrast with a better nakat : as it now stands with you, as far as things

have gone with you, etc. Comp. Grotius, who brings into comparison : r\

yevea avrtj. — to rS£ eouffev vfitiv] vfiuv does not belong to dpir. k. novTjp. (Kypke,

Kuinoel, Paulus, Bleek, and others, following Beza's suggestion), so that

what is inside, the contents of the cup and platter, ra hovra, vcr. 41, would

be meant, which would agree with Matt, xxiii. 25, but is opposed to the

order of the words here. On the contrary, the outside of the cup, etc., is

contrasted with the inward nature of the persons. Ye cleanse the former,

but the latter is full of robbery and corruption (comp. on Rom. i. 29). The
concrete expression apnayrj, as the object of endeavor, corresponds to the

disposition of wlEove^ia, which in Mark vii. 22, Rom. i. 29, is associated

with novripia. — Matt, xxiii. 25 has the saying in a more original form. The

conception in Luke, although not in itself inappropriate (Weiss), shows traces

of the influence of reflective interpretation, as is also evident from a compar-

ison of ver. 40 with Matt, xxiii. 26.

Ver. 40. Jesus now shows how irrational (a<j>povsg) this is from the religious

point of view. — ovx 6 noirjang k.tJ.] did not He (God) who made that which is

without (i.e., everything external in general, res externas) also make that which

is within (res internas) ? How absurd, therefore, for you to cleanse what
belongs to the rebus externis, the outside of the cup, but allow that which
belongs to the rebus internis, your inner life and effort, to be full of robbery,

etc. ; that ye do not devote to the one and to the other (therefore to both)

the cleansing care that is due to God's work ! Consequently to ^udev is the

category to which belongs to i^uBev r. wot. k. t. nlv., ver. 39, and to eaudev

the category to which belongs to toudev v/iuv, ver. 39. In opposition to the

context, others limit the words to the relation of body and spirit (Theophy-

lact, Euthymius Zigabenus, and many others, Bornemann also), which is not

permitted by to e^uOev tov aOTripiov, ver. 39. Others limit them to the mate-

riale patinae et poculi, "material of the cup and platter," and the cibum et

potum, '

' food and drink, " which to iaudev v/iuv, ver. 39, does not allow (in
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opposition to Starck, Notcu select, p. 91, and Wolf, Paulus also and Bleek).

Kuinoel (following Eisner and Kypke) makes the sentence affirmative : "Ntm
qui exterius purgavit, pocula patinasque (eadem opera) etlam interim pur-

ga/oit, cibos, "He who cleaned the exterior, cups and platters, did not also

(as the same work) clean the interior's food :*' hut this view, besides being

open to the objection drawn from to iaudev ifiuv, ver. 39, is opposed to the

usus loquendi of tin 1 words i-ni}jcr and -roil/car.

Ver. 41. A prescription how they are to effect the true purification. W/J/v

is verumtamen (see on vi. 24): Still, in order to set aside this foolish incon-

gruity, give that which is therein (the contents of your cups and platters) as

alms, and behold everything is pure unto you . . . this -loving activity will then

make your entire ceremonial purifications superfluous for you. All that you

now believe you are compelled to subordinate to your customs of washings

(the context gives this as the reference of the ir&vTa) will stand to you (to

your consciousness) in the relation of purity. On the idea, comp. Hos. vi.

(i ( Matt. ix. 13, xii. 7). ru ivdvra has the emphasis : yet what is in them, etc.

Moreover, it is of itself obvious, according to the meaning of Jesus, that Be
lis value not on the external work of love in itself, but on the disposi-

tion evinced thereby. Comp. xvi. 9. The more unnecessary was the view

which regarded the passage as ironical (Erasmus, Lightfoot, and others,

Including Kuinoel, Schleiermacher, Neander, Bornemann), and according to

which Jesus repeats the peculiar maxim of the Pharisees for attaining right-

eousness by works : "Attamen date modo stipem pauperibus, tunc ex ves-

tra opinione parum solliciti esse potestis de victu injuste comparato, tunc

vobis omnia pura sunt," " Nevertheless only give a contribution to the poor,

then in your opinion ye can be not particularly solicitous about food unjust-

ly acquired, then all things are pure unto you,"' Kuinoel. Irony would

come in only if in the text were expressed, not date, but datis. Moreover,

the Pharisees would not have said -a ivdvra, but ex rani kvdvruv. Besides,

notwithstanding the Old Testament praise of this virtue (Prov. xvi. G ; Dan.

iv. 24 ; Eccles. iii. 80, xxix. 12 ; Tob. iv. 10, xii. 9, and elsewhere), and

notwithstanding the Rabbinical " Eleemosyna aequipollel omnibus virtuti-

bus," " Almsgiving equals in value all the virtues" (Bona bathra, f. 9. 1\ char-

itableness (apart from ostentatious almsgiving, Matt. vi. 2) was so far from

being the st rong side of the Pharisees ( Matt. wiii. 1 :!. II : Mark \ ii. 11 |
that

JesU8 had sufficient reason to inculcate on them that virtue instead of their

worthless washings.

—

ra ivAvra] that irh;,-h is therein. It might also mean,

nol : quod euperest, '-what i^nn-," i.e., r .> \om6v (Vulgate), but perhaps :

that which is at hand, that which ye havi (Theophylacl : rd bir&pxovra b/uv,

-.Mill- possessions;" Euthymius Zigabenus ; rd ••'.
. "whal is laid

up ;" Luther : Ctf thai which is there), <>r which isposxible (Orotius, Moms),

to justify which iowat would have to be understood
;
but the connection

requires the reference to the cups ami platters.

Vv. 42, 48. See on Matt. wiii. 28, 8 f. Bui W06 unto you, ye have quite

different maxims !— irapipxeoBe] ye leant out of consideration, as at rv. 29,

and frequently in Greek writers, Judith xi. 10. — ayaware] ye place a high

value thereupon. Comp. John xii. 48,
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Ver. 44. See on Matt, xxiii. 27. Yet here the comparison is different. —
to. adr/?.a] the undiscemible, which are not noticeable as graves in consequence

of whitewash (Matt. I.e.) or otherwise. — nai] simplicity of style ; the period-

ic structure would have linked on the clause by means of a relative, but this

loose construction adds the point more independently and more emphatical-

ly. — TTspiTrarovvre^ without an article (see the critical remarks) : while they

walk. — ovk oidaoiv] know it not, that they are walking on graves.

Ver. 45. This vou.ik.6q was no Sadducee (Paulus, yet see his Exeget. Handb.),

because he otherwise would not have applied these reproaches to himself as

well as to the Pharisees, and Jesus would not have continued to discourse

so entirely in an anti-Pharisaic tone, but he likewise was a Pharisee, as in

general were most of the vouinoi. That he only partially professed the prin-

ciples of the Pharisees is assumed by de TVette on account of nal ?]/j.a<,-, in

which, however, is implied "not merely the common Pharisees (the laity),

but even us, the learned, thou art aspersing. 1
' The scribe calls what was a

righteous oveidi^eiv (Matt. xi. 20 ; Mark xvi. 14) by the name of vf3pi£eiv

(xviii. 32 ; Acts xiv. 5 ; Matt. xxii. 6). Although this episode is not men-
tioned in Matthew, there is no sufficient ground to doubt its historical char-

acter. Comp. on xii. 41. Consequently, all that follows down to ver. 52

is addressed to the vofitKoi, as they are once again addressed at the close by
name, ver. 52. But it is not to be proved that Luke in his representation

had in view the legalists of the apostolic time (Weizsacker), although the

words recorded must needs touch them, just as they were also concerned in

the denunciations of Matt, xxiii.

Ver. 46. See on Matt, xxiii. 4.

Vv. 47, 48. See on Matt, xxiii. 29-31. The sting of the discourse is in

Matthew keener and sharper. — bri o'tKoSopelre . . . oi fie rrarepec k.t.2..] because

ye build . . . but your fathers slew them. By this building, which renews the

remembrance of the murder of the prophets, ye actually give testimony and

consent to the deeds of your fathers, ver. 48. Otherwise ye would leave to

ruin and forgetfulness those graves which recall these deeds of shame ! It

is true the graves were built for the purpose of honoring the prophets, but

the conduct of the builders was such that their way of regarding the proph-

ets, as proved by this hostile behavior, was reasonably and truly declared by
Jesus to be a practical contradiction of that purpose. He declares how, in

accordance with this behavior, the matter objectively and actually stood.

Consequently, there is neither any deeper meaning to be supposed as need-

ing to be introduced, as Lange, L. J. II. 2, p. 840, has unhappily enough
attempted

; nor is apa to be taken as interrogative (Schleiermacher). The
second clause of the contrast, ol tie iraripec k.t.A., is introduced without any

preparation (without a previous fiiv ; otherwise at ver. 48), but just with

so much the greater force, and hence no y.h< is to be supplied. 1— In view

of the reading i<nelg 6e o'tnodopil-e, ver. 48 (without avruv ra uvq/uEia, see the

critical remarks), we must translate : but ye build! ye carry on buildings.

1 Kuinoel ; see, on the other hand, Klotz, ad Devar. p. 35C f.; Fritzsche, a I Eo:n. II.

p. 423.
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Thai this building had reference to the tombs of the prophets is self-evident.

The brief expression is more passionate, pregnant, incisive.

Vv. 49-51. Sec on Matt, xxiii. :J4—39.— 6ia tovto] on account of this your

agreemenl with your lathers as murderers of the prophets, which affinity

the wisdom of God had in view when it gave its judgment. Under the

guidance of the doctors of the law, the people among whom the gospel

teachers were sent (slg avrovq) rejected these latter, etc. See ver. 52.

—

y

oofia r. Oeov] Doubtless a quotation, as is proved by elirev and avrovg, but not

from the Old Testament, since no such passage occurs in it (Olshausen men-

tions 2 Chron. xxiv. 19 interrogatively, but what a difference !), and quota-

tions from the Old Testament arc never introduced by >) ao<j>ia r. Beov. 1 To
suppose, a lost Jewish writing, however, which either may have had this

title (Ewald, Bleek, Baumgarten-Crusius, Weizsacker) or may have intro-

duced the HIST riODn as speaking (Paulas),- is contrary to the analogy of

all the rest of the quotations made by Jesus, as well, as to the evangelical

tradition itself, which, according to Matt, xxiii. 34, attributed these words

to Jexus. Accordingly, it is to be supposed a that Jesus is here quoting one

of His own earlier tiit<T(ninx (observe the past tense elirev), so that lie repre-

sents 1hi- wisdom of God (Wisd. vii. 27 ; Matt. xi. 19 ; Luke vii. 35) as hav-

ing spoken through Him. Allied to this is the idea of the loyvc. [See

Note XCV., p. 411.] According to this, however, the original form of

the passage is not to be found in Luke (Olshausen, Bleek) ; for while

Matthew lhvcs this remarkable utterance in a directly present form, Luke's

method of recording it transfers to the mouth of Jesus what rather was a

later mode of citing it, and gives it in the shape of a result of reflective

theology akin to the doctrine of the Logos. 4— indiu^.} to drive out of the

1 Thepassageis very Inaccurately treated vieweisavTous(insteadof cis tfios) would
by Kostlin, p. 168, according to whom Luke certainly not be opposed, since those whom
has here heaped misunderstanding on mis- the speech concerned might be opposed a*

understanding. Ee is said to have referred third persons to the wisd inn of * i < • < i which

the entire atteranoe to the Old Testament was speaking. i>ui Instead of elirw might

prophets |s<> Weiss ed. Mey.], and on that be expected \4yei ; for note through Jesus

account to have placed before it r. 4 <F»^ia the divine wisdom would deolare its conn-

t. ©6o0 curee, in order to give to it theohar- sel (Heb. lii, 10, to whloh Bofmann refers, la

acter of an ancient prophecy, which, how- different, because there eliro* In connection

ever, had no existence at all, etc. with Trpo<Tu\di<ra. actually relates to thn

1 Strauss also, In Bilgenfeld's Zeitschrift, past). Moreover, if by ij o-o^ia roO 0eoO were
1868, p. 87 ff., who is thinking entirely of a notmeanl the personal wisdom of God that

Christian document. appeared In Christ, and emitted the utter-

3 Neander, I.. •/. p. 665; Gess, "Person Chr. ance, it would noi be conceivable why it

comp. also Eitschl :/ ireions, sin mid not simply have been said : Sii toCto

p. 89. icai 6 ©e6« Atyn. Nowhere else In the New
'The utterance In Matthew, t-yw anoa-- Testament Is a declaration of God called a

Tt\\u> K.T.A.,was historically indicated iii the declaration of the divine wisdom. Besides,

• hnrch by :
>'/ o-o</iia toO 0eoO tlncv ano<TTt\,o according to Matt, xxiii. 84, Jesusia the rab-

k.t.a. And Luke here makes Jesus ffimseff jeel of atroorcAu ; and this is also the case

speak In this later mode of indicating it. In the passage before us, if q <ro$ia r. 8cov is

[t is a v<rrcpoi In/orm. According understood of the person of Christ as being

to Hofinann. Schriftbew. I. p. 101 (oomp. also the personal Belf-revelation of the divine

Bchegg), Jesus announces God's oounsel in wladom. Christ Bends to His Church the

the form of a word of God. Comp. Qrotlus prophets and aposl Bph. Iv. n.

and ran Qengel, dnnot. p. 10 f. To this RJggenbach's explanation (flKud, ". Krit.
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land. — 'iva ek£t}t. k.t./L] an appointment in the divine decree. The expres-

sion corresponds to the Hebrew CH #p3, 2 Sam. iv. 11 ; Ezek. iii. 18, 20

[A. V. "require (his) blood"], which sets forth the vengeance for blood. —
The series of prophets in the more general sense begins with Abel as the first

holy man.

Ver. 52. See on Matt, xxiii. 14. The genitive of the thing with r. K^elSa

denotes that which is opened by the key (Matt. xvi. 19 ; Rev. i. 18, ix. 1,

xx. 1), since here we are not to supply rijg {SaatkEiag with ulsida, and take r.

yvuiyEUQ as a genitive of a/pposiUon (Dusterdieck in the Stud. u. Krit. 1865,

p. 750). Comp. Isa. xxii. 22. — The yvuaig, the knowledge /car' eS-oxfiv, i.e., the

knowledge of the divine saving truth, as this was given in the manifestation

and the preaching of Christ, is compared to a closed house, to get into which

the hey is needed. The vopinoi have taken away this key, i.e., they have by

means of their teaching, opposed as it is to the saving truth (because only

directed to traditional knowledge and fulfilling of the law), made the people

incapable of recognizing this truth. — fjpare] tulistis (Vulgate) ; the reading

aTTEKph-ipaTe found in D is a correct gloss. If they had recognized and taught,

as Paul did subsequently, the law as irat.6ayuybg elg Xpiarov (Gal. iii. 24), they

would have used the key for the true knowledge for themselves and others,

but not taken it away, 1 and made it inaccessible for use. They have taken it

away ; so entirely in opposition to their theocratic position of being the

KAzidovxoi have they acted. — On the figurative idea of the key of knowledge,

comp. viii. 10 : v/uv fiiSorai yvuvat to, pvarhpia rijg fiacts.Eiag -. Qeov. The
aorists are altogether to be taken in the sense of the completed treatment

;

they indicate what the vopmoi have accomplished by their efforts : rovg Ecasp-

Xouevovq, however, are those who were intending to enter.

Vv. 53, 54. KaKEldsv E^eWovrog avrov] (see the critical remarks) and when

He had gone forth thence (from the Pharisee's house, ver. 37). — As to the

distinction between ypaupaTslg and vo/nmoi, see on Matt. xxii. 35. The voutnoi

are included in the ypau/iar. k. $apic. Comp. on ver. 45. — evexeiv] not : to

he angry (as usually interpreted), which would require a qualifying addition

such as x&ov (Herod, i. 118, vi. 119, viii. 27), but : they began terribly to

give heed to Him, Avhich in accordance with the context is to be understood

of hostile attention (enmity). 2 — a-na-opari^Eiv5
] means first of all : to recite

awayfrom the mouth, i.e., by heart (Plat. Euthyd. p. 276 C, 277 A ; Wetstein

1855, p. 599 f.) is similar to that of Ilofmann, else instead of r/pare the participle would
—though more correct in taking the crofyia. have required to be used. Many of the older

t. ©eoO in the Logos-sense, but interpreting commentators, as Erasmus, Eisner, Wolf,

the past tense elxev by an " at all times" Maldonatus, took jjpaTe as: ye have arro-

arbitrarily supplied. gated to yourselves, which, however, it does
1 Ahrens, Amt d. Schlussel, p. 9 ff., takes not mean.

rtpare as : ye bear (more strictly : ye have 2 So also Mark vi. 19 ; Gen. xlix. 23

;

taken to you) the key of knowledge, to wit

:

Test. XII. Patr. p. 682 ; in the good sense :

as those who ought to be its oi/coi/d/xoi, Jambliehus, Yit. Pyth. 0.

"stewards." Thus, however, the reason of 3 The Vulgate has os ejus opprimere,

the ovot would not yet appear in on jjpare whereby it expresses the reading en-ioTo-

k.t.A., nor until the following avrol ow k.t.A.; |u.t£eti>, which still occurs in a few cursives,

and hence the latter would have required Luther follows the Vulgate,
to be linked on by d-Ud, or at least by 5<r ; or
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in loc.) ; then transitively : to get out of one by questioning (Pollux, ii. 102
;

Suidas : UTToaTOftarl^Etv (pad ruv dtddonahov, brav keTie'vei tuv iralda /Jyetv arra airb

orSfiaroc, " The teacher is said airooTo/iaTifriv, when he commands the boy to

say something by rote"). See Ruhnken, Tim. p. 43 f. So here ; it is the

..- aiiTOOXedlovg K. o-veitigkektovc drroKpiascc ipurtifidruv doAEpuiv, "demand-

ing off-hand and ill-considered replies to deceitful questions,' 1 Euthymius

Zigahenus. — Ver. 54. According to the corrected reading (see the critical

remarks) : while they lay in wait for Him, in order to catch up (to get by

hunting) something out of His mouth. See instances of 67/pEvaai in this meta-

phorical sense, in Wctstein.

Notes by American Editor.

'LXXXIX. Vv. 1-4.

Godet also regards the position of the Lord's Prayer in Luke as historically

more correct. Certainly the definite statements of ver. 1, as well as the subse-

quent context, oppose the view that a part of the Sermon on the Mount was

transferred by the Evangelist to this place. The only question that remains

is : whether the form was repeated, or did Matthew incorporate it, with other

matter spoken on different occasions, in the Sermon on the Mount? Meyer is

disposed to accept the former, while Weiss ed. Mey. adopts the latter view.

" From this portion of the older source, here fully preserved, the first Evangelist

has interwoven into the Sermon on the Mount the Lord's Prayer (Matt. vi.

9-13) and the promise respecting the answer to prayer (Matt. vii. 7-11)." He

also finds in the peculiar word etzio'vclov, occurring in both Gospels, a proof that

both reports were derived from the same Greek source. But the very numer-

ous divergences more than offset this agreement (so Godet).

XC. Ver. 3. hriobaiov.

This word, occurring only here and in Matt. vi. 11, is fully discussed in notes

on the latter passage. The 11. V. marg. has "Greek, our bread for the <

day ;
" the Am. Com. add, "our needful bread."

SCI. Ver. 8. The Lesson of the Parable.

Weiss ed. Mey. rightly thinks the lesson is one of persewrancf in prayer also,

since ver. 8 speaks of " importunity." What is shameless importunity in the

parable represents proper perseverance in prayer to God, since He can never

1m wearied out by our asking.

MIL Ver. 14 ff. The Chronological Position.

Many harmonists identify the miracle and discourse in vv. 14-20 with those

narrated in Matt. xii. and Mark iii. So Weiss ed. Mey., without reference to the

harmony. But since what follows, as far us the dose of chap, xii., i.-i directly

connected witli this section, and, moreover, presents points of res< mblanoe to

the portions of Matthew and Mark which follow at the earlier point, the whole

portion from chap. xi. 14 to xii. 5(J (and even to xiii. 9) is regarded by
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these harmonists as belonging to the ministry in Galilee. More definitely, the

position assigned is immediately before the discourse in parables. (So Robin-

son and others.) But Godet maintains quite strongly the correctness of Luke's

position. Andrews doubtfully assumes this. The critical results which Weiss

claims to have reached favor strongly the identity of the miracle recorded here

with that narrated by the other Synoptists. Everywhere from ver. 14 to the

end of chap. xii. the reader will readily discover striking correspondences with

passages in Matthew and Mark which belong to the earlier ministry. If the

order of Mark is accepted all the parts of the narrative can be readily arranged

in their proper positions.

XCIII. Vv. 27, 28.

Those who place this portion of Luke earlier, in the Galilaean ministry,

connect this occurrence with the presence of the mother and brethren of Jesus

(Matt. xii. 46-50 ; Mark iii. 31-35 ; Luke viii. 19-21). That incident preceded

the discourse in parables. So Weiss ed. Mey. While this incident is not

strictly parallel, the two may readily be combined : the appearance of Mary in

the crowd might have occasioned the exclamation of this woman.

XCIV. Vv. 37-54. Discourse against the Pharisees.

Weiss ed. Mey. regards this as derived from the same source as the great

denunciatory discourse in Matt, xxiii. He has sought (Matt. p. 483 £f.) to

restore the original text and circumstances. But against this view it may be

urged that both Mark and Luke refer to the later denunciation, that the cir-

cumstances are entirely different, that a repetition of these utterances is highly

probable. The discourse here naturally follows the demand for a sign, and
may with propriety be placed earlier, during the Galilaean ministry.

XCV. Ver. 49. ?/ aofia r. 8.

Godet explains this difficult passage :
" The book of the 0. T. which in the

primitive church as well as among the Jews, in common with the books of

Jesus Sirach and Wisdom, bore the name of cotyia, or wisdom of God, was that

of Proverbs." He then cites Prov. i. 20-31 : "Wisdom uttereth her voice,"

etc., finding the special reference to the latter part of the passage. See his

Luke, pp. 335, 33C, Am. ed.
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CHAPTER XII.

Ver. 4. Here also (comp. on Matt. x. 28 ; Mark xii. 5) read, following A E K
LU V 1' A N, min., with Lachm. and Tisch., awoKrew6vTurv. [W. and Hort, E. V.

(E) have the aorist ; so Bee] — Ver. 7. ovv\ is wanting in B L B 157, Copt.

Sated, codd. of It. Anibr. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. From
Matt. x. 31. — Ver. 11. irpoa<j>£puoiv] B L X N, min. Vulg. codd. of It. have

eio<pkpwaiv. So Tisch. [and recent editors, B. V.] D, Clem. Or. Cyr. of Jerus.

Ver. have (pipuaiv. The latter is to be preferred ; the compound forms are at-

tempts at more accurate definition ; had either of them been original there was

no occasion for substituting the simple form. [Tisch., recent editors, E. V.,

with X B L, etc., have /t£pi/iv?/G//re.] — Ver. 14. fiinaa-f/v] Lachm. and Tisch. have

ixfitr/'/v, in accordance with B L X, min. Sahid., as also D, 28, 33, Cant. Colb.

Marcion, which have not y pepiar. — dacaar. was introduced by way of gloss,

through a comparison of Acts vii. 27, 35. — Ver. 15. traaijQ irfeovel;. is to be

adopted on decisive evidence (Elz. Scholz have ryq 7r/l.). — Instead of the second

avTov, Lachm. and Tisch. have airp, in favor of which is the evidence of B D F
L li 8** min. Bas. Titus of Bostra, Cyr. Bightly ; avrovis a mechanical repeti-

tion of what has gone before.— [Ver. 20. Eecent editors, with Tisch (X A B D L,

etc.) read afipuv.] — Ver. 22. After i,""A'{/ Elz. Scholz have i/iav. Condemned by

Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. on decisive evidence. It is from Matt.

vi. 25 ; whence also in B, min. vss. bpav has also been interpolated after oupari.

[So W. and Hort, E. V.] — Ver. 23. y yap i>i'/ is indeed attested by authorities

of importance (B D L M S V X N, min. vss. Clement); yet yap (bracketed by
Lachm., deleted by Tisch.) betrays itself as a connective addition, in opposi-

tion to which is the evidence also of i>r\) ,'j rw^v/ in min. (following Matthew).

[Eecent editors, E. V., accept yap.] — Ver. 25. The omission of ftepifiv&v

(Tisch.) is too weakly attested by 1> and two cursives for us to be able to regard

the word as an addition from Matthew [Tisch. VIT1. has restored it]. The Ho-
moiotcleuton after ///wv might easily cause its being dropped out. [Tisch.,

recent editors, E. V. (with K* B D, Copt.), omit ha; from Matthew.] —
Ver. 26. o'ure] Lachm. and Tisch. have ovdi. Necessary, and sufficiently attest-

ed by B L N, etc. — Ver. 27. True avi-avev ov kott. ovdt vfy&ei] D, Vero. Syr.cn*

Marcion? Clem, have Kuqovre vfy&Eiovn vfalvei. So Tisch., and rightly [but not

recent .editors, tl vidence against being too slight
|

: the Recepta is from Matt,

vi. 28. — Ver. 'Js. rbv x6prov kv rip aypip ofy/i. bvra] many variations. Both the word
r.., .in.l the order of the Recepta are due to Matt. vi. 80. Following B L N. etc..

wc must read with Tiseh. .'. {dprov oijpepov bvra [Tisch. VlTI., following

H B L \, 'i''.'J, Sah. Copt., has bvra oijfiepov] (Lachm. has iv ayp.

[Becenl editors agree with Tisch., and also in ver. 29, substituting /cai ri

for v r'.
|

Ver. 31. Elz. Scholz havi -ovQeov. But the well-attested avrov was
supplanted by rov Oeov, following Matt. vi. 33, whence ah.,, was imported rrdvra

at'i' i- ravra (Elz. Scholz). Ver. 36. avaTivoei] avaXiav is decisively attested, and

is Inner, with Lachm. and Tiseh., to be preferred. Ver. 88. [The lir i
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of the Rec. is rejected by Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B L, etc., and

Kav substituted for koi lav, us well as for the second Kai.~\— ol dovlioi] is wanting in B
DL X, vss. Ir. Suspected byGriesb., deleted by Tisch. An addition in accord-

ance with ver. 37 [Tisch. VIII. has also deleted ckc'ivoc, which is wanting in S*].

— Ver. 40. ovv~\ is to be struck out with Lachni. and Tisch., as also is avru [not

omitted by Tisch. VIII., but by Treg., W. and Hort, R. V.], ver. 41. — Ver. 42.

[Recent editors (X B D L, etc.) have /cat dx-ev.]— Instead of u cppov., Elz. Scholz

have Kal <pp6v., in opposition to preponderating evidence, /cat is from Matt. xxiv.

45. — Ver. 47. savrol-] Lachm. and Tisch. have avrov on very weighty evidence.

[So recent editors, R. V., with S BDL, etc.] The Eecepta is to be maintained.

The significance of the reciprocal pronoun was very often not observed by the

transcribers. — Ver. 49. Instead of elr, Lachm. and Tisch. have kiri. [So recent

editors, R. V., with X A B L, etc.] The authorities are much divided, but hiri

bears the suspicion of having come in through a reminiscence of Matt. x. 34.

— Ver. 53. tha/iEpiad-rjcerai^ Lachm. and Tisch. (both of them joining it to what

has gone before) have Staiispiodf/aopTai, in accordance with important uncials (in-

cluding B D X) and a few cursives, Sahid. Vulg. codd. of It. Fathers. Rightly ;

it was attracted to Avhat follows (so also most of the editions), which appeared

to need a verb, and therefore was put in the singular. According to almost

equally strong attestation we must read ttjv ^vya-epa and t?)v /nT/rtpa instead of

d-vyarpi and urjTpi (Lachm. and Tisch. omitting the unequally attested article).

The Piecepia resulted from involuntary conformity to what precedes. — Ver. 54.

t/jv ve<p£?..~\ The article is wanting in A B L X A X, min. Lachm. Tisch. [Recent

editors, R. V.] But how easily was tijv, which in itself is superfluous, passed

over between tcS;yTE and 'Netyi/i. !— [W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., agree with Tisch.]

[N B L) in reading kni instead of a-6.~\ — Ver. 58. irapa^uj Lachm. and Tisch.

have Trapadojaei. Rightly ; the transcribers carried on the construction, as in

Matt. v. 25. So also subsequently, instead of (ia.A?,y (Elz.) or jid"kri (Griesb.

Scholz) is to be read, with Lachm. and Tisch., (iaTisi.

Ver. 1. During what was narrated in xi. 53, 54 (h o/f), therefore while

the scribes and Pharisees are pressing the Lord after He has left the house

with captious questions, the crowd, without number, had gathered to-

gether (eKcavvaxO.), and now at various intervals He holds the following dis-

course, primarily indeed addressing His disciples {-rrpbq rovg /mO^rag uvtov,

ver. 22), yet turning at times expressly to the people (vv. 15 ff., 54 ff.), and
in general in such a manner (ver. 41) that the multitude also was intended

to hear the whole, and in its more general reference to apply it to them-

selves. With the exception of the interlude, vv. 13-21, the discourse is orig-

inal only in this way, that very diverse, certainly in themselves original,

fragments of the Logia are put together ; but when the result is compared
with the analogous procedure of Matthew in the Sermon on the Mount,

Matthew is found to be the more original of the two. Among the longer

discourses in Luke none is so much of a mosaic as the present. [See Note
XCVL, p. 425.] Although the historical situation of ver. 1 is not invented,

yet by the designed and plainly exaggerated bringing together of a great

multitude of people it is confused. It would be too disproportioned an ap-

paratus merely to illustrate the contents of ver. 2 f. (Weizsacker).

—

ruv

ftvptadur] The article denotes the innumerable asseinbled mass of the people
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(Very hypcrbnlically, comp. Acts xxi. 20). — were Kara-ar. a/ '/./,/..] ovrag

vot enaaros nKijoi6(etv avTy '' longing each one to get near Him," Thco-

phylact. — jjpt-ctTo] He began, pictorial style

—

-p^mr] before all, is to be

taken with irpooixere, comp. ix. 61, x. 5 ; Gersdorf, p. 107. It docs not be-

long to what precedes (Luther, Bengel, Knapp, Schulz, Scholz, Paulus,

Lachmann, Teschendorf), in connection with which it would be absolutely

superfluous, although A C D X, etc., do take it thus. [See Note XCVIL,

p. 425. |
Ewald well says, "As a first duty.''''—rye 0'y/;r] see on Matt, xvi.

6 ; Mark viii. 15. Here also is not meant the vice of Ivypocrisy (the usual in-

terpretation), because in that case the next clause would have /} vn-dnpiffig

(with the article) ; but it glances back to the subject of the previous con-

versation at the table,
1 and means: the pernicious doctrines and principles.

Of these lie says : their nature is hypocrisy; therein lies what constitutes the

reason of the warning (yric, quippe quae).

Vv. 2-10. See on Matt. x. 26-33. The connection is indicated by means

of the continuative 8k : ''Ye must the more, however, be on your guard

against this hypocritical ffyttf, since your teaching is destined to the greatest

publicity for the future." Comp. Mark Lv. 22. Publicity which lies open

to the world's judgment, and hypocritical character which must slum dis-

closure, are irreconcilable. If you would not dread the former, the Latter

must remain far from you. According to Weiss, Luke has given to the

whole saying only the meaning, that everything concealed by hypocrisy

nevertheless on.; day comes to light, and therefore, even every word, how-

ever secretly it is spoken, shall come one day to publicity. But this suppo-

sition, without any ground for it, attributes to Luke a complete misappre-

hension of the meaning] — Ver. 3. hv& av] quare, wherefore. See Hermann,

ad Viger. p. 710 j^Schaefer, Appar. Dan. I. p. 84G.

—

baa hv rj encor/p a.r.'/.\

Everything which (in dread of persecutions) yc shall have spoken in the

darkness, i.e., shall have taught in secret, shall (in the triumph of my cause

|

be heard in the clear daylight, i.e., shall be known in full publicity by your

preaching and the preaching of others. The i xpression fa rj man-if used of

the apostolic agency is not inappropriate (de Wette), since it characterizes it

not in general, but only under certain circumstances ( ver. 4 1. Bui certainly

the original form of the faying is found in Matt. \. 27. while in Luke it

altered to suit the >•, spcriences after these had often enough

proved the necessity of teaching in secret what at a later period came to be

publicly proclaimed before the whole world, 9 when the gospel, as in Luke's

time, was triumphantly spread abroad. fa r.., ,.,..,-.
j
in the clear day

;
Horn.

Od. xxi. 429; Xen. Cyr. iv. 2. 26; Wlsd. xviii. 4. -Ver. 4. If Jesus re-

minded His disciples bj and --,,. rb ov< . . . tv r. n <. ver.

Therefore not to bo Interpreted of the chiefly Limited themselves to tht d
ersottt)eapi 3cker, Judaism, It is not Indeed in agreement

. jn-t as little is xvi. 14. , with this thai that which it secret should so

"According to HUgenfeld, Soang. p. 108 purposelybemade prominent TheTwelve
(comp. his Zeitschrift, 1805, p, 192), and neither limited their mini-try merely Xo

I, p. 147, this publlolty is regarded as Judaism, nor did they minister among tlio

» been meai to the Jews in quietness and secrecy like preachers

try of the Tioelve, because they bad In a corner
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3, of the impending pressure of persecutions. He now exhorts them to fear-

lessness in presence of their persecutors. — role (piAoic /aov] for as such they were

the object of persecution. — fiera ravra] firra to airoKTEivcu. The plural de-

pends on the idea of being put to death, comprising all the modes of taking

aicay life. See Kiihner, II., p. 423. — Ver. 5 f. Observe the marked empha-

sis on the ^o^tjOtite. — Vv. 8-10. Not an admonition for the disciples to re-

main faithful, for ver. 10 would not be appropriate to that, inasmuch as

there was no occasion to be anxious at all about their speaking against the

Son of man, and it would have been even inappropriate to bid them beware

of the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost
;

] but Jesus adds to the previous

encouragements a new one (zltyw 6e v/ilv, comp. ver. 4), saying to them how
momentous for the eternal destiny of men is the apostolic work conducted by
the Holy Spirit, how even the decision of the judgment on men would be given in

accordance with the result of the work of the apostles among them. Hence, ver.

10 has been wrongly regarded as not pertinent to this (Kuinoel, de Wette);

while, on the other hand, Schleiermacher considers the arrangement of

Matt. xii. as less appropriate, in that he introduces a contrast of the present

time (in which the Son is resisted) with the future (when the more rapid

and mighty agency of the Spirit is blasphemed). In itself the saying is ap-

propriate in both places, nay, it may have been uttered more than once
;

but in Matthew and Mark we have its closest historical connection and

position. — As to the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, see on Matt. xii.

31 f.
"

Vv. 11, 12. But when they bring you—following out this denial of me
and blasphemy against the Spirit—to the synagogues, etc. — iruc rj W] Care

not about the kind and manner, or the substance of your defence. See also

on Matt. x. 19 ; Mark xiii. II. 2

Vv. 13-21. Peculiar to Luke ; from his source containing the account of the

journey.— Ver. 13 f. r\q\ certainly no attendant of Jesus (Lightfoot, Kuinoel,

and others), as Luke himself points out by Ik tov bx^ov • besides, such a one

would have known Jesus better than is betrayed by this uncongenial request.

It was a Jew on whom the endowments and authority of Jesus produced

such an impression that he thought he might be able to make rise of Him in

the matter of his inheritance. Whether he was a younger brother who
grudged to the first-born his double share of the inheritance (Ewald), must

1 Hofmann, Schrlftbew. II. 2, p. 342, in- scious and hardened opposers of Christ.

si4s on regarding the blasphemy against They may certainly have already had the

the Spirit in this place as not distinct Spirit and have apostatized and become
from the denial of Jesus. He says that such opposers (Heb. x. 29) ; but if such

this denial in the case of those, namely, people were to be understood in this pas-

who had not only had the earthly human sage, some clearer indication should have
manifestation of Jesus before them, but had been given. Still, how far from the Lord
received the Holy Spirit, is blasphemy must even the mere thought have been^

against the Spirit. But it is very arbitrary that the disciples, His friends, ver. 4, could

to assume, in contradiction to Matt. xii. ever change into such malignant blas-

31, Mark iii. 29, that the blasphemy against phemers !

the Holy Spirit presupposes that the Spirit 2 On anoXoy. ri, comp. Xen. Mem. iv. 8. 4 ;

has already been received. The blasphem- Dem. 227. 13 ; Plat. Gorg. p. 521 A, P/uiett.

ers of the Spirit are malevolently con- p. 09 D, Polit. 4, p. 420 B ; Acts xxiv. 10.
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be left in doubt. — e« r. 6j?..] belongs to dire, as is shown by the order. The

mode of address, avflpuire, has a tone of disapproval. 1 Observe that Jesus

instantly rejects (lie application that concerns a purely worldly matter ; on

the (ither band, lie elsewhere gives a decision on the question of divorce. 2

Ver. 15. Jesus recognized nfeovcifia as that which had stirred up the

quarrel between the brothers, and uses the occasion to utter a warning

against it. — irpbg avTOvgj i.e., rrpu^-rbv bxkov, ver. 13. — uri ovk iv '<> nepio

/c.r.JL] fornot by the fact of a man 1

8 possessing abundance does Ms life (the sup-

port of his life) consist in his possessions. This—the fact thai one's life con-

sists in one's possessions—is not dependent on the abundance of the posses-

sion, but—this, the contrast unexpressed, but resulting from ver. 20—on the

will of God, Avho calls away the selfish collector of treasures from the midst

of his abundance. The simple thought then is : It is not superfluity that

avails to support a man's life by what he j>ossesses. " Vivitur parvo bene,"

" One can live well with little." [See Note XCVIII., p. 425.] To this literal

meaning, moreover, the following parable corresponds, since it does not

authorize us to understand L,uij in its pregnant reference : true life, oun/pia,

or the like (Kuinoel, Bornemann, Olshausen, Ewald, and the older commen-

tators) ; on the other hand, Kaeuffer, De C,utjq aluv. not. p. 12 f.
:; Observe,

moreover, that ovk has been placed at the beginning, before iv rC. nepteo,,

because of the contrast which is implied, and (hat nvi, according to the

usual construction, that of the Vulgate, goes most readily with irepiooeveiv

(xxi. 4 ; Toh. iv. 16 ; Dion. Hal. iii. 11), and is not governed by what

follows. An additional reason for this construction lies in the fact that thus

the following avrov is not superfluous. Finally, it is to be noted thai

in is (he frequent profictSci ex, prodvreex, " proceed from," "spring from." De

Wette is wrong in saying : "for though any one has superfluity, his life is not

a port of his possessions, i.e., he retains it not because he has these possessions."

In this manner ehai hi would mean, to which belong ; but it is decisive againsl

(his view entirely that ovk iv tq ireptaoeveiv iriusi be taken together, while in

r isped thereof, according to the former view, no contrast can be com eived;

for the life is in no CU86 a part of our possessions (in (lie above sense).

Vv. 10-19. On (he idea of this parable, comp. 1's. xlix. IS
; Ecclus. \i.

17 fl. — :h,n:,!,c.w] no( in die sense of the pluperfect (Luther, Castalio, and

others), but : bore wett.
4—j \<>/>»] th estate, Xen. Gyr. viii.4. 28; Jerome, x. 5,

1 Rom, ii. l. Ix, 80; riat. Protag, p. 860 i>; one, because lie lias abundantly, is happl-

Soph. dj. 778, 1188. nesa provided from the wealth which he

'This is worthy of consideration also In possesses (but from piety and faith

respect of the question: whether matters In God)." Olshausen says that there are

of marriage belong to the competency <>f two propositions blended together: "Life

the spiritual or the temporal tribunal ? consists nol In superfluity" (the true life),

Kninoel: "Nun si quis In abundantla and "nothing spiritual can proceed from

dlvitlarum versatur, felicitas ejus a divltils earthly possessions." Ewald Baj

pendet," "Nol If one is placed In abun- man has nol from his external wealth in

dance of riches, does his happiness depend general what can he rightly called bis life,

on riches." Bornemann (8chol. p. s-.
1

. and In he has it not, <>r rather he has It still less by

the 8tud. u. Krlt. 1848, p. 128 ff.) :
" NemlnJ the faol thai this, his external wealth, In-

propterea, quod abunde babet, felloltaa creases by his appeasing his covetou

paratur ex oplbua, quas possidet (sed ex * Examples <( i his late an

In Deo poslta)," " For no (IIlpp. li!p. 1274, 20; Joseph. B«U. U. 21. 2)
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and elsewhere. — Ver. 17 ff. Observe the increasing vivacity of the descrip-

tion of the '

' aninii sine reqnie quieti, " '

' mind without quiet repose " (Bengel).

— ovk ex<j irov]
'

' quasi nusquam essent quibus pascendis possent impendi, " '

' as

if there are nowhere those whom they can be employed in feeding," Gro-

tius. — nadzlu fiov k.t.A.] I will pvll doicn my storehouses (Matt. iii. 12). — r«

yevvr/jua-al see on Matt. xxvi. 29. — nal t. ay. //.] and in general, my posses-

sions. — Ti) ipvxv /
l0V ] n°t equivalent to mihi, but : to my soul, the seat of

the affections ; in this case, of the excessive longing for pleasure. 1 How
frequently also in the Greek writers the actions of the Ego are predicated of

the soul, may be seen in Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. II. p. 365 A. — avanavov

k.t.A.] An instance of " asyndeton," expressing eager anticipation of the en-

joyment longed for. 2

Vv. 20, 21. Mire /c.r.Z.] is not to be converted into a decrevit, " determined "

(Kuinoel), etc. We have, indeed, no history ; nlaTTerai yap ravra r/ irapaflolr],

" for these things are represented as a parable," Theophylact. — rai'Ty] with

emphasis. — avrairovrnv] the categoric plural (see on Matt. ii. 20), which

therefore does not prevent our regarding God Himself as the author of what

was done, although the subject is left undetermined. The thought of a

robber and murderer (Paulus, Bornemann) is not to be allowed on account

of ver. 21. — rivi earai] not to thee will it belong, but to others ! — Ver. 21.

So, having incurred the loss of his happiness by the unexpected appearance

of death, is he who collects treasure for himself (for his own possession and

enjoyment), and is not rich in reference to God; i.e., is not rich in such wise

that his wealth passes over to God (Rom. x. 12), by his possession, namely,

of treasures in heaven, which God saves up in order to impart them to the

man when Messiah's kingdom shall be set up. See on Matt. v. 12, vi. 20.

Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 19, and on Col. i. 5. [See Note XCIX., p. 425.] The

kIovteIv elg Oeov (unless, however, elf is to be taken for kv, as Luther, Beza,

Calovius, and others would have it) is substantially the same as ixElv Gr/aav-

povg h ovpava (comp. ver. 83), and it is realized through SiKaioavvq, and in

the case of the rich man, especially through loving activity (Matt. xix. 21
;

Luke xvi. 9), such as Christ desires, Matt. vi. 2-4. It is not temporal pos-

session of wealth which is applied in itsum et honorem Dei, il
to the use and

honor of God " (Majus, Eisner, Kypke, comp. Moller, Ncue Ansichten,

p. 201 ff.), but the higher ideal j)ossession of wealth, the being rich in

Messianic possessions laid up with God, and one day to be received from

Him, which is wanting to the egoistic 6ijaavpi^m> eavru. Against the former

view, entertained by Majus and the rest, it is decisive that the negation of

the being rich in relation to God (not of the becoming rich) is regarded as

bound up with the selfish heaping up of treasure. This withal in opposition

to Bornemann :
" qui quod dives est prosperoque in augendis divitiis suc-

cessu utitur, sibi tributi, non Deo," "he who because he is rich and has

good success in increasing riches, gives to himself, not to God.''''

may be found in Kypke. Comp. <:u<£dpa>s $£- s On the thought, comp. Ecclus. xi. 19
;

peiv (Lobeck, Paralip. p. 533). Tob. vii. 9 ; Plant. Mil. Glor. iii. 1. 83 ; Soph.
1 Comp. on i. 46, and see Jacobs, ad Bel. Ban. VI. (181, Dind.) : $tj, nlue, <j>ipfiov.

Eplgr. VII. 1.

27
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Vv. 22-31; Sec on Matt. vi. 2.j-3:J. Jesus now turns from the people (ver.

16) again to His disciples. [See NbteC, p. 42G.] — 6ta tovto] because this

is the state of tilings with the 8qoavpi£av kavry k. /j// elc debv itTuovrurv. —
Ver. 24. riiir ndpanag] not in reference to the young ravens forsaken by the

old ones (Job xxxviii. 41 ; Ps. exlvii. 9) ; Imt a common and very numerous

species of bird is mentioned (the pulli .corvorum, "young ravens," must

otherwise have been expressly named : in opposition to Grotiusand others).

— Ver. 28. According to the Iicccj/fu (but see the critical remarks), tv tC

aypy would have to be connected with bvra ; on the other hand, following

the reading of the amended texts : but if in thefield God in such wise clothes

the grass, which to-day is here and lo-morrow is cast into an oven, etc. Instead

'.ivwoi, we must read, with Lachmann, afi<f>id
rei, or, with Teschendorf,

Both forms belong to later Greek (Themist., Plut., LXX.).

—

Ver. 2!). Kal v/neig] as the ravens and the lilies. — ///} uereapifroOe] The Vul-

gate rightly translates : "nolite in sublime tolli ;" and Luther : "be not

high-minded." Exalt not yourselves ; lift not yourselves up to lofty claims,

which is to be taken as referring not to mere eating and drinking, but gen-

erally. The USU8 loquendi of ueTewpireodai, efferri, "to be lifted up," physi-

cally and psychically ' is well known. Bee also the passages from Philo in

Loesner, p. 11G. But others (Castalio, Beza, Grotius, Maldonatus, Ham-
mond, Wolf, Bengel, Krebs, Valckenaer, Rosenmuller, Kuinoel, Paulus,

Bleek, and many more) have : nee inter spem metwmque fhtctuctis, "nor

fluctuate between hope and fear." Comp. Ewald :
" waver not, lose not

jour balance." The view of Euthymius Zigabenus also is thai Chrisl refers

to top irepioiraofibv tov airb tuv ovpaviuv iirl ~d yijlva, "the distraction from

heavenly things to earthly." Certainly, as fieriupog may mean : fluctuant*

/iereupifriv may signify : to make wavering ;'' but there appears no reason in the

connection for departing from the above, which is the usual meaning in

which the word is currently employed, even in the LXX. and in the apoc-

ryphal writers (2 Mace. vii. :)\, v. 17 ;
'.) Mace. vi. 5). This fiereup. has

for its opposite the owanayeadat role raireivoic, Rom. xii. l(i.

Ver. 32. Peculiar to Luke. An encouragemenl to fearlessness in the

endeavor after the Messiah's kingdom, by means of the promise of the

divinely-assured final result.

—

ut, </>o/3ov] in consideration of their external

powerlessness and weakness (to fiixp. Koifiviov). But Christians generally, as

Buch, are not the little* flock (which is not to be changed into a poor op-

1 band, as de Wette, following Grotius, does), but the little commu-

nity of the disciples (ver. 22), as'whose head He was their shepherd (comp,

John x. 12 ; Matt. xxvi. 81). — ev66K7joev] it has pleased your Father. Bee

on Rom. xv. 20
; Col. i. 19. - v r. ,->'.] see xx. 29 f.

Vv. 83,84. Comp. Malt. vi. 19 21. This end is BO important that, in

order to strive thereafter with your whole interest (ver. 84), ye mmt re-

1 Aftstoph. Ar. 1447; Polyb. Ul. 70. I, It. Soph. Osd. A'. (KM : Eurtp. Or. 1687.

69. i, v . L6; Diodor. xl 88. 41. 'Yet rot>vu»> la not a diminutive, as

• See Scbwelgbau er, I P '

; : Bengel BappoBed, bat is a oontraotlon for

Josephua, An't. iv. :: i, Bell, i iroiniviov.

» Dnu. 189. 88 ; Polyb. v. 70. 10; Si '
-

'. ad
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nounce your earthly possessions, etc. This selling and giving up of the

proceeds as alms {kXeijuoa., as xi. 41) is not required of all Christians (ver.

22), as de Wette will have it [so Weiss ed. Mey.], but of the disciples, who,

in the discharge of their office, needed perfect release from what is temporal.

All the less do the words furnish a basis for the consilium evangelicum and

the vow of poverty (Bisping). — iavrolc] while ye give to others. — (ia^Advna

(x. 4) jifj ira2.atovy.Eva is explained by the following 6/jcavpbv . . . ovpavoiq.
1

As to this 6t]oavp6g, comp. on ver. 21.

Vv. 35, 36. Only echoes of the following references to the Parousia occur

at Matt. xxiv. 42 ff. [See Note CI., p. 426.] All the less is the originality

to be attributed only to Luke (Olshausen) or to Matthew (Kuinoel). In

Luke the exhortations to preparedness for the Parousia are readily account-

ed for by the previous promise of the Messiah's kingdom (ver. 32) and the

requirement associated therewith (ver. 33). — earuaav . . . nawuevoi] The

meaning stripped of figure is : Be in readiness, upright and faithful to your

calling beprepared to receive the corning Messiah. The nimble movement that

was necessary to the servant made requisite the girding up of the outer gar-

ment round the loms (1 Pet. i. 13, and see Wetstein), and slaves must

naturally have had burning lamp-* for the reception of the master when he

returned home at night. The vuuv emphatically placed first, as vueic at ver.

36, corresponds to the special duty of disciples ; that your loins should be

girded, . . . and that ye like men, etc. — avOpuiroig] i.e., according to the

context : slaves, as it is frequently used in the classical writers, Mark xiv.

12.

—

ek tCjv ydu(jv] not : from his marriage, but from the marriage, at

which he (as a guest) has been present. For his marriage is after the Parousia

(see on Matt. xxii. 2, xxv. 1). The detail of the figure is not to be pressed

into interpretation further than to imply the blessed condition (ryv dvu eixppoov-

vijv k. ayaTAiaoLv, "the mirth and joy above," Euthymius Zigabenus) from

which the Messiah returns. — khOovroQ . . . avoi^. avru] a well-known con-

struction, Winer, p. 186 [E. T. 207].?

Ver. 37. A symbolic representation of the most blessed recompense, which

the servants of Christ, who are faithful to their calling, shall receive from

Him at His Parousia. It is not the idea of the great and general Messianic

banquets (Matt. viii. 11) that underlies this, but it is the thought of a special

marriage-feast for those servants (the disciples). That the washing of the

disciples' feet by Jesus, John xiii., gave occasion (de Wette) to the mode of

representation, according to which the Lord Himself serves ("promissio

de ministrando honorificentissima et maxima omnium," " the promise con-

cerning being served is the most honorable and greatest of all," Bengel), is

the less probable the greater the difference is seen to be between the idea

expressed by the foot-washing and that which is here set forth. The thought

of the Saturnalia (Grotius, comp. Paulus and Olshausen) brings in some-

thing wholly foreign, as also the calling of the slaves to partake in certain

1 To refer the BaWdur. ,^ ira \. to the (L. J. II. 9, p. 851).

"everlastinglyfresh, power of apprehension in 2 On the direct nore, see Buttmann, Neut.

respect of the eternal possessions," was a Gr. p. 215 f. [E. T. 251].

fancy of Lange's opposed to the context
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sacnd feasts according to' the law, Deut. xii. 17 f.. xvi. 11 f., is something

very different from the idea of this feast (in opposition to Kuirtoel, de

Wette, and others), in respect of which, moreover, it has been assumed (see

Beumann, Kuinoel, de Wette) that the Lord brought with Him meats from
edding feast,—an assumption which is as needless as it is incapable of

proof, —irepityoerat k.t.A.] a vivid representation of the individual details

among which even the 'Inuring near to those waiting (irapeW6v) is not

wanting. — The parable, xvii. 7-10, has an entirely different lesson in view
;

hence there is no contradiction between the two.

Ver. 38. The earlier or later time of the Advent will make no difference

in this blessed recompense. Jesus does not mention the first of the four

night-watches (see on Matt. xiv. 25), because in this the marriage-feast took

place ; nor the fourth, because so late a return would have been unusual,

and in this place contrary to the decorum of the events that were repre-

sented. [See Note CIL, p. 426.]

Vv. 39, 40. See on Matt. xxiv. 43 f. The less, however, should ye be

wanting in watchfulness, since the Messiah will appear unexpectedly like a

thief in the night. A sudden change of figures, but appropriate for sharp-

ening the warning in question, and not at all startling to people accustomed

to the sudden turns of Oriental imagery. Whether, moreover, the passage

has received its true historical place here or in the discourse on the end of

the world, Matt, xxiv., cannot be decided.

Ver. 41. Certainly original (in opposition to de Wette, Holtzmann, Weiz-

saiker, Weiss), the more certainly, the finer are the threads with which

what follows down to ver. 48 is linked onto such a question. The succeed-

ing passage at least offered no occasion, for either the tradition or Luke in-

venting the. question. If it had been suggested to Luke by Mark xiii. :!7.

the answer of Jesus would also have been in closer agreemenl with the mean-

in-' of the passage in .Mark.

—

npdg] in reference in, foriiB, comp. x\. 1!)
;

Rom. x. 21. — ttjv -':,„,-',. rnir.] to wit, of the slaves who wait for their bird,

ver. 36 IT. See ver. 42 IT. The reference to the master of the house and

the thief, ver. 39, belonged also thereto as a concrete warning example.

f/ Kai] Peter asks whether the parable is intended for the disciples, OT alto

(or at the same time also) has a general reference.

Vv. -12 11. In the pregnant style characteristic of Jesus as it most of all

appears in John, lie makes no direct reply to that question, but proceed-.

with His parable of the servants, and among these Be now for the lirst time

begin i to speak of that one (the apostles generally cannot be described in vv.

12 16) whom lie, before Bis departure, would set over the rest of the house-

bold (the post destined for Peter/). Bo depicts his great rec-

ompense in the event of his being faithful, and his heavy punishment in the

event of his being unfaithful (down to ver. 48) ;
and Be consequently made

Peter, whose question bet rayed an inconsiderate exaltation above the crowd,

understand Bis replj to mean : [nstead of meddling with thai question,

thou hast thine own consequent position to keep in view with fear and

trembling ! Then, however, ver. 17 f., he links on the general law of retri-

bution under which < very one comes, and which

<

rn ry one has to lay to heart.
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As to tlie reference of rig apa, and the relation of the question to ver. 43,

see on Matt. xxiv. 45 f.

Vv. 45, 46. But if that slave, whom the lord will place over his servants

as o'ucovofiog (ver. 42), instead of being faithful, shall have thought, etc.—
Moreover, see on Matt. xxv. 48-51. — uera rav a-ior.] with the faithless (ver.

42), whose final destiny is the punishment of Gehenna (ver. 5).

Vv. 47, 48. This passage, which is peculiar to Luke, gives explanatory

information of a general kind, yet related to Matt. xxv. 14 ff., to account

for the severity of the punishment, ver. 46. This will ensue, in accordance

with the general rule of retribution coming into operation at the return of

the Lord : that that slave, etc. 'Eiceivoc, though placed first for emphasis,

does not refer to the single concrete person indicated at ver. 45, but is a

general term indicating the class to which the olaovouoc also belongs ; and

tie carries on the meaning with an explanatory force (Hermann, ad Viger.

p. 845; Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 1). — iavrov] of his own Lord, makes the

responsibility to be felt the more strongly. — hoiuaaac] eo.vt6v is not to be

supplied (Luther, Kuinoel, and many others), but : and has not made ready,

has made no preparation. Comp. ix. 52. It belongs also to Kpbg -b 6e1.

a'vrov. — dapfjaerai 7roA/lac] nTajyag 6t]/\ov6ti, tovteoti Kokaa'drjaovrai ^aAeTroJo, diori

e166teq K.a-e<pp6v7]aav,
'

' Evidently * ' stripes, ' that is, they shall be punished

severely, because knowing they slighted," Euthymius Zigabenus. 2— Ver.

48. 6 Sit y.f] yvovg] but the slave, who shall not have learnt to know it. Such a

one cannot be left without punishment, not because he has not obeyed the

Lord's will (for that has remained unknown to him), but because he has

done that which deserves punishment ; even for such a one there is that

which deserves punishment, because, in general, he had the immediate moral

consciousness of his relation to his Lord as a subjective standard (comp.

Rom. ii. 12 ff.), even although he did not possess the objective law of the

Lord's will positively made known to him, on which account also a lighter

punishment ensues. Theophylact and Euthymius Zigabenus are wrong in

thinking here of such as could have learnt to know the Lord's will, but from

laziness and frivolity have not learnt to know it. An arbitrary limitation
;

and can such an ignorance diminish the responsibility ? Rom. i. 28 ff. We
can the less regard the responsibility as diminished when we remember that

by 6 6e fiy yvorc is described the case of a slave of Christ, who has remained

ignorant of his Lord's will.

—

-xavrl 6e k.t.a.] hut of every one, in order, more-

over, still to add this general law as explanatory information on the subject

of that so severe punishment, ver. 46, etc. — k66&7] iroXv] in official duties, as

to the oiKov6fior. — tto'Av ^T]Tyo£Tai\ in official efficiency. The collocation of iroJv,

tto/Iii, and then ttoAv, TrepcaGorepov, has a special emphasis. — The second

member u Tvapedevro (the categoric plural, as at ver. 20 : in reality nvpioc is

the subject) k.t.a. is a parallel similar in meaning to the first, but with the

climax: Treptaoorepov, which is not to be taken as : "plus quam aliis, quibus

non tarn multa concredita sunt," " more than others, to whom so much was

1 See Schaefer, ad Boi>. Ell. p. 387 ; Yalck- 2 On the accusative, comp. /nao-Ti-yoOo-flat

enaer, ScJiol. p. 214 ; Winer, p. 520 [E. T. nXy-yds, Plat. Le.gr/. viii. p. 845 B, and see

589]. Buttniann, Xeut. Gr. p. 164 [E. T. 189].
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not committed " (Kuinoel, Bleek, following Beza, Grotins, and others, which

would be insipid, and a mere matter of course), but : in the case of him to

whom much has been entrusted (with whom a large sum has been deposited),

still more than this entrusted -<>'/!' will be required of him. In this statement

is implied the presupposition that the capital sum must have been increased

by interest of exchange or by profit of commerce. Comp. Matt. xxv.

15 ff. The deposit was not to lie idle. 1

Ver. 49 f. The sequence of thought is found in this, that the whole of

that earnest sense of responsibility, which characterizes the faithfulness

just demanded, must be only infinitely intensified by the heavy trials of the

near future, which the Lord brings vividly before His view. — irvp] Wi/re,

is a figurative designation, not of the Hol/y Spirit, as most of the Fathers

and others, including Bengel, will have it, nor of the xcord of God with its

purifying power (Bleek) ; but, as is manifest from ver. 51 IT., of the vehe-

ment spiritual excitement, forcing its way through all earthly relations, and

loosing their closest ties, which Christ was destined to kindle The light-

ing up of this fire, which by means of His teaching and work lie had already

prepared, was to be effected by His death (see and tov vvv, ver. 52), which

became the subject of offence, as, on the other hand, of His divine courage

of faith and life (comp. ii. 35). The expression itself (iaXeiv - r.
; ,

pro-

ceeded from the consciousness of His heavenly origin. Comp. Matt. x. 34.

— ml ti -Qi'/u k.t.'a.] It is the usual and the correct view, held also by

Kuinoel, Olshausen, de Wctte, Bleek, which interprets : mol how earnestly

[ wish, if (that) it were already hindled ! kwtcirevdet avaipiv tovtov tov

ttv[>6c, "For he is zealous for the kindling of this fire," Thcophylact. Re-

garding the H, see on Matt. vii. 14. Moreover, the usus loquendi of el with

Mu (instead of the more confident bn, as with &avfia£a, etc. ;
see on Mark

xv. 44) is not to be disputed. 3 Accordingly, there is do sufficienl reason

for the view of Grotius, which disjoins the utterance into question and

answer : And what do I %oish t If it slioidd be already Jcindled ! This is less

simple, and fails to bring out the correspondence between the expression in

question aud the; parallel exclamation in ver. 50. The particle .w is used not

merely with the optative (see Pflugk, ad Eur. //<<•. 836), but also with the

indicative in the imperfect and aorisl in the sense of utinam, dummodo ; in

the latter case the non-accomplishment is known to the person who utters the

wish.'1 Bornemann takes ri tor cur, and el as i-ti :
" et or ianem '•»/<> ;,,

terram conjicere, cum jam accensus sit? remota quaestione : non opus est

accendam," "and why do I wish to castjvre upon the earth, when it is already

hindledf ih- question being removed: there is no need to hindle it." But

without considering (he extremely insipid thought v. hich is thus expressed,

ver. 52 in this way requires thai the kindling of the tire should !" regarded

'<>„ TrapaWOffffla., comp. Herod, vi. Nf.

;

"See EcClUS. Kill. 11: O.A.;<t ( «..>!) <>•'•

Xen. /.'. Ath. ii. 16; Polybius, lii. 17. 10, wjfcjs ; Herod. Ix. 14, also vi. 62 :
floi

xxxiii. 12.8; Tob. 1. 14; 1 Mace. ix. 85. The 84 «Z kmv £p4<r«pot ytvaia.ro p<unK4t*.

in both members Is a well- »Comp. xix. 42; Josh. vii. 5 : Grotius in

n form of attraction, Kflhner, n. toe.; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 616 ;
in the Greek

!; Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 247 [E. T. prose writers It is usual to find tl«« or ti yip

288], In such a sci
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as still future. This, moreover, is in opposition to Ewald : and what will

I {can I be surprised), if it be already Tcindled? [See Note CIIL, p. 426.] —
Jesus entertains the wish that the fire were already kindled, because between

the present time and this kindling lay His approaching grievous passion, which

must still first be undergone ; see ver. 50.

Ver. 50. 6i] places in face of the el Tjdij avfjodrj ! just wished for, what is

still to happen first : But I have abaptism to be baptized with. This baptism

is His deep passion awaiting Him, into which He is to be plunged (comp.

on Mark x. 38) ; and He has this baptism as the destiny ordained for Him,

and consequently appropriated to Him.

—

aal iruc cvvtxouat k.t. a.] and how

am I distressed (comp. viii. 37 ; Dem. 1484. 23, 1472. 18) till the time that

it shall be accomplished ! A true and vivid expression of human shrinking

at the presentment of the agonies that were imminent, similar to what we

find in Gethsemane and at John xii. 27. It was a misapprehension of the

human feeling of Jesus and of the whole tenor of the context, to make out

of ovvexouai an urgency of longing {uaavel ayuvcu 6ia ttjv (IpafivTTJra, "lam,

as it were, distressed on account of the slowness," Euthymius Zigabenus,

comp. Theophylact). So also de Wette and Bleek, who wrongly appeal

to Phil. i. 23. See on the passage, also on 2 Cor. v. 14. Jesus does

not long for and hasten to death, but He submits Himself to and obeys the

counsel of God (comp. John xii. 27 ; Phil. ii. 8 ; Rom. v. 19, and else-

where), when His hour is come (John xiii. 1 and elsewhere). Ewald takes

the question as making in sense a negative assertion: I must not make my-

self anxious (comp. on tvuq, ver. 56), I must in all patience allow this worst

suffering to befall me. This agrees with Ewald'sview of ri -&iXu k.t.2,., ver.

49; but, according to our view, it does not correspond with the parallelism.

And Jesus actually experienced anguish of heart (comp. 2 Cor. ii. 4, cvvoxn

Kapdiac) at the thought of His passion, without detracting from His patience

and submissiveness.

Vv. 51-53. See on Matt. x. 34 f., where the representation is partly sim-

plified, partly, on the model of Mic. vii. 6, enriched. — a.22' ?/] but only, origi-

nated from (Mao and ?/, without, however, its being required to write

a?i2,' y.
1— enrb rov vvv] Jesus already realizes His approaching death.

Comp. xxii. 69. — In ver. 53 are three hostile couples ; the description there-

fore is different from that at ver. 52, not a more detailed statement of the

circumstances mentioned in ver. 52 (Bleek).

Vv. 54-56. See on Matt. xvi. 2 f. The reason of those hostile separations,

spoken of in ver. 52 f., lay, on the part of the people in whose bosom they

were sure to arise, in the mistaking of the Messianic period as such. Hence

the rebuke that now follows is addressed to the people ; it is otherwise in the

historical connection that appears in Matthew. Sill the significant saying,

in different forms, may have been uttered on two different occasions. [See

Note CIV., p. 426.] — rr/v veiptlrjv'] the cloud, which shows itself.
— a-rrb dva/u.]

therefore from the region of the sea. Comp. 1 Kings viii. 44, and see Robin-

1 See on this expression in general, Krii- Pevar. p. 31 ff. Comp. on 2 Cor. i. 13.

ger, deformula &W' »} et affinium particul. etc. Otherwise Stallbaum, ud Plat. I'haedr.

nalura et usu, Brunsvig. 1834 ; Klotz, ad p. 81 B.
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son, Pal. II. p. 305.

—

ev&iuc] so undoubted it is to you. — Ver. 55. votov

Tviovra] scil. idijre, to wit, in the objects moved by it. — Ver. 5G. i-oKpirai]

see on Matt. xvi. 3. Not unsuitable as an address to the people (de Wette),

bul it has in view among the people, especially through pharisaical influence

(xii. 1), the untrue nature (the vTcdKpunq) which, as such, made them blind

to the signs of the times !

—

rbv 6k naipov tovtov] but this season, the phe-

nomena of which so unmistakably present to you the nearness of the Mes-

siah's kingdom (and Jesus Himself as the Messiah), how is it possible that

ye should leave it so unexamined ?

Vv. 57-59. See on Matt. v. 23 f. Pott (de natura . . . orat. moid, p. 13)

Kuinoel, de Wette refuse to acknowledge any connection (comp. Euthymius

Zigabenus : if erepov fieri^ ?.6yov, "He passes to a different subject "),

and assume a mistaken reminiscence, suggested by the affinity of 6oKipd^eiv

and Kplvetv. But Luke did not weave together the discourses of Jesus in so

thoughtless a manner. The train of thought, even although the connection

is less clear and appropriate, is as follows : As, however, it turns to your

reproach that ye do not rightly estimate the present time, so not less also is

it your reproach that ye do not of your own selves judge what is duty. Jesus

refers to the duty of repentance which is still seasonable, and by means of

the rhetorical Jigure metaschematismus—since He pictures repentance as an

;'l:p •enSent with an adversary who has a pecuniary claim to make, but by
this adversary He means (not the devil, Euthymius Zigabenus, nor the jx>or,

Michaelis ;
but) God, to whom man is A debtor—He represents this duty of

repentance as still seasonable, in order not to incur the divine punishment,

like ih" accused person who still seasonably comes to terms with bis cred-

itor. — Ku't no' eavT&v] even of yourselves, even of your own independent judg-

ment. Comp. Bengel : "sine signis etcitra considerationem hujus temporis,"

"without signs and aside from the consideration of this time." These

words indicate the progressvoe advance of the discourse. Comp. on xxi. :J0.

— Ver. 58. y&p] explanatory. — ac] is the simple sicuti, "just as :" As thou,

namely, art in the act if <j<>in<j away with thin, adversary to on ore/ion (in

correspondence with this condition of time and circumstance), give diligence

on the way, etc.
;
while you are still on the way, before it is too late, make

the attempt, thai may avert the danger, vir&yeit has tin' emphasis (comp.

subsequently iv r% 66<f>) ; so close is the time of decision ! Both the ipxw
ami the Kpirf/Q must be considered as local magistrates (KpiHjgnoi as an assessor

of the Sanhedrim, with which Kiironijoj is not in accord, for this certainly

cannot be taken as a dragging to Jerusalem). Comp. Kpiaig, Matt. v. 21, and

the remark thereafter. By one of the archons, i.e., of the chief city officials,

v. ho. namely, is a competent person in mat tcrs of debt, the accused is recog-

nized as liable to pay, and in delimit of payment tJ who happens to

be subordinate to th orders compulsion to be used. For the rest,

(his handing over from one official to another belongs to the details of civic

procedure, without being intended for special interpretation. - -<J6j ipyaolav]

do operarn, a Latin idiom, probably taken from the common Bpe< ch, Hermo-

genes, de Invent, iii. 5. 7 : Salmasius and Tittmann (Bynon. p. 102), follow-

["heophylact, erroneously interprel : give interest. This is no! the m<an.-
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ing of kpyaaia, and the Israelites were forbidden to take interest from one

another (Michaelis, Mos. R. § 154 f. ; Saalschiitz, M. R. pp. 184, 278, 857).—

aivr/?L?Laxdcu air' avrov] in order to he deliveredfrom Mm. 1 The genitive might

also stand alone. 2 Settlement is to be conceived of as obtained by payment

or by arrangement. Comp. Dem. 34. 22. — 6 npanrup] exactor, collector,

bailiff. In Athens the collector of the court fees and fines was so called.
*

The irpanrup also is part of the imagery, without contemplating thereby any

special interpretation (otherwise, the angels would have to be understood,

Matt. xiii. 41 f.). — to lax- ^tttov] (Mark xii. 42) : to wit, of the debt sued

for. But this terminus in the punitive condition depicted (in the Gehenna)

is never attained. Comp. on Matt, xviii. 34.

Notes by American Editor.

XCVI. Ver. 1. The Discourse in Chap. XII.

Certainly Luke meant to connect this discourse with what precedes. To call

it a "mosaic" is to deny his competence as a historian. Tt must, of course,

be admitted that the chapter has less purity and logical sequence than most

of our Lord's recorded discourses. The resemblance of many parts to sayings

given on different occasions by the other Synoptists is obvious. Vv. 13-21

alone are peculiar to Luke.

XCVII. Ver. 1. irpurov.

Weiss ed. Mey., R. V. text, follow Tischendorf, and connect with what pre-

cedes ; so Westcott and Hort. E. V. margin presents Meyer's view. Weiss ed.

Mey. objects to referring vv. 2-10 to the disciples' teaching (Meyer), finding

in ver. 11 the first hint of this. Godet agrees with Meyer, but properly urges

the different form of the warning (vv. 8-10) in all three Synoptists as a strong

argument against their use of a common written source.

XCVIII. Ver. 15. bri ova kv rCi TveptaaEveiv n.r.l.

Weiss ed. Mey. agrees with Meyer, that the contrast resulting from ver. 20

is, that a man's life depends on the will of God, but goes on to explain : "Since

this, however, is concealed from the man, in the case when he possesses abun-

dance, which apparently suffices to guarantee his life (ver. 19), it is especially

denied for this case (lv t<5 k.t.1.)." The K. V. margin : " Greek, for not in a

man's abundance consisteth his life, from the things which he possesseth,"

accepts the grammatical construction which makes ek t. inc. a resuurption of iv

T& Tiep. So Olshausen. This view favors the reference to " true life."

XCIX. Ver. 21. eif Osuv irlovruv.

Weiss ed. Mey. explains :
" To be rich in possessions in which God is well-

pleased, so that one is rich for Him also, in His judgment, as one becomes

through the ^ijrelv tijv fiaaiT,. avrov (ver. 31)."

1 Xen. Anab. vii. 1. 4 ; Plat. Legg. ix. elsewhere, and the passages in Kypke and
p. 868 D ; Josephus, Antt. x. 6. 2, aud else- Loesner.

where. s Bdckh, Staatshaush. I. pp. 107, 403 ; Her-
2 Thuc. iii. 03 ; Dem. 11. 16, 237. 14, and mann, Slaatsallerih. § 151. 3.
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C. Ver. 22 ff.

It is evident that Luke connects this in time with what precedes. But it by
no means follows that Matthew transferred it to the Sermon on the Mount, still

less that he and Luke made use of the same " source," in which their passages

stood together (Weiss ed. Mey.). This attributes to Matthew an arbitrary

method of selection.

CI. Vv. 35—18. Origin of (lie Discourse.

Here Weiss ed. Mey. finds a working over by Luke of a brief parabolic dis-

course in the "source." He regards vv. 35, 36 as containing the elements of

the parable of the Ten Virgins (Matt. xxv. 1-13), which, however, was not

formed from this passage, but reduced by Luke so as to conform to ver. 37 If.

CII. Yer.38. Th& lord a Return.

Weiss ed. Mey. regards the verse as . making the recompense dependent on

the watchfulness of the disciples in spite of delay. He also attributes the

omission of any mention of the fourth watch to the Jewish usage of divid-

ing the night into three watches (Mark uses the lloman mode, Mark xiii. 40),

objecting to Meyer's explanation as arbitrary.

CHI. Ver. 49. nal ri 6Dm e'i ?/6r/ avi/epdrj.

The Am. Com. (R. V.) give a margin expressing Meyer's view :
" how I

would that it were already kindled." The R. V. text apparently accepts the

view that the fire is represented as " already kindled."

CIV. Vv. 54-50.

Weiss ed. Mey. objects to the view that the language was uttered on two

different occasions, but in this case it is Matthew (xvi. 2, 3) whom he regards

as freely modifying and transposing the Lord 'b words. Godet properly holds

that the passage in Matthew is not parallel. "The idea is wholly different"

{Luke, p. 354, Am. ed.).
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CHAPTEE XIII.

[Vee. 2. Tisch., recent editors, II. V. (with SBL, Vulg., etc.) omit 6 'hjcrovg,

and substitute ravra (X B D L) for Toiavra."]— Vv. 3 and 5. The evidence in the

two verses is so divided between fieravo^re (Elz.)and peravoijaiirE (Lach.), as also

between uaavrug and ofioiug (Lachin. has in both places ofioiug, which Elz. reads

only in ver. 5), that it affords us no means of decision. Tisch. reads in ver. 3,

fiETavoTJTE . . . o/ioiuc, but in ver. 5, fiETavof/GTjra . . . uaabrug. [So recent editors,

R. V.] It is certain that the one passage was changed in accordance with the

other,—most probably ver. 5 in accordance with ver. 3, and that consequently

both passages are not, as by Lachm., to be read alike, because in that case no

reason would have been suggested for the variation. — Ver. 4. Instead of ovtoi

Lachm. and Tisch. have, on preponderating evidence, a'rroi. The Becepia is a

frequent alteration.— [Tisch. Treg., W. and Hort, R. V., with KABL, etc., in-

sert ro'vg before avQpuTrovg.~\ — Ver. 6. The arrangement netyvrevfi. iv r. a/un. avr.

(Lachm. Tisch.) is preponderatingly attested, and still more strongly is ^r/ruv

Kapir. (Elz. has aapir. £.). — Ver. 7. After ettj Tisch. has aft ov, following BDL
T5 X, al. Rightly ; it was passed over because it could be dispensed with. —
Ver. 8. Elz. has ico-plav. But decisive authorities have m-pia. The feminine

form was more common from its use in the LXX. — [Ver. 9. Tisch., recent edi-

tors, R. V. (with X B L, Copt.), place sic to /ieTJmv after KapTTov.] — Ver. 11. J]v~\

is wanting after ywf] in B L T5 X X, min. vss. Lachm. Tisch. A frequent addi-

tion. — Ver. 12. r;/f] Lachm. has otto rf/c, in accordance with A D X II N, min.

An exegetical expansion. — Ver. 14. ravraig'] A B L, etc., have avraig. So too

Lachm. and Tisch. Rightly ; ravraig occurred readily to the transcribers
;

comp. on ver. 4. — Ver. 15. Instead of virotipira (Elz.), viroKpirai is rightly ap-

proved by Griesb., and adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., in accordance with con-

siderably preponderating evidence. The singular was introduced in accord-

ance with the foregoing avrQ. In the previous clause instead of ovv read fit,

with Lachm. and Tisch., in accordance with B D L X, min. Syr. Copt. Sahid.

Vulg. It. This 66 easily dropped out after the last syllable of cnvEKpi-d// (thus still

in one cod. of It.), and the connection that was thus broken was wrongly re-

stored in some authorities by ovv, in others by nal (16, Aeth.). — On the other

hand, in ver. 18, instead of rfe we are to adopt ovv with. Tisch., following B L N,

min. Vulg. It. al., the reference of which was not understood. — Ver. 19. /llejo]

is wanting in B D L T 5 X, 251, vss. Ambr. Suspected by Griesb., bracketed by

Lachm. [Omitted by Tisch., recent editors, R. V.] Omitted in accordance

with Matt. xiii. 32.— [Ver. 21. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with B L, etc., read

iKpvtpEv.'] — Ver. 24. Tvvhr/g'] Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. have ti'vpag. The Recepta is

from Matt. vii. 13. — Ver. 25. We are here to read n'vpis only once, with Tisch.,

following B L X, 157, Copt. Sahid. Vulg. It. Sax. The repetition is from

Matt. xxv. 11. — [Ver. 27. Recent editors omit vtiag (with B L) against Tisch.,

also on stronger evidence omit (with Tisch.) 61 and r?;c.] — Ver. 31. yfiepg]
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Tisch. has upa, which is so weightily attested by A B* D L B X N, min., and is

so frequent in Luke, that f/p&pa appears as having come in by means of the

subsequent numeration of days. — Ver. 32. kmreM] Lachm. and Tisch. have

airoreha, in accordance with B L X, 33, 124, to which also D is associated by
(nroT£?.o?ua',— it was displaced by the more familiar word i-irt'/. —-Ver. 35.

After vuuv Elz. has Iprj/iog, in opposition to preponderating evidence. An exe-

getical addition in this place and at Matt, xxiii. 38.— euc av] this av is wanting
in B D K L B, min., in accordance with Matt, xxiii. 39. — ?/;/,] Lachm. and
Tisch. have iji-ei, in accordance with A D V A A, min. The weight of these au-

thorities is all the more considerable in this place that BLMEX N have not

at all, which omission occurred in accordance with Matthew. [Treg
,

W. and Hort, B. V., omit av qgei bre, and also hrt after ificv, while Tisch. and
all recent editors omit iuu/v. Tisch. ( X* L) omits Si, but recent editors, B. V.,

have, with X( A B D, Yulg. Copt., Atyu 6L]

Vv. 1-9. Peculiar to Luke ;' from the source of his account of the jour-

ney. At the same moment (when Jesus had spoken the foregoing discourse)

there were sonic therewith the nevrB*ofthe Galileans (tuv Yu'/u. indicates by.

the article that their fate was known) tchose blood Pilate hud mingled fith

their sacrifices. [See Note CV., p. 438.] This expression is a tragically vivid

representation of the thought : "whom Pilate caused to be put to death

while engaged in their sacrifices." Sec similar passages in Wetstein. That

the communication was made with evil intention to represent the murdered
people as special sinners (Lange), is a hasty inference from the answer of

Jesus.— fiera tuv ftvaiuv avr.] not instead of pera tov alfiuroc tuv 9va. avr.
t

which abbreviation, although in itself allowable, would here be arbitrarily

assumed
;
but we may regard the people us actually engaged i" tl" 1 slaugh-

ter or cutting up, or in otherwise working witli their sacrifice at the altar (in

the outer court) (Saalschiitz, J/. /.'. p. 318), in which they were struck down
or stabbed, so that their blood streamed forth on their offering. — The inci-

dent itself, which the rivig. who had arrived mention as a novelty, is not

otherwise known to us. Josephus, Antt. xviii. 5, is speaking of the Samar-

itans, and what he says belongs to a later date (in opposition to lie/a). To
think of followers of Judas the Qaulonite (Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabe-

DUS, Grotius, and others) is arbitrary ; but the conjecture (hat they were

enthusiastic devotees of Jesus (Lange) is preposterous, because it does not

agree with the subsequent explanation of the Lord. Probably they had

1 The narrative, w. i 5 (also w. 6 9), waa Volkmar'a attempt (p. 102 r
| to prove the

n"t round, according t" Epiphanlus ami omission In Marcion as having been <1<^'-

Tertnllian, in the texl of Marcion. This matlcally occasioned (comp. also Zeller,

on is certainly not t<> l>e regarded as AposMg. p. 81), see Hllgenfeld in the Theol.

Intentional, or proceeding from dogmatic Jahrb. 1858, p. 384 IT. rel even Cdstlin,

motives, bat yet it Isnot to be explained by p. 804, Beeks dogmatically to account for

the supposition that the fragment <li<l not the omission bj Marcion, on assumptions,
originally appear in i.uke (Baur, Marktm- Indeed, in accordance with which Marcion
vemg. p. (95 f.). It bears in itself so clearly would have l n obliged t" strike, out no
the stamp of prlmltlvi ity that one oan tell how much more,
Ewald, p. 80S, Is able to ascribe it i" the a napr)<r<xv Tins 6.nayyi\Xovrtt, Dlod. Sic.

oldest evangelical source, KSst lin, p. 881, to w ii B.

ii local Bource. in opposition to
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made themselves suspected or guilty of (secret) sedition, to which the

Galileans were extremely prone. 1 It is jDossible also that in the tumult that

arose on account of the aqueduct built by Pilate (Joseph. Antt. xviii. 3.

2) they also had been drawn in (Ewald, Oesch. Chr. p. 40), with which

building, moreover, might be connected the falling of the tower, ver. 4.

Vv. 2, 3. Jesus makes use of this news by way of warning, and to stir

them up to repentance. He points to the slaughter of those people as an

example of the divine punishment, which teaches not that the persons con-

cerned are the most deserving of punishment, but that punishment, if car-

ried into effect against individuals, must fall upon all (to wit, the whole

class, so that in the appellation the Messianic punishment of eternal a-w/.aa

is intended 2
) if they should not have repented. — napa] more than.*— frysvov-

to] not were (yvav), but became 1— to wit, declaratory : that they became

known as sinners by the fact, namely, that they suffered such things (7ren6v&.),

per/., see Winer, p. 242 [E. T. 271].

Vv. 4, 5. Likewise historically unknown. — 6 Kvpyog] the icell-lcnoicn tower.

What sort of a one it was is altogether uncertain
;
perhaps a tower of the

town-walls (Joseph. Bell. v. 4. 2), so that the spring of Siloah is here meant

(Joseph. I.e. says of the walls of the ancient city, npb<, vorov v-ip t?)v "ZLkuajx

kmorpecbov irriyip,
u turning toward the south beyond the spring of Siloam ,,

).

As to the spring (on the south-east side of the ancient city) and the pool of

Siloah, see on John ix. 7. — kv r. 2(A.] h of the immediate neighborhood,

at.
b— Kai a-cKT. avroiig] a genuine Greek transition from a relative to a de-

monstrative sentence on account of the different government of the two verbs.

Comp. on x. 8. — ahrol] (see the critical remarks) they on their part, in op-

position to the others, taking them up emphatically. 6 Observe that ucavrur

is stronger than opoior, and hence most appropriately used at ver. 5.

Vv. G-9. Doctrine : the forbearance of God (of the Lord of the vineyard)

endures only a short time longer; the ministry of me (the atiTrelovpydg) to

you is the last attempt, and on it follows the decision—the decision of the

Messianic judgment. Comp. iii. 9. Explanations entering more into de-

tail, for instance, of the three years (Augustine, Theophylact, Bisping, and

others: the times of the law, the prophets, and Jesus ; Euthymius Ziga-

benus: the rpel(; Tro?urElai. of the judges, the kings, and the high j^riests), in

which, moreover, are not to be found the years of the ministry of Jesus

(Jansen, Bengel, Michaclis, Wieseler, Synopse, p. 202, but that there would

appear, besides the three years, a fourth also, in which the results of the

manuring were to show themselves), mistake the coloring of the parable

for its purpose. 7 — avuf/v el%& tic] a certain person possessed a Jig-tree. The

1 Joseph. Antt. xvii. 9. 3 ; Wetstein on the 6 Comp. Xen. Anab. iv. 8. 32, and thereon,

passage ; see especially Rettig in the Stud. Kiihner, Horn. II. xviii. 521, and elsewhere.

und Kritik. 1838, p. 980 f.
6 Bornemann, ad Sympos. iv. 63, p. 154 ;

2 Not the destruction of Jerusalem, as Bernhardy, p. 290.

Grotius and many will have it. 7 Grotius aptly says that the three years
3 See Bernhardy, p. 259 ; Buttmann, Neut. indicate in general the whole period before

Gr. p. 292 [E. T. 339]. Christ: "quo Deus patientissime expecta-
4 See generally, C. F. A. Fritzsche ia vit Judaeonim emendationem," "when

FritzscJdor. Opusc. p. 284 f. God most patiently awaited the improve-
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fig-tree in the vineyard is not opposed to Deut. x.\ii. 9, for there trees are

not spoken of. — Ver, T. According to the reading rp. krr
t

ee the

critical remarks) : It is three years since I, etc. Com}). Thueyd. i. 18. 2.

—

Ivari Kai k.t.X.] wherefore also (besides that it itself bears nothing). 1 The na'i

belongs, as is often the case in questions, to the whole sent* nee (Baeumlein,

Partikeln, p. 152).

—

Karapyel] it mules the land useless— to wit. by useless

occupation of the space, by exhausting and shading it.'-'— Ver. 8. nal rovrord

irog] thepresent year also—as already those three ineffectual past years.

—

eug

.-.'/.
|

until the time that I shall have dug, etc.—whereupon there shall oc-

cur, even according to the result^what is said at ver. 9. KapirAv]

and in case perchance if shall have oroughtforthfrv.it—even in the classical

writers a frequent aposiopesis of the apodosis nah&g lx£l '
Z ^n tUL> interchange

of hav and el in such antitheses, in which the first conditional sentence is

spoken with reference to the result, comp. Bauppe, ad Xen. Mem. ii. G. 37;

Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 93 B, Gorg. p. 470 A; Winer, p. 263 [E.

T. 263 f.].

—

e'tg rb fiDj,ov\ sc. Irog, at the following year, which therefore

comes in with the next year's fig-harvest, thou shalt cut it down. [See

Note CVL, p. 438.] Let it still therefore remain so long. Comp. on i.

20. To supply imc is by means of the correlation to tovto rb irog, ver. 8,

more strictly textual than the general notion postea, "afterwards" (as it is

usually taken. —kKudtyeig] " Non dicit vinitor: exscindam, coll. ver. 7, sed

rem refer) ad doininum; desinit tamen pro iicu deprecari," ''The vine-

dresser does not say : I will cut it down (comp. ver. 7), but refers the matter

to his l.nd; yet he ceases to intercede for the fig-tree," Bengel.

Vv. 10-17. A Sabbath cure peculiar to Luke, without anymore precise

specifying of time and place. He might find a motive for inserting it just

in this place in his source of the narrative of the journey itself. But to ex-

plain its position here from the fact that the three years of ver. 7 had re-

minded him of the eighteen years of ver. 11 (Holtzmann, p. 153) would be

fantastic. — Ver. 11. i,v\ aderat. [Meyer omits, see critical note.] — -

aadeveiag] a spirit of weakness, i.e., a demon (see ver. 16), who paralyzed her

muscular power-, so that she could not straighten herself. This conception

more in accordance with the context than the general one oJ

.7,/,-Y] comp. lleb. vii. 25, and thereon Bleek ; Ael. xii. 20,

v. 7. It belongs adverbially not to pi) dbva/i. (de Wetle, Bleek, and most

commentators), but to avaicbipai, with which it stands. She was bowed to-

gether (Ecclus. xii. II, six, '-Mil'., and in the Greek writers), and from this

ion to straighten herself up perfectly was to her impossible. — Ver. 1'.'.

thou art loosed j that which will Immediately occur is represented

as already completed, — Ver. 14. airoicpidt ] See on Matt, \i. 25.

—

t£ <

menl of the Jews." Within three years, as ad Dt var. r>. (':;r> IT.

a rule, the tree when planted bore fruit, '' Examples of xarapyi facere,

Wetsteln in loc. Tht peopU addressed axe Eur. Ph/oen. 780 ; Ezra Iv. 21, 88, v. 6,

, ver. i as ver. •.'. lmt as members of • See Valokenaer, Sctwl. p. 217 ; Hermann,
(the vineyard), not as inhab- ad Buttmann, Neut. Gr.

itanis of Jerusalem (Weizsftcker). p. 889 [E, T.

Si rmann, Klutz,
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Taking his stand upon Deut. v. 13, he blames—not directly Jesus, for he

could not for shame do so, but

—

the people, not specially the woman at all :

Jesus was to be attacked indirectly. — Ver. 15. vTroKpiral.] Euthymius Ziga-

benus aptly says: inzoKpiTaq uvofiaus tovc tcara tov apxLOvvayuyov, "He calls

those like the ruler of the synagogue hypocrites" (the class of men to which

he belonged, the hierarchical opposition, comp. ver. 17), die vironptvofxEvovc fiev

rt.fj.dv rov cafijlaTov vofiov, enfiiKovvTac; 6e ruv tydovov mwuv, "as pretending to

honor the law of the Sabbath, but avenging their own envy."— enrayaydov]

pictorially, "ad opus demonstrandum," " to describe the labor, " Bengel.

—

Ver. 16. The argument is a minori ad majus (as xiv. 5), and the majus is sig-

nificantly indicated Dy the doubled description dvya-epa 'A[3p. ovaav (comp.

xix. 9) and ?/v eSt/uev 6 "La-civac k.t.1. " Singula verba habent emphasin,"

"Each word is emphatic" (Grotius),—a remark which holds good also of

the vividly introduced hh'v, comp. Deut. viii. 4. As a daughter ofAbraham,

she belongs to the special people of Ood, and must hence be wrested from

the devil. Of spiritual relationship with Abraham (Lechler in the Stud. u.

Krit. 1854, p. 821) nothing is said. — f,v edi/oev 6 oar.] since he, namely, by

means of one of his servants, a demon, has taken away her liberty in the

manner mentioned at ver. 11.

—

Sena k.t.1. is not a nominative, but an accu-

sative of the duration, of time. Comp. ver. 8, xv. 29, and elsewhere. — Ver.

17. narriaxvv. tt&vt. o'l avriK. ai>r.] Comp. Isa. xlv. 16.

—

yivo/iivoit;] Present,'

describing the glorious work of Jesus as continuing.

Vv. 18-20. Comp. on Matt. xiii. 31-33; Mark iv. 31 L—eleye ovv]

does not introduce the parables which follow in an indefinite and random
manner (Strauss, I. p. 626 ; comp. de Wette and Hoitzmann), which is

erroneously inferred from ver. 17 regarded as a closing remark, and denies

to Luke even the commonest skill in the management of his materials ; but

after the conclusion of the preceding incident (ver. 17) Jesus, in conse-

quence (olv, see the critical remarks) of the joy manifested by the people,

sees Himself justified in conceiving the fairest hopes on behalf of the Mes-

sianic kingdom, and these He gives utterance to in these parables. This is

how we find it in Luke ; and his mode of connecting them with the context

is so consistent with the facts, that from this quarter there is no opposition

to our assuming as original in this place what, if not an exact repetition of

the two parables already spoken at Matt. xiii. and Mark iv., was at least

an express reference to them. Even in the source of his narrative of the

journey from which Luke draws from ix. 51 onwards, they might have

been connected with the foregoing section, vv. 10-17. [See Note CVIL,

p. 438.] — Ver. 19. ric ktjttov iavrov] into a garden belonging to himself, where

it was protected, where he could observe and foster it, etc. — Ver. 20. Traltv]

once more; for the question of ver. 18 is repeated.

Ver. 22. Introduction of a new act in the progress of the journey

(ix. 57, x. 38, xvii. 11). The mention of the journey holds the historical

thread. [See Note CVIIL, p. 438.] — KalTzop. ttocov/h.] teaching, and at the

same time, etc.

Ver. 23. This questioner was certainly a confessor of Jesus, ver. 24 ff.

There is nothing besides this that we can define more precisely, except that
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tin' question itself might bo called forth by the stringency of the claims of

Jesus. — As to el,
1 see on Matt. xii. 10.

Y< t. 24. Upbg ci'Tnn
\ refers to those who were present, of whom the ques-

tioner was one. Jesus, giving after His manner a practical application to

the theoretical question, answers not directly, but by means of the admoni-

tion : Strive to enter in (to the Messiah's kingdom, to which that question

referred, conceived of as a house) l>y the narroio door, since many in ruin shall

attempt to enter. Therein is implied : "Instead of concerning yourselves

with the (piestion whether they who attain to salvation are onlyfew, reflect

rather thai many shall not attain it, and set out therefore on the right road

to attaining it."— Sia r?~jc arev^g Bvpag] (see the critical remarks) reminds us

of a house which has, besides the usual door, also a distinct small one, and

only by means of this is admission possible : so the attainment of salvation

is possible; only by means of the fteravoia. The figurative representation,

which Jesus has already made use of in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. vii.

13, is here repeated and modified ; the simple 6ia ttjc otev. Bvp., without any

more definite explanation (comp., on the other hand, Matt. I.e.), bears the

stamp of a reference to something already previously propounded (in oppo-

sition to de Wette, Weiss, and others, who are in doubt as to the originality

of the saying in this place). — ^rp^aovaiv] weaker than ayuvi&ode. — elffe',

in general ; Sid rtjg arevijg dbpag is not repeated.

—

k. ovk icxvaovan] because

they omit hyimi&odai elaeWelv Sea -yc arevijg Obpag, i.e., they have not repented.

[See Note CIX., p. 438.]

Vv. 25 27. s If you are excluded from the kingdom of Messiah, you shall

then in vain urge your external connection with me ! IP;-- yap oiKo6eon6-

r//v riva Kaftyfievov *. iirotiex6/tevov, "For He r< presents a certain master of a

house sitting and entertaining" (at the repast, ver. 29), rovg <piXovg i

"his friends" i rather his family ;
see subsequently on -, [ft i i, elra eyeipdfievov

k. airwiXeiovTa T/
t
v dvpav rov oIkov avrov, /.. u% av) ^upovvra voir aTJXoig iir,

'•then rising and shutting to the door of his house, and not allowing the

others to enter," Euthymius Zigabenus. The construction is such that the

apodoxix begins with tote, ver. 26 (Bengel, Bornemann), mid continues

toadtKiag, ver. 27, in accordance with which the punctuation should he

adjusted. Theapodosis does not begin as early as «ai aironpideig, ver. 25 (the

u "''I mode of punctuation i. so that with ver. 26 a ru u> sentence would begin
;

for the former /,r:.
:

, which would not be a sign of the apodosis (de Wetti I,

'Thai In dlrecl questions »i should be On the classical beginnings of Oil i

used as the recitative on, which would have nothing likewise is to be decided

explained by a transition of the oratlo than on the New Testament usa

Into the oratlo direeta, even after wit. with Ast, Lex. fiat. i. i>. « >*
* i :

"/>/-

the learned Investigation of LI Mlanter lnterrogat, lta ul Interrogatio vide-

ItechtfefiigungsleJire, 1858, p. 80 ff., I mast atur direeta esse," "lie asks doubtlngly,

doubt, since we Bhould find this use of ei thai thus the question may appear t" be

tatieii more frequently elsewhere, and since dlreol
"

iti the Isolated places where 11 occurs it is 5 Down to ver. 29 we have a Berles of

jut the meaning of the doubtful question reminiBcenoes of rerj railed discourses

blch is very appropriate linked together in hake's Bource ol the

ii. to, six :'.
: Luke rill 23, nil. journey, which are found in Beven

40; Acta 1.6, vil. 1, xii. 2, xri. 87, jcxil. 25). tlons of Matthew taken from the Zc
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but would mean also, would be superfluous and confusing, whereas tote pre-

sents itself, according to a usage known to every one (v. 35, xxi. 20, and

elsewhere), of itself, and according to the meaning, as the division of the

sentence. It is according to the meaning, for thus the apodosis brings out

the principal point, namely, the urging of the relation of external connection

and (observe only the continuation of the apodosis through ver. 27) its fruit-

lessness. Lachmann (following Beza) connects tif ov . . . avoitjov ?}/xlv (after

which he places a full stop) with not ova Igx'vgovglv, ver. 24. Schegg follows

him. But opposed to this is the second person ap^rjads, which is not in ac-

cordance with loxvaovatv, but carries forward the address that began with

ayuvi&ode. Ewald conceives the apodosis as beginning as early as nal apfyofc,

ver. 25, but in such a manner that this apodosis is transformed into a second

protasis. The harshness of this supposition is increased still more by the

fact that if we read apt-qode, ver. 26, the force of the protasis must come up

anew with the repetition of the sound. 1— nal ap^r/aOe] can only arbitrarily be

limited to upoveiv, as though it ran apij. efu iarureg upoveiv (Fritzsche, ad

Matth. p. 541). It refers to both the infinitives. The people have begun the

persistent standing there and knocking, in respect of which they say : Lord,

ojien to us ; then the master of the house answers that he knows them not

(Matt. xxv. 12), etc. ; next, they begin to say something else, to wit, their

hbayouEv k.t.1. Thus there appears in aptfqcde and ap^eade, ver. 26, a very

vivid representation of their several fruitless attempts. — koi aironp. kpsl v/i.]

a graphic transition to the future : after that . . . ye sJudl have begun . . .

and he shall say. At the same time, however, it is a departure from the

regular construction, 2 as though hv had not gone before (Klotz, ad Devar.

p. 142).

—

oi'K olda vuac. tt66ev egte] Comp. John vii. 27; Winer, p. 551

[E. T. 626]. — ttSOev] i.e., of what family (see on John vii. 27) ;
ye are not

members of my house, but of another that is unknown to me. — Ver. 26 f

.

evo)tti6v gov] before thine eyes, as thy guests, but corresponding in a more
lively manner to the expression of the master of the house than the mere

uetcl gov. — h -ale ttIcit. $/i. edidai;. ] A divergence from the person describing

to the person described, which occurs in ver. 27 in citzogttite . . . athniae,
3

and at ver. 28 f. Bengel aptly says on ver. 27 : "Iterantur eadem verba
;

stat sententia ; sed iterantur cum emphasi," "The same words are repeated
;

the verdict holds good ; but it is repeated with emphasis." For the rest,

comp. on Matt. vii. 22 f. According to the tendency-critics, the doers of

iniquity in Matthew must be Paidine-Christi&ns, but in Luke Jewish-Chvis-

tians. 4 What crafty turns the evangelists have got credit for ! Antinomians

(Weizsacker) are not meant at all, but immoral adherents.

1 This reading, indeed, has in its favor many others) or not, see especially' Her-
ADKLMT 5 XrAnX and many min., maun, de part: ov, p. 30 ff. ; Hartung, Parti-

hut it is a mechanical repetition of the sub- Icell. IT. p. 282 ff. (both in favor of it) ; and
junctive from ver. 25. Yet it is now adopted Klotz, ad Devar. p. 118 ff. {against it).

by Teschendorf [Tisch. VIII. has <£p£e<r#e]. 3 On ipyarrf;, a doe?- of good or evil (so
2 On the question discussed in so many only in this place in the New Testament),

ways whether in the classical writers (ex- comp. Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 27 : tw ko.K<ov «ai

cept Homer) av stands with the future crejuiw ipydrriv ; 1 Mace. iii. 6.

(Brunck, Heindorf, Hermann, Hartung, * See Hilgenfeld, Krit. Vhters. p. 184 f.,

Stallbaum, Iieisig, Kuhner, Kriiger, and Ecang. p. 190, Zeitschr. 1SC5, p. 192.

28
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Vv. 28, 29. Comp. on Matt. viii. 11 f. The words of Jesus. — exet] there,

in the place to which ye shall thus be turned away. For the most part it is

understood tcmpo)-ally, kv hdv<.> t$ Kaipy, " in that season," Euthymius Zig-

abenus. Rarely thus in the classical writers (Soph. Phil. 394 ; Bornemann.

Sehol. ]). 90 f.), but never (yet comp. heldev, Acts xiii. 21) in the New Tes-

tament ; and here the context points definitely by a-orn-^re a-' e/llov to the

well-known locality, as, moreover, the standing type of this formula sanc-

tioned by use (Matt. xiii. 42, 50,'xxii. 13, xxiv. 51, xxv. 30) with kucl leads

one to think only of that locality. — brav bfnode] What contrasts ! They

saw the patriarchs und prophets established in the kingdom, but in themselves

experience the sense of being cast out, and instead of them come heathens from

the east and west, etc.
1— 'A/?p. k. 'la. k. 'IcntAf}] Comp. Matt. viii. 11. The

Marcionite reading Trdvrac rove dtiuziovc is an intentional removal of the patri-

archs (Volkmar, comp. Zeller, Apostelg. p. 17). It Avas not original, so that

the canonical reading cannot be said to have been introduced in accordance

with Matt. I.e., or in opposition to Marcion's views (Hilgenfeld, Baur). —
tKi3a?i?.ofi. ego] agrees with the figure, although the persons concerned are not

admitted at all ; for they are members of the family, and as such, i.e., as orig-

inally belonging to the theocratic community of the patriarchs and prophets,

they arc by their rejection practically IkBcMmuevoi tfw. The j>resent tense is

justifiable, since the dpav k.t.%. at the time of the larai y K/.avQyoc will be

already past. Hence : if ye shall hare seen yourselves as such, become (not are)

the cast out. After they shall have seen this measure carried out, they shall

be in hell, Avhere there shall lie weeping, etc.

Yer. 30. Comp. on Matt. xix. 30, xx. 1G.

—

e'uriv] (before the establish-

ment of the kingdom ; iaovrai) after it, in the kingdom. — laxaroi] i.e., those

who have not become believers till very late (as such, born heathens, ver.

29). — eaovrai izpu-oi\ Members of the first rank in the kingdom of Messiah.

The originality of this maxim, uttered in several forms and in various con-

nections, is to be claimed exclusively for no particular place.

Ver. 31 IT. as far as ver. 33 peculiar to Luke from the source of his narra-

tive of the journey. — According to xvii. 11, the incident occurred in Gal-

ilee, with which ix. 51 ff. (see on the passage) is not inconsistent. [See

Notes LXXXL, p. 378 seq., (VIII., p. 438.] —That the Pharisees did not

merely give out on pretence their statement in reference to Antipas (Theophy-

lact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Maldonatus, and others, including < Ushausen and

Bbrard), bu1 actually had instructions from him, because he himself wished

to be rid of the dreaded miracle-worker (i\. 7, 9) out of his dominions, is

plain from ry aXAireict rainy, ver. 3.2, whereby is declared His penetration of

tin' subtle cunning 2 of Herod (not of the Pharisees) ; in the contrary case,

would have had nil ground for characterizing him just as He ilid, and

on Hi' 1 subjunctive form h^adi, sec Bchriftbeto. II. 1, p. 816, to suppose that by

Bnttmann, Neut. Or. p. 81 [E. T. 86]. the fox is meanl the destroyer of th, vine-

9 As a type of cunning and knavery, the yard (oomp. cant. ii. 16). References to

epithel fox is so generally frequent, ami theSongof Songs are not in general to be

this figure is here so appropriate, thai it discerned anywhere In theNew Testament,

appears quite groundless for Hofmann, comp. on John 111. 29.
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that too in the consciousness of His higher prophetic and regal dignity.

But that Herod used even the enemies of Jesus for this purpose was not un-

wisely calculated, because he could rely upon them, since they also, on their

part, must be glad to see Him removed out of their district, and because the

cunning of the Pharisees for the execution of such like purposes was at all

events better known to him than were the frequent exposures which they

had experienced at the hands of Jesus.

'

Ver. 32. 'Idov, knfiaTika . . . Tsfaiovfiat] Behold, I cast out demons, and I
accomplish cures to-day and to-morrow, and on the third day I come to an end ;

to wit, not in general with my work*, with my course (Acts xx. 24), or the

like, but, according to the context, with these castings out and cures. A defi-

nitely appropriate answer, frank and free, in opposition to timid cunning.

To-day and to-morrow I allow myself not to be disturbed in my work
here in the land of Herod, but prosecute it without hindrance till

the day after to-morrow, when I come to a conclusion with it. Jesus,

however, mentions precisely His miraculous working, not His teaching,

because He knew that the former, but not the latter, had excited the appre-

hension of Herod. — TE?.sioviiai] (the present of the certain future, not the

Attic future) might be the middle (Jamblichus, Tit. Pyth. 158) ; but in all

the passages of the New Testament, and, as a rule, among the Greek writ-

ers, T&eiovaOat. is passive. So also here ; comp. Vulg. It. : consummor.

rsAeiovv means adfinem perducere, "to bring to an end," the passive teIelov-

odai ad finem pervenire, "to come to an end." Hence : I come to a conclu-

sion, I have done; with what ? the context shows, see above. Against the

explanation of the end of life, so that the meaning would amount to morior,"

are decisive even the statements of the days which, in their definiteness, 3

could not be taken (as even Kuinoel, Ewald, and others will have them)

proverbially (o///iepov k, ahp. : per breve tempus, " after a little while," and ry

Tplry : paido post, "shortly after," comp. Hos. vi. 2), as also iropevecdaL, ver.

33. [See Note CX., p. 438 seq.] Just as little reason is there for seeing

prefigured in the three days, the three years of the official ministry of Jesus

(Weizsiieker, p. 312).

Ver. 33. Nevertheless (although I am not, through your advice, discon-

certed in that three days' ministry) the necessity still lies before ?ne, to-day and

to-morrow and the next day, to obey your nopsvov hrevBev, since it is not allow-

able that a prophet, etc. Jesus means to say, " Nevertheless it cannot at all

be otherwise than that I should conjoin with this work, which is still to be

done to-day and to-morrow and the next day, the departure from Galilee,

since I shall not perish in Galilee, as Herod threatens, but in order to per-

ish must proceed to Jerusalem, which after all has the monopoly, that a

prophet must not be slain out of it." In the answer, which as looking ap-

1 On the proverbial dAcoirTjf, comp. Find. many others ; comp. also Neander, Baum-
Pylh. ii. 141 ; Plat. Pol. ii. p. 3C5 C ; and garten-Crusius, Sehegg, Bisping, Linder in.

thereupon, Stallbaum ; Plut. Sol. 30. Comp. the Stud. u. Krit. 1862, p. 564.

a^unreKi^Lv in Aristoph. Vesp. 1241 ; also 3 E.g. the expression is different in Dem.
(ctVa.8o9, Dem. 281. 22, 307. 23 ; Soph. Aj. 103. De Cor. § 195 : nia. y^pa koi Svo «ai rpeU.

2 Theophylaet, Euthymius Zigabenus, See Dissen on the passage, p. 362.

Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, Kypke, and
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preaching death in tlic face at once boldly contemns the threatening of the

timid prince, are accordingly involved the three positions— (1 ) Iliave under-

taken to labor three days more in Galilee, and in that undertaking I will

not be disconcerted
; (2) nevertheless, I must in these three days contrive my

departure from Galilee ;' and wherefore this ? in order to escape the death

with which Herod threatens me ? No
; (3) I must do this because I must

not in Galilee—not outside of Jerusalem, but just in that place of the mur-

der of prophets

—

die ; and therefore must make for Jerusalem. 2 — rrnpeveadai]

depart, ver. 31. It is not in contradiction with ver. 22, for while travelling

Jesus was accustomed to cast out demons, and to perform cures. If lie

wished to do the latter, He could at the same time do theformer. Most of

the commentators (even Grotius, Kuinoel, Olshausen) are grammatically and

contextually wrong (see ver. 31) in the explanation : travel about undis-

turbed in my occupations. When others, following Syr., limit Tzopthrcdai

merely 1<> -;/ i youbvn, interpreting it either as to depart (Theophylact, Casau-

bon) or to die (Euthymius Zigabenus, Eisner), they supply (comp. also

Neander) after avpiov a thought such as epj u^adai or hepyjjacu & elirov. This is

indeed to make the impossible possible !— ovk hSsx^ai] it cannot be done, it

is not possible (2 Mace. xi. 18, and see Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. vi. p. 501 C),

with ironically excited emotion makes the frequent and usual hyperbolically

to appear as necessary (for all the prophets were not actually slain in Jerusalem,

as is shown even in the instance of the Baptist) for the purpose of showing

how empty the threatening of Herod appears to Jesus, since He must rather

go to Jerusalem to die. The opinion (Grotius, Drusius, Knatchbull, Light-

foot, Wolf, and others) that lie refers to the right belonging exclusively to

the Sanhedrim of judging prophets and condemning them to death (Sarihedr.

f. 2. 1, f. 89. 1, and elsewhere) is mistaken, since the matter here in ques-

tion is of the actual airoMedcu, and since ,|r>us could not place Himself on a

level with those who were condemned asfalse prophets. 8

Yv. 34, 35. See on Matt, xxiii. 371T. The original place of this exclama-

tion is in Matthew (in opposition to Olshausen, Wieseler, Holtzmann, and

others), although the connection in which Luke gives it from his source of

the journey is not to be called inappropriate (in opposition to Bchleiermach-

1 The inference la nol here to be drawn (he same days as in ver. 83. DeWettecon-
fgo Wieseler, Synapse, p. 821) that Jesus was Biders the saying as unimportant,—thai it

still distant three days' journey from tin: is probably Incorrectly reported; and

end of His expedition (Jerusalem, not Beth- Holtzmann finds the section so obscure

any, as Wieseler will have it. see ver. 22, that on that >unt Matthew omitted if.

and on ix. 61 ff.). The occupation of these According to Baur, Jesus marks out the

three days Is rather, according to rer. 82, nopev^r^ai, the progress on His journey

principally the casting out of demons and never to be Interrupted as 131b proper task,

bealtnga; but the journey musl have been which would be in harmony with the Paul-

bound "// therewith, so thai -b-sus intends ine character of the GospeL With this oon-

on the third day to reaoh the limit to which fiiets the statement giving the reason eVn

in xvii. ti He has already come. owe ivSixtrai. k.t.a. Bleek conjectures that.

a Schlelermacher is wrong in assuming enj^ #e. avp. ««' was Introduced from ver 89

(Schr. d. Lvk.-p. 195) thai Jesus means to by a transcriber's error at an early period-

Bay that ite must BtiU abide two days in » Comp. Winer In Zimmerman's -
;

the place, and tht n for two days more jour- tchr. II. :', p. '-'
( 6.

tly, etc. in ver. 88 they are lnd< ed
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cr, do Wette, Bleek). The painful reminder and announcement appears

on the part of Jesus natural enough after ver. 33, and in the face of the

theocratic hypocrites, ver. 35 is a striking dismissal. — ryv ium-yc vocciav] her

own nest, namely, with the chickens therein, her own brood. ' As to the tes-

timony of the passage before us to an already frequent ministry of Jesus in

Jerusalem, see on Matt, xxiii. 38 f., Remark. Comp. Weizsacker, p. 310.

But Schenkel, in opposition to all the evangelical notices, conjectures that

during His supposed single sojourn in Judea (where He now is) He was

oftener in Jerusalem. According to Keim (D. geschiclitl. Chr. p. 34), Luke

must at least have understood all the Jews as the children of Jerusalem,

which, however, according to the context (vv. 33, 35), is not correct. In

Luke the apostrophe refers to the remote inhabitants of the central seat of

the theocracy. — Ver. 35. Continued apostrophe to the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem. — ?,iyu fJt- [see critical note] vplv k.t.'X.'] cannot refer to the festal pro-

cession that was close at hand (Erasmus, Er. Schmid, Stein ; Paulus, accord-

ing to whom the meaning must be, " before the festival caravans I shall

not come !" 2
), which would yield the most nugatory and inappropriate

thought in a pompous form, as the conclusion of a solemn denunciation of

threatening. It refers to the Parousia (see already Theophylact), and the

train of thought is : "The divine protection departs from your city (acplerai

vp.lv 6 oh. vfi., see on Matt, xxiii. 38), and in this abandonment I shall not

appear to you as a helper,—ye shall not see me until I come to the estab-

lishment of my kingdom, and shall receive your (then no further to be with-

held) homage as the Messiah." The meaning is somewhat different from

what it is in Matthew. Observe, namely—(1) that Luke has not the awaprt

of Matthew (and, moreover, could not have it, since he has the saying before

the festal entry)
; (2) that, therefore, in Luke the time of the ov pi] pe Idrjre

must be the duration of the previously declared abandonment
; (3) that

instead of teyu yap (Matt.) Luke places teyu rft-, which 6k is not to be taken

as explanatory, in the sense of yap (because it is not followed by airapTi as in

Matthew), but as in continuation, autem, as an advance towards a new point

in the announcement :
" Ye shall be abandoned, but how long ? abandoned

even till my Parousia.'''' [See Note CXI., p. 439.] Comp. the expression

tyrf/GETe pe k. ovx Evpfoere in John vii. 34 : the restoration of Israel, so that by

iuc k.t.1. would be meant the conversion of the people (Hofmann, Schriftb.

II. 2, p. 90 ff.), is neither here nor elsewhere taught in the New Testament.

— eac iji-et (see the critical remarks) ore el-ir^Te] till it (the point of time) shall

be, when ye shall have said. The subjunctive after ore without av :
" si res non

ad cogitationem refertur et eventus tantummodo spectatur," " if the matter

is not referred to reflection and simply regarded as a result," Klotz, ad Devar.

p. 688. 3 In this place to consider the subjunctive as occasioned by eug (Butt-

mann, Neut. Gr. p. 199 [E. T. 231 f.]) is arbitrary.

1 Comp. Plat. Pol. viii. p. 548 A ; Herod. sees here nothing: but the dismissal " until

iii. Ill, often in the LXX. the next Passoverfestival."
s Comp. Wieseler, Synopse, p. 322, whom s See on this specially Homeric use, even

this erroneous reference drives to explain Thiersch in the Act. Monac. I. p. 13 ff.; Bern-

the passage in Matthew as a spurious addi- hardy, p. 397 f., 400.

tion. See on Matthew. Even Holtzmann
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Notes by American Editor.

CV. Ver. 1. ev avru ro> mipti.

Meyer presses the above phrase when he interprets it "at the same moment."

Still it is quite probable that no great interval is implied. This would favor

the view that places vv. 1-9 (together with chap. xii. ) in the Galilaean minis-

try? Others think that at this point the account of the ministry in Peraea.

begins. Aside from the opening clause we have no hint as to time or place.

CVI. Ver. 9. napnbv rig to p'riXkav.

The above reading, which is strongly attested (see critical note), is not no-

ticed by Meyer. The reference to the "following year" is thus joined with the

bearing fruit, not with the cutting down. The E. V., however, while accepting

the correct reading, gives "henceforth" as the rendering of rig to fikTCkov.

Weiss ed. Mey. objects even to interpreting the owner of the vineyard as mean-

ing God and the vine-dresser as pointing to Christ.

CVII. Vv. 18-21. Parables of Mustard Seed and Leaven.

Even Weiss ed. Mey. says these parables must have occupied this place in

Luke's main source. He, however, thinks the first Evangelist has transferred

them to the position after Matt. xiii. 31-33, in accordance with Mark iv. 30 ff.

But why should two Evangelists, and these the earlier (as Weiss holds), transfer

them to the wrong position, and Luke alone, whom Weiss so often credits with

"working over," retain the proper order ? Meyer's view is far more satisfac-

tory.

CVIII. Ver. 22 ff. The Continuance of the Journey.

It would appear that the entire passage from ver. 21 to chap. xvii. 10, after

which there follows a new notice of journeying, is closely connected in time.

The region was somewhere in Herod's dominions (comp. ver. 31), but whether

it was in Peraea or Galilee is uncertain. Those who connect this part of Luke

with tho final journey to Jerusalem necessarily place it in Peraea, but many
agree with Meyer in thinking that the locality was in Galilee. Weiss ed. Mey.

places the incident of ver. 31 ff. in Peraea.

CIX. Vv. 24, 25.

Trogflles, Westoott and Hort, R. V. marg.. connect these verses togethi t

Tins would make a new sentence in em with .-..,-,• (ver. 26). Hut Meyer's view of

the construction of vv. 25, 26 is preferable.

CX. Yer. 32. rj) ";"~;/ reXecovfiat,

Weiss ed. Mey. agrees in the mainwith Meyer, but thinks the three days should

Tint be taken literally. He refers tie in to "a definitely fixed period, irreS] -

tivenf the counsels and threateningB of Herod." He regards the literal view

in both w. 82, 33 as a misunderstanding of the proverbial character of •• thri i
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days." The Am. E. V. properly renders the verb: * lend my course." It is

quite possible that our Lord three days after this discourse passed out of the

territoiy of Herod ; but, as it is uncertain where the incident occurred (see Note

CVIIL), and as the literal interpretation is not a necessary one, no theory of the

order of events in the Gospel history can be established from this passage.

CXI. Ver. 35. ?Jyo> 6e k.t.I.

The 6e is to be retained (see critical note). Weiss ed. Mey. does not re-

gard it as continuative, but as forming the antithesis to the notion that they

could, in their forsaken condition, hope to see Him come as a helper. In op-

position to Meyer's opinion that the restoration of Israel " is neither here nor

elsewhere taught in the New Testament," Weiss says : " Here also, therefore, is

the final delivering interposition of the Messiah (at His return) made to depend

on the conversion of the people ; but whether this will ever occur is in no way
decided thereby." So Godet, who, however, emphasizes the certainty of this

restoration.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Ver. 3. el] is wanting in B D L X, min. Pers. Copt. SyrJ er - Cant. Brix. Con-

demned by Griesb. and Schulz, deleted by Tisch. It is from Matt. xii. 10. —
&ep<nreveiv] BDLK, min. have fieparrevoai, to which these authorities and vss.

add v oh. This depawewai ?/ ov is, with Lachm. (who, however, brackets ?j oi)

and Tisch., to be adopted. The Recepia is from Matt. xii. 10. — Ver. 5. [Treg.,

W. and Hort, R. V., omit a-oKpideig (X c» B L, Copt.); retained by Tisch. ( X* and cb

A, Vulg., etc.), since it is wanting in Matthew.] — Instead of bvog in Elz.,

r'tnr is to be read, on preponderating evidence. Recommended by Griesb.,

adopted by Matth. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. ; comp. also Einck. [So recent edi-

tors (B. V. marg.), with ABA, etc., Cyril.] The heterogeneoiis collocation vibq

,,
-{'!<_ excited objection, so that viug was displaced in some authorities by ovog

(following xiii. 15), in others by Trp6/3aTov (D, Cant., following Matt. xii. 11).

—

[Ver. 6. Recent editors, R. V., with X B D L, omit av-C
;
> ; so Tisch.] — Ver. 10.

El/, has uni-eoov, which on decisive evidence is to be rejected. The most im-

portant mss. are divided between avdneae (Matth. Scholz, Einck, Lachm. Tisch.)

and avamoai (Griesb. Schulz, Fritzsche, ad Mum. p. 640). Although the attesta-

tion of avaizEOE (A B* E H K S U V T X, min.) is still stronger than that of ava-

Tiecai, yet the latter is to be preferred. The less familiar form gave place to one

that was better known. To regard av&ireocu as a clerical error (so Tisch. and

Winer, p. Git [E. T. 71
|)

is the more precarious, as the same clerical error must

be assumed also at xvii. 7. [Recent editors agree with Tisch., and with him read

ipei ( X B L) and insert tt&vtuv (X A B L) after ivu-iov. — Ver. lo. Recent edi-

tors, R. V. (with X ft B L, 1, Copt., Syr.) substitute baric for b,.
]
— Ver. 16.

Recent editors, R. V., with X B, read eiroiei.']—/teya\ B**D A, min. Clem,

have ftsyav. So Lachm. Rightly ;
//••';.<; is an amendment [Tisch. VIII. and

recent editors have fiiya]. — [Ver. 17. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., omit w&vra,

with X* B L.] — Ver. 18. The order -.nr.w rrapaiT. is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to

be preferred on decisive evidence.— [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B D
[.. read /_ ek9£n>. ]

— Ver. 21. After dovXog Elz. has inelvos, which is condemned

by Griesb., and on decisive evidence struck out by Lachm. and Tisch. An ex-

getica] addition. fuAot>£ k. rofkobs] Lachm. and Tisch. have n .../.-/r.

Rightly : the e\ idence in favor thereof preponderates ; the omission of led foX.

(A, min. Syr.J") occasioned the restoration in the ordergiven at ver. 13. — Ver.

27. rbv aravp. tavrw is found in A B L** M A, min. Lachm. Tisch. The Recepta

-. C-. di-ni is from Matt. x. 38. — Ver. 28. Elz. has rd rrpdj 07ropr., in opposition

to decisive evidence. With Griesb, Scholz, Tisch. merely el hirapr. is to be

read, in accordance with BDL I!, min. .<i was added as a completion (AEG
H K M 8TJ I'A A x, min. Lachm. ha1 and etc was explained bj

Comp. ver. 32. —Ver. 81. The arrangement ••'-.,»' (tooiX, avfi i (Lachm. Tisch.)

is decisively attested, as well as also bnavr^aai.— [Tisch. W. and Hort, Weias,

i;. v., with x B, Latin versions, read rat instead of the present

trot.] Ver. 84. Instead of mk&i) read, with Tisch., following B L X X, min.
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vss., na?wv ovv. Being apparently inappropriate, ovv dropped out the more

easily after the syllable OX\ — mv (itJBDLX X, min. vss. Fathers have edv de nai.

So rightly, Lachm. and Tisch. nai was i^assed over in accordance with Matt.

v. 13 ; Mark ix. 50.

Vv. 1-6 peculiar to Luke from his source of the narrative of the journey.

[See Note CXIL, p. 447 seq.]. — 'Ev tu LaQeIv k.t.a.] when He came, to wit, in

the progress of the journey, xiii. 33. — ruv apxSvruw r. Qapiaa'tuv] not : of the

members of the Sanhedrim belonging to the Pharisees (Grotius, Kuinoel, and

many others), such as Nicodemus therefore, John iii. 1 ; for the incident is

in Galilee (not Jerusalem, as Grotius ; not Judea, as Schenkel will have it),

and, literally, it means nothing more than : of the Pharisee leaders, i.e., of the

chiefs of the Pharisees. It is not to be defined more precisely ; but men such

as Hillel, Schammai, Gamaliel, and others belong to this category. — ca[i-

P&Ta)] the holiness of which (the preparation occurred previously) was not op-

posed to it, nay, " lautiores erant isto die illis mensae . . . idque ipsis judi-

cantibus ex pietate et religione," " their tables were more sumptuous on this

day . . . and this, according to their own decision, from motives of piety

and religion," Lightfoot. 1 — <j>aysiv aprov] comp. Matt. xv. 2. Jesus wasi/i-

vited, ver. 12.

—

nai avroi] This is the common use of nai after eyevero ; avroi,

thet/ on their part, the Pharisees. — iraparnpovu.} generally, whether He would

give them occasion for charge or complaint. Otherwise, vi. 7. — Ver. 2. And
behold a dropsical man was there in His presence. This denotes the unexpected

sight of the presence (not as a guest, see ver. 4) of the sick man, who f/v

lardjiEVoc, koI pt] to2./j.g)v fj.sv Ctjttjgcli BzpaTxziav did. to adpfiarov Kal rovg Qapiaaiovg'

yaivu/tevog 6e pdvov, 'iva Idiiv oiKTeipr/cry rovrov aft eavrov Kal anaTiAa^n rov v^puKog,

"was standing, and not daring to seek healing on account of the Sabbath

and the Pharisees ; but only appearing, in order that seeing He might have

pity on this one of Himself and relieve him of the dropsy, " Euthymius Ziga-

benus. The view of many (see also Wetstein, Kuinoel, Glockler, Lange),

that the sick man was intentionally brought in by the Pharisees, is the

more arbitrary, as ver. 2 is not linked on by yap. Moreover, the cure oc-

curred before the dinner, ver. 7. — Ver. 3. cnroKpid.] at this appearance of the

sick man. — Ver. 4. E-ilafiopevoc'] a tailing hold which brought about the

miraculous cure, stronger than dxl'd/nevoc.- Otherwise Mark viii. 23.
3— Ver.

5. Comp. on Matt. xii. 11. The construction is such that the nominative of

rivog vuuv is the subject in the second half of the sentence. 4— In respect of

the reading vloc (see the critical remarks ; Mill, Bornemann, and Lachmann,

Praef. II. p. vii., unjustifiably conjecture cur), which is not inappropriate

(de Wette), the conclusion of Jesus is not drawn, as xiii. 15 f., a minori ad

majus, b but from the ethical principle that the helpful compassion which we

1 Comp. Neh. viii. 10 ; Tob. ii. 1 ; also John previously employed."

xii. 2 ; Wetstein in loc. ; Spencer, de leg. r'U. 3 The accusative ainov is not dependent on

p. 87 ff. eViA. See Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 140 [E.

2 Paulus after his fashion makes use of T. ICO].

the word for the naturalizing: of the mira- 4 Comp. generally, Bernhardy, p. 4G8 ;

cle :
" Probably Jesus took him aside, and Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 73 B.

looked after the operation of the means s This reading, moreover, sets aside the
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show in reference to that which is our own (be it son or beast) on the Sab-

bath, we are also bound to show to others (love thy neighoor as thyself).

Yv. 7-11. On the special propriety of this table conversation, 1 comp. on

xi. 38 f. Here, again, the circumstance especially which had just occurred

with the dropsical man had prepared a point of view widely different from

that of customary politeness. — -^apajioAijv] " sumtam a moribus externis,

spectantem interna," " taken from external customs, having in view inter-

nal," Bengel. The moral significance of this figurative apophthegm (7t?0)

may be seen at ver. 11. — hrkxwv~\ attendens, "taking heed of," comp. on

Acts iii. 5, and see Valckenaer.

—

xpuTonlio.'] See on Matt, xxiii. G ; Light-

foot, p. 836. — Ver. 8. eic yajuovg] not generally : to an entertainment, but :

to a wedding, in respect of which, however, a special purpose is not to be

assumed (Bengel thinks that "
civilitatis causa,'''' "for the sake of courtesy,"

Jesus did not name a feast in general) ; but the typical representation of the

future establishment of the kingdom as a wedding celebration obviously

suggested the expression (Matt. xxii.). — Ver. 9. 6 &e a. avrbv Ka?Jaa^] not :

who invited thyself also (Bornemann), which would lay upon at an unfounded

emphasis, so much as : qui te et ilium vocavit (Vulgate), the impartial

host who must be just to both. — ipel enf] future, not dependent on fiynoTe

(comp. on Matt. v. 25), but an independent clause begins with nal k?Suv. —
koI t6te apijri] the shame of the initial movement of taking possession of the

last place in which he now must acquiesce, 2 after his previously assumed

TtpuTOKMoia is here made prominent. — Ver. 10. avcnrcoai] 1 aor. imperative

middle, which tense occurs also in Josephus, Bell. vii. 6. 4 (iheKiricaodat)
;

Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. G41, takes it as future, formed after the analogy of

(payeaai and Tzieaai (xvii. 8). But these forms come from the future forms

fdyonai and iziofiai, and hence are not analogous to the one before us. [But

see critical note.]

—

lva\ corresponds to the fifyrore, ver. 8, and denotes the

purpose of the av&nzaai elc r. tax- tottov. The result is then specified by roYe

iarai. — irptirjtirujr/tit] The host occupies the position where the higher place

is (irp6( = hither). Comp. moreover, Prov. xxv. 7. — Ver. 11. Comp Matt,

xxiii. 12. A general law of retribution, but with an intentional application

to the Messianic retribution. Comp. Eruliin, f. xiii. 2: " Qui semet ipsum

depriinit, cum S. 15. exaltat ; et qui se ipsum exnlt.it, cum S. B. deprimit,"

" He who depresses himself, him does the Ever-Blessed exalt ;
and who ex-

alts himself, him does the Ever-Blessed depress."

Yv. 12-14. Doubtless the collocation of the company at table suggested

these words, which likewise are meant not probably as an actual table ar-

rangement, but paraboMcally, as a foil to the customary teaching, thai in-

stead of arranging the manifestations of human friendliness with a view to

receiving a return, we should make such manifestations just to those who

cannot repay them again ; then shall we receive requital in the kingdom of

opinion of Sohleiermaoher, p. 196, that In 3 For the intervening plaoea arc already

respect of the quotation of this expression rightly arranged, and nut t<> be ohanged.

there is no reference back to xiii. 10. "Qui seme! oedere Jubetur, longe remove-
1 in opposition to Gfrdrer, EM. Bags, I. tur,"" Hewho is onoe ordered to give plaoe,

p. 865, de Wdic, Schenkel, Eichthal. is far removed," Bengel.
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the Messiah. At the root of this lies the idea that the temporal requital

striven after excludes the Messianic compensation, the idea of the ankxEtv T0V

fitaddv (Matt. vi. 2, v. 1G). There is no allusion in this place to the calling

of the heathen (Schenkel). — [ifi] not : non tarn, "not so much," or non tan-

turn.! "not only" (Kuinoel, and many others), which here would be even

logically wrong on account of [iTJirore k. avroi as avrin. Jesus gives, indeed,

only a figurative discourse. — cpuvei] purposely chosen ; the manifest, obvious

element of the nals'iv (ver. 13) is denoted.— Trlovaiovg] belongs only to -yeiro-

vag (in opposition to Grotius). — /li/Ttore k.t.?„.] " Hie metus mundo ignotus

est, ut metus divitiarum," " This fear is unknown to the world, like the fear

of riches," Bengel. — avTtitateauoi\ Comp. Xen. Symp. i. 15. J— In respect

of nal avrol the general idea of the invitation has presented itself. — Ver. 13.

avairqpovg] maimed. 2— Ver. 14. avTanodoQijaE-ai] 3 placed first for emphasis.

— iv ry avaardaet tuv 5iKaiuv\ This is the avdaramg rur}g, see on John v. 28.

The Jewish doctrine of a double resurrection is confirmed not only by Paul

(1 Cor. xv. 22 f. ; 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; comp. Acts xxiv. 15), but also in this

place by Christ (comp. also Matt. xxiv. 31). Comp. xx. 34-36. Otherwise

ruv dacaluv would be a superfluous and unmeaning addition. 4 Moreover, it

could not be taken by the Pharisaic hearers in any other sense than in the

particularistic one, but not in such a manner as that Jesus, because He had

the fiucaiovg directly in view, only mentioned the resurrection of these, with-

out thereby excluding that of the remaining people as contemporary (in op-

position to Kaeufer, De faijg aluv. not. p. 52). The doctrine of the millen-

nial kingdom between the first and second resurrection adopted in the

Apocalypse (Bertholdt, Christol. § 38) is not, however, confirmed, nor are

the Rabbinical traditions, partly varying very much among themselves on

the several stages of the resurrection (Eisenmenger, Entdeckt. Judenth. II.

p. 901 ff.); further, the assumption is not confirmed, according to which

the Israelites in themselves were understood as the Sucaiovg who should first

arise (Bertholdt, § 35 ; Eisenmenger, II. p. 902), or at least the righteous

among the Israelites (Eisenmenger, I.e.). Jesus means the righteous in the

moral sense, as the context shows (see vv. 13 f., 16 ff.), without limitation

of race. The specific definition of the idea of those first to be awakened as

ol tov Xpiarov (1 Cor. xv. 23 ; comp. 1 Thess. iv. 16) lay of necessity in the

development of the Christian consciousness of the Smaioavv?} only to be at-

tained in Christ.

Ver. 15. To the idea of the avao-raaig tuv dmaiuv is very naturally linked

in the case of this fellow-guest the thought of the future eating (tf&ysTcu,

future) with the patriarchs of the nation 5 in the (millennial) Messianic

kingdom about to be set up. This transporting prospect, in which his mis-

taken security is manifested, compels his exclamation.

1 oure'/u.Tji' J)S avTi/cAr/Grjo-djueeo!, Ka\el /u.e tis, 4 It Would be SO also if it did not presup-

en-ci TrdvTe<; IcracTLV, on ap^rji' ov&e vo/iu'£eTai eis pose airy avacnacn^ tuv aSiicuv at alt. This is

ty\v iixr)v olxiav Selnvov e£cn/>epeo-0a!.. against Georgii in Zeller's Jahrb. 1845, I.

2 Plat. Grit. p. 53 A : x">Aot koX rvcpAol koI p. 14 f., who finds in the Synoptic Gospels
aAAot avair-qpoi. only a resurrection of the pious.

3 Thucyd. iii. 40 ; Plat. Phaedr. p. 23G C ;
° Matt. viii. 11 ; Luke xiii. 28 f.; Bertholdt,

Rom. xi. 35 ; 1 Thess. iii. 9. Christol. § 39.
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Vv. 16, 17. [Sec Note CXIII., p. 448.] Jesus answers with a parable which

comes from the source of the account of the journey (not identical, but sim-

ilar is Matt. xxii. 1 ff., see in loc), in which He keeps to the idea of a ban-

quet, and thereby depicts the Messianic blessedness, but without reserve cuts

off the prospect of that guest in reference to it and its like by teaching fig-

uratively that they, the representatives of the theocracy, would deprive

themselves of the Messianic salvation (ver. 24), because for the sake of their

earthly objects of ambition they despised the repeated invitation to the

Messianic kingdom (vv. 17-20). On the other hand, the poor and the un-

fortunate of the people (ver. 21), and even the heathen (ver. 23), are called,

and being obedient to the call are adopted into the kingdom. " Pro-

greditur vocatio ad remotiores, vi semper majore pensans moram," "The

call proceeds to the more remote, considering the delay with ever greater

force," Bengel. — jikyav (see the critical remarks) : the masculine form 5tInvog

is rare and late. '— zmleoe] refers in the interpretation to the call by the

prophets. — Ver. 17. tov dovlov avrov] /car' ei-oxjjv. Grotius well says vocato-

rem, to be interpreted of the Messiah at whose advent ffyyiKe. y f3aoitela ruv

ovpavav, Matt. iv. 17. — On the custom even now in use in the East of a rep-

etition of the invitation when all is prepared, see Rosenmuller, Morgeril, Y.

p. 192 f.

Vv. 18-20. "Ilp^avTo] brings into prominence the beginning as a striking

contrast to what has gone before. Comp. Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 541.

—

u-b fiiag] " Utut enim diversas causae adferant, in eo tamen conveniunt,

quod suapraetexantnegotia," "For whatever different reasons they produce,

in this they yet unite, that they assign their own affairs as a pretext," Calo-

vius. On the adverbial use of hub fitac, comp. curb t/?c laijq (Thuc. i. 15. 3),

ot' evdeiac (Plut. Symp. i. 4. 8), £f bpBrjg (Polyb. XV. 27), dia iraar/c (Thueyd.

i. 14. 3), and many others. It may be explained on the principle that the

prepositions which originally express concrete local relations, come in lime

to denote the more abstract relations of mode ; see especially, Lobeck, Par-

alip. p. 363.

—

TtapaiTE'iaOai] to deprecate ; praying to excuse, 2 Mace. ii. 31 ;

Acts xxv. 11, and elsewhere. 2 — nal l^u av&yittiv k>t./.
]
not as though he had

bought the estate without seeing it (Wetstein, de Wette, an. I others), which

is unnatural, even if a recommendation of it on the part of others, and the

like, is supposed ;
but because even after a completed purchase there is the

natural necessity to make a proper inspection of one's new possession in or-

der to become acquainted with it, to make further arrangements, and the

like. The excuses are therefore not in themselves absurd, which, according

to Lange, L. J. II. 1, p. 376, must be the intention in order to represenl the

vehement confusedne fit wapyr.] have me as om who ie legged off

:

nol a Latinism (Kuinoel, Bleek, and many older commentators), nor to be

interpreted: regard me as one, etc. (Kypke), bul i
\
etv nva, with an

added accusative of a substantive, participle, or adjective, expresses the

relation of possession according t<> a special quality. 8 Hence : Place thyself

1 ,\< «op. Fragtn. 129. Bee Bast, Bp. Or. tam,p. 498.

App.-p :: mp- Xen. Cyrop. 111. 1. 85 : o0 dajtpovvri

Wetateln and Held, ad Hut. Time- n< . vl. 6 : rorfey wv voktiUow ttx*
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in such wise to me that I am an excused person ; let me he to thee an excusedper-

son, i.e., according to the meaning : accept rny apology. — Ver. 19. iropev-

oficu] Already in idea he is just going forth. — Ver. 20. "Hie excusator, quo

speciosiorem et honestiorern videtur habere causam, eo est ceteris importu-

nior," " This one in excusing himself, since he seems to have a more plausi-

ble and honest reason, is all the more uncivil than the others," Bengel. On
the excuse itself, comp. Deut. xxiv. 5.

1
1 Cor. vii. 33 is to the point.

Vv. 21-24. Eic rdc Tt'AaTeiac k. pvfiac~\ into the (broad) streets and (narrow)

lanes. Comp. Isa. xv. 3. On pvurj = orevcnrSg, see Phrynichus, p. 404, and

thereon Lobeck. — Ver. 22. Here the narrative is supposed to be silent, leav-

ing it to be understood that the servant went away again, and after fulfil-

ment of the commission returned. But with what reason is this supposed in

the narrative, otherwise so circumstantial ? No ; the servant, when repulsed

by those who had been invited, did of his own accord what the master here

directs him, so that he can say at once to this behest : it is done, etc. [See

Note CXIV, p. 448.] This point in the interpretation is, moreover, strik-

ingly appropriate to Jesus, who, by the preaching of the gospel to the poor

and miserable among the people, had already before His return to God ful-

filled this divine counsel, in regard to which He did not need further

instruction. — Ver. 23. This commission to the servant is fulfilled by Him
through the apostles, comp. Eph. ii. 17.

—

<ppaypovg] not : places fenced in,

which the word does not mean, but : go forth into the ways (highways and

other roads outside the town) and hedges (beside which wanderers, beggars,

houseless folk have camped). In the interpretation : al Karoiitiai -uv kdvuv,

"the settlements of the Gentiles," Euthymius Zigabenus.

—

avayicaaov] as

Matt. xiv. 22. The time presses ! A strikingly picturesque touch, which,

moreover, found its corresponding history in the urgent holy zeal of the

apostles (especially of Paul) for winning the heathen to the faith ; but its

pernicious abuse, in the case of Augustine and many others, in their approv-

al of the coercion of heretics (see, on the other hand, Grotius and Calovius).

Maldonatus well says : "adeo rogandos, adeo incitandos, ut quodammodo
compclli videantur," " not so much to be asked, nor incited, as in a measure

they seem to be compelled." — ye/uoOy] "Nee natura nee gratia patitur vac-

uum. Multitudo beatorum : extremis mundi temporibus maximam plenitu-

dinis suae partem nanciscens," " Neither nature nor grace permits a vacuum.

The multitude of the blessed : receiving the greatest part of its fulness from

the remotest periods of the world, " Bengel. —Ver. 24. Not an assertion of Jesus

(Kuinoel, Paulus, and others), but of the master of the house, which is

certain from pov tov tiei-rrvov (none shall taste of my supper), since Jesus in the

parable appears as the servant. — yap] for the empty place is not to be occu-

pied by you. — vp.lv] spoken to the servant, and to those who were supposed

to be elsewhere than there present. Euthymius Zigabenus, moreover, says

aptly : -(ha tovtov ovv tov ?.6yov y h'kri jrapafio/J/ avvETsdr], "On account of this

saying, therefore, the whole parable was composed." Comp. ver. 15, to the

tyiyew iJ.kv ov Swafxevow;, k.t.A.; 2 Maco. XT. sus declines for his son the Mysian pro-

36; 3 Mace. ix. 21, See also on Matt. xiv. 5. posal for a hunting expedition : veoyanos re

1 Horn. II. ii. 231 ; Herod, i. 30, where C'roe- -yap eori kou TaCrd oi vvv p-e'Aei.
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substance of which this conclusion reverts. [Sec Note CXV., p. 448.] Those

-who arc excluded arc thus those Jews who have despised the call of Christ,

but who, as the representatives and chiefs of God's people, were first of all

by the gospel invited and laid under obligation to follow the invitation to

the kingdom (kekatihevoi and 77apatTov/i£voi,ver. 17 ff.) ; not the Jews in gener-

al, as Baur supposes, in accordance with his assumption of a Gentile-Chris-

tian tendency.

Vv. 25, 20. After the meal was over, Jesus goes forward on His journey

towards Jerusalem, and draws with Him much people, as they thronged

everywhere in Galilee upon the marvellous teacher (xii. 1, ix. 11, and else-

where). But the nearer He is to His own painful self-surrender, the more

decidedly and ideally His claims emerge. To the dependent and undecided

people going with Him He addresses Himself with the claim of the perfect,

most self-denying surrender required of His disciples. Comp. Matt. x. 37,

where the same claim, although less ideal in form, is made, and is addressed

exclusively to the apostles. With the Christian communions (Weizsaeker)

these instructions have even in Luke nothing to do. — ti nc ipxerai rvpuc /ie]

namely, with a view to hearken to me as a confessor and follower. — uiasi]

not minus amat, "loves less," or the like (Kuinoel, de "Wette, and many
others); see, on the other hand, on Matt. vi. 24. Father, mother, etc., as

• vcn also the special desire for the preservation of one's own life (comp.

Matt. x. 39), are assumed as being in opposition to fellowship with Christ

(comp. xii. 53), so that, according to Matt. vi. 24, comp. Luke xvi. 3, in re-

spect of the love of the one Lord the hatred of others must find place.
]— i-i

<<t- /coi] besides, also, moreover ; the extreme case of all is yet added. " Saepe

qui inferiorem sancti odii gradum visuserat assequi, in altiore deficit," ••Oft-

en he who had appeared to show an inferior degree of sacred hatred is lack-

ing in this higher," Bengel. — fiaJdrp-tiQ elvai] ver. 27, elvai fiddr^ifq. Theempha-

sis in both cases rests on /jad^H/c, but in ver. 27 more strongly.

Ver. 27. Comp. Matt. x. 38, xvi. 24 ; Mark viii. 34, x. 21 ; Luke ix. 23.

//, ir h<nines not as the leaver of his own crossfollow me, etc.

Vv. 28-33. Peculiar to Luke from the source that he has followed since

i\. 51.

—

yap] Reason for the ov dfjvarai . . . /tdh/r/'/g. Since lie, namely, is

as little able to fulfil this great and heavy task a as any one is able to build a

lower if he has not the necessary means, etc. : thus the latter serves for cor-

roboration of the former. Comp. ver. :;:'>.

—

Bkluro] if he will. The Article

{who mill) is unnecessary, and too weakly attested (in opposition to Borne-

i.i mil). — KaBiaar i/«7<^'s>< ]

" ut inteUigas diligent em at i pie exaetam supputa-

tionem," ••that thou mayesl have a diligent and exact computation,''

Erasmus.

—

n t\>i\ ae. rrjv 6airdv?iv. — ii-aprinui',,-, completion, only to be

I >und in Dion. Hal. De compos, verb. 24. 3— Ver. 30. ovtoc] with scornful

1 Comp. Ilofmann, Shrifthnv. II. 2, p. 827f. pliclty of the Chris! ian Is to Contend With
- More preoise Interpretations of the fig- the duplicity of the devil "), to which, In-

ar< are not justified. Especially the second deed, the peacemaking of ver. 83 would be

ought col i" have been expounded, as it lias wholly Inappropriate,

often been, of the struggle against tht devil :'<>n the use "f an-apTi^ecr in Greek, see

(Augustine :
" simpl icitatcm Christ iaiii dim- Lobeok, ad Pkryn. p. I IV.

Icaturlcum duplioitate dlaboll," " the sim-
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emphasis: this man, forsooth!— Ver. 31. Gv\i$dkzlv\ intransitive: to en-

counter, confligere, 1 Mace. iv. 34 ; 2 Mace. viii. 23, xiv. 17. See Wetstein

and Kypke. — el? Ti67,euov\ belongs to cviiftalzlv : for a battle. Thus fre-

quently oviifiaKkELv tlvl elc fiaxw (see Kypke) ; elg in the sense of the purpose. 1

— /3ov?iev£Tai] deliberates with his generals and counsellors. Comp. Acts v.

33, xv. 37. —h Sena x^-~[
'

£V
i

i'n the midst of surrounded by, amongst. Comp.
Jude 14. —Ver. 32. el 6e ufiye] sc. Swards elij. See on Matt. vi. 1, and Din-

dorf, adDem. Praef. p. v. f. — ra Trpbc eipijvijv] quae ad pacem componendam

spectant,
li ichich have reference to concluding a peace," arrangements for peace. 2

— Ver. 33. The application, and consequently the doctrine, of both exam-

ples as a commentary of the yap of ver. 28.

—

Trace roZc iavrov virapx.] the

general statement to which the special instances, ver. 26, belong, eavrov has

the emphasis of the self-denial. Comp. ver. 27.

Vv. 34, 35. Comp. on Matt. v. 13 ; Mark ix. 50. Jesus uttered the say-

ing about salt more than once, and with differences in the details. Here
He commits to His hearers by 6 exuv ura anoveiv, clkovetu, the charge of them-

selves giving the interpretation according to what has gone before. But
this interpretation depends on the fact that to alac must represent the pre-

ceding uov slvai uadjjTrjc. [See Note CXVL, p. 448.] Comp. Matt. I.e. Hence

:

It is therefore (ovv, see the critical remarks) something glorious—to wit, in re-

spect of this all-renouncing decision which is appropriate to it

—

to be my
disciple, and as such to effect the maintenance of the power of spiritual life

among men, as salt is the means of maintaining the freshness of life in the

region of nature. But if ever my disciple (through turning back to selfish

interests) loses this his peculiarity , this spiritual salting p>oicer, by xchat means

can he again attain it? Such a paOrjri/g is then absolutely useless, and he is

excluded (at the judgment) from the Messiah's kingdom. — eav 6e aal] (see the

critical remarks) : if, however, even the salt, etc., which is no longer to be
expected from this substance according to its nature. — obre elc. yr/v k.t.?..] it

is fitted neither for land nor for manure (to improve neither the former nor

the latter). In respect of the salt that has become insipid, no other use

would be conceivable than to be employed as manure, but neither imme-

diately nor mediately is it of use for that ; it is perfectly useless ! Guard
against such interpretations as that of Euthymius Zigabenus : yfjv nev teyei

rovg uadjjTac . . . nonpiav 6e rove. dida<Tnd?.ovcl "He calls the disciples land . . .

but the teachers dunghill !
"— £$u] with strong emphasis placed first

—

out

it is cast !

Notes bx Ameeican Editoe.

CXII. Chap. XIV.

Meyer places the incidents of this chapter also in Galilee, but Weiss ed. Mey.

omits all reference to this. The latter thinks that the first Evangelist found the

1 Comp. 7rpb? (Laxnv, Polyb. x. 37. 4, also ra. n-pbs rhv TroXey-ov, Xen. Anab. iv. 3. 10. On.

Xen. Cyrop. vii. 1. 20 : eis ixovo^axCav wpos the whole sentence, comp. Xen. Mem. iii.

nva ; Strabo, xiv. p. 676. 6. 8.

2 Comp. Test. XII. Pair. p. 599. Contrast

:
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incident of the man with the dropsy in the "main source," but in Matt. xii.

9-13 mixed some features of it with the Sabbath cure narrated in Mark iii. 1-5.

This seems an arbitrary judgment. The following remark on ver. 1 will serve

to indicate anew the view Weiss takes of Luke's literary method : "As in chap,

xi. 37 Luke lets the following find its scene at the entertainment of a Pharisee,

in order to gain a situation which gives a motive for the parable in ver. 16 ff.
;

but beside the Sabbath cure he interpolates two other utterances of Jesus that

seemed to him here to find a fitting situation." This, however, is the method
of a writer of romances, not of a historian who claims to have made accurate

research.

CXIII. Vv. 16-24. The Parable of the Great Supper.

"Weiss ed. Mey. says this parable, "which Luke indeed found in his source

after chap. xiii. 31-33, and which seemed to him in his choice of material to

have its best motive as spoken at an entertainment, is not only similar to Matt,

xxii. 1-14 (Meyer), but identical with it (Comp. Weiss, Matt, in loco, who seeks

from the two modifications to ascertain the original form)." See on the other

side Godet, Luke, II. pp. 137, 138.

CXIV. Yer. 22. yeyovcv k.t.1.

Weiss ed. Mey. objects to Meyer's view that the servant had already of his

own accord invited others, holding that the fulfilment of the commission is as-

sumed as self-evident, just as in vv. 17, 24.

CXV. Ver. 24. ?Jyu yap v/ilv k.t.1.

While these are the words of the giver of the feast in the parable, there must

be a reference in the expression to those present with Jesus, especially in view

of ver. 15, which occasioned the parable.

CXYI. Vv. 34, 35. KaXbv oiv rb a/,ac.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks the sayingabout salt was not repeated, but is original

here, and refers not to the disciples, but to discipleship. He thus keeps closer

to the figure but reaches no different result. He also objects to Meyer's favor-

ite reference to " the Messiah's kingdom" in ver. 35, which is of course excluded

by the application of the figure of salt not to disciples, but to being a dis-

ciple. Godet agrees with Meyer, except in the last point, but introduces a

somewhat fanciful explanation of the first clause of ver. 35.
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CHAPTER XV.

Vee. 2. ol <bapio.] With Lachm. and Tisch. read ol r. fyapic, in accordance

with B D L X. The te is certainly not an addition of the transcribers. — Ver.

9. Instead of avyna?iEirai Tisch. has ovyKa?xl, on important yet not preponder-

ating evidence. [Tisch. VIII., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., with OLA, etc.,

have the active, usually in the form aw/ca/leZ.] It is from ver. 6, where avyi<a?t,cl

is decisively attested. — Ver. 14. \cxvp6r~] A B D L R X, min. have laxvpd. Rec-

ommended by Griesbach, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. Those mss. prepon-

derate, and the masculine is an amendment, in accordance with customary

usage, and according to iv. 25. Comp. on Acts xi. 28. — Ver. 16. ysfiiaai rr,v

kolUciv avrov a~6] BDLE X, min. vss. have x°PTaa^VvaL El<- [So recent editors,

B. V., but Am. Com. add the other in the margin.] An interpretation. — Ver.

17. ^epiaosvovaiv'] A B P and a few min. Tit. have rTEpiccEvovrai. Bightly ; the

active was introduced, in accordance with the wonted usage. [So recent editors,

R. V., against Tisch.] — The uSe added by Griesb. is not found, indeed, in im-

portant authorities, and it stands in B L X, Lachm. after Atuu), but it has plainly

been absorbed by ky<b 6e ; hence also the placing of it before Tufiy, in accordance

with D B U, min. vss. Chrys., is, with Griesb. Scholz, Tisch., to be preferred.

[Tisch. VIII., W. and Hort, Weiss, R, V., have h,uu cj6e.]— Ver. 19. Before

ovketi Elz. has tea!, but in opposition to decisive evidence. Moreover, at ver. 21

this Kai is to be deleted, on preponderating evidence. [W. and Hort add in

brackets (ver. 21) nou/aov fie 6g eva r. ji. gov, with NED, Latt., so B. V. marg.]

— Ver. 22. Lachm. and Tisch. have ra\v before k^EvkyKare, in accordance with

B L X X, vss., also Vulg. It. Jer. D also adds weight to the evidence with

to£«jc. raxv is to be regarded as genuine. [So W. and Hort, Weiss, B. V., but

not Tisch. VIII.] Copyists would have added a more familiar word as ev-Qeuc, or

at least as, with D, ra^lwc (xiv. 21). raxv does not occur at all elsewhere in

Luke ; still the omission is not to be explained by this fact, but simply as an

old clerical error. — r?)v cto?J/v~\ rfjv has decisive mss. against it, and is, accord-

ing to Lachm. and Tisch., to be deleted as an addition. — Ver. 23. heyKavrec']

B L B X X, Vulg. It. Copt. Sahid. have (pEpere. So Tisch. The participle is an

attempt to improve the style. D also testifies in favor of the imperative by

tveyna-E (ver. 22). — Ver. 24. Kai ano\.~\ Kai is rightly condemned by Griesb., on

decisive evidence, and deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. The second fjv, however,

has against it, in D Q, min., evidence too feeble for it to be deleted. Yet, ac-

cording to A B L X*, it must be placed before enrol. (Lachm. Tisch.). The posi-

tion after enrol, is a harmonizing of it with vsicp. jjv. — [Ver. 26. Treg., W. and

Hort, R. V., add av after ri, with B and a few others. — Ver. 28. Tisch., recent edi-

tors, E. V., substitute 6e for oiv, with X A B D L, etc. — Ver. 29. With ABD.
Treg., W. and Hort, R. V., add avrov after irarpi against Tisch. — Ver. 30. Treg.,

B. V., with A D L, Copt., insert ruv before -nopvuv.] — Ver. 32. Instead of a,vs~-

C,tjoev, read with Tisch., following B L R A N, min.,- e^t/osv. The former is from

ver. 24. — In the same manner is to be explained the omission of Kai before

/v J
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airoX in Tiseh. (following D X X). [Recent editors. R. V., retain (cat.] But r/vis

here to be deleted, on decisive mss. (Lachm. Tisch. ; condemned also by
Griesb.).

Vv. 1, 2. Introduction to a new, important, and for the most part para-

bolic set of discourses (down to xvii. 10), which wTerc uttered after the inci-

dents previously narrated on the continuance of the journey (xiv. 25), and are

set forth by Luke in accordance with his source of the story of the journey.

|
See Note CXVIL, p. 456.] After that exacting discourse, to wit. xiv. 25-35,

many of the publicans and sinners at once attached themselves to Jesus

(which psychologically was intelligible enough) ; and He was so far from

rejecting them, that He even fraternized with them at table. This arouses

the murmuring of the Pharisees, and thereupon He takes the opportunity of

directing the discourse as far as xv. 82 to these (ver. 3), and then of address-

ing xvi. 1—13 to His followers ; whereupon He again being specially induced

(xvi. 14) discourses anew against the Pharisees (xvi. 15-81), and finally

closes the scene with instructions to His di8dple3. — fyaav kyyiC..
]
They were

actually engaged in, busied with, drawing near to Him. The usual view :

solebant accedere, "were wont to draw near," is arbitrary, because in that

way the connection with what precedes is needlessly abandoned.

—

tzuvteq] a

hyperbole of simple narrative. The throng of such people became greater

and greater. Comp. v. 29 f.

—

nal ol aftapr.] as Matt. ix. 10. — 6iey6yyvC,ov]

6ia " certandi significationem addit," " adds the signification of contending,"

Hermann, ad Viger. p. 856. Hence always of several, whose alternate mur-

muring is meant. ' — irpoadixerai] receives t linn, docs not reject them. It is

quite general, and 6nly with k. cweadki alroir does any special meaning come

in.

Vv. -1-7. Comp. on Matt, xviii. 12-14. Bui in Luke there is still the prim-

itive freshness in the pictorial representation, nevertheless the reference and

the application arc different.— kni] after, with the purpose of fetching it.

See Bernhardy, p. 252. — Ver. 5. kirl t. tifiovc iavrov] on his own shoulders;

inv-ov strengthens the description of the joyous solicitude which relieves the

beloved creature from further running alone. — (pilovc] kinsmen, as at \ii. 6.

— Ver. 9. larai] The future refers to every circumstance of the kind that

occurs. — ;/ em i;.r.>.
|
As to // without a preceding comparative, see on Matt,

wiii. 8, and Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 309 [E. T. 360]. Bj the ninety and

ighteous JeBus means the legally righteous, whom He characterizes by

(quippe qui, "of such a kind as"), ov uerav. from the legal

standpoint, no! from thai of the inner character. They need not repent

so far as tley have not swerved from the standard prescribed by the law,

while in a purely moral relation their condition may be altogether different,

and as a rule was altogether differenl (as in the case of the Pharisees).

Hence, moreover, is explained the greater joy over a single sinner thai re-

pents. The eldest son in the parable of the prodigal son is distinctively and

aptly de cribed as Buch a righteous man, bo that, in accordance \\ ith the con-

1 xix. 7 , EScclus.xxxlr.S4; \'.\.
, 8, and elsewhere ; Beliodor. vii. 27.
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text, an actually virtuous man [so Weiss ed. Mey.] (as usually) cannot be

conceived of, for in that case the greater joy would have to be regarded as

only an anthropopathic detail (" quia insperata aut prope desperata rnagis nos

afnchmt," " because what is unhoped for or nearly hopeless affects us the

more," Grotius).

Vv. 8-10. The same teaching by means of a similar parable, which, how-

ever, is not found also in Matthew, yet without express repetition of the

comparative joy. — cvjKa?LElrai] convocat sibi, " calls to herself," describing the

action more precisely than <jvyK.a%el, ver. 6. [But see critical note.] ]— Lvutt.

t. ayyeluv r. Oeov] a special expression of what is meant by h rw ovpavti,

ver. 7. The joy of God is rendered perceptible, as He, surrounded by the

angels, allows it to be recognized in the presence of them. Comp. xii. 8.

Ver. 11. Jesus Himself has very definitely declared the doctrinal contents

of the two foregoing parables, vv. 7, 10. In order now by more special

detail and by all the liveliness of contrast to make palpable this doctrine,

and especially the growth and course of sin, the growth and course of repent-

ance, the joy of God thereupon, and the demeanor of the legally righteous

towards this joy, He adds a third parable, as distinguished and complete in

its psychological delicacy and its picturesque truth in depicting human cir-

cumstances and affections as in its clear and profound insight into the divine

disposition,—the pearl among the doctrinal utterances of Jesus, which are

preserved to us by Luke alone, and among all parables the most beautiful

and most comprehensive. [See Note CXVIII., p. 430 seq.] The parable has

nothing to do with Matt. xxi. 28-30 (in opposition to Holtzmann, p. 155),

nor is it a new form of the parable of the lost sheep (Eicthhal). By the young-

est son Jesus denotes generally the sinner icho repents, by the eldest son gen-

erally the legally righteous ; not specially by the former the publicans, and by

the latter the Pharisees (so also Wittichen, Lice Gottes als d. Voters, p. 35 ff.)
;

the application, however, of the characteristic features in question to both of

these could not be mistaken any more than the application of the doctrine

declared in ver. 7. The interpretation of the two sons—of the eldest by the

Jews, of the youngest by the Gentiles, in accordance with the relation of both

to Christianity'2— confuses the applicability of the parable with its occasion

and purpose, and was in the highest degree welcome to the view which at-

tributed to the gospel a tendential reference to later concrete conditions
;

but, in accordance with the occasion of the whole discourse as stated at vv.

1, 2, and in accordance with the doctrine of the same declared at vv. 7, 10,

it is wholly mistaken, comp. Kostlin, p. 225 ff. It did not at all enter into

the purpose of the compilation to refer to such a secondary interpretation (in

opposition to Weizsacker). Moreover, the more this parable is a triumph of

the purely ethical aspect of the teaching of Jesus, and the more important

1 Comp. ix. 1, xxiii. 13; Acts x. 24, xxviii. Baur, d. kanon. Evang. p. 510 f.; comp.

17. Schwegler, Nachapost. Zeitalter, II. p. 47 f.;

2 Already Augustine, Qiiaest. Ev. ii. 33; Ritschl, Evang. Marcions, p. 282 f.; Volkmar,

Bede, and others ; recently carried out in Evang. Marcions, p. GG f., 248 ; Hilgenfeld,

great detail, especially byZeller in the Theol. Evang. p. 198; Schenkcl, p. 195.

Jahrb. 1843, p. 81 f.; Baur, ibid. 1845, p. 522 f.;
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it is on the side of practical Christianity, so much the more have we to guard
against attaching undue significance to special points which constitute the

drapery of the parable, and to details which are merely artistic (Fathers, and
especially Catholic expositors down to the time of Schegg and Bisping, par-

tially also Olshausen). Thus, for example, Augustine understood by the

squandered means, the image of God; by the Tafidg, the indigent in verbi veri-

tdtis ; by the citizen of the far country, the devil ; by the swine, the demons •

by the husks, the doctrinas saeculares, etc.
1

Vv. 12, 13. '0 veurepor] veurepov de bvojudrei rbv d/mpru?.uv (hr vtj-nidtypova ml
cieia-drrjToi', " He names the sinner the younger, as childish and easily de-

ceived," Euthymius Zigabenus.

—

to kmpdXkov /uspor] the portion falling to

my share, that which belongs to me. 2 According to the Hebrew Law of in-

heritance, there fell to the younger son only half as much as the first-born

received (Dent. xxi. 17 ; Michaelis, Mos. JR. § 79 ; Saalschiitz, p. 820 f.).

The son asks that this his future portion of inheritance be given to him in

advance. The father grants " non quod oportebat, sed quod licebat facere,"

"not what he must, but what he might do," Maldonatus. An agreement,

according to an approximate estimate, must be presupposed. But the grant-

ing of his request is a necessary part of the parable, on account of human
freedom. " Discedentes a se non prohibet, redeuntcs amplectitur," "He
does not prohibit them when they depart from Him, He embraces them when
they return," Maldonatus.

—

dielTisv av-olr] to both the sons, in such wise,

however, as to reserve to himself until his death the right of usufruct over

the portion of the eldest, and the latter remained in his service, vv. 29-31. —
tov piov] Mark xii. 44 ; Luke viii. 43 : that whereon thefamily lived, i.e.,

nothing else than their means.'3 Paulus (comp. Michaelis) makes, without

reason, adistinction between this and ovaia, which, according to him, is the

whole means, saying that the father, however, divided merely his stock of

provisions, not his capital. See, on the other hand, vcr. 81. — Ver. 13. //er'

ov -<•'/'/,. i/fitp.] The greediness for unlimited pleasure urged him to haste. —
a-avra] what, namely, he had received as his portion of the inheritance,

partly in natara, partly in money in settlement of what could not be taken

with him. — haurug] recklessly.* The sinful nature is develop*, dfrom an indepen-

dence which, under the influence of sinful longing, shales itself loosefrom God

•(comp. Ps. lxxiii. 27) by the satisfaction of immoral pleasure.

Vv. 14-17. The divine ordinance of external misery, however, in connection

with the na/ser/ue/iees of sin, reawakens consideration and self-hnowledgt and the

craning after God!— loxvpa] (see the critical remarks) comp. on iv. 25.

—

Kara r#v \upav} Kara of extension, throughout, as viii. :'.!•. Winer, p. 356

[E. T. 400]. — /cat avrdg] and he, on his part. — vpZaro] The commencement

of his new state is regarded as important, — Ver. 15. ho} ///'/] he clave to,

1 Bo, In substance, Ambrose, Jerome, and I. p. "so.

others. Diverging in certain particulars, • Hesiod. Op. S80. 576 ; Herod. 1. 81, Till. 51,

Theophylaol and Euthymius Zigabenus. and frequently.
2 Eerod. iv. 115; Dem. 813. 2,817. ' i

"'"''• 4 I)|>IM ' " l
'-' r'

];i
: Josephus, Antt. xii. 4.8.

sic xiv. 17 ; Polyb. x\ iii. ~M. t, vi. 84. 1. and Comp, on Bph. v. 18.

where. See also Wetsteln and Eypke,
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attached himself to, makes the obtrusiveness of Lis action palpable. — nal

eire/iiipEv avrov] The previous object becomes tLe subject. '— jldaneiv jo/povf] to

keep swine; wLatan ignominious occupation for tLe ruined Jew!— Ver. 16.

ye/iiaat r. noiliav avrov] to Jill his telly (comp. TLemist. Or. xxiii. p. 293 D)
;

a cLoice expression for tLe impetuous craving of the hungry man. — a-6]from,

i.e., by means of a portion, as witb verbs of eating, Winer, p. 179 [E. T. 199].

— itepdnov] Cornicle, tLe sweetisL fruit of tLe locust-tree (ceratonia siliqua of

Linnaeus), used as food for swine, and by tLe poor as a means of nourisL-

ment, Galen. VI. p. 355. •— k. ovdelc kdidov avrti] notfood (Wolf, Rosenmiiller,

Paulus), but, according to tLe context, KEpdna. WLen tLe swine driven

Lome were fed tLerewitL, wLicL was tLe occupation of otLers, Le was Lun-

gry even for tLat brutisL provender, and no one gave it to Lim. No man
troubled himself concerning tLe Lungry one, to satisfy Lim even in tLis man-

ner. TLat he should eat with the swine is appropriately not regarded as a

possibility. Moreover, it is not presupposed that he received still worse food

than Kepdna (Kuinoel, de Wette), but only that he received his maintenance

on account of the famine in excessively small quantity, by reason whereof

Ms hunger was so great tLat Le, etc. — Ver. 17. elg savrbv Jt- iWuv] e'ic savrdv

preceding, in contrast to tLe external misery, out having come to himself (i.e.,

Laving recovered Lis senses). 3
It is tLe moral self-understanding , wLicL Lad

become strange and remote to Lim, in respect of Lis condition and Lis need.

— TTEpHja. and lifiib are correlative ; dpruv is not contrasted with Keparioic;

(OlsLausen), but irepiaa. apr. is tLe contrast to tLe little oread, wLicL did not

appease Lis Lunger. TrepccroEvovTai (see tLe critical remarks) is jmssive. They

are provided with more than enough, receive superfluity of bread, Matt. xiii.

12, xxv. 29. 4

Vv. 18, 19. Witb this coming to himself and longing is associated- the

corresponding determination, namely, to turn back to God, to confess to Him
Ids guilt and unworthiness, and to petition for grace. In this petition, how-
ever, the humility which belongs to tLe consciousness of guilt sets aside

tLe tliouglit of complete restoration. — e\q tuv ovpavov] against heaven.* Heaven

does not denote God, but is, as tLe abode of tLe GodLead and of tLe pure

spirits, personified, so tLat tLis Loly Leavenly world appears as injured and

offended by sin. — hu-iov gov] 6 TLe meaning is: I Lave so sinned tLat I Lave

transgressed before Thee, i.e., in relation to Thee. TLe moral relation of tLe

deed to tLe offended subject is tbus rendered palpable, as tbougL tins sub-

ject Lad suffered in respect of tLe deed ; tLe moral reference is set fortL as

visible. Grotius, moreover, well says :
" Non in aetatem, non in malos

consultatores culpam rejicit, sed nudam parat sine excusatione confession-

em," " He does not refer Lis fault to Lis age, nor to evil counsellors, but

prepares a simple confession witLout excuse."— Ver. 19. ovketi] not : not yet

1 See Stallbaum, ad Protag. p. 320 A, B
;

ylveo-dai, Xen. Anab. i. 5. 17 ; Acts xii. 11.

Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 4. 5 ; Bernhardy, 4 Comp. 7rep«rcre0eti> riva, 1 Thess. iii. 12

;

p. 468. Athen. ii. p. 42 B.
2 See Bochart, ITieroz. I. p. 708; Rosen- B Comp. Matt, xviii. 15, 21, and elsewhere

;

muller, Morgenl. V. p. 198 f ; Robinson, Pal. els to delov. Plat. Phaedr. p. 243 C.

III. p. 272. « Comp. 1 Sam. vii. 6, x. 1 ; Ps. Ii. 4 ; Tob.
3 See examples in Kypke. Comp. eV Uvr<Z iii. 3 ; Judith v. 17 ; Susann. 23.
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(Paulus), but : no longer. — iro'aja&v lie k.t.%.~\ i.e., place mc in the position of

being as one of thy day-laborers.' Without ug tbe petition would aim at the

result of making him a day-laborer
; with ug its purport is : although he is

a son, yet to place him no otherwise than if he were one of the day-laborers.

Vv. 20-24. God's compassion in the carrying out of the repentant resolve ;

after it is carried out, the joyous receiving of hurt, again to •perfect sonship. —
nal avacrrac k.t.A.] the resolution is no sooner taken than its execution begins.

— wpbg t. Traripa lavrov] to Ids own father ; no other became the refuge of the

unhappy son. There is an affecting touch in lavrov. — KaTE<pi2,7}oev] he I

him again and again ; see on Matt. xxvi. 48. — Ver. 21. The iroirjo6v pe ug iva

t. fuof). gov of ver. 19 [see critical note] is repressed by the demeanor of his

father's love ; the deeply moved son cannot bring these words to his lips in

the presence of such paternal affection. A psychologically delicate and

significant representation. — Ver. 22. " Filio respondet re ipsa," "He
answers the son with the very thing," Bengcl. — aroTap ttjv tcp&ttjv] a robe,

thefirst that we have in the house—to wit, according to its rank and worth,

i.e., Tr/v TifiLuraTT)v, Euthymius Zigabenus. The idea

—

the one that had pre-

viously been worn by him (Theophylact, Calovius), which would be the right-

eousness lost in Adam—is opposed to ver. 13 in the service of dogmatic in-

terpretation. Moreover, avrov would have been added in that connection.

With regard to the article afterthe anarthrous substantive, see Winer, p. 120 f.

[E. T. 139 f.]. The otoM/ is the long and wide overcoat of the people of

distinction, Mark xii. 38, xvi. 5 ; Rev. vi. 11. The SaicxvTuog, i.e., signet ring

(Ilerod. ii. 38), and the v-o^/fiara (slaves went barefooted), are signs of the

freeman, which he who had returned was to be as a son of the house. —
Ver. 23. rbv p6cxov rbv git.~\ the well-known one which stands in the stall. —
dbcare] slaughter, as at ver. 30, not : sacrifice (Eisner).

—

qayovrer evfpavO.]

not : laeti epidemur, "rejoicing let us feast" (Kuinoel), but : epulantei

emur, "feasting let us rejoice." Beware of forced interpretations like the

following : according to Olshausen (comp. Jerome, Euthymius Zigabenus,

and others), the nr<,}',, wp&rr, denotes the divine righteousness (Rev. iii. 18,

vii. 13, xix. 8) ; the ring, the seal of the Spirit ;
the sandals, the capacity

to walk in God's ways (Eph. vi. 15): according to Jerome. Ambrose, Augus-

tine, Euthymius Zigabenus, Theophylact, and others, the fatted calf is

Chris! ! Comp. also Lange, L. J. II. 1. p. 381. — Ver. 24. veupbg f/v k.

k.t.X.] is meant by the father in a moral Bense : vixpuaiv ' v icdi airAAetav Qr/al

rt/v a~b rf/r . a va^uuaiv 6 aiv rip anb r/,r i . "The dead

and In I condition spoken of is that from sin ; but the living again and

being found that from repentance," Euthymius Zigabenus. A well-known

mode of speaking of death and life.
3 In favor of this view it is manifi

itself that the father says absolutely veupbg >>, which he cannot mean in the

literal sense of the words ; further, that after the approach related in ver.

20 f. his soul could be full only of the moral change of hi- son's condition
;

finally, that he utters the same words, ver. 82, to the eldesl son. who. being

1 Comp. Gen. xlvil li. 15. bins, Sohoettgea, ; f.; from the

Matt. iv. 16, vili. 22; t Tim. v. 6 : Eph. olassical writers, Bornemann, ScAol. p. 97.

v. 14; Rom. vi. 18; passages from the Rab-
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acquainted with the previous condition of his brother (ver. 30), could under-

stand them only morally. The utterance of the servant, bn vyiaivovra avrbv

tnrtf.afiev, ver. 27, is not opposed to this ; for he speaks thus of the returned

son of the house, only generally of his condition as it first presents itself to

him, beyond which the slave has not to go. [See Note CXVIIL, p. 456 seq.]

He has the right feeling of discretion, that respectfully, in accordance with

his position, it does not become him to repeat the judgment of the father,

but rather to abide by that external circumstance (that he has received him

lack sound). Even this feature belongs to the lifelike delicate points of this

history. On all accounts the view is to be dismissed of Paulus, de Wette,

and Bleek : venpog, dead as far as I am concerned (by his remoteness and his

dissolute life, and arroTiuTiug : lost, in the sense of disappeared). —- ehfipaiveodai]

to be glad. The feast is naturally understood according to ver. 23.

Vv. 25-32. The legally righteous one. [See Note CXVIIL, p. 456 seq.] In-

stead of sharing the divine joy over the converted sinner, he is envious, re-

gards himself—in respect of his legality, according to which he has been on

his guard against momentary transgression—as neglected, and judges unlov-

ingly about his brother, and discontentedly about God. A striking com-

mentary on ver. 7 ; and how fitted to put to the blush the murmuring Phar-

isees and scribes, ver. 2 !

—

-Gvpfyuv. k. x°p^ v ] not: the singing and the dancing

(Luther), but, without the article : concert and choral dance, >^~}, rlyino.

Music and dancing (commonly given by hired people) belonged to the en-

tertainments of solemn festivals. See Matt. xiv. G ; Rosenmiiller, Morgenl.

in loc; Wetstein. — Ver. 26. t'l eIv ravra] ichat this would be likely to signify.
1

— Ver. 27. The slave mentions only the fatted calf, because this happened

to be most closely associated with the festival of music and dancing. —
vyiaivovTa] not : morally safe and sound {anofiakovra ryv voaov did. ttjq fieravoiar,

"having driven away the disease through his repentance," Euthymius Ziga-

benus, Kypke, Kuinoel, and many more), but, as is only fitting in the

mouth of the slave (conij>. on ver. 24), bodily safe and sound. — Ver. 28. ovv]

in consequence of this refusal of the son. Yet, as with Lachmann and

Tischendorf, the more strongly attested 6£ is to be read. — TrapenaXei] he ex.

horted him to come in,—he spoke him fair ; see on 1 Cor. iv. 13. — Ver. 29.

koX ifioi] The i/uoi placed first has the emphasis of wounded selfish feeling.

Contrast ver. 30. — epupov] a young hid, of far less value than the fatted

calf ! Still more significant is the reading eptyiov in B, Sahid. (a young

hidling), which Ewald approves, and the delicacy of which the transcribers

might easily have passed over. Comp. Matt. xxv. 33 ; Tob. ii. 11. — Ver.

30. o vldg gov obTog] this son of thine, in the highest degree contemptuous.

He was not going to call him his brother. On the other hand, the father,

ver. 32 : 6 adeMoq gov ovrog. How bitter, moreover, is :
" who has devoured

for thee thy living," and //era nopvuv, as contrasted with uerd tuv tyiluv p:ov !

— Ver. 31. tekvov] full of love. — ah navrore k.t.2.] represents to the heart of

the jealous brother the two great prerogatives that he had above his brother

(hence the emphatic av). Thy constant association with me (while, on the

1 Comp. Acts x. 17. See Mattbiae, § 488. 7 ; Kriiger, ad Xen. Anab. i. 10. 11.
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other hand, thy brother was separated far and long from me), and the cir-

cumstance that my whole possessions belong to thee (as to the future heir of all,

ver. 12), ought to raise theefar above such envious dispositions and judgments!

— Ver. 32. ev<ppavdi]vai] stands first with the emphasis of contrast, in oppo-

sition to such ill-humor. — ciki] not to be supplemented by at, but generally

it was fitting or necessary,—a justification of the prearranged joy of the

house, which, under the circumstances, was a moral necessity. — ifyoev]

(see the critical remarks) was dead, and has become nitre, Matt. ix. 18
;

John v. 25 ; Rom. xiv. 9.

Remabk.—(1) The exclusive title to the Klr/povo/xia, which, according to ver.

31, is adjudged to those who are legally upright, has its justification in principle ;

ol TToiTj-al vofiov SinaujdqGovTai, Rom. ii. 13. — (2) For the adoption of sinners into

this prerogative, which belongs in principle to the legally righteous, the para-

ble indicates the method of self-knowledge, of repentance, and of confidence

in the grace of God (faith). But the interposition of this grace through the

death of reconciliation, and consequently the more specific definition of that

confidence, Jesus leaves unnoticed, leaving these particulars to the further de-

velopment of faith and doctrine after the atoning death had taken place ; just

as, moreover, He in general, according to the synoptic Gospels, limits Himself

only to single hints of the doctrine of reconciliation as seed-corn for the future

( Matt. xx. 28, xxvi. 28 ; otherwise in John). — (3) As the reality does not cor-

respond to the idea of legal righteousness, He points to the example of the son

who has continued in outward conformity to the law, but therewith is proud of

his virtue, unbrotherly and unfilial, and consequently holds up to the Pharisees

a mirror for self-contemplation, the picture in which must tell them how very

much they also needed repentance (in order to see the title in principle to legal

righteousness realized in themselves), instead of censuring the fellowship of

Jesus with publicans and sinners (vv. 7, 1, 2).

Notes by American Editob.

CXVII. The Discourse in Chaps. XV, XVI., etc.

Weiss ed. Mey. objects to the view that this is taken from Luke's " source of

the story of the journey," in accordance with his theory respecting this part of

Luke's Gospel (from chap. ix. 51 to xvii. 10). Ho cannot find any indicationi

even in chaps, xvi. 1, xvii. 1 or 5, of such a direct connection. But few com-

mentators agree with this opinion. As vv. 3-7 resemble Matt, xviii. 12-14,

Weiss thinks that the two parables here are derived from the " source" common

to Matthew and Luke, in which they belonged to the discourse aboui stum-

bling-blocks. But if that \v<t.' the case, Luke would have " invented" the oc-

casion. Noteven the beauty of the parable of the [Prodigal Son can excuse such

a method of writing professed history,

CXVIIf. Vv. ll 82. The Parable of tfu Prodigal Son.

For convenience the poinl I of difference indicated in W, iss ed. Mey. .'ire

grouped in ono note. In general, Weiss thinks Meyer is not altogether free
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from that tendency of "attaching undue significance to special points," to which

the latter objects in his prefatory remark. He also doubts whether "the growth

and course of sin, the growth and course of repentance" are represented in the

parable. In the utterance of the servant (ver. 27) he fails to discover any in-

dication of " the right feeling of discretion" to which Meyer refers. He re-

gards the elder son as representing "neither the Pharisee (Godet), nor the

legally righteous man in general (Meyer), but a good son, yet one who, in cor-

respondence with the human circumstances out of which the material of the

parable is chosen, is not without pride of virtue (ver. 29), and is envious over

the apparent preference shown to his deeply fallen brother (ver. 30)." How,
he asks, can ver. 31 seem apjn-opriate in the mouth of God as addressed to the

Pharisee or the legally righteous man ? But, as Meyer himself indicates, the

description of the elder son serves to show that the man who claims legal

righteousness fails to be true to that principle.
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CHAPTER XVI.

[Vee. 1. As so often, the Bee. inserts avrov after padr/rdg ; wanting in SBD
L, rejected by recent editors, B. V.] — Ver. 2. dwyar/j BDP X, ruin, have dinrg,

which Boruemann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 121, approves, and Tisch. has

now adopted. [So recent editors, E. V.] But if it were genuine, it would have

been changed, not into dwr/ay, but into dvvaoai. The present came more readily

to the transcribers, hence also Svvy was introduced. — [Ver. 4. Recent editors,

11. V., with SliD, Copt., Syr., have e/c before r. olkov.] — Ver. 6. Kai elirev]

Lachm. and Tisch. have 6 6e elnev, in accordance with ABLE X, min. Copt.

Theophyl. (L) has elvrsv de). The Recepia easily originated in the desire to vary

the expression used in the preceding clause. — to ypdfipa'] Lachm. and Tisch.

have ra ypd-fifiara, in accordance with B D L X, Copt. Goth. codd. of It. So also

in ver. 7. Rightly ; the singiuar came more readily to the transcribers, because

one writing was thought of (Vulg. : cavtionem, Cod. Pal. : chirographum, X : 70 ypa/i-

uarelov). — Ver. 7. Kai leyei] Kai is to be struck out. as with Lachm. and Tisch., in

accordance with B L E, min. vss., as a connective addition, instead of which

T> has 6 de. — Ver. 9. kicXiinjTe] EGHKMSVTAA, min. have eiche'nr/jTe (A has

kKlemstTE). B* D L E X* have tK/i-rj ; A B** X, ki&eiiry. Several versions also

read one of these two. Hence the Recepia has decisive evidence against it.

Since to understand the everlasting habitations as the word for death, aud con-

sequently to change it into the plural so readily suggested itself, I regard the

singular as original, though not ln'/i-ij (Schulz, Scholz, Lachm. Tisch.), but

.',/./.-//, since the important authorities which read EKkeiirrp-e (so Matthaei) are

also in favor of this present form
;
just as, moreover, the aorist in itself, accord-

ing to the sense [cum defecerit), presented itself most readily to the uncritical

transcribers.
|
lint l-ecent editors, E. V., properly accept the more strongly at-

tested aorist. — Ver. L2. W. and Eort text, E. V. marg., have ,' r. -,-r. which is

found in B L. — Ver. 1 1. Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with X B T> L, Vulg.,

Copt., omit Kai before <bap. — Ver. 15. The final kariv is poorly attested, and in

v,-r. 16 accepted by Tisch., receni editors, It. V., with X 1"> L, 1. <">!).]

—

Ver. 18. The second • lias evidence so important againsl it that (condemned

by Griesbach, deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.) it musi be regarded as a mechan-

1 sal repetition. — Ver. 20. qv and bg are wanting in B D L X X, min. vss. Clem,

teil by ( triesbach, bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. Bui it' fp> had

been added, Kai would have been insi rted instead of bg, after the model of v< t.

19. ( >n the other hand, after Aa£ap02 it Mas easy to pass over bg, which then

also caused the omission of .<,;. [Both words are rejected by receni editors,

K. v., in accordance with the stronger evidence.] Ver. 21.
\

is

wanting in B L R* min. vss. Fathers. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by BJnck

and Ti oh A '.less, following Matt. XV. 27. — Instead of ' is to 1"'

written, with Lachm. and Tisch., ,

: - [et , '
. . in accordance with A BLX K (D

has i'Xeixov). Ver. 25. ab, which Elz. Lachm. have after c is no! found

inBDOH L x, min. vss. (including Vulg. It. 1

. Fathers ; and in A it does not
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come in till after gov. An addition for the sake of the contrast. — d>6e is so de-

cisively attested, that ode (Elz.) can only appear as an alteration for the sake of

the contrast. — Ver. 26. [Tisch., recent editors (except Treg. text), R. V., have

ev, with SBL, Vulg., Copt., instead of t-/.] — Instead of ev&sv Elz. has

evTEir&ev, in opposition to decisive evidence. The more frequent form forced

itself in (jtv&ev does not elsewhere occur in the N. T. ). The entire omission

of the word is too weakly attested by D, Cant. Colb. Dial. c. Marc. — oi tTceZtfev]

BDX* Arm. Vulg. It. Ambr. Lachm. have merely eKEi&ev. Rightly ; oi is an

addition in accordance with what has gone before. — [Ver. 29. Tisch., W. and
Hort, Weiss, R. V., with S A B D L, and others, insert de, but omit avrC>, with

SBL.]

On the parable of the dishonest steward, see Schreiber, historico-critica

expl"tiuttionum parabolae de imprdbo oecon. descriptio, Lips. 1803 (in which the

earlier literature is detailed) ; Loeffler in the Magaz. f. Pred. III. 1, p. 80 ff.

(in his Kl. Sehr. II. p. 196 ff.) ; Keil in the Anal. II. 2, p. 152 ff. ; Ber-

tholdt in five Programmes, Erl. 1814-1819 ; Schleiermacher, Schr. d. Luk.

1817, p. 203 ff. ; D. Schulz, liber die Pared), vom Verwalter, Bresl. 1821
;

Moller, neue Ansichten, p. 206 ff. ; Grossmann, de procurat. parab. Ghristi ex

reprovinciali Pom. illustr., Lips. 1824 ; Rauch in Winer's Krit. Journ. 1825,

p. 285 ff. ; Niedner, Dissert., Lips. 1826, in the Commentatt. Tlieol. ed.

Rosenmuller et Mdur&r, II. 1, p. 74 ff. ; Rahnmeyer in Klaiber's Stud. I. 1,

p. 27 ff. ; Gelpke, nov. tentam. parab. etc., Lips. 1829 ; Jensen in the Stud,

and Krit. 1829, p. 699 ff; Hartmann, Comm. de oecon. impr., Lips. 1830 ; Zyro

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1831, p. 776 ff. ; Schneckenburger, Beitr. p. 53 ff.
;

Dettingerin the Tubingen- Zeitscltr. 1834, 4, p. 40 ff. ; Steudel, ibid. p. 96 ff.

;

Fink in the Stud. u. Krit. 1834, p. 313 ff. ; Steinwerder, ub. d. GleicKn.

vom ungerecht. Haushalt., Stuttg. 1840 ; Brauns in the Stud. u. Krit. 1842,

p. 1012 ff. ; Francke in the Stud. d. Sachs. Geistl. 1842, p. 45 ff. ; Heppe,

Diss. d. loco Luc. xvi. 1-9, Marb. 1844 (in opposition to Francke) ; H.

Bauer in Zeller's Theol. Jahrb. 1845, 3, p. 519 ff. ; Eichstadt, parabolam J.

Chr.de oeconomo impr. retractavit, Jen. 1847; Harnisch also, e. Erklarung des

Gleichn. etc., Magdeburg, 1847 ; Wieseler in the Gott. Viertelj.-Schr. 1849,

p. 190 ff. ; Meuss, in parab. J. C'hr. de oecon. injusto, Vratisl. 1857 ; HOlbe

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 527 ff. ; Engelhardt in " Gesetz und Zeugniss,'1
''

1859, p. 262 ff.
;
(Eylau) in Meklenb. KirchenU. 1862, Nr. 4-6 ; Lahmeyer,

Lwneb. Schulprogr. 1863 ; Koster in the Stud. u. Krit. 1835, p. 725 ff. [See

Note CXIX., p. 481.]

Ver. 1. After Jesus has given, as far as xv. 32, the needful explanation

to the Pharisees and scribes in reference to their murmuring at His associat-

ing Himself with the publicans and sinners, He now turns also (de nat) to

IPs disciples with the parabolic discussion of the doctrine how they were to

use earthly possessions in order to come into the Messiah's kingdom. For accord-

ing to ver. 9 nothing else is the teaching of the following parable, which

consequently is, even in its vocabulary (Kostlin, p. 274), similar to the

parable at xii. 16 ff. Every other doctrine that has been found therein has

first been put there. The avOpurrog ttaovgioc is Mammon, comp. ver. 13 ;
the

oiKovouoQ represents the /ia0;/rai. Just as (1) the steward was denounced for
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squandering the property of his lord, so also the /lad/jrai, maintaining in

Christ an entirely different interest and a different purpose of life from that

of collecting earthly wealth (Matt. vi. 19 f. ; Luke xii. 33, xviii. 22), must

needs appear to the enemies, the rather that these were themselves covetous

(ver. 14), as wasteful managers of the riches of Mammon (Matt. vi. 21), and

as such must be decried by them, ver. 1. As, further, ( 2) the steward

came into the position of having his dismissal from his service announced to

him by the rich man, so also it would come upon the /mOi/rai that Mammon
would withdraw from them the stewardship of his goods, i.e., that they

would come into poverty, ver. 2 f. As, however, (3) the steward was

prudent enough before his dismissal, while he still had the disposal of his

lord's wealth, to make use of the latter for his subsequent provision by

making for himself friends therewith who would receive him into their

houses, which prudence the rich man praised in spite of the dishonesty of

the measure ; so also should the /ladr/rai by liberal expenditure of the

goods of Mammon, which were still at their disposal, provide for themselves

friends, so as subsequently to attain in their impoverishment provision for

eternity, the reception into the Messiah's kingdom. The more detailed ex-

planation will be found on the special passages. The text in itself does

not indicate any definite connection with what has preceded, but is only

linked on externally, without any mention of an internal progress in the

discussion : hit He said also—as the foregoing to the Pharisees, so that which

now follows to His disciyles.
1 But Jesus very naturally comes direct to the

treatment of this theme, because just at that time there were very many pub-

licans among His fiaflr/rai (xv. 1) on whom, after their decision in His favor,

devolved as their first duty the application of the goods of Mammon in the

,.;i\ mentioned (xii. 33). It is just as natural that, at the same time, the

contrast with the Pharisees, just before so humiliatingly relinked, those

covetous ones (ver. 14) to whom the tvoieIv ka\ in r. fia/i. ti]c adiidaQ

was so extremely foreign (xi. 41, xx. 47), helped to urge to this theme. [See

Note (XIX., p. 481.] Other attempts to make out the connection are arbi-

trary, as, for instance, that of Schleicrmacher (besides that it depends on an

erroneous interpretation of the parable itself), that Jesus is passing over to

a vindication of the publicans, so far as they showed themselves gentle and

beneficent toward their people ; or thai of Olshausen, thai lb' wishes to

represent the compassion thai in ch. xv. He has exhibited in God, now also

in ch. xvi. asthe duty of men. I'm there is no reason for denying the exist-

ence of any connection, as de Wette docs.

—

irphc r. /ja(h,r. ajbroi
\

not merely

the Twelve, but the disciples in the more extended sense, in contrasl with

the opposition which was likewise present. Comp. Matt. viii. 21 ; Luke

\i. 13, \ii. II, \i\. :;:. ami elsewhere. The parable had the fust reference

t.» the publicans that happened to be among them (xv. 1 ,
but it con-

cerned also, so far as there were generally still wealthy people among them,

the disciples in general. See abov(!.

—

ivdpuirdc Tie %v jrAoixnoj
!

not to be de-

fined more particularly than these words themselves and vv. 5-7 indicate'.

1 \..i as Wleseler will have It, & '-/ the Pharisees, to His disciples also.
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To think of the Romans (Schlciermacher), or the Roman Emperor (Gross-

mann'), in the interpretation, is quite foreign to the subject. Moreover, it

is not, as is usually explained, God 2 that is to be understood [see Note

CXX.. p. 481] ; with which notion ver. 8 would conflict, as well as the

circumstance that actually the dismissal from the service of the rich man
brings with it the same shelter to which, in the application, ver. 9 corre-

sponds, 3 the reception into the everlasting habitations. But neither is it

the devil, as apxuv T°v Kdafiov to'vtov, as Olshausen 4 would have it, that is

1 He finds in the oikov6ho<; a Roman pro-

vincial governor, who, towards the end of

his oppressive government, has adopted

indulgent measures, in order to earn for

himself the favor of the inhabitants of the

province. He says that thence Jesus, ver.

9, draws the doctrine that as such a one in

worldly things behaved himself wisely for

an earthly end, so in divine things pru-

dence should be manifested, in order to at-

tain eternal life. Schleiermacher thinks

that the rich man represents the Romans,
the steward the publicans, the debtors the

Jewish people, and that Christ intends to

say, that if the publicans in their calling

show themselves gentle and beneficent, the

Romans, the enemies of the people, will

themselves praise them in their hearts ; and
thus also have ye every cause to concede

to them, even in anticipation of the time

when this relation ceases (according to the

reading exM-n-ri, ver. 9), the citizenship in

the pacTiKeia t. d.

2 Observe that this interpretation pro-

ceeds on an a priori basis, and is therefore

improbable ; because in both the other

passages, where in Luke avfrpumo'; tis 7rAou-

o-ios is the subject of a parable (xii. 10, svi.

19), the rich man represents a very unholy

personality, in which is typified the service

of Mammon and of luxury.
3 The usual interpretation (substantially

followed also by Wieseler, Bleek, Roster)

is in its leading features that of Theophy-

lact and Euthymius Zigabenus : that the

possessor of earthly wealth is not the

actual proprietor, that being God, but only

the steward. If he has not used the wealth

according to God's will, he is accused, but

dismissed by death. Hence he should be

prudent enough, while there is still time, to

apply the wealth entrusted to him chari-

tably according to God's will, in order to

get into heaven. Comp. Ewald, p. 299

:

" Every rich man, since he must again sur-

render all earthly riches at least at death,

is yet only placed over them as a steward
by God, as by a lord who is far removed,
but who one day will claim a reckoning;

and ho is certainly wise and prudent not to

allow the riches to lie useless, but rather,

by his effectual application of them, to

make to himself friends for the right time ;

but one ought only to gain for himself

friends with his riches for the purpose that

in the moment when he must, at least as

constrained by death, give them up, he
should be received by them into the ever-

lasting tabernacles of heaven." Baur,

Emng. p. 450 ff., proceeding from the fun-

damentally Ebionitic. view, says that the

rich man is God in nis absolute dominion
over all ; that in the steward is represent-

ed the aiiav ontos, whose doings, however,
are determined by the adequate relation

of the means to the end ; that this pru-

dence is a quality which even the children

of light need, since they must know how
to set the aiuv ovto; in the right relation to

the aiitv fueWwi; and hence to be willing to

renounce all that pertains to the former in

order to attain the latter ; that ver. 9

means that he is not at all to trouble him-

self with Mammon, but entirely to rid him-

self of wealth, and hence to use it for an
object of beneficence, because the aii>v

oCtos and the aiiov |ueAAu»> reciprocally ex-

clude one another. To this Ebionitic view
of wealth, as of a benefit in itself un-

lawful and foreign to the kingdom of God,

Hilgenfeld also recurs.
4 His view is that the publicans may be

conceived of as being, by their extei'nal re-

lations, in the service of the ipx<av tov k6-

<Tfj.ov. According to ver. 13, God was to be re-

garded as the other true Lord who stood

opposed (as the representative of the Sex<5-

fievot. 6t? Tas aicoi'iovs (XKijeas, Ver. 9) to this

<HKoSeo-7rdT>)<;. It was just the prudent

SiacTKOpiri^uiv Ta VTvdp\oi'Ta ToO ai'&pwirov

7rAoi'en'ov, who in a right manner serves

this true Lord ; he despises the one in order

wholly to belong to the other ; he labors

with the possessions of the one for the pur-

pose of the other. But in opposition to his

true advantage, therefore not prudently,

does he act who, like the Pharisees, seeks

to place the service of the one on an equal-

ity with that of the other. See, in oppo-

sition to Olshausen, Schneckenburger, I.e.
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meant, since in the connection of the parable the relation to the icdfffiog
1 in

general, and its representatives, is nol spoken of, but specially the relation

to temporal wealth.* Hence its representative, i.e., Mammon, is to be under-

stood ; but we must not, with de Wette, give the matter up in despair, and

say that the rich man has no significance [Weiss ed. Mey.], or (Ebrard)

that he serves only as filling up (comp. also Lahmeyer) ; he has the signifi-

cance of a definite jtersonfeigned, who, however, as such, was well known to

the hearers (Matt. vi. 24), and also at ver. 13 is expressly named. The con-

cluding words of ver. 13 are the Jcey of the parable ; hence, also, it is not

to be maintained, with Koster [Weiss ed. Mey.], that a rich man is only

conceived of with reference to the steward.

—

oikov6uov] a house steward,

rafi'iTjr, who had to take the supervision of the domestics, the stewardship of

the household, the rental of the property, etc. 3 Such were usually slaves ;

but it is implied in vv. 3, 4 that the case of a free man is contemplated

in this passage. To conceive of the oiKov6/zog as % farmer of portion of

the property, is neither permitted by the word nor by the context (in oppo-

sition to Holbe). In the interpretation of the parable the oinov6fiog neither

represents men in general, nor specially the wealthy (thus most interpreters,

following the Fathers), nor yet the Israt litisn people and their leaders ( M

nor sinners (Maldonatus and others), not even Judas Tscariot (Bertholdt),

also neither the Pharisees (Vitringa, Zyro, Baumgarten-Crusius 4
), nor the

1 Midway between Olshausen's interpre-

tation and mine (of Mammon, see subse-

quently), Schegg makes the rich man mean
the personified koo-juos. But the idea of

Koa-juosis here too wide, Ehe point in the sub-

ject is definitely^ being rich ; hence also

at ver. It, <t>L\dpyvpoi. Schenkel also has

I the info rpretation of the rich

man as of Mammon. Comp. Lange, L. J. II.

!, p. 391, III. p. 468.

2 This also in opposition to II. Bauer, I.e.

p. 529 ff., who finds in the rich man the

theocrati whose chief

wealth was the theocracy itself. The

otKoi-ono? must have been the Jewish C'hris-

/id us ; the ''• btOT8, the a/J.apTia\oiil)i(t edviieoi,

to whom the primitive community more
and more conceded a share in the Messi-

anic blessings. Thi I of the oIkov6-

/".> was the excommunication of the primi-

tive church; thefriends were the G

towhom a portion of the legal olaims had

been remitted by the christians. The dig-

ging and begging must, be a new subjec-

tion under the chiefs of Israel, with which
the primitive church will no Longer ex-

change their v "»'•!

tit oIkov? probably points to the necessity

of restoring a perfect living Interooui

with the 0( 'M\ erted < lentilee ! An a rl

exercise of ingenuity, making an varepov

nporepoi' of the para which

they are wrenched away from the living

present and changed into enigmatical pre-

dictions. According to the Sdchs.

mus, the steward is even held to be Paul,

who disposed of the wealth of salvation

for the benefit of the Gentiles.

* Comp. xii. 42, and see Heppe, p. 9 ff.

;

Ahrens, Amid. Schlussel,p. 12ff.

4 According to Zyro, the meaning of the

parable is : Ye Pharisees are stewards of a

heavenly treasure—the law ; but ye are un-

faithful stewards. Indulgent towards your-

selves, strict towards others ; never! helesB,

even ye are already accused, as was he In

the parable; and even your power and

your dignity will soon disappear. There-

fore, as ye are like to him in your a6ucia,

be ye also like to him in your '\)'ir>)iri>;. strict,

towards yourselves, benevolent towards

others, and that at once. According to

Baumgarten Cruslus, Christ desires

g of the disposition and oonduot of

the Pharisees in respeot of the works of

love-to direct the disoiples to approprl ite

to themselves something thereof In a

bitter manner. That, namely, which the

Pharisees did as Blnners In order to cover

their sins, and in so-called good works, the

v, ere to do, not as sinners, but In

order to smooth by sympathetic benefi-

cence the inequality of the relations of life.

Bornemann also explains the oucoptfpoc of

the Pharisees. Be v.t. 9. Wei

.similarly distinguishes, as in the par
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publicans (Schleiermachcr, Holbe), but the uadrirai. as is plain from ver. 9,

where the conduct analogous to the behavior of the olnnvo^oc is enjoined

upon them. [See Note CXIX., p. 481.] The uadrirai, especially those who
wei*e publicans before they passed over to Christ, were concerned with tem-

poral wealth, and were therefore stewards, not of God, but of Mammon. —
6ief31ridri avTu>] he was denounced to him. 1 Although the word, which occurs

only in this place in the New Testament, is not always used of groundless,

false accusations, though this is mostly the case (see Schweighiiuser, Lex.

Herod. I. p. 154), yet it is still no vox media, but expresses, even where a

corresponding matter of fact lies at the foundation, 2
hostile denunciation,

accusation, Niedner, p. 32 ff.
3 So also here ; Luther aptly says : "he was

illspol'cnof." Vulg. :
" diffamatus est." There was some foundation in

fact (hence, moreover, the steward does not defend himself), but the manner

in which he was denounced manifested a hostile purpose. Thus, moreover,

in the relation jiortrayed in that of the ^aQr)-ai to temporal riches, as the un-

faithful stewards of which they manifested themselves to the covetous

Pharisees by their entrance into the Christian conversion, there lay at the

foundation the fact that they had no further interest in Mammon, and were

no longer tyiltipyvpoi. Compare the instance of Zacchaeus. Koster says

wrongly that the hitherto faithful steward had only been slandered, and

had only allowed himself to be betrayed into a knavish trick for the

first time by the necessity arising from the dismissal. No ; this knavish

trick was only the path of unfaithfulness on which he had hitherto walked,

and on which he took a new start to get out of his difficulty. Against the

supposition of the faithfulness of the steward, see on ver. 3. — wc diacKopiri-

£uv] as squandering (xv. 13), i.e., so he was represented. 4 Comp. Xen. IJell.

ii. 3. 23 : SisfiaAXov 6c hv/iatvo/nsvov, and thus frequently ; Jas. ii. 9. It might

also have been uc with the optative ; Herod, viii. 90, and elsewhere. Erro-

neously, moreover, in view of the present, the Vulg. reads (comp. Luther) :

quasi dissipasset. — ra v-dpxovra avrov] therefore the possessions, the means

and property (xi. 21, xii. 15, 33, xix. 8), of his lord.
6

the prodigal son (see on xv. 11), the primi- sages in Kypke, I. p. 236.

five meaning (according to which the stew- 3 Comp. the passages from Xenophon in

ard was a heathenfunctionary who oppress- Start, I. p. C73. See also Dem. 155. 7, where
ed the Jews, but afterwards took their part) the SiafidWovTes and the icdAa/ce? are con-

Tram the meaning attached to it by the trasted.

compiler, according to which the steward 4 To gather from <os that the indebted-

was a type of the unbelieving rich Jews, ness was unfounded (HOlbe) is unjustifi-

who might receive a reversion of the king- able, cos might also be used in the case of

dom of heaven if they took up the cause of a well-founded SiajSaAAeo-tfcu, and hence in

their fellow-believers who had become itself decides nothing at all. Comp. Butt-

Christians. This is a sort of double mean- mann, Xeut. Gr. p. 203 [E. T. 307'].

ing, which neither in itself nor in its two- 5 Therefore not the possessions of the

fold contents has any foundation in the debtors, to which result van Oosterzeo

text. comes, assuming that the steward had
1 On the dative, comp. Herod, v. 35, viii. made the debtors (who were tenants) pay

22 ; Plat. Polit. viii. p. 5GG B ; Soph. Phil. 578
; more than he had given up and paid over

Eur. ITec. 863, and thereon, Pflugk ; else- to his lord ; in the alteration of the leases

where also with ei? or wpds with accusative. he had only the right sums introduced
2 As Num. xxii. 22 ; Dan. iii. 8, vi. 25 ; 2 which he had hitherto brought into ac-

Macc. iii. 11 ; 4 Mace. iv. 1, and in the pas- count.
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Vcr. 2. Ti tovto clkovu irepl Gov ;] what is tli is tlutt I'hear concerning thee?

quid hoe est, quod de te audio ? A well-known contraction of a relative

clause with an interrogative clause ; Plat. Gorg. p. 4~>2 D, and elsewhere. 1

The frequency of this usus hquendi, and the appropriateness of the sense

just at the opening of the reckoning, gives to the interpretation the prefer-

ence over this : wherefore do I hear, etc., Kuinoel, de "Wettc, Meuss, and

others (comp. Luther, and so early as the Gothic version).

—

a-oih? k.t.?..]

give the (due) reckoning of thy stewardship. The master desires to see the

state of affairs made plain. 5— ov yap] for thou shalt not, etc. The master de-

cides thus according to what he had heard, and what he regards as estab-

lished.

Vcr. 3. This reflexion of the steward issued from the consciousness that

he cannot deny'his guilt, for he sees his dismissal as the near and certain

result (atJMzipelraf, present) of the rendering of the account demanded of him.

[See Xote CXXI., p. 482.] If he were to be represented as innocent, the par-

able must needs have placed in his mouth a justification, or at least have as-

signed to him the corresponding epithet. This is also in opposition to

Francke, 3 Holbe.

—

brt] equivalent to elg zkuvo on, see on Mark xvi. 14. —

-

cmirTeiv] in fields, gardens, vineyards ; it is represented in Greek writers

also as the last resource of the impoverished ;

4 Aristoph. Av. 1432 : ondirreiv

yap ova i-iarauai. See Wolf and Kypke. — o'vk loxfjo] not being accustomed

to such labor, he feels that his strength is not equal to it. — eiratrelv] infini-

tive, not participial. 5 These reflections are not inserted with a view to the

interpri tation, but only for the depicting of the crisis.

Ver. 4. The word eyvuv, coming in without any connecting particle, de-

picts in a lively manner what was passing in his mind, and is true to nature.

The aorist is not used as being the same as the perfect, although de Wette

1 See Kiihner, IT. §8-11. 1 ; Fritzsche, ad good. He assumes with equal contradie-

Vdrc. p. 780 ; Bornemann, Schol. p. 97, and tion of the text, that the setting down of

in the Stud. v. Krit. 1843, p. 120. Comp. the items of account was done with the

Test. XII. Pair. p. 715: tC rcOra i.KOvo> ; Acts knowledge of the master. Comp. also Schneck-

xiv. 15. eriburger, p. 57.

2 On Adyoi' SiSdfoi, anoSMvai (Matt. xii. * Hence- for the steward, before lie de.

36; Arts xix. 40; Horn. xiv. 12), see eides on the expedient, ver. 4, sees digging

SchweighaUser's Lex. Herod. II. p. 71. and begging before him it Is not to be sup-

fomp. Tof Adyoi' itrfirow, Dcm. 868. 5. posed, with Brauns, that he paid the

* According to Francke, Jesus deBires to amounts written down, ver. 6 f., from his

en1 the risks of being rich in the own-funds. Contrary to the text, contrary

passionate rich man, who arranges the <lis- to vcr. :i f., and contrary to nfc oJu^ios, ver.

missal without any inquiry. He is the in- 8, which refers to that writing down. This,

debted chief person. The steward is false- moreover, is In opposition toHSlbe, who,

|y accused: he is driven from the house as in a similar misinterpretation of rv. 8,7,

notdiucos; but the rich man, first <>f all, brings oul as the meaning of the parable,

drives him by his cruelty to the Aincia, that " the publicans, decried by thePhart-

whlch, moreover, was only a momentary Bees as robbers, etc, are frequently not so.

the (Inequitable) ypapparawere only rn spite of their being repudiated, they are

once used ; while, on the other hand, they equitable people, and frequently combine

were only used for the purpose of putting with great experience of life and prudence

matters on an equitable footing again. In a heart so noble thai they acquire friends

the latl e Dav. Sohulz precedes as soon as this Is only known."
with the assumption, that the steward 'On the distinction In sense, see Maete-

wished before his dismissal to do some ner, adLyeurg. p. 166.
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will have it so, but expresses the moment of occurrence : I have come to the

knowledge. Bengel well says : "Subito consilium cepit," "Suddenly he

adopted a plan."

—

brav fiFraaraOCj] when (quando) I shall have teen dis-

missed. He thus expresses himself to indicate the critical point of time, im-

minent to him by reason of the near experience that he is expecting, after

the occurrence of which the fitxeoQai k.t.X. is to take place. Comp. ver. 9.

— diguvTai] the debtors of his master, ol pr/Of/vai /leXXovreg, "who are about

to be spoken of," Euthymius Zigabenus. See Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 117

[E. T. 134]. — olicovg] houses, not families (Schulz), comp. ver. 9.

Vv. 5-7. Tuv xp?uij>ei2..] of the debtors, they had borrowed the natural prod-

ucts named from the stores of the rich man. [See Note CXXIL, p. 482.]

This agrees better with the word, the opposite of which is SavEiarrjg (vii. 41

;

Plut. Goes. 12), than the notion of tenants. — From era knaoTov it is seen

that subsequently the two debtors are mentioned by way of example. — tov

Kvpiov eavrov] By the debtors of his own master he knew how to help himself.

—-Troaov btyeiAeiQ k.t.?..] Going to work promptly and surely, he questions

their own acknowledgment of obligation, which must agree with the con-

tents of the bond. — Ver. 6. fidrovg] 6 tie (idrog (i"l?) dvvciTai xuPVa(U i^rag

E
t
3i:h,u?'jKovTa dvo, " But the ftd-og contains seventy-two pints," Josephus, Antt.

viii. 2. 9. Therefore equal to an Attic ftETprjT^g. — dii-at] take away. The
steward, who has the documents in his keeping, gives up the bill (7a

ypdjufiara, that which is written, in the plural used even of one docu-

ment, see on Gal. vi. 11), that the debtor may alter the number. Usually,

that he may write a new bond with the smaller amount. But this is not

contained in the words ; moreover, for that purpose not the surrender

of the document, but its destruction, would have been necessary. — Kadioaq\

pictorial. raxEug belongs not to this graphic detail, KaBiaag (Luther and

others, including Ewald), but to ypdipov ; the latter corresponds to the haste

to which the carrying out of an injustice urges. — Ver. 7. ETEpu] to another.

Comp. xix. 20.

—

Kopovg] 6 6e nopog p-S) Svvarai nsdiuvovc aTrtKovg dsita, "But
the cor contains ten Attic Medimni [about 120 gallons]," Josephus, Antt. xv.

9. 2. — The diversity of the deduction, vv. 6. 7, is merely the change of

the concrete picturing without any special purpose in view. Comp. already

Euthymius Zigabenus.

Ver. 8. '0 nvpiog] not Jesus (Erasmus, Luther, Pred.; "Weizsacker also,

p. 213 f.), but, as is proved by ver. 9, the master of the steward, to whom the

measure taken by the latter had become known. — rhv ol/cov6[i. rye adiK.] ckuk.

is a genitive of quality (see on ii. 14), the unrighteous steward; of such a

quality he had shown himself in his service, as well by the waste in gen-

eral as specially by his proceeding with the debtors. 1 The dogmatic idea

(Schulz) is out of place in the context. Schlciermacher and Bornemann

1 The expression Trj? aStia'as contains the steward was honest, and it is only a device

.judgment of Jesus on the conduct of the springing from necessity to which Holhe
<hkoi'o/uos, vv. 5-7, which, nevertheless, the clings, that the faithful steward is called

master praised with reference to the pru- oIkqv. ttjs dSucias only in the sense of his ca-

dence employed. Hence rijs aStxias is decid- lumniators.

edly opposed to the assumption that the

30
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(comp. also Paulus) construe rye aSuuac "with' kiryveaev : iniquitatis causa,,

" because of his iniquity." Grammatically correct, 1 but here it is in contra-

diction with the parallel expression : en rov p.ajiuvh rye atiiKiac, vcr. 9. Comp.
also 6 icpiryg rf/g adticiag, xviii. 6. And it is not the aducia, but the prudence,

that is the subjeel of the praise, 2 as is shown from the analogy of ver. 9.

rf/r adiicidc, is intended to make it clear that the master praised the steward

even in spite of his dishonest behavior, because he 1/ad dealt prudently. In

the dishonest man he praised "his procedure, so well advised and to

the purpose, with the property that still remained under his control"

(Schulz, p. 103), even although from a moral point of view this pru-

dence was only the wisdom of the serpent (Matt. x. 1G), so that he was not

the ttlotoq oIkov6/ioq 6 <pp6vi/j.og (xii. 42), but only <ppovi/jor, who had hit

on the practical savoirfaire. — on o't viol k. -.?..] Immediately after the words

<*>pov!./iuc tTro'niGtv, Jesus adds a general maxim, 3
in justification of the pred-

icate used (fipovi/MDc) . Consequently: " Et merito quidem illius prudentiam

laudavit, nam quod prudentiam quidem attinet, filii hujus saeculi, etc.,"

" And justly indeed he praises the prudence of this one, for as far as pru-

dence is concerned, the sons of this world, etc.," Maldonatus. Francke er-

roneously says (compare the "perhaps," etc., of de Wette) that bri ol viol

k.t.Ti. refers to the eTryveaev 6 nvpmr. This the context forbids by the corre-

lation of (ppovi/iuq and Qpovi/iurepoi. The sons (see on Matt. viii. 12) of this

generation (HJri ulty, see on Matt. xii. 82) arc those who belong in their

moral nature and endeavor to the period of the world prior to the Messianic

times, not men who are aspiring after the ftaa/?.ela rov Qtov ml rr)v titmioai vj;v

avrov (Matt. vi. 33). 4 The sons of light are those who, withdrawn from tem-

poral interests, have devoted themselves wholly to the divine aTJfieta reveal-

ed by Christ, and are enlightened and governed by it, John xii. 36 ; 1

Thcss. v. 5 ; Eph. v. 8. Thefarmer are moreprudent than the hitter, not ab-

solutely, but rir r?)v yeveav r^v iavrtiv. in nf mice to their own gnu ration, i.e.,

inrelation to their own "kindred, if they have to do with those who, like them-

selves, arc children of this world, as that steward was so prudent in refer-

ence to the debtors. The whole body of the children of the world— a cate-

gory of like-minded men—is described as & generation, a elan of connections;

and how appropriately, since they appear precisely as viol ! Observe, more-

over, the marked prominence of rtjv iavruv, which includes the contrasted say-

1 Dion, iTol. /.'/..'. >iv.; Joseph. Antt. xii. (Zyro), as Brauns also assumes, understand-

4. 5 ; Bernhardy, p. 152 ; Kuhner, II. p. 182; Ing by the children of this world the puM-
Bornemann, Schol. p. 98. cans, who were eontt mned ;i< children of the

> We may Imagine the master calling out world; and by the children of light, the

to (lie steward from his own worldly stand- P/utrU es, as the i ducat* <i children of light,

poinl something like this : Truly thou hast So also Holbe. Extorted by an erroneous

accomplished ;i pnidt nt stroke : Thy prac- Interpretation of tin- whole parable. Text-

tical wisdom is worthy of all honor ! Comp. ually the children of the world could only

Terent. UeauL iii. 8.20. But to conclude be those to whom the steward belonged by

that the steward / nice, is virtue of his unrighteous dealing (t^s o4«i<w).

altogether opposed t" the teaching of tin- ' Comp. sx 84. Bee examples of the Rab-

parable (in opposition to Baumgarten- binical VKhjf '33 In Bchoettgen, llor.

Crusius, ii.'.iiii i. p 298, and Wetstein.

•ony npon the Phaj
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ing that that higher degree of prudence is not exercised, if they have to deal

with others who are not of their own kind. With unerring sagacity they

know, as is shown by that steward in kis dealing with the debtors, how, in

their relations to companions of their own stamp, to turn the advantage of the

latter to their own proper advantage. On the other hand, in relation to

the children of light, they are not in a condition for such prudent measures,

because these are not available for the immoral adjustment of the selfish

ends of those men, as was the case with those debtors who by their own dis-

honesty were serviceable to the dishonest sagacity of the steward by the fal-

sification of their bonds. ' Kuinoel and Paulus, following older commenta-

tors, explain : in relation to their contemporaries. But how unmeaning

would be this addition, and how neglected would be the emphatic rfjv eav-

rtjy ! Grotius, in opposition to the words themselves, explains : ''in rebus

mis,"' " their own affairs;" Wieseler : for the duration of their life, for the

brief time of their earthly existence ; Holbe : in their own manner, accord-

ing to their own fashion. Comp. Schulz, Lange, and others : after their

Hind; de Wette, Eylau : in their sphere of life. — Moreover, elc r. ysv. k.t.I.

is not to be referred to loth classes of men (Kuinoel, Olshausen, de Wette,

Eaumgarten Crusius, Brauns, and others), but merely to the vlobc r. k6cjh. r.

(comp. Dettinger, as above, p. 60 f.), as the words themselves require it as

well as the sense ; for the prudence of the children of light in general, not

merely in their relation to those like them, is surpassed by that prudence

which the children of the world know how to apply e'ir vriv yeveav rr/v eav-uv.

On such wisdom the latter concentrate and use their effort, whereas the

children of light can pursue only holy purposes with moral means, and con-

sequently (as sons of wisdom) must necessarily fall behind in the worldly

prudence, in which morality is of no account. [See Note CXXIII., p. 482.]

As, however, He alsofrom them (mya vfj.lv) requires prudence, Jesus says,

Ver. 9, giving the application of the whole parable for His disciples who

were present

—

ttaya vuiv leyu, not : nayij teyu vfilv ; comp. on xi. 9. Kayia

corresponds to the preceding 6 nvpwg, and vfiv to tov o'ikov. rfjg a6iK. As

the master praised that steward on account of his prudence, so also must /
commend to you an analogous prudent course of conduct, 2 but in how much

higher a sense !
— Kotfoare eavrdig qllovc n.r./..] providefor yourselves friends,

etc. It is evident whom Jesus means by these friends from the final sen-

tence, Iva di^uv-ai v/iag k.t.1. Those who receive you, to wit, are the angels

(Matt. xxiv. 31 ; Mark xiii. 27) ; and these are made friends of by the

beneficent application of riches (comp. xv. 10 ;
Matt, xviii. 10, xxv. 31,

xxiv. 31). Thus they correspond to the xPEU<Pei^eTalS °* tne Parable, but

indirectly. Ambrose, at so early a period, has this true interpretation, and

1 eis is therefore to be taken in the quite laudari potuit ille . . . quanto amplius

usual sense of : in reference to, but not to be placent Domino," "if this one could be

twisted into : after the manner, or after the praised . . . how much move they please

measure (Lahmeyer), and to be explained the Lord," etc. Augustine, comp. Eutby-

from the mode of expression : reXeiv « 'EA- mius Zigabenus, Grotius, Cornelius a

Arjva?, and the like (seeSaupp, adXen. Mem. Lapide, Maldonatus, and others, including

iv. 2. 37). Ebrard, p. 424) is a pure importation.

2 An argument a minori ad majus ("si
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very recently Ewald. The reference to God ("Wolf, Kuinoel, Niedner, and
others) or to Christ (Olshausen), either alone or icitli the addition of the

angels (see also Bleek), is not appropriate, since the reception into the

Messiah's kingdom is the duty of the ministering spirits, accompanied by
whom the Lord appears in His glory (ix. 2G). According to the usual in-

terpretation, those to whom deeds of love have been done, the poor, etc., are

meant (so also Wieseler, Meuss, Lahmeyer ["Weiss ed. Mey.]), whose grat-

itude is earned as the steward has earned the gratitude of the debtors. But
in this case 'iva deguvrai v/iar must be subjected to a strained interpretation.

See below. The savrolc, to yourselves, standing emphatically even before nod/a.

in BLRk* Tisch., corresponds to the idea that the (higher) analogy of

an application for their own use, as in the case of that steward, is to bo

admitted.

—

>k tov /ia/i. ~f/c adm.] ek denotes that the result proceeds from

making use of Mammon. 1 But Mammon, the idea of which is, moreover,

in no way to be extended to the totality of the earthly life (Eylau), is not to

be taken in this place as at ver. 13, personally (comp. on Matt. vi. 24),

but as neuter, as at ver. 11, wealth. — rfjc adiidas] Genitivus qualitatis, as at

ver. 8 : of the unrighteous Mammon. As at ver. 8 this predicate is attached

to the steward, because he had acted unrighteously towards his lord, so hero

it is attached to wealth, because it, as in the case of that steward, serves,

according to usual experience (comp. xviii. 24 f.), as an instrument of un-

righteous dealing. The moral characteristic of the use of it is represented

as adhering to itself. Other explanations, instead of being suggested by

the context, are read into the passage isolated from the context, to wit, that

of Jerome, Augustine, 3 Calvin, Olearius, Maldon-atus, Lightfoot, Bertholdt,

Rosenmiiller, Mollcr, Bornemann, and others : opes injuste partae, "wealth

unjustly />rocured" (comp. Euthymius Zigabenus : uc ef adutiac Oi/cavpiaOhra,

TT/c ek tov /it/ (Ua/iepi^eodai to. TrrpiTTa rovrov role nivnaiv, "as treasured up

from unrighteousness, that of not dividing the surplus of this with the

poor"); that of Drusius, Michaelis, Schreiter, Kuinoel, Wieseler, and others

(comp. Dettinger and IT. Bauer) : opes failures, " deceitful wealth," or

wealth which allures (Loffler, Koster [Weiss ed. Mey.]); that of Paulus

(Exeg. Handb.) : that Mammon is designated as unrighteous towards the

disciples, to whom he has communicated little
;
that of Schulz and Olshausen :

opes impias (Olshausen : "the bond by which every individual is linked

to the aluv i vtoc .'hkI its princes") ; that of Ilcppe : that wealth is so desig-

nated as being no true actual possession (ver. 11); and others. Moreover,

a hidden iron*/ (Eylau) against an Ebionitic error of the disciples, as if they

had imputed to what is earthly in itself the character of adiicla, is remote

from the words, since the predicate is taken from the conduct of the

steward. There are analogous expressions of the Targumists, in which the

characteristic peculiarity of Mammon is given by means of a superadded

1 M ittbiao, p. 1888; Bernhardy, i>. 880; alter nonhabrt. tu abunrtas et alter effot,"

Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 568 f. "since it is of Itself Iniquity, thai thou bast
* Still Augustine admits (Comment. In Ps. and another has not, thou abounded and

xlviii.t even the communistic Interpretation : another is in want." This is foreign to tbo
• <mia ea ipsa [nlqultas est, quod to babes, context.
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substantive (as yvn pDO, pDD J,'tm) ; see in Liglitfoot, p. 844. The

value of the predicate-?^ adiic., so far as the structure of the discourse is

concerned, seems to be, that this application of wealth for selfish advantage

is entirely conformable to the improba indoles thereof, according to which it

allows itself to be used, instead of only for the purpose of serving the interest

of its possessor (Mammon), for the selfish advantage of those who have it

to administer. The epithet is contemptuous. Ye cannot, considering its

nature, better make use of so worthless a thing ! Bornemann, Schol.

p. 98 ff., and in the Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 116 ff., finds the whole precept

Troirjaare k.t.A. to be in contradiction with the moral teaching of Christ, and

conjectures; ov woi^aere k.t.A.,
u
no)i facietis (nolite facere) vobis amicos ex

opibus injuste collectis" " ye will not make (are unwilling to make) friends

for yourselves out of wealth unjustly collected," etc.,
1 without any trace in

the evidence for the text. And the doubt of Bornemann is solved by the

consideration that (1) Jesus does not bid the disciples provide themselves

with Mammon in a similiar way to the steward (the steward did not provide

himself with wTealth at all, rather he bestowed it on the debtors, but for his

own advantage), but to apply the riches which they, as having hitherto

been oinovopoi of Mammon, still had at their disposal, in a similar way to

that steward, to make themselves friends
; (2) that Jesus requires of His

disciples to forsake all (v. 27, xviii. 22 ff., comp. xii. 33) is the less in

conflict with the passage before us, that at that time there were around Him
so many publicans and sinners who had previously entered into His service

(out of the service of Mammon), and for these the words of Jesus contained

the command to forsake all just in the special form appropriate to the rela-

tions in which they stood. In respect of paO?/rdc, ver. 1, we are not to

conceive exclusively only of the Twelve, and of such as already 7iad forsaken

all
; (3) our text does not conflict with the context (ver. 13), as it rather

claims in substance the giving up of the service of Mammon, and its claim

corresponds to the pt] Onoavpi^sTE vulv k.t.A., besides allowing the idea of laying

up treasure in heaven (see Iva brav ekK. k.t.a.) to appear in a concrete form.

— brav EK^Et-rrr/] (seethe critical remarks) when it fails, i.e., when it ceases.'

This brav ekK. indeed corresponds to the point of the parable : brav peTaaTaOu,

1 Bornemann assumes as the meaning of certainly trusts that His followers will

the parable: " Pharisaeos Christus ait never imitate this," etc. This interpreta-

de alienis bonis liberales esse, idque sui tion is erroneous, if only for the reason

commodi causa, atque eorum praefectos that the steward is liberal with the prop-

(Hv&punro<: jtAoOctios, ver. 1) non modo hanc erty of his own master. Consequently the

in subditis perversitatem et vitiositatem Pharisees would be represented as liberal,

non vituperare et punire, sed etiam laudare not de bonis alienis, " in regard to the goods
prudentiam eorum et calliditatem. At suos of others" but with the property of their

id nunquam imitaturos esse Christus certo own chiefs. In general, however, it is de-

confidit," "Christ says that the Pharisees cisive against Bornemann that no par-

are liberal in regard to the goods of others, able is intended to teach the opposite of

and that too for the sake of their own ad- itself,

vantage ; and yet their chiefs (a.v6p<x,no<; 2 Comp. xxii. 32; neb. i. 12; Xen. Hell. i.

7rAovcrios, Ver. 1) not only do not COn- 5. 2 : €\MV &* riKeLV Ta.Ka.VTa TrevTOKOo-ia- eav Se

demn and punish this perversity and vice tovto eKAiVr; k.t.a.; 1 Sam. ix. 7 ; 1 Mace. iii.

in their subordinates, but even praise 29, 45 ; Ecclus. xiv. 19, xlii. 24 ; and fre-

their prudence and cunning. But Christ quently in the LXX. and in the Apocrypha.
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ver. 4, but signifies in the application intended to be made—the catas-

trophe of the Parousia, at the appearance of which, in the uxwa tov kocuov

to'vtov which precedes it, the temporal riches comes to an end and cease to

exist (vi. 84 ; Jas. v. 1 ff.
;
Luke xvii. 2G ff.), whereas then the treasures

laid up in heaven (Matt. vi. 20 ;
Luke xii. 33, xviii. 22) occupy their

place (comp. also 1 Tim. vi. 19), and the complete a-ar?/ of riches (Matt,

xiii. 22) is revealed. This reference to the Parousia is required in the con-

text by the aluviovc giitjvck;, whereby the setting up of the kingdom (here also

conceived of as near) is referred to. The Recepta ia/u-7/re ' would mean :

when ye shall have died.'
1 But after death that which is first to be expected

is not the kingdom of Messiah, or the life in heaven to which reference is

usually made (even by Bleek), but the paradise in Sheol (Ver. 22), to

which, however, the predicate a'uwtovg is not appropriate (in opposition to

Engelhardt). Moreover, Jesus could not refer His disciples to the condi-

tion after their death, since, according to the synoptic Gospels (and see

also on John xiv. 3), He had placed the Parousia and the setting up of the

kingdom in the lifetime even of that generation 3 (Luke xxi. 32, ix. 27).

Hence the Recepta is to be rejected even on these internal grounds, and to

be traced to the idea of the later eschatology. The everlasting tabernacles

correspond to the dc robg olnovq avr&v in the parable, ver. 4, and typically

denote, probably in reference to the movable tabernacles in the wilderness

(comp. IIos. xii. 10 ; Zcch. xiv. 1G ; Ps. cxviii. 15), the kingdom of

Messiah in respect of its everlasting duration. Thus God promises in 4

Esdr. ii. 11 : "Et dabo eis tabernacula aeterna, quae praeparaveram illis,"

"And I will give to them eternal tabernacles, which I have prepared for

them," where, in accordance with the context, doubtless the kingdom of

Messiah is meant.

—

Si^ovrat] not impersonal (Koster and Others), but in

respect of QiXovg, and according to the analogy of ver. I, thefriends provided

are to be understood, consequently the angels (see above) ; comp. Ambrose.

If <;>i'/jirr be explained as denoting men, the poor and the like [Godet,

Weiss, and manj others], since the text hints nothing of a future elevation

of these to the dignity of stewards (in opposition to Meuss), Slj-wvrai must

be understood of the thankful and welcoming reception
;
but in this inter-

pretation it would be strangely presupposed that the q./o/ would be already in

the everlasting habitations when the benefactors conn thither, or there must

somehow be understood a mediate dkxeadai (Grot ins :

il
efficiant ut recip-

iamini," " they may bring to pass that yc are received") wherein there would

1 Luther translates :
" when yefaint," bat hitherto was a refuge foryoul"

explains this of dying, when ye "most - Plat. Legg. vi. p i.v.i i;, ix. p. B36 i";

leave all behind you." romp. Ewald Xen. Oyr. vlli. 7. 20 ; Lsa.xl. 10, LXX.; Gen.

(reading licAeiirqTe) : when ye can no longer xxv. 8, xlix. 88; Tob. xiv. 11; Test. XII.

help yourselves, <<, when ye die. Context- Fair. i>. 629.

aally Meuss refers (&cA«mjTt) it n> the la*t. a Hence also the reading which gives the

judgment ; bat with what far-fetched and singular fcAitwfl (Wleseler i«Ai«Tj)lfl not t<>

artificial interpretation: " qvandoemlgratis, be understood, with Wleseler :
if bi

boU. < mammone inigvitalis, qui adhuc re- you in the lurch (\n death); which, apart

obis fuit," " whenyi remove, namely, from there being no i^ci s- expressed, would
'/< mammon of unrighteousness, which be very harsh.
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be especial reference to the meritoriousness of alms (xi. 41, see especially

Maldonatus and Hilgenfeld, the latter of whom recalls the prayer of the

poor in the Pastor of Hennas) ; but for an interpretation of that kind there

is, according to ver. 4, absolutely no justification, and as little for an ex-

planation according to the idea contained in Matt. xxv. 40 (Beza, Calvin,

and others, including Wieseler)
; comp. Luther (Pred.) : "Men shall not

do it, but they shall be witnesses of our faith which is proved to them, for

the sake of which God receives us into the everlasting habitations." Luther,

however, further adds appropriately that in this there is taught no merit of

works.

Remark. — The circumstance that Jesus sets before His disciples the prudence

of a dishonest proceeding as an example, would not have been the occasion of

such unspeakable misrepresentations and such unrighteous judgments (most

contemptibly in Eichthal) if the principle : ov dvvacde deu dovAeveiv nal fiauuvq,

ver. 13, had been kept in view, and it had been considered accordingly that even

the fia&nrai, in fact, by beneficent application of their property, must have acted

unfaithfully towards Mammon in order to be faithful towards their contrasted

Master, towards God. 1 In this unfaithfulness their prudence was to consist,

because that was the way to attain for themselves the Messianic provision. [But

see Note CXXIII., p. 482.] If further objection has been taken on the ground

that in the expedient of the steward no special prudence is contained, it is to be

considered that the doctrinal precept intended at ver. 9 claimed to set forth

just such or a similar manifestation of prudence as the parable contains. On
the other hand, the device of a more complicated and refined subtlety would

not have corresponded with that simple doctrine which was to be rendered pal-

pable, to make to themselves friends of the unrighteous Mammon, etc.

Vv. 10-12. [See Note CXXIV., p. 482.] These verses give more detailed

information regarding the precept in ver. 9. " Without the specified appli-

cation of the 2iossessions of Mammon, to wit, ye cannot receive the Messianic,

riches." This is shown, on the ground of a general principle of experience

(ver. 10) from a twofold specific peculiarity of both kinds of wealth, by the

argument a minori ad majus.— The faithful in the least is also faithful in

much ; and the unrighteous in the least is also unrighteous in much —a locus com-

munis which is to be left in its entire proverbial generality. It is fitted for

1 Hence also the expedient which many Ebrard (on Olshausen, p. G78 f.) says : that

have adopted of maintaining that attention the dishonest steward is not so much a

is not directed to the morality of the symbol as an instance of a man who, in the.

steward's conduct, but only to the prudence sphere of unrighteousness and sin, practises

in itself worthy of imitation (see Luther, the virtue of prudence ; that from him tlfe

Calvin, Grotius, Michaelis, Loftier, Bleek, Christian was to learn the practice of pru-

and many others") must be regarded as mis- dence, but in the sphere of righteousness.

taken, as on general grounds it is unworthy But thus the contrast in which the point

of Christ. The unfaithfulness which is rep- would lie is first of all put into the passage,

resented is manifested towards Mammon, [See Note CXXIII., p. 482.]

and this was intended to appear to the dis- 2 Views in harmony with vv. 10 and 12

ciples not merely as prudence, but also as occur in Clem. Cor. ii. 8 ; but to conclude
duty. Hence also there was no need for at- therefrom that there is a relationship with

tempting to prevent the misunderstanding, the Gospel of the Egyptians (Kostlin, p. 223)

that for a good end an evil means was com- is very arbitrary,

mended (which Koster finds in vv. 10-13).
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very varied application to individual cases. For what special conclusion it

is hin intended to serve as a major proposition is contained in ver. 11 f.

—

ma-bc h ilax- is conceived as one united idea. Comp. on Gal. iii. 26 ; Eph.

iv. 1. -— Ver. 11. In the unrighteous Mammon, (here also neuter, and alto-

gether as in ver. 9) those axefaithful who, according to the precept in ver. 9,

so apply it that they make for themselves friends therewith. This faith-

fulness is meant not from the standpoint of the mammon-mind, but of the

divine mind (ver. 13). — kyeveade] have become, before the Messianic decision,

—an expression of the moral development.

—

to akrfiiv6v\ placed first as a

more emphatic contrast to iv tC> adiicy fi.au. (comp. ix. 20, xxiii. 31) : that

which is true, which is not merely a wealth that is regarded as such, but

("Jesus loquitur e sensu coelesti," "Jesus speaks from a heavenly sense,"

Bengel) the ideally real and genuine riches (comp. on John i. 9), i.e., the sal-

vation of the kingdom of Messiah. Observe the demonstrative force of the

article. De Wette, Bleek, and many others, following older writers, wrongly

understand the spiritual wealth, the Spirit ; compare Olshausen :
" heavenly

powers of the Spirit.
1
' It must be that which previously was symbolized by

the reception into the everlasting habitations ; hence also it cannot be "the

revealed truths, the Gospel" (Ewald), or " the spiritual riches of the king-

dom of heaven" (Wieseler), the " gifts of grace" (Lahmeyer), and the like.

The objection against our view, that niartl'cn is not in harmony with it

(Wieseler), is not fatal, comp. xix. 17. The contrast indeed is not verbally

complete (d^/cov . . . Aincuov), but substantially just, since anything that is

unrighteous cannot be ru akrfitv6v, but the two are essentially in contrast. —
Ver. 12. iv ru dAAorptp] another specific attribute of the temporal riches, in

what is alien, i.e., in tluit which belongs to another. For ye are not the possessor,

but Mammon (in the parable the rich man whose wealth the oinovd/ioc did not

possess, but only managed). [See Note CXXV., p. 482.] Altogether arbi-

trary is the spiritualizing explanation of tie Wette, that it is "what does

not immediately belong to the sphere of light and Spirit" (comp. Lahmeyer),

as well as that of Ilolbe, "in the truth which belongs to Cod.'* The con-

trary : rb bfterepov, that which is yours, by which again is characterized not

spiritual wealth, but the salvation oj the Messianic kingdom,— to wit. as that

which shall be the property of man, for that is indeed the hereditary posses-

sion, the Kkripovofiia (Acts w. 32 ; Rom. viii. 17
;
Gal. iii. is

;
Eph. i. 1 t ;

Matt. xxv. 34, and elsewhere), the treasure laid up by him in heaven (Matt.

vi. Ill 21), his 77o/,r. </,,/ in heaven (Phil. iii. 20), not a mere possession by

stewardship of that which belongs to another as its owner, as is the case in

respect of earthly wealth. It is an arbitrary interpolation in 11. Bauer, op. cit.

p. 540 f., who understands iTuaxtorov and aXkdrpiov as the idiicog fiap. of the

legal condition, to which is to be attributed no absolute significance.

Ver. 13. [See Note < XXVI.. p. 488.] A principle which doe-, not cohere

with whatfollows (Holtzmann), hut proves as indubitable the denial which

is implied in the previous question: "ye shall in the supposed ease not re-

ceive the Messianic salvation." Ye are, to wit, in this case servants of

Mammon, ami cannot as such be QocPs servants, because to serve two masters

is morally impossible. .Moreover, see on .Matt. vi. 21.
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Vv. 14, 15. [Sec Note CXXVIL, p. 483.] The mocking sneer » of the Phar-

isees, who indeed so well knew their pretended sanctity to be compatible

with their striving after temporal possessions, Jesus, in ver. 15, discloses at

its source, which was the self-conceit of their righteousness. — iuelg tore k.t.A.]

ye are the people who make yourselves righteous (i.e., declare yourselves as right-

eous) before men. Contrast : the divine dmaiucic as it especially became the

substance of the Pauline gospel. 2 The Pharisee in the temple, xviii. 11 f.,

gives a" repulsive illustration of the 6maiovv eavrov, and he even ventures it in

the presence of God. — uri to ev avdpuiroig vip. k.t.2..] since, indeed, that which

is lofty (standing in high estimation) among men is an abomination before Ood.

Comp. Ps. exxxviii. 6. Thence it is plainly evident that God knows your

(evil) hearts, otherwise that which is lofty among men would also be highly

esteemed with Him, and not appear as an abomination. This generally ex-

pressed judgment of God has as its concrete background the seemingly holy

condition of the Pharisees, and hence is not indeed to be arbitrarily limited

(rnulta, quae, etc. , Kuinoel) ; but, moreover, neither is it to be pressed to

an absolute and equal application to all, although in relative variation of

degrees it is valid without exception. Schleiermacher and Paulus find a

concealed reference to Herod Antipas ; but this without the slightest hint

in the connection could not possibly present itself to the hearers ; the less

that even ver. 18 cannot be referred to the relation of Herod to Herodias

(see already Tertullian, c. Marc. iv. 34), since this latter was not forsaken

by Philip, but had separated herself arbitrarily from him.

Vv. 16, 17. [See Note CXXVIL, p. 483.] The sequence of thought is :

after Jesus had declared His judgment on His adversaries, according to

which, moreover, they belong to the category of the ftdiTivy^ia kv&iuov r. Qcov,

He now tells them on the ground of what standard this judgment has refer-

ence to them, namely, on the ground of the Mosaic law (comp. John v. 45), of

which not the smallest element should lose its validity by the fact that

since John the kingdom of the Messiah was announced, and every man en-

deavored forcibly to come into it. The stress lies on ver. 17, and ver. 16 is

preparatory, but finds its motive in the fact that the announcement of the

kingdom, and the general endeavor after the kingdom which had begun

from the time of John, might easily throw ujion Jesus the suspicion of put-

ting back the old principle, that of the law, into the shade. But no ; no

single Kepaia of the law fails, and that is the standard according to which

ye are an abomination in the sight of God. 3 The want of connection is only

1 UixvKT-qpi^eiv, xxiii. 35 ; 2 Sam. xix. 21

;

postulat temporum ratio .... Mosis et

Ps. ii. 4, xxxiv. 19 ; 3 Esdr. i. 53. prophetarum libri . . . functi sunt velut
2 To attribute SiKaioa-vvr) as the funda- puerorum magisterio ; . . . a Johanne incipit

mental demand of Christianity to the influ- aetas melior," " Do not wonder, if greater

ence of Pharisaism on the development of works of love are required now than for-

Christ (see especially, Keim, Ber GeschicJitl. merly ; for the condition of the times de-

Chr. p. 35) is the more doubtful, as this mands this. . . . Moses and the books of

fundamental thought prevails throughout the prophets served as a master of boys

;

the whole Old Testament. . . . with John a better age begins," etc.

8 Grotius and others assume as the eonnec- Against this is ver. 17, and, in general (comp.

tion : "Ne miremini, si majora dilectionis Calovius), the manner in which Jesus hon-

opera nunc quarn olim exigantur ; id enim ors the law (comp. ver. 31).
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external, not in the sequence of thought, and hence is not, as with Schulz,

Strauss, and de Wette (comp. also Bleek), to be referred to mistaken recol-

lections from Matthew. Already the source of Luke's account of the jour-

ney had here operated in vv. 16-18, which in Matthew has its historical

position. Luke follows his source of information, but it is not Avithout

plan that he has supplemented from the Logia (Holtzmann), nor has he

pieced the passages together like mosaic (Weizsacker).— 6 vofioc a. ol TywQf/Tai

iuQ 'Iuaw.1 We are not to supply (following Matt. xi. 13) npoE&iTevaav

(Euthymius Zigabenus, and many others), but from what follows (see Kuh-

ner, II. p. 605), inrywacovTo.
1 As the law and the prophets were announced

down to the time of John, so from that time onwards (even through John him-

self) the joyful tidings of the kingdom of the Messiah appeared, and with what

result! Every man" jyresses forcibly into it ; "viingruit_pia," ''assaults with

pious force," Bengel. 3 See on Matt. xi. 12.

—

irecelv] tofall into decay, with ref-

erence to its obligation, the opposite of remaining in force.
A— The v6/ioq

,

ver. 17, is not to be taken in any other sense thaninver. 16 (in opposition to

Volkmar, p. 208, who understands the moral law contained in the Legal

code) ; but assuredly the continuance here declared, the remaining in force

of the vojioq, is referred to its ideal contents. The reading of Marcion : rav

16yuv fiov, instead of rov vdfwv, is not the original text, as though Luke had

transposed Matt. v. 18 into its opposite, but an inappropriate dogmatic al-

teration (in opposition to Baur, Ililgenfeld). 6 Against the supposed anti-

nomianism of Luke, see generally Holtzmann, p. 397 ; Lechler, Apost. Ztit.

p. 137 f.

Ver. 18. See on Matt. v. 32, xix. 9. Of what Christ has just said of the

continual obligation of the law he now gives an isolated <.nt////>/,. as Luke

found it here already in his original source. For the choice of this place

(not the original one) a special inducement must have been conceived of,

which Luke does not mention [but sec Note CXXYIL, p. 483J ;
perhaps

'Others supplement Ijvav (de Wette law. Bee bis Oeschichtl. Chr. p. 57 f.

[Weiss ed. Mey.],comp. Ewald), which like- - A popular expression of the ;/• m nil ur-

wise is allowable, and instead of this Theo- gency. Hence iris is neither to be p

phylact, correctly explaining, places tlx° v nor, with Bengel, to be supplemented by

rbv icaipov. In the place of the Old Testa- pia$6ntvo<;. Moreover, jBta£<T<u is not to he

menl preaching has now appeared since; taken >>f that "quod fieri defeat," "which

John the New Testamenl preaching. ought to be done" (so Elwert, QuaeaL et

But thereby the annulling of the law is not observatt. ad j

declared (in opposition to Baur, according 3 Comp. Xen. Cyr. iii. •'!. •;'•>
: «« «<u pidaawro

to whom Lake must have I ransformed the clo-<o ; Thucyd. i. 68. t : fiidaaaHai « r^v ii<m-

words of Matt. xi. Hi to this meaning), hut, Saim-, vii. 69. -1 : fiidaaadai h rb i'f<o.

as ver. 17 shows, the obligation of the law «Comp. I Cor. xiii. B; Rom. Ix. 6; Ruth

ibllshed in a higher sense. This is iii. 18 ; Judith vi. 9, and elsewhere; Berod.

also in opposition to Schenkel, p. 885, who, vii. 18; Plat. Eul. p. n D. Moreover, see

mistaking the connection, considers ver. 17 on Matt. v. is.

as an assertion of the Pharisees, and ver. is > < omp. Ritschl in the Theol. Jah

as Its confutation, but thai already Luke p. 851 f.; Kostlln, p. 808 f.: /die:-.

himself has ceased to perceive the relation p. 15 f.; Pranok in the Stud. ». K\

between the two verses. Nay, Sohenkel p. 811 f.; Volkmar, p. 807 ff., whose conjeot.

even •'/</ s at Matt. v. is f. Keim rightly ure, rav \oyuv toO 0eoO, is, moreover, <iuito

nowhen in the synoptic superfluous,

lared the abolition of the
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only, in general, trie remembrance of the varieties of doctrine prevailing at

that time on the question of divorce (see on Matt. xix. 3) ;
perhaps also,

the thought that among those Pharisees were such as had done that which

the verse mentions (comp. Euthymius Zigabenus). — The saying, however,

in the mind of Jesus, serves as a voucher for the obligation of the law with-

out exception, on the ground of Gen. ii. 24. See on Matt. xix. 4 ff. ; Mark

xvi. 6 ff. Olshausen explains this of spiritual fornication, 1 that what God
had joined together {i.e., the law according to its everlasting significance,

ver. 17), the Pharisees had arbitrarily loosed (in that they loved money and

wealth more than God), and that which God had loosed (i.e., the Old Testa-

ment theocracy in its temporary aspect, ver. 16), they wished to maintain

as obligatory, and had thus practised a twofold spiritual adultery. How
arbitrary, without the slightest hint in the text I [See Note CXXVIIL,

p. 483.] The supposed meaning of the second member would be altogether

without correspondence to the expressions, and the Pharisees might have

used the first member directly for their justification, in order to confirm

their prohibition of any accession to the Gospel. As to the obviousness of

the exception which adultery makes in reference to the prohibition of divorce,

see on Matt. v. 32.

Ver. 19. After Jesus in vv. 15-18 has rebuked the Pharisees, He now
justifies in opposition to them the doctrines, vv. 9-13, on account of which

they had derided Him,—showing them in the following fictitious doctrinal

narrative (which is not, as with Hengstenberg, to be transferred to the re-

past of Bethany) to what riches lead if they are not applied in the manner pre-

scribed in ver. 9, to the ttouiv eavrti tyilovc.'
2 Comp. Theophylact. De Wette

(comp. Holtzmann) wrongly denies all connection with what goes before,

and finds set forth only the thought : Blessed are the poor ; woe to the rich

(vi. 20, 24), so that there is wanting any moral view of the future retribution,

and hence the suspicion arises that in the first portion, vv. 19-26,

" the well-known prejudice " of Luke [comp. "Weiss ed. Mey.], or of his in-

formant, against riches and in favor of poverty, is arbitrarily introduced.

Comp. Schwegler, I. p. 59 ; also Kostlin, p. 271, and Hilgenfeld, according

to whom the jDarable no longer appears in its primitive form, and must have

received from Luke an appendix hostile to the Jews. The moral standard

of the retribution is at ver. 27 ff., so emphatically made prominent 3 that it is

1 Comp. also II. Bauer, op. cit. p. 544, who and elsewhere). Such forced interpreta-

thinks the meaning is that Israel is not to tions readily occur if the parable is to be

separate himself from the Mosaic law, and explained according to assumed tenden-

not to urge it upon the heathens. cies of the author. Zeller in the Theol. Jahrb.

• The opinion, that by the rich man is 1843, p. 83 f., explains riches and poverty in

meant Herod Antipas (Schleiermacher, the parable before us in a spiritual sense of

Paulus), is a pure invention. Judaism and heathenism; according to

3 See also H. Bauer in Zeller's Theol. Jahrb. Schwegler, however, the similitude is, at

1845, 3, p. 525, who, however, understands least from ver. 27 onward, carried on in the

by the rich man the Jewish popular rulers, anti-Judaic sense. Baur is of the same opin-

and by Lazarus the poor Jewish Christians ion, and lays stress upon the manner in

(Ebionites), to the assistance of whom, in which the conclusion exhibits the relation

their bodily needs, the Gentile Christians of the Jews (who did not believe in the

(the Kvvt<i) had come (Acts xi. 29 f., xxiv. 17, risen Christ) to Christianity ; comp. also nil-
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unreasonable to separate it from the first part of the narrative, anJ ' to speak

of the Essene-like contempt of riches (Joscphus, Bell. ii. 8. 3). — Si] transi-

tional, but to put the matter now, so as to act upon your will, etc. See above.

— Kal ev£<h(Uon.] a simple connective link, where the periodic style would
have turned the phrase by means of a relative, as is done subsequently in

ver. 20. — wopfop. k. /3vaa.] His upper garment was of purple wool, his

underclothing of Egyptian byssus (white cotton), which among the

Hebrews was frequently used for delicate and luxurious materials. — Jesus

does not give any name for the rich man, which is not to be taken, as

by many of the Fathers, as a suggestion of reproach (Euthymius Zigabenus

refers to Ps. xv. 4), and in general, the absence of the name is to be regarded

as unintentional ; for the poor man, however, even a significant name readily

presented itself to the sympathy of Jesus. Tradition calls the rich man
Nivev^c, which, according to a Scholiast, appeared also in certain mss. ; as,

moreover, the Sahidic version has the addition : cujus erat nomen Ninette.

Vv. 20, 21. In view of the significance of the name, we can the less con-

clude, with Calvin and others, following Tertullian, that this is an actual

history, since even at so early a period Theophylact describes this as occurring

"senselessly." 2 Kd^apoc, i.e., "!J#7, abbreviated for T> 7K, Deus auxilvum,

" God a help," as frequently also among the Rabbins. See Lightfoot on John

xi. 1. Not : 1JJJ r7, auxUio destitutus, "no-help" (Olshausen, Baumgarten-

Crusius, and others). But that any kind of confusion with the Lazarus from

Bethany had arisen (de Wctte) is a quite arbitrary conjecture. Just as

groundless, moreover, is it either to doubt of the historical reality of the

Lazarus of the fourth Gospel and his resurrection, because of the Lazarus of

the parable being fictitious ; or, on the other hand, to support this historical

character by tin- assumption that Jesus in the parable referred to the actual

Lazarus (Hengstenberg). The two men called Lazarus have nothing to do

with one another. The name which the Lazarus of Bethany actually bore is

here a symbolically chosen name, and how appropriate it is !
— efHpXnro] not :

was laid down (Paulus, Baumgarten-Crusius), but pluperfect, had been thrown

down. The poor sick man had been cas! down there in order to procure for

him what fell from the rich man's table. Even in Matt. viii. 6, ix. 2, the

idea is not merely that of lying, but of being cast down. — trpbg ruv rrr/diraj

there at the gate (see on Matt. xxvi. 71), which led from the npoabfamt into

the house. The form i'i'/kuuLvoc (Lachmann, Teschendorf), afflicted irit/t ul-

cers (from ihc6u), is convincingly attested, and that in opposition i<> the

genfeld, Etamg. p. 201 f. Weizsficker also over, the whole parable, as givefi by Luke,

limls in ii tin- Influence of Bbionitlo Ideas. is turned into a vaTepov nportpov on the

Comp. on ver. 1, xv. 11. But in bis opinion ground Of the abstractions of ohurob liis-

(see p. 216) the parable concerning Lazarus tory.

received a wider development, according to 'Strauss, 1. p. 683; oomp. Sohwejrler,

which It iiiiiv typifies the unbelieving Juda- Baur, Zeller,

(sm, which does not allow Itself to be con- Nevertheless, the houses "f the rich

eerted byMoses and the prophets, and does man ami <>f Lazarus an- still shown to this

not believe, moreover, In the risen Christ

;

day on the Via dolorosa (Robinson, I.

\ Judaism as opposed t<> tht poorJi w- p
iih Christianity (comp. p. 602). Thus, mure-
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usage elsewhere -,

1 but it was probably formed by Luke, according to the anal-

ogy of the argument of eIku and eIkvu (Lobeck, Parol, p. 35 f.). — Ver. 21.

ekiOv/uuv] desiring, craving after it. Whether he received of what fell or not

is left undecided by the expression in itself, and de Wette (comp. Bleek)

leaves the matter as it is, there being, as he thinks, nothing at all said about

what was done or not done, but only about a lot and a condition. But the

following a'Ala ml k.t.1. shows that the craving was not satisfied, which, more-

over, presents itself a priori according to the purpose of the description as the

most natural thing. The addition borrowed from xv. 16 : ml ovSeIc eSISov

avrQ, in min. and vss., after irlovclov, is hence (comp. xv. 16) a gloss correct in

sense. — alia ml ol kvvec k.t.1.] out, instead of being satisfied, even still (mi,

see Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 134) the dogs came, etc. An aggravation of the

misery, and that too not merely as depicting the negative evil of neglect (a21a

ml prj/xoQ tuv depanzvaov-uv, '

' but also destitute of those who healed," Theophy-

lact ; comp. Euthymius Zigabenus), but also positively : the unclean beasts

and their licking (e-keIelxov) aggravating the pain of the helpless creature !

According to others, 2 even the dogs appeared to have compassion upon him.

But the idea of contrast which a7JXa must introduce would not thus be made
prominent, nor the accumulation which mi indicates, nor would the whole

strength of the contrast between vv. 21, 22 remain. [See Note CXXIX.,

p. 483.] According to Bornemann, the meaning is : oh uovov ixopraoflq . . .

o,?Jm ml k.t.1. ,
" egestati ejus micae de divitis mensa allatae, vulneribus

succurrebant canes," "the crumbs from the rich man's table aided his pover-

ty, the dogs were relieving his wounds. " This is opposed to the purpose of the

doctrinal narrative, to which purpose corresponds rather the unmitigated

greatness of the suffering (ver. 25 ; moreover, the rich man's suffering in

Hades is not mitigated).

Vv. 22, 23. 'AKEVExOyvai avr6i>] not his soul merely (" non possunt ingrecli

Paradisum nisi justi, quorum animae eo feruntur per angelos," "none can

enter Paradise except the just, whose soids are borne thither by the angels,"

Targum on Cantic. iv. 12), but the dead person who is not buried (as the rich

man was, ver. 23), but instead thereof is carried away by the angels (" ante-

quam egrederentur socii ex hac area, mortui sunt R. Jose et R. Chiskia et

R. Jesa ; et viderunt, quod angeli sancti eos deportarent in illud velum ex-

pansum," " before the confederates departed from that place, Rabbi Jose and

R. Chiskia and R. Jesa died ; and they saw that holy angels carried them

away into that opened covering," Idra Rahba, 1137 f.), and that too into

Abraham's bosom, where he lives once more and is blessed (ver. 24 f.)

Ewald also, and Schegg, hold the correct view. [See Note CXXN., p. 483.]

The usual device, that the burial of the poor man was left without mention,

as being worthy of no consideration [Godet], is an evasion, the more arbitra-

ry in proportion as the narrative is a fictitious one, the doctrine of which in-

deed concerns only the condition of the souls in Hades, while its concrete

1 Eur. Ale. 878 : rjAicuo-ev ; Plut. Phoe. 2 : Paulas, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette,

to. ^Ktaixtva. Ewald, Bleek. So also Klinckhardt, svper
2 Jerome, Erasmus, Calvin, Wetstein, Mi- parab. de horn, divite et Lazaro, Lips. 1831.

cbaelis, and others, including Kuiuoel,
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poetic representation concerns the whole man ; hence Hofmann, ScJiriftbew . I.

p. 359, mistaking very inconsiderately the poetic character of the descrip-

tion, calls our explanation folly.

—

ric rbv koPltt.'A/?/?.] DiTON 1W lp ,n3, among
the Rabbins also a frequent sensuous representation of special blessedness in

Paradise, 1 where the departed referred to are in intimate fellowship with the

patriarch who loves them (resting on his breast). Comp. Wetstein. See also

4 Mace. xiii. 16, where Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob receive the dead into

their bosom. The kSXit. ' A/fy. is therefore not of the same import as Paradise,

xxiii. 43, but Abraham is in Paradise (comp. on John viii. 56), and has there

received Lazarus to his bosom. The representation of a repast (Grotius, Ben-

gel, Michaelis, Kuinoel, and others) does not belong to this place, but refers

to the Messianic kingdom (Matt. viii. 11.) — ml hd^n] so that therefore it

was not with him as it was with Lazarus, who was carried by the angels, etc.

It is usually supposed by way of addition to this : splendidly, in accordance

with his position, and the like. This is purely arbitrary. — Ver. 23. Hades

corresponds to the Hebrew Sheol, which in the LXX. is translated by aAijq,

and hence denotes the whole subterranean place of abode of departed souls

until the resurrection, divided into Paradise (xxiii. 43) for the pious, and

Gehenna for the godless. Ruth R. i. 1 :
" Illi descendunt in Paradisum, hi

vero descendunt in Gehennam," ' ; Those descend into Paradise, but these

into Gehenna." That afyr in itself does not mean the place of punishment

alone—hell, although the context may bring with it the reference thereto, is

very clearly evident in the New Testament from Acts ii. 27, 31.
9 From the

( )M Testament, compare especially Gen. xxxvii. 35. The reward and punish-

ment in Hades is a, preliminary one until the full retribution after resurrec-

tion and judgment. The upper Paradise, which is in heaven, is not to be

confounded with that lower one. See on 2 Cor. xii. 3 f. — kv rQ arty] which

region of Hades is meant, is shown by the context. Moreover, let it be ob-

served that the poetry of the narrative transfers even the rich man as to his

whole person to Hades, see ver. 24, whither he, however, comes down from

the grave. 3— k-apac r. o00. 6pg '-VV-] for "Paradisus et Gehenna ita posita

1 Not. < .f the heavenly blessedness, in re- sufficient reason. His reason, at least,—

spect of which the koAttos 'A/3p. has been that the angels elsewhere bring about the

made into "sinus gratia* divinae, in qnnn intercourse between earth and heaven, net

Abraham pater credentium receptus est," between earth and Sheol, is not t<> thepur-

" the bosom of divine grace, in which Abra- pose. For the angels have also, in the pas-

ham the father of believers was received

"

Bage before us, the service of mediation

ii ;,!,, vi'is>. in this way dogmatic the- between heaven and earth ; they are sent

ology is at no loss to come to terms with ex- from heaven t" the earth t<> bear Lazarus

maintainingthat the Binns Abraha* is into Abraham's bosom in the paradise "f

not to be understood sub} ctlvely, "quasi ab Sheol. The reveriesof the laterJews about

Abrahamoct in ipsins sinu receptus Laza- the angels in the lower paradise, see in

rus sit." "as if Lazarus wire received by Eisenmenger, n. p. 809 ff.

Abraham and in liis bosom" (and this is Comp. M'ider in BOTZOg'S KnryUop. V.

neverthel* ss the only correct view), butob- p. ii-. and Bee Grotius on the passage. This

jectlvely, a- that bosom which " Abraham- i- in opposition to West in the Stud. v. Krit.

Mm 'in obji ctnm fovet in oomplexu suo," tsr.s, p. 866.

"cherishes in its embraoe Abraham as ob- 3 in view of the poetic character of these

Ject." Even Lechler in the Stud. v. Krit. representations, it Isvery precarious (see

(854, p. 820 f., doubts thai an abode of Abra- Delltcsoh, tut,!. Psychol, p. 429 ff.) to seek

bam in Hades may be naant ; but without to gather from them anything on the con-
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sunt, utex unoin alterum prospiciant," "Paradise and Gehenna are so situ-

ated, that they can see from one to the other," Miclr. on Eccles. vii. 14.

Paradise is not conceived of as higher in situation (see, on the other hand,

ver. 26), but the rich man in his torment has not yet until now lifted up his

eyes in order to look around him, beyond his nearest neighborhood. — kv

role KdXrroig] the plural, as is often the case also in the classical writers

since Homer.

Ver. 24. Kal avroq] and he, on his part, as opposed to the patriarch and to

Lazarus. — The poetical discourse as it advanoes now gives us a conversation

from the two parts of Hades, ' in which, however, the prayer for the service

of Lazarus is not on the part of the rich man continued presumption 2 (Lange,

L. J. II. 1, p. 394 :
" that Lazarus was to be sent on an errand for him'

1

),

but finds its motive simply in the fact that it is precisely Lazarus whom he

sees reposing on Abraham's bosom. The text does not go further, but leaves

to be felt with sufficient profundity what is the humiliating reversal of the

relation (that the despised beggar was now to be the reviver of the rich

man). — to anpov t. Scikt.] even only such a smallest cooling, what a favor it

would be to him in his glowing heat ! Lange grotesquely conjectures that

he asks only for such a delicate touching, because he had seen Lazarus in the

impurity of his sores. In his condition he certainly had done with such re-

flections. — ii(k-of] Genitivus materiae. 3

Ver. 25. Tenvov] an address of sympathizing patriarchal love. — The em-

phasis of the refusal lies on a-llaftcg, which is hence placed first : that thou

hast received thy good things ; there is nothing more in arrearfor thee as thy

due acquittance (see on xviii. 30), hence to thy lot cannot fall the refreshing

craved. Compare the kfjfw ttjv Trapdn?.?/<m', vi. 26. If the rich man had not

used his treasures for splendor and pleasure, but charitably for others (ver. 9),

he would, when that splendor and pleasure had passed away from him, have

still retained as arrears in his favor the happiness which he had dispensed with.

— ra ayafla gov] i.e., the sum of thy happiness. — buoiuc] i.e., a7V£'Aa[iEv kv rf/
ruf)

avrov. — ra Kana] i.e., the sum of the evil, corresponding by way of contrast to

the rd dyada aon. Observe that avrov is not added. — viiv de k.t./L] hit now,

the reversed condition ! He has the happiness left in arrear for him ; thou,

the sufferings left in arrear for thee ! That Lazarus is not to be conceived

of as simply a poor man and unfortunate, but as a pious man, who, without

special deserving, is a suffering victim, is plain by virtue of the contrast from

the unconverted state of the rich man, which brought him into Gehenna,

ver. 28 ff. He was one of those to whom applied the pampioi oi tttuxoI k.t.A.,

vi. 21. Only this is not to be concluded from the silence of Lazarus before

the rich man's door and in the bosom of Abraham (Lange : "a princely

stitution of a psychical body iu the inter- tions.

mediate state (to give instruction on which 1 For Rabbinical analogies, see in Light-

subject is not at all the purpose of the nar- foot, p. 864 f.

rative). Scripture (even 2 Cor. v. 1 ff.) 2 Comp. also Bengel :
" Adhuc vilipendit

leaves us without any disclosure on this Lazarura heluo," " The glutton still despises

point ; hence all the less are we to give Lazarus."

heed to declarations of clairvoyants, and 3 See Bernhardy, p. 1G0 ; Buttmann, Keut.

to theosophic and other kind of specula- Or. p. US [E. T. 170].
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proud, silent beggar—a humble blessed child of God without self-exaltation

iu the bosom of glory'
1

), for the chief person, and therefore the speaker, is

the rich man. — KapanaTielTai] see on Matt. v. 4 ; 2 Thess. ii. 1G. The notion

that the earthly happiness of the rich man had been the recompense for his

nva aper/ji', "some virtue on his part," and the misery of Lazarus the pun-

ishment for his TLva tcaidav, " some evil on his part" (Euthymius Zigabenus,

Theophylact ; comp. Rabbins in Wetstein), is an incongruous reflection.

Ver. 26.
' E-l Tract, tovtoiq] Moreover, in addition to all. Comp. iii. 20. See on

Eph. vi. 16, and Wetstein. There follows now after the argumentum ab aequo,

ver. 25, still the argumentum db impossibili for the non-compliance with the

request. — ^aoy/a] a yawning chasm, cleft, frequently found in the classical

writers ; comp. x^ <T
f
ia P*

7

a m the LXX. 2 Sam. xviii. 17. The idea of such

a separation between the two portions of Hades does not occur among the

Rabbins, among whom sometimes a separating wall is mentioned, sometimes

it is said that the intervening space is only a hand, nay, only a thread in

breadth. 1 The chasm belongs to the poetical representation ; the thought is

the unalterable separation.-— eaT^pacrac] is established, so that it is never

again closed. — urrur] purpose of the uerai-v down to iar/'/p. — 6ia/3fvai] pass

over. — uqSk k.t./I.] omitting the article before eKeWev : and therewith they may
not cross over thence tous. The subject is self-evident. The lieccpta ol kneldev

would have to be explained either, with Buttmann, by supplying dD.ovreQ

Siafiijvat., or as a case of attraction instead of ol inti EKEl&ev. 3

Vv. 27-31. What riches lead to when they are not applied according to

ver. 9, is shown vv. 19-20. In order, however, to escape from this perdi-

tion while there is still time, repentance is necessary, and for thisthe law and

the prophets are the appointed means (comp. vv. 10, 17) ; and, indeed, these

are so perfectly sufficient that even the return of a dead person to life would

not be more effectual. — Ver. 28. uttuc] Purpose of the sending
; fya . . .

a<5c/l0. is a parenthetic clause; his style is pathetic.

—

diauapTvp.] that

he may testify to them, to wit, of the situation in which 1 am placed, because

I have not repented. 'Opa irac iirb rijg KoXdaeug eic Gvvaia&ijoiv ///On; "See

how through punishment he came to a fellow-feeling," Theophylact. — Ver.

29. aicovo&Tooav avrav] they should give heed (listen) to them!— Ver. 30. ot
|

nay ! they will not hear them. The echo of his own experience gained in

the position of secure obduracy !— airb venpuv] belongs to iropev&y. — Ver. 31.

ovdi k&v] not even (not at all), if.
— nFta^r/auvrai] not exactly equivalent

to wurreioovaiv, "will believe'
1

(Vulg. Euthymius Zigabenus, Luther, and

others), bul : they will be moved, will be won over, namely, to repent.—

A

reference to the resurrection of Jesus (Olshausen), or to the manifestation

of Elijah (Baumgarten-Crusius), is altogether remote, although the word of

Abraham has certainly approved itself historically even in reference to the

risen Christ. Tin; illustration, moreover, by the example of Lazarus of Beth-

any, who brought intelligence from Hades, and whom the Jews would have

'See LIghtfoot, p. 867; Elsenmenger, Eur. Phoen. 1599), is inappropriate.

Entdackt. Judenlh. II. p. 814 f.
3 Kuhner, II p. 810. Comp. Plat, Cratyl.

reference to Elesiod, Theog. 740, p. 408 D ; Thnc. vill. 107,

wherein Tartarut its,!/ is a xiaiia. (comp.

I- •»
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killed, John xii. 10, is not to the point (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euthy-

mius Zigabenus).

Notes by Amebican Editob.

CXIX. Vy. 1-13. The Parable of the Unjust Steward.

To the literature Weiss ed. Mey. adds only : Goebel in the Stud, u Krit. 1875,

3. 4.

Regarding the parable as probably derived from Luke's "main source," the

same author fails to find any connection with what precedes, objecting to

Meyer's suggestion ot the. sequence of discourses.

In the interpretation Weiss differs from Meyer :
" The parable teaches, from

the conduct of a child of this world, who according to his nature is specially

skilful in spending earthly goods and therewith does not avoid that dishonesty

which is peculiar to children of this world (see on ver. 8), the true prudence

in the use of riches, i.e., how His disciples should use earthly goods in order

to enter into the Messiah's kingdom. All other interpretations rest upon arbi-

trary allegorizing, the varied multiplicity of which in connection with this very

parable shows how it cannot reduce it to a certain exposition. To this also

belongs the interpretation of Meyer, according to which the av&pcyiroc irfayvmog

is Mammon and the oiieoi>6[wg are the ua^r/rai. That to the money-loving Phari-

sees (ver. 14), on account of their mode of life turned away to earthly things,

these appeared as spendthrifts of earthly possessions, and now, before Mammon
entirely withdrew from them their possessions (i.e., left them in poverty ),

should secure for themselves an eternal provision through the benevolent use of

riches, cannot be represented by the parable. In it the steward does not appear

as wasteful, but he is so (see on ver. 3), and is expressly described as unright-

eous (ver. 8), because he acts prudently indeed in his own interest, but does not

desire to benefit his lord's creditors. Mammon, however, cannot be the lord in

the parable, because to him neither through the alleged waste nor through this

benevolent use does an injustice occur, which the parable assumes. And even

if this were the case, Jesus could not teach that one should deceive an unjust

master for a good end (comp. Lahmeyer, p. 19)." So far as Weiss interprets in

detail, he agrees rather with the usual view. It seems best to indicate in the

text the particular points with which he agrees.

CXX. Ver. 1. avdpunog . . ,ir?.ovaioc.

Godet also explains this phrase as representing God, the steward referring to

the possessor of earthly wealth. "In relation to his neighbor, every man may
be regarded as the proprietor of his goods ; but in relation to God no one is

more than a tenant. This great and simple thought, by destroying the right of

property relatively to God, gives it its true basis in the relation between man
and man. Every man should respect the property of his neighbor, just because

it is not the latter' s property, but that of God, who has entrusted it to him"
(Luke, p. 383, Am. ed.).

Despite Meyer's objections this view seems preferable. It has certainly

found more currency than any other and presents fewer difficulties. The in-

terpretation of vv. 8 and 9 remains difficult, whatever view is taken of the per-

sonages in the parable.

31
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CXXI. Ver. 3. uti . . . iupaipeirat.

Weiss ed. Mey. regards the dismissal not as "the near and certain result,"

but as having already occurred (ver. 2) ; hence in, in his view, is to be rendered

us usual :
" because." But ver. 4 indicates that the dismissal was still future.

The R. V., with its rendering : "seeing that," seems to suggest Meyer's inter-

pretation. Comp. the apt rendering of the next clause :
" I have not strength

to dig."

CXXII. Yer. 5. tuv xpeaxpeiXeTajr.

These may have been merchants and others, who obtained supplies on credit

from the steward, making reckoning after sales (so de Wette, Godet, Weiss).

CXXIII. Ver. 8. elg ryv yeveav ryv kavruv.

Weiss ed. Mey. differs here from Meyer, and, in answer to the objection

that our Lord uses something blameworthy as a means of instruction (de Wette),

remarks :
" He gives, not an example, but a parable, the material of which is

taken from a sphere suiting His purpose." He thinks the only correct concep-

tion of the parable leaves out of view the immorality of the steward's conduct,

and concerns only the prudence, " which naturally should be exercised in the

sphere of righteousness, as that of the steward was in the sphere of unright-

eousness. . . . Meyer's insisting on the representation of an unfaithfulness

(toward Mammon), in accordance with duty, is still a remnant of false allegoriz-

ing that, as respects the parable, cannot be earned out, and, further, compels us

to interpolate in ver. 11 an antithesis of faithfulness toward God, which is at

tho same time unfaithfulness toward Mammon, of which there is no hint in

the text." These objections are of great weight. Few expositors have accepted

Meyer's peculiar explanation. His interpretation of <• '>•<>: as " angels" seems

unnecessary.

CXXIV. Vv. 10-12. Application ofParable.

If Meyer's view of the parable be rejected, it will be necessary to modify his

explanation of these verses, especially in the reference to Mammon. Weiss ed.

Mey. properly insists that there is no thought of unfaithfulness to Mammon (as

repri sented by the rich man in the parable). As there is no direct indication of

connection with what precedes, Weiss "surmises that here there lias fallen out

the second member of a pair of parables which treated of prudence and faithful-

ness in the use of earthly possessions, namely, the basis of Matt. xxv. 14-30.

parallel with Luke xix. 12-27." But apparent want of connection here hardly

j iisf i ties a discovery of it in those passages.

CXXV. Ver. 12. tv r<~,> aXXorpip.

" Earthly wealth is held in trust; the true riches are d( cribed as

own.' Wealth can never form a part of our being, i
- never permanently in our

possession : we can have the use of it, yet in no true sense own it. But that

which God gives to us as true riches will form a part of our eternal being, is

our inalienable possession" (inter. Rev. < lommentary, Luke, p. "2 12). Godet says

God is the real owner of our earthly possessions, hence the term In re Used.

Weiss ed. Mey. objects that spiritual possessions are also Cod's. He thinks

the term is used because earthly possessions belong to "this world" and

v, ill disappear with it. All explanations must agree in defining earthly

wealth as "that which is another's,"
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CXXVI. Ver. 13. oiidslg oiKtrr/g k.t.1.

This saying of our Lord probably became proverbial in His discourses,

though Weiss ed. Mey. thinks it was inserted in the Sermon on the Mount from

this place. The connection is not difficult : if we use what is another's (earthly

wealth) unfaithfully we become the servants of Mammon, become servants of

that of which we assume to be owners.

CXXVH. Vv. 14-18.

The connection in these verses is difficult to trace. Hence Weiss ed. Mey.

finds a mosaic : the substance is taken, he thinks, from Luke's peculiar

"source," but ver. 14 is inserted by the Evangelist to connect what follows

with the Pharisees, while vv. 16-18 are from the common source, the true posi-

tion being indicated in the first Gospel. He also speaks of Luke's thus finding

" opportunity to limit reciprocally two apparently contradictory sayings of

Jesus, and to explain them by the following parable." Against all this Godet's

remarks holds good : "A discourse invented by the Evangelist would not have

failed to present an evident logical connection as much as the discourses which

Livy or Xenophon put into the mouth of their heroes. The very brokenness

suffices to prove that the discourse was really held and existed previously to

the narrative" (Luke, p. 389, Am. ed.j.

CXXVIII. Ver. 18. wag 6 airoAvwv, k.t.X.

Weiss ed. Mey. also regards the verse as used by Luke " allegorically " with

reference to the relation to the law and the new ordinance of God's kingdom
(comp. Kom. vii. 1-3). " Whoever on account of the latter separates himself

from the former commits in God's sight the sin of adultery, just as he who,

after God has loosed from the law through the proclamation of the kingdom of

God, desires to continue the old relation. The former sins against ver. 17, the

latter against ver. 16.'
' Of this there is not " the slightest hint in the text." It

is far safer to say that we do not know what there was in the moral status of

the audience which gave to this example from the law its appropriateness, than

to allegorize in this fashion. Weiss too is especially hostile to allegorizing in

other cases.

CXXIX. Ver. 21. a?JA nal oi kvveq k.t.1.

Weiss ed. Mey. does not admit either the view of aggravation or that of com-
passion. " Both the contrast (g\17m) and the accumulation (nal) seem to me suf-

ficiently explained, when it is assumed that he who, like a dog, lurked before

the door for the remnants of the table (Matt. xv. 27), was also treated by the

unclean beasts as their equal."

CXXX. Ver. 22. a—eve^^vai ovrbv inro tow ayye?MV.

Meyer's view, that the whole person of Lazarus is meant, is rejected by Weiss

as " simply opposed to the context." He thinks the burial of the beggar is not

mentioned possibly because he was not buried, but chiefly "because with the

higher honor which occurs to him through the angels the transformation of

his fate begins."
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CHAPTER XVII.

Ver. 1. [Quite unusually the Rec. here omits avrov, which is attested by the

best uncials and versions, accepted by all recent editors.] Instead of rov [ifi

Elz. [not Stephens] has merely fir/. But rov is decisively attested. Tischen-

dorf has the arrangement rov ra ck. fif/ i?.0., following BLXS; the usual order

of the words was favored because of Matt, xviii. 7.

—

oval 6£] B D L K, min.

vss. Lachm. have n%rjv oiai. [Treg. text., W. and Hort, R. V.] From Matt, xviii.

7. -Ver. 2. /ii>?<.og ow/coo] B D L X, min. vss., including Yulg. It., have lidoc

iiv'/ik:,c. Recommended by Griesbach, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. ; the

Receptee is from Matt, xviii. G. [Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort, R. V., with X* B
L, place kva after tovtuv.] — Ver. 3. 6e] is wanting in B D L X K, min. vss.,

also Vulg. It. Condemned by Griesb., deleted by Rinck, Lachm. Tisch. A
connective addition, in accordance with Matt, xviii. 15, from which place,

moreover, slg ok is intruded, in Elz. Scholz, after dfidpry. — Ver. 4. ifiaprg]

Decisive authorities have apapTT/ag. Approved bj' Griesb., adopted by Lachm.

and Tisch. ; ujidpTr) is a mechanical repetition from ver. 3. — The second r/]r

/, aipac has such important evidence against it, that Rinck, Lachm. Tisch. have

rightly deleted it. An exegetical addition to balance the previous clause.

—

After i~iGTphpy Elz. adds ettI at. In any case wrong ; since A B D L X A X,

min. Clem, have np6£ oe (approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.),

while E F G H K M S U V T A, min. vss. Or. Dam. have nothing at all (so

Griesb. Matth. Scholz). irpdc ore is preponderatingly attested ; it was variously

supplied (ettI, etc) when passed over as superfluous. — Ver. G. Instead of

there is stronger evidence in favor of exete (so Tisch.) ; the former is an emen-

dation. — Ver. 7. [Recent editors, with Tisch., X B D L, Copt., Vulg., add

aVTif) after epel. This reading favors the connection of c/'/y/wc with what follows.]

— avdireaai] Between this form and aveureoe (Matth. Lachm. Tisch. [recent edi-

witb K B 1), and others]), the authorities are very much divided. The

Former was corrected by the latter as in \iv. 10. — Ver. 9. fV/n.j] is not found

in decisive witnesses
; deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An addition for the sake

of more precise statement, which, moreover, is accomplished in Elz. by adding

uvT<j) after diaraxQ. oi Soku\ is wanting in BL X K, min. Copt. Arm. Aet'n.

V( ro. Oypr. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted bj Tisch. [Treg., W. and Hort,

U. V., lc.it no! by Weiss]. But how easily might the following ofiru becomi an

ion for the omission ! For the addition just of these superfluous and yet

liar words there was no reason. • Ver. 10. Theseoond2n is wanting in A
BDL K, min. Slav. Vulg. ft. Or. and other Fathers. Suspected by Griesb., delet-

ed by Lachm. and Tisch. A connective addition. Ver. LI. |
D has

merely piaov, which, dependenl on di^pxen, is to be considered as an

marginal note. The /ikoov written on the margin occasioned the readings did

(B I. W, 28, Lachm.), which usus loquendi is foreign to the New T. Btament,

and i 13 69, at.). [Tisch. VIII.. Treg., W. and Hort, R. V.. hi

• with K B L, omit air6v after rropeveoOai, — Ver. 21. Tisch., W. and
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Hort, Weiss, R. V., with XBL, omit the second i<W>.] — Ver. 23. Before the

second Idov Elz. Bcliolz, Lnchm. have ?/, but in opposition to B D K L X II,

min. Slav. Vulg. ms. Theophylact. An addition, according to the analogy of

Matt. xxiv. 23. Tisch. has the arrangement trim) ekeI, l6oi) d)(k, following 13 L,

Copt, [so recent editors, R. V.], and in any case it occurred more naturally to

the transcribers, partly on its own account, partly following ver. 21 and Matt,

xxiv. 23, to place ude first. —Ver. 24. [Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., with

K B L, etc., omit ?) after acrpcnn].'] — After icrai Elz. has Kai ; bracketed by

Lachm., deleted by Tisch. A very easily occurring addition (comp. ver. 2G),

which has preponderating evidence against it. Comp. on Matt. xxiv. 27. — ev

Ty ?]uipa avToii] is, indeed, deleted by Lachm., but is wanting only in B D, 220,

codd. of It., and is to be maintained. [W. and Hort, R. V. rnarg., omit.] If it had

been added, ev r?) irapovaia avrov would have been written, according to Matt,

xxiv. 27, and this would have had not merely a few (248, codd. of It. Ambr.),

but preponderating authorities. The omission may easily have arisen by means

of the homoeoteleuton avdpunOT . . . avrOT. — Ver. 27. efeya/zt'fovro] Lachm.

Tisch., on preponderating evidence, have kynpi^ovTO. Rightly ; the former is a

kind of gloss, following Matt. xxiv. 38. — [Ver. 28. Tisch., recent editors, R. V.

,

with X B L, Vulg., read KaOug, instead of nai ug.] — Ver. 30. Here also, as at

vi. 23, rd avrd is to be read, in accordance with BDKX II S** min. — [Ver.

33. There are a number of variations. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., read Trspi-

Koir/aaaOaL (with B L), as unusual, and, with X B D, 1, 33, omit the second

avTTJv.] — Ver. 34 f. The articles before slg and before fiia in Elz. Tisch. (the

second also in Scholz, Lachm.) have such strong evidence against them, that

they appear to have been added, according to the analogy of 6 ETEpog and ?/ kripa,

[Tisch. VIII. omits the first, but retains the second.] — After ver. 35 Elz.

Scholz [R. V. marg.] have (ver. 36) : Avo egovtcii ev to aypih- 6 rig Trapa?>7i<pB7ja£Tai,

k. 6 irspog u<pefti]a. Against such decisive evidence, that we cannot suppose an

omission occasioned by the homoeoteleuton (Scholz), but an interpolation from

Matt. xxiv. 24. — cvvaxOfjaovTai ol cletol] Tisch. has nal ol uetoI EmavraxOr'/tyovTai,

on very important evidence. [So recent editors, R. V.]. The Becepta is from

Matt. xxiv. 28.

Vv. 1-4. The Pharisees (xvi. 14) are despatched and dismissed (xvi.

15-31), and Jesus now again turns Himself, as at xvi. 1, to His disciples,

and that with an instruction and admonition in reference to GaavSala, a sub-

ject which He approached the more naturally that it was precisely the con-

duct of the Pharisees which had occasioned the entire set of discourses (xv. 2),

and especially had introduced the last portion (xvi. 14), that was of a very

offensive nature to the disciples of Jesus, and might become injurious to

their moral judgment and behavior. Comp. already Theophylact, The

course of the previous discourse therefore still goes on, and it is unfair to

Luke to deny to the formula eItte tie k.t.1. the attestation of the point of

time, and to maintain that there is no connection with the entire section, vv.

1-10 (de Wette, Holtzmann ; comp. Michaelis, Paulus, Kuinoel). [See Note

CXXXL, p. 495.] —The contents of vv. 1-4 are of such a kind that these

sayings, especially in a dissimilar form, might be used several times on

various occasions (comp. Matt, xviii. 7, G, 15, 21 f.). In the form in which
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Ltikc gives them, he found them in Lis original source of the journey. !—
avivSeicr6v iart] equivalent to oi<Hi hi .';,' rat, xiii. 33, not preserved elsewhere

than in Gregor. Cor. and Artem. Oncir. ii. 70.
2— tov p.% k%-&elv\ the genitive

dependent on the neuter adjective used as a substantive (Kuhner, II. p. 122):

the impossible (impossibility) of tlicir not coming occurs. Winer views it

otherwise, p. 293 [E. T. 328]. — toaireXel avr$, el] it is profitablefor Mm, if.

In what follows observe the perfects, cast around, and he is thrown, by which

the matter is declared as completed, and in its completion is made pr< sent.

— rj] as xv. 7. — cva] than to deceive, i.e., than if he remained alive to deceive.

The being drowned is here conceived of as before the completion of the de-

ceiving. Matthew has it otherwise, xviii. C.

—

rim fwcpav tovtuv] pointing

to those present, not, however, children (Bcngel and others), but disciples,

who were still feeble, and therefore easily led astray,

—

little ones among
the disciples, beginners and simple ones. [See critical note.] According to

xv. 1, 2, it is to be supposed that some of them at least were converted pub-

and sinners. To explain the expression from Matt, xviii. G or x. 42

is not allowable, .since there it has in its connection a i r its inser-

tion, which does not occur here. [See Note CXXXL, p. 495.] — Yer. 3.

" Considering that offences against the weak arc thus inevitable and pun-

ishable, I warn you : Be on guardfor yourselves, take care of yourselves lest

offences occur in your own circle." In what way especially such offences are

to be avoided, the following exhortation then declares, to wit, by indefati-

gable forgiving love, by that disposition therefore which was, in fact, so

greatly wanting to the Pharisees, that they could murmur, as at xv. 2.

—

i/idpry] shall have committed a fault, namely, against thee, which the context

proves by <"/

v;r avrtj and ver. 4. — eiririfi. av-y] censure him, i ir ?6ik£>c

re Kal (hopticoracur, "rebuke both fraternally and correctingly," Euthymius

Zigabenus. Comp, 2 Tim. iv. 2.

—

eirurTpiify] a graphic touch, shall have

Tied round, i.e., shall have come back to thee (-/•<'.• r, belongs to this). He
has previously turned away from him, and departed. — The representation

by means of i-xTaiuc k.t.'/. (comp. Ps. exix. 164) finds its justification in its

purpose, to wit, to laystress upon forgiveness as incapable of being wearied out;

we are not to think of the possible want of principle of such an

offender, nor to regard the expression either as a mi ading (Mi-

chaelis) or as a transformation from .Matt, xviii. 21 f. (de Wette, Weiss).

Wheth r ver. I stood in the Logia after Matt, xviii. 15 i; an open question,

: it does not form the necessary prc-suj att. xviii. .1.

Vv. 5, G*. At tin' conclusion of the whole of the great set of discou

now at length appear separately the Twelve {pic , qoI to be identified

with the palhjTalc in general, ver. t, xvi. 1) with a special request. [See Note

( .\ XXII., p. 495.] They feel that the moral I ir faith in

1 Accordingto Holtzmaim (comp.Weisse), would be that return, which still would not

attempts the return to Mark Ix. 42 be carried out I Comp. Weiss In the Jahrb,

(Matt, xviii. 6), but finds the assertions of /. />. Thud. 1804, p. 101.

Mark Ix. 48 17 "too glaring and paradox!- 2 The expi : "'s In

caL" Bui tl already Apollonius, & 181, 10, de Adv.

from the / da too widely known and our- p. 644, 1.

i ad how wanting In motive
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Jesus, i.e., just the loving power of their faith, is not great enough for that

great task which is just set them at ver. 4, and ask ojjenly, and with entire

confidence in His divine spiritual power, Give us more faith, i.e., stronger

energetic faith ! It is addition in the sense of intensifying the quality. To
suppose a want ofconnection (Paulus, Schleiermacher, de Wette, Holtzmann),

would he justifiable only if it were necessary for irlanc to mean belief in

miracles (comp. Matt. xvii. 20) ; but this the answer in nowise requires. The
answer, ver. G, says :

" This your prayer shows that faith (which Jesus,

indeed, conceives of in the ideal sense, as it ought to be) is still wholly want-

ing to you ! If you had it even only in very small measure, instead of find-

ing obedience to that rule too difficult, ye would undertake and see accom-

plished that even which appears impossible (which requires the highest

moral power and strength)." According to the reading e^ere (see the

critical remarks) the idea changes. In the protasis the relation is simply

stated, but the apodosis is conditioned by the idea that that which is stated

is not, however, actually present. 1— vittjicovgev] not again imperfect, but aorist:

ye would say, . . . and it would have obeyed you (immediately even upon

your saying). 2 [Sec Note CXXXIIL, p. 495.]

Vv. 7-10. To such efficiency will faith bring you, but guard yourselves

withal from any claim of your own meritoriousness ! Thus, instead of an

immediate fulfilment of their prayer, ver. 5, as conceived by them, Jesus,

by the suggestion, quite as humbling as it was encouraging, that is contained

in ver. 6, and by the warning that is contained in ver. 7 ff., opens up to

His disciples the way on which He has to lead them in psychological devel-

opment to the desired increase of faith. Here also Maldonatus, Kuinoel, de

Wette, Neander, Bleek, Holtzmann [Godet, Weiss] deny the connection. —
6f k.t.1.] karl is to be supplied before.— evdeuc] is connected by Erasmus,

Beza, Calvin, de Wette, Bleek, and others with epel. But that it belongs

to what follows (Luther, Bengel, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Ewald [Treg.,

W. andllort, R. V.], and others) is indicated in the context by yera ravra

yayeaai k.t.A., which is the opposite of sv&tuc Trapel-&. avarczcai. As to ava-zaai,

see onxiv. 10. — Ver. 8. all' obxt k.t.1.] hut will he not say to him? al?M re-

fers to the negative meaning of the foregoing question. 3— euc cjxiyu k.t.1] until

I shall have cuten and drunk, so long must the Sianovelv last.— (payeaai k. TriEcai]

futures. See Winer, pp. 81, 82 [E. T. 88, 89]. —Ver 9. p) xapcv exei] still

he does not feel thankful to the servant, does he ? which would be the case if

the master did not first have himself served. 4— to, diaraxd.] the ploughing

1 Comp. on 2 Cor. xi. 4 ; Kiihner, ad Xen. signifies : in a case that may happen if the

Anab. vii. G. 15. Otherwise Buttmann in the case of such a miraculous transplantation

Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 483 : "Ye ask for an were supposed.

increase of your faith ? Have ye then not 2 Comp. Xen. Anab. v. 8. 13. On the mul-

enough? Verily, and if ye only had faith berry tree, see Pliny, N. H. xiii. 14; Dioscor.

as a grain of mustard seed, ye would be i. 182.

able, if ye wisftt d {i.e., if ye had confidence 3 See Kriiger, ad Anab. ii. 1. 10 ; Kiihner,

in your own faith,—the courage of faith,— ad Mem. i. 2. 2.

or made the right use of your faith), to say 4 On x°-P LV «X et , comp. 1 Tim. i. 12 ; it is

to this fig tree," etc. But the " if ye would " purely classical, Bremi, ad Lys. p. 152.

is interpolated ; the av with eKeyere simply
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ortending. — Ver. 10. nrn.> icai bfietc k.t.?..~\ like the slave, to whom no thanks

are due. We arc not to supply hark after vfielg.— axpetoi] wvprqfttablt slaves. 1

Tlic point of view of this predicate 2
is, according to the context (see what

follows), this, that the profit does not begin until the servant goes beyond

his obligation. If he do less than his obligation, he is hurtful; if he come

vp to his duty, it is true he has caused no damage, hut still neither has he

achieved any positive xpsia, and must hence acknowledge himself a <

, who as being such has no claims to make on his Lord for praise

and reward. Judged by this ethical standard, thereto lies beyond the point

of duty, for the coming up to this point simply averts the damage which,

arising from the defectoi performance, would otherwise accrue. The im-

possibility, however, even of coming up to this point not only excludes all

opera supererogatwa, but, moreover, cutting off all merit of works, forms the

ethical foundation of justification by faith. The meaning "worthless" (J.

Midler, v. d. Sunde, I. p. 74) is not the signification of the word (any

more than in LXX. 2 Sam. vi. 22, '3^), but it follows at once from this.

Moreover, the passage before us does not stand in contradiction to .\ii. :17.

since the absence of merit on the part of man, by which Jesus here desires

to humble him, does not exclude the divine reward of grace, by which in

xii. 37 He encourages him. It is incorrect to say that Jesus promised to

I lis disciples no other reward than that which is found in the fulfilment of

duty itself (Schenkcl).

Vv. 11-19. The great discussion from xv. 1 onwards is now concluded.

Now, before proceeding with his narration, Luke first gives into the reader's

hands again the thread of the account of the journey (comp. ix. .11. xiii. 22).

[See Note CXXXIV., p. 495 seq.] According to de Wette, indeed, this

is a confused reminiscence of the journey, and according to Bchleiermachei

an original introductory formula left standing by the compiler. — /,</ -

As to Kal, see on v. 12. avrdc : he on his part, independently of other

travellers to the festival who were wont to travel direct through Samaria,

Joseph. Anit. xx. G. 1. — (ha fiiaov I,afj<ip. k. Ya'/u.\ According to the usage

of fiiaov (with or without an article, see Stur/., Lex. Xen. III. p. 120") with

a genitive, this may mean either through the midst of Samaria and Galilee,-'

or through the strip of country forming the common boundary of Samaria "/,,/

Galilee, i.e.. between the two countries on the borders. * The former (Vulg.

and many others, including de Wette) is opposed to the context, since

Samaria is named first, but the Kopevecdai etc 'lepovoatyfi led first through

1
i omp. Xen. Mem. 1.2.54: 5 ™ a\ptlov 1} unprofitable servant, Matt. xxv.30; happy,

Kal ai/<o(/>eA6?. ( 111 I lie COftti wpluotis meaning, Who Calls himself so. . .. Kvcn angels <"!ll

i i Lobeok, ad AJ. 745. call themselves unprofitable servants of

'Otherwise tfatt.xxv.90. The different God."

reference In the two passages is explained 'lv. 80; Jer. xxxvli. I; Amos v. IT;

from the relative nature of the conception. Bornemann, ad Zen. AnaB. i. 2. :.':!.

Bengel aptly says :
" tfisi r est, quern Dom- •' Bo Ken. Anab. i. 4. i : &ia nieav (in the.

inns servum Inutilem appellat Matt xw. midst through between Ou two waits) Si p«r

80; beatus, qui Be Ipse. . . . Etiam angell tovtwv ttotomos- : Plat. Leg. vii. p. 805 E.

possunl se servos Inutiles appellare I >< i," Comp. &.vk pfoov, Bzek. xxii. 86 ; Judg. xv.

" Be is miserable, whom the Lord calls an 4; 1 Kings v. 12.
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Galilee.
1 No ; according to Luke, Jesus Himself journeyed in the midst, be-

tween ("in confinio," " in the borders," Bengel), through the two countries,

so that He kept on the boundary, having before Hirn on the south Samaria,

on the north Galilee.
2 His direction is to be regarded as from west to east,

as in xviii. 35 He comes into the neighborhood of Jericho. Now as Jericho

is situated not far from the Jordan, but Luke says nothing of any passing

over to Peraea (nevertheless Wetstein assumes this crossing over, which is

said to have occurred at Scythopolis, so also Lichtenstein, p. 318), it is

thus, according to Luke, to be assumed that Jesus journeyed across on the

boundary of Samaria and Galilee eastward as far as the Jordan, and then

passing downwards on the Jordan reached Jericho. [See Note CXXXIV.,

p. 495 seq.] A disagreement with Matthew and Mark, who make Him jour-

ney through Peraea. See on Matt. xix. 1 .— That Zapapelag is namedfirst, has

its natural reason in the previous statement of the direction els 'lepovc, in ac-

cordance with which, in mentioning the borders, Luke has first of all in

view the forward movement corresponding to this direction. The narrative

contained in ver. 12 ff. Luke has not " constructed out of tradition"

(Holtzmann), but has borrowed it from his source of the journey. — Sina] ol

kvvea fiev 'lovdaioi ?jaav, 6 tie elg ZapapeiTTjg ' i) Koivuvia 6e rijg v6aov t6te awfr&poiaev

avTovQ anovcavTag, on ditpxerat 6 XpicrSg, '
' The nine were Jews, but the one a

Samaritan : and the fellowship of disease then gathered them when they

heard that Christ was passing through," Euthymius Zigabenus. — wdppud-Ev]

pf/ TolpuvTsg kj-ycaai,
'

' not daring to draw near " (Theophylact)—to wit, as

being unclean, to whom closer intercourse with others was forbidden (Lev.

xiii. 46; Num. v. 2f.).
3— Ver. 13. avroi] they on theirpart took the initiative.

— Ver. 14. ISuv] when He had looked upon them, had His attention first di-

rected to them by their cry for help. — nopsv&evTEc k.t.X.] for on the road their

leprosy was to disappear ; see what follows, where indeed Paulus, in spite of

the h ™ vTcayeiv (which is made to mean : when they agreed to go !), interprets

£/cai?«p/'<T#. , they were declared to be not infectious !— rolg lepevoi] the Samaritan

to be inspected and declared clean must go to a Samaritan priest. — Ver. 15.

I66v, qtl 'lad-rj] even before his coming to the priest, 4 who had therefore

communicated to him no remedy (in opposition to Paulus).— Ver. 10. k.

1 According to this understanding Jesus 2 See also Wetstein, Schleiermacher,

must have journeyed, not southwards, but Bleek [Godet, Weiss ed. Mey.], Hofmann,

northwards, which Paulus and Olshausen Weissag. u. Erftill. II. p. 113; Lange, L. J.

actually suppose, understanding it of a II. 2, p. 1065.

subordinate journey from Ephraim (John 3 See on Mark i. 43, and the relative Rab-

xi. 54). But this is totally opposed to the binical regulations in Lightfoot, Schoettgen,

direction (ei? 'Upovo-.) specified in the con- and Wetstein.

text, in respect of which Jesus is wrongly 4 If the Samaritan had first been to the

transferred already at x. 38 to Bethany. priest (Calvin, Schleiermacher), Jesus could

See on ix. 51. Schleiermacher's view of not have put the question which He asks at

this passage is altogether untenable, as ver. 17 f., since the nine Jews had a much
well as that of de Wette, according to fai-ther journey to the priests. The return

whom (comp. Strauss, II. p. 202) the notice of the Samaritan is to be conceived of as

is only intended to explain the presence of very soon after the departure, so that the

a Samaritan, and therefore Sajuapei'a? is put whole scene took place while still in the

first. As though Luke would have written village,

iu such a thoughtless mechanical fashion !
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aiirdg J/r Sajiapsir.] and as for him, he tea.-; a Samaritan (by way of distinction

from the rest). This is made use of (Strauss, II. p 53 f.) for the view

that the entire narrative is woven together from traditions of the healings

of leprosy and from parables which recorded Samaritan examples. This

audacious scepticism is emulated by Eichthal, II. p. 285 f. — Ver. 17. ol

all the ten; ol kvvta, the remaining nine. See Kiihner, II. p. 135 f.

—

Ver. 18. -"'
t
eijo£#. k.t.X.] hare they not been found as returning, etc.? Comp.

on Matt. i. 18.

—

t(j deti] who through me has accomplished their cure.

Comp. ver. 15. Proper gratitude to God does not detract from him who is

the medium of the benefit. Comp. ver. 16.— 6 aX\oyevf/g] heightens the

guilt of the nine. The word does not occur in classical Greek ; often in

the LXX. and the Apocrypha, especially of Gentiles. The Greeks use

u?'/.6(i>i'/or. u'/'/ot i ) r/',r. The Samaritans were offun ign descent, on account of

their Cuthaic blood. Comp. on Matt. x. 5 ; 2 Kings xvii. 24. — Ver. 19.

Jesus dismisses the thankful one, giving him, however, to understand wdiat

was the cause of his deliverance—a germ for the further development of his

inner life ! Thy filth (in my divine power, ver. 15) hath delivered thee.

This faith had not yet the specific Messianic substance ; as yet, Jesus to

him was only a divine, miraculously powerful teacher. Sec ver. 13.

Vv. 20, 21. What follows, and indeed as far as xviii. 30, still belongs to

these border villages, ver. 12. It is not till xviii. 31 that the further journey

is intimated, on which, at xviii. 35, follows the approach to Jericho. — To
consider the question of the Pharisees as a mocking one (Theophylact,

Euthymius Zigabenus, Calvin, Paulus, Kuinoel, and others), is unfounded.

According to the analogy of other Pharisaic questions, and according to the

indirect manner of the answer of Jesus, an intention to tempt Him is rather

to be supposed. They wished to perplex Him, since He represented Himself

by words and (as just at this moment) by deeds as the Messiah, by the prob-

lem, When is the kingdom of Messiah coming?— fie-a naparnp^aeog] fiera

of accompanying circumstances (Bernhardy, p. 255) : u

the coming of the Messiah's kingdom is not so conditioned that this coming

could !" observed as a visible development, orthat it could be said, in consc-

quence of such observation, that here or there is the kingdom. See what

follows. The coming is airapar^piiTov— it develops itself unnoticed. This

statement, however, docs not deny that the kingdom is a thing of fivefuture

(Ewald :
" as something which should first come in the future, as a won-

derful occurrence, and fur which men mii-l first he on the watch" >. hut only

that in its approach it will meet the eye. In the signification of watching and

waiting for, napar^p^atg would convey the idea of malice (insidiosadbservatio,

"insidious observation," Polybius, xvi. 22. 8) ; but in the further descrip-

tive oil .. is implied only the denial of the visibility of

the event which, developing itself ("gradatim ct successive," "gradually

and successively," Bengel), might be able to be observed (comp. rrapar

rrpuv, Died. Bic. i. 28). I » u t if the advent of the kingdom happen is

such a manner that it cannot be subjected to human observation, it is there-

by at the Bame time as erted that neither can any limited point of time when

all come (jr<5rc, ver. 20) !»• specified. The idea : pomp (Beza,
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Grotius, Wetstein, comp. Kuinoel and others), conveys more than the

text, which, moreover, does not indicate any reference to heathenish

astrology or augury (Lange). — ovde epovat-v] Grotius aptly says :
" non erit

quod dicatur," "it will not be because it maybe said." ] — l<hv yap] a lively

and emphatic repetition of the Idov at the beginning of the argument

urged against them. This, as well as the repetition of the subject, ?}

ftaaiK. t. Qeov, has in it something solemn. — kvrbg v/iuv] the contrary of

inrog, eiju : intra vos, in your circle, in the midst of you.'2 So Euthymius Zi-

gabenus, Beza, Grotius, Calovius, Wolf, Bengel [R. V. marg.J, and others,

including Kuinoel, Paulus, Schleiermacher, Fleck in Winer's Exeg. Stud. I.

p. 150 ff., Bornemann, Kaeuffer, de $wf)c al. not. p. 51, de Wette, Ewald,

Bleek, Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 146. In the midst of them the

Messianic kingdom was, so far as He, the Messiah, was and worked (comp.

xi. 20 ; Matt. xii. 28) among them (iitaog v/iuv, John i. 26). For where He was

and Avorked, He, the legitimate King and Bearer of the kingdom, ordained

thereto of the Father (xxii. 29), there was the Messianic kingdom (which

was to be formally and completely established at the Parousia) in its temporal

development, like the seed, the grain of mustard seed, the leaven, etc.

Rightly, therefore, does Jesus argue (yap) from the hrbg vpuv koriv that it

comes unnoticed, and not in an appearance to be observed, wherein He cer-

tainly evades the point of the Pharisaic question which referred to the

currently expected appearing of the kingdom (comp. ix. 27, xxi. 28) in so far

as the epxwOai, which He means refers to the development in time ; an

evasion, however, which was fully calculated to make them feel the impu-

dent prying spirit of the question they had started, and to bring near to the

questioners the highest practical necessity in respect of the corning of the

kingdom (the perception of the Messiah who was already in the midst of

them). If others 3 have explained hrbg v/xuv by in animis vestris, " in your

souls" (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Vatablus, and

others, including Ch. F. FrJtzsche in Rosenmiiller, Repert. II. p. 154 ff.,

Olshausen, Glockler, Schaubach in the Stud. u. Krit. 1845, p. 169 ff.,

Kostlin, Hilgenfeld, Schegg [Godet]), there is, it is true, no objection to be

raised on the score of grammar

;

4 but it is decidedly opposed to this that ifiav

refers to the Pharisees, in whose hearts nothing certainly found a place less

than did the ethical kingdom of God, 5 as well as the fact that the idea itself

—to wit, of the kingdom of God, as of an ethical condition in the internal

nature of the Ego ( " a divine-human heart-phenomenon, " Lange)—is modern,

not historico-biblical (not even contained in Rom. xiv. 17 ; 1 Cor. iv. 20
;

Col. i. 13).

1 On the more definite future after the 4 Comp. Plat. Tim. p. 45 B, Soph. p. 263 E,

more general present, see Dissen, ad Dem. Pol. iii. p. 401 D ; Ps. xxxviii. 4, eix. 22, ciii.

de Cor. p. 368 f. 1 ; Eoclus. six. 23 ; Matt, xxiii. 26.

2 Comp. Xen. Anab. i. 10. 3 : bnoaa evrbi 5 Quite opposed to the words of (he pas-

c.vTuiv ko.\ xpynaTaKai dvdpioTroi. eyipovro ; Hell. sage is the evasion of Olshausen. that the

ii. 3. 19 ; Thuc. vii. 5. 3; Dem. 977. 7; Plat. expression only establishes the possibility of

Leg. yii. p. 780 A : eito? to>v iavnw ixrjTeputv
; the reception of the Pharisees into the king-

Aelian, Hist. ii. 5. 15. dom, inasmuch as the inwardness of its

3 So also Lange, L. J. II. 2, p. 1080, yet revelation is laid down as its general crile-

blending with it the other explanation. riou.
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Yer. 22. The Pharisees have got their answer. Yet Jesus does not allow

the point of their question to be lost thereby, but turns now to His disciples

(probably after the departure of the Pharisees, as they do not appear again

in what follows, and as the discourses themselves bear an unreserved char-

acter, wholly different from ver. 20 f.), in order to give to them instructions

in reference to the question raised by the Pharisees, and that not on the

temporal development of the kingdom of the Messiah wherewith He had

despatched them, but on the actual solemn appearing of the Messiah in the

Parousia. " Calamities will arouse in them the longing after it, and false

Messiahs will appear, whom they are not to follow ; for, like the lightning,

so immediately and universally will He reveal Himself in His glorious mani-

festation," vv. 22-24. See further on ver. 25. We have here the discourse

of the future from the source of the account of the journey. [See Note

CXXXY., p. 490.] This and the synoptic discourse on the same subject, xxi.

5 ff., Luke keeps separate. Comp. Weizsacker, pp. 82 f., 182, and see the

remark after ver. 37. -— fiiav tuv rjuepuv tov vlov r. avBp. ISelv] i.e., to see the

appearance of a single day of the Messianic period (of the ati>v yi/./.uv), in

order, to wit, to refresh yourselves by its blessedness. Comp. Grotius,

Olshausen, de Wette, Lange, Bleek. Your longing will be : Oh, for only

one Messianic day in this time of tribulation ! — a longing indeed not to be

realized, but a natural outbreak under the pressure of afflictions. — Usually,

yet not in harmony with ver. 20 :
" erit tempus, quo rel uno die meo con-

spectu, mea consuetudine, qua jam perfruimini, frui cupiatis," " there will be

a time, when you will long to enjoy for even one day my presence, my com-

panionship, which you now fully enjoy," Kuinoel ; comp. Ewald. — nal ovk

orpeads] because, to wit, the point of time of the Parousia is not yet come; it

has its horas et moras.

Yv. 23, 24. [SeeNoteCXXXVI.,p. 490 se,,.
] See on Matt. xxiv. 23-27.—

ipovciv k.t.X.] on the occasion of the appearance of false Messiahs. A local-

ity of fixed limits, moreover (comp. ver. 21), does not characterize the

solemn appearing of the kingdom. — l6oi> . . . <j(h] namely: is the Messiah!

— pi iirrr/j). firjSi <hu£.] a climax : Go not forth, nor follow after (sectamini),

to wit, those of whom this is asserted. — Yer. 24. The lightning which light-

ens [but see critical note] ; comp. similar expressions in Lobeck, Parol.

p. 503. — iicri/c] Supply x&Pas •' flashing outfrom the one region und\ r tTu

(which expands under the heaven, /-/with an accusative) light

the other (opposite one 2
). — ovrag] in such a manner of appearance as mani-

fests itself in :t moment and universally.

Ver. 2"). Wh:;t will yet first prececU the Parousia, and d 4 in respeel of the

If: He must (comp. ix. 22. x\i\. 26) lit t Buffer and be re-

jected, ver. 25 ; and (2) in respect of the profane world : it will continue

insecurity in its usual earthly doing and striving, until the crisis, universally

ruinous for it. shall suddenly break in as in the days of Noah and of Lot,

vv. 'J'i-30. See further on ver. 31.

' See Bos, i for, pp. 560, "from ti Id world to the new." la aot

562 ; Winer, p. 622 [E. T thereatalL Comp Matt air. 27.

2 What Lange reads into the passage,
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Vv. 26, 27. [See Note CXXXVL, p. 496 seq.] Comp. Matt. xxiv. 37 f. —
naQug kytvETo k.t./L] to wit, that men carelessly and securely pursued their

accustomed striving till they were overtaken by the flood. — kv ralg y/iepaig

r. vloi) t. avOptoTTov] in the days in which the appearance of the Messiah will

come.— Ver. 27. qodiov, eirivov k.t.X.] a vividly graphic asyndeton.

—

nal

f/Wev] not to be connected with a%pi -ng wepag (Bleek). See Gen. vii. 4, 10.

Vv. 28-30. 'Ouoiag] does not belong to anavrag (Bornemann, who assumes

a Latinism : perdidit omnes pariter atque ut accidlt), against which is to be

set the similarity of the twofold nai anuleoev drravrag, vv. 27 and 29. More-

over, we are not to conceive of larai again after 6/u. mi (Paulus, Bleek),

against which is ver. 30 ; but similiter quoque, sicuii accidit, etc. This

6/j.oiug nai is afterwards again taken up by /card ra avrd, ver. 30, and the i/adtuv

. . . dnavrag that lies between the two is epexegetically annexed to the ug

eysvero, as in vii. 11, viii. 40, and frequently ; so that i/adiov . . . dnavrag is

not to be put in a parenthesis at all (Lachmann), but neither is any point

to be placed after dnavrag (Tischendorf). — Ver. 29 f. s(3pe^e] sell. 0e6g.

Comp. Matt. v. 45 ; Gen. xix. 24. In remembrance of the latter passage

the subject is presupposed as known, and hence the verb is not intransitive,

as at Rev. xi. 6 (Grotius). 1— irvp a. Oelov] Comp. Horn. Od. xxii. 493 ; it is

not to be transformed into lightnings (Kuinoel) ; Jesus follows the repre-

sentation of Gen. xix. — dTroaalivTrTSTai] is revealed, 1 Pet. v. 4 ; 1 John ii.

28, iii. 2. Up to that time He is hidden with God in His glory, Col. iii.

3 f. ; 2 Thess. i. 7 ; 1 Cor. i. 7 ; 1 Pet. i. 7, iv. 13.

Vv. 31-33. [See Note CXXXVL, p. 496 seq.] At that day it is well to

abandon all earthly possession, wherefore I call to your remembrance the ex-

ample of Lot's wife. Even the temporal life must be abandoned by him who
wishes not to lose the life eternal. — bg earai etvi tov riw//. /c.r.A.] indicates cer-

tainly the imdelayed flight with abandonment of earthly possession, but not, as

at Matt. xxiv. 17, Mark xiii. 15, the flight in the destruction of Jerusalem,

of which here there is no mention, but the flightfor deliverance to the coming

Messiah at the catastrophe which immediately precedes His Parousia, Matt,

xxiv. 29-31. Then nothing of temporal possession should any more fetter

the interest. Hence de "VVette is wrong in regarding (comp. Weiss) the ex-

pression as unsuitably occurring in this place. — nal t. ok. abrov] see Bern-

hardy, p. 304. — Ver. 32. T?]g yvvawbg A«-.] whose fate was the consequence

of her looking back contrary to the injunction (Gen. xix. 26), which she

would not have done if she had given up all attachment to the perishing

possessions, and had only hastened to the divine deliverance. Comp. Wisd.

x. 7 f. —Ver. 33. [See Note CXXXVL, p. 496 seq.] Comp. ix. 24, and on

Matt. x. 39; Mark viii. 35.

—

fyrfoq . . . anolkmj] in the time of that final

catastrophe a ttoTiegu . . . (uoyov. : in the decisional the Parousia.—^cooyovelv,

to preserve alive, as Acts vii. 19, and in the LXX. See Biel and Schleusner.

Vv. 34, 35. But the decision at the Parousia, what a separation it will be!

—a separation of those who are in the temporal life united in a perfectly

common position. This is symbolically represented in two examples.

1 On the use of the word in classical Greek, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 291.
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Comp., moreover, on Matt. xxiv. 10 f. — rairv rrj nvcr/] which Bengel, in

opposition to the context, explains : in this present night, is neither to bo

interpreted in tempore Mo calamitoso, "in that calamitous time" (Kuinpel,

who says that the night is imago miseriae, " a figure of misery ;" Micahiii.

G ; comj). Grotius and Bleek), nor to be pressed to the conclusion that the

Pa/rousia is definitely ordained to take place by night (de Wette, who
finds the ground for this view in the comparison of the M» Bsiah with a thief

in the night), in respect of which the following grinding at the mill as an

occupation of the day-time is held as left standing inappropriately from

Matthew, but the horror of the night belongs to the imagery of the concrete

representation. 1 [See Note CXXXVL, p. 4!)(i seq.] At ver. 35, however, there

in a departure from this feature, because a graphic touch of a different

kind is added to the idea. Day and hour, even the Son knoweth not, Matt.

xxiv. 36 ; comp. Acts i. 7.

—

km kI'ivtjq fuag] not in general: they shall be

bed-fellows (Lange), but, according to the words and the concrete representa-

tion : they shall find themselves on one bed. A warning against precipitate

separation of mingled domestic relations (Lange) is altogether foreign to

this passage.

Ver. 37. How] not : quomodo (Kuinoel), against which ungrammatical ren-

dering even the following 57row ought to have guarded him ; but : where will

this separation occur ? As to what follows, see on Matt. xxiv. 28.
s [See

Note CXXXVL, p. 49G seq.]

Eemaek. —With regard to the discourses which are set forth here, vv. 22-37,

but in Matt. xxiv. at anotber time and in another connection, viz. in that of

the great discourse on the end of the world (comp. Luke xxi.), some have at-

tributed (Schleiermacher, p. 215 ff., 265 ff., Neander, Olshausen, Bleek),

others have denied (de Wette), originality to Luke. The latter view depends

upon the assertion of a want of connection, and partial inappropriateness of

the expressions in Luke, which assumption, however, is not justified by tin-

exposition. But tho former cannot be allowed at tho expense of Matthew

(see especially Schleiermacher, who supposes in Matthew a mingling of tho

originally separate discourses [Weiss ed. Mey.], Luke xvii. 22 If. and xxi.

5 ff.), since even in Matthew everything stands in strictly linked connection ;

but Luke xxi., in the same way as Matthew, places the Parot sia in connec-

tion with the destruction of Jerusalem, xxi. 25 ff. (comp. Strauss, II. p. 338).

Without doing injustice to the one or the other evangelist, originality is to

bo conceded to both, so that Luke xvii. 22 ff. has preserved, in accordance

with his original source, a discourse Bpoken by Jesus, which, not preserved by

Matthew, and belonging to ah earlier period than Matt. xxiv. and Luki

has tli- ristio te&turelhat it remains entirely '> with

the destruction of Jerusalem. That the substance of its contents was n peated hy

Jesus Himself in the great discourse of Matt, xxiv., is. in reBpect of the similar-

ity of the material, intelligible enough, and this holds good especially of the

' Itte not on account ofthe example of the nlghi time suggested thai Illustration,

two in bed together that the night Is named * On vm/ia, corpst (of man or beast, the

(Hofmann, Sehrtftbew. tl. 2, p i latter here), see Duncan, Lex. Bon

I of tho i: i>. xxiii. 68; A.d I
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characteristic -words—lightning, deluge, eagles. [See Note CXXXV., p. 496.]

But it cannot be decided how much in the execution and form is curried over

from the one discourse into the other by the mingling processes of reminis-

cence and tradition, the rather that in general we can ascribe to the dis-

courses in the synoptic Gospels on the end of the world originality only within

certain limits, i.e., originality modified by the reflection and expectation of the

church (see on Matt, xxiv., Remarks).

Notes by American Editok.

CXXXI. Ver. 1 ff. Tlie connection.

Despite the objections of Weiss ed. Mey. (and here of Godet also), it seems

best to regard this as a continuation of the previous discourse. Vv. 15, 16 are

peculiar to Luke, and yet ai'e in their proper position. That the sayings of

vv. 1-4 might be repeated is as little improbable as that several occasions

might arise when they were appropriate to the disciples. Weiss, however, says

that Luke, " after the interpolation (chap. xvi. 14-31), returns to his oldest

source, in which there accordingly followed the discourse about stumbling-blocks

now substantially preserved in Matt, xviii." In ver. 2 Weiss objects to the

reference to converted publicans and sinners (as his view of the position of

the discourse compels him to do), referring " these little ones" to the dis-

ciples.

CXXXII. Ver. 5. Koj elnav ol arcoGToXoi k.t.?..

Weiss ed. Mey. regards this request of the Apostles as "composed" by
Luke, to lead over to the saying of Matt. xvii. 20, "that in the source probably

formed the conclusion of the story of the lunatic, which Luke has already

given in chap. ix. 28-43, together with the account of the transfiguration.

Thus, too, is explained the reference of the saying specially to the Apostles,

who on that account were not able to effect the cure (comp. Weiss, Mutt.,

p. 405)." But there are differences in the saying as well as in the circum-

stances. Godet properly thinks these divergences fatal to the theory of a com-

mon written source.

CXXXIII. Ver. 6. imijaovazv av vuiv.

The B. V. renders: "it would have obeyed you," but the Am. Com.

substitute: "it would obey." The former is not correct, either as conveying

the idea of the Greek aorist in the clause, or as a specimen of English. Meyer

does not really uphold it. The aorist, with av in the apodosis, does not neces-

sarily point to something antecedent (have obeyed), but to a single, synchronous

occurrence: when ye would say, etc., this would at once happen—all this on

the supposition that you have faith. Whether they had any or not is not stated,

since the clause is purely hypothetical.

CXXXIV. Vv. 11-19. The Ten Lepers.

It is very difficult to decide what journey is referred to in ver. 11, and hence

to determine the time of this incident. The better supported reading 6ia.jj.Eaov

2. seems to settle the question of route. It can properly mean only : between,
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i.e., along the borders of Samaria and Galilee. See R. V., American text and

margin. But there is no indication that our Lord ever returned to Galilee

after the departure referred to in chap. ix. 51 ; conip. Matt. xix. 1 ; Mark x. 1.

Meyer, it is true, places all the preceding incidents in Galilee, and regards this

as the resumption of the journey. But since this involves a direct journey

to Jerusalem, he is forced to accept a disagreement with •' Matthew and Mark,

who make Him journey through Peraea."

Eobinson places this incident immediately after the rejection by the Samari-

tan village (chap. ix. 52 5G) ; the intervening events, except those referred to

in one passage of considerable length, are placed in Peraea. Andrews, however,

places the healing of the ten lepers during the journey from Ephraim to Jeru-

salem, the raising of Lazarus having occurred after the discourse in vv. 1-10.

But this fails to account for the mention of Galilee. The language of the

verse is indefinite ; the omission of abrov, which Meyer does not notice, leaves

it uncertain what is the subject of Tropebecdat, The B. V. text has : "as they

were," the margin: "as he was." No historical notice in Luke's account

agrees so readily with a theory of transposed position. Samaria is mentioned

first, either for the reason that Meyer assigns, or to account for the presence of

the Samaritan leper (Weiss ed. Mey.).

CXXXV. Ver. 20 If. The Eschatological Discourse.

This discourse, as here recorded, must be connected with what precedes,

either with ver. 19, or, if vv. 11-19 be placed earlier, with ver. 10. Weiss ed.

Mey. thinks this discourse is from the oldest source, and that its main portions

are in Matt. xxiv. interwoven with those of another found in the same

source (namely, that reported in Luke xxi., 5 ff.). So Schleiermacher. But

Meyer's view (stated in his closing remark, p. 49-1 seq.) is preferable. Both

discourses are original ; the striking sayings common to them both were

repeated.

CXXXVI. Ver. 23 ff. The Views of Weiss.

Weiss ed. Mey. differs in the following places from Meyer : Ver. 23. He

finds here no hint of the appearance of false Messiahs, but thinks the discourse

in the oldest source referred to premature announcements of tin Messiah. In

ver. 24 he refers ydp to the universally "visible appearance which renders the

matter of locality ("lo there, lo here") unnecessary. Properly rejecting the

article after aorpairii, he renders aorp&irowa :
" when it lighteneth" (so R. V.).

Be surmises that ver. 25 is modified from the oldest source, hut, as it Btood there,

formed the basis of Mark viii. 31, ix. 31, which is improbable. Vv. 2C 3d,

lie thinks, stand in their original connection. Ver. 31 is explained by Weiss, not

as referring to " the flighi for deliverance to the coming Messiah,"but as enjoining

the relinquishment <>f all earthly things in order to be prepared for Bis ooming.

In his view the verae is added i>.\ Luke. Ver. 33 he regards as out of its

original connection (oomp. Matt. x. 39). He accepts - oomp. R. v.,

• shall srrk to gain." The various readings seem, however, to attest th

inality of tlie verse in this connection. In accordance with bis view of the

composition of the <1 iseoiirse, he thinks thai in the " BOUTOe" ver. W joined di-

reotly on ver. 30. " In thai night" he r< jarda a - ool original, nor as an image

of horror, but choson by Luke to indicate a closer companionship , "in one bed.
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Ver. 37. The first part of the verse Weiss holds to be one of Luke's " transi-

tion questions," but which, moreover, proves that Luke found what follows in

this place. The original discourse he therefore thinks closed with the reference

to the " eagles," which presents parabolically the main thought of the previous

sayings, that the judgment will overtake all the ungodly. Against this theory

of the discourse see Meyer's closing remark.

32
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Ver. 1. de (tot] BLM X, min. Copt. codd. of It. Or. have di. So Lachm.
Tisch. [W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.]. But the uai, which might be dispensed

with, was easily passed over ; it is wanting also in ver. 9 in not unimportant

authorities (bracketed by Lachm.). After irpooevx- Lachm. and Tisch. have

avrovQ. It is preponderatingly attested ; there would have been no reason for

its addition ; while in favor of its omission, the word being superfluous, it may
be noticed that -irpooEvxeoOAI would the more readily be followed by kAI, that

in the doctrine of the parable the generality of the reference most readily pre-

sented itself. — [Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, with X A B* D, have kvKOKeiv ;

Treg., It. V., tyuanEiv (B 2 L), instead of the poorly-attested EKKaiceZv, which Meyer

retains. — Ver. 4. Tisch., recent editors, It. V., with X A B D L, versions, read

ydeAEv, and, with X B L, ovde avdpunov instead of not uvOp. ovk.] — Yer. 5. vku-

-i'i(i)] Griesb. recommends viromafy on insufficient attestation. It was altered

from misunderstanding, as also in the case of the variant imonu £y. Comp. on

1 Cor. ix. 27. — Ver. 7. Troificii] woctjgt) is so decisively attested that, with Lachm.

Tisch., it is to be adopted. The future was introduced by anticipation of ver.

8.— [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with K B L, read avru, instead of irpbg qvtov.']

— ficiKpoQv/iEl (Lachm. Tisch.) is also attested quite decisively, instead of which

/iriKpodvuuv (Elz.) was intended to assist the construction of the sentence.

—

Ver. 13. [Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., with X B L, Copt., read o 61 reX.]

— eic before r. orij&os Is wanting in B D K L Q X II N, min. Slav. Arm. Vulg.

It. Or. Antioch. Cypr. Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. [So recent editors, R. V.]

But why should it have been added ? As being perfectly superfluous (comp.

xxiii. 48, xxii. 64), it was overlooked. — Ver. 14. Elz. has 'i, e/telvor, which, on

decisive evidence, is to be condemned. Griesb. Matth.43cb.olz, Tisch. have i, yap

tKElvog, following AEGHKMPQSUVXTAA, min. Syr. Goth. Bas. ms.

Theophyl. Grot, and Lachm. [Treg. text, W. and Hort, Weiss] have nap' kitei-

vov, in accordance with B L N, min. Copt. Sahid. Or. Naz. (Vulg. : ah illo). To

these is added also indirectly D, with p.uh'kov nap' ekeivov rbv iaptaalov (comp.

Syr. I'ers.p It. Cypr. nilar. Ambr. Aug.). The reading of Lachm. is consequently

the oldest ; ami since fj yup eiieivoc is opposed to the Bense, it is to 1"' judged

that TAP came into the text instead of 1 1 . \ l * by a transcriber's i rror of ancient

date, and became blended with the gloss f) knelvoc. — Ver. 15. iirerlp^aav']

B D G L N, min. Lachm. Tisch. have kirerl/iov ; the Recepta is from Matt. xi\.

13. — [Ver. 16. Tisch., recent editors, !;. V.. with KBL, Copt., read npoaeita-

"Kkaaro atird Xiyuv. - \'er. '21. Tisch., recent editors, have i$n a with K A 1'>T„

v hile Treg., W. and Eort, II. V., omil the Beoond <n u in ver. 20, with A B D L,

Vulg.] Ver. 22. 6Mo(] A D L M R A K, min. Fathers have i Bo Lachm.

From the parallels, from which, moreover, came also b> oi n vQ, instead of

which is to be read, with Lachm, [Treg., Weiss, R. v.] and Tisch., following

B D, h ro'n
I

\ L R N [Tisoh. VIII] read : .
: n, bpavots).— [Tisoh., re-

C( Qt editors, B. V., with N I'. I) L, 1, 83, 69, Oopt., Byrr., oinit r«lTa after anoi-
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cae oe. — Ver. 23. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with OL, read eyevjjdj].]—
Ver. 24. irepi/.vTT. y&vo/i.] is wanting in B L X, min. Copt. ; deleted by Tisch.

[recent editors, R. V.]. But it was in accordance with the parallels more easily

passed over than added. — [Tisch., recent editors, read EiGnopevovrai, with B L,

placing it at the close.] — Ver. 25. Tpv/uaMag] Lachm. and Tisch. have Tpr)/xaTor,

in accordance with B D X, 49. Rightly ; in accordance with Matthew and
Mark, there was introduced in some authorities TpvTvrjftaToc (L R, min.), in

others TpvfiaAidc (A E F G, etc., Elz.). — Instead of pacj>idoc read, with Lachm.
and Tisch., (ie?-6vr]q, in accordance with B D L X, min. The former is from

the parallels. — e'taeWelv'] Lachm. has dieXOelv. It is more weakly attested, and
the reading is to be decided as at Matt. xix. 24. — Ver. 28. a(pTJnap.ev izuvra kui]

Lachm. and Tisch. have dcpsvrcc tu ISia, in accordance with B D L X** min.

vss., and this Griesb. also recommended. The Recepia is from the parallels. —
[Ver. 29. Tisch., W. and Hort, R. V., with NBL, Copt., have this order : yv-

vaiK.a,f) &6el<j>ovs, 7/ -yoveic.] — Ver. 30. drroAafi?)] B D M, min. have Aafiy. So Lachm.
The simple form is from the parallels, just as D, in particular, takes cav /lit) Aafitj

from Mark x. 30. — [Ver. 35. Tisch., recent editors, with KBDL, Origen, have

inaiT£}v.~\ — Ver. 39. GiuTTr)oij~\ The preponderatingly attested oiyi/oy is adopted

by Schulz, Lachm. and Tisch. • The Rec&pta is from the parallels. In the New
Testament only Luke and Paid have the -verb otydv. — Ver. 41. ?<,eyuv before ri

is, with Tisch., to be deleted, in accordance with B D L X K, 57, as a familiar

addition, instead of which Or. has eittuv.

Ver. 1. What Jesus has hitherto said of His Parousla was of such

weighty and everlastingly decisive concern for His disciples, that it was

calculated to stimulate them to unremitting prayer, that they might become

partakers of the ekiUkiigk; which the Parousia was to bring to them (ver. 7).

Hence (without the omission of any intervening dialogue, Schleicrmacher,

Olshausen) now follows the parable of the widow and the unjust judge,

peculiar to Luke, and its application (vv. 1-8). This parable is no addi-

tion inserted without a motive (KSstlin, Holtzmann), nor is it taken from

the Logia ; but it comes from the source of the account of the journey.

[See Note CXXXVIL, p. 506.] Weizsacker alleges that it must have been

a later growth, annexedby Luke to his source of the narrative of the journey;

that the judge is the heathen magistracy ; the widow, the church bereaved

after the departure of Christ; her adversary, the hostile Judaism. Here

also (comp. on xv. 11, xvi. 1, 19) is a transferring of later relations to an

early period without sufficient reason. — Trpdc] in reference to. — ttcivtote] It is

not the continual disposition of prayer ("as the breath of the inner man,''

Olshausen) ,that is meant, but the constant actual prayer, in respect of

which, however, wavTore is not to be pressed, but to be taken in a popularly

hyperbolical sense. Comp. ver. 7 ; 1 Thess. i. 17. — iKKanelv] to become dis-

couraged, not : in their vocation (Schleiermacher), but, according to the con-

text : in their prayers. As to the form e/c/c, for which Lachm. has iyn.

(and Tischendorf : ev/c.), which, although here preponderatingly attested,

is to be regarded as an improvement, see on 2 Cor. iv. 1. [But see criti-

cal note.]

Vv. 2, 3. Tbv Oeuv . . . k. dvBpuir. k.t.?..] Similar characterizations from pro-
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fane writers may bo seen in Wetstein. Bengel well says :
" Ilorum respec-

tuuni alterufrum certe plerosque mortalium movere solet <t Lnjustitiam (ver.

6) judicum cohibere," '•One or the other of those considerations is cer-

tainly wont to move the most of mortals and to check the injustice (ver. 6)

of judges." — hrpewd/i.] standing! in awe of, Matt. xxi. :)7
; Luke xx. 13 :

2Thess. Hi. 15 ; Heb. xii. 9. In the Greek writers more frequentlyused with

a genitive. The disposition implied by evTpeirdu. is respect and regard. — >,/)-

X£to\ Grotius aptly says: ventitabat, " kept coming."— See Kuhner, II. p. 76 f.

— infiinT/odv fie invb ic.-.A.] revenge me (and deliver me by this my judicial

restitution) of, etc.
1

Vv. 4, 5. 'Errt pwoj»]/o;'a time."
2— 6iaye] as at xi. 8. — Iva u>/ k.t./..] is ex-

plained : that she nun/ not continually (els "•/•»; equal to did. -tlovq, see Kypke
and Wetstein ; comp. "U!/, nV^7) come and plague me. See also Luther's

gloss. But that v-u-idCio (to strike any one's eyes Mackand blue, see Wetstein)

is to betaken in the general sense of harass, annoy, there is no proof, since it

is an error to adduce not merely 1 Cor. ix. 27, but also Aristoph. Pax 54 1.

where the rrdXeic viramaofihai are represented as smitten and wounded
persons, and hence the word is to be taken in the literal sense, to beat black

and blue. But. the assumption of a Latinism, after the manner of obtundere

(Beza, Grotius), is arbitrary, and does not at all correspond with the special

idea of the Greek word. Accordingly there is nothing left us but to inter-

pret : that she may not at last come and beat my face black and line. The
judge mockingly puts the case of the woman at length becoming desperate,

and actually laving hands on him and beating his face black and blue. [See

NoteCX-XXVIIL, p. 500.] The Vulgate rightly lias it : sugiUet me. Comp.
also Bleek and Schegg. 3

Vv. G, 7. Hearwhat the unrighteousjudge (dupirns rye adiiuac, see on xvi. 8)

says .' But God, will He not, etc. In this contrast lies the conclusion that

the kmYiKTjaiq, on which that worthless judge decided in respect of the perse-

vcringly praying widow who was so troublesome to him, is the more cer-

tainly to he expected from God in respect of the elect, who are so dear to

Him, and who so constant ly cry to Ilim for the final decision. On ov ///)

in a question, see Winer, pp. 449, 454 [E. T. HOfl, 511 f.]. — According

to the reading k. uaKpoOvpet i-' avrolc (see the critical remarks), the most

simple explanation is : but Cod, will He not fulfil the avenging of His

elect, and does Hie tarry 4for their sakesf and is it Bis concern, in reference

to them, to delay His interposition, or postpone His aid '•'' In respeel

of the delay which nevertheless, according to human judgment, does

occur, Grotius rightly observes: "illud ipsum tempus, quamvis longum

interdum ferentibus videatur, re vera exiguum est uno momentaneum,

Comp. Judg. xi. 86 : TrotTjtrai croi Kipiov Gen. xlvi. 4, and elsewhere. rrfAoe, without

cK8iKi)<rti> . . . anb tuji/ vii)f 'An/iuiv. any preposition, might alsohave been used,

'Horn. //. 11.299; Plat. Protag. p. 844 B, 'The expression ixaxpoOvtid corresponds

p. 84 <'; Nagelsbaoh, .\nm. ... Tliae, totheideaof the cKtynpric, which Includes

ed. !. p within it the punishment of the enemies.
• On ti« tiAo<t, at the end, finally, comp. Bcclus Kxxii. is. Comp. Maldona-

rierod, iii. in. ix. 87; \'-n. Oee. xvii. 10; tus, Grotius, Bornemann In the 8tud. </.

s<.|.ii. FhU. 407, and thereupon Bermann; Seiche. OeUU. 1848, p. 69 fM Bleek.
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uncle to irapavr'iKa rijr dltyeaq, dixit Paulus, 2 Cor. iv. 17,"' "That very time,

however long it may seem meanwhile to those enduring, is in fact short, nay

momentary, hence Paul spoke of ' affliction, which is for the moment,' 2 Cor.

iv. 17." According toBengel and Ewald, ml juaKpodv/iel k~' nvr. is connected

hebraistically with ruv ^ouvtuv : and over them He is forbearing ; whereby

the delay of the ekMk7igic would be derived from the patience with which

God still allows to His elect further time for more perfect sanctification

(2 Pet. iii. Q). s According to the construction, this would be harder, and

in its meaning less in correspondence with the subsequent ev Ta%ei.

The Recepta would have to be understood : will He not . . . fulfil, even al-

though He delays in reference to them? 1— that is to say, with that indiK-nacq of

them ; nahm uaicpoOvfiav i<al <patvo/ievoc avnuovorelv ruv fieojiievov avrov vvktuc nal

?/uepnc, " although long-suffering and seeming to be deaf to those praying to

Him night and day," Theophylact, not, with Hassler (in the Tub. Zeitschrift,

1832) : since He in still patient towards them, i. e., does not lose patience as

that judge did. For, apart from the incorrect view of the use of the nai, the

thought itself is unsuited to the doctrinal narrative, since it teas actually

through the judge's loss of patience (rather : his becoming annoyed) that the

iKdiMjcrtc of the woman was brought about. Moreover, de Wette is wrong in

remarking against the reading iianpoOvfiel, and its meaning, that if the thought

that God delays were removed, the parable would have no meaning at all,

since paKpotf. corresponds to the ova ffiek. kirl %p6vov, ver. 4. Therein is lost

sight of the fact that the example of the unrighteous judge teaches e con-

trario (see already Augustine, Serin. 36) the procedure of God. [See Note

CXXXIX., p. 506.] — The enSUr/ais rav ekT^sktuv consists in the delivei'ance

from their enemies who are punished at the Parousia, and in their own ex-

altation to the salvation of the Messiah's kingdom for which they are chosen.

Comp. xxi. 22. The idea of this kmYmnaiq enters so essentially into the

texture of the New Testament eschatology, that in various forms it runs

through the entire New Testament, and hence it is not easily to be seen why
it should be regarded as standing apart from the views of our evangelist,

and should remind us of the fiery zeal of the apocalyptic writer (Kostlin,

Hilgenfeld). Comp. preceding passages in Luke (i. 51 IT., 71 if.).

Ver. 8. An answer to the two parts of the preceding question : (1) noirjaei

. . . avruv, and (2) ev raxti. — This kv -dxei is the opposite of delay (/uanpa-

Bvuei, ver. 7) : quickly, without delay, 3 declaring the speedy advent 3 of the

Parousia (ix. 27), at which shall follow the eKdinqoig. [See Note CXL.,

p. 506 seq.] — 7r?./}v 6 vibg k. -.?..} It is to be accentuated apa (so also Lachmann

1 Lange is wrong in saying : although even pie, Ebrard doesonKev. i. l,p. 104. "There
over them He rules high-mindedly (and is only this to be said, that the final deliver-

therefore inscrutably). ance, how long soever it may appear to be
2 Acts xii. 7, xxii. 18, xxv. 4 ; Rom. xvi. delayed as to its beginning, shall still be so

20; 1 Tim. iii. 14; Rev. i. 1, ii. 5, xxii. G; internally and potentially hastened that it

Wisd. xviii. 14 ; Pind. Xan. v. £5 ; Xcn. Cyr. shall be made an uneorpect i;;/ hasty ending
vi. 1. 12. to the condition of tiibula! ion that precedes

3 It is in vain to weary oneself and twist it.'' See, on the other hand, Diisterdieck.

about in the attempt to explain away this [Sec !Xote CXL, p. 500 seq.]

simple meaning of the words, as, fur exam-
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and Tischendorf) ; comp. on Gal, ii. IT. In connection "with the glad

promise, to wit, which Jesus has just given in reference to the elect, there

(Mines painfully into His consciousness the thought what a want of faith in

Him He would nevertheless meet with at His Parousia. This He expresses

in the sorrowful question : Nevertheless will the Son of man when He is come

findfaith on the earth ? Theophylact well says : h> n^i/uan kpcrrfoeag to crra-

viov T(~>r t6te f&pefiqoofi&vav —inruv irrcooi/fiacvuv, "indicating in the form of

a question the fewness of those who will then be found faithful." The

subject : 6 vibg r. avdp. and iW&v is, with a sorrowful emphasis, placed before

the interrogative apa, on account of the contrast with what follows. See

tvlotz, ad Dejpar. p. 183. The Triune is the faith in Jesus the Messiah, which

many of His confessors not persevering unto the end will have given up, so

that they do not belong to the elect (Matt. xxiv. 5, 10 ff., 24). and He will

meet them as unbelievers. 1 [See Note CXL., p. 50G seq.] Hence thereis no

reason for concluding from the passage before us (de Wette), that the put-

ting of the parable into its present shape probably belongs to a time when

the hope of the Parousia had begun somewhat to waver (2 Pet. iii. 3 f.). —
fttI -?jc yfjcl is correlative with the coming down//'Oflt heaven, which is meant

by sXB&v.

Ver. 9. It is the more arbitrary to assume that the following doctrinal

narrative was originally delivered in another connection (Paulus, Olshausen,

de Wette ; comp. Kuinoel), that it rather affords a confirmation of the

probability (sec onxvii. 22) that the Pharisees, after our Lord's rejoinder to

them, xvii. 20 f., were no longer present. The historical connection with

what precedes is not more closely to be indicated than is pointed out by the

characterization of the rtveg as roig nevoid. k.t.X. These men, according to

ver. !), must in some way or another have made manifest their disposition,

and thereby have given occasion to Jesus to deliver the following discourse

as far as ver. 14. Who are the people? Assuredly not Pharisees, since it is

actually a Pharisee thai Jesus presents asa warning example. Possibly they

wen- conceited followers of Jesus (Schleiermacher, de Wette, Baumgarten-

Crusius), but more probably : Jews of a Pharisaic disposition, since Luke
d.oes not here. ;is at ver. 1, designate the disciples expressly, and it was just

for ,/, io8 of this kind tKat not only the example of the Pharisee, but also that

of the publican, was the most humiliating. ~i >>'»;] He spoke /"them. To

take it as at ver. 1 (Kuinoel, de Wette, and many others) is unsuitable, since

there are persons in this place, and the context BUggests no occasion for de-

parting from the usual ad quosdam (Vulgate). — n -<»] desig-

nates the persons in the abstrad indefinitely, but in the quality in question

specifically. 9— they put on themsehi 8 the confidence that they were

righteous. For others they did not entertain this confidence, but assumed

the contrary and despised them.

Yv. II. 12. iratfe/c] See on Matt. \i. 5. Ee took his stand, a trait of

1 So many, as the Lord Bees, shall bese- whether lie shall (im! faith. Hereto Lies a

duced Into unbelief (as (> the «wt»« <u£»i« Borrowfnl hyperbole of expression.

wovr)p6s, comp. on Gal. i. 4), thai In prlef *See on Oal. I. 7, and Bornemann,

thereat He puts the question generally, p 113; Bernhardy, p. 818.
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assurance, comp. xix. 8 ; Acts ii. 14. See, on the other hand, ver. 13 :

fiaKpodev earuq. — irpbg iavrov] does not belong to oTa&eig, so that it would

mean apart (Syr., Beza, Grotius, Paulus, Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, and

others), which would be Kad' iavrov,
1 as D actually reads ; but to npoGqvx£T0

(Luther, Castalio, Bengel, Wetstein, and others, including Olshausen, de

Wette, Bleek 2
) : by himself, to himself, apud animum suura, as at 2 Mace. xi.

13, and frequently in the classical writers : Ib/eiv Trpbg iavrdv, to speak in

thought, and the like. Naturally he would not allow such a prayer to be

heard. The publican is otherwise, ver. 13. — ore ovk el/xl k.t.a.] ^porspov yap

eIttev d ovk ectiv, nal tote koteXe^ev a 'ectiv,
'

' For he first tells what he is not,

and then recounts what he is," Theophylact. — ol IolttoI tuv av&p.] comp.

Rev. ix. 20 ; Kiihner, II. p. 122. 3— aSiKoc] unjust in the more limited sense.

— ug ov-og 6 te?.6v/k] contemptuously, this publican here ! " who skins and

scrapes every one, and clutches wherever he can, " Luther, Predigt. — Ver. 12.

vrjaTEvu] of privatefasting, which was observed twice in the week (rob mi 3 8.,

Mark xvi. 9 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 2), on Thursday and Monday. See on Matt. vi.

1G, ix. 14 ; Lightfoot, p. 86G.

—

Kra,uai\ not possideo, "I possess" (Vulgate,

Castalio, Beza, and others), which would be KEKTryiai, but : what I acquire

for myself. He gives tithes of everything, what he gains in natural products,

everything without exception. The vainglorious vcavra baa has the empha-

sis ; his payment of tithes is beyond what the law required, as at Matt, xxiii.

23. Moreover, comp. Pirke Aboth, ii. 13 :
" Quando oras, noli in precibus

bona tua enumerare, sed fac preces misericordiarum et pro gratia impetran-

da coram Deo," " AVhcnever thou prayest, be unwilling to enumerate in thy

prayers thy good deeds, but make prayers of wretchedness and for the ob-

taining of grace with God."

Vv. 13, 14. MciKpofin'] comp. xxiii. 49. The context gives as the mean-

ing neither : the forecourt of the Gentiles (the publican was a Jew),

nor : far from the sanctuary, but : far away from the Pharisee, of whom
hitherto our Lord has been speaking. Behind this bold, self-righteous man
the humble one in the diffidence of his consciousness of sin had remained

at a distance, not venturing to advance further. — iarur] '

' Nee orafo/c, nee

in genua procumbens, ne spectetur orans," " Neither standing, nor bending

the knee, lest he should be observed while praying," Bengel.

—

ovSe roir

b(f>0aXfiovg] not even his eyes, to say nothing of his whole head and his hands

(1 Tim. ii. 8; and see Grotius). 4 — The beating of the breast was the out-

ward sign of mourning. See on viii. 52. If the Pharisee had only a proud

thanksgiving, the publican has only a humble petition.— poi r<5 duap-.] Ob-

serve the article. Bengel rightly says :
" de nemine alio homine cogitat."

1 Xen. Anab. v. 10. 11 ; Acts xxviii. 1G

.

melior, ipse sibi solus esse videtur," "The
Jas. ii. 17 ; Zecli. xii. 12. Pharisee makes two classes ; in the one lie

2 From this construction it is plain that in places the whole human race; the other,

15 L X** min. Vulg. Copt. Arm. Slav. Or. the better one, he himself seems alone

Bas. Cypr. n-pb? iavr. stands after ravra, [So to be," Bengel.

recent editors, R. V., while Tisch. improp- 4 Comp. Tacitus, Hist. iv. 72 : " Stabant

erly omits the phrase.] conscientia flagitii moestae fixis in terrain
3 "Duas classes Pharisaeus facit ; in alte- oculis."

ramconjicittotum genus humanum, altera,
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"he thinks about no other man.''— Vcr. 14. KarkfUr) k.t.1.] a lively picture

of the result, in which the emphasis rests on Trap' ene'ivov, as is shown by the

following bn nac k.t.'a.— 6edm.] in the Pauline sense -.justified, i.e., accepted

by God as righteous. The Epistle to the Romans is the most complete com-

mentary on the whole of this doctrinal history, without, however, it being

necessary to take the publican as the representative of heathenism (Schenkel).

— The reading nap' eneivov (see the critical remarks) is in the sense of the

comparison (xiii. 2, 4 ; Bernhardy, p. 258 f.) : prae itto, in respect of

which the context decides whether what is declared is applicable to the

other one in question, only in a lesser degree [Weiss ed. Mey.] (as xiii. 2,

•! i. or not «t all (as here ; com p. Xen. Mem. i. 4. 14), whether, there-

fore, the expressed preference is relative or absolute.
1 Comp. Luther's

gloss :
" The former went home, not justified, but condemned." It is

similar at Matt. xxi. 31 ; John iii. 19 ; 1 Tim. i. 4. The reading : ;,

;dp £KfZvoc, would have to be explained interrogatively, and that not in the

sense of the familiar interrogative form : v yap, isitnot true? (Klotz, ad

Devar. p. 594), but, with Bornemann (and Glockler) :
" or did theformer

one go justified to his house ?" But how unsuitable in the connection (it is

otherwise at xx. 4), since teya vp.lv leads one to expect, and actually sup-

plies, only a categorical statement ! And this use of yap after the interroga-

tive ;) is rationally conceivable, it is true, but no instance of it can be pro-

duced. The llectpta i/ indvoc, although critically objectionable, is founded

on the correct feeling that // in this place could only be the usual compara-

tive, but ;<//) alongside of it would be meaningless.— in trac k.t.?..] as xiv.

11. [See Note CXLI., p. 507.]

Vv. 15-17. Sec on Matt. xix. 13-15
;
Mark x. 13-10. The peculiar

source of which Luke has hitherto availed himself, which supplied the ma-

terial from ix. 51, now ends, or Luke leaves it, and becomes substantially

synoptic again, following Mark especially, although, while he does bo, he

still has special passages of his own (see especially six. 1-10). Theplace

and time of what follows as far as ver. :il are, according to Luke, still the

same as of what has preceded (from xvii. 11).— icai to, fipiipv] their children

also, so that not merely the people themselves came to Him. The word it-

self marks out the children more specially (infants, ii. 12, U\) than naiSia

in Matthew and Mark, the latter of whom Luke follows, although omitting

his conclusion, vcr. 16, to which abbreviating treatment no special purpose

(in opposition to Hofmann, II. 0, p. 194) is to be imputed.
|

the

•present tense, brings the situation before us. Ver. 16. koookoX. aura] lie di-

rect,, 1 Iii-. caU to the infants themselves (probably: conic to me, little

ones !), and then spoke to those who carried them, etc.

Vv. 1 27. Seen Matt. xix. 16 "J\ : Mark x. 17-27.— ipxav] perhaps

aruleroftl rue; comp. Matt. ix. IS. Luke alone has this more

precise d< ignation of the man from tradition, and herein diverges from

Matt. xix. 20.— In the answer of JCSUS, ver. 19, Luke simply follows Mark,

abbreviating also al ver. ',>!
>. The Marcionite reading : Bbg elf ioriv,

.'a Denge], 188 f.
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6 8ebg 6 Trar^p, is nothing but an old gloss (in opposition to Volkmar, Hilgen-

feld), not more Marcionite than the reading of the text, and this latter is no

anti-Marcionite alteration. Both forms of the expression are already found in

Justin, and our gospel of Luke is to be regarded (Zeller, Apostelg. p. 32 f.) as

his source for the form which agrees with the passage before us (c. Tryph. 101).

Comp. on Mark x. 17.— Ver. 22. kn tv aoi faiirei] does not presuppose the

truth, but only the case of what is affirmed by the apxuv. It does not,

moreover, assert the necessity of selling one's goods and distributing them

to the poor, in order to be perfect in general, but only for the person in

question, in accordance with his special circumstances, for the sake of

special trial. See on Matt. xix. 21. Hence there is not to be found,

with de Wette, in the words an application of the saying of Jesus that gives

any pretext for mistaken representations.

Vv. 28-30. See on Matt. xix. 27-29 ; Mark x. 28-30, the latter of whom
Luke follows with abridgment.— bg oh (ifj k.r./L] Comp. Mark xiii. 2. In

respect of no one who has forsaken, etc., will it be the case that he does

not receive, etc. In the choice of a-o/.dj3?) there is implied the idea of what

he receives being due. '

Vv. 31-34. See on Matt. xx. 17-19
; Mark x. 32-34. Luke, it is true,

abridges Mark's narrative, yet he also expands it by the reference to the

fulfilment of Scripture, ver. 31, and by the observation in ver. 34. —
napa2a[3uv k.t.X.] A continuation of the journey, on which at ver. 35 ff. the

narrative then again lingers at Jericho.— rti via r. avdp.] belongs to -a

yeypayy., next to which it stands : everything shall be completed, i.e., shall

come to its complete actual fulfilment (comp. xxii. 37), which is written by

the prophets with reference to the Son ofman (with the destination for Him, in

order to become actual in Him). 2 The reading wept rov vi. r. avdp. (D, Vulg.

al.) is an inaccurate gloss on the correct construction. Others 3 connect it

with te7^g8., and explain either : upon the Son of man, as Matt. xiii. 14 (so

the majority), or of Him (Bornemann, following Beza). But even apart

from the fact that the position of the words rather suggests the connection

given above, the unlimited irav-a to yeyp. is opposed to the latter, since the

prophets have written much, which was neither to be fulfilled upon nor oj

the Messiah. Besides, the following ver. 32 f. is opposed to Bornemann.

seeing it is not there said what the Messiah should do, but what He should

suffer. — Ver. 34. An emphatic prolixity, even more than at ix. 45. The
failure to understand has reference not to the meaning of the words, but to

thefact as the Messianic destiny.— a-' avrav] comp. ix. 45, x. 21, xix. 42,

frequently in the LXX.
Vv. 35-43. See on Matt. xx. 29-34 : Mark x. 40-52. Luke, reproducing

Mark's narrative in an abridged form, adds nevertheless independently the

important conclusion (ver. 43), and follows a variation of the tradition in

1 Comp. xvi. 25, vi. 34, xxiii. 41 ; Dem. 78. comp. " Mace. vi. 41.

3: m ie Ka^rire, av t' aTroAc^tjTe
; 102. 17: 3 Castalio and many more, including Kui-

Xaiifidveiv ixiv ou/c eluiv, anoKaiJ.fi6.veiv Sk crwe- noel. Bornemann, Schejrg, comp. Buttmann,
fiovKevov. Nevt. Or. p. 154 [V.. T. 178], who refers it to

2 On the dative of reference with ypafciv, both TtAecr0. and yeypaiif:
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transposing the circumstance so as to make it precede the entry. [See Note

< XLII., p. 507.
]

Cut the purpose of annexing the history of Zacchaeus was

in no wise needed to occasion this departure from Mark (in opposition to

Bleekand Boltzmann), — Ver. 36. ri eh/ tovto] without av (see the critical re-

marks), asks, quite specifically, what this should be (not : what this might pos-

sibly be). 1 — Ver. 43. The poetic alvoc (see Buttmann, Lexil. II. p. 112 fF.
| ap-

pears only here and in Matt, xxi. 10 (a quotation from the LXX.) in the

New Testament ; more frequently in the LXX. and the Apocrypha.

Notes by American Editor.

CXXXVII. Vv. 1-8. The Importunate Widow.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks this passage was taken from the same "source" as

what precedes, and it formed the conclusion of the entire discourse. He
therefore supposes Luke has given to the passage by means of ver. 1 a too

general reference. But Meyer's view is far more probable.

CXXXVffl. Ver. 5. Iva /i% elg rkTuoo k.t.%.

The E. V. renders : "lest she wear me out (marg. Greek, bruise) by her

continual coming." But this fails to give the correct force of f/c -Hoc ; hence

the Am. Com. add the margin : "lest at last by her coming she wear me out."

This agrees with Meyer's interpretation.

CXXXIX. Ver. 7. ml itaKpodv/id i~' avrolc.

This well-attested reading presents considerable difficulty. The verb means

"to be slow to punish," and hence the objects are not the elect, but those

whom He delays to punish. The avrolg, however, refers to the elect, and must

therefore be explained, with Meyer, "for their sakes," not "over them"

(R. V.). But Meyer regards it as a question : Is He slow to punish on their

behalf ? This requires a negative answer, whereas the delay to punish is as-

sumed, as Meyer admits, " according to human judgment, does occur." It may

he taken, with more propriety, as an affirmation : And His delay in punishing

is really on their behalf. Comp. Godet, who, as usual, clings to the reading

of the Kec. Weiss ed. Mey. rejects the teaching e contrario (Meyer), but says

that "the denial of a real delay does not exclude an apparent one."

CXL. Ver. 8. bit r& i".

II is difficult lo see on what consistent principle Meyer insists that her. 1 the

speedy advent of the Paronsia is declared, when in commenting on the previous

he admits that the " delay" does occur, according to human judgment;

, the view of Weiss in Note ( XXXIX. That there has been delay needs

no proof ; that Luke's reports of our Lord's discourses indicate 'a considerable

Hermann, ad Tiger, p. 748. Comp. Btallbaum, ad mat. Loch. ]>. I90B; Maetzucr,

ad Antiph. i>. 180.
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period is easy to prove. Moreover, Meyer himself urges just such an indication

(See Note III., p. 22G) as the only reason for dating the Gospel after the de-

struction of Jerusalem. If Luke had " edited" his matter in the way Weiss

assumes, he ought, in all consistency, to have avoided using kv rdxsi, ; that is, if

he used it in the sense Meyer and Weiss give it (see below). The phrase rifi^

tt'igtiv does not necessarily refer to " faith in Jesus as the Messiah." Godet

more properly explains :
" that special faith of which the widow's is an image."

The question in any case implies that the Lord's delay to return will be of

great length. If referred to " faith" which perseveres in prayer, it suggests

that the trials during this long delay will be such as to leave it doubtful

whether many will be importunate in prayer for His return.

CXLI. Ver. 14. The Close of this Division of Luke.

Weiss ed. Mey., in accordance with his view of the composition of the Gospel,

remarks :
" With this closes the great inserted portion of Luke. Passing over

the pericope about divorce which referred to legal regulations (Mark x. 1-10)

that had already become strange to his Gentile-Christian readers, and the con-

clusion of which (vv. 11, 12) was already presented (chap. xvi. 18), he now
diverts to Mark, who likewise here after chap. x. 1 seems to narrate a journey

toward Jerusalem." In view of the nianj7 peculiarities of Luke's narrative,

which Meyer frankly admits, it is difficult to believe that he followed Mark
even here. (See in general, Note I., p. 225.) The attempts to find a motive for

his variations from Mark are as unsatisfactory as they are various.

CXLII. Vv. 35-43. Tlie Blind Man at Jericho.

On the various accounts see Mark, Note LXVL, p. 138. Luke's statement

seems to follow the general line of the journey, while Matthew and Mark give

the more exact relation to Jericho. Hence the theory of an excursion from the

city, during a brief stay there, remains the most probable explanation of the

variations.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Ver. 2. ovror 7/i'] Lachm. has avror [ri v'\. B K IT, min. Arm. Yulg. Ver. For.

Vind. have only avroc. [So Treg., W. and Hort text, B. V.] Tisch. has qv only,

following L X, min. Copt. Goth. only. [Weiss has orror without }/i>.] The
Recepta is to be maintained ; ovror was in some authorities altered mechani-

cally into a'rror, in accordance with the foregoing word ; in others, omitted

as being superfluous, on which assumption, sometimes also jyi/, nay, even

k(u (D), dropped away also. — Ver. 4. [Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with

X B L, insert elq ru before l/MrpooQev.] — ovKopopiav] see the exegetical remarks.

Instead of eKeivrjc Elz. has 6i' Ike'ivijc, in opposition to decisive evidence,

on the strength of which, also at ver. 7, navreg is to be read instead of

uiravTsg. — Ver. 5. elder avrbv /,</<] is wanting in B L X, min. vss. Tisch. [So

Treg. , W. and Hort, E.V.] The transcriber passed at once from El<v>< to EIjtcv. —
Ver. 13. £ur] ABDKLR X, min. Or. Lucif. have h $. Approved by Griesb.,

adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. ; iug is an interpretation. — Ver. 15. Ifluice]

Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, E. V.] have deduitei, in accordance with B D
L X, min. Cant. Verc. (Or. : ededuicei). An emendation. [Treg., W. and Hort.

E. V., with X B D L, Copt., Or., have ri dieirpaypa.Teiaa.VTo, without tic. Tisch.

retains the reading of the Bee, Meyer and Weiss do not notice the variation.]

— Ver. 17. er] Lachm. and Tisch. have eiye, following B I), min. Vulg. It. Or.

Lucif. The Recepta is from Matt. xxv. 23. — Ver. 20. trepog] Lachm. and Tisch.

[recent editors, E.V.] have o irr/ior, in accordance with BDLB K** min. A
mechanical repetition of the article, in accordance witli vv. 10, 18. — [Ver. 22.

Eecent editors, E. V., with Tisch. (KB, others, Vulg., Copt.) omit &'.]— Ver. 23.

r>/r] is wanting in authorities so decisive, that, with Matth. Lachm. Tisch., it

must be deleted. — The position of aird immediately alter ,;, has, it is true, A

B L X in its favor (Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors]), yet the old reading avt rrpa$a

in A is against it, as it manifestly originated from tin- collocation of Sv and

erpaga. So in A, ANKIIi'AIA is written as one word, although translated as

two words. The separation might easily he marked by avrd placed between

them. — Ver. 26. Since y&p is wanting in important authorities, while Vulg. It.

autem, it is to be regarded, with Tisch., as a connective addition, in

accordance with Matt. xxv. 29. — <i-' at mi] is bracketed by Lachm., deleted

by Tisch. It is wanting in B L X, min. Lucif., and has slipped in mechani-

cally from Matt. xiii. 12, although there the construction is different. Comp.
Mark iv. 25. Ver. 27. eneivovg'] B K L M x, min. Didym. have -

preferred, with Bornem. and Tisch. : in. is an amendment by «

aating the absent. [Tisch., recent editors. B. V.. with X B L, Copt.,

add avrovg, after uaraa<p., and in ver. 29 omit the frequently interpolated

aBijT&v.]— Ver. 31. airrip] is wanting in I'> D F L R X, min. \ss. Or.

Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. [So recent editors, E. V.
|

The

omission is occasioned by its absence in the parallels. Ver. 34. B< fore

kohm. Tisch. [recent editors, B. V., >'. A B I) L, Vulg., Copt., Syrr.] have
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on, certainly on preponderating evidence, but it is repeated from ver. 31. —
[Ver. 35. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with SBDL, have avruv, but in ver. 36

Treg., W. and Hort, with A B, have tavruv.] —Ver. 37. iraouv] Lachm. has nav-

tuv, following B D. But navruv came in through the reading yivofdvuv (instead

of dwaii.), which is still found in D. — Ver. 40. Lachm. and Tisch. have oiu-

iTTjCovaiv, in accordance with ABLEAS, rriin., to which also D adds confirma-

tion by gi%govgiv. The Eecepta is by way of an improvement. — [Tisch., "W.

and Hort, Weiss, R. V., with X BL, Copt., omit abro'ig.] — Instead of KeKpaSjovrac

B L X have Kpa^ovotv, which rare form Tisch. has rightly adopted. — Ver. 41. Elz.

Griesb. Scholz have ez airy. But in:' avri/v is decisively attested. So Schulz,

Lachm. Tisch. — Ver. 42. Kai gv Kai je ev r/j >/p. gov ravrri] Lachm. has bracketed

Kai ye, and deleted gov ; the former is wanting inBDL X, 157, vss. Or. ; the

latter in A B D L X, min. vss. Or. Eus. Bas. Both are to be retained ; Kai ye

dropped out in consequence of the preceding no), gv, and then this drew after it

the omission of gov, which after the simple Kai gv (without Kai ye) did not seem in

place. [W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V. text, have : ev r. Tip. Tavry Kai gv, omitting Kai

ye and gov, as also after elpijvTiv. This order is better supported ; the Am. R. V.

marg. accepts gov in both instances.] — The second gov is, indeed, wanting in

BLS, 259, Or. Ir. (bracketed by Lachm.) ; but how easily might the word,

which, moreover, might be dispensed with, drojj out between the syllables NHN
and NYN ! — Ver. 45. ev ar>TC)] is wanting in B C L K, min. Copt. Arm. Goth.

Rd. Or. In most of these authorities Kai dyopa&vrac is also wanting. Tisch.

deletes both, and both are from the parallels, from which D A, vss. have added

still more. — Ver. 46. Tisch. has Kai iGrat 6 oik. pov oIk. npoGevx., following B L
R N (in which, however, k. earai is wanting by the first hand), min. Copt. Arm.

Or. Rightly ; the Eecepta is from the parallels, from which, moreover, appears

in C** K?,7j6i}GeTai instead of hariv.

Vv. 1, 2. This history ] with the stamp of Luke's language is worked up

by him from tradition. [See Note CXLIIL, p. 517.]

—

bvopan koXov[i.~] Comp.

i. 61. Classical writers would have said bvofia Kai. (Herod, i. 173 ; Plat.

Crat. p. 483 B). — ZaKxaioc] = '3T, pure, Ezra ii. 9 ;
Neb. vii. 14. Even

the name (among the Rabbins also, see Lightfoot, p. 870) shows him to be

a Jew. See on ver. 9 and Castalio in loc. The Clementines represent him

as a companion of Peter, and by him consecrated as bishop of Caesarea. 2—
abroq] after the name (as viii. 41), bis personal condition. — apxireluvrjc] chief

pvhlicam, or tax-collector, probably a steward of the Roman farmer of the taxes,

entrusted with supervision of the ordinary tax-collectors. 3 The tribute in

Jericho may have had to do especially with the trade carried on there in the

production and export of balsam (a trade which now no longer exists, see

Robinson Pal. II. p. 537). — ml ovtoc ?>] a prolix simplicity of style. [But

see critical note.] Comp. ii. 37, vii. 12, xx. 28.

Vv. 3, 4. Tic eon] i.e., which among those who were passing by is Jesus.

" Fama notum vultu noscere cupiebat," "He desired to know in person

1 Aocording to Eiohthal, II. p. 291, a mis- Constit. Apos/. vi. 8. 3, vii. 4G. 1.

taken copy of the call of Matthew (Matt. 3 Comp. Salmasius, defoen. trapez. p.245f.;

ix .)

!

Burm. vectig. populh Bom. p. 134.

2 See Horn. iii. 63, Recogn. ill. 65. Comp.
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Him known by report,'' Grotius. — npoipa.fi.bv hirrpoaOtv] [See Note CXLIV.,

p. 517 seq.] Comp. Tob. xi. 2 ; Flat. Qorg. p. 497 A
; Xen. Gyrop. iv. 2. 23.

— ovKOfioptav] The form popka occurs in Nicander as quoted by Atben. I.

p. 51, and ovKopopia, Geop. x. 3. 7 ; more frequently ovuopupot; (Dioscor. i. 184;

Aq. Am. vii. 14; Suidas). The authorities, however, are very much divided

between cvnopopiav (so now Tischendorf also [recent editors], following

BLD X) and cvao/iupeav (Lachrnann) ; Galen also has /w/in/, de conq>. nied.

5 (in Wet stein on xvii. C). As, nevertheless, the reading avKopopaiav also

adds to the support of avuopop., although it is plainly a transcriber's error,

the Recepta is to be maintained. The word itself is = GVKa/iivog (see Dioscor.

i. 184) : Egyptian Jig tree, xvii. G. — £Kslvt]g\ see on v. 9.

—

6dpx£o-&ai\ to

'pass through, through the city, ver. 1.

Vv. 5-7. Whether Jesus had any personal knowledge of Zacchaeus, is a

matter which could be decided only by circumstances unknown to us ; and

hence to bring in the higher knowledge of Jesus (Olshausen), as seeing him

nevertheless directly in his inner nature, is in the case before us a course,

without sufficient justification, although Strauss, I. p. 575 f., builds thereon

the view that the history is a variation of the theme of the intercourse with

the publicans. According to Paulus, some one named the man to him.

trfftepov] emphatically, comp. ver. 9. This day is the day so important to

thee, when I must abide in thy house (stay the night, John i. 39). del is

spoken from the consciousness of the divine appointment (ver. 10), "as if He
could not dispense with Zacchaeus, whom, nevertheless, everybody else

avoided as a great sinner" (Luther, Predigt.). — Ver. 7. The murmurers

(fiieyoyy., see on xv. 2) are Jews, who accompanied Jesus to the house

of Zacchaeus, situated (ver. 1) before the city on the way towards Jeru-

salem [but see Note CXLIIL, p. 517'. and here at the entrance, prob-

ably in the forecourt where the publican came to meet Jesus, saw how
joyously he receives Him. Comp. on ver. 11.

—

^apii d/i. hv6pi~\ belongs to

KaTa?.voai.

Ver. 8. The supposition "Jesu cohortationes et monitiones tantam vim

habuisse in Zacchaei animum," "thai the exhortations and admonitions of

Jesus hail such effecton the mind of Zacchaeus," etc. ( Kuinoel, comp. Grotius),

and that the murmuring and the vow did not occur till the morning of the

departure (Sehleiermacher, Olshausen), has no foundation in the text, in

accordance with which it was rather the immediate personal impression of

Jesus that seized and took possession of the wealthy chief publican in that

manner. His VOID includes the consciousness of his unworthiness of the

.Teat happiness that has befallen him through the entertainment of the

Messiah, and his determination, for the sake of this happiness, to make

abundant compensation for his former guilt. According to Paulus, the

publican wished to confute tin- charge rapd a/iapr. avdpl, and -aid el i

i0. k.t.X. in the conviction of Ids innocence. This is opposed to the

context, opposed to the preceding rd j/ila. k.t.A., and opposed to ver. 10 ;

moreover, his whole style of asserting hifi innocence would be an unlieconi

ing piece of parade. ffra&eit ]

/"• stood forth before Jesus, a joyful confi-

dence. Comp. on xviii. 11. — ijtiiai,] The form ///»-... ( haehmami), which
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Attic writers approve, is a correction either from ypiot] or from i/piaeia. ' As

to the substantival neuter, see Kuhner, § 479 b ; Bornemann, ad Xen. Cyrop.

viii. 3. 41.

—

ti nv6g ti kovKoty.] If I have taken anythingfrom any one byfraud. 2

The el is not to make the matter uncertain, as though he were conscious to

himself of no such extortion, but el ... ti is the milder expression of self-

confession instead of '6,ti. See Dissen, ad Bern, decor, p. 195. •

—

rerpaTv^ovv]

he professes himself ready for a measure of compensation, such as was

ordained for theft, Ex. xxi. 37 ; 1 Sam. xii. 3.
3 In respect of breach of trust

and the like, it was ordained only that a fifth part above the value should

be restored (Lev. v. 21 ff. ; Num. v. (3 1).

Vv. 9, 10. flpof ahrdv] to him, Trpdr, as vv. 5, 8 ; not : in reference to him

(Grotius, Rosenmullcr, Kuinoel, de Wette [Weiss ed. Mey.], and others), so

that Jesus spoke to the disciples or to the people (Paulus). He speaks to

Zacchaeus, but not in the second person (ru oim cov), because what He said

was to serve at the same time as a correction for those murmurers (ver. 7,

comp. on ver. 11), and consequently was to have a more general destina-

tion. Hence it is also at least unnecessary, with Ewald, to assume an

audible soliloquy of Jesus, and to read npbc avrov (to himself) (comp. wpbg

eavrov, xviii. 11). — nadori nal avrbc k.t.Ii.] in accordance with thefact (hat (i. 7 ;

Acts ii. 21 ; in the New Testament used only by Luke) he also (as other

Jews, although he is despised as a sinner) is a son of Abraham,— as which

he belongs to the saving solicitude of the Messiah. Comp. xiii. 1G. It is

not the icorthiness (Grotius, Kuinoel, Bleek, and others), but the theocratic

claim that is meant. Cyprian, Tertullian, Chrysostom, Maldonatus, and

others, including Schenkel, who regard Zacchaeus as a Gentile, are compelled

to take vlbc 'A(3p. in unethical sense (" quamvis genere non sit, tamen fide

est," "although he be not by race, yet he is by faith," Maldonatus). But that

he was a Gentile is in itself (see also on ver. 2), and according to ver. 8,

not to be supposed, and is not implied in ver. 7. — Ver. 10. yap] justifies

what is said at ver. 9 : with full right do I say that this day is salvation

come to this house (the family of this house), etc., for the Messiah has come

to seek and to save that which is lost, i.e., those who have incurred eternal ruin.

The collective neuter used of persons, as in John xvii. 2 ; on the thought,

see 1 Tim. i. 15.

—

yWe] emphatically placed first ; for Jesus declares the

purpose of His appearance. — (?/tt}<j(ii] might be suggested by the idea of a

shepherd (xv. 4) ; still the text contains no closer reference of that kind.

Hence it is rather a general expression of the seeking of the love that

is solicitous for souls. Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 14. Moreover, comp. on Matt,

xviii. 11.

1 Teschendorf, namely, has adopted to more probable that Luke wrote it, but it

T)fu'o-eta, in accordance with BLQAK. [But was then changed into w'o-ea, and finally

H B Q, have r)|U.i<rta, so W. and Hort.] Cer. into tj/xio-tj.

tainly in the classical writers rmio-eta (scil. 2 The verb (iii. 14) is construed like anoa-re-

ij-oipa or /aepi?) is the substantival./' minim of peh' twos ti (Plut. Detn. iv.; Soph. Phil. 1207),

Jj/iuo-us, Time. vi. 62.4; Plat. Leg. 12, p. 956 D, i.iro\ava.v -ru-ck ri (Xen. Hier. vii. 0, Mem. i.

Ep. vii. p. 347 C ; Dem. 430. 8 ; Lucian. Ifrrm. 6. 2 ; Plat. Grit. p. 54 A ; Arist. Nub. 1231) ;

48 ; while ra rjiuio-eia. occurs also at least in among the Greeks with wapd, Lys. p. 177, 32.

Antonin. Lib. ii. p. 10 ; hence it is all the 3 Comp. Keil, Arch. § 154. 3.
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Ver. 11. As to the relation of the following parable to Matt. xxv. 14-30, 1

see on Matthew ; the form in Luke is not the original one ; see also Weiss in the

Jahrb.f. J). Th. 1864, p. 128 ff. [See Note CXLV., p. 518.]— clkovSvtuv 6e avruv

ravra] But because they heard this (ver. 8 If.), whereby their Messianic antic-

ipations could only be strengthened ; see what follows. Not the disciples

(Grotius and others), but only those murmurcrs, ver. 7, could be the subject

—the single plural-subject which preceded. The scene is this—the people

in attendance have accompanied Jesus as far as the entrance into the house

(as far as into the forecourt), when they also observe how Zacchacus joy-

ously welcomes Jesus, and they murmur ; whereon Zacchaeus speaks the

words, ver. 8, and Jesus the rejoinder, vv. 9 and 10. — Both utterances

therefore are spoken while they arc still at the entrance, so that the mur-

muring crowd also listens to what is said. The connection is neither dis-

closed first of all from the contents of the parable (Weizsacker), nor is it

obscure (de Wette, Holtzmann), but it is darkened by the interpreters (see

also Schleiermacher). — irpoodFtg] adding to, still continuing— a Hebraism,

as at Gen. xxxviii. 5, Job xxix. 1, and elsewhere ; Winer, p. 416 [E. T.

648]. In pure Greek the expression would run 7,po<n9f<c 77apa/?. eIttev. — eItte

Tcapafi.'] Comp. xviii. 9. — kyyve] 150 stadia, Joseph. Bell. iv. 8. 3.

—

b-i

Trapaxpypa k.t.2,. ] viriXa/3ov, ore <5m rovro avEici vvv Eig 'lepovo., 'iva j3a<yuiinij kv

d'rrij, " They supposed that on this account they approached Jerusalem, in

order that He might reign in it," Euthymius Zigabenus. — 9ai] to

come to light. — The people think of the glorious setting up of the kingdom

believed in by them. This verse, moreover, does not exclude from the con-

nection of Luke the history of the entrance, ver 29 ff., which Marcion re-

jected. Comp. Ililgenfcld, Krit. inter*, p. 466.

Vv. 12, 13. Here is represented a man of noble descent, a nobleman, who
journeys into the far country to the governor, who possesses the supremacy,

in order to receive, as a vassal, from him regal power over those who have

been his fellow-citizens up to that time. [See Note CXLV., p. 518.] This

representation is borrowed from the circumstances of governors in Palestine

at that time, the kings of which, the Ilerods, received from Rome their

(indicia ; especially the instance of Archelaus, in respect of the fruitless pro-

test raised against him by the Jews (Joseph. Antt. xvii. 11. 1), is sufficiently

similar, reasonably to derive the parabolic narrative, so far as that part of

it is concerned, from the remembrance of that transaction.'-' — e'ic x&pav

fiaicp&v] a contrast with the Trapaxpijfia, ver. 11, for Jesus must first go into

heaven to the Father, but not consequently removing the Parouaia beyond

the duration of the lifetime of die generation (P.aur, Zeller), since the reck-

oning at the return has to do with the same servants.

—

iaivy] he wished

1 In afl'uiif y with the contents of this par- opposition to I.eehler, A pout. '/>'<!. p. 168)

able is the word which Christ, according to that it actually was a word of Christ's.

Clem. Homil. 11.61, 111. 60, wiii. SO, and Apel- '-' Possibly even the locality suggested to

les in Bplpban, Eaer. (4.2,1s said to have Jesus the reference to Aiohelaus. For in

spoken : yivtadt 66x1/101 Tpajrcc,*iT.i<, " IVcoinn .hri< hOStOOdthe royal palace which Arch. -

approved hankers." r

riie wide puhiieatioii laus had built with great magnlfioenoe,

of this Baying In Christian antiquity (Clem. Joseph. Antt. xvii. 18, 1.

Ale\., ori^en, etc.) makes it probable (in
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to receive the kingly dignity for himself, although till then there had been

another king. — Ver. 13. eavrov] ten slaves of his own, of whom therefore he

might rightly expect the care of his interest. Comp. on Matt. xxv. 14. —
6km fivag] to wit, to each one.

1 The Attic niina = 100 drachmas, i.e., accord-

ing to Wurm, de ponderurn, etc., rationibus, p. 266, = from 22 thai. 16 grosch.

to 24 thai. 3 grosch. Vienna standard money [soil. = from $16.50 to $17.60].

The small sum astonishes us (even if we should understand thereby Hebrew

minae ; one HM = 100 shekels, 1 Kings x. 17; 2 Chron. ix. 16). Compare,

on the other hand, the talents, Matt. xxv. But in Matt. I.e. the lord transfers

to his servants his whole property ; here, he has only devoted a definite sum of

money to the purpose of putting ten servants to the proof therewith, and the

smallness of this amount corresponds to what is so carefully emphasized in our

parable, viz. the relation of faithfulness in the least to its great recompense, ver.

17, which relation is less regarded in the parable in Matthew ; hence in his

Gospel (xxv. 21, 23) it is only said i-l bliya (not as in Luke xix. 17, h kla-

y/irrt,))
;
and the recompense of the individuals is stated indefinitely and in

similar terms. The device that the lord took most of his money with him on

thejour iiei/ (Kuinoel) explains nothing ; but the assumption of a mistake in the

translation (Michaelis), whereby out of minae is madeportions (TPJD), is sheer

invention.

—

ttpayuar.~\ follow commercial pursuits. 2 — fa u epxo/iai] during

which (to wit, during this your -rrpay/mTebeG-d-ai) I come, i.e., in the midst of

which I return. As to epx- in the sense of coming again, which the context

affords, see on John iv. 16.

Vv. 14, 15. The embassy sent forth after him (6-iau ai>rov) goes to the

oestower of the Mngdom ; hence ruerov ; "fastidioseloquiuituvf ''they speak

scornfully,'
1

'
1 Bengel.

—

ol -oAlreu clvtov] his fellow-citizens, Plat. Protag. p. 315

C, and frequently ; Gen. xxiii. 11. — oh -&eloy.ev k.t.a.] not instead of dklouev

tovtov ov fiaacA. (Markland, ad Lys. I. p. 280 f. ; Bornemann), but definite

rejection: we will not that this man shall be king*— Ver. 15. In respect of

the form yvol (Lachmann, Tischendorf [recent editors]), see on Mark v. 43.

— ric tl] who gained anything, ami what he gained? [But see critical note.]

See on Mark xv. 24.

—

oia-rrpayuaT,~\ not :
" ncgotiando lucratus esset," " gain-

ed by trading " (Castalio, so usually), but : had undertaken. 4

Vv. 16, 17. 'II [iva aov rc.r./L] " Modeste lucrum acceptum fert hcrili pecu-

niae, non industriac suae," " He modestly offers the gain as the receipts of

his lord's money, not of his own industry," Grotius, comparing 1 Cor. xv.

10.
5— evye (see the critical remarks) : well done! bravo! Comp. on Matt,

xxv. 21.

—

-Since thou in the least hast become faithful (actually, not : hast

been), be thou, ruler over ten cities. Comp. xvi. 10.

1 An essential variation from Matt. xxv. Philops. 36.

The equality of the pecuniary sum which is 3 On paa-iKevcrai (Aor.), see Schaefer, App.

given to all shows that it was not the (very ad Detn. III. p. 457.

varied) charismatic endowment for office, 4 Comp. Dion. Hal. iii. 72. Passages where

but the office itself, that was meant to be Sianpayn. means perscrutari, "to investi-

typified, whose equal claims and duties, gate," are not in point here, Plat. Phaed.

however, were observed by the individuals p. 77 D, 95 E.

very differently and with very unequal 5 On npoo-eipyio-., has gained to it, comp.
result. Xeu. Ifdl. iii. 1. 28.

2 Plut. Sutt. vii. 17, Cat. min. 5-1
; Lucian,

33
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Ver. 21. As io tliis apology and its rejection, ver. 22 f., see on Matt.

xxv. 24 ff. — aipetc n.r.'/.\ a closer reference to the meaning of av&p. averripbc

tl, comp. ver. 22, hence no longer dependent on Sri, thou tdkest up /chat thou

hast not laid down,. This ia to be left in the generality of its proverbial form

as an expression of the unsparingness of the property of others, which, how-

ever, is here conceived of not as dishonest, but in stringent vindication of

legitimate claims. The servant pretends that he was afraid for the possible

of the loss of the mina ;
that the rigorous lord would indemnify himself

for it from his property. De "Wette and Bleek are wrong in reading : thou

claimest back what thou hast not entrusted,—opposed to which is the literal

meaning of alpece and its correlation with e&TjKaq. Moreover, ver. 23 is not in

harmony therewith. 1 The austere character (avarnpoc) consists in the rcgard-

lessness of the inhumanity, in respect of which is experiencedthe "summum
jus, mi,mutt hijur'ui." The epithet oitkripdc in Matthew denotes tin- same

thing, but under a different figurative representation (in opposition to

Tittmann, Synon. p. 139).

Vv. 23, 24. The question comes in abruptly with mi, laying hare the con-

tradiction between the clauses. See Hartung, PartiheU. 1. p. 147.

—

t-l

r,av (without an article, sec the critical remarks), on " lut/tkir's table.

The sign of interrogation is to be placed, with Lachmann and Tisehendorf

[W. and Ilort], after rpdirefrv. ml eyh (Lachmann. Tisehendorf:

K.r./l. is then trie result which, in the event hinted at by dt,a -i k.t.'/.," would

have followed. — Ver. 24. 7. irapeav.^ i.e., the satellites, i. 19. — rdf 6eko /tic
]

the ten minae mentioned at ver. Hi, therefore not those which he hadfrom the

dug, but those which he has acquired for himself with the mina that

was entrusted to him.

Ver. 25 interrupts the discourse, since at ver. 2G the king (not .Jesus) con-

tinues, as is proved by ver. 27 ; hence, with Lachmann and Ewald, Mr. 25

is to he put in parentheses, but not, with Bleek, to lie set aside as an inter-

polation. — Ver. 20 justifies (even without ;./,.. see the critical remarks) the

direction contained in ver. 24 byageneral principle ; but the parenthesis of

ver. 2.") contains the reason wherefon the king added this justification.

Ver. 27. WJ/v] Besides—breaking off. The further arrangement of theking

turns away now. that is to say, from the slaves jusl conferred with, and has

to do -with those enemies, ver. 11, about-whom the decision is still pending.

(see the critical remarks), although referring to those who were

absent, describes them as present in the idea of the speaker and the hearers.-'

— KUTunoii-.] Slay tin in : the strong expression is chosen as Bhadowing forth

the completeness of the condemnation to everlasting death at the final

judgment.4

Thedoctrine of tin 'parable, according i<> Luke's form "I it. concerns, on

1 Comp.rather the injunction in Josi 'Wolf, <"/ /'"". Lept. p. 295; Helndorf,

,. \ r 2 : 8 :•<:, oi/K ai'oipjjtreTtu, Od /'/hi-/. ]>. 60; I'.onirlil.Ulll. ScflU. 1'. 180.

and the law of Solon in Diog. Laert. 1. 2. 9 : 'Comp. Ken. Anab. 17.1.28; Herod, vlit

;,.,,,.,»,.,•.,.,, ui'.Aij. 127; Soph. 0. R. 780; DIod. Slo. xii. 76;

e Buttmann, n ut. Or.] 7. 18.
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the one hand, the Jewish people that would not receive Jesus as the Messiah

(comp. John i. 11) ; and, on the other, the disciples who were to make ap-

plication of the official charge entrusted to them (the fiva which each had

equally received) zealously as far as possible in the interest of the Messiah

until His Parousia. The Messiah thus appears in a twofold relation : to His

perverse people and to His servants. The latter are to be called to account

at the Parousia, and according to the measure of the actual discharge of

official duty committed equally to all, will be exalted to a proportionally

high degree of participation in the Messianic dominion (comp. Rom. v. 17,

viii. 17 ; 1 Cor. iv. 8 ; 2 Tim. ii. 12). This happiness, however, will be so

far from falling to the lot of the indolent servant, who in any case is inex-

cusable, ' that he was rather to be deprived of the official position of service

which he had received, and consequently was to receive no kind of share in

the future glory of the kingdom, to which, nevertheless, he also had been

appointed. But theformer, the antagonistic Jews, are to be dealt with by

the returning Messiah with the heaviest punishments.

Ver. 28. The narrative is wanting in precision, since, according to ver. 5 f.,

this kiTopevero did not take place till the next morning.— cfnrpoa^ev] He
icent hefore (" praecedebat," Vulg.), i.e., according to the context (ver. 29),

at the head of His disciples. Comp. Mark x. 32. Erasmus, Kypke, Kuinoel,

Ewald, and others have : He wrent forwards, He pursued His journey. This

would be the simple k-KopcvcTo (xiii. 33 and elsewhere) or kn-op. sic to hfiirpoodev.

Vv. 29-38. See on Matt. xxi. 1-9 ; Mark xi. 1-10. Luke follows Mark,

yet not without something peculiar to himself towards the end. With

Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 794 f., Lachmann, and Tischendorf, we must cer-

tainly place the accent thus on the word klaiuv, olive-grove, ultectum ; not as

though, if it were eAeuav [Rec, W. and Hort], the article would in itseJfhe

necessary (after k?.at. dpog would have to be repeated), but because Luke,

when he designates the mountain as the "Mount of Olives," constantly has

the article (ver. 37, xxii. 39) ; but besides, in Acts i. 12, where he likewise

adds kcl/iovii., he undoubtedly uses the form klaiuv as a name. Hence, at

Luke xxi. 37 also, klaiuv is to be written. Comp. Joseph. Antt. vii. 9. 2 :

6ia tov elaiuvog apovc."— Ver. 31. urt] because, an answer to did -i. — Ver. 33.

ol Kvptot] the actual possessor and those belonging to him. — Ver. 35. eavruv]

they use their own upper garments for a riding cushion in their reverence and

love for the Lord. So savruv serves for a vivid coloring of the narrative.

[But see critical note.] — Ver. 37. kyyifyvToc. . . . izpoQ -// Kara/?.] npog, not

of the movement whither (de Wette), but a pregnant union of the direction

(iyyit,-) with the where (when He approached at the declivity). See gener-

ally, Kiihner II. p. 31G. In Homer irpoc is often found thus with the dative.

— jjpgavro] for this was only the last station of the Messiah's entry. — tuv

fiai)//rCov] in the wider sense. — ridov] for all the Messianic mighty works

1 Ver. 23 serves to mark this inexcusable- the church or the congregation to which the

ness in the concrete illustration. The text office might have been given back,

does not give any further verbal interpreta- 2 On the nominative, with a verb of nam-

tion of the banker's counter. Lange, L. J. II ing, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 517 ; Fritzsche,

1, p. 414, finds that by the Tpaire^a is depicted l.c ; Bernhardy, p. 6G.
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which they, as companions of Jesus, had seen. — Ver. 38. lv uv6/i. k.] belongs

to qjxoft., according to a frequent transposition. 1— elpfivq k.t.1.] The thought

that " with God is salvation (which He is now purposing to communicate by
means of the Messiah), and lie is praised (for it) in the height (by the angels,

comp. ii. 14)," is expressed in a hymnic form by the parallelism :
" Salva-

tion is in the heaven, and glory in the highest, 1
' Luke gives the acclama-

tion, according to a tradition, which had avoided the Hebrew Hosanna.

Ver. 39 ff. Peculiar to Luke, and as far as ver. 44 taken from tradition. —
and tov dx^ovjfrom out of the multitude, among whom they found themselves.

— iiriTifiTjoov'] rebuke (this crying). — ciu-f/aovacp] (see the critical remarks) in-

dicative after edv, so that the meaning of av clings wholly to the condition-

ing particle, and does not affect the verb : if these become silent. See

Klotz, ad Devar. p. 474. —ol A'e&oi «/)«£.] The sense is : this outbreak of

the divine praise is not to be restrained. 2 See also the passages in Wet-

stein. — Ver. 41. i:-' abryv] over it, comp. xxiii. 28. The direction of the

weeping to its object ; in the classical writers with a simple accusative, also

with eiri tlvl (Rev. xviii. 11). Observe, further, the audible weeping of

Jesus at the view of Jerusalem, not the silent daapveiv as at "the grave of

Lazarus, John xi. 35. [See Note CXLVL, p. 518.]— el iyvue k.t./..] if only

thou Itudst known and, indeed, in thin tit if dan, what belongs to thy salvation !

[Comp. critical note and rendering of R. V.] Pathetic aposiopesis, and

consequently an expression of the fruitless/less of the wish.* Euthymius Ziga-

benus aptly says : el&&aoi yap ol K/aiov-cc i-iKo-rea&ai tovq Xdyovg !->> -

nddovc cQodpoTt/Toc, "for those Availing are wont to cut short their winds

through the violence of their suffering." What served for the salvation eft

Jerusalem was the reception of Jesus as the Messiah. — ml ob] as my /nn^nrai.

— Kai }e] et quidem. See on Acts ii. 18. — ev t7i y/i. gov] i.e., in this day given

to thee for thy deliverance. 4— iw 8e] as, however, now the circumstances

actually are. but thus; often thus since Homer after conditional clauses

(John viii. 40 ; 1 Cor. xii. 20).

—

kKpbfSij] by divine decree
; see John xii.

37 ff. ; Rom. xi. 7 f . — Ver. 43. bri ijl-ovatv k.t.?..] on does not introduce

what has been concealed (this is rather r£ irpbt < gov), but it brings a

prophetic confirmation of the vim di k.t.A. thai has jusl been said '.for there

%haU tome (nol tarry), etc. The certainty of this miserable future proves

that what serves for thy salvation has become veiled from thine eyes. Pol-

lowing Lachmann, only a comma is to be placed before brt. In w hat follows,

observe thesolemn five-fold repetition of Kai in the affecting unperiodid dis-

course. The first takes the place of 5re.
6— x&PaKa] masculine : a palisaded

wall, Polyb. i. 29. 3, riii. 34. 3, x. 39. 1, xviii. 1. l.° As a feminine, it is

'See Bornemann, 8chol. p. 181 f.: Kflh • Comp. on xxii. 43, and <>" John vi. 68;

ner, ad Xen. Anab. ir. 2. 18. Comp. xxiii. Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 889 [E. T. 806],

is. * Comp. Toi' Kaip'oi> Tr)% iniOKonr)<; auv, ver.

- Comp. Oab.il. it
;
Bervius, ad Virg. Ed. 44 ; Pb. oxvili. 84.

v. 28 ; Chaglga, f. 16. 1 :"Ne dicas :quis te8-
:, xvii. 28, xxiii. 44 ; Rom. ii. 16; John lv.

tabitur contra me? Lapldes domus ejus . . . 81 ; and see on Mark xv 26.

testabuntur contra eum," " i><> not Bay :
* On \apa«a pdxxeu-, Bee Plat. Attn, /'. 17,

w ho shall testify against met the stones of Marcstt. 18.

his house . . . will witness against him."
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limited by the grammarians to the signification of vine-prop, but see Lobeck,

ad Phryn. p. CI f. — aoi] Comp. Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 14 : rale ir67ieaiv ipv/iara

ntpifiallovTCLL. According to Herod, i. 163, and elsewhere, at might also be

used. In the Jewish war the rampart was actually erected (hence Schenkel

considers this point as vaticinium ex eventu), burnt up by the Jews, and re-

placed by Titus with a wall. See Joseph, v. 6. 2, v. 13. 2 ff. — awsEovai]

keep close, see on Phil. i. 23. —• Ver. 44. kdaQiowi oe~] they shall level thee (Polyb.

vi. 33. 6), i.e., malce thee like to the ground. 1 The following k. to. Ttuva a. iv trot

is added by a zeugma, so that now eda<f>ifa has the signification, frequent in

the LXX., to dash on the ground (Hos. xiv. 1 ; Nah. iii. 10 ; Ps. exxxvii. 9).

The children of the city are its inhabitants, Matt, xxiii. 37 ; Luke xiii. 34
;

Gal. iv. 25. The city is figuratively regarded as a mother, hence ra riicva

are not to be understood (Kuinoel) of the actual children {infantes). — tov

amp. t. £-igk. gov] the time of the solicitude concerning thee, Avhen God interested

Himself for thee by means of the offer of the Messianic salvation through

me. - k-iGKoiTT] in itself is a vox media, and in the LXX. and Apocrypha

(Wisd. xiv. 11, xix. 15) is frequently also used when God concerns Himself

with any one in punishment. The word does not occur in the classical writ-

ers.

Vv. 45, 46. See on Matt. xxi. 12 f. ; Mark xi. 15-17. Luke proceeds by

brief extracts, and, moreover, gives the saying in Isa. lvi. 7 not as Mark
gives it, but in the abbreviated form of Matthew. — ?)p^aro] He began there-

with His Messianic ministry in the temple. Schleiermacher erroneously re-

gards vv. 45, 46 as the concluding formula of the narrative of the journey.

Vv. 47, 48. Kal ol TTpuroi r. ?mov] The worldly aristocracy, yet with special

emphasis.

—

E^EKpiuaro k.t.?..] the ]>eople hung upon Him as they hearkened to

Ilim. "Populi assidnitas aditum hostibus obstruebat," "The constant

presence of the people hindered the approach of His enemies," Bengel. 3

Notes by Ameeican Editoe.

CXLIII. Ver. 1. diijpxEro.

This imperfect, properly rendered: "was passing through" (E. V.), has not

been sufficiently regarded. It indicates that what is narrated afterward took

place while he was passing through. Hence it is not certain that Zacchaeus

lived outside the city on the way to Jerusalem (Meyer), but rather that our

Lord met him in the city (ver. 4) ; so Weiss ed. Mey. The use of this tense, in

connection with chap, xviii. 35, favors the view that Luke is giving in the two

passages the general direction of the journey. (See Note CXLIL, p. 507.)

CXLIV. Ver. 4. e'ic to EfnrpoG-&Ev.

This reading is probably explained by Weiss ed. Mey. :
" to that part of the

city lying before Him (not yet passed through by Him), which He had yet to

pass through. The Rec. would be simply : he ran before."

1 Comp. Amos ix. 14 ; also KaTao-Kan-Tctj' ei? 3 Mace. v. 42, and thereon Grimm.
e"S<z<f)05, Thuc. iv. 109. 1. Comp. iii. 68. 2. 3 On eKKpe'/uajxai with a genitive, Comp.

2 Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 12; Prov. xxix. 13; Job Plut. Mar. 12, and the passages inWetstein.
xxix. 4 ; Wisd. ii. 10, iii. 7 ; Ecclus. xviii. 19 ; With ex, Gen. xliv. 30 ; Plat. Leg. v. p. 731 E.
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CXLV. Vv. 11-27. The ramble qf the Pounds.

Both Meyer and Weiss regard this as a recasting of the parable of the talents

(Matt, xxv.) ; the former, however, with Ewald and Bleck, suggesting the mix-

ing of two different parables. The dialogue and main incident in the two para-

bles are the same, but the Evangelists detail particularly the differing circum-

stances, present very diverse details, and clearly indicate distinct purposes and

lessons. Hence Weiss ed. Mey. is compelled to assert a deliberate variation

from Matthew on the part of Luke, who, as he thinks, used the same written

source. Accordingly this dilemma presents itself : either the parables are

different, or the Evangelists not only invented historical setting for our Lord's

teachings, but also, to suit their didactic purpose, modified decidedly what

they knew to be His teachings. Modern criticism has not as yet compelled us

to accept the latter alternative. But Weiss ed. Mey. insists that the principal^

character (the nobleman) was not introduced by Jes\rs Himself—that His para-

bles never have such allegorizing features. Yet how naturally, as Meyer re-

marks, this distinct feature of the parable suggested itself in Jericho.

CXLVI. Vv. 42-44. The Lamentation over Jerusalem.

Weiss ed. Mey. thinks "this prophecy takes the place, in a measure, of that

contained in the symbolical action of Mark xi. 11-14, with which Mark xi. 19-2G

naturally falls out." But he does not indicate whether he regards this passage,

which Godet aptly calls "one of the gems of our Gospel," as one of the many
inventions of Luke. Ver. 41 fixes the locality. Are we to regard this as

another of those transition verses by means of which this Evangelist, according

to Weiss, so often weaves in incidents that belong elsewhere? A believing

Evangelist who could in literary interest " invent" such a scene would be a

moral monstrosity. It is significant that here, at least, such critical surmises

are repressed by the pathos of the simple narrative.
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CHAPTER XX.

Vee. 1. knsivwv] is wanting in the authorities of greatest importance. Con-

demned by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An addition for greater pre-

cision. — apxiepeig] AEGHKUYTA A, min. Goth. Slav. Theophyl. have

lepelg. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Matth. and Tisch. The Becepta

[Treg., W. and Hort, E. V., with SBCDL, Vulg., Copt,] is from the parallels.

— Ver. 3. ivd] is wanting in B L K X, min. Syr. Copt. Colb. For. Tol. It stands

after A6y. in A K M U* min. Condemned by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and

Tisch. It is from the parallels, from which also ovv is introduced after thd n,

ver. 5. — [Ver. 9. Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with XBCDL, Vulg., Copt.,

omit ric.] — Ver. 10. [Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort, E. V., with SBD L, 33,

omit kv before ica/pu.~\ — dwaiv] 6uaovaiv is so strongly attested by A B L M Q X,

min., that it is to be adopted, with Lachm. and Tisch., and Saaiv to be re-

garded as a grammatical emendation. — Ver. 13. ld6v~Ec] is wanting in B C D L
Q X, min. vss. Ambr., and is condemned by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and

Tisch. [recent editors, E. V.]. The superfluous word was omitted on account

of the parallels ; there was no reason for its addition. — Ver. 14. iavrovc'] Tisch.

has aTihftovc, following B D L E X, min. vss. The Becepta is from ver. 5 and
Mark xii. 7 ; comp. Matt. xxi. 38. From the parallels also comes Sevte, which,

in accordance with very important evidence, is deleted by Einck, Lachm. and
Tisch. Luke nowhere has the word. — Ver. 19. With Lachm. and Tisch., on
preponderant evidence, read : ol ypap.fi. nal ol apxup. — Ver. 20. e'ic rii] B C D L
X have ware, which, with Bornemann, Lachm. and Tisch., is to be adopted ; the

e'tc to, foreign to Luke, is an interpretation. — [Ver. 22. Tisch., recent editors,

E. V., with X A B L, 33, read ?/«<2c.] — Ver. 23. H fie ireip&&-E~\ condemned by
Griesb. and Einck, deleted by Tisch., following B L N, min. Copt. Arm.
Eightly ; it is from Matt. xxii. 18, whence also in C vKOKpiral, too, is interpo-

lated. — Ver. 24. Instead of debars Elz. has l-idEitjare, in opposition to decisive

evidence ; it is from Matth. — After dqvdpiov Lachm. has in brackets ol 6*e

hdiL^av, leal eittev. Not strongly enough attested by B L N, min. vss. to appear

otherwise than a gloss in accordance with the parallels. — [Tisch., W. and Hort,

Weiss, E. V., with X B L, Copt., read ol instead of airoepiQEVTsc. In ver. 25 the

same mss. have ivpbc avrovc, and toLvvv d.K66nr£ ; accepted by recent editors, the

latter by E. V.] — Ver. 27. dvTiteyovrcc] BCBL X, min. vss. have ?.kyovrec.

Approved by Schulz and Fritzsche, ad Marc. XII. 8. [Accepted by Treg., W.
and Hort, E. V.] An emendation, according to the parallels. — Ver. 28. Instead

of the second dnoQdvri, B L P X** min. vss. (including Vulg. It.) Lachm. have

merely y. [So Tisch., recent editors, E, V.] An attempt at improvement sug-

gested by ignorance. — Vv. 30, 31. Much confusion among the authorities.

Lachm. has retained the Becepta, nevertheless he places before uaavruc another

ucavTuc in brackets, and throws out the nai which Elz. has after inrd, with

Griesb. and Scholz. I agree with Tisch. in regarding as original the text of

B D L N, 157 : Kal 6 dsvTepoc teal u rphoc U.ajiev avr?/v uoavruc 6i ml ol frrrTa ov
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kotcA. r.my; k. aneQ. [So recent editors, E. V.] Comp. Bornem. in the Stud. u.

Ki it. 1843, p. 13C ; also Rinck, Lucubr. p. 333. To this text the gloss f.Xafiev

airr/v was added too 6svt.\ this occasioned the dropping out of these words in

their true place, and there appeared : nal 6 Sevrepoc i>.aflev avri/v k. 6 rptTog k.t.'a.

Thus still Copt. The deleting of k"Kadev avrijv in this spurious place, without

restoring them again to the genuine one, occasioned the text of D : na\ & 6eirepoc

n. 6 rpiror (without eX. air.). The Beeepta has grown up out of circumstantial

. Even the double uoavruc (A E II Y F A, min. Goth. Syr., taken by
Matth. into the text) is a gloss ; it was thought to be necessary to complete the

simple hlaQev avrjjv. The nal, which Elz. has after [-rd, is indeed defended by
Rinck, but decisively condemned by the authorities. A connective addition

made from misunderstanding. — Ver. 32 is, as by Tisch., to be read : vcrepov nal

7} yvvfj ciTitOavev (Lachm. : var. aired, a. y -/.). The Recepta is from Matth. — Ver.

33. The order of the words : y yvv// ovv i\> nj uvaor. (B L), is, with Tisch., to be

preferred; it was altered in accordance with the parallels. — [W. and Hort,

R. V., with X D L, 1, 33, Copt., read iarac instead of yivsrai, and in ver. 34 Tisch.,

recent editors, R. Y., with SBDL, Copt., Yulg., omit a.-oKptOtic.'] — Ycr. 34.

eKyafiiGKovrai] objectionable, since A K M P U T A, min. have SKyaui^ovrai, while

BL8, min. Or. Epiph. Nyss. have yafiianov-ai. Read the latter, with Lachm.

and Tisch. The Recepta and EKya/iiCovrai are glosses to give greater precision.

Ecpially, however, at ver. 35 also is not to be read yauifavTcu, with Matth. Lachm.

Tisch. [Treg., W. and Hort, E. Y.], in accordance with D L Q R A N, but

yafiioKovTut, in accordance with B. — [Yer. 36. Recent editors (against Tisch.),

R. V., with A B D L, read ovde before yap.— Ver. 37. Tisch., Treg., W. and

Hort, R. V., with X B D L, omit t6v before Oeov the second and third time.]

— Ver. 40. 6z~\ BL K, min. Copt. Tisch. have yap. Rightly
;
yap was not un-

derstood. — [Yer. 42. Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort, E. Y., with S B L, Copt.,

read avrbg yap instead of ml airdc.]

Vv. 1-8. See on Matt. xxi. 23-27 ; Mark \i. 27-33. Luke follows Mark

with some abbreviation, and with .some material peculiar to himself, as also

in the further portions of this chapter. — h /
pwv] (without ekeivuv,

see the critical remarks) is, as v. 17, viii. 22, an approximate statement of

the date ; the days in question arc meant, to wit, of the stay in Jerusalem.

Schleiermacher is arbitrary in seeing here the beginning of a special docu-

ment. — knioTTjcav] nunc. upon. The idea of suddenness and unexpectedness is

not of itself contained in the word, and needed to lie expressed, 1 or at least

suggested by the context (comp. on ii. 9). — Ver. 2. f/] introduces a more

definite idea of the point of the question. —Yer. 3. /.< ! nal is the

.simple nm! : I will ask you, and tell me (what 1 shall ask you). Then fol-

lows the question itself. — oweXoy.] they reckoned, they considered. Only

here in the New Testament, frequently in the classical writers. Ver. 6.

labs m.t<.'//W. /><;.] a later form of the tradition. The word is not

elsewhere id :iine< 1 .

'•'

It denotes the stoning' iloirn.

Vv. 9 l'.i. Bee on Matt. xxi. 83-46 ;
.Mark \ii. 1 12. [See Note < XI.YII.,

p. 524.] — r/p • n
i

after that despatch of the members of the Sanhedrin.

—

i ; [S0Cr. viii. tl ; I'liil" PlaCC. '-'

C( nap. KaraXidovv ill Josoplllis, (caraAitfo-

p. 981 I '. in Loesner. po\<.u-. Ex. xvii. I.
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7rpde r. Aadv] " muniendum contra interpellationem antistitum," " to defend

himself against the questioning of the priests," Bengel. Otherwise in Matt,

and Mark, according to whom the discourse is addressed directly to the

members of the Sanhedrim, and these, according to Luke, are also present

(ver. 19). — Ver. 10. Sugovgiv] (see the critical remarks): see on 1 Cor. ix.

18 ; Eph. vi. 3.

—

-abru] to him, the possessor of the vineyard, by the ser-

vants. — Ver. 11. Trpoosdero 7rt'/zi/'<"] a, Hebraism, Gen. iv. 2, and elsewhere. 1

— Ver. 13. Iouq] perchance. The corresponding German word (vielleicht) ex-

presses not mere conjecture, but, although in a still doubting form, his ex-

pectation (''spent rationi congruentem," "a hope agreeing with reason,"

Bengel). 2 Only here in the New Testament. — Ver. 14. Idovrec Se abror]

with emphasis, corresponding to the previous tovtov uUvtec. — Ver. 16. el-rvov]

Persons from the people in ver. 9, who have comprehended, although dim-

ly, the foreshadowing of evil. — ,uy yhocro] (see on Rom. iii. 4), to wit, that

the ysapyoi lay hands themselves on the son, kill him, and bring about the

airakkaei k.t.?.. ! — Ver. 17. ovv\ what then, if your//?} yhoiro is to be allowed,

what then is this scriptural saying, etc. It is meaningless, there is nothing in

it. — Ver. 19. ml e<poj3.] na'i, and yet ; comp. on Mark xii. 12. — eyvaoav] the

people, to wit, 3 whose understanding the passage of Scripture, ver. 171, ac-

companied by the heart-penetrating glance of Jesus (ep(3Xefac), has opened.

Vv. 20-26. See on Matt. xxii. 15-22 ; Mark xii. 13-17. — i^apar^pip. ] having

watched, so that they had thus further lain in wait for Him after that hour,

ver. 19, in order to be able to entrap Him. — kyna-&trove] people instigated, se-

cretly commissioned. 4— iavrobg dinaiovc elvai] who feigned that they themselves

were strict observers of the laic, who, therefore, by the pressure of their own
consciences (not instigated by other people), came with the followdng ques-

tion. These therefore are such "qui turn, quum mnxime falhnit, id agunt,

ut viri boni videantur," Cicero, Off. i. 13.

—

kircM^.J The subject is the

members of the Sanhedrim. — avrov 16yov\ in order to take hold ofHim on a

word, avrov docs not depend on ?.6yov (Kypke, Kuinoel, Bleek), but on

eKi?id(3., and ?.6yov is the secondary object. 6 The Vulgate rightly has :

"eum in sermone."— wore (see the critical remarks), as iv. 29 ; Matt. xxiv.

24. — Tyapxy «. ry tfoi'tr. -.
?}y.J

to the supremacy and (and es]iecially) thepower

of the procurator. To combine the two (" the supremacy and power of the

magistrate," Beza, de Wette, Bleek) is not indeed forbidden by the repetition

of the article, but it is opposed by it, because this repetition would have no

motive. — Ver. 21. Aa/nfidv. rrpoauTr.] art not & partisan. See on Gal. ii. 6. —
Ver. 22. Qopov] capitation and land-tribute, to be distinguished from tDmc,

the indirect tribute (the tax on merchandise). 6 Luke uses the Greek instead

1 Cornp. on xix. 11, and see Valckenaer, all to the hierarchs.

p. 253 f

.

* Plat. Axioch. p. 368 E ; Dem. 1483. 1

;

2 See Locella, ad Xen. EpJi. p. 213 ; Borne- Polyb. xiii. 5. 1 ; Joseph. Antt. vl. 5. 2.

mann, Schol. p. 122 f.; Ellendt, Lex. Sojrfi. I. 6 See Job xxx. 18. Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 12 :

p. 855. iTTiXafi^dveTaL avrov rjj? ituo?.

3 See on Mark xii. 12. The reference to 6 See Kypke, II. p. 183 f., and already

the scribes and chief priests involves us in Thomas Magister, p. 900, ed. Bern. Comp.
subtleties as in Grotius, Lange, L. J. III. Rom. xiii. 7.

p. 494, and others, wpbs o.vtov<; refers first of
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of the Roman word Kfvoov, found in Matthew and Mark. — Vcr. 20. Observe

the careful depicting of the triumph of Jesus. Comp. ver. 39 f.

Vv. 27 10. See on Matt. xxii. 23-33; Mark xii. 18-27.— ol avriTiiyovreg]

does not belong by an abnormal apposition to top 2addovicaiav (thus usually, in-

cludingWiner, p. 471 [E. T. 532]), but to nvig. [See critical note. The read-

ing /. ; tvreg favors the other view.] These nvfr, namely, sofa/r as they were

7iv:r rav Eaddovic., are more precisely characterized by ol avritey. k.t.'/. : People

'irlto there concerted together (participle with article, see Kuhner, II. p. 131).

— avaor. fiq eivat] On ////and infinitive after avriXiy., comp. Xen. Anab. ii.

5. '~i», and see in general Bernhardy, p. 304 ; Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 168.

— Ver. 28. ko.1 ovtoc k.t.'/,.] and indeed shall here died without children. See

Matthiae, p. 1040. —Ver. 29. ovv] for the subsequent procedure took place

in consequence of that law. — Ver. 30 f. According to the rectified text 1 3ee

the critical remarks) : And the second and the third tool- her ; in like manner,

moreover, also (as those three who had taken her and died childless) th • < I - n

(collectively, comp. xvii. 17) left behind no children, anil died. Logically

a-k-Qavov ought to precede, but the emphasis of oh nart?.. renva has occasioned

the vcrepou npdrepov.
1— Ver. 34 f. ol viol tov aluvog robrov] Comp. on xvi. 8.

Yet here what is meant is not according to the ethical, but the physical

idea : the men of the pre-Messianic periods of the world. — ol 6£ Karal-iad: k.t.'/.}

lot they who (at the Parousia) shall be counted worthy (comp. 2 Thess. i. 5)

to become partakers of the future age (the Messianic period), and of the resur-

rection from the dead. Herein is to be observed—(1) that here is likewise a

irpo-epov vcrcpov (comp. on ver. 31), for the resurrect inn discloses the participa-

tion in the aiuv lunvnc ; but the context (see also rye avunroa. via} urrrc, ver.

3G) shows that Jesus has in view onhj those who are tobe raised, apart from

those who are still living here at the Parousia, com]). Rom. viii. 11
; (2) ac-

cording to the connection (nara^tud., and see ver. 30), the resurrection here

meant is defined as thefirst, the iivi'ia-aoic tup dinaiuv (see on xiv. 14). — The

genitives tov aiuv. en. and nfcdvaerr. are governed by rvy^rr Moreover, comp.

the Rabbinical dignusfuturo saeculo XDn oSty H3U, in Schoettgen and Wet-

stein.— Ver. 36. With Lachmann, following A B I> LP, we must write

(Winer, |>. 434 f.
1
10. T. 400] ; Buttmann, p. 315 [E. T. 308]) : for

miliar can the;/ die an// more. The immortality of those who have risen

again, even if it docs not exclude the difference of sex absolutely (comp.

Delitzsch, /lib!. Psych, p. 459 4
), still excludes marriage among them, since

Ration presupposes a mortal race ; evrav&a f/fa yap i -or, did.

i lihn :•. i'. p. 620; Bornemann, placed in a parenthesis, which, Indeed,

p. i ::.. Lachmann does, although ii is aowlse noti-

s Comp, Aesch. Pivm. 289 : toiovtoo tv\,^ fii d, nol even by the twofold <
''->>, \\ hereby

ovk ritiu&ifv ; Winer, p. 687 [B. T. 600]. the two predicates are emphatically kept

•Comp. tin' critical remarks on xii. 96 apart.

critical note in this verse]. The A'* - 4 Who nevertheless assumes without

cepla own Is to be regarded as i sohanioal proof (p. 102) thai Adam's body, before the

repetition rr<iin what lias gone before. Bor- creation of the woman, was exti rnaUy with'

nemann defends out< by the supposition out sex, and that this also is the ease with

thai ii corresponds with the following <ai. the bodies of the ii

Bui ia that case ivayy. yap eicri mu.-t 1
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tovto ya.Li.oc, " for now since there is death, there is therefore marriage,"

Theophylact. — laciyy. . . . bvreg
]
gives the reason of the ov6e aizo&aveZv en

6vvav-ai ; their immortality depends upon their changed nature, which will

be—(1) equality with the angels ; and (2) sonship of God. The former in re-

spect of their higher and no longer fleshly corporeality (in opposition to

Hofmann, Schriftlew. I. p. 316 f. ; Delitzsch, and others ; comp. on Matt,

xxii. 30) ; the latter plainly not in the moral, but in the metaphysical

sense ; they, as risen again, have entered into the participation of divine life

and divine glory (comp. on Matt. v. 9, 45), in respect of which the freedom

from death is essential. See on viol Qeov, so far as it is used in Matthew
and Luke (in Mark this designation does not occur) of the faithful only in

respect of their condition after the Parpusia, the apt remarks of Kaeuffer in

the Sachs. Stud. 1843, p. 202 If. But the expression cannot be borrowed

from the Old Testament designation of the angels as sons of God (so Wit-

tichen, Ideen Gottes als d. Voters, p. 43), since the risen ones shall only be

angel-like, not angels. — Ver. 37. Observe the special selected word efiijwaev,

which denotes the announcement of something concealed.
1 — Kal M.] i.e., even

Moses, to whom ye are nevertheless apjiealing for a proof of the contrary,

ver. 28.

—

6g leyei nvpiov k.t./L] " narrando sc. quod Deus dixerat," "in

narrating, namely, what God had said," Grotius. — Ver. 38. iravree yap airy

(uaiv]for all (whose God He is) arc living to Him. The emphasis lies on

kcivtsc : no one is dead to Him. abrti is the dative of reference : in respect

of Him, that is, in relation to Him who is their God, they are—even although

dead in relation to men

—

living.'2 This state of living actually has place in

the intermediate state of Paradise, 3 where they, although dead in reference

to living men, continue to live to God, and therewith is established the

future resurrection as the necessary completion of this state of living. The
argumentation in Luke is accordingly, by the addition of ver. 38, not differ-

ent from that in Matthew and Mark, and it takes no inappropriate turn (de

Wette), whereby the thought must have suffered (Weizsacker), but is the

same grand application of the divine utterance as in Matthew and Mark (see

on Matthew), only enriched by that short explanatory clause a7Jka l,uvtuv,

which was introduced into the tradition, 4 certainly at a later date, but with-

1 John xi. 57 ; Acts xxiii. 30 ; 1 Cor. x. ence to their future resurrection as living,

28 ; Thuc. iv. 89 ; Herod, i. 23 ; Soph. 0. B. as J. Miiller, v. d. Simile, II. p. 397, makes
102 ; Plut. Tim. p. 27 B. out.

2 4 Mace. xvi. 35 : ol Sii rbu Qebv aTTodvri- * The syllogism of the passage is correctly
crxoi'Tes idai tco ©e<u, uxnrep 'A£paa,u, 'laaaie, and clearly expressed in substance by Beza :

Kal 'Ia«:w/3, Kot Traire? oi jraTpcap^ai, "those " Quorum Deus est Deus, illi vivunt, ver.

dying for the sake of God live to God, as 38 ; Abrahami, Isaaci et Jacobi Deus est

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the Deus, ver. 37 ; ergo illi vivunt, et quum non-
patriarchs," is so far parallel as in that dum revixerint corpore, necesse est, ut suo
place £icri tco ©eu is likewise said of the tempore sint corporibus excitatis revic-

state of existence in relation to God in turi," " Those of whom God is God, live,

Paradise. Moreover, 4 Mace. vii. 19 belongs ver. 33; God is the God of Abraham,
to this subject, as being a passage in har- Isaac and Jacob, ver. 37 ; therefore they
mony with the text before us. Comp. live, and since they have not yet been re-
Grimm thereupon, p. 332. vived in body, it is necessary that in due

3 The £u><tiv subsists not merely in the time they shall be revived with animated
View of God, who considers them in refei-- bodies." On the penetrating and fruitful
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out affecting the substance, except in the way of indicating the point of the

argument. The airy, however, cannot without arbitrariness be taken, ac-

cording to Acts xvii. 28, as though it were h avr.$ (Ewald : "all men, so

far as they have a true life, have it only in God"). — Ver. 40. yap] (see the

critical remarks) gives an explanation as to ver. 39. The tables had been

turned ; a few praised Him, for any further hostile putting of questions, such

as mighl be expected instead of praise, was no more to be thought of. So

completely He stood as victor there again (comp. on ver. 26). With the

narrative of the greatest commandment, Mark xii. 28-34, of which Luke is

said to have retained only the beginning and the end (vv. 39, 40), the evan-

gelist has here nothing at all to do (in opposition to Holtzmann). [Sec

Note CXLVIIL, p. 524 seq.] There is nothing of a reminiscence of Mark xii.

28 (Weiss) in ver. 39 ; there appears no sort of reason to attribute such pov-

erty to Luke.

Vv. 41-44. See on Matt. xxii. 41-46 ; Mark xii. 35-37. d-e Ae tt/joc air.]

to the scribes, ver. 39 f., and indeed (otherwise Matthew and Mark) imme-

diately after what is before related. Without reason, Grotius says : de illis,

" concerning them," as ver. 19.

Vv. 45-47. See on Matt, xxiii. 1, G, 7, 14 ; Mark xii. 38-40 ; which

latter Luke closely follows after he has proceeded with considerable abbre-

viation in vv. 41-44.

Notes by Ameeicvx Editor.

CXLVII. Vv. 9-19. The Parable of (he Wicked Husbandman.

"According to Weiss (Malt., p. 4GG) the parable was, in its original form and

connection with the oldest source, really addressed to the people ; and this

could have been in Luke's mind, although he otherwise entirely follows the

rich allegorizing representation in Mark, (see, however, ver. 18) ; " "Weiss ed.

Mey. Ver. 18 is not found in Mark but in Matthew. Moreover, Luke omits

some details in ver. 9 found in both the other accounts, and in vv. 11, 12

uses a Hebraism not occurring in them. Precisely such variations are most

conclusive against the theory of a common written source. Throughout the

entire cluster, despite its general agreement with the parallel narratives of

Mark, there are divergences which this theory can only account for by assum-

ing, on the part of the Evangelist, an unwarranted tampering with the statements

of his alleged documentary source.

CXLYIII. Vv. 40-17. The Conclusion of the Conflicts infhe Temple.

Luke omits the narrative of the greatest commandment (Mark xii. 28 34),

but scarcely because he mentioned it in chap. x. 25 ff. (Weiss ed. Mey.), sine,'

this identifies two distinct occurrences (see Mey. in loco). Ver. 40 seems rather

la of .icsus which leaves untouched v. 17), see the apt remarks In Welzs&cker,

the historical meaning, but is able to de- p. 359 f.

velop its ideal contents (comp. Matt.
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to refer to that conversation with the scribe, which Luke might well indicate

without deriving his information from Mark. On the question of our Lord

see Mark, Note LXXXL, p. 159, and corup. the admirable note of Godet, Luke,

pp. 439-442, Am. ed. Ver. 45 is peculiar to Luke. In view of the great resem-

blance between vv. 4G, 47 and the parallel passages in Mark, it is difficult to

understand why Luke should vary here, if he had Mark before him. Nor are

there any indications of abbreviation (from Mark at least) in vv. 41-44, as

Meyer intimates.
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CHAPTER XXI.

Yep.. 2. KaC] bracketed by Lachm. It is wanting in B K L M Q X IT X, ruin.

Or. But A E G H S TJ V T A A, min. have it after rcva. This is correct. From

ignorance objection was taken to this arrangement, and mi was sometimes

placed before, and sometimes was struck out altogether. [Tisch. VIII., recent

editors, R. V., omit.] Ver. 3. nvletov] Lachm. and Tisch. have Tt/.tiu, which

would have to be adopted if it were not too feebly attested by D Q X, min.

— Ver. 4. rov 0£o£>] is wanting in B L X X, min. Copt. Syr. cu
- Syr.Jer- Deleted

by Tisch. An exegetieal addition. — Ver. 6. After ?.i(k.) Lachm. and Tisch.

have uSe, in accordance with B L X, min. Copt. [Tisch. VIII omits, but W. and

Hort, K. V., insert.] Other authorities have it before TuOog. D, codd. of It. have

iv roixv ude. An addition from Matthew. — Ver. 8. on] is to be deleted, with

Lachm. and Tisch., in accordance with B D L X X, min. vss. A connective

addition. — [Ver. 11. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B L, 33, Copt., read

ml kutu rdwovg, and recent editors, with B, Vulg., have '/oiuol mi Xi/xoi, regard-

ing the Bee. as a conformation to Matthew. — Ver. 12. Tisch., recent editors.

11. V., with tf B D L, read cnrayofiivovg ; and, with X B D, insert rug before

owayuydg. —Ver. 13. Tisch., W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., with K* B D, omit di.~\

— Ver. 14. The reading ev rule mpdiacg (Lachm. Tisch.), instead of elg rag k., is

decisively attested. —
(
So also din (K A B* D L, 33), accepted by Tisch., rec< nt

editors, R. V.] — Ver. 15. Elz. Matth. Scholz have avrenreiv ovdi avrurryvai. But

instead of ovdi, A K M R, min. Slav. Brix. Or. Cyr. Didym. Griesb. have .</. Some-

times with ?}, sometimes with ovdi, D L N, min. Ar. p. Erp. Arm. Slav. Vulg. Or.

have the two verbs in the reverse order. Hence Lachm. has hvr

neiv, and Tisch. has avTtarijvai /; avrenreiv. [So recent editors (Treg. brackets

fj avreiTT.), R. V., on the preponderant evidence.] These variations are to be ex-

plained from the tact that avrenreiv, with t
t
or ovdi, onaecountof the similar be-

ginning of the following verb, was passed over. So according to D, Syr. Pers.*

Vulg. ms. codd. of It. Cypr. Aug. Rinck'. When the passage was restored, the

verbs were placed in different order ; and instead of <q after the previous < .

was inserted. Accordingly, read with Griesbach : avrenreiv ), avrior. — Yer. L9.

Elz. Matth. Scholz, Tisch. have KH/oaoBe. But A B, min. Syr." 1"" Air. Aeth.

Vulg. It. (notVind. Cant.) Or. Macar. Marcion, according to Tertullian, have

ode. [So recent editors, R. V.] Recommended by Griesb., approv i I

Rinck, adopted by Lachm. The Eecepta is an interpretation of the future taken

imperatively. — Ver 22. Elz. has whipuf^vai. But -//,^,v/, vat is decisively

attested.— Yer. 23. Si] deleted by Lachm. and Tisch., following BD L, Ait.

It. Theophyl. An addition from the parallels.— After bpy^ Elz. has

opposition to decisive evidence. -Yer. 24. <m<"1 Lachm. Tisch. have &xpts

(Tisch. &xpt) " ;
. "ii decisive evidence. Luke always joins &xpi to a genitive.

— Ver. 25. [Tisch., recent editors. R. V., with K B l>, Copt., read loovrai Lnst( ad

;

...-,,,| Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. have

ive evidence. The Recepta is an interpretation. — Ver. 33. KapiWoai]
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Lachru. and Tisch, have irapeAevaovrai, in accordance with B D L X, min.

Eightly. See on Mark xiii. 31. — Ver. 35. Lachm. and Tisch. place > dp after

ETvelevcETai, so that &g rcayig belongs to ver. 34. Thus BDLS, 157, Copt. It.

Meth. Marcion, according to Tertull. I regard the Rccepia as being right, as

the preceding clause contains a qualifying word (alQvidiog), but what follows in

ver. 35 needed a similar qualification (ug irayig). Through mistaking this, and

attracting ug Kayig as a correlative of a'npvid. to the preceding clause, yap has

been put out of its right place. [But recent editors, B. V., accept the position

iireicyeAevcerai yap, which is even more strongly attested, than the double com-

pound which Meyer accepts.] Instead of ineAebaeraL, however, read with Lachm.

and Tisch., in accordance with BD 8, eireiaeAevcerai. The doubly compounded

form disappeared through error on the part of the transcribers, as frequently

happened. — Ver. 36. [Tisch., recent editors, B. V., with KBD, read de, in-

stead of ow,] — /caraf.] Tisch. has KarLaxvcnre, following B L X $$, min. Copt.

Aeth. Ar. p. Eightly ; the Eecepta is a very old gloss in accordance with xx.

35, comp. 2 Thess. i. 5. — ravra is deleted by Matth. and Tisch. But most of

the principal mss. (not K) and vss. have it. Nevertheless, it remains doubtful

whether it is to be read before (B D L X, Elz. Lachm.) or after -xdvra (A C* M).

If wdvra ravra rd is original, the omission of the superfluous ravra is the more

easily explained. [Tisch. VIII. restores ravra, and with recent editors, R. V., re-

tains the better attested order: ravra rcdvra, which is found in N c also.] —
After ver. 38 four cursives have the section concerning the woman taken in

adultery, John vii. 53-viii. 11.

Vv. 1-4. Sec on Mark xii. 41-44.

—

aya^Mipag] previously, xx. 45 ff.,

Jesus spoke to His disciples surrounding Him ; now He lifts up His glance

from these to the people farther off, and. sees, etc. He must therefore have

stood not far from the yaCoov'AaK. — rovg jiaAAovrag . . . izlovaiovg] is con-

nected together : the rich men casting in. After tcAovoiovc might also be

supplied bvrag (Bornemann), in which case, however, the meaning comes

out less appropriately, for they were not rich people only who were casting

in (comp. Mark. xii. 41). — Ver. 2. nva ml xwav
(
see tne critical remarks):

alitptam, eamque viduam egenam, "a certain one, and shea poor widow"
[but nal is not well attested]. 1 Kai is : and indeed. — Ver. 4. ovroi refers to

the more remote subject (Fortsch, Obss. in Lys. p. 74 ; Winer, p. 142 [E. T.

157]). Jesus joints to the persons in question. — elg rd dupa] to the gifts

(that were in the treasury), not ; quae donarent (Beza), to Avhich the article

is opposed.

Vv. 5-38. See on Matt, xxiv., xxv. ; Mark xiii. In Luke a very free repro-

duction from the Logia and Mark. [See Note CXLIX., p. 534.] That this

discourse was spoken on the Mount of Olives (Matt. Mark), there is in him
no trace. Rather, according to him, it still belongs to the transactions in

the temple, Which began xx. 1 (comp. ver. 37) ; hence, moreover, the

uvadi/nara are found only in Luke.

Vv. 5, G. Kai nvuv ?,ey. k.t./L] These expressions gave the occasion for

Jesus to utter the following discourse, and that, as is plain from the dis-

1 Comp. Plat. Phaed, p. 58 D, and thereon Stallbaum.
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course itself, to His disciples (the apostles also included), to whom, more-

over, the 7/1 ( belonged. — ava^/mat] 1 On the many votive offerings of the

temple, partly also such as the two Herods had given, and even Ptolemy

Euergetes, see Joseph. Bell. vi. 5. 2 ;
Antt. xv. 11. 3, xvii. G. 3 ; c Apion.

I. L064 : Ottii Spicileg. p. 170 f., and generally, Ewald, Alterth. p. 81 ff.

The most splendid was the golden vine, presented by Herod the Great.

See Grotius. For the votive gifts of Julia, see in Philo, p. 10:JG D. — rav-a

a deup.\ Nominative absolute. 2

Vv. 7-10. 'E-?/f)d)T.] those nveg. — ovv] since in consequence of this assur-

ance of thine that destruction shall occur ; when, therefore, shall it occur ?

— -I to aTjjielov k.t.Z.] not an incorrect departure from Matt. xxiv. :! (de

Wette), but substantially as Mark xiii. 4, from whom Matthew differs by a

more precise statement of the point of the question. — Yer. 8. 6 icaipdc] the

\fessianic point of time—that of the setting up of the kingdom. — Ver. 9.

aicaTaoT.] tumults; see on 2 Cor. vi. 5. — Ver. 10. r6re iXeyev avroh-] then,

nl'ter these preliminary warnings, entering upon the further description of

the impending judgment. Casaubon, following Beza, connects tots with

tyepd. In that ease the insertion of e7.eyev avrolg would be absolutely with-

out motive. The motive is found precisely in tots, which, however, notifies

simply only a resting-point of the discourse, not "a much later point of

time," to which what followswould belong (Holtzmann, following Kostlin),

which variation as to time Luke might have put into the mouth of Jesus as

i asily as at ver. 12.

Ver. 11. 'Arr' ohpavov belongs not only to crq/ieia (B, Lachmann : oV ovpavov

ami.), but also to <p6(3qTpa, because in the connection the latter needs some

qualifying clause, jiey&ha belongs to both. Moreover, comp. with reference

to this detail which Luke has here, 4 Esdr. v. 4. 3

Vv. 12, 13. Upb 6e~ TovTuvTT.] otherwise in Matthew and Mark. But Luke

follows a later modification of the tradition moulded after the result. 1 [See

Note CL., p. 534.
J

In opposition to the; words of the passage | for np6 means

nothing else than "before, previously), bui with aharmonistic end in view,

Ebrard, Diss, ode erron.wmnuV.or. opinion, etc., p. 34, says :
" persecutiones

non post ceteras demum calamitates, seel inter primas esse perf rendas," " the

persecutions are not precisely after other calamities, but among tin chief ones

to be endured.'1
'
1 — Ver. 13. etc fiapriptov] but it shall turn (comp. Phil. i. l9)to

yon for a witness, i.e., not : eh rav fii) mareva&vTuv, "for a proof to

those that believe not" (Euthymius Zigabenus), but it will have for you the re-

sult thatyt bear witnessforme. The context requires this by means of

• Lachmann and Tlschendorf, Following xxiv. 7. [See also critical note.]

AD XK, have the Hellenistic form avadt- * in respect of thla Baur, Evang.p. 477

iiaui. (see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 840,446; (comp. his dtarkusevang. p. 09 f.), thinks

p. p. 801 it.. 117,424). [Treg., W. and thai Luke desires to claim what has been

Hort, R. V., retain < previously said by Jesus " altogether Bpe-

» See on Matt. vil. 24 ; Bernhardy, p.60; daily for his apostle Paul." Comp. also

Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 826 f. [E. T. 879 f.]. Kostlin, p. 168, and Holtzmann. Bui then
1 On '>.. ;,,t, i. f (terrific appearances), comp. ii would have been an easy thing for blm

Plat. Ax. p. 867 A; Lucian, PhUop. '.»
; tea. to name more speoially Patdim sufferings.

As to Kara rdirou?, sec on Matt. Compare rather Matt. x. 17 f.
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7oi) bvou. /uov, ver. 12, and see ver. 14 f. The matter itself is regarded as

something great and honorable (sic paprvpiov ddgav, "for the glory of the

testimony," Theophylact). Comp. Acts v. 41. For the testimony itself,

see for example Acts iv. 11 f. The reference to martyrdom (Baur, Hilgen-

feld, Holtzmann) is opposed to the context and brings in a later usus lo-

quendi.

Vv. 14, 15. Comp. xii. 11 f. ; Matt. x. 19 f. ; Mark xiii. 11 f. — kyu] stands

with great emphasis at the beginning, opposed to the Trpo/ieher. airoloy. of

the disciples. Beugel well says : "Jesus loquitur pro statu exaltationis

suae," " Jesus speaks in the position of His exaltation.''— aro/ia] a concrete

representation of speech.
1— avreiireiv] corresponds to oro/ia, and avnar. to

cotpiav (comp. Acts vi. 10). — The promise was to be fulfilled by the Holy

Ghost as the Paraclete, John xiv. Comp. Acts vi. 10. But a reference to

the fate of Stephen (Holtzmann) is not sufficiently indicated.

Ver. 16. Kai] Bengel rightly says :
" non modo ab alienis," "not only

by strangers." Comp., besides, Mark xiii. 12 f.

Vv. 18, 19. Comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 45; 2 Sam. xiv. 11 ; 1 Kings i. 52;

Acts xxvii. 84. But the meaning cannot be, '

' ye shall remain unharmed in

life and limb,'
1 '' against which interpretation the preceding nal -Qavar. ef v/iuv,

ver. 16, is decisive, since davar. cannot be taken, as by Volkmar, of mere

danger of death ; rather and'ATjrai is to be taken in a Messianic sense. Comp.

the following nryaea^e rag ipv%a(; vuuv. Hence : no hair of your head shall

be subject to the everlasting anuleia, i.e., you shall not come by the slightest

harm as to the Messianic salvation ; but rather, ver. 19 : through your endur-

ance (Matt. x. 22, xxiv. 13 ; Mark xiii. 13), in these persecutions, ye shall

gain your souls, whereby is denoted the acquisition of the Messianic salva-

tion ; the latter is regarded as the life, and the opposite as death.
11 The

form of the expression &plij en r. tce<p. k.t.2. has therefore a proverbial character

(Matt. x. 30), and is not to be taken in such a manner as that God would

restore again every hair at the resurrection. 3 The omission of the verse in

Marcion shows that at an early period there was already found therein a

contradiction to ver. 16, as Gfrorer, Baur, Hilgenfeld, and others still find

there. This apparent impropriety makes it the more improbable that ver.

18 should be a later addition (Wilke, Baur, Hilgenfeld), perhaps from Acts

xvii. 34.

Vv. 20-22. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 15-18 ; Mark xiii. 14-16. What was to

happen irpb tovtuv irav-uv, ver. 12, is now concluded. From this point the

discourse continues where it broke off at ver. 12. [See Note CLL, p. 534.]

— kvkIovji.] representing the object as already conceived in the situation

and therein perceived (Bernhardy, p. 477 ; Kiihner, II. p. 357), being sur-

rounded on all sides.*— Ver. 21. ol iv r. 'lovd.] refers to the Christians ; this

1 Comp. Soph. Oed. R. 071, Oed. C. 685. 4 Wieseler, in the profound discussion in

A kindred idea, Ex. iv. 16 ; Isa. xv. in. the Oolt. Yierteljahrschr. 2 Jahrg. 2 Heft,
2 Comp. ix. 25, xvii. 33, also £7),uioGcr#ai t\]v p 210, finds in the words kvkX. imb o-TpaToir.

\livxw, Mark viii. 36. k.t.A. an explanation of the fiSe\vytia. tj}s

3 Zeller in the Tlieol. Jahrb. 1851, p. 336
;

epjjuwo-ews, Matt. xxiv. 15, which Luke gave
comp. his Apostelg. p. 18 f. for his Gentile-Christian readers. He there-

34
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follows from ver. 20.

—

atr^g] has reference to Jerusalem, as subsequently

eig avTijv. Theophylact : hirpaywdel oiiv ra deiva a t6te ttjv tt62.lv TTEpioryoErai

. . . uy TTpootfoica-oxjav, on 7/ wdXig rEtxvpqc ovaa ^f/ldfct avToi'C, " He pictures

tlicn tragically the terrible things which will then encompass the city . . .

let them not expect that the city when it is besieged will protect them."—
kv ralg x<^Paii] no^ in the provinces (de Wette), but in the fields (xii. 16),

in contrast to the city into which one eiotpxerai from the country. People

are not to do this, but to flee.
1— Ver. 22. rov Trlrjcdijvai kj.7..~\ a statement of

the divine counsel : that all may be fulfilled which is icritten. Without this

day of vengeance, an essential portion of the prophetic predictions, in which

the desolation of the city and the country is in so many different ways an-

nounced as a judgment, must remain unfulfilled. The prophecy of Daniel

is, moreover, meant along with the others, but not exclusively. Comp.

already Euthymius Zigabenus.

Vv. 23, 24. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 19 ff. ; Mark xiii. 17 ft, to both of which

Luke is related sometimes by abridgment, sometimes by more precise state-

ments ex eventu. [But see Note CLL, p. 534.]— 'En-* tt)c yijc] on the earth,

without special definition (comp. v. 24, xviii. 8, xxi. 25). The latter is

then introduced in the second member (r£ 7.aC> roiru) by Kai (and especially)
;

but ueydli] belongs to both. 2— ™ ?.. -.] dependent on karat.— Ver. 24. c-dfiart

fiaxalpac] by the mouth of the sicord, Heb. xi. 34. 3 The sword is poetically

(Horn. 11. xv. 389 ; Porson, ad Eurip. Or. 1279 ; Schaefer) represented as

a biting animal (by its sharpness ; hence pax- dio-oiiog, two-edged). 4 The
subject of keg. and ai^/ia/l. is : those who belong to this people.— a'(x,"a?ur.]

According to Joseph. Bell. vi. 9. 2, ninety-seven thousand were taken

prisoners, and, for the most part, dragged to Egypt and into the provinces.

— 'Ispovcya?..] when conquered and laid waste (ver. 20), in opposition to

Paulus, who finds merely the besetting of the city by a hostile force here ex-

pressed. — serai irarovu. vnb tdvuv] shall In trodden underfoot of the Gentiles,

a contemptuous ill-treatment; the holy city thus profaned is personified.*

— axpi . e&vav] till the times of the Gentiles shall befulfilled, i.e., till the

time that the periods which are appointed to the Gentile nations for the

completion of divine judgments (not the period of grace for the Gentiles, as

Kbrard foists into the passage) shall hare run out. Comp. Rev. xi. 2. Such

by maintains his interpretation of tho Christians to PeUa (Volkmar, Evang. Mar-

/3Se'Auy^a of the Koman standards, and of don's, p. 69).

the toitos ayios, Matt. l.c, of the environs of a On the divine ipyij, which is pnaitively

Jerusalem, certainly our passage corre- accomplished in suoh calamities, comp.

sponds to the /SSc'Auyna t>";5 epT)(jui<7. in Mat- 1 Man-, i. 64,11.49; S Maco. v. 17; Dan.

thewandMark. But Lake did not want to viii. li>.

explain the exprea Ion of Daniel, but instead 3 Tims frequently 2")T) *3. Gen. xxxlv.

of it he stated something of a.more general -:r,
; Dent. xiii. 16, and elsewhere. Comp.

character, and that from his later slaud- EoclUB. xxviii. 18; .Judith ii. 87; 1 Mace.

point, at which the time of tho abomina- v .

.

tion of desolation on the temple ana must * Comp. -oAe>ou aroy-a, Horn. 11. x. 8, xix.

needs appear to him a term too lat< for 818.

flight. We hare here an alteration of the B Cbmp. Isa x. 6; l Mace. iii. 45 (see

original exeventu. [See Note CLL, p. 684.] Qrlmm, in toe.), lv. 60 ; Rev, xi.-.1 ; Philo,
1 Bat*the expressions are too general for Boph, Ant. 741.

a reference directly to the flight of the
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times of the Gentiles are ended in the case in question by the Parousia (vv.

25 f., 27), which is to occur during the lifetime of the hearers (ver. 28)

[see Note CLIL, p. 534]; hence those naipoi are in no way to be regarded

as of longer duration, 1 which Dorner, de orat. Ch. eschatolog. p. 73, ought

not to have concluded from the plural, since it makes no difference with re-

spect to duration whether a period of time is regarded as unity, or according

to the plurality of its constituent parts. 2 In opposition to Schwegler, who
likewise finds betrayed in the passage a knowledge of a long duration, and

therein the late composition of the Gospel ; see Franckin the Stud. u. Krit.

1855, p. 347 f. Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 643, erroneously dates the

beginning of the icaipol kdvuv not from the taking of Jerusalem, supposing,

on the contrary, the meaning to be : till the time, in which the world belongs

to the nations, shall be at an end, and the people of God shall receive the

dominion. In answer to this, it may be said, on the one hand, that the

thought of the dominion of the world (according to Dan. vii. 14, 27) is a pure

interpolation ; on the other, that the tcaipol k&vav would be the naipoi, which

-were familiar to all from the prophecies, and which had already begun to run,

their course, so that at the time of Jesus and long before they were regarded

as inprocess offulfilment. This is the reason for our having ol naipoi with the

article (comp. xix. 44). 3 By a perverse appeal to history, it has been ex-

plained as having reference to the fall of heathenism under Constantine

(Clericus), and to the conversion 4 of the heathen-world (see in Wolf ; also

Dorner, I.e. p. 68). Comp. Lange, who suggests withal the thought of the

Mohammedans.

Vv. 25, 26. There now follows what should come to pass at the end of

the said times of the Gentiles before the Parousia. Since Luke, writing in

the time in which such naipoi idvuv are still passing, has adopted these also

into the prophecy from the tradition expanded ex eventu, the Parousia in his

statement could not be immediately linked on to the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, as was the case in Mark xiii. 24, and still more definitely by means of

evdiug in Matt. xxiv. 29. [See Note CLOT., p. 535.] In the midst between

these two catastrophes actually already came those taupoi.— awoxv ifivuv n. t. X.
]

Distress (2 Cor. ii. 4) of nations in perplexity at the roaring of the seas and

waves. Luke alone has this fearful feature. The genitive tjxovq
5 (see the

critical remarks) indicates that to which the atvopia refers.* Groundlessly

Bornemann conjectures hv arreipla. The nai " vocem angustiorem {odloc, break-

ers) annectit latiori," " joins the more particular word (trdAof, breakers) to the

wider one,'' Ivypke.— Ver. 26. a-Koipvx. avdpuir.'] while men give up the ghost T

1 "Non infertur hinc, templum oul- 4 Comp. Luther's gloss: "till the hea-

tumque umbratilem instauratuui iri," " It thens shall be converted to the faith, i.e.,

is not to be hence inferred that the temple till the end of the world."

and the shadowy worship was to be re- 6 Prom the nominative r)x<*> (n°t vx *) ;

stored," Bengel. Comp. Calov. in loc, and hence not to be accented jjx01^ [Tisch.],

our remark after Rom. xi. 27. but ijxoO? [W. and Hort].
2 See, for example, 2 Tim. iii. 1 comp. 6 Comp. Herod, iv. 83 : rue 2,Kvde<ov rr\v

with iv. 3 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; Eoclus. xxxix. 31
;

a-n-epi-qv ; Herodian, iv. 14. 1 1 ev . . . anopia

1 Mace. iv. 59 ; 2 Mace. xii. 30. toO npaKTiov.
3 Comp. on KaipoC without the article, 7 Thuc. i. 134. 3 ; Bion, i. 9 ; Alciphr. Ep.

Tob. xiv. 5 ; Acts iii. 20, 21. iii. 72 ; 4 Mace. xv. 15.
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for fear, etc. It might be taken, moreover, of mevefamtness (Horn. Od. xxiv.

348), but the stronger expression corresponds more to the progressive col-

oring of the description. — al yap 6wau. k.t.X.] not a clause limping after

(de Wette), but an energetic declaration coming in at the close as to the

cause of these phenomena. See, besides, on Matt. xxiv. 29.

Vv. 27, 28. Comp. on ver. 27; Matt. xxiv. 30; Mark. xiii. 2G. — Kal

t6te] and then ; after the previous occurrence of these o-qtiua. — apxo/jt. M
Toiruv] but when these begin; these appearances, ver. 25 f. They are there-

fore not conceived of as of long continuance. — avcucviba-e k.t.'a.] lift your-

selves up, raise yourselves (till then bowed down under afflictions, ver. 12 ff.,

comp. xii. 32) erect (hopefully). 1— y airoMrp. bu.] which shall follow by
means of my Parousia. Comp. the kicdiiajaie tuv ekXeKTuv, xviii. 7.

Vv. 29-33. See on Matt. xxiv. 32-35 ; Mark xiii. 28-31.— of eavrtiv]

"etiamsi nomo vos doceat," "even though no one teach you," Bengel.

Comp. xii. 57 ; John xviii. 34, xi. 51 ; 2 Cor. iii. 5. — yivuaKETE is indicative

in ver. 30, imperative in ver. 31.

Vv. 34-36, peculiar to Luke. 'Eavrolc has the emphasis ; from the exter-

nal phenomena the attention of the hearers is directed to themselves. The

vfiuv placed first contains a contrast with others who are in such a condition

as is here forbidden. 2 — [iapyOuaiv] even in the classical writers often used of

the psychical oppression that presses down the energy of the spiritual activ-

ity by means of wine, sorrow, etc. 3 The figurative interpretation (Bleek) of

want of moral circumspection is arbitrary. Comp. xii. 45 ; Eph. v. 18. This

want is the consequence of the ftapr/0., whereby it happens "that the heart

cannot turn itself to Christ's word," Luther, Predigt. — /iept/iv. (ituTimlg]

with cares, "quae ad victum parandum vitaeque usum faciunt," "which
have to do with the preparation of sustenance and with the needs of life,"

Erasmus. 4 — d'upri^mr] as one icho is unexpected (1 Thess. v. 3, often in Thucy-

dides) ; thus conceived adjectivally, not adverbially. 6— if v/iac etviotti]

should come upon you, which, according to the context, is conceived of as

something sudden (comp. on ii. 9). The day is personified. — Ver. 35. wc

rrayle yap k.t./L] gives a reason for the warning Kal (jiy-on) a\<pvidiOC i<f> vfiac

K.-.l. [See Note CLIV, p. 535.] All the more were they to guard against

this, as the Parousia will come upon all as a snare (Isa. xxiv. 17), thus unob-

served, and suddenly bringing destruction on them. This must arouse you to

hold yourselves in readiness for it, because otherwise ye also shall be over-

taken and hurried away by this universal sudden ruin. For the figure,

comp. Rom. xi. !). It is a snare which is thrown over B wild beast. — ,•'-•/-

m'/;ic. rcu] (see the critical remarks) it will come in upon all. In the doubly

1 Comp. Dorville, ad Charit. p. irr. thai. VI. p. 77. <>n the distinction between

up. on these warnings the expression Kpanr6.\t), giddiness from yesterday's de-

tracted by Justin, c. 7V. 47, as a Baying of bauoh, and /".>;, Bee Valekenaer, Schol.

Christ : iv o'<; av if(ia<; KaraXdfiu), cv toutoi? k<u p, 262.

(tpivA, "In whatever I shall find you, In * Comp. J Cor. vi. 8; Polyb. iv. 7?!. 8:

these will i also judge you." Similarly Busmcnl xpetu ; and see Lobeck, ad Phryn.

Cl( in. Alex., qiils dives ealv. 40, quotet It. p. 866.

• Horn. Od. iii. !89;Theocr. xvii. 61; Hut. :
.

:.. \ i
; Winer, p. 412

Aem. 1'. 84. Kee generally, Jacobs, ad An- [B. T. 166].
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compounded form (comp. 1 Mace. xvi. 16, often in the classical writers) kni

denotes the direction, and etc the coming in from without (from heaven). —
Kadr/fiivovc] not generally : who dwell, but : who sit (comp. Jer. xxv. 29),

expressing the comfortable, secure condition. Comp. on Matt. iv. 16. Theo-

phylact : ev ay.spip.via diayovrsc Kal apyig, " passing the time in carelessness and

idleness." — Ver. 36. iv navrl naipti] belongs to deo/ievoi. Comp. xviii. 1, 7.

Others, as Luther and Bleek, connect it with hyp. — Iva] the purpose, and

therefore contents of the prayer. — Kariaxvaire] (see the critical remarks) have

thepower; be in the position. So Kancx- with infinitive, Wisd. xvii. 5 ; Isa.

xxii. 4, and often in the later Greek writers. — entyvyeiv k.t.%.~] to escapefrom
all this, etc., i.e., in all the perilous circumstances whose occurrence I have

announced to you as preceding the Parousia (from ver. 8 onward), to deliver

your life, which is to be understood in the higher meaning of ver. 19. — nal

aradf/vat /c.r./L] and to be placed before the Messiah. This will be done by the

angels who shall bring together the ekAektovc. from the whole earth to the

Messiah appearing in glory. Matt. xxiv. 31 ; Mark xiii. 27. Nothing is said

here about standing in the judgment (in opposition to Erasmus, Beza, Gro-

tius, Kuinoel, and many others).

Vv. 37, 38. The discourse, begun at xx. 1, with its varied scenes, is now
closed. There is even now a general historical communication upon those

last days of Jesus in Jerusalem, from which it is plain that according to

Luke He still continued to teach in the temple. There is a difference from

Matthew (comp. Mark xiii. 1), according to whom He is no longer in the

temple when He delivers His eschatological discourse, and does not again

set foot in it after xxiii. 39. [See Note CXLIX., p. 534.] — eTlomv] Thus to

be accented in this place also. See on xix. 29. — E^spxayEvoc] participle

present, because tjv'MJC.eto (with e\c, comp. Tob. xiv. 10) is conceived of in

the sense of the direction : going out (from the temple into the open air) He

went to His nightly abode on the Mount of Olives. — Ver. 38. upOpi^s wpbc avrov]

rose up early to resort to Him, to hear Him in the temple. Thus rightly Lu-

ther (comp. Vulgate), Erasmus, Beza, Bengel, and many others, including

Lange, Ewald, Bleek, and as early as Tertullian and Theophylact. Others,

including de Wette, have : there sought Him eagerly, following LXX. Ps.

lxxviii. 34 ; Ecclus. iv. 12, vi. 36 (not Job. viii. 5). But the context, ac-

cording to ver. 37, justifies only the above explanation, which, moreover,

corresponds to the general classical usage of bpdpEvu (for which, according

to Moeris, bpdpifa is the Hellenistic form). 1

1 See Theocritus, x. 58 ; Eurip. Tro. 182 ;
Nao-wp) ; Evang. Nicod. 15 (upi*pi<Ta.v . . . <=i?

Luc. Gall. i. ; also the LXX. in Biel and tov oIkov NikoSjjuou). Comp. in general,

Schleusner, sub voce bpSpl$<a ; 1 Mace. iv. 52, Grimm on Wisd. vi. 14.

vi. 33, xi. C7 (u>pi?pi<rac to npuit els to ttcSIov
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Notes by American Editor.

CXL1X. Vv. 5-38. Tlie Eschaiolocjical Discourse.

On the relation of the accounts see Mark, Note LXXX1L, p. 1G7. The re-

port of Luke bears many marks of originality ; hence even Meyer must speak

of "a very free reproduction from the Logia and Matthew." As to the view

that Luke represents this discourse as belonging to the transactions in the tem-

ple, Godet remarks :
" This opinion does not agree either with vv. 5 and 6, where

the temple buildings are contemplated by the interlocutors, which supposes

them to be at some distance from which they can view them as a whole, or, with

ver. 7, which conveys the notion of a private conversation between the disciples

and the Master." It may be asked : How could Luke have such an impression

and convey it by his narrative, if he had Mark before him ? The latter is most
specific in his account of the circumstances. "Weiss ed. Mey. divides Luke's

account very much as he does that of Mark, but connects vv. 10-19 (in which
Luke's account shows great independence) with the first paragraph. Vv. 8-19 :

The foretokens ; w. 20-24 : The conquest of Jerusalem ; vv. 25-33 : the Parou-

sia ; vv. 34-38 : Hortatory conclusion.

The account of Luke applies most fully to the overthrow of Judaism and is

less full in regard to the coming of Christ. See chap. xvii. 20-37, where there

is much resemblance to the matter inserted by Matthew and Mark in this dis-

course. On some of the details corop. Mark, Notes LXXXIII.-LXXXVI.
, p. 168.

CL. Ver. 12. Upo dl tovtuv k.t.1.

Weiss ed. Mey. does not regard this as " a later modification of the tradition

moulded after the result," but due to the fact that the persecutions predicted

in Mark (xiii. 9-13) had already begun, and hence are placed "before." But the

accounts of Matthew and Mark do not contradict that of Luke. Godet's remark

applies here : " Can we suppose our Evangelist, to whom Jesus is the object

of faith, allowing himself deliberately thus to put words into His mouth after

his fancy?" Nor need we take itp6 in any other than its natural sense in order

to reconcile the statements.

CLI. Ver. 20. "Orav Si k.-X

Weiss ed. Mey. objects to the view that the discourse broken off at ver. 12 is

here resumed. He thinks the resumption does not occur until ver. 25. As to

Meyer's view that Luke has altered the original ex eveniu, this is objected to by

Weiss ed. Mey. It rests upon an improper theory as to the date of the Gos-

pel ami explains nothing. "If Jesus really predicted, a* we have do doubt He

did, the taking of Jerusalem, the substitution of Luke's term for the synonym

of Daniel might have been made before the event us easily us after." Godet,

Luke, p. 449, Am. ed.

CLIL Ver. 24. &xpt "' k-tX

On the view that the Parousia was pre.liete.l as " to occur during the lifetime

of the hearers," see Mark, NotesLXXXIL, iawiii . I.WW.. IAWYI
. p. 167

Beq. On the use made of thiB phrase to prove that the (i^p. 1 was written after

the destruction of Jerusalem, see Note III., p. 22C>.
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CLIII. Vv. 25, 26. Luke's View of the Time of the Parousia.

The notion that Luke has adopted the times of the Gentiles "into the proph-

ecy from the tradition expanded ex eveniu" involves a more serious difficulty

than that which it proposes to meet. "Weiss ed. Mey. objects to Meyer's state-

ment in part, but apparently accepts the later moulding. Now, if Luke had be-

fore him, as both these writers hold, the Gospel of Mark, and if, as they hold

also, he believed in Jesus as a prophet and Redeemer, they fairly imply that

Luke knowingly and deliberately altered a written report of our Lord's sayings

to suit his own afterthought respecting its correctness. This is a kind of falsifi-

cation which, under the circumstances, is worse than falsehood. It is easier

to believe that the other accounts admit of an interval (which has occurred)

than to believe that Luke writes history in this way.

CLIV. Ver. 35. ug 7rayig.

The better attested reading (see critical note) compels us to join this phrase

with the preceding verse ; see R. V. Weiss ed. Mey. properly objects to Mey-
er's statement that the verb eTrei(j£?ievGETai needs a modal qualification. Standing

alone it is more emphatic and gives the reason for watchfulness : "for it will

come," etc.
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CHAPTER XXII.

[Vee. 3. Tisch., recent editors, K. V., with X B D L, Copt., have the simple

form KaloujXEvov. — Ver. 4. Tisch., Treg., W. andHort, It. V., with SABL, etc.,

omit roig before aTparr/yolg.]— Ver. 5. apyvpiov] A C K U X, min. Syr. Slav. Eus.

Theophyl. have apyvpia. See on Markxiv. 11. — Ver. G. ml t^uftd/..] is wanting

in Lachm., in opposition to decisive evidence. The omission occurred the

more readily that KAI EZ follows, and Matthew and Mark have nothing simi-

lar. — Ver. 10. ov] A K M P R, min. have ov eav. BCLK, Vulg. It. have

etc rjv. So Lachm. and Tisch. As the Becepla, according to this, has prepon-

derating evidence against it, while ov iav is grammatically erroneous (eav is

from Mark xiv. 14), we must read etc yv, instead of which was placed, in inexact

recollection of Markxiv. 14, ov (157 : bnov). — Ver. 12. avayawv (Elz. : avuyeov)

is decisively attested. Comp. on Markxiv. 15.— [Ver. 13. Tisch., recent editors,

It. V., with KB CDL, read elpyK.ei.~] — Ver. 14. dudena] is wanting in B D X,

157, vss., and is deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. It was written in the margin

in agreement with the parallels, and came into the text in some authorities

alongside of cnzdcsT., in others instead of it (L X). Comp. also on ix. 1. — Ver.

16. ovketi] is wanting in A B C*? HL X. min. Copt. Sahid. Vere. Epiph.

Marcion. Rejected bySchulz, bracketed by Lachm. [Retained by Tisch., re-

jected by W. and Hort, "Weiss, It. V.] But how easily, being in itself super-

fluous, it came to be overlooked between bn and oh ! If it had crept in from

Mark xiv. 25, it would rather have found its place at ver. 18. — e£ avrov] avr6

is read by Lachm., in accordance with [X] B C? L, min. Syr. Copt. Sahid. It.

Vulg. Epiph. [So Tisch. VIII., recent editors, R. V.J The Iiecepia is to be

maintained. The accusative was introduced in accordance with ver. 15. Op-

posed to it, moreover, is the evidence of D, min. Cant., which have a-' avrov,

wherein the preposition was altered in conformity with ver. 18. — Ver. 17. A

D K M U, min. Lachm. have to jzorf/p. The article forced itself in here from

the form used in the Lord's Supper (ver. 20).— [Tisch., recent editors, R. V.witli

B C L, Vulg., Copt., read etc eavroig, instead of eavroic, and in ver. 18, with N

BDL, Copt., insert and rov vvv after mu. — Vv. 19, 20. D, with a few early

Latin mss., omit from to imkp (ver. 19) to the close of ver. 20. W. and Hort

bracket, comp. R. V. marg.'J — Ver. 20. uaavr. k. t. jror^p.] Tisch. has k. t.

uaavr., following B L H, Copt. Sahid.; the Iiecepia is from 1 Cor. xi. 25. — Ver.

22. Kai] Tisch. has „-,, following B D L N, 157, Copt. Bahid. Eighty

dropped out before <>yi (see subsequently on/ v), as it is still wanting in Vera

Cant. Or. ; and then koI was interpolated as a connecting particle. — fdv is,

with Tischendorf, to be placi <1 after vl6g, foil. .win-. I'. L T N **(D has it before

6). The usual position beforevMgis from Matthew and Mark. —In what fol-

lows read, with Lachm. and Tisoh., Kara rb uputfihov -<>/)• The arrangement

in tin' Recepta is in accordance with the parallels. — [Ver. 26. Tisch., recent

editors, R. v., with N l; ]> L, read >w£00o>, which is own more strongly at-

tested in ver. 42.]— Ver. 30. Elz. Scholz have KaBUnjaBt. But Matth. Lachm.
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Tisch. [E. V.] have, on preponderating evidence, naBiaeade [Tisch. VIII. has

KadljGEcde, W. and Hort text, with B* A, have nadijods]. This was changed, on ac-

count of the construction, into the subjunctive, as though dependent on "iva. —
Ver. 32. [Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with B L, Copt., omit eItte 6e 6 itvptoc.~\ —
kule'imfl Matth. Lachm. Tisch. have ekXIkt), in accordance with BDKLMUX
X, ruin. ; it is accordingly to be preferred. The present offered itself more
readily to the transcribers. But Gr/jpiaov instead of arijpi^ov is decisively at-

tested (Lachm. Tisch.). — Ver. 34. [Tisch., recent editors, E. V., have ov (instead

of ov /ilj), with X B L.] — irplv y] BLTS, min. : ewf. So Lachm. and Tisch.

[recent editors, E. V.]. D has ewe otov ; K M X, min. have euq ov. Moreover,

vss. (Syr. Vulg. It. al.) have donee, npiv (Q) and irplv ?'/ (A E G H S U V T A A)

were written in the margin from Matthew and Mark. — I regard ewe otov or lug ov

as genuine. See on xxi. 24. — airapv. /if/ eldevai //e] Lachm. Tisch. have he airapv.

elds'vat, in accordance with BDLMQTXS [so Treg., W. and Hort, E. V.,

but Tisch. VIII. has returned to airapv. fii) eldsvat fie]. The //# was omitted as

superfluous, but /ii was pushed forwards in accordance with Mark xiv. 30 (see

thereupon the critical remarks). — Ver. 35. On decisive evidence flalTiavriov is

to be written, and in ver. 36 : fiaXkavnov. — [Ver. 36. Tisch., recent editors,

E. V., with X B D L, Copt., read 6e instead of op.] — Ver. 37. etl\ is not

found, indeed, in ABDHLQX X, min. vss. (except Vulg.), but after on its

omission occurred too easily to be rightly suspected, according to Griesbach
;

rejected, according to Schulz ; deleted, according to Lachm. Tisch. [Treg., W.
and Hort, E. V., Tisch., recent editors, E. V., with N B D L, Copt., have t6

instead of ra.~\ — Ver. 42. irapEVEynEtv'] Lachm. has irapivsyKs [so Treg., "W. and

Hort], in accordance with B D, min. Vulg. It. (not Vind. Cant.) Syr.p Syr. c " Or.

Dam. Tert. Ambr. ; Tisch. has irapsvEyicat, in accordance with K L M E IT N,

min. Both readings were meant to help out the construction in accordance

with Mark xiv. 36. Subsequently is to be written, with Einck and Tisch.,

tovto rb 7TOT?jp. The order in the Eecepta, to ttot. tovto, is from the parallels. —

-

Vv. 43 and 44 are bracketed by Lachm. [and by "W. and Hort, see E. V. rnarg.].

They are wanting in A B E T, Sahid. and some cursives ; are marked with aster-

isks in E S V A II, min. ; in others with obelisks ; in the lectionaries adopt-

ed into the section Matt. xxvi. 2—xxvii. 2 ; and as early as Epiphanius, Hilary,

and Jerome their omission in mss. is observed. But they are already acknowl-

edged by Justin. Iren. Hippol. Epipkan., etc. See Tisch. The verses are

genuine. Their omission is the work of the orthodox, to whom their contents

appeared objectionable in respect of the divinity of Christ. See already Epiph.

Ancor. 31. According to Ewald, Luke wrote ver. 44 from the " Book of the

higher history " only in the margin, but ver. 43 was excluded by the compar-

ison with Matthew and Mark. — Ver. 47. dz] has so important evidence against

it (deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.) that it seems to be a connective addition. —
Instead of ovtovc Elz. has avrov, in opposition to decisive evidence. A correc-

tion. — [Ver. 52. Treg., W. and Hort. with K B D L, have k&Mare, which

Tisch. thinks is from the parallel passages.] — Ver. 55. a^dvTuv] B L T X, Eus.

Tisch. have TCEpta^rnvTuv ; the Recepia is a neglect of the compound verb, which

is elsewhere foreign to the New Testament. — avrav after avynad. is, with Lachm.

and Tisch., to be deleted as a frequent addition.

—

iv jusou] Tisch. has /^eo-oc,

following B L T, min. The former is an interpretation. — [Ver. 58. Tisch.,

recent editors, E. V. (X B L) read t^.]— Ver. 61. After quvfjcat Tisch. has
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cf/fiepov, following B K L M T X II S, min. vss. The omission came from the

parallels. [W. and Hort, B. V., with KBL, have pr//uaTog, and, with Tisch.,

omit u befoi-e alknTup, in ver. 60. The article is found only in min.] — Ver. 62.

After £fw, 6 \Hrpog is to be maintained, against Griesb. and Tisch. [recent edi-

tors, B. V.], although it is wanting in important authorities. [S B D L, Copt.,

etc.] Being troublesome, and not occurring in the parallels, it was passed

over. —Ver. 63. Instead of avr6v, Elz. Matth. Scholz have tov 'Inaovv.

The subject was written in the margin because another subject precedes.

— Ver. 64. etvktov avrov to Tvp6ouirov na'i] is wanting in B K L M II X,

Copt. Vind. Corb. Ver. Colb. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Binck and

Tisch. It is an expansion by way of a gloss, which in D, vss. is not the

same, and which the omission of depovreg, ver. 63, drew after it. The glossing

process began with the writing on the margin at the first avrdv : avTov to -n-poau-

ivov, as 1, 209, vss. still read instead of avTov ; then etv-tov was added in some

authorities before, in others after, because StpovTEg was attracted to what \>ve-

ceded. — Ver. 66. [Tisch., recent editors, B. V., with X B D, Or., read airrj-

yayov.~\ Elz. Lachm. have ecivtuv ; Matth. Scholz, Tisch.: avTuv. [So recent

editors, E. V., with XBDL, Or.] The Eecepta is to be retained in accordance

with A A, min.: it was not understood. — Ver. 68. Bead, with Tisch., simply

lav 6e (even Lachm. has deleted mi) ipuT/'jcycj, oh py anonpidijTe, in accordance with

B L T X, min. vss. Cyr. The addition fioi. f/ anoTivor/TE is an unsuitable expan-

sion. — Ver. 69. After vvv is to be added, with Lachm. and Tisch., 8k, on de-

cisive evidence. — Ver. 71. The order of the words, H etc ex- [tapr. xPZiav> is to

be preferred, with Tisch., following B L T. The order in the Textus reeeptus,

t. i. x- £• /+> is from the parallels.

Vv. 1, 2. With more detail and dcfiniteness Matt. xxvi. 1-5 and Mark

xiv. 1 f . (Luke follows Mark with abbreviation). — E(j>o[3. y. tov la6v] the ad-

herents that Jesus found among the people (xxi. 38) made them afraid
;

hence they endeavored to discover ways and means to remove Him, i.e., fti-

0o6ov, True avEMvTEg avTov ov KivdvvEvcovcnv, "a plan how they in killing Him
will incur no danger," Theophyl.

Vv. 3-6. See on Matt. xxvi. 14-16 ; Mark xiv. 10 f. Luke passes over

the history of the anointing, having already related an earlier one (vii. 37).

— ElayWs] The part played by the devil, who " sensus omnes o'ecupat,"

"occupies all the senses" (Calvin), is conceived of as an actual intrusion, as

elcEpxEoftai is the word constantly used to express the intrusion of demons

into bodies fviii. :;i), :)2 f., xi. 37). CJpmp. John xiii. 27 (in regard to John

xiii. 2, sei' (Hi the passage).

—

'Ioicap.] See on Matt. \. 4. — bvra e« rm> d]o. t.

<L] familiar to the reader (\i. Kit, but & tragic addition.— Ver. 4. Toig [see

critical note] oTpaTqydic.] ksiarpaT^ydg is the chief of all the Levitical temple

guards (Acts iv. 1, v. 26 ; Joseph. Bell. \i. 5. 8), JVan "IH &"s
,
probably the

leaders of the several guards who were placed under Him are here meant

also, consequently the entire Levitical body of officers.
1— Ver. 5. ov»&

The several liniments in I he incident, as these ;ire accurately Irai c<\ by Luke,

arc : (h Judas opens the correspondence, ver. 4
;

(2) theyare pleasedthere-

1 i omp. gtAi'apxot, :i Ksdr. i. D. Sec Lightfoot, p. 870.
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at
; (3) they engage ' to give him money ; and the last step is, (4) Judas makes

his acknowledgment, promises,* and seeks henceforth a favorable opportu-

nity, etc. — Ver. 6. a-ep bx^-ov] without attracting a croicd. The opposite is

/Hera ox'/mv, Acts xxiv. 18. 3 The word arep, frequently occurring in the

poets, occurs only here and at ver. 35 in the New Testament. 4

Vv. 7-13. See on Matt. xxvi. 17-19 ; Mark xiv. 12-16. Luke names the

disciples, and makes Jesus take the initiative. [See Note CLV., p. 555.] The

latter is a quite immaterial difference ; the former is a more precise state-

ment of the later tradition, in respect of which a special tendency is as-

sumed (Baur supposes that the two are intended to represent the Judaism

of the older apostles). — JfAde] there came, there appeared the day. Comp.

v. 35, xxiii. 29 ; Acts ii. 20, and elsewhere. 5— /) wepa] not tj eopry again, as

in ver. 1, because the latter denotes the whole festival, not the single day

of the feast (in opposition to Wieseler, Synopse, p. 397). — Ver. 11. ipe'irs] a

future with the force of an imperative : and ye shall say. — r€> oiKodeo-xoTy rye

oik.] See, on such pleonastic combinations, Bornemann in he. ; Lobeck,

Paralip. p. 536 f. ; also Valckenaer, Schol. p. 264 f.

Vv. 14-18. On ver. 14 comp. Matt. xxvi. 20 ; Mark xiv. 17. " Describitur,

vv. 15-18, quaedam quasi prolusio s. coenae, coll. Matth. xxvi. 29," "There

is described (vv. 15-18) a prelude as it were to the holy supper, comp. Matt.

xxvi. 29," Bengel. — Ver. 15. iTnOv/ula iTtedv^Tjaa] Ihave earnestly longed, Gen.

xxxi. 30. See Winer, p. 413 [E. T. 466]. This longing rested on the fact (see

ver. 16) that this Passover meal was actually His last, and as such was to be of

special importance and sacredness. Thus He could only earnestly wish that

His passion should not begin before the Passover ; hence : wpb tov /j.e iradelv.

— tovto] pointing to : this, which is already there. — Ver. 16. ovketl k.t.1.~\

namely, after the present meal. — e£ avroii] of the Passover. — eug brov k.t.a.~\

till that it (the Passover) shall befulfilled in the kingdom of God. The ration-

alistic interpretation :
" sed aliquando vos in coelo mecum gaudiis propriis

ac summis perfruemini," "but you shall hereafter enjoy with me in heaven

more intimate and supreme joy" (Kuinoel), is purely arbitrary. Jesus means

actually a Passover (specifically such a one, not merely the Messianic feasts

in general, Matt. viii. 11 ; Luke xxii. 30, xiv. 15) in the Messiah's kingdom,

which should hold the same relation to the temporal Passover as that which

is perfect (absolute) holds to the incomplete. This corresponds to the idea

1 Herod, ix. 53 ; Xen. Anab. i. 9. 7, Hell. iii. means here : he came near; and that at

5. 6 ; Herodian, v. 3. 23 ; Joseph. Antt. xiii. Matt. xxvi. 17, Mark xiv. 12, ttj TrpwTj; n^ipa

4. 7 ; 4 Maec. iv. 16. t^v i&ntov means : on the day before the

2 e|a)^oA.,spo2?ow(7i<,"bindshimself;" else- Passover. Moreover, Ewald (Gesch. Chr.

where only the simple form is used in this p. 459 f.) decides that, in so far as the words

sense, as Plat. Symp. p. 196 C ; Jer. xliv. of Luke are concerned (not also of Matthew

25 ; Joseph. Anil. viii. 4. 3. and Mark), the day before the Passover
3 Comp. Horn. 11. v. 473 : <?>ijs irou arep kamv might be meant. But by iv y e'Sei k.t.A., as

iroKiv eie/xev. well as by the further course of the narra-

4 Comp. 2 Mace. xii. 15 ; rarely, moreover, tive, the day is definitely enough indicated

in the later Greek prose writers, as Plut. as the same as in Matthew and Mark. [On

Num. xiv. ; Dion. Hal. iii. 10. the apparent difference as to the date of the

5 Paschke is in error when he says, in the Lord's Supper, see Mark, Note XCL, p. 184.]

Theol. Quarlalschr. 1851, p. 410 ff., that We
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of the new world (of the u-nica-aaraatc, KaTnyyeveaca), and of the perfected

theocracy in the ati,,v u:"//uv. Comp. on Matt. xxvi. 29. The impersonal view

(Paulus, Baumgarten-Crusius), according to which the meaning is said to

be : till the establishment of the kingdom shall be brought about, is an

evasion opposed to the context. Completely without foundation, moreover,

Schenkel says that the adoption of the Gentiles into the divine covenant is the

fulfilment of the Old Testament Passover.— Ver. 17 f. According to Luke,

Jesus, after He had spoken quite at the beginning of the meal the words,

vv. 15, 1G, receives a cup handed to Him (detja/uevoc, not the same as ?.a(3uv,

ver. 19), and after giving thanks hands it to the discijiles that they might

share it (the wine in it) among themselves (observe the emphatic [e'tc eavroig]

iavrolc), for He assures them that He should certainly not drink, etc. He
therefore, according to Luke, declines to d?'ink of the Passover wine, wherefore

also in ver. 18 the absolute ov fir/, but in ver. 10 the relative ovketl ov (i>), is

used. [See Note CLVL, p. 556.]

Remaek.—Although this refusal to drink the wine, which is not to be ex-

plained away, is hi itself psychologically conceivable in so deeply moved and
painful a state of mind, yet it is improbable in consideration of the character-

istic element of the Passover. In respect of this, the drinking of the Passover

wine was certainly so essential, and, in the consciousness of the person cele-

brating the rite, so necessary, that the not drinking, and especiallj- on the part

of the Host Himself, would have appeared absolutely as contrary to the law,

irreligious, scandalous, an interruption which, on the part of JesuB, can hardly

be credible. Since then Mark and Matthew, moreover, have nothing at all

about a refusal of the wine, but rather do not bring in the assurance, ov ///) niu

k.t.X, until the conclusion of the meal, Mark xiv. 25, Matt. xxvi. 29 ; and since

Matthew uses the emphatic a-' apn, wherein is intimated that Jesus had just

drunk with them once more,—the narrative of Luke, vv. 17, 18, is to be regard-

ed as not original, and it is to be assumed that Jesus indeed spoke, vv. 15, 16,

at the beginning of the meal (in opposition to Kuinoel and Paulus), but that

what is found in Matt. xxvi. 29 has been removed back by the tradition on ac-

count of the analogy of ver. 16, and placed after ver. 16, beside which ver. 17

easily appeared as a link, without the necessity of attributing to Luke the con-

st nietion of a piece of mosaic from a twofold source (as Holtzmann wishes to

do), especially as ver. 17 is not yet the cup of the Lord's Supper. [See Note

CLVL, p. 556.] According to Baur, Evang. p. 482 f., Luke must have been led

by 1 Cor. x., where, moreover, the norrjpiov rf/g evloyiac is emphatically placed

first, to distinguish two acts in the Lord's Supper (comp. also Pitschl, Evang.

Marcum's, p. 108), one with the leading idea of KOivuvia, and the other with that

of ava/n>ja/r. He must, have here represented the first by the help of Matt,

xxvi. 29. He must thus probably still have expressly brought in the Bupposed

Leading idea of Koivuvla, as Paul also has done in respect of the bread. In gen-

eral, the us.' made by Luke of the Pauline Epistles, which here even Hilgenfeld

(comp. Holtzmann, p. 237) considers as unmistakable, is quite incapable of

proof.

Vv. 19, 20. Bee on .Matt xxvi. 26 28 ;
Mark xiv. 22 f.

;

1 Cor. xi. 23 ff.

Luke agrees with Paul, not, however, repeating, in the ease of the nip, the
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expression tovto koieIte k.t.a., which is not found at all in Matthew and

Mark.

—

to vnep vuov SMfxevov] which for your advantage (to procure your

reconciliation and justification, and your Messianic salvation, comp. on

Matt. xx. 28) is given up. The entire context suggests the qualifying clause

e'lc davarov.
1 — tovto ttoceite] to wit, the breaking of the bread after -thanks-

giving, and the distribution and partaking of the same. 2 [See Note CLVII.,

p. 556.] — eIc t?jv k/iT/v avdfiv.] for the remembrance of one.
s See Winer, p. 138

[B. T. 153]. It is a mistake to say that this purpose of the Lord's Supper

must be appropriate only to the partaking of the real body and blood of

Christ (see Kahnis, Lehre v. Ahendm. p. 87). Rather in respect of sucli a

partaking that statement of purpose appears too disproportioned and weak, *

since it would already certify far more than the remembrance ; in opposition

to which the idea of the avauvnmg of that which the symbols represent, is in

keeping with the symbolic character of the celebration. 6— Ver. 20. uoavToc]

to wit, 7»a(iuv EvxapiaTr/aac eduKsv avTotg. — to TTOTqpioi>] the cup before them.

— fiETa to dEmvf/aai] "facto transitu ad majora et ultima," "the transition

being made to what was greater and final," Bengel. It was, to wit, the

fourth cup which made the conclusion of the whole meal. See on Matt.

xxvi. 27. —-tovto to -urorr/piov k.t./I.] this crip is the new covenant by means of my
blood, i.e., it is the new covenant by the fact that it contains my blood, which

is shed for your salvation. Comp. on 1 Cor. xi. 25. In the wine which is

poured into the cup Jesus sees His (atoning, Rom. iii. 25, v. 3) blood, which

is on the point of being shed ; and because through this shedding of His

blood the new covenant is to be established, he explains the cup, by virtue

of its contents, as the new covenant—a.symbolism natural to the deeply-

moved, solemn state of mind, to which no greater wrong can be done than

1 Comp. Gal. i. 4 ; Rom. viii. 32; 1 Tim. ii. added in thought and read into the passage.

6 ; Tit. ii. 16. In respect of the expression, Rightly does Keim bring forward in the

Wetstein justly compares Libanius, Oral. Jahrb.f. Deutsche Theol. 1859, p. 94, that the

35, p. 705 : k<x\ to o-ijua vnip t)/j.wi/ ineSuiKev, and significance of the last supper as a remem-

similar passages. brance cannot be maintained together with
2 On noielv, occupying the place of more the orthodox interpretation of the words of

definite verbs, which the context suggests, institution. He aptly shows that the sym-

see Bornemann, and Kuhner, ad Xen. Mem. bolical understanding of the words of insti-

iii. 8. 2; Schoemann, ad Is. de Ap. her. 35. tution, "this is," etc., is the correct one,
3 To lay a contrasted emphasis on e/xriv and comes to the conclusion that the essen-

(not in remembrance of the deliverance from tial actual body was spiritually represented

Egypt ; so Lindner, Abendm. p. 91 f., and by the word to faith, but was not bodily

Hofmann, Schriflbew. II. 2, p. 218) is mis- given in corporeal presence to every recip-

taken, because not suggested in the con- lent. Comp. on Matt. xxvi. 20, and on 1

text. See Riickert, Abendm. p. 200 f. Cor. xi. 24. How even Kahnis subsequently
* Kahnis says: "Only when body and pave up the orthodox doctrine of the Lord's

blood are essentially present and essentially Supper, see in his Dogmal. I. p. 616 ff. But
living can the remembrance of the death how even to this day the Catholics make
which they have passed through and swal- out the continuity of the sacrifice of Jesus

lowed up in victory and life be made prom- by the priests, see in Bollinger, Christenth.

inent as a separate point, without giving und Kirche. p. 38, and Schegg.

rise to a feeble and bungling tautology." 5 Plat. Phaed. p. 74 A : rrjv avanvr)o-iv elvai.

But the point on which stress is laid in this /xev a<f>' 6/uoiW. Comp. Justin, Ap. I. 66,

assertion, " which they have passed through where it is said of the cup : eis a.v6.p.vt\<Tt.vTo\>

and swallowed up in victory and life," does ai'/xaros avTou.

not in reality appear at all there, but is
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is perpetrated by the controversies about the est, which Luke has not at all !

Paul, in 1 Cor. xi. 25, inserts eariv after diadqicq, and consequently also, in

so far as the passage before us is concerned, forbids the affixing iv tC> alfiaTi

fiov to i) Kami) SiaBijKij, as many of the older (not Luther ') and of the more

recent writers (not Kahnis, Osiander, Rtickert, p. 232) do. So also even

Ebrard (d. Dogma wm heil. Abendm. I. p. 113), who, besides, lays an em-

phasis upon ftov not belonging to it, at least according to the expression of

Luke, when he interprets the passage: "the new covenant made in my
blood, not in the sacrificial blood of the Old Testament."— ?} naivr) diadr/nr]']

opposed to the old Mosaic covenant, whose condition was the fulfilling of

the law l in the new : faith). See on 1 Cor. xi. 25.

—

to . . . tKxvv6ftevov]

belongs, although in the nominative, to t<j al/uarl. fiov, as an epexegetical

clause. The abnormal use of the case is occasioned by the fact that, accord-

ing to ver. 19, the idea prevails : that the cup (in respect of its contents) is

the blood of the new covenant which is shed. Consequently to . . . enxv-

vdfievov is applied to tu> mfiari fiov because to at/id fiov has floated before the

mind of the speaker as the logical predicate, even although it did not become

the grammatical predicate. Thus the nominatival expression more emphat-

ically brings into prominence what is declared of the blood (to . . . knxw.)

than would be the case if it were joined on in the dative. Comp. Jas. iii.

s (where /tear?/ lov is joined to the logical subject yk&Gaa, which, however,

is not the grammatical subject). 2 According to Baur's view, to . . . knxwdn.

comes back to a very awkward transposition of the words from Matt, xxvi.

28. Comp. also Ruckert, p. 208, and Bleek and Iloltzmann. Erroneously

Euthymius Zigabenus, Calovius, Jansen, Michaelis, and others, including

Bornemann, read : "poculmn, quod in vestram sahdem effunditur," "the cup,

which is poured out unto your salvation." What is this supposed to mean ?

Calovius answers :
" Dicitur effusum pro nobis propter sanguinem, quem

Christus mediante poculo praebebat," " It is said to be poured out for you

on account of the blood, which Christ was proffering by means of the cup."

A forcible dislocation which, moreover, occurs in other old dogmatical

writers, Chemnitz, Gerhard, and others. See Kahnis, Abendm. p. 10:). This

reference to the cup appeared to give a support to the explanation of the

actual blood.

Reuabk.—In the words of institution all four narrators vary from one

another, although not essentially, which serves to prove that a mode of formu-

lating them had not yet taken any fixed shape. Luke agrees the most closi ly

with Paul, which is explained by bis relation to him. The Pauline narrative,

however, attains great weight, indeed, through his &y£t yiip -. hnb roii

,
1 Cor. xi. 23 (see on the passage), and the ministry of the apostle makes

it conceivable how Ms formula might ii\ itself litnrgically ;
this, however, does

not prevent our recovering the most primitive form of the words of Jesus in

tho simplo narrative of Mark, which gradually underwent expansions. [See

1 In his Or. Bekenntn. : " for the reason 1 1 : Ktlimer, \ 677 ;
Winer, pp. in, 478 IK. T

thai Cbrtet'8 blood Is there." 683, 680 f.J.

Bev. iii. 12, viii. D; Mark xii. 40; John i.
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Note CLVIIL, p. 556.] Wilke, Urevang. p. 142, is wrong in regarding ver. 20 in

Luke as a later addition. The first distribution of the cup, ver. 17, does not

indeed yet belong entirely to the Lord's Supper, and as yet has no symbolism.

According to Ewald (see his Jahrb. II. p. 194 f.), the agreement between Luke

and Paul is explained by the fact that both have in this particular used one

source (the oldest Gospel, probably composed by Philip the evangelist). But

in general there is no proof of Paul's having made use of a written Gospel ;

neither in particular is the passage in 1 Cor. xi. 23, kyu yap irapt'kaf3ov aizb tov

Kvp'tov, in any way favorable to that supposition.

Vv. 21-23. Luke has this reference to the traitor (which, according to

Luke, diverges from all the rest, without any more precise statement) in a

wrong position, where it probably has been placed by way of transition to the

following dispute about precedence. [See Note CLIX., p. 55G.] According to

Matt. xxvi. 21 fL, Mark xiv. 18 ff., it is to be placed at the beginning of the

meal, and that in such a manner that the departure of Judas ' ensued before the

institution of the Lord's Supper ; comp. on Matt. xxvi. 25, and see the re-

mark after John xiii. 38. — ttaJ/v] notwithstanding, although my blood is shed

for you. Not a limitation of the invep v/iuv (Hofmann), but, without such a

reflection, a contrast to that love which is on the point of offering its own
life. In spite of this tvItjv, which carries on the Lord's discourse, to place

the departure of the traitor, even according to Luke, before the Lord's Sup-

per, is only possible to the greatest harmonistic arbitrariness, in respect of

which, indeed, the statement that Luke does not relate according to the or-

der of time (Ebrard, p. 522 ; Lichtenstein, p. 401) is the most convenient

and ready resource. — >) %Etp h.t.I.] The hand ofmy betrayer, etc. It was still

on the table (kirl T?jg rpani^c), after the eating of the bread, for the sake ofpar-

taking of the cup (ver. 20), and Jesus mentions the hand as the correlative of

the idea rrapaSiMvai. There is contained therein a tragic feature. — Ver. 22. bn

6 vloq [lev (see the critical remarks) k.t.2,. discloses the objective ground of

this mournful experience, ver. 21—to wit, the divine ajipointment of the

death of the Messiah, which none the less {jil.tp oval k.t.?,.) leaves the person

concerned under the imputation (of the subjectively free action). — Ver. 23.

cv^rjTelv, to confer, disputare, and irpbc eavrovg, among themselves,- as Mark i.

27. — tovto] i.e., the Tiapadiddvai. With the emphasis of horror tovto is placed

before the governing verb. On npaaasLv of traitorous transactions, comp.

Thucyd. iv. 89. 3, 110. 2.

Vv. 24-30. Earlier fragments of discourses (Matt. xx. 25 f., xix. 28 ; comp.

Mark x. 42 ff.), for whose ajjpropriateness in this place the occasion narrated

by Luke, eyf.veTo 6~s nai (piloveiKia ev ai'T., is neither psychologically probable,

nor is it, from an historical point of view, adequately accounted for. [See

Note CLIX., p. 556.] Many have considered ver. 24 ff. as giving occasion to

the footwashing (Paulus, Kuinoel, Sieffert, Lange, and others, including

Strauss), which, however, would have any probability only if Luke placed

1 According to Schenkel, Jesus allowed against all external ecclesiastical discipline

Judas to takb part in the Lord's Supper, (even against confession) 1

which (he thinks) is a convincing proof
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the contest about precedence at the "beginning of the meal. Nay, the already

past foot washing, which, according to John, is to be assumed, only makes

the situation of this contest about precedence in Luke still more improbable.

That, moreover, only the association of ideas between the questions of ver. 23

and ver. 24 caused Luke to insert here this contest about precedence (Strauss,

I. p. 723 f. ; Holtzmann) is the more unfounded that Luke has already at

ix. 4G related one dispute about precedence. Rather, he must have followed

a definite tradition, which certainly may have taken its rise from the idea

embodied in the story of the footwashing, and may have attracted here into

a wrong position what is historically earlier. — 6i nal] but also, in addition

to that crvfyrelv. — Soksi] is esteemed, Gal. ii. 6. Bengel well says :
" Quis sit

omnium suffragiis," " Who may be with the voice of all." — nei^ov] of higher

rank ; to regard hv rr) fiaci)Aa tuv ovpavuv as understood (Kuinoel and others)

is an arbitrary proceeding, according to Matt, xviii. 1. Comp. on ix. 4G
;

Mark ix. 33. — Ver. 25. tuv ttivuv] of the Gentiles, —ol iijovoiat;. air.] These

arc the magnates (Matt. xx. 25), rulers of the Gentiles after their kings. —
evepyirai, a title of honor : benefactors, i.e., of great merit in respect of the

state, pOssibly in respect of the government (Herod, viii. 85). ' Similarly our

"Excellencies."— Ver. 26. ovx ovtuc] It is sufficient to supply tart (others

take iroielre). See what follows. Ye are not to be thus, as that one should

let himself be distinguished in rank from the others. — 6 uei(uv] not :
" qui

cupit maximus esse," Kuinoel, but : he that is greater among you, who really

is so, let him condescend so as to place himself on an equality with the

younger, and claim no more than he. 6 ve6repoc does not mean the less, and

does not refer to one in the circle of the twelve, but it means one trho is

younger than the others, and denotes a believing youth. It must be supposed

that such were present, performing the service. Comp. the parallel dianovuv.

See also Acts v. 6, 10.

—

6 yyovuevog] he who rules, standing at the head. 1

This use, moreover, is so frequent among the Greek writers, 8 and the desig-

nation is so general, that the expression docs not need to be derived actually

from later times (Lipsius, de Clem. Rom. Ep. p. 29). — Ver. 27. To this con-

descending renunciation my example engages you. For although T stand to

you in the relation of the uvanei/ievoc to the 6ian6vois, yet I bear myself in the

midst of you no otherwise than as if I were your servant. The reference to

thefootwashing, which has been here assumed (even by de Wette and Llcek),

could not be expected by Luke to be discovered by any reader. It is, more-

over, superfluous ; for the present repast might of itself give sufficient occa-

sion for the designation of the relation by means of ava/ceifi. and dt&KOV., and

Jesus was in the highest sense of self-surrender actually the Si6kovoc of His

disciples, as this found its indelible expression just at this time in the dis-

tribution of the last supper. Comp. Matt. xx. 28. — iv fiioy bftcyv] more sig-

1 Comp. fi>fpytT>]K <iTroypa(/>T)i'ai, Herod * Comp, Matt ii. 6; A'ls \v. 28; ITeb.

viii. .s:,
; Thuo. i. 129. :i; Sen. /,'<7«. Mh. iii. xiii. 7. 17, •.'!

: 8 Esdr. viii. n: l Maoo.ix. 30,

1 I : I. vs. pro I'nhixlr. V.). i/or/u^cr^m 7U»I tin p- ;ill(l elsewhere.
>..-.,..•. Dem. 476. 10; \v«>ir. Lepi p 882; Dem. 664. 28'; Soph, PMJ. 886; Polyb. I
Meier, </ proxenia, Hal. 1848, p. to, 16 ; Her- 16. I, 81. 1. iii. 4. •': Hi rodlai . vii. 1. 28; Lu-

mann, Slaaltalterth. % in;. 0. olan, Afex. 11 ; Diod. sir. i. 72.
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nificant (in the midst of you) tlian kv vniv ; He did not separate Himself from

them as one more distinguished than they. — Ver. 28. vfieiQ tie k.t.%.] in order

now, after this humiliation of His disciples' desire of precedence, to induce

them to seek their true exaltation, to wit, by means of the assurance of their

future dominion and honor in the kingdom of the 3fessiah, He proceeds in

such a way as to contrast with His relation to them (eyu 6e h urou v/juv, ver.

27) thevr relation to Him (i/ielg tie . . . /nsf e/uov), as the recompense of which

He then assures to them the Messianic glory : But ye are they who hare con-

tinued with me in my temptations, etc. Erasmus aptly paraphrases the irnpa-

Guovc :
" quibus pater coelestis voluit exploratam ac spectatam esse meam

obedientiam," " with which the Heavenly Father willed that my obedience

should be established and proved." These were the many injuries, perse-

cutions, snares, perils of life, etc. (comp. Heb. ii. 18, iv. 15), for the bitter

experience of which neither ~?ipacu6c nor <hauh>eiv are expressions too strong

(in opposition to de Wette) ; the former in respect of its relative idea being

not too strong, nor the latter, if we consider the contrast of the Messianic

anticipations of the time. — Ver. 20. Kayo] and I, on my part, as a recom-

pense for it. — dia.Tidefj.ai] I ordain for you (herewith) dominion, as my Father

(in His counsel known to me) has ordained forme dominion—both in the king-

dom of the Messiah, fiaoil. belongs to both verbs, not merely as a parenthesis,

so that Iva k.tA. contains the object of StarWefiat v/i. (Ewald, Bleek, and

others), since ver. 80 contains the idea of the ov/ifiaoifevEtv. — <harifi. is not said

of testamentary appointment, 1 since the same meaning could not be retained

in the second member, but in general dispono, I ordain for you.- On the idea,

comp. 2 Tim. ii. 12. — Ver. 30. Iva] purpose of this assignment of dominion.

— iirlr. rpa-. fi.] at the table takes place the eating and drinking. Comp.

ver. 21. This is said not merely of the Messianic Passover (vv. 1(3, 18), but

of the Messianic table fellowship in general. Comp. xiii. 20 ; Matt. viii.

11. — According to the reading KaBiaeaBe (see the critical remarks), the con-

struction of the Iva does not run on, but the saying is promissory: and ye

s
7
iall sit, etc., whereby this highest point comes forward more emphatically

than if the future were made dependent on Iva (as is done by Buttmann,

Neut. Gr. p. 202 [E. T. 234]). — knl 6p6vuv] dudena is not added, as in Matt,

xix. 28, on account of Judas. Christ is the divine Lord-superior of the

j3acri?ieia till the consummation of all things (1 Cor. xv. 28), and gives to His

disciples a share therein.

Vv. 31-34. The conversation with Peter concerning his denial is found

in John also at the supper, while Matthew and Mark, on the other hand,

place it on the way to Gethsemane. But how possible it is that the momen-
tous word, which had already been spoken at the supper, was returned to

again on the journey by night ! so that in this way both narratives are cor-

rect in regard to the point of time. [See Note CLX., p. 556.] The words

addressed to Peter in ver. 31 f. are peculiar to Luke, and are so character-

istic in substance and in form, that they seem to. be original, and not the

1 Er. Schmid, Alberti, Krebs ; see Plat. 2 2 Chron. vii. 18 ; Gen. xr. 18 ; 1 Mace. i.

Leg. ii. p. 922 P., E, 923 C ; Dem. 10:37. 1 ; 11 ; Xen. Cyr. v. 2. 9, and elsewhere. - _

Joseph. Antt. xiii. 10. 1 ; Arist. Pol. ii. 9.

35
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offspring of tradition. The words elire tie 6 icbpiog (which, nevertheless, are

not found in B L T, Copt. Bahid., and arc hence suspicions [see critical

note], and deleted by Teschendorf), if they arc genuine, separate what fol-

lows from what precedes as a special opening of a discourse the occasion of

which Luke dues not stale, and probably, moreover, could not, and hence

the question at issue cannot be decided. — Hipuv, Zipuv] urgently warning,

as \. (1 ; Acts ix. 4.

—

et-r)Tf/<TaTo ifiag] he has demanded you (thee and thy

fellow-disciples) for himself, longed for you into his poire)-, sibi tendendos

postulavil ; namely, from God, as he once did in the case of Job (Job i.).
1

The compound ef^r. refers to the contemplated surrender out of God's power

and protection.- Moreover, the meaning is not to be reduced to a mere
'• imminent voois tentationes,^ " temptations arc imminent for you " (Kuinoel),

but the actual will qfthedevil (6 yap 6id/3o2.og k6Xv\ . fa/UZv

rijg iprJQ crop] fjc na) wpoddrae airodeli-cu, " for the devil greatly presses in seek-

ing to cast you out of my love and to prove you traitors, " Theophylact),

which is known to Jesus, is by Him declared, and only the form of the

expression by means of i^/jri/aaro is, in allusion to the history of Job,

figurative, so that the meaning is : The devil wishes to have you in his

power, as he once upon a time asked to have Job in his power.— rov aiv,

SO far as the ancient Greek writers are concerned, the verb aivia^a
3

is

not to be found
; but according to Photius, p. 512, 22, ITesychius,

Suidas, and the Greek Fathers, 4 the meaning is without doubt : in order to

sift you (jcooKiveveiv) ; oivtov yap irapd nai KaXelrai ro wap' f]/uv kucjkivov, kv <> 6

cl-og rfjrfe nane'iae peratyEpopevoc Tapaaaerai, " for among some that is called

cn-i(,i-, which is with us a sieve, into which the wheat is transferred and there

shaken," Euthymiui Zigabcnus. The point of comparison is the rap<

which puts to the test. As the wheat in the sieve is shaken backwards and

forwards, and thus the refuse separates itself from the grains, and falls out •,

so Satan wishes to trouble you and toss you about (by vexations, terrors,

dangers, afflictions), in order tobringyour faithfulness to me to decay.

—

Ver. 32. eyi) if*
]

spoken in the consciousness of the greater power which //<

by Mis prayer has in opposition to the demand of Satan. " Ostenderal peri-

culum, ostendit remedium," " lie has shown the peril, lie shows the

remedy," Maldonatus. — irepl aov\ Comp. previously b/uic ; "totus sane hie

sermo Domini praesupponit, Petrum esse primuni apostolorum, quo stante

aul cadente ceteri aul minus aut magis periclitarentur," "this entire dis-

course of the Lord truly presupposes, that Peter is first of the Apostles, by

whose standing or falling the others would be more or less put to the I

Bengel. .lesus here means a more special intercession than in John wii. 15.

— 'iva ///, lu/ii-,) H.r.7.
|

that tin/ faith in me ceasenot, that thou raayest ool

be unfaithful, and fall away from me. Jesus knows this prayer is heard, in

1

A. similar allusion to the history of Job p. 845B; Polyb. lv. 66. 9, xxx. 8. 6.

be found in the Test a//. Pair. Ignatius, Smyrn. Interpol.'!, has «nwia-

7'. 729 : iavri nvev/JLara tou IUAiap ti<; ira.<xn.v trdrjvat . ] > 1: i i nly in reference to the I

itovr\piav #Aii//«os c£aCT)(TUI'Tai ii/xo?. Com]). befOTB lis.

i * *,; Suloer, That, tl, p. 961 f.: van Ben-

i. 71 : oi yap . . . cfeSi'Sov pel, Aimot. p. :it f.

T0O5 SicuiJa? ifaiTcoi'Tt Kuafapti ; 1'hlt. JA I
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spite of the temporary unfaithfulness of the denial, the approaching occur-

rence of which He likewise knows. "Defecit inPetro -fj hepjeia t?/c ttioteoc

ad tempus, " " There was lacking in Peter ' the inworking of faith ' for the oc-

casion," Grotius. Therefore He goes on : and thou, at afuture time (ml <jv,

opposed to the eyu 6e), when thou shalt be converted (without figure : resipueris,

fiETavoi'joac, Theophylact), strengthen thy brethren (thy fellow-disciples) ; be

their support, which maintains and strengthens them, when they become

wavering in their faith. Even here we have the dignity and duty of the

primate, which was not to cease through the momentary fall. For the idea

of aTffpl^eiv, see especially Acts xiv. 22.
1 According to Bede, Maldonatus,

Grotius, Bengel, van Hengel, Annot. p. 1 ff
.

, Ewald, and others, kirla-Tp. is a

Hebraism pv^) ; rursus, vieissim, so that the meaning would be : what I

have done to thee, do thou in turn to thy brethren. This is contrary to the

zosus loquendi of the New Testament (even Acts vii. 42, xv. 36). But it is

inconsistent with the context when Wetstein takes iniurp. actively: " con-

vertens fratres tuos," "converting thy brethren," since Jesus has the fall of

Peter (ver. 34) in His view. — Ver. 33 f . Comp. on Matt. xxvi. 32-35
;

Mark xiv. 20-31. The kniaTpH'ac provoked the self-confidence of the apostle.

— fiera gov] stands with passionate emphasis at the beginning ; en -KoTCKfiq

ayaniis Opacvverai /ecu vTriaxvelrai to. rewf avrti afivvara,
'

' from much love he is

emboldened and promises what was meanwhile impossible for him," Theo-

phylact. — TleTpe] not 21/xuv this time. The significant name in contra-

diction with the conduct. — firf\ after airapv., as xx. 27.

Vv. 35-38. Peculiar to Luke, from tradition or from some other unknown
source. But the utterance itself is in respect of its contents so remarkably

significant, that we are bound to hold by its originality, and not to say that

it was introduced into this place for the sake of explaining the subsequent

stroke with the sword (Schleiermacher, Strauss, de Wette), or the reason

why Judas is afterwards represented as appearing with armed men (Holtz-

mann). [SeeNote CLXL, p. 556 seq.] — ml elwev avrolq] A pause must be sup-

posed as occurring before what follows, the connection of the thought being :

not without reason have I uttered words so momentous (vv. 31-34), for now
your position, when I am no more with you, will be entirely different from

what it was formerly ; there comes for you the time of care for yourselves

and of contest ! — ute airkaTEiTua k.t.A.] ix. 3 ; comp. x. 4. — Ver. 36. ovv] in

consequence of this acknowledgment. [But see critical note.] — apdru] not :

'
' tollat, ut emat gladium, " " let him take it that he may buy a sword" (Eras-

mus, Beza, and others), but : lethimtaheit up, in ordertobear it. The repre-

sentation of the thought now refers to the time when ye can no more be uncon-

cerned about your maintenance, but must yourselves care for it in the world

which for you is inhospitable.

—

ml 6 jjlt] ef^uv] to wit, fiaXkavriov ml TTrjpav. The

contrast allows nothing else. [See Note CLXL, p. 556 seq.] Hence uaxatpav

is erroneously suggested as implied (Beza, Jansen, Paulus, Baumgarten-Cru-

sius, Lange, Ewald, Bleek, and others), and equally erroneously is the general

reference suggested : he who is without means (Kuinoel, Olshausen, Schegg).

1 On the form o-rrjpio-oi', see Winer, p. 82 [E. T. 89].
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Jesus moans to say, how farmorc necessary still than purse and scrip, nay, even

more necessary than the upper garment, should nowbetothemas/ro/v/, for de-

fence and protection against hostile attacks. But observe in this connection

(1) that He wishes for the purchase of the sword, not by those merely who have

no purse and knapsack, 1 rut, on the contrary, whilst He requires it of these, yea,

requires it with the sacrifice of the cloak, otherwise so needful, yet He regards

it as a self-evident duty on the part of those who have the means for the

purchase. The form of His utterance is a parallelism, in which the second

member supplements and throws a new light upon the first. (2) Neverthe-

less Jesus does not desire that His discqiles should actually carry and use

the sword (Matt. xxvi. 52), but He speaks in such a manner as figuratively

to represent in what a hostile relation they should henceforth find the world

arrayed against them, and what resistance and struggle on their part would

now be necessary in their apostolic missionary journeys. That the discourse

is in reference to these is clearly proved by (3a?,2avT. and irypav, in opposition

to Olshausen, who perversely allegorizes the whole passage, so that j3a'A?.dvr.

and 7r;;p. are taken to signify the means for the spiritual life, and /ua%. the

sword of the Spirit, Eph. vi. 17 (comp. also Erasmus). — Ver. 37. A con-

firmation of the alia vvv k.t.1. For since, moreover, that ("etiamnum hoc

cxtremum post tot alia," "yet this at last after so many others," Ben gel)

must si ill be fulfilled on me which is written in Isa. liii. 12 ; so ye, as my
disciples, cannot expect for yourselves anything better than what I have

announced to you, ver. 3G. The cogency of the proof follows from the pre-

supposition that the disciple is not above his master (Matt. x. 24 f. ; John

xv. 20). On the rfeZ of the divine counsel, comp. Matt. xxvi. 54 (Acts ii.

23), and observe how inconsistent therewith it is to regard the passion of

Jesus as a fortuitous occurrence (Hofmann).

—

ml fiera av. ''/<<;•
I

'>"'• and,

adopted together with the rest as a constituent part of the passage quoted.

The completion (the Messianic fulfilment, xviii. 31) of the prophecy began

with the arrest (vvv. 52), and comprehended the whole subsequenl treat-

ment until (he death.

—

kcu yap n) rcepi k/iov ri/. .

: \ii] for, moreover, that

which concemeth me has eome to on end ; i.e., for, moreover, with my destiny,

as with the destiny of him of whom Isaiah speaks, there is an end. Observe

that Jesus did not previously say rdeif '<<
; i

;

paufit vov h.t.'/ . or the like, hut -',

yeyp. del refaoft. ev kfioi, so that He does not explain the passage immediately of

Himself (Olshausen), but asserts that i( must oefulfilled in Him, inresped of

which his plain from koi yip k.t.%. thai He conceived of another as the subject

of the first historical meaning of the passage (whom ? is another question,

coin p. Aef s viii. :'.! i, ofwhom He was the antitype, so that in Him is found the

antitypal historical fulfilment of (hat which is predicted in reference to the

servanl of Cod. 1 Most commentators (Euthymius Zigabenus, Luther, Beza,

Calvin, Bengel, and many others, including Kuinoel, olshausen, de Wette,

Bli el i read : for, moreover, that which is written of me, like other prophecies,

is about to oe accomplished, " though yeypa/i/iiva formed part of (lie sentence,

i in, T ., n-epi ejuoC, see Kiiliner. n. p. 119; p. 892 C ; Dem. 988. 4, and the examples from
on re'Aos tx«i, Mark iii. 86; Plat. /'".'. iii. Xenophon In Sturz, IV. p. 876.
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as at xxiv. 44, or flowed from the context, as at xxiv. 27. Comp. Fritzsche,

ad Rom. II. p. 880. But what a nugatory argument ! and what is the mean-

ing of the aal (which certainly most of them leave wholly unnoticed), since,

indeed, it is just the Messianic prophecies which constitute the main sub-,

stance of prophecy, and do not come in merely by the way ?— Ver. 38. The

disciples, not understanding the utterance about the sword, imagined that

Christ required them to have swords actually 1 ready for defence from im-

pending violence. Peter had one of the two swords (ver. 50). They may
have been worn on the last journey, or even on account of the risk of these

days they may have been first procured with a view to circumstances that

might occur. Butcher's knives (from the cutting up of the lamb, as supposed

by Euthymius Zigabenus, following Chrysostom) they could not be, accord-

ing to ver. 36, although the word, so early as the time of Homer (Doderlein,

Glossar. I. p. 201 f.), but never in the New Testament, has this significa-

tion. — Ikcivov egti] a gentle turning aside of further discussion, with a touch

of sorrowful irony : it is enough ! More than your two swords ye need not !

Comp. Castalio on the passage. The disciples, carrying out this idea,

must have at once concluded that Jesus had still probably meant something

else than an actual purchase of swords, ver. 36.
2 The significance of the an-

swer so conceived gives to this view the preference over the explanation of

others (Theophylact, Calovius, Jansen, Wolf, Bisping, Kuinoel) : enough of

this matter! Compare the Rabbinical yi in Schoettgen, p. 314 ff. Ols-

hausen and de Wette combine the two, saying that Jesus spoke in a two-

fold sense ; comp. Bleek. Without sufficient reason, since the setting aside

of the subject is found also in our view.—Boniface vni. proves from the

passage before us the double sword of the pajml sovereignty, the spiritual

and temporal jurisdiction! " Proteroum ludibrium," " Wanton mockery "

(Calvin).

Vv. 89-46. See on Matt. xxvi. 36-40 ; Mark xiv. 32-42. The originality

is on the side of Matthew and Mark. Luke by condensing disturbs the

clearness of the single narrative, and mixes up with it legendary elements.

— Ver. 40. e~l tov tokov] at the place whither He wished to go,

—

had arrived

at the spot.
3— TrpovebxEoOe, k.t./L] which Matt. xxvi. 41 andMark xiv. 38 do

not insert till later. Luke abbreviates, but to the prejudice of the appro-

priateness of the narrative. He is not to be supposed capable of having

confounded the prayer of Jesus (Matt. xxvi. 36) with that of the disciples

(de Wette).— 41. civtoi;] He on nis part, in contrast with the disciples.

—

aiTEo-dof))/] Avulsus est, Vulgate ; lie loas drawn away from them, not invol-

untarily, but perchance in the urgency of His emotion, which forced Him to

be alone, so that He, as it were, was forcibly separated from His disciples,

1 Sehleiermacher even has forced this mis- sake of the gospel, and to bear the cross
;

understanding (L. J. p. 417 f.) to a ground- for the devil cannot be fought against with

less combination ; namely, that Jesus steel, therefore there is need to venture all

wished the swords for the case of an unof- on that, and only to take the spiritual

ficial assault. sword, the word of God."
2 Comp. Luther's gloss :

" It is of no more 3 On yiveo-Son. in the sense of come, see

avail to fight with the bodily sword, but Nagelsbach, Anm.z. llias, ed. 3, p. 295.

henceforth it is of avail to suffer for the
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with whom lie otherwise would have remained. 1 It might indeed also

mean simply : secessit (Kuinoel, de Wettc, Bleek, and many others) ; eomp.

2 Mace. xii. 10, 17 ; Xen. Anal. ii. 2. 12 ; but the above view explains the

choice of the word, which is not elsewhere used in the New Testament for

the frequent idea, '• He withdrew Himself."— ugeI lidov (Sokjjv] a distance of

about a stom's throw, therefore not so far that He could not be heard by the

disciples in the still night.'2— Ver. 42. ei fiovlei TrapeveyKEiv k.t./I.] if Thou

art trilling to hear aside (Mark xiv. 36) this cup from me. — The apodosis

(napeveyKe) is in the urgency of the mental excitement suppressed by the fol-

lowing thought (eomp. xix. 41). The momentary longing after deliverance

yields immediately to unconditional submission. 3— 6t?i?/fia] not ,3ovh'/ or

fiovlrjua, which would not have been appropriate to pov. Comp. on Matt. i.

19 ; Eph. i. 11. — Ver. 43. The appearance of the angel, understood by Luke

historically and externally (ixp6n air' ovpavov), is by Olshausen (see, in answer

to him, Dettinger in the Tub. Zeitschr. 1838, p. 46 f.) erroneously taken as

an internal phenomenon (but see i. 11, xxiv. 34 ; Acts ii. 3, vii. 2, 30, ix.

17, xvi. 9, xxvi. 16), and interpreted as signifying an "influx of spiritual

powers." But of the strengthening itself is not to be made a bodily invigora-

tion, as at Acts ix. 19 (Hofmann, Schriftbcw. I. p. 391 ; Schegg), but it is

to be left as an enhancement of spiritual powers, 4 as, according to the just

narrated prayerful disposition, the context suggests. His submission to the

Father's will, just expressed in the prayer, was the subjective condition of

this strengthening, and on this submission being manifested the strengthen-

ing was objectively effected by the angel. Thus the narrative of Luke :

but the circumstance that neither Matthew (John does not give the narra-

tive of the agony at all) nor Mark relates this singular and remarkable

angelic strengthening, although the latter would have had the testimony of

Peter on his side, authorizes all the more the view of a legendary origination

of the narrative, 5 the nearer the decisive resolve of Jesus (whether regarded

in itself, or as compared with the history of the temptation and such expres-

sions as John i. 52) approached to Mich an increase of strength, which

decisive resolve, however, in the tradition took the shape of an external

fact perceived by the senses. [ Sec Note CLXIL, p. 557.
]

Dettinger, l.c;

Ebrard, p. 528 ; Olshausen, Schegg; Lange also, L. J. II. 3, p. L430, and

others, adduce insufficient grounds in favor of the historical view. The

older dogmatic devices to explain the manner in which this strengthening

came about, wherein orthodoxy comforted itself with the doctrine of the

Ktvuots, may be seen in Calovius. — Ver. 44. Further particulars. Accord-

1 Ancient Bchollum <>n Soph. At. 1008, p. 16) says : fimAii" ibv 6avarov kotA $v<nv &v
airoanav to Statu? xtupi^eie ii KtKo\\r}n,ia. 9pwnu>v Kai ei>x"<" <"" ivuixvtTai iinb oyyeAou,

Comp. Acta x\i. 1, and the passages in " He fears death according to the nature of

Kypke, also Pflugk, ad Eur. u men and prays, and is strengthened by an

'On the expression, oomp. //. KxiU.629; angel."

Thuo. v. 65. t ; LXX. Gen. xxi. 16. On the »Gabler in Theotog, Journ. I. pp. 109 n\,

accusative of measure, see Kflhner, % 666. 217 ""•: Bohletermacher, Strauss, Hase,

3 Bee Winer, p. 629 [E. T. 600]; Buttmann, Thelle, Boltzmann, oomp. Bl<

and others.

ii :• in- of Mo]
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ing to Luke, the decisive resolve of Jesus : to auv yevtadu, was crowned with

the strengthening angelic appearance ; and thus decided and equipped for

resistance, He now endured (cornp. Heb. v. 7 f., and thereupon Liinemann

and Delitzsch) the agony (ayuvia, Deru. 23G. 19 ; Polyb. viii. 21. 2 ; 2 Mace.

iii. 14, xv. 19), which was now beginning, fervently praying (as before the

appearance), which agony increased even to the bloody sweat. Luke has

conceived the strengthening influence as increasing as the agony increased.

The sioeat of Jesus (in the height of the agony) was like to drops of olood fall-

ing down. This is referred by Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Grotius,

Calixtus, Hammond, Michaelis, Valckenaer, and most of the later commen-

tators, including Paulus, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Bleek, merely to the size and

consistence of the drops of sweat. 1 Thus in a naturalistic direction the point

of comparison found in alfiarog is robbed of its characteristic importance,

and Luke would have concluded his description, rising to a climax, with

nothing but this : and Jesus fell into the most violent sweat ! No ! al/iaTor

only receives its due in being referred to the nature of the sweat, and this

nature is viewed as foreshadowing the coming bloodshedding. Hence also

the strongly descriptive word -QpSfiBoc is chosen ; for #p<5///3o? is not simply a

drop (aray/jv, oTalayfia), but a clot ofcoagulatedfluid (milk and the like), and

is often used especially of coagulated olood.'2 Consequently that sweat of

Jesus was indeed no mass of blood (opposed to which is uoei), but a profu-

sion of bloody sweat, which was mingled with portions of blood, and as it

flowed down appeared as clots of blood trickling down to the ground. 3 So

in substance most of the Fathers, Erasmus, Calvin, Calovius, "Wolf, Bengel,

and others, including Strauss, Ebrard, Schegg. As to the historical charac-

ter of the matter, it would come under the same judgment as that of the

angelic strengthening, were it independent of the analogies of sweat of

blood elsewhere occurring. 4— Ver. 45. awb rfjq MnT/g] by reason of the sorrow

in which they were. An attempt to explain the strange sleep which had

overmastered the whole band of disciples. Is it, however, sufficient ?

Hardly in this case, where in the chilly night of spring (John xviii. 18)

Jesus was so near, and was in a situation exciting the deepest interest and

the most intense participation in the sympathy of His disciples. In itself

there is justice in the observation that continuous deep grief relaxes into

sleep.
6 Calvin suggests Satanic temptation as the cause first of this sleep,

and then of the blow with the sword.

Vv. 47-53. See on Matt. xxvi. 47-56, Mark xiv, 43-52, in both of which

1 So also Dettinger, I.e., and Hug, On- riation from the passage before us. For
tacht. II. p. 145. Comp. Lange, II. 3, dpo/n/Sos, even in the classical writers, is used

p. 1433. without ai>aTos of a coagulated mass of
a Aesch. Hum. 184 ; C/ioeph. 533, 545 ; Plat. blood. See Blomfield. I.e.

Crit. p. 120 A : dp6p.fiov ivifio.\kov ai/uaros • 4 Aristotle, H. A. iii. 19; Bartholinus, de

Dioscor. 13: #pdn/3ois ai>aro?. See Jacobs, Cruce, pp. 181 ff., 193 ff.; Gruner, de J. C.

ad Anthol. VII. p. 3~9 ; Blomfield, Gloss. morte vera, pp. 33 ff., 109 f.; Loenartz, de

Choeph. 526. sudore sangnin., Bonn 1850.

3 Justin, c. Tr. 103, relates from the ano- 5 See examples in Pricaeus, ad Apulej,

lxvritLovevij.a.o-1 simply : on. iSpibs locrel «9p6>/3oc Metam. p. GGO f., and Wetstein.

Kanx^To. Therein is found no essential va-
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the linking on of what follows by means of lit avrov '/.a'/ . is belter suited to

use. Luke in this part uses in general less original sources.

—

6

'IofoJ.j who is called Judas. Comp. ver. 1 ; Matt. ii. 23, xxvi. 3, 14, xxvii.

33, and elsewhere. — elg ruv 6u6ek.(i\ as ver. 3. — npoqpxeTo avroig] See on

Mark vi. 33. - - Ver. 48. $i7Jiiw.tl\ placed first for emphasis ; oi'/ov aoiraopy

tX&pov v; "'' Tl
,
v KpoSooiav /if) viieig ;

" \vitli the salutation of a friend dost thou
join this betrayal, the deed of an enemy ?" Theophylact. That the kiss

concerted with the enemies (Mark xiv. 4-1) Luke leaves to be gat]

only mediately from the words of Jesus. — Ver. 49. ' tl nar&^o/iev k.t.X.]

whether we shall smite by means of the sword ? Comp. xiii. 2:3 ; Acts i. G, and
elsewhere. Sec on Matt. xii. 10 and on Luke xiii. 23. Grotius says rightly:

"Dubii inter id, quod natura dictabat, et saepe inculcata patientiae prae-

cepta dominum quid faciendum sit rogant. At Petrus non expectato Domini
responso ad vim viarcendam accingitur," "Doubting between this which na-

ture dictated, and the precepts of patience so often inculcated, they ask the

Lord what should be done. But Peter, without awaiting the Lord'*- answer

;

is prepared to hinder force by force."— Ver. 50. to de?i6v] as also John
xviii. 10 has it. — Ver. 51. tare eug Toirov] is a prohibitory summons to the

disciples
: sinite usque hue (Yulg.), which Augustine, de cons. ev. iii. 5, apt-

ly explains :

"permittendi sunt Tvucusqueprogredi," " they were to be permit-

ted to proceed thus far." Let them go so far as even to take me prisoner !

2

Grotius, Bengel, Wetstein, Kuinoel, Olahausen, Bleek [Weiss ed. Mey.],

and others have explained : cease (comp. Acts v. 38 ; Horn. II. xxi. 221,

al.) ! sofar! (not farther! comp. Lev. xxvi. IS; Job xxxviii. 11). To this

it stands opposed that herein is found no disapproval of the blow with the

sword, but only the prohibition to go any further ; and, moreover, this net

at all negatively expressed, as it would have most obviously occurred by

means of some such expression as ///, rcoppuripu or the like. Others take the

words as an address to those who were talcing Himprisoner, and thus

either as neuter and temporal :
" missumfacite me usque ad id tempus, quovul-

nus illius hominis sanavero," "let me go until I shall have healed the wound
of this man," 3 or r,,'rrov as neuter, indeed, hut heal : let uk' go thither where

the wounded man is (Paulus), or robrov as masculine: let me go to this mum
in order to heal him (Btolz, Baumgarten-Crusius). Againsl these views the

objection is that the context in the word anoKpr&eig shows nothing else than

a reply to the disciples, as Jesus does not turn to His enemies till ver.

//. k.t.X.] On account of aipdXev, ver. ."in, this is to he referred to the

plaa and the remains of the ear that h</</ been cut off; and liinaro avr&v to the heal-

ing of the wound (nol : replacing of the ear). With desperate arbitrariness

Paulus says that lie touched the WOUnd in order to examine it , and to hi tin;

man w hat he must do to heal it I I. like alone records t he healing; and it can

1 \'v. 19-61 Hh Romish Church even btfort Marolon.

was objectionable to Mansion, and was * Ctomp. Luther, Maldonatus, and others

;

omitted in his gospel. See Volkmar, p. 69f, recently also Bofmann, Schriftbew. II. a,

Hilgenfeld decides otherwise In the '/'/""/. p. 187, and Schegg.

Jahrb. is:,:!, p. -jm r.. where lie. in. lent, like- » Bornemann, bo also Hammond, Kypke,

mcedes the genuineness, but snppos- i tnge, II. 8, p. 1461, III. p
as thai the deletion may have happened in
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the less be cleared of tlie suspicion of being a legendary accretion, 1 like vv. 43,

44, that even John, who narrates the blow with the sword so circumstan-

tially, says nothing about it. [See Note CLXIIL, p. 557.] — Ver. 52. npbg rovg

Trapaysvofi. k.t.Ti.] These chief priests, etc., were therefore, according to Luke,

associated with that ox^og, ver. 47. Inappropriate in itself, and in opposi-

tion to the rest of the evangelists. An error on the part of tradition, prob-

ably through confusion with John xviii. 20 f. Comp. on Matt xxvi. 47,

55. Ebrard, p. 532, is in error when he says that Luke is speaking of those

who had just then, newly approached. So also Lange. Opposed to this is the

aorist participle. — Ver. 53. 6.17C av-rj k.t./..] informs us of the reason that

they had not laid hands on Him sooner in spite of His daily association with

them : But this (the present hour) is your (that which is ordained for you

for the execution of your work, according to divine decree) hour, and (this,

this power in which ye now are acting) the power of darkness, i.e., the power

which is given to darkness (in the ethical sense, the power opposed to the

divine a?Jj&t:ia, opposed to (pfur). Observe the great emphasis on the vuuv py
being placed so near the beginning of the clause. The expression tov ckotovq,

not rye dfiapriag (so Kuinoel and Olshausen explain it), not tov 6ia,36?iov (so

Euthymius Zigabenus, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, Baumgarten-Crusius, and

others), is chosen in reference to the actual night, which it was at this time
;

but it is not the actual darkness of night that is meant (" only the darkness

gives you courage and power to lay hold of me," de Wettc [Weiss ed. Mey.],

comp. Neander, Bleek, and older commentators), for this quite common-
place thought would declare nothing on the destiny of that hour and power.

Vv. 54-62. See on Matt, xxvi. 57 f., G9-75 ; Mark xiv. 53 f., GG-72.

Jesus is led into the house of the high priest, in the court of which (vv. Gl,

G3), according to Luke, who follows a diverging tradition, He is kept and

subjected to mockery till daybreak (ver. 6G), when the Sanhedrim comes

together. According to Matthew and Mark, the Sanhedrim assemble imme-

diately after the arrival of Jesus, and examine Him. The two narratives

cannot be reconciled, but the preference is to be given to Luke in so far as

he agrees with John. [See Note CLXIV, p. 557.] See below on tov apxiep.

Moreover, Luke is not self-contradictory (in opposition to Strauss), as the chief

priests and elders mentioned at ver. 52 are to be regarded only as individ-

uals, and probably as deputed by the Sanhedrim.

—

tov apxiep.] As Luke

did not regard Caiaphas (the general opinion), but Annas, as the officiating

high priest (see on iii. 2 and Acts iv. 6), the latter is to be understood in

this place. Comp. Bleek, Beitr. p. 39 ff., and Holtzmann. [But see Note

XXXIV., p. 302 seq.] Luke, indeed, thus falls into a new variation from

Matthew, but partially comes into harmony with John so far, that is, as the

latter likewise represents Jesus as brought at first to Annas, and so far also

as in Luke and in John the denials occur in the court of Annas. But of a

trial before Annas (John xviii. 19 ff.) Luke has nothing, yet it fii^ds

its historical place naturally enough immediately after eIq tov oIkov tov

apxiep-, when the prisoner, as may be supjwsed, Avas announced. Wieseler

1 Comp. Strauss, II. p. 4C1; Baumirarten-Crusius, Holtzmann, and others.
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. 1 1. 405, comes to the result that Luke xxii. 54-0.1 belongs to

what occurred in the house of Annas, but comes to it in another way.

Com]), ou iii. 2. — Ver. 55. 7reptaif)&VTuv] (see the critical remarks) after they

had kindled around (Phalaris, Ep. p. 28), i.e., had set it in full blaze. The

insertion of a&ruv was not needful, Kuhner, ad Xen. Anal), i. 2. 17. — Ver.

56. arevicaca] after she had looked keenly upon him, iv. 20, and very often in

the Acts of the Apostles. See Jacobs, ad Anthol. VI. p. 259. — Ver. 58.

trepof] A variation from .Matthew and Mark. For Luke does not think of a

maid ; rather he distinguishes the interrogator here as masculine, by erepug

and av&pune, from the female questioner of ver. 56 f. ; hence Ebrard (comp.

Wetstein) is wrong in contenting himself with the indefinite sense, " some-

tody else.'
1 ''— Ver. 59. a/log rig] several, according to Matthew and Mark.

As to the variations of the four Gospels in the account of the denials,

general on Matt. xxvi. 75, Remark. — Ver. 61. According to Luke, there-

fore, Jesus is still also in the court, and, down to ver. 66, is kept there in

custody (ver. 63). Certainly it is psychologically extremely improbable

that Peter should have perpetrated the denials in the presence of Jesus,

which, moreover, is contrary to the other Gospels. But a reconciliation of

them with Luke is impossible ; and, moreover, the assumption that Jesus

looked upon Peter as He was led from Annas to Caiaphas and passed close

by the disciple in the court (John xviii. 24, so Olshausen, Schweizer,

Ebrard), is inadmissible, as, according to John, it is already the second de-

nial that occurs about the same time as this leading away of Jesus, but ac-

cording to Luke, ver. 59, there is an interval of about an hour between the

second and third denial. [See Note CLXV., p. 557.]— hi :: I What a

holy power is in this silent glance, according to the narrative of Luke !

Vv. 63-65. See on Matt. xxvi. 67 f. ; Mark xiv. 65. [See Note CLXVL,

p. 557 seq.
|
Luke follows an entirely different tradition—different in respect

of the time, the place, and the persons who were engaged in the mockery.

The same characteristic ill-treatment (smiting - demand for prophecj I, the

original connection of which is in Matthew and Mark (in opposition to

Schleiermacher), had arranged itself variously in tradition. Against the

supposition of many times repeated mockery must be reckoned the identity

and peculiarity of its essential element (in opposition to Ebrard and others).

— 6ipeiv and iraieiv are distinguished as to scourge (Jacobs, Del. Epigr. vi.

03) and to smilr in general.

Vv. 66,67. [See Note CLXVIL. p. 558.] Accordingto Luke, the Sanhedrim

now Brsl comes together after daybreak, and Jesus ia Led in for trial. Where

it assembled Luke does not say. and there is nothing therefore opposed to

our finding in this place the leading away from the court of Anna- (see on

ver. 5
1

) int.) the house of Caiaphas (John xviii. 24). The trial itself, as to

its matter, is plainly the Bame which Matthew—although immediately after

the bringing in of I makes to be held in the house of Caiaphas. Bee

Matt. xxvi. 59 If. Luke relates the matter and proceedings in a merely

summary and imperfect manner.— rb npea^vrkpiov k.t.A.] tht elders of t/ic

people, (the) chiefpi cribes. These are the three constituted ele-

ments of the Sanhedrim. Comp. IX. 22, XX. 1. On - • denoting
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the elders as a corporation, comp. Acts xxii. 5. By the non-repetition of

the article the three parts are bound into a unity, in respect of which the

difference of the gender and number is no difficulty,
1 especially in respect

of the collective nature of irpeajivTeptov. See in general, Kriiger, § 58. 2. 1
;

"Winer, p. 115 f. [E. T. 126 L]. — av/'/yayov] The subject is the assembled

members of the Sanhedrim who had caused Him to be brought up. ava in-

dicates a locality situated higher, as contrasted with the court of Annas, in

which locality the Sanhedrim were met. [But see critical note.]

—

cig to

owidp. eavTuv] into their oion concessus, into their own council gathering, in

order now themselves to proceed further with Him. 2 [See critical note.]—
Ver. 67. el ah k.t.A.] may mean : If thou art the Messiah, tell us (Vulgate,

Luther, and most commentators), or : Tell us whether thou art the Messiah

(Castalio, Bornemann, Ewald, and others), or : Is it the case that thou art

the Messiah? Tell us (Erasmus). The first is the simplest, and corresponds

to the purpose of framing the question so as to elicit an affirmative

answer.

Vv. 68, 69. Matthew and Mark have not the evasive answer, ver. 68 ; and

the explanation of Jesus : arrb tov vvv k.t.'L, does not come in there till after

the distinct affirmation. Their narrative has the advantage of internal prob-

ability. Luke has worked up the material more catechetically. — eav 6e nal

epur.] but in case I also (should not limit myself merely to the confession

that I am He, but also) should ask, should put before you questions which are

connected therewith, ye would certainly not answer (see the critical remarks).

— and tov vvv 6e]
u Ab hoc puncto, quum dimittere non vultis. Hoc ipsum

erat iter ad gloriam," " From this point, when you will not let me go. This

very thing was the way to glory," Bengel. On the position of 66, see Klotz,

ad Devar. p. 378 f. Moreover, see on Matt. xxvi. 64
;
yet Luke has avoided

the certainly original btyea&e, and thus made the utterance less abrupt.

Vv. 70, 71. '0 vVoq t. 9eov] This designation of the Messiah is suggested

by £/c Se^iuv . . . Qeov, in recollection of Ps. ex. ; for " colligebant ex prae-

dicato ver. 69," "they concluded from the statement of ver. 69," Bengel.

And their conclusion was right. — otl eyu el/ii] otl, argumentatively [so

R. V. marg. and Am. text], comp. John xviii. 37 ; eyu, with emphasis, cor-

responding to the o-ii of vv. 67 and 70. — /napTvpiag] that He gives Himself

out to be the Messiah.

Notes by American Editoe.

CLV. Ver. 8. Hhpov nal 'luavvrjv.

It is altogether unnecessary to suppose these names are inserted from " later

tradition," and impossible to discover any "special tendency." As leaders

of the Apostles and the most confidential friends of Jesus, it was natural that

these two should be sent on this occasion (so Weiss ed. Mey.).

1 Comp. Plato, Pol. vi. p. 501 D : tov oitos phictyonic council, also of the Roman and
re Kai aArjdetas dpaaTa? ; Soph. Ocd. ft 850 : the Carthaginian Senate (Polyb. xl. 6. 6, i.

narpiSa Te Tr)i> <jt)v koX <f>i\ov;. 11. 1, 31. 8).

2 Comp. the use of awdSpLov of the Am-
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CLVI. Ycr. 14. Luke's Account of the Lord's Supper.

In view of the great divergence from Mark in order and details, Weiss ed.

Mey. regards Luke's account as derived' from his peculiar "source," aside from
the Pauline tradition (1 Cor. xi. 24, 25). He does not agree with Meyer in re-

gard to the removal of what is contained in Matt. xxvi. 29 to an earlier place,

hut thinks "this improbable feature only arose through the linking of Mark
xiv. 25 with the representation of his other source. " But since the passage

does not assert, and by no means necessarily implies, that Jesus did not Him-
self partake of this Passover cup (ver. 17) before the institution of the Supper,

the improbability of which Meyer and Weiss speak furnishes an argument, not

against Luke's accuracy, but against their gratuitous implication.

CLVII. Ver. 19. tovto ttoieIte.

Weiss ed. Mey., with over-refinement, infers from the absence of lafitTt or

(payers that tovto here cannot refer to the partaking of the bread, but only to

the breaking and distribution, probably to the repetition of the words of insti-

tution.

CLVIII. Vv. 19, 20. Ihe Form of Institution.

It is impossible to reconcile Paul's statement with the theory that he made
use of a written Gospel ; there is no evidence that Luke copied his form from

1 Cor. From these points Godet argues in favor of the originality of the gen-

eral form given by Paul and Luke. See his Luke, p. 4G7, Am. ed.

CLI$. Vv. 21-30. The Order of Events.

Godet accepts the order of Luke, and places the incident narrated in vv. 21-

30 after the Supper. This, however, is not only contrary to the order of Matthew

and Mark, but unlikely for other reasons. The mention of the traitor (vv.

21-23) is most naturally placed at the beginning of the institution, and the

"contention" (vv. 24-30) can scarcely be placed after the washing of the dis-

ciples' feet, which preceded the announcement of the betrayal. Hence the

chronological order would be : vv. 24-30 (followed by John xiii. 2-2(1) : w.
21-23, vv. 19, 20. So Meyer, apparently. Weiss ed. Mey. regards vv. 24-30 as

the strife about rank from the old( st source, which occurred in Galilee (chap.

, transferred by Luke to this place. But this is very improbable. It is

lit to account for the obvious displacement on any theory. That this

dispute might have occasioned tho foot-washing is very probable, even though

Luke gives no hint of tho latter.

OLX. Vv. 31-84. The Pi Peter's Denial.

It is quite probable, especially in view of John xiii. ">'', 38, thai the denial of

Peter was twice predicted, both in the room and on the way to Gethsemane.

Weiss ill. Mey. thinks there is no ground for a< pting a repetition, though

he does not make evident which position he deems more oorreot.

CLXI. Ver. ''>>'•. 6 /<<, I \<.<>' /..../.

The 1!. V. renders this in accordance with Meyer's view, but in the margin

has: " Or, and he that hath no sword, let him sell his cloak and buy one."
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This marginal rendering is based on tht " - ^probable punctuation :

£Xuv j
TrwTiqcraTG) to l/xdnov a'vToii ical ayoprjadro, /zojo7/7m^ ^_ icrivener's Greek

Test., with variations of Rev. Vers., Cambridge, 1881). As regards the entire

paragraph, Weiss ed. Mey. thinks its basis is from the oldest source, but would

not exclude the suggestions of Schleiermacher and Holtzmann, which Meyer

rejects.

* CLXII. Vv. 43, 41.

Meyer rightly accounts for the omission of vv. 43, 44 in some manuscripts as

"the work of the orthodox, to whom their contents appeared objectionable in

respect of the divinity of Christ." But this is an argument against his as-

sumption of the "legendary" character of a part of the contents. Tradition

does not invent incidents that show weakness in a hero (so Godet). Weiss ed.

Mey. apparently disapproves of this suggestion of Meyer, as well as of the

notion that in ver. 45 the sleep of the disciples is not sufficiently accounted

for.

CLXIII. Ver. 51. nal aipa/ueroc. k.t.2,.

Meyer regards the naturalistic explanation of Paulus as involving " desperate

arbitrariness,' ' but relegates this incident to the region of legend, because

Luke alone records it. Yet the silence of John proves nothing against it; and

the act is in every respect a probable one, especially since the disciples were

left unassailed. The objection to the mention of " the chief priests " in ver.

52 is equally groundless. It is quite probable that some of them followed the

band that took Jesus.

CLXIV. Vv. 54-G2. The Denial of Peter and the Tried.

Against Meyer's view of the discrepancy between Luke and the other Synop-

tists, which even Weiss ed. Mey. disapproves, see Marie, Note XCIII., p. 184 seq.,

and Godet, Luke, pp. 479-481, Am. ed. The assumption of Meyer in regard to

Luke's regarding Annas as officiating high-priest (see Note XXXIV., p. 302 seq.)

<reates the variation from Matthew of which he speaks.

CLXV. Ver. 61. ml c-pacpelc 6 Kvpioc k.t.A.

Weiss ed. Mey. finds no contradiction to John in the view that Jesus looked
upon Peter as He was led from Annas to Caiaphas, but sees no indication of it

here. He omits Meyer's remark about the impossibility of reconciling the
other accounts with that of Luke. The Evangelist does not say that Jesns
remained in the court, and the view that Annas and Caiaphas lived in the same
house, that Jesus was led through the court from a hearing before one to the
more formal examination before the other, accounts for all the statements
made by four independent witnesses The variations of the Evangelists
here seem conclusive against every theory of interdependence.

CLXVI. Vv. G3-65. The Mockery of Jesus.

Probably this continued for some time, and hence the variation in position
found in the accounts. That it was repeated on distinct occasions is unlikely.
But the peculiar taunt (ver. 64, comp. Matthew and Mark) suggests that an
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examination preceded which gave the cne to the attendants. The identity of

the mockery therefore involves a repetition of the trial ; see Note CLXVII.

Weiss consistently opposes the notion that Luke represents the court of Annas
as the scene of vv. 5-4 65.

CLXVII. Vv. 66-71. The Trial qf Jesus.

Meyer identifies these verses with Matt. xxvi. 57-00 ; Mark xiv. 53-64. But

both of the latter indicate that the Sanhedrim reassembled in the morning

(Matt, xxvii. 1; Mark xv. 1), which is quite likely, since the night examination

was not strictly legal. Weiss ed. Mey. finds in Luke's account of the trial so

much that is his own as to suggest the use of his " peculiar source." See the

dialogue in vv. 68, 69, where Meyer thinks " Luke has worked up the mate-

rial more catechetically." The answer of ver. 68 (peculiar to Luke) seems

rather to suggest that the case had already been decided at the night session,

hence it was needless to say anything more. The correct reading in ver. 66

(airr/yayov, "was led away") disposes of Meyer's notion that Jesus was led up

to a higher locality (avr/yayoi'). His interpretation of iavr&v is superfluous.

The word is obviously due to a transcriber's error. See critical note on

both points.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

Vee. 1. Elz. has fjyayev. But rjryayov is decisively attested. — Ver. 2. After

Idvog we find yfiuv in the more important authorities. So Lachm. and Tisch.

As no reason occurred for adding it in the way of gloss, it has more probably

been passed over as superfluous. — [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X BL,
Vulg. Syrr., insert Kai before teyovra, and also in ver. 5 before aped/ievor, with the

same authorities, except the Vulg.] — Ver. G. TaTiilaiav] is wanting in B L T X,

Copt. Tisch. Passed over as superfluous and troublesome. [Rejected as a gloss

by W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.] — Ver. 8. £f iKavov] If laavuv %p6vuv (B D L T X,

Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.]) and f£ luavov xpdvov (H M X, min. Vulg.

It.) are expansions in the way of gloss. — rro/JA is wanting in B D K L M [T II]

X, min. vss. Condemned by Griesb., deleted by Tisch. An addition to make
the statement more precise, which some cursives have after avrov. — Ver. 11.

Trspifi. avrdv] avrdv is wanting in B L T X, 52, Vulg. codd. of It. Bracketed by

Lachm., deleted by Tisch. A superfluous exegetical addition, instead of which

R S U T, min. have avru. — [Ver. 12. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with J? B L,

Vulg., read 'llpuSrjg nal 6 U.] — Ver. 15. avkrcefiipa yap v/xag Trp. avrov] B K L
M II N, min. vss. have aveTrefiipev yap avrov -pbg i}/udg (B : ifidg). An alteration

in accordance with ver. 11. [Tisch., W. and Hort., R. V. (Eng. text, Amer.

rnarg.), follow X B, etc. ; Treg. text, Amer. Rev. text, retain Rec] There are

yet other attempts at improvement in the authorities. — After ver. 16 Elz.

Scholz have (ver. 17) avayiajv 6k elxev anoTiveiv avrolg Kara kopryv 'iva. This is

wanting in A B K L T II, Copt. Sahid. Verc, and does not occur in D, Aeth.

Syr. cu till after ver. 19. There are many variations also in the details. An old

gloss. Condemned also by Griesb., bracketed by Lachm. and [omitted by]

Tisch. [VIII.]. — Ver. 19. Instead of [3E,3?.r//i. elg r. §. Tisch. has (Hr/dels hv rij <pv-

?mktj, in opposition to preponderating evidence ; and the aorist participle is not

appropriate grammatically (comp. Buttmann, Keut. Gr. p. 265 [E. T. 309 f.]).

[Recent editors, R. V., accept the more difficult reading, with B L T.] — Ver.

20. ovv] Lachm. and Tisch. have 6k, on decisive evidence. — [W. and Hort,

"Weiss, R. V., with X B L, Copt., add avrolg, after 7rpoae<j>6v?jo-Ev.] —-Ver. 21. Elz.

Scholz have aravpucrov, aravpuaov. But BD S, Or. Eus. Cyr. have Gravpov, crav-

pov, which Griesbach approved (as perispomenon), Lachm. and Tisch. adopted

(as paroxytone). The Becepta is from Mark xv. 13 f. ; John xix. 6, 15. — Ver.

23. nal ruv apx'ep.~] bracketed by Lachm., condemned also byRinck, deleted by

Tisch. It is wanting in B L N, 130, al. Copt. Sahid. Vulg. codd. of It. [Re-

jected by "W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.] But for what purpose should it have

been added ? It would be far easier to overlook it as superfluously straggling

after avrQ'N. — Ver. 24. 6 6k~\ Lachm. and Tisch. have Kai, in accordance with

BLX, 157, It. The Becepta is from Mark xv. 15, whence also, and from Matt,

xxvii. 26, avrolg (ver. 25) came in, which Elz. reads after hirel. 6k. — [Tisch.,

recent editors, R. V., with X B D, omit r?/v before tyvlaKffv in ver. 25.] — Ver.

26. Eluuvog k.-.1.~\ Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.] have 1,1/xuvd -iva
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Kvprjvalav epx6/ievov, on important evidence indeed [X B C D L, 33] ; but the

parallels suggested the accusative. Elz. has row before epx., in opposition to

decisive evidence. — Ver. 27. al nai] Lachm. has merely al. Since the author-

it ics against Kai are decisive (A B C* D L X, min. Syr. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Yulg.

It. Theophyl.), it is to be deleted, and to be explained from al having been

written twice, or as an arbitrary addition, from the well-known usage in Luke.

In N aiKai is wanting. —Ver. 29. [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with NBC, in-

sert al before KoiXiat.]— iBffkaaav\ B C* L N, min. It. have fflpeijjav, to which;

moreover, C** D approach with egedpeipav. idpeip. is to be adopted, withLachm.
and Tisch. The Recepta is an interpretation. — [Ver. 33. Recent editors, R. V.

(against Tisch.), read Jf/Oov, with KBCL, Vulg.] — Ver. 34. 6 Si 'Iqaovc . . . wocov-

aiv] hracketed by Lachm. [W. and Hort, suspected by Weiss, omitted R. V.

marg.] The words are wanting in B D* K** 38, 435, Sahid. Cant. Ver. Vera
Variations in details. An ancient omission, according to the parallels, which have

not this prayer. It bears, moreover, the stamp of originality in itself ; it is

also attested by Clem. Horn. xi. 20, and belongs to the peculiar features of the

history of the passion which Luke has retained. — Klrjpov] Tisch. has £
following A X, min. Syr> r - Slav. Vulg. It. Aug. ; the singular [Rec, Treg. text,

"VV. and Hort, R. V.] is from the parallel and Ps. xxii. 19. — Ver. 35. The mi
after 6& is wanting in D H, min. Viilg. It. Ens. Lachm. Tisch. The subsequent

n v avroic is wanting in B C D L Q X X, min. Syr. Eers.r Ar.P Erp. Copt.

Aeth. Cant. Ver. Colb. Corb. Rd. Bracketed by Lachm. ; avv avrolg is to be

deleted ; it was added in order, according to the parallels, to allow the mock-

ing by the people also to take place ; Kai, however, is to be maintained, partly

on account of its preponderating attestation, partly because it suggested the

addition of abv avrolg, but appeared inappropriate without this addition. - »Ver.

36. /.'"] after wpoaepx. is, on preponderating evidence, with Tisch. (Lachm. has

only bracketed it), to be deleted. A connective addition. — Ver. 38. yeypa/i/iiv^]

Since B L N, Copt. Sahid. have not this at all, while AD Q have kmyeyp. (so

Lachm.), and C* X, min. have yeyp. after avry, the word is, with Tisch., to be

deleted as an exegetical addition.

—

ypdfifmaiv . . . 'K >',>.] is wanting in B C*
L, Copt. Sahid. Syr. ,u Verc. Deleted by Tisch., by Lachm. only bracketed. It

is a very ancient .addition from John xix. 20. — ovrdg eariv] is wanting in C,

Colb., and is found in others, sometimes with (D, 124, Cant. Corb.), sometimes

without eariv (B L X, Verc), not until after 'lovdaicw ; hence there is a strong

suspicion of its being a suppleme: t. Lachm. and Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.
|

have 6 QaaiKevg r. 'low although Lachm. brackets ovrog. — Ver. 39. i'i av

fZ] Tisch. ha ccording to B <
'
* L v', vss. : the Recepta is from ver.

37, whence also tl hich precedes these words, and which is wanting in

B L, has intruded. — [Ver. 40. Tisch., recent editors, R. V, withK BC L, Copt.,

have kiriTifiu ] —Ver. 42. h i inting in B I

'

: D I- M* N. min.

Sahid. Syr. ' I 'ant. Verc. Or. (once). Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by

An addition, which Q, Corb. Brix. Syr. ,n Hil. have before uvfcQ.*

[W. and Sort text, R. V. marg., with B L, Vulg., have -..-.] Ver. 44.

i,v 6P] Lachm. Tisch, have ,,, fjv f/Sij, in accordance with sufficient evidence.

Both the insertion of St and tl mission of f)6ri were occasioned by the par-

allels. — Ver. 45. /,,.; to/cor. 6 >/<":} appeared unsuitable after ver. 44, and was

1 StUlln connection with this deletion Tisch., following BC*LK* i

<f the.Ki ;pic la to be read previously with » R> \ 1
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therefore in C** ? 33 (not by Marcion, according to Epiphanius) omitted (which

omission Griesb. commended), while others put in its place, as a gloss on what

precedes, tov ?}Mov EKkeiizovTog (B) or ekIltc. (C* L N, min. vss. Or. ; so Tisch.).

[W. and Hort, R. V., follow B, but Weiss agrees with Tisch., who, with recent

editors, R. V. (X B C L, 1, 33), reads Eoxladr] <5f, and in ver. 46 rovro 6e instead

of Kal ravra.]—Ver. 46. Tiapadtjaofiai] Traparlde/iai, (commended by Griesb., adopted

by Lachm. and Tisch.) is decisively attested. The Recepta is from LXX., Ps.

xxxi. 5. — [Ver. 47. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., read £66$aC,ev, with X B D L.]

— Ver. 48. dsupovvTeg] Lachm. and Tisch. have deupyaavreg, which is founded on

BCDLEX X, min. Colb. — A has omitted deup. r. y. The aorist is logically

necessary. — After tvitt. EIz. Scholz have savruv, in opposition to A B C* D L N,

in spite of which authorities Lachm. has nevertheless retained it. A superflu-

ous addition, instead of which U X Y have avruv. — Ver. 49. avrov] Lachm. and

Tisch. have avrti, which is sufficiently attested by A B L P, 33, 64, for avrov to

be traced to the inaccuracy of the transcribers. Before fiaicp. Lachm. Tisch.

[W. and Hort, Weiss, R. V.] have cnvd, in accordance with B D L X. From the

parallels. — [Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B C L, have the present par-

ticiple, awaKO?jnvdovaai.~\— Ver. 51. Elz. Scholz have bg Kal irpooEOEXETo Kal avrog.

But B C D L X, 69, Copt. codd. of It. have merely bg irpooEdexETO- So Lachm.

Tisch. From Matthew and Mark was written on the margin sometimes only

Kai, sometimes Kal avrog, both of which readings are combined in the Recepta.

There are many other variations, which together make the Recepta so much the

more suspicious. — Ver. 53t Lachm. Tisch. have deleted the first avrd, in ac-

cordance, indeed, with B C D L X, min. Vulg. It. (not Ver.) ; but being super-

fluous, and being regarded as awkwardly in the way, it was easily passed over.

[Rejected by recent editors, R. V.]

—

WrjK. avr6] Lachm. and Tisch. have e0?;k.

avrdv, in accordance with BCDS, Vulg. It. Copt. Rightly ; avro is a repeti-

tion from what precedes. — [Recent editor's, R. V., with A B L, 1, have ovdeig ovrru,

while Tisch., with X C, has ovdevg wde7ru, the Rec. reversing the order. The

first is to be preferred.] — Ver. 54. irapaaKevrf] Lachm. Tisch. have jrapaoKevfjc,

in accordance with B C* L X, min. Vulg. codd. of It. Copt. Sahid. Since even

the evidence of D is not in favor of the Recepta (it has -rvpb Gaftflarov), the author-

ities in favor of the genitive are all the stronger, especially as TcapaoKEvfj was

easily regarded by the transcribers as a name. Hence the genitive is to be pre-

ferred. — The Kai before aafiji. is, with Lachm. and Tisch., in accordance with

B C* L N, min. vss., to be retained. It slijit out in consequence of the omis-

sion of the entire clause k. aa,3
t
3. E7re<p. (so still D, Colb.), and then was restored

without the superfluous Kal. — Ver. 55. Elz. Scholz have 6e Kal ywa'iKEg. Cer-

tainly erroneous, since the decisive authorities have sometimes left out Kal al-

together (so Tisch.), sometimes have instead of it al (so Lachm.). The latter is

right. From 6s at arose the c~e Kai so frequent in Luke. But the article is

necessary, in accordance with ver. 49. —-[Tisch., W. and Hort, R. V. r with X

B L, place avrfj after Ta?,t?Mag.~\

Vv. 1-3. Comp. on Matt, xxvii. 2, 11 ; Mark xv. 1, 2. Luke relates the

special charge, ver. 2, very precisely. 1 The preliminary investigation of

the case before the Sanhedrim, xxii. 66 ff., had yielded the result,, that

1 Marcion, as quoted by Epiph., has en- \vovra toi* vouov k. tov? 7rpo<fn/T<i?, and after

riched the accusation with two points /3a<riA. etvai. : (ecu 6.TT0(TTpi<\>0VTa. Ta? yvvai/ca? k.

more, namely, after to ecVo? r/iu.wi' : Kai Kara- to. rini'a.

36
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Jesus asserted that He was the Messiah. This they now apply in presence

of the political power to the j)olitical (anti-Roman) side. — i/p^avTo] Begin-

ning of the accusation scene.

—

diaarpeQ.] perverting, misleading.. 1 — to idv.

//«.] our nation, John xi. 50. — kuIvovto] mediately, to wit, by representing

Himself, etc.- — Xpiarbv ftaci/ia] a King-Messiah. [See Note CLXVIII..

p. 569.
]
QaatTika is added in connection with the political turn which they gave

to the charge.

Vv. 4, 5. In the avowal itself Pilate finds the sign that nothing blame-

worthy, etc.,—to hirn it is the expression of the fixed idea of a harmless

visionary. — ewiaxvov] is not, as there is no object in connection with it, to

be taken actively (they strengthened their denunciation) ; but, with the Vul-

gate, Luther, Beza, and many others : they grew stronger, i.e., they became

more emphatic, more energetic. Comp. Diod. v. 59 ; 1 Mace. vi. 0, and the

correlative Kariaxvov, ver. 28. Both kinds of usage are frequent in the

LXX.

—

avaaelei] Observe, on the one hand, the present, denoting such a per-

sistent urgency ; and, on the other, the stronger and more direct expression

than ver. 2 (Siaorpty.) now used : lie stirs itp. 3 [See Note CLXIX., p. 569.]

— apZ&fi. k.t.1.} as Matt. xx. 8. [See critical note.]

Vv. 6, 7. Pilate was glad to seize the opportunity, when he heard the

name of Galilee (anovaac TaTitX.), instead of defending the guiltless, to draw

himself out of the business at first, at least by a preliminary reference to the

judgment of Herod, 4 which might cause him possibly to be transported to

Galilee, and so he might be relieved of the transaction. Herod Antipas

was tetrarch of Galilee and Peraea. Comp. iii. 1.

—

aviirefitpEv] lie sent Him

up,—as the word, moreover, is used among the Greeks of the sending of

delinquents to a higher judicature. 6 In the same manner av&yeiv ; comp.

on Acts xxv. 21 ; but at ver. 11 it is : he sent bach (Philem. 11).

Vv. 8, 9. The frivolous tetrarch, in an unkingly manner, on the assump-

tion that he had only either to accept or to reject Him.''' immediately upon tin'

siu'ht of Jesus begins to rejoice at the satisfaction of his curiosity.

—

\h"/(.tv k.-.?.~\ forfrom a Ion;/ time In Inn/ been desirous. — On e£ Ixavov, comp.

the Greek neutral expressions : ek itoMov, ek kTleiotov, !~ bXtyov, If kicelvov, and

the like ; kf luavdv, 2 Mace. viii. 25.— aitofjeiv] continually. — fpiirirs k.t.'/.\

" ul oculos et aninmm re nova pascerel more aulae," Grotius. — ovdev ii-rnipi-

vaTo] is to be explained from the nature of the questions, and from Jesus

seeing through Herod's purpose. — avrbc. di] But lie on His part.

Vv. 10-12. Y.lKT,-]i,:n7ar\ they stood there. They had brought Him to

Herod, —efrrtvug] with passionate energy.' —Ver. 1!. Prudently Enough

1 Comp. Polyb. v. 41. 1 : <l<£i<xTacr0ai xai sellnc ad Diodor. T. p. 616.

Siatrrpifr iv : Ecclus. xi. 84. ' Scarcely merely for the sake of learning

- Thus, according t" the Becepta Myovra. the opinion of Berod I Ewald), for this i< not

siill thereadlnR nal \iyovra ii! 1,'l'N. vss.i made self-evident by the simple ivint^w ;

is, witli Teschendorf [see critical note], t<> nor, moreover, for tin' sake of learning the

he preferred, in which the two points truth from Herod fNeander),m k-.t.a. and A.'ym'Ta kt .a. are put » Comp. Polyb. f. 7. !•.'. xxix. 11. 0.

forward Independently. Bow easily the • Comp. Sohleiermaoher, L. J. p 186

kAI mlirht drop out after MovKX I 'Comp. 9 Maoo. di.S8;Aots xviii. 88,

3 Mark .xv. 11 ; Polyb. Fr. Hist. 66 ; Wes- often In the Greek writers.
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Herod does not enter into the charges,—frivolously enough he thinks that

justice will be done to the obstinate enthusiast as to a fool, not by means of

investigation and punishment, but by contempt and mockery. [See Note

CLXX., p. 569.] — abv to'ic arpaTEvuaaiv avrov] These troops are the body of

satellites by whom He is surrounded. — iad-f/ra hauirp.] a gorgeous role, which

is not to be defined more strictly. A toga Candida (Polyb. x. 4. 8, x. 5. 1),

which Beza, Kuinoel, Lange, and others suppose, is less in accordance with

the situation, in which Jesus was to be caricatured, not as a candidate, but

as a king. As such He was to appear again before Pilate splendidly clothed

(but whether actually in purple or not is not expressed in the word). 1 Ben-

gel, moreover, aptly remarks :
" Herodes videtur contemtim voluisse signi-

iicare, se nil metuere ab hoc rege," " Herod appears to have wished to signify

contemptuously, that he feared nothing from this king." — Ver. 12. 6vtec]

along with virapxeiv, for the sake of making the situation more strongly

prominent. 2— Trpbc. mvrovc] not aXkifkovc this time, simply " ut varietur ora-

tio," "that the discourse may be varied," Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 20.

The cause of the previous enmity is unknown
;
possibly, however, it had

originated from disputes about jurisdiction, since that consideration of

Herod's jurisdiction (of the fori originis), even although Herod prudently

made no further use of it, but sent back the accused, brought about the

reconciliation. According to Justin, c. Tr. 103, Pilate sent Jesus to Herod

to please Mm (xaPl&flEV0£) •

Remark.—The narrative of the sending to Herod (cornp. Acts iv. 27) has the

stamp of originality, and might as an interlude, having no bearing on the

further course of the history, easily disappear from the connection of the

tradition, so that its preservation is only due to Luke's investigation
;

and even John, in his narrative of the trial before Pilate, leaves it en-

tirely out of consideration. He leaps over it after the words : £yw ovdeuiav

nlr/av evp'taiiu, h avru, xviii. 38 (not after ver. 40, Tholuck, Olshausen), and

hence makes Pilate immediately connect the words of ver. 39, which in the

narrative of Luke correspond to the words of ver. 1G. But not as though

John had not known the intervening incident (de Wette ; a conclusion in it-

self wholly improbable, and going much too far ; such, for example, as might

be applied equally to the Lord's Supper, to the agony in the garden, etc.) ;

but, on the contrary, in accordance with the freedom of his peculiar composi-

tion, since all the evangelists did their work ecleciically. Lightly Strauss, II.

p. 500, satisfied himself with the conjecture that the " anecdote '

' arose from

the endeavor to place Jesus' before all possible judgment-seats in Jerusalem.

Baur, however (Evang. p. 489), derives the narrative from the endeavor to

have the innocence of Jesus attested as conspicuously as possible in the anti-

Judaic interest, to lay the guilt on Judaism, and to relieve Pilate as much as

possible from the burden (so also Schenkel, p. 405) ; comp. Eichthal's frivolous

judgment, ii. p. 308.

Vv. 13-16. Kal rove apx°'JT -] and in general the members of the Sanhedrim.

Comp. xxiv. 20. — Ver. 14. lyu] I, for my part, to which afterwards corre-

1 Comp. Xen. Cyvop. ii. 4. 5. 2 See Dissen, ad Bein. de Cor. p. 258 f.
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sponds ////' ovdi 'Ttpi'.)<h;r. — ! n'.)-iov bfiav] having examined Jlim in your pres-

ence, according to vcr. 3 ; but there is a variation in John xviii. 33 f.

—

ovSev . . . alriov uv k.t.X.] I have found nothing in this man which could be

charged upon him, of that which ye (pvdev uv = obfiev to'utuv, a) complain of

against him, 1— Ver. 15. aX?J ovde 'B.p6Stjg\ scil. eipev k.t.%., nor has even Herod

(who yet knows the Jewish circumstances so accurately), etc.
2 [See Note

CLXXL, p. 570.] — nal Idov k.-.a,.] Result of what was done in presence of

Herod, which now appears ; hence earl irewpay/iivov, which does not mean :

has been done by Him ; but : is done by Him. — Ver. 1G. The chastisement

(what kind of chastisement is left indefinite) is here merely throum out as a

satisfaction ; hence there is no essential variation from John xviii. 39, and

no confusion with John xix. 1-4. Comp. also on Matt, xxvii. 26. Bengel

rightly says : "Hie coepit nimium concedere Pilatus," "Here Pilate begins

to concede too much ;
" and thereby he had placed the attainment of his

purpose beyond his power. Ma?MKoc 6i tic; 6 U&aToc nal rJKiora vrrip a?i7/$eiac

h'GrartKdr;' kSeSniKei jap tt/v avKocpavrlav, fri/rccic; diafiTindy cji; ruv avTaprijv airohv-

oag, "But Pilate is somewhat cowardly and very little concerned about

truth ; for he had showed sycophancy, lest he should be accused of having

released the one they opposed," Theophylact.

Vv. 18-23. A condensed account down to the final condemnation, ver.

24 f. — Alps'] e medio tolle,—a demand for His death. 3— banc] quippe qui,

not equivalent to the simple qui, but : a man of such a kind that he, etc. —
ijv ,3£/3?.Tfp.] not a paraphrase of the pluperfect, but denoting the condition.

[See Note CLXXII., p. 570.]— Ver. 20. irpooeQ&vr/oe] made an address.

Comp. Acts xxi. 40. — Ver. 21. araiipov] Imperative active, not middle;

paroxytone, not perispomenon. — Ver. 22. yap] as Matt, xxvii. 23. — Ver. 23.

eri-Krtv-o] they pressed, they urged, instabant, Vulg. Comp. v. 1 ; 3 Mace i.

22, often thus in the classical writers. — Kariaxvov] they becamepredominant,

they prevailed.*

Vv. 24, 25. 'E-hptve] he pronounced the final sentence. 5— a-f?.i<ae k.t./..] a

tragic contrast. Comp. Acts iii. 14.

Vv. 26-32. Luke proceeds in a very abbreviating fashion, yet with inter-

calations of original matter, down to ver. 49. The observation ip,\op. an'

aypov belongs (as Ebrard at an earlier period also supposed, but now, on

Olshausen, ed. 4, p. 52, questions), as docs ver. 56, to the synoptical (races

of the working day. See on Mark xv. 21. [Comp. Mark, Note XCV1I.;

— The following saving of Jesus to the women is preserved only by Luke,

extremely appropriate to the love and fervor at the threshold of death, and

certainly from an original tradition. - Ver. 27. it. ywaiKuv] of women also,

not ministering female friends, but other women
;
and. indeed, according

! i ver. 28, from the city, as the female sex is accustomed in general to be

| On atTiov, guilty, punishable, comp. w. I,
" Comp. Acts xxi. 86, xxii. 88; Dion nnl.

OU KiTrjyop. Kara. Tiros-, Very rare in the iv. I. and elsewhere.

Greek writers, Bee Sen. Hell. i. 7. 6 :
--• ' Comp. Polyb. \i. 51. 6, at. .">. 6 ; Matt.

KarrfyopovfTiov Kara Tuiv <7TpaTJjyu>>\ Wolf, xvi. IS.

ad /''in. Lept. p. 218. Plat. Leg. vi. p. 768A; Dem. l«7. 82,

Comp. C. !'. A. Frltzsche, In Fritttchior. and elsewhere : 8 tfaoo. iv. -18; :i Maco,

Opuec.
:

iv. 3.
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very sympathizing and tender at executions ; Lkottt., as viii. 52. — Ver. 28 f.

The address is : that they were not to wee}) over Him (for He was on His way
to meet a glorious future) ; nevertheless over themselves they ought to wee}),

etc., for (see ver. 29) over them was impending a terrible future (the de-

struction of Jerusalem). The contrast of emphasis lies upon kir' k/ae and to'

eaurdg ; by the position of the one at the end and of the other at the begin-

ning, and the consequent juxtaposition as closely as possible of the two

expressions, the emphasis is strengthened. — naicapiai] The maternal heart,

in truth, feels, besides its own suffering, still more keenly the sufferings of

beloved children, Eur. Andr. 395. 1— Ver. 30. The mountains and hills were

to—such is the wish of those who are in despair—not perchance hide them
from the calamitous catastrophe and place them in security (comp. Isa. ii.

19, 21), but, as the words themselves (comp. with Hos. x. 8 ; Rev. vi. 16)

indicate, the destructive landslip which covers them was to take them away
by sudden death from the intolerable evil. — apgovrcu] an outbreaking of the

greatest anguish. The subject is the people in general (the Jews), not the

steriles, "barren" (Bengel). — Ver. 31. Reason on which this announcement

of evil was based, ver. 29 f. "If they thus treat the guiltless and the

righteous, what shall happen to the godless (to themselves) ? " - This last

saying of Jesus, vv. 28-31, is one great memorial more, at once of His self-

denial and of His sinless consciousness, as well as of His certain insight into

the counsel of the divine retribution, which now allows itself no longer to

be averted, but to be even once more announced with the pain of rejected

love, and not to be withheld. — Ver. 32. nanovpyoi] defining more closely

the E-epoi 6vo. Comp. ver. 33. 3

Vv. 33, 34. Kpavlov] A Greek translation of ToXyo&a, a skull, so named
from its form. See on Matt, xxvii. 33, andEwald, Gesch. Ghr. p. 485, who
discovers in the name Golgotha the hill named Oareb in Jer. xxxi. 39. —
Ver. 34. In cupeg avrolg Jesus refers to His enemies, who indeed were the sin-

ning subjects, not to the Roman soldiers (Michaelis, Paulus, Kuinoel, Ewald,

Wittichen, following older commentators, and as early as in Euthymius

Zigabenus), who discharged the office of executioners only involuntarily and

morally uninterested therein ; so that in their case there could be no allu-

sion either to imputation or to forgiveness. The mockery of the soldiers

(Paulus, Kuinoel, Bleek also) is in respect of the crucifixion purely an in-

vention. But in respect of the crucifixion (ri iroiovai) is the prayer uttered

in which from the innermost heart of Jesus breathes the deepest love which

regards the crime in the mildest light, not indeed removing, but extenuat-

ing 4 the guilt, as a result of the want of knowledge of the nature of the

deed (for they were slaying the Messiah of the people, whom they, however,

had not recognized as such), and consequently the deed was cajDable of for-

1 On IBpctyav (see the critical remarks), p. 469 [E. T. 530] ; Kriiger, Andb. i. 4. 2.

comp. Aesch. Choeph. 543 : nacrObv . . . in'ov * Comp. J. Miiller, v. d. Siinde, I. p. 285 ;

epenTr'iptov. Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 453 f. Against the
2 On the figure of the green (Ps. i. 5) and opinion of F.uttrnann in the Stud. u. Krit.

the dry tree, comp. Ezek. xxi. 3; Sanhedr. 1860, p. 353, see Graf in the same, 1801,

f. 93. 1. p. 749 ff.

3 See Bornemann, Schol. p. 147 f.; Winer,
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U'ivcnoss. Even this prayer is a relic of the Crucified One, which Luke
alone has preserved for us from a written or oral source. In Acts iii. 17,

vii. GO, its echo is hoard. Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 8, and the same prayer of the

dying James in Eusebius, ii. 23.

—

Siafiepir6p..] at the division. — ntypow,

(sec the critical remarks) : lots. Comp. on Mark xv. 24.

Vv. 35-38. According to the corrected text (see the critical remarks), it is

not in Luke the people that mock (comp., on the other hand, Matt, xxvii. 39 f.

;

Mark xv. 21) f. ), for they rather stand there as spectators, but the members
of the Sanhedrim. 6e nai refers merely to the eKfiVKTt/ptreiv of the apxovreg.

To the standing by and looking on of the people (not further sympathizing)

is added, however, also mockery on the part of the members of the Sanhedrim.

On k^E/ivicT. com]). Ps. xxii. 8, and see on xvi. 14. — ovrog] this fellow! with

scornful contempt. — 6 tov Beov EKtenrSg] ix. 3o. — Ver. 30 is not a misunder-

standing of Matt, xxvii. 4S (de Wette [so Weiss ed. Mey. |), but something

special which the other evangelists have not got. A mocking offer, not an

actual giving to drink ; for here the offer was not made by means of a

sponge, so that naturally Jesus could not accept the drink. The proceeding

was a grim joke ! — Ver. 38. ki? av-c>] over Him, on the cross. The supple-

mentary statement of the title on the cross (see on Matt, xxvii. 37) explains

the fact that the soldiers scoffed at Him as the King of the Jews.

Vv. 39-43. Etc] A difference from Mark xv. 32 and from Matt, xxvii. 44;

see on the passages. — oi\\l (see the critical remarks) ch el 6 Xp. is a jeering

question, Art thou not the Messiah? — Ver. 40. ovfie tyo^Jj av] not : Dost w>t

even thou fear (de Wette, Bleek, following the Vulg., Grotius, Lange, and

others, that would be oviK ab <£.)? but : Hast thou no fear ' at nil on thy part

before God, since thou art in the same condemnation (as this Jesus whom
thou revilest)? Tins similarity of position in suffering the judicial condem-

nation of the cross is the reason wherefore he ought at least to be afraid be-

fore God, and not continue to practise blasphemous outrage. — Ver. 41.

ovSev &totcov] nothing unlawful; see in general. Lunemann on 2 Thess. id. 2.

The very general expression marks the innocence so much the more strongly.

— Ver. 42. Think on me (to raise me from the dead, and to receive me into

(lie Messiah's kingdom) when Thou shalt have come in Thy kingly glory (as

Matt. xvi. 28). The promises of .Jesus in regard to Ilis Parousia musl

have been known to the robber, -which might easily enough be the Case in

Jerusalem, -and does not actually presuppose the instructions of .Jesus
;
yet

be may also have heard Him himself, and now have remembered what he

had heard. The e\t inordinary element of the agonizing situation in the

view of death had now as its result the extraordinary effeci of firm faith in

those promises
;
hence there is no sullicient reason on account of this faith,

in which he even excelled the apostles, t < > relcgat c the entire history into

the region of in,liist<>r'«;,l legend 11 (Strauss, II. p. 519; Zeller in bis Jahrb.

L843, I. p. 78 ; Bchenkel, Eichthal), in which has been found in the

i To say nothing, moreover, of penitenl ly linked themselves thereto. Bee Tliilo,

humility and resignation. ad Evang. Infant. 88, i>. t n.

i

'
ir apocryphalfabU », whlob suhseauenl
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different demeanor of the two robbers even the representation of the

different behavior of the Jews and Gentiles towards the preaching of

the crucified Christ (Schwegler, II. p. 50 f.). Others (Vulgate, Luther,

and many others, including Kuinoel and Ewald) have taken ev in a preg-

nant sense as equal to elq [so B L, Vulg., W. and Hort, R. V. marg.],

which is erroneous, since Jesus Himself establishes His kingdom ; but to

conceive of the supramundane kingdom (Euthymius Zigabenus, Grotius,

Bornemann) brings with it the supposition, which in Luke is out of

place, that the robber has heard the saying of Jesus at John xviii. 36.—
Ver. 43. <rh[iepov\ does not belong to leyu aoi (a view already quoted in Theo-

phylact, and rightly estimated by the phrase eic(3iaC.ovTai to pf/pa), in respect

of which it would be idle and unmeaning (this also in opposition to Weitzel

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1836, p. 957), but to what follows. The Lord knew
that His own death and the robber's would take place to-day. In the case

of the robber it was accelerated by means of breaking the legs. — On the

classical word irapaSeiaog, "park," see Poppo, ad Xen. Cyr. i. 3. 14. The

LXX. Gen. ii. 8 f. give this name to the dwelling-place of the first pair
;

the blessedness of this place, however, very naturally occasioned the naming,

in the later Jewish theology, of the portion of Hades in which the souls of the

righteous after death dwell till the resurrection, paradise. 1 In the answer of

Jesus there was probably not implied a divergence from the kind and man-

ner in which the petitioner conceived to himself the fulfilment of his peti-

tion (Schleiermacher), but it presented simply and without veil, as well as

in the most directly comforting form, the certainty of his petition being

granted, since if his soul came into paradise, participation in the resurrec-

tion of the just and in the kingdom of the Messiah could not fail him.

Hofmann, Schriftbcw. II. 1, p. 488, rationalizes the idea of paradise. Where
the blessed communion of man with God is realized, there, he says, is para-

dise. This abstraction is surely erroneous, for this reason, that according

to it the risen souls must be in paradise, which is nowhere taught—they are

in Messiah's kingdom. By per' kpov Jesus expresses definitely His descensus

ad inferos," in respect of which the fact that here circumstances required

the mention of paradise only, and not of Gehenna, does not exclude what is

contained in 1 Pet. iii. 18 f., as though we had here "a passage contradict-

ing the analogy of doctrine" (de Wette). 3

Vv. 44-46. See on Matt, xxvii. 45, 50 f. ; Mark xv. 33, 37 f. According

to Luke, the connection of events was as follows : It was already about the

sixth hour, when there is darkness over the whole earth till the ninth hour

(yet the sun is still visible),—then the sun also vanishes in darkness [oppos-

ed by the correct reading, see critical note]—the veil is rent—Jesus utters

His last cry, and dies. — /cat] as xix. 43; Mark xv. 25. [But see critical

note.] — to nvEv/ud pov] my spirit, comprehending the whole spiritual

1 Comp. also the Book of Enoch xxii. 9 f.
2 Konig, Lelire ron d. Hottenf. p. 45 ff.;

Not to be confounded with the heavenly Glider, Lehre v. d. Erschein. Jesu Chr. unter

paradise, 2 Cor. xii. 4; Key. ii. 7. See on d. Tod/en. p. 33 ff.

xvi. 33 ; Lightfoot and Wetstein on the pas- 3 See, on the other hand, also West in the

sage. Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 852 ff.
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nature, contracted with the dying body ; Acts vii. 59. ' — Ver. 4G. elr xelpar

aov k.t.X.] from Ps. xxxi. (i, which words Jesus makes 1 1
i

-- own, committing

His spirit wholly to th disposal of God ; and this perfect surrender to God,

whose control extend- even to Hades (xvi. 22 ; Wisd. iii. 1 ; Acts ii. 27),

is not out of keeping with ver. 43. — This prayer is to be placed after the

TeriXearat of John xix. 30, and corresponds to the wapidunev rb irvevpa of

John. Probably, however, the idea irapkSuttev rb nvevpa was only by the

more accurately explaining tradition moulded into the definite words, as

Luke has them. [See Note CLXXIII.. p. 570.]

Vv. 47-49. See on Matt, xxvii. 54-50 ; Mark. xv. 39-41. to yevdnevov]

that which had happened, namely, how Jesus had uttered the last loud cry.

and had expired. Comp. Mark xv. 39, whom Luke follows. To refer it

still further back (even to include also what is narrated in ver. 44 f.) is for-

bidden by the in\ic\i>! />.r./., to which I66v cannot also refer. The plural

expression, however, ra yevo/ieva, ver. 48, has a wider reference, since, in ac-

cordance with dvpmapay. i~l T.diupiav rahr., it must include the entire proc-

ess of the crucifixion down to ver. 46. — ifi6$ace t. Qeov) i.e., practically, by

His confession, which redounded to the honor of God. Comp. John ix.

24. In this confession, however, Siitaioc (instead of the Son of God in Mark

and .Matthew) is a product of later reflection. [See Note CLXXIW, p. 570.]

— fTi TTjv&eupiav mi-.
|
objectively : ad hoc spectaculum, as dcupia (occurring

only here iii the New Testament) is often applied by Greek writers to plays,

public festivals, etc. — rv-rovric ra orfrlhj] grief (viii. 52. xviii. 13). Accord-

ing to Luke, the people did not, indeed, join in the mockery (ver. 85),

though they probably chimed in with the accusation and the demand for

His death (w. 4, 5, 13, 18, 21, 2:5). and hence they prove themselves the

mobile vulgus. The special circumstances had made them change their tune.

— Ver. 49. navrec, iii yvaoTol avr(p\ those, to wit, who were present in Jerusa-

lem. Luke alone has this statement, which, however, is BO summary that

even by the expression curb (ia,Kp6&EV it does not contradict the narrative of

John xix. 25.—
,
waiKei

|

% I i 1 . 2 f. — bpuaat -.] belonging to eiortjh

Vv. 50-50. See on Matt, xxvii. 57 (il ; Mark xv. 42 17. Luke follows

Mark with abbreviations, although with some peculiarities. — /n-(i/)r.] be-

longing to ;.:<>. - 6'ncaiog] Justus, in the narrower meaning
;
see the follow-

ing parenthesis. It is a special side of aya&6t (excellent). — Ver. 51. ovk^v

m-,K.\ was not in agreement with their decision. Comp. on ver. 19.-

—

k. rfj

and in iln practice, the evil act. 3
-— avru * is implied

in (lov/iv-,,,, ver. 50, Winer, p. 182 [E. T. 140]. — Ver. 52. ovroc] recapitu-

lating, Kuhner, II. p. 330. Ver. 58. Xat-evrQ] hern in sto\ • (Deut. Lv. 49),

therefore neither dug nor lmilt. —oriovK fyv K.T.X.] Comp. xix. 80 ; B more

definite nrnde of expressing the KaivQ in Matthew. Comp. John xix. 41. *—
Ver. 54. And if was the preparation day (the day of preparation for the Bab-

bath, -,,i,r,, : ;,,-,,,). Even hen- (comp. on Mark w. 12) no trace of a festival

' Comp, in general, Batan, Thiol d. W. T.
3 Bee on Rom, viii 18; CoL iii. 0. I omp,

l p no, Zen. Anab. vii. I

» AS to avyxaraTiOrunt, a Locel « In respect .>f 1 1 m 1 1:1 1 ie:i lly cuniula-

i.i. ad Xen. Eph. p tlve Donatives, see Winer, p. 148 B. T. I0»]-
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day is to be found in the day of Jesus' death. Comp. vv. 2G, 56. — ette^u-

<jke] elsewhere of the breaking of the natural day (of the day light ; see

Matt, xxviii. 1) ; but here of the legal daybreak, which began with sunset.

Not an inaccuracy of expression, in which only prevailed the idea of the be-

g liniing of the day, but according to the Jewish mode of expression, which

still, moreover, gave to the legal beginning of the day, at the closing in of

night, the name of TK, on account of the lighting of the lamps, which the

natural evening made necessary. 1 That this mode of designation specially

applied to the beginning of the Sabbath, on account of the Sabbath lights

(see Lightfoot, Zeger, Clarius, Wetstein, Kuinoel, Bleek, and others), cannot

be proved. The imperfect means : it would begin, was on the point of begin-

ning. See Bernhardy, p. 373. — Ver. 55. naTanoTiovQ .] following after, going

after from the place of the cross, ver. 49, to the place of the grave, ver. 53.

In the New Testament the word is found again only in Acts xvi. 17 ; comp.

Jer. xvii. 16 ; Polyb. vi. 42. 2 ; Long. iii. 15. The meaning : "as far as

down there into the grave," is an addition of Lange's ; in Kara is found the

idea of going after. — Ver. 56. uev\ to which corresponds the 6e, xxiv. 1
;

hence at the end of the chapter only a comma is to be placed. — According

to Mark, they did not buy the spices till later. See on Mark xvi. 1. [See

Note CLXXV., p. 570.] In Luke there is no offence against the Jewish ob-

servance (Schenkel), which assuredly was well enough known to him, but

there is a trace of the working day in the tradition which he follows. 2

Ebrard on Olshausen, p. 53 f., gives explanations which are only evasions,

but which are of the less importance, as in this place Luke, with his incon-

sequent notice, stands alone.

Notes by American Editoe.

CLXVIII. Ver. 2. Xptorup ,3aai?Ja.

Weiss, ed. Mey. prefers the rendering " Messiah, a king ;" cornp. R. V. text.

The margin of the II. V., "an anointed king," gives a very improbable inter-

pretation.

CLXIX. Ver. 5. /cai?' uXt/s t. 'lovdalac.

In chap. iv. 44 the reading of the more ancient manuscripts indicates a min-

istry extending throughout all Judaea. Otherwise Luke does not refer to any

labors in Judaea proper. The statement here is an incidental confirmation of

John's narrative. It moreover suggests the wisdom of not assuming, as some

modern critics do, that the Evangelists narrated all they knew of Christ's

labors. Comp. Meyer's remark, p. 563.

CLXX. Ver. 11. Herod's Disposal of the Accusation.

Weiss ed. Mey. infers from ver. 15 that Herod "had at least declared to

Pilate that he had found no fault in Jesus, and thus appears to revenge him-

self for his disappointed hopes (ver. 8), or for the contempt he encountered in

the obstinate silence of Jesus (Godet)." But see next Note.

1 See the passages from the Rabbinical 2 Comp. on ver. 20 ; John xviii. 28, xiii.

writers in Lightfoot, p. 892 f. Comp. Ev. 29 ; Bleek, Beitr. p. 137.

Nicod. 12.
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CLXXI. Ver. 15.

The reading of Tisch. (see critical note) is rendered in the B. V. "for he

sent Him bark tons." Pilate thus infers from the sending back that Herod
deemed Jesus innocent. For this reason the reading is the less difficult one,

since nothing is said of Herod's examining the case. If it is accepted, it dis-

poses of the suggestion of Weiss (see Note CLXX.).

CLXXII. Ver. 19. yv . . . /SXy&eig iv r. tyvl.

Meyer rejects the above well-supported reading as ungrammatical. But. as

Meyer indicates in the case of the other reading, the participle and the verb need
not be taken together periphrastically. The participle singly tells that he was
cast into prison to account for his being there (?/v). So AVeiss ed. Mey. Butt-

mann's objection (see critical note) fails to recognize this view of the construc-

tion, which is strictly grammatical. The preposition h has then a pregnant
force, since it suggests where he was as well as where he had been cast.

CLXXIII. Ver. 4G. e'ir X''I"'C g°v k.t.2..

Weiss cd. Mey. takes a somewhat different view of the origin of this saying.

Its accuracy need not be doubted. It is as likely that John simply narrated as

fact what really was put into words by our Lord, as that Luke followed a
" more accurately explaining tradition."

CLXXIV Ver. 47. Simvoc ijv.

The accounts of Matthew and Mark are probably more accurate, but

is scarcely " a product of later reflection " (Meyer), or a toning down because

the term "Son of God" seemed inappropriate in the mouth of a heathen

(Weiss ed. Mey.). In view of all that the centurion must have known of the

accusation against Jesus, the term used " implies something more " (Godet).

CLXXV. Ver. 56. kcu rb fi£v o&(2(3<itov k.t.%.

The K. V. properly joins this clause with chap. xxiv. 1. Luke has, in the

previous clause, mentioned the buying of the spices
; but he often carries

out one source of thought and then begins anew with something which pre-

ceded. His account does not necessarily imply that the spices were bought

before the Sabbath.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

Ver. 1. The reading (3a06ug (Lachm. Tisch.), instead of the Bccepia (ladtog, is

so decisively attested by A B C D S, etc., that the adjective form (iatitog must

appear as the alteration of ignorant transcribers. — aai rivet; cvv avraig] is want-

ing in B C* L X, 33, Copt. Aeth. Vulg. It. (not Brix.) Dionys. Alex. Eus. Aug.

Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. A supplementary addi-

tion, in accordance with ver. 10, for which occasion seemed the rather to be

given that Luke neither mentions Salome (Mark xvi. 1) in this jslace nor at ver.

10. D has further expanded the addition. — Ver. 3. Instead of nal elaeWovaai.

is to be read, with Lachm. and Tisch., on preponderating evidence, eloE'AOovoai.

(Sf. The former is from Mark. — [W. and Hort bracket rov Kvp. 'Iqo., omitted in

D, Latt. ; so. R. V. marg.] — Ver. 4. tadr'/aeaiv ao-p.~\ Lachm. Tisch. [recent edi-

tors, R. V.] have eoOijrt. aoTpaTrrovay, in accordance with BDK, Syr. al. Vulg.

It. Eus. But the accustomed singular expression easily forced itself in. — Ver. 5.

to irp6GG)—ov~] to. npoauna is attested by a preponderance of authorities. So Tisch.

It is the more to be preferred in proportion as the singular suggested itself

the more readily to the transcribers. — [Ver. 6. W. and Hort bracket ovu egtiv

. . . ffykpdri, omitted in D, Latt., It. V. marg. — Ver. 7. Tisch., Treg.,W. and Hort,

R. V.j with X* B C* L, place on (ki after avdpurcov. — Ver. 9. D, Latt. omita7ro

r. fiviiji. (so R. V. marg.), bracketed by W. and Hort.] — Ver. 10. Elz. Lachm.

Tisch. have t/aav tie ; Griesb. : i/v Si, on too feeble evidence. The words are

wanting altogether in A D T and a few vss. The connection has not been ap-

prehended, and for the restoration thereof, sometimes fjaav 66 has been omitted

(in order to connect it closely with what has preceded), sometimes al has been

intercalated afterwards (before k"Xeyov), sometimes both have been done. This

al is, with Lachm. Tisch., on decisive evidence, to be deleted. — After the

second Mapia is to be inserted ?}, with Lachm. and Tisch., on preponderating

evidence. — [Ver. 11. Tisch., Treg., W. and Hort, B. V., with X B D L, Vulg.

Copt., have t. prj/iara Tavra.] — Ver. 12 is wanting in L\ SyrJ er Cant. Ver. Verc.

Bd. Rejected by Schulz and Rinck. [Tisch. VIII.] Bracketed by Lachm. [Treg.,

W. and Hort ; doubted by Weiss, omitted in R. V. marg.] But even if the great

attestation is not in itself sufficient to justify a decision in favor of its genuine-

ness (comp. on vv. 36, 39, 51 f.), still an interpolator from John xx. 5 ff. would

have mentioned not only Peter, but also the (Mog /uadyr/'/g (comp. ver. 24) ; and

the words bOovia, Kapammreiv, and anf/TSe wpug eavr. (John, loc. cil.) might, in-

deed, have been suggested to Luke from a source emanating from a Johannine

tradition ; on the other hand, it is just the incompleteness of the notice, as

well as the want of agreement in the contents with ver. 24, that would furnish

a very obvious occasion for objection and for deletion. [It may be added that

in this chapter D has a number of omissions, see notes throughout, which in-

dicate that the scribe had a defective copy.] Keifieva is suspicious, as it is

wanting in B X, min. Copt. Sahid. Syr. cu Eus.; in other authorities it is placed

after /nova. — [Ver. 17. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X A* B L, Copt., read
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ual iardOr/crav OKudpunoL] — Ver. 18. [Recent editors, R. V., with X B L, read

uiouuri, instead of <J bvojia.~\ Elz. Lachni. have bv 'lepova. Rut decisive authori-

ties are in favor of 'lepovcr. simply (Griesb. Matth. Scholz, Tisch.); h is an exe-

getic insertion. The exceedingly weakly attested elg, which nevertheless Griesb.

has commended, proceeds from the last syllable of napotKug. — Ver. 21. After

u'/'/ii j e read, with Lachm. and Tisch., mi (B D L N), which disappeared because it

could be dispensed with. — [Tisch., \V. and Hort, Weiss, R. V., with NBL, Copt.,

omit oijuepov. — Ver. 22. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X AB D L, read op-

dpivai — Ver. 24. Treg.,W. and Hort, R. V.,with B D,Vulg., omit mi, after mdajg.

— Ver. 27. Tisch., recent editors, R.V., with X c BL, read 8ieppJp>evaev.] — Ver. 28.

upoaenoielTo] A B D L X, min. have wpooeiroitjoaTO. Commended by Griesb., adopt-

ed by Lachm. Tisch. [recent editors, R. V.]. A correction, in accordance with

the preceding and following aorists. — Ver. 29. After udKlwev is to be adopted

7/6i]. It is found in B L X, min. Arr. Copt. Syr. Slav. ms. Vulg. It, was easily

passed over by occasion of the following 11 Kjiepa, and perhaps if it had been

added, would rather have been annexed to the foregoing otl npug ic~. kari. —
Ver. 32. ml wc] Lachm. and Tisch. have merely ug, in accordance with BDL
X 33, also codd. of It. Ambr. Aug. Or. (which, however, omit eif V/.. >)a.). Right-

ly ; nai was inserted for the connection, and in several versions even supplanted

the <ic. —[Ver. 33. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with X B D, 33, have the simple

form ydpotcpivovg. — Ver. 36. Tisch., recent editors, R. V., with N B D L, omit

u 'li
l
aorr.~] — After Elpj'jV7] vpiv Lachm. has in brackets ky6 elfu, ///) tpoj3eco6e, fol-

lowing GP, min. vss. Ambr. Aug. An addition from John vi. 20. But, more-

over, the preceding k. My. abrolg- elp. bjiiv, although it is wanting only in D and

codd. of It. (deleted by Tisch.), is extremely open to the suspicion of being

added from John xx. 19. [Retained by Treg., bracketed by W. and Hort.]

See also Lachm. in the Stud. u. Krit. 1830, p. 813. A reason for its omission,

if it had been original, would be hard to perceive. — Ver. 38. Instead of ev rair

nap<). B D, codd. of It. al. Lachm. and Tisch. have the singular : the plural is an

amendment. — Ver. 39. avrbg kyu elpc] Several different arrangements of the

words occur in the uss. and vss. Lachm. and Tisch. have iyCt el/u avrdg, in

accordance with B L X 33. — Ver. 40 is wanting only in D, codd. of It. Syr. cu

bat is deleted by Tisch. [bracketed by recent editors], and conies under the

suspicion of being added from John (xx. 20) as the words k. My. air. elp.

in., ver. 36. — Ver. 42. ml awb fieTuaa. icrip suspected by Griesb., deleted by

Lachm, Tisch., in accordance with A B I) L II X, Cant. Clem. Or. Eus. Epiph.

Ath. Cyr. An ancient omission on the part of a transcriber, probably only

occasioned by ml . . . nai. The peculiarity of the food betrays no interpola-

tion ; m) aprov or ml Uprov (comp. John xxi. 9) would rather have been added,

[Treg. brackets the phrase ; v.'. and Hort, Weiss, B. V. text, omit.— Ver. 11.

Tisch., recent editors, read rrpbg avroig, with NT. L, 33, Vulg., and add fiov after

Uyoi, with A B 1) L, 33.] -Ver. 46. ltd of/rug Wet] is wanting in B 0* D L N,

Copt. A ill. \rr. codd. of It. Fathers. Suspected by Griesbach and Rinck,

bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. An addition in the way of gloss.

—

Ver. 17. [Tisch., W. and Hort, "Weiss, B. V. niarg.. with N V>. Cop! I

instead of ml, before a$eotv.~\ i
The reading aptjdpevot in B C* L N

X n 33, Copt. Aeth. Tisch. is to help oul the construction, in connection with

the omission of Sk, ver. 48 (which Tisch., following B (" ;: T, N, has deleted).

|

!.'• ci hi editoi . have api-dfievoi, W. and Hort niarg., R. V. marg., joining with
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ver. 48 ; they also omit 6e, and Tisch., W. and Hort, -with B D, Aug., omit ears

in ver. 48 ; Treg. brackets, Weiss suspects it.— Ver. 49. Tisch., with X D L,

Vulg., reads myu, instead of nal Idov kyu; with recent editors, KC CBL, 33, substi-

tutes e^aKocTDCku for the simple verb ; and with recent editors, X B C D L,

Copt, and Vulg., omits 'lepovaaXiju. — Ver. 50. Tisch.,recent editors, with K B
C L, 33, omit efw and substitute t?p6c for «c.] —Ver. 51 f. The omission of nal

avEcpepero tif t. ovpavov, and at the same time of irpoonvvriGavTec o.vt6v in the same

set of authorities (D, Cant. Ver. Verc. Corb. Bd. Aug.), throws on both (the

former is wanting also in X*) the grave suspicion (comp. on vv. 36, 39) of

being added for the sake of completeness. [W. and Hort bracket both clauses,

B. V. marg. omits.]— Ver. 53. In a few authorities alvovvreg nai is wanting

(which Griesb., in accordance with B C* L X, Ar. p., regards as suspicious)

[W. and Hort, Weiss, B. V., omit alvovvTEC Kai.~\; in others nal EvTioyovvrsc (which

Tisch., in accordance with D, codd. of It. Copt. Aug., has kept out). The

Recepta is to be maintained, since alvelv r. Qeov is especially frequent in Luke,

but neither alvovvrec nor evTwyovvTsc offered occasion for an addition by way of

gloss. But k. Ev7,, might easily drop out in consequence of the homoeoteleiiton

in alvo v v r e c and Ev?.oy ovvtec.

Vv. 1-12. Comp. on Matt, xxviii. 1-8 ; Mark xvi. 1-8. — The question of

the special sources from which Luke has taken the considerable portion that is

peculiar to him in the account of the resurrection (Griesbach : from the mouth

of the Joanna named by him alone, ver. 10), as well as in all that still follows

that account, cannot be decided ; but assuredly he did not as yet know the

conclusion of Mark as it now stands. — fia-&Eug (see the critical remarks) :

the adverb ' of degree is immediately annexed to a substantive. See on

2 Cor. xi. 23. TJence : deep in the morning; i.e., in the first morning twilight. 2

—-Ver. 2. evpov 6e k.t.1.~\ agrees as little as Mark xvi. 4 with the narrative of

the rolling away of the stone in Matt, xxviii. 2. —Ver. 4. hv -o Siairop. air.

TTEpl tovtov] while they were in great perplexity concerning this* In the New
Testament only in Luke. Still Lachmann and Tischendorf [recent editors,

II. V.] have the simple form airopEla&ai (B C D L X), but this easily crept

in through neglect of the compound form. Also ix. 7, Acts ii. 12, the

reading ^jropeZro occurs. — 'etteot. ] as ii. 9. — avdpsc] The angels (ver. 23) are

designated according to the form of the appearance which they had in the

view of the women. 4 Comp. Acts i. 10 ; Mark xvi. 5. And their clothes

had a flashing brightness (aorpairr.). — Ver. 5. H ^tjte'ite k.t.1.] indicating the

groundlessness of their search. — rbv £ovrq] denotes Jesus not as Him irho is

Himself the life (Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, following John i. 4), nor

yet the conquering life (de Wette), but, according to the context, quite

1 |3a06io? might, it is true, be also the geni- A, Tim. p. 49 B.

tireot the adjective (see generally, Lobeck, 4 Schleiermacher makes out of this, per-

ad Phryn. p. 2IG f.). Thus Bleek, Buttmann, sons commissioned by Joseph of Arimatbaea.

and Schegg. Only no certain instance of By means of such, Joseph had had the body
such a genitive form occurs in the New of Jesus brought away from the grave, in

Testament. which it had been provisionally laid. See
s Comp. Plat. Grit. p. 43 A, Prot. p. 310 A. L. J. p. 471. At an earlier period Schleier-

The opposite is : 6 etrxoro? opi>po?, Theocr. macher made another shift, but not a bet-

xxiv. 63. tor. See Strauss in Ililgcnfeld's Zeitschr.

3 Comp. Plat. Phaedr. p. 237 A, Soph. p. 217 18G3, p. 380 ff.
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simply Ewh who is alive, and do ,<.. Comp. ver. 23.

—

fiera Tuwenpuv]
the grave is in general conceived of as the place when tht dead are, where,

therefore, he who is sought, is sought among thedead. Ver. (i f. ug i'/u'/.\ ix.

22, xviii. 32 f. The reference to Galilee (Matthew and .Mark) Luke could

not adopt
; see w. 49, 50.

—

rbv vlbv rob avdp.] The designation of Himself
previously used by Jesus. After the resurrection He no longer calls Him-
self by this name. Com]), ver. 2G. av&puK. dfiapr.] heathens. Comp. xviii.

32 ; Gal. ii. 1T>. Otherwise Matt. xxvi. 45. — Ver. 8. It is psychologically

improbable that the remembrance occurred to them now for the first time

and at the prompting of the angel, if Jesus actually foretold His resurrection

in terms so definite. But see on Matt. xvi. 21.— Ver. 9. k. ttuoi -air '/,

who adhered to the company of the disciples as followers of Jesus. — Ver.

10 f. According to the corrected reading (see the critical remarks), hcav iSi

. . . 'IaK(l)j3ov is a supplementary enumeration of the most eminent of the

women who brought the tidings ; after which by means of /v «; al /,,,-ui

k.7.'/. the same bringing of. the tidings is related also of their female com-
panions, and then hy ml k^avrjcav k.t.1. the narration is further continued.

There were, however (these women who returned and announced, etc.), Mary
Magdalene mid Joanna and ~ST<inj the mother of James, moreover (icai), the rest

of the women with them tohl this to the apostles, Km! their words appeared to

them as a fable, and they lulu red litem not. [See Note CLXXVL, p. 590.]

A to Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of James, sec on Matt, xxvii. 55 f.

;

as {it Joanna, on Luke viii. 3.

—

eipavnaav] the plural of the verb with the

neuter plural (see, in general, Winer, p. 45G [E. T. 514]) denotes here the

declarations of the several individual persons.'— hijpog] afoolish rumor, trick.'
2

— Ver. 12. The disciples did not believe the women, but 1\ ter, hasty and im-

petuous as he was, desired to inform himself by his own sight about this en-

igmatical state of affairs. To take Idpaitev as a pluperfect i Paulus) ison ac-

count of
:

\'/;'-:i impossible ; a perverted system of harmonizing, in which even

Calvin led the way. Of the aTJwg fia&nr^g of John xx. 3, Luke says nothing,

but, according to ver. 24, does not exclude him. The account is vague in

the connection of its several parts. :; as even ver. 34 presupposes Something

thai is not related. — wapa/ity. ]
stooping down into the grave. John xx. 5, 1 1.

a] SO that thus the corpse was gone. 1 — wpbg iavr.] not : with Himself

1 See Kiilmer. ad x< n . Mem. iv. :!. 12. Peter.

Plat. Protag. p. 847 l>. Hipp. maj. p. .".at « That the grave was empty Is so decid-

1! : Aijpous xai 4>Kvapias ; Xen. Hist. iv. 8. 15

;

edly and clearly In the whole of the New
Arist. Plut. 38, and elsewhere; Soph. Testament (in opposition to Weizs&cker,

Track. \x> : Aijpe^ arSpb<; oi>x'i <rwr/>poi'o?. p. 672) the correlative of the resurrection

* since w. 24 and 84 presuppose what of Jesus (see also Rom. \\. i
; Col. 11.12),

nevertheless is not previously Darrated.it thatitlsnot al all to the purpose when

Is certainly to he assumed that w. 1 I2and Kelm (Qeecfdchtl. Chr. p. 184) adds to the

\.r. [8ff. have I n taken from two dis- expression of his belief in an appearance of

tincl BouroeB, which Luke In his working Jesus in glorified corporeality,

'

up has not sufficiently oompared together. matter whether th* gran

There has not been wanting here, more- Keim, moreover, contends with force

over, the supposition of a tendency accord- against the visionary view of the resume
Ing toBaur (Theol. Jahrb. 1858, p. 61), the tlon. see against this kind of viev.

t Emmaus is to put in thedac^round Gebhardt, D. Avfereteh. (Thrift. 1864, p. 18ff.;

the manifestation which was made onlj to DOsterdieck, I. p. 8 ff.; WeisB
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(as Mark xiv. 4 ; Luke xviii. 11), so that it would belong to davpa&v (Lu-

ther, Castalio, Grotius, "Wolf, Schegg, and others, following the Vulgate), in

which case, however, it would be superfluous, and its position before davfiA-

%av would have no motive ; but it belongs to am/We : to his home, i.e., irpbg

rijv iavrov diayuytjv, Euthymius Zigabenus. Comp. John xx. 10. Examples

in Kypke, I. p. 337.

—

0av/nd^. to yeyov6c] Gwrjue yap, on ov fierertOn' ?j yap av

fiera ran btioviuv yereriOr/, Euthymius Zigabenus. 1 Comp. John xx. 7 f.

Vv. 13, 14. The journey to Emmaus, peculiar to Luke. Mark xvi. 12 is a

meagre intimation of the same history from another source. — r/oav rrop.] were

on the way. — ei; avrav] in general : of the followers of Jesus, kit tuv o?luv

yadnrav, Euthymius Zigabenus. They did not belong to the twelve (see vcr.

33) ; whether they were of the seventy (Jerome, Euthymius Zigabenus, and

others) cannot be determined. In other respects they arc perfectly un-

known. Luke, vcr. 18, names only the one (K?.£07r«c is the same as K/leoTrarpoc,

distinct from the Hebrew name K^wrrdf, John xix. 25, or Alphacus), and

that, indeed, accidentally, because he introduces him actually speaking.

In this way it is left in doubt whether he knew the name of the other or

not (Ambrose calls him Ammaori). From the fact of his not being named,

there is neither to be concluded a greater (Bornemann) nor a less ( Kninoel)

degree of knowledge regarding him ; and who he may have been is not at

all to be conjectured, although Nathanael (so Epiphanius), Bartholomew,

Peter, or another Simon (Origen, Cyril), nay, in spite of i. 2, Luke himself

(in Theophylact, so also Lange, I. p. 252), and even, conjecturally (lloltz-

mann), the younger James, as having made the journey with his father Al-

phaeus (but in 1 Cor. xv. 7 the Lord's brother is meant)—have been guess-

ed. — 'Eyyaovc] in Josephus, Bell. vii. G. 6. 'Au/ianrr, a village, also accord-

ing to Josephus 60 stadia (7^ geographical miles) in a north-western direc-

tion from Jerusalem—not to be confounded, as has often been done since

Eusebius and Jerome (Robinson, Pal. III. p. 281 f.), with the town of

Emmaus, 1 Mace. iii. 40, ix. 50, in the plain of Judaea, which since the

third century after Christ has been named Nicopolis, and is 17G stadia from

Jerusalem. 2 Zsehokke, D. neutest. Emmaus, 1805, following tradition, is

again in favor of the present village of Kubeibeh, and that on the ground of

in the Stud. it. Krit. lSGfi, p. 173 f.; Uhlhorn, tion of every mention of the resurrection

B. modernen Darstell. d. Leb. Jesu, 18GC, throughout the whole New Testament, in

p. 115 ff. which reference, especially also the moral
1 Even this simple observation of Euthy- idea of awdaTTTtadai and o-weyeipeadai

mius Zigabenus is sufficient to show that Xpio-xw (Rom. vi. 4 ; Col. ii. 12, iii. 1 ; Eph. ii.

every other cause by which the corpse may 0) is of importance.

have disappeared from the grave, apart 2 Hence we find, in some ares, (including

from His resurrection, is inconceivable. X) and vss., the reading iKarbv i£iji<oi>Ta,

Schenkel, indeed (in his ZeitscAr. 1865, 5), which Tisch. >•<
i

• [not Tisch. VIII.] on

when he defines the resurrection as "the insufficient evidence prefers. Even Arnold

real mysterious self-revelation of the personal- expresses himself as not averse to identify-

ity of Christ emerging living and imperlsha- ing it with Nicopolis. See, in general,

Me from death" uses for this purpose no Ritter's Palestine, XVI. pp. 512,545; Arnold

grave, since he makes the personality of in Ilerzog's Encykl. III. p. 778 f.; Thrupp in

Christ emerge only from death, not from Tin Journal of Classical and Sacred PhUology,

the grave. But the certainty that Christ 1860, p. 262 ff.

came forth from the grave is at the founda-
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tho more recent measurement of the distance from Jerusalem. Others :

Culonieh; others : Kurjat et Enab.—Ver. 14. «. aimi] and they, on their

part, said, in view of the appearance of Jesus to them, ver. 15 f.

—

-t-pl ndv-

iv avft '•: .';v. tovtuv] vv. 1-12. In their subsequent discourse with the

unknown one at ver. 18 IT. they are more prolix. 1

Vv. 15, 1G. ml ai'rof] mi is the usual form after h/eve-o (comp. ver. 4; see

on v. 12), and avrdg, He Himself, of whom they were speaking.

—

eyyiaag]

prohahly overtaking them from behind. — tuparovvTo k.t.X.] they were held so

so that theyhnew Him not. Examples of upa-eloOat of organs of the body :

impediri, quominus vim et actionem sibi propriam exserant, "to be hindered

from showing the power and action proper to them," see in Kypke. The
expression itself, which indicates a peculiar external influence, not to speak

of its telic connection, as well as the correlative dinvolx8i?oav k.t.7.. in ver.

31, should have prevented their failure to recognize ITim from being attrib-

uted to an unfamiliar dress of Jesus, and to an alteration of His counte-

ance by the tortures of crucifixion ; or, on the other hand, to the disciples1

own dejection (Paulus, Kuinocl, Lange, and others). The text represents

only a wonderful divine effect. The matter is otherwise represented in Mark
xvi. 12, where Jesus appears h hepa /joptif).

Vv. 17. IS. What a/re these discourses that ye in him throic out to one another as

ye walk, and are of gloomy countenance? Instead of ml ovrec onvOpitiroi, the ad-

dress passes over into the finite verb, bringing out this characteristic

more emphatically, Matthiae, § 632 ; Kiihner, § 075. 4. After Kd we are not to

supply ri (Beza). The relative clause <,<V ui<7i,3u//,. irp. o.aa. corresponds to the

idea of ov£irrelv (disputare). [See Note CLXXVII., p. 590.] — ab pdvor izapoi-

...7.?,.] Dost thou alone dwell as a stranger in Jerusalem, and hast not

learned, etc.? Tn reaped of this question of surprise, it is to be considered

— (1) that the destiny of Jesus is SO entirely the only thought in the sold of

the two disciples, and appears to them now so absolutely as the only possible

subject of their conversation ami their sadness, that from their standpoint

they instantly conclude from the question of the unknown one that he

cannot at all know what has come; to pass, since otherwise he would not

begin by asking of what they speak and why they look sad
; (2) that

i

belongs to obn lyvuQ ; so that thus -napniKFlr 'Irp. ml oik h fi.tr

(there is no comma to be placed before nai), taken together, constitute the

ground of their question, whether it is he alone in whose experience this is the

case. Hence it is wrong to take mi in the place of a relative. Comp. John

vii. 1.
|

See Note CLXXVHL, p. 590.] — Tcapomelv 'lepova. may either mean :

dwell as a stranger in Jerusalem (thus often in the LXX. ; usually with >Y,

but also with the accusative, Gen. xvii. 8 : Ex. vi. -I), or : dwell near, at

Jerusalem :'' thus 'lepova. would be in the datwe. The former view is the

usual and thecorred one (comp. Heb. \i. 9; Ads vii. 6, \iii. 17; 1 Pet. i. 17,

ii. iii, since the disciples might recognize the unknown, perchance, as a

foreign pilgrim to the feast (even from his dialect), but not as a dweller in

'On 6/i<Aeii' = Sia.Wye(r0ai, romp. Xvn. Hon, P.lerk : romp. Xen. J)€ iilif. 1. 5 ; Tsoer.

Anab.\v.&.8. Panegyr. 168;Tbao. iii. 98; Lttctan, D. M.

"Grotiu8, RosexunflHer, and, wltb ln'sit.-i- ii. 1.
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the vicinity of Jerusalem. Ungrammatically, 1 Theophylact, also Zeger and

others, have taken -rrapoinelv as simply to dwell ; and Castalio, Vatablus,

Clarius, and Kuinoel have taken it in the figurative sense of £tvov elvai, and

hospitcm esse : " de iis, qui quid agatur ignorant, art thou then alone so strange

to Jerusalem ?
"

Vv. 19-21. IloZa] scil. ova eyvuv yevdueva k.t.1. The qualitative word of in-

terrogation presupposes things of a special kind which must have happened

;

irpoairoielrai ayvoiav, Euthymius Zigabenus. — o'c de elirov] Probably here also

Cleopas was the speaker, and the other added his own assent to what was

said. — be kyei-ero] not : who was (thus usually), but : who became, whereby

the idea se praestitit, se praebuit (see Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 7. 4), is ex-

pressed. — avfjp 77/300.] an honorable expression, Bernhardy, p. 48. — Svvaruc

iv epyu k. ?.6yui] 2 ev marks the sphere wherein, etc. Comp. Acts xviii. 24, vii.

22 ; Judith xi. 8 ; Ecclus. xxi. 8. In the classical writers the mere dative

of the instrument is the usual form. 3 In this place epyu is put first as con-

taining the first ground of acknowledgment of the Messianic dignity. Comp.

Acts i. 1 ; John x. 38 ; Acts x. 38. — kvavrlov k.t./L] i.e., so that He repre-

sented Himself as such to God and the whole people. — Ver. 20. b-rruc re] et

quomodo, "and in what way," still depending on the ova eyvac of ver. 18,

which is mentally supplied as governing ra irepl 'It/gov k.t.Tl. On elc Kpifia

da.va.Tov, to the condemnation of death, comp. xxiii. 24. — nal eoTavpuaav] for it

was their work that He was crucified by the governor. Comp. Acts. ii. 23.

— Ver. 21. y/ueig de Tj2.niro[iev\ but we, on our part, were entertaining the hope

(observe the imperfect), etc. This hope, demolished by the crucifixion, how
soon was it again inflamed ! Acts i. 6. — ovt6c] He, and no other

—

?jvTpovadai\

according to the politico-theocratic idea of the national Messiah. Comp.

Acts i. 6, and see Theophylact. — aXXd ye] but indeed, although we cherished

this hope. 4— «at] (see the critical remarks) : besides. — avv rrdac tovtoiq] avv

denotes the accompanying circumstance: with all this, i.e., with the having

undergone all this fate, namely, of being delivered up and crucified (ver.

20).
6— rpiTTjv TavTrjv r/fiepav ayei G7//iepov~\ The subject is Jesus, who immedi

-

ately before was the subject emphatically made prominent. 6 TpU-qv Tairrrrv

yuepav IS equivalent to TavTrjvTpiTnv ovaav y/iepav, OV TavTTjv, y Tphn egtiv i/iupa.
1

Hence : But indeed, besides all this, He passes this present day as the third

since, etc. In this case, it is true, of//nepov is superfluous, but it corresponds

1 Not to be supported by passages such ticles, a usage foreign to the older Greek
as Gen. xxiv. 37; Num. xx. 15; Ps. xv. 1, writers, see Bornemann, Schol. p. 100 ;Klotz,

cxx. 6, where the LXX. have translated ad Devar. pp. 15 f.,25; Stallbaum* ad Plat.

3ty and pjy by terms more specific than the Rep. I. p. 331 B.

original. 5 Comp. Neh. v. 18 ; 3 Mace. i. 22 ; and
a Comp. Thuc. i. 139. 4, where Pericles is see, generally, Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 7G3.

Called \eyeiv re koI irp&aaeiv 8vva.TuJTa.T0';. 6 Comp. Beza, Kypke. ayeiv, of time : lO

3 See Bornemann, Schol. p. 159. See ex- spend ; as e.g. SdKarov eros ayeiv, to be in (he

amples of both arrangements : epyu> k. a. tenth year, and the like, does not belong

and K6yu> k. 6., in Lobeck, Paralip. p. 64 f.; merely to the later Greek. Sophocles, £V.

Bornemann, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 3. C ; Pflugk, 258, has : eweiTa noias rjjuepas SokcIs p.' dyeiv :

ad Eur. Hec. 373. What kind of days ihinkest thou 1 am spend-
4 See Hermann, ad Eur. Ion. 1345, Praef. ing? Compare the passages in Kypke.

p. xx. ; Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 2. 12. On 7 See Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 5.

the immediate juxtaposition of the two par- Comp. iii. 5. 9.

37
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to the painful excitement of the words. [See critical note ; the word is to

be omitted.] Comp. Mark xiv. 29. ayei has been ungrammatically taken

personal: agitur (Grotius, Bcngel, Rosenmuller, Kuinoel, de Wette,

Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, Buttmann, Bleek, and others); while others

grasp at arbitrary modes of supplying the subject, as 6 XP^V°Q (Camera-

rius), Qe6q (Ileinsius), 6 rj?uog (Er. Schmid, Heumann). Bornemann regards

'lopaqXas the subject: " Is dies, quern Israel hodie celebrat, tertius est, ex

quo," " This day, which Israel to-day celebrates, is the third, from which," etc.

But the context leads us neither to Israel nor to the mention of the cele-

bration of the festival.

Vv. 22, 2:). Nevertheless on this frustration of our hopes the following

also has occurred, which has again aroused them, and still (ver. 24) has left

them till now unfulfilled. — e£ 7/uuv] from our company, ug tffielg moral,

Euthymius Zigabenus. — bpdpicu] an Attic form, instead of which, however,

the later bpffpivai ' is preponderatingly attested, and is, with Lachmann and

Tischendorf, to be preferred. [See critical note.] — ical /it) evp.~\ ml . . . fjWov,

instead of carrying on the participial expression in conformity "with yev6/ievai,

continues with greater emphasis in an independent sentence. — ml b-raalav

k.t.X.] nai : and moreover, besides the fact that they found not the body. —
ol leyovciv] indicative, the direct vision mingling in a lively manner with tho

oratio obliqua."

Ver. 24. Twig] therefore not merely Peter, ver. 12. But did Luke con-

ceive these several persons as having gone together ? Probably, according to

the analogy of ver. 22. Moreover, comp. on ver. 12.

—

ovru tcadug k.t.%.]

namely, that the corpse was not in the grave. — avrbv de ovk ehhv] but Him,

Him who yet, according to that angelic assurance narrated by the women,

v..-is to live, Him they saio not ; a tragical conclusion !

Vv. 25, 20. Abror] He on His part, after the disciples had thus helplessly

expressed themselves.

—

avor/rm (Rom. i. 14 ; Gal. iii. 2 f.), without inteUi-

. refers to the understanding, and /3padelg r>j mptta to the whole internal

li\ mg activity, in respect of which (dative) its dulness, i.e., its deficiency in

tli." proper susceptibility and fixedness of purpose, is reproved. enfypoKapdla,

Mark xvi. 14, is stronger. 3— rot> mareveiv] a genitive of nearer definition de-

pendent on ppaSelg (see "VViner, p. 290 [E. T. 324]) ;
slow to believing confi-

dence in. 4— xaaiv] not merely referring to a single thing. There was want-

ing to them the faith without exception, otherwise they would have recognized

even the suffering and death of the Messiah as prophesied, and have rightly

discerned them ; Sari yap irtOTt "for these a be-

lieving both partial and entire," Theophylact.— Ver. 26. Must not the

Messiah, etc., namely, according to the prophetically announced divine de-

cree. Comp. ver. 11 if. — ravra] with emphasis: this, which lie.. to wit,

i See Sturz, Dial. Mac. p. 186 ; Lobeok, ad poslte: ayxivovs, Plat. /"'<'.
p. 880 \;

p.51. Diog. Laert. vll. 98 ; also 6f««, Plat Sep. vU.

s Bernhardy,p.299; Relate, tfwtfart. p. 286 f. P-
•"'

'

'

|:

3 on/3p<i<5i-s b alow," In the spirit- 'On tnvrvSetv ini with a dative, oomp.

se,oomp. //. x. 826; Plat. Vefin. p. 416 Matt, xxvii. 12; Rom. ix. 88, x. n
;

l Tim. 1.

irftaBta /3paSuT?js eV /mafl^crei. Theophr. 10; 1 Pet. ii. 0.

M( r. not, 1 1 : ij jSpaSvn;; rijs tyvxrjs. The op-
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had in fact suffered, and which causes you to be so cast down. — icai et<reta9-.

elg t. 66^av avrov] not as though He had already by the resurrection in itself,

and before the ascension, attained to His 66^a (for His heavenly condition is

not until His glory after death, see ix. 26, xxi. 27 ; Phil. ii. 9 f. ; 1 Pet. i.

21 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; John xx. 17, xvii. 5, and elsewhere), but out of the

foregoing eSbi, del is here to be supplied : and must He not attain unto His

glory ? Wherefore, on the one hand, those sufferings needed first to pre-

cede ; and, on the other, He must be again alive. The definite sUteXi&. ug r.

66%. is not to be evaporated into the general u attain, His destination 1 ''

(Schleiermacher)

.

!

Ver. 27. Kal and ttovtuv t. irpoty.] dp^auEvog is to be conceived of succes-

sively : He oegan from Moses, and when He had finished with him, from all

the prophets, taking them one by one in succession, consequently making of

each one of them a new commencement of His Sispufivsvaig. Thus the

reproach of a careless (Winer), inexact (Buttmann, Bleek), or defective (de

Wette) mode of expression (Acts iii. 24) becomes, to say the least, unneces-

sary. What special passages Jesus referred to, Luke unfortunately does not

tell us. Theophylact adduces many, and specially Jacob Capellus, from

Gen. iii. 15 down to 2 Chron. Comp. also Erasmus, Paraphr. 2 — fiiepfir}-

vevev] He interpreted* to wit, by explanation according to their destination

referred to Him, i.e., having their fulfilment in Him. [The imperfect was

substituted as more suitable, see critical note.]— rd mpl avrov] soil, yeypaji-

fiEva, implied in ypa<pa~ig ; otherwise, xxii. 37.

Vv. 28, 29. 'EGXT///.aT!££To iroppuTipw Tcopeveo&ai «c dn'Xug oiwndonrdpog-, "He
was assuming to go further as simply a fellow-traveller," Euthymius Ziga-

benus. He desired to prompt the invitation, which was a matter of decorum,

but knew that it would follow. Comp. Mark vi. 48. The imjkrfect wpoaE-

ttoieIto (He feigned, gave Himself the air) and then the aorist irapEf3ido-avTo :

a lively representation. — iropEvea&ai] not : that He is constrained or wishes to

go farther, but we must conceive that for appearance' sake He actually

began to move forward. — Ver. 29. On ivapefitda. , they constrained, to wit,

by means of urgent entreaty. 4 They felt their holiest interests engaged to

this stranger (ver. 32). That these two disciples dwelt in Emmaus is pos-

sible, but follows just as little from /telvov psd' fjpuv (comp. rov fieivai avv

avrolc) as from elff^Tid-e. For to the latter expression is not to be supplied

Big rijv oiKiav abruv, but from ver. 28 : Big ti)v k&utjv ; that invitation, how-
ever, does not of necessity mean : stay in our lodging, but may just as well

signify : stay in our company, pass the night with us in the house of our host.

Comp. John i. 39 f.

Ver. 30. Jesus proceeds not as a guest, but as the master of the home, ac-

cording to His accustomed manner in the circle of His disciples ; thus, it is

1 As to supplying the verb in another, general, Hengstenberg, Christol. III. 2,

tense, see Bornemann on xxiv. 27, ad Xen. p. F8 ff.

Apol. § 26 ; and, generally, Kriiger, § 02. 4. a Acts ix. 36 ; 1 Cor. xii. 30 ; 2 Mace. i. 36
;

1 ; also Nagelsbach, Anm. z. Bias, ed. 3, Polyb. iii. 22. 3.

p. 70. * Comp. Acts xvi. 15 ; Gen. xix. 3 ; also
a In respect of the prophecies bearing avayxdieiv, xiv. 23 ; Matt. xiv. 22.

upon the suffering's of the Messiah, see, in
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true, that dors not appear by which they recognize Him, but probably it is

the externa] situation, corresponding to the opening of their eyes that now
follows, which enhances the certainty and the impression of the recognition.

Comp. vcr. 35. — tvAdyrjae] "Tres, qui simul coraedunt, tenentur ad gratiaa

indicendum," " Three who eat together are bound to give thanks," Berac.

f. 45, 1. It is the master of the house giving thanks before the meal. It

is quite arbitrary for most of the church Fathers (Augustine, Chrysostom,

Theophylact, and many others) and Catholics (so also Sepp, not Schegg,

but Bisping) to decide that Jesus celebrated the Lord's Supper, 1 from which

even the iv rip KaraKkid. oxight to have guarded them, since this in fact points

to the time before the proper beginning of the meal (as they reclineJ). Comp.

on iii, 21.

Ver. 31. Avruv fie cltrjvoix&rjoav oi IxpdaX/wi] is the opposite of ol 6<p&a%itol

avruv EKparovvTo, ver. 1G. As the latter, so also the former, according to

Luke, is to be referred to extraordinary divine causation. [See Note

CLXXIX., p. 590.] This is opposed to the view (Paulus, Kuinoel, and

others) that the disciples, only by means of the accustomed breaking of

bread and giving of thanks by Jesus, wherein they had more attentively

considered Him and had seen His pierced hands, arrived at the recognition

of Him who until then had been unknown to them. Comp. on ver. 30. —
avruv] with lively emphasis placed first. "What Jesus did is previously de-

scribed. — avoiyeiv] (more strongly dtavoiyeiv) rove b^aXfioiig, which is often

used of the healing of blind people, a describes in a picturesque manner the

endowing with a capacity, bodily or spiritual, ofrecognizing what before teas

unknown. 3— cupavroc eyivsro air' avruv] lie passed aicay from then/ invisibly.*

Luke intends manifestly to narrate a sudden invisible withdrawal effected

(///"H'jJi ilirinc agency ; hence those do wrong to his intention and to the ex-

pression who, like Kuinoel, make out of it only a wHbito ab iis discessit, so

that this departure would not have been observed till it occurred (Schleier-

macher, L. J. p. 474). Beza well says that Luke has not said avrolg, but

ot' ahr^v ;
" ne quia existimet praesenteni quidem Christum cum ipsis man-

sisse. seil corpore, quod cerni non posset," "lest some should suppose that

Christ indeed had remained with them, but in a body which could not he

perceived." The Obiquists supported the doctrine of the invisible presence

of Christ's body by the passage before us. Comp. Calovius. — On the word

nipavror—which is very frequent in the poets, but only rarely used in prose,

and thai of a late period, and. moreover, is not found in the LXX. and the

Apocrypha— instead of the classical prose word a<pavfc, see Wesseling,

ad Diml. iv. 65.

1 The Catholics make use of w. 80 and 86 one part only is given
;

' since by the naming

;,s a il' fence of their EucharUtia sub una ofa part the rest Is signified by the common
," under one element." See the Confut. oustom of speech,'" Apol. x. 7, p. 884.

Confess. Aug. II. 1. Bven Mekmchthon does . * Matt. lx. 80, xx. 88; John i\. 10, 14,17,

nol refuse to explain the passage before us x. 81, xi. :\7.

ef the Lord's Sapper, disapproving, never- :| Gen. iii. 5, 7, xxi. 19; 8 Kings vi. 17, 20 ;

theless, of the conclusion drawn fromil : oOmp. Aotaxxvi. 8.

unam partem tanlum ; "quia «Comp. on ytveaOu &n6 nvos, to withdraw

partis appellatione rellquum signlfloatur from any one, Xen. Mem. 1. 8. 85 ; Bar. 11L

communl consuetudlne sermonlfl," "that ~'i.
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"Vv. 32, 33. Obxl >) KapSia r/fuov naio/iivr] ijv hv ijp.lv ;] Was not our heart on

fire within us ? The extraordinarily lively emotions are, as in all languages,

represented under the image of burning, of heat, of being inflamed, and the

like.
1 Hence the meaning : Was not our lieart in an extraordinarily fervent

commotion ? Comp. Ps. xxxix. 4 ; Jer. xx. 9. Quite naturally the two
disciples abstain from explaining more fully the excitement of feeling that

they had experienced, because such an excitement, comprehending several

affections, rises into consciousness, as divided into its sj)ecial elements, the

less in proportion as its experiences are deep, urgent, and marvellous. The
connection of the question with what precedes is : "Vere Christus est, nam
non alia potuit esse causa, cur in via eo loquente tantopere animus noster

inflammaretur,' 1 Maldonatus.

—

uc difootyev k.t.X.] without /cat (seethe crit-

ical remarks) adds the special to the general asyndetically, in which form
that which is urgent and impressive of the recollection expresses itself. —
Ver. 33. airy r?) apa] Certainly after such an experience the meal of which
they had intended to partake was immediately given up. They had now
no more irresistible necessity than that of communicating with their fellow-

disciples in Jerusalem, and "jam non timent iter nocturnum, quod antea

dissuaserant ignoto comiti, ver. 29," " now they do not dread the night jour-

ney, from which they had previously dissuaded their unknown companion,

ver. 29," Bengel.

Vv. 34, 35. Aiyovrac] belongs to rovg kvSeKa nal rove; <jvv aiirolg, who in a

body met them as they arrived with the cry : yytpdi] 6 K&pioc k.t.1. On the

discrepancy with Mark xvi. 13, see on the passage.— yyhp&q and &<p$y are

placed first with triumjmant emphasis, as contrasted with what is narrated

at vv. 11, 12. The appearance to Peter, which Luke has not related further

(but see 1 Cor. xv. 5), took place in the interval, after what is contained in

ver. 12. " Apparitiones utrimque factae, quibus se invicem conflrmabant

illi, quibus obtigerant," "The appearances took place to both parties, and

those to whom they had happened mutually confirmed each other with

them," Bengel. — 2//zww] at that time the name which was still the general

favorite in the circle of the disciples. According to Lange's fancy, the

apostle after his fall laid aside his name of Peter, as a priest his consecrated

robe, and an officer his sword. Jesus Himself named him, indeed, before

and after his fall, almost exclusively Simon." In Luke xxii. 34, IHrpe has a

special significance.— Moreover, ver. 34 ought to have forbidden the as-

sumption that Luke distinguishes the two disciples who went to Emmaus
above the apostles (Hilgenfeld).— Ver. 35. nal abroi] and they on their part,

as contrasted with those who were assembled.— hv ry ulaaei] not : in the

breaking, but at the time of the breaking. See on ver. 31. [But see Note
CLXXIX., p. 590.]

Vv. 36, 37. Avrbg egttj hv jxeacd avruv] lie Himself stood in the midst of them.

These words point to the fact that Luke, who already at ver. 31 has related

also a sudden disapjiearance and vanishing of Jesus, conceived of a marvel-

lous, instantaneous appearance of the Risen One in the circle of His disciples,

1 Wetstcin and Kypke inloc; Musgrave, - Matt. xvii. 25; Mark xiv. 37; Luke xxii.

ad Soph. Aj. 473. 31 ; John xxi. 15
'
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and this is confirmed by the narrative in John xx. 19 of the appearance of

Jesus within closed doors. The subsequently (vcr. 37) related impression

upon those v, ho were assembled is, moreover, easily explained from this

fact, although they had just before spoken as specified at ver. 34. — ev /iiau]

"id significantius quam in medium," Bcngel.

—

t'tpfyvn v/ilv] Peace to you!
The usual Jewish greeting D37 Dwltf, x. 5. — Ver. 37. Trvev/ia] a departed

spirit, which, ha\ ing come from Hades, appeared as an umbra in an appar-

ent body ; the same that Matthew, xiv. 26, calls ^airac/ia.

Ver. 38. Wherefore arise thoughts in your heart ? i.e., wherefore have ye

not immediately and without any consideration (see on Phil. ii. 14) recognised

me as theperson I am?
Ver. 39. In the first half of the verse Jesus desires to remove from His

disciples their consternation, and that by means of their being required to

convince themselves that it is He Himself (no other) ; in the second half He
desires to oppose the notion of a irvevfia', and that in such a way that they

should be persuaded that it is He bodily. The two parts of ver. 39 corre-

spond, that is to say, to the two parts of ver. 38. — rue ^eZpa? /nov k. -. rrddag

u.] These, pointed to as a proof that it is lie Himself, must afford this proof

by the traces of the crucifixion, namely, by the wounds of the nails in the

hands and feet (as to the nailing of the feet, see on Matt, xxvii. 35). Comp.
John xx. 20. ' According to Paulus and de Wette, Jesus pointed to His

hands and feet as the uncovered parts, in order to oppose the notion of a

spirit. In this way avrbg &y& would have to be understood of the reality,

not of the identity of His appearance. But the hands and the feet were seen

even without special pointing to them ; the latter presupposes a character-

istic to be recognized by closer inspection. Even this characteristic, how-
ever, could not prove the reality (since it might appear as well in a <p&vraafia

or eidulov), but probably the identity though apart from the reality, for

which latter the conviction was to be added by means of touch. — 8r<] is in

both cases : that. [Bee Note CLXXX., p. 591.]"

Vv. 41-43. *Et*] in the sense of still; see Schneider, Rep.

p. 449 C. — uttu rye xaP"-c] on account of tin (presently experienced by them.

eomp. \\ii. 45 ; Acts xii. l 1
;

Matt. xiii. 4A)joy. That a great and happy

surprise keeps hack and delays the full conviction of the truth' of the happy
event itself, i> a matter Of psychological experience.'" — ;

k.t./i.] npbg -'/limn Triarii' mi fjejiaiorkpav ii w6dt /;' v 1
•"•, '' For

greater faith and firmer demonstration of nol being an apparition," Euthy-

mius Zigabenus. —Kai airb fieXtaa. unpiov] and (some) of a bee's honeycomb

(farms), tit'/immr IS added as a distinction from any other kind of honey.

The word, however, does not elsewhere occur, but pekusowoc (Nicander, 'I'll.

'Without reason Sohlelermaotaer says of the same tiling, and it la only opposed t<>

these wounds: " they may hav< been two or the (true) view of the resurrection that the

/our" (p, 147). Be lias Indeed taken up a disciples took Internoltat phenom-
oce about the ena. Bee especially p. 471.

question whether Jesus was actually or On a-apKa *. haria. owe ix*h comp, Bom.
only apparently dead (in respeotof which Od. xi. 819.

he sopl
'

J l.iv. xxxix. 10 : 1

a in- n Ij apparent death does not come to opinato gaudio cred
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611); 1 Sam. xiv. 27 : uripiov tov hDutoq. On 6i66vat air6, coinp. xx. 10.

—

Ver. 43. etyayEv] in respect of which what had already gone before (vv. 39,

40) must keep at a distance the idea of a merely apparent eating, such as is

attributed to angels, Tob. xii. 19 (comp. Gen. xviii. 8, xix. 3). Comp.

Acts x. 41.

Ver. 44. El7rev 6e avroic] after the eating ; a continuation of the same

scene. According to the simple narrative, it is altogether unwarrantable to

place an interval between these two passages. 1 [See Note CLXXXI.,

p. 591.] No impartial reader could do this, and how easy would it have

been for Luke to give a hint to that effect !

—

ovtoi ol Myoi k.t.?.,] these

(namely, that I—as ye have now convinced yourselves—after my sufferings

and death have actually arisen) are the words (in their realization, namely)

which I spolce to you while I was yet with you, to wit, that all tilings must be

fulfilled, etc. (the substance of the Uyoi). [See Note CLXXXIL, p. 591.]

Jesus assuredly often actually said this to them, according to the substance

generally. 2— en uv avv v/i.] for by death He was separated from them, and

the earlier association with them was not, moreover, now again after the

resurrection restored. 3 — h tu vd/iu M. k. npo<j>. k. lpalpolq] certainly contains

in itself that which is essential of the Jewish tripartite division of the

Canon into laic (""H'lfi), prophets (D'N'3}), and Ilagiographa (D'lHfiS). Under

the law was reckoned merely the Pentateuch ; under the prophets, Joshua,

Judges, 1st and 2d Samuel, 1st and 2d Kings (D^itfKI D'*0}), and the

prophets properly so called, except Daniel (D'jnnx D'^^J) ; under the

Ilagiographa, all the rest of the canonical Scriptures, including Daniel,

Esther, Ezra and Nehemiah (the two reckoned together as one book), and

Chronicles. 4 Yet, according to the use of Trpocpqr. and Tpal/i. elsewhere

1 But to say, with Ebrard, p. 596, that the time for that purpose than for the instrue-

passage vv. 44-49 depicts in general the tions of ver. 27. Rightly, Hofmann, Schrift-

whole of the teaching communicated to the disci- bew. II. 2, p. 5, declares himself opposed to

pies by Christ after His resurrection, is just separations of that kind ; nevertheless, he
as marvellous a despairing clutch of liar- afterwards comes back to a similar arbi-

monistics. So also older harmonists, and trary interpolation of the forty days in vv.

even Grotius. Wieseler, in the Chronol. 45-49. If the place for the forty days has

Synopse, p. 423 f., like Bengel and others, first been found here, there is indeed sum-
places between ver. 43 and ver. 44 the forty cient room to place the direction of ver.

days, after the lapse of which ver. 44 ff. is 49, xa^ia-are cv rrj n-dAei k.t.x., first after the

spoken on the day of the ascension. But return of the disciples from Galilee, as

his proof depends on the presupposition that Lange does ; but Luke does not, since he
in the Gospel and in Acts i. Luke must here absolutely excludes a withdrawal on
needs follow the same tradition in respect their part to Galilee. Ewald rightly recog-

of the time of the ascension. The separa- nizes (Gesch. des Ajwst. Zeitalt. p. 93) that

tion of ver. 44 from what precedes ought Luke limits all appearances of the Risen One
not only to have been prevented by the use to the resurrection Sunday. So also, im-
of the Se (comp. on ver. 50), but also by the partially, Bleek, Holtzmann.
use of the oStoi, referring as it does to what 2 Comp. xviii. 31 f., xxii. 37 ; Matt. xxvi.

goes before. Lange, L. J. II. 3, p. 1679, 56, and elsewhere.
represents ver. 45, beginning with Tore £i>j- 3 Grotius well says :

" nam tunc tantum
voi^ev k.t.K., as denoting the forty days' ko.t oinovoiiiav illis aderat," "for now He
ministry of Jesus begun on that evening; was only present with them kit' oi/coi'om'ai'."

for he maintains that the unfolding of the 4 See Bava Bathra f. xiv. 2 ; Lightfoot,

knowledge did not occur in a moment. But p. 900.

why not ? At least there needed no longer
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(oomp. xx. 42) from the mouth of Jesus, it is not to be assumed that He by
these two designations intended to express that definite literary historical

extent of the D'NOJ, and the whole of the Hagiographa. He means the

prophets proper who have prophesied of Him (ver. 25), from whom He cer-

tainly, moreover, did not think Daniel exeluded (Matt. xxiv. 15); and by
ihalii., the actual Psalms in the accustomed sense as that portion of the Script-

ure in which, besides the law and the prophets, the Messianic prophecy is

chiefly deposited. Moreover, observe the non-repetition of the article before

Trpoti. and i!u?.u., whereby the three portions appear in their connection as

constituting one whole of prophecy.

Vv. 46, 47. Xal ovtuq iSei being deleted (see the critical remarks), the

ige reads : for thus it is written that the Ifessiah should suffer and rise

again, etc., and that there, should be announced, etc. By means of in Jesus

adds the circumstance in the way of motive, on account of which He opened

their vovg, etc. [see Note CLXXXII W, p. 591] ; ovtu, however, has its refer-

ence in these instructions just given : in the maimer, in such a way as I have

just introduced you into the understanding of the Scripture. What follows,

being conceived under the form of doctrinal positions (" the Messiah suffers,"

etc.) as far as the end of ver. 47, is then the Messianic summary of Old

Testament prophecy. — e-l ru brou. avrov] on the foundation of ITisname—on

the confession of this name, to wit, by which the whole evangelic agency is

supported—depends the announcement of repentance and forgiveness, as far

as concerns their specific purpose and their characteristic nature. Comp.

Acts. iii. 1G, iv. 17 f., v. 28, 40. — apga/ievov] for which Erasmus and Mark-

land conjectured apijauivav,
1
is the impersonal accusative neuter : incipiendo,

11 beginning" (Herodotus, iii. 91, and thereon SchweighSuser), i.e., so that it

(the office of the icqpvx&yvai) begins, i. Q.,from Jerusalem (Ast, Leu. Tint. 1.

p. 288)."

—

a.T:b 'If/wm.] as the metropolis of the whole theocracy. Comp.

Isa. ii. 3, xl. 0, and elsewhere ; Acts i. 8 ; Kom. xv. 19. — eig Tvavraru

among all nations, Matt, xxviii. 19.

Ver. 48. 'Eore] indicative. — Toirrmi] is arbitrarily referred only to the suf-

ferings and the resurrection (so also Kuinoel and de Wette). It must be-

long to all the three points previously mentioned. Hence : "But it Is your

business to testify that according to the prophecies of Scripture the Messiah

actually suffered, and is risen again, and repentance and forgiveness are an-

nounced on the ground of His name,*' etc. Of the former two points the

apostleswere eye-witnesses ; of the last, they were themselves the firsl exec-

utors, and could therefore in their office testify of their experience thai ac-

cording to the prophecies of Scripture is announced, etc.

Ver. 49. Encouragement to this calling of bearing witness by assurance

of the sending of the Spirit, and (hey were not to leave Jerusalem until after

they had received this mission. Comp. Actsi. 1. They were therefore soon

to receive it, and not before their reception of it to enter upon their calling.

1

*.s D actually reads. Other attempts at p. 591.]

Improvement : ap£a^Ki)i', ap^a/affos, fa re "See Winer, p. B60 [B. T. 684]; Borne-

of apf<£fm-oi, followed by Ewald, see mann, Schol. in I, Comp. Buttmann,

the critical remarks. [See Note CLXXXm., Neutest. 0r. p. 821 [E.T.874f.].
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— ey6~\ it is J icho send. The present of the near and certain future. More-

over, this assurance has as its presupposition the approaching ascension.

Cornp. John vii. 39, xvi. 7, 13-15
; Acts ii. 33. — na-&ioaTE k.t.X.] In respect

of the difference of the evangelical traditions about the place of sojourn of

the risen Lord and His disciples, see on Matt, xxviii. 10. On nadl&Lv, to

remain, to abide in peace, comp. Acts xviii. 11. — Jesus characterizes the gifts

of tlie Holy Ghost by the expression rijv t-nayye?Jav rov izarpog pov (Acts i. 4),

sofar as Godpromised the "bestowal thereof'by prophetic prediction. 1 The pour-

ing out of the Spirit is the realization of the promise of the Father. — kug oh

ivSvarjo&E 6vvay.iv i$ vipovc] till ye have been endued with (definitely ; hence

"without av) poioer from on high (vim coelitus suppeditatam, "power sup-

plied from heaven"), to wit (comp. Acts i. 8), by the Holy Spirit. The power

is distinct from the Spirit Himself, i. 35. The metaphoric use of hdvec&ai

and other verbs of clothing, to denote spiritual relations into which man is

translated or translates himself, 2
is not a Hebraism, but is also frequently

found in the classical writers. 3— If vxpovc] comp. Eph. iv. 8.

Ver. 50. 'Efjyyaye k.t.a.] namely, from Jerusalem (vv. 33, 49), and that

after the scene just related (vv. 36-49). Observe in respect of this—(1) that

this i&iy. k.t.X. does not agree with Acts x. 40, 41, because Jesus had openly

showed Himself. (2) The immediate linking on by 6e, and therein the absence

of any other specification of time, excludes (compare also the similar circum-

stance in Mark xvi. 19, 20) decisively the forty days, and makes the ascen-

sion appear as if it had occurred on the day of the resurrection. 4 The usual

naive assumption is nothing else than an arbitrary attempt at harmonizing

:

ov tote clTlTC ev ry TEaaapaKoary ypspa /ietcl t?/v avaoraaiv' ra yap iv rQ> fiecu napi-

Spa/iEv o EvayysXio-Tf/g, " not then but on the fortieth day after the resurrection
;

for the evangelists passed over what intervened," Euthymius Zigabenus. 5

Luke himself could neither wish to leave the reader to guess this, nor could

the reader guess it. [See Note CLXXXIV., p. 591 seq.] That Luke also in

other places goes on with Ss without any definite connection (in discourses :

xvi. 1, xvii. 1, xviii. 1, xx. 41; in events: xx. 27, 41, 45, xxi. 1; de Wette,

comp. Ebrard) in such an extension as this (according tode "Wette, he forgot

in ver. 50 to specify the late date), is an entirely erroneous supposition. There

remains nothing else than the exegetic result—that a tiocfold tradition had
grownup—to wit—(1) that Jesus, even on the day of the resurrection, ascended

into heaven (Mark xvi., Luke in the Gospel) ; and (2) that after His resur-

1 The discrepancy, apparent indeed, 2 Comp. also Rom. xiii. 14 ; Cal. iii. 27 ;

though too much insisted on by Strauss, II. Eph. iv. 24 ; Col. iii. 12.

p. 043 ff., between the passage before us 3 See Kypke, I. p. 345. Comp. 1 Mace. i.

and John xx. 22 f. is perfectly explained 23 ; Ecclus. xxvii. 8 ; Test. XII. Pair. p. 587.

when it is observed that in this passage the So the Latin induere, Liv. iii. 33
; Quint, i.

communication of the Spirit ko.t' ef o^'if. 1, and elsewhere ; and the Hebrew CO ',

which was the substance of the prophetic Judg. vi. 34 ; 1 Chron. xii. 18.

promise, is meant, and that this which was < Comp. Zeller, Apostelgesch. p. 77 f. ;

to follow at Pentecost does not exclude an Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 463.

earlier and preliminary communication. s comp. Theophylact, Kuinoel, Ebrard,
Joel iii. 1,2 ; Isa. xliv. 1 ff. ; Ezek. xxxvi. and many others, including Gebhardt,
27, xxxix. 29. Comp. Acts ii. 16 ff.; and on Auferst. Chr. p. 51 f.

Eph. i. 13; Cal. iii. 14.
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rectitm lie abode still for a series of days (according to the Acts of the

Apostles, forty days) upon (he earth (Matthew, John). Luke in the Gospel

followed theformer tradition, but in the Acts//,* latter. Eence we may in-

fer in regard to the latter account, either that he did not learn it until after

the compiling of his Gospel, or, which is more probable, that he adopted it

as the correct account. As to the variation in the traditions regarding the

locality of the appearances of the risen Lord, see on Matt, xxviii. 10. — Sfw]

with verbs compounded with ek. 1— eag tig B?#.] as far as to Bethany, not

necessarily into the village itself, hut (comp. Matt. xxi. 1) as far as to

the part of the Mount of Olives where it enters into Bethany. [See critical

and Note CLXXXV., p. 592.] Comp. Acts i. 12. — in&pag r. x^Pa^\ the

gesture of blessing, Lev. ix. 22.

Yer. 51. 'Ev t€> tv'Aoy.] therefore still during the blessing,—not immedi-

ately after, but actually engaged in the discourse and attitude of blessing on

parting from them. According to the usual reading: Aitcr?) aV avi

avtfykp. etc r. ovpav., He separated Himself from them, and (more specific.

statement of this separation) icas taken vp into heaven. The passive voice

docs not require us to assume that there were any agents to carry Him up (ac-

cording to de Wette, probably angels or a cloud). The imperfectis pictorial.

Luke thinks of the ascension as a 'visible incident, which he lias more fully

represented at Acts i. According to Paulus, indeed, k. ave<pep. etc r. ovp. is

held to be only an inference ! Moreover, if the words k. aveQep. elg r. ovp. are

not genuine (see the critical remarks), then the ascension is certainly meant

even by the mere diiorq air' avruv : but here it is not yet definitely indicated,

which indication, together with the detailed description, Luke reserves for

eginning of his second book,

—

till then, that as suf-

ficient,—the matter of fact of which was already incidentally n<

ix. 51, and was elsewhere familiar. a

RemUlBK. [See Note CLXXXVL, p. 592 seq.] — On the subject of the asa

Ilowing considerations are to be noted :— (1) Considered in general, it is

ineontestably established as an actualfaci by means of the testimony of the New
Testament. 4 For, besides that in the passage before us it is historically

narrated (comp. with Acts i. and Mark xvi.), it is also expressly predicted by

See Lobeck, ad His divinity, chooses to be essentially pres-

p. 10; Bornemann, Schol. p. 166. ent, there Si will also be according in His
- On Sie'oTT), .v. r-.v.wV, e<>mi>. Horn. //. xii. 86, human corporeality." No; acoordingtotbe

70; Valckenaer, Schol. in loc. New Testament view, it must mean: He
'

J Heaven is not herein i<i be taken In the th • this Ms presena bytfu Holy

if the omnipresence of the courts of Sj mun&cates Himself.

the old Lutheran orthodoxy, in the See, especially, John xiv.-xvi.; Rom, viii.

Interest of the doctrine of Christ's ubiquity, 9, to. A beooming bodily present is a mar-

would have it (thus also Thomaslus, Christi vellous exception, as In the case of Paul's

n.;/-, CL p. 288 ff.), or of the unex- conversion, see on Aotaix.8. Calvin, Tnst.

tended ground of life which bears the entire n. 16, rightly designates the being of Christ

idl.d. in heaven as a absentia, "bodily

v. ofthe dwelling-place absence," from the earth.

pry of I ; see on Matt, \i. 0;Marl< ' Against the denial of ti apability of

wi. 18; \i-ts iii -ji. Erroneously, likewise historical testimony to prove the actuality

In • in- Bense of ubiquity, says Gess, Pers. "f miraoles In general, pecially,

('//;. p. 265: "Wb rdlng to I t. p.84ff.
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Jesus Himself, John xx. 17 (cornp. as early as the suggestion in vi. G2) ; it is

expressly mentioned by the apostles as having happened '
; and it forms—and

that, too, as a bodily exaltation into heaven to the throne of the glory of God—
the necessary historical presupposition of the whole preaching of the Parousia

(which is a real and bodily return) as of the resuscitation of the dead and trans-

formation of the living (which changes have their necessary condition in the

glorified body of Him who is to accomplish them, viz. Christ, 1 Cor. xv. 5 ff.,

8, 16, 22, 23 ; Phil. iii. 20, 21, and elsewhere). (2) But the idea of a visibly, yea,

sensibly glorious event must the rather be considered as an addition of subse-

quent tradition which grew up as a reflection of the idea of the Parousia, Acts

i. 11, since only Luke, and that certainly merely in the Acts (Mark not at all,

xvi. 18), expressly relates an event of that kind; but the first and fourth evan-

gelists, although John had been an eye-witness, are wholly silent on the sub-

ject (including John vi. 62), which they hardly either morally could have been

or historically would have ventured to be, since such a highest and final exter-

nal glorification would have incontrovertibly made good, even from a literary

point of view, the forcible impression which that event would have necessarily

produced upon the faithful, and would hare just as naturally and incontrovert-

ibly put forward this most splendid Messianic ar/ueiov as the worthiest and most

glorious copestone—the return to heaven corresponding to the heavenly origin.

The reasons by which it has been sought to explain and justify their silence 2

are nothing more than forced, feeble, and even psychologically untenable eva-

sions. [See Note CLXXXVIL, p. 593.] Comp. Strauss, II. p. 657 f. (3) The
body of the risen Lord was not yet in the state of glorification (it has flesh and
bones, still bears the scars of the wounds, is touched, breathes, eats, speaks,

walks, etc., in opposition to Theophylact, Augustine, 3 Krabbe, Ewald, Thoni-

asius, Keini, and the old dogmatic writers) ; but, moreover, no longer of the

same constitution as before the resurrection (Schleiermacher), but, as Origen

already perceived, in a condition standing midway between 4 mundane cor-

poreality and supramundane glorification—and immortal (Eom. vi. 9, 10).

Although, on account of the want of any analogy within our experience, such

a condition of necessity does not admit of a more exact representation, yet still

it explains in general the sort of estrangement between the risen Lord and His

disciples,—the partial doubt of the latter as to His identity, His not being

hindered by the crucifixion wounds, His marvellous appearance and disappear-

ance, and the like ; moreover, by the consideration that Jesus rose again in a

changed bodily constitution, the physiological scruples which have been raised

against His rising from not merely apparent death are removed. The actual

glorification whereby His body became the auua TtvcvfiaTcuSv (1 Cor. xv. 45-47),

1 Acts ii. 32, 33, iii. 21 ; 1 Pet. iii.' 22 ; Col. cealed from the eyes of the disciples rather

iii. 1 ff.; Eph. ii. G, iv. 10. Comp. Acts vii. than that it was lacking-," Augustine,Be civ.

56 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Ileb. ix. 24. Dei, xxii. 9.

2 See e.g., in FlatVs JWagaz. VIII. p. 67; Ols- 4 Comp. Martensen's Dor/mat. § 172;

hausen ; Krabbe, p. 532 f.; Hug, Gulacht. Schmid, Bibl. Theol. I. p. 118; Hasse, Leben
II. p. 254 ff.; Ebrard, p. 602; Lange, II. d. verUart. Erlos. p. 113, who, however,
p. 1762 ff. mingling truth and error, represents the

3 " Claritas in Christi corpore, cura resur- resurrection body of Christ already as a-oifia

rexit, ab ocuiis discipulorum potius abscon- TrvevixariKov ("a confluence of spirit and
dita fuisse, quam defuisse credenda est," body," p. 123). More accurately, Taute,
" It is to be believed that the splendor of the lieligionsphilosophie, 1852, II. 1, p. 340 ff.

body of Christ, after lie had risen, was uon-
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the cu/ua t?/c dofyr alrov (Phil. iii. 21), first began in the moment of the ascen-

sion, when His body was transformed into the spiritual body, as they who are

still living at the time of the Faroasia shall be transformed (1 Cor. xv. 51, 52),

still with this difference, that the body of the latter up to that moment is still

mortal (1 Cor. xv. 53), whereas the body of Christ, even from the time of the

resurrection, was immortal ; hence also an appeal to the marvellous healing

power of Jesus, which was powerfully exercised on Himself (Hase, L. J. § 118),

is here insufficient and inapplicable. The perfecting of this glorification of the

body of Christ is not to be regarded as a matter to be perceived by the senses,

since in general a glorified bodily organ does not fall into the category of things

perceptible by human sense. The same is the case with the taking up of the

glorified Christ into heaven, which, according to the analogy of Luke xxiv. 31,

is perhaps conceivable in the form of a vanishing. (4) Of the two traditions

which had grown up in regard to the time of the ascension (see on ver. 50), in

any case the one bearing that after His resurrection Jesus still abode on earth
for a series of days, is decidedly to be preferred to the other, that even as early

as the day of resurrection He also, ascended. And this preference is to be given
on the preponderating authority of J«hn, with which is associated also Paul, by
his account of the appearances of the risen Lord, 1 Cor. xv. 5-7, ] and the notices

of Acts x. 41, xiii. 31.- Still there must remain a doubt therein whether the

definite specification of forty days does not owe its origin to tradition, which
fixed the approximate time (conip. Acts xiii. 31) at this sacred number. The
remarkable testimony of Barnabas, Ep. 15 (ayofiev rrp> q/iipav ri,v bydor/v etc evippo-

,
ev y kuI u 'Iqoovg avlurn in venpuv nal (pavepude'ig avtfin sic n < ),

a in

no way agrees with the forty days. 4
(5) If the appearances of the risen Lord

are transferred as products of the imaginative faculty into the subjective region
(Strauss, Holsten, and others), or if, in spite of the unanimous attestation of

the third day as being that on which they first began, they are viewed as spirit-

ual visions of the glorified One in the deepest excitement of aspiration and
prayer (Ewald, Gesch. d. Apost. Zeiialt. p. G8 ff.) ; then, on the one hand, instead
of the resurrection, in the sense of the New Testament, as an historical start-

ing-point, there remains only the personal continuance of the exalted One

1 Although at 1 Cor. xv. it is not possible into the heavens."]
definitely to recognize whether a# theap- 4 It may be supposed, with Weisse, that
pearances, which are specified before ver. the ascension was here placed on the resur-

8, occurred Li-fun- or nfhr the ascension, rection Sunday, or, with Bbrard, Lange, and
Very little to the point, moreover, does many others, that it was generally placed

islus des Qlaubem, p. 17S) lay on a Sunday, [n respeot of the latter sup-
on the fact that Paul knows nothing position, Indeed, the number forty has

of "touching and eating probf8." These, been given up, and it lias been taken ae a
indeed, did not al all belong to the purpose round number and Increased to forty iw".
and connection of his representation, as Hut if, withDressel, Patr. Ap. p. 86, apoint
little as in the Acts ai the narrative of the be put after vtKp&v, and what follows be
conversion of Paul "

broiled Jlsh and honey- taken as an Independent clause, this Is a
com*" could find a place. very unfortunate evasion, by means of

a But. to seek to make out an agreement which «ai ^aupwflii? k.t.a. is withdrawn
between the narrative of Luke about the from all connection, and is placed In the
appearances of tie risen Lord with that air. Not better is Qebhardt's notion,
"i" I'aid i ei • g. Eoltzmann) can In no way Auferst. CAr. p. 68, thai Barnabas, in men-
be successful, tlonlng alBO the ascension, did not intend

B [" We celebrate with Joy the eighth day, to make specification of date at all for It

on which Jesus both rose from the (had [See Note CLXXXVOT., p. 688.]

and having manifested Bimself ascended
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(Schenkel) ; and, on the other hand, the ascension does not appear as an ob-

jective fact, but just as nothing more than the end of that powerful excite-

ment, and this must carry with it the conclusion that from him to whom He
in such wise appeared, the glorified One vanished again tranquilly into His

everlasting glorification with God (Ewald, I.e. p. 95 ff.). Eveiy spiritualizing

of those appearances into internal experiences, " into glorifications of the image

of His character in the hearts of His faithful people " (Schenkel), and the like,

must convert a strange, widespread fanaticism into the fruitful mother of the

mighty apostolic work, and into the foundation of the ecclesiastical edifice,

but rnust regard the Gospel narratives on the matter as products and repre-

sentations of self-deceptions, or as a kind of ghost stories,—a view which the

narratives of the Apostle John in reference thereto most decisively forbid.

Comp. on Matt., Kemark after xxviii. 10. This, withal, is opposed to the gen-

eralization of the concrete appearances into continued influences of the Lord,

who still lived, and of His Spirit (Weizsacker), in which for the ascension, as

such, there is left nothing historical. Weisse's view, moreover, is absolutely

irreconcilable with the New Testament narratives, identifying as it does the as-

cension with the resurrection, so that, according to apostolic view, the fact was
no going forth of the body from the grave, but the taking up of the soul (with

a spiritual corporeality) out of Hades into heaven, whence the exalted Cne
announced Himself in visions. 1 To make out of the ascension absolutely the

actual death which Jesus, being awakened from apparent death, soon after

died (Paulus), could only be attained at the height of naturalistic outrage on
the New Testament, but is not avoided also by Schleiermacher in his wavering

expressions. The mythical construction out of Old Testament recollections

(Strauss), and the directly hostile crumbling and destruction of the Gospel

narratives (Bruno Bauer), amount to subjective assumptions contradictory of

history ; whilst, on the other hand, the revival of the Socinian opinion of a

repeated ascension 2 depended on erroneous interpretations of single passages

(especially John xx. 17). Finally, the abandoning of all attempts historically

to ascertain the fact (de Wette on ver. 53) does justice neither to the accounts

and intimations of the New Testament itself, nor to the demands which

science must make on the ground of those intimations.

Ver. 52. Kal avrol] and they on their part, after the Lord was separated

from them (and was taken up into heaven). To the ave(pepero elc r. ovp. cor-

responds in this place the equally suspicious irpoaicuv. avrov (see the critical

remarks on ver. 51 f.), which is referred to Him who was exalted to heav-

enly dominion. — jif-o, xapac fieyak.'] at this final blessed perfecting of their

Lord Himself (John xiv. 28), and at the blessing which they had just re-

1 See also Weisse, Eoangelienfrage, p. 272 are so related to one another as special

ff. ; Gebliardt, Avferst. Chr. p. 72. epoch-making appearances of the Lord
2 Kinkel in the Stud. u. Krit. 1841, p. 597 before the brethren after His death. With,

ff. Comp. moreover, Taute, Religionsphil- such extravagant imaginations of histori-

oiophie, II. 1, p. 380 ff., according to whom cal details of faith is the philosophy of Her-

the resurrection of Christ is said to have bart, even against its will, driven forth far

been His first descent out of the intelligible beyond the characteristic limits which by
region of the existence of all things, but Ilerbarl himself are clearly and definitely

the ascension nis last resurrection appear- laid down.
ance, so that resurrection and ascension
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reived from ITim. "Praeludia Pentecostes," "The prelude of Pentecost,"

Bengel. " Corpus suum Lntulil coelo, majestatem suam mm abstulit mundo,"
" He carried His bodyinto heaven, lie did not carry away His majesty from
earth,'' Augustine.

A cr. •>:!. Kal ijaav Sia Travrbr ev rC> l?pfi] koto, tovc Kcupovc 6t]}.ov6tl tuv awagewv.

ore elvai ev avru z!-rp>, " namely, at theseasons of assembly, when it was allow-

able to be in it," Euthymius Zigabenus. The popular expression 6ia Travrug

is not to be pressed (comp. ii. 37), hence it does not exclude the coming
her in another locality (Acts i. 13, ii. 44) (in opposition to Strauss). 1

Moreover, after the pouring forth of the Spirit, they continued as pious

Israelites daily in the temple, Acts ii. 4G, iii. 1. [On the correct form of

the verse, see critical note.]

Notes by American Editoe.

CLXXVI. Ver. 10. *7jaav de . . . ml ai Tinnral n.r.l.

The correct reading, as Meyer indicates, divides the women into two parties.

This serves to confirm the theory that they were in two parties when they

came to the sepulchre, and that the Evangelists speak of two visits, besides

the sejiarate appearance to Mary Magdalene ; see Inter. Rev. Com. Luke,

p. 352.

CLXXVII. Yer. 17. Kai euTd&r/aav cuvdpu-oi.

The above reading, which Meyer does not notice, is abundantly attested (see

critical note), and, as the more difficult one, is to be accepted. The question

breaks off at irepiirarovvTec, and the abrupt statement: "And they stood still,

looking sad" (R. V.), corresponds with the sudden halt as they walked.

CLXXVIII. Ver. 18. ah /xovoc irapotntJc k.t.'/.

The view of Meyer would be best expressed thus in English :
" Art thou the

only one sojourning in Jerusalem and not knowing." etc. The It. V. testis

indefinite, and the margin is not so good an interpretation as that of Meyer.
The A. V. is obviously inexact.

CLXXIX. Vv. 31 35. 'Hie Recognition at Emmaus.

Weiss rd. Me}', properly lays more stress than Meyer upon the external aids

to recognition on the part of the disciples, without denying the "divine causa-

tion. " The invitation to remain was not, be thinks, merely a matter of deco-

rum, but was called forth by our Lord, that it might be a token of their desire

for further intercourse. There must have been many things to aid the i

nitioD when once their eyes were opened. Weiss admits a sudden remarkable
disappearance, bul finds no evidence of a " withdrawal effected through divine

y." Yet it must have been supernatural, probably through Christ's own
agency. Weiss, with good reason, renders : h rjj kMou, "in the breaking,"
since the recognition took place during this act and wns in some proper sense
causally connected with it.

1 Comp. Lcchlcr, Apott. u. Xachapost. ZtttdU. p. 281.
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CLXXX. Ver. 39. on Kvevp.a k.t.%.

Weiss ed. Mey. renders bn in this clause "because" (so E. V. "for").

Meyer's view is forced.

CLXXXI. Vv. 44-49. Time of these Sayings.

That Luke in liis Gospel follows a tradition which placed the Ascension on

the day of the Kesurrection (Meyer) seems altogether improbable (see Note

CLXXXIV., below). But there is an obvious difficulty in determining where the

interval of forty days (Acts i. 3) should be inserted. Ver. 44 seems to be directly

connected with ver. 43 (on the day of the Resurrection), and ver. 49 is not only

directly connected with the Ascension, but forbids a departure from Jerusalem.

Nor is there in vv. 45^18 any indication of a change of scene, though tote in

ver. 45 may refer to a period of instruction following the discourse on the even-

ing of the Resurrection day. Certainly Acts i. 3 asserts a course of instruction.

We may regard vv. 45-49 as a summary of this teaching, or insert the forty days

between vv. 44, 45. Either seems to involve less exegetical difficulty than the

separation of vv. 43, 44 or vv. 49, 50. Any view, even that which, according

to Meyer, is "a despairing clutch of harmonistics," seems more credible than

one which implies that Luke attempted to write the history of our Lord with-

out knowing that He did not ascend to heaven on the day of the Resurrection.

CLXXXII. Ver. 44. ovtoi ol Myot. k.t.2,.

Weiss ed. Mey. suggests that this phrase " can point forward to the follow-

ing expositions of Scriphire (ver. 45) : When I said to you that the Scripture

must be fulfilled, I meant as follows." In ver. 46 he properly takes oti as reci-

tative (so R. V.), not as introducing a motive (Meyer).

CLXXXIII. Vv. 47, 48. aptj&fievoi (itto 'lepovcralf'/ii. vfieic core k.t.A.

The correct text is difficult to determine ; the better attested readings are

given above,though fare is wanting in B and D. The harsh anacoluthon in apt-ape-

voi leads some to join that clause with ver. 48 (so R. V. marg.), but if tars is

wanting this is impossible. If apgapevoi is joined with what precedes, thenom.

inative refers to the persons who should preach (namely, ifielc), indicated in the

next clause.

CLXXXIV. Ver. 50. The Time of the Ascension.

Weiss ed. Mey. fails to see why ver. 50 "does not agree with Acts x. 40,

41," and omits Meyer's statement under (I). Meyer's assumption, that Luke
here follows a tradition which placed the Ascension on the day of the Resurrec-

tion, he regards as less credible than the usual view indicated by Euthymius
Zigabenus. Luke, reserving the particulars of the Ascension for his second

treatise, connects a hint of it with what precedes, without any definite sjiecifi-

cation of time (as he frequently does).

But Meyer's view is altogether improbable. 1. Luke was with Paul shortly

after the latter wrote First Corinthians (Acts xx. 6). 2. In that Epistle the

Apostle shows his knowledge of an interval between the Resurrection and the

Ascension (1 Cor. xv. 5-7). 3. It is psychologically imj^ossible that Paul did

not inform Luke on this point (comp. Acts xiii. 31). 4. If Luke investigated
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bis subject be must have discovered tbe facts before he "wrote the Gospel and

not afterwards. 5. Luke frequently passes on with one topic, irrespective of

direct chronological sequence, and then resumes ; comp. i. 80 ; iii. 18-20,

which speaks of John's imprisonment, while ver. 21 reverts to the baptism of

Jesus ; iv. 44, which is a very marked instance, if the reading 'lovdaiag be ac-

cepted ; xxii. 18, 19, where the expression of desire suggests the account of tbe

institution, other topics being reserved for subsequent narration (vv. 21-30) ; see

the list of passages where 8k is used without definite connection (p. 585). Even

in the fuller account of the Ascension (Acts i. 4-11) Luke writes as if it occurred

in Jerusalem itself ;
only in ver. 12 does he locate it on "the Mount called

Olivet."

It may be added that the late date assigned to the Gospel by Meyer makes

his theory even more improbable. See also Meyer, Acts, p. 37, American

edition.

CLXXXY. Yer. 50. luc irpbg Br^aviav.

The correct reading (see critical note) is properly paraphrased in the R. V.,

"until they were over against Bethany." The apparent divergence from Acts

i. 12 is thus removed. But Meyer is less strict than usual when he allows the

same sense to the Bee. reading (elg).

CLXXXYI. Yer. 51. The Ascension.

"Weiss ed. Mey. has discarded nearly one half of Meyer's extended " Remark"

on the Ascension. He retains the parts numbered (1) and (5) respectively (the

former asserting the fact of the Ascension, the latter objecting to the " subjec-

tive" theories of the occurrence) ; but for tbe intervening matter (in which

Meyer hints that the account in Acts i. 11 is an addition of later tradition, that

the body of the Lord was not yet glorified, that the period of " forty days" is

also due to tradition), Weiss substitutes his own remarks (here given entire) :

" The representation which is made of this fact [namely, the Ascension] will

indeed vary according to the conception one has of the resurrection of Jesus

and of the appearances of the Risen One. According to the biblical view the

Resurrection is a proceeding from the grave in a glorified body, such as is alone

qualified for the heavenly life. From this it follows that Jesus from His res-

urrection onward has entered into the glory of the heavenly life (Luke xxiv.

2G, 44). and that too in a glorified body. His appearances to the disciples, so far

as they bore a character appealing to thesenses, wore atj/ieia (Johnxx. 30) - -

pia fActs i. 3), through which Jesus must assure them, who had known Him in

earthly life, of the identity of His person and the corporeality (t.c, the reality)

of I lis resurrection ; in fact, He appears to be no longer bound by the conditions

of this earthly life (Luke xxiv. 31, 36, 51 1 and cannol l"' Been in His g]

holy as such. These appearances, which still belong essentially to the close of

irthly labors, may be reckoned as still a part of the earthly life of Jesus,

as He Himself (John xx. 17) represents Himsi If as still in the act of returning

home ; as a matter of fact they are appi arances of the Christ who has already

entered upon the full divine glory and authority (comp. Matt, xxviii. 18), on

which account they are also in no way distingui Led by Paul from that which

occurred to him <\ Cor. xv. 5-8), although the latter, asaffectiie: one who had

not known Jesus in the flesh, could assume another form. Certainly those ap-

nces must have had a definito close, at which Jesus said to His disciples
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that He would no longer appear to them, that His earthly labors had ?n end
;

since otherwise the discontinuance of further appearances must have remained

unintelligible to them and have shaken their faith in His resurrection and ex-

altation. Whether at that last separation He, through a sensible sign, as nar-

rated in Acts i. 9, gave His disciples the assurance that He would henceforth be

permanently removed into the heavenly life, and whether the time of these

appearances continued precisely forty days (Acts i. 3), depends on the question

of the historical character of that narrative, which has nothing to do with the

question of the reality of the Ascension, i.e., of the exaltation into heaven of

Him who had risen in a glorified body." w

Meyer's view, according to Weiss, seeks to unite antitheses which exclude

each other, and "is opposed to the biblical representation of the Resurrection,

namely, the transformation (1 Cor. xv. 52 ff.), with which this glorification is

already of itself included. " Comp., against Meyer, the very candid article of

Dr. T. D. Woolsey, Bibliotheca Sacra, Oct. 1882 ("The End of Luke's Gospel

and the Beginning of the Acts" ).

CLXXXVH. The Silence of Matthew and John.

On the assumed difference between the Gospels in regard to the Ascension,

growing out of the silence of Matthew and John, comp. Godet, Luke, pp.

514-517, Am. ed.

CLXXXVIII. The Testimony of the Epistle to Barnabas.

The passage Meyer cites may either mean that the Ascension took place on

the first day of the week, or more probably it joins the Resurrection and As-

cension as one fact, the glorification beginning with the rising from the dead.

This accords with the view of Weiss (see Note CLXXXVL, p. 592), who
however, omits as irrelevant the citation and Meyer's argument connected with

it. It is worth noticing here that Barnabas was with Paul at Antioch in Pi-

sidia, when the latter, according to Acts xiii. 31, asserted publicly that Jesus

"was seen for many days of them that came up with Him from Galilee to Je-

rusalem, who are now His witnesses unto the people." It is therefore improb-

able that Barnabas (if, as is by no means likely, he wrote the Epistle bearing

his name) could have placed the actual Ascension on the day of the Resurrec-

tion. Moreover, the statement of Paul on that occasion seems to oppose di-

rectly Meyer's theory respecting a twofold tradition.

38
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A.

Abraham' s bosom, 477 seq.

Adam, 301 seq., 304.

Advent of Christ, The, 419 seq., 423
seq. ; to judgment, 50*1 seq., 532

seq.

Angelic chorus, The, 274 seq., 288
seq., 276 seq.

Anna, the prophetess, 281.

Annas, the high priest, 294, 302 seq.

Anointing of Christ, 348 seq.

Apostles, The twelve, 332 seq. ; re-

ceive Christ's final instructions, 585

seq.

Ascension of Christ, The, 586 seq.,

592 seq.

B.

Barabbas released, 564.

Barnabas, Epistle of, 588 seq., 593.

Beatitudes of Christ, The, 334 seq.,

341 seq.

Benedictus, The, 252 seq., 260.

Benevolence, Christian, 391 seq. ; true,

527.

Bethany, 586, 592.

Bethsaida, 366 seq., 377 seq.

Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost,
415 seq.

C.

Caiaphas, the high priest, 294.

Census of Caesar Augustus, 264 seq.,

287 seq., 269 seq.

Centurion of Capernaum, The, 344
seq., 352 seq.

Christ, Jesus, is born, 272 seq. ; His
day of birth, 273, 288 ; visited by
the shepherds, 275 seq. ; is circum-
cised, 277

;
presented in the temple,

279, 283 ; living in Nazareth, 282

seq., 289 seq. ; among the Rabbis
in the temple, 284 seq. ; avowing
His Sonship, 285 seq., 289 ; His
growth, 286 seq. ; baptized of John,
297 seq. ; begins His ministry, 298,

303 ; His genealogy, 298 seq. , 301 seq.

,

303 seq. ; tempted of the devil, 306

seq.; begins His Galilean ministry,

308 seq. ; expels an unclean spirit,

313; cures Peter's wife's mother, 314;

and the miraculous draught of fishes,

318 seq., 323 seq. ; cleansing of the

leper, 320, 324 ; healeth one sick

with the palsy, 321 ; teaches in par-

ables ; 322 seq., 357 seq. ; healeth

on the Sabbath, 331 ; chooses the

twelve Apostles, 332 seq. ; retires

for prayer, 332 ; delivers the sermon
on the mount, 333 seq., 340 seq. ;

heals the centurion's servant, 344

seq., 352 seq. ; raises the young
man at Nain ; testifieth of the. Bap-
tist, 347 ; is anointed, 348 seq. ; re-

bukes the wind and the sea, 360 ;

expels the devils of Gadara, 360
seq. ; healeth a woman with a bloody
issue, 361 ; raises Jairus' daughter
from the dead, 361 ; sends out His
Apostles, 365 ; feeds the 5000, 366

seq. ; foretelling His passion, 368 ;

is transfigured, 369 seq. ; expels an
unclean spirit, 370 seq. ; teaches

humility, 371 seq. ; journeys to

Jerusalem, 372 seq., 378 seq.; sends
out the Seventy, 382 seq., 395 ; His
joy, 388 seq. ; teacheth the lawyer,

389 seq.; at Bethany, 393 seq., 396 ;

teaches how to pray, 399 seq. ; cast-

ing out a dumb devil, 401 seq., 410
seq. ; discourses against the Phari-

sees, 404 seq., 411 seq., 413 seq. ;

denounces hypocrisy, 414 seq. ;

teaches God's Providence, 418
;

foretells His passion, 423 seq. ;

healeth an infirm woman, 430 seq. ;

continuance of His journey, 431

seq., 438 ; reproves Herod, 434 seq.;

bewails Jerusalem, 436 seq. ; heals a
man with dropsy, 441 ; heals the

ten lepers, 488 seq. ;
journeys tow-

ards Jerusalem, 488 seq. ; foretells

the advent of the kingdom, 490 seq.,

531 seq. ; also His own,493 seq. ; en-

joins prayer, 499 ; and the children,

504 , and the young ruler, 504 seq.

;

heals the blind man at Jericho, 505,
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507 ; in the house of Zacchaeus,

509 seq. ; His triumphal entry into

Jerusalem, 51G seq. ; lamentation

over Jerusalem, 516 seq., 518 ; His
authority, 520 ; His eschatological

discourse, 528 seq., 534 seq. ; eating

the Passover meal, 539 seq. ; insti-

tutes the Lord's Supper, 540 seq.

,

556 : predicts Peter's denial, 545

seq., 556 ; discourses as to the

sword, 547 seq.
;
prays in Gethsein-

ane, 549 seq. ; is betrayed by Judas,

552 ; heals the servant's ear, 552
seq. ; is led before the high priest,

553 seq. ; is denied by Peter, 554 ;

brought before the Sanhedrim, 554
seq., 558 ; is mocked, 554, 557 seq.;

brought before Pilate, 562, 569; sent

to Herod, 562 seq., 569 ; condemned
to be crucified, 564 ; addresses the

women, 564 seq. ; is crucified, 565

seq. ; mocked on the cross, 566; His
death, 568 ; and burial, 568 seq. ;

His resurrection, 573 seq. ; appears
unto the eleven, 581 seq. ; imparts
His final instructions, 585 seq. ; His
ascension, 586 seq., 592 seq.

Christian prudence, 466 seq.

Circumcision, ceremonies of, 250.

Compassion to man, 338 seq.

Confessing Christ, 368.

Covetousness denounced, 415 seq.

Crucifixion of Christ, The, 565.

Cvrenius, governor of Syria, 265 seq.,

"287 seq.

E.

Elizabeth, 240 ; visited by Man-, 245

seq. ; filled with the Holy Ghost,

246 ; blesses Mary, 246.

Emmaus, The disciples at, 575 seq.,

590.

Eschatological discourse of Christ,

The, 528 seq., 534.

Excuses, vain, 444 seq.

F.

Faith and salvation, 352 ; and forgive-

. 486 seq.; its power, 487.

Fellowship with Christ, 446.

Fidelity rewarded, -171 seq.

-washing, 351, 5 1

1

Forbearance of God, The, 429 seq.

is and love, 351 seq., 486

seq.

Friends, how secured, 408 seq.

G.

Gabriel, 238 : sent to Mary, 241

Gethsemane's prayt i [. ; and
agony, 551.

Golgotha, 565.

Gospel, The, its proclamation, 385 ;

its effects, 423 seq. ; its preserving
power, 447, 448.

Gospels, early writings of, 230 seq.

H.

Hades, 478 seq.

Heaven, 470 seq., 477 seq.

Herod Antipas, 292 ; reproved by
T^.,,t. AHA £.«,-.

Hades, 478 seq.

Heaven, 470 seq
Herod Antipas, «„- , ±^y

Jesus, 434 seq.

Hindrances to spiritual life, 358.

Holy Spirit, The, blasphemy against,

415 seq.; to be given to the disci-

ples, 584 seq.

Humility taught, 371 seq., 442, 487,

503 seq., 544.

Hypocrisy denounced, 414 seq.

Infant faith, 246.

J.

Jerusalem, Christ's last journey to,

372 seq., 378 seq.; bewailed', 436

seq. ; destruction of the city and
temple of, 528 seq.

Jews, their restoration, 437, 439.

John the Baptist, 236 seq. ; his mirac-

ulous birth, 244, 258 seq., 250 ; his

circumcision and naming, 250 s< q.

:

his growth, 255 seq.; his preaching

and baptism. 294 Beq., 347 ;
impris-

oned by Herod, 297 ; baptizes

Christ, 297 seq. ; sends messengers
to Christ, 347 seq., 353.

Jonah as a sign, 403.

Joseph, the husband of Mary, at

Bethlehem, 271.

Joy in God's kingdom, 388.

Judas Iscariot, 538 seq.; judged by
Christ, 543 ; betrays Christ, 552.

L.

Lawyer. The, and Christ, 389 seq.
_

Law, The, its continual obligation,

473 seq., 483.

Lazarus and ! >ives, 176.

The true theory of, 416 seq.

Lord's I 'rave,'. The. 399 seq., 410.

Lord' 8 Supper, The, instituted, 540

seq., 556 ;
it - doctrine, 541 seq., 580.

Love and forgiveness, 351 seq., 486

B< q.

Love to mankind, 336 seq., 391 seq.,

his birth and life, 217 seq.: his

th, 218 ;
his relation to Paul,

b historian, 257 ; his

accuracy of statement, 287 seq.

The Gospel of, its origin, 218
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seq., 225 seq., 256 ; its relation to

Mark, 220 ; its occasion and object,

221 seq. ; its time of composition,
223, 226 seq., 256 seq.; its place of

composition, 224 ; its genuineness
and integrity, 224 seq.

Lysanias, 292 seq.

M.

Magnificat, The, 247, 260.

Mammon, its meaning, 460 seq., 468
seq., 481.

Marriage in Heaven, 522 seq.

Martha and Mary, 393 seq., 396 seq.

Mary, the Virgin, 240 ; her annuncia-
tion, 240 seq., 213 seq. ; her virgin-

ity, 241 ; visits Elizabeth, 245 seq.,

249 seq., 259 ;
prophecies, 247 seq.

;

goes to Bethlehem, 271 seq. ; is pu-
rified, 277 seq. ; resides at Nazareth,
282 seq., 289 seq. ; visits Jerusalem,
283 seq.

Master and servant, 487 seq.

Messengers from the Baptist, 347 seq.,

353.

Messianic Kingdom, The, 241 ; its

advent, 295, 309 seq., 423 seq., 490
seq., 515 ; devotion to, 377 ; exclu-

sion from, 432 seq.

Millennial Kingdom, The, 443 ; its fut-

ure advent, 490 seq. , 496 seq.

Mina, The, value of, 513.

Miracles of Christ, The : Expelling an
unclean Spirit, 313 ; Cxiring Peter's
wife's mother, 314 ; the Miraculous
Draught of Fishes, 318 seq., 323
seq. ; Cleansing of the Leper, 320,

324 ; Healing one sick with the Pal-

sy, 321 ; Curing the man with the
withered Hand, 331 ; Healing the
Centurion's Servant, 344 seq. ; Rais-

ing the Young Man at Nain, 345
seq. ; Rebukes the Wind and the
Sea, 360 ; Expels the Devils of Ga-
dara, 360 seq. ; Healing a Woman
with a bloody Issue, 361 ; Raising
Jairus' daughter from the Dead,
361 ; Feeding of the 5000, 366 seq.

;

Expelling an unclean Spirit, 370
seq. ; Casting out a Dumb Devil,

401 seq., 410 seq.; Healing the In-
firm Woman, 430 seq. ; of the
Man with Dropsy, 441 ; Healing of

the Ten Lepers, 488 seq., 495 seq. ;

Healing the Blind Man at Jericho,

505, 507 ; Healing the Servant's
Ear, 552 seq.

Mount of Olives, 515.

N.
Nain, 345.

Nazareth, 2S2, 2S9.

O.

Offences, and how avoided, 485 seq.

,

495.

Parables of Christ, The : the Bride-
groom and his Friends, 322 ; the
New Patch on the Old Garment,
322, 324 ; the New Wine into old
Bottles, 322, 325 ; the Blind lead-
ing the Blind, 339 ; the House built

upon a Rock, 339 seq. ; the Chil-
dren in the Market-Place, 348 ; the
Two Debtors, 350, 354 ; the Sower,
357 seq. ; the Candle, 359 ; the good
Samaritan, 391 seq., 396 ; the Im-
portunate Petitioner, 399 seq. ; the
Candle iinder a Bushel, 403 seq. ;

the Light of the Eye, 403 seq. ; the
Rich Fool, 416 seq. ; the Absent
Lord, 419 seq. ; the Fruitless Fig-tree,

429 seq. ; the Mustard Seed, 431, 438 ;

the Leaven, 431, 438 ; the Great Sup-
per, 444 seq.,448 ; the Lost Sheep,
450 seq. ; thePiece of Silver, 451 ; the
Prodigal Son, 451 seq., 456 ; the Un-
just Steward, 459 seq., 481 ; the Rich
Man and Lazarus, 475 seq., 483

;

the Importunate Widow, 499 seq.,

506 ; the Pharisee and the Publican,
503 seq. ; the Pounds, 512 seq.

;

the Wicked Husbandman, 520 seq.,

524.

Paradise, 477 seq., 523.

Parousia, The, 419, 470 seq., 490 seq.,

496 seq., 512 seq., 531 seq., 535, 566,

587.

Penitent Thief, The, on the cross, 566
seq.

Peter, his denial predicted, 545 seq.,

556 ; denies Christ, 554, 557 ; at

the Sepulchre, 574 seq.

Pharisees, The, denounced by Christ,

404 seq., 411 seq., 473.

Pilate, 292 ; and the Galileans, 428
seq.; and Christ, 562 seq., 569.

Poor, The, provided for, 443. 445.

Prayer, answered, 236 seq., 399 ; in
retiracy, 332 ; taught by Christ, 499
seq.

;
perseverance in, 400, 499 ; for

faith, 486 seq. ; sincere and hypo-
critical, 503 seq.

Priesthood, The, classes of, 234 seq.,

258 ; their stay in the sanctuary,
238 seq.

Prophecy, fulfilled, 295, 309 seq., 583
seq., 591.

Providence of God, The, 418.

Prudence, worldly, 460 seq., 481.

Punishment for unfaithfulness, 421
seq., 471 seq., 479 seq.; method of

the divine, 428, 500 seq.
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Purification, outward and inward, 405
seq. ; future, 515.

Quirenius, governor of Syria, 265 seq.,

287 seq.

R.

liaising from the dead, 346 seq.

Rank and authority, 544 seq.

Recompense for fidelity, 419 seq.,

471 seq., 479.

itance, 451 seq., 480.

Restitution, 510.

Resurrection, The double, 443 ; of

Christ, 573 seq.

Riches and their use, 460 seq., 481
seq.

Righteousness, legal, 451 seq.

S.

Sabbath-day, The, teaching on, 308,

313, 331 ; healing on, 313, 331, 430
seq. 441; Christ's doctrine of, 330
seq. ; its observance, 569.

Salt as a symbol, 447 seq.

Salvation, its seriousness, 432.

Sarepta, The widow of, 312.

Satan and his power, 387 ; and Judas
Iscariot, 538 seq.

Scriptures, The, manner of reading,

308.

Self-denial practised, 446.

Self-righteousness condemned, 503

Sermon on the Mount, The, 333 Beq.,

340 seq.

Seventy, The Mission of the, 382 seq.,

395 : their return, 386 seq.

Sex and immortality, 522 Beq.

Shepherds, The, at Bethlehem, 273
;

their visit to the Christ-child, 275
seq.

Simeon, 278 seq. ; his Messianic deliv-
erance, 279.

Sin and misery, 452 seq.

Soldiers coming to the Baptist, 296.

Stewardship on earth, 460 seq., 481
seq.

T.

Talent, value of a, 513.

Temptation of Christ, The, 306 seq.

Theophilus, 221 seq.

Tiberius Caesar, 292.

Transfiguration of Christ, The, 369
seq.

Tribute paying, 521.

W.

Watchfulness commended, 419 seq.;

enjoined, 533.

Widow's mite, The, 527.

Wisdom of God, The, 408 seq.

Woes of Christ, The, 335 seq., 342 ; on
the Galilean cities, 385 seq. ; iqjon

Pharisees and lawyers, 406 Beq.

Women at the Sepulchre, The, 573
seq.

Year, The, 299 seq., 303 seq.
#

Z.

Zacharias, 234 seq., 258 ; his prayer
heard, 236 seq. ; asking for and re-

ceiving a sign, 238, 258 seq.; at the

circumcision of John, 251 seq.

;

prophecies concerning John, 254.

Zacchaeus, 509 seq., 517.

Zeal, intemperate, 375 seq.; lawful

and unlawful, 445.
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